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CHAPTER 1
EVOLUTION AND HUMAN NATURE1
As Mayr has recently pointed out, acceptance of the concept of evolution
JL through natural selection required the rejection of many previously held
ideas. Not only were scientific beliefs about the age of the earth, the nature of
geological processes and the causes of biological evolution changed, but since
the theory of evolution applied directly to man himself, religion, ethics, and
the very foundations of a moral society were challenged. It was not the idea of
evolution that was so difficult for people to accept; the idea of steady progress
toward perfection, perhaps aided by occasional intervention by a Creator,
could be reconciled with traditional European beliefs. Since selection was
central to the evolutionary process, however, it was no longer possible to
believe in the inevitability of progress or the moral nature of the changing
universe.
The development of modern genetics showed that the evolutionary
process was based on chance mutation, selection, and the fate of genes in
populations. The parts of Darwin’s theories that were least acceptable to the
average person were confirmed by an over-whelming body of experimental
science. Now molecular biology has elucidated the nature of the gene and
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shed light on the way in which life may have originated. The fossil record has
also provided some understanding of the nature of life and its history over the
last 600 million years, and in the last 1 percent of that time there is now
substantial fossil evidence of our own family, the Hominidae.
The new evidence suggests a solution to many of the traditional
problems about the origin of man, some of which will be reviewed in this
paper. We believe, however, that the implications of the theory of evolution
for the understanding of the biological nature of man are only beginning to
become clear. At this point, we think it is more useful to speculate on the
implications than to review the facts, although we will try to do both, keeping
“fact” separate from speculation. In doing so, we will discover almost at once
that such a separation may be more an illusion than a useful explanatory
device. In a very fundamental sense, our society and our scholastic traditions
are based on a pre-evolutionary view of man and his nature. At the social
level, the fact that a custom exists does not prove that it is necessary, efficient,
or desirable. At the individual level, the fact that a way of thinking may be
logical, traditional and appealing does not mean that it is useful.
The essential point is that man evolved in response to conditions that
no longer exist, that the human body and human nature are products of a
succession of different ways of life, resulting in a peculiar, specialized kind of
creature with great abilities and surprising limitations. In reviewing some of
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the major stages in our evolution, we will comment on the implications of
these ways of life for modern man.

Apes and Men
The classic view of human evolution, as described by Huxley and
supported by Darwin, was that mankind was particularly closely related to
the African apes (the chimpanzee and the gorilla). In the intervening years
most scientists abandoned this position and a wide variety of evolutionary
theories were proposed. At present, the human lineage is considered to have
originated anywhere from five to fifty million years ago, and the creature
from which we evolved is visualized as anything from a tarsier to something
very like the contemporary chimpanzee. Recent developments in molecular
biology and immunochemistry have resolved these controversies, which
could not be settled by traditional anatomical and paleontological methods.

Molecular Clues to Human Evolution
It has now become possible to compare the DNA of different animals
and to directly assess the differences in their genetic material. Using this
method, man appears to be most closely related to the chimpanzee and
gorilla, then to the Old World monkey, the New World monkey, and the
prosimian, in that order.
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A second method of estimating the similarity between two animals is to
compare the number of differences in the sequence of the amino acids in a
given protein. While there are no differences between man and chimpanzee
in hemoglobin, for example, there are twelve differences between man and
monkey. Similarly, there are no differences between man and chimpanzee in
fibrinopeptides and an average of seven differences between man and
monkey.
Immunological techniques have also been used to compare man with
other primates; although this kind of experiment had been conducted for
seventy years, neither anatomists nor paleontologists were convinced by its
results. Immunological comparisons have recently been improved by the use
of purified proteins and techniques that permit objective quantification. As
Table 1-1 indicates, the results are the same as those produced by DNA
comparison or by amino acid sequencing: man and chimpanzee appear to be
so closely related that the methods are at the limit of their usefulness. The
order of relationship among the contemporary primates is: man, chimpanzee,
gorilla, orangutan, gibbon, Old World monkey, New World monkey, and
various prosimians, including the tarsier.

Table 1-1 Differences between man and chimpanzee and man and monkey as
measured by:
ManChimpanzee
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DNA

2.5%

10.1%

Hemoglobin

0

12

Fibrinopeptides

0

7

Albumin

7

35

Carbonic anhydrase

4

50

Sequence of amino acids in:

Immunology:

This arrangement of the primates agrees with the classic nineteenthcentury consensus and is the same as the pre-evolutionary ordering of these
animals. What must be emphasized is that the molecular data can be
quantified and counted, and that the conclusions are the same regardless of
which method is used or in which laboratory the tests are performed. In this
sense, then, these results differ greatly from those obtained by traditional
methods, which contain a large subjective element. What many scientists did
not anticipate was how closely man appears to be related to the African apes,
particularly the chimpanzee. The difference between man and chimpanzee is
no greater than the difference between some species of macaques, or
between species of Cercopithecus monkeys, which have never been regarded
as particularly dissimilar. If one examines the tables summarizing the data,
the only animals as closely related as man and chimpanzee are such animals
as the llama and vicuna, sheep and goat, and kinds of buffalo. Man and
chimpanzee are more closely related than dog and fox.
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It has been suggested that the small differences between man and the
African apes may be due more to evolution slowing down than to any recent
separation. But Barnicot has noted that no reasonable explanation for such
slowing down has been given. Fortunately, the immunological information
provides a direct check on this hypothesis. Sarich and Wilson compared
various primates to carnivores. The distances separating them, measured in
immunological units of albumin, are: man 169, gibbon 169, macaque 169,
cebus monkey 169. Other experiments give similar results. Thus, there is no
evidence of human evolution slowing down. Furthermore, the rate did
become slower in a New World monkey (Aotus), and it is separated from
carnivores by 150 units. If there is a slackening, this method detects it. In
prosimians, small forms with short generation times, the distance from
carnivores is: Nycticebus 143, Lemur 150, and Tupaia (a tree shrew) 163.
Small, short-generation forms have changed less than monkeys, apes, or man.
As in anatomy, the rate of evolution is independent of size or generation time.
Elephants have evolved more rapidly than rats.
Although the difference between man and other animals may be
measured objectively by comparing DNA and amino acid sequences or by
investigating various proteins with immunochemical techniques, converting
these differences into years is more difficult. Attempts to relate molecular
differences to dates when two evolutionary lineages may have separated have
been discussed elsewhere, and we will only estimate here that a “molecular
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clock” will be reasonably well calibrated in the next two or three years.
As far as the origin of man is concerned, the fossil record shows that
lines leading to man and chimpanzee cannot have existed separately for less
than 5 million years, while the biochemical data appear to rule out any date of
over 10 million years. Unfortunately, there are not enough fossils to settle the
matter. For example, in 1972 Kurten maintained that the separation of ape
and human lineages must have occurred more than 35 million years ago. In
1970 another paleontologist insisted that the separation must have been in
the Oligocene, some 25 million years ago, but by 1972 thought that the split
might be as little as 10 million years ago. It is disagreements of this order that
make it impossible to relate molecular change to the fossil record at this time.

Behavior and Anatomy
Until very recently little information has been available on the behavior
of monkeys and apes under natural conditions. Most early descriptions of the
behavior of nonhuman primates were based on travelers’ tales and reflected
the way people expected apes to behave. Over the last fifteen years a large
amount of accurate data based on carefully planned field studies has become
available. It fully supports the arrangement of the primates that the molecular
information suggests.
The behavior of wild chimpanzees reflects a close relationship to man.
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Chimpanzees are now known to use objects more extensively than any other
mammal except man. They employ a variety of things for a variety of
activities. They “fish” termites from their mounds with modified sticks and
grasses, sponge rainwater from depressions in branches with crumpled
leaves, clean their bodies with leaves, throw rocks and sticks, poke at things
with sticks. Chimpanzees stalk, kill, and eat smaller animals, and adult males
may cooperate in catching a prey animal. Chimpanzees will also share the
meat with others, regardless of individual dominance status, unlike baboons,
the only other nonhuman primate known to kill and eat an appreciable
number of small animals. Finally, chimpanzees mature much more slowly
than monkeys, and consequently the young are dependent upon and remain
with their mothers for many years.
Chimpanzee and human anatomy is very similar in the arms and trunk,
which accounts for comparable motions at shoulder, elbow, and wrist as well
as the similarity of many actions in moving and climbing. On the ground, both
chimpanzees and gorillas walk quadrupedally, bending their fingers so that
their knuckles touch the ground. This is a specialized kind of locomotion
derived from the way in which apes reach and climb about in trees. Both the
field studies of behavior and man’s close anatomical similarity to
chimpanzees suggest that we developed from a ground-living, knucklewalking apelike creature and that our ancestors moved about in this way
before becoming fully bipedal. The problem of the origin of man has
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frequently been treated as the problem of how an arboreal ape came down to
the ground, but the field studies clearly show that merely coming down to the
ground does not result in bipedal walking.
In summary, recent molecular and immuno-chemical studies show that
man is particularly closely related to the African apes. Field studies of
behavior support this view. These show that many behaviors considered
uniquely human are found among chimpanzees. This is in accord with our
knowledge of ape and human anatomy. Using the few fossils available, we
cannot determine the precise course taken by evolution. What evidence we
have suggests that most of the higher primates at Miocene levels were apes
(Pongidae). However, most of the apes became extinct in post-Miocene times.
The monkeys became the common, successful arboreal primates, even
producing several kinds of terrestrial monkeys that have proven to be far
more successful than the knuckle-walking apes. Man is descended from one
kind of ground-living ape, but men were not as numerous as monkeys until
long after the advent of agriculture permitted human populations to expand.
If the fossil record of the primates is examined, we find no evidence of any
general evolutionary trend toward man, nor, until very recently, any great
human success.

The Human Way of Life
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Australopithecus
The first creatures in the fossil record that can definitely be identified as
human (in the broadest sense) belonged to the genus Australopithecus. They
lived in East and South Africa between one million and something over four
million years ago. The fossils suggest that at least two species of
australopithecine existed: two jaw fragments found in Java, which may belong
to the genus, indicate that they may have been much more widely distributed
than can be proven from the fossil material now on hand. Although fragments
of several hundred specimens have been found, the pieces are mostly teeth
and jaws. Thus, reasonable disagreement exists over body size, proportions,
and habits. The best guess is that these australopithecines were bipedal,
hunted, and used stone tools. Since the deposits in which they were found
show that they were living in dry savanna, the case for their human affinities
is strong. A hand found at Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania has many attributes of a
knuckle-walking hand, while a humerus from East Rudolf, Kenya and an ulna
from the Omo Valley, Ethiopia show that at least some australopithecines had
very massive arms. Stone tools of considerable variety in size and form are
found at many fossil sites. In some sites, Australopithecus has been found with
the bones of the animals he appears to have hunted; in others, both
Australopithecus and numerous other animals seem to have been the victims
of carnivores.
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One of the problems in attempting to reconstruct the australopithecines
and their way of life has been the prevailing tendency to take each kind of
new fossil man as it is discovered and make it appear as primitive as possible.
Neanderthal man was first reconstructed in a very apelike manner, although
many proportions of the European Neanderthals are ultra-human, such as
their large articular surfaces, short forearms and legs. Java man was depicted
as halfway between man and ape, and Pekin man was regarded as too
primitive to have made stone tools, although tools were found alongside his
bones.
Australopithecus was a victim of the same bias. At first it was even
denied that the ilium and the skull could belong to the same skeleton because
the pelvis was so human and the skull had such a small cranial capacity. It is
true, judging from the few well-preserved skulls found, that the brains of
these bipeds were no larger than those of contemporary apes. Holloway’s
careful reassessment of their cranial capacities shows that australopithecine
brains were even smaller than had originally been estimated. In any case, the
fact that the brain was small made many scientists at first unwilling to think
Australopithecus could be human, then unwilling to accept the notion that
they could have made stone tools. In our opinion, the discovery of a nearly
complete foot by Louis Leakey at Olduvai (see) and of skulls, tools, and limb
bones by Richard Leakey in the East Rudolf areas should have settled the
matter.
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David Pilbeam has provided a comprehensive review of these
discoveries in which the human affinities of Australopithecus are evident.
Given the apelike size of the australopithecine brain, it is not surprising
that the stone tools found with these creatures are both simple and easy to
make. Furthermore, these tools do not increase in complexity over the twomillion-year period in which they are found. Since both chimpanzees and
contemporary hunter-gatherer peoples use wooden tools, not likely to be
preserved in the fossil record over a long time, the lack of apparent progress
in tool using may be misleading. Nevertheless, the small brains, roughly half
the size of the brain of the beings that succeeded Australopithecus, and the
simple, unchanging tools all suggest much less effective kinds of behavior
than those of subsequent forms of man. If the separation of the human and
ape lineages took place more than 6 million years ago, then by far the greater
part of human evolution has been dominated by small-brained forms.
Early evolutionary theory held that the brain was the key element in
human evolution, and that particularly intelligent apes saw the possibilities of
life on the ground. The fossil record shows, however, that the large human
brain first appears in the last phases of human evolution, a product of
uniquely human evolutionary events. In short, for millions of years before
large brains evolved man was a small-brained, tool-using biped who hunted.
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The Genus Homo
The larger, more robust australopithecine species probably became
extinct, while the smaller, gracile forms evolved into Homo erectus, the next
stage in human evolution. These forms are known from skeletons found in
Java and Pekin, and from more fragmentary remains found in Africa and
Europe. Their brains were twice as large as an australopithecine brain, and
their long, low skull with its large brow ridges was primitive but definitely
human. Homo erectus teeth were also human, although often large, and their
thigh bone is not exactly like that of modern man, but it is incontestably
human in shape. These men hunted large animals and learned how to make
fire. The distribution of Homo erectus stretched from eastern Asia across to
western Europe and down to southern Africa, but in spite of the humanity of
these creatures, the fossil record shows that cultural evolution proceeded
very slowly.
A million years ago, more or less, complex stone tools appear over most
of the Old World, in India, Africa, and Europe. In contrast to the tools found
with Australopithecus, these tools (Acheulian and related forms) are very
hard for a modern human to make. One can learn to make the earliest forms
of tools in an afternoon, but an Acheulian bifacial flaked tool can only be made
after months of practice. Some are so symmetrical and skillfully flaked that
they are esthetically pleasing to modern eyes, and they may, in fact, be
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regarded as the first direct evidence of art. One of the evolutionary origins of
artistic form might be the functional success of skillful manufacturing.
Nonetheless, these tools, which may be attributed to Homo erectus, continued
with little change in form for hundreds of thousands of years.
Up until some forty thousand years ago these ancient forms of man
persisted over much of the Old World. Then, in a relatively brief period of
time, Homo sapiens, men anatomically like ourselves, appeared and history
changed pace dramatically. Evidences of change are everywhere in the
archeological record, in shelters, graves, and art. Boats exist, fishing goes on,
and shellfish are eaten: water is no longer a barrier to man. Bow and arrow,
spear throwers, and many other new tools and weapons are found. Man
reaches Australia, conquers the Arctic, and peoples the New World. There is
indirect evidence of language, complex social systems, and religion; in short,
for human behavior as we know it today.
In summary, there appear to have been three major stages in the
evolution of man: a very long early one, in which stone-tool-using bipeds
evolve from the knuckle-walking apes; a million-year period, dominated by
Homo erectus, in which human skills evolve; and, finally, a last stage, a
moment in the whole process, in which Homo sapiens appears and the world
as we know it begins to take form.
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Interpretation
We have pointed out that increased intelligence did not cause the lines
leading to man and ape to separate and that the large brain appears late in the
fossil record, the result of adaptations to the final phases of human evolution.
In this way, man resembles horses and many other mammals. The brain tends
to follow in mammalian evolution, and this appears to be the case with man.
Since the brain was evolving in a feedback relation with other aspects of
human evolution, its structure now reflects this history. For example, the
areas of the human brain concerned with manual skills and language are very
large compared to those of other primates. In both language and manual
skills, control is limited to one side of the cortex. This lateralization is unique
to man. Evolution has built structures in the brain that make it easy for man
to learn both tool-using and speech. The structure of the brain does not
precisely define the functions it makes possible, but it makes classes of
learning extremely easy.
The relation of the brain to evolution may be stated in yet another way:
since the complex structures of the brain have evolved, they must have
important functions whether we know what they are or not. The great
evolutionary increase in size of the frontal lobes and the corpus callosum
should have made it obvious that these structures had important functions,
even before these functions were known. Similarly, the thalamus and other
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basal ganglia are three times larger in man than in ape, showing that
evolutionary expansion is not limited to the newer parts of the brain. The
cerebellum has also increased about the same amount, showing that the
whole brain has evolved as a balanced, working system.

Learning of Skills
A comparison with some of the contemporary primates shows that
humans have developed a unique ability to learn skills. It is well known that
monkeys learn to be social, and the importance of early learning has been
shown in many experiments. Chimpanzees mature about twice as slowly as
monkeys and man about twice as slowly as chimpanzees. This long period of
maturation is necessary to accommodate the peculiarities of human learning.
Skills can only be mastered through years of repetition, and the individual is
motivated to repeat behaviors by social situations. For example, we may
assume that throwing has been extremely important in human evolution.
While chimpanzees may throw rocks or sticks, they do not make piles of rocks
and practice throwing them, or play games that encourage throwing; nor do
appreciative chimpanzee audiences gather to applaud a successful throw. On
the other hand, if human adults use spears or bows, they practice these skills
in games they play as children before they use them in dangerous situations.
The mastery of skills is unique to man. Such behaviors are dependent upon
hand-brain coordination, the structure of the brain, and social facilitation. In
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turn, social facilitation is important in man’s unique ability to practice skills
and man thus uses his biology far more effectively than any other mammal.
In other words, throughout human evolution there have been selective
pressures for skillful performance. In the case of the hands, these pressures
have operated to produce strong, effective holding; for example, the structure
and proportions of the thumb itself, its muscles, and the areas of the cortex
and cerebellum where manual skills are controlled. In the case of speech, as
we shall see later, selection has improved the articulatory apparatus that
makes the sound code possible, increased lateralization of control, and
enlarged related parts of the brain. To be sure, individual skills must be seen
as part of a complex socio-biological matrix which makes populations
successful.

The Ability to Learn
The kinds of performance from which the selections have been made in
the evolutionary past have become easy to learn. For example, humans may
learn to speak with ease and will learn a language under almost any
circumstances. However, the fact that something is easy to learn does not
mean that it is learned quickly or that the final form is closely determined by
the underlying biology. It takes a child years to learn to speak, and he may
learn a wide variety of linguistic conventions in the process. Nevertheless,
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man is the only animal with a biology that makes this kind of learning
possible.
Chimpanzees, our closest relatives, cannot be taught to speak. Great
efforts have been made to help them, including bringing young apes up with
human children, but without success. The sounds nonhuman primates make
under natural conditions are designed primarily to convey information about
the emotional condition of the animal making the sound. These sounds may
be produced by stimulating the limbic system through electrodes implanted
in the brain. Neither sounds nor facial expressions are altered by removing
large amounts of the cortex. On the other hand, in man speech control
becomes lateralized in the cortex during the first few years of life, and lesions
0f the cortex may greatly affect speech.
The communication system of nonhuman primates is multimodal, using
sounds, gestures, and postures. Gesture and tone are still important in man,
especially for expressing emotion, but most communication is through the
use of a sound code. That is, of combinations of a very few short sounds. This
code allows an almost infinite number of combined sounds and thus an
almost infinite number of meanings, although obviously the meaning assigned
to any combination must be arbitrary. No nonhuman primate has anything
resembling such a sound code, which helps to explain why these animals
cannot be taught to speak.
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Many attempts have been made to discover when the human kind of
communication system with its sound code evolved. Unfortunately, no one
has been able to demonstrate that the ability to make the necessary short
noises and combine them can be functionally related in any way to a piece of
bone that we might hope to find in the fossil record. The best guess is that
languages as we know them today are some forty thousand years old. But
simpler modes of speech must have preceded the whole modern complex.
We have suggested that the necessity for practicing motor skills may
have been a factor leading to selection for delayed maturation in man. It is
equally likely that language influenced this development, since it takes years
to learn a language, and participation in human social systems is not possible
without it.
Language is not the only thing that man learns easily, however: because
of our evolutionary past we have a biology that allows us to be social, to
control rage and other emotions. The degree to which humans are able to
control their emotions is remarkable, especially if man is compared with the
nonhuman primates. Imagine an auditorium filled with several hundred
chimpanzees, many of them in estrus! Control involves cost to the individual,
however, for biology and social relationships do not operate on separate
levels. Biological individuals learn from other individuals. The ability to learn
is both a biological and a social concept, with a dimension in time as well.
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Learning may be both conscious and unconscious, but it always involves
emotion as well as intellect (limbic system and cortex).
The ability to learn may be illustrated by the problem of aggression. If
this term is limited to mean only inflicting damage or threatening to inflict
damage on another human being, then it is clear that man easily learns to be
highly aggressive. Johnson has also given an excellent review of the nature of
the biological and social causes of aggression. From the evolutionary point of
view, aggressive behavior has been necessary in most human societies for a
very long period of time. Livingstone estimates that some 25 percent of adult
males were killed in warfare among primitive societies. Killing people from
other tribes was regarded as the way to social success and essential behavior
for any real man. Until very recently, most fighting took place between
individuals, victory often being followed by the torture of captives. The extent
of human violence throughout history has been summarized by Freeman.
Hunting and fishing are other examples of human behavior that man
easily learns and enjoys. The most minimal success, or even hope of success,
is all that is necessary to motivate a wide variety of human activities. Since
hunting was important to man for millions of years, a biological base evolved
that made learning to hunt easy and the act of killing enjoyable.
In times past, hunting was socially approved and techniques were
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practiced in play. Thus, a kind of behavior that was easy to learn was
reinforced by the social reality. Since hunting and fishing are no longer
essential forms of behavior for most people, selection pressures have altered
and social reinforcement is lacking in most cases. None-the-less, these forms
of behavior continue to be easily learned because of our evolutionary past.
In general, men and most nonhuman primates will learn easily in
response to a social reward. Experiments have shown that monkeys will
respond even if their only reward is the sight of another monkey. Juvenile
humans who are apathetic in the classroom, where activities are maintained
by discipline, may respond to sports, where the individual is rewarded by
activity, support of others, emotional involvement, and in some cases, social
position. Human ability to learn can only be maximized if the rewards are in
accordance with man’s nature and, in addition, involve social situations and
emotions over substantial periods of time. Because we resemble non-human
primates in these basic ways much can be learned from the behavior of our
nearest relatives and little from the behavior of pigeons.

The Primitive World
Man adapts through his social system, his technology, and his
intelligence. Recently there have been enormous changes in technology and in
the number of people in the world. But, as noted before, most of human
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evolution took place before the advent of agriculture, when men lived in small
groups, on a face-to-face basis. As a result, human biology has evolved as an
adaptive mechanism to conditions that have largely ceased to exist. Man
evolved to feel strongly about a few people, short distances, and relatively
brief intervals of time; and these are still the dimensions of life that are
psychologically important to him. Children readily form deep attachments for
a few individuals; they become familiar with small areas: the homesick child
has no doubt of the importance of a small, psychologically meaningful world.
Although man s perception of time changes with aging, no person can feel
strongly about a period of more than a few years. Not only are millions of
years of geologic time emotionally meaningless, but saving for one’s old age
must be enforced by law.
In discussing language, we pointed out that the meanings humans
ascribe to combinations of the sound code are arbitrary. In the physical and
biological sciences, the meanings of words are specified by the operations
being performed; but in daily life and in the social sciences, words may have
little or no meaning. The simple relation of word and referent in the primitive
world is lost in our huge, complicated modem world, and our educational
systems provide no guidance to understanding either languages or their
relation to the brain. The reality of the present world is the many, the far, the
complex, the impersonal. The human mind did not evolve to operate
effectively under these conditions. To a person in a primitive society, the
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universe is small and the world is flat. Without access to a telescope, the
human brain interprets stars as small, nearby objects, while the sun itself
appears to travel across the sky. Simple, personal explanations are devised
for complex natural phenomena; otherwise inexplicable events are thought to
have been caused either by spirits or by other human beings. Other groups of
humans are regarded as barbarians at best, as inhuman at worst.
Before scientific methods were developed, the human brain adapted to
the small world of its experience through beliefs that were common to
mankind. None of these folk beliefs corresponds to the nature of the world as
it is revealed by scientific technology, and this is what is meant by the
statement that the brain is an organ of adaptation, not an organ of truth. The
apparently necessary beliefs of the primitive world about the nature of time,
space, size, and cause, beliefs that were essential parts of human behavior, do
not correspond in any way to the nature of the universe as seen by science.
The human brain was simply unable to think its ways unaided to a more
accurate way of looking at the world, and technology had to be invented to
provide the necessary information for the brain to use in adapting.
Techniques developed in the physical and biological sciences have
resulted in views that have expanded the limits of the primitive world. The
belief in spontaneous generation has been superseded by an understanding of
the function of DNA; bacteria have replaced spirits as the causes of some
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diseases; but in everyday life and in many of the social sciences, primitive
ways of thinking still persist.
The study of evolution raises the issue of whether there can be a useful
social science that pays no attention to the biology of the human participants
in the social system. The doctrine that there are separate levels of
understanding—physical,

biological,

and

social—is

a

barrier

to

understanding the evolutionary process and, we think, a barrier to
understanding human behavior. Future generations will probably regard
such academic divisions as economics, political science, sociology, and
anthropology as being as antiquated as the concept that the elements of the
world are earth, air, fire, and water.
These categories, which seemed sensible in the nineteenth century,
stem from the belief that man is a rational animal and that unaided human
thought can arrive at some lasting truth. But the brain is a product of
evolution. It evolved in response to the selection pressures of the primitive
world, and it adjusted to the conditions of that world by adapting. The
scientific-technical world is new. There is no more reason to think that the
brain can judge the social scene correctly than to believe that astronomy
could evolve without a telescope.
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CHAPTER 2
CHIMPANZEE BEHAVIOR AS A MODEL FOR THE
BEHAVIOR OF EARLY MAN1
New Evidence on Possible Origins of Human Behavior
Jane Goodall and David A. Hamburg
The search for information about man’s evolutionary history has
gradually yielded a wealth of fossil evidence that, together with
accumulations of stone tools and detailed mapping of bones and other
artifacts found on living sites, has given us an ever-growing understanding of
man’s physical and cultural evolution. The fossil evidence, however, provides
us with few clues as to the social behavior of our earliest known ancestors.
In recent years, an attempt has been made to reconstruct some aspects
of prehistoric man’s social life by drawing on our growing knowledge of the
social behavior of the living primates. Because baboons may live on the
savanna in conditions similar to those which nurtured emerging man, these
primates have often been selected as a model for the behavior of our remote
ancestors. Certainly, baboons and men are both primates and thus share a
variety of primate traits, and certainly we can learn much from studying the
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ways in which a nonhuman primate has adapted to savanna living.
The chimpanzee, however, is a much closer relative of man than the
baboon. This is suggested by many lines of research into the biochemistry,
physiology, anatomy, and behavior of the chimpanzee. In all these areas there
are striking similarities between the chimpanzee and ourselves. Indeed, in
some ways chimpanzees, along with the other African apes, the gorillas, are
biologically closer to man than they are to the orangutan—certainly closer
than to the baboon. Unless we postulate a remarkable case of parallel
evolution in a whole variety of physical and behavioral traits, the African
great apes must, at some time, have shared a common ancestor with man.
Thus we are suggesting that an understanding of the biology and behavior of
the living chimpanzee, while it certainly cannot give us an accurate model for
the behavior of early man, may well be the best that is available to us.
We suggest that these biological and behavioral characteristics which
can be observed in the chimpanzee today and which show marked
similarities to biological and behavioral characteristics of modern man are
also likely to have been present both in the primate that served as the
common ancestor and in the first true man.
An understanding of chimpanzee biology and behavior highlights those
aspects which make man unique as a primate species. After we pinpoint these
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differences between ourselves and our closest living relative, we can then
look for modes of behavior in the chimpanzee that might foreshadow human
patterns. Next we can inquire about the environmental conditions in
evolution that might, through natural selection, shape these precursors in a
direction toward the ultimately human patterns. Clues to the evolutionary
shaping of early man’s behavior are relevant to the most fundamental
considerations of human nature. A better understanding of the life of early
man can lead to a recognition of crucial behavior patterns, which must have
been highly adaptive in those times. A significant part of contemporary man’s
genetic and cultural heritage may lie in a readiness to learn such behavior
patterns, some of which may not be appropriate to the problems we face
today.

Some Similarities in the Behavior of Man and Chimpanzees
Some of the more striking similarities between the chimpanzee and man
are the following: (a) tool-using and tool-making; (b) hunting, cooperation,
and food sharing; (c) the length of the period of childhood dependence on the
mother; (d) the relationships between a mother and her offspring and
between siblings; (e) some aspects of adolescence; and (f) some of the
gestures and postures that form the nonverbal communication patterns of
man and chimpanzee.
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Behaviors described in this section very probably occurred, in a similar
(sometimes very similar) form, in the common ancestor of the chimpanzee
and man as well as in the earliest true men.
Before describing these behaviors it may be helpful to present a brief
outline of the habitat, social structure, and daily behavior patterns of freeliving chimpanzees. We are drawing on data collected during a longitudinal
study of the behavior of chimpanzees in the Gombe Stream area in Tanzania,
East Africa. This study was started by Jane van Lawick-Goodall in 1960. Since
1965 a growing staff has collected detailed information on many facets of
chimpanzee behavior. Hugo van Lawick has developed an extensive record of
chimpanzee behavior on 16-mm. film.
Chimpanzees live throughout the equatorial forest belt of west and
central Africa, extending eastward to the northwestern forests of Uganda and
for a few miles inland from the eastern shores of Lake Tanganyika. The
Gombe National Park supports a population that is close to the easternmost
limits of the species’ range.
The Park comprises a narrow stretch of rugged mountainous country
running for some ten miles along the eastern shores of Lake Tanganyika and
inland only about three miles to the tops of the peaks of the rift escarpment.
The rift is intersected by many steep-sided valleys that support permanent
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streams. In the valleys, riverine gallery forest is found. Between the valleys,
the country is more open, supporting deciduous woodland; and many of the
ridges and peaks are grass covered. The area supports a population of
between 100 and 150 chimpanzees.
Chimpanzee populations may be loosely divided into communities of
individuals who recognize each other. Within a community, which usually
includes about forty individuals, chimpanzees move in small temporary
associations, membership of which is frequently changing as individuals or
groups of individuals split off to join other associations. These groupings may
be all males, females and youngsters, or combinations of different age-sex
classes. Some chimpanzees in a community meet only when circumstances,
such as a local abundance of food or a female in estrus, throw them together;
others meet more often; some show strong bonds of mutual attraction and
frequently associate. A mother and her dependent offspring form the one
association that may remain stable over a period of years; such a family unit
frequently moves about for a while with other associations.
In the wild, chimpanzees probably always lived in male dominated
societies though in captivity a female may have the highest social status in a
group. Individuals of a community who frequently associate show a fairly
well-defined dominance hierarchy; among chimpanzees who meet rarely the
relative social status may be less clear. As yet there is little information on
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relationship between individuals of different communities.
Chimpanzees are omnivorous, feeding mainly on a variety of plant
material, especially fruits; but they also consume insects, occasional birds’
eggs or fledglings, and sometimes they actively hunt small mammals. They
follow no set route, day after day, in their search for food. Within a fairly large
home range (it may cover twenty square miles per year for a male) they are
nomadic, sleeping wherever dusk finds them. They typically move on the
ground when traveling and spend a considerable portion of each day on the
ground. They also spend a good deal of time in the trees both during feeding
and at night. They construct quite elaborate nests for sleeping; each
individual usually makes a new nest every night except for youngsters of up
to five or six years (sometimes older) who share one with their mothers.
In the wild, a female chimpanzee does not give birth until she is about
twelve years old, and she has only one infant every four or five years. Life
expectancy in the wild is not yet known, but is probably approximately forty
years. The longevity record for a captive chimpanzee, a female who was still
fertile up to the time of death, is forty-seven years.

Tool-using and Tool-making
For many years the chimpanzee has been known to use objects as tools
in captivity and, as far back as 1843, there was a report of a chimpanzee using
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a tool in the wild. It is, however, only within the past decade that we have
begun to learn something of the variety and frequency of chimpanzee toolusing and tool-making behavior in the natural habitat.
Tool-using in animals has been of much interest to students of human
evolution because, for a long period, man was commonly referred to as “the
tool-using animal.” In fact, a variety of animals do use objects as tools, but it
should be emphasized that tool-using ability on its own does not indicate any
special kind of intelligence. The Galapagos woodpecker finch uses a cactus
spine to probe insects from crevices in the bark. This is fascinating behavior,
but it does not make this bird more intelligent than the ordinary woodpecker,
which uses its long beak and tongue for the same purpose. The Galapagos
finch uses a behavioral adaptation while the woodpecker uses a
morphological one. To further this argument we need only point out that
there are some invertebrates that quite clearly use objects as tools. The ant
lion who hurls grains of sand at prospective prey, causing it to fall into its pit
in the ground, is a good example.
The point at which tool-using and tool-making in a nonhuman animal
acquire significance, when viewed in relation to the evolution of tool-using
behavior in man is, surely, when an animal can adapt its ability to manipulate
objects for a wide variety of purposes and, in particular, when it can use an
object spontaneously to solve a novel problem. Chimpanzees have shown
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themselves capable of using a wider variety of objects as tools for a wider
variety of purposes than any other living creature except for man himself
(Good all, 1970).
Research at Gombe has revealed that this one community of
chimpanzees uses four different kinds of objects—grasses, sticks, leaves, and
rocks—in a wide variety of different contexts during feeding, investigating,
body care, and aggressive interactions. Moreover, if the object is not suitable
for the specific purpose for which it is to be used, the chimpanzees will
modify it accordingly. While they do not show any kind of sophisticated toolmaking behavior, they certainly show the crude beginnings.
They use stems and grasses when feeding on termites. The tool is
pushed down into the termite nest and then withdrawn, covered by termites
clinging on with their mandibles. The chimpanzees pick these off with their
lips. If they choose a leafy twig, they strip the leaves off prior to using the twig
as a tool. Similarly, a wide blade of grass may be trimmed to size. The
chimpanzees use larger sticks to push into ants’ nests, and sometimes use a
short stick to enlarge the opening to an underground bees’ nest. In an earlier
time when boxes with bananas in them were made available in a special area,
the chimpanzees often used sticks to pry open the boxes. In these different
situations, stick selection and modification are varied in accordance with the
requirements of the situation.
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Quite often during feeding a grass stem or twig may also be used as an
investigation probe. For instance, a chimpanzee may push such a tool into a
hole in a piece of dead wood and then withdraw it and intently sniff the end.
After this he either leaves the wood or tears it apart; this usually reveals the
larvae of some insect which is then eaten. Before working at a termite hole, a
chimpanzee will commonly push the tool down and sniff the end, after which
he either works the hole or moves to try a new one. Sticks are used in a
similar way to investigate objects that the chimpanzees are frightened to
touch: one individual carefully touched a dead python with the end of a long
stick and then sniffed the tip. Another, after his mother had repeatedly
pushed his hand away, used a short stick to touch his newborn sibling.
These chimpanzees use leaves as a kind of sponge to sop up water that
has collected in the hollow of a tree trunk and which they cannot reach with
their lips. And this provides us with another example of crude tool-making.
For the leaves are always briefly chewed before use to increase their
absorbency. One individual used a similar sponge to clean out the last
fragments of brain from inside the skull of a baboon. The chimpanzees also
use leaves to wipe dirt from their bodies.
Individual tool-using performances (i.e., patterns that have been
observed on one occasion only) were as follows: (1) an adult female used a
short twig to pick at something stuck between her teeth; (2) an infant picked
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inside his nostril with a twig; (3) an adult male lined his hand with leaves
before defecating into this “cup.” He was then able to pick out small pieces of
undigested flesh of a bushbuck he had fed on earlier without soiling his hand;
(4) an adult male used a stick to hit a banana from a human hand when he
was too apprehensive to reach for it with his own hand; and (5) a juvenile
killed a skink (a kind of lizard) and then laid leaves over it before stamping on
it with his foot.
In addition to the use of objects as tools in feeding, self-care, and
investigation, the chimpanzees at Gombe also use objects as weapons in
aggressive contexts. Rocks and sometimes sticks may be hurled, often with
considerable accuracy, during aggressive encounters with other animals.
When baboons competed with chimpanzees for bananas at an artificial
feeding area, the apes frequently threw rocks. Over a three-year period, more
and more individuals began to throw objects as missiles, and they tended to
select rocks that were larger and thus potentially more dangerous than the
ones they had used initially. No baboon was observed to use any object as a
missile during these encounters. Rocks and stones may also be thrown at
conspecifics and humans. Sticks or palm fronds are sometimes brandished
during aggressive displays and occasionally used as clubs to hit an opponent.
One infant used a stick as a club to hit an insect on the ground.
In captivity chimpanzees often use objects quite spontaneously as tools.
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Wolfgang Kohler studied one group in which the individuals used sticks to
pry open box lids and also to dig up roots to eat. They wiped themselves with
leaves or straw, scratched themselves with stones, and pushed straws into
columns of ants to feed on them. They also used sticks and stones as weapons.
Sometimes they used bread to lure chickens close to their cage where they
would suddenly prod the birds with sharp sticks, apparently in play.
In another group poles were used as ladders to enable the chimpanzees
to climb past electric wiring into trees and escape from the enclosure. In the
same group, several individuals used twigs or other material to remove loose
deciduous teeth: one of them actually extracted a tooth of a companion with a
short piece of stick. Another captive individual was observed to push small
slivers of sharp stick under his fingernail, apparently in order to try to relieve
the pain caused by a very swollen fingertip. He used the slivers only after
repeatedly sucking and biting at the affected area with his teeth.
In laboratories many experiments have been designed to investigate the
“tool-making” ability of chimpanzees. This work has shown that a chimpanzee
can pile as many as five boxes, one on top of the other, to reach hanging food;
that he can fit as many as three tubes together to make a tool long enough to
reach food that has been placed outside his cage; and that he can uncoil a
length of wire for the same purpose. So far, no chimpanzee has been able to
use one tool to make another. However, to our knowledge little experimental
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work has been attempted in this field. In one series of tests a chimpanzee was
repeatedly shown how to use a hand ax to break off a splinter of wood for use
as a tool. However, she was unable to do this and did not even try to
manipulate the ax to achieve the desired purpose. Instead she continued to
try to break the wood with her hands and teeth—a method that had been
successful in previous experiments with softer wood. Before drawing
conclusions from this experiment, it is important to realize that chimpanzee
intelligence varies considerably from one individual to another. It is quite
possible that further tests along similar lines, using different chimpanzees,
might yield very different results. An orangutan did learn how to use a stone
to chip a flake from a core: he then used the flake to cut nylon string to obtain
a food reward.
We think it would be particularly interesting for one chimpanzee to act
as a model for another chimpanzee under experimental conditions in which:
(a) the model made congenial movements (i.e., easy for a chimpanzee) in
making (b) a relatively complex tool that then provided access to (c) a highly
valued reward (d) under circumstances in which the reward could be
obtained in no other way. Conditions of this sort would tend to elicit the full
tool-making potentialities of chimpanzees, taking into account individual
differences.
We know that observational learning and imitation play a highly
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significant role in the tool-using cultures of our own species. Can we say the
same of the chimpanzee? The answer is almost certainly in the affirmative.
For, while the ability to manipulate objects in a manner that enables them to
be used as tools is undoubtedly genetically coded in the chimpanzee, there is
increasing evidence that the different tool-using patterns of different
chimpanzees are passed from one generation to another by observation,
imitation, and practice.
Infant chimpanzees, during their long period of dependency on their
mothers, have much opportunity for watching tool use in their elders,
particularly during termite fishing. In this context an infant of less than one
year sometimes watches his mother intently for a few minutes, and he often
picks up discarded tools and plays with them. During the following year’s
termiting season, he watches adult patterns more intently and during his play
with grass and twigs he may “prepare” them for use as tools, stripping leaves
off twigs, and so on. He may also make clumsy attempts to push tools into the
nest—frequently where there is no hole. Initially, he tends to choose pieces of
grass that are much too short: subsequently he uses longer tools, but ones
that are too pliable. Gradually, during the next two years, his tool-using
attempts mature. His movements become less awkward, and he begins to
select material more suitable for use as a tool. This improvement is partly due
to the maturation of the necessary motor patterns, but, almost certainly, it is
also due to experience gained during practice. By the age of about five or six,
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the youngster is usually a skilled termite fisher.
It is not only in infancy that observational learning may play a role in
the development of tool-using behavior. We mentioned earlier that at the
special feeding area chimpanzees sometimes used sticks to try to pry open
boxes containing bananas. This practice was first seen in three juveniles and
for each of them it appeared to be an individual attempt to solve the problem.
Subsequently, more and more individuals of the community began to use
sticks, and it certainly appeared that they were gaining experience by
watching the behavior of the others. However, until one adult female tried to
open a box with a stick, on the first occasion that she dared leave the bushes
surrounding the feeding area and venture into the open, proof was lacking.
Since it is very unlikely that a chimpanzee with no prior experience of boxes
would automatically use a stick to pry open a box, we may assume that she
had learned the behavior by watching her companions from the bushes. The
fact that she had been seen observing this behavior on previous occasions
reinforces this assumption.
In captive colonies, it is an established fact that novel patterns may
spread from one individual to another through observation and imitation. At
the Yerkes Laboratory, for example, it was only necessary to teach one adult
chimpanzee how to use a water faucet. All other members of the colony
learned the pattern by observing him and each other. In the colony mentioned
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earlier the pattern of poking at the teeth with twigs was an innovation of one
adolescent female, and it was soon transmitted to other individuals through
observational learning. Similarly, the use of poles as ladders was “invented”
by one of these chimpanzees and subsequently imitated by the others.
If tool-using behavior in the chimpanzee does represent a kind of
primitive culture (where culture is defined as the passing on of information
from one generation to the next by learning) then we would expect to find
different tool-using patterns in different parts of the chimpanzee’s range. As
yet there are only two indications that this is so: (a) in two areas in west and
central Africa, chimpanzees have been observed using rocks as hammers to
open hard-shelled fruit or kernels and (b) in Uganda, chimpanzees have been
seen using leafy twigs as fly whisks. At Gombe no chimpanzee has been seen
to use a stone for any food-getting purpose although one infant, once,
pounded at an insect on the ground with a stone. Nor have these chimpanzees
been seen using twigs as fly whisks.
However, other tool-using patterns appear to be widespread
throughout the range of the chimpanzee: termite-fishing behavior has been
reported from another area in Tanzania, in Rio Muni, and in one individual of
a group of wild-born, semi-captive chimpanzees in the Gambia. The use of
sticks or twigs during honey feeding has been seen in Western Tanzania and
the Cameroons as well as at Gombe. The use of leaves for a drinking sponge
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has been observed also in one of the chimpanzees in the Gambia group. The
fact that some chimpanzee tool-using traditions are widespread should not be
surprising since some identical stone-tool cultures of early man have been
excavated in widely separated areas of the globe.
It seems sensible to suppose that early man used similar perishable
tools (sticks, stems, and leaves) prior to his known use of stone implements.
Indeed, the Bushmen of the Kalahari and one tribe of South American Indians
use the leaf sponge to this day; and almost anyone will use a stick or some
other long shaped object to investigate a frightening object—to find out, for
instance, whether a snake or a spider is alive or dead. And it is not only
chimpanzees who hurl any object at hand in moments of rage.

Hunting, Cooperation and Food Sharing
Until the last decade, man was the only living primate known to hunt in
organized groups, nor was it even suspected that hunting and meat eating
might occur frequently in a nonhuman primate. Now, however, it is known
that wild chimpanzees may hunt quite large mammals for food, sometimes in
a quite organized manner. This has been observed at Gombe, in other areas of
Tanzania, in Uganda, and in a wild-born semi-captive group in the Gambia.
The prey most frequently selected by the chimpanzees at Gombe is
other primates— adult and young monkeys of three different species and
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infant and juvenile baboons. These chimpanzees also hunt young bush-bucks
and young bush pigs.2
Meat-eating behavior often occurs in clusters. Possibly an “accidental”
kill (such as when a chimpanzee comes upon an unprotected infant prey)
triggers off a “craving” for meat. Then a series of kills, together with a number
of unsuccessful hunts, may follow in relatively quick succession. Such a meateating phase may stretch over a number of weeks and then either because the
craving is assuaged, or, perhaps because the chimpanzees have a succession
of failures, the cycle passes and the apes resume their usual plant and insect
diet for the next few months. Up to twenty-two instances of meat eating have
been recorded in one year for a community of about thirty-five to forty
individuals; but in some years few predations occur. As yet, little is known of
the factors governing the initiating causes, frequency, and duration of hunting
periods.
Nearly all the hunting episodes observed during the past eleven years
were initiated by males, but on one occasion two females were each observed
to catch a baby bush pig.
Sometimes one chimpanzee chases after and seizes a small animal. The
hunt is then an individual affair. At other times, however, a group of males
may surround a potential victim, such as a young baboon temporarily isolated
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from its troop. This has been observed on five occasions. Although the eating
of meat has been observed on many occasions, the actual hunt has been
observed much less frequently. In each of the five instances of observed
group hunting, a single chimpanzee (twice he was an adolescent male)
climbed very slowly and silently up the tree toward the intended victim. The
other males stationed themselves at the base of that tree and other trees that
could be used as escape routes. Three times the victim managed to escape. On
the two occasions when it did not, the waiting members of the hunting group
then raced up to share in the meat.
Cooperation can also be observed when a group threatens a frightening
object or when two or more chimpanzees challenge a chimpanzee who may
be socially superior to most or all of them individually. In these instances,
however, each individual of the group is playing a more or less similar role:
each one is concerned with intimidating a potential predator or subduing an
aggressive superior. The actual gestures used by the different individuals may
vary, but the overall patterns are similar.
In the group-hunting incidents described above, it seems that the
cooperative behavior is on a slightly different level since two quite distinct
activities or roles are enacted: one chimpanzee is responsible for stalking and
attempting to seize the prey, while the others are responsible for trying to
prevent its escape. If each individual were solely concerned with his own
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chances of making the capture, one would expect a frenzied rush in which
each chimpanzee tried to be the first one up the tree. But no such thing
happens. Indeed, on one occasion, a group of adult males waited silently on
the ground for over two minutes, staring intently up at a young male slowly
chasing a juvenile baboon back and forth from the crown of one palm tree to
another. Not one of the waiting males left his position on the ground in order
to try to get closer to the prospective feast. Only when the victim finally took a
wild leap to the ground and the direction of its flight became apparent, did the
other chimpanzees run to converge on the baboon. We certainly cannot rule
out the possibility that each of the males on the ground considered that his
own chances of making the capture were just as good as those of the young
male up in the tree. Whatever the motivations of such a group of individual
hunters may be, the result is an effective demonstration of quite sophisticated
cooperation. Detailed, sequential observation of complex cooperation has
been made at Gombe in contexts of dominance interaction as well as hunting.
Meat appears to be a much favored food: intense excitement is shown
by all chimpanzees present at the time of a kill. They usually scream loudly
and embrace or touch one another. The commotion is likely to attract other
chimpanzees within earshot to the scene. In all cases when a kill was made
and when other chimpanzees were present during or subsequent to the
event, hunting resulted in food sharing. Prior to the observations at Gombe,
no nonhuman primate had been reported to share food in the wild with the
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occasional exception of mothers with their infants.
After a kill at Gombe other individuals gather around the chimpanzee
(or chimpanzees) in possession of the carcass or portions thereof and show a
variety of begging gestures. They may reach out to touch the carcass, while
looking at the male in possession as though seeking his permission to take
some food. They may reach out to touch his mouth. Or they may hold their
hand toward him, palm up, in the common begging gesture of man. The
response of the feeding male varies with his personality, the amount of meat
available, the amount he has already consumed, and his relationship with the
begging individual. Sometimes a chimpanzee is permitted to feed from the
carcass along with the male in possession; sometimes it is permitted to
detach a piece of flesh; less often it is actually given a share of the meat that
has been detached, the male in possession placing the meat in the
outstretched hand of the begging chimpanzee. During the eating of meat, the
chimpanzee invariably puts a handful of leaves in with each mouthful of meat,
and one of the most common forms of sharing occurs when an individual
chewing such a wad is finally persuaded to spit it into the waiting hand of
another.
There are, of course, many occasions when a chimpanzee in possession
of a carcass responds unfavorably to begging, either by moving or turning
away or by mildly threatening the begging individual. If fighting occurs during
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meat eating, it is usually when a male without a share of the carcass chases or
attacks an individual subordinate to himself who is also without meat—an
example of what is commonly referred to as redirected aggression.
Food sharing among adults does occur in some other contexts. We have
repeatedly seen an old mother sharing bananas, another highly valued food,
with her adolescent son. But it is during meat eating that food sharing is seen
most frequently and most dramatically. Once, for instance, an adult and very
high-ranking male actually tore in half the body of an infant baboon he had
caught and handed one piece to a low-ranking adult male who had been
begging and having tantrums for the previous ten minutes. An average-sized
carcass, such as that of a young baboon, may well be shared by fifteen
individuals, although the portions are by no means equal. The older males
and the older and more persistent females or those in estrus are likely to get
the largest pieces.

Period of Infant and Juvenile Dependency
Possibly one of the most striking findings to emerge from the
longitudinal study at Gombe is the length of the period of infant and juvenile
dependence on the mother. The infant is totally dependent on his mother for
food, transport, and protection during the first six months or so. At about six
months the infant takes its first tottering step. But steady locomotion does not
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occur until the third year and riding on its mother’s back continues to be the
main manner of getting from place to place until the fourth year.
The first minute amounts of solid foods are ingested at about six months
of age, but milk continues to be the principal source of food for at least two
years and possibly longer. Youngsters usually complete weaning during their
fifth or sixth year; the youngest to be weaned, so far, was four and a half
years. One male infant, early in his seventh year, is being finally weaned at the
time of this writing. This weaning roughly coincides with the eruption of
permanent dentition as with some human groups, e.g., Eskimos. (Schultz has
argued that a higher percentage of well-worn deciduous teeth in early human
children as compared with chimpanzee children indicates that early man had
a longer childhood. But perhaps extra wear from eating roots and other rough
foods might account for the difference.) The weaning process may continue
for over a year, the mother gradually rejecting her child more and more
frequently but usually giving access to the nipple if it persists. Ultimately
weaning appears to occur as a result of physiological changes in the mother,
but these are not clear-cut since lactation may continue during pregnancy in
some females.
Youngsters may continue to sleep with their mothers after being
weaned. Usually they start sleeping in their own nests at night during the
sixth or seventh year; if they are not already independent at night, they
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usually become so at the birth of a new sibling. One youngster continued to
share his mother’s nest at night until her death when he was eight and a half
years old.
During its sixth or seventh year, a juvenile sometimes accidentally
becomes separated from its mother. This usually results in obvious distress
on the part of the child and sometimes the mother which may persist until the
two meet again. During his seventh or eighth year, the male juvenile may
begin to move about in a group away from his mother for a few hours or even
days. But until he is at least nine years old, he does not spend long periods
away from her except accidentally. The female offspring is likely to remain
almost continuously with her mother for an even longer time.
As in man, the long period of dependency in the chimpanzee is adaptive
in relation to social learning. When the youngster is traveling with and
protected by its mother it has much opportunity for observation and learning.
We have already presented evidence for the role played by observation,
imitation, and practice in the acquisition of tool-using behaviors. Similarly the
young chimpanzee frequently watches and subsequently imitates and
practices a variety of other behaviors such as nest making, some kinds of
feeding patterns as well as a variety of social patterns, notably maternal
behavior for females and sexual behavior for males.
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Indeed, we have a clear-cut example of the role played by observational
learning in maternal behavior. A juvenile female, who spent long periods
close to her mother and newborn sibling, carefully watching everything that
went on, was one day offered a toy chimpanzee. She carried it pressed in the
ventral position in the same way that her sibling was transported at that time.
A month later, when her sibling had just commenced to ride on his mother’s
back, she was again given the toy. This time she immediately pushed it up
onto her back when she walked off. This same female has now had her first
infant and it is significant that several of her maternal practices show striking
similarities to those of her mother.
Another aspect that should be considered here is that the long period of
dependence prolongs the time when play is a frequent activity of the infant
and juvenile chimpanzee. While play is a controversial category of behavior,
both as to definition and function, there can be little doubt that the experience
gained during locomotor and social play is valuable to the growing youngster.
Compared to the playful activities of primates such as baboons, young
chimpanzees exhibit an extremely rich variety of play patterns, both during
social and solitary play. Once we observed how a novel mannerism,
incorporated by one infant into her social play, spread to the other youngsters
of her community in a few weeks. In this case, it was merely a nonfunctional
facial expression (she sucked in her cheeks) and it was eventually dropped
from the repertoire. But it remains a possibility that behaviors “invented”
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during play might sometimes lead to a new tradition or culture in the group.
It is apparent that just as observation, imitation and practice play a vital
role in the development of human behavior, so too these processes are
important in the development of chimpanzee behavior, as well as in that of
other nonhuman species such as Japanese macaques.

Relationships within the Family
A chimpanzee “family” comprises a mother, her offspring, and any
offspring of her daughters. This differs from the human family unit in that no
father is included. In the wild, it has so far not been possible to know which
chimpanzee has sired which infant. Even on those occasions when a female
was presumed to have been with one male only at the time of conception,
such a pair has never been followed long enough without interruption to
obtain sure evidence of paternity. However, new data on this subject is
becoming available. In any event, the father plays no role in family life
subsequent to the time of conception: the tasks of child raising lie solely with
the mother, sometimes assisted by an older daughter.
An important finding of the long-term study at Gombe has been the
realization of the strength and duration of the affectionate ties between a
mother and her offspring and between siblings. Indeed, in most primate
species, there is initially a close, affectionate relationship between a mother
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and her infant. But in those species where long-term studies have been
carried out, these bonds have been found to be more persistent than was
formerly supposed, particularly between mothers and their daughters. This
applies to rhesus monkeys on Cayo Santiago, Japanese monkeys, and olive
baboons.
In the chimpanzee, however, the period of juvenile dependence on the
mother is extremely long. It is characterized by a variety of affectionate
behaviors and by a marked sparsity of pain-eliciting stimuli as compared with
other mother-offspring relationships in primates such as baboons and
macaques. Mother chimpanzees spend much time in grooming and playing
with their youngsters and very seldom administer physical punishment.
When they do, it is often followed by an embrace or some other reassuring
gesture in response to the whimpering or screaming of the child.
The extent to which the young chimpanzee depends upon his mother is
strikingly revealed when she dies. A three year old, who was probably still
fairly dependent on maternal milk, survived her mother by some two and a
half months. During this time she showed patterns similar to human
depression—huddling, spending long periods in almost complete inactivity,
almost total suppression of playful activity, and loss of appetite. She became
increasingly lethargic. Finally she disappeared and was presumed dead. Two
youngsters lost their mothers when they were between four and five years of
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age, and although both were “adopted” by elder sisters, they too showed signs
of lethargy and abnormal behavior. One of them made a gradual recovery, and
she behaved in a manner comparable to her peers a year after her mother’s
death. The other became increasingly abnormal and emaciated, and he finally
died about one and a half years after losing his mother.
One juvenile male of about seven or eight years showed few signs of
depression when he lost his mother and infant sibling. He was, however, fairly
independent by this time and had quite frequently traveled on his own. An
eight and a half year old who was still sharing his mother’s nest at night and
traveling with her constantly only survived her death by three weeks. He
showed signs of severe depression by the second day and made only a few
journeys away from the area where he last saw her body. He huddled,
stopped playing, stopped eating, and was largely unresponsive to
environmental

stimulation.

While

in

this

condition,

he

developed

gastroenteritis which probably contributed to his death twenty-five days
after the death of his mother.
Even when young chimpanzees have attained some measure of
independence and begun to move around for days or weeks with other
individuals, they still spend much time in between such ventures associating
with their mothers. A late adolescent male who was spending most of his time
traveling apart from his mother began once more to move about with her
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frequently after cutting his foot badly. Another son of the same female, an
adult male of some eighteen years, also traveled around constantly with her,
away from other chimpanzees, after spraining his wrist in a status conflict. He
only left her when he was fully recovered. This female was frequently
accompanied by her three fully mature offspring until the time of her death,
and the two other mothers known to have adult offspring were also often
accompanied by them until death.
Mother chimpanzees not only actively protect their offspring during
infancy, in common with mothers of all mammalian and avian species, but
will usually try to protect their older offspring also. There is considerable
variation in the extent to which individual mothers will attempt to assist their
juvenile and adolescent daughters, but so far all mothers have at least hurried
to the scene when their juvenile or adolescent sons were threatened or
attacked by other chimpanzees. One mother rushed up when her young adult
son was screaming and retreating from an older but rather low-ranking male.
When she appeared, her son turned on his aggressor and together mother
and son chased him away. This same female was observed to run half a mile,
fast, when she heard her adult son (probably close to eighteen years)
screaming during a serious attack. When she arrived, the action was over but
her presence seemed to calm her son, who gradually stopped screaming.
Similar behavior has been observed in rhesus monkeys.
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Adolescent sons have been observed to rush to their mother’s defense
in social encounters, and sometimes an entire family will present such a
united front in the face of aggression that it is able to intimidate a male who
would easily be able to dominate each of the members individually.
Of interest is the fact that we have never yet observed a physically
mature male try to mate with his mother. Our sample size is too small for
conclusions to be drawn about this, since it only involves two mothers, one
with two adult sons and the other with one. However, during four days of
estrus, the mother with two adult sons was mated by every mature male in
her group except her two sons. Several adolescent males of lower rank than
the two sons were observed mating with the female, so it cannot be argued
that the sons were of too low a social status to mate with a popular female.
There are indications that mother-son matings are infrequent in Japanese
macaques and rhesus macaques. In these macaque species, the sons usually
transfer out of their natal troops shortly after puberty, so there is less
opportunity for sexual interactions with their mothers.
Mating does occur between a brother and his sister, but it is extremely
rare. One female, when first she came into estrus, repeatedly ran off
screaming on the few occasions when her two adult brothers tried to mate
with her. Eventually she permitted them to copulate with her, but
subsequently they have been observed to approach her sexually only a few
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times. Another brother-sister pair was seen mating only once during the two
years when she had periods of estrus prior to conception. Another female
who has been receptive to adult males for two years has not yet been seen
having sexual relations with her elder brother.
The relationship between siblings is sometimes very strong and
enduring. Juvenile and adolescent female chimpanzees may spend a great
deal of time in watching, grooming, playing with, and carrying around their
infant siblings, although this is not always the case. Some juvenile and even
adolescent males may also pay much attention to their small siblings. On
three occasions when mothers died their orphaned infants were adopted by
older siblings, and this was the case even when the older sibling was a
juvenile male.
Records at Gombe to date indicate that bonds between siblings of the
same sex are likely to be stronger than those between brothers and sisters.
Analysis of some of the recent data revealed that each individual of five
adolescent and adult sibling pairs spent a greater percentage of observed
time in association with a sibling than with any other chimpanzee of the same
sex and similar age to that sibling. It also showed that brothers associated
more with each other than with any other individual, at least during one year.
To date we have not been able to follow the development of a
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relationship between older sisters since the only known pair are both still
traveling for most of the time with their mother.
At times a male may back up his brother during an aggressive social
encounter. We have not yet seen mutual assistance between brothers and
sisters. However, after a stressful incident an adolescent female hurried to sit
close to her elder brother and this, in itself, seemed to have an immediate
calming effect upon her. A juvenile female once ran to embrace her elder
sister who was screaming and upset after being mated.
It is not only in chimpanzees that sibling bonds between males are
known to extend beyond the infant and juvenile stage. A number of close
associations between male siblings outside the natal group (that is, after they
have transferred to another troop) have been reported among the rhesus on
Cayo Santiago. Indeed, at the time of his transfer, a young male is likely to join
the group to which one or more of his brothers has already transferred.
The above facts suggest that, whatever the precise structure of the
family unit in our earliest ancestors, and whatever the role of the male may
have been, it seems reasonable to assume that between mothers and their
children and between siblings there were affectionate bonds of long duration,
probably for the life span of the individuals concerned in many cases. If
sufficient, reliable data can be gathered to show that incestuous relationships
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between mothers and sons in chimpanzee society do not occur, it will indicate
that a similar inhibition was in operation among our stone age ancestors.

Adolescence
The period of adolescence in the chimpanzee commences at puberty
(approximately seven to ten years of age) and ends when the individual
reaches social maturity (about twelve or thirteen years of age in the female
and fifteen or sixteen in the male). Adolescence is very often considered a
culturally determined period unique to man. We shall attempt to show that,
as in man, adolescence is an important stage in the life cycle of the
chimpanzee, both biologically and psychologically.
It appears that this period is particularly difficult for the male
chimpanzee. During puberty he has a growth spurt; he becomes more and
more independent of his mother; and he is increasingly able to dominate
females who, a short while previously, were able to subdue him with ease. On
the other hand, he must behave with increasing caution in order to avoid
arousing the aggression of adult males. One of the most interesting aspects of
adolescence in the male chimpanzee is his ambivalent attitude to highranking mature males. On the one hand, he becomes increasingly fearful in
their presence, often flinching at any sudden movement they make whether
or not it was directed toward him. On the other hand, he increasingly seeks
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their company. When he first begins to travel with other groups, away from
his mother, it is frequently with a group of adult males that he chooses to
associate.
For the most part the early adolescent male occupies a peripheral
position in a group of males, often watching them intently but seldom
entering into their activities. For example, with regard to sex his behavior
seems to be inhibited by the proximity of highly dominant males. Adolescent
males certainly do mate, but seldom with a sexually popular female when
there are mature males nearby.
All this suggests that the adolescent male, particularly during early
adolescence, goes through a period of gradually changing relationships with
many of the individuals of his community. It may well be that his relationship
with his mother, which remains relatively constant, is the most stabilizing
factor. Often, after associating for a while with males, and particularly when
there have been frustrations involved (such as not being able to mate with a
female in estrus) he returns to travel about with his mother for a while.
Sometimes he may wander off completely on his own for some hours in the
forest—e.g., after a thrashing by a dominant male.
During the last years of adolescence, the growing chimpanzee gradually
begins to join in activities with the mature males; and he begins to challenge
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the status of the lower-ranking ones among them. Intense conflicts tend to
occur at such times. Over a period of many months, or even several years, he
gradually takes his place in the hierarchy of mature males of his community.
For the female chimpanzee, the period of adolescence is less demanding,
and her relationship with other members of her community does not change
markedly except during her periods of sexual receptivity. It is unnecessary for
the female to leave her family group in order to learn her future role as a
mother, and she typically associates with her mother for a more extended
period than does the male. Most young adolescent females spend
considerable time playing with, grooming, and carrying around an infant
sibling or an infant of a nonrelated female.
For some females, the most stressful time of adolescence occurs when
she has her first true estrus—that is, the first sexual swelling when she
becomes attractive to adult males. Prior to this she has shown smaller
swellings that attract the attention of infant males who are sexually
precocious and start “mating” before they are one year old; toward the end of
this phase she attracts juvenile males and the younger adolescents. Females
show much variation in their initial responses to the sexual advances of
mature males. Some are extremely fearful and, at least for the first few days,
continually try to run from and avoid their suitors; others take such
approaches as a matter of course.
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In the female chimpanzee, there is a period of adolescent sterility. In
wild chimpanzees, the duration of this period ranges from one to three years.
In most nonhuman primates, exchange of genes between groups seems
to occur when males from neighboring ranges change groups. This has been
observed in gorillas, rhesus macaques, baboons, and it may occasionally occur
in chimpanzees as well. However, we have also recorded a number of
instances when young sexually mature female chimpanzees left their home
communities during periods of sexual receptivity and mixed with and mated
with males of neighboring communities. In at least two cases, “stranger”
females have been gradually integrated into the host community and finally
abandoned their natal groups.
This may have significance for the understanding of the evolution of
intergroup marriages in man. In many human cultures, it is the female who
leaves her home and moves into new surroundings, often traveling miles to
live with comparative strangers. Sometimes she must adopt a new culture
also. In principle, such a major transition might have been facilitated by the
evolution of love in the line leading to man, since love can overcome the
concerns of strangeness. But most marriages in many cultures have
traditionally been based not on love but on arrangements made either by the
parents of the couple or by society. This discovery regarding chimpanzee
adolescent female behavior, differing as it does from other nonhuman
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primates, raises questions about the evolution of human mating systems.
More information is needed before we can adequately understand this
behavior, but it does suggest that similar female restlessness may have been
in operation in early man, may have contributed to the exchange of genes
between groups, aided young women in coping with the stressful experience
of being “given” to the son of a family in another group, or generally helped
women through the difficulty of leaving what is familiar and going to what is
largely unfamiliar.
Adolescence, in the chimpanzee as in the human, may be viewed as an
extension of the learning period, a period when some of the skills and
behaviors learned during childhood can be put to use in the adult context so
that the developing individual will be fully prepared to handle the tasks of
social maturity. It seems likely that the adolescent period of early man was
more like that of the chimpanzee than the adolescent period of any human
society after the advent of complex cultures.

Nonverbal Communication
Some of the most striking similarities in the behavior of chimpanzee and
man are to be found in the gestures and posture of nonverbal communication.
Thus chimpanzees may bow, kiss, hold hands, touch and pat each other,
embrace, raise their arms in the air, bite, punch, kick, scratch each other, pull
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out each other’s hair, and tickle. It is not only that some of these movements
look remarkably similar to those of man, but also the behavioral contexts
likely to elicit these patterns are similar in the two species.
When an adult chimpanzee is suddenly apprehensive or frightened, he
may reach out to touch or even embrace another chimpanzee who happens to
be nearby. Once two adult males were suddenly confronted with their mirror
images: they responded with a variety of contact-seeking patterns, touching
and patting each other, holding hands, embracing. In such a context, a highranking adult male may even embrace an infant or juvenile. Kortlandt and
colleagues have filmed the responses of a wild chimpanzee group upon
exposure to a stuffed leopard. One of the principal reactions was an intense
outburst of mutual embracing, including adult males. It is probable that the
quick embrace a mother invariably bestows upon her infant if it utters a
sound of fright may serve a mutually reassuring function, calming the fear of
the infant and also the discomfort aroused in the mother by the distress
signal of her child.
Humans, of course, show similar contact-seeking behavior in stressful
situations, children and adults alike. Man carries his desire for contact in
stress a step further and may caress or even embrace a pet when upset. In the
human species, sudden anxiety often elicits self-contact patterns such as
wringing the hands or clasping a hand to the breast or mouth. We have
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observed one wild chimpanzee who frequently clasps his genitals when
suddenly fearful. Also, self-grooming is common in anxious chimpanzees.
Captive chimpanzees who have been raised without mothers, or who
were separated from them at an early age, show self-contact patterns in
moments of stress, mainly clasping themselves. Isolation-reared rhesus
monkeys will actually bite themselves when suddenly alarmed.
The comfort adult chimpanzees and humans alike may derive from
close physical contact with another individual must result from the years of
infancy when, for so long, the embrace of the mother or contact with her body
(or that of a mother substitute) serves to calm the anxieties of ape and human
infants. As the child becomes increasingly independent of his mother he may,
when suddenly frightened, seek contact with another individual—a
temporary mother substitute—if his mother is not close by. Even an
adolescent chimpanzee will seek contact with his mother, rather than another
individual, if she is available. One adolescent male, after being threatened by a
high-ranking male, hurried, whimpering, past several other chimpanzees to
reach out toward his mother and hold the hand she extended.
When two or more chimpanzees become suddenly excited—if, for
instance, they are confronted by a large pile of favored food— they often
exhibit an outburst of contact-seeking behavior with their companions. Three
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or even four adults may pat each other, embrace, hold hands, press their
mouths against one another and utter loud screams for several minutes
before calming down sufficiently to start feeding.
This kind of behavior is similar to that shown by a human child, who,
when told of a special treat, may fling his arms ecstatically around the bearer
of the good news and squeal with delight. Similar adult responses in a variety
of cultures are common experiences, though the intensity of expression is
usually less exuberant.
Some chimpanzees consistently try to ingratiate themselves with more
dominant animals. One female of our group seldom missed the opportunity of
approaching an adult male who was passing anywhere near. Then, uttering
submissive grunts, she would lay her hand on his head or back. Presumably,
the sight of a high-ranking male makes such individuals uneasy: to calm
themselves they approach and seek contact. There may be a similarity here to
the uneasy human, who, during conversation, repeatedly reaches out to touch
the person with whom he is talking.
A brief comment should be made here with regard to the human smile.
It seems that we smile in two different contexts. We smile when we are
pleased, happy or amused; and we smile also when we are uneasy and
apprehensive. During a tense interview, a person may sit on the edge of his
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chair, clasp his hands, and smile. Indeed, he may smile at almost everything
that is said, even when the content is unsatisfactory for him. This kind of
tense, apprehensive smiling in man may be similar to the “grin” of the fearful
or apprehensive chimpanzee in which the corners of the lips are drawn back
and the lips slightly parted to expose the teeth.
After a chimpanzee has been severely threatened or attacked,
particularly if the victim is a youngster, his need for physical contact is often
dramatically illustrated. An adolescent may approach his aggressor after
being attacked, still screaming, and obviously fearful. When he finally reaches
the other, he will crouch, making gestures of appeasement or submission. In
response, the aggressor will usually reach out and touch or pat the
subordinate. He may continue patting gently until the youngster gradually
stops screaming and whimpering. We have seen clear examples of conflict
situations as adolescents approach an aggressor, so fearful that they keep
turning away as though to flee, yet so much in need of a reassuring contact
that they turn back and approach. In this manner they slowly come nearer
and nearer the aggressor in a series of circles as the desire to flee is overcome
by the desire for contact, and vice versa. Youngsters have actually flown into
violent tantrums, beating the ground and screaming, when the dominant
chimpanzee did not respond with an appropriate contact behavior to their
submissive gestures.
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A very similar pattern is observed when a young human child who has
been punished proceeds to follow the disciplinarian, crying, often clutching at
legs or clothing, until he is picked up, petted, and forgiven. After a family
dispute has been resolved, the people concerned often “make it up” with a
kiss, embrace, or some other form of contact behavior. And the clasping of
hands to denote mutual forgiveness and the renewal of friendly relations
after a quarrel is common in many cultures.
However, this whole sequence of events—aggression, contact-seeking,
and reassurance—is far from easy to understand in chimpanzees. Why should
the dominant chimpanzee respond with a comforting gesture? When we think
in human terms, this is the kind of action that we tend to regard as an
expression of apology or sympathy or kindness. Does the dominant
chimpanzee therefore show the beginnings of some kind of altruistic
behavior? Does it show an enduring commitment of the individuals to each
other?
There are certainly occasions when a human being reassures a friend
with an encouraging pat on the back because the close proximity of a person
in distress is disturbing. His unhappiness intrudes on his companion’s sense
of well-being and makes him uncomfortable. Thus the comfort given, while it
results in calming his friend, may be made at least partially to relieve his own
discomfort. It is equally possible that, for a chimpanzee, the sight and sound
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of a crouching, whimpering, or screaming subordinate may make him feel
uneasy. He may have learned that he can calm the other with a touch. We
have already mentioned that an agitated chimpanzee may seek reassurance
by reaching out to touch a companion—such an action on the part of the
uneasy superior would serve the double purpose of calming both.
It is also possible that both the submissive posture of the subordinate
and the reassuring touch of the dominant may have originated from social
grooming. This is an activity which provides chimpanzees with long periods
of relaxed physical contact and, as we shall indicate in a later section,
grooming appears to calm apprehensive individuals. Thus, it is possible that
the submission-reassurance sequence may be derived at least partially from
the social grooming pattern. The crouching might be a ritualized invitation to
groom; the touch of the superior a ritualized grooming response. There are, in
fact, occasions when a few brief grooming movements do occur in response to
submissive crouching.
When two chimpanzees meet after a separation, they may engage in
gestures and postures that strikingly resemble forms of human greeting.
Chimpanzees may bow, kiss, touch or pat one another, hold hands or
embrace. A male may chuck a female or an infant under the chin. In
chimpanzee society, reunion after separation often involves behaviors that
serve to reestablish the relative social status of the individuals concerned.
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Originally greeting behavior in man probably served a similar function—and
still does on some formal occasions. In general, however, greeting in man has
become ritualized in a variety of cultures.
There are similarities, too, in some chimpanzee and human aggressive
behaviors. A quick upward jerk of the arm serves as a threat in a chimpanzee,
as does a level stare directed unwaveringly at a subordinate. A chimpanzee
may adopt an upright posture when he is threatening and wave his arms
above his head, and he may throw objects, overarm and underhand, toward
whomever or whatever he is threatening. He may brandish a stick or make a
downward clubbing movement. Attacking chimpanzees may bite, hit, and
kick. Female chimpanzees sometimes scratch and pull out a handful of hair
from their victim’s head.
At this point, it should be noted that chimpanzees are not, on the whole,
highly aggressive primates in the natural state as compared, for example, with
baboons and macaques. Most aggressive incidents occur during status
conflicts between males and these rather than taking the form of physical
attack usually involve bluff—-vigorous charging displays, often performed
bipedally and with hair erect so that the actor looks as large as he can, waving
sticks and branches, hurling objects. Two males competing with each other
for status may “display” toward and around one another for up to thirty
minutes, after which one of them either retreats or approaches and shows
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submission. Occasionally, such an episode terminates in a serious fight with
grossly visible injury. Female fights occur also. Often they begin when
squabbles occur during the play sessions of their offspring.
When the chimpanzees at Gombe were fed bananas on a regular basis,
this resulted in the crowding together of relative strangers—individuals who
would not ordinarily have met. These chimpanzees were competing for a
favored food that was in relatively short supply. During these three years,
aggressive incidents rose dramatically both in frequency and in intensity.
When regular banana feeding was stopped, the chimpanzees, no longer
crowded together in unusually large groups, quickly resumed their less
violent way of life. Lee has reported that Kalahari Bushmen who are usually
nonaggressive become aggressive when several bands congregate around a
water hole in time of drought.
There are some similarities in the play patterns of humans and
chimpanzees. Chimpanzees use their fingers in the same way as humans
when tickling a playmate, and they respond to intense tickling with sounds
not unlike those made by laughing children in a similar context. Chimpanzees
turn somersaults and pirouette, and one youngster spent minutes at a time
trying to stand on his head. Sometimes he succeeded if there were a nearby
tree against which he could balance his feet.
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Finally, what of the emotions? Most people who have become well
acquainted with chimpanzees agree that these apes almost certainly have
“moods” that are similar to those states which, in man, we call sadness,
happiness, rage, grief, and jealousy. So far no one has tackled a scientific
investigation of these states in the chimpanzee; it will be an extremely
difficult though very rewarding area of research.

Some Major Differences in Chimpanzee and Human Behavior; and Possible
Selection Pressures Leading in the Human Direction
In this section, we shall discuss several of the more obvious differences
between man and chimpanzee that are highlighted by our understanding of
chimpanzee behavior: (a) in man hunting became a way of life rather than an
occasional luxury; (b) man developed a characteristic bipedal gait; (c) the
human female became constantly sexually receptive; (d) humans began to
show some forms of contact behavior that differed in some ways from those
shown by the chimpanzee; (e) man developed a language in which he could
communicate about events past and future and about abstract concepts and
theories. In addition, man, at some point in his evolution, lost most of his hair,
an occurrence that might have influenced a number of the changes listed
above.
Do we find traits in the chimpanzee today that could be precursors of
these uniquely human characteristics? In some cases we do and, with our
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understanding of chimpanzee behavior in the natural habitat together with
information derived from the fossil record, we are in a position to postulate
some environmental and social pressures that might have shaped such traits
in the direction of their present human form, i.e., conditions under which
natural selection might have favored evolution from chimpanzee-like
behavior in an ancestral stock to humanlike behavior in a later era.
During this discussion we shall refer, from time to time, to a
hypothetical group of chimpanzees, or chimpanzee-like creatures, living in an
area where gallery forests penetrate bush or savanna country that is fairly
rich in prey animals. This will give a picture of a group of beings that are
undoubtedly similar in many ways to our own ancestors, living in an
environment similar to that which is commonly supposed to have nurtured
early man. We must remember that the patterns to be discussed undoubtedly
evolved at different times, different rates, and over many thousands of years.
In each case, therefore, we are considering an unknown span of time when
crucial changes were taking place. We are trying to tease out factors that
might have been responsible for changing a quadrupedal, tree-living, mainly
vegetarian ape into an upright, savanna-living hunter with a large repertoire
of tools and weapons, a more advanced culture, and a language. Whether our
hypothetical group of apelike creatures are ancestral to the first true men or
early examples of Homo himself will probably vary with the aspect of
behavior under discussion. Some features considered uniquely human today
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were probably not yet apparent in the creatures that paleontologists would
classify as Homo, while other characteristics of man are, as we have seen,
present also in the chimpanzee and therefore were undoubtedly present in
the common ancestor.

Hunting as a Way of Life
We have already described some of the main hunting, cooperative and
food-sharing patterns occurring in the chimpanzee today. Now we are
concerned with the possible reasons underlying the change from a mainly
vegetarian to a mainly carnivorous diet in early man. This change, if it forced
our ancestors to spend more and more time on the savanna away from the
comparative safety of the forest, undoubtedly played a crucial role in shaping
human evolution. Behaviors most likely to have been influenced directly were
the development of killing and cutting tools, cooperation, food sharing,
division of labor and bipedal locomotion. In addition, a new environment with
its new challenges and dangers undoubtedly placed a high premium on
intelligence; individuals who were the most quick-witted in times of sudden
danger and who were adept at problem solving were more likely to survive.
Any clues we may derive from an understanding of the carnivorous
behavior of the chimpanzee today that might help us toward understanding
how and why early man or his ancestors adapted to a hunting way of life will
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be worthwhile. Firstly, then, we should ask what pressures operating on
chimpanzees today might be expected to bring about an increase in hunting
behavior. It is important to remember that chimpanzees appear to be
extremely partial to meat. This is suggested by the intense excitement that
always attends a successful hunt, the persistence of many individuals in
trying to obtain a share of the kill, and the eagerness with which almost every
scrap of carcass is consumed. Wild baboons also hunt and eat small mammals
and birds with apparent satisfaction; gibbons, gorillas, and orangutans,
although so far they have not been observed eating flesh in nature, will
readily accept it in captivity. We may, therefore, postulate an inherent
tendency among higher primates to accept meat as food.
We should also consider the role of the individual in initiating any new
tradition. Some chimpanzees like meat more than others or, at least, they
seem to eat it more often. At Gombe, there was one old female who nearly
always managed to be at the scene of a kill. She begged persistently and
fearlessly from the adult males and nearly always managed to acquire quite
large amounts of meat. In this case, at any rate, it seems that her offspring,
probably as a result of early and repeated exposure to meat as food, have
acquired her extreme interest in it. All of them, ranging from eight to over
twenty years, also beg persistently at kills. Moreover, the two adult sons have
both been actively involved in many hunts and have both made kills
themselves, one of them even while he was still an adolescent and the other
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even after losing the use of one arm when he contracted poliomyelitis. Other
individuals of the same age and sex as these four participate in meat eating
and hunting less frequently.
These facts alone mean that it is not inconceivable that a trend toward
increased hunting and meat eating might develop quite spontaneously in an
area that was slightly richer in easily available prey animals than is Gombe. If,
for instance, just a few individuals of our hypothetical group began to make
frequent sorties into the neighboring savanna in search of young gazelle, the
habit might, in time, spread through the community. If there was a
particularly bad fruit crop one year, this might intensify such a hunting
tradition.
There is another factor that might force chimpanzees to hunt more
frequently. In the Kasakati Basin area, to the south of Gombe National Park,
there is an annual migration of the group being studied. This apparently
occurs as a result of the movements of a much larger group. The smaller
group moves some twenty miles from the range it inhabits for about three
quarters of each year, apparently to avoid the larger and more dominant
group as it moves in. In this particular area, the subordinate group simply
moves on into another part of its range, which is ecologically very similar to
the one it has been forced out of. But it is not difficult to imagine a situation in
which such a group might be driven into an area that was ecologically
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different from its normal range—onto the fringes of the savanna where its
very survival might depend on an increase in carnivorous behavior. The
competing group might be a larger number of the same species, as is the case
in the Kasakati Basin, or it might be of different species with larger or more
aggressive individuals.
It is widely accepted today that the earliest men were already hunters. A
great many bones and fragments of bones of animals presumed to have been
the prey of Homo habilis, together with associated “pebble tools,” have been
found at living sites at Olduvai by Dr. L.S.B. Leakey and his colleagues. There
is evidence suggesting that even the more primitive australopithecines were
already hunters. There is, however, some controversy as to whether our
ancestors became true hunters only after acquiring a taste for meat by
scavenging or whether they were bona-fide hunters from the start. We firmly
support the second hypothesis.
Although there is some evidence at Gombe that chimpanzees may seize
a freshly killed victim from hunting baboons within a few moments of its
capture, the apes normally catch their own prey. When we set out the body of
a freshly killed bush pig, the chimpanzees appeared frightened and did not
attempt to feed on it. At a time when the chimpanzees were in the habit of
snatching domestic chicks for food, a juvenile female, after killing one, left it
almost untouched. None of the other individuals who later passed the body
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touched it. The remains of a young bushbuck, probably caught earlier by
baboons, was also ignored by the chimpanzees. Thus it seems that the
prerequisites for chimpanzees feeding on flesh may be (a) the excitement
attendant upon a kill (whether it be a chimpanzee or a baboon kill) or (b) the
sight of another chimpanzee feeding on flesh.
It should be mentioned also that whereas baboons have been observed
in many areas hunting and eating small mammals and birds, as mentioned
above, we can find no reference of their scavenging from the carcasses of
dead animals. Baboon troops have frequently been observed near the
remains of kills on the Serengeti, but they were never seen to form a part of
the attendant scavenger group, and in Nairobi Park fresh carrion was ignored.
Let us for a moment consider our hypothetical apes who are beginning
to change to a more carnivorous diet, and imagine how they would fare as
scavengers. Studies on the Serengeti Plains in Africa vividly reveal some of the
problems and dangers attendant on a scavenging way of life. Any appreciable
amount of food available for scavenging consists of carcasses of animals that
have died a natural death or the remains of the prey of other carnivores. One
problem is to find such food. This may be done by sight, hearing, or smell. If
the real killer is still finishing his meal, how can one get a share without being
hurt? How can one get there before too many other competitors have arrived
at the scene? It is not only vultures, jackals, and hyenas who feed on dead
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flesh—lions and leopards will do so readily.
In many ways the hyena is well adapted for a scavenging role. He has
enormously strong teeth and jaws. Thus, he is able to chew extremely large
bones and tough hide that he is subsequently able to utilize, thanks to a
remarkable digestive system. He has acutely sensitive ears so that he can
accurately locate far-off sounds made by other carnivores at a kill. He can run
quite fast and he has great stamina. Yet even he does most of his own hunting.
The jackal, too, though he is often successful in obtaining scraps from a kill
even under the noses of larger carnivores, thanks to his lightning speed,
nevertheless hunts insects and birds most of the time. In fact, the only
creatures that are really successful at scavenging are the vultures and other
winged carrion eaters. They can maintain vantage points high in the sky and
keep watch over large areas of the country. When they see potential food with
their exceptionally keen eyes, they can reach it much faster than a creature
that must run on the ground. Indeed, it is by closely watching the movement
of vultures in the sky that many earthbound predators are directed to
available food sources.
Our hypothetical ape, in the process of moving onto the savanna and
taking up a more carnivorous diet, might have been a reasonably fast runner,
and he might have had great powers of endurance. But even though his
hearing was probably keener than that of modern man, it is unlikely that his
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auditory capabilities could match hyenas or jackals. Nor would his sense of
smell have been as acute as theirs. He would have been able to watch the sky
for telltale movements of vultures and run to the scene of a kill along with
other scavengers. If, on arrival, he had found only vultures there, or perhaps a
couple of hyenas and jackals—or even a single lion—he might, if he was with
a group of his kind, be able to drive them from their meal and appropriate it
for his group. But in those early days when man (or his forebears) was just
starting his hunting life, his weapons were probably nothing more than rocks
and sticks, and it is unlikely that a small group of apelike creatures could have
driven a large number of hyenas or a pride of lions from their kill. In those
early days, there would have been little if any fear of man (found in most wild
creatures today) to assist him in driving off competitors. Anyone who has
watched the larger carnivores in action—seen a lion killing a hyena at a
carcass, watched a group of hyenas chasing a lion from its prey, observed the
deadly spring of a leopard—will be only too well aware of the dangers faced
by scavengers.
We are not trying to say that, during his development into a hunter, man
never scavenged. Man is, and undoubtedly always has been, an opportunist.
Our Stone Age ancestors or their predecessors would have scavenged when
the reward was worth it and the risks not too great. However, in view of the
dangers attendant on scavenging, the difficulties involved, and the total
absence of scavenging behavior in living primates today, it seems more
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reasonable to suppose that most of the meat early man consumed had been
killed by his own group. Only when his weapons became more deadly and he
had the means of intimidating the larger carnivores, would it have been
practical to any great extent for him to try to supplement his meat diet by
scavenging from the kills of others.
The environmental conditions favoring greater reliance upon the
savanna need more specific attention. Whatever these may have been, greater
reliance upon the savanna would have meant more hunting and this in turn
would have placed a premium upon cooperative behavior. As we have seen,
cooperation is important in enhancing the effectiveness of chimpanzee
hunting, and would probably have been much more important under open
country conditions. So, whatever else an increasing reliance upon hunting
may have meant for human evolution, we think it gave selective advantage to
intelligently cooperative individuals.

Bipedal Locomotion
Man walks and runs in an upright position that is unique among living
primates. Many speculations have been put forward as to: (1) the
circumstances that might have given rise to the gait, and (2) the various ways
it might have affected the subsequent development of man once it had been
established.
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How frequently does the bipedal stance occur in the chimpanzee today,
and in what circumstances is it most likely to occur? For anatomical reasons
the chimpanzee is a poor bipedal walker when compared to man: mostly he
bends forward at the waist and shows a waddling gait. Usually he only moves
for a few yards in this posture after which he resumes his quadrupedal,
knuckle-walking gait. There are, however, exceptions to this: there are a few
individuals in our community who walk upright with a posture that is almost
that of a man, and one individual shows only the slightest sign of waddling.
These chimpanzees tend to move farther in an upright posture than their
companions. This suggests that there is ample biological variation in the
locomotor system upon which natural selection could operate in a direction
toward bi-pedalism, if environmental conditions favored such behavior.
Chimpanzees most often move bipedally when they are carrying food,
performing aggressive displays, looking for a companion or some other object
in long grass, or traveling over very wet ground. Two chimpanzees learned to
travel almost constantly in an upright posture after each lost the use of one
arm as a result of contracting a paralytic disease, probably poliomyelitis. One
of these chimpanzees, in particular, has adapted to bipedal walking in a very
dramatic manner. His posture is very upright, his strides are even, and he can
travel in this way for many minutes. After he has taken a couple of tripedal
steps using his one sound arm, he resumes the upright posture. In this way he
can keep up with other chimpanzees even when they are traveling quite fast.
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If our hypothetical group of chimpanzees living at the edge of the
savanna only penetrated the grassland for very short distances, very
infrequently, it is difficult to imagine that there would be any factors that
would strongly select for more frequent adoption of an upright gait. If,
however, their excursions from the forest became longer and more frequent,
there would be much advantage for these individuals who were able to walk
upright easily. (1) For one thing, they would be able to see over the grass and
notice (a) the presence of dangerous carnivores, (b) the whereabouts of
potential prey, and (c) the whereabouts of their companions, which would be
especially important during cooperative hunting. Such behavior is striking
among savanna baboons when they are in tall grass far from trees. (2) If these
hypothetical chimpanzees made a kill, they would very likely want to carry
the prey back to the forest. Chimpanzees are not equipped for eating meat
quickly; moreover, they invariably eat quantities of leaves with flesh. They
could carry the prey in a tripedal position, dragging it along the ground or
slinging it over the neck or shoulder. But if they could not see over the grass,
there would be the danger that some scavenger, such as a hyena, might sneak
up and make off with their meat. (3) It is also possible that if the chimpanzees
were not hunting but foraging the savanna for roots, berries, or even insects,
they might still, particularly if they were close to the forest, return to feed in
the safety and shade of the trees. A return journey of this sort would only be
worthwhile if they could carry a large amount —that is, in both hands, and
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thus with a bipedal gait. At Gombe we have seen chimpanzees collecting
handfuls of fallen fruit and then moving bipedally to sit and eat the meal in
the shade of a tree. (4) Aggressive encounters with potential scavengers when
the chimpanzees were still in the grassland would almost certainly result in
aggressive bipedal displays. At Gombe encounters with baboons during
competition for bananas at the open, artificial feeding area resulted in some
of the most spectacular displays of this sort, when chimpanzees leapt upright
in the air, waving their arms and hurling rocks or brandishing sticks. Baboons
also eat meat, and we have seen a male baboon at Gombe try to take meat
from a chimpanzee.
Thus, encounters with scavengers including baboons would have
selected for increasingly vivid bipedal displays, since this form of bluff makes
the chimpanzee appear bigger and more dangerous than he really is. Also, the
upright posture is by far the best position for efficient throwing and stick
wielding. If we envisage a situation in which the chimpanzee was confronted
by another species of ape, a species that also specialized in bipedal bluff and
throwing, then there would be a very powerful selective pressure for
increasingly efficient bipedal display and weapon use. It is highly plausible
that one of the main threats to early humans arose from other groups of early
humans.
In the chimpanzee still another factor would exert a strong selective
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pressure for the development of bipedal walking—namely, if infants were
unable to cling to their mothers. Two factors that might have influenced this
in human evolution are: (1) the loss of hair on the mother so that there was
nothing for the infant to cling to, and (2) increased brain size necessitating
earlier birth since the human pelvis will not permit the birth of a larger head.
Thus, as human evolution progressed, infants were born in an increasingly
immature condition, hence less able to cling effectively.
The development of some bipedalism might have been necessary to free
the mother’s hands sufficiently to hold the baby whose nervous system was
too immature for firm clinging. Historically, there must have been a feedback
relation among the major components of human evolution. The need to hold
the immature, large-brained baby could have been a powerful stimulus to
further improvement of bipedalism. We have evidence at Gombe that it is
possible for a chimpanzee to adapt remarkably to an upright posture even
during the life span of the individual. (We refer here to the two males who
began to walk upright after each lost the use of one ann.) We suggest that it
could also be possible for females to adapt in this way in order to carry their
infants, particularly as this adaptation would take place slowly, over countless
years with natural selection favoring those mothers who were effective in
holding the infant.
It is frequently suggested that the development of tool use was one of
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the main factors that gave selective advantage to bipedalism. While we see
the logic of this reasoning, we are inclined to think the point has been
overemphasized in relation to the early phases of human evolution. As Tobias
has pointed out, the ability to sit in an upright position is all that is needed for
the hands to be freed for tool use. The chimpanzees at Gombe do indeed carry
out most of their tool-using performances in a sitting posture. Only when the
tool-making cultures of early man were sufficiently advanced as to
necessitate the carrying of premade tools from one place to another would
bipedal locomotion become necessary for tool-using; and, as Leakey has
pointed out, early stone tools were usually made on the spot rather than
carried from place to place. However, as we have seen, more frequent use of
weapons and the development of more sophisticated weapons would
certainly give added selective advantage to upright locomotion.

Constant Sexual Receptivity in the Human Female
Another feature that is unique to the human primate is the constant
state of sexual receptivity of the female. Other primates in natural habitats
mate only during those periods when the female is in estrus or at least close
to estrus. The human female is attractive and receptive to males throughout
her reproductive life and beyond into the menopausal era. It is very difficult
today to imagine a human society in which women were only sexually
accessible once a month; and there has been a great deal of speculation as to
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the circumstances in which this unique development took place.
The most widely accepted suggestion is that a strong sexual bond was
necessary to ensure that the male would return from his hunting sorties to
share meat with waiting women and children and, in return, get his share of
the berries and roots they had gathered during his absence. Once the sexual
pattern of constant receptivity had been established, it enabled the formation
of the typically human family structure.
It may be meaningful to review briefly the kinds of heterosexual
relationships occurring in contemporary nonhuman higher primates,
particularly in chimpanzees. The most usual monkey pattern is that in which
each female in a troop is mated by a variety of males during at least part of
her period of receptivity. In some species a high-ranking male is likely to
monopolize her sexually during the peak of estrus—in other words, when she
is most likely to conceive. In the hamadryas baboon, the local population is
comprised of a number of “one-male groups”. In this species, each male acts
as “overlord” to a number of females whom he zealously protects from sexual
contact with other males of the troop. Nor does he seek sexual satisfaction
other than with his own females. This system resembles the harem family
group of many human cultures. There is only one example among nonhuman
higher primates of a male and female forming a monogamous pair (which
may be for life) and that is the gibbon, a small, tree-living Asiatic ape.
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In chimpanzee society a variety of sexual behaviors are possible.
Sometimes a female may be mated by all the males available throughout her
period of genital swelling. Sometimes she may go off with one male during the
peak of estrus—the male may vary from one estrus period to the next. And
sometimes a relationship develops in which a female will go off with the same
male during successive periods of estrus. This is not to imply that the female
will refuse the advances of other males nor that the male will not mate with
any other females available to him. It does, however, suggest that there is
some incipient tendency toward the formation of stable pair bonds in the
species.
However, as female chimpanzees get older their periods of sexual
activity become very widely separated. A young female is likely to show
periodic swellings, when she is receptive to males, during most of her
pregnancy; and she will resume sexual swellings again about two years after
the birth of her infant, even though conception has not been known to occur
until the previous infant was at least three and a half years old. But older
females do not usually become sexually receptive either during pregnancy or
until the infant is about four and a half years of age. These older females very
frequently move about on their own, with only their dependent young,
whereas younger females are much more often with groups of chimpanzees.
While it is not easy to see any particular advantage for the chimpanzees
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at Gombe in the development of more stable associations between the sexes,
this acquires a different significance for our hypothetical chimpanzee group
that is moving frequently into the savanna from the forest. In this situation
two factors that might select for longer and more frequent periods of sexual
receptivity in the female suggest themselves. In the face of a potentially
dangerous object or predator, it is the males who become especially
aggressive, leaping about, calling, swaying branches, hurling rocks,
brandishing sticks. For a society of chimpanzees cooperative protective bluff
—and occasional serious fighting—would, presumably, become increasingly
important to survival in the new and more dangerous environment of the
grassland, where there are fewer trees and more carnivores. Females and
youngsters wandering about far from the protection of adult males would be
endangered; those with longer and more frequent periods of receptivity
would travel more frequently with adult males and have a greater chance of
survival.
We have already mentioned that a receptive female is very likely to
obtain a share of meat when she begs from a male in possession of the
carcass. If meat became a much more important item of chimpanzee diet—
particularly in the face of any shortage of vegetable foods—it would become
increasingly necessary for females to obtain adequate shares of each kill.
Previous discussions on the evolution of the unique human female
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sexual pattern have usually centered around that time in evolution when
there already was a clear division of labor: when the men went out hunting
and the women stayed behind gathering roots and berries. But there is some
overlap in the division of labor—e.g., in some hunting-and-gathering
societies, women take part in the dismembering of the kill, especially if it is a
large carcass such as that of an elephant.
If man’s early ancestors showed incipient tendencies similar to those
shown by the chimpanzees today toward stable pair-bonding, the further
strengthening of those bonds between a man and woman would have been
complicated by a change in life style from a mainly vegetarian to an
increasingly carnivorous diet, from existence in the forest to existence on the
grassland. When a male chimpanzee goes off with a female in estrus, they
often stay away from all other chimpanzees for seven to ten days. But it might
have been unsafe for an early human couple to go hunting alone in the
savanna. Also, if meat was really important in the diet of these early
ancestors, the pair could ill afford to remain away from the group for over a
week each month since, on their own, they might achieve but little success in
hunting. Life was difficult, there was probably a greater ratio of females to
males as is common in most primate species, and in order to survive, early
man could not afford to waste chances of reproduction by mating with one
female only. It would have been important that all available females should be
fertilized during the early struggle to survive in a new habitat. Thus, the effect
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of this great evolutionary transition on male-female attachments must have
been complex. Our estimate is that it tended to strengthen them, but probably
not to create a strictly monogamous society.
One other comment may be made in connection with the evolution of
constant receptivity in the human female. There is evidence that social
pressures can influence receptivity in some primates. Thus, in a hamadryas
baboon society, where the female is forced to leave her mother and join a
one-male group when she is only one year old, she develops a sexual swelling
and becomes receptive to the advances of her male a whole year earlier than
the females of other baboon species.
In the chimpanzee, there are numerous instances in which physiological
and psychological stress can inhibit sexual swelling; and there is one case
where psychological factors may have led to the development of a swelling.
This occurred when an old female in our community was socially grooming
with several adult males; suddenly a young female with a sexual swelling
arrived. The males at once left the old female and hurried to groom the
newcomer. For a few moments the old female simply stared at the young
female, all her hair on end (a sign of aggression). Finally, she slowly
approached the group and intently inspected the swelling of the other female.
The following day, this old female had developed a small swelling, her first in
a long time. The swelling was not large enough for any male to mate her, but
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several males were very interested, hurried up, inspected the swelling and
groomed her vigorously as they had groomed the young female the previous
day.
This incident is described here because any factors relating to the
prolongation of receptivity in our closest relations may be significant to an
understanding of the unusual constant receptivity of the human female. It is
also worth emphasizing that the chimpanzee has probably progressed further
than most other nonhuman primates in increasing the time when a young
female is sexually receptive. She shows regular recurrent swellings for two to
three years before she has her first infant; she continues to show cyclic
swellings during six to seven months of her eight month pregnancy; and she
may swell again when her infant is only fourteen months old, despite the fact
that she will not conceive for another two and a half to three and a half years.
It has been suggested that periods of estrus in baboons would be
incompatible with caring for an infant owing to the complete disruption of
other social patterns during that time. Among the chimpanzees, a mother
continues to care adequately for her infant during repeated periods of sexual
receptivity.
In captivity, when a chimpanzee male and female are housed together in
a small cage with nothing to do, the male may copulate even when the female
is anestrus and her sex skin is flat. In similar laboratory conditions, rhesus
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monkeys also show an extension of the period in which copulations occur.
Thus, it is possible that the evolution of a stronger bond between couples,
with its enhancement of proximity, may in itself have provided conditions
favoring extended receptivity in the women of early human societies.

Social Grooming
Social grooming, in which one individual looks through the hair of a
companion and extracts, with lips or fingers, small flakes of dry skin,
parasites, and so on, plays a very important role in the social life of most of
the higher nonhuman primates. Chimpanzees may spend up to two hours in
sessions of social grooming; these tend to be longest and most frequent
between close associates such as adult males who travel around together,
mothers and their older offspring, and some couples. Social grooming thus
provides long sessions of relaxed, physical contact between friendly
chimpanzees. Grooming also occurs in other contexts: it may serve to calm an
excited or frightened chimpanzee and it is frequently seen during a greeting
between two individuals or in response to a submissive present.
If our earliest human ancestors still had a fairly abundant supply of hair,
it is almost certain that they, along with the other higher primates, would
have groomed one another. But what would have happened when they
gradually—or suddenly—lost their hair? For a while social grooming would
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undoubtedly have continued, first because of the important role it had played
for so long, and second because there still are several hairy places left to
groom on the unclothed body. Most of man’s hairy patches, however, are not
those parts of the body which are most frequently groomed by chimpanzees.
Moreover, during a long grooming session between two chimpanzees each
individual often searches through his companion’s hair quite systematically,
covering most of the body. With grooming restricted to the few parts of the
human body that are fairly luxuriant in hair growth, a session could not be
protracted except by covering the same areas time and again.
Perhaps for a while early man continued to make grooming movements
on those places where it most pleased his companions to be groomed, even if
they were areas such as the back, shoulders, and thighs, where there might
have been very little hair. In time, however, such behavior might have become
simply stroking movements. In place of the lips picking out small flakes of
skin from the hair, kissing might have become more frequent. Individuals
bored by stroking their hairless companions, might have merely laid their
hands on the back or shoulders of their partners, and sat together in
companionable, close physical contact. They might have held hands.
Social grooming, as such, has not disappeared entirely from the human
repertoire. Waika Indians show intense mouthing of each other’s skin during
greetings, particularly of the face, and this behavior may well have derived
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from grooming with the lips. Combing, brushing, or arranging a partner’s hair,
or searching for lice, may occupy some portion of each day in some cultures.
There are many other examples of grooming activities, particularly between
mothers and their young children and between young couples.
All these activities, however, play a relatively minor role in the social life
of our own species. Yet in man, as in the chimpanzee, there is a need for
friendly physical contact between closely associated individuals. What forms
of contact behavior have we developed in place of social grooming?
In many cultures friends or close companions will hold hands, put their
arms around each other’s shoulders, or link arms. In many human societies
such behavior is quite common between males despite the fact that, in
Western culture, it is likely to be frowned upon. In heterosexual love
relationships, touch, in the form of caressing, holding, and kissing, plays a
very important role. Often, indeed, this kind of behavior may be as important
to the feeling of well-being as sexual intercourse. And these are all forms of
contact behavior which are almost entirely lacking in chimpanzees, though
occasionally a mother may lay her hand on her child’s back, or hold his hand
for a while, and he may do the same. For the most part, in chimpanzee society,
friendly contact is expressed in social grooming.

Human Language
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Language, above all else, stands out as a unique evolutionary
achievement of our own species, for it is chiefly through language that so
many other human characteristics have been developed and refined—
characteristics such as love, religion, self-respect as well as the most complex
intellectual activities. While one may find simple precursors of such
characteristics in the chimpanzee, without language it is impossible to
conceive of their appearance in human form.
The chimpanzee has a large vocabulary of calls, each of which serves to
convey specific information as to the context in which the call is given and the
identity of the chimpanzee making the sound. Loud grunts are given when a
chimpanzee finds a succulent food source; other chimpanzees can correctly
interpret the calls, hurry along, and join in feeding. A youngster is attacked
and screams; his mother hurries to the scene and defends him or provides
support; but she will ignore the screams of another youngster of the same age
and sex as her own offspring.
Recent research into the brain circuitry relating to speech suggests that
the calls of the chimpanzee are not the direct precursors of human spoken
language. The neurobiology of speech is undergoing major clarification. In
considering the evolution of language, this is not the place to discuss the
existing “vocabulary” of the chimpanzee. Instead we should look for
circumstances that might have placed a very high premium on the need for a
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more precise exchange of information.
Until recently it was believed that chimpanzees were unable to learn to
talk partly because of deficiencies in the vocal apparatus but mainly because
of their inability to conceptualize and think in abstractions. Current
experimentation on teaching chimpanzees language by means of signaling or
the use of plastic symbols indicates that the chimpanzee’s capacity for
concept formation has been underestimated. The young chimpanzee Washoe,
trained in sign language by the Gardners, was able to recognize and identify
her reflection in a mirror, thus indicating that the chimpanzee has at least a
crude realization of “self.” Another chimpanzee, Sarah, trained in the use of
plastic word symbols, showed that she could grasp the meaning of an
abstraction. She was taught that blue was a color and that red was a color. She
was then able to work out for herself that green was also a color. Other
research of this kind is steadily increasing our appreciation of the intellectual
ability of the chimpanzee.
The development of hunting behavior in early man might have placed a
high premium on the use of sounds that could be used to identify specific
places and things. They suggested that the first word may have been the name
of a place where the group, having split into hunting parties, would meet in
the evening. In addition to this possibility, other factors are worth
considering. If man had evolved to the point where he could plan ahead to a
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meeting in the evening, he would probably have begun to use at least
temporary shelters and would be likely to return there habitually. Washburn
and Lancaster have also suggested that as hunting increased it would have
provided further selective advantage for the evolution of language. For it
would have become more and more useful to communicate subtleties of the
hunt for maximum cooperation. This could well be true, but many nonhuman
animals have reached high levels of cooperation in hunting without the use of
a spoken language. Moreover, while hunting, the Australian aborigines and
the Kalahari Bushmen communicate by an elaborate series of signs—the kind
of “language” that, as the experiments with Washoe suggest, might have
evolved in the chimpanzee more readily than spoken language.
Bigelow makes a similar point in relation to competition between early
human groups. The need to defend themselves against enemies in order to
survive must have put a premium on cooperation, and the efficacy of
sustained cooperation might well have been enhanced by the advent of
language. Here as elsewhere, multiple environmental pressures may coincide
in a way that strengthens the selective advantage of a particular capacity. In
the case of a truly remarkable capacity such as language, it seems likely that
several advantages may well have coincided in a way that fostered its
evolution. Therefore, we wish to suggest an additional set of circumstances
that might have placed a high premium on the development of language.
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Hayes raised an infant chimpanzee from birth for the specific purpose of
trying to teach her to talk. At the end of four years, Vicki’s only
accomplishments were softly uttered sounds that approximated papa, mama,
and cup. The observers noted that it was exceedingly difficult for Vicki to
make a sound—any sound—that was not directly induced by an
accompanying emotion. To make a sound when she saw a plate of food was
automatic; to make a sound when asked if she would like a plate of food was
almost impossible for her. Yet the recent work with Sarah and Washoe
demonstrates that the chimpanzee is quite capable of asking for things by
gesture or of using plastic word symbols.
Let us now ask what circumstances might have arisen in evolution that
would put a very high pressure on the uttering of sounds not associated with
a sudden emotion? The chimpanzee infant, clinging to its mother and in close
contact with her, utters very few sounds. But what if the infant were unable to
cling to the mother? Unless the mother was already able to transport the baby
in some kind of sling, she would have to put it down occasionally while she
did other things. Such a situation might have arisen for the first time with the
loss of extensive body hair. Or, if bipedal locomotion occurred earlier in
evolution than the loss of hair, this would also produce an infant that was
unable to cling to its mother, as Washburn has pointed out; for this led to a
changed anatomy of the foot that would no longer permit hair gripping.
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In a situation of this sort, there would be a very high premium on vocal
communication between a mother and her infant. The contemporary
chimpanzee mother and very young infant seldom utter sounds when
communicating other than the occasional soft call of the baby as it searches
for a nipple or feels its grip slipping—and the occasional distress scream
which the infant may utter on falling or being startled. To both of these
sounds, the mother may respond with a similar soft call.
If our hypothetical infant were lying on the ground while the mother
was busy nearby and it uttered a cry of distress, the mother would very likely
rush over to gather it up, probably uttering a sound herself. The sound would
be an integral part of her emotion. But if the infant just gave a soft call,
indicating that it was a little hungry or uncomfortable, there might well be a
new element emerging in the pattern of mother-infant communication. The
mother might want to make a reassuring sound even though she was not
experiencing distress to indicate that she would come in a moment. As a
result of the sound the baby might be quiet. Without that sound, it might call
more and more loudly. In coping with the problems of a changing way of life,
the mother might urgently need some way of communicating to her child that
she was going away briefly but would be coming back soon: perhaps some
way of telling him that if he made a noise he would attract prowling hyenas or
lions.
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Nowhere do we see more subtle, constantly changing and developing
communication cues than between a mother and her growing infant; nowhere
do we find a stronger affectionate bond. Many, if not all, of the communication
signals used by adult chimpanzees are fundamentally learned in this motherchild relationship, though some are elaborated later in life. Thus, it seems
logical to search for the evolutionary origin of language partly in this
adaptively crucial relationship. Perhaps “Mummy” or “quiet” or “coming”
would be just as likely candidates for the first spoken words of a new
language as the naming of a place or a thing.

Concluding Comments
From our knowledge of the chimpanzees today, we cannot reconstruct
the kind of society in which early man lived, nor can we determine the exact
nature of his family structure. But we can assume that there were enduring
affectionate bonds between a mother and her offspring, and between
brothers and sisters. We can be confident that early man had a long childhood
during which he explored his environment in play and learned the traditional
behavior patterns of his group through watching and imitating and practicing
the behavior of his elders.
We can be reasonably certain that early man went through a period of
biological and social adolescence during which the male increasingly took his
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place in hunting groups and learned the hunting techniques of the grown
males, while the female spent much time in female society, probably with her
mother, and helped to look after her own small brothers and sisters and
sometimes the infants of other females of her group.
These early ancestors must have used simple tools of grass and stick
and leaves before they developed any kind of sophisticated stone-or bonetool cultures, and they must have been capable of fairly well-organized
cooperative behavior when they hunted for small animals.
When they were frightened, they probably held hands and embraced
each other. After quarreling or fighting they made up with a reassuring pat or
clasp of hands. When they met again after separating, they kissed and
embraced and held hands. They probably groomed each other for hours
during their leisure time, or, as their hairy covering receded, made groominglike movements such as stroking each other.
In short, we have indicated a variety of reasons why the behavior of
early humans must have resembled that of contemporary chimpanzees in
important respects. A chimpanzee-like ancestor, common to Homo sapiens
and to contemporary chimpanzees, must have had much genetically based
behavioral variability in its populations. Some of this variability was inclined
toward patterns of behavior characteristic of man—such as bipedalism and
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constant sexual receptivity. Drastic changes in environmental conditions,
acting over long periods of time, must have given selective advantage in
survival to some patterns in the “behavior pool” more than to others. We have
tried to suggest some ways in which these steps toward man might plausibly
have been facilitated—in light of rapidly emerging new facts in research on
human evolution. Despite this recent progress, many serious information
gaps remain. We hope this paper will serve as a stimulus to those interested
in the quest for man’s origins and the fundamental nature of the human
species. This is an old quest, perhaps as old as man himself with all his
insatiable curiosity. But today the opportunities for understanding are far
greater than ever before, and the urgency of the task is greater as well.
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Notes
1We are very grateful to the Grant Foundation and the Commonwealth Fund for making this work
possible.
2Some individuals regularly raid birds’ nests for eggs and fledgling birds, but although small rodents
and reptiles may be killed, no chimpanzee has been seen feeding from them.
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CHAPTER 3
PERSPECTIVES IN THE NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL
STUDY OF BEHAVIOR AND ITS ABNORMALITIES
Eric R. Kandel
The recent history of psychology has been characterized by alternate
movements toward and away from biological explanations of behavior. The
first rapprochement between psychology and biology dates with the work of
Charles Darwin, in the middle of the nineteenth century. Darwin’s discovery
of a behavioral continuum between animals suggested to him that the
behavior of man might profitably be studied by examining its analogues in
lower forms. This notion stimulated the comparative study of behavior and
led to the development of animal models that could be used in relating the
nervous system to behavior. This new perspective brought about the divorce
of psychology from metaphysics and theology, and the acceptance among
psychologists of the idea, already established in neurology and psychiatry
(see for example Meynert), that even the most complex behavioral processes
have their bases in the nervous system. This acceptance was exemplified in
American psychology by the publication of William James’ Principles of
Psychology in 1890. James’ Principles generated a marvelous optimism about
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the capability of neurological science to relate brain mechanisms to behavior.
But this optimism proved premature. During the first few decades of the
twentieth century, studies of brain function failed to advance beyond a
general localization of sensory and motor functions in various regions of the
brain. The detailed mechanisms of behavior proved intractable to neural
analysis. As a result, psychology and the neurological sciences drifted apart.
Even psychologists with strong neurological interests often abandoned
biological perspectives for a psychology that was free of commitment to illdefined notions of brain mechanisms. This separation was, and continues to
be, healthy for psychology. It has permitted the development of coherent
systems of behavioral description that are not contingent on vague parallels
with neural mechanisms. Freed from artificial neurological constraints,
psychology has been able to develop a rigorous behavioral tradition and to
establish bridges with social psychology and sociology. A very special interest
and excitement, however, continues to reside in the analysis of the biological
mechanisms of behavior. This area has recently undergone remarkable
developments that have infused new hope for relating neural mechanisms to
behavior.
Major progress in understanding the neurophysiological basis of
behavior has resulted from the development of techniques for studying
individual nerve cells and from the selection of appropriate experimental
systems for studying a variety of behavior. Specifically, advances have been
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made in three related and progressively more complex areas. (1) The
functioning of the nerve cell and the process of synaptic transmission—the
mechanism by which one neuron communicates with another —are
beginning to be understood. (2) The study of the interconnections among
populations of nerve cells has begun to yield significant findings. Particularly
good progress has been made in the sensory and motor systems where a
beginning has been made in analyzing the cellular mechanisms of perception
and motor coordination. (3) The application of cellular techniques to certain
simple invertebrate animals, whose nervous systems are composed of
relatively small numbers of cells, is making it possible to examine the total
neural substratum of simple behavior. In these animals one can study not
only the sensory information coming into the nervous system and the motor
action coming out of it, but also the complete sequence of events that
underlies a behavioral response.
These three developments provide a coherent framework of concepts
and techniques that promises to clarify some basic relationships between
brain functioning and behavior. While these concepts do not explain the
complex behavior of man, they are beginning to prove useful in
understanding certain elementary aspects of perception, motor coordination,
and learning in animals.
In this chapter, I will try to summarize some of the main findings that
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have emerged from these three levels of investigation and to indicate the
directions in which current research is going. I will particularly emphasize
cellular studies both of sensory deprivation in newborn animals and of
learning, two areas that are likely to provide useful and clinically interesting
model systems of behavioral abnormalities. In being so selective, I hope to
cover in detail some areas that are of potential interest to students of
psychiatry. Unfortunately, this means that I must here exclude from
consideration other currently active areas of neurobiology.

The Cellular Biology of Neurons and Synapses
The properties of nerve cells that endow them with signaling
capabilities stem from their ability to maintain a resting potential (membrane
potential) that can be modulated by spike activity within the cell or by the
synaptic activity of other cells. Until 1950, there were no satisfactory
techniques for direct recording of the membrane potential maintained across
the neuronal membrane or for the examination of the changes produced in it
by synaptic activity and by spike generation. Technical advances made during
World War II led to the development of the electronic instrumentation that
could register and amplify small electrical signals recorded with minute highresistance probes. This instrumentation led in turn to the development of the
ultrafine glass microelectrode by Ralph Gerard and his colleagues. These
could be filled with a concentrated potassium chloride solution and used to
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record directly the activity from central nerve cells and muscle fibers.
In the decade that followed World War II, microelectrode techniques
were applied extensively to the study of nerve cells and to synaptic
transmission, and they led to the development of a general model of neuronal
functioning that has provided the basis for much subsequent research.
According to this model, all neurons, regardless of shape, size, location, and
function, can be considered to have four functional components: (1) an input
(receptor) component; (2) an integrative (spike-initiating) component; (3) a
conductile (long-range signaling) component, and (4) an output (transmitterreleasing) component. The input component consists of the external
subsynaptic membrane that contains the receptors and the ionic channels for
generating two types of graded synaptic potentials, depolarizing excitatory
postsynaptic

potentials

(EPSPs)

and

a

hyperpolarizing

inhibitory

postsynaptic potential (IPSPs). Excitatory synaptic potentials reduce
(depolarize) the membrane potential and, if sufficiently large, will bring the
membrane potential of the integrative component to the threshold for spike
generation. Inhibitory synaptic potentials tend to increase (hyperpolarize)
the membrane potential and to keep the integrative component from
reaching the threshold for spike generation. Thus, the integrative action of a
neuron resides in adding the sum total of excitation and inhibition and
deciding whether or not to discharge an action potential. This decision is
made at a specific site within the neuron, the integrative component usually
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being located at the initial segment of the neuron. The threshold of the
integrative component is exceeded and an action potential is initiated if the
net depolarization produced by the excitatory synapses exceeds the net
inhibition produced by the inhibitory synapses by a certain critical minimum.
Once initiated, the action potential propagates without decrement along the
axon, the conductile or long-range signaling component of the neuron. At the
terminal region of the axon, which abuts onto a specialized receptor site of
the next cell, the action potential in the output component of the neuron leads
to the release of the chemical transmitter substance. The transmitter
substance diffuses across the small space (synaptic cleft) that separates the
presynaptic and postsynaptic elements of the synapse, and it interacts with
the receptor molecules in the external membrane of the postsynaptic cell.
Depending on the nature of the transmitter and that of the receptor, the
interaction leads to current flow in the postsynaptic cell, which alters its
resting potential by producing either an inhibitory or an excitatory
postsynaptic potential.
A large number of recent studies of central nerve cells in both
invertebrates and vertebrates have shown that this model is quite general.
The conclusion is that, although neurons differ in detail, most of them are
surprisingly similar in their general electrophysiological properties.
These major insights derive largely from the work of Hodgkin, Huxley
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and Katz, (for review see) who developed the ionic hypothesis to explain how
the electrical potential difference across the neuronal membrane (the resting
potential) is generated, and how its sign is first quickly reduced and then
reversed during the generation of the action potential. At rest, nerve cells
maintain a potential difference across their surface membranes of about —60
mV, with the inside negative in relation to the outside. Working on the giant
axon of the squid, Hodgkin, Huxley and Katz demonstrated that this potential
difference results from an unequal distribution of sodium, potassium,
chloride, and organic anions across the semipermeable membrane of the
nerve cell. This unequal distribution of ions leaves the inside of the nerve-cell
membrane negatively charged in relation to the outside. The long-term
distribution of ions is maintained by an active metabolic process, the
“sodium-potassium pump,” which keeps sodium concentration within the cell
low and potassium concentration within the cell high by actively transporting
sodium out of the cell and potassium into it. As a result of the constant activity
of the sodium-potassium exchange mechanism, the potassium concentration
inside nerve cells is about fifty times higher than that of the extracellular
space and the sodium concentration is approximately ten times lower inside
the cell than out. The resting-membrane potential results from the
membrane’s having a high leakiness (permeability) to potassium ions in its
resting state and a relatively low permeability to sodium ions. Potassium is a
positively charged ion. Because it is in high concentration inside the cell, it
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tends to be driven out under the influence of the concentration gradient,
thereby making the cell membrane slightly more negative on the inside than
the outside. The buildup of the negative charge on the inside of the cell tends
to impede the further movement of the positively charged potassium ions. At
a certain potential, the force due to the electrical charge on the membrane
becomes equal to the oppositely directed force due to the concentration
gradient and no further net movement of potassium ions occurs. This
potential is called the potassium-equilibrium potential and is usually about —
70 mV. The value of the resting potential is close to the potassiumequilibrium potential. Small deviations of the resting potential from the
potassium-equilibrium potential are usually due to the slight leakiness of the
membrane to sodium and other ions.
Most cells can generate a resting potential across their membranes.
What differentiates excitable cells, such as nerve and muscle, from other cells
is that the resting-membrane potential can be altered so as to serve as a
signaling mechanism. When the membrane potential of a nerve cell is reduced
by a certain critical amount, usually about 15 mV (from —60 mV to —45 mV)
an all-or-none action potential is initiated. During the action potential there is
a sudden reversal in the permeability characteristics of the nerve-cell
membrane so that it suddenly becomes highly permeable to sodium. The
resulting potential change is regenerative. Depolarization increases sodium
permeability, which produces further depolarization, which increases sodium
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permeability even more. This explosive event abolishes and reverses the
resting potential, ultimately driving the membrane potential to the sodiumequilibrium potential (about +60 mV). The sudden reversal of the membrane
potential is, however, transient and self-limiting. The progressive
depolarization of the action potential leads to a shutting off (inactivation) of
the enhanced sodium permeability. Concomitantly there is also a further
increase in the already high permeability to potassium ions. These processes
combine to bring the membrane potential back to the resting level.
The action potential, generated in the integrative component of the
neuron, gives rise to the current flow necessary to depolarize and trigger an
action potential in the next axon region, which in turn depolarizes the axon
region ahead of it. In this way the action potential, once initiated, is assured
faithful, undisturbed, all-or-none propagation without decrement along the
whole length of the axon, the conductile element of the neuron. These several
findings and their theoretical interpretation explain most of the major
manifestations of electrical excitability of nerve and muscle. In all cases
examined so far, the resting and action potentials have been found to be
produced by a common mechanism, ions moving down their concentration
gradient as a result of the selective permeability to one or more ion species.1
The pharmacologists Otto Loewi and Sir Henry Dales had previously
shown that transmission at several peripheral synapses is chemical and
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involves the release of a transmitter substance such as acetylcholine or
norepinephrine. In a major advance, Fatt and Katz utilized the peripheral
neuromuscular junctions of frog and crab as model systems and applied the
ionic hypothesis to synaptic transmission. They found that the transmitter
substance, released by the presynaptic terminals of a neuron, produces its
action on the membrane potential of the post-synaptic cell by reacting with
specific receptor molecules located on its external surface. This reaction leads
to an increase in the permeability of the postsynaptic cell to certain ion
species. By examining both excitatory and inhibitory junctions between nerve
and muscle, Fatt and Katz found that the difference between synaptic
inhibition and synaptic excitation depended upon which ionic permeabilities
were increased. If the transmitter increased the permeability to sodium, the
resulting action was invariably excitatory, even if other ionic permeabilities
(e.g., potassium) were also increased. If the transmitter increased the
permeability to potassium or chloride without altering sodium permeability,
the resulting action was inhibitory. These differences in synaptic actions
followed from the relationship of the threshold of the nerve cell (usually —45
mV) to the equilibrium potential of the ion whose permeability was increased.
Any increase in the permeability to sodium would tend to depolarize the
membrane beyond the threshold (—45 mV) in the direction of the sodiumequilibrium potential (+60 mV). By contrast, any increase in permeability to
potassium or chloride would push the membrane potential away from the
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threshold voltage for spike generation toward the equilibrium potential for
potassium (—70 mV) or chloride (—60 mV). Fatt and Katz thus showed that
the difference between synaptic excitation and synaptic inhibition was in the
relationship of the equilibrium potential of the specific ions involved to the
threshold potential of the cell.
Subsequent work by Katz and his colleagues del Castillo and Miledi and
parallel morphological studies by de Robertis and Bennett and by Palade and
Paley gave rise to the current morphological and functional view of how
synaptic transmission at chemical synapses occurs. Synaptic transmission
takes place only at certain morphologically specialized points in the nervous
system, where the presynaptic neuron and the postsynaptic cell come into
appropriate apposition. Here, the generation of an action potential in the
presynaptic terminal leads to the release of a chemical transmitter substance.
This transmitter substance is stored in packets or vesicles, each of which is
thought to contain several thousand transmitter molecules. As the action
potential invades the terminals, it gives rise not only to the usual influx of
sodium ions but also to an influx of calcium ions from the extracellular space.
The influx of calcium into the terminal region somehow increases the
likelihood of transmitter packets combining with the cellular membrane. The
fusion of the vesicle membrane with the inside surface of cell membrane is
thought to be an essential step for an extrusion process known as exocytosis.
Following membrane fusion the membranes open briefly to the extracellular
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space and the vesicles rapidly empty their contents into it. After the vesicle
has extruded its contents, transmitter molecules diffuse across the synaptic
cleft that separates the two cells, usually two hundred to three hundred A
wide. The transmitter then interacts with specific receptors in the
postsynaptic cell to produce specific permeability changes that can be either
inhibitory or excitatory.
In 1951, John C. Eccles took the bold step of applying the concepts that
Hodgkin, Huxley, and Katz had developed in their study of resting and action
potentials of the squid giant axon, and those that Fatt and Katz had developed
from study of several neuromuscular junctions. He combined these separate
conceptual schemes into a synthetic view of how central nerve cells function.
This advance also required a well selected model system, and Eccles chose as
his experimental object the large motor nerve cells (motor neurons) of the
spinal cord. He found that the resting and action potentials of central nerve
cells obeyed the predictions of the ionic hypothesis and that the function of
central synapses could be explained by the Fatt and Katz model for peripheral
synaptic transmission. In each case the electrical changes involved an
increase in permeability to one or more ion species that then moved down
their concentration gradients.
In 1953, Eccles summarized the ionic hypothesis and its applicability to
central nerve cells in a book entitled The Neurophysiological Basis of Mind.
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This remarkable book pointed the study of mammalian neural science in a
new direction. Its major message was twofold. First, Eccles emphasized that
to understand the brain requires that it be studied in terms of individual
nerve cells. There are no short cuts to studying this complex computing
system. Only by applying analytic techniques that can resolve neuronal
processes on a unitary cellular level can one develop a useful, realistic, and
synthetic understanding of how groups of cells and, ultimately, areas of the
brain work. Second, Eccles emphasized, implicitly, something that is still not
sufficiently appreciated, that studying the biophysical properties of nerve
cells is necessary but insufficient for understanding how the brain works. To
know how people perceive and think, feel and act, and how they relate to one
another as human beings, it is essential to relate cellular function to behavior.
Within a few years of Eccles’ pioneering work, cellular techniques were
applied to a variety of brain structures, including the neocortex,
hippocampus, thalamus, and the basal ganglia. This work moved surprisingly
rapidly, in part because the model of neuron function derived from the study
of spinal neurons proved to be general. As a result, it was possible to move
slightly beyond studies of cellular properties and to describe a number of the
key features of brain circuitry. Relating cellular function to behavior has
proven more difficult and has occupied much of the attention of researchers
for the last two decades. One step in this behavioral direction was
accomplished between 1955 and 1965, and was characterized by brilliant
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growth in our understanding of sensory physiology and its relation to
perception. Another step has come in the period since 1965 and derives from
the development of invertebrate preparations in which elementary behaviors
and their modifications can be examined.

The Neuronal Mechanisms of Sensation and Perception
Feature Abstraction and Binocular Interactions in the Visual System
In the decade 1955 to 1965, single cell techniques were applied with
remarkable success to an examination of various stages in the visual and the
somatosensory system. From this work it became clear that our brain “sees”
the world around us not as a precise replication of reality but as an
abstraction accomplished by neural transformations that occur at almost
every stage in the hierarchy of relays in the sensory system, from the
peripheral receptors onward. These insights stem primarily from the work on
the somatosensory system by Vernon Mountcastle and his colleagues at Johns
Hopkins, and from the work on the visual system by Stephen Kuffler, David
Hubei, and Torsten Wiesel at Harvard. (For reviews see Hubei and
Mountcastle.) I will consider here only the visual system.
As early as 1942, Wade H. Marshall and Samuel Talbott had used gross
electrical recording techniques to show that the receptor sheet of the retina is
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represented in the visual cortex in an orderly, topographical manner and that
by this means the brain achieves an anatomical representation of the external
world. In 1953, Stephen Kuffler applied single cell recording techniques to the
visual system and carried this analysis one step further. Kuffler examined the
output of the retina, the retinal ganglion cells (whose axons form the optic
nerve) to see what kind of transformation of neural information occurs within
the retina itself. The retina of mammals consists of receptors, the rods, and
the cones. It ends on bipolar cells that in turn synapse on retinal ganglion
cells. After forming the optic nerve, the medial (nasal) fibers from the retina
cross in the optic chiasma to join the contralateral-optic tract and synapse in
the contralateral geniculate. The fibers from the lateral (temporal) portion of
the retina continue in the ipsilateral-optic tract and synapse in the ipsilateral
lateral geniculate body. Neurons from the lateral geniculate body send axons
to the striate visual cortex, area seventeen. Cells in this area project to the
peristriate cortical regions, areas eighteen and nineteen. Cells from these two
areas in turn project to the inferotemporal association cortex. The cells in the
visual system are spontaneously active and fire occasional action potentials in
the absence of visual stimulation. Kuffler found that the spontaneous activity
of the retinal ganglion cells could be modulated by small spots of light
projected onto the surface of the retina. He described the response
characteristics of ganglion cells in terms of the receptive field properties of
single cells. The receptive field of a cell (in the visual system) refers to the
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area of the retina that, upon stimulation with light, alters the firing pattern of
a single cell. In anatomical terms, the receptive field of a retinal ganglion cell
thus describes all the receptor and subsequent cells in the retina that
converge upon and influence the firing pattern of a single ganglion cell.
Kuffler discovered that the receptive fields of the retinal ganglion cells were
round in shape and had distinct concentric excitatory and inhibitory zones. In
the region of the macula, where most of these studies were done, the size of
the receptive fields was small, ranging from 4 to 8° of arc in diameter. On the
basis of the architecture of their receptive field properties, Kuffler divided all
cells into two groups. One class of cells had a central excitatory zone and a
surrounding inhibitory region (“on” center cells) whereas the other class of
cells had an inhibitory (“off”) central region and an excitatory surround
region (off center cells). For example, cells with an on center receptive field
responded very briskly to small spots of light aimed at the center of the
receptive field but were inhibited if light impinged on the annular surround
region. The most effective excitatory stimulus for a cell with an on center
receptive field was therefore a circular spot covering the entire central region
of the field. As the stimulus was enlarged to include some of the annular
surround region, the effectiveness of the stimulus was reduced because of the
mutual antagonism between the center and the surround region. The most
effective inhibitory stimulus was a doughnut of light on the surround region.
By contrast, cells with an off center receptive field were inhibited by light on
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the central region and excited by light on the surround region. Kuffler thus
found that as early in the visual pathway as the retinal ganglion cells a
significant amount of abstraction of sensory input had already occurred. The
retinal ganglion cells did not respond primarily to light intensity but to the
contrast between light and dark.
This analysis was carried further by David Hubei and Torsten Wiesel,
who analyzed cells in the lateral geniculate and in the visual (striate) cortex
(area seventeen). In the lateral geniculate cells, receptive field properties
were very similar to the retinal ganglion cells. However, in the cortex Hubei
and Wiesel found that the response properties of the cells were very much
more complicated. Cortical cells could no longer be effectively stimulated by
the circular-shaped stimuli that proved so effective in the retina and in the
lateral geniculate. To be effective a stimulus had to have linear properties; the
best stimuli were lines, bars, rectangles, or squares. On the basis of receptive
field properties, Hubei and Wiesel grouped cortical cells into two classes:
simple and complex. Cortical cells with simple receptive fields had discrete
rectangular excitatory and inhibitory zones. A typical receptive field might
have a central rectangular excitatory area with its long axis running from
twelve to six o’clock, flanked on each side by similar shaped inhibitory areas.
For this type of cortical cell, the most effective excitatory stimulus is a bar of
light with a specific axis of orientation—in this case from twelve o’clock to six
o’clock—projected on the central excitatory area of the receptive field. Since
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this rectangular zone is framed by two rectangular inhibitory areas the most
effective stimulus for inhibition is one that stimulated one or both of the two
flanking inhibitory zones. A horizontal or oblique bar of light would stimulate
both excitatory and inhibitory areas and would therefore be relatively
ineffective. Thus a stimulus that is highly effective if projected vertically onto
a given area of retina so as to be on target for the excitatory zone would
become ineffective if held horizontally or obliquely. Other cells had similar
receptive field shapes but different axes of orientation (vertical or oblique).
For a cell with an oblique field the most effective stimulus would be a bar of
light running from ten o’clock to four o’clock or from two o’clock to eight
o’clock.
The most interesting feature of the simple cortical cells is that they are
much more particular in their stimulus requirement than the retinal ganglion
or the geniculate cells. For a stimulus to be effective for a retinal ganglion or a
geniculate cell, it only has to have the proper shape, in general circular, and
the proper retinal position so as to activate appropriate receptors in the
retina. But in the cortex, in addition to shape (now generally rectangular) and
retinal position, the effective stimulus has also to have a proper axis of
orientation. Slight changes in the axis of orientation of the light-bar stimulus
would make an effective stimulus ineffective. Thus the simple cortical cells
not only have to represent all retinal positions and several shapes (lines, bars,
rectangles) but also for each shape they have to represent all axes of
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orientation. These findings provide some insight as to why the visual cortex
(or any cortex) needs so many cells for its normal functions. Cells are
required to represent every retinal area in all axes of orientation so as to
abstract the information presented to the cortex.
Another feature distinguishes striate cortical cells from geniculate cells.
Geniculate cells only respond to stimulation of one or the other eye. In area
seventeen of the cortex one begins to find cells responding to both eyes.
These cells provide the neural basis for binocular fusion, essential for the
stereoscopic vision of higher animals.
Hubel and Wiesel suggested that the simplest explanation for the
response properties of a cortical cell with a simple receptive field was that
they received innervation from a set of geniculate cells that had appropriate
on center and off center properties and appropriate retinal positions.
Hubel and Wiesel also found a group of cells in the striate cortex with
complex receptive field properties. For these cells the effective stimuli were
also linear and had to have a correct axis of orientation, but the receptive
fields of these cells did not have clearly delineated excitatory and inhibitory
zones so that the exact position of the stimulus within the receptor field was
not important. For example, a cell might have a fairly large rectangular
receptive field (10° by 15° of arc) and respond to a vertical bar oriented at
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twelve o’clock to six o’clock and placed anywhere in its field. But this cell
would not respond if the bar were tilted obliquely or horizontally. Hubei and
Wiesel suggested that the simplest explanation for the generation of a
complex receptive field was that these cells received excitatory projections
from a set of simple cortical cells with similar receptive field positions and
identical axes of orientation. In support of this idea is the finding that the
visual cortex was organized into a series of narrow vertical columns, two cells
to fifty cells wide, running from the surface of the cortex to the white matter.
In a given column, cells had roughly similar receptive field positions and
generally similar receptive field properties. Any one column contained both
simple and complex cells and the properties of the simple cells in that column
were such that they could account for the properties of the complex cells in
the same column if one supposed that the simple cells of a column converged
upon the complex ones. This finding not only provides some indirect support
for the Hubei and Wiesel hierarchical scheme but also provides insight into
the function of cortical columns. The columns seem to serve as elementary
units of cortical organization designed both to bring cells together so that
they can be appropriately interconnected and to generate from their
interconnections the properties needed for cells with higher-order receptive
fields.
Cells of area seventeen project to the peristriate cortex (areas eighteen
and nineteen) and in these areas the visual message undergoes still further
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processing. Cells in areas eighteen and nineteen have more sophisticated
properties than those of area seventeen. Hubei and Wiesel refer to these
properties as hypercomplex. Cells with hypercomplex properties have even
more specific stimulus requirements and some respond only to a highly
selective geometrical form such as a corner: two lines that meet at 90° to each
other. As the angle between the two lines is changed from 90 to 180°, the
stimulus becomes progressively less effective. As is area seventeen, areas
eighteen and nineteen are organized into vertical columns that run from the
surface of the cortex to the white matter. A given column contains cells with
both complex and hypercomplex properties and, again, the properties of the
complex cells are just what are needed to account for the hypercomplex ones,
if one assumes that the hypercomplex cells receive their input from the
complex cells in their own column. For example, in some columns the
hypercomplex cells respond to a right angle whose base runs from three to
nine o’clock. These columns contained complex cells that have two (but only
two) types of axes of orientation. Some cells had an axis of orientation
running from twelve to six o’clock whereas others had one running from
three to nine o’clock.
From these studies Hubei and Wiesel have suggested a model for
understanding how the cortex abstracts essential features from sensory
stimuli. According to this scheme, the configuration of the effective stimulus
that is necessary to excite (or inhibit) cells at various levels in the visual
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system varies. In the retina and in subsequent stages of the visual system,
cells do not respond effectively to diffuse light but respond primarily to
borders between light and darkness. Later in the system similar contrast
detection is used in the analysis of lines. The hypercomplex cells respond
primarily not to the linear properties of the stimulus but to changes in the
direction of a line such as angles and corners. Thus hypercomplex cells may
be serving as angle and corner (curvature) detectors indicating changes in the
direction of a line. In higher cortical areas the linear aspects of a stimulus may
be analyzed by measuring changes in its contour much as the light intensity
for stimulus is analyzed at lower levels by measuring contrast between light
and dark.
The studies of Hubei and Wiesel also suggest a function for the regional
subdivisions of the visual system: the retina, the lateral geniculate, striate
cortex (area seventeen), and the peristriate cortex (areas eighteen and
nineteen). Each of these areas accomplishes one or more specific
transformations of neural activity, and in each the transformations seem to
occur within specific columnar systems that abstract some new features of
the stimulus. In area seventeen the quality that is abstracted is receptive field
orientation whereas in areas eighteen and nineteen it is angle and contour
detection. Hubei and Wiesel propose that complex and hypercomplex
receptive fields are the early building blocks of perception.
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What occurs at a more advanced relay stop, the inferotemporal cortex?
The inferotemporal cortex receives afferent input from the peristriate areas
eighteen and nineteen as well as from the pulvinar region of the thalamus.
Both of these structures are known to respond to visual stimuli. The available
behavioral data (see Gross) indicate that lesions of the inferotemporal cortex
produce a severe impairment in the learning of visual discrimination, but do
not affect visual acuity. At Princeton Charles Gross has recently started to
study the properties of neurons in the inferotemporal cortex of the monkey
and found that they respond only to visual and not to other sensory
stimulation. The receptive fields of units in the inferotemporal cortex were
unusually large. Many were over 30° by 30° of arc in size. However, finding
the effective stimulus for altering the spontaneous firing rate of these cells
was very difficult, much more difficult than in the striate or peristriate cortex.
Many cells showed a waning of response with repeated stimulation and it was
often necessary to use stimuli separated by several seconds or more to get
full recovery. Some of the cells encountered had the characteristics of the
complex and hypercomplex units of the striate and peristriate cortex, but
others had more unusual properties. By merely confining the stimulus to
bars, edges, rectangles, and circles, Gross often was unable to describe the
best stimulus for each unit. There were several cells that responded strongly
to more complicated figures. Most striking were some units that responded
weakly to dark rectangles but much better to a cutout of a monkey’s hand: the
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more the stimulus resembled the hand, the more strongly the cell responded
to it.
To summarize, the principle that emerges from the work of Kuffler, of
Hubei and Wiesel, and of Gross is one of a series of hierarchical levels or
stages in which cells, at each level, are converged upon by cells from the next
lower levels. At each level cells abstract progressively more information,
about the visual dimension of the world and its meaning to the animal, than at
the preceding level. From this work we can begin to get an idea of the
perceptual meaning of neural activity in the visual system. A retinal ganglion
surveys the activity of bipolar cells that survey a group of receptors. A train of
action potentials in a retinal ganglion cell signals that a spot of light is shining
upon a particular part of the retina. The geniculate cell surveys a group of
retinal ganglion cells and activity in the geniculate cell signals much the same.
A simple cortical cell surveys a population of geniculate cells and the firing of
a single cell signals that a bar of light is shining in the retina. These cells no
longer signal just position but also a new abstraction, the orientation of the
stimulus with respect to vertical or horizontal axis. The complex cell surveys
simple cells and their activity means a stimulus with an axis of orientation
without specific commitment to positions within the receptive field. The
hypercomplex cells survey the complex ones and the activity of hypercomplex
cells means a change in the axis of orientation, an angle or corner. Out of
these kinds of transformations the brain can abstract more complex
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geometrical shapes and in the inferotemporal cortex (where cells receive
input from both hypercomplex cells and thalamic cells) the brain seems to
begin to endow these shapes with further meaning. The most striking aspect
of this hierarchical processing is feature detection. Successive hierarchies or
neural transformation help to analyze two-dimensional retinal space so as to
represent simple aspects of light contrast and shape.
But an unresolved question that is now receiving increasing attention is,
how far can this hierarchy go? Is there a special super-complex cell or cell
group on top of the hierarchical processing for each familiar face? Is there a
group of cells that observes the hyper complex cells and makes one aware of
the total pattern? And if so, is there a still higher group in the hierarchy that
looks at combinations of complex patterns as these enter our awareness?
There may indeed be other high-ordered cells combining the computational
results of the inferotemporal—peristriate—striate cortices to produce even
more elaborate abstractions. However, to discern the relatively simple
features we have so far considered has already required an enormous amount
of visual brain. It would appear curious to attribute progressively more
important processing to a relatively smaller group of cells and ask them to do
this incredibly complex abstraction. An alternative would be that at higher
levels the mechanism of transformation changes, so that single units no
longer serve to represent feature states (see Harmon). To represent a familiar
face or a landscape may require simultaneous combined states of a very large
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number of cells in the inferotemporal—peristriate—striate cortices. At this
higher level of representation many cells are likely to be involved and their
simultaneous signals may serve as the feature detector. The states of the parts
taken separately may not represent the whole; rather it is the relation among
them that is important. Harmon makes an analogy with the individual silver
halide grains of a photograph: these do not represent the photograph of a
face, but the ensemble of grains does. Thus a major question for future
research in this area revolves around the “read out” of the abstracting process
of the visual system. How do we ultimately perceive form? Is this information
read out by a progressively smaller group of cells that sit progressively
“higher” in a hierarchical system so that in the end one recognizes a face by
the firing of a particular small set of feature detector cells that perceives as
unique that particular face? Or does the hierarchical nature of the processing
disappear and abstraction result from different combinations of neural
populations firing in a certain temporal relation to each other? Recent work
by Vernon Mountcastle and by W. A. Spencer indicates that in the
somatosensory system the second process seems to be important for
perception of tactile sensation. Mountcastle’s work has indicated the need to
reconstruct the population activity of neurons to understand normal tactile
sensation. Iwamura, Gardner and Spencer show how perceptual distortion,
created by certain tactile illusions, can best be explained by changes in the
contours and spatial gradients of the population of neurons activated by the
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tactile stimuli. My own guess is that work in the visual system will also tend
to move in this direction now.
In the next two sections, I will restrict myself primarily to the early
stages of visual transformation where detailed knowledge is available, and
illustrate how this understanding about the lower stages of visual function
can provide insights into how abnormal environmental experiences can
disturb the functioning of connections. But first let us briefly consider the
formation of connections during embryonic development.

The Development of Connections in the Visual System
Much of our understanding of the development of connections in the
visual system derives from the experiments of Roger Sperry on the visual
system of lower vertebrates: frogs, salamanders, and goldfish. These animals
are useful objects for embryo-logical investigation because, unlike higher
vertebrates, cold-blooded vertebrates have remarkable regenerative
capacities, not only in their larval states but also as adults. Thus, for example,
Sperry found that he could cut an optic nerve in the frog, thereby separating
the eye from the brain, place the eye back in the socket and still have
regeneration of the optic nerve occur. These regenerated animals have
complete restoration of visual function. Despite the formation of a scar, the
newly regenerating fibers seem to find their way back to appropriate cells in
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the brain and to establish the connection necessary for normal vision. Sperry
studied this regenerative process further and found that outgoing fibers from
the retina had multiple opportunities to make contact with a variety of nerve
cells at various points as well as with the glial cells and capillaries that they
encountered along their path. Despite these many opportunities for synapse
formation the outgoing fibers connected only with the cells to which they
were initially connected. Incorrect zones were consistently bypassed and left
empty. Only when an outgoing nerve fiber reached the part of the brain
where it had originally made connection did synapse formation occur. This
specificity in the regeneration experiments suggested to Sperry that the
presynaptic terminal of the optic nerve fibers, and the specific neurons they
innervate, must have a complementary specificity so that the appropriate preand postsynaptic elements of the synapse are attracted to each other and
maintained (for an alternative view see Gaze and Keating). Sperry has done
additional experiments that suggest that in lower vertebrates the
development of appropriate synapses is due to a preprogrammed affinity
between neurons that is fully present at birth. Synapse formation is not due to
the pattern of impulses or to learning. For example, Sperry has cut the optic
nerve in frogs, rotated the eye ball on its optic axis 180°, and found that
regeneration still occurs. But now the animal’s visual responses are inverted
by 1800. When such an animal reaches for an object placed in its upper
temporal visual field, it will invariably reach toward its lower nasal field.
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These maladaptive responses persist indefinitely without correction. These
findings seem to indicate that despite their current inappropriateness the
optic nerve fibers of the rotated eye grew back and remained connected to
the central cells initially appropriate for the eye when it was still right side up.
Failure to re-educate the visual system suggests that the neural connections
in the optic system of lower vertebrates seem to be laid down in a
preordained manner, early in development, and these connections cannot be
altered later even if they are nonadaptive. Jacobson has recently shown that
retinal cells are specified to hook up to definite central areas (in the tectum)
before the axons of the retinal ganglion cells even begin to grow out toward
the tectum.
Impressed with the importance of the detailed wiring necessary for the
response specificity that they found in cortical cells, Hubei and Wiesel
addressed themselves to the development of connections in the mammalian
visual system. They wanted to know whether hierarchical patterns of
response to spots and bars of light that they found at different levels of the
visual system in the adult animal were present at birth, prior to the animal’s
being exposed to pattern light. Hubei and Wiesel examined the major levels of
the visual system in newborn kittens, and found that at each level the
receptive field organization of the adult cat was present, at least to some
degree. Although the results here are not completely clear, Hubei and Wiesel
suggest that even in mammals the basic neuronal wiring necessary for
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complex perceptual behavior is built into the nervous system under genetic
control. Newborn animals that have not been exposed to light show binocular
interaction and some of their cells have specific axes of orientation.
These studies provided an interesting framework for examining two
very different questions: (1) how is prewired neural architecture altered in
early critical stages of development by abnormal sensory experiences and (2)
how is this prewired nervous system affected in the adult by normal learning
experiences? As yet these questions have only been examined in a few model
systems. For the first question we are fortunate, however, in having
experiments in the visual system of the cat on which there is already much
useful information.

The Effects of Light Deprivation on the Functional Interconnections of Cells in the
Visual System
Several clinical studies (see Senden) suggest that people born with
congenital cataracts that are not removed until maturity show permanent
perceptual abnormalities. Such people may learn to recognize colors readily
but show only the most rudimentary perception of visual pattern. Some
require months to differentiate a square from a circle and have to count
corners to distinguish a square from a triangle. Even after years of training
they may never acquire the visual perception of people who have normal
vision from infancy. Some of them may never learn to recognize people whom
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they see daily, on the basis of visual clues alone.
These experiments have been carried an important step further by the
imaginative research on chimpanzees by Austin Riesen. Riesen found that at
the age of four to seven months a normal chimpanzee has excellent visual
perception and can readily learn to make selective responses to new visual
stimuli. He will recognize those who care for him, welcoming their approach.
He will fear and avoid strangers. A chimpanzee that has been reared in
darkness from birth to age four to seven months behaves completely
differently. These animals have a great deal of difficulty in learning to
discriminate even simple objects. Weeks after being returned to a normal
environment they cannot discriminate between strangers and friends and
show no sign of curiosity and fear.
Riesen then brought up chimpanzees in an unbroken field of light,
without the contours of a normal visual environment, by enclosing their
heads in translucent plastic domes. These animals were just as blind as the
animals reared in darkness. Thus it is not the absence of light but the absence
of visual patterns that produces such devastating defects in visual perception.
What emerges from Riesen’s study is that the development of normal visual
perception, the mere ability to distinguish between objects in the visual
world, requires a prolonged early period of exposure to patterned visual
stimulation.
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The cellular neuronal mechanism of this important paradigm has now
been probed in a number of studies (see Hubei). In the first of these studies,
Wiesel and Hubei examined the responses of newborn kittens who had one
eyelid sutured closed so that the eye was not exposed to patterned vision. If
the lid was kept closed for three months following birth, a naive animal
became permanently blind in that eye. In the normal brain most cells in the
visual cortex respond to stimuli presented to either of the two eyes. In the
cortex of a monocularly deprived animal, cells responded readily to
appropriate stimuli presented to the normal eye, but no cell could be
successfully stimulated from the eye that had been sutured closed. Closing the
eyelid of an adult cat for a comparable period produced no effect.
The earlier experiments on newborn kittens suggested that the basic
connections between the cells in the retina and the brain had been
established at birth. Failure to find responses in the brain to stimulation of
the eye deprived of patterned light suggests that something had happened in
the visual system whereby previously interconnected neurons were now no
longer in functional contact. This suggested to Hubei and Wiesel that, during
this critical phase of development, immature synapses in the cortex need for
their normal maintenance, stimulation via patterned light on the retina.
Without exposure to patterned light the preexisting connections can be
disrupted.
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This theoretical notion has now been supported in a number of elegant
experiments that involved more subtle alterations of the visual environment.
In one of these, Hubei and Wiesel produced an artificial squint of the right eye
by cutting an eye muscle, the right medial rectus, at the time of normal eye
opening. These animals showed no behavioral defects three months later.
When their visual cortices were examined, cells in the striate cortex still
responded normally to stimulation of each eye. Binocular interaction was,
however, absent. Normally 80 percent of cells in the cortex respond to
stimulation of homologus spots in each of the two retinas. In animals with
squint, only 20 percent of cells could be influenced from both eyes. A similar
result was obtained when an opaque contact lens was placed on each eye on
alternate days. These experiments suggest that the integrity of certain striate
cortical pathways may depend not only on patterned light but also on the
normal, presumably synchronous, presentation of patterned light to both
eyes. The integrity of the striate cortical pathways necessary for binocular
interaction seems to depend on the synchronous interrelation between the
activity of the two eyes.
These studies provide a superb paradigm for relating cellular
neurophysiology to psychology. Innumerable clinical studies have illustrated
the devastating effect of early social deprivation on the social, intellectual, and
emotional development of children. This work has now been extended into an
animal model by the Harlows who have documented the importance of
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maternal and peer interaction for the normal social and sexual development
of infant monkeys. The Harlows have found that the first year of life is a
critical period for simian social and sexual development. Isolation for more
than six months during the first year has permanent and devastating effects.
The studies of Hubei and Wiesel provide an extension of this approach to the
cellular level. These studies begin to reveal the effect of the interaction
between developmental processes and environmental stimulation on the
formation of connections during the early stages of maturation.
Developmental processes carry the potentiality for forming completely
correct connections between the eye and the brain. But this potentiality can
be disrupted by abnormal environmental stimulation. During this critical
phase a normal pattern of environmental stimulation is essential for the
maintenance and further maturation of preexisting connections. By
developing more extensive animal models, using other modalities and
progressively more complex social deprivation, 011c may begin to get some
clues into the nature of the cellular and perhaps even the molecular
mechanisms that underlie the destructive influence of early childhood
deprivation.
Studies of sensory deprivation thus provide insight into the effect of
normal and abnormal environmental stimuli on cellular functioning of the
brain. They place Heinz Hartmann’s concept of an average expectable
environment in a cellular biological perspective. But so far we have only
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considered studies involving profound changes in an animal’s perceptive
environment. We are, however, all constantly exposed to less traumatic
stimuli that nonetheless affect behavior for long periods of time. How are
these changes accomplished? Do they leave an obvious imprint on the brain
that can be examined on the cellular level?
To answer questions of this kind neural scientists are beginning to
examine the neuronal mechanisms of simple types of learning. These are the
best experimental models for environmentally produced alterations in
behavior. We have seen in the previous section that one can use simple
instances of sensory deprivation to develop model systems for studying the
effects of social isolation and its consequences for the developing organism.
In the next section we will consider the analysis of simple behaviors and their
modifications so as to gain insight into the kinds of changes that may occur in
the brain, as a result of day-to-day behavioral experiences. These studies are
useful in understanding how the normal acquisition of behavioral patterns
occurs. They may also soon provide some insight about the acquisition of
abnormal behavior patterns.

Cellular Neurophysiological Studies of Behavioral Modifications
Like the study of perception, the neurophysiological study of learning
requires a detailed knowledge of the total neural circuit that mediates the
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behavioral response being examined. This requirement is difficult to meet in
the intact brain of a higher animal because it contains an enormous number
of cells—a billion—forming an even larger number of interconnections. In
addition, the behavior of vertebrates is often highly complex. A way around
these problems is to study simple behaviors that are controlled by
numerically reduced neural populations, such as isolated portions of the
vertebrate nervous system or invertebrate ganglia. Selecting an appropriately
advantageous preparation for solving a particular problem is a common
strategy in biology, but its application to psychology has not been fully
explored. The most consistent progress comes from studies of two simple
behavioral modifications, habituation and dishabituation, in two simple
preparations: the spinal cord of the cat and the abdominal ganglion of the
marine mollusk Aplysia californica.
Habituation, sometimes considered the most elementary form of
learning, is a decrease in a behavioral response that occurs when an initially
novel stimulus is presented repeatedly.
When a sudden noise is heard for the first time, one’s attention is
immediately drawn to it and a number of concomitant changes may occur—
e.g., one’s heart rate and respiratory rate may increase. However, if the same
noise is repeated, one’s attention and one’s bodily responses gradually
diminish. As a result of habituation one can become accustomed to initially
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distracting sounds and work effectively even in a noisy environment. One also
becomes habituated to the clothes one wears and to one’s own bodily
sensations. These enter our awareness rarely, in special circumstances. In this
sense habituation is learning to ignore recurrent external or internal stimuli
that have lost novelty or meaning. Habituation develops not only in reflex
response systems but in instinctive response systems as well. For example, a
fish will defend his territory against a nonspecific intruder. Upon repeated
exposure to the intruder, however, the fish will gradually suppress his
aggressive behavior, a maneuver permitting him to respond more effectively
to other stimuli, such as sexual ones, that are more necessary for the survival
of his species. Deliberate habituation of emotional responses to anxietyprovoking stimuli is used clinically as part of behavior therapy.
Besides being important in its own right, habituation is also frequently
involved in more complex learning that consists not only in acquiring new
responses but also in learning to reduce errors by eliminating incorrect
responses to inappropriate stimuli. Once a response is habituated, two
processes can lead to its restoration: (1) spontaneous recovery that occurs as a
result of withholding the stimulus to which the animal has habituated, and (2)
dishabituation, a restoration of the response that occurs as a result of
changing the stimulus pattern, for example, by presenting another stronger
stimulus to another pathway.
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Habituation, recovery and dishabituation have been demonstrated for a
wide variety of behavioral responses in all animals examined including man.
Their general occurrence suggests that neuronal mechanisms underlying
habituation may also prove to be quite general.

Flexion Withdrawal in the Cat
The first neural analysis of habituation was undertaken in the isolated
spinal cord of the cat. The vertebrate spinal cord mediates the reflex
responses underlying posture and locomotion. In the course of analyzing
their neural mechanisms, Charles Sherrington found that certain reflex
responses, such as the flexion withdrawal of a limb to stimulation of the skin,
decreased with repeated stimulation and recovered only after many seconds
of rest. Sherrington had the great insight to appreciate that neural reactions
within the spinal cord differ from those in the peripheral nerves because of
the numerous synaptic connections within the cord. He therefore attributed
the decreased reflex responsiveness of the withdrawal reflex to a functional
decrease (which he called “fatigue”) at the specific set of synapses through
which the motor neuron was repeatedly activated. Thus, as early as 1906,
Sherrington suggested that a change at central synapses could underlie
response decrement.
Sherrington was able to show that the reflex decrement was central and
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not due to fatigue of the muscles or the sensory receptors, but he was not
capable of testing his intriguing synaptic hypothesis because of the limitation
of the neurophysiological techniques available to him. This problem was
subsequently reinvestigated by Prosser and Hunter and more recently by
Spencer, Thompson, and Neilson. They found that the habituated flexion
withdrawal can be restored to full size (dishabituation) by applying a strong
novel stimulus to another part of the skin. Indeed, Spencer et al. found that
dishabituation is not simply a transient abolition of habituation but an
independent facilitatory process superimposed upon habituation. Spencer
and his colleagues studied the features of spinal-reflex habituation in some
detail and found that these resembled the habituation of more complex
behavioral responses. They also began the cellular analysis of habituation. By
recording intracellularly from motor neurons, they showed that response
decrement did not involve a change in the properties of the motor neurons
but only in the synaptic impingement upon them. However, the central
synaptic pathways of the flexion withdrawal reflex in the cat are complex,
involving many as yet unspecified connections through interneurons.

Gill Withdrawal in Aplysia
Further analysis of habituation required a still simpler system, one in
which the behavioral response could be reduced to one or more
monosynaptic systems. In search of such systems for behavioral studies, a
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number of investigators have been attracted to invertebrate preparations.
These animals’ nervous systems contain relatively few cells, a property that
simplifies neuronal analysis of behavior. The nervous system of
opisthobranch mollusks is particularly advantageous because it contains cells
that are unusually large (almost 1 mm in diameter) and therefore easy to
study with intracellular microelectrodes. The most detailed behavioral work
has been carried out on a marine mollusk, Aplysia. The central nervous
system of Aplysia contains about twenty thousand cells. An individual
ganglion such as the abdominal ganglion contains only about two thousand
cells yet is capable of generating a number of biologically significant
behaviors.
Working on Aplysia, Kupfermann and Kandel studied a defensive
withdrawal response that is in some ways analogous to the flexion
withdrawal response in the cat. Aplysia has a gill, an external respiratory
organ, analogous to the lung in man. The gill is partially covered by the mantle
shelf, which contains this animal’s residual shell. When either the mantle shelf
or the anal siphon or spout (a fleshy continuation of the mantle shelf) is
touched, the siphon contracts and the gill withdraws into the cavity
underneath the mantle shelf. The defensive purpose of this reflex is clear. It
protects the gill, a vital and delicate organ, from possible damage. Gill
withdrawal is thus analogous to the defensive flexion withdrawal of a limb in
the cat, or the withdrawal of a man’s hand from a hot or potentially damaging
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object. As is the case for these other defensive responses, the gill withdrawal
response habituates when repeatedly elicited by a weak or non-noxious
stimulus.
Habituation in vertebrates is characterized by nine parametric features.
Seven of these features have been examined in the gill withdrawal response
in Aplysia by Pinsker et al. and found to be similar to habituation in mammals.
These features include: (1) response decrement, typically a negative
exponential function of the number of stimulus presentations; (2) recovery
with rest; (3) dishabituation; (4) habituation of the dishabituatory stimulus
with repeated presentations; (5) greater habituation with weak rather than
with strong stimuli; (6) greater habituation with short rather than long
stimulus intervals, and (7) greater habituation with repeated periods of
habituation and recovery.
The existence of this satisfactory fit between short-term habituation in
Aplysia and in mammals made it interesting to analyze the neural circuitry of
this behavior. This analysis was a prerequisite for examining the functional
modifications in the neural circuit that produce the behavioral modifications.
To analyze this reflex, Kupfermann and Kandel developed a semi-intact
preparation in which different neurons within the abdominal ganglion could
be impaled with double-barrel microelectrodes for recording and direct
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stimulation and their function related to behavior. By firing different cells
intracellularly and observing the movements of the external organs of the
mantle cavity, Kupfermann, Carew and Kandel found ten motor cells that
produced contractions of the gill, the siphon or the mantle shelf, the organs
involved in the withdrawal response. Five of the ten motor cells produced
movements limited to the gill. Four cells produced movement of the siphon
and one cell produced movement of the gill, the siphon and the mantle shelf.
Thus the motor component of this reflex consists of individual elements with
both a restricted and overlapping distribution. This motor organization is
highly redundant as are other motor systems described in vertebrates and in
invertebrates. These ten cells are unique individuals. They are so
characteristic in their location, in their electrophysiological properties, and in
their motor function that they can be repeatedly recognized and examined
from animal to animal. These cells and others like them have been termed
“identified” cells; they are often referred to by specific numbers and letters.
Uniquely identified cells have not been found to control other behaviors in
Aplysia as well as in other animals including some lower vertebrates.
Kupfermann and Kandel next analyzed the sensory component of the
reflex. They mapped the tactile sensory receptive field of these motor cells
and found that when the external organs of the mantle cavity were
mechanically stimulated, causing the gill to withdraw, all five motor cells
received large excitatory postsynaptic potentials producing a brisk repetitive
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spike discharge. The receptive field of these five motor cells involved the
mantle shelf and siphon and was identical to that of the defensive withdrawal
reflex. The excitatory input from this receptive field is in part monosynaptic
and in part mediated by interneurons. Although the population of sensory
neurons that mediate this reflex (consisting of about twenty-five sensory
neurons and three different interneurons) is larger than the motor
populations, it would appear that the sensory neurons and interneurons may
also be invariant. Byrne, Castellucci, and Kandel have found that at least some
sensory cells have invariant receptive fields and make invariant central
connections to both interneurons and motor neurons.
These findings, and similar ones emerging from the study of reflex
systems in the leech and the crayfish, support Sperry’s idea of the specificity
of neuronal interconnections. In vertebrates this specificity can only be
examined on the level of groups of cells. In invertebrates, where the
resolution is greater because of the reduced number of cells and the ability to
identify unique cells, one can ask exactly how unique are the neurons and
how precise are the interconnections between neurons that mediate a given
behavior. From the few studies available, it would appear that for simple
behaviors the neural wiring is surprisingly precise and invariant. This finding
raises an interesting paradox. Given this constancy of cells and
interconnections, how does behavior become modified? How is one to
reconcile this apparent invariance of the wiring with known malleability of
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behavior? Are there unspecified cells—learning cells—that are set aside as
“blanks” only to be called upon by the learning process and to be
superimposed on the basic wiring of the behavior? Do behavioral
modifications involve the outgrowth of new cells or new connections, or do
they involve some functional change in the properties of the preexisting
neurons and their interconnections?
To examine this question, Kupfermann et al. studied the changes in the
neural circuit that accompany habituation and dishabituation of the gill
withdrawal reflex. They found that habituation, recovery, and dishabituation
resulted from a functional change within the central nervous system. Thus,
the excitatory postsynaptic potential, produced in the gill motor neurons by
tactile stimulation of the skin, underwent characteristic changes that were
causally related to habituation, to recovery, and to dishabituation. When a
tactile stimulus was repeated so as to produce behavioral habituation, the
excitatory postsynaptic potential in the gill motor neuron gradually decreased
in size, and the amount and frequency of the evoked spike activity produced
by the synaptic potential decreased correspondingly. With recovery of reflex
responsiveness, produced either by rest or by a dishabituatory stimulus,
there was an increase of the excitatory postsynaptic potential and a
corresponding increase in spike activity.
In a more detailed examination of the mechanism underlying the change
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in the synaptic potential, Castellucci et al. radically simplified the sensory
component of the reflex pathway and examined individual sensory elements
in isolation. They recorded simultaneously from one of the sensory neurons
and from a gill motor neuron so as to reduce the gill reflex to its most
elementary monosynaptic components and examined each element in turn as
well as the interaction between them. Stimulation of one of the
mechanoreceptor sensory neurons produced fairly large elementary
excitatory synaptic potentials in the motor neuron. But repeated stimulation,
at rates that produced habituation, led to a dramatic decrease in the
amplitude of the excitatory postsynaptic potential; rest resulted in recovery.
The synaptic potential produced by direct stimulation of the sensory neuron
sometimes diminished so markedly that after a few stimuli it was barely
visible. Similar changes have now been found in the connections between
sensory neurons and several classes of interneurons. These data suggested
that habituation is due to a change in excitatory synaptic efficacy of the
central connections of the sensory neuron both to interneurons and motor
neurons. This reduced synaptic effectiveness results from a decrease in the
amount of transmitter released per unit impulse.
In the behavioral response of the intact animal, dishabituation occurs
following the presentation of a strong stimulus to the animal’s head or tail. On
the cellular level, dishabituation is associated with a facilitation of the
previously decreased effectiveness of the central excitatory synaptic
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connections of the sensory neurons. Thus, repetitive stimulation of tactile
receptors of the siphon leads to habituation of the gill withdrawal reflex by
producing a functional (plastic) decrease in the effectiveness of preexisting
synapses made by branches of the sensory neurons (from the siphon) on the
gill motor neurons and interneurons. Stimulation of the head leads to
dishabituation of the gill withdrawal reflex by producing facilitation at the
same set of synapses. Habituation is thus homosynaptic, involving a
functional change in the synapses of the stimulated (habituated) pathway. On
the other hand, dishabituation is heterosynaptic, involving a functional
change in synapses of the habituated pathway (from the siphon) as a result of
activity in a parallel pathway (the sensory pathways from the head or the
tail). Castellucci et al. have proposed a model that postulates that both
habituation and dishabituation involve a common locus, a change in the
synaptic terminals of the sensory neuron. These terminals are influenced by
habituation and dishabituation so as to decrease or increase the amount of
transmitter substance released per action potential.
An examination of the functional properties of the wiring diagram of a
simple behavior undergoing habituation and dishabituation thus reveals that
nonsynaptic properties of the neurons are not altered nor is there any
fundamental change in their pattern of interconnections. No new connections
appeared to be formed and no existing connections disappeared. What
happened was that the functional effectiveness of certain connections was
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changed by the training procedure. The central synapses, made by various
branches of the sensory neurons on the motor and the interneurons, are
endowed with remarkable plastic properties, so that transmission across
these synapses was greatly depressed during habituation and recovered only
after a rest of many minutes. But functional effectiveness could be returned
immediately as a result of the presentation of a dishabituatory stimulus.
These results are therefore consistent with the idea that genetic and
developmental processes determine the properties of individual cells and the
anatomical

interconnections

between

cells.

These

processes

leave

unspecified, however, the degree of effectiveness of certain of these
connections. Environmental factors, such as learning, produce their
modifications in behavior by playing upon these “plastic” potentialities of
neurons and their synapses.
Cellular studies thus lead one to think of three ontogenetic stages of
synaptic modification. The first stage, synapse formation, occurs primarily in
the developing organism and is under genetic control. The second stage,
maintenance of newly developed synapses, occurs during the critical early
period of development and requires an appropriate pattern of environmental
stimulation. The third stage, the regulation of the transient and long-term
effectiveness of synapses, occurs throughout later life, and is determined by
day-to-day behavioral experience. One of the implications of this view is that
the potentialities for all behaviors of which man is capable are actually built
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into his brain under genetic control. What learning does is to alter the
effectiveness of certain anatomically preexisting pathways, thereby leading to
the expression of new patterns of behavior.
A cellular strategy can also be used to examine the biochemical
mechanisms of behavioral modifications. Once the behavioral modification
has been specified in cellular terms, it is possible to bring biochemical
techniques to bear on the further analysis of the molecular mechanisms. This
has been undertaken on the gill withdrawal response by Schwartz,
Castellucci, and Kandel. They have found that inhibition of protein synthesis
for several hours does not interfere with either the acquisition or the
retention of short-term habituation. This indicates that whatever the
molecular mechanisms of short-term dishabituation and habituation may be,
and we are still far from knowing them, they do not depend on the synthesis
of new protein or on proteins that have remarkably fast turnover rates. This
result is consistent with experiments on higher forms (see Chapter 4) that
indicate new protein synthesis is not required for short-term learning.

The Mechanistic Relationships between Different Behavioral Modifications
Simple preparations are useful not only for examining the mechanisms
of specific behavioral modification; they can also be used to examine the
relationships

between

behavioral
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these

relationships could only be examined behaviorally, on a phenomenological
level. I will consider here only two brief examples: (1) the relationship of
habituation to dishabituation, and (2) the relationship of short-term to longterm behavioral modifications.
Pavlov,

who

discovered

habituation,

and

many

subsequent

psychologists have thought that dishabituation is merely a removal of
habituation. As I have indicated above, the first new insight into this problem
was provided by Spencer, Thompson, and Neilson. They suggested that
dishabituation of the flexion withdrawal response is an independent
facilitatory process superimposed on habituation. Carew, Castellucci, and
Kandel have also examined these interrelationships, using the gill withdrawal
reflex in Aplysia. They used two independent pathways (siphon and mantle
shelf) to elicit gill withdrawal and found that habituation of one pathway does
not generalize to the other pathway. If one pathway (siphon skin) is
repeatedly stimulated so that reflex responsiveness to stimulation of that
pathway is habituated, the reflex responsiveness of the other pathway
(mantle shelf) is unaffected. Carew et al. then habituated one pathway but not
the other and examined the effects of a common dishabituatory stimulus on
the two pathways. They found that whereas habituation was limited only to
the stimulated pathway, dishabituation was much more widespread,
involving not only the habituated pathway but the non-habituated pathway as
well. This evidence supports the work of Spencer, Thompson, and Neilson in
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showing that dishabituation is not merely the removal of habituation but is an
independent superimposed excitatory process. Their findings and those of
Carew, Castellucci, and Kandel indicate that dishabituation is a special case of
sensitization, a form of behavioral arousal whereby a strong noxious stimulus
can enhance a variety of reflex responses. Several investigators have now
provided indirect evidence for the relation of dishabituation to sensitization
in higher forms, including man. These findings suggest that the independence
of habituation and dishabituation and the relationship of dishabituation to
sensitization may be quite general (see Groves and Thompson) .
Another problem that may soon be amenable to investigation in cellular
terms is the relationship of short-term to long-term memory. One would like
to know whether these are two separate phenomena or whether one is
merely an extension of the other. Carew, Pinsker, and Kandel have begun to
examine this question for habituation and for sensitization of the gill
withdrawal reflex. Carew et al. found that if habituation training (ten trials a
day) is repeated daily for four days, habituation of the reflex response builds
up, so that it occurs more rapidly on each subsequent day. Thus on the fifth
day, the mean duration of the reflex response was only twenty percent of its
duration on day one. Habituation persists unchanged for a week and recovers
only partially after three weeks. As is the case for complex behavioral
modifications in vertebrates, massed habituation training (forty trials a day)
was not as effective as spaced training (ten trials a day for four days). Thus
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habituation shows a sensitivity to the pattern of stimulation that resembles
higher forms of learning. In a preliminary cellular analysis, Carew and Kandel
have found that the acquisition of long-term habituation is associated with
prolonged changes in synaptic transmission that qualitatively resemble those
found in short-term habituation. This suggests that long-term memory may
not be a qualitatively different phenomenon but merely a quantitative
extension of the short-term one. More extensive analyses are still required
however to be certain of this point.
Recently, Pinsker, Carew and Kandel found that sensitization of the gill
withdrawal reflex can also be prolonged. If an animal is given four highly
noxious stimuli daily for four days, the duration or reflex withdrawal to a
weak or moderate stimulus is enhanced for several weeks. Long-term
sensitization of reflex responsiveness is of particular interest because of its
resemblance to chronic anxiety states. In a neutral environment Aplysia
learns to ignore a mild tactile stimulus, particularly when it is repeated daily
—that is, it habituates to such a “nonthreatening” stimulus and tends not to
respond to it even when it is presented many days later. However, an animal
that is presented with noxious stimuli for several days no longer lives in a
neutral environment but in a potentially hostile one. As a result, even mild
tactile stimuli can no longer be ignored but bring forth a maximal defensive
response.
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Since these long-term behavioral modifications involve a reflex
response whose neural circuitry is relatively well understood it may be
possible to provide cellular explanations for the relation of short-term to
long-term habituation and dishabituation and thereby to shed some light on
the relation of short- to long-term memory. In analyzing long-term
sensitization one might also be able to develop a model system for the cellular
studies of behavioral abnormalities. For example, it would be interesting to
know whether other behavioral systems (heart rate, feeding, sexual behavior)
are also affected by the sensitization procedure. What are the biochemical
concomitants of sensitization? Can sensitization be reduced or abolished by
drugs that can reduce anxiety in man? If so, what is the mechanism of action
of these drugs?

Perspectives
In a jocular moment Sidney Brenner described the dictum of modern
biology as: “think small and talk big.” I’m afraid I’ve indulged in both in this
chapter. Although cellular studies of perception and of simple behavioral
modification span more than a decade of research, they represent but a small
beginning. We are still far from understanding the neuronal mechanisms of
perception, of long-term memory, and of higher learning. But within the last
years progress has quickened perceptibly. As a result cellular approaches
may soon be usefully applied to more complex learning processes and even to
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behavioral abnormalities.
I

have

here

considered

only

studies

that

combine

cellular

neurophysiological and behavioral approaches. However, much will be
learned in the future from combining behavioral and genetic techniques.
Molecular biologists have been highly successful in dissecting the network of
cellular function in bacteria by using gene changes (mutations) in which one
element is altered at a time. It thus seemed only natural to some molecular
biologists that the network of the nervous system might also be successfully
analyzed by the appropriate use of mutants. In an important series of studies,
Seymour Benzer has begun to dissect the neural network underlying behavior
in the fly Drosophila using behavioral mutants. Benzer now has mutants with
a variety of behavioral abnormalities, including visual disturbances,
abnormalities in circadian rhythm and sexual behavior; muscular
dystrophies, and sudden cessation of development. He has found that
mutations can alter behavior in a variety of ways using a variety of
mechanisms. These can affect the development and function of sensory
systems, motor systems, and central integrative systems. Mutations thus
provide a powerful means for examining the component parts of a normal
behavioral system. This approach promises to revolutionize behavioral
genetics and in so doing will shed much light on the neural mechanism of
behavior.
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Looked at in the perspective of man’s age-old search to understand
himself and others, and of the relatively recent attempt of psychology and
psychiatry to facilitate that search, one cannot help but view with optimism
the accelerated progress in neural science. The long-sought merger between
segments of psychology and neural science is becoming more of a reality. In
this merger, neurobiology is likely to revitalize some segments of psychology
much as molecular biology revitalized cellular genetics. In turn, contact with
psychology is likely to provide a humanizing perspective for neurophysiology.
This cannot but be helpful. For neurophysiology has, until recently, tended to
be fascinated and satisfied with what the neurologist Francis Walshe once
called, “the bloodless dance of action potentials.”
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Notes
1 In a few instances a small fraction of the total resting potential is maintained by an additional
mechanism, the active, metabolically dependent extrusion of Na+ from the cell by an
electrogenic Na-K+ pump (see Thomas).
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CHAPTER 4
ESTABLISHING AND MODIFYING NEURONAL
INTERACTIONS: SOME EXPERIMENTAL
APPROACHES1
Samuel H. Barondes
Advances in biology in the past decade have greatly clarified the
mechanism of regulation of the metabolism of individual cells. This in turn
has set the stage for analysis of cellular sociology—how certain cells come to
associate with others and how neighbors regulate each other. Solution to
these problems is particularly important for an understanding of the most
societal of organs, the nervous system. The goal of this essay is to provide the
reader with a sampling of several selected aspects of this work.
There are two areas of investigation which I will discuss briefly: (1)
studies concerned with various aspects of the genetically determined “wiring
diagram of the nervous system”; (2) studies concerned with establishment of
new functional interneuronal relationships with learning. Since only a
superficial discussion can be given here, it is hoped that the bibliography will
be consulted. All that I will to do is to present work in several areas that is not
usually called to the attention of psychiatrists. I will also emphasize the
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usefulness of various lower organisms for studies of this type. The least this
will do is to remind us again of our humble origins.

Genetic Control of Nervous System Structure and Behavior
There is an obvious and striking constancy in the behavior of all
members of a species and in the gross structure of their brains. Both reflect
the genetically directed neuronal wiring diagram. Recent studies have been
concerned with analysis of (1) the degree of precision of the connections
between one nerve cell and another, and (2) the magnitude of the genetic
change required to produce an observable change in behavior.
Work on these problems has been largely confined to organisms whose
life history or nervous system structure makes them relatively easy to study.
Although we will ultimately want to know the answers to these questions as
they relate to man, favorable biological preparations are a prerequisite to any
serious investigation. The following will provide some examples of what is
being done.

Constancy in Structure of an Identified Neuron
Through extensive neurophysiological and behavioral studies it has
been possible to identify the specific and often unique function of a number of
identified neurons in the nervous systems of several marine organisms.
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Favorites for study are crustacea and mollusks. In both these groups of
organisms there are a number of discrete ganglia, each of which contain
relatively small numbers of nerve cells that can be identified in the living
state. Identification is made both by the appearance of the neurons under the
dissecting microscope and by characteristic electrophysiological properties
that can be determined after introduction of a microelectrode into the nerve
cell body. These ganglia are rich in interneurons and analogous to our central
nervous system in that they perform complex integration. One, the
stomatogastric ganglion of the lobster, contains only thirty neurons; yet it
controls complex movements in the breaking up and transporting of food. A
number of interneurons in such systems have been shown to play a critical
role in integrating inputs and directing outputs that control specific behavior.
Given the availability of such well-defined preparations, attempts have
been made to determine the constancy of the microstructure and connectivity
of specific neurons. Analysis of this type has been done by injection of Procion
yellow, a fluorescent dye, into the soma of the same nerve cell in a number of
specimens. The dye spreads through the axons and dendrites of the cell and
permits direct visualization of the three dimensional structure of its branches.
These studies showed that a specific neuron has very similar microstructure
from animal to animal, which reflects its synaptic connections with other
neurons. Such anatomical constancy demonstrates the relationship between
microstructure of a specific neuron and its participation in the regulation of a
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specific behavior.
Higher resolution studies of structural variability of an identified
neuron have recently been initiated, using the small crustacean, Daphnia. This
organism was chosen since it can reproduce parthenogenetically. It is thus
possible to study many animals that are genetically identical. Analysis was
done by reconstructing the precise structure of the branches of an identified
neuron after electron microscopy of serial sections. Although there were
slight variations in the precise morphology of the terminal ramifications, a
striking constancy in the branching of a single identified nerve cell was found.
This is further evidence of the degree of genetic control of an identified
neuron s precise structure.

Behavioral Genetics in Drosophila
The types of studies I have just mentioned seek to analyze organisms
that are genetically identical, although they may ultimately be applied to
analyzing the effects of genes on specific neurons. In contrast, genetic analysis
has been concerned with the question: how small a genetic change can
produce a grossly observable change in behavior? Whereas it is well known
that different inbred strains of mammals may differ strikingly in their
behavior, it is not known whether or not these strains have extensive genetic
differences. A more precise analysis of the genetics of behavior is presently
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being conducted in fruit flies. These organisms are a favorite of geneticists
because they reproduce quickly and have many progeny. In addition, there is
a vast technology that has been developed for analysis of genetic changes in
this species. There are maps and markers that allow one to precisely
determine where the genetic change is and how many genes might be
affected.
In recent years an extensive series of behavioral mutants of Drosophila
has been identified and investigated. Some, with abnormalities in locomotion,
have been named “sluggish” or “hyperkinetic.” Some have an abnormal
response to a perturbation. For example, the mutant called “easily shocked”
responds to a mechanical jolt with something like a seizure. Still others
exhibit abnormalities in courtship such as the male “savoir-faire” mutants.
One striking finding of these studies is that a mutation in a single gene
can produce distinct behavioral changes. Although it is not yet known what
modification of the nervous system is produced by these mutations,
techniques are now being developed so that it may someday be possible to
relate the effect of mutation in a single gene to morphological changes in the
nervous system that mediate the altered behavior.

Mechanisms for Development of Specific Intercellular Interactions
The studies thus far described have helped to identify the precision of
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connectivity of identified neurons and the susceptibility of gross behavioral
systems to mutation at a single genetic locus. Another line of investigation has
been concerned with the developmental mechanisms for establishing specific
neuronal relationships. It has made use of embryological or biochemical
techniques.

Experimental Embryology of the Retino-Tectal Connections in Amphibia
The retino-tectal connections of the amphibian are a particularly
favorable system for studying how developmental forces determine specific
interneuronal connections. The organism is a good choice since
embryogenesis occurs outside the parent. This simplifies observation and
manipulation. As for the system, it readily lends itself to investigation because
of the relatively simple geometric arrangement of the retinal ganglion cells.
These cells receive information about light from the photoreceptor cells and
then transmit it directly to the contralateral optic tectum. There is a precise
geometric correspondence between the location of a ganglion cell in the
retina and the tectal region where it projects. The system is therefore ideal for
experiments designed to determine how this correspondence is established
during embryogenesis. Another favorable feature of this system is the ability
of transected axons of the retinal ganglion cells to regenerate and reestablish
functional synaptic connections with cells in the tectum, even in adulthood.
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Sperry was the first to take advantage of the system in an attempt to
determine the mechanism for the establishment of retino-tectal connections.
First he demonstrated that a transected optic nerve in the adult frog
regenerated retino-tectal connections and that normal vision was
reestablished. Regeneration also occurred when the eye was rotated 180
degrees after transection. In this case the retinal ganglion cells again
established connections with exactly the same tectal cells they had sought out
in embryonic development. Consequently, the animal now had inverted vision
in the nasal-temporal and dorsal-ventral directions. If an object was
presented to its dorsal visual field, it responded as if the object has been
presented to its ventral visual field.
This experiment showed that the retinal ganglion cells connected with
the tectal cells, for which they had a specific embryologically determined
association. Despite the fact that this was now maladaptive to the organism,
these connections persisted and the animal could not learn to respond
normally to his visual environment. Clearly then the retinal cells and/ or the
tectal cells were immutably specified to make connections with each other.
To determine the mechanism of the specification of retinal and tectal
cells, Gaze and Jacobson rotated the primordial eye at one of a number of
times during embryogenesis. If rotation was done early in embryogenesis,
normal vision was found in the adult. This indicated that the retino-tectal
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system had not been specified at this stage of embryogenesis. If rotation was
done late in embryogenesis, the results were the same as those in the adult.
By varying the precise time of rotation, the critical developmental period
when “specification” occurred was determined. It was also found that, after
rotation at a specific stage in the adult, vision was normal in one dimension
but inverted in the perpendicular dimension. This indicated that specification
occurred first in one dimension and then in the other.
These findings have stimulated extensive work and speculation on the
mechanisms of specification of cells during embryogenesis. Two sequential
processes may be operative. First it is proposed that there are foci within the
embryo that release “inductive” substances to which retinal and tectal cells
can respond. Cells are presumed to respond as a function of their relative
proximity to this inductive source. Second it is proposed that the “inductive”
substance specifies the type and number of surface molecules on the retinal
and tectal cells that mediate their selective affinities for the surfaces of other
cells. Both these notions and many others are considered in two recent books
on this subject. Speculations about the nature of putative cell surface
molecules that mediate specific intercellular recognition have also been
reviewed. The use of other experimental preparations for evaluation of this
problem is considered below.

Molecular Bases of Intercellular Recognition
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Analysis of this problem has been begun in a variety of systems
including the brain. Extensive experimentation indicates that the surfaces of
vertebrate cells contain substances that favor association of cells from the
same organ as opposed to cells from different organs. For example, retinal
cells will self-associate, but they separate from liver cells when the two cell
populations are mixed together. More recently, cell extracts from different
areas of the brain have been shown to promote association of cells from these
areas as opposed to cells from other areas. Thus far, however, purification
and characterization of the molecules involved have proceeded more rapidly
in simpler systems. For example, association of male and female yeast is
apparently mediated by a cell surface glycoprotein. The role of specific
molecules in cellular associations of sponge and slime mold is beginning to be
understood. The relative simplicity of the structure of these organisms greatly
facilitates this work.

Factor Mediating Association of Sponge Cells
Early in the century it was shown that when two species of sponge
(whose cells happened to differ in color) were mixed together, the cells of
each species self-associated but rejected association with cells of the other
species. These results suggested that there were substances on the surfaces of
the two species that mediated the selective association. Evidence for the
existence of such substances was provided by the immersion of sponges in
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sea water from which magnesium and calcium had been removed. It was
found that this led to the dissociation of the sponge cells and the appearance
of a soluble factor in the medium. When this factor was added to dissociated
cells suspended in plain sea water, large aggregates were formed. The factor
was species specific in that adding it to its own species promoted aggregation
of that species but not that of other species. The soluble factor has since been
purified, although the mechanism whereby it mediates specific cellular
aggregation is unclear. Since the factor mediates a species-specific
intercellular aggregation, it may prove to be a model for similar substances in
higher organisms.

Studies with Slime Mold
The cellular slime mold is a particularly favorable organism for studying
cellular association, because it exists in both social and unsocial states. In the
presence of abundant food (bacteria) the slime mold cells show no
interaction. However, when food is gone, the cells cohere and form a
multicellular organism containing a stalk and a spore cap. When the spore
caps are disseminated to a bacteria-containing medium, they de-differentiate
and become single amoeboid cells again. Because of these properties it is
possible to study the development of the factors responsible for cell
cohesiveness by inducing this phenomenon through the removal of food. In
addition, as with sponge, a number of species of cellular slime mold will, in
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the absence of food, segregate when mixed together.
The presence of a factor on the surface of slime mold cells that mediates
their self-association was demonstrated by making an antibody to slime mold
cells. When this antibody was broken down into univalent fragments, it
bound itself to the surface of the slime mold cells and blocked aggregation.
More recently a carbohydrate binding protein that could mediate this
association has been isolated from slime mold cells. The protein is made only
when slime mold cells are deprived of food. It can be assayed by its ability to
agglutinate sheep erythrocytes. This reaction occurs because the protein
binds to specific sugars on the surface of the red blood cells and acts as a
protein bridge between them. The nature of the binding is indicated by the
fact that addition of N-acetylgalactosamine, a specific sugar that is a common
constituent of cell surface glycoproteins, blocks the erythrocyte agglutination
produced by this protein. The protein has been purified by affinity
chromotography and its molecular characteristics have been studied.
Although it has not been proven that this factor mediates cohesiveness of
slime mold cells, the evidence is highly suggestive. Like the sponge factor, it
may prove to be a useful model for similar substances in higher organisms.

Memory: Modification of Functional Neuronal Connections
Although the nervous system is wired up under the influence of genetic
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forces, it retains the capacity for stable modification through the development
of memory. The mechanisms whereby functional interneuronal relationships
are modified for long-term memory storage are not presently known. As in
the cases I have already discussed, it would be ideal if a simple preparation
were available for the study of this process.
A relatively simple system that has been intensively investigated is the
neuromuscular junction. It has been shown that repetitive stimulation of this
junction at high frequency produces an increased sensitivity to subsequent
stimulation. This phenomenon, called post-tetanic potentiation, has been
known for a number of years and is of considerable interest since the change
in synaptic efficacy may last for up to several hours. Studies of changes of
synaptic efficacy as a consequence of other forms of stimulation have been
conducted in a variety of nervous systems, most notably the abdominal
ganglion of the marine mollusk Aplysia, which contains a small number of
readily identified cells. It remains to be determined what the relationship is
between relatively short-lived changes in such identified synapses and those
which mediate long-term memory in mammals.
Because of the anatomical complexity of the mammalian brain, it is
difficult to analyze modifications of the efficacy of specific synapses with
learning. For this reason attempts have been made to design studies that will
elucidate aspects of the mechanism of memory storage without a knowledge
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of the specific synapses involved. For example, it has been possible to test the
hypothesis that memory is just another type of long-lasting cellular
regulation; and that it is therefore mediated by the synthesis of proteins that
specifically facilitate the synapses involved in a specific behavioral event.
Critical evaluations of this work have been published.
This approach was made possible by the existence of specific antibiotics
that inhibit protein synthesis in the nervous system as well as other cells.
Administration of such drugs inhibits cerebral protein synthesis extensively
for several hours with no long-term adverse effects for the animal. Since all
cells in the nervous system are affected by these drugs, it is possible to
examine the relationship of cerebral protein synthesis to memory in
mammals without a knowledge of the specific neurons involved in the
memory storage process.
In a typical experiment mice are injected with cycloheximide, a potent
inhibitor of protein synthesis, and trained half an hour later at which time
their cerebral protein synthesizing capacity is reduced by 95 percent. The
effects on learning and on memory at various times after learning can then be
examined. When mice treated in this way are trained to escape shock by
choosing the lighted limb of a T-maze, their learning curves are
indistinguishable from mice injected with saline. Furthermore, in a typical
experiment normal retention can be detected several hours after training.
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This result suggests that cerebral protein synthesis is not required for
learning or for memory for hours after. If other groups of mice, trained in this
manner, are tested for retention one day or seven days after training, they are
found to have markedly impaired memory. Therefore, it appears that cerebral
protein synthesis during training is required for a long -lasting memory. The
critical cerebral protein synthesis presumably occurs during training or
within minutes thereafter since injection of the drug thirty minutes after
training has no effect on memory measured a day or seven days later.
The results of an extensive series of experiments of this type suggest
that there are two processes in memory storage—a short-term process that
lasts for hours and is independent of cerebral protein synthesis; and a longterm process that is dependent on cerebral protein synthesis. For the
purposes of this discussion these experiments are also of interest because
they indicate how tools developed for general biological studies may be
applied to analysis of this special problem of mammalian brain function.

Conclusion
The goal of the essay is to provide a sampling of contemporary research
on the establishment, consistency, and modifiability of functional neuronal
wiring diagrams. Unlike studies of neurotransmitter metabolism or of
psychoactive drugs, such work has not as yet provided any practical tools for
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psychiatry. It is concerned primarily with relatively primitive organisms and
with general problems of differentiation and biological regulation. In a sense
this work underscores our ignorance of the most fundamental processes
involved in creating and molding the nervous system. It remains to be seen
how analysis of these problems will influence our ability to predict or control
behavior.
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CHAPTER 5
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM1
Enoch Callaway, III
Sherrington, with his poet’s eye, saw the brain as magically weaving a
fabric of flashing and moving points of light. The passings of these fanciful
shuttles in the enchanted loom of the cerebral cortex are in reality marked by
shifting electrical potentials. In the brain itself the shifting potentials are
exquisitely detailed and specific. Some are sharp, brief, and all-or-none;
others are slow, persistent, and graded. At the surface of the head these
potentials are attenuated and mixed. Much of the fine detail is blurred, but
even so there is more than enough detail to go around since investigators are
continuing to find new clues about what the brain is doing by studying this
cerebral electrical activity.
These shifting potentials on the surface of the head are referred to as
the electroencephalographic activity and a recording of this activity is, of
course, an electroencephalogram. The initials “EEG” serve to indicate both the
activity and its record. The EEG was probably first described by R. Caton, in
1875, but the human EEG was the discovery of Hans Berger. Berger was a
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psychiatrist and hoped the EEG would provide clues about the function of the
mind. The logic is simple: if the EEG reflects operations of the brain, and if the
brain determines functions of the mind, then the EEG should tell us
something about the mind. That syllogism has sustained an amazing number
of people in the faith that the EEG somehow contains clues as to mental
processes. It sustained them during a long period when empirical support
was scanty at best. Now, however, there is increasing evidence that the EEG
does have psychological significance and there is even reason to hope that it
may have practical applications in areas more psychological than
neurological. But such was not always the case.

The Physiology of the EEG, or Does It Come from the Brain?
People have seriously questioned whether the EEG really has anything
to do with brain function. Thus, Kennedy insisted that a lot of brain electrical
activity could be the result of shock waves produced by the arterial pulse
passing through the polarized jell of the brain. More recently Lippold
contended that oscillation of the eyeball produced a major part of the EEG.
Without going into all the details, it seems now that these theories can by and
large be rejected; not that some of the EEG may not be due to things unrelated
to neural activity. Muscles, eye movement, even mechanical events inside the
skull may make their contribution to the EEG. Nonetheless, it seems fairly
clear that most of the EEG originates in neural activity of the brain. The
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dendrites and cell bodies of neurons in the cortex are continually responding
to incoming volleys by graded potential changes. These postsynaptic changes
may be inhibitory or excitatory. The sum of these changes at the surface of the
head probably account for much of the EEG. The orientations of the neuronal
population, as well as the changes in dendritic polarization, influence what
happens at the surface, and the possibilities in the cortex are large enough to
account for almost anything that could occur. In special cases (the evoked
responses, to be considered later) we know that certain arriving volleys
depolarize apical dendrites that are oriented toward the surface of the head,
and the result is a surface negative wave. In other cases, such as the far-field
evoked potentials, volleys coursing along deep tracks of white matter may
produce a positive wave at the surface if the action potentials are not moving
at right angles to the electrode. Usually these far-field waves are much
smaller than the slow potentials. Thus we have a rough idea of how the EEG
could be generated, if not a detailed picture of how it is actually produced.
The actual EEG is much like what one might expect from the first of the two
sources just described. In general, most of the EEG is made up of relatively
high voltage—50 microvolts (abbreviated /xv ) slow waves—Hertz—up to 20
Hertz (abbreviated, Hz) or cycles per second—and these probably arise
principally from the cortex.

Form of the EEG
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If you want to put an active electrode on someone’s head to measure an
electrical potential, you will of course have to decide where to put another
electrode, for a potential is a difference between two points. Sometimes we
try to find an inactive reference (monopolar recording) but this is always
relative since there is no true electrically inactive site on the human body.
Alternatively we can record between two active sites, but that has obvious
problems, too, for it is very hard to tell whether a particular potential change
is due to a drop in potential in one of the active electrodes or an increase in
potential at the other.
Suppose, however, we choose the ear lobe as a relatively inactive site
and put our so-called active electrode at the occiput. There we will usually be
able to record a prominent sine-wavelike electrical activity at about 10 Hz in
frequency and about 50 µv in amplitude. These are the alpha waves and they
tend to appear when one is alert, relaxed, and ready to look but not yet
visualizing anything. Close inspection of an EEG record will reveal other
waves, including faster, lower voltage, so-called beta waves; slower theta
waves; and occasionally even slower delta waves.
These Greek letter designations have now been formally defined by
international agreement. Delta is below 4 Hz. Theta includes activity from 4
Hz up to but not including 8 Hz. Alpha goes from 8 Hz up to but not including
13 Hz, and beta goes from 13 Hz to above 30 Hz.
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The form of the EEG can be described in terms of the visual impressions
obtained by a trained encephalographer. One can also obtain an automatic
frequency analysis which gives a power spectrum. This spectrum specifies the
power at each frequency. The third common automatic approach is the period
or line cross analysis which gives a measure of the abundance of waves with
specific time periods between the instants that they cross the base line.
“Period” is, of course, the reciprocal of “frequency,” but conventional period
analysis substitutes “abundance” for “power”—so although the two automatic
analyses are related, they are not identical. Finally, if the power spectrum is
obtained mathematically by Fourier analysis, one can also obtain coherence
measures to specify relations between various areas of the brain.
In general, children have high voltage and lower frequencies in the
EEGs. Voltages fall and frequencies increase both with maturity and with
arousal. The highly alert subject usually shows a low voltage beta record.
When he is moderately alert but not specifically attending, higher voltage
alpha waves appear. With falling alertness, alpha may disappear and slow
theta waves may appear. When sleep commences, however, a complex
sequence of EEG changes may be observed, and these will be considered in
Chapter 8 on sleep.
The EEG from different sites on the head may also differ. As noted, alpha
is most prominent at the occiput, and beta is more prominent frontally. The
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two hemispheres may also differ, and this also may be a function of the state
of the subject.
For example, when the subject is engaged in a verbal task such as
composing a letter, the EEG on the left, the “language” or “prepositional”
hemisphere, is suppressed—much as alpha at the occipital “visual area” is
suppressed by involvement in visual activity. By contrast, a nonverbal task
such as mirror tracing will suppress the EEG over the right or “appositional”
hemisphere.

The Neurologist’s EEG—Epilepsy and Gross Intercranial Pathology
This basic EEG with its dominant occipital alpha was described by
Berger. The next developments, however, were of more interest to
neurologists than psychiatrists. If there is a space-occupying lesion in the
cranium, the EEG may reflect this. The EEG may be suppressed over the lesion
itself and at the edges of the lesion irritation may cause sharp spikes and
abnormal slow waves to appear. Thus the EEG can help in the localization of a
brain tumor. Gross pathological alterations of consciousness are frequently
reflected in the EEG just as are those gross normal alterations of
consciousness referred to as sleep. Figure 5-1 shows a normal EEG and EEGs
from patients in two common pathological states: the EEG of a patient in
hepatic coma and that of a post-alcoholic psychiatric patient receiving large
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doses of several tranquilizing drugs.

Figure 5—1.
Samples of EEGs showing a normal record, a record from a patient in
hepatic coma, and a record from a patient with a history of alcoholism and
psychosis who was receiving both phenothiazines and chlordiazepoxide.

Usually when patients have epileptic fits the EEG will also show signs of
this. Petit mal attacks are characteristically accompanied by so-called spike
and wave discharges, with typical alternating slow and fast waves. Grand mal
seizures are marked by a buildup of activity that continues until the brain
seems to be in the throes of an electrical storm. This is followed by deathlike
stillness during the early parts of the postictal coma. Psychomotor fits may be
accompanied by spiking discharges in the temporal area. These typical
patterns are illustrated in Figure 5-2. Unfortunately, these pretty pictures are
not as consistent as one would like. It may be very hard to catch an epileptic
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having a major fit and some people who have EEGs that look simply awful still
manage to function surprisingly well. This imperfect correspondence
between the EEG and clinical epilepsy is puzzling. The normal EEG in the
clinical epileptic is not so bad; we can always rationalize that we’ve missed
the fit or that the electrical signs of the fit are buried too deep in the brain to
be picked up at the scalp. But the ability of some people to function when a
large part of the brain is obviously having an electrical fit is unsettling for
those of us who would like one-to-one correlations between behavior and the
EEG.

Figure 5-2.
Samples of EEG illustrating a brief major seizure (grand mal), spikes and
waves accompanying an “absence” (petit mal), and a spiking discharge
from the right temporal focus of a patient with psychomotor seizures.
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If the above suggests the EEG may be a rubber crutch, this is not
accidental. The surface EEG may give support to a clinical impression and as
such is justifiable. But the danger is that it may be used to justify poor clinical
practice. For example, a geriatrics expert presented data on the EEG changes
found in aging. Eighty percent of his cases who subsequently had
demonstrable central nervous system (CNS) damage had an abnormal EEG.
However, thirty percent who never developed evidence of CNS damage also
had similarly abnormal EEGs. He concluded that the absence of EEG
abnormalities should make one sensitive to the possibility of psychological
problems. Should one also conclude that the presence of abnormal EEGs in a
patient should allow one to ignore the possibility of psychological problems?
I’m sure our geriatrics expert would be horrified at such a conclusion. No
doubt he’d agree that optimum attention to psychological problems should be
accorded to each person. Nonetheless, the EEG can be and, sad to say, often is
an excuse for suboptimum clinical practice.
To summarize, we can say that the routine EEG arises mostly from
graded potentials in the cortical feltwork. It reflects gross changes, such as
sleep, space-occupying lesions, fits and death. An abnormal interictal EEG is
common in seizure patients but not invariable, and abnormal EEGs can be
encountered in people who never have had epilepsy. In short, outside of an
overt major seizure, the correlation between epilepsy and EEG is statistical
and not absolute. Most important, a normal EEG does not rule out gross
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cerebral pathology, nor does an abnormal EEG rule out psychologically
mediated disability.

The EEG and Psychiatry
While the EEG was being applied to neurological problems (with more
or less success), psychiatrists and psychologists worked, too, but with
somewhat less to show for their efforts. Over the years, simple visual analysis
of the EEG record has been supplanted by sophisticated and elegant
computer-based systems, but psychologically relevant findings still remain
controversial and meager on the whole.
Ellingson and Vogel and Broverman carried on an informative
controversy about the relationship of the EEG to intelligence. Ellingson
concluded that the EEG only correlated with intelligence by virtue of the fact
that people with gross brain damage were more likely to have abnormal EEGs
and to be less intelligent than people who had not suffered in this way. Vogel
et al. marshaled considerable evidence to indicate that Ellingson was perhaps
unduly pessimistic. But Ellingson’s point is one to be taken seriously.
There has been some talk that slow EEGs (EEGs with lower frequency
alpha) are associated with slower minds. Work on that continues, but the best
bet is that no such simple correlation will be found. Correlations between EEG
variables and such psychological traits as rigidity, automatizing, etc., continue
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to be reported from time to time. The EEG reflects the level of arousal, and
since the level of a subject’s arousal during specific situations will be related
to such things as past experience, personality, and intelligence, it’s not
surprising to find that EEG-personality correlations occur.
The relations between the EEG and the level of arousal are also a factor
in studies on the effects of psychotropic drugs. Using elegant computer
techniques, Fink and ltd have been able to show some more or less drugspecific EEG changes, but again, by and large, the EEG is more a function of
the arousal of the subject than is the specific pharmacological agent
employed. Social experience with alcohol should be sufficient for the reader
to supply his own illustrations of how alcohol in equivalent doses can result
in heightened interest and activity on one occasion (alcohol with friends at a
cocktail party) and somnolence on another (alcohol alone in a strange hotel
room). The EEG will in general reflect the state of the subject more than the
dose of the drug.
EEG correlates in psychopathology also exist, and again the arousal
factor may be important. There is some controversy about the correlation
between the so-called six and fourteen EEG pattern and the psychopathic
personality. These six and fourteen patterns are made up of mixed slow and
fast waves and occur rather commonly in adolescents and youths, particularly
when the subject is drowsy. The specific relationship of this to
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psychopathology is questionable, but one might wonder if psychopathic
teenagers get drowsy in a testing situation faster than non-psychopathic
teenagers.
The schizophrenic syndrome has also been associated with specific EEG
patterns. In chronic, process, organic-like schizophrenics who show poor
responses to phenothiazine drugs, one is likely to encounter abundant
hyperstable alpha activity. In addition, schizophrenics in general are also
likely to have an excessive amount of fast activity, which may give the record
a choppy appearance. Finally, integrated voltage of the EEG is likely to be less
variable in schizophrenia than in normal people. Specifically, the integrated
voltage is computed for twenty-second samples of the EEG. After a series of
these voltage intervals have been computed, the coefficient of variability is
determined. This is obtained by dividing the standard deviation of these
voltage integrals by the average voltage. Schizophrenics tend to have a lower
coefficient of variability than do normal people. Average voltage itself does
not distinguish schizophrenics from normal people so well, but the
hyperstability does.
This again may be a function of arousal. The schizophrenic appears by
many criteria to be in a chronic, poorly modulated state of hyperarousal. The
normal person will show wide fluctuations in arousal during a testing session,
and this may be reflected in a high coefficient of variability. The
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schizophrenic, on the other hand, is fixed in his anxious, defensive state and is
notably lacking in adaptive plasticity, both by behavioral and by physiological
criteria. This view, which attributes low coefficient of variability in
schizophrenia to hyperarousal, finds support in the observation that
amphetamine decreases and sedation increases the EEG coefficient of
variability.

Alpha Feedback
Behavioral modification by operant techniques is receiving more and
more interest. Autonomic and other nonskeletal muscle (involuntary)
responses were once supposed to be modifiable only by classical or Pavlovian
conditioning. Some of the early attempts to test this dictum involved
experiments intended to bring EEG alpha activity under operant control, since
EEG alpha activity was considered a good example of involuntary behavior
that was readily accessible to measurement. Although recently . called into
question, the work of DiCara and Neal Miller has apparently proved that
involuntary behavior can be operantly conditioned. In the meanwhile, the
pioneering work of Kamiya indicated that the EEG alpha rhythm can also be
brought under operant control. The method is fundamentally simple. The
state of the EEG is made known to the subject. This can be done by providing
a tone when the alpha waves are above a certain voltage. The subject is then
asked to turn the tones on or off. Subjects learn to control the tones when
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they have no idea about the mediating physiological event.
The interpretation of these findings is something else. Eye position can
affect alpha abundance, and just concentrating on tone bursts will also tend to
increase alpha activity. Of equal interest, however, is the fact that subjects
tend to enjoy turning on alpha, and they report subjective experiences similar
to those described by subjects involved in religious meditation. Finally,
certain religious men who have become expert at meditation (Zen Buddhist
priests, yoga teachers, etc.) appear to have unusual abilities to control their
alpha activity.
This work on alpha control has important implications both for research
on states of consciousness and for studies of comparative religions. Because
of its exotic nature, it has captured the popular fancy. Varieties of do-ityourself alpha-control programs are available, and some promise to help the
purchaser obtain Nirvana quickly and painlessly. Some of these
popularizations are naive to say the least. Others are frankly fraudulent. The
fundamental importance of this work, however, should not be obscured by
the fringe of carnival fast-buck operators it has attracted.

How to Average Evoked Potentials
The conventional EEG reflects global states. Death, fits, sleep, and
general level of arousal can be determined with fair reliability. One suspects
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that correlations between more subtle psychological variables and the gross
EEG also depend on indirect relations between the psychological variable,
experimental conditions, and the resulting level of arousal in the subject.
The EEG, after all, looks at what the brain is doing moment by moment
and since the waking brain is always busy at a variety of tasks, the potentials
at the surface of the scalp are like a potpourri. Individual ingredients are hard
to separate out and we notice principally the overall quality. How can we see
potentials reflecting specific mental processes when they are buried in so
much incidental activity? There are a variety of tricks, but most depend on
getting the brain to repeat a specific act several times. If the incidental
electrical babbling is random with respect to the specific activity in question,
we can hope to distinguish between the repeating specific electrical events,
and the other random or “noise” events.
The easiest trick is to average. As in all averaging procedures, the hope
is that interfering variables will cancel out, leaving us with an accurate
representation of the more or less consistent variable of interest. Specific
brain responses can be seen in recordings from the cortex, and in some
subjects, responses to single sensory stimuli are large enough to be apparent
in the raw EEG in spite of all the background noise. Thus, evoked responses
were known before averaging techniques were developed. The evoked
response era, however, really began with averaging.
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At first a variety of methods were tried. These included photographic
techniques, magnetic tape methods, and so on. Condenser charging averagers
are still used for special purposes, but today digital computers have pretty
much won the day. The usual method demands that we know more or less
precisely when an event is occurring in the brain. We present a series of
events and after each event, we take a set of samples of brain electrical
activity timed as precisely as possible with the event. These voltages are
converted to numbers in a computer, and voltage-values for corresponding
times-after-stimulation are averaged. The simplest illustration is a sensoryevoked response. If the stimulus is repeated over and over, we can hope that
the subject will respond in more or less the same way to each repeated
representation. Figure 5-3 illustrates how average brain wave samples taken
during the half second following a click can be averaged to disclose the
averaged evoked potential, or AEP. The AEP is almost the electrical byproduct of the specific CNS event. We can only say “almost,” however, because
of the requirement of averaging. The whole averaging process is based on the
idea that the same response is evoked repeatedly, so that it can be made to
stand out against the background noise. In fact, the brain rarely does anything
exactly the same way twice, much less repeatedly, and the more important
and complex the mental event is, the less likely it is to be repeated precisely.
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Figure 5-3.
The first five EEG samples of a set of forty samples are shown above the
line, and the average of all forty are shown below the line. This subject had
unusually large evoked responses in the first few samples.

Sensory-Evoked Responses and Neonatal Audiometry
Since the closest approach to repetitive brain response is its response to
a periodic, meaningless sensory stimulus, evoked responses to such stimuli
were the first to engage the attention of investigators, and it is not surprising
that the most generally accepted clinical application of the AEP uses sensoryevoked responses to test sensory function.
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By and large, if you want to find out if someone has received a stimulus,
the best way is to ask him. Evoked responses become clinically useful when
the person cannot or will not talk, or when we need some extralinguistic
point of reference. Neonates can’t talk, and it’s important to determine
promptly if they have hearing loss so that steps can be taken to supply
sensory stimulation. Otherwise, there may be a permanent loss of sensory
function. As one might expect, the ability to obtain an auditory-evoked
response from an infant is suggestive evidence that the child is able to hear. It
isn’t proof since very large sounds can apparently produce an evoked
response by their effect on the cochlear system, while, on the other hand,
some children, and even adults, may fail to show demonstrable evoked
responses and yet have intact hearing. In spite of these problems, evokedresponse audiometry in neonates is in fairly wide clinical use today.2
Auditory-evoked responses have another practical application in the
study of neonates. Gestational age can be measured in a number of ways.
Best, of course, would be to know exactly when the child was conceived, but
sometimes that isn’t feasible. Weight at birth is also related to the gestational
age, but some children are born unusually small or unusually large, even at
term. Gestational age can be estimated from the raw EEG. This is best done by
using EEG to determine stages of sleep and estimating gestational age on the
basis of the nature of the sleep cycle. The auditory-evoked response can also
be used to measure gestational age, since the latencies of the evoked response
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tend to be long at first and become progressively shorter, particularly over
the first six months after birth. Gestational age as estimated by the evoked
response at birth predicts the time at which the child will walk. Gestational
age, however, has very little predictive validity when it comes to any of the
later talents of a child.
Evoked responses have been obtained using all of the other sensory
modalities. Visual-, olfactory-, gustatory-, tactile-, and vestibular-evoked
responses have been studied and, in principle, the AEP could be used to test
sensory function in any of these modalities. In practice, however, the practical
applications have not been impressive, although the use of visual-evoked
responses for perimetry and refraction in mentally retarded subjects may
prove to be of practical importance. Finally, there is promise that function of
various sensory pathways and of primary sensory-receiving areas may be
tested by methodically changing the nature of the stimulus and the site of
recording. Such a neurophysiologically sophisticated approach may offer a
useful alternative to angiography and brain scan for localizing intercerebral
lesions.

Evoked-Potential Recovery Cycles
It is fortunate for us that Shagass, one of the first psychiatrists on the
evoked-potential scene, has published a book that combines a review of
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evoked-potential work relevant to psychiatry with a thorough presentation of
his own work in the field.
Much of what Shagass and his followers have done involves recovery
cycles. The basic notion is that one presents a conditioning stimulus and then,
after a delay, a test stimulus. There tend to be periods of increased and
decreased responsiveness in the interval following the conditioning stimulus,
and these recovery cycles are probed by the test stimulus.
It is somehow intuitively appealing to consider that the impaired CNS of
the psychotic patient might appear less efficient on neuro-physiological
measures. Thus, one would predict that psychosis would be associated with
depressed recovery. The test stimulus should generally evoke a smaller
response in the psychotic patient. That is to say, the post conditioningstimulus depression should persist longer.
In general, “‘patienthood’ appears to be associated with diminished
amplitude recovery and earlier latency recovery. . . .” However, the problem is
complicated by the relationship of the test response to the general level of
responsiveness (as shown by a response to a test-type stimulus with no
preceding conditioning stimulus) and by the dependence of the whole
recovery-cycle phenomenon upon relative intensities of test and conditioning
stimuli.
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More recent work has shown that schizophrenics and drug abusers with
a history of psychotic drug reactions both showed a reduced range of
responsiveness when the intensity of the conditioning stimulus was varied. In
general, the more intense the conditioning stimulus, the smaller the response
to the test stimulus.
The complexity of these recovery functions may make them seem less
appealing than some other simpler appearing measures. However, studies of
recovery functions have provided a variety of significant correlations with
psychopathology. Also, recovery functions may seem more complex simply
because we know more about them (and hence about their complexity). Thus,
they lay serious claim to the interest of the psychiatric investigator.

Cognitive-Evoked Potentials
The specific activity of sensory pathways is reflected in the early
components and the AEP. These early components are of great interest to the
neurologist and neurosurgeon, but are relatively insensitive to psychological
factors. In fact, it is a general practice to sedate children for AEP audiometry,
and to record the AEPs while the child is asleep.
The AEP does, however, have components that reflect phenomena of
greater subtlety than the mere patency of sensory pathways, and these
components might well be referred to as cognitive-evoked potentials.
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To oversimplify a little, one can consider that there are two cognitive
components to the AEP: (1) the contingent negative variation or CNV: and (2)
the third positive wave or P3 (at about 300 msec.).
If one records from the vertex and uses recording equipment with a
very long time constant (i.e., with a DC or very low-frequency response), one
can detect a negative-going change between a warning signal and subsequent
stimulus that demands some response (imperative stimulus). This negative
variation is most striking when the subject knows the imperative stimulus is
contingent on the warning stimulus. Thus, it is referred to as the contingent
negative variation or CNV.
Specifically, suppose we use a single click as a warning, and two seconds
after each click we start a train of clicks that the subject must terminate by
pressing a switch. The CNV will develop in the two seconds ready period. The
magnitude of the variation may be as much as 15 to 20 µv and will depend on
a variety of factors.
For example, it is increased by: (1) certainty that the imperative
stimulus will occur. Thus it builds up with experience. (2) Interest in the
imperative stimulus; and (3) physical force required to respond to the
imperative stimulus.
It is reduced by (1) distraction; (2) boredom; and (3) sleep deprivation.
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The CNV is correlated with behavior. In the usual paradigm, the faster
the response to the imperative stimulus, the larger the CNV. But this is not
always the case. For example, after sleep deprivation a subject can give
normal reaction times, although his CNV is completely suppressed.
Physiologically the CNV probably represents an excitation or “priming”
that is relatively specific. Thus, if a subject develops a CNV in readiness for a
signal of 100 Hz, an interposed probe stimulus of 1000 Hz will evoke a
response that is larger during larger CNVs—as though the excited state
represented by the CNV augments the “probe” AEP. Such an augmentation is
not found in the probe stimulus of a flash, or even a 600 Hz time.
The CNV holds some promise of practical clinical utility. It is reduced or
absent in persons with psychopathic character disorders; it is variable in
schizophrenics; it may be absent in retarded individuals; and there may be a
second negative “equivocation” wave after the imperative stimulus in
schizophrenics and obsessives—as though they tended to have afterthoughts
following their responses.
At the moment, however, practical application is a mere possibility. The
real value of the CNV lies in its use as a “convergent datum” in psychological
constructs. For example, does the CNV represent awareness of contingency,
interest, or arousal? How do we operationally define and separate these
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concepts? In short, the CNV and P3 bid fair to make honest men of heretofore
loosely verbigerating psychologists.
This need for operational definitions of psychological constructs
becomes even more obvious when P3 is added to the general picture.
Generally, the more physically intense a stimulus is, the larger the AEP
components that occur before 250 msec, and the shorter are the latencies of
these components. The more psychologically intense the stimulus is, the
larger are the AEP components occurring after 250 msec, and the longer their
latencies. Perhaps this means that physically strong stimuli get into the CNS
quicker and involve more neural circuits but that psychologically more
intense stimuli require more processing time—although they also call into
play more neural circuits. Whether or not that neuro-physiological fantasy is
true, it is a useful mnemonic.
This psychological augmentation in the AEP can be seen from about one
hundred msec, on, but it is not seen in the negative wave which usually occurs
around two hundred msec. That wave indeed may increase with light sleep!
Cognition should take more time than simple sensory registration, and it is
reassuring that psychological augmentation is most striking in the late
positive component.
There is some confounding between the CNV and P3. Since the
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expectancy of a predictable but intrinsically interesting stimulus will produce
both a CNV before the stimulus and a P3 on stimulus delivery, the question
arises whether the P3 is the “resetting” of the CNV. The best answer is to say
that one can vary P3 independently of the CNV, for the P3 reflects the
information delivered by the stimulus and the CNV reflects the subject’s
expectancy. On the other hand, expectancy and its accompanying arousal can
influence both the information delivered by the stimulus and —perhaps
independently—amplitudes of some AEP components.
In studies of attention, words like contingency, arousal, interest,
uncertainty, information, etc., have a tendency to float about without anchor.
CNV and P3 seem destined to provide some means of tying these concepts
down.

AEP and Intelligence
Having complained about the paucity of good correlations between the
EEG and complex psychological processes, it would be worse than ungrateful
to complain about the embarrassment of riches provided by the AEP. For
example, while the EEG provided few convincing correlations with
intelligence, this is not the case for AEPs. There are at least three (and
perhaps four) different aspects of the AEP that correlate with the I.Q. The four
AEP aspects are: (1) latency (short latency = high I.Q.); (2) plasticity (plastic
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or adaptive response = high I.Q.); (3) asymmetry (asymmetrical visual AEP =
high I.Q.); and (4) variability (variable response under stable conditions = low
I.Q.). We will consider the first two in some detail to convey the flavor of the
problems that still exist in this area.
The first work on the AEP and the I.Q. was done by Ertl, who sought a
measure of neural efficiency in measures of AEP latency. The logic is
impelling. A fast brain should go with a fast mind. The speed with which AEP
waves appear seems to reflect the speed of the brain in processing data at
least in some cases, so the latency of AEP waves in general might reflect
neural speed (or efficiency) and hence provide a measure of intelligence.
There is no doubt that correlations (on the order of r = —0.30) can be
found between visual AEP latency and I.Q. One needs to present from one
hundred to eight hundred flashes that carry no special meaning to record the
AEP from a central-parietal, bipolar-electrical pair, to measure latencies to
the third or fourth wave—after defining “third wave” by counting peaks from
stimulus onset.
But does AEP latency reflect neural efficiency? Perhaps. However, an
alternate explanation can be found in AEP plasticity, which also correlates
with the I.Q. Plasticity refers to the changes in the AEP that occur with
changes in the demands of the occasion. Consider an experiment reported by
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Dinand and Defayolle. While the subject faced a projection screen, flashes
were presented at the periphery of his visual field. Most of the flashes were
white and AEPs to the white flashes were recorded. Occasional flashes were
red and the subject had to press a key when he saw a red flash. At one sitting
the subject counted the white flashes and the AEP was large. At another
sitting, complex logical problems were presented on the screen and, as would
be expected, AEPs to the peripheral flashes were suppressed. The change in
AEP amplitude (or AEP plasticity) correlated strongly with I.Q. (r = 0.79!).
Now it seems that “plasticity” explains, or at least plays a role, in the
correlations between AEP latency and I.Q. Shucard replicated Ertl’s work,
adding two conditions. First, subjects pressed a key to each flash, then they
counted each flash, and finally, as in Ertl’s procedure, they just watched. AEP
amplitudes were highest and latencies longest, when the flashes required an
immediate response. Latency-I.Q. correlations were smallest when subjects
were alert and responding, and largest when the subject just watched the
flashes. Finally, the drop in AEP amplitude from the first (attending) to the
last (non-attending) condition also correlated significantly with I.Q. After the
entire session, bright subjects rated themselves as more bored than did the
dull subjects. If bright subjects become bored more quickly, then in a
moderately boring situation, they would develop smaller AEPs with shorter
latencies than would dull subjects. In other words, bright subjects, by being
more “plastic,” develop shorter latencies, and thus “plasticity” rather than
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“neural efficiency” may account for Ertl’s finding.
The stories for the other AEP-I.Q. correlations are equally complex at
this time but perhaps the above gives enough of the flavor of things to warn
the reader against the uncritical ingestion of the brief survey that follows.
Rhodes et al. found that differences in visual AEP amplitudes recorded
over the left and right hemispheres are greater in bright subjects. Lairy et al.
also found alpha averages (averages triggered on alpha peaks rather than on
stimuli) more asymmetrical in bright subjects. Conners, on the other hand,
found striking AEP asymmetry in severe dyslexia; so asymmetry cannot be
taken uncritically as an indication of a good intellect.
Variability refers to the trial-to-trial changes in the individual evoked
potential (EP), and it cannot be measured in a single AEP. Schizophrenic
patients have more variable EPs than do non-schizophrenic patients. Among
schizophrenics, non-paranoids are more variable than paranoids. Over a
period of time, a given patient will show increased EP variability when his
thought-process disorder worsens, and decreased EP variability when he
improves.
In children, EP variability is high and measures of EP variability are
inversely correlated with age from six years to sixteen years.
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Since with more maturity and less schizophrenia, EPs tend to be more
stable, it is not surprising that correlations between EP variability and I.Q. can
be found. Here too, there are problems. Measurements of EP variability are
complex and sometimes difficult to interpret. For example, EP variability and
background EEG are inextricably confounded. Then, too, maturity and
cognitive stability are not perfect correlates of intelligence. We all know very
bright colleagues who are quite immature and who may even be a trifle
schizophrenic.

Cognitive Style
Perhaps one of the hazards in the way of applying AEPs to psychiatric
problems lies in our tendency to try to force the information we get from
AEPs into psychological constructs like I.Q., which are not all that good in the
first place.
We mentioned above how EP variability is high in schizophrenia. This
tells us more about how a schizophrenic thinks than about any innate disease
process. Everybody knows that schizophrenics tend to show more variability
in almost every sphere of behavior than is normal. However, certain sorts of
simple tasks will allow the schizophrenic to perform with as little variability
as a non-schizophrenic. With such a task, the schizophrenic’s EPs are also no
more variable than normal.
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Thus, the late components of the AEP may best be looked on as another
way of examining cognitive process rather than as a way of looking at
fundamental neuropsychological substrates.
There are many new studies using AEPs to examine relatively enduring
patterns of cognitive functioning, which (to borrow a term popular among
psychologists a decade ago) we may call cognitive style. There are fascinating
AEP studies of attention deployment and field dependence, but some
consideration of repression and augmenting-reducing will serve again to give
the flavor of the field. The field is moving so fast that by the time this is
published the fine details will be in need of revision anyway.
The concept of augmenting-reducing goes back to the work of Petrie,
but has been considerably elaborated by Buchsbaum and Silverman. With
increasing stimulus intensity, there is a tendency for all responses to increase,
and this is true also for AEP amplitude. In many subjects, however, intense
stimuli result in responses that may be smaller than those evoked with
moderately strong stimuli. This seems to reflect the operation of a kind of
automatic gain control whereby subjects who are particularly sensitive to low
level stimuli can avoid being damaged by high level stimuli. Subjects with
particularly active automatic vain controls will “reduce” their AEP amplitudes
at high stimulus intensities and they are referred to as “reducers.” Those with
a more monotonic stimulus-intensity, AEP amplitude function are called
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“augmenters.” One’s position on the augmenter-reducer continuum does
seem to be a more or less enduring trait. It also seems to correlate with
certain pathology. For example, lithium-responsive manics are augmenters
while manic and lithium converts them into reducers.
The concept of repression is much more familiar. Shevrin et al. defined
repression on the basis of Rorschach responses. For the evoked-response
portion of the study, they used either meaningful or non-meaningful stimuli
and presented the stimuli tachistoscopically so briefly that the subject could
not consciously recognize them. Repressed subjects tended to show smaller
evoked responses to the meaningful stimuli and larger responses to the nonmeaningful stimuli than did the non-repressed subjects. The repressed
subjects also gave fewer responses in their free associations that could be
related to the meaningful stimulus. By contrast, when the stimuli were
presented supraliminally (i.e., when they were presented for thirty msec, so
that the subjects could clearly recognize the content of the meaningful
stimuli) repressed subjects then gave larger responses to the meaningful
stimuli and smaller responses to the non-meaningful stimuli. Although this
work has no immediate clinical utility, it does provide valuable convergent
data on the concept of repression.

Conclusion
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As this is written, there are no established clinical procedures using the
EEG that are relevant to the diagnosis and treatment of psychological
problems, but I suspect that this is a temporary state of affairs.
The EEG will continue to supply clues when one is tracking down
epilepsy or considering a gross intercranial lesion. Soon evoked potentials
and other computer-based techniques (i.e., cross spectra) may become
routine tools to help select the proper medication for psychotic patients. We
may use such techniques to distinguish between various forms of minimal
brain dysfunction in children. In special situations, they may supplement
more conventional intelligence tests.
Before all the details are agreed on, there will be a time when
extravagant claims and unrealistic expectations will make optimum use of
these new tools most difficult. To keep a proper perspective, it is useful to
consider that the EEG and its computer-derived products (such as the AEP)
are examples of brain-controlled behavior. Some such behavior is simple and
stereotyped, like pupillary reflexes —or early components of sensory AEPs.
Other such behavior may be complex and rich in psychological significance as,
for example, language and cognitive-evoked responses. Although arcane
electronic devices may be used to observe and record this electrical behavior,
it is neither more nor less “biological” than any other sort of behavior. When a
man says he is frightened, we look for other convergent data such as tremor,
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sweating palms, facial pallor, etc. to determine what inferences to make. We
generally use several sorts of behavior to make inferences both about the
structure of a person’s brain and about its functions. EEGs and AEPs have
more degrees of freedom than do the other types of behavior that don’t
depend upon skeletal muscles. So far there are only a handful of people who
have voluntary control of their brain-electrical behavior. Thus, such behavior
is resistant but not immune to mendacity.
In brief, newer techniques for observing and recording brain-electrical
potentials give us access to a rich new set of behavior that can be used as
other sorts of behavior are used, in the study of the human mind.
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1 The author is indebted to Mrs. Keiko LeVasseur for her work on both the illustrations and the
manuscript, to Dr. Charles Yeager for the EEGs in the figures, and to Mrs. Hilary Naylar
for the AEP Figure.
2 There now exists the ERA-Club (Evoked Response Audiometry) and the informative proceedings of
their first international symposium have been published in English in Band 198, Heft 1,
1971 of Archiv für Klinische und Experimentelle Ohren-Nasen- und Kehlkopfheilkunde.
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CHAPTER 6
THE LIMBIC SYSTEM: AN ANATOMICAL AND
FUNCTIONAL ORIENTATION
Jack De Groot

Introduction
More than three centuries ago, Thomas Willis referred to a ring of
cortical regions resembling a boundary zone or border (limbus) around the
brainstem as “cerebri limbus.” One illustration, ascribed to Sir Christopher
Wren, the architect of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, corresponds in part to
Figure 6-1 (b). It is not clear whether Broca was aware of this term in 1878
when he described the occurrence of a phylogenetically ancient portion of the
cerebral cortex in several vertebrate species as “le grand lobe limbique”; in
man,

this

designation

included

the

subcallosal,

cingulate,

and

parahippocampal gyri, as well as some portions of the hippocampal
formation.
Extensive comparative anatomical studies on the development and
evolution of the forebrain followed Broca’s investigation. Most of the
descriptions were based on normal, that is nonexperimental material: the
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superficial relationships of the limbic lobe with the olfactory bulb, peduncle,
and tracts on the basal aspect of the brain were readily apparent. No wonder
that by the middle of this century the term “rhinencephalon” (olfactory brain
or smell brain) was generally used to indicate the aggregate of these cortical
regions with their fiber tracts, traditionally depicted as seen on the medial
wall of the hemisphere (Figure 6-1 [a]). In a proposed reorientation of this
anatomical bias of the limbic system concept, the horizontal view from below
is favored, hereby demonstrating anew that the limbic apparatus seen this
way likewise forms a “limbus” encircling the brainstem (Figure 6-1 [b]).
It is of interest to note that early in mammalian phylogeny a more
medially complete belt of cortex binds the hemispheres to the diencephalic
portion of the brainstem. During ontogeny in man the structures surrounding
the site of the laterally evaginated telencephalic vesicles, later becoming the
cerebral hemispheres, become less readily recognizable as cortex. In the
developing human brain these circumhilar structures are displaced
downward and backward as they are stretched out and become overgrown
with the massive neocortical regions on either side and their correspondingly
conspicuous commissure, the corpus callosum (see Figures 6-2, 6-3, and 6-1
[a]).
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Figure 6-1.
Diagrams of adult human brain surrounding the upper portions of the
brainstem; (a) the right telencephalic hemisphere seen from its medial
aspect to show the limbic system structures; (b) the whole forebrain seen
from below.

Figure 6-2.
a-d: Schematic representation of the developing forebrain as seen
obliquely from above, modified after Elliot. The limbic cortex is seen
restricted to the region where the hemispheres merge into the
di3ecephalic portion of the brainstem. A coronal section x-x shows the
relations to the ventricles in a plane behind the interventricular foramina
(compare Figure 6-4).
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Figure 6-3.
a-d: Schematic representation of the medial aspect of the developing
telencephalon in man: the limbic system cortex surrounding the hilus of
the hemisphere; the gradual displacement of the bulk of the inner cortical
ring towards the temporal lobe; the semicircular fiber bundles in the
limbic cortex; the development of the cnetral olfactory structures; the
overgrowth of the neowcortex; the growth of the corpus callosum
resulting in a partially "split" cortex.
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Figure 6-4.
a-c: Diagram of the developing human forebrain as seen from above; the
hemispheres have been pulled apart to show the formation of the
neocortical commissure or corpus callosum (black) (modified after C. G.
Smith). The limbic system cortex is "split" into a supracallosal portion that
is largely transitional cortex, and an infracallosal, older portion. A coronal
section x-x shows the effect of the "split" in a plane behind the
interventricular foramina, and with a corpus callosum (compare Figure 62).
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Figure 6-5.
Diagrams to illustrate the medial aspect of the telencephalon in (a)
hedgehog; (b) rabbit; (c) monkey; (d) man. Note the development of the
corpus callosum, the decrease in size of olfactory structures, and
concentric arrangement of old cortex around the hilus of the hemisphere
(compare Figure 6-4).

The growing corpus callosum appears to split the “limbic” cortex into a
supracallosal portion that is largely transitional cortex, and an infracallosal,
older portion (Figures 6-3 and 6-4).
Vertebrate macrosmatic species with a keen sense of smell display a
well-developed, primary olfactory brain apparatus. The degree of
development of the sense of smell is not necessarily related to phyletic
position, however, in contrast to the more constant pattern of evolution of the
cortex as a whole. The more or less concentric arrangements in a medial view
(compared by Broca to a tennis racket with an olfactory “handle”) are more
obvious than in man: in lower forms, the limbic cortex represents a relatively
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bulky segment of the entire telencephalon, while with ascending phylogeny
the neocortex expands unequally in every direction to all but obscure the
ancient girdle of allocortex and other limbic system structures that lie as a
junctional zone around the hilum of the hemisphere (Figure 6-5).
In the last few decades an increasing number of anatomical
investigations” have shown that in higher forms the functions of much of the
“olfactory brain” are not olfactory in nature, at least not directly or primarily.
Aspects of autonomic nervous system physiology, certain features of
neuroendocrinological regulation, expression of emotion, facets of learning
and memory, patterns of behavior, “drives,” as well as olfaction in the strict
sense, all of these functions seem to have their neuroanatomical substrate in
the “rhinencephalon.” In view of such recent attempts to elucidate its
physiology, several names have been proposed for this ancient portion of the
mammalian brain, e.g., “visceral brain,” “emotion brain,” “vital brain,” “limbic
brain,” or “limbic system.”
The last name is now widely accepted, although no unanimity exists
concerning the exact definition and precise list of limbic-system components.
In 1969, Brodal, who in 1947 showed the error of including many
nonolfactory structures under the designation “rhinencephalon,” emphasized
that “it is even less justifiable to speak of a limbic system.’ ” He stated that “it
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becomes increasingly difficult to separate functionally different regions of the
brain as research progresses, and that ‘the limbic system’ appears to be on its
way to including all brain functions. As this process continues the value of the
term as a useful concept is correspondingly reduced.” It could be argued that
in the strict sense the term rhinencephalon should now be limited to cerebral
structures that are primarily involved in the reception, projection, and
recognition of olfactory signals. However, since olfaction has been shown to
influence affective and instinctual behavior as well as hypothalamic activity
and since the limbic system indeed includes connections between true
olfactory structures and other brain components, even the restricted use of
the term rhinencephalon is, besides being confusing, not helpful. Perhaps for
such reasons and in order to emphasize that in microsmatic man many limbic
system structures do not subserve olfactory functions, the term
rhinencephalon should be abandoned altogether, as was recommended in the
reorganization of nomenclature pertaining to human anatomy (Paris, 1955).
The general term, limbic system, as used in this chapter is mainly based
on its morphological merits; it includes phylogenetically ancient portions of
the cerebral cortex and related subcortical derivatives, as well as intrinsic or
intracortical fiber connections and extrinsic pathways linking these cortical
components with the diencephalon and other areas in the brainstem (Figure
6-6). The aggregate of these structures constitutes the limbic system in the
strict sense of the word. Efferent fiber tracts are to be included if the cells of
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origin are situated within gray components of the system. Afferent pathways
can less readily be considered parts of the limbic system. However, through
less than careful usage of the term or through emphasis on common
functional manifestations, certain structures in the diencephalon (habenular
complex, medial forebrain bundle) in the midbrain (ventral tegmental area)
and in the frontal lobes are often included in the enumeration of limbicsystem components. Transitional or junctional categories of cerebral cortex
add to the difficulty of an explicit listing.

Figure 6-6.
The major components of the limbic system in the cat as seen in a
"phantom" diagram projected on a sagittal plane.
AM = amygdaloid
nuclear complex

OB = olfactory bulb

CG = cingulate gyrus

PHG =
parahippocampal
gyrus

F = fornix

S = septum complex
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H = Habenula

T = stria terminalis

HPC = hippocampus

Medial forebrain bundle, olfactory tracts, stria medullaris, mammillary
peduncle, habenulo-interpeduncular tract are sketched bun not labeled.

Anatomical Considerations
In the subsequent pages, a brief description is given of the major
morphological aspects of limbic system: cortex, subcortical gray derivatives,
and pathways intrinsic to the system. In addition, the medial forebrain
bundle, habenular complex, and some relationships with the neocortex are
discussed in a few paragraphs, since in the strict sense these structures
appear closely related in function to the telencephalic limbic system.

Hippocampal Formation
The hippocampal formation in man includes the hippocampus proper,
the dentate gyrus with its attenuated continuation over the corpus callosum,
called supracallosal gyrus or indusium griseum, intrinsic fiber systems, and a
cortical transitional area, the subiculum: this area is located at the uncus, a
surface landmark term referring to the most medial, somewhat hook-shaped
portion of the temporal lobe. The hippocampal formation is derived from the
anteromedial wall of the primitive cerebral hemisphere; its gray matter is
allocortical or archicortical in nature. As the neocortical or isocortical portion
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of the hemisphere increases enormously in size during development, the
major portion of hippocampal formation becomes displaced caudally,
somewhat laterally, then ventrally, to lie as part of the temporal lobe along
the juxtallocortical or mescocortical parahippocampal gyrus. In addition, the
formation is rolled inward, with the result that the hippocampus proper
forms a bulge in the floor of the inferior or temporal horn of the lateral
ventricle.
The hippocampus, in certain planes of section, faintly resembles a sea
horse or perhaps its tail; in earlier times, descriptive morphologists likened
this structure to a dolphin, a silkworm, a triton, even an equestrian statue. A
name often used in England is Ammon’s horn or cornu Ammonis, referring to
its curved shape as it follows the semicircular sweep of the lateral ventricle.
The deepest layer of the hippocampal cortex is covered by heavily myelinated
fibers forming a thin layer of white matter toward the ventricular lumen.
These efferent fibers collect as fimbria (fringe) and it increases in bulk as
more fibers are added along the medial rim of the hippocampus, rising from
the inferior horn to about the atrium of the lateral ventricle. Here the fiber
bundle, now called fornix (vault or dome) curves around and over the
thalamus and joins its fellow from the other hemisphere to run alongside
each other forward under the corpus callosum. A variable system of
commissural fibers crosses the midsagittal plane as the fomices meet to link
one hippocampal formation with similar, contralateral structures. The fornix
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bundles do not decussate; they curve rather sharply around the
interventricular foramina (of Monro) to terminate in various regions of the
diencephalon and in gray matter around the anterior commissure (cf. Figure
6). Many of the 1,200,000 fornix fibers reach the mammillary body nuclei;
some have been traced to the rostral part of the periaqueductal gray matter,
some to the septal nuclei, and others to the anterior thalamus directly.
Most efferent fibers are contained in the fimbria-fornix systems,
although some afferent fibers reach the hippocampal by this route or by the
somewhat longer trajectory from septum around the corpus callosum along
the indusium griseum into the dentate gyrus.’ Most afferent impulses reach
the hippocampus by way of the fiber systems of the cingulum, a bundle
coursing within the cingulate and parahippocampal gyri and reflecting the
extent and shape of Broca’s limbic lobe.' The cingulum receives inputs from
adjacent cortical areas, as well as from the anterior thalamus, which in turn is
linked to the mammillary bodies by way of the mammillo-thalamic tracts. A
special region of the parahippocampal gyrus, the entorhinal area, projects in
rather specific ways to the various areas within the hippocampus. In recent
years it has become evident that notwithstanding the relatively simple
organization of the primitive hippocampal formation, differences exist
between various areas—in terms of cytoarchitectonic composition—of
efferent and afferent connections, of histochemistry, and probably also with
respect to function.
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It must be clear from this brief description of the hippocampal
formation and its associated fiber systems that it relates closely to many
other regions of the brain, cortical as well as in the diencephalon. Moreover, it
appears as if a circuitous trajectory of fiber connections is traversing a large
part of the limbic system, without clear beginning or end. It is this circuit—
hippocampus-fornix-mammillary

body-anterior

thalamus-cingulum-

hippocampus—that Papez described in 1937 as subserving a proposed
mechanism of emotion. However, the subsequent detailed anatomical
analyses as well as functional studies of the hippocampal formation have
demonstrated that even the hippocampus proper cannot be considered a
physiological unit.'

Olfactory Structures and Pathways
An elongated evagination of the primitive cortex on the basal surface of
each hemisphere, known as the olfactory bulb, is connected to other limbicsystem structures by way of flattened fiber bundles, which separate from the
olfactory tract or peduncle, f In man, the medial bundle or stria reaches the
region of the subcallosal gyrus, the septum, and perhaps the habenular
complex, as well as the olfactory structures on the opposite side, by way of
the anterior commissure (see Figures 6-1 and 6-6). The lateral bundle or
olfactory stria appears to be the main projection pathway for the sense of
smell. It courses along with a thin layer of gray via the limen insulae (the
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anterior threshold of the lateral fissure) to terminate in a limited area at the
uncus, both in the rostral extent of the parahippocampal gyrus as well as in
medial and cortical nuclei of the amygdala. Some fibers from the olfactory
peduncle end in a triangular area of gray, cortical matter between the
divergent lateral and medial olfactory striae, the olfactory trigone,
approximately the anterior perforated space in the human brain. From this
area, and from other structures where olfactory stria fibers terminate, a
diffuse system of short neurons connects to the lateral region of the
hypothalamus and hence further down the brainstem tegmentum. This
system of interconnected neurons, the medial forebrain bundle, receives
additional afferents from other limbic-system areas and serves as a collection
and distribution mechanism for reflexes triggered by olfactory sensations and
other sensory signals.
Efferent projections from the primary olfactory cortex have not had a
detailed analysis in all forms; connections with the amygdaloid nuclear
complex and the entorhinal area of the parahippocampal gyrus have been
described, as forming other, more circuitous links with nuclei in the
diencephalon. The contiguity of lateral olfactory stria terminations and
efferent connections from the uncus to the hippocampus had led to the early
concept that the latter structure represented the cortical projection area for
the sense of smell. In the last few decades this concept, mainly extrapolated
from comparative studies, has been shown to be erroneous on the basis of
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careful anatomical studies, clinical case histories, and experiments in animals.
It should be noted, however, that the primitive sense of smell is somewhat
unique when compared to the other special senses: there are but two neurons
involved in the pathway between olfactory receptor and primary projection
cortex; there is no decussation, partial or complete; and there is no thalamic
relay nucleus. On the other hand, subcortical reflex paths are abundantly
present even in man and impinge on visceral regulatory centers in the
brainstem, including the diencephalon. It is especially in this context that the
terms rhinencephalon, visceral brain, and limbic system, sometimes used
interchangeably, have unfortunately led to confusion, to controversial
concepts, and occasionally even to contentious contradiction.

Amygdaloid Nuclear Complex (Amygdala)
In man, a surprisingly large subcortical gray mass, the amygdala, is
found at the tip of the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle, just rostral to the
hippocampus and under the uncus (see Figure 6-6). Mainly on the basis of
comparative anatomical studies, this mass can be subdivided into (1) the
corticomedial group of nuclei; (2) the basolateral group of nuclei (welldeveloped in man); (3) the anterior amygdaloid area; and (4) other
aggregates of nerve cells. The various nuclei of the amygdaloid (almondshaped) complex appear to have somewhat different fiber connections and
correspondingly diverse functions, although the analysis is far from complete.
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Efferent projections from the amygdala include fiber systems of the
stria terminalis, coursing alongside the caudate nucleus and paralleling the
sweep of the lateral ventricle and the anterior commissure as well as diffuse
amygdalofugal projections. These efferents terminate in the anterior
hypothalamus, the septum complex, probably the habenular complex,
possibly other nuclear groups, and they contribute to the medial forebrain
bundle.
The amygdaloid nuclear complex receives afferents from the olfactory
bulb by way of the lateral stria, terminating in the corticomedial group of
nuclei, from adjacent regions of the parahippocampal gyrus (in some species
named piriform cortex since the basal aspect of the temporal lobe resembles a
pear) and possibly indirectly from various other cortical areas. The
amygdaloid complex, the olfactory gray structures, and an interconnecting
band of cortex (diagonal gyrus, or band, of Broca) are often described as
paleocortical in nature, referring to a type of allocortex at the base of the
forebrain.

Septum Complex
A mass of gray matter, mostly subcortical and derived from the medial
wall of the primitive cerebral hemispheres, is found between and below the
anterior horns of the lateral ventricles. It is well developed in most
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mammalian forms (cf. Figure 6-6). However, in primates and especially in
man, it has been partially stretched out by the increase in bulk of the
neocortical region and the corpus callosum. This thin portion is known as the
septum lucidum. Other components include aggregates of gray matter around
the anterior commissure, close to midplane and the transition to the
mediobasal walls of the hemispheres and merging into subcallosal or
paraterminal gyri.
The septum complex is connected or adjacent to hypothalamus,
preoptic area and medial forebrain bundle, amygdaloid nuclear complex and
hippocampal formation, as well as to the habenular complex. No wonder that
this component of the limbic system has invited investigation in recent years,
not only by neuroanatomists and neuroendocrinologists but also by students
of behavior and emotional reactions. An integrative function has been
suggested by its very position, at the crossroads as it were, between limbic
system, diencephalon, and neocortex. However, the complexity and
limitations in size require strictly controlled experiments as well as a cautious
interpretation of the results.

Limbic Lobe
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the comparative
neuroanatomical concept of a limbic lobe, viz., a convolution of cortical gray
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encircling the attachment of hemisphere to upper brainstem, can be traced
back several centuries. The growth of the corpus callosum, concomitant with
the development of the large lateral mass of neocortex and underlying white
matter, seems to split through part of the border of primitive cortical gray
(Figure 6-4). The result is a circular mass of allocortex and white fiber tracts
(septum, fornix, and hippocampus) curving below the corpus callosum, and a
histologically less primitive convolution above or outside it, with merged
ends on either side; namely, in the subcallosal-gyrus area and in the
hippocampus-parahippocampal-uncus region (Figures 6-1 and 6-3).
It is not immediately clear from the earlier descriptions whether or not
the hippocampal formation in all cases was to be included in this lobe, also
referred to as gyrus limbicus or gyrus fornicatus, since it showed a vault-like
extent; nor are its boundaries sharply defined. Two concepts are therefore
encountered in the current literature concerning this.’ There is (1) Broca’s
“grand lobe limbique,” mostly juxtallocortical in nature, comprising
subcallosal, cingulate, retrosplenial, and para-hippocampal gyri or synonyms
thereof; and (2) these structures as well as the allocortical structures
described above as hippocampal formation.
In this chapter the first concept is preferred, although the transitional
type of cortex found in much of this limbic lobe would indicate its more
intermediary position between the innermost, truly limbic, more primitive or
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older, allocortical structures and more recent neocortex. The olfactory gray
and gyrus diagonalis, linking septum complex and subcallosal area with
amygdala and adjacent hippocampal formation, complete the innermost
encirclement of the diencephalon (Figures 6-2, 6-3 and 6-5).
Mainly based on functional findings, some regions of the frontal lobe
adjacent to the subcallosal area and connected by a well-developed
association bundle (uncinate fasciculus) to the temporal lobe are sometimes
mentioned as portions of the limbic system. However, these orbitofrontal gyri
display cytoarchitectonic characteristics that suggest their neocortical nature.

Pathways Linking Limbic-System Cortex with Diencephalon
It should be clear by now that extensive reciprocal connections exist
between the limbic -system structures in the temporal lobe and the
diencephalon, especially the hypothalamus. The conspicuous fimbria-fornix
system, the less pronounced stria terminalis bundle from and to the amygdala
through the anterior commissure, and more diffuse direct connections
dipping under the limen insulae have been mentioned above. These links
constitute well-developed, rather circuitous routes between the basofrontal
and mediotemporal telencephalic components of the limbic system on the
one hand, and the brainstem on the other hand, especially the basal
diencephalon

extending
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ventral

mesencephalic tegmentum caudally (see Figure 6-6).
It should be emphasized that these links are often both afferent and
efferent with respect to the brainstem, albeit not to air equal degree. Also, the
termination sites on the brainstem are not restricted to a few loci, but they
are rather diverse and have been analyzed in several anatomical studies.
Equally interesting is the growing awareness that the major gray masses in
the temporal lobe (hippocampus, amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus) are not
homogenous in nature but appear to have different and often specific
connections with other structures as well as typical histological and
histochemical characteristics.

Medial Forebrain Bundle
A multi-neuron, multi-synaptic, often diffuse system of fibers can be
found in the lateral hypothalamus. This system extends from and connects
with olfactory trigone gray, septum complex, uncus areas, and amygdaloid
nuclei to the ventral gray of the tegmentum in the midbrain (see Figure 6-6).
This medial forebrain bundle, as opposed to the lateral forebrain bundle or
more modern internal capsule system, is essentially a limbic-system,
projection pathway to the brainstem directions. Signals from several
subcortical and cortical structures pertaining to the limbic system can thus be
relayed to basal diencephalic and mesencephalic nuclei. Additional ascending
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fibers have been described, among these the mammillary peduncle, which is a
discrete connection between ventral tegmentum and mammillary nuclei. It
has been postulated that the medial forebrain bundle constitutes the rostral
portion of the reticular formation of the brainstem. Its diffuse nature,
consisting as it does of multiple short neurons and ascending and descending
fibers, suggests that nonspecific stimuli as well as special sensory signals may
influence the limbic-system function as a whole. Conversely, discharges from
the limbic system, triggered by olfactory cues or set off by primitive, basic
cortical activity, may also reach the visceral and endocrine regulatory centers
in the brainstem by way of the medial forebrain bundle.

Habenular Complex and Connections
The habenular complex, inconspicuous in man, consists of a longstretched mass of nuclei and afferent fibers (stria medullaris) along either
side of the roof attachment of the third ventricle (taenia thalami), the
habenular commissure (coursing through the upper portion of the pineal
stalk), and efferent fiber bundles. The latter connect the epithalamic
habenular complex with several ventral and possibly also dorsal tegmental
regions in the midbrain. Among these the habenulo-interpeduncular tract
(fasciculus retroflexus) can be readily identified in man. It is noteworthy that
the habenular complex essentially parallels the medial forebrain bundle by
spanning between preoptic, septal, and subcallosal limbic regions rostrally
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and ventral tegmental areas in the mesencephalon. The direction of
conduction is mainly toward the midbrain, in contrast to the medial forebrain
bundle. Another difference is that the latter, by traversing the hypothalamus,
impinges on its many functions whereas the habenula does not nor does it
appear to relate to thalamic activity. Neither the significance of the habenular
commissure nor its relation to the pineal gland is clear.
Just as the medial forebrain bundle per se cannot be included in the
limbic system, if one adheres to a strict morphological and anatomical
definition derived from allocortex in the medial wall of the telencephalon,
similarly the habenular complex cannot be considered a component of that
system as it is treated in this chapter. Nevertheless, the intimate
relationships, neuronally as well as functionally, of these two structures to
limbic-system components make it possible to include them readily in the
functional concepts of an extended limbic system. Insight into the functional
importance of the habenular complex is far from complete; curiously, this is
in contrast to its constant occurrence and conspicuous contours in many
animal species. Recent investigations have suggested that the habenula has a
modulatory role in the regulation of pituitary hormone secretion and with
respect to aspects of sexual behavior in rodents. So far, however, the
habenular complex in man has not been related to any physiological activity.

Relationships with the Neocortex
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In earlier discussions'’ of the concept of the limbic system, it is
suggested that the neocortex functions almost independently from activity of
the older limbic cortex. While that idea does not appear too difficult to accept,
the reverse statement is. For, direct connections between the cortical
portions of the limbic system and the rest of the telencephalic hemisphere
have been reported'’ along large extents of the limbic lobe where
juxtallocortex borders on neocortex. More specifically, the parahippocampal
gyms is related to the fusiform and lingual gyri through short association
bundles, the posterior and retrosplenial gyri to the precuneus, the anterior
cingulate gyrus to the superior frontal convolution, and the subcallosal region
to the ventromedial region of the frontal lobe. In addition, the thin gray band
of primitive cortex extending along lateral olfactory tract, limen insulae, and
uncus appears to relate to the posterior orbital gyri, the insula, and its
opercula.
In short, the limbic system cortex is more or less connected with all
secondary-sensory and many association areas but not with the primary
projection areas for vision, audition, or general body sensation. These
connections between the limbic system and neocortex are all mediated by
short, mostly diffuse fiber systems that link the limbic lobe with the
neocortex. Within the limbic lobe the distinct, long association bundles of the
cingulum and the uncinate fasciculus impinge on many allocortical structures.
Therefore, although the relations between neocortex and the oldest portions
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of the limbic system and hence the hypothalamus appear to be indirect ones
by way of the limbic lobe or the thalamus, nevertheless, the neuronal
substrate appears able to subserve and transduce neocortical influence on
basic patterns of behavior and concomitant alterations in autonomic,
endocrine, or motor activity.

Functional Considerations
For most of the structures discussed above the functional connotation of
rhinencephalon was deemed too all-inclusive a few decades ago. This was
when experimental neuroanatomical investigations confirmed a nonolfactory
function for much of the limbic system. Some have been tempted to substitute
a term that either avoids the implication of a singular function by erring on
the side of vagueness or that emphasizes anatomical characteristics.
No substitute has been entirely satisfactory. “Visceral brain,” “vital
brain,” “emotional brain,” all seemed to deemphasize olfaction without
including enough in their associative functional terminology. As used here,
limbic system appears to stress a neutral morphological concept, provided it
does not conjure up some implicit, unified, systemic function. At a time when
many seemingly diverse activities are shown to relate to one or more
neuroanatomical substrates that comprise components of the limbic system,
the dangers of spurious generalization may be replaced by the pitfalls of a too
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detailed analysis into unrelated facets of function, bodily or otherwise.
Nevertheless, as information accumulates, attempts to synthesize our
understanding of function should periodically accompany analysis.
Much of what is known today about the functions of limbic-system
components is based on observation and experimentation in animal species,
especially mammalian forms. Man may have analogous functions, but direct
extrapolation is full of risks, even though phylogenetic development is well
defined in this portion of the brain. For example, olfactory acuity may vary
considerably, independent of the phyletic position. Animal investigations are
cumbersome and they can be misleading when alterations in feelings or
drives or aspects of memory are tested. On the other hand, controlled human
experiments are rare and the clinical results often unreliable either because
of a lack of circumscribed pathology or because of a protracted time element
that allows for adaptation. In addition, since lower echelons often attempt to
compensate for or stabilize dysfunction following experimental manipulation,
the hierarchical organizations of basic, almost autonomous visceral functions
and instinctual patterns of behavior, generally tend to resist clear-cut effects.
Finally, confusion and redundancy in terminology versus incomplete insight
in hodology and complexity of neuroanatomical substrate may result.
Nevertheless,

even

in

microsmatic

man,

some

progress

in

understanding the functional activities of the limbic system has been made in
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recent years. But there still is both a lack of clear comprehension and of
comprehensive knowledge.

Olfaction
The sense of smell, one of the chemical senses, is a basic function for
most lower vertebrate forms. It draws attention to potential danger from
enemies or to possible prey; it can attract partners of the opposite sex or
differentiate between certain life-sustaining foodstuffs and nonedible
material.- At the top of the phylogenetic scale, in Homo sapiens, the other
senses are much more important in vegetative behavior.
Nevertheless, the ability of man to tell one smell from another is at least
a useful adjunct in eating and drinking, pleasures that a bad nose cold can
spoil. The continuation of the human race may not be so dependent on the
sense of smell as many vertebrate species are, yet olfaction does not play a
negligible role in our society as any perfume manufacturer or husband
knows. Moreover, in primitive ethnic situations man’s sense of smell may play
an even bigger role with respect to social and reproductive behavior.
Olfaction may not be a vital asset, but pleasant smells can make life more
agreeable just as disagreeable smells can be very unpleasant and emotionally
upsetting. While the human hippocampus and its connections are no longer
considered olfactory substrates, the regions at the rostromedial tip of the
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parahippocampal gyrus (uncus) and efferents to the brainstem have been
shown to be important in this context. Irritation or stimulation of the
temporal lobe may lead to so-called uncinate fits; olfactory cues may trigger
patterns of behavior, emotions, even memories.

Aspects of Behavior
An extensive analysis of the role of limbic-system structures in human
behavior is not within the competence of the author nor the organizational
purview of this chapter. A few remarks should suffice.
First studied in animals, later at least partially confirmed in man, the
effects of bilateral lesions in the temporal lobe lead to characteristic changes
in behavior as well as to alterations in the mechanism of memory (see below);
the “Klüver and Bucy syndrome” consists of visual agnosia, absence of
emotional responses, a tendency to examine objects by mouth, indiscriminate
eating habits, increased reproductive behavior, etc.
Temporal lobe epilepsy is not uncommon,- but so far it has been difficult
to match precise pathology with the symptoms. Olfactory or acoustic auras,
some disturbance of consciousness, episodes of amnesia without loss of
motor control, epileptiform seizures with a “march” of motor disturbances, all
tend to make clinico-pathological analysis a formidable and arduous task.Brodal states that “in view of the ample interconnections and functional
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interrelations between the different structures contained in the temporal
lobe, it is not astonishing that approximately identical disturbances may
result from an abnormal activity starting in almost any of these structures.
The initial symptoms may in some instances point to the site of origin (for
example, olfactory sensations to the uncus).”
The simple, stratified nature of the allocortex has attracted fundamental
neurocyto-physiological

investigations.

Electro-physiological

studies

concerned with hippocampal potentials have shown that this structure has a
very low seizure threshold, and that it is quite likely to show hypoxia- or
hypoglycemia-induced changes in electrical activity. Hippocampal seizures,
taking off from the intrinsic four-to-seven-second theta wave activity, may
easily spread to other regions of the cortex. Thus, when hippocampal activity
is desynchronized, the neocortex shows synchronization. Stimulation of the
hippocampus in unanesthetized cats may result’ in reduced reaction to
external stimuli and increased attention, with bizarre motor manifestations,
to “something” in the environment; this type of behavior has been compared
to hallucinations, or “arrest,” and sometimes may be interpreted as a
prodrome for a temporal lobe seizure.
Other changes in behavior, notably altered drinking and feeding
activities, have been described following destruction or irritation of limbicsystem components, especially the lateral portions of the amygdala.® The
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oral behavior aspects of the Klüver -Bucy syndrome may be associated with
this particular pathology. A review of the relation of limbic-system structures
to hypothalamic regulation of food and water intake suggests that the role of
extra-hypothalamic structures in altered patterns of food intake is probably
different from the regulatory function of relevant diencephalic structures.
These past few years it has become evident that a workable concept of a
hierarchical organization of autonomic nervous system functions must include
the “visceral brain,” here referred to as the limbic system. This does not
exclude a further cortical influence on autonomic function; indeed, there are
easy examples of neocortically induced emotional feelings—shame, anger,
fright, perhaps lust— “gut” reactions that may trigger visceral reflexes.
Whether such manifestations of emotion are routed through the limbic
system’ or directly to the hypothalamic regulatory centers is not clear.
However, experimental work of various nature suggests that stimulation of
limbic structures may result in altered autonomic functions.’’ The increase in
oral activity seen in the Klüver-Bucy syndrome—biting, licking, chewing,
gagging— may be relevant in this context.
Aggressive behavior, with concomitant autonomic (sympathetic)
reactions, and its counterpart fear, apprehension, or avoidance have found a
neurological substrate in temporal lobe structures, especially the amygdala,
as well as in other parts of the limbic system f Stimulation of the amygdaloid
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complex, which often occurs at the start of an epileptic seizure emanating
from the temporal lobe, has produced feelings of anger or fear in conscious
patients. It appears, therefore, that the amygdala is a nodal point, functionally
related to emotional reactions and experiences. However, the same can be
said about other components of the limbic system such as the septum
complex. Keepers and investigators attacked by laboratory animals with
septum lesions have suffered similar scars. Conversely, ferocious animals may
exhibit a remarkable docility after temporal lobe ablation. In this and other
behavioral changes such as lack of discrimination, loss of memory, visual
agnosia, absence of inhibition, the common threads may begin to weave
themselves into an emerging pattern of a general limbic system function.
In an attempt to separate the various components of the Klüver-Bucy
syndrome in male cats, Green and coworkers have suggested that the
uninhibited and undiscriminating sexual activities displayed by their animals
were due to lesions in parts of the amygdala and associated limbic cortex; a
loss of the sense of “territory” was evident as well. Similar profound changes
in reproductive behavior have been reported in other species, including man,
following the ablation of temporal lobe structures The results of many of
these studies, whether experimentally induced or clinical cases, are difficult
to interpret, possibly because the pathology of the structures and the
pathways involved are often surprisingly complex.
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Whereas in lower forms, olfaction or pheromones appear to play an
essential role in the control of reproductive behavior as well as pituitary
gonadotrophin secretion, little is known concerning such a mechanism in
man. The exceptional and perhaps unexpected importance of smell has been
reported even in so-called microsmatic animals. In the comparative analysis
of the interrelationships between pituitary function, behavior, and the
olfactory component of the limbic system, it makes sense not only to pay
attention to species differences in patterns of sexual behavior but also to
consider factors such as emotional, experiential, visceral, hormonal, and
perceptual correlates in any given setting within a species.

Endocrine System
In the past two decades, the role of nervous afferents to hypothalamic
centers that control mammalian pituitary function, which influence
reproductive and other patterns of behavior as well as stress reactions, has
received attention from an increasing number of investigators in various
fields. Important examples of these extra-hypothalamic pathways impinging
on the highly complex basal brainstem are the limbic-system efferents—
especially the amygdalo-hypothalamic tracts—the olfactory afferents to the
medial forebrain bundle, and the fornix system. In the broader sense, other
portions of the limbic system such as the habenula, the cingulate gyrus, and
possibly Nauta’s limbic midbrain area appear to contribute little to human
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pituitary function, although in experimental animals some suggestive
evidence has been reported.
In suitably primed animals, stimulation of the amygdala, its efferent
fibers or pertinent hypothalamic nuclei may result in ovulation; the opposite
phenomenon, i.e., the impairment of a nervous mechanism that normally
enhances luteinizing hormone output by the pituitary gland, has been
described, with lesions occurring in these regions.’ The secretion of other
hormones may likewise be influenced by limbic-system activation.
The effects of lesions in the hippocampal formation, or of stimulation
there, impinge on a diversity of manifestations: endocrine, visceralautonomic, behavioral, related to aspects of memory, etc. Of interest for
neuroendocrinologists is the course of some efferent fornix fibers toward
posterior portions of the hypothalamus, a small bundle of fibers, described by
Cajal in normal rodent material in 1901, ending in the tuber cinereum close to
the pituitary infundibulum. Changes in diurnal variation of adrenocortical
activity, of recent interest because of the so-called jet-lag phenomenon, have
been reported in some species after fornix transection or hippocampal
pathology, but these changes are not generally confirmed.
The notion of feedback arcs in neuroendocrinology now appears to be
complemented

by

the

concept
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Such

unquestionably complex mechanisms, investigated profitably only if one
regulatory factor can be isolated to the stable exclusion of all others, must
contain morphological substrates and circuits with certain properties: they
must be phylogenetically old; they must be linked (in a functional sense) to
“higher” cerebral centers mediating e.g., stresses or emotions; and they
require prolonged stimulation in order to produce their effects. The
suggestion has been made that the effects of stimulation, ablation, or
manipulation of limbic-system components point to the possibility that the
morphological substrate and the circuits for the bias-setting mechanisms as
well as the switch for the hypothalamo-pituitary “homeostat” might be among
the phylogenetically old parts of the brain. This could explain both the lack of
a conspicuous role, under “normal” conditions, and the pronounced effects, in
certain situations, of lesion or stimulation of the limbic system.

Memory
In recent years, the role of the hippocampus in certain aspects of
remembering has attracted considerable attention. Surgical ablation of
temporal lobe structures, including large portions of the hippocampus, may
result not only in an inability to retain current experiences or to learn but, in
addition, a significant forgetting of things past. Ischemia of medial-temporal
areas has been associated with episodes of transient global amnesia. It is
quite likely that the hippocampus is involved although the actual vascular
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etiology has not been clearly proven. The well-known vulnerability of this
structure to anoxia may underlie this phenomenon. Persistent memory
defects have been described, with infarction in the hippocampal formation
and fornix as well as in the mammillary bodies. As seen in cases of WernickeKorsakoff encephalopathy, the amnestic confabulatory syndrome is usually
associated with lesions in the mammillary bodies and medial-anterior
thalamic areas. A severe loss of memory of things in the recent past is often
present while events from the distant past can be easily recalled. There need
be no concomitant deterioration in personality or general intelligence.
The current view, therefore, is that the integrity of the hippocampus is
essential to memorizing recent events. Brodal cautions that this statement
may be too explicit. Isolated damage to the hippocampus is rare and, in cases
of Korsakoff’s syndrome, there are often other changes in addition to those
seen in the mammillary bodies. Bilateral transection of the fornix in man may
be without demonstrable defects in recent memory, a term itself not easy to
define. Besides, there is no evidence that the function of recent memory
belongs to the hippocampus alone. Memory as well as learning disturbances
have been described following bilateral ablation of the anterior cingulate
gyrus or other limbic-system structures.
Associated in some way with memory mechanisms and the limbic
system is probably the instinctive behavior shown in animal species as well
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as the concepts of drives or motivational appetitive behavior such as hunger,
thirst, sexual appetites, anger, fear, and so on. This is less clear in
contemporary man, although it could lead to intriguing speculation. That is, a
more or less fixed pattern of behavior, triggered by a certain cue, sometimes
olfactory in nature, often involving extensive participation of autonomic
nervous and musculoskeletal systems.

Conclusion
The relatively recent introduction of modern neuroanatomical
techniques has resulted in a clarification of the reciprocal neural pathways
linking phylogenetically ancient parts of the telencephalon with diencephalic
nuclei as well as certain other brainstem areas, thus necessitating a
reappraisal of the neural control of pituitary function, of visceral activity, of
appetitive or motivational mechanisms, of patterns of behavior and of
expressions of emotion. The anatomical substrates for the function of
olfaction have been (re)defined; the influence of olfactory reflexes awaits
further elucidation.
From the foregoing pages two things should begin to emerge: on the one
hand, a continuing clarification of the morphology, hodology, phylogeny, and
ontogeny of the limbic system; on the other hand, an almost overwhelming
wealth of semi-related functional facets of this system. Activities pertaining to
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neuroendocrinology of reproduction, stress and associated behavior;
autonomic nervous function and olfactory reflexes; certain patterns of
visceral behavior, all these can be aggregated as basic contributions to two
somewhat conflicting major vital processes: preservation of the individual
versus continuation of the species. Certain memory and learning mechanisms,
or electroneurophysiological manifestations characteristic of temporal lobe
structures (e.g., forms of psychomotor epilepsy) do not readily fit into a
unified concept of limbic-system function.
It is fashionable to contemplate how much has been studied and learned
since Papez’s speculation on the “mechanism of emotion” in 1937 released a
wave of investigations, interest and insight about the form and function of the
olfactory brain in man. It is fascinating to speculate whether or not the next
decade or two will demonstrate that a simplified, general approach to the
significance of these temporal lobe structures and their outflow is feasible. It
seems likely that some retrenchment and further analysis, anatomical as well
as functional, will have to occur before a refined concept of the human limbic
system is either accepted or put to rest alongside the rhinencephalon.
False facts are highly injurious to the progress of science, for they often
long endure; but false views, if supported by some evidence, do little harm,
as everyone takes a salutary pleasure in proving their falseness.

Charles Darwin
The Descent of Man
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CHAPTER 7
THE ISOCORTEX
Karl H. Pribram
The important role of neocortical mechanisms in cognitive behavior has
been a focus of scientific interest for the past century and a half. In the early
1800s, arguments raged between physiologists (e.g., Flourens) and
phrenologists, many of whom were good anatomists (e.g., Gall and Spurzheim
as to whether the cerebral mantle functions as a unit or whether a mosaic of
cerebral sub-organs determines complex psychological events. During the
intervening period data have been subsumed under one or the other of these
two views—almost always with the effect of strengthening one at the expense
of the other. In the recent past, the accumulation of data has so markedly
accelerated that a reevaluation of the problem promises to prove fruitful.
Specifically, the data obtained by the use of electronic amplifying devices to
study neural events has raised questions concerning the validity of concepts
generated by neuroanatomical techniques; the adaptation to subhuman
primates of measures of choice behavior has stimulated discussion of the
validity of concepts derived from clinical neurological material.

Problems of Neural Organization
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First, let us take a look at some neural data and see how they fit current
conceptualizations of cerebral organization. Explicitly or implicitly, most of us
tend to think of the brain as being composed of receiving areas (sensory
cortex) that function in some fairly simple fashion to transmit receptor events
to adjacent areas of “association” cortex. Here, these neural events are
“elaborated” and associated with other neural events before being
transmitted to the motor areas of the brain; these motor areas are said to
serve as the principal effector mechanism for all cerebral activity. This model
was proposed some seventy-five years ago by Flechsig on the basis of the
then available anatomical information. As we shall see, the neural data
available today make it necessary to modify this model considerably.
But, before we can come to grips with a new conception of brain
organization, it is necessary to clarify some definitions. Over the years many
of the terms used in neurology have been imbued with multiple designations.
Neocortex is such a term. Comparative anatomists use this word to describe
the dorsolateral portions of the cerebral mantle since these portions show a
differentially maximum development in microsmatic mammals (such as
primates) as compared with macrosmatic mammals (such as cats). In other
branches of the neurological sciences (see Grossman) the term neocortex has
come to cover all the cortical formations that reach maximum development in
primates. The definition as used in these sciences subsumes portions of the
cortex on the medial and basal surface of the cerebral hemisphere, which,
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though well developed in macrosmatic mammals, do show some additional
development in primates. Since this mediobasal limbic cortex has been
related' to behavior rather different from that which concerns us in this
paper, it seems worthwhile to find an unambiguous term that delimits the
dorsolateral cortex. As reviewed in an early publication, the cerebral cortex
may be classified according to whether or not it passes through a six-layered
embryonic stage. The medial and basal limbic structures do not pass through
such a stage and are called allo- or juxtallocortex; the dorsolateral portions of
the cerebral cortex do pass through such a stage and are called isocortex.
It has been fashionable to subdivide isocortex according to
cytoarchitectonic differences; difficulties in classification have been pointed
out' that question the immediate usefulness of distinctions based solely on
the histological picture of the cortex. I should prefer, therefore, to subdivide
isocortex on the basis of thalamocortical relationships since these
relationships are determined by the most reliable neurohistological
technique available to us: namely, retrograde degeneration of neurons in the
thalamus following cortical resection. But, if we are to use this criterion of
subdivision of cortex because it is a reliable one, we are forced into looking at
the organization of the thalamus as the key to the organization of the cortex.
Rose and Woolsey have divided thalamic nuclei into two classes: (l) those
receiving large tracts of extrathalamic afferents and (2) those receiving the
major portions of their direct afferents from within the thalamus. The former
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they called extrinsic (primary projection) and the latter, intrinsic
(association)

nuclei.

Thalamocortical

connections,

demonstrated

by

retrograde degeneration studies' make possible the differentiation of
isocortical sectors on the basis of their connections with extrinsic (primary
projection) or with intrinsic (association ) thalamic nuclei.

Figure 7-1.
Diagrammatic scheme illustrating the division of isocortex into extrinsic
(primary projection) and intrinsic (assocoation) sectors on the basis of
thalamic afferent connections. The ventral and geniculate thalamic nuclei
which receive major direct afferents from extracerebral structures project
to the extrinsic sectors; the medial and pulvinar thalamic nuclei do not
receive such afferents and project to the intrinsic sectors.

It can be seen from Figure 7-1 that the portions of the cortex labeled as
“extrinsic sectors” correspond essentially to those usually referred to as
“primary projection areas,” while those labeled “intrinsic sectors” correspond
essentially to those usually referred to as “association areas.” However, the
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terms association cortex and primary projection areas have their drawbacks:
(1) Association cortex implies that in these portions of the cortex convergent
tracts bring together excitations from the “receiving areas” of the brain. As we
shall see, this implication is unsupported by fact. (2) Electrophysiological
experiments, which will be discussed below, have demonstrated a
topographical complexity of organization that necessitated labels such as
Areas I and II. Should the term primary projection areas be used to denote the
Areas I only or should it cover such areas as II as well? Additional confusion
arises since the intrinsic (association) sectors do receive a thalamic
projection, so that the term “secondary projection areas” has been suggested
for these sectors.67 These considerations have led me to substitute the
currently less loaded terms, “extrinsic” and “intrinsic.”
Can the subdivision of cerebral isocortex into extrinsic (primary
projection) and intrinsic (association) sectors be validated when techniques
other than retrograde thalamic degeneration are used? Figure 7-3 shows the
extent of the cortical connections when myelinated fibers are traced by the
Marchi (osmic-acid) staining technique from peripheral structures, such as
optic tract and dorsal spinal roots, through the thalamus to the cortex. As can
be seen by comparing Figures 7-2 and 7-3, there are, thus, at least two
anatomical techniques that permit approximately the same subdivision of
isocortex: one derived from cell body stains; the second, from nerve fiber
stains. Further support for the classification comes from electrophysiological
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data. When receptors are mechanically or electrically stimulated or when
peripheral nerves are electrically stimulated, an abrupt change in electrical
potential can be recorded from portions of the brain that are connected to
these peripheral structures. Under appropriate conditions of anesthesia,
maps may be constructed on the basis of size of the potential changes evoked
and the latency that intervenes between the time of stimulation and the
recording of the potential change (Figure 7-4). As can be seen from the
comparison of the maps made by the histological and electrophysiological
techniques, there is considerable, though by no means complete,
correspondence between various delineations of the extrinsic (primary
projection) from the intrinsic (association) sectors of the isocortex.
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Figure 7-2.
Diagrams of the lateral (above) and mediobasal (below) surfaces of the
monkey's cerbral hemisphere showing the divisions discussed in the text.
Shaded indicates allo-juxtallocortex; lined indicates extrinsic (primary
projection) isocortex; dotted indicates intrinsic (association) isocortex.
Boundaries are not sharply delimited; this is, in part, due to minor
discrepancies which result when different techniques are used and, in
part, to difficulties in classification due to borderline instances and
inadequate data (e.g., how should the projections of n. ventralis anterior
and of lateralis posterior be classified?)
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Figure 7-3.
Extrinsic (primary projection) sectors as mapped by staining degenerating
axons following thalamic lesions.
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Figure 7-4.
Diagrams of the monkey cerebral hemisphere as in Figures 2 and 3. This
map of the abrupt electrical changes induced in cortex by peripheral
stimulation was compiled from studies using animals sufficiently
anesthetized with barbiturates to practically abolish the normally present
spontaneous rhythms of potential changes recorded from the brain. Those
potential changes were counted which were larger than 50µv and showed
a latency within 3 milisec of the minimum latency of any abrupt potential
change evoked in the particular afferent system investigated. These
criteria were chosen as the most likely to indicate major direct afferents
from periphery to cortex. The correspondences and minor discrepancies
between this figure and Figure 3 indicate the approximate range of such
similarities when different techniques and brain diagrams are used.
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Diagrams of the monkey cerebral hemisphere as in Figures 2 and 3. This
map of the abrupt electrical changes induced in cortex by peripheral
stimulation

was

compiled

from

studies

using

animals

sufficiently

anesthetized with barbiturates to practically abolish the normally present
spontaneous rhythms of potential changes recorded from the brain. Those
potential changes were counted which were larger than 50 /xv. and showed a
latency within 3 millisec of the minimum latency of any abrupt potential
change evoked in the particular afferent system investigated. These criteria
were chosen as the most likely to indicate major direct afferents from
periphery to cortex. The correspondences and minor discrepancies between
this figure and Figure 3 indicate the approximate range of such similarities
when different techniques and brain diagrams are used.

Input—Output Relationships
Enough of definitions. I am sure you are convinced by now that the
cerebral isocortex may usefully be divided according to whether its major
input derives, via the thalamus, directly from the periphery or whether that
input is largely intracerebral. But have you noticed that, according to all of the
techniques mentioned, input from extra-cerebral structures reaches the
portions of the cortex usually referred to as motor as well as those known as
sensory areas? Electrophysiological experiments demonstrate that somatic
afferents are distributed to both sides of the central fissure of primates. Since
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the afferents reaching the precentral motor areas as well as those reaching
postcentral sensory areas originate in both skin and muscle nerves, the
critical differences between the input to the precentral and to the postcentral
cortex must yet be determined if the differences in effect of resection of the
pre- and postcentral cortex on behavior are to be explained in terms of input.
What is important for us today is the fact that afferents from the periphery
reach motor cortex relatively directly through the thalamus, a fact that
becomes more meaningful on consideration of the efferents leaving the
isocortex.
It has been commonly held for the past half century that the pyramidal
tract originates in the motor cortex, especially that portion close to the
central fissure. A monograph by Lassek thoroughly documents the evidence
for a more extensive origin of the pyramidal tract from the entire extent of the
precentral as well as from the postcentral cortex of primates: a return to an
earlier held anatomical position that had become submerged during the first
half of this century. Another conception held during this latter period, the
distinction between pyramidal and extrapyramidal, has repeatedly been
questioned in the light of these and other data. Woolsey has shown that the
differences in movement brought about by electrical stimulation of the
various parts of the precentral cortex may be ascribed to differences in
somatotopic relationships rather than to differences in the complexity of
organization of the movement. Thus, Woolsey finds that stimulations in the
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more forward portions of the precentral region, which had formerly been
called premotor, activate the axial musculature, while those close to the
central fissure activate appendicular musculature. Since axial muscles are
larger, the movements they produce appear grosser than those produced by
such discrete appendicular muscular units as those found in the hand—one
need not invoke different orders of coordination or complexity to distinguish
between the posterior and anterior portions of the motor cortex. Thus, the
distinction between motor and premotor cortex fades and, as a result, makes
unnecessary the classical distinction between the locus of origin of the
pyramidal and extrapyramidal systems, which has already been called into
question by anatomical data.
On the other hand, evidence from ablation and stimulation experiments
in both man and monkey indicates the continued necessity for differentiating
precentral motor from postcentral sensory mechanisms. Certainly the
distinction cannot be thought of simply in terms of afferents reaching the
postcentral and efferents leaving the precentral cortex. Thus, with these data
in mind, a thorough reinvestigation is needed of the organization of the inputoutput relationships of the extrinsic (primary projection) system related to
somatic structures.
The marked overlap of input-output is not limited to the somatic
extrinsic (primary projection) system. With respect to vision, eye movements
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can be elicited from stimulation of practically all the striate cortex; these eye
movements can be elicited after ablation of the other cortical areas from
which eye movements are obtained. With respect to audition, ear movements
have been elicited;- respiratory effects follow stimulation of the olfactory
receiving areas. Thus, an overlap of afferents and efferents is evident not only
in the neural mechanisms related to somatic function but also in those related
to the special senses. The overgeneralization to the brain of the law of (Bell
and) Magendie, which defines sensory in terms of afferents in the dorsalspinal and motor in terms of efferents in the ventral-spinal roots, must,
therefore, give way to a more precise investigation of the differences in
internal organization of the afferent-efferent relationship between periphery
and cortex in order to explain differences such as those between sensory and
motor mechanisms. As yet only a few experiments toward this end have been
undertaken.
The afferent-efferent overlap in the extrinsic (primary projection)
system suggests the possibility that the intrinsic (association) systems need
not be considered as association centers upon which pathways from the
extrinsic sensory sectors converge to bring together neural events
anticipatory to spewing them out via the motor pathways. Unfortunately,
there are few reliable anatomical data concerning the connections of the
intrinsic sectors so that our analysis of the organization of these systems
relies largely on neuropsychological data. Let us turn, therefore, to
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experiments that manipulate cerebral isocortex either by stimulation or
resection, and observe the effects of such manipulations on behavior.

Classification of the Amnestic Syndromes
I want to take this opportunity to dispel the myth that experimentally
produced local brain lesions (especially ablations) do not affect memory
functions, that is, learning and remembering. This conception, like so many in
neuromythology, derives its strength from the fact that it is a half-truth. In
this instance, the idea rests largely on Lashley’s contribution, Brain
Mechanisms and Intelligence, and derives support from his later publication,
“In Search of the Engram.” Lashley presented evidence and made
interpretations. I shall show here that his data have been superseded -—thus
the fanciful aspect of the current myth —but that his interpretations were
extremely

shrewd—thus

the

myth’s

persistence.

To

make

the

counterargument I will describe data from experiments made over the past
twenty-five years. In my laboratories alone some twelve hundred
behaviorally tested rhesus monkeys have been subjected to selective brain
operations during this period. These studies provide evidence that makes me
think that the impairments in memory functions produced by local
experimental lesions are best subsumed as deficiencies in input processing,
and I will describe the evidence that demonstrates that memory traces
become distributed widely within a sensory projection system. I will then
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argue that the mechanism of remembering critically involves input coding,
both during storage and retrieval.
As noted earlier, the experimental analysis of subhuman primate,
psychosurgical preparations has, contrary to popular opinion, uncovered a
host of memory disturbances. The initial technique by which these brainbehavior relationships were established is called the method of the “intersect
of sums,” an extension of what Teuber named the method of “double
dissociation” of signs of brain trauma. The intersect-of-sums method depends
on classifying the behavioral deficit produced by cortical ablations into yes
and no instances on the basis of some arbitrarily chosen criterion; then
plotting on a brain map the total extent of tissue associated with each of the
categories —ablated:deficit; not ablated:no deficit—and finally finding the
intersect of those two areas (essentially subtracting the noes from the yesesplus-noes). This procedure is repeated for each type of behavior under
quantitative consideration. The resulting map of localization of disturbances
is then validated by making lesions restricted to the site determined by the
intersect method and showing that the maximal behavioral deficit is obtained
by the restricted lesion (see Table 7-1 and Figure 7-5).
Once the neurobehavioral correlation has been established by the
intersect-of-sums technique, two additional experimental steps are
undertaken. First, holding the lesion constant, a series of variations is made of
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the task on which performance was found defective. These experimental
manipulations determine the limits over which the brain-behavior
disturbance correlations hold and thus allow reasonable constructions of
models of the psychological processes impaired by the various surgical
procedures.
Second, neuroanatomical and electrophysiological techniques are
engaged to work out the relationships between the brain areas under
examination and the rest of the nervous system. These experimental
procedures allow the construction of reasonable models of the functions of
the areas and of the mechanisms of impairment.
Two major classes of memory disturbance have been delineated by
these operations: specific and contextual amnesias.

Table 7-1. Simultaneous Visual Choice Reaction*
Operates without deficit
Pre

Post

OP 1

200

0

OP 2

220

OP 3

Operates with deficit
Pre

Post

PTO 1

120

272

0

PTO 2

325

380

0

PTO 3

LT 1

390

190

LT 2

300

H1

210

Nonoperate controls
Pre

Post

Cl

790

80

F

C2

230

20

180

F

C3

750

20

PTO 4

120

450

C4

440

0

150

T1

940

F

220

T2

330

F
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HA

350

240

VTH 1

320

F

FT 1

580

50

VTH 2

370

F

FT 3

50

0

VTH 3

280

F

FT 4

205

0

VTH 4

440

F

FT 5

300

200

VT 1

240

F

FT 6

250

100

VT2

200

F

DL 1

160

140

VT 3

200

890

DL 2

540

150

VT 4

410

F

DL 3

300

240

VT 5

210

F

DL 4

120

100

MV 1

110

0

MV 2

150

10

MV 3

290

130

MV 4

230

10

MV 5

280

120

CIN 1

120

80

C1N 2

400

60

CIN 3

115

74

CIN 4

240

140

*Pre- and postoperative scores on a simultaneous visual choice reaction of the animals
whose brains are diagrammed in Fig. 5, indicating the number of trials taken
to reach a criterion of 90% correct on 100 consecutive trials. Deficit is
defined as a larger number of trials taken in the “retention” test than in
original learning. (The misplacement of the score H 1 does not change the
overall results as given in the text.)
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The Specific Amnesias
Between the sensory projection areas of the primate cerebral mantle
lies a vast expanse of parieto-temporo-preoccipital cortex. Clinical
observation has assigned disturbance of many gnostic and language functions
to lesions of this expanse. Experimental psychosurgical analysis in subhuman
primates, of course, is limited to nonverbal behavior; within this limitation,
however, a set of sensory-specific agnosias (discrimination disabilities and
losses in the capacity to identify cues) have been produced. Distinct regions of
primate cortex have been shown to be involved in each of the modalityspecific mnemonic functions: anterior temporal in gustation, inferior
temporal in vision, mid-temporal in audition,’ and occipitoparietal in
somesthesis. In each instance, discriminations learned prior to surgical
interference are lost to the subject post-operatively and great difficulty (using
a “savings” criterion) in re-acquisition is experienced, if task solution is
possible at all.
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Figure 7-5.
The upper diagram represents the sum of the areas of resection of all the
animals grouped as showing deficit. The middle diagram represents the
sum of the areas of resection of all of the animals grouped as showing no
deficit. The lower diagram represents the intersect of the area shown in
black in the upper diagram and that not checkerboarded in the middle
diagram. This intersect represents the area invariably implicated in visual
choice behavior in these experiments.

The behavioral analysis of these “specific” amnesias is still underway,
but an outline of the psychological process involved can be discussed.
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Perhaps the easiest way to communicate this outline is to detail the
observations, thinking, and experiments that led to our present view of the
function of the inferior temporal cortex in vision.

Search and Sampling
All sorts of differences in the physical dimensions of the stimulus—for
example, size (Figure 7-6)—are distinguished less after the lesion, but there is
more to the disability than this as illustrated in the following story.
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Figure 7-6.
Scores for two operates and four controls on the first run of size
discrimination. Shaded area indicates the range of performance of the four
nonoperate controls. IT operates monkeys with resections of inferior
temporal cortex.

One day while testing monkeys with such lesions at the Yerkes
Laboratories in Orange Park, Florida, I sat down to rest from the chore of
carrying a monkey the considerable distance between home cage and
laboratory. The monkeys, including this one, were failing miserably at the
visual discrimination task being administered. It was a hot muggy, typical
Florida summer afternoon and the air was swarming with gnats. My monkey
reached out
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and caught a gnat. Without thinking I also reached for a gnat—and
missed. The monkey reached out again, caught a gnat, and put it in his mouth.
I reached out—missed! Finally, the paradox of the situation forced itself on
me. I took the beast back to the testing room: He was as deficient in making
visual choice as ever. But when no choice was involved, the monkey’s visually
guided behavior appeared to be intact. This gave rise to the following
experiment (Figure 7-7), which Ettlinger carried out. On the basis of this
particular observation, we made the hypothesis that choice was the crucial
variable responsible for the deficient discrimination following inferotemporal
lesions. As long as a monkey does not have to make a choice, his visual
performance should remain intact. To test this hypothesis, monkeys were
trained in a Gantzfeld made of a translucent light fixture large enough so the
animal could be physically inserted into it. The animal could press a lever
throughout the procedure but was rewarded only during the period when
illumination was markedly increased for several seconds at a time. Soon
response frequency became maximal during this “bright” period. Under such
conditions no differences in performance were obtained between
inferotemporally lesioned and control animals. The result tended to support
the view that if an inferotemporally lesioned monkey did not have to make a
choice he would show no deficit in behavior, since in another experiment the
monkeys failed to respond differentially to differences in brightness.
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Figure 7-7.
Single manipulandum performance curves of a single animal in a varying
brightness situation. Shaded area indicates variability among groups of
four animals.

In another instance we trained the monkeys on a very simple object
discrimination test: an ashtray versus tobacco tin (Figure 7-8). These animals
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had been trained for two or three years before they were operated on and
were therefore sophisticated problem-solvers; this, plus ease of task,
accounts for the minimal deficit in the simultaneous choice task. (There are
two types of successive discrimination: In one the animal has either to go or
not to go, and in the other he has to go left or right.) When given the same
cues successively, the monkeys showed a deficit when compared with their
controls, despite this demonstrated ability to differentiate the cues in the
simultaneous situation.

Figure 7-8.
Comparison of learning scores on three types of object discrimination by
three groups of monkeys. Note that though the cues remain the same,
changing the response which was demanded increased the deficit of the
inferotemporal groups.

This result further supported the idea that the problem for the operated
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monkeys was not so much in “seeing” but in usefully manipulating what they
saw. Not only the stimulus conditions per se but the whole range of response
determinants appear involved in specifying the deficit. To test this idea in a
quantitative fashion we next asked whether the deficit would vary as a
function of the number of alternatives in the situation. The hope was that an
informational measure of the deficit could be obtained. Actually something
very different appeared when the number of errors was plotted against the
number of alternatives (see Figure 7-9).

Figure 7-9.
Graph of the average number of repetitive errors made in the multiple
object experiment during those search trials in each situation when the
additional, that is, the novel, cue is first added.

If one plots repetitive errors made before the subject finds a peanut—
that is, the number of times a monkey searches the same cue—versus the
number of alternatives in the situation, one finds there is a hump in the curve,
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a stage where control subjects make many repetitive errors. The monkeys do
learn the appropriate strategy, however, and go on to complete the task with
facility. What intrigued me was that during this stage the monkeys with
inferotemporal lesions were doing better than the controls! This seemed a
paradox. As the test continued, however, after the controls no longer made so
many errors, the lesioned subjects began to accumulate an error hump even
greater than that shown earlier by the controls.
When a stimulus sampling model was applied to the analysis of the data,
a difference in sampling was found (Figure 7-10). The monkeys with
inferotemporal lesions showed a lowered sampling ratio; they sampled fewer
cues during the first half of the experiment. Their defect can be characterized
as a restriction in the visual field; however, the limitation is not in the visualspatial field but in the information-processing field. That is, in the number of
alternatives they can sample or handle at any one time.
In short, the modality-specific defect that results from a posterior
“association” system lesion appears to produce an information-processing
defect best described as a restriction on the number of alternatives searched
and sampled.

The Contextual Amnesias
The second major division of the cerebral mantle to which mnestic
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functions have been assigned by clinical observation lies on the medial and
basal surface of the brain and extends forward to include the poles of the
frontal and temporal lobes. This frontolimbic portion of the hemisphere is
cytoarchitecturally diverse. The expectation that different parts might be
shown to subserve different functions therefore is even greater than that
entertained for the apparently uniform posterior cortex. In the case of the
posterior cortex, the diversity of lesion effects nonetheless allowed
classification: differential discriminations were always involved, and the
defects turned out to be sensory-mode specific. In the same manner, lesions
of the frontolimbic region, irrespective of location (dorsolateral frontal,
cingulate-medial frontal, orbitofrontal-caudate, temporal polar-amygdala, and
hippocampal) have been shown to produce disruption of “delayed
alternation” behavior. The alternation task demands that the subject alternate
his responses between two cues (for example, between two places or
between two objects) on successive trials. On any trial the correct response is
dependent on the outcome of the previous response. This suggests that the
critical variable that characterizes the task is its temporal organization. In
turn, this leads to the supposition that the disruption of alternation behavior
produced by frontolimbic lesions results from an impairment of the process
by which the brain achieves its temporal organization. This supposition is in
part confirmed by further analysis, but severe restrictions on what is meant
by temporal organization arise. For instance, skills are not affected by
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frontolimbic lesions, nor are discriminations of melodies. Retrieval of longheld memories also is little affected. Rather, shorter term mnestic processes
are singularly involved. In animal experiments these are demonstrated
especially clearly when tasks demand matching from memory a cue (as in the
delayed response problem) or outcome (as in the alternation task) that in the
past has shown some complexity in the regularity of its recurrence. Rather
than identify an item, the organism must fit the present event into a context of
prior occurrences, only some of which relate directly to the situation at hand.

Figure 7-10.
Graph of the average proportion of objects (cues) that are sampled (except
novel cue) by each of the groups in each of the situations. To sample, a
monkey had to move an object until the content or lack of content of the
food well was clearly visible to the experimenter. As was predicted, during
the first half of the experiment the curve representing the sampling ratio
of the posteriorly lesioned group differs significantly from the others at the
0.024 level (according to the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U Test).
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As noted, different parts of the frontolimbic complex would, on the basis
of their different structures, be expected to function somewhat differently
within the category of short-term mnestic processes. Indeed, different forms
of contextual amnesia are produced by different lesions. But these
relationships between the structures of the limbic forebrain and behavior are
beyond the scope of this paper. Let us therefore examine more closely the
effects of frontal isocortical resection on problem solving.

The Parsing Problem
Classically, disturbance of immediate memory has been ascribed to
lesions of the frontal pole. Anterior and medial frontal resections were the
first to be shown to produce impairment on delayed response and delayed
alternation problems. In other tests, frontal lesions also take their toll:
Impairment of the orienting galvanic skin response (GSR) is found, and of
conditioned avoidance behavior, as well as of classical conditioning.
Furthermore, error sensitivity was tested in an operant conditioning situation
(Figure 7-11). After several years of training on mixed and multiple
schedules, four hours of extinction were run, that is, the reinforcement
(peanuts) was no longer delivered, although everything else in the situation
remained the same. Note that the frontally lesioned animals failed to
extinguish in the four-hour period, whereas the control monkeys did.
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Figure 7-11.
Graph of performance of three groups of monkeys under conditions of
extinction in a mixed schedule operant conditioning situation. Note the
slower extinction of the frontally lesioned monkeys.

This failure in extinction accounts in part for poor performance in the
alternation already described (Figure 7-12): the frontally lesioned animals
make many more repetitive errors. Even though they do not find a peanut,
they go right back and keep looking.
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This result was confirmed and amplified in a study by Wilson. He
analyzed the occasions for error: did errors follow alternation or nonreinforcement? To determine which, he devised a situation in which both lids
over the food well opened simultaneously, but the monkey could obtain the
peanut only if he had opened the baited well. Thus the monkey was given
“complete” information on every trial and the usual correction technique
could be circumvented. With this apparatus the procedure was followed with
four

variations:

correction-contingent,

noncorrection-contingent,

and

correction-noncontingent,

noncorrection-noncontingent.

The

contingency referred to is whether the position of the peanut depended on
the prior correct or incorrect response of the monkey or whether its position
was alternated independently of the monkey’s behavior. Wilson then
analyzed the relationship between an error and the trial preceding that error.
Notice (Table 7-2) that for the normal monkey the condition of reinforcement
and non-reinforcement of the previous trial makes a difference, whereas for
the frontally lesioned monkey this is not the case. Alternation affects both
normal and frontal subjects about equally. In this situation, frontal subjects
are simply uninfluenced by rewarding or non-rewarding consequences of
their behavior.
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Figure 7-12.
Graph showing the differences in the number of repetitive errors made by
groups of monkeys in a go, no-go type of delayed reaction experiment.
Especially during the initial trials, frontally operated animals repeatedly
return to the food well after exposure to the "nonrewarded" predelay cue.
Note, however, that this variation of the delay problem is mastered easily
by the frontally operated group.

Now let me return to the multiple choice experiment discussed earlier.
(p. 114). Here also this inefficacy of outcomes to influence behavior is
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demonstrated; it is illustrated (Figure 7-13) by an increased number of trials
to criterion after the monkeys have first found the peanut. The procedure
calls for the strategy of return to the same object for five consecutive times,
that is, to criterion. The frontally lesioned animals are markedly deficient in
doing this. Again, we see that the conditions of reinforcement are relatively
ineffective in shaping behavior once the frontal eugranular cortex has been
removed, so that the monkeys’ behavior is relatively random when compared
to that of normal subjects.’’ Behavior of the frontally lesioned monkeys thus
appears to be minimally controlled by its (repeatedly experienced and
therefore expected) consequences.

Table 7-2. Percentage of Alternation as a Function of Response and Outcome of
Preceding Trial*
Preceding trial**
S

A-R

A-NR

NA-R

NA-NR

Normal
394

53

56

40

45

396

54

53

36

49

398

49

69

27

48

384

61

83

33

72

Total

55

68

34

52

49

51

41

43

Frontal
381
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437

42

46

27

26

361

49

48

38

35

433

43

39

31

32

Total

46

46

33

33

*Comparison of the performance of frontally ablated and normal monkeys on alternations
made subsequent to reinforced (R) and non-reinforced (NR) and an
alternated (A) and non-alternated (NA) response.
**A, alternated; NA, did not alternate; R, was rewarded; and NR, was not rewarded.

Figure 7-13.
Graph of the average number of trials to criterion taken in the multiple
object experiment by each group in each of the situations after search was
completed, that is, after the first correct response. Note the difference
between the curves for the controls and for the frontally operated group, a
difference that is significant at the .05 level by an analysis of variance (F =
8.19 for 2 and 6 df) according to McNemar's procedure performed on
normalized (by square root transformation) raw scores.
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Frontal lesions work their havoc on yet another contextual dimension.
This is best demonstrated by manipulating the alternation task in a special
way: Instead of interposing equal intervals between trials (Right-5"-Left-5"Right-5"-Left-5"-Right-5"-Left-5" . . .) as in the classic task, couplets of RL
were formed by extending the intertrial interval to 15 seconds before each R
trial (R-5"-L-i5"-R-5”-L-i5”-R-5"-L-i5" . . .). Immediately the performance of
the frontally lesioned monkeys improved and was indistinguishable from that
of their controls. I interpret this result to mean that for the subject with a
bilateral frontal ablation, the alternation task becomes something like what
this page would seem were there no spaces between words. The spaces, and
the holes in doughnuts, provide some of the structure, the parcellation,
parsing of events (doughnuts, alternations, and words) by which they became
codable and decipherable.

An Alternative to the Transcortical Reflex
Models of cerebral organization in cognitive processes have, heretofore,
been based to a large extent on clinical neurological data and have been
formulated with the reflex as prototype. Such models state that input is
organized in the extrinsic sensory, elaborated in the intrinsic associative, and
from there relayed to the extrinsic motor sectors. I have already pointed out
that the afferent-efferent overlap in the extrinsic (primary projection) system
makes such notions of cerebral organization suspect. A series of
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neuropsychological studies by Lashley, Sperry, Chow, Evarts, and Wade in
which the extrinsic (primary projection) sectors were surgically crosshatched, circumsected, or isolated by large resections of their surround, with
little apparent effects on behavior, has cast further doubt on the usefulness of
such a transcortical model. Additional difficulties are posed by the negative
electrophysiological and anatomical findings whenever direct connections are
sought between the extrinsic (primary projection) and intrinsic (association)
sectors. These data focus anew our attention on the problem faced repeatedly
by

those

interested

in

cerebral

functions

in

cognitive

behavior.

Experimentalists who followed Flourens in dealing with the hierarchical
aspects of cerebral organization—e.g., Munk, Monakow, Goldstein, Loeb, and
Lashley—have invariably come to emphasize the importance of the extrinsic
(primary projection) sectors not only in “sensorimotor” behavior but also in
the more complex “cognitive” processes. Each investigator has had a slightly
different approach to the functions of the intrinsic (association) sectors, but
the viewpoints share the proposition that the intrinsic sectors do not function
independently of the extrinsic. The common difficulty has been the
conceptualization of this interdependence between intrinsic (association) and
extrinsic (primary projection) systems in terms other than the trans-cortical
reflex model—a model that became less cogent with each new experiment.
Is there an alternative that meets the objections leveled against the
transcortical reflex yet accounts for currently available data? I believe there
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is. The hierarchical relationship between intrinsic (association) and extrinsic
(primary projection) systems can be attributed to a convergence of the output
of the two systems at a subcortical locus rather than to a specific input from
the extrinsic cortex to the intrinsic. Some evidence supporting this notion is
already available. Data obtained by Whitlock and Nauta, using silver staining
techniques, show that both the intrinsic and extrinsic sectors implicated in
vision by neuropsychological experiments are efferently connected with the
superior colliculus. On the other hand, lesions of the intrinsic thalamic nuclei
fail to interfere with discriminative behavior.’ Thus, the specific effects in
behavior of the intrinsic (association) systems are explained on the basis of
output to a sub-cortically located neural mechanism that functions
specifically (e.g., superior colliculus in vision). This output, in turn, affects
input to the extrinsic (primary projection) systems either directly or through
the efferent control of the receptor (e.g., in vision, mechanisms of eye
movement, accommodation). According to this conception, the associative
functions of the central nervous system are to be sought at convergence
points throughout the central nervous system, especially in the brain stem
and spinal axis, and not solely in the intrinsic (association) cerebral sectors.

How the Brain Controls Its Input
Recently much of our effort has been channeled into an attempt to
increase the evidence for such efferent control mechanisms. To this end, a
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series of experiments was undertaken to find out how the brain cortex might
affect the processing of visual information. It is appropriate to begin with
some facts—or rather lack of facts—about the neuroanatomical relationships
of the inferotemporal cortex. There is a dearth of neurological evidence
linking this cortex to the known visual system, the geniculostriate system.
There are no definitive anatomical inputs specific to the inferotemporal
cortex from the visual cortex or the geniculate nucleus. Of course, connections
can be traced via fibers that synapse twice in the preoccipital region, but
connections also exist between the visual cortex and the parietal lobe, the
excision of which results in no change in visual behavior (as shown above). In
addition, massive circumsection of the striate cortex does not impair visual
discrimination. Further evidence that these “corticocortical” connections are
not the important ones can be seen from the following experiment. I
performed (Table 7-3) a crosshatch of the inferotemporal cortex, much as
Sperry had done earlier for the striate cortex, and found no deficit either in
visual learning or in performance. On the other hand, undercutting the
inferotemporal cortex made a vast difference: it precluded both learning and
performance in visual tasks. This suggests that the relationships essential to
visual behavior must be cortico-subcortical.

Table 7-3. Comparison of the Effects of Undercutting and Crosshatching
Inferotemporal Cortex of Monkeys on Their Performance in Several
Discriminations
Animal
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3 vs 8

R vs C

3 vs 8

349

Crosshatch

Undercut

Normal

158

380

82

0

159

180

100

0

161

580

50

0

166

130

0

0

163

[1014]

100

300

164

[1030]

200

[500]

167

704

50

0

168

[030]

150

[500]

160

280

100

0

162

180

100

0

165

280

100

0

170

350

100

0

This proposal can be tested, viz that the essential relations of the
posterior association cortex are centrifugal, or efferent. There is physiological
evidence to suggest and support such a notion. In addition to an output to the
superior colliculus (mentioned above), a large system of connections leads
from the inferotemporal cortex to the ventral part of the putamen, a basal
ganglion usually considered motor in function. How would an efferent
mechanism of this sort work? To find out we performed the following
experiment.
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Instead of making ablations or implanting an epileptogenic lesion, we
now chronically and continuously stimulate the brain. Dr. N. Spinelli in my
laboratory designed the stimulator (Figure 7-14) and the recording
equipment. The stimulator is sufficiently small so that it can be implanted
under the scalp. It puts out a square-wave bidirectional pulse, 1 msec, in
duration and about 3 v in amplitude. The frequency of stimulation is
approximately 8 to 10 pulses/second. The batteries that drive the stimulator
are rechargeable.
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Figure 7-14.
Stimulator and batteries for chronic brain stimulation. Batteries are
rechargeable nickel-cadmium and are available in different sizes from the
manufacturer.

Records were made in the awake monkey (Figure 7-15). Paired flashes
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are presented and recordings are made from electrodes implanted in the
occipital cortex. The response to fifty such paired flashes are accumulated on
a computer for average transients. The flash-flash interval is varied from
twenty-five to two hundred msec. All are records from striate (visual) cortex.
The top traces were recorded prior to the onset of stimulation and the lower
ones after stimulation of the inferotemporal region had begun. Note that with
cortical stimulation the recovery function is depressed, that is, recovery is
delayed.
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Figure 7-15.
A plot of the recovery functions obtained in five monkeys before and
during chronic cortical stimulation: relative amplitude of the second
response as a function of inter-flash interval.

Figure 7-16 shows the average of such effects in five subjects. Chronic
stimulation of the inferotemporal cortex produces a marked increase in the
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processing time taken by cells in the visual system.

Figure 7-16.
This figure plots the percent change in recovery for all subjects in the
various experiments. It is thus a summary statement of the findings.

A parallel experiment in the auditory system was done in collaboration
with Dr. James Dewson. In this study, made with cats, removals of the
auditory homologue of the inferotemporal cortex were performed. This
homologue is the insular-temporal region of the cat. Dewson had shown that
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its removal impairs complex auditory discrimination (speech sounds), leaving
simple auditory discriminations (pitch and loudness) intact. Removal, in
addition, alters paired-click recovery cycles recorded as far peripherally as
the cochlear nucleus. Bilateral ablation shortens the recovery cycle markedly.
Of course, control ablations of the primary auditory projection cortex and
elsewhere have no such effect. Thus, we have evidence that chronic
stimulation of the intrinsic (association) cortex selectively prolongs, while
ablation selectively shortens, the recovery time of cells in the related primary
sensory projection system.
These results have been extended in both the auditory and visual
modes. Electrode studies have shown alterations of visual receptive fields
recorded from units at the optic nerve, geniculate and cortical levels of the
visual projection system produced by electrical stimulation of the
inferotemporal cortex. The anatomy of the corticofugal pathways of these
controls over sensory input also is under study. In the auditory system the
fibers lead to the inferior colliculus and from there (in part via the superior
olive) to the cochlear nucleus. Definitive results as yet have not been achieved
in our studies of the visual pathways, but preliminary indications lead to the
puta-men, as already noted, and to the pretectal-collicular region as the site of
interaction between the corticofugal control mechanism and the visual input
system.
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The contextual amnesias only recently have become subject to
neurophysiological analysis. Again, as in the case of the specific amnesias,
corticofugal efferent control mechanisms have been demonstrated. Results
obtained in my laboratory show that in many instances these controls are the
reciprocals of those involved in the sensory-mode specific processes. Others
(Brain Res.1) have shown that the most likely pathways of operation of the
frontolimbic mechanisms involve the brainstem reticular formation. Here,
however, as in the case of the specific amnesias, control can be exerted as far
peripherally as the primary sensory neuron.
In general terms, the model derived from these experiments states that
the operation of efferents from sensory-specific posterior intrinsic
(association) systems tends to reduce and from the frontolimbic systems to
enhance redundancy in the input channels, that is, the extrinsic (primary
projection) systems. This presumably is accomplished by inhibition and
disinhibition of the ongoing interneuronal regulatory processes within the
afferent channels, both those by which neurons regulate the activities of their
neighbors and those which decrease a neuron’s own activity.

The Distribution of Information in the Brain
As noted, this is not the first time in the history of experimental brain
research that data have led investigators of complex mnestic disorders to
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focus on the primary projection systems. Munk, von Monakov, and Lashley
pursued this course from an early emphasis on the “association” to a later
recognition of the importance of the organization of the input systems. Of
special interest in this pursuit are the experiments of Lashley that
demonstrated that pattern vision remains intact after extensive resection—
up to 85 percent—of the optic cortex. These results make it imperative to
assume that input information becomes widely distributed within the visual
system. Two types of mechanism have been proposed to account for such
distribution.' Here I want to present evidence that it indeed does occur.
We trained monkeys to discriminate between a circle and a set of
vertical stripes by pressing the right or left half of a plastic panel upon which
the cues were briefly projected (for 0.01 msec.). Transient electrical
responses were meanwhile recorded from small wire electrodes. The
electrical responses were then related by computer analysis to the stimulus,
response, and reinforcement contingency of the experiment. Thus we could
distinguish from the record whether the monkey had looked at a circle or at
the stripes, whether he had obtained a reward or made an error, and whether
he was about to press the right or the left leaf of the panel. Interestingly
enough, not all of these brain patterns were recorded from all of the electrode
locations. From some input-related patterns were obtained best; from others
the reinforcement-related patterns were derived; and still others gave us the
patterns that were response-related. This was despite the fact that all
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placements were within the primary visual system, which is characterized
anatomically by being homotopic with the retina. It appears therefore not
only that optic events are distributed widely over the system but that
response and reinforcement-related events reliably reach the input systems.
Such results surely further shake one’s confidence in the ordinary view that
input events must be transmitted to the “association” areas for associative
learning to be effected.

The Mechanism of Remembering
The experimental findings detailed here allow one to specify a possible
mechanism to account for the lesion-produced amnesias. On the basis of the
neurobehavioral and neuro-anatomical data, I had suggested earlier that the
posterior association cortex by way of efferent tracts leading to the brain
stem (most likely to the colliculi or surrounding reticular formation)
partitions the events that occur in the sensory-specific system and classifies
these events. During the course of our joint work, Dr. Spinelli would
repeatedly ask: “What do you mean by ‘partitioning’? What is partitioning in
neurological terms?” Until we had accomplished our electrophysiological
experiments, I really had no idea just how to answer. But once we saw the
results of these experiments, the neurophysiological explanation became
evident: partitioning must work something like a multiplexing circuit. In
neurophysiological terms, when the recovery time of neurons in the sensory-
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projection system is increased by posterior intrinsic (association) cortex
stimulation, fewer cells are available at any given moment to receive the
concurrent input. Each of a successive series of inputs thus will find a
different set of cells in the system available to excitation. There is a good deal
of evidence that, in the visual system at least, plenty of reserve capacity—
redundancy—exists so that information transmission is not, under ordinary
circumstances, hampered by such “narrowing” of the channel. Ordinarily, a
particular input excites a great number of fibers in the channel, ensuring
replication of transmitted information. Just as lateral inhibition in the retina
has the effect of reducing redundancy, so the operation of the sensory-specific
posterior intrinsic (association) cortex increases the density of information
within the input channel.
Conversely, the functions of the frontolimbic mechanism enhance
redundancy, making more cells available at any given moment to concurrent
input. This diminishes the density of information processed at any moment
and enhances temporal resolution.
The model has several important implications. First, the nonrecovered
cells, the ones that are still occupied by excitation initiated by prior inputs,
will act as a context or short-term memory buffer against which the current
input is matched. A match-mismatch operation of this sort is demanded by
models of the process of recognition and selective attention spelled out on
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other occasions.® These “occupied” cells thus form the matrix of
“uncertainty” that shapes the pattern of potential information, that is, the
“expectancy” that determines the selection of input signals that might or
might not occur. The normal functions of the posterior cortex are assumed to
increase the complexity of this context while those of the frontolimbic
systems would simplify and thus allow readier registration and parsing.
Second, in a system of fixed size, reduction of redundancy increases the
degree of correlation possible with the set of external inputs to the system,
while enhancement of redundancy has the opposite effect. The number of
alternatives or the complexity of the item to which an organism can attend is
thereby controlled. This internal alteration in the functional structure of the
classic sensory—projection system thus allows attention to vary as a function
of the spatial and temporal resolution that excitations can achieve, with the
result that events of greater or lesser complexity can be attended to. The
sharper the spatial resolution, the greater the uncertainty and, thus, the more
likely that any set of inputs will be sampled for information. Conversely, the
greater the temporal resolution, the more likely that attention is focused and
that events become grouped, memorable, and certain. In the extreme, the
sharpening of the appetite for information becomes what the clinical
neurologist calls stimulus-binding. Its opposite is agnosia, the inability to
identify events because they fail to fit the oversimplified context of the
moment.
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Third, this corticofugal model of the functions of the intrinsic
(association) systems relieves us of the problem of infinite regress-—an
association area “homunculus” that synthesizes and abstracts from inputs,
only to pass on these abstractions to a still higher homunculus, perhaps the
one that makes decisions, etc. Former ways of looking at the input-output
relationships of the brain invariably have come up against this problem
(implicit or explicit) of little men inside little men.
According to the model presented here, there is no need for this type of
infinite regress. The important functions of perception, decision, etc., are
going on within the extrinsic (primary-sensory and motor-projection)
systems. Other brain regions such as the posterior sensory-specific intrinsic
(“associated”) systems and the frontolimbic systems exert their effects by
altering the functional organization of the primary systems. Thus these
associated intrinsic systems are not association systems; they simply alter the
configuration of input-output relationships processed by the projection
systems. In computer language, the associated intrinsic systems function by
supplying subroutines in a hierarchy of programs, subroutines contained
within and not superimposed from above on the more fundamental
processes. In this fashion the infinite higher order abstractive regress is
avoided. One could argue that in its place a downward regress of sub- and
subsub-subroutines is substituted. I would answer that this type of regress,
through progressive differentiation, is the more understandable and
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manipulable of the two.
A final advantage of the model is that the signal itself is not altered: the
invariant properties of a signal are unaffected unless channel capacity is
overreached. It is only the organization of the channel itself—the matrix
within which the signal is transmitted—that is altered. Thus the same signal
carries more or less information, depending on the width of the channel. I am
here tempted to extrapolate and say that the signal carries different
meanings, depending on the particular structure or organization of the
redundancy of the channel.
Concretely, the intrinsic (association) cortex is conceived to program, or
to structure, an input channel. This is tantamount to saying that the input
must be coded by the operation of this cortex. In its more fundamental
aspects, computer programming is in large part a coding operation: The
change from direct machine operation through assembler to one of the more
manipulable computer languages involves a progression from the setting of
binary switches to conceptualizing combinations of such switch settings in
“octal” code and then assembling the numerical octals into alphabetized
words and phrases and finally parceling and parsing of phrases into
sentences, routines, and subroutines. In essence, these progressive coding
operations minimize interference among like events by identifying and
registering unique structures among the configurations of occurrence and
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recurrence of the events.
The evidence presented here makes it not unlikely that one function of
the posterior and frontolimbic formations of the forebrain is to code events
occurring within the input systems. As already noted, the distribution of
information (dismembering) implies an encoding process that can
reduplicate events without recourse to widespread random neural
connections. Regrouping the distributed events (remembering) also implies
some sort of coding operation—one similar to that used in decoding binary
switch settings into an octal format.
An impaired coding process therefore would be expected to produce
grave memory disturbances. The question is thus raised whether lesionproduced amnesias, specific and contextual, primarily reflect malfunctions of
the mechanism of coding and not the destruction of localized engrams. (See
Pribram.)

Conclusion
Conceptions concerning neocortical mechanisms in cognitive behavior
have been reevaluated in terms of recently accumulated data. Since the
designation neocortex has become ambiguous, isocortex is substituted;
relations to cognitive processes are inferred from discriminative and
problem-solving behavior.
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Isocortex has been classified according to the input it receives from the
thalamus. When a sector of isocortex receives fibers from a thalamic “relay”
nucleus that, in turn, receives its major afferents from outside the thalamus,
the sector is called extrinsic. When a sector of isocortex receives fibers from a
thalamic nucleus that receives no such extrathalamic afferents, that cortex is
classified as intrinsic.
Neurally distinct portions of the extrinsic (primary projection) isocortex
are known to serve distinct classes of behavior. The distinctions are in part
related to differences in input from different peripheral receptor mechanisms
(e.g., sense organs). Other distinctions such as between motor and sensory
cortex cannot be attributed to such gross anatomical differences (e.g., that
only afferents reach sensory and efferents leave motor cortex). Rather,
differences in detail of the organization of the overlapping input to and output
from each of the extrinsic (primary projection) sectors must be investigated.
Intrinsic (association) isocortex can also be divided according to
demonstrated relationships to one or another class of behavior.
Discriminative behavior (response to invariants) in specific modalities is
affected when particular subdivisions of the posterior intrinsic cortex are
removed. When the anterior intrinsic (frontolimbic) cortex is ablated, those
discriminations are affected which are based primarily on recurring variable
events which are not contemporaneous with the choice, irrespective of
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modality.
In several instances, intrinsic (association) and extrinsic (primary
projection) systems are related to the same class of behavior. In these
instances, the organism is limited in the possible complexity of cognitive
behavior when the intrinsic cortex is resected—a limitation that is, however,
not as severe as that resulting from extensive damage to the extrinsic system
nor as that resulting from gross interference with receptor mechanisms. The
hierarchical relationship described by these data has, heretofore, been
attributed to specific afferents originating in subdivisions of extrinsic, and
connecting to subdivisions of intrinsic, isocortex. Experiments have been
quoted that make it unlikely that such specific afferents exist. Instead, the
specificity of function of subdivisions of the intrinsic (association) isocortex
is, in this analysis, attributed to convergence on a common subcortical
mechanism of efferents from hierarchically related intrinsic (association) and
extrinsic (primary projection) systems. The output from the intrinsic systems
has been shown to influence, via regulation of the peripheral sensory
mechanism, the input to the extrinsic systems.
Thus, experimentally produced local brain damage does demonstrably
impair memory function. However, the impairment apparently is not so much
a removal of localized engrams as an interference with the mechanisms that
code neural events so as to allow facile storage and retrieval. The evidence
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shows that anatomically the memory trace is distributed within a neural
system by means of an encoding process, while as a function of decoding the
engram is reassembled, that is, re-membered. What and whether something
is remembered is in large part dependent on how it is—and that it is—
adequately coded.
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CHAPTER 8
AN OVERVIEW OF SLEEP RESEARCH: PAST,
PRESENT AND FUTURE1
William C. Dement and Merrill M. Mitler

Introduction
This chapter may be regarded as a revision of the chapter on the
“Psychophysiology of Sleep and Dreams” that appeared in Volume III of the
first edition of the American Handbook of Psychiatry, A gulf of nearly a decade
separates the two. In the original chapter, the 258 citations listed in the
bibliography represented a reasonably
complete coverage of work in the so-called modern era of sleep
research inaugurated by the discovery of REM sleep. However, in the
intervening years, perhaps ten thousand publications dealing with some
aspect of sleep have appeared. In the face of this avalanche, our goals must be
much more circumspect and modest than reviewing the field of sleep
research. Furthermore, Volume VI will appropriately have two chapters
devoted to aspects of sleep. The other chapter will be devoted mainly to
clinical descriptions and issues. Considering all this, we have elected to give a
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somewhat personalized overview of the sleep -research field with special
emphasis on issues that seem particularly relevant to psychiatry. We have
also tried to fulfill an interpretive function, one of putting some things into
perspective. In this regard, we feel that understanding of material presented
under the rubric, “process view,” is mandatory. We feel it is only through this
conceptualization of the realities of sleep mechanisms, that the findings of
sleep research can be meaningfully applied to such diverse problems as
hallucinations, thought disorders, cataplectic seizures, insomnia, sleep apnea,
and so on.
Another issue is tangentially raised by Frederick Bremer, the great
Belgian neurophysiologist, in his introductory remarks to the proceedings of
the

First

International

Congress

of

the

Association

for

the

Psychophysiological Study of Sleep (APSS). He says that the congress
. . . marks the date when ‘sleep research’ became a discipline unto itself. In
the long way of man’s endeavor to understand his body and his soul, the
search for the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the sleep
phenomenon began very late, as if we had been paralyzed by an obscure
feeling of awe in the face of these obligatory pauses in our busy life and by
the magic appearances of the dream phantasmagoria.

Bremer may have repressed his prior acquaintance with the work of
Sigmund Freud, but the point we wish to underscore is the notion of sleep
research as a discipline unto itself. In the United States at least, sleep research
has clearly been the foster child of psychiatry. Much of the work on sleep
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mechanisms has been conducted in the guise of clarifying the role of these
mechanisms in mental aberrations. However, as will be seen in this chapter,
there are a number of concerns that have to do only with sleep both on a basic
and a clinical level. A case in point is the sleep apnea-insomnia syndrome
recently described by Guilleminault et al. This is clearly an organic sleep
disorder. Yet, we may presume that many of these patients will find their way
to the psychiatrist’s consulting room. Who or what discipline is really
responsible for such a patient? We have just about reached the point in time
where the foster child is grown up and should either be formally adopted to
share in the support and heritage of its foster parents, or should be cast out
into the world, entirely on its own, to make its own way, to establish its own
heritage, etc.
Before going to more specific topics, we would like to recommend a
number of general references. Books and symposia dealing with sleep
continue to be published at the rate of several per year. The Sleeping Brain,
edited by Chase, brings the field up-to-date in a number of specialized areas.
Webb has edited a book that ties together the work of a decade by having
investigators comment upon earlier experiments in the light of present-day
knowledge. Also of recent vintage are two volumes with entirely different
purposes by Freemon and Dement.2 In addition, the National Institute of
Neurological Diseases and Stroke has established information networks that
include the Brain Information Service at UCLA. In addition to the monthly
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“Sleep Bulletin” and “Sleep Reviews,” the service has begun publishing a
yearly volume entitled Sleep Research, which will include the proceedings of
the annual APSS meetings, and complete yearly cumulation of “Sleep Bulletin”
and “Sleep Reviews.” Other more general references will be cited from time to
time throughout the chapter.

Historical Perspectives
Sleep and wakefulness are essentially behavioral states and, as such,
involve the whole organism. Further, they represent functional changes vastly
extended in the temporal dimension. Scientific observation is ordinarily
either cross-sectional or longitudinal, but the very essence of research on
sleep is that it is simultaneously longitudinal and cross-sectional.
Perhaps the major factor that limited the ultimate validity of the earliest
“laboratory” work on sleep was the natural assumption that sleep was a
single totally uniform state. With the often ignored exception of the
occasional fleeting disturbance of a dream, sleep was viewed as the “off”
condition of the organism and, accordingly, it was felt that a single
observation of some variable would suffice to describe the behavior of this
variable for the entirety of the nocturnal sleep period. A great many
interpretations were made on this basis. For example, Pietrusky published a
“definitive” study of eye position during sleep in human subjects. He made
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single observations on three hundred individuals. From these data he
concluded that the characteristic stationary resting position of the eyes
during sleep was in divergence. In addition, this conclusion may have been
predisposed in the sense that Pietrusky saw divergence during sleep as an
inevitable consequence of predominant ocular convergence during
wakefulness. By nightfall, he reasoned, the more fatigued internal recti could
not maintain the midposition against a slight tonic pull of the less fatigued
lateral recti. We now know that the eyeballs do not maintain a single
characteristic resting position during sleep. Actually, much of Pietrusky’s data
could have been duplicated by making observations on one individual at
three hundred different points in a single night. Any position in which we
might find the eyeball is simply one of the relatively brief pauses separating
the countless episodes of slow and rapid motility.
Thus, any description of sleep must also take the temporal dimension
into account. In this sense, sleep is something like a river— basically the
same, yet different at every point depending upon the shape of its bank, the
size of projecting boulders, the presence or absence of tributaries, the traffic
upon it, the rate of flow, and so forth.
Obviously, a moment-to-moment description of the entire mammalian
organism over the entire sleep period is an enormous task. It is possible that
some aspects of the description will be quite trivial. However, we must guard
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against premature assumptions that this or that function is not important, or
worth the effort of thorough study. As we shall see later in this chapter,
certain physiological variables that are quite easy to record during sleep, but
have not been closely scrutinized in recent years because of a lack of interest,
are today the subject of a second look and, in some cases, have pointed the
way to whole new investigative realms. A case in point is respiration during
sleep. Long taken completely for granted, the revelations of the discoveries
involving the sleep apnea syndromes® have made us ask how we manage to
continue breathing when we fall asleep and have made us realize how
vulnerable this vital function really is during the complex functional
adjustments that characterize the incredible transition from wakefulness to
sleep.
In addition, there is a natural tendency for scientific investigators in any
field to favor experimental approaches—direct attacks upon mechanism and
function—at the expense of patient, comprehensive, unbiased passive
observation. Again, sleep research is an outstanding example of a general
principle: when pure description is not the goal, certain dramatic transients
are easily overlooked among the myriad variables that constitute the
behavior of the whole organism in time. There were innumerable
experimental studies on the mechanisms of sleep before anything like the
true nature of mammalian sleep was fully comprehended—that is, before the
existence of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep was known. It is a great
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mystery how REM sleep was so long overlooked, given the techniques
available in many studies, and particularly the fact that it can be seen with the
naked eye! One explanation, as we have implied above, may lie in the fact that
descriptive

work

generally

holds

second-class

citizenship

vis-a-vis

experimental work, and the latter is, by definition, narrow (focused) and
biased (hypothesis testing).

The EEG and the ARAS
The somnolent state has occupied the attention of laboratory scientists
for more than a hundred years. During this time, the one thing that, more than
any

other,

stimulated

research

was

the

development

of

electroencephalography (EEG). This tool permitted continuous observation of
the electrical activity of the brain during sleep without disturbing the sleeper.
Berger quickly noticed after his discovery of the presence of brain
waves in humans that they always underwent qualitative changes when
passing from wakefulness to sleep or vice versa. As is well known, Loomis’s
group at Harvard and Blake’s group at the University of Chicago produced an
exciting series of papers that presented relatively detailed descriptions of the
various EEG patterns during sleep in humans. These workers did not
oversimplify their observations. Although they used sampling procedures,
they nevertheless recognized dramatic differences in sleep EEG patterns as
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functions of time of night and time from sleep onset.
In the thirties and forties it was generally held that EEG waves
represented a kind of integrated display at the scalp level of unit activity.
Therefore, it was felt that the important parameter in sleep and arousal was
EEG synchrony, assuming that frequency and amplitude are generally
inversely related. Thus, it was logical that neurons would be discharging
slowly and synchronously in deep sleep.
The work of Magoun’s group strengthened this notion.’' EEG
desynchronization (cortical activation) was equated with arousal. Degree of
cortical activation was assumed to depend upon the activity level in a
hypothetical ascending extralemniscal system in the brain stem, the so-called
ascending reticular activating system (ABAS). For these workers, the whole
continuum of sleep and arousal was presumed to be controlled by a unitary
mechanism residing in the brain-stem core.
Further, the ARAS was known to receive fibers from all sensory
pathways. Thus, its activity could reflect the amount of stimulation impinging
upon the organism. By interposing the ARAS between external stimulation
and the cerebral cortex, one could hypothesize a certain amount of
organismic independence from immediate sensory stimulation since the
ARAS could amplify, modulate, and reverberate input. This formulation
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seemed to explain so much and seemed so amenable to experimental
manipulation in laboratory animals that it was reified before all the
descriptive facts were available.
The ARAS concept also allowed for variation in the “depth” of sleep.
Thus, the bigger and slower the EEG waves, the deeper the sleep. This was
also consistent with the notion that cortical units were discharging slowly
and synchronously, in contrast to their presumed patterns in response to the
evocations of wakefulness. Figure 8-1 depicts this concept of the continuum
of sleep and wakefulness.
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Figure 8.1.
The vertical continuum of human existence.

Several studies were also done that presented evidence supporting a
relationship between EEG patterns and arousal threshold, f Here again, the
relationship was reified before all the evidence was gathered. For example, in
their otherwise superb Atlas of Electroencephalography, the Gibbs eschewed
numbers or letters to name the EEG stages of sleep, preferring instead a
nomenclature based on the depth of sleep.
Figure 8-2 presents classic examples of the typical EEG patterns seen
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during human sleep and will serve to make the point that the current
classifications of sleep rhythms are not very different from the major
descriptive categories set forth by the Loomis group. These workers
originally used letter designations: the letter “A” designated waking alpha
rhythm; “B” through “E” corresponded roughly to our EEG sleep Stages 1
through 4.
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Figure 8.2.
Examples of the recorded tracings of EEG stages of sleep for the same
subject over a period of a single night. The recording paper was moving
under the pens at one-third the standard speed, which means that the
waves are somewhat pushed together. However, this also means that only
one third as much paper is needed during the night, a considerable saving
in eight hours of continuous recording.
The top line shows the ten-per-second alpha waves characteristic of the
Awake EEG. Their mean amplitude, for comparison with the sleep
patterns, is about fifty µv.
The second line (Stage 1) shows a mixture of low voltage, irregular,
relatively fast waves. The sample of Stage 2 in the third tracing shows the
characteristic waxing-waning bursts of regular waves (sleep spindles)
lasting one to two seconds. The frequency of the spindle waves is about
twelve to fourteen per second, which causes them to be somewhat blurred
at this paper speed. Nonetheless, they stand out sharply from the low
voltage, irregular background rhythms. A moderate amount of highvoltage, slow activity is seen in the Stage 3 tracing. Stage 4, shown in the
bottom line, is characterized by continuous high-voltage, slow activity. The
frequency is about one per second.
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REM Periods and the Temporal Course of Events during Sleep
We have pointed out that EEG patterns during sleep have long been
known to vary throughout the sleep period. Nevertheless, a thorough study of
the temporal course of events during sleep did not develop until Aserinsky
and Kleitman made their original observations on the occurrence of rapid,
binocularly synchronous eye movements during sleep in human adults. This
discovery, together with the additional observation that dream recall was
very likely when such eye movements were present, fundamentally changed
the focus of attention; now the temporal course of events throughout the
night became critical. Intense interest in the temporal position and
physiological concomitants of the rapid eye movement dream periods led to
continuous monitoring over many hours instead of intermittent sampling.
The ink writing electroencephalograph or polygraph was the perfect
instrument for such work because it enabled continuous monitoring not only
of brain-wave patterns but of eye movements as well, without disturbing the
sleeper. Furthermore, the permanent paper record could be scrutinized
carefully at a later date. One of the first reliable EEG instruments was
available in Nathaniel Kleitman’s laboratory at the University of Chicago, and
with it we were able to inaugurate a period of intense observation of a
relatively small number of physiological variables. This observation was
aimed at a detailed, minute by minute description of the eight-hour nocturnal
sleep period in man.' Because of the importance we naturally attributed to
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brain processes in sleep, EEG patterns were emphasized.
It is really unclear why the so-called Dement—Kleitman classification of
sleep stages utilizing numbers became so popular. We always felt that it was
really trivial whether numbers or letters were used. The reason may have
been that the Dement-Kleitman classification was the first relatively precise
description of brain-wave patterns during sleep. There were fairly specific
descriptions of frequency, amplitude, and wave forms, which permitted
scoring patterns fairly reliably into one of the four stages. In addition, these
stage definitions helped in dealing with the huge mass of data that always
accumulated from all-night sleep recordings before the advent of computer
scoring.
It was soon apparent that all sleep epochs would fit comfortably into
these four levels. More importantly, it was also obvious that the four stages
seemed to alternate in a kind of cyclic fashion. With rapid eye movement
periods as guideposts, repetitive sequences were clearly seen. Further
understanding of the relationship between rapid eye movement periods and
dreaming led to the first longitudinal generalization about the nature of sleep,
the so-called basic rest activity cycle (BRAC).
The characteristic all-night EEG changes were viewed as cyclic
alternations in depth of sleep. Moreover, central nervous system activity at
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the peak of the cycle (signaled by the appearance of low voltage, relatively
fast EEG patterns) seemed consistent with the concomitant psychological
experience of dreaming. In turn, such psychological activity was presumed to
be responsible for other manifestations occurring at the peak of the cycle
such as rapid eye movements and certain other physiological events. Thus, in
1958 it seemed that the only aspect of the rapid eye movement (REM) period
that might give it importance for the human organism was its apparent
association with dream activity. Although interesting quantitative data were
compiled on lengths and locations of REM and Stage 4 periods, there was, as
yet, no concept of two kinds of sleep.

Two States of Sleep
REM Sleep versus NREM Sleep
Several observations led to a drastic modification in the monolithic
cyclic concept of sleep. First was the finding that rapid eye movement periods
also occurred in the laboratory cat, which stimulated much subsequent
experimental work. In the next year, Jouvet and Michel made one of the most
remarkably simple and far-reaching observations in the history of sleep
research. Jouvet and Michel found that the electromyographic (EMG) was
quite active during slow wave periods, but when EEG activation with rapid
eye movements appeared, EMG activity was totally suppressed! Berger
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confirmed this finding in man. Thus, there was for the first time a strong
suspicion that sleep was not a unitary state. These data are especially
significant since every precedent favored closer scrutiny of the brain and
diminished scrutiny of peripheral events; yet Jouvet and Michel had the
temerity to observe the electrical activity of the muscles. Up to that point,
most researchers assumed that EMG activity would more or less parallel
depth of sleep and level of EEG activation.
Finally, Jouvet and his colleagues discovered a very unique electrical
activity in the pons of the cat during REM sleep. They initially referred to this
activity as “spindles,” but later recognized it as bursts or clusters of individual
monophasic sharp waves, or spikes. Brooks and Bizzi found the same activity
in the lateral geniculate nucleus, and Mouret, Jeannerod, and Jouvet
completed the implication of the visual system in REM sleep by describing
these waves in the visual cortex. Even in human scalp recordings, it is
possible to identify unique features in the EEG of REM sleep. Schwartz was
the first to see bursts of peculiar waves that had escaped the notice of
everyone else. These waves were related to rapid eye movements and have
come to be known as saw-tooth waves. Thus, it became clear that some very
unique phenomena were part of the spontaneous electrical activity of the
brain during REM sleep, in addition to nonspecific arousal or hyperarousal.
Sleep researchers now realized that sleep was two processes. This was
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truly a revolutionary shift in viewpoint. It ran counter to the personal
experience of sleep and was a complete departure from all previous thinking
about sleep. Oswald was probably the first to actually state this radical new
notion in print, but we think that Jouvet probably deserves the most credit
because of the impact of his epochal paper, which appeared later in the year.
Jouvet summarized a tremendous amount of anatomical, physiological, and
behavioral work, and clearly established the brain-stem origins of REM sleep.
Thus, the regularly recurring REM period was recognized as one kind of
sleep, and all the rest, albeit encompassing several very different EEG
patterns, was recognized as another kind of sleep to which the term, nonrapid
eye movement (NREM) was applied. Though outwardly very similar in terms
of recumbency, quiescence, increased response threshold, etc., these two
kinds of sleep are totally dissimilar when observed more closely. Indeed, as
we all know, and as has been demonstrated repeatedly, nearly every
physiological variable observed longitudinally during sleep shows markedly
contrasting behavior as a function of REM periods versus NREM periods.

The Concepts of State and Stage
Some confusion still exists regarding the idea that REM sleep is a state
and all other sleep (four stages) also comprises a state. The term state usually
refers to a condition in which something exists that is qualitatively different
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from other possible conditions in which it may exist. A specific condition or
state is usually recognized by the necessary presence of one or more
attributes that are essentially absent at other times. For example, when water
exists in the frozen state, it possesses attributes of solidity and rigidity that
are present at no other time. In complex living organisms, the taxonomic
problem of defining states becomes, to some extent, a matter of judgment and
consensus. As a rule, a single variable will not suffice to define a state; a
cluster of attributes whose simultaneous and repeated occurrence is highly
unique must be present. It is commonly accepted that there are two, and only
two states of sleep. As noted above, they are called REM and NREM sleep and
they appear to be present in nearly all mammals.
The word stage usually refers to a relatively precise, but arbitrary
subdivision in the course of a continuously progressing quantitative change.
Thus, water in the liquid state between 0° and 10° centigrade could be called
Stage 1, from10° to 20° could be called Stage 2, and so on. It is obvious that
almost any number of stages could be defined arbitrarily within a state. In the
case of the sleeping human, only four stages defined by the EEG have been
commonly accepted as subdivisions of NREM sleep. There are no commonly
accepted subdivisions of REM sleep.
To be useful, stage designations should have functional or
organizational significance. The putative functional significance of the NREM
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EEG stages is that they represent levels in a NREM continuum of depth of
sleep. These stages also show quantitative changes in several clinical
conditions.
Are there stages in REM sleep? It may be presumed that no stage
subdivision of REM sleep has been widely accepted because a clear-cut
functional significance does not exist, or has not yet been conclusively shown
to exist. Certain divisions of REM sleep have been used from time to time to
facilitate an experimental approach. Most frequently, such a division is used
for the study of the correlation between a REM sleep-associated variable and
some aspect of dreaming. For example, epochs of REM sleep have been
differentially classified according to the absolute frequency of individual eye
movement potentials, heart rate changes, respiratory changes, so forth.
The realization that two entirely independent states of being alternated
during the period of bodily quiescence (sleep) gave rise to two kinds of
questions. One set of questions dealt with the biochemical underpinnings of
the two states. These issues were extensively addressed by the Lyon group.
Their early work led to the proposals of Jouvet that NREM sleep might be
dependent upon serotonergic neurons, while REM sleep might involve
catecholaminergic systems.’ The second group of questions concerned the
age-old problem of the function of sleep. If one could distinguish two kinds of
sleep, what then were their respective functions? It was necessary to
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repudiate the total sleep deprivation studies because they had confounded
the effects of the loss of both REM and NREM sleep. It was felt that functional
clarity would come only as a result of selective sleep deprivation.
The first such study involved the selective deprivation of REM sleep.
The early experiments were rather successful in eliciting the postdeprivation
REM rebound, which seemed to suggest some sort of need for REM sleep. In
addition, there was a feeling that the rebound served a quantitative makeup
function. While clarification of the specific role of REM sleep in the biological
economy of the mammalian organism has remained controversial, the mere
fact that one could conceive of a possible need for a certain amount of REM
sleep led to an augmented concern with quantification of sleep states and
stages. Parenthetically, there was also a notion that Stage 4 might have some
unique functional significance and it was also subjected to quantitative
manipulation.
Accordingly, great consternation developed when Monroe first
presented the results of his study of inter-rater reliability in the scoring of
sleep stages. To wit, he found that the numbers (minutes of Stage 4, REM, etc.)
everyone had been presenting as experimental data did not have a generally
reliable meaning. Monroe had distributed copies of exactly the same all-night
sleep recording to a number of laboratories, and the results showed
significantly different values for the sleep states and stages among the
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laboratories.
Primarily as a result of this debacle, the UCLA Brain Information Service
sponsored a specific project to develop a standard manual for the scoring of
human sleep stages. Under the chairmanship of Allan Rechtschaffen and
Anthony Kales, a committee was formed to set forth absolutely precise
definitions of the sleep states and stages so that anyone, at least in theory,
should get identical results scoring human adult sleep records. This manual
was completed and published in 1968.
The “Standard Manual” not only details definitions of the sleep stages,
but illustrates standard techniques and procedures for human sleep
recording as well. Instructions are included for recording the three chief
modalities used in sleep research, EEG, EOG, and EMG. Ample figures are
presented in the manual for illustrating all the criteria and special rules for
scoring sleep stages. To give a general idea of the thoroughness of the manual,
we abstract from one of the sleep stage definitions:
Stage 1: This stage is defined by a relatively low voltage, mixed frequency EEG with
a prominence of activity in the 2 to 7 cps range. The faster frequencies are
mostly of lower voltage than the 2 to 7 cps activity. Stage 1 occurs most
often in the transition from wakefulness to the other sleep stages or
following body movements during sleep. During nocturnal sleep, Stage 1
tends to be relatively short, ranging from about 1 to 7 minutes. The highest
voltage, 2 to 7 cps activity (about 50 to 75 µv), tends to occur in irregularly
spaced bursts mostly during the latter portions of the stage. Also during the
latter portions of the stage vertex sharp waves may appear . . . (whose)
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amplitude is occasionally as high as 200 µv . . . Stage 1 requires an absolute
absence of clearly defined K-complexes and sleep spindles . . . Stage 1 . . . is
characterized by the presence of slow eye movements . . . Rapid eye
movements are absent. Tonic EMG levels are usually below those of relaxed
wakefulness . . . When the amount of the record characterized by alpha
activity combined with low voltage activity drops to less than 5% of the
epoch and is replaced by relatively low voltage, mixed frequency activity,
the epoch is scored as Stage 1.

The beauty of this manual is that it enables everyone to say that “this
epoch is REM sleep, this epoch is Stage 2, this epoch is Stage 4, this epoch is
wakefulness . . .” and so on.
There are many implications underlying what become arbitrary
decisions about stages, but such peripheral problems usually develop when
temporal quantification is involved. Thus, it is true that an epoch containing
eye movements and sleep spindles both, may be scored Stage 2, but it is
obviously true that this epoch is not pure Stage 2. If transitions in sleep, and
we will say more about this later, can occur at rates greater than once every
thirty seconds, then it is obvious that the scoring is not ultimately precise.
A similar scoring manual has recently been published for the scoring of
sleep stages in infants. This manual was more difficult to prepare because the
criteria and the actual descriptive phenomenology of sleep in newborn
infants is much more complicated than in human adults.
Investigators have worked on similar standardization in other animals,
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but very little progress has been made. Ursin has proposed a two-stage
division for NREM sleep in cats. Adey, Kado and Rhodes have described sleep
stages in the chimpanzee and Weitzman et al. have described sleep stages and
sleep cycles in the monkey, but precise criteria have not been widely
accepted. Kales et al. and Kahn and his colleagues have described sleep in the
elderly and it is clear that there are differences, particularly in that the Stage 4
criteria would not apply in the elderly. Whether these problems of precise
definitions and quantification will be resolved in the same way that they have
been resolved in the past, or whether new ways of processing this kind of
data will simply take over and obviate the need in this area remains to be
seen.

Limitations of the T100 State Notion of Sleep
Although development of the concept of two kinds of sleep was a major
advance, it was inevitably carried too far. In some way, the notion of two
kinds of sleep was transmogrified so that these states became things in their
own right. People began to assume, a priori, that what was true for one state
absolutely could not be true for the other. For example, since dreaming is
clearly associated with REM sleep, dreaming cannot be associated with NREM
sleep. Or, if serotonin is the neurotransmitter for NREM sleep, it cannot play a
role in REM sleep. Jouvet has, in a sense, recognized and avoided this
conceptual error in proposing that serotonin plays a priming role for the
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onset of REM sleep. Of course, REM sleep and NREM sleep represent the same
brain doing two somewhat different things. Thus, the notion of mutual
exclusivity is almost as if people regarded a car that is moving and the same
car standing still as two entirely different and unrelated entities.
In addition to such problems for biochemical approaches, the notion of
two totally different states of being definitely affected approaches to the
problems of sleep function. Because the phenomenological aspects of REM
and NREM sleep seemed so divergent, researchers felt that their functions
ought to be equally divergent. This kind of mythology grew up where we
assumed the selective loss of NREM sleep would lead to sleepiness, whereas
the selective loss of REM sleep would lead to excitation and hyperarousal.
Because sleep loss in total sleep deprivation is around 75 percent NREM
sleep, we assumed the overt consequences of total sleep loss primarily
reflected the loss of NREM sleep. We further assumed that REM sleep loss
contributed some excitation and thus diluted the effect of sleep deprivation.
Accordingly, if the baseline sleep in some animal were hypothetically
characterized by 50 percent REM sleep and 50 percent NREM sleep, total
sleep deprivation would have essentially no effect on waking behavior
because the two opposite consequences would cancel each other. Further, we
could assume that if an animal had only NREM sleep, it would be extremely
vulnerable to total sleep loss since the only effect would be depression of
function and sleepiness.
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An attempt to test this latter supposition was made by sleep depriving
adult chickens in our laboratory. Adult chickens have only NREM sleep. We
observed that chickens did appear to succumb to total sleep loss somewhat
more quickly than mammals, e.g., rats and cats. However, we felt that the
findings were really the result of anatomical considerations: i.e., the chicken,
having only two feet, could not walk a treadmill or remain physically active as
long as most mammals that have four feet.
At this point, we would like to mention two observations that will
exemplify a host of findings that do not support the extremes to which the
“two kinds of sleep” position has been car-ried. The first is an as yet
unpublished* study by Paul Naitoh and Lavern Johnson who totally sleep
deprived subjects for two full days and then deprived selectively of REM or
NREM Stage 4 during the recovery period. They found that regardless of the
procedure the recovery function proceeded at the same rate, probably being
dependent only on total amount of sleep time.
The second is the casual but very startling observation that the
sleepiness of a narcoleptic patient, which is in no way distinguishable from
the drowsiness of someone who has suffered prolonged sleep loss, can be
reversed if he has ten to twenty minutes of pure REM sleep (the characteristic
sleep onset REM period of the narcoleptic patient). In other words, there is no
cortical synchronization, no spindles, just the furious rapid eye movements,
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twitches, and implied neuronal “storm” of REM sleep. Yet, the tiredness and
sleepiness is reversed, as it would be by ten to twenty minutes of NREM sleep
—a normal nap.
We mention these things not to suggest that the old theorists who felt
that REM and NREM were really manifestations of a unitary process were
right, but merely to suggest that there is much more to the problem of two
kinds of sleep than meets the eye. There are a great many things going on,
some of which are common to both of the defined states of sleep and some of
which are not.

Interspecific Generality of the Two States of Sleep
In addition to the move toward more rigorous analysis of human sleep,
another great push in the last decade was a far reaching phylogenic
description of sleep.3 Such research probed the evolutionary and interspecific
generality of sleep behavior. One striking finding from this large body of data
is the widespread interspecific similarity of mammalian sleep. It is now
accepted that in most mammals and many avian species polygraphically
defined wakefulness, NREM sleep and REM sleep always appear and are at
least qualitatively and sequentially comparable across species. Of course
much more descriptive and experimental work exists and will continue on
various quantitative sleep differences' between species.
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Ontogenic Studies of Sleep
In another vein, cutting across phylogeny, a vast developmental
description of sleep has come into being. One major theme of such
investigations was that the electrophysiological and behavioral variables,
which in adult organisms help to distinguish among the states of sleep, were
of inconsistent value in determining behavioral states in young organisms.
For example, adult human slow-wave sleep (Stages 3 and 4) is characterized
by high voltage, slow (delta) EEG patterns, regular respiration, and tonically
moderate EMG activity. In infants these variables often bear very different
and inconsistent interrelationships. One may see, for example, delta activity
with irregular respiration and irregular but low EMG activity. Such
disassociated patterns in common sleep variables necessitate handling infant
sleep records in a different manner than that used for adults. The way sleep in
young humans is scored may be regarded as using what we call a process
view of sleep. (We will deal more extensively with this process view in
another section.) While adult sleep is defined by constantly recurring
patterns in many physiological processes, developmental sleep researchers
recognize that patterns may not consistently appear in infancy. The adult
patterns develop from very different and inconsistent constellations seen in
young organisms. Consequently, in studying infant sleep, physiological
variables are studied concurrently but regarded as independent processes.
The relative importance of each index is established by the investigator,
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depending on the questions he wishes to ask.

The Process View of Sleep
The foregoing material provides an appropriate introduction to a
consideration of what we may call a process view of sleep. While of heuristic
value, we have seen that the notion of state and, in particular, two sleep states
does have certain limitations. Today many workers would agree that sleep
states are really the outward manifestations of a number of discrete
processes that are going on simultaneously but with as yet unspecified
degrees of independence. The beginning of this systems concept of sleep
could probably be dated to the Lyon Conference on the Neurophysiology of
the States of Sleep in 1963 when Prof. Guiseppe Moruzzi made some
extemporaneous remarks (duly recorded and transcribed) to the effect that it
would be helpful in describing REM sleep to distinguish between phasic
(short-lasting) and tonic (long-lasting) activities. Thus, although REM sleep
was generally considered as a single “something,” Moruzzi’s suggestion
formally recognized the fact that there were at least two attributes of REM
periods that could be dealt with more or less independently. The further
development of this line of thought has led to a relatively new point of view
that is best set forth by a consideration of REM sleep.

Independent Processes in REM Sleep
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Full-blown REM sleep is defined in most mammalian species when we
can note the simultaneous occurrence of at least three distinct classes of
events. Perhaps the most essential and characteristic process of REM sleep is
an actively induced, tonic, nonreciprocal motor inhibition. The most widely
used and convenient indicator of this inhibitory process is a continuous
recording of the electromyogram, or EMG. Suppression of EMG activity is
highly correlated with the onset of REM sleep (see Figure 8-3). EMG
suppression is also highly correlated with other indicators of active motor
inhibition, for example, suppression of electrically induced reflexes and a
number of measures as studied by Pompeiano and his associates’ in cats.
According to Pompeiano, during REM sleep there is a tonic hyperpolarization
of alpha motor neurons; and if the cataplectic attack in narcoleptic patients is
representative of the effectiveness of this inhibitory process (see also section
on “Tonic Motor Inhibition and Cataplexy-Narcolepsy”) REM sleep is a time of
profound motor paralysis in which tendon reflexes cannot be elicited and in
which voluntary movement is totally impossible. In cats, the presence of
motor inhibition during REM sleep is also confirmed by an extreme flaccidity.
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Figure 8.3.
This figure illustrates the transition from Stage 2 sleep to REM sleep. Note
that the EMG suppression precedes the appearance of rapid eye
movements by several seconds.
Derivations: ROC—monopolarelectrooculogram from right outer can thus;
monopolarelectrooculogram from LOC: left outer canthus.
EEG—monopolar electroencephalogram derived from C3/A2;
EMG—electromyogram from placements over digastric muscle.

There is a dream that has been experienced by most people. It is the
dream of trying to run, usually to escape some great danger, and being
completely unable to move, or of moving slowly, with great difficulty as if
one’s limbs were weighted with lead. It is quite likely that this dream
represents a breakthrough into dreaming consciousness of an awareness of
the true neurophysiological condition, much as a narcoleptic is aware that he
cannot move during an attack of sleep paralysis.
The second process is central nervous system (CNS) arousal or
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activation. It is a well-known fact that in many respects, the brain in REM
sleep appears to be aroused or awake. We must, therefore, postulate some
sort of nonspecific arousal process or system that operates more or less
tonically during REM periods. It is still a matter of great puzzlement whether
the observed CNS arousal is true wakefulness or a totally different process
that merely resembles wakefulness in terms of most of the nonspecific
measures of CNS activity levels such as brain temperature, EEG activation,
cerebral blood flow, and so forth. Certain differences between wakefulness
and REM sleep could, of course, be quantitative. Thus, atropine might block
EEG activation during waking behavior but not during REM sleep at one dose,
but would block EEG activation in both states at a higher dose. Early studies
suggested different pathways by showing that lesions in the reticular
formation brought about prolonged EEG synchronization in wakefulness, yet,
when REM periods occurred, normal EEG activation was seen. This is not so
clear in humans because the EEG patterns in REM sleep do not resemble
patterns seen during the waking state. However, there is still some
controversy about just where the REM sleep EEG actually belongs from a
conceptual point of view. Is the REM sleep EEG a combination of activated
patterns plus superimposed saw-tooth slow rhythms, or is it really a different
spectrum more analogous to NREM Stage 1? The subjective descriptions by
narcoleptic patients of the transition from unequivocal wakefulness directly
into REM sleep lead us to feel that perhaps REM arousal is truly the same
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arousal process as in wakefulness. If the narcoleptic patient is interacting
verbally with a bedside observer, the transition appears to be a gradual preempting of the waking sensorium by internally generated sensory input.
Thus, the narcoleptic on the verge of full-blown REM sleep, with certain
aspects of this state—namely, EMG suppression and rapid eye movements—
already established, is still clearly awake in terms of the usual definitions of
wakefulness.
The third process characteristic of REM sleep is called phasic activity. At
the present time, there is no widely accepted definition of this activity. The
underlying neurophysiology is far from clear, and different investigators will
think of different things when the term is used. In its most global definition,
phasic activity merely refers to short-lasting events. The exact time limits for
this definition have not been specified nor would it be practically useful to do
so. Generally we are thinking of phenomena lasting for a second or less. These
events may, of course, occur in bursts. The most important aspect of this
phasic activity derives from the assumption that phasic activity is generated
exclusively from within the brain.
What are some examples of phasic activity? The most dramatic and the
first to be observed was, of course, rapid eye motility. The rapid jerks of the
eyeballs are binocularly synchronous and occur in bursts or singly and in all
directions and sizes of arc. This activity has been described in the cat and
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numerous other mammals as well as the human adult and infant.
Other things we can mention are muscle twitches, sudden changes in
pupil diameter, sharp fluctuations in penile tumescence, cardiovascular
irregularities, and phasic, middle-ear contractions. The latter were uniquely
studied in the cat until recently when Pessah et al. published their beautifully
thorough observations demonstrating middle-ear muscle activity in human
REM periods.
Finally, the most intriguing and widely studied phasic events are the
discrete bursts of high amplitude, biphasic sharp waves in the electrical
recordings from the pons, oculomotor nuclei, lateral geniculate nuclei, and
visual cortices of the cat (the PGO wave). Many investigators have speculated
that these PGO waves represent the primary phasic event in that they may be
the electrical sign of the basic trigger of other phasic events, e.g., eye
movements, middle-ear muscle contractions, and so on. Figure 8-4 illustrates
a typical example of PGO activity. Certainly, if there were a generator for PGO
waves, this generator might stimulate many areas of the brain where a
potential change resembling a PGO wave could not be recorded. This is
suggested by unit studies that show in almost every area of the brain phasic
bursts of firing which seem to be correlated fairly well with PGO waves. Thus,
it is important to know whether or not every other phasic event is uniformly
linked in time to the occurrence of PGO waves. Another problem is whether
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or not PGO waves and the underlying neuro-physiological events are unique
to REM sleep, since there are waves in the lateral geniculate that appear to be
merely a response to eye movements in the waking state. Data of Brooks and
Gershon raise the question of whether such eye movement potentials have
the same anatomical substrate as the REM-PGO wave. Recent studies
addressing this issue include a careful description of the temporal
relationship between eye movements and geniculate waves and some
demonstrations from thalamic stimulation that eye movement potentials are
elicitable in any state, but that REM-PGO waves have a longer latency and can
only be elicited during REM sleep and periods of NREM sleep that
immediately precede REM sleep.
At the present time, clear relationships have been described in the cat
between PGO waves and a variety of peripheral events such as eye
movements, limb twitches, and, most recently, phasic contractions of middleear muscles in the cat. However, the relationships among these peripheral
activities are not entirely clear. In addition, there are events that really lie
between “phasic” (one hundred to one thousand msec.) as exemplified by the
PGO wave, and tonic as exemplified by the duration of the REM period itself.
Thus, the original description of middle-ear muscle activity by Dewson et al.
was mainly of contractions lasting several seconds that were not necessarily
related to rapid eye movements. Roffwarg et al. noted these longer
contractions but referred to them as “tonic” and also not necessarily related
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to PGO waves. We will consider this problem again in relation to “psychophysiological correlations and dreaming.”

Figure 8.4.
A comparison of “spike” deprivation and REM deprivation. In the latter
procedure, the cat would have been aroused at the exact onset of the REM
period (B) signaled by EMG suppression and EEG activation. If the cat had
been undergoing spike deprivation, the arousal would have been
accomplished a little earlier (A) immediately after the first PGO spike. In
this example, such an arousal would have deprived the cat of thirteen
NREM PGO spikes in addition to those occurring in the REM period, and
twenty-six seconds of NREM sleep.

It is important to emphasize here that there is little cross-species data to
affirm (1) the apparent “pacemaker” properties of the feline PGO wave vis-avis other phasic events and (2) the generality of the distribution of the feline
PGO wave in sleep. Nevertheless, we all assume that there is some phasic
generator in all the many mammalian and avian species who have REM sleep
characterized by other phasic events such as muscle twitches and eye
movements. Figure 8-5 presents a highly idealized conception of such a
generator. In this conception, PGO waves represent a low threshold response.
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Whether or not any particular response occurs would be a complex function
of the moment-to-moment excitability of the responding structure and the
stimulus output it receives from the generator. The generator itself could be
exceedingly simple with a rhythmic constant output, or exceedingly complex
with its output varying in terms of intensity, duration, direction (to which
particular structure), timing, and sequence. Given the postulated brain-stem
origins of such activity, we may ask the question, is there some structure or
area in which such a complex function could be housed? The desire to look at
this activity in association with dreaming in humans has led to a search for
some sort of PGO analogue in humans. There are three important candidates.
The first is the phasic-integrated muscle potential (PIP) described by
Rechtschaffen, Michel, and Metz, who observed that discharge in the eye
muscle was always associated with PGO waves in the cat and decided to look
at this activity in the human. Second, the phasic EMG suppression described
by Pivik and Dement, which is apparently analogous to the phasic inhibition
described by Pompeiano, can be seen only during NREM sleep in humans
because it is observed against the tonically active EMG background. It has
been confirmed by H-reflex studies that such phasic inhibition is short lasting
but generalized. Third, there are EEG events that may be related to phasic
activity. The saw-tooth waves of REM sleep could be human cortical or scalp
derivations of phasic electrical activity, and the so-called K-complex, seen
more frequently in NREM sleep, may represent a kind of response to some
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spontaneously occurring internal event. We will say more about this later.

Figure 8.5.
Diagrammatic representation of the phasic event generator.

Independent Processes in NREM Sleep
What about NREM sleep? Most people think of NREM sleep as slow
waves and spindles in the EEG (see Figure 8-2), and further feel that these
imply deactivation of the cortex. However, we might ask the question, what is
the absolutely essential difference between being awake and being asleep
(NREM sleep)? In our opinion, after considerable reflection, the salient
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feature of wakefulness is the environmental engagement of the organism. It
sees, hears, and responds to the world around it either behaviorally or
perceptually. The onset of sleep (normally NREM sleep) always entails the
cessation of the above perceptual activities. There is a fairly discrete point
somewhere in the transition from wakefulness to sleep where the organism
essentially, though perhaps not in every detail, stops perceiving its
environment. It becomes in one instant blind, deaf, dumb, and numb. The
important point, and of this we are quite certain, is that the moment of
perceptual shutdown is not the moment at which slow waves and spindles
appear. Therefore, the significance of spindles and slow waves in the EEG may
not be crucial to the onset of sleep, convenient though they may be as signs of
NREM sleep.
The moment of sleep (i.e., the cessation of perception) is apparently
quite abrupt. While there may be important predisposing changes leading up
to it, and consequences of its occurrence leading away from it, the point of
sleep onset itself seems relatively easy to determine within a second or two.
For example, suppose we ask an individual to sit with his eyes taped open and
to make a motor response when a light flash is presented. At some point he
will not respond. The moment of sleep is best defined by such a point of
perceptual disengagement. We have recently used this technique to
demonstrate pathological lapses in patients complaining of excessive
sleepiness. Immediately after such a failure the EEG patterns can still show
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waking patterns, such as alpha rhythm. Thus, we could conceivably abolish
slow waves and spindles without abolishing the process of perceptual
disengagement. Accordingly, we must acknowledge that it is not clear if slow
waves and spindles are processes that really begin at the point of response
inhibition and only build up enough to appear in the EEG a few minutes later
or are entirely separate and perhaps redundant processes. But until proven
otherwise, we must think of slow waves and spindles as meaningful although
often belated signs of a central inhibitory state. However, aside from the kind
of behavioral study we have mentioned, even the more sophisticated
neurophysiological techniques, such as unit activities studies, have not shown
changes in firing patterns that are commensurate with the vast functional
differences among states. It may be, however, that such studies compare unit
activity at the onset of sleep (i.e., after perceptual changes but before the
conventional signs such as slow waves and spindles) with the sleep stage a
few minutes later when slow waves and spindles have appeared.
In our opinion, the best sign of the exact moment of sleep appears to be
the breakdown of the ability to maintain visual fixation, which is usually
signaled by the appearance of a slow drifting of the eyes. If the transition is
prolonged, it is typical to see rhythmic, to-and-fro, slow, horizontal
movements that resemble a sinewave when recorded by conventional
polygraphic electrooculographic methods. According to other investigators,
pupillary myosis in dim light may also be such a precise sign, although others
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have suggested that relative myosis is a sign of “drowsiness” in the waking
state.
Another possible alteration in NREM sleep that could, by stretching a
point, be called an independent process has to do with memory mechanisms.
It seems reasonably clear, from the work of Portnoff et al. and the
unpublished results of Kamiya and his colleagues, that sleep either erases
short-term memories or that long-term memory mechanisms do not operate
in NREM sleep. These changes could possibly be invoked to account for the
blackouts or amnesic episodes that are often experienced by narcoleptics.

Dissociative Aspects of Normal Sleep
As we have shown, it is possible to take the phenomenology of normal
sleep and conceptually divide it into independent processes. However, the
real test is whether these processes can truly be dissociated from one another
on a temporal basis. This is crucial to the issue of whether states are entirely
different things or whether they are mere manifestations of the simultaneous
occurrence of independent processes.
The best illustration of the process view in normal sleep is phasic
activity. Phasic activity, as exemplified by the PGO spike in the cat, is not
limited to REM sleep. PGO spikes typically occur in NREM sleep. Thus, what
occurs in, is true for, REM sleep also occurs in, is true for, NREM sleep. The
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most characteristic time in NREM sleep when PGO spikes appear is about ten
to thirty seconds prior to the onset of the REM period (see Figure 8-4). To
illustrate how absolute this is, we looked at the beginning of more than two
thousand REM periods distributed among sleep periods of about thirty cats in
our laboratory and failed to find, in normal intact animals, a single instance
where REM sleep (as defined by EEG activation closely followed by EMG
suppression and eye movements) ever occurred before at least a few PGO
waves (usually ten to thirty) were discharged in the preceding NREM interval.
Phasic activity in the form of PGO waves is actually far more distributed
throughout NREM sleep than most people realize and more than we have
already described.
Although absolutely characteristic of REM periods in the cat, it is also
true that phasic activity in the form of PGO waves may be present in more
than 50 percent of the total amount of NREM sleep, at least in some cats. In
addition, intervals of NREM sleep in the cat in which there are absolutely no
PGO waves at all are relatively brief, for the most part no longer than two or
three minutes. Discharge rate of PGO spikes during REM periods varies from
cat to cat, ranging from about forty per minute to more than one hundred.
The discharge rate during epochs of NREM sleep is highly variable, although
well below the rates seen during REM periods. The total number of PGO
spikes per day in the cat has been estimated to vary between ten thousand
and twenty thousand. Approximately 15 percent of this total typically occurs
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in NREM sleep as defined by slow waves and spindles in the EEG and the
presence of tonic electrical activity in the neck muscles. Most of the other
phasic activities tend to be less prominent in NREM sleep, but the truth of the
matter is that we have not looked at them closely. Thus, there may be
occasional rapid eye movements in NREM sleep, occasional fluctuations in
heart rate, penile tumescence, and so on, but we have simply not emphasized
these findings.
In human subjects, there is also plentiful evidence that phasic activity is
widely disseminated throughout NREM sleep. For example, Rechtschaffen and
Chernik have reported an almost continual discharge of phasic-integrated
muscle potentials or “PIPs” during NREM periods as well as REM periods.
Pivik and Dement have reported a similar distribution and intensity for
phasic EMG suppressions. Finally, K-complexes, if they represent phasic
activity, are also distributed throughout much of NREM sleep.
If we look at tonic EMG suppression, we find that it, too, can precede the
onset of the REM period, often by a minute or more. Thus, we can have
intervals of NREM sleep that are characterized by what is usually considered
the sine qua non of REM sleep. In one of the early studies of long-term REM
sleep deprivation, we observed that the gap between EMG suppression and
EEG activation (NREM Stage 2 to REM patterns) underwent a steady
enlargement. Penile tumescence, which appears to be a consistent
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concomitant of REM periods in humans and monkeys,’ has been reported to
occur in NREM sleep in humans if REM sleep is prevented from occurring.

Conclusions
The upshot of this section’s discussion is that we can conceptualize
individual processes existing within or as part of the two states of sleep. In
REM sleep, we can speak of motor inhibition, CNS arousal, and phasic activity.
Obviously, this list is arbitrary; there are other processes, too. In NREM sleep,
we can speak of the control of cortical rhythms, higher processing or
inhibition of sensory input, and perhaps control of long-term memory
processes or consolidation. Throughout the remainder of this chapter we will
see many of the implications and ramifications of the notion that sleep
comprises many temporally linked processes.

Phasic Activity and the Selective Deprivation of REM Sleep
With the realization that there were two kinds of sleep came the
realization that total sleep deprivation might be an approach that confounded
the effects of two entirely different deficits. Accordingly, the first attempt was
made to study the effect of selective depriva-tion of REM sleep by arousing
subjects at the onset of REM periods. The experiments produced some
anecdotal findings from the subjects in the area of behavioral disturbance,
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but, more important, there was a marked “rebound" in REM sleep time in the
all-night sleep recordings immediately after the nights of REM sleep
deprivation.
These results suggested that there might be a specific “need” for REM
sleep, the rebound on recovery nights representing a “compensation,” and,
because of this need, it was further suggested that prolonged REM sleep loss
might lead inevitably to some psychological dysfunction or even more serious
organic impairment if carried on long enough. The actual temporal
organization of the physiological concomitants of REM sleep (EMG
suppression closely followed by EEG activation and rapid eye movements)
made it relatively easy to carry out deprivation experiments by awakening
organisms at the precise onset of each successive REM period, or by placing
them in special situations where the motor inhibition of a developing REM
period led to an arousing consequence. Thus, the state of REM sleep could be
sharply, almost surgically eliminated while leaving NREM sleep essentially
intact, and the effects of this “extirpation” could be systematically observed
with the hope of clarifying what normal REM periods accomplished for the
organism.
A sort of philosophical underpinning or justification for this kind of
experiment was that the processes of evolution and natural selection would
not have allowed this “thing” (REM sleep), with its unique physiology and
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neuroanatomical substrate, to achieve universal distribution among most
mammals of all ages unless it held some very important advantage or vital
function. An initial offshoot of the very first attempt to understand the
function of REM sleep was the hypothesis that REM sleep (dream)
deprivation might lead to insanity, a formulation markedly influenced by
psychoanalytic theories about the psychology of the dream process and
metaphorical organization of the psyche. In the early 1960s, probably
because of the absence of a biochemical knowledge as well as the above
Zeitgeist, there was a premature reification of the so-called hydraulic model of
REM sleep, with its associated metaphorical constructs of REM pressure, REM
reservoir, compensatory rebound, REM quota, and so forth. However, in
recent years, there has been an explosive increase in knowledge about CNS
metabolic processes. It is therefore no longer appropriate to explain REM
deprivation-compensation in metaphorical terms. The REM rebound is a very
real and intriguing response and must have a biochemical mechanism.
The Stanford University Sleep Laboratory has been in the forefront of
the struggle to understand REM sleep, at least in terms of man- , cat- , and rathours devoted to selective REM-deprivation studies. A number of
experiments undertaken by the Stanford group were essentially open-ended,
i.e., the end point was not defined in advance. Rather, organisms were to be
selectively deprived of REM sleep until clear-cut effects were seen. It was
confidently expected in the beginning of these efforts that if the procedure
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were carried on long enough it would be life threatening, and that prior to
this terminal eventuality, serious derangements of behavior would be
observed. A number of spectacularly long (up to seventy consecutive days)
deprivation experiments were carried out in laboratory animals.
As early as 1965, we were forced to conclude, despite the dramatic and
highly consistent alterations in recovery sleep (enormous REM rebounds)
that REM periods in the adult animal did not serve a vital function, and that
the organism could probably live indefinitely without them. This conclusion
was published in several places (see 66, 67) including Volume III of the first
edition this Handbook in 1966. “These results strongly suggest that REM sleep
does not perform a vital function in the adult cat.”
The possibility that there might still be some harmful effect of REM
sleep loss in susceptible individuals was tested by REM-depriving
schizophrenic patients." In human studies, chronic administration of
monoamine oxidase inhibitors was found to completely suppress REM sleep
and when administered for many months with periodic testing of the REM
suppression did not produce adverse psychological effects. In some instances,
REM sleep was completely suppressed for as long as a year. The overall
results in animals and man indicate that REM sleep deprivation per se is not
harmful and support the conclusion reached by Vogel that REM suppression
does not lead to psychosis. In a roughly similar vein are the findings of Kales
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et al. in their sleep studies of long-term barbiturate addiction. To be sure,
withdrawal from any of these REM suppressive drugs, particularly after
prolonged usage, is likely to be fraught with difficulties, but the absence of
discernible REM periods for a year or more would seem to eliminate in a most
conclusive manner the possibility that these periods in themselves serve a
vital function, or that their prolonged absence would play a role in the genesis
of psychotic disturbances. It is important to emphasize this point very
strongly because it is our impression that aphorisms such as “dreams
preserve sanity” and “loss of dreaming may lead to insanity” are still very
much preserved in the collective psychiatric consciousness.
There remains one problem to solve in this area however. All of the
work cited earlier was done from the point of view of regarding REM sleep as
a thing that could, in fact, be extirpated. Our discussion of the so-called
process view of sleep should suggest that this concept of REM deprivation
might be questioned. For a variety of reasons, we have turned our attention
toward phasic activity to illuminate the function of sleep. The basic
assumption to be tested is that the function of REM sleep is to permit the
efficient discharge of phasic events (PGO spikes). It is difficult to justify this
assumption in neurophysiological or biochemical terms, but it is equally hard
at the present level of knowledge to refute it on these terms.
If we recall that nearly 15 percent of the total number of PGO spikes are
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discharged in NREM sleep and that every REM period is preceded by NREMPGO spike discharge, we can see that REM sleep deprivation per se cannot
solve the problem. In the first place, as REM sleep deprivation proceeds, there
is the well-known effect of an increasing number of REM periods that must be
interrupted. Since a finite number of PGO spikes occur before each arousal, it
is obvious that the total number can become very large. Secondly, there is
evidence that the “intensity” of PGO spike discharge increases in both REM
and NREM sleep as a function of prior REM deprivation. Thus, at some point,
the daily count of NREM-PGO spikes would presumably equal the total
number discharged during REM periods in a typical baseline day. In other
words, if the function of REM sleep was somehow involved in phasic activity,
the function would be totally fulfilled in NREM sleep. At this hypothetical
point, no further deprivation effect would accumulate even if the selective
deprivation of REM periods were continued indefinitely.
These arguments led to a painstaking series of experiments that
essentially consisted of making the REM deprivation arousal a little earlier so
that the NREM- (or pre-REM-) PGO spikes would also be prevented along
with all those normally occurring within REM periods.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 8-4. A glance at the illustration
shows that if the animal is aroused at the precise moment indicated by the left
arrow a more effective “spike deprivation” is accomplished than if he is
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aroused at the onset of the REM period (right arrow). Several cats were
deprived in this manner for two consecutive days. In addition, the same cats
served as their own controls by undergoing a “standard” REM deprivation
procedure for an identical amount of time. The latter procedure produced the
usual result in terms of a REM rebound and increased number of REM
periods. The spike deprivation procedure, which was essentially conventional
REM deprivation plus the elimination of additional NREM-PGO spikes,
produced a picture that was identical to a longer period of REM deprivation.
In other words, there were larger REM rebounds. These results are illustrated
in Figure 8-6. They clearly, albeit indirectly, support the hypothesis that the
essential ingredient of REM periods is phasic activity.
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Figure 8.6.
The results of classical REM sleep deprivation versus spike deprivation in
one representative cat. The minutes of REM sleep per day on an eight-hour
schedule (baseline) are plotted on the left. The upper curve on the right
shows the daily REM times immediately after two days of spike
deprivation (D), and the lower curve is after two days of REM deprivation.

The point of all this discussion is that conclusive tests of whether or not
there is a need for REM sleep have not yet been done. While the “PGO spike
hypothesis” may seem a little far-fetched (i.e., what useful function do PGO
spikes perform?) it is still a possibility that must be ruled out before we can
conclude there is no need for REM sleep or any of its processes. The same
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consideration applies to the long-term administrations of powerful REM
suppressant drugs, e.g., monoamine-oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), since careful
monitoring in cats has not been done to see if there has been a buildup of
phasic activity (PGO spike) discharge in NREM sleep. In short-term studies of
MAOI in cats, there appears to be a complete suppression of PGO spike
activity, but most observations have been casual at best, and only of a few
days duration. Finally, there is still the difficult question of whether absence
of the PGO waves per se means that the phasic activity function is not being
discharged. This latter is further considered in the section on “Phasic Activity
and a Theory of Psychosis.”

Tonic Motor Inhibition and Narcolepsy with Cataplexy
It has been noted that motor inhibition is an important process
associated with REM sleep. We will see that the syndrome of narcolepsy with
cataplexy may be regarded as a disorder involving abnormal occurrences of
this and other REM sleep components.
Narcolepsy is always characterized by recurring episodes of daytime
sleep. Such sleep episodes may be related to fatigue, boredom, monotony, or
drug ingestion, but are most characteristic of the illness when they occur in
inappropriate situations. Cataplexy is often involved in narcolepsy. Cataplexy
is defined by a rapid loss of voluntary muscle control leading to partial muscle
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weakness or a complete body collapse. The cataplectic episodes are usually
quite short, lasting only one to ten seconds and rarely as long as one minute.
Cataplectic attacks are characteristically precipitated by sudden strong
emotion, most typically laughter and anger, although being startled, fear, and
other emotions may be involved. Cataplexy may also occur without any
precipitating emotion on rare occasions.
The mechanism of this generalized motor inhibition is not clear.
Pompeiano and his co-workers’ have shown, however, that the tonic
inhibition of REM sleep descends from the brain stem to the spinal cord in the
ventral halves of the lateral fasciculi. Rostrally, there is evidence that the
locus coeruleus is involved in REM sleep inhibition, and caudally the lumbar
spinal cord has been implicated. Such inhibition may involve cholinergic
mechanisms since from a behavioral and global point of view generalized
motor inhibition can be produced by focal injection of cholinomimetic drugs
into the pontine reticular formation.'’ Similar nonreciprocal inhibition can
also be produced by electrical stimulation of areas such as the orbital cortex
and the ventromedial medulla in the lightly anesthetized cat. However, most
individuals who are investigating these phenomena assume that the
medullary inhibitory area of Magoun and Rhines is some sort of final common
inhibitory pathway.
Other manifestations of the narcolepsy-cataplexy syndrome are the so-
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called auxiliary symptoms: sleep paralysis, hypnogogic hallucinations, and
disrupted nocturnal sleep. Sleep paralysis consists of episodes of paralysis
occurring at sleep onset or at the end of a sleep period. Patients report that
they maintain consciousness during these episodes. Although the episodes
are not precipitated by emotion, they are often associated with great anxiety
generated by the helplessness, which usually persists for several minutes.
Hypnogogic hallucinations are intense and vivid, often frightening
hallucinations occurring at the onset of sleep. Finally, narcoleptic patients
may experience multiple arousals and frightening dreams during the night.
Thus, just as we conceive of motor inhibition and endogenous sensory
input (presumably heralded by phasic activity) as REM sleep processes, we
can also conceive of narcolepsy-cataplexy as a disorder involving the
uncoupling or disassociation of such processes from the normal wakefulnesssleep cycle.4

Phasic Events and the Psychophysiology of Dreaming
An area of sleep research that has certainly received both theoretical
and practical implementation by the notion of independent processes within
sleep is the psychophysiology of dreaming. This area is concerned with the
physiological activities that correlate with (a) the presence or absence of
dreaming in humans and with (b) specific elements of dream content within
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the overall dream episode. The ultimate goal is to understand the special CNS
events that are specifically involved in the genesis of complex hallucinatory
experiences during sleep and, by implication, hallucinations that occur
abnormally during wakefulness.
In the beginning, this seemed to be a relatively simple problem. The
discovery of REM sleep and the early work that showed a startlingly high
incidence of dream recall when subjects were aroused from REM sleep
periods and a contrastingly low incidence from NREM periods (see 275)
seemed to settle the issue. The terms, REM sleep and dreaming sleep, were
treated as being exactly synonymous, and it seemed that further
investigations of the “unique” neurophysiology of the REM state would lead
eventually to a description of the brain processes giving rise to the
remarkable hallucinatory experiences of dreaming. The concept of a sharply
differentiated physiological substrate underlying the two basic sleep states
reinforced these expectations.
Unfortunately, the conceptual identity of REM sleep and dreaming was
soon undermined by a steady flow of results that continued to show that a
substantial amount of dream recall could be elicited from NREM sleep
arousals. An attempt was made to develop definitions based on quality and
quantity of dream recall so that, although one could not say that mental
activity was not totally absent in NREM sleep, one could say that it was
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quantitatively different from that which occurred in REM periods.
However, when investigators looked at the discriminability of REM and
NREM reports, it was clear that many NREM reports could not be
discriminated from REM reports defined as “full-blown” dream recall. This
was particularly true when the reports were elicited from sleep onset NREM.
In other words, it appeared that intense, complicated, bizarre, emotional,
hallucinatory experiences could occur at the onset of sleep as well as
occasionally in other NREM stages.
This situation posed a dilemma for those who were interested in the
neurophysiological substrate of dreaming and hallucinations; but a way out of
the dilemma suggested itself when it was realized that certain events thought
to be ineluctably linked to REM sleep also occurred in NREM sleep. These
events were the PGO waves or phasic activity. Their typical occurrence in the
NREM sleep just prior to REM periods is illustrated in Figure 8-4, but the
waves or spikes also occur in a widely disseminated fashion throughout
NREM intervals.
It was almost inevitable that the PGO spike should become the focus of
attention when investigators began to look for a single “marker” that could
account for dreaming in both REM and NREM sleep. In terms of looking for
more specific events within REM periods, the suggestion was made quite
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early that the dream was experienced as “real” and the major problem would
be to find the neural events that were effectively substituting for sensory
input. The brain-stem generation of PGO spikes as described by Brooks and
Bizzi and Jouvet, and the apparent distribution of this activity along the
visual-oculomotor pathways definitely suggested a quasi-sensory function.
Furthermore, these studies clearly showed that the rapid eye movements in
the cat were precisely related to PGO spikes, and it was already known that
arousals at the very moment when eye movements were being executed
within REM periods frequently provided the very best recall of dreaming.
Thus, a major shift in viewpoint occurred in the area of dream
psychophysiology that suggested that phasic activity would be a much better
predictor of dream recall and, hence, a better correlate of dreaming than REM
periods. Taking individual rapid eye movements as phasic events, Molinari
and Foulkes have carried out an elegant study that compares tonic (REM
periods) and phasic events as dream correlates. All of these considerations
have subsequently guided what might be called the search for the perfect
indicator of dreaming.
It is obvious that phasic activity (short-lasting events) can be
conceptualized within REM periods in essentially all mammals including
humans since the rapid eye movements themselves are phasic events. There
is also no problem in identifying phasic activity in NREM sleep in animals
where cortical and subcortical recordings can reveal PGO spikes or bursts of
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unit discharge. The big problem is to find a phasic event that satisfactorily
cuts across sleep states in the human. It should also bear some analogous
relationship to the feline PGO waves. K-complexes in the EEG certainly qualify
as phasic events, but they do not occur in the EEG of REM sleep.
Parenthetically, Pivik and his colleagues have studied the possible
relationship of K-complexes and NREM dream recall. They found no simple
relationship. Body movements, respiratory changes, heart-rate changes and
other relatively nonspecific physiological variables have been examined from
this point of view.
The search for a really useful indicator of the presence of phasic activity
in the human, particularly during NREM sleep has turned up three promising
candidates. The first was described by Pivik and Dement. It is essentially seen
as a brief (two hundred to five hundred msec.) suppression of the tonic EMG
activity in NREM sleep (see Figure 8-7). Utilizing electrically induced reflex
activity, Pivik and Dement were able to show that the phasic EMG
suppressions were coincident with active motor inhibitory influences. Similar
phasic EMG suppressions were found to occur in the cat during NREM sleep
and were often coincident with a NREM-PGO spike (also Figure 8-7). Because
of the latter relationship, it seemed reasonable to postulate that the phasic
EMG suppressions represented a human analogue of the phasic inhibitory
process described in cats by Pompeiano. Although not usually detectable in
REM periods because of the absence of the tonic EMG background, on the rare
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occasions that this background is not totally suppressed plentiful phasic EMG
suppressions are easily seen within REM periods most commonly in
connection with rapid eye movements.
The relationship of phasic EMG suppressions in NREM sleep to recall of
mental content was tested by Pivik. Significant results were not obtained.
Parenthetically, another relationship has been discovered that elevates the
status of EMG suppressions beyond the level of laboratory curiosity.
Guilleminault et al. have shown that the motor discharge in nocturnal
myoclonus frequently follows phasic EMG suppression.
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Figure 8.7.
This figure shows phasic (short-lasting) EMG suppression occurring in
Stage 3 NREM sleep. Note that a K complex (C3/A2) occurs simultaneously
with the phasic muscle suppression.
Derivations: all EEG placements use the standard ten-twenty system;
RE/A1—right eye recorded from right outer canthus;
LE/A2—left eye recorded from left outer canthus;
EMG—recorded from placements over diagastric muscles.
Calibrations: horizontal one second; vertical fifty µv.

The second phasic indicator is the phasic integrated potential or PIP
reported by Rechtschaffen et al. in 1970. These discharges are recorded from
ordinary disc electrodes placed near the eye, but the authors were not certain
exactly which muscles were involved. However, they felt that the PIPs were
exact homologues of similar discharges recorded in the cat that were, in turn,
precisely related to PGO spike discharge in both REM and NREM sleep. The
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human PIPs have the advantage of being easily seen in both REM and NREM
sleep. In the former state, they are clearly related to rapid eye movements
although they also appear (as do PGO spikes in the cat) in the absence of
ocular deviations. They are distributed throughout NREM sleep, although the
discharge rate is clearly higher immediately preceding REM periods than
immediately after.
A series of reports by Rechtschaffen and his colleagues’ explicated
relationships of periorbital PIPs to mental activity in both REM and NREM
sleep. These studies also developed a new concept about phasic activity and
dreaming, which will probably be very important in guiding future
investigations. Four arousal conditions were described by the authors: (1) a
“tonic” condition that was characterized by a brief (several seconds) burst of
periorbital EMG activity without PIPs; (2) a phasic condition characterized by
periorbital PIPs without tonic periorbital EMG activity; (3) a phasic-tonic
condition when both of the foregoing were present; and (4) a control
condition in which there has been no PIPs or tonic activity for at least one
minute. Hundreds of arousals were carried out in these exhaustive studies.
The responses were rated in terms of presence or absence of recall of mental
content, amount of recall in content reports, and amount of distortion,
implausibility, and bizarreness in these reports.
In NREM sleep, the presence or absence of PIPs did not predict the
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presence or absence of mental content. The latter was, however, significantly
predicted by the tonic periorbital activity. PIPs alone were not correlated
with an increased probability of obtaining mental content over the control
condition. However, if content was present, PIPs were correlated with
experiences judged to be bizarre. Similar relationships obtained in REM
periods although the tonic condition was not recordable, ostensibly because
of the REM associated motor inhibition. We may infer that it exists because
tonic potentials have been recorded directly from the inferior rectus muscle
during REM sleep in humans.
These studies are extremely relevant to the psychophysiology of
dreaming, and, once again, they have introduced a further refinement in
conceptual organization of sleep physiology. Thus, there appears to be a
process involving sustained activity of a few seconds duration during which
thoughts, associations, vague images, etc., are raised to hallucinatory
intensity. The correlate of this process is what the Rechtschaffen group call
“tonic EMG activity.” It is important to avoid confusion when a clear
distinction is made between this process which lasts only a few seconds, and
the use of the word tonic to describe changes that are sustained throughout
the entirety of the REM period as described in the previous section.
A second process, which is indicated by PGO spikes in the cat and PIPs
in the human, seems to represent neural events that contribute to distortion
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and bizarreness by loosening and disrupting associative connections. Thus,
phasic activity per se does not appear to be an indicator of the presence of
dreaming, although it is clearly implicated in the overall dream process. This
refinement contributed by the Rechtschaffen group makes it possible to
understand how activity that seems so characteristic of REM periods and, by
implication, so important to dreaming does not predict NREM dream recall.
Finally, there is a very interesting report by Pessah and Roffwarg
describing middle ear muscle activity during sleep in human subjects. This
activity parallels the occurrence of other phasic events, notably rapid eye
movements, but represents a refreshing departure from the visual system
that has been so intensively studied. In the cat, there is an almost one-to-one
correlation between PGO spikes and phasic discharge in the tensor tympani.
This is true in both REM and NREM sleep. However, it is clear from studies of
the cat, particularly those of Dewson et al., that a similar dichotomy probably
exists for middle ear muscle activity, i.e., very brief phasic discharges versus
somewhat longer (several seconds) contractions. The tonic contractions were
not necessarily related to rapid eye movements or PGO spikes. In human
subjects, the recording technique utilizing acoustic impedence and AC
amplifiers does not lend itself to this type of differentiation.
The most fascinating aspect of this work is perhaps the data suggesting
a relationship to dream imagery in the auditory sphere (Roffwarg, personal
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communication).

Conclusions
Obviously, the neural processes that give rise to sights, sounds, feelings,
and thoughts during sleep are very complex. It would seem that this
complexity is infinitely beyond the information carrying capacities of PGO
spikes. Even the recognition of additional activities beyond the punctate PGO
waves or PIPs (i.e., Rechtschaffen’s periorbital tonic discharge) falls far short
of the presumed complexity. However, it is quite possible that there is a single
indicator that “turns on,” independent of REM or NREM sleep, when dreaming
is present, and that it has little to do with specific hallucinatory percepts.
Accepting the Rechtschaffen group’s results at face value, the indicator does
not appear to be phasic events that are analogous to PGO spikes. A better
candidate would appear to be the tonic periorbital potentials. However, at the
present time, these EMG discharges lack specificity in terms of attempting to
identify some underlying unique neural events. It seems clear that “events of
intermediate duration” and phasic events are more likely to coexist in REM
periods. In NREM periods, it is obvious that the dream process can occur
(tonic potentials) without concurrent phasic activity. In this instance, the
associated experiences are presumably coherent and rational or at least more
so than we are accustomed to expecting in typical dreams. It may even be that
the sleeping subject does not label the experiences as dreams. If the
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“intermediate” tonic potentials are absent in NREM sleep, suggesting the
absence of dreaming, phasic activity may do nothing unless it actually arouses
the individual. If ongoing hallucinatory activity is present, the phasic
discharge derails it, disrupts it, etc., and thus may contribute those qualities
which we find most characteristic of the average dream. This whole
formulation is based on minimal evidence, but, as will be seen, it accounts for
certain behavioral correlates of PGO spike discharge in wakefulness better
than any yet proposed.

Psychophysiology of Dream Content— the “Scanning” Hypothesis
In addition to indicators of the presence or absence of dreaming that
will satisfactorily account for the relative incidences of dream recall in REM
and NREM sleep, there is a concern about indicators which will “predict”
specific content. For example, if there was a high heart rate in a REM period
one might expect to elicit a frightening or exciting or nightmarish dream upon
awakening the subject.
Most of the work in this specific area has focused around one
controversial, empirical finding, namely, that a direct relationship exists
between the rapid eye movements and hallucinated visual images of REM
dreams. The correlation of specific items of content or emotion with other
peripheral measures has been suggested but not extensively investigated.
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Much of the latter work is reviewed in a paper by Roffwarg in which he also
discusses and dispenses with a number of issues he feels are “irrelevant” to
the eye movement dream relationship in human adults such as occurrence of
rapid eye movements in newborn infants, decorticate humans and animals,
the nonspecificity of certain neural events during REM periods, etc.
The basic procedure in investigations on eye movement mentation
relationships involves arousing subjects during REM periods with the arousal
specifically related to a temporal sequence of rapid eye movements measured
with horizontal and vertical eye leads. This electro-oculogram (EOG) gives a
precise record of the temporal sequence of eye movements leading up to the
arousal. An interrogator, who awakens the subject, asks questions about the
dream experience and from the dreamer’s answers attempts to predict the
sequence of eye movements leading up to the awakening. Actually, a detailed
prediction is impossible unless the implied eye movement sequence is very
characteristic. Thus, if the dream imagery is all in the vertical plane, the
interrogator might predict eye movements only on the vertical plane and this
could be ascertained from the EOG. On the other hand, the kind of activity that
is associated with a few seconds of frantic looking around in all directions is
impossible to dissect and describe with any accuracy at all simply because of
its intensity and complexity.
Alternative procedures involve (a) attempting to match a limited
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number of EOG tracings with their associated dream narratives, say five of
each, and (b) limiting the prediction to the final eye movement that
immediately precedes the awakening.
In the early phase of correlating eye movement patterns and dream
content, there were several reports that supported such a relationship,
culminating in the very positive report of Roffwarg and his colleagues.
A number of years passed before the relationship was specifically tested
by other investigators. Moskowitz and Berger, utilizing a matching procedure,
found that their results were not significantly better than chance. Jacobs and
his colleagues,’ using DC EOG techniques, also found no relationship. Finally,
Krippner et al. added negative data from a single subject. Thus, the original
optimistic and potentially biased reports were not confirmed.
The most recent study by Bussel et al. adopted a number of control
procedures that helped to clarify the issues. It is clear that the sheer difficulty
of obtaining dream recall of sufficient detail and accuracy so as to permit a
correct prediction is a major source of error. Any forgetting or inaccurate
reporting will make a correct prediction impossible. Bussel et al. conclusively
exposed this error source by carrying out their study using EOGs and recall
from wakefulness as well as REM sleep. They showed that the ability of an
interrogator to predict the direction of the last eye movement based 011
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recall of visual imagery and gaze fixation from REM arousals was minimally
accurate, but significantly better than chance, given a large number of data
points. Further, the level of accuracy and significance was exactly the same in
the waking trials! Thus, it is clear that any study that purports to test this
relationship with all its inherent difficulties must be based on a large amount
of data. It is our opinion that there will be continued attempts to work on this
problem in the years to come, and that the evidence favoring a relationship
will begin to mount.
In spite of the relatively few studies, the possibility of a relationship is
more than a laboratory curiosity. It is an important issue on two counts. In the
first place, the establishment of such a relationship would allow judgment as
to whether the dream actually occurred as sensed by the dreamer. Although
dreaming is widely reported, the certainty of its occurrence is in doubt. Even
the correlation between eye movements and the dream report would not be
absolute proof, but the principle of parsimony would allow no other
conclusion if we awaken a sleeping subject and he claimed that he was
watching a ball thrown up and down, and, prior to the arousal, we had
recorded up-and-down eye movement deflections. Secondly, a lack of
correlation between neurophysiologically determined events such as eye
movements and the dream experience would seriously undermine the axiom
that events in the mind have physical and potentially measurable
counterparts in the brain soma.
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Dreams
The basic unity underlying much of what is described under this
heading is the use of polygraphic monitoring of sleep to define sleep states
and the utilization of this information for anatomical, physiological,
pharmacological, biochemical, and, in particular, psychological correlation. In
general, research in this field is called sleep and dream research. Thus, it
seems worthwhile to discuss dreams briefly and to ask what has been learned
about dreaming as a result of laboratory sleep research.
In the twenty-plus years since the discovery of REM sleep, a number of
quantitative aspects of the occurrence of dreaming have been clarified.
Certainly there is much more dreaming per se than pre-REM investigators
thought. We now know something about the time course of the dream; and
we have much more data on the content and characteristics of typical dreams
and dreams in a variety of personality types and pathological subjects; and
we know something of the effects of presleep and ongoing stimuli on these
variables. However, much of this work was conducted in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. After that it would seem that the dream subsection of modern
sleep and dream research “attained a plateau from which it seems steadily
more difficult to reach higher ground.” This opinion, which is in some ways as
shattering to the smugness of current sleep research as the statement that
“the emperor has no clothes,” was made by Foulkes in a remarkable position
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paper delivered at the 1973 meeting of the Association for the
Psychophysiological Study of Sleep (APSS). As Rechtschaffen cautioned a
number of years ago, “if we do not keep our attention on the psychology of
the dream, we might find out a lot of the biology without knowing very well
what it is the biology of.”
Foulkes addressed himself to such questions as “what do dreams
mean?” and “why do we dream what we do?” and “why are dreams the way
they are?” and so on. And he concludes that almost 110 progress has been
made since Freud's monumental efforts to answer these questions. In his
book, The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud propounded both a theory of
dream formation and a method of dream interpretation. It was Foulkes’s
thesis, unchallenged by any of his discussants that either the modern
techniques of sleep research have not enabled investigators to confirm or
refute Freud’s theories or that ingenious investigators have not pursued these
questions with tenacious vigor. The situation appears to be one in which
those who use the technique of dream interpretation remain unconcerned
with its ultimate validity and continue to confuse meaning and causality while
those who carry the banner of science and research cannot or will not devise
direct experimental tests of psychoanalytic theories about dreaming.
With the exception of certain investigators who have utilized content
analysis with outstandingly productive results, money, talent, and dedication
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are relatively absent in the areas outlined by Foulkes.
Although, the content findings can be quite interesting—e.g., women
dream more often of strangers than do men and so on—again, the important
questions about dreaming are not addressed. That is, there must be a set of
rules for determining dream content that can be “discovered.”
It seems possible that a carefully systematic study of the effects of
external stimuli on dream content might reveal some of the rules by which
one set of psychic percepts are transformed into another set of dream
percepts. In a recent study by Augustyn et al., characteristic auditory stimuli
were presented during REM sleep. It is of interest that the transformations
and incorporations of these stimuli into dream content were about half visual
and half auditory. Why did the sound of a locomotive whistle produce the
image of a train in some dreams and only the sound of a train in others? It is
not unthinkable that there is some reason for these differences, some
explanation to be found.
Moreover, to what extent will physiological state, e.g., hunger, thirst,
stress, determine dream content? This aspect has been studied with equivocal
results, f but the studies have been only preliminary and far from systematic.
Finally, innumerable studies of REM sleep deprivation have
demonstrated a so-called physiological need for REM sleep (i.e., REM
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rebound), and investigators, assuming the identity of REM sleep and
dreaming, have postulated a similar need for dreaming. Rut little attention
has been directed to simply the psychological need or excuse for dreaming.
What, if anything, do dreams do for us in and of themselves, regardless of
their physiological correlates? This question and those and asked by Foulkes
are the kinds of problems that should generate more investigation in the
future.
It seems obvious that much future work is needed to establish and
clarify the role of the psychological side of dreams and the psychic economy
of the organism. The dream must regain its status as a psychological event,
while at the same time retaining its position as a neurophysiological process.

Selective REM Sleep Deprivation and Schizophrenia
As was noted earlier, an almost inevitable consequence of selective REM
sleep deprivation is a usually substantial REM sleep increase, above baseline
levels in the immediate postdeprivation (recovery) period. In the nondrug
technique, which utilizes continual instrumental interruptions of REM
periods at their beginning, the size or degree of the rebound is a function of
the duration of the deprivation period. Thus, for extended periods of
deprivation in healthy animals, the REM rebound certainly seems to be an
inevitable response. Ry interrupting REM periods, some sort of biochemical-
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metabolic-physiologic process is set into motion that drastically alters the
REM-NREM ratio in favor of REM sleep.
We do not recall any instance in a normal cat or rat where a REM
rebound failed to appear after two or more days of REM sleep deprivation. In
addition, substantial REM rebounds appear after certain drugs that suppress
REM sleep are withdrawn such as amphetamines, monoamine-oxidase
inhibitors, and barbiturates. Certain exceptions have been noted. If REM sleep
is substantially reduced in the cat by diphenylhydantoin or by
electroconvulsive shock, no rebound appears. Finally, on certain occasions,
the development of a febrile illness has been observed to interfere with an
expected REMS rebound.
It must be emphasized, however, that the rebound is never a linear
function. Dement et al. have summarized their extensive REM deprivation
studies in animals and have reported that there appears to be a limit to the
size of this rebound in two ways: the REM percentage in their studies was
rarely above 70 percent even during a lengthy, ad libitum sleep period; and in
cats, at least, after twenty-five to thirty consecutive days of deprivation, no
further increases in recovery function could be detected. Such lengthy periods
of REM sleep deprivation have not been done with humans, but in several
cases,' subjects were REM sleep deprived as completely as possible for ten to
fifteen consecutive nights and monitored during the day to rule out napping.
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In these subjects there were spectacular shifts in the structure of sleep to
allow for a great increase in total REM sleep time and REM sleep percentage.
There is, however, some problem when relatively brief durations of
selective REM sleep deprivation are carried out in human subjects—“normal
human volunteers.” In the first study of REM deprivation, there was a
questionable response in one subject, who was REM deprived for four nights,
although he was not monitored during the day. The size of the rebound varies
considerably in human subjects, but a number of nonspecific factors usually
play a role. For example, there is the structure of human sleep with widely
spaced REM periods such that if the morning awakening occurs a little
prematurely or after a long NREM period, the REM percent is artifactually
reduced. In addition, humans generally experience a certain amount of NREM
sleep reduction that tends to interfere with the expression of REM sleep. It
was felt by Dement that these problems would have little effect when REM
sleep deprivation periods were extended beyond the usual two to five nights
and the evidence to date, which is minimal to be sure, suggests that this is
true. However, such lengthy durations are difficult to accomplish in
psychiatrically disturbed subjects and, therefore, data in these subjects must
be compared to data in normal humans who have undergone short durations
of REM sleep deprivation. It is in this area that some question arises, i.e., will
all “normal” humans show a rebound in REM sleep following deprivation, or
are there some apparently normal individuals who lack this attribute or
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capacity? Cartwright et al. feel that a group of “noncompensators” exists with
distinguishable personality traits on the basis of failing to rebound after three
nights of deprivation. In addition to those mentioned above, possible
artifactual causes of rebound failure are sleeping during the day, improper
deprivation procedure, covert drug ingestion (for example, neo-synephrine
nose drops), and failure to carry out recovery monitoring long enough. With
regard to the latter, there is clear evidence that a rebound can be delayed. As
a test of the ultimate validity, one of the Cartwright noncompensators was
REM deprived a second time by the Stanford group with twenty-four-hour
monitoring and prolonged recovery studies. The rebound failure was
confirmed, but the patient was apparently an ambulatory schizophrenic.
All during the decade when speculation was rife that REM sleep
deprivation might play a role in the pathogenesis of the psychotic state, there
was a feeling that the REM deprivation technique ought to be applied to
schizophrenic patients as a crucial test of this notion, the expectation being
that such a procedure would drastically worsen their condition. It was indeed
this expectation, not to mention the substantial complexities of such an
experiment,

that

probably

caused

many

investigators

to

hesitate.

Nonetheless, the first reports by Azumi et al. and Zarcone et al. of REM sleep
deprivation in schizophrenics appeared in 1967. The former group selectively
REM deprived three “chronic schizophrenics” for five consecutive nights. Two
of the three patients did not experience a rebound. The latter group has
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carried out extensive studies of this phenomenon. In their overall program,
they selectively REM deprived actively ill schizophrenics, remitted
schizophrenics, and nonschizophrenics for two nights; and in one actively ill
patient, REM deprivation was carried on for eight nights with the aid of
nighttime amphetamines. This, group attempted to reduce some of the
confounding variables by keeping phenothiazine medications absolutely
constant throughoutthe period of study and by carefully delineating the
clinical state of the patient population. The observations focused on two
groups of chronic schizophrenics with evidence of deterioration in
occupational and social functioning. The patients in one group were
experiencing active symptomotology, hallucinations, thought disorders,
bizarre motor activity, and affective abnormalities. The continuing
symptomotology was accepted by these patients and seemed to explain their
situation and seemed, in a way, to communicate their anxiety. The second
group of schizophrenics was as clinically differentiated from the first as
possible, consisting essentially of patients with no active symptomatology
whatsoever. All patients were subjected to two consecutive nights of selective
REM sleep deprivation with prior baseline and subsequent recovery
recordings. A major consideration in these studies was the fact that one
patient was actually in both groups as a result of clinical change, and thereby
served as his own control. The latter particularly applies to the possibility of a
coincidence between some genetic failure in the mechanism subserving the
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REM rebound and the schizophrenic state. Nine patients were studied in the
activity ill group, and eight failed to show a postdeprivation rise in total REM
sleep time (REM rebound). The ninth showed a small rebound that was not
nearly as great as that seen during remission. Over an entire five-night
recovery period, they averaged only 5 percent makeup of the REM time lost
on the two deprivation nights. One patient, a hebephrenic who constantly
hallucinated, was REM deprived for an extended period of eight consecutive
nights and he also failed to show the usual compensatory REM rebound. On
the other hand, the patients in remission, including the one who had been
studied while actively ill, all showed substantial rebounds averaging over 200
percent

makeup

following

deprivation.

Normal

controls

and

nonschizophrenic control patients, while showing considerable variability,
averaged a 50 to 60 percent REM sleep makeup.
The studies of the acutely ill patients appeared to be in marked contrast
to the report of Vogel and Traub and to the study of De Barros. The foimer
investigators carried out the REM deprivation procedure with five chronic
schizophrenics for seven nights by awakenings and by administration of
nighttime phenobarbital and amphetamines. Four of these patients were
taking phenothiazines and all patients had an increase in REM sleep above
baseline levels in the postdeprivation recovery period. De Barros carried out
the REM deprivation for three nights each in six chronic schizophrenics and
reported that all six experienced a “REM rebound.”
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The whole question of REM rebound in acute schizophrenic subjects
was further investigated by Gillin and Wyatt. These investigators have
concluded that actively ill schizophrenic patients do indeed fail to have a
normal REM rebound following deprivation of REM sleep. They did not study
patients in remission. Their studies were exceedingly careful and represent
very strong support.
Without making interpretive comments on this phenomena, we believe
the failure of REM rebound is a valid concomitant of schizophrenia in at least
the acute phase, and, because of this, it is in some way related to the active
psychotic process. If the relation to the clinical state, i.e., normal or excessive
rebound when the psychotic process was in abeyance, was confirmed it could
be a very meaningful correlate. Certainly, in view of the difficulty of achieving
some satisfactory pathogenic explanation of schizophrenia, this phenomenon
warrants further investigation. Gillin and Wyatt present an extensive
discussion of their findings in this area and in other areas relating to a general
theory, which will be discussed in the succeeding section.
One of the early interpretations made by Zarcone et al. to account for
the rebound failure was based on a somewhat metaphorical notion of a phasic
activity quota either being discharged in REM sleep or building up. It was
speculated that phasic activity was being discharged in the waking state in
the “actively ill” patients and therefore nothing “built up” to instigate the REM
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rebound. The process view of sleep says nothing about any kind of quota.
However, if it is the reduction in phasicactivity that is implicated in the REM
deprivation recovery phenomenon, certainly the phasic activity could be
discharged at other times. One of the ways of accounting for the limit to the
REM deprivation effect is that eventually as much phasic activity is occurring
in NREM sleep as originally occurred in REM periods. There is obviously a
strong resistance to such a disassociation. Otherwise, there could be no REM
deprivation effect since phasic activity would immediately shift to NREM
sleep.

Phasic Events and a Theory of Psychosis
It is not easy to generate enthusiasm or even interest about a theory of
psychosis in these days that have seen so many prior proposals. One of the
most recent is a hypothesis put forth by Stein that involves the endogenous
production of 6-hydroxydopamine in schizophrenics. Behavioral effects in
humans have obviously not been studied, but Stein feels that certain
behavioral effects in rats are analogous to pathological processes in
schizophrenics.
The theory that will be discussed in this section has one unique aspect.
It is based on the notion expressed by many theorists that dreams represent
nonpathological psychotic activities. Such activities are nonpathological
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because all of us dream and because what we do in our dreams is safely
sequestered in the minds of our paralyzed bodies. This view further holds
that the mechanisms underlying the dream state and the dream experience
must also be involved in the psychotic activities considered by most to be
pathological. The notion that dreams and psychoses are related has had many
proponents. For example, we have the statement, “We ourselves, in fact, can
experience in dreams almost all the phenomena to be met with in insane
asylums”, which is attributed to Wilhelm Wundt. Hughlings Jackson said,
“Find out about dreams and you will find out about insanity.” The pursuance
of this general notion is based upon an abiding faith that somehow the
psychotic state and REM sleep-dream processes are related.
The various theoretical convolutions and ramifications of this notion
have been considered at length in at least two papers, and we will remain
concerned here as much as possible only with the empirical facts.
The basic tenet of this theory or hypothesis is that psychosis represents
some aspect of the dream process intruding into the waking state. Such an
intrusion would not have to be the experience of full-blown hallucinatory
dream images in wakefulness, although it could at times. We already know
that the dream process, insofar as it is related to sleep mechanisms, is
complex and involves at least several independent systems. Thus, the
disorganization of the psychotic state could be produced by the intrusion of
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only one of those systems.
The PGO spike was actually discovered by Jouvet and his colleagues,
who were the first to undertake' brain-stem recordings during REM sleep in
the cat. The Lyon investigators were also the first to show that the PGO waves
could be entirely dissociated from normal REM periods. Matsumoto and
Jouvet found that REM periods in the cat were abolished by high doses of
reserpine, but that PGO spikes were continuously discharged throughout the
interval of REM suppression. Although the reserpinized state was clearly not
wakefulness, it was clearly not REM sleep. A more impressive demonstration,
however, came from this group when Delorme et al. showed that
administration of the serotonin depletor, parachlorophenylalanine, was
followed by a release of PGO spikes in what was both behaviorally and
polygraphically an apparently normal waking state. Similar findings for
reserpine have been reported by Brooks and by Monachon et al. The
observations of the Stanford group on PCPA administration were focused on a
detailed account of the behavioral correlates of waking PGO spikes and a
careful description of the changes in sleep states and PGO spike distribution
as the treatment progressed. Both of these areas gave information that could
be effectively related to observations in human subjects and patients.
Repeated direct simultaneous scrutiny of both behavior and subcortical
EEG has made it absolutely clear that the occurrence of a PGO spike during
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wakefulness in the PCPA treated animal, or, better yet a burst of spikes, is
associated with a behavioral response in the complete absence of any
external sensory event. There is some remaining controversy about whether
or not these behavioral responses in the cat could be said to resemble fullblown hallucinatory experiences. Probably not. They appear to be more
appropriately described as intrusions and disruptions of the ongoing
perceptual-behavioral stream. The affected cat does appear, when left to his
own

devices,

almost

continually

preoccupied

with

these

internal

disturbances; and in this regard, he is uncannily reminiscent of the
preoccupied psychotic. Occasionally, there is a brief, wild, agitation that
seems to correlate with a very intense burst of spike activity, but, on the
whole, the behavior of the cat is much more of an orienting, searching,
distracted, repeatedly disrupted kind of behavior. Often, it is as if someone
was pounding or knocking on the wall of the cage, and the cat was searching
for the source of the disturbance. Other behavioral disturbances have been
reported in PCPA treated animals,-- but are still somewhat controversial. The
key principle is that the cat’s behavior during PCPA administration is no
longer totally determined by the events in the real world, and it is no longer a
series of completely “rational” responses to events in the real world.
Something continually intrudes and that something appears to be the phasic
event of REM sleep.
The sleep changes associated with chronic PCPA treatment in the cat
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are also worth noting. There is a transient insomnia that usually develops on
the third day of PCPA treatmentBASELINE

Figure 8.8.
Emergence of REM-type PGO waves into wakefulness following four days
of PCPA treatment.

Figure 8.9.
The development of more dense waking PGO activity late in chronic PCPA
treatment.and lasts three or four days. Then, there is a return of
considerable amounts of both REM and NREM sleep. A major difference
between normal sleep and PCPA sleep is that the number of PGO spikes
during PCPA-REM periods is greatly reduced while the overall number
during NREM periods is greatly increased. The major overall effect
appears to be a kind of dissemination or complete lack of regulation of the
spike activity so that it is discharged with approximately equal intensity in
all behavioral states. This intensity is somewhat lower than in the normal
cat where most of the PGO spike activity is concentrated in REM periods.

A final pertinent observation in these PCPA treated animals involves
REM sleep deprivation. All changes can be quickly reversed by administration
of 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP). In the chronically PCPA treated cat, REM
sleep deprivation does not appear to elicit a rebound. This is illustrated in
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Figure 8-10. On the other hand, if REM deprivation is carried out in the cat,
and PCPA is given only during the recovery period, the REM rebound is
greatly enhanced until the fullblown PCPA effect is evident. The parallel of
this rebound failure in the PCPA cat and the diminished or absent response to
selective REM deprivation in acute schizophrenics discussed in the last
section is obvious.

Neurochemical Regulation and Basis of the PGO Spike
There seems to be broad agreement that serotonergic neurons are
involved in the regulation of phasic activity. This regulation appears to be
inhibitory. Certainly, a primary effect of the inhibition of serotonin synthesis
is the correlated reduction of serotonin in all brain areas and the emergence
of waking PGO spikes. Lesions in the raphe nuclei that destroy substantial
numbers of serotonergic neurons lead to exactly the same dual effect. In the
case of PCPA, the effects are reversed by small amounts of 5-HTP; in the case
of lesions, they are not.
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Figure 8.10.
Rebound failure in a cat chronically treated with p-chlorophenylalanine
(PCPA). The daily REM time values in this cat during the two deprivation
periods are expressed in percent of the baseline REM sleep time. Since
there is usually a small reduction in the daily REM time after an animal has
been stabilized on PCPA, 100 percent of baseline actually represents a
different value in the PCPA condition versus the control condition. These
values are indicated on the graph in hours and minutes. As can be seen,
although this cat was averaging two hours, twenty minutes of REM sleep
per day on a twelve-to-twelve schedule (twelve hours on treadmill—
twelve hours in recording cage) in the PCPA condition, two days of
deprivation resulted in no makeup at all. The REM rebound following the
similar period of deprivation prior to the administration of PCPA was of
normal size.

Further aspects of the neurophysiology of PGO regulation were
described by McGinty and Harper5 who measured firing in raphe units in
relation to PGO waves. These units continued to fire at all times in
wakefulness and NREM sleep. They became quiescent when NRE-MPGO
waves appeared and remained so throughout the following REM sleep period.
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Unpublished results by Jacobs and Dement6 indicated that electrical
stimulation of the raphe nuclei had the effect of blocking PGO waves in
normal cats.
Jouvet

and

his

colleagues

have

felt

that

PGO

waves

are

catecholaminergic. Their major evidence is that lesions in and around clusters
of catecholaminergic cell bodies tend to be followed by a reduction or
disappearance of PGO waves. In addition, alphamethyl-Dopa, which is
metabolized to the false transmitter alphamethylnoradrenaline, rapidly and
effectively suppresses PGO spike activity.
The most damaging evidence against this notion are the several studies
with alphamethylparatyrosine (AMPT) which selectively inhibits the tyroside
hydroxylase and leads to a depletion of noradrenaline and dopamine. This
compound is nephrotoxic, however. In an effort to overcome this nephrotoxic
effect, Henriksen and Dement administered AMPT to cats by intravenous drip
in a dosage calculated to be supramaximal and saw that there was a modest
increase in the amount of slow wave sleep and, more importantly, an increase
in the amount of REM sleep. Thus, it is very difficult to attribute the PGO
discharge to catecholaminergic neurons. Furthermore, Haefely and his
colleagues have elaborated an hypothesis that catecholamines are actually
involved in the inhibition of PGO spike activity.
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The Stanford group has pointed out that REM sleep is acutely
susceptible to disruption by pharmacologic intervention in the normal
animal.Thus, it is difficult to study the neurochemical basis of any single
component. If a drug treatment blocked tonic muscle inhibition, produced
nausea or discomfort, or raised the arousal level, it would probably block the
occurrence of REM sleep, and therefore, secondarily, it would also block the
appearance of PGO waves. Given the opportunity of producing a dissociation
of PGO waves from REM sleep by PCPA treatment, this phasic activity can
then be studied without concern about other REM components. Thus, Jacobs
et al. have studied waking PGO waves following PCPA treatment after
administering the following presumptive receptor blockers: pimozide, a
dopamine receptor blocker; phentolamine and phenoxybenzamine, alphaadrenergic blockers; propranolol, a beta-adrenergic blocker; and atropine, a
cholinergic blocker. The results were dramatically unequivocal. None of the
four catecholamine receptor blockers had a significant effect on the PGO wave
discharge. On the other hand, atropine, in very low doses in chronic PCPA cats
totally blocked the occurrence of PGO waves and the effect could be partially
reversed by eserine. Henriksen et al. administered atropine to REM deprived
normal cats and found that bursts of PGO waves were blocked while REM
periods per se and muscular twitching were not.
Interest in a postulated relationship between PGO waves and
hallucinations stimulated electrographic observations on cats treated with
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hallucinogenic drugs. It might be expected that the administration of
hallucinogenic compounds would be accompanied by a discharge of PGO
waves in wakefulness, particularly if hallucinatory behavior ensued. This does
not appear to be the case. Henriksen et al. have administered hallucinogenic
doses of LSD and, following the lead of Jones, have also given tropolone, a
catechol-o-methyl transferase inhibitor, to cats. Fullblown hallucinatory
behavior was easily produced, but in no case was this behavior accompanied
by clear-cut discharge of typical PGO spikes. These data may not support the
alleged role of PGO spikes in hallucinatory conditions, but neither do they
completely disallow it. In the Jones preparation, PGO spikes were not
precisely coincident with hallucinatory behavior, but they did appear in
wakefulness immediately after the abnormal behavior had subsided.

Parallel Studies in Humans
PCPA has been given to human subjects by Wyatt et al. These authors
felt that it did not produce the appearance of severe behavioral abnormalities
or hallucinations. Boelkins carefully observed the behavior of three monkeys
given PCPA in a quasi-natural environment. He did not report hallucinations
or maniacal behavior. On the other hand, he did observe certain
inappropriate responses as well as substantial depression.
It is well-known that phenothiazines have an ameliorative effect in
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psychotic, nondepressed humans. Cohen et al. have recently reported that
chlorpromazine administered to the PCPA cat at the height of the PCPA effect
with insomnia and waking spikes will immediately reinstitute sleep and
suppress PGO spikes.
A consistent effect of PCPA in the cat is a change in the REM-NREM ratio
of PGO spike intensity. In other words, the intensity goes down in REM sleep
and up in NREM sleep as compared to baseline. Wyatt et al. have examined
this ratio in human subjects receiving PCPA using PIP discharge as the
indicator of phasic activity. They found a comparable change in the REMNREM-PIP ratio.
If one assumes that some part of the psychotic process is due to faulty
regulation of phasic events, this is tantamount to assuming that a serotonin
defect exists. This suggests that a test of the overall hypothesis would be
treatment of psychotic humans with a compound that might offset this defect.
In just such a trial, Wyatt has shown modest improvement in schizophrenic
patients given 5-hydroxy tryptophane.
Finally, a very exciting preliminary report has appeared by Watson et al.
to the effect that the periorbital phasic integrated potentials (PIPs) show a
definite relationship to the psychotic process in acute schizophrenics. During
the initial and most severe phase of the psychosis in two acute schizophrenic
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patients, PIP activity in NREM sleep was greatly increased while activity in
REM sleep was somewhat decreased.
A puzzling but consistent finding in chronically treated PCPA cats, who
show substantial amounts of REM sleep in twenty-four-hour continuous
polygraphic monitoring, is that selective deprivation of this REM sleep does
not induce the typical REM rebound. Such deprivation was accomplished by
interrupting each REM period by hand awakenings just as EMG suppression
begins. In the preceding section, we have discussed similar failures to find
rebound after REM sleep deprivation in acute schizophrenics. The parallel is
obvious.

Interpretive Remarks
As we have said earlier, the basic tenet of the theory under
consideration is that psychosis represents some aspect of the dream process
intruding into the waking state. We have speculated elsewhere that what
intrudes is phasic activity, or whatever is analogous in humans to the feline
PGO spike. If this is assumed, then we may postulate some defect in serotonin
metabolism or function, assuming further that serotonin has the same phasic
event regulatory function in humans that it appears to have in cats. The
animal model or analogue of this hypothesis is the chronically treated PCPA
cat. When we look at schizophrenics for parallels to the findings in the PCPA
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cat, we find a sufficient number to keep the hypothesis viable.
There are two sources of confusion, however, that should be considered.
The first has to do with overly simple notions about the consequences of
dream processes intruding into wakefulness; the second has to do with overly
simple notions about the neurophysiology of these dream processes. With
regard to the former, we have repeatedly emphasized that overt behavioral
manifestations of serotonin depletion and PGO spike release, though
definitely present, are minimal. It is clear that a PGO spike does not make a
cat “see” a nonexistent mouse. Rather, if anything, the cat is relatively calm
but preoccupied, internally distracted from a smooth interaction with the
environment. A misunderstanding of these findings and the consequent
erroneous expectations may have beclouded observations of humans and
monkeys receiving PCPA treatment. Investigators might have seen changes in
behavior had they been looking for less dramatic manifestations than fullblown maniacal hallucinations. In addition to the possibility that it is only
part of the dream process rather than the whole dream that intrudes, there is
also a complication having to do with the possible consequences of
combining, or attempting to combine, waking and dreaming functions. We
know that PGO spike generation in the brain stem gives rise to responses in
the lateral geniculate nucleus during REM sleep. Of course, during sleep there
is a great reduction in retinal input. There is no data to tell us what happens
when retinal and brain-stem inputs “collide” at the lateral geniculate
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receptors.
With regard to the second source of confusion, there is a tendency to
regard the PGO spike as the sine qua non of dreaming and hallucinations. We
can already introduce two qualifications. The first is drawn from the
Rechtschaffen experiments described in the section on “Phasic Activity and
the Psychophysiology of Dreaming.” If one assumes that the PIP is the human
analogue of the PGO spike, it is reasonably clear that PGO spikes are not the
generators of dream and hallucinatory imagery. Another process or other
processes seem to be more crucial. The only clue to the latter is the “tonic
periorbital EMG discharge.” The problem with this indicator is that it is
essentially nonspecific. Tonic upsurges in periorbital EMG can be
individualized in sleep, but not in wakefulness where EMG levels are normally
quite high. This leaves the PGO spike or phasic activity process with only a
disruptive role. The question we cannot answer at the present time with any
assurance is whether both of these processes or just phasic activity are
released into the waking state by serotonin depletion. The behavior of the
PCPA cat would suggest that it is just phasic activity. Even so, we can assume
that such intrusive jolts to the entire brain would, by themselves, have very
serious consequences for the human stream of consciousness. A second
qualification has to do with the significance of the actual PGO wave as an
electrical, potential change. In this regard, it is merely a response—an
electrical sign of underlying cellular events. Referring back to Figure 8-5, we
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can conceive of a “generator” that initiates all phasic activity from muscular
twitches to bursts of unit discharge in the hippocampus. In certain areas of
the brain for purely structural reasons, relatively synchronous bursts of
discharge in a pool of units give rise to a PGO spike. The point is that if we do
not see PGO spikes, it does not prove the absence of phasic activity. Such a
point receives experimental support from the work of Henriksen et al. who
gave atropine to cats deprived of REM sleep for five consecutive days. They
found that periods of atonia with concurrent prolonged EMG suppression
continued to appear, although atropine blocked cortical desynchronization.
During these atonic periods, there were typical phasic events such as
muscular twitches, rapid eye movements, and even single PGO waves.
However, atropine blocked the bursts of PGO waves characteristically
associated with eye movement bursts in normal cats. Thus, in this instance, it
was demonstrated that phasic activity can occur in the absence of its
electrical sign (PGO spike). Given this possibility, we may reconsider the work
with hallucinogenic preparations in the cat wherein it was noted that induced
hallucinatory behavior was not accompanied by PGO spike discharge. We may
make

two

interpretations:

(a)

that

the

PCPA-induced

behavioral

abnormalities, associated with PGO spikes in the waking state, are
fundamentally different neurophysiologically from whatever events give rise
to the behavior in cats treated with tropolone plus L-DOPA and other known
hallucinogens; or (b) phasic activity was indeed released by these
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compounds, although PGO waves per se were not. Parenthetically, there is
plentiful evidence that these hallucinogenic pharmacological manipulations
do effect serotonin metabolism.

Conclusions
We have tried to summarize and explicate findings that implicate sleep
mechanism in the pathogenesis of psychotic behavior. At least one basic
biochemical defect is postulated that is in the serotonin system. Evidence for
the serotonin hypothesis independent of sleep is summarized by Gillin and
Wyatt. The sleep studies essentially deal with the mediating mechanisms and
attempt to explain why a serotonin defect might produce the puzzling
manifestations of a schizophrenic psychosis rather than something else. Thus,
whatever else it might do in the CNS, serotonin is assumed to regulate the
phasic activity of REM sleep and prevent its release in the waking state. A
breakdown in this function is postulated to result in phasic discharge in
wakefulness and NREM sleep. This, in turn, produces behavioral abnormality,
increased manifestations of NREM disturbance, and, somehow, a failure to
produce the usual response to selective deprivation of REM sleep.

Biochemistry and Cellular Neurophysiology
It is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter to review the voluminous
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cellular neurophysiological and biochemical literature that deals with sleep.
Furthermore, these two disciplines utilize technical refinements that are
sometimes difficult for outsiders to readily comprehend. Nonetheless, they
represent the points at which understanding of brain mechanisms has been
pushed the farthest and is most replicable and precise. To the extent that
sleep mechanisms are biochemical and neurophysiological, it is therefore
appropriate to indicate some current trends and well-established findings in
these areas. Our additional purpose is to highlight several of the
developments that seem most relevant to psychiatry. We have, in previous
sections,

alluded

to

some

of

the

most

crucial

biochemical

and

neurophysiological issues in sleep research, but the interested reader should
consult one or more of the following reviews’’ as well as the BIS summary,
Neuronal Activity in Sleep by Hobson and McCarley.
Suspicions that something “wet” or biochemical as opposed to “dry” or
electrophysiological was involved in sleep certainly dates at least as far back
as Pieron’s search for some blood-born hypnotoxin.
It is now generally accepted that neural circuits control wakefulness,
NREM, and REM sleep, and also that electrophysiological studies of such
circuits have not yet yielded the best explanation of control processes.
However, this may soon change since many exciting findings are now coming
from single unit work. To date, though, most progress has come from
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studying the neurochemistry of the monoamines and sleep. This is true partly
because much is known about the biosynthesis of these compounds and
because better techniques of localization and estimating turnover are
available.
In terms of putative neural transmitters, acetylcholine has certainly
received a great deal of early research attention (see). However, it is probable
that work with this tertiary amine did not receive the recognition it should
have

vis-a-vis

monoamines

because

anatomical

localization

with

histofluorescent techniques is currently possible only for serotonin and the
catecholamines.
Modern biochemistry of sleep may be said to have begun with Jouvet’s
observations on the reserpinized cat. Jouvet found that depletion of
monoamines led to the disappearance of the states of sleep. He found that this
effect was reversed by both 5-hydroxtryptphan, a precursor of serotonin, and
by L-DOPA, the precursor of dopamine and noradrenalin. Jouvet suspected
that serotonin had something to do with NREM sleep and catecholamines
with REM sleep. At that time Swedish investigators were developing
histofluorescent techniques that led to the localization of serotonergic and
catecholaminergic cells and their projections. It was then that Jouvet
developed the serotonin hypothesis of NREM sleep on the basis of raphe
lesion and neuropharmacological experiments; other studies had already
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implicated catecholamines, the pons, and nucleus locus coeruleus as crucial
for REM sleep. Jouvet and his colleagues observed the effects of specific
attacks upon serotonergic neurons. They achieved pharmacological
specificity with acute administration of the serotonin depletor, parachlorophenylalanine (PCPA), and anatomical specificity with stereotaxic lesions.
Both of these attacks led to insomnia or a great reduction in total sleep time
and the emergence of PGO activity in the waking state. Our laboratory focused
on chronic PCPA administration.These data have been reported elsewhere.
Very briefly, we found that PCPA reduced serotonin concentrations in all
parts of the brain (o to 10 percent of controls) by the fifth PCPA-treatment
day. During the first twenty-four hours after the beginning of PCPA
administration, REM time generally stayed the same or increased. NREM was
slightly reduced. Near the end of the third day, total sleep dropped
precipitously and often reached zero for limited periods. Minima were
generally seen on the fifth day of PCPA treatment. After two or three days of
very low values, a marked recovery in total sleep time began, reaching
approximately 70 percent of the baseline values even during continued
administration of PCPA.
One of the clearest findings was the emergence of PGO activity
throughout NREM and the waking state. Such activity could be seen at each
point in the pons-geniculate-occipital-cortex circuit. As this activity appeared
in the waking state, the overall rate of spike discharge began to drop in REM
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sleep. Accompanying PGO waves in the waking state were behavioral effects,
such as orienting behavior that occurred during bursts of PGO waves. Such
behavior occasionally assumed the organization and the intensity of an
hallucinatory episode. These observations led to the hypothesis that
serotonin regulated REM sleep’s endogenous sensory stimulation and that
some defect in such a regulation mechanism is associated with psychotic
behavior. Several clinical studies have lent some support to this notion by
showing some reciprocity between REM sleep and the severity of psychotic
symptoms. (See for a review. )
However, it must be noted that the PCPA serotonin-sleep literature does
indeed have ample examples of negative and/or hard-to-reconcile findings.

Unit Activity during Sleep
The study of single brain cells in animals while they go through
wakefulness-sleep cycles has become a popular tool to further investigate
neurophysiological differences with respect to wakefulness, NREM sleep, and
REM sleep.
In one sense these studies confirm the qualitative differences between
NREM and REM sleep. In general, unit studies have demonstrated that many
cells have slower discharge rates during NREM sleep compared with
wakefulness and REM sleep. However, some cells that have relatively slow
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firing rates during wakefulness may increase discharge rate during NREM
sleep. In REM sleep, most cells have high firing rates, often equal to or greater
than wakefulness rates. Firing usually occurs in bursts during REM sleep and
these bursts are often in temporal association with other short-lasting
phenomena (phasic events) such as rapid-eye movements and fasciculation of
skeletal musculature. However, neurons in the amygdala and the dorsal raphe
nucleus have been shown to depart from this pattern; these cells slow their
firing rates during REM sleep.
In another sense, unit data also point to the difficulties inherent in
regarding NREM and REM sleep as distinct, mutually exclusive states. First, it
is possible to experimentally dissociate EEG characteristics from behavior.
Harper has shown that unit activity slows to NREM sleep rates during
atropine-induced EEG synchronization and during the immobility response
induced by inversion and restraint. These data are noteworthy since they
demonstrate that when behavioral sleep is dissociated experimentally from
EEG patterns or from locomotor inactivity some electrophysiological indices
(unit firing rates) follow sleep patterns and others (say, eye movements)
follow wakefulness patterns.
These kinds of observations have led investigators of unit activity to
pursue more and more precise temporal relationships between unit firing
patterns and macroscopic components of sleep states.
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This trend in unit research will undoubtedly continue. Many workers
are probing brainstem areas in search of direct associations between sleep
processes and unit activity patterns. However, in order to comprehend at the
unit level the complex changes in state, such as the transition from NREM to
REM sleep, it would seem that even more elaborate techniques are required.
For example, the finding that certain pontine neurons fire in bursts before
and during REM sleep, rapid eye movements is exciting but problematic since
these neurons may also fire in bursts during wakefulness and with waking
eye movements. (D. McGinty, S. Henriksen, personal communications.) Such
an interpretive dilemma may be amenable to a systems approach that would
regard these pontine neurons as members of a component that operates in
one mode during wakefulness and another mode during REM sleep. The
logical strategy, then, is to simultaneously search for neuronal firing patterns
that could characterize a switching mechanism to place pontine neurons
related to eye movements in either the wakefulness or the REM sleep mode.
Such an approach may require simultaneous recordings in two or more areas
as well as a detailed analysis of any interstate differences in the temporal
relationships between unit activity and eye movement.

The Importance of Circadian Rhythms for Sleep Research
We have noted that up to about i960, sleep was considered by most
researchers to be a unitary state. Anything that was true of a part of sleep was
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assumed to be true for all of sleep, allowing for some quantitative variation.
We have also pointed out some of the pervasive consequences of the
discovery that sleep was, in a most far-reaching and fundamental way, at least
two entirely different things. At one stroke, nearly all of the opinions about
sleep were invalidated. At best, most of the conclusions had to be applied
exclusively to NREM sleep and, at worst, entire categories of physiological
study had to be reexamined.
A major point of this chapter is that, analogous to early sleep
researchers facing the conceptual ramifications associated with the discovery
of REM sleep, sleep researchers will now have to deal with the implications of
circadian rhythms for sleep. It is possible that all prior theorizing and
conceptualizing about sleep has been very misleading and narrow, because it
has left out factors of daily oscillation. The early model for sleep studies was
what might be called a “contingency model” or a “recovery model,” that is,
things happened because other things had happened. Sleep was thought to be
a product of fatigue or so many minutes of prior wakefulness, regardless of
time, day or night. This viewpoint left us with certain puzzling variabilities to
account for. Because of these variabilities and methodological problems, the
recovery model could not really be pursued to its extrapolated end.
Nevertheless sleepiness was still thought to be the consequence of prolonged
wakefulness.
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Such early notions of sleep as recovery were first challenged by the jetlag studies that simply pointed out that times of sleepiness and wakefulness
certainly shifted complexly in adaptation to new time zones. The recovery
model also had difficulty in accounting for the data that REM sleep periods
might have some relation to clock time. Furthermore Mitler et al. presented
data that directly challenged the recovery model by showing that, like the
well-known, activity-inactivity rhythm, wakefulness-sleep also appears to be
under the control of an internal circadian oscillator.
Recently, there has been increased interest in combining techniques of
circadian rhythm research with those of sleep research to better assess the
influence of daily cycles on sleep. Webb and his coworkers have led in
recording sleep at different times of the day and pointing out that there is a
kind of programming or tendency for REM sleep to be favored at certain
times, slow wave to be favored at certain times, and so on. Such data come
from looking at sleep samples in morning, afternoon, and evening. In another
vein, Crowley and his coworkers’ have begun to examine several variables
over a twenty-four-hour period in order to begin understanding how sleep
interrelates with other daily biological cycles. Such multi-variate studies are
very significant since they not only combine circadian rhythm and sleep
approaches, but they also adopt a process view in that components of
behavioral state, such as temperature, body motility, and eye movement, are
examined as separate oscillators.
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To better understand the significance of combined circadian rhythm
and sleep studies, it may be useful to give a cursory review of some concepts
and terminology of circadian rhythms of special relevance to sleep.
It is clear that at any point in a twenty-four-hour period, we could
examine an individual with respect to many biological and electrophysiological

variables

such

as

urine

volume,

body

temperature,

electroencephalogram, and even physical posture. We now use whole
constellations of such variables to diagnose illness and to determine
behavioral states. However, it is important to remember two facts when
interpreting such data. First, each variable we choose to examine changes in
amplitude over any extended period, and usually reaches a peak at the same
time each day. Second, not all variables peak at the same time; there are
intervals between peaks of some variables. Under most normal circumstances
such intervals will be of constant duration over a number of days. Thus, each
variable oscillates in a measureable phase relationship to all other variables,
and, in most cases, phase relationships are constant over days.
Consider the three idealized daily rhythms (X, Y, and Z) shown in Figure
8-11. Curves like these can be obtained by taking measures of, say, urine
volume, blood-sugar concentration and body temperature every fifteen
minutes or so for ninety-six consecutive hours. To make amplitude
compatible, we have plotted standard scores for each variable. Note, too, that
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the data are double-plotted so that forty-eight-hour records can be seen by
scanning horizontally, and trends over days can be seen by scanning
vertically. The peaks and troughs for each curve occur at approximately the
same point each day, as if the variables had their oscillations synchronized to
some external environmental signal. When curves look like this day after day,
the subject is considered to be entrained to the cycle of his environment.
Under entrainment, phase relationships among variables are quite constant
over days.
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Figure 8.11.
This figure presents a double plot of three variables: X (solid line), Y
(dashed line), and Z (dotted line and dashed line). Day-to-day cycles can
best be seen by scanning horizontally; trends over several days can best be
seen by scanning vertically. The values are standardized to allow plotting
on the same scale.

Next we must consider what happens if an individual is removed from
his normal environment so that he has no information about the time of day.
This is difficult to achieve because only so many cues can be withheld from
the subject. One strategy is to place a subject in a cave along with all the
materials he needs for life. Under such constant conditions, it has been
repeatedly shown that any species will maintain periodicities in most
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variables. The period of each variable will be about twenty-four hours; often
the periods are slightly longer, say twenty-five hours; occasionally periods of
twenty-two or twenty-three hours have been observed. These periodicities or
rhythms manifested under constant environmental conditions have been
termed circadian rhythms fropi the Latin word circa (around) and dies (day).
These rhythms are significant since they suggest that biological systems show
oscillations that can occur independently of environmental signals. When an
individual presents such independent rhythms in constant conditions, he is
said to be free running.
If we look at variable Y in a subject who is free running, we may see a
twenty-five-hour period (illustrated in.Figure 8-12). In other words, after
twenty-four hours, he will not have completed his full circadian cycle. In
twenty-four days he will have lost a full day according to this physiological
clock. Yet, if we return temporal cues to his environment, he will reentrain to
a twenty-four-hour schedule. Another subject may show a different freerunning period, say twenty-three hours (illustrated in Figure 8-13). Thus, in
twenty-four days, he will gain a full day.
This discussion underscores the fact that each variable we study
oscillates with a period of around twenty-four hours and usually oscillates in
relationship to our daily behavior. Under constant conditions such entrained
cycling can disappear and be replaced by circadian cycling. The plasticity of
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daily cycles is further evidenced by the many studies demonstrating that
variables can entrain to artificial environmental periods ranging from about
twenty-two to about twenty-six hours.
Up to now, we have been speaking about free running in one dimension.
It is easy to assume mistakenly that curves for variables X and Z would look
like curves for variable Y. Such an assumption ignores our second point. We
said that under most normal circumstances each variable oscillates with a
specifiable phase relationship to all other variables. What happens under
constant conditions when we study more than one variable? Here, the timegain or time-loss story may very quickly become complicated since variables
can change phase relationships in free-run conditions. Under constant
conditions, oscillators can become uncoupled. Such uncoupling of variables
has been called internal desynchronization and is graphically represented in
Figure 8-14.
Now we should ask if we can consider sleep a single oscillator. Probably
we cannot. Sleep and wakefulness are states. As such, they are constellations
of values in many variables. We conceive of sleep as low responsiveness to
stimuli,

recumbent

posture,

low

and

falling

body

temperature,

electroencephalographic synchronization, etc. Sleep specialists agree on the
necessary and sufficient portions of the sleep constellation. However, we are
just beginning to understand what other portions of the sleep constellation
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predispose to the emergence and maintenance of sleep. In the entrained
human, many oscillating variables must form a stereotypical pattern prior to
sleep onset.

Figure 8.12.
Double plot of entrainment through day five followed by free running with
a period longer than twenty-four hours in variable Y. Dashed vertical lines
denote twelve noon.
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Now consider what would happen if we alter the individual’s
environment so that everyone around him is predisposed to sleep several
hours earlier than he is. Such circumstances frequently arise. For example, if
we jet a subject to a different time zone, seven hours later we will produce the
well-known, jet-lag syndrome. He arrives at, say, 11 p.m., local time—
bedtime. Yet he cannot sleep and is restless all night. Moreover, the next day
he will be fatigued and frequently predisposed to sleep. The subject may
attribute this fatigue to lack of sleep during the night, but required duties may
not allow him to sleep during the day. This temporary condition distinctly
resembles insomnia. Several days are necessary to reentrain sleep time to the
new environmental cycle, but one may need weeks to re-synchronize relevant
physiological oscillators to their approximate former phase relationships.
Thus, phase relationships change not only under free-running circumstances,
but also when environmental cues have been abruptly shifted with respect to
physiological time, since variables can show different rates of reentrainment.
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Figure 8.13.
Double plot of entrainment through day five followed by free running with
a period shorter than twenty-four hours in variable Y. Dashed vertical
lines denote twelve noon.
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Figure 8.14.
Double plot of entrainment followed by free running in variables X, Y, and
Z. Note that during the free-run period, phase relationships are different
from those of the first five days. Dashed vertical lines denote twelve noon.

Fortunately reentrainment does occur, making jet-lag disruptions
reversible phenomena. But suppose there are certain individuals who cannot
remain entrained to any twenty-four-hour schedule. Perhaps one or more
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physiological processes operate on a natural frequency too short or too long
to ever remain firmly entrained to a twenty-four-hour period. Or perhaps due
to some low sensitivity to social or environmental cues, he cannot entrain to
existing time cues. What might such a person complain of? One guess would
be chronic insomnia. The patient may show inconstant phase relationships
among various variables. Let’s examine the consequences of such inconstant
relationships. At different times from day to day, the patient may be
physiologically predisposed to some condition that approximates normal
sleep. Occasionally predisposition to sleep might coincide with common sleep
times; then the patient’s complaints of insomnia would subside. At other
times predisposition to sleep may occur at inappropriate times of day; then
the patient might complain of nighttime insomnia, daytime fatigue, and being
ineffective at work. Finally, the phase relationships among certain oscillators
may preclude sleep completely; it may be days before sleep is again possible.
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Figure 8.15.
Periods of Stage 1 or 2 sleep, Stage 3 or 4 sleep, and REM sleep plotted by
time of occurrence over fourteen consecutive days in a patient who
complained of insomnia. Note long periods without sleep and the
inconsistent structure of the sleep periods. These data suggest that sleep
may be free running and that the cycles which predispose to sleep may be
internally desynchronized.

This reasoning has led us to a condition that closely parallels the
symptoms frequently observed in insomnia. We have plotted for several days
the sleep of an insomniac in Figure 15. During this test the patient was
allowed to sleep whenever he wished. For over thirty hours we saw no sleep.
At other times sleep onset occurred successively later, day after day,
reminiscent of free running. But the staging structure and amount of sleep
varied throughout the test. We may conclude that predisposition to sleep
varies in two ways. First, predisposition slides in time, reflected by changing
sleep-onset times. Second, it changes in effectiveness, reflected by varying
structure and quantity of sleep. These data support the notion that sleep is
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not a single oscillator but a state whose occurrence may depend on the phase
relationships of other variables that oscillate in time.
Observations like these have convinced us that circadian rhythms and
their relation to functional problems of sleep should be a major new research
area. Very little is known now about such relationships except that sleep is
favored at certain phases of the circadian oscillation. In addition to our
insomnia data, a recent study in our laboratory suggests that circadian
programming of sleep stages may override the conventional contingency
notion that, for example, REM sleep can only occur after a certain amount of
slow wave sleep. In this study, one subject lived on a ninety-minute cycle
(thirty minutes of sleep and sixty minutes of wakefulness) for six days. The
limited sleep period obviated the normal occurrence of REM sleep. Yet,
although the subject obtained approximately five hours of sleep per twentyfour hours, REM sleep occurred during sixteen of the sleep periods. In fact,
many sleep onset REM periods were seen. It is interesting to note that this
simple alteration of scheduling produced sleep onset REM periods quite
easily as opposed to the heroic methods of REM sleep deprivation or
pharmacological manipulation utilized in the past. However, at present, we
can only guess at the many consequences to sleep sequencing when phase
relationships are radically altered or when the organism is free running.
Finally, it is probable that in addition to restructuring theoretical and
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clinical issues in sleep, circadian rhythms will have profound implications for
the areas of sleep deprivation and the biochemistry of sleep. First, in the last
twenty years virtually hundreds of people have been studied before and after
total sleep deprivation, partial sleep deprivation, and selective sleep
deprivation. In general, data indicated that after deprivation, Stage 4 is
greatly favored while REM sleep is depressed. In a careful analysis of these
findings researchers have noted that after a deprivation period people tended
to go to bed earlier in the day. Thus, any configuration of postdeprivation
sleep was probably very much a function of the time of day rather than
deprivation per se. In short, after a period of deprivation recovery sleep may
look very different if it begins during normal waking hours as opposed to
normal sleeping hours. In the latter case, recovery sleep shows fewer changes
in structure. Thus, time of recovery sleep can account for much individual
variability in the structure of recovery sleep. Second, it is usually assumed
that sleep-wakefulness is biochemically controlled. We will have to explain
eventually why there are well-known large circadian changes in level and
turnover of biogenic amines, but very small changes in these variables as a
function of state.

Sleep Disorders
In the review that appeared in the first edition of the American
Handbook of Psychiatry, Volume III, we discussed the “chicken or the egg”
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problem of mental illness and sleep. In other words, is a sleep disturbance a
symptom of mental illness or is it a cause, either directly or indirectly as a
precipitating stress? This question has not been entirely resolved in the last
decade, although material presented earlier in a previous section suggests
that sleep loss per se will not necessarily lead to serious mental, emotional, or
physical breakdown. In addition, this point of view is supported by
observations of volunteers who stayed awake for more than two hundred
consecutive hours.
In Volume III, we stated that “it is virtually axiomatic that a disturbance
of the mind can manifest itself in the sleeping state as well as the waking
state. In fact, the former state is often the more sensitive barometer of psychic
turbulence.” This remains the case whether or not one assumes that the sleep
disturbance is the cause of the psychiatric disorder or vice versa. Psychiatric
causes of insomnia are generally thought to be anxiety, depression, or the
agitation of acute psychotic episodes. Yet the question persists as to whether
these are the causes or only the correlates of the sleep disturbance. Further, if
a patient who complains of insomnia is found, for example, to be depressed,
can we then assume that there is no other cause of the insomnia?
Although the clinical aspects of sleep are covered elsewhere in this
volume, we feel that some additional discussion of sleep disturbance as a
symptom is appropriate to this chapter. Such discussion can serve two
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purposes. The first of these is to illustrate the point that sleep studies are
often too limited in their scope to be effective clinical tools. The second
involves the consideration of an approach to the patient who complains of
insomnia.
In a recent survey of several hundred practicing physicians, we found
that psychiatrists and internists saw a great majority of patients complaining
of insomnia. It was clear that this complaint is considered an essentially
psychiatric and by implication “emotional” or “psychological” problem by the
medical community. We should, of course, remind our reader that sleep
disturbance also includes complaints of hypersomnia, but our survey
indicated that, in general, hypersomnia is considered a neurological problem.
(Occasionally, however, there is a question of the association of hypersomnia
and depression.)
The sleep laboratory approach to clinical sleep problems has been most
vigorously advocated and pursued by Kales and his group who have made
contributions in the area of insomnia,’ drug dependency, sleeping pill
effectiveness, sleepwalking, as well as a variety of medically related
conditions such as duodenal ulcer, asthma,’ hypothyroidism, etc. Others have
also contributed in this area. If the psychiatrist is concerned about the
complaint of insomnia on a routine basis, he should have some notion of the
evolving differential diagnosis in this area; he should also have some
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developing list of causes and of the techniques of evaluation as well as of
treatment.
The situation is analogous to the complaint of a chronic headache: if the
psychiatrist is confronted with such a patient, he will want to ascertain, either
on his own or by checking the appropriate referral procedures, that certain
well-known organic causes, such as brain tumor or hypertension, are not
implicated. By the same token, it is very important to recognize that insomnia
requires similar evaluation. At this point, rather than presenting an
exhaustive description, we will consider several examples of the conditions
that proper evaluation can identify. Thus, we hope to demonstrate that when
a psychiatrist is confronted with a patient who complains of chronic
insomnia, he cannot assume that anxiety and/or depression are his only
concerns, or that the referring general physician, if one is in the picture, has
ruled out all organic causes.

Sleep Apnea-insomnia Syndrome
Sleep apnea-insomnia was first described by Guilleminault et al. in
1972. Sleep apnea had been recognized prior to this discovery, but had been
described almost exclusively in patients complaining of hypersomnia and
accasionally in narcolepsy and in other medical conditions. Sleep apneainsomnia was first observed in a man who had complained of insomnia for
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nearly twenty years and who had sought both medical and psychiatric help
for his condition. The remarkable aspect of the discovery of sleep apnea in
this patient was the fact that, although he had several all-night sleep
recordings using the standard sleep monitoring techniques (i.e., EEG, EOG,
EMG) and although an objective sleep disturbance was duly noted, the
recordings failed to implicate the true nature of the man’s condition—that his
respiration ceased during sleep. Appraisal of sleep apnea was made only after
respiration gauges were added to the sleep recording parameters in order to
investigate the claims of the patient’s wife that he snored excessively.
Because of this discovery, measures of respiration (either mercury stain
gauges placed on thorax or abdomen, thermistors taped near the nose or
mouth, or both) are routinely included in all-night sleep recordings of
insomniac patients at the Stanford University Sleep Disorders Clinic. In
approximately fifty patients complaining of insomnia who have had all-night
sleep recordings with respiratory measurements since the discovery of sleep
apnea-insomnia, this syndrome has been identified in five patients (10
percent). While this is an extremely preliminary figure, Hauri has confirmed
the presence of sleep apnea in three of his insomniac patients (personal
communication).
The etiology of sleep apnea is not clearly understood at the present
time, but three types of pathologic apneas during sleep have been described.
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The first type is peripheral or obstructive apnea, thought to be due primarily
to an obstruction of the airway caused by large adenoids, large tonsils,
collapse of the pharyngeal muscles, thyroid goiter, etc. Obstructive apnea is
typical of the Pickwickian syndrome. Central or diaphragmatic apnea involves
a cessation of diaphragmatic movements during sleep. Thirdly, mixed apnea
is characterized by a diaphragmatic apneic component followed by an
obstructive apnea.
The sleep apnea-insomnia syndrome seems to involve primarily the
diaphragmatic type of apnea. Figure 8-16 shows a recording of this condition.
In general, we have found that insomniacs who have sleep apnea have little or
no difficulty falling asleep, but complain of many lengthy nighttime
awakenings, early morning awakening, and daytime fatigue. In addition, a
history of nightly periodic snoring frequently suggests the diagnosis.
Most conventional treatments, whether they involve psychotherapy or
chemotherapy, are ineffective in sleep apnea-insomnia. In fact, there is great
danger in prescribing drugs that are respiratory depressants. Finally, it has
been shown in other of the sleep apnea syndromes that cor pulmonale,
cardiac failure, pulmonary artery, systemic hyperpressure, and other serious
cardiovascular difficulties may arise, and there is no reason to believe that
such complications will not result in sleep apnea-insomnia as well.
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Restless Legs Syndrome and Nocturnal Myoclonus
Restless legs syndrome, characterized by deep paresthesis and limb
movements occurring during extended muscular rest and when falling asleep,
and nocturnal myoclonus— intense muscle jerks that occur primarily in the
legs at sleep onset and throughout the sleep period—are often associated and
may induce severe insomnia. Furthermore, the severity of the illness may
often lead to the development of depression and suicidal ideation in these
patients. Here, then, is the case of an insomniac in whom depression can be
diagnosed, but whose insomnia (and indirectly depression) stem from a
neurologic disorder.

Figure 8.16.
Polygraphic recording of sleep apnea episode recorded in a patient
complaining of insomnia. Note that the EEG tracing shows periods of
wakefulness when the patient breathes. When sleep ensues, breathing
again ceases.
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In general, one can obtain a very good indication of nocturnal
myoclonus from the history of the patient, but polygraphic sleep recording
with the usual sleep parameters, as well as various limb muscles, is necessary
to make the diagnosis. We have performed such recording on one patient who
complained of both restless legs and nocturnal myoclonus, a seventy-year-old
woman who had a thirty-two-year history of insomnia. A remarkable feature
of her recording was the fact that the myoclonic jerks in her legs often
coincided with short EMG suppressions recorded from the digastric muscle
(see Figure 8-17). Pivik and Dement® have also recorded similar shortlasting EMG suppressions during sleep and have hypothesized that the EMG
suppressions might be an indication of phasic events during NREM sleep. It is
possible, then, that the myoclonic jerks of nocturnal myoclonus represent an
abnormal response to phasic event discharges that occur in NREM sleep.
Restless legs syndrome has been treated with some success with
tocopherol,

vitamin

E.

Our

patient

has

reported

relief

with

hydroxytryptophan, which we have utilized on an experimental basis.
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Figure 8.17.
Nocturnal Myoclonus. Note the violent phasic EMG activity in the anterior
tibialis associated with K-complexes in the EEG and with phasic
suppressions of digastric EMG activity. Such twitches are disruptive of
sleep and can lead to insomnia.

Pseudoinsomnia
When certain obvious factors have been ruled out, such as sleep apnea,
drug dependency, and nocturnal myoclonus, one is left with a very large
question mark with regard to patients who complain of insomnia. These
patients have been evaluated by a number of workers. Kales, in particular,
emphasized significant elevations in MMPI scales. However, the question we
ask is, what is really going on in the sleep of such patients? To answer this
question, we have routinely conducted all-night sleep recordings utilizing
standard parameters as well as respiratory and other variables on all
insomniac patients who are referred to us. Thus we have studied a
heterogeneous population rather than a highly selected group.
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To date, we have evaluated approximately fifty patients with no obvious
cause of their insomnia. We have looked at objectively recorded sleep
parameters, such as total sleep times, sleep latency, number of arousals, etc.,
as well as a number of subjective assessments of the complaint both before
and after the sleep laboratory experience. In Figure 8-18, we present a
histogram in which each bar represents a mean sleep latency of four or more
nights in the laboratory, rank ordered from longest to shortest. It can be seen
that a number of patients, but by no means all, have sleep latencies that must
be regarded as normal. Further, many of these latencies are under thirty
minutes, which we use as a kind of rule-of-thumb cutoff for abnormal sleep
latency. All of the patients complained that sleep onset was delayed and many
complained that it took them “hours” to fall asleep.
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Figure 8.18.
This figure is a rank order histogram showing the average sleep latencies
of fifty insomniac patients recorded at the Stanford University Sleep
Disorders Clinic for at least two consecutive nights with no medication or
placebo (white bars). Certain patients were also recorded on at least two
nights when the hypnotic medication (stipled bars), either Dalmane,
fifteen mg or thirty mg; Sinequan, fifty mg; or GP41299 (an experimental
hypnotic), one hundred mg.
It is interesting to note that although all patients complained of sleep latencies longer than sixty
minutes, in only seven patients was this complaint confirmed! Only eleven patients had
sleep latencies between thirty and sixty minutes. The majority of patients fell asleep in
less than thirty minutes on placebo in spite of the fact that they had complained of severe
difficulty falling asleep.

Figure 8-19 is a similar description of total sleep time. Here again, there
is a wide variation in this parameter in spite of the fact that all of the patients
complained that they only slept a few hours at night even during their
laboratory experience. The mean for the entire group was approximately six
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and one half hours, which is not abnormal when the mean age of the group is
considered.
An obvious consideration, which has not been aggressively emphasized
by others, is that an understanding of insomnia will surely require looking at
more than these obvious factors. That is, in patients who fall asleep
immediately and sleep adequately long periods without significant
interruptions, we must look elsewhere for the cause of their complaint.
“Elsewhere” may be in more subtle physiological measures, such as heart
rate, body temperature, and other parameters as originally described by
Monroe;219 or it may be in more subtle dysfunctions of perception of sleep; or
in the use of of the complaint as a symptom when the patient is anxious
and/or depressed; and, finally, it is clear that such patients should also be
evaluated from the point of view of circadian rhythms. Every good judgment
cries out that it is a heterogeneous group.
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Figure 8.19.
This figure is a rank order histogram of TST on placebo or no medication
nights (white bar) and medication (black bar) nights in the same patients
shown in Figure 8-18.
Although all patients complained of less than six hours sleep, this
complaint was confirmed in only twenty-one patients on placebo nights. Of
the remainder, fourteen had mean TST between six and seven hours and
the rest had a mean TST over seven hours. Thus, again, the complaint was
not reflected by the sleep recording.
Another interesting finding illustrated by this figure is the effect of
sleeping medications on TST. The efficacy of the medication seems to be
less as the subjects sleep longer on placebo nights. In other words, the
longer an insomniac sleeps, the less likely he is to be significantly helped in
terms of increased TST by hypnotic medications.

Night Terrors
A final mention should be made of a disorder that is very dramatic, but
probably not overly fraught with psychological significance. This is the night
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terror or pavor nocturnus. Work in this area has been done by Fisher et ai
93,94 Broughton, Gastaut, and others. This disturbance appears to involve
some physiological-biological defect. According to Fisher, there is no
detectable premonitory sign of the abrupt onset of the night terror. We
wonder if it is not precipitated by a burst of phasic activity arising in NREM
sleep. Fisher has treated the night terror syndrome effectively with diazepam.

Implications for Sleep Research
With regard to the field of sleep research, it is clear that, after two
decades or more in which basic research and experimental approaches to the
sleep mechanisms have certainly been the predominant concern, an interest
in sleep disorders is emerging that is basically independent of medical
specialties, such as neurology, internal medicine, or even its foster parent
psychiatry, but which combines all of these areas. The classical sleep
complaints of insomnia, hypersomnia, sleepwalking, bedwetting, and so on
are the concern of the psychiatric sleep specialist or of anyone who is
interested in the clinical aspects of sleep. In view of the fact that most clinical
sleep research has been conducted under a psychiatric umbrella, it seems
reasonable that the evaluation and treatment of sleep disorders as a clinical
subspecialty should be regarded as a subspecialty of psychiatry. This appears
to be the best option, in spite of the fact that such clearly organic problems as
sleep apnea, hypersomnia, narcolepsy, and so on are involved. In a recent
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paper delivered at the Association for the Psychophysiological Study of Sleep,
Dement made the point that it is economically mandatory to combine sleep
disorders under one specialty because of the tremendous investment
required to provide monitoring equipment, twenty-four-hour coverage, and
an adequate number of bedrooms to handle sleep-disorders patients. It is
therefore very impractical to have a psychiatric-clinical sleep laboratory for
insomnia and a duplication of this facility for what are traditionally regarded
as neurological complaints.
It is also clear that we must begin to be wary of the limitations of the socalled “standard sleep recording.” In patients with sleep apnea or nocturnal
myoclonus, the standard sleep recording is inadequate both for description
and for diagnosis. It also seems obvious that total sleep time, sleep latency,
and other traditional measures are not the parameters that will effectively
define the psychological and physiological discomfort that is experienced by
insomniacs. In terms of examining the sleep of the insomniac patient, the
surface has only been scratched. Body movements, muscle tension, cardiac
and respiratory factors, gastric motility—all these areas need thorough
investigation and comparison with the normal population.
The final point, which will surely receive greater emphasis in the future,
however disconcerting it may be, is that sleep is not necessarily a blessing
greatly to be desired and to be sought at any cost. Sleep may instead
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constitute

a

subtle

life-threatening

imbalance:

to

accomplish

the

metamorphosis from the waking state to sleep may be a much more difficult
adjustment than we have heretofore realized. For example, when we are
confronted with a sleep apneic patient, we tend to ask the question, why do
some people stop breathing when they fall asleep? It is more appropriate,
knowing that the respiratory control systems are heavily dependent upon
activity in the reticular formation, to ask: how do people continue to breathe
when they fall asleep? This point is emphasized in a study by Lugaresi et ah,
in which they document a variety of imbalances and instabilities in autonomic
parameters during sleep, particularly respiration. The transition from
wakefulness to sleep may be especially vulnerable. A similar behavioral
instability is evident when one examines heart rate: a small movement in the
waking state will barely accelerate the heart rate; yet a similar small
movement during NREM sleep will produce an enormous change.
All of these considerations will become the concern of the well-trained
psychiatrist of the future, and it is certainly time to get some of these items
into the psychiatric residency program.

Instrumentation and Data Analysis
In this section, we would like to touch on two areas that will
undoubtedly figure importantly in the future of sleep research.
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First are the many advances in automatic processing of polygraphic
data. As the scope of sleep observations extends in time among species and
into odd locations like the moon, the sky lab, and perhaps Mars, it becomes
necessary to process more and more data. Further, in addition to the classical
measurement of EEG, EOG, and EMG, we have become much more interested
in recording other variables when possible. In the human this includes blood
pressure, cardiac functions, and respiration. In animals additional variables
include primarily unit data, biochemical data by push-pull cannulae and reflex
facilitation. The most important advance is use of the computer in a manner
analogous to the human scorer. Systems have been developed by Itil,> by the
Florida group, and by others that will perform this task. To date, while
computers perform much more rapidly, they are not really able to match the
flexibility and accuracy of human scorers. However, one implication is that
the standards, presumably more consistent, that are used in computer
scoring will in some way shape our future concepts of sleep. The computer
may also be used to look at other events in the sleep period in ways analogous
to that which obviated the drudgery of looking at evoked potentials. There
are now programs for counting K-complexes, eye movements, and PGO
spikes. Advanced techniques of pattern recognition, masking techniques, and
so forth may apply in recognizing patterns of discharge, phasic activity units,
and other electrophysiological phenomena. We have just begun to utilize
advanced methods of data processing in this area, but we expect great
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advances in the future. This may also include fairly radical departures in
looking at the data. An example of this is the Stanford Slowgram and a similar
approach developed by Johnson et al. in terms of delta cycles. The point is
that instead of looking at the amount of Stage 4, we measure the decay in
amplitude, the rate of rise, and so on. All of this can be done almost totally by
a computer at the end of the night and written out. Figure 8-20 illustrates a
Stanford Slowgram.

Figure 8.20.
(Top) Cortical EEG of a male subject, age twenty-four, recorded on a
compressed time scale during a night’s sleep.
(Bottom) Diagramatic representation of sleep-EEG. m2, . . . , are midpoints
of the maximum amplitude plateau in that particular cycle.

Second, many advances should be made in the next few years in the
general area of experimental design and statistical analysis of data from sleep
experiments. Early work on sleep was difficult enough without being
concerned with such factors as seasonal change between the beginning and
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the end of the data-gathering period, the statistically appropriate number of
variables to be analyzed from one set of subjects, and the best combination of
measures to use in asking experimental questions.
Today, however, since most sleep recording routines are firmly
established and most investigators have automated data reduction
capabilities, more attention can be given to design and statistics. For example,
it is now quite possible to do a two-or-three-condition study lasting as long as
five or six weeks with humans. The study could involve recording over fifty
variates per night, and the study could be designed to make all nights
comparable by, for example, letting the subjects sleep at home on weekends,
allowing Monday to serve as a laboratory adaptation night, and having
Tuesday and Thursday be study nights. Seasonal change could be assessed by
doing two or more comparable runs at different times of the year. As Lubin
(personal communication) has suggested, experimental conditions can easily
be differentiated by using the statistical technique of discriminant analysis
and then assessing the significance of any differences by another technique
called multivariate analysis of variance. The dividends of such statistical
treatment should far outweigh the costs of conducting the long and
elaborately designed study. First, if the data are organized so that nights are
comparable and seasonal factors are assessable, then the investigator need
not guess as to what variates to look at: discriminant analysis will tell him
precisely. Further, the investigator need not worry about performing many
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independent statistical tests on different but nonindependent variates from
the same subjects: multivariate analysis of variance automatically accounts
for nonindependence. Thus, very precise answers may be obtained from large
and complicated data matrices if the data is simply organized appropriately.
Such new design and analysis procedures should improve all aspects of sleep
research from patient evaluation to determining hypnotic effectiveness.

Conclusion
In the early part of this century, while sleep may well have been a
pressing concern to many, laboratory research was extremely meager and
almost totally uninvolved with human problems. The discovery of REM sleep,
coming as it did at what retrospectively seems like the zenith of the
psychoanalytic movement (with its insistence on the practical and theoretical
importance of the dream) was to inaugurate an explosive increase in sleep
research much of which was carried out by psychiatrists or in psychiatry
departments and generously supported by the National Institute of Mental
Health. However, other specialists were soon attracted into the sleep research
field and over the past decade they have accomplished a great deal in a wide
variety of highly sophisticated areas. There is a great deal of work that is
directly relevant to traditional psychiatric problems. However, there is now a
great deal of knowledge that is directly and almost exclusively relevant to
sleep and sleep pathologies, and, by implication, to whoever is primarily
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responsible for these areas. It is our feeling that basic and clinical sleep
research need to be presented in a unified manner. We do not feel that the
sleepy person belongs to a neurologist and a sleepless person to a
psychiatrist. We feel that one of these disciplines should either assume
overall responsibility at least for the sleep pathologies or that the
biochemistry, physiology, and pathology of sleep should be a discipline unto
itself. In his preface to Volume III of the first edition of the Handbook, Silvano
Arieti remarked: “Perhaps no other field of human endeavor is so
encompassing and difficult to define as that of psychiatry.” Within such
nebulous and fuzzy boundaries, surely the field of sleep research can be easily
and fully accommodated.
The area continues to grow and new information is accumulating at a
frightening rate. However, the old problems are still with us. Do we really
need to sleep? Why does REM sleep exist? What is insomnia? Why do we
dream (exactly) what we do? These are fascinating and frustrating problems.
We can safely estimate that a young sleep researcher will be well-occupied
throughout his entire career. However, we must be aware of the concrete
solutions that have been achieved. The anatomical localization of sleep
mechanisms, an enormous increase in physiological understanding, a rational
approach to pharmacology, a great clarification of pathophysiology in a
variety of sleep disorders, and, finally, a number of promising leads in
unraveling the role of sleep processes in mental illness.
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All of this should be taught by someone in an integrated fashion. Here
again, who will assume the responsibility? There is at least a hint in the very
fact that so much space is devoted to the topic in this Handbook. It should be
said that the foregoing material has only touched the highlights, and not all of
those either. Reviews or overviews with similar goals will have more difficult
problems in the future. Further, it is clear that many of the areas we touched
upon are just beginning, and will soon be epicenters of intense scientific
activity. If there were any surprises in this chapter, there will surely be many
more in the future. This is the kernel of a final thought. It is hoped that each
section will have been viewed as a guidepost of the present, pointing out
future trends in research and clinical application, and that the interested
student will see more clearly how sleep and dream research may be
interwoven with his own career.
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CHAPTER 9
SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS AND THE NATURE OF
CONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE
Frederic G. Worden
The ability of purely physical processes to account for all externally
observable details of behavior means, among other things, that no aspect
of another person’s activity—tone of voice, facial expression, appearance
of the eyes, or any of the other cues by which we judge what is ‘in his mind’
—can provide proof that he experiences the kind of awareness that we call
consciousness. By the same token, every detail of the past and future
history of mankind would be the same if consciousness were completely
nonexistent, just so long as the physical laws of nature were kept
unchanged.

Dean Wooldridge,
Mechanical Man [P. 134]

Introduction1
The nature of conscious experience is the most conspicuously
perplexing enigma that challenges the mind of man. There has been an
explosion of new information about the brain, especially in the last three
decades, about its molecular and cellular machinery, its neural circuitry, and
its complexly organized hierarchies of systems. What does this new
information tell us about conscious experience? Wooldridge, as quoted above,
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states the extreme of one position clearly and forcefully. The evidence and
logic supporting it is available in three of his books. These books provide a
panoramic view of the interface between the sciences and the mystery of life,
including the nature of man. As their titles suggest, they document the
concept, accepted explicitly or implicitly by many scientists, that life and man
himself are to be understood as machinery, subject only to the “physical” laws
of nature as currently defined and, therefore, in no way influenced by
phenomena like conscious experience, which are currently relegated to a
“nonphysical” status. Borrowing from Wooldridge, I shall henceforth refer to
this as the “mechanical-man” concept. The question of whether this is the
most tenable scientific view of conscious experience will be approached first
by examining weaknesses in the mechanical-man concept. Alternative
concepts will then be considered, especially with regard to framing questions
that seem important for a science of conscious experience. Finally, examples
from current neuroscience research will be used to illustrate certain
approaches that bear on these questions. The goal is to use new knowledge to
reformulate old questions and to discover new ones about relationships
between scientific knowledge and conscious experience, and how both might
be integrated into a new conceptual model, encompassing both “objective”
and “subjective” realities. Unlike the mechanical-man concept the approach
here assumes that no scientific position about consciousness is yet
established, and that science itself, especially its logical and conceptual
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structure, must be seen as part of the problem rather than as merely the tool
to use for understanding conscious experience. Science develops from, and is
part of, conscious experience, and one can find in science, reflected as in a
mirror, properties of the human mind that express themselves in all human
thought. To recognize this clarifies the need for a new scientific frame of
reference taking into account characteristics of conscious experience that
have influenced the development of science.

Science, Common Sense, and Subjective Experience
The notion that “mankind” would be no different without consciousness
seems outrageous to common sense. So do many scientifically established
models of reality, but these are accepted because they are supported by
compelling evidence. This is the case, for example, with regard to the conflict
between common sense and certain concepts of relativity theory. The
dimensions of a meter stick do not depend on its velocity under conditions of
common experience on earth, but the concept that its length is a function of
its velocity under uncommon conditions (i.e., not ordinary experience) is
accepted as a valid model of reality. For the mechanical-man concept,
however, it should be noted that the problem is complicated by the fact that it
is not just common sense but especially subjective experience that is outraged
by the notion that consciousness has no function. For each individual human,
the power of “mind over matter” is confirmed by the daily experience of
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volitional activity, even down to such trivial and frivolous actions as lifting a
little finger. This subjective experience is private and inaccessible to
confirmation by outside observers, but disturbances in the ability to initiate
volitional activity are easily recognized through behavioral observations as a
serious deviation from normal. If “common sense” is taken to mean
knowledge gained via the sensory system and subject to consensual
validation, then the subjective sense of conscious control of mind and body
might be termed “common experience,” to suggest knowledge that is directly
accessible only to the individual subject. To evaluate the mechanical-man
concept it is necessary to consider not only common sense and scientific
evidence, but also the evidence of common subjective experience, and how
these domains of knowledge can be brought into a unifying frame of
reference. These are epistemological quicksands where many have struggled,
and I shall confine myself to only a few points, hoping thereby to avoid the
risk of getting bogged down. The comments here extend and develop some
thoughts about scientific and subjective reality that are presented in an
earlier paper, “Questions About Man’s Attempt To Understand Himself.”

Mechanical Man Has Some Problems
There are both factual and logical problems in the mechanical-man
concept. If it be stipulated that “purely physical” processes account for all
externally observable behavior, then it is tautological to argue that, ipso facto,
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externally observable behavior cannot be evidence of processes that are not
“purely physical” (i.e., consciousness). Furthermore, as a matter of fact,
observable behavior remains a mystery to science that cannot explain the
initiation of even the most simple voluntary action. Considerable progress has
been made toward understanding the neurophysiology of sensory systems
and of motor systems, but almost nothing is known about how sensory inputs
and ongoing brain activities culminate in the generation of those patterns of
efferent activity that mediate behavior.
It is a non sequitur to conclude from the fact that awareness is not
externally observable and not part of the current scientific understanding of
the “physical” laws of nature that, therefore, it has no biological function. The
argument depends upon accepting the premise that nothing about reality
remains to be discovered that is not already within the scope of scientific
observation. To accept this means that, by definition, subjective experience
springs from and is, inherently, “nonreality.”
To argue that mankind would be the same without consciousness,
provided the physical laws of nature are kept unchanged, is either a selfcontradictory or a metaphysical assertion. Insofar as conscious experience is
taken to be an emergent property of some unknown level of brain
functioning, it would contradict the “laws of nature” to postulate the same
functional machinery without this emergent property, whether or not
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consciousness plays an influential role in human behavior.
On the other hand, the assertion that consciousness has no function
cannot be empirically tested because there is no way to abolish it without
modifying any other aspect of brain function. This would require postulating
that consciousness is not an aspect of any level of brain function, but is rather
a disembodied and supernatural phenomenon. Thus, the question of its
function would be subject to metaphysical or philosophical evaluation, but
not to refutation or confirmation on an observational basis, even in principle.
Wooldridge places consciousness in the domain of science on the
ground that it is an effect caused by physical processes in the brain:
In short, according to this thesis the evidence for the operation of physical
cause and effect in conscious phenomena is convincing and therefore
consciousness, in the mid-twentieth century, is finally ready to make the
same transition from metaphysics to physics that was set in motion for the
other functions of the body in the early 1600’s. [P. 162]

It seems to me that conscious experience remains assigned to
metaphysics, because science models reality exclusively in terms of objects
and cannot explain how some objects, like the brain, are also subjects of
experience. To rescue conscious experience from metaphysics will require
new scientific models of reality that correct for the distortion of the
subjectively imposed dichotomy between the observer and the observed,
upon which rests the whole structure of present-day science.
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The concept of man as a machine that cannot be influenced by
consciousness interferes in no way with the pursuit of further scientific
knowledge about “purely physical” (i.e., nonmental) processes. At the same
time, it may preclude progress toward a better understanding of conscious
experience because it perpetuates without question the dichotomy mental
versus physical, and rejects the possibility that the gap between them is only
a hiatus in man’s current understanding, rather than an irreconcilable
difference between mental and physical realities.
If the mechanical-man hypothesis cannot be tested empirically, is there
some other basis on which it can be evaluated? Popper suggests a useful
approach:
In other words every rational theory, no matter whether scientific or
philosophical, is rational in so far as it tries to solve certain problems. A
theory is comprehensible and reasonable only in its relation to a given
problem-situation, and it can be rationally discussed only by discussing this
relation.
Now if we look upon a theory as a proposed solution to a set of problems,
then the theory immediately lends itself to critical discussion—even if it is
non-empirical and irrefutable. For we can now ask questions such as, Does
it solve the problem? Does it solve it better than other theories? Has it
perhaps merely shifted the problem? Is the solution simple? Is it fruitful?
Does it perhaps contradict other philosophical theories needed for solving
other problems? [P. 199]

If we adopt this pragmatic approach suggested by Popper, it appears
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that two old and important problems are solved by the concept of mechanical
man: How can mental phenomena influence physical processes? How can
self-determination (free will) be reconciled with causal determinism?
Historically, these questions have proven so endlessly inscrutable as to
suggest that they are not properly framed to permit progress toward
understanding the problems, whatever they are, that give rise to them. This
suggests that it might be important to evaluate not just putative answers, but
also the validity of the questions themselves.

Can Mind Influence Matter?
The scientific method approaches reality on the basis of information
reaching the mind via the sensory systems. In this approach, science has
taken conscious awareness as the “given” for two reasons: (1) Awareness
arrives directly at the mind, without benefit of the sensory systems (i.e., it is
experienced not observed), and science has found no way to inspect it via the
sensory systems. (2) Subjective experience (perception and cognition) is the
basis on which the scientist carries out his efforts to discover new knowledge.
The observing process itself is accessible in subjective experience only as an
infinitely regressive “I” that feels itself to be inherently separated from
whatever is being observed. This quality of conscious experience leads to a
model of “reality” in which no interaction is possible across the dichotomy
between “mental” and “physical.”
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In the era of modern neurophysiology, Sherrington has stated the
problem eloquently, and struggled with it in detail, especially in the Gifford
lectures given in 1937-38. He cites Eddington’s account, contrasting the
difference between the perceptible qualities of his table and his elbow and the
scientific understanding of them in which they are conceived to be electric
charges and fields of force in space. Sherrington goes on to illustrate how
science uses the concept of energy to explain the perceptible world.
The width of applicability of this concept ‘energy’ bears witness to its
analytic depth. It unites all sensible structure and brings it into a form of
doing. By it the atom, the rose we cultivate, and the dog our companion are
alike describable. Within the descriptive competence of this unification
comes our whole perceptible world, what it is and what it does. [P. 235]

Elsewhere I have discussed the fact that scientific explanations depend
upon a logic of cause and effect that treats objects, even if they are alive and
subject to experience, as if they were objects without subjective experience
and influenced only by impersonal “causes.” The system of explanatory logic
that tries to deal with living subjects as subjects is humanistic logic, in which
meanings, rather than causes, are invoked as explanatory principles.
Meanings, unlike causes, cannot be observed but are experienced directly,
and so humanistic explanations of subjective behavior have to rest upon
inferences derived by one subject from projective identifications with another
subject. The power of the scientific system lies in the fact that it gives a more
reliable and useful picture of the perceptible world than does the projective
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method underlying the animistic approach to the outer world. The notion that
rain depends upon a friendly person in the sky does not lead to effective
attempts to predict, let alone influence, the weather. On the other hand,
unreliable as it may be, the only successful approach to understanding the
“inner world” of other living subjects is the method of projective
identification that takes observable behavior (facial expression, tone of voice,
acting, etc.) and uses it to support an inference answering the question, If I
were behaving that way, how would I be feeling? That this method works is
illustrated by the success with which people transact the complexities of their
relationships with each other; the fallibility of the method is illuminated by
the problems that so richly characterize human affairs.
Sherrington is correct to say that science can use the energy concept to
describe the dog, but incorrect when he says it can describe “the dog our
companion,” because “companion” is a subjectively experienced meaning to
which the logic of science is blind.
On the problem of object and subject, as it pertains to the brain,
Sherrington wrote:
Physiology has got so far therefore as examining the electrical activity in a
‘mental’ part of the brain when activity there is in normal progress. But
has it brought us to the ‘mind’? It has brought us to the brain as a
telephone-exchange. All the exchange consists of is switches. What we
wanted really of the brain was the subscribers using the exchange. The
subscribers with their thoughts, their desires, their anticipations, their
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motives, their anxieties, their rejoicings. If it is for mind that we are
searching the brain, then we are supposing the brain to be much more
than a telephone-exchange. We are supposing it a telephone- exchange
along with the subscribers as well. Does our admirably delicate electrical
exploration vouchsafe us any word about them? Its finger is ultrasensitive, but energy is all that it can feel. And is the mind in any strict
sense energy? [P. 222]

Despite this dilemma, Sherrington refused to reject subjective evidence
that the “mental” can influence the “physical” as is clear in this passage:
Mind, always, as we know it, finite and individual, is individually insulated
and devoid of direct liaison with other minds. These latter too are
individual and each one finite and insulated. By means of the brain, liaison
as it is between mind and energy, the finite mind obtains indirect liaison
with other finite minds around it. Energy is the medium of this the
indirect, but sole, liaison between mind and mind. The isolation of finite
mind from finite mind is thus overcome, indirectly and by energy. Speech,
to instance a detail, illustrates this indirect liaison by means of energy
between finite mind and finite mind. [P. 206]

The role attributed by Sherrington to mind depends on a relationship to
energy that Sherrington, and science, cannot explain. The mechanical man
solves this issue by asserting that consciousness has no role, and therefore
there is nothing to explain. It postulates that the subjective evidence that
mind can influence matter is an artifact of the limited view of brain
mechanisms provided by conscious awareness.
An alternative view would be that consciousness is an emergent
property of certain unknown levels of brain function, and that it can influence
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other, known levels of brain function, and that failure to understand how it
does so is an artifact of limitations in the scientific view of reality. Implicit in
this assertion is the premise that the current scientifically achieved model of
reality can be modified to correct for this artifact, and to make
understandable how consciousness and physical energy are related.

Can Self-Determination Override Causal Determinism?
Subjective evidence in support of the concept of free will and personal
responsibility is difficult to reconcile with the deterministic cause- and-effect
logic of science. Man has struggled with this issue for centuries, invoking
explanations at a variety of levels ranging from theology and metaphysics to
empiricism and behaviorism. The concept of mechanical man solves this by
asserting that free will is, like the influence of mind on brain processes,
merely an artifact of subjective experience and that all aspects of human life
are, therefore, causally predetermined. Wooldridge states this as follows:
In the context of a completely physical biology, free will poses no problem
—it simply doesn’t exist. Obviously, it cannot, if conscious personality is no
more than a derived, passive property of certain states of organization and
electrochemical activity of the neurons. On this basis our thoughts and
actions must be as rigidly controlled by the operation of inexorable
physical law among the material particles of the universe as is the
movement of wind and wave. [P. 183]

At a recent conference reported in the book Brain and Conscious
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Experience, Sperry commented on causal predetermination as follows:
In other words, behavioral science tells us that there is no reason to think
that any of us here today had any real choice to be anywhere else, nor even
to believe in principle that our presence here was not already in the cards,
so to speak, five, ten or fifteen years ago. I do not like or feel comfortable
about this kind of thinking any more than you do, but so far I have not
found any satisfactory way around it. [P. 304]

In order to reconcile the breadth of freedom of choice that man appears
to have with the logic of causal determinism, Sperry goes on to suggest:
If one were assigned the task of trying to design and build the perfect free
will model—let us say the perfect all-wise decision-making machine to top
all competitor’s decision-making machines— consider the possibility that
instead of trying to free the machinery from causal contact, it might be
better perhaps to aim at the opposite: that is, to try to incorporate into the
model the potential value of universal causal contact; in other words,
contact with all related information in proper proportion—past, present,
and future.
It is clear that the human brain has come a long way in evolution in exactly
this direction when you consider what goes on between its input and
output in the process of making a decisive response. [P. 305]

We do not yet have a scientific knowledge of machines having
“universal causal contact,” but if the brain is such a system, to understand the
constraints under which it functions will clearly require modification of the
concept of causal determinism. Such modification might eliminate the
apparent conflict between self-determination and causal determinism, and
thereby provide an alternative solution to that of the mechanical-man
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concept.

The Question of Machine “Intelligence”
Machines have been built that “observe” and “recognize” patterns, that
retrieve from a store of “memory,” that “play” checkers and chess, that “learn”
from experience, and that otherwise display what is called machine
“intelligence.” The words in quotation marks ordinarily imply conscious
experience and their use in reference to machines tends to reinforce the
analogy between machine performance and human thinking. From this
analogy an extrapolation is made to future machines that will have conscious
experience. For example, Wooldridge writes:
Indeed our thesis requires that we keep an open mind as to the possibility
that among the wires and transistors of existing electronic computers,
there already flickers the dim glimmering of the same kind of personal
awareness as that which has become, for man, his most precious
possession. [P. 174]

The possibility that present-day computer performance justifies the
hope of building machines capable of conscious experience is important
because it is cited as evidence in favor of the concept that the living brain is
merely a complex machine. In a classic paper, Turing points out that the
question, “Can machines think?” is too meaningless to discuss, and he
proposes alternative ways of formulating it. He lists objections to the idea of
an intelligent machine and provides answers for each. A more recent review
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of many of the same issues suggests that the strongest argument against the
practicability of an intelligent machine is the fact that the brain has so many
components. Curiously, Turing did not even include this argument in his
article. He suggested that one of the strong arguments against the possibility
of a thinking machine is based upon the phenomena of extrasensory
perception! Other reviews of progress in the computer and brain sciences are
available in the volume Computers and Brains.
Three considerations seem important to me for the question of whether
present day machine performance suggests that someday conscious,
intelligent machines can be built. The first is the question of whether machine
performance does, in some rudimentary way, resemble brain performance.
The second is the question of whether a design can even be imagined for a
machine with as many components as the living brain. The third issue
concerns problems that might arise in the attempt to build an extraordinarily
complex machine of nonliving components.
I believe that the use of anthropomorphic language has seriously
blurred the distinction between machine performance and human
performance. Benson, reporting a conference on artificial intelligence,
describes examples of this type of misuse of language, and comments: “There
is a twofold danger in such linguistic abuse—for man’s conception of himself,
and for his understanding of the capabilities of machines.” Weizenbaum,
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writing on the dangers of allowing the “technological metaphor” to dominate
our thinking, comments :
Computer science, particularly its artificial intelligence branch, coughed.
Perhaps the press has unduly amplified that cough—but it is only a cough
nevertheless. I cannot help but think that the eagerness to believe that
man’s whole nature has suddenly been exposed by that cough, and that it
has been shown to be a clockwork, is a symptom of something terribly
wrong.
What is wrong, I think, is that we have permitted technological metaphors,
what Mumford calls the ‘myth of the machine’, and technique itself to so
thoroughly pervade our thought processes that we have finally abdicated
to technology the very duty to formulate questions. [P. 611]

One factor in this abuse is the manifestly incorrect reasoning that, if two
outputs are equivalent, then the processes leading to those outputs must be
equivalent. This logical error is compounded by an observational error
wherein part of the output of the human brain is taken as the whole of the
output. For example, a machine is said to be playing chess if it can generate a
series of moves that will win a chess game or, at least, look like a well-planned
game. It should be obvious that similarity in the type of moves generated does
not imply that the processes in the machine are similar to the processes going
on in man. For the human being, playing any game is enjoyable by reason of
many different levels of conscious and unconscious meanings attached to the
pieces and to the procedures of the game. The motivational and emotional
significance of these meanings derives from analogical and metaphorical
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associations linking various aspects of the game with such human dramas as
war, sex, family relationships, and other patterns of personal experience.
These motivational factors are separate from those logical considerations
required for the analysis of the positions and values of the various chess
pieces, and the choice of the next move. It is the interaction of these nonlogical conscious and unconscious processes with the logical ones that
contributes to the style of play, whether careless, careful, aggressive,
plodding, imaginative, or subtle. If chess consisted solely of the unfeeling
logical analysis of contingency trees, it is doubtful that humans would play,
and certainly it would be a chore more than a game. It is instructive to try to
imagine a method of play that might reduce human performance to that of a
machine. One may think of a giant list, computer printed, of unequivocal
instructions for every contingency possible in a chess game. For each move by
his opponent, the human player would flip to the appropriate page and
execute the indicated move. Actually, even in these circumstances, the
thoughts and feelings of the human would enliven the procedure in a most
unmachine-like fashion, including perhaps even playful or spiteful deviations
from instructions.
Another way of putting this argument is to suggest that future machines
may be constructed that can produce outputs equivalent to certain aspects of
human thinking, but there is not yet any evidence that the means of
producing the outputs will include conscious awareness. Production of a
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sentence in a natural language is not evidence that a computer, or a parrot, is
using the same type of conscious systems as a man speaking the same words.
Presumably the design of the human brain has some importance for the
problem of designing a thinking machine. Unfortunately, it is not yet clear
even how many components there are in the human brain. In discussing the
component argument, Good cites figures for neurons (five billion) and
synapses (one thousand million million, or 1015) in the gray matter of the
cerebral cortex, but available evidence suggests that, far from being restricted
to the cortex, neural activities subserving conscious experience are spread
throughout most, if not all, of the cortical- subcortical interacting systems of
the brain. There are substantially more than ten billion neurons in these
systems, and each neuron is in intimate functional relationships with large
numbers of glial cells that may well be as influential for brain function as the
neurons themselves. Thus, at the level of cells, it is reasonable to postulate a
ball-park figure of at least fifty billion components in the brain (5 X 1010).
This estimate is a serious oversimplification because it is now clear that
each neuron is an exceedingly complex computer within itself, and that it
therefore should not be regarded as an elemental component of the brain.
The neuronal membrane carries an array of complex molecular machinery
that mediates transactions between the cell membrane and other elements
(e.g., nucleus) of the neuron, and between one neuron and other neurons, and
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between the neuron and the rest of the body, as via substances (e.g.,
hormones) circulating in the blood. How many of these molecular machines
exist in one brain is not clear, but work on the acetylcholine receptor in
torpedo fish and on neuromuscular junctions in rat diaphragm yields
estimates on the order of 10 receptor molecules per square micron of the
motor end plate. Available data suggest a similar density for receptor
molecules in post synaptic membranes of the central nervous system. Many
different types of specific molecular receptor mechanisms have already been
identified, but we do not know how many more remain to be discovered. It is
therefore not possible to guess how many such molecular receptors are
arrayed on an individual neuron, but assuming 5 X 1010 neurons per brain,
there would be at least 1020 molecular receptors arrayed on their surfaces.
It is already clear that these receptors mediate extremely sophisticated
recognition tasks and produce powerful amplification effects. For example,
the cyclic adenosine monophosphate (AMP) system acts as the intracellular
mediator of a wide variety of cellular responses to triggers (e.g., hormone
molecules) that activate specific molecular receptors on the cell membrane.
The staggering number of such molecular machines, and the still
undiscovered processes that they may mediate, suggests a far more difficult
goal for machine mimicry than does a model of the brain that takes the
neuron as its basic element.
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The organization of brain components into hierarchical systems is
complex beyond any imaginable machine, and even with progress in microcircuitry there is no foreseeable prospect of a machine involving such myriad
systems of components. The possibility exists that a conscious thinking
machine might be constructed with fewer components than the human brain,
but until more is known about conscious experience, it seems fruitless to try
to guess how many less components might be needed.
The third, and to me the most important consideration, is the problem
of constructing such a machine from nonliving components. If it is to have
anything of the order of complexity of the human brain, the use of nonliving
elements will introduce serious problems. For example, in ontogenesis the
living cells of the human brain proliferate, differentiate, and literally connect
themselves up in specific circuitry on the basis of genetic information
contained in DNA molecules interacting with fields, gradients, and other
physical and chemical factors operative during brain development. Since
neurons may have as many as one hundred thousand dendrites and since
each dendrite has many thousands of synaptic connections with other
neurons, the task of attempting to wire the circuitry of such a system out of
dead elements would require a technology so radically new as to stagger the
imagination.
Secondly, during brain function each living element, however small,
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continuously adjusts itself in relationship to hierarchical systems acting at
organizational levels above and below it. These include housekeeping
systems that maintain the nutrition and metabolism of the cells, as well as
information-processing features such as the regulation of changes in
excitability thresholds, the influence of current and past experience on
response patterns of individual cells, and other processes still little
understood or unknown.
The maintenance of the human brain also depends on the fact that its
living elements continuously replenish themselves. For example, the protein
constituents of neurons change as a result of a balance maintained between
the degradation of proteins and the synthesis of new proteins.36 This
ongoing turnover and renewal of brain substances would not, of course, be
available in the machine.
Reviewing the turnover of proteins in living cells, Schimke points out
that all of the cellular proteins turn over, that the turnover rates are
heterogeneous (the half-life of proteins ranges from less than one hour to
many days) and that both the processes of synthesis and of degradation are
subject to complex regulatory mechanisms. Variables influencing protein
turnover include substrate concentration, nutrition, and genetic and
developmental factors. In neurons, substances synthesized in the cell body
are delivered by axoplasmic flow to nerve terminals. Furthermore, the
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triggering of electrical activity (action potentials ) is an important factor
influencing chemical processes and morphological features in the neuron. It is
clear from these facts that a dynamic potential for plastic change in the cell,
on both a short and a long-term basis, is provided through the diversity of
these mechanisms for regulating the turnover of cellular substances. In
systems having great levels of complexity, such a potential might be critically
important for normal function.
It should be noted, also, that the properties of living systems reflect
principles, as yet undiscovered, that are not active in nonliving elements;
these principles may well be crucial for the emergence of conscious
experience. In other words, it is not possible to explain life on the basis of
physics and chemistry. With regard to progress in the application of physics
and chemistry to biology, Bohr wrote:
In this promising development we have to do with a very important and,
according to its character, hardly limited extension of the application of
purely physical and chemical ideas to biological problems, and since
quantum mechanics appears as a rational generalization of classical
physics, the whole approach may be termed mechanistic. The question,
however, is in what sense such progress has removed the foundation for
the application of so-called finalistic arguments in biology. Here we must
realize that description and comprehension of the closed quantum
phenomena exhibit no feature indicating that an organization of atoms is
able to adapt itself to the surroundings in the way we witness in the
maintenance and evolution of living organisms. [P. 100]

In summary, the main point to be emphasized is that the performance of
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electronic computers provides a rational basis for hoping that future
machines may be capable of complex tasks now performed only by humans,
perhaps even the translation of one natural language into another, the writing
of poetry, or the formulation of new hypotheses significant for research
progress. At the same time, there is no rational basis whatsoever for thinking
that present-day computers produce their output by processes that represent
a step, however rudimentary, toward conscious intelligence as displayed by
the living human brain. The complexity of electronic computers, the use of
anthropomorphic labels for machine performance, and the failure to
appreciate that human intelligence is necessary to design, build, program, and
recognize the output of the computer, all of these factors have encouraged the
belief that present-day electronic machines are a step toward the eventual
development of a machine capable of conscious experience. The slide rule is
clearly a tool of human intelligence, but no one assumes that its use for
calculation means that it is showing intelligent behavior. Even if the
movements of a slide rule were automated by machinery that could be
programmed for long sequences of calculations, with optical scanners to read
the products, magnetic tape to accumulate the results, and perhaps an audio
system to read aloud intermediate and final stages of the calculation, it seems
unlikely that intelligence would be attributed to the system because the key
element, the slide rule, is so simple a device. Replacement of the slide rule,
however, by solid state micro-circuitry, might encourage some to believe that
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in some mysterious manner the performance of the machine amounted to a
small step toward conscious experience.
One may ask what difference it makes whether future machines are
conscious or not so long as they accomplish sophisticated tasks now possible
only for intelligent humans. One difference is that, no matter how complexly
elaborated, nonconscious machines will function only as passive extensions of
human intelligence, no different in principle from a slide rule. That is, such
machines, in the absence of interaction with human intelligence, would grind
out their products, or grind to a halt, their successes unrecognized and
unused, and their failures unnoticed and unmourned. One might object that
the same could be said for the human being, but this would not be relevant to
the question of the fate of nonconscious machines writing poetry or
composing music in the absence of interaction with conscious human
intelligence. Indeed, it may be that the emergence of conscious experience in
human evolutionary development was contingent on the inherently social
nature of man; this suggests that a conscious machine might require “social
relations” with other conscious machines, or with man.
Another difference that consciousness might make for a machine
depends upon the question of how conscious experience contributes to brain
function. In particular, are there information processing tasks that simply
cannot be accomplished without conscious experience? If so, then machines
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without the property of conscious experience could not perform such tasks.

The Observer and the Observed in Science
The mechanical-man concept attempts to reconcile conscious
experience with the materialistic view of reality constructed by science. This
mechanistic and materialistic view, as applied so successfully in Newtonian
mechanics, draws a sharp dichotomy between the observer, taken for
granted, and the observed, taken as an object for study. It seems curious that
the first definitive effort to include the observer in scientific explanations was
made in physics, presumably the most “objective” discipline, rather than in
psychology, for which the problem of subjectivity might seem more relevant.
Physics was forced to make the observer an integral part of its description of
nature when it attempted to account for the behavior of atomic particles. A
truly revolutionary event for epistemology was Planck’s discovery of the
universal quantum of action. Of it, Bohr writes:
This discovery revealed in atomic processes a feature of wholeness quite
foreign to the mechanical conception of nature, and made it evident that
the classical physical theories are idealizations valid only in the
description of phenomena in the analysis of which all actions are
sufficiently large to permit the neglect of the quantum. While this
condition is amply fulfilled in phenomena on the ordinary scale, we meet
in atomic phenomena regularities of quite a new kind, defying
deterministic pictorial description. [P. 71]

Even the Einstein correction of the Newtonian view to take account of
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subjective bias, as for observers traveling at close to the speed of light, did not
imperil the dichotomy between nature and the observer that underlies the
materialistic model of reality. Only with the development of quantum
mechanics was the whole conceptual structure of scientific knowledge
brought into question as described by Heisenberg:
For the materialistic world view, it is important only that the possibility
remains of taking these smallest constituents of the atoms as the final
objective reality. On this foundation rested the coherent world view of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. . . .
It has turned out that the hoped-for objective reality of the elementary
particles represents too rough a simplification of the true state of affairs
and must yield to much more abstract conceptions. When we wish to
picture to ourselves the nature of the existence of the elementary particles,
we may no longer ignore the physical processes by which we obtain
information about them. When we are observing objects of our daily
experience the physical process transmitting the observation of course
plays only a secondary role. However, for the smallest building blocks of
matter every process of observation causes a major disturbance; it turns
out that we can no longer talk of the behavior of the particle apart from the
process of observation. In consequence, we are finally led to believe that
the laws of nature which we formulate mathematically in quantum theory
deal no longer with the particles themselves but with our knowledge of the
elementary particles. ... [P. 99]
The conception of the objective reality of the elementary particles has thus
evaporated in a curious way, not into the fog of some new, obscure, or not
yet understood reality concept, but into the transparent clarity of a
mathematics that represents no longer the behavior of the elementary
particles but rather our knowledge of this behavior. [P. 100]

The role of the observer in the structure of scientific knowledge is, of
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course, not restricted to quantum theory, but underlies the question of all
human knowledge, as emphasized by Wigner:
The principal argument against materialism is not that illustrated in the
last two sections: that it is incompatible with quantum theory. The
principal argument is that thought processes and consciousness are the
primary concepts, that our knowledge of the external world is the content
of our consciousness and that consciousness, therefore, cannot be denied.
On the contrary, logically, the external world could be denied—though it is
not very practical to do so. [P. 290]

The rejection of materialism and causal determination in quantum
theory does not invalidate all scientific knowledge gained within the
framework of these doctrines, any more than Einstein’s theories invalidate
Newtonian physics. In both cases, limitations are discovered beyond which an
older conceptual system has to be supplemented by a newer frame of
reference. The history of science documents the reluctance with which
scientists, like other human beings, recognize the need for shifting to a new
frame of reference.
Scientific research in many domains of knowledge has indeed time and
again proved the necessity of abandoning or remoulding points of view
which, because of their fruitfulness and apparently unrestricted
applicability, were regarded as indispensable for rational explanation. [P.
67]

Although the classical materialistic doctrine has certainly been fruitful,
it should be noted that scientific progress with it has been limited to the
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explication of systems that are simple to the point of triviality by comparison
with the brain. Indeed, the hope that life processes, including brain function,
could be explained in the reductionistic, cause-and-effect logic applicable to
simple mechanisms suggests that the appeal of classical materialistic doctrine
may include nonrational factors as powerful, or more powerful, than rational
considerations. For example, the concept of causality appears in human
conscious experience as a fundamental principle of nature, even though it is a
characteristic of thought itself rather than of the world outside the mind. As
Mach said:
There is no cause nor effect in nature; nature has but an individual
existence; nature simply is. Recurrence of like cases in which A is always
connected with B, that is, like results under like circumstances, that is
again, the essence of the connection of cause and effect, exist but in the
abstraction which we perform for the purpose of mentally reproducing the
facts. [P. 1788]

In discussing the danger to clear thinking from the misuse of terms of
language, Weiss speculates on the historical emergence of the concept of
“cause”:
I shall not dwell on its historical roots; they are I would submit, deeply
embedded in man’s extrapolation to nature of his own spontaneity in
willing an act. Presumably, primitive man then went on to populate the
universe in his imagination with ‘actors’ after his own image. Sophisticated
man simply reversed the process by invoking primary causes’ which he
then let be followed in linear ascending series, domino-fashion, by
secondary, tertiary, etc., causes, confident or persuaded that ultimately the
causal chain will ‘explain’ man’s own spontaneity, which had served him as
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the model for the whole argument in the first place. [P. 927]

The peculiar power of the logic of causality may be due to the fact that it
is presented to us without conscious effort, and with the subjective quality of
seeming to be independent of the unreliability of thinking. That is, it
masquerades as something to be thought about, rather than as a way of
thinking.
Much of the authority of the ideas of cause and effect is due to the fact that
they are developed instinctively and involuntarily, and that we are
distinctly sensible of having personally contributed nothing to their
formation. We may, indeed, say that our sense of causality is not acquired
by the individual, but has been perfected in the development of the race.
[P. 1789]

Insofar as the logic of causal determinism is modelled after voluntary
action, the problem of reconciling free will with it can be seen to be a
particularly poignant and circular paradox.
There are, of course, also rational reasons for the appeal of the classical
materialistic doctrine. Methodologically, simple systems can be studied more
easily than complex ones. It is technically feasible to record from one neuron,
or even several neurons simultaneously, but there is little prospect of
recording from, say, ten thousand neurons. Furthermore, the logic of causality
is adequate for explaining the behavior of a neuron artificially isolated from
the system in which it functions, but completely new conceptual tools will
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have to be developed to comprehend the behavior of large populations of
neurons. It follows that all scientific knowledge of the brain takes the form of
information about artificially isolated and identified subsystems within it,
seen as mechanisms obeying the principles of rather direct causality.
According to the logic of science, no matter at what level of brain organization
it is applied, the subsystem under study is conceptualized as an object, so that
conscious experience always remains a built-in will-o’-the-wisp. For example,
no matter where one goes in the brain, sensory neurophysiology always sees
an objective system that registers inputs in neural “codes,” and transforms
them into neural outputs. The question is never addressed of how these
neural processes culminate in, or are read out as, a subjectively experienced
percept (e.g., a visual or a sound image). To leave the observer out of a science
of clockworks is a useful artifice of the mind, but to leave the observer out of a
science of the brain is to see nothing but clockworks while overlooking that
sentience, without which clocks are a meaningless absurdity.
The fact that the brain is an observing system is probably a better
reason for modifying materialism than the difficulty of trying to describe
atomic particles without reference to the observing process. Clearly progress
depends upon recognizing the limitations of the doctrines of classical
materialism and causality, and replacing these models of reality with new
concepts that bring so-called “objective” and “subjective” knowledge together
in a unifying theory.
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Requirements for a Science of Conscious Experience
If we postulate that conscious experience is an emergent property of
certain levels of brain organization and that it plays an important role in brain
function, what kind of questions have to be answered to develop a scientific
understanding of it? Perhaps more importantly, what kind of questions do not
have to be answered? For example, it is important to recognize that science
need not explain what consciousness is, how it is produced, nor even how its
effects are brought about. Science does not explain what gravitational force is,
how it is created by, or generated from, mass, nor how the effects of gravity
can act across vast reaches of space. The laws of gravity take gravitational
force for granted, as a fundamental property, and restrict themselves merely
to defining those lawful relationships existing between mass and
gravitational force. In a similar fashion, a science of conscious experience can
begin by describing precisely what kinds of systems have the property of
awareness, what conditions within these systems are necessary and sufficient
for the emergence of this property, what aspects of brain systems are
influenced by the conscious property, and what lawful relationships exist
between the quality of consciousness and the nature of the effects it has on
the brain.
In this light, conscious experience is an enigma only insofar as science
cannot yet define either the systems having this property or those influenced
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by it. This is not surprising since, as we have seen, science has so far been
methodologically and conceptually limited to simple systems perceived as
objects, whereas those living systems capable of being subjects are
exceedingly complex.
It would be fruitless, not to say irrational, to suggest methodological or
conceptual developments that will lead to a science of systems complex
enough to have conscious awareness. Hard work and new discoveries are
required for this progress to occur. It does seem worthwhile, however, to
make a few comments about certain properties of the hierarchical
organization of living systems. For a more thorough introduction to the topic,
readers are referred to publications by Koestler, Polanyi, Weiss, and
Szentagothai and Arbib.
By definition, a system is said to be hierarchically organized if, at each
level of its organization, properties emerge that cannot be understood or
predicted on the basis of information at the next lower level of organization.
This, of course, precludes the hope that, by accumulating enough information
about artificially isolated subsystems of the brain, a position can be reached
where it can all be added together to yield an understanding of the whole
brain. The concept of “boundary conditions” defines relationships between
different levels of organization. For example, the performance of an electronic
computer in solving a mathematical problem cannot be understood on the
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basis of the physics of its solid-state devices, nor even on the basis of the
diagram of its circuitry, but only at the level of the program defining the
sequence of steps in the computation. Each of these levels of organization
provides boundary conditions within which the principles at the next lower
level are allowed to operate. That is, the circuit design is not determined by
the laws of physics, nor does it change the laws of physics, it merely provides
a harness within which the laws of physics contribute to the function of the
machine. Similarly, the software program is a boundary condition not
explained by the circuit diagram, but providing limits within which the
circuitry functions.
A further property of unique importance for living systems,
distinguishing them from all machines and other nonliving systems, is that
the elements of which they are composed “cooperate” to preserve the
configuration of structure and behavior of the system. Weiss writes:
The notion of ‘cooperation’ is, of course, a useful and excusable relapse
into the analytic mental artifact of ‘independence’; it really means that
subunits, which always have been interrelated just somehow, now seem to
follow a common pattern —some integral guidance. If outside their
systemic domain they displayed a high degree of freedom, this freedom
has within the assembled state become severely restricted by restraints
that can only be described in reference to all the members of the group. At
every instant, the behavior of any one component unit is affected in unique
fashion by the behavior of all the others, which to an outside observer, of
course, gives the impression as if they all had a common aim—stability—
and knew how to attain it. Whenever one group of components of the
system deviates fortuitously, or is made to deviate, from its standard
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course too far in one direction, the rest automatically change course in the
reverse direction so as to counteract the distortion of the pattern of the
whole. But, one may ask, how do they come to know what happens
everywhere and anywhere in their crowd and how do they manage to
react appropriately? [P. 14]

This remarkable capacity for the whole to recover from distortions
through the redeployment of subunits characterizes every level of living
hierarchical systems—from those within cells to those at the level of
multicellular organisms functioning as whole animals.
Another problem is directly related to the need for science to advance
from simple mechanisms to complex systems. This is the question of how the
breadth and diversity of brain systems are integrated into the unitary quality
so characteristic of conscious awareness. In part, at least, this problem is an
artifact of the analytical approach that investigates artificially isolated
subsystems of the brain, and as science progresses to higher levels of brain
organization it may discover systems having a more unified functional
quality, reflecting the convergence of many subsystems. It is a possibility,
perhaps highly probable, that this convergence will involve communicational
processes that transcend the structural and functional limits of brain circuitry
as represented by transmission of action potentials over the system of axons,
synapses, and dendrites. At any rate, it is clear that only a fraction of total
brain activity is represented within the focus of attention at any moment, and
that the contents of this fraction change from moment to moment so that,
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over time, many, but by no means all, brain activities can gain conscious
representation. It is further clear that information defined at the level of brain
physiology is translated and transformed through conscious representation
into information defined at the level of the whole organism. That is, the frame
of reference changes from what kind of inputs make a difference for the
output of one or another brain system to the question of what environmental
circumstances confront the adaptive behavioral resources of the animal. This
requires the selection and synthesis of information from many different brain
systems in order to reconstruct, on the basis of past experience and the
current sensory input from the external and internal (bodily state) worlds, an
integrated representation or model of the whole organism and its
relationships in time and space to meaningful objects in the environment.
Sherrington contrasted the limited and mechanical adaptive value of a
protective reflex with the flexibility introduced by conscious awareness:
A mental event, pain, superadded to a reflex, the protective reflex, seems
here to reinforce and amplify the physical act. The local reflex itself affords
its limited protection and relief, e.g., by holding the part taut and quiet. But
the ‘pain’ through the mind can enjoin keeping the whole body motionless
though tense. In ourselves, social and sophisticated, it may provoke the
train of action of ‘calling in’ the doctor. In short, under the rubric ‘pain’ we
meet mind moving matter to help mind in mind’s distress. [P. 225]

It is not yet possible to guess how the transform from brain to conscious
levels of information occurs, but there is no compelling reason to believe that
the flexibility with which conscious awareness selectively and shiftingly
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integrates the outputs of so many brain processes depends upon the same
connectionistic circuitry that mediates transactions between different areas
of the brain. Indeed, the importance of action potentials and circuitry may
have been greatly exaggerated by the adventitious fact that neurons are
easier to find with the exploring electrode if they fire an action potential. For
example, recent advances in the study of retinal physiology reveal that nonspike, slow potential processing of information is important in retinal
circuitry from the receptor to the ganglion cell. This discovery was facilitated
by the fact that the retinal elements are more accessible to investigations than
are brain cells, but since the retina is embryologically formed as an extension
of the brain, these results suggest the possibility that nonaction potential
processes may play a much more important role in the brain than has been
suspected previously.
Certain requirements for a science of conscious experience have been
suggested. Can science ever meet these requirements? Two considerations
are critical. The first is that conscious awareness is private, so that its
presence in other persons or in animals is only an inference. In principle, this
problem will be resolved when the effects of conscious influences on brain
systems have been discovered and specified. Consciousness would then be as
observable as gravitational force, at least in principle. In the meantime,
experimentation can proceed on the basis of assuming that other persons and
higher animals are, indeed, as subject to conscious experience as the
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investigator himself.
The second consideration seems more ominous to me. The need to
investigate more complex systems may require methods that become
increasingly incompatible with life. Only future research can reveal how much
of a hindrance to progress this will come to be.

Brain Research and Conscious Experience
As we have seen, the classical frame of reference of science is
mechanistic, and the explanatory logic of science deals with objects but
cannot deal with subjects. In this section, a few examples will be given to
illustrate the kind of problems faced by investigators attempting to deal with
conscious experience in experimental programs.
Penfield has used electrical stimulation to examine mind-brain
relationships in more than one thousand conscious human patients
undergoing craniotomy under local anesthesia. He suggests that conscious
attentive states “program” the developing brain:
Each man ‘programs’ his own brain by focusing and altering his attention,
especially in childhood. In a sense, each individual mind is creating the
brain mechanisms, establishing the brain connections that are functional.
He does this by the selection of things to which he attends. It is easier to
think of it during the earlier years of childhood. The child is establishing
the functional pattern of connections. If the brain is tested later by
electrical stimulation, it becomes evident that he has done one thing in one
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part of his cortex and another thing in another. In a sense, the child’s mind
is stepping in and creating the machinery of the brain. [P. 248]

With electrical testing of the waking brain, Penfield has identified a
system of “interpretive cortex,” the electrical stimulation of which evokes a
stream of conscious experience. This may take two forms:
Either he is aware of a sudden alteration in his interpretation of present
experience (what he sees and hears seems suddenly familiar, or strange, or
frightening, or coming closer or going away, etc.), or, he has a sudden
‘flashback’, an awareness of some previous experience.
Although he is still aware of where he is, an earlier experience comes to
him and the stream of that former consciousness moves forward again in
full detail as it did in some previous period of time. . . .
The sudden interpretation of the present and the flashback of the past are
evidently parts of a scanning mechanism that normally enables an
individual to compare present experience with similar past experience
automatically. [P. 221]

If the neural activities evoked by this type of electrical stimulation could
be defined, it would be a considerable step toward identifying the type of
functional brain systems having the property of conscious awareness.
Unfortunately, stimulation at a cortical point induces widespread cortical and
subcortical activities, so that defining them would require animal
experiments; but in these, reports of the evoked conscious experience would
not be available.
Another type of observation reported by Penfield involves blocking of
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the speech mechanism by electrical stimulation of the cortex without
impairing the patient’s capacity for perception and reasoning. During
electrical stimulation of the posterior speech area, a patient remained silent
when shown a picture of a butterfly, which he knew he was supposed to name
aloud.
After withdrawal of the electrode, he exclaimed as though with relief:
“Now I can talk, butterfly!” Then he added, “I couldn’t get that word
butterfly” and then I tried to get the word “moth.”
The speech mechanism had failed when called upon. To his surprise, he
found himself aphasic. If he had not tried to speak, he would not have
known that he was aphasic. [P. 230]

In this instance, a visual stimulus evokes a nonverbal percept of a
butterfly, and an intention by the patient to label the percept with a word. On
the basis of extensive experience with circumscribed cortical excisions,
Penfield concludes that this nonverbal idea of a butterfly, and the intention to
name it, arise from diencephalic centers. “The initiating demand arriving at
the speech area must come from the diencephalon, whether it is an idea
calling for a word or a word calling for the idea.”
The fact that the idea of a butterfly arises through a neural system
separate from that subserving the word by which the idea is labelled is, of
course, a long way from understanding the functional neural systems that
have the property of being aware of the idea and of the word; but, at the same
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time, such observations are a beginning.
In another type of research, the central mechanisms mediating
voluntary movement are being investigated with new experimental methods
for recording from conscious animals making reflex movements, stimulustriggered movements and spontaneously initiated movements. For example,
Evarts describes a monkey fitted with devices for immobilizing the head so
that microelectrode recordings from pyramidal tract neurons can be made
while the animal grasps a handle and makes certain movements in response
to visual stimuli. Through standard operant conditioning techniques, the
animal can be trained to make very complex movements, holding the handle
in a certain position, or exerting a certain force, or pushing or pulling it. A
microelectrode is lowered through motor cortex, while electrical stimuli are
applied via implanted electrodes to the medullary pyramidal tract, so that
cortical pyramidal tract neurons can be identified by the fact that antidromic
spikes are evoked.
Important features of this experimental paradigm are that the
responses of one neuron can be recorded during many repetitions of the
same motor act, and many different neurons can be recorded during very
similar motor movements. Comparisons can be made between neurons in the
precentral motor cortex and those in the postcentral cortex, as well as
between neuronal response during ‘spontaneous’ as contrasted with
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stimulus-triggered movements. During tasks of the ‘reaction-time’ type, time
intervals can be measured between visual stimulus and motor-cortical
response, and between motor cortex and the movement measured
electromyographically. It can be determined whether a particular neuron’s
response is temporally locked to the stimulus or to the motor response, and
whether the pattern of its response differs as a function of the type movement
(e.g., some neurons respond differently when the monkey pulls the lever than
when he pushes, etc.).
In experiments of this kind, the possibility exists for observing
differences in neural mechanisms as a function of variables such as attention,
intention, and learning, so that even though only isolated mechanisms are
observed, each of these mechanistically seen subsystems represents a
glimpse of part of the complex systems having the conscious properties
characteristic of the waking brain. For example, Fetz and Finocchio14 report
that the relationship between activity in a precentral cortical cell and a motor
response can be disassociated through the use of operant conditioning
techniques. A precentral cell, activity of which had been correlated with a
specific muscle response, began to fire in bursts without its correlated
electromyographic response after a period of training in which reinforcement
was contingent on activity in that cortical cell with simultaneous suppression
of all muscle activity. In other words, the monkey learned to disrupt the
physiological correlation between a particular cortical motor neuron and a
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specific muscle response. It seems probable that this flexibility is dependent
upon the fact that one cortical cell, seen in relative isolation, is but a small
component in the complex cellular systems underlying motor activity.
A final example of the experimental approach to conscious experience is
the study of human subjects in whom the main communication systems
between the two cerebral hemispheres (corpus callosum, anterior
commissure, hippocampal commissure, and massa intermedia) have been
surgically interrupted. Sperry and his group have been studying such “split
brain” animals and humans for some years, using techniques whereby
stimulus inputs, whether visual or tactile, reach one cerebral hemisphere but
not the other. For example, for both eyes, a stimulus in the left half field,
presented tachistoscopically to prevent scanning eye movements, reaches
only the right hemisphere, whereas a stimulus in the right half field reaches
only the left hemisphere. In right-handed persons, the dominant (left)
hemisphere can express itself in speaking, but the minor (right) hemisphere,
is mute. By the use of nonverbal testing procedures, the mute hemisphere can
report on its experiences much as an aphasic patient can. For example, a
tactile form presented, out of sight, to the left hand, can be selected from a set
of different forms by the left hand, but not by the right hand. Questioning
reveals that the dominant left hemisphere doesn’t know what form the left
hand, controlled by the right hemisphere, has identified.
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Two parallel tasks can be accomplished simultaneously, without
interference, and with no awareness in one hemisphere of what the other
hemisphere is doing. If the number “5” is flashed in the left half field
simultaneously with a “7” in the right half field, the two hands, out of sight,
can retrieve the corresponding tactile forms simultaneously, a “5” by the left
hand, and a “7” by the right hand. If questioned, the subject will be able to
identify only the “7” picked up by the right hand on the basis of information in
the left (speaking) hemisphere.
Complementary specialization of each of the hemispheres for particular
types of information processing (e.g., recognition of faces, unfamiliar forms,
etc.) was investigated by using “chimeric” stimuli that result in simultaneous
parallel processing of two different inputs. These stimuli are made up of two
different half pictures, split vertically down the middle. For example, a
chimeric “face” is made up of the left half of one person’s face adjoined to the
right half of another person’s face. For the split-brain subject, each half face is
filled in by a process of “perceptual completion,” so that one hemisphere
perceives one face while the other hemisphere sees the other face. When
questioned, the subjects were unaware of anything peculiar about the stimuli,
even though with nonverbal responding (pointing to a set of pictures from
which the chimeric picture had been constructed) it was clear that each
hemisphere had recognized a different face.
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Sperry concludes from these results that there are two separate spheres
of conscious awareness running in parallel in each of the two hemispheres,
particularly with regard to visual, tactile, and auditory information
processing. Certain aspects of consciousness (e.g., sleep-wakefulness, hunger)
are mediated by brainstem mechanisms that affect both hemispheres.
The inference that the minor (mute) hemisphere subserves conscious
awareness is supported not only by the kind of information processing of
which it is capable (e.g., facial recognition, pattern recognition) but also by
evidence that it responds emotionally. Sperry writes:
The minor hemisphere also seems to demonstrate appropriate emotional
reactions, as for example, when a pin-up shot of a nude is interjected by
surprise into a series of neutral or nonemotional stimuli being flashed to
right and left visual fields at random. The subject under these conditions
will characteristically say that he or she saw nothing, just a white light, as
regularly happens for stimuli projected into the left field. However, one
may then notice an inner grin beginning to spread over the subject’s
features which then lingers and carries over through the next couple of
trials or so. It may also cause blushing and giggling and affect the tone of
voice coming from the major side. If one then asks the subject what he is
grinning about, the reply suggests that the talking hemisphere has no idea
what it was that turned him on. He may say something like, ‘That’s some
machine you have there!’ or ‘Wowee—that light!’ Apparently the
emotional tone alone gets across to the speaking hemisphere as if the
cognitive aspect could not be articulated through the brainstem. [P. 319]

These results are not congruent with the traditional view that only
unitary persons have conscious experience. For the split-brain person,
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choices made on the basis of information available only to one hemisphere
are unknown to the other hemisphere, suggesting that each hemisphere is an
adequate neural substrate for conscious awareness.
On the basis of his research with animals and humans, Sperry has
postulated that conscious processes play a causal role in brain function. In
response to questions by Bindra, Sperry further clarifies some of the issues
involved in such a postulated functional role for conscious experience,
differentiating

his

concept

from

dualistic

notions,

psychoneural

interactionism, the theory that subjective phenomena are “identical” with
neural activity, and the gestalt concept of parallelistic isomorphism.
It seems obvious from these few examples that as neuroscience
research has begun to approach conscious experience more directly, it is
increasingly handicapped by the analytical and mechanistic approach. As
methods for approaching conscious phenomena in physiological experiments
are improved, conceptual developments will become increasingly necessary.
History suggests that this necessity will be the mother of invention, and that
conceptualizations will be developed in the neurosciences that encompass
more and more complex systems, including those having conscious
awareness as an emergent property.

Concluding Remarks
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The materialistic and mechanistic frame of reference, of nineteenth- and
early twentieth- century science, has been examined with reference to the
problem of conscious experience. It is emphasized that science itself is a
product of conscious experience, and that the dichotomy between the
observer and the observed that characterizes conscious experience has been
impressed upon the classical materialistic model of reality, thereby
consigning conscious experience to nonreality by excluding it from scientific
reality. Logical and factual weaknesses in the mechanistic concept of man and
conscious experience are reviewed, and a critique is given of the analogy
between electronic computers and brains, especially insofar as it holds that
machine performance is already a primitive step toward machines with
conscious awareness. Some conceptual requirements for a science of
conscious experience are suggested, especially the need to discover the
relationships existing between complex hierarchically organized brain
systems and the property of conscious awareness. The logic of cause and
effect that treats living subjects as if they were only objects analytically
dissected into artificially isolated simple mechanisms is contrasted with the
conceptual requirements for understanding those extraordinarily complex,
living systems that manifest conscious awareness. Examples from
neuroscience research are given to illustrate how, as investigators become
more directly concerned with conscious phenomena, the inadequacies of the
classical materialistic doctrine are increasingly troublesome, giving rise to the
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search for better conceptual systems.
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revisions. Responsibility for the final version is, of course, mine.
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SELF-EVALUATIONS OF COMPETENCE AND
WORTH IN ADULTHOOD1
Theoretical Orientation and Objectives
Previous theory and research on personal self-evaluation has generally
focused on an extremely general and abstract dimension, usually termed selfesteem. The ambiguity of this global concept has led to very little solid
research establishing sizable and dependable relationships between selfevaluation and important social-structural circumstances, attitudinal
correlates, or consequences for subsequent conduct. Even where some more
specific aspect of self-evaluation (such as “competence” or “self-acceptance”)
has been tapped in an empirical study, the researcher often simply equates
this particular dimension with general self-esteem. Thus the literature now
contains apparently discrepant and contradictory findings, relating diverse
versions of self-esteem to important social and individual variables, especially
regarding the development of self-esteem over the course of the life cycle.
Our purpose here is to offer a more differentiated theoretical approach
to self-evaluation, in which four qualitatively different dimensions are
distinguished: competence, self-determination, unity, and moral worth. We
will then turn to analysis of empirical evidence from a recent survey to show
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how two of these evaluative dimensions (competence and moral worth) have
quite different patterns of relation to life-cycle stage. Finally, we will attempt
to show the differential impact on the senses of competence and moral worth
of three of the social-structural parameters that have most often been
suggested as crucial to all forms of self-conception development over the life
cycle: sex, ethnic group, and socioeconomic status.

Background
Self-esteem (defined as the most global and general evaluative
dimension of self-conception) has been a continuing element of major
importance throughout the development of the philosophy of consciousness,
humanistic psychology, and the symbolic interactionist branch of sociology.
William James, James Baldwin, and George Herbert Mead brought
philosophical perspectives to the early study of reflexive evaluation. Adler,
Horney, Fromm, Rogers, Sarbin, Sullivan, Maslow, and Coopersmith are
among the strongest of the psychological contributors. Sociological analysis
more and more frequently in recent years has dealt with the relation of selfesteem to social structure and social interaction.
Regardless of theoretical persuasion, the essential element in each of
these conceptualizations is that individuals develop a generalized and
pervasive evaluative self-assessment, abstracted from the indefinitely large
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number of “identity fragments” concerning any of the person’s self-conceived
characteristics, attributes, memberships, identifications, roles, values, beliefs,
abilities, problems, goals, etc. Many of these more concrete aspects of selfconception have been discussed and analyzed in other writings.
SYSTEM PROBLEM

SYSTEMIC SENSE OF SELF

INTERACTIVE SYMBOLIC REWARD

Adaptation

COMPETENCE

Approval

Goal-attainment

SELF-DETERMINATION

Response/Gratification

Integration

UNITY

Acceptance

Pattern maintenance

MORAL WORTH

Respect

As an alternative approach, however, four “systemic senses of self” have
been proposed as intermediate in level of generality between the particular
identity fragments and the most global form, self-esteem. In brief, Gordon
proposed that a distinct dimension of self-evaluation corresponds to each of
the “system problems” that every person (as a functioning system) must face.
Further, Gordon has asserted that each of these four “systemic senses of self”
is engendered, supported, and maintained by one of four distinct forms of
social reward. Specifically, it is argued that the sense of competence is
nurtured by social approval for valued performance; the sense of selfdetermination is engendered and maintained by social responsiveness and
direct consummatory gratification; the sense of unity derives’ from social
acceptance; and the sense of moral worth emerges from expressions of
respect in relation to generalized cultural-value ethics. Thus the theoretical
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orientation guiding this analysis assumes the correspondence as shown in the
table below. This theoretical approach formulates an individual’s level of
global self-esteem as largely determined by his particular current positions
on these more specific dimensions, combined with the relative weight he
assigns to each.

Hypothesized Determinants of the Various Self-Evaluations
Theory and research on the development of self-conceptions have
generally focused on direct interactive rewards or on social-structural
circumstances. Such elements as family composition, ethnic group,
socioeconomic status, occupational situation, or condition as a labeled
“deviant” are presumed to shape and control the pattern of interactive
rewards, and at only one particular stage in the life cycle. Childhood has
received much more attention than has adolescence and socialization to
particular occupations, while self-conception changes in middle age and old
age have received least attention of all. The books by Bühler, Erikson and Lidz
are preeminent among the very few that attempt to deal with the different
stages of the life cycle. Even these comprehensive works presume to
characterize developmental patterns typical only of contemporary, urban,
white middle- or upper-middle-class Americans. Gordon’s recent effort at
integration and social-psychological reformulation of these and other
authors’ ideas on life-cycle stages is no exception to this restricted
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perspective (see Table 10-1).

Present Objective
Our primary goal is to ascertain the unique and combined effects on
selected

dimensions

of

self-evaluation

of

three

major

structural

characteristics (sex, ethnic group, and socioeconomic status) in combination
with lifecycle stage. No research has yet been conducted on the immensely
complicated interconnections of social characteristics and life-cycle stage as
these operate through explicitly measured interactive sanctions to raise or
lower self-evaluations among an adequate sample of persons. A study of the
relation of leisure and mental health, done in Houston, Texas, in 1969, was
designed to provide representative sampling with regard to sex, ethnic group,
and occupational status as well as age. The survey interview measured two of
the four systemic senses of self-outlined above: competence and moral worth.
Thus, the specific objective of the present analysis is to portray the
levels of sensed moral worth and several forms of sensed competence in
groups currently at different stages in the life cycle. In addition, the unique
and combined impact of sex, ethnic group, socioeconomic status and life-cycle
stage in determining the level of each aspect of self-evaluation will be
assessed. Before offering detailed rationales and hypotheses, the Houston
study will be described.
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The Leisure Mental-Health and Life-Cycle Survey
A structured interview concerning leisure activities, value preferences,
social attitudes, and various aspects of mental health was administered to a
sample of adults in Houston, Texas, during the period of November 1969 to
February 1970. The interview guide and sampling plan were designed by Dr.
Sally Hacker, a sociologist trained by the Committee on Human Development
at the University of Chicago and now teaching at Drake University. The
National Opinion Besearch Center recruited and trained the interviewers,
pretested the interview guide, selected the sample, supervised the field work,
coded the interviews, and processed the data to the point of providing initial
frequency distributions.

Study Design
The sample included 1,441 persons and was stratified according to sex,
ethnicity, family occupational status level, and age group. The latter three
dimensions require elaboration.
Ethnicity. Respondents were drawn from Houston’s three major ethnic
groups—Anglo, black, and Mexican American. It should be noted that
interviewers were matched with respondents as regards ethnicity, an
important procedure that is frequently advocated but rarely accomplished.
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Family occupational status level. After the interviewers had obtained
information from the respondent concerning the current and previous
occupations of all working members of the family, the family itself was
designated as being of “lower” or “higher” occupational status. Occupations
requiring little formal training were defined as “lower status,” and generally
included operative, semiskilled, laboring, and service jobs. Skilled crafts,
clerical, sales, professional, and managerial occupations were generally
defined as “higher status,” depending upon the specific nature of the work. It
should be noted that this procedure provided enough “higher-status” cases
for analysis in the minority samples, but had the effect of over-representing
“lower-status” Anglo respondents in comparison to what would have been
found in a strictly random sample of Houston adults. This overrepresentation
of lower-status families among the Anglos was increased by matching Anglo
neighborhoods as closely as possible to minority neighborhoods on the basis
of socioeconomic indicators from the 1960 census.
Age group and life-cycle stage. Approximately two hundred forty
respondents were chosen for each of six age groups (20 to 29, 30 to 39, 40 to
54, 55 to 64, 65 to 74, 75 to 94 years). This procedure obviously resulted in
an overrepresentation of people in older age groups, but it had the benefit of
providing enough cases to permit analysis of the life situations of these
persons, which were of great theoretical and humane interest. For purposes
of analysis, these six age groups were collapsed into five categories more
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closely approximating the life-cycle stages proposed by one of the present
authors:

Table 10-1. Stage Developmental Model of the Ideal-Typical Life Cycle in
Contemporary, Urban, Middle-Class America—Giving Approximate Ages, the
Most Significant Other Persons, and the Major Dilemmas of Value-Theme
Differentiation and Integration
MAJOR DILEMMA OF
VALUE-THEME
DIFFERENTIATION AND
INTEGRATION
LIFE-CYCLE
STAGE

APPROXIMATE
AGES

MOST SIGNIFICANT
OTHERS

Security/Challenge

1.

Infancy

0-12 months

mother

Affective gratification/
sensorimotor
experiencing

2.

Early
childhood

1-2 years

mother, father

Compliance/self-control

3.

Oedipal
period

3-5 years

father, mother,
siblings, playmates

Expressivity/
instrumentality

4.

Later
childhood

6-11 years

parents, same sex
peers, teachers

Peer
relationships/evaluated
abilities

5.

Early
adolescence

12-15 ys

parents, same sex
peers, opposite sex
peers, teachers

Acceptance/achievement

6.

Later
adolescence

16-20 years

Young
adulthood

21-29 years

7.

Intimacy/autonomy
same sex peers,
opposite sex peers,
parents, teachers,
loved one, wife or
husband
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loved one, husband
or wife, children,

Connection/selfdetermination
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employers, friends
8.

Early
maturity

30-44 years

wife or husband,
children, superiors,
colleagues, friends,
parents

Stability/accomplishment

9.

Full
maturity

45 to
retirement age

wife or husband,
children, colleagues,
friends, younger
associates

Dignity/control

10.

Old age

Retirement age
to death

remaining family,
long-term friends,
neighbors

Meaningful
integration/autonomy

AGE GROUP

LIFE-CYCLE STAGE

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS

20-29

7. Young adult

248

30-44

8. Early maturity

308

45-64

9. Full maturity

425

65-74

10. Old age

242

75-94

11. Very old age

218

Total sample

1,441

These chronologically defined groups are taken to represent (in at least
a rough way) the periods of (7) job and family connection establishment, (8)
occupational and child-raising accomplishment, (9) occupational leveling off
and empty nest period, (10) the role-relinquishment period, and (11) the
period of physical decline. More detailed treatment should use these
sociological-stage positions directly rather than using the less complex but
also less valid approach through chronological age.
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Taken together, the four dimensions (sex, ethnicity, status level, and age
group) yielded seventy-two cells, each containing about twenty respondents.
While the quotas were fully met for the Anglo and black samples, MexicanAmericans are slightly underrepresented because of difficulties in locating a
sufficient number of older, higher-status Mexican-Americans.
After census tracts were drawn on the basis of ethnicity and indicators
of socioeconomic status, block sampling was used to locate individuals within
the quota requirements. The total sample of 1,441 persons is not intended to
represent Houston as a whole nor all of contemporary urban America. It does,
however, adequately represent each of the seventy-two cells of the design,
and has the important advantage of providing sufficient cases in all of the
empirically sparse but theoretically interesting cells. This claimed
representativeness is of course only within the context of Houston, but this
city itself typifies the kind of dynamic and rapidly changing urban center in
which questions of leisure and psychological well-being are becoming quite
pressing.

Self-Evaluation Dimensions
The study included a wide range of relatively specific self-evaluation
dimensions. The following measures were included:
1. Leisure competence index
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2. Work skills self-rating
3. Self-rated intelligence
4. Self-satisfaction rating
Leisure Competence Index
One major segment of the study had to do with a broad range of
activities in the home or in leisure pursuits outside the home and away from
the regular course of work. Specific interview items enabled the respondent
to rate his skill regarding seventeen different leisure activities. The scale
included the responses: “not good,” “average,” and “good,” which were
evaluated numerically from one for the least competent-appearing answer to
three for the most competent answer, and then combined into a leisurecompetence index by the indicator-mean procedure. Using this procedure the
mean of the scores of the seventeen indicators was computed and then
multiplied by ten, rounded to remove decimal fractions, and then reduced by
ten so as to produce a final range of scores between zero and twenty. Where
any of the seventeen indicators were unanswered, the averaging procedure
simply increased slightly the proportional contribution of the other
indicators. A minimum of twelve of the seventeen indicators, however, was
required for a respondent to have a leisure-competence score. The resulting
score is taken as a measure of competence in the sphere of personal
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expressivity (our definition of leisure).
The seventeen competence items and their part-whole correlations with
the leisure-competence index were:
.58

Skill at understanding and discussing local or national problems.

.57

Skill at trip planning-making reservations, buying tickets, figuring route, etc.

.57

Skill at sports for someone your age.

.56

Skill at leading or speaking out at clubs or organizations.

.55

Skill at being a good follower, getting work done, encouraging others in clubs and
organizations.

.52

Skill in camping, fishing, hiking, or any outing in the country or at the beach.

.50

Knowledge about art or music.

.50

Skill at drawing, singing, playing an instrument.

.48

Skill at talking with people, being sociable.

.48

Skill at dancing.

.47

Knowledge about players, performers, or teams in the world of sports.

.38

Skill at sewing, mending, decorating, fixing, building, or working in the yard.

.38

Skill at cooking, baking, barbecuing for family or friends. (Intended as a measure of
“party” or “gourmet” cooking expressivity. )

.37

Skill at being a drinking companion.

.31

Skill at housework.

.27

Skill at managing the needs of your family.

.24

Skill at finding satisfying things to do when alone.

Work Skills Self-Rating
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The respondent was also asked to rate himself on work skills by the
question: “In terms of getting or holding a job now, would you say your work
or job skills are excellent, good, fair, or poor?” This single item is taken to
represent instrumental competence. The overall distribution for the sample
was:
work skills rating
26%

excellent

33%

good

20%

fair

21%

poor

100%
(1,419) (Twenty-two gave no answer to this interview question.)

Self-Rated Intelligence
The respondents rated their general intelligence on a four-point scale,
ranging from “not very high” through “about average” and “pretty high” to
“very high.” The following distribution resulted:
self-rated intelligence
7%

very high

12%

pretty high

71%

about average

10%

not very high

100%
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(1,426) (Fifteen gave no answer to this question.)

Self-Satisfaction Rating—A Weak Version of “Moral Worth”
Finally, the interview contained the question: “How do you feel about
yourself as a person—pretty good, just okay, could be better, or not so good?”
Although quite vague and indirect, this item is the only one in the interview
that is at all concerned with the dimension of moral worth (being “good”
rather than “good at” something). The distribution of responses to this
admittedly slim moral-worth item was:
self-satisfaction rating
47%

pretty good

23%

just okay

28%

could be better

2%

not so good

100%
(1,440) (One respondent gave no answer.)

The responses to each of the single-item measures were assigned the
numerical value 1, 2, 3 or 4, with the most favorable-to-self response
receiving the highest value, and the same was done with the quartile groups
on the leisure-competence index. Our analyses were carried out on the
correlations of these four-point scales with each other and with the
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independent variables.

Table 10-2. Correlations of Four Self-Evaluations with Mental-Health Measures
and with Each Other
LEISURE

SENSE OF

MENTAL-HEALTH

COMPETENCE

SELF-RATED

SELFRATED

SELF-

MEASURES

INDEX

INTELLIGENCE

WORK
SKILLS

SATISFACTION

Positive Affect

.32***

.10***

.07**

.03

-.10***

-.08**

-.14***

- .22***

- .23***

-.15***

-.24***

-.28***

-.17***

-.13***

-.18***

-.28***

-.22***

-.10***

-.25***

-.16***

-.12***

-.04

-.12***

-.16***

.22***

.13***

.18***

.24***

Score
Negative Affect
Score
Twenty-two Item
Symptom Score
Anxiety Items
Score
Depressed Items
Score
Somatic Items
Score
Self-rated
Happiness
Self-evaluation
Intercorrelations:
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Leisure Competence

1.00

.41***

.37***

.15***

Self-rated
Intelligence

.41***

1.00

.21***

.16***

Work Skills

.37***

.21***

1.00

.11***

Self-satisfaction

.15***

.16***

11***

1.00

Average
Intercorrelation

.31

.26

.23

.14

note: See Technical Appendix for discussion of the mental-health measures and of our construct
validation procedures.
Three asterisks indicate statistical significance beyond the .001 level, two asterisks indicate
significance beyond the .01 level and one asterisk designates the .05 level of confidence
that a given correlation was not produced by chance sampling fluctuation from a
population in which there is actually a zero correlation between the variables. It should
be noted that samples as large as ours (1,441) will show these levels of “statistical
significance” on correlations yielding very little predictive or explanatory power.

We used the logic of four-way analysis of variance on the dependent
variables, even though it is explicitly recognized that these scales do not meet
the assumption of an equal interval between any pair of adjacent points. Any
measurement error introduced by the restricted score range and by unequal
intervals tends to understate magnitudes of relationship and inferred
probabilities in the statistical analyses that follow, and are thus conservative
in nature. We can assume that improved measurement of the variables would
produce results at least as strong as the present ones. The power and
parsimony of these multivariate procedures are simply felt to outweigh
doubts about the measurement levels.
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The interested reader will find information on the construct validation
of our measures in the Technical Appendix to this chapter.
Inspection of the inter-correlations of these four scores (presented at
the bottom of Table 10-2 reveals that they are tapping quite distinct and
different facets of self-evaluation. The leisure-competence index shows the
strongest relationships to the others, especially with the other forms of
competence (+.41 with self-rated intelligence and +.37 with work skills). Selfsatisfaction has a consistent positive but very weak relation to the forms of
competence (+.11 with work skills, +.15 with leisure competence and +.16
with self-rated intelligence). We will report our findings at first for the four
self-conceptions

separately,

and

then

will

focus

on

a

combined

instrumental/expressive competence measure as contrasted with the selfsatisfaction dimension.

Hypotheses
For each of the dependent variables (leisure-competence index, workskills rating, self-rated intelligence, and sense of self-satisfaction), specific
predictions can be made in relation to life-cycle stage and each of the socialstructural variables (sex, ethnicity, and occupational status). However, the
major thrust of the present paper is directed to analysis of the unique and
combined impact of lifecycle stage and the other three independent variables
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when they are simultaneously brought into relation with each of the selfevaluations in turn.
The necessity and wisdom of this combined and interactive approach
was demonstrated by one of the very few studies that related age to some
form of self-evaluation, and simultaneously took into account additional
factors that theoretically should condition the relationship. Kaplan and
Pokorny22 reviewed a number of studies that had indicated a negative
association between age and “self-derogation” (suggested as stemming in part
from lessened feelings of role inadequacy as burdensome roles are
relinquished). Other studies showed no relationship between age and selfderogation, while still others found a positive pattern of association. Using the
Rosenberg36 self-attitude items, Kaplan and Pokorny demonstrated that the
older respondents (sixty or above) evidenced less self-derogation than did
younger respondents in a survey of five hundred adults living in Houston, but
only if the respondents were free from one or more of the following
disturbing influences:
Aging was observed to be associated with lower self-derogation where the
Ss: (1) reported no recent life experiences requiring behavioral
adaptation; (2) reported no disparity between their current and hoped for
standard of living; (3) reported that as children they were not afraid of
being left alone; and (4) were living with their spouses in independent
households. However, for Ss characterized by the complementary
circumstances, either no relationship between self-attitude and aging was
observed or there was a nonsignificant tendency for the older Ss to be
more self-derogatory than the younger Ss. [Pp. 248-249]
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Thus we gain further support for the general prediction that the
direction and strength of any relationship between age and self-evaluation
will be conditional upon the life circumstances of the persons, especially as
these circumstances effect the flows of social rewards.
Furthermore, although Kaplan and Pokorny followed Rosenberg in
using a single general dimension of self-evaluation, close inspection of their
data suggests that age will be differently related to different aspects of selfevaluation. In particular, those aspects reflecting sensed competence are
expected to be less favorable among the older respondents (especially p. 224
and Table 1) ,
Thus, beyond the general hypothesis that life-cycle stage and each of the
three social characteristics will be appreciably related to each of the selfevaluations, we will test the following more specific hypotheses derived from
the above considerations and from our previous theoretical work:
1. Life cycle stage and sex will be the most important predictors of
self-evaluations that have strong physiological components
(leisure competence and work skills); the general form of the
relation between age and these forms of competence will be
negative, and males will score higher than females.
2. Occupational status and ethnic group will have greater impact than
life-cycle stage and sex in the areas of self-rated intelligence
and self-satisfaction.
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3. Life-cycle stage will generally relate more strongly than will sex to
the various dimensions of self-evaluation.
4. Each of these hypothesized relations is derived from the
fundamental idea that the various aspects of self-evaluation
are engendered, maintained, and increased or decreased
according to the flows of particular interactive sanctions
from significant others, while these reward flows are in turn
structured by the role relations associated with gender,
ethnicity, socioeconomic status and, especially, the shifting
matrix of stage in the life cycle.

Findings and Interpretations
Overall Age Trends
Before testing our three specific hypotheses, we must demonstrate that,
in fact, the different aspects of self-evaluation do have distinct patterns of
difference and trend among the groups at different stages in the life cycle.
Figure 10-1 displays the mean scores on each of the four selfevaluations for the five life-cycle stages. It should be clearly noted that these
are age comparisons of different cohorts of persons assessed at the same time,
not changes in given individuals as they move through their life cycles.
Longitudinal data would, of course, be necessary for an adequate test of
theory concerning how social-structural factors relate to changes or
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“development” in self-evaluation. Comparative cohort analysis of crosssectional data from a single survey provides only a weak approximation to
the inference of change over time. However, we can use these data to test
hypotheses such as ours concerning life-cycle-stage differences (rather than
change in given individuals). This form of comparative analysis does not
require the assumption that older cohorts were (when young) similar to
those now young.
The data supports our general hypothesis that life-cycle stage will be a
very important predictor of those self-evaluations having implicit
physiological components. Two self-evaluations are distinctly less favorable
among the older groups: leisure competence correlates -.34*** with life-cycle
stage (numerically represented by the digits 1-5), and self-rated, work-skills
goodness correlates -.29***. The over-sixty-five respondents (and especially
those over seventy-five) much more frequently report poor physical health
than do the younger respondents; consequently, less favorable leisurecompetence and work-skills self-assessment among the older respondents
very likely reflect the impact of functional impairment related to physical
condition. The other two self-evaluations show essentially no appreciable
relation to life-cycle stage: satisfaction correlates +.08** with age, self-rated
intelligence stands at -.04. The fact that two self-evaluations show negative
associations with age while two others show small but positive association
with age supports our contention that aspects of self-conception should be
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measured and analyzed separately, rather than being combined into a single
dimension labeled “self-esteem.” This idea is given further support by the
following analyses, which demonstrate that the different self-evaluation
dimensions

are

rather

differently

related

to

the

social-structural

characteristics.

Figure 10-1.
Four Dimensions of Self-Evaluation by Life-cycle Stage
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Testing Hypothesis 1
Our first specific hypothesis asserted that life-cycle stage and sex would
be stronger predictors of leisure and work-skill competence than would
ethnic group and occupational status. In addition to the above-mentioned
idea about physiological impairment and age, this assertion was based on the
ideas that women in our society (and especially older women) often have
been socialized to think that the ability to support themselves economically is
not a prime component of their major roles. Further, women had probably
not been socialized to high objective levels of either work-skill competence or
leisure competence. In short, we felt that women have very generally been
socialized more for social-emotional concerns than for competence (even in
leisure activity), and would not feel that competence was vital to their sense
of personal worth.
Examination of our data generally supports our argument regarding the
importance of lifecycle stage and sex, especially regarding self-rated work
skills. Both life-cycle stage and sex are significantly and moderately strongly
related to both leisure competence and work skills. Just as predicted, lifecycle stage is significantly and appreciably negatively related both to workskills goodness ( -.29***) and leisure competence (-.34***). What was not
anticipated, however, was the fact that in relation to leisure competence,
ethnic group and occupational status were more important than was sex.
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Veblen’s assertion that socioeconomic status and leisure competence are
related seems to be valid, even far below the leisure class. Here are the rank
orderings of the independent variables, with strength of predictive power
assessed by the unique percentage of the variance in the dependent variable
associated with each independent variable ( *** p = < .001):
WORK-SKILLS GOODNESS

LEISURE COMPETENCE

%

%

Life-cycle stage

10.5***

Life-cycle stage

9.6***

Sex

5.5***

Ethnic group

4.9***

Occupational status

3.5***

Occupational status

3.3***

Ethnic group

3.0***

Sex

3.0***

Total variance “explained”

28%

Total variance “explained”

25%

(including numerous small
interaction effects)

The less-than-predicted importance of sex in shaping the level of selfreported leisure competence suggests that women are expected to be
competent in expressive activity (leisure), while less demands are made on
women for instrumental competence.
As predicted by hypothesis 1, life-cycle stage and sex contribute the
most explanatory power for work-skill ratings; this data is presented
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graphically in Figure 10-2. The male-female curves are almost identical in
shape, with males showing a consistently higher level of reported work skills
across all life-cycle stages.

Figure 10-2.
Work Skill Goodness of Life-cycle Stage and Sex

These data seem consistent with socialization to male-female roles, and
probably represent a realistic appraisal by each group. For both men and
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women, those over sixty-five, and especially those over seventy-five, rate
their work skills lower on the average than do the younger respondents.
Continued employment is very rare among these aged respondents, and the
combined effect of the symbolic act of retirement, the unavoidable
comparisons with younger persons and an actual decline in functional
capacity associated with physical impairment may account for much of the
gap in self-rated work-skills.
As Figure 10-3 reveals, the two strongest predictors for leisure
competence are life-cycle stage and ethnicity. For all ethnic groups, there is a
lower average leisure-competence score for each successive life-cycle stage.
The same relative position between ethnic groups is maintained across
all life-cycle stages: Blacks consistently rank themselves the highest on leisure
competence (x = 2.8), followed by Anglos (x = 2.4), and then by the MexicanAmericans (x = 2.2). This pattern might be a result of several factors. First, the
sample selection procedures produced a set of Anglos who are relatively low
in education, occupation, and income (in comparison with Houston’s total
Anglo population), while the black and Mexican-American samples more
often included “successes.” Second, recent efforts to engender ethnic pride
among blacks may be an important factor in producing their high scores.
Third, a high score may be a reflection of compensatory overstatement.
Fourth, of necessity, black lower-class and working-class cultures have long
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stressed competence in expressive leisure activities since instrumental work
success was so thoroughly blocked.

Figure 10-3.
Leisure Competence by Life-cycle Stage and Ethnic Group

Thus, on the basis of these findings we may conclude that (as predicted)
life-cycle stage, sex, ethnicity, and occupational status level are all related to
self-rated leisure and work-skills competence. Second, age is negatively
related to both of these competence self-evaluations. Finally, while age is of
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primary importance in relation to both of these performance self-evaluations,
sex is one of the top two variables only for work-skill competence.

Testing Hypothesis 2
Our second specific hypothesis stated that occupational status and
ethnic-group membership will have greater impact in the areas of self-rated
intelligence and self-satisfaction than will life-cycle stage and sex. Since these
areas involve less overt physical components and less specific sex-role
socialization than was the case in the performance realm, occupational
position (as a broad indicator of socioeconomic status) and ethnicity should
be more influential in shaping the levels of these particular self-evaluations.
Examination of the data partially supports this hypothesis. Ethnicity
contributes to both ratings, but occupational status is influential only for selfrated intelligence. Life-cycle stage and sex are not important in predicting
either self-rated intelligence or self-satisfaction. Here are the rank orderings
of the independent variables, and the percent of the variance in the
dependent variable associated with each independent variable:
SELF-RATED INTELLIGENCE

SELF-SATISFACTION
%

%

Occupational status

2.4***

Ethnic group

2.6***

Ethnic group

2.4***

Life-cycle stage

.6*
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Life-cycle stage

.4

Sex

.3*

Sex

.3*

Occupational status

.1

Total variance “explained”

11%

Total Variance “explained”

.8%

(including numerous small
interaction effects)

The total “explained variance” figures for self-rated intelligence and for
self-satisfaction are considerably lower than for leisure and work-skill
competence. Following our practice of structuring the discussion around the
two most important independent variables, Figures 10-4 and 10-5 present
ethnic and occupational-skill-group means in relation to self-rated
intelligence, and ethnic-group and life-cycle-stage means for self-satisfaction.
Several points are worth noting in these data. The phenomena of blacks
reporting somewhat more favorable self-evaluations than do other ethnic
groups is seen in relation to both self-rated intelligence and self-satisfaction.
These data reinforce the idea of successful attempts to develop pride among
blacks. Anglos are third in self-satisfaction ratings in all of the five life-cycle
stages and second in self-rated intelligence. This finding supports the idea
that the Anglos in our sample may be suffering a sense of relative deprivation
in relation to the wider reference group of Houston Anglos. Another
important feature is the lack of any downward trend among the life stages in
self-satisfaction rankings; in fact, there is a very slight upward trend ( +.08**,
see Figure 10-2). The lack of importance of life-cycle stages to self-rated
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intelligence supports the earlier argument: if active physical performance is
not directly involved in the aspect of self-evaluation being rated, age is not a
crucial factor.

Figure 10-4.
Self-Rated Intelligence by Occupational Status and Ethnic Group
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Figure 10-5.
Self-Satisfaction by Ethnic Group and Life-cycle Stage

We may conclude that regarding self-rated intelligence, occupational
status and ethnic group are the most important determinants, thus partially
confirming our second hypothesis. Regarding self-satisfaction, however,
ethnic group is most important—as predicted—while occupational status is
unrelated.
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Testing Hypothesis 3
Our third specific hypothesis asserted that life-cycle stage will generally
relate more strongly to the various dimensions of self-evaluation than will
sex. The data already presented support this hypothesis. Life-cycle stage was
found to be appreciably more important than sex in predicting leisure
competence and work-skills competence and slightly stronger regarding selfrated intellectual ability and self-satisfaction. Thus, all four outcomes were in
the predicted direction, but large differences were found for two of the four
self-evaluations we are considering. This differential relation of sex to the two
pairs of self-evaluations probably is a reflection of the fact that our culture
has not mandated performance competence for females, but still expects
them to be “good” and at least moderately intelligent.

Life-cycle Stage and Performance Competence
In the preceding analysis we have presented data for each of four
aspects of self-evaluation as related to life-cycle stage, sex, occupational
status, and ethnicity. Following such an analysis, we arrive at a logical
justification to combine two aspects of self-conception (work-skills
competence and leisure competence) into one index of performance
competence. Both of these represent self-ratings of abilities necessary in
performing instrumental and expressive activities. Weighting the two
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performance components equally and then averaging, a performancecompetence index score (with a possible range from 0-30) was assigned to
each respondent.
Figure 10-6 displays the average performance-competence scores for
the respondents classified into groups defined by the combination of
ethnicity, sex, and life-cycle stage. Occupational-status comparisons were
ignored in this figure so that the patterns would not be blurred by too much
detail; for numerical analysis, however, the status comparison was preserved.
Life-cycle stage. The general finding is quite clear and strong: the older
the person, the lower the self-rated performance competence. At the extremes
this pattern is very pronounced; older Mexican-American women averaged
about 4.0 on our 0-30 scale, while young adult black males scored more than
six times higher (24.1). The age trends were generally quite similar across the
sex and ethnic-group comparisons: young adults (twenty to twenty-nine) and
those in early maturity (thirty to forty-four) scored quite high on this
measure of self-conceived performance-competence. Those in full maturity
(forty-five to sixty-four) scored distinctly lower, and those in the two older
age groups (sixty-five to seventy-four, seventy-five to ninety-four) scored
very much lower (except for the very old black males). Without regard to sex,
ethnic group, or occupational status, the mean performance-competence
scores from youngest to oldest life-cycle stages were 18.8, 16.2, 12.8, and 9.7.
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Even after introducing the other three factors, life-cycle stage still was
associated with 14.4 percent of the variance in performance-competence selfevaluation. In almost every instance, the greatest difference can be observed
between those fully mature and those over sixty-five, or between the old and
very old. This pattern of results provides empirical support for the
sociological generalization that role loss in old age (such as retirement,
widowhood, loss of friends and relatives through death and residence
relocation, withdrawal from active organizational participation, and
invalidism) produces great personal stress and reduced life satisfaction.
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Figure 10-6.
Performance Competence by Sex, Ethnic Group, and Life-cycle Stage

A four-way analysis of variance in the performance-competence scores
using life-cycle stage, ethnicity, sex, and occupational-skill level as
independent variables resulted in a rather substantial total explained
variance of 36 percent:
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LEISURE COMPETENCE INDEX
Life-cycle stage

14.4%***

Sex

6.0%***

Ethnicity

5.7%***

Occupational status

5.0%***

Ethnic and status

.9%***

Total variance “explained”

36%

(including various small
interaction effects)

Ethnic groups and sex. The only appreciable interaction among the
independent variables in relation to performance competence occurred
between ethnic groups and sex. Even before introduction of the other factors,
ethnic group showed a clear relation to performance evaluation (MexicanAmericans averaged 12.9, Anglos = 14.4, and blacks = 18.3), accounting for a
unique 5.7 percent of the variance. Sex was also significantly related to
performance competence (females averaged 12.9, males = 17.6), accounting
for an additional 6.0 percent of the variance. In particular, the MexicanAmerican females and the Anglo females scored very low—the other
ethnic/sex groups were much closer together in height of score pattern.
Black males and females scored consistently higher than all other
groups, with the one exception of Anglo males in early maturity (thirty to
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forty-four) matching the score level of black females and scoring slightly
higher than black males. Black females in early maturity (thirty to forty-four)
scored higher in performance competence than every group except the young
black males. This seems to be rather striking evidence of the impact of women
in a particular subculture assuming responsible instrumental roles and
frequently functioning as heads of households. These black women scored at
levels comparable to the three male groups and well above the two other
female groups. In contrast, the Anglo females show much lower performancecompetence levels, and the Mexican-American women (traditionally confined
to the home and supported in decision-making dependency) score below
every other group at every stage in the life cycle.

Conclusions and Prospects
This analysis has used a differentiated approach to self-evaluation in
order to attempt resolution of an apparent contradiction in the literature
concerning the relation of global “self-esteem” to age or stage in the life cycle.
One previous approach has made progress toward this resolution through
tracing out the social circumstances under which this general relation seems
to be positive, negative, or flat. The present paper builds upon this
“conditional relationship” strategy, but then goes on to distinguish
“performance competence” self-evaluations from forms of “self-acceptance”
evaluation, following the logic of one of the author’s previous theoretical
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work.’’ Both general and specific hypotheses were formulated predicting
different relations of age or life-cycle stage to competence self-evaluation as
compared to self-acceptance, and regarding the relations of each form of selfevaluation to sex, ethnic group, and socioeconomic status.
Empirical data from the Houston Leisure and Mental Health Study were
used to test these hypotheses and to develop a first-approximation estimate
of the relative and combined effects of sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
and age group on each of the four distinct self-evaluations.
The results of this double-differentiation analysis strategy were quite
clear:
1. Leisure competence, work-skills competence (and a recombined
performance-competence index) were negatively related to
age in our sample, and stood in complex relation with the
other “conditioning” independent variables. Together, the
four independent variables “explained” a relatively high
proportion of the variance in the competence selfevaluations.
2. As predicted, however, the self-acceptance (moral-worth) measure
was more weakly and positively related to age, while selfrated intelligence showed no correlation with age at all.
Again, specific unique and combined effects were discovered
when the social-structural variables were taken into
account, but the total explanatory power was much lower
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regarding self-acceptance and self-rated intelligence than
was the case for the two forms of competence.
These findings demonstrated the importance of differentiating subdimensions of self-evaluation, and demand further analysis of the impact on
the different self-evaluations of particular social events and of life-cycle stage
(marriage, parenthood, divorce, empty nest, retirement, widowhood,
invalidism, etc.), all nested within the macrosocial-structural parameters.

Technical Appendix
Construct Validation of Four Dimensions of Self-Evaluation
Construct validation was shown by Cronbach and Meehl in their
pioneering article to be the essential feature in any attempt to validate a
particular measurement procedure regarding a theoretically interesting but
non-observable property. Other forms of validation, such as known-groups
discrimination, prediction of a criterion outcome, and the naively popular
“face validity” assessment, are desirable but often impossible alternatives in
dealing with self-conceptions, since it is logically impossible to define an overt
criterion for dimensions of self-conception against which a particular
operational procedure could be validated. The most important assessment
remains the way in which the scores (derived from the operationalization
procedure), actually relate to scores on other theoretically relevant variables.
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Mental functioning is theoretically relevant. Data collected in the Houston
survey provided several measures of mental health, and we chose to use
some of these measures to validate the construct of the four dimensions of
self-evaluation. We examined the relationship of these dimensions with the
Affect Balance Scale, the Twenty-two Item Symptom Report Scale, and a selfreport by the respondent of happiness.
Affect Balance Scale. Bradburn developed the Affect Balance Scale with
which to tap a respondent’s affective state at a particular time. Bradburn
clearly sets out the principle that positive affect and negative affect are
distinct entities rather than opposite poles of the same dimension. This
assertion is borne out in our sample, in which the positive-affect and
negative-affect scores are completely uncorrelated (-.01).
All four measured dimensions of self-evaluation show the expected
direction of positive correlation with high positive-affect scores and negative
relation with the negative-affect scores. The low levels of correlation,
however, show that the dimensions of self-evaluation we have tapped are by
no means simple, internalized views of the respondent’s happiness with the
state of affairs of the world in general.
The strength of the correlations with positive-affect range from +.32
with leisure competence to an essentially zero relationship with self-
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satisfaction (+ .03), suggesting a close relationship of positive feelings to
social participation, as Bradburn suggests. The relationships between the four
self-evaluation dimensions and negative-affect score are somewhat stronger
than their relations with the positive-affect score, the strongest associations
being with the variables of work skills (-.14) and self-satisfaction (-.22). The
closer connection of self-conception to negative rather than positive affect
probably stems from the American cultural prescription that a cheerful
presentation of self is most socially desirable.
Twenty-two Item Symptom Report. Langner and his colleagues
developed a scale based on predominantly psychosomatic- and neuroticsymptom reports by the respondent. These include a number of physiological
symptoms, such as frequent headaches, heart beating hard, poor appetite,
shortness of breath, etc., and an approximately equal number of more clearly
psychological items, such as reports of being the “worrying type,” being
nervous often, being restless, feeling that nothing goes right, and wondering
about the worthwhileness of activities. This type of symptom report scale is
very similar to the psychosomatic or “nervousness” scales developed in the
American soldier research during World War II and forms of symptom
reports used more recently by Morris Rosenberg in his attempt to validate his
direct self-esteem scale. Rosenberg has shown that in his sample of some
5,000 high school students, a rather straightforward self-esteem scale
correlated approximately -.44 with psychosomatic symptom reports (using
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the Epsilon measure calculated from Rosenberg’s Table 3). Our finding of
consistent negative correlations ranging from -.15 for self-rated intelligence
to -.28 for sense of self-satisfaction is rather convincing evidence that our
measures are in fact tapping important psychological dimensions, since these
relations are predicted by many forms of theory. A study by Kaplan and
Pokorny showing an association of similar magnitude and direction between
an anxiety symptom report and self-derogation offers additional basis for
these claims.
Symptom factor scores. A factor analysis of the twenty-two symptoms
indicated three major factors: anxiety, depression, and somatic complaints. A
score was created by weighting the most important symptoms of each factor
by the factor loading of that item, and then taking a rounded mean score of
these products. Each respondent thus received a weighted score for each of
the three specific symptom groups in addition to the total twenty-two
symptom score.
The correlations of these scores with the four self-conceptions (Figure
10-2) confirm again, by direction and magnitude, the validity of the
measurements as variables relevant to mental functioning. The depressionsymptom syndrome has the strongest negative associations with self-rated
leisure and work competence (-.22, -.25). The anxiety-symptom syndrome
relates most strongly to self-satisfaction (-.28). The somatic symptoms show
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the weakest associations of the three symptom groups.
Self-rating of happiness. The respondents were asked to rate their
happiness by the question: “All things considered, how happy would you say
you are right now—very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?” Again, the
correlations with the four measured aspects of self-conception are not large,
but are all in the predicted direction (+.13 to +.24).
This diverse range of predicted correlations (with negative-affect,
positive-affect, twenty-two-item symptom scale, anxiety, depression, somaticsymptoms, and level of self-rated happiness) forms a fairly persuasive picture
of the construct validity of the four measured dimensions of self-conception.
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CHAPTER 11
CREATIVITY AND ITS CULTIVATION: RELATION TO
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY AND MENTAL HEALTH
Silvano Arieti
The interconnections and possibilities of cross-fertilizations between
modern psychiatry and other disciplines are rapidly increasing. Recently a
new area, the study of creativity, was added to this long list, especially in
relation to psychopathology, mental health, and school psychiatry.
At first glance, any linking of creativity with psychopathology might
appear unwarranted, for the creative process is not pathological but
something to be desired and encouraged. But similar linkings have occurred
in the history of medicine. For instance, general pathology has been of great
help in understanding the physiology of the normal organism.
Creativity is an important part of the study of man and can be
approached in many ways. This chapter will deal with some aspects of this
subject that are related to psychiatry.
Many authors have recently studied creativity from other points of view
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and have defined the creative process in various ways for instance, Ghiselin,
Anderson, Stein and Heinze, Hammer, Taylor and Barron, Getzels and Jackson,
Gruber, Terrell and Wertheimer, Eiduson, and Koestler.
By the term “creative process” the present author means a special
process by which man tries to transcend in a desirable form the usual ways of
feeling, understanding, relating, and doing (Arieti; see also Von Bertalanffy).
Although there is a fundamental difference between the infrahuman
animal that has a limited number of responses and the symbol-making human
being, man, too, tends to act and relate in fixed ways. Whether his way of
coping with any situation occurs immediately after the stimulus or whether it
follows a complicated set of symbols and choices, man tends to use the
repertory of activities provided by his usual psychological faculties or by
ways that have become the common style of his culture. If his activities are
mediated by cognitive processes, they generally follow what, in Freudian
psychoanalysis, has been called the secondary process or, in more general
parlance, Aristotelian or ordinary logical thinking.
The creative process allows man to liberate himself from the fetters of
these secondary-process responses. But creativity is not simply originality
and freedom. It is much more than that; it also imposes restrictions. First of
all, although it uses methods other than the secondary process, it must not be
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in disagreement with the secondary process. Otherwise, the result would be
bizarre, not creative. Secondly, it must attain an additional aim: a desirable
enlargement of human experience— either aesthetic pleasure, as in art, or
usefulness, understanding, and predictability, as in science. In this second
respect, creativity may be seen in a dual role: at the same time that it enlarges
the universe by adding or uncovering new dimensions, it also enriches man,
who will be able to experience inwardly these new dimensions.
Thirdly, the creative process tends to fulfill a longing or a search for a
new object or for a state of experience or of existence that is not easily found
or easily attainable. Especially in aesthetic creativity, the work often
represents not only the new object but this longing, this indefinite search, this
sustained, yet never completed effort with its conscious or unconscious
motivation.

Previous Psychiatric or Psychoanalytic Interpretations
In 1864, the Italian psychiatrist Cesare Lombroso wrote an essay on
“Genius and Insanity,”1 which was followed by many books on the same
subject. Lombroso tried to prove that such geniuses as Cellini, Goethe, Vico,
Tasso, Newton, Rousseau, Comte, Ampere, and many others had experienced
attacks of insanity: specifically, such psychiatric conditions as delusional and
hallucinatory syndromes, depressions, and manic states. Although Lombroso
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reported several cases of creative men who, according to indisputable
evidence, had had attacks of psychosis, in other cases it was difficult to tell
whether they had suffered from real psychoses or from what other authors
would call peculiarities of character and temperament. Moreover, Lombroso
dealt only with the negative qualities of great men. He did not deal with the
positive qualities or with the processes that transform psychopathology into
creative activity. In his last books, Lombroso expressed the opinion that the
quality of being a genius is associated with epilepsy. The peculiarities of these
geniuses would be explained as epileptic equivalents. He felt that being a
genius may be the expression of a “degenerative psychosis.”
For several decades Lombroso’s works enjoyed a great popularity in
Europe, but finally their lack of scientific basis, absence of clear-cut
definitions of genius and of insanity, and the inability to prove the veracity of
anecdotal reports made even Lombroso’s own pupils skeptical about his
work. Lombroso’s contributions, however, will retain historical importance,
for they represent one of the first and most prolonged attempts to find
connections between psychopathology and creativity.
We must wait for the advent of the psychoanalytic school for a new and
more rewarding approach to the problem of creativity. According to Freud,
creativity originates in man’s conflicts, which stem from fundamental
biological drives. The urge to create is seen as an attempt to find a solution to
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these conflicts.
Just as the child attains wish fulfillment or some control over reality
through play and games, in which he generally impersonates an important
adult—a political leader, an army general, a movie star, a parent, etc.—so the
creative person produces a work of art in which he can realize his daydreams.
However, Freud adds, we are often ashamed of our day-dreams, just as we are
of drives that give rise to nocturnal dreams. In our nocturnal dreams the
censorship diminishes the shame by making the manifest aspect of the dream
very different from its meaning. Freud gives a similar interpretation for the
aesthetic transformation of the original daydream: “. . . The essential ars
poetica lies in the technique by which our feeling of repulsion is overcome. . . .
The writer softens the egotistical character of the daydream by changes and
disguises, and he bribes us by the offer of a purely formal, that is, aesthetic,
pleasure in the presentation of his fantasies.”
According to Freud, childhood experiences are very important in
accounting for the content of the creative product. Thus, it is not an accident
that in a famous painting by Leonardo da Vinci the Virgin Mary and St. Anna
both appear with the infant Jesus, in contrast to the usual representation of
the holy family in Italian painting. Leonardo had the unconscious need to
reproduce a childhood experience. He was raised by two mothers: his real
mother, a peasant woman, and his father’s legal wife, in whose home
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Leonardo grew up.
According to Freud, the role of sexuality in creativity is always
prominent. He traces the creative person’s desire to know the unknown back
to the child’s sexual curiosity, which begins with the third year of life. In
Freud’s opinion the child’s interest in sex has three possible outcomes. The
first is energetic repression, favored by educational and religious inhibitions.
The second, a transformation of psychological mechanisms, occurs when
sexual investigation is not totally repressed but is dealt with by thought
processes or by compulsive defenses. This transformation takes place when
the intellectual development is sufficiently strong. In the third case, “the most
rare and most perfect type,” sexual curiosity is sublimated into that curiosity
which leads to creativity.
These brief remarks are sufficient to illustrate that Freud was mainly
concerned with the importance and relevance of motivation in creativity, not
with the essence of creativity itself. Unconscious motivation is indeed a very
important subject, but it does not include the various aspects of the problem
of creativity. We want to determine why and how a few gifted men are able to
transform their motivations and their personal experiences into creative
products.
Within the theoretical framework of the Freudian school, Kris is,
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perhaps, the most prominent author who has studied creativity not
exclusively from the point of view of unconscious motivation. Kris must be
given credit for stressing the importance of the primary process in the formal
mechanisms of creativity. The primary and secondary processes were
described by Freud in Chapter 7 of The Interpretation of Dreams; but he
connected these concepts to the problem of unconscious motivation, not to
the formal aspects of creativity. By primary process, Freud meant a special
type of organization that governs unconscious processes. It is characterized,
from a cognitive point of view, by the phenomena of displacement,
condensation, and substitution. From the point of view of the libido theory, it
is characterized by easy discharge or easy shifting of libidinal charge. Kris
considered the use of the primary process in creativity as a “regression in the
service of the ego.” In other words, in the creative work the creative person
uses such processes as condensation and substitution. This would take place
in the preconscious system.
Still in the framework of the Freudian school, Kubie adds support to
Kris’s idea that creativity is a product of the preconscious and not of the
unconscious, as had previously been assumed by some psychoanalysts.
Jung has also made a significant contribution to the problem of
creativity, especially in reference to the aesthetic process. Jung believed that
the creative process, at least when it pertains to art, may occur in two modes:
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the psychological and the visionary.
In the psychological mode, the content of the creative product is drawn
from the realm of human consciousness. Although the vast and rich realm of
human experience, in its relation to such things as love, family, environment,
society, crime, or human destiny in general, usually appears in the content of
the work of art, this mode of creativity “nowhere transcends the bounds of
psychological intelligibility. . . . Everything that it embraces belongs to the
realm of the understanding.” The psychological mode requires submitting the
material to a direct, conscious, and purposeful aim.
It is the visionary-mode that concerns Jung more than anything else. In
this second mode, the content does not originate from the lessons of life but
from the depths of time. It reproduces primordial experiences that surpass
understanding. These experiences may be many-sided, demonic, grotesque.
They come from the collective unconscious—that part of the psyche which is
the depository of experiences that have occurred repeatedly over the course
of a large number of generations. These deposits are the archetypes.
In the visionary mode, the method is again different. The creative
person is at the mercy of the reemerging content. He is in a passive situation.
“The work brings with it its own form.” The creative person is more conscious
of an “alien” will or intention beyond his comprehension. In the visionary
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mode, the creative process consists in an unconscious animation of the
archetype.

The Primary Process
Jung is correct in pointing out that a great work of art is not the
exclusive result of life experience or of the usual ways of thinking but also of
primordial processes. However, the present author believes that these
primordial processes do not come from the collective unconscious and have
little to do with the content of the product of creativity. He believes, as Kris
does, that these processes consist of primary-process mechanisms described
by Freud. These mechanisms deal with the cognitive forms of the creative
process, not with its content.
As we have already mentioned, although Freud discovered the primary
process, he did not pursue the study of the cognitive mechanisms of the
primary process and therefore could not sufficiently apply his discovery to
the understanding of creativity. On the other hand, Kris, who understood the
relevance of the study of the primary process in relation to creativity, did not
show how, in the different forms of creativity, the primary process must
integrate with the mechanisms of the secondary process.
In my opinion it is from an appropriate matching of secondary-process
mechanisms with those of the primary process that the creative process
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emerges. I have proposed the use of the expression tertiary process for this
special combination. In a certain number of creative processes the matching
is not exclusively between primary- and secondary-process mechanisms but
also between faulty or archaic and normal mechanisms, all of which belong to
the secondary process. For these combinations, too, the designation tertiary
process will be retained.
In the different areas of creativity specific modes can be recognized by
virtue of which these mechanisms integrate so that innovation emerges. In
the course of this chapter we shall illustrate some of these modalities.
The relations between the primary process and the creative process are
many. Such extremely important topics as the image, imagery, the endocept,
and the phenomena of a dualism were discussed at length in my book, The
Intrapsychic Self, and will receive further elaboration in a book now in
preparation. Also, for reference to painting see my article on “Schizophrenic
Art and Relation to Modern Art.” Limitations of space demand that I focus on
only one of the relations between the primary process and the creative. For
this purpose, I have chosen one of the most basic and far reaching:
identification based upon similarity. Some attention will also be paid to other
mechanisms; such as putting the concept into words (verbalization), making
it concrete (concretization), and its attempted transformation into a
perception (perceptualization). For the sake of clarity and continuity let me
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summarize some things I have said about the primary process in my work on
schizophrenia.
The seriously ill schizophrenic, although living in a state of utter
confusion, tries to recapture some understanding and to give organization to
his fragmented universe. This organization is to a large extent reached by
connecting things that have similar parts in common. Many patients force
themselves to see similarities everywhere. In their relentless search for
similarities they see strange coincidences, that is, similar elements occurring
in two or more instances at the same time or at brief intervals. By considering
these similarities as identities they attempt to find some clarity in the
confusion of the world, a solution for the big jigsaw puzzle.
A red-haired young woman in a post-partum schizophrenic psychosis
developed an infection in one of her fingers. The terminal phalanx was
swollen and red. She told the writer several times, “This finger is me.”
Pointing to it she said, “This is my red and rotten head.” She did not mean that
her finger was a symbolic representation of herself, but, in a way
incomprehensible to use, it was really herself—or an actual duplicate of
herself. Another patient believed that the two men she loved in her life were
actually the same person, although one lived in Mexico City and the other in
New York. In fact, both of them played the guitar and both of them loved her.
Another example that the author often quotes is that of a patient who thought
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she was the Virgin Mary. Asked why, she replied, “I am a virgin; I am the
Virgin Mary.”
Many patients at this stage of regression indulge in an orgy of
identifications. The patient tries to find glimpses of regularities in the midst of
the confusion in which he lives. He tends to register identical segments of
experience and to build up systems of regularity upon them. Not only does he
experience an increased immediate grasping of similarity, but he responds to
such similarities as if they were identities. If we want a logical formulation for
this disorder we could say with Von Domarus that, “Whereas the normal
person accepts identity only upon the basis of identical subjects, the
schizophrenic, when he thinks in a typical schizophrenic way, accepts identity
based on identical predicates.” In other words, in the primary-process type of
organization, similarity becomes identity. In Aristotelian logic, only like
subjects are identified. The subjects are fixed; therefore, only a limited
number of deductions are possible. In paleologic thinking the predicates lead
to the identification. Since the predicates of the same subject are numerous,
the deduction reached by this type of thinking is not easy to predict. The
choice

of

the

predicate

that

will

lead

to

the

identification

is

psychodynamically determined by conscious or unconscious motivational
trends.
This cognitive organization of the primary process is susceptible to
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different interpretations that actually refer to the same phenomena. We may,
for instance, state that the primary process organizes classes or categories
that differ from those of secondary-process thinking. In secondary-process
thinking, a class is a collection of objects to which a concept applies. For
instance, Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, Jefferson, et al. form a class to
which the concept “President of the United States” applies. In paleologic or
primary-process thinking, a class is a collection of objects that have a
predicate or part in common (for instance, the state of being virgin) and that,
therefore, become identical or equivalent. The formulation of a primary
(process) class is often an unconscious mechanism. Whereas the members of
a secondary (process) class are recognized as being similar (and it is actually
on their similarity that their classification is based) the members of a primary
class are freely interchanged: for instance, the patient becomes the Virgin
Mary.
Another characteristic of the paleologic organization is the change in the
significance of words. The words lose part of their connotation. That is, they
may not refer to a class any more, but the verbalization, that is, the word as a
phonetic entity, independent of its meaning, acquires prominence. Other
primary-process mechanisms may take place after attention has been focused
on verbalization. In many expressions of patients who think paleologically,
two or more objects or concepts are identified because they can be
represented by the same word. The verbal symbol thus becomes the
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identifying predicate. This leads to what seems to be plays on words. For
instance, a patient who was asked to define “life” started to define Life
magazine. An Italian patient, whose name was Stella, thought she was a fallen
star. Another patient thought she was black like the night. Her name was
Laila, which means night in Hebrew. An American patient, whose name was
Marcia, thought she was a rotten person. In Italian, a language she knew well
because she had spent her childhood in Italy, the word marcia means rotten.
Homonymy and similarity of words are also used in other more
complicated forms of paleologic thinking in order to obtain identification or
to give plausibility to thoughts that are determined not by logic but by
otherwise unsustainable motivations. As an example from pathology, I shall
quote a patient whom I examined during the second world war. During the
examination, she told me that the next time the Japanese attacked the
Americans it would be at Diamond Harbor or Gold Harbor. When she, was
asked why, she replied: “The first time they attacked at Pearl Harbor; now
they will attack at Diamond Harbor or at Sapphire Harbor.” “Do you think that
the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor because of its name?” I asked. “No, no,”
she replied. “It was a happy coincidence.” Note the inappropriateness of the
adjective happy. It was a happy coincidence for her, because she could prove
thereby the alleged validity of her present paleologic thinking. Her train of
thought was stimulated by the word “Pearl,” which aroused associations with
precious stones. Another primary-process mechanism, common to dreams
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and schizophrenia, is the concretization of the concept. In schizophrenia
concepts that cannot be endured by the patient as long as he uses them at an
abstract level are translated into concrete representations. For instance, a
patient had the delusion that his wife was poisoning his food. He had a
gustatory hallucination that made him taste the poison in the food. In this
case, the patient was actually experiencing a general situation in which he felt
his wife was “poisoning” his life. Another patient had an olfactory
hallucination. He smelled a “bad odor” emanating from his body. He was
actually concerned, at an abstract level, with his character. He felt he had a
stinking personality. In dreams also, thoughts are transformed into concrete
perceptual media, predominantly visual.

Wit
Freud first developed his concepts about the primary process in his
studies on dreams, and later he applied them to his studies of psycho-neurotic
symptoms. He opened a direct path to the understanding of the creative
process with his book on the psychology of wit. Freud became interested in
the problem of wit when he noticed that certain dreams resembled jokes,
especially when they were interpreted. He did not disregard this apparently
accidental similarity, and on studying the problem he discovered numerous
analogies between wit and dreams. In wit, as in dreams, Freud focused his
attention on the unconscious motivation of the joke—a very important point
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indeed. However, he made a rather hasty analysis of the formal mechanisms
of the joke.
Let us examine some examples of jokes quoted by Freud. One of them is
a famous witticism of the poet Heine, who, in talking about a lady, said, “This
woman is like the Venus de Milo in many ways. Like her, she is extremely old,
has no teeth, and has spots on the yellow surface of her body.” Freud believed
that the technique of this joke consists of “representation through the
opposite.” Ugliness is made to agree with the most beautiful. I believe that
trying to identify a subject with its opposite reinforces the effect of the joke,
but that the fundamental factor in this joke is the possibility of identifying two
apparently unidentifiable subjects. Heine wanted to say of a particular
woman that she was ugly. The artistic method he resorted to was indeed
unpredictable and bizarre: he identified the ugly woman with the most
beautiful—the Venus de Milo. How could this logically impossible
identification be made? By abandoning Aristotelian logic and reverting to the
paleologic of the primary process, like the logic of the schizophrenic. The
woman and the statue of Venus are identical because they have some
predicates or parts in common: namely, being old, having no teeth, and having
spots on the yellow surface of their bodies.
Here is another example from Freud, a joke that was very common at
the time of the Dreyfus trial, the French Jew unjustly accused of treason by
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the French Army: “That girl reminds me of Dreyfus. The Army does not
believe in her innocence.” Freud believed that the technique of this joke is
mainly that of ambiguity, but it is obvious that here again an improbable
identification is made. Dreyfus and the girl are identified because they have a
common predicate, “innocence not believed in by the Army.” The predicate is
common to both subjects only as the same verbalization is applied to two
different concepts. In fact, in the case of Dreyfus, innocence means “state of
not being guilty of treason”; in the case of the girl it means “lack of sexual
experience.” Also the word “army” has a different slant in the two cases. In the
case of Dreyfus, it means “general staff’; in the case of the girl, it means “group
of men,” with emphasis on their being male. We see, thus, how identity based
only upon a similarity of a part or a predicate is an important formal
component of jokes. However, as I have written in much greater detail
elsewhere, the cognitive mechanisms of witticisms are more complicated in
some cases.
Let us examine another joke, this time not from Freud.
A woman sues a man by whom she claims she has been raped. The plaintiff
and the defendant are in front of the judge. The judge looks at both of them
and sees that the woman is tall and stout, the man short and thin. With
some astonishment he asks the woman, “Is this the man who raped you?
How did he do it?”
The woman answers, “He pushed me against a wall and he raped me.”
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“How is it possible?” asks the perplexed judge. “You are so tall and he is so
short!”
“Well,” says the woman, “I bent my knees a little bit!”

The woman is logical. If she bends her knees, the sexual act is possible.
In the attempt to use logic in self-defense, however, she accuses herself,
because the bending of the knees implies her willingness to be a partner and
automatically excludes the act of rape. Though in this case no paleologic is
involved, it is still the logical mechanism that is the basis of the joke—a logical
mechanism that is used by the woman in self-defense and which, on the
contrary, turns out to be a self-accusation.
This example shows that in some jokes faulty cognitive mechanisms,
which technically belong to the secondary process, are used instead of
primary-process mechanisms. These faulty mechanisms consist at times of
correct logical processes that are based on false premises; at other times, of
logical ways of thinking that implicitly invalidate the allegation made or prove
only an inconsequential issue. These faulty mechanisms are used not only in
jokes but also in the rationalizations of normal as well as psychoneurotic and
psychotic persons who want to defend an allegation, a hostile attitude, or a
desire.
We must clarify a specific point in order to avoid conveying a wrong
impression. It has not been suggested here that the witty character of the joke
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is due simply to the use of primary process paleologic or to faulty logic. More
than that is necessary. Let us examine again the Dreyfus joke and let us
assume that the girl who was identified with Dreyfus was Jewish. If a person
had said, “This girl has something in common with Dreyfus; she is Jewish,”
this Would have been a logically correct statement but platitudinous. It would
have been a statement made with the application of a secondary-process
mechanism. Let us assume that a schizophrenic patient had said, “This girl is
Dreyfus: she is Jewish.” This would be a paleologic, primary-process
identification because of a common predicate (being Jewish). This statement
would be delusional but not witty.
Thus, it is not the use of primary-process paleologic or of faulty logic
that confers the witty character to the joke. In my opinion, one perceives a
stimulus as witty when he is set to react to logic and then realizes that he is,
instead, reacting to paleologic or to faulty logic.
The listener is temporarily deceived because he first apprehends the
intellectual process of the joke as logical. A fraction of a second later,
however, he realizes that the intellectual process is not logical at all, and he
laughs. The listener discovers that he is not reacting to logic but either to
paleologic or to faulty logic. Logic, faulty logic, and paleologic may be very
similar and, when they are associated as they are in the joke, may deceive us
as do identical twins. It is just a fleeting deception, however. As soon as we
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become aware of it, we laugh. If we know that we are going to listen to a joke,
we prepare ourselves to be temporarily deceived.
In the creation of a joke, the creative process is thus based on the
following factors: (l) Primary-process mechanisms, or cognitive mechanisms
that are usually discarded because of faults, become available to the creative
person. (2) Out of those primary-process and/or faulty cognitive mechanisms
which have become available, the creative person is able to select those which
give the fleeting impression of being valid secondary-process mechanisms.
The witty or comic response on the part of the listener occurs when there is
recognition of logic-paleologic discordance.2 The listener recognizes that
what seemed a logical process is instead a primary or paleologic process, and
he laughs. The creative process of wit consists in putting together the
primary- and secondary-process mechanisms and automatically comparing
them. It is the comparison that reveals the discordance and provokes
laughter.
It is possible now to understand why most paleologic expressions of the
schizophrenic are bizarre but not witty. The language of the schizophrenic is
often so remote from reality that no similarity or possibility of confusion with
logic is left. Only when such confusion is possible for the listener are
expressions witty. Occasionally they are; as a matter of fact, I owe the origins
of my interest in the psychology of creativity to some witty expressions of
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schizophrenic patients. For instance, a patient whom I examined many years
ago had the habit of oiling her body. Asked why she would do so, she replied,
“The human body is a machine and has to be lubricated.” The word
“machine,” applied in a figurative sense to the human body, had led to the
identification with man-made machines.
The creative process as we have described it is not involved in what this
patient said. She did not know that what she was saying was witty. She meant
literally what she said. Her delusional remark is witty only for us. In this case
we, not the patient, create the joke, because we recognize her illogicality in
her apparent logicality.
It is from the appropriate matching of a secondary-process mechanism
with a primary-process mechanism that a tertiary process emerges and a
primitive or faulty form of cognition is transformed into an innovation. In the
different fields of creativity there are specific ways in which the secondary
process is matched with the primary process so that innovation emerges. We
have seen that, in wit, the specific method consists of pairing similar logical
and paleological mechanisms and in recognizing the logic-paleologic
discordance. We shall now consider the specific modalities that are used in
the arts and sciences.

From Puns to Parables
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In such products of creativity as puns, proverbs, parables, and even in
some commercial advertisements, expressions are used in which there is no
logic-paleologic

discordance,

but

the

contrary:

namely,

paleologic

reinforcement. Here paleologic actually strengthens logic. The result is not
humor but great verbal effectiveness.
These expressions may be compared to those rare dreams whose
manifest content coincides with the latent, or to those neurotic
manifestations which coincide with the demands of reality. A beautiful
example of paleologic reinforcement is found in Benjamin Franklin’s
historical statement, “We must all hang together, or assuredly we shall all
hang separately.” This sentence has great vigor and effect because it follows
both logic and paleologic. It has practically no comic effect because the
meaning is not sustained by paleologic alone. Franklin wanted to convey the
message, “We must remain united,” but he did not use this ordinary phrase.
He said instead something like this, “One way or another we’re going to hang;
so, let’s hang together rather than separately.” But to “hang together” means
to remain united, and “hang separately” means to be executed on the gallows.
In a fleeting preconscious moment all the meanings of the words “to hang” are
identified. When they are recognized as being different, the artistic effect is
experienced.
We may take another example that has been considered with
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veneration throughout the centuries: In the Gospels it is written that people
who wanted to confuse Jesus asked him whether it was proper to pay taxes to
Caesar. Jesus requested that money be shown to him and then asked whose
image was on the coin. They replied, “Caesar’s.” Jesus then said, “Render
therefore unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that
are God’s.” The Gospels say that the people were astonished at such an
unexpected answer, just as an increasing number of people have been
throughout the centuries.
Jesus’ answer is enigmatic and has been interpreted in many ways. And
yet we immediately perceive its great vigor and we sense that it conveys a
great meaning. Why is this so? It is difficult to examine Jesus’ sentence from
an exclusively formal, strictly literal and concrete point of view, because as
soon as we hear it we become inundated by its various and deep abstract
meanings. Nevertheless, it seems that if we make an effort we can recognize
in this sentence a concrete and literal basis, as we do in parables in general.
The image on the coin was Caesar’s only as it represented the likeness of
Caesar, not because it belonged to Caesar. In other words, only the image was
Caesar’s, not the ownership of the coin. Therefore, if we take this sentence in
an extremely literal, concrete sense, Jesus would be wrong; he based his
statement only on a play of words, on the fact that the expression “Caesar’s”
would paleologically acquire the meaning “being the property of Caesar.” The
coin, then, would have to be given back (rendered ) to Caesar, its rightful
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owner. But taxes would have to be paid even if the coins did not show the
image of Caesar, and, as a matter of fact, some Roman coins did not show
Caesar’s image or name.
Why, then, does the story not appear humorous, in spite of having a
partially paleologic foundation? The expression reinforced the important
message that Jesus wanted to convey to the people: that money did belong to
Caesar, not in a literal but a metaphorical, sense. Money meant material
things. It belonged more to Caesar and to the materialistic world of Rome
than to the spiritual world of Jerusalem. Jesus’ followers should not be
concerned with such things but only with the “things which are God’s and
must be rendered to God.” Jesus was trying to placate the discontent of the
people by showing, in an unusual, unpredictable way, that it was acceptable
to pay the unfair tribute to Caesar. With his words he did not show a proRoman attitude, nor did he come out against payment of taxes. This would
have been a rebellious position. At the same time, in a new and highly artistic
way, he supported the old Hebrew religious tradition that stressed the
antithesis between God and Moloch. Moloch is a contemptuous word for king,
a king being interested in temporal, earthly values only. In this parable,
Caesar is Moloch.
In this example we can see the fusion or contemporaneous occurrence
of several levels of meaning. Had Jesus resorted just to a play on words, his
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remarks would have been witty but not epoch-making. Had he tried to
mitigate the sorrow of discontented taxpayers, his intent would have been a
noble one but not a revelation. Jesus wanted to reveal what, for him, was a
highest truth. This revelation was made not through a scientific
demonstration

but

through

paleologic

reinforcement.

Paleologic

reinforcement is the opposite of logic-paleologic discordance. It does not
pertain to the comic but to the general realm of art and, occasionally, of
science as demonstrated here-after.

Poetry
The poet, too, is looking for a similarity that will reinforce his theme.
This occurs in that creative process called the metaphor. Aristotle wrote, “The
greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor; it is the one thing that
cannot be learnt from others; and it is also a sign of genius, since a good
metaphor implies an intuitive perception of the similarity in dissimilar.”
(Poetics, 1459a)
Poetry, of course, is not based exclusively on metaphor, but
metaphorical language is one of its fundamental components. Let us take as
an example Blake’s beautiful poem “The Sick Rose”:
O Rose, thou art sick!
The invisible worm
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That flies in the night,
In the howling storm,
Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy;
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.

Ostensibly the poem is about a beautiful flower that has been invaded
and is being destroyed by an ugly worm. But there are many more levels of
metaphorical meaning. What comes easily to mind is that the rose stands for a
beautiful woman and that the worm stands for a fatal illness that soon will
destroy her. In fact, the poet addresses the rose as a person. He says, “thou art
sick!” Such comparisons between flowers and women, and worms and
illnesses, occur not only in poetry but also in dreams and in schizophrenic
ideation.
We have seen how in psychopathologic conditions and in dreams
common predicates lead to metamorphosis: that is, to identifications with
what, to normal or waking people, seem dissimilar subjects. In poetry there is
no metamorphosis, but metaphor. The poet knows that the rose is not a
woman, but he feels the woman is like a rose.
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In order to compare the sick flower to the sick woman, the poet has
accessibility to the formation of a primary class that was described at the
beginning of this chapter as consisting of equivalent or interchangeable
members. Now, is a primary class involved in the making of a poetic
metaphor? Yes and no.
The poet does not actually substitute the sick rose for the sick woman.
The sick rose is not the sick woman; but in the sick rose he sees the sick
woman. In schizophrenia, the interchangeability or displacement is complete
instead of partial: for instance, in the example in which the patient becomes
the Virgin Mary. In the schizophrenic, the primary class of virgin women was
an unconscious class.
In poetry, the displacement—for instance, from the woman to the rose
—is conscious. The poet wants to react to the sick woman as he would to a
sick rose. Whereas in psychopathologic conditions and in dreams the
displacement is from the real object to the symbolic, in poetry it is from the
symbolic object (the rose) to the real (the woman). The difference is deeper
than that. Let us take Blake’s poem again. As we have already mentioned, the
rose does not replace the woman (as the Virgin Mary replaces the patient,
who is no longer the patient but who has under-gone the delusional
metamorphosis of becoming the Virgin Mary). In the poem we see the woman
in the rose. The woman and the rose are fused; but it is not that bizarre fusion
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that we see in schizophrenic drawings and delusions. The woman and the
rose, though fused, retain their individuality. The retention of their
individuality permits a comparison, yet does not lead to identification. How is
this possible? It is possible because by putting the sick rose and the sick
woman together, we become at least partially conscious of a class: the class of
“beautiful life destroyed by illness.” As a matter of fact, it is enough for the
human cognitive faculties to be aware of only two members of a class to
become aware of the whole class.
But is this class primary or secondary? Both, and, in a certain way,
neither. In the act of being created, the class is primary. Finding common
predicates among different subjects, and identifying by virtue of these
common predicates is a primary-process mechanism. The primary process
tends to remain primary: the rose and the woman tend to interchange or to
remain together; but as the concept of the class “beautiful life destroyed by
illness” emerges, their fusion does not become, so to speak, consummated.
They remain distinct. However, the level of secondary class is not reached
completely in the poem, or does not remain independent from the primaryprocess origin. The poet does not deal on a cognitive level with “beauty
destroyed by illness.” Only the student of art may translate the poem into a
secondary-level content. The poem itself oscillates between a primary level
and a secondary level, which is inferred. Here is, thus, an important difference
between art and psychopathology: whereas in the psychopathologic use of the
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primary process there is no consciousness of abstraction (as a matter of fact,
the power of abstraction is impaired and has to find concrete channels) in art
the use of the primary process does not eliminate the abstract. On the contrary,
it is through the medium of the primary process that the abstract concept
emerges.
A physician would not compare a woman to a rose in order to clarify the
outcome of a fatal illness or in order to lead to the formation of a new class.
Why does a poet need a rose invaded by a worm to tell us that fatal sickness
in a beautiful woman is a horrible thing? Why does he need to resort to his
unusual accessibility to primary classes?
The poet discovers that things abound in similarities. New similarities
take on new meanings because each recognized similarity is a concept and
implies the formation of a new class. One of the main ways of expanding
knowledge that the aesthetic fields have in common with science, as we shall
show below, is the formation of new classes or categories.
Let us remember what happens in jokes: the joke is based on the
eventual recognition that logic and paleologic are not identical but only
similar. The recognition of the logic-paleologic discordance leads to the comic
reaction. In some puns and parables there is more agreement than
disagreement between the logic and the paleologic. In poetry, there is
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agreement between paleologic and logic. Paleologic actually reinforces logic.
Art, indeed, is founded to a great extent on paleologic reinforcement. At
the same time that the work of art elicits the abstract concept, it sustains itself
upon the paleologic reinforcement, or identification with a concrete example.
There is almost a perfect welding of the abstract concept with the concrete
example, of the replaced object with its metaphor. The concrete object of the
metaphor is not only a symbol, it is a participant in producing the effect. In
paleologic mechanisms, as used by the schizophrenic, the object that is
replaced or symbolized fades away (at least from consciousness) or it is
replaced by its symbol. In our example the virgin patient disappears and is
replaced by the Virgin Mary. In dreams, too, what is symbolized is no longer
present. For instance, in a dream a gorilla may stand for one’s father. The
image of the father is completely absent, and only psychoanalytic work can
recapture it. In art the replaced object fades away also, but not entirely. It
fades away only in its concrete essence; its presence is felt in its absence. The
woman is not mentioned in Blake’s poem, but her presence is felt. She exists
in the artistic assumption. At the same time that the work of art eliminates
her, she is there as a rose. Symbolism and reality hold hands.
There are other factors to be considered in the study of the metaphor. In
a brief poetic passage we may find only one metaphor, but in highly artistic
works more than one metaphor is combined. Let us reexamine Blake’s poem.
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We have seen that the rose stands for a beautiful woman who is sick and that
we are, so to speak, invited to pity the fate of this woman. In some respects,
this is a recurring theme in literature. It is simple to think of an ailing woman
named after the flowers she liked so much: la dame aux camelias of French
literature. We can also think of heroines in Italian operas: in La Bohème, Mimi
is not a sick flower but a sick maker of artificial flowers. Her beauty is
compared to the crimson beauty of dawn and of sunset. Something vaguely
associated with this image is also found in Dante. In the first of the dreams
reported in his early book La Vita Nuova, he describes how Beatrice appeared
to him in the arms of a male figure, Eros or Love. Beatrice is partially covered
by a red cloth. The whole scene takes place in a cloud, red as fire. Dante
knows that Beatrice is going to die because of something Love has made her
eat.
In Blake’s poem, however, many other metaphorical meanings are
suggested. As in Dante’s dream, the invader is a male (his dark secret love).
The bed of crimson joy conveys the image of femininity and sexuality, from
the point of view of a male (crimson are the cheeks, lips, and, perhaps, the
vagina of the woman). The rose becomes more female, the worm more male.
Accessory predicates that lead to more identification increase the artistic
value, just as they do in jokes.
But there is much more in the poem. The invisible worm that flies in the
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night, in the howling storm, which with his secret love invades the bed of
crimson joy and destroys life, may suggest an evil-producing sexuality, a
sadistic passion, a “dark” love, not something appropriate for crimson joy.
At this level of understanding the poem would represent a drama
between two people, woman and man, the battle of the sexes. But the poem
can be interpreted at a much more abstract level where it represents beauty
and evil that must, but cannot, coexist in the same universe, for, in the end,
evil often destroys beauty. The worm may represent the seed of spiritual
decay. And yet the worm may even appear not so evil in its evil, because it is
capable of loving and it is only that love which leads to destruction. The
worm, too, wants to flee from the “howling storm,” that is, from the horrible
and tempestuous world; but, in-as-much as it is part of that world, it will end
by producing evil.
We could find other levels of meaning. The rose and the woman appear
like sisters, in the sense in which Francis of Assisi saw the brotherhood and
sisterhood in the disparate existences of the universe. The new class or
“family,” to which the rose and the woman belong, reasserts the universal
encounter with life, love, sorrow, decay, and death. We enter, thus, into an
indefinite realm of symbolism, for the classes of symbolized objects accrue by
a sequence of paleologic analogies that are like more and more windows,
more and more doors, opening into unguessed aspects of reality, into
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unpredicted worlds. In the great work of art we can seek and find more and
more analogic expansions. Thus, though the new object has been found, the
longing and the search continue. The finiteness of the new object contrasts
with the indeterminacy of the search. And yet the search itself becomes part
of the newly created work, of the new unity, an aesthetic entity that in its
totality appears for the first time in the universe. This is occasionally referred
to as the unfinished statement of the work of art.
We are ready to appreciate new aesthetic unities. All of us respond to
phonetically beautiful words and to their rhythm; we pity beautiful women
who become sick and die; we are concerned with evil that destroys beauty;
we are receptive to the sensuous beauty of flowers and have some distaste for
earthy worms. Everything was ready for the fitting of all these elements
together, but somebody had to make them click. Blake did this by
harmoniously blending primary and secondary processes, as in a symphony,
never heard before, of unsuspected predicates. The synthesis Blake achieved
can easily be communicated and shared. The originality of the new unity
contrasts with the response to such a unity, which is almost a general one.
Can then a poetic fusion of primary and secondary processes be
compared to a discovery? In a certain way, yes; but only to a special type. An
aesthetic discovery may not make us know things that we did not know
before. However, it creates a new affective experience.
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Schizophrenic language and dreams, too, have different meanings and
different levels of cognition. However, in psychopathological conditions these
different meanings are discordant; furthermore, often they do not co-exist but
replace one another. That is, the dreamer and the talking schizophrenic are
aware only of what they see in the dream or of what they say at a manifest
level. They need the therapist to recapture all or many of the meanings. If
there is a unity, it is in the atmospheric feeling or in a sort of primitive
affective gestalt. Although the schizophrenic experience is also a new
experience, it is actually a reduction to a concrete level, a restriction, not an
enlargement, unless some new understanding or the recapturing of the
abstract meaning is obtained through recovery or therapy.
At times the artist has a capacity for imagery almost to the extent that
the dreamer has, or that capacity for “orgies of identification” that the
schizophrenic has. He is able, however, to use them in unpredictable
syntheses that become works of art. Victor Hugo, in his poems, compares the
stars in multiple and, to the average person, inconceivable ways: to diamonds,
other jewels, golden clouds, golden pebbles, lamps, lighted temples, flowers of
eternal summer, silvery lilies, eyes of the night, vague eyes of the twilight,
embers of the sky, holes in a huge ceiling, bees that fly in the sky, drops of
Adam’s blood, and even to the colored spots on the tail of the peacock.
Another characteristic that literary men, especially poets, and people
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using primary-process thinking have in common, is the use of homonymy or
similarity of words, as I have already mentioned. I shall start with a classic
example from Shakespeare.
In Shakespeare’s Othello, Othello is a black man, a Moor. Actually, in the
original Italian story, written by Giovanni Battista Giraldi Cintio, from which
Shakespeare took the plot, Othello was a white man, a Venetian patrician who
was a lieutenant in Cyprus in the year 1508. Giraldi’s story gives no names,
but historical documents indicate that the episodes reported by Giraldi Cintio
really took place and that the family name of this lieutenant was Moro. Moro,
in Italian, means Negro or Moor, but in the case of this lieutenant, Moro was
his last name, which had no reference whatever to his race or color. It could
be that Shakespeare mistook a family name for a name referring to the color
of the person involved. I am more inclined to believe that such coincidence
stimulated Shakespeare’s mental associations. Shakespeare may have had the
inspiration that if Othello were really a Moro (Moor) or Negro, the story
would have an uncommon artistic twist and the contrast with the fair,
“divine” Desdemona would be accentuated. A real pun was made of the name
Mow.
Similar puns, quasi-puns, and strange plays on words are common in
literature and especially in poetry. A typical one is from Petrarch, who in a
great variety of ways plays on the word Laura, the name of the woman he
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loved.
L’aura che ’I verde lauro e I’aureo crine
soavemente sospirando move. . . .
Here the name Laura is felt and heard in three different words (I’aura—
tire zephyr; lauro—the laurel; I’aureo crine—the golden hair).
Dante too resorts to plays on words that, at first impression, are
reminiscent of schizophrenic cognition. In La Vita Nuova, a book consisting of
poems and poetic prose, he wrote that once he saw Beatrice walking on the
street, preceded by her girlfriend, Giovanna, who was once the beloved of
Dante’s friend and fellow poet Cavalcanti. Dante wrote that Giovanna, because
of her beauty, was often called Primavera, which in Italian means spring.
Dante then makes a peculiar play on words. Primavera signifies for him prima
vena, which in Italian means “she will come first, before.” (That is, before or
preceding Beatrice while walking.) But a second play on words is even more
revealing. The real name of Beatrice’s friend is Giovanna (the feminine of
Giovanni or John in English). Dante then compared her to John the Baptist
who came before or preceded the coming of Christ.
The underlying, unconscious motivation appearing several times in
Dante’s works resides in his wish to identify Beatrice, whom he occasionally
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calls the daughter of God, to Jesus Christ. He wants to make this identification
not only in order to glorify the object of his love, in real life a woman named
Beatrice, but in order to transform his profane or earthly love into a sacred or
divine love.
Dante must resort to the ambiguity of primary-process thinking in order
to make this identification possible. But he knows that this way of thinking,
which he follows, is not logical. He knows that if people believed that he
accepted these ideas as true they would consider him insane, but he manages
to pass the reality test by using a trick made available by his secondaryprocess mechanism. He says that he does not really believe in these ideas. He
writes “it seemed that Love spoke in my heart” and said those things. He tells
the reader that this is fantasy, but there seems to be little doubt that he would
like to believe part at least of this fantasy. As a matter of fact, the whole La
Vita Nuova and The Divine Comedy are suffused with a mysticism that is not
just part of an aesthetic technique. This mysticism is a special type of reality
for the poet: I would say not just the reality of a wish, but the real reality.
Some recovering schizophrenics retain a greater accessibility to the
primary process than normal persons and are, nevertheless, in a position to
use the secondary process. Reports of such cases are rare because the
examiner has to see these patients during a special transitional stage that
lasts a very short time and is easily missed if not looked for. These reports are
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extremely important. More than anything else, they disclose the double role
that the primary process can play in illness and creativity.
Let me quote a thirteen-year-old, schizophrenic girl, who was admitted
to the hospital following a rather acute psychotic episode. During this episode
she experienced hallucinations, delusions, and ideas of reference. In a routine
mental examination three days later, she was asked to “explain the difference
between character and reputation.” She replied: “Reputation is stamped on
and can never be erased. Your reputation is a bed; and when you get in, you
can’t get out of it. Character is like a bedspread which can be taken off, or
character is like dirt on a sheet which, if you wash it, can be removed.” The
patient was asked to define the word despair. She answered: “Despair is like a
wall covered with thick grease, and a person is trying to climb up this wall by
digging his fingers in. Down below is a deep, bottomless pit. Up at the top of
the wall on the ceiling is a big, black spider. I have been in this deep pit during
the past year, but now I am climbing up a rope, trying to get out of it.”
These definitions of character, reputation, and despair are not those
that we would read in a dictionary. They have a great deal to do with the life
experiences of the patient, and they are representations of concepts by means
of visual images as they occur in dreams and in other functions where the
primary process prevails. They are examples of what we have called
perceptualization of the concept.
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I want to mention briefly another patient, a poetess who experienced
occasionally quasi-schizophrenic episodes. They were elusive in nature; often
it was difficult to determine whether or not she was in a psychotic state. At
times her poems resembled almost schizophrenic word salad; at other times
they had a genuine beauty. They were, nevertheless, always difficult to
understand, like many examples of contemporary poetry. At the beginning of
her treatment, she used to speak of human beings as worms. She also wrote
poems in which people were represented as worms. There would not have
been any difficulty in accepting such ideas at a metaphorical level, except for
the fact that she insisted that people were really worms. It was impossible to
determine whether this statement was made in a metaphorical sense or not.
There was a flavor of literalness on her remarks. Even if she meant “worms”
metaphorically, there was a resolute attachment to this metaphor, as if it
literally represented reality. Her expressions seemed to belong to an
intermediate, hard-to-delineate stage between metamorphosis and metaphor.
As her condition improved, she wrote poems in which the metaphorical
meaning of the word worm could no longer be doubted.3

Science
In a by-now-classic work on creativity, the great French mathematician
Poincaré described the moments of creative illumination that he experienced.
In the morning, following a sleepless night spent working on a mathematical
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problem without finding the looked-for result, he got on a bus. At the moment
he put his foot on the step, the idea came to him, apparently without any
conscious effort, that the transformation he had used to define the Fuchsian
functions were identical with those of non-Euclidian geometry. This sudden
illumination was a breakthrough leading to great expansion in the field of
mathematics.
Poincare described his subjective experiences extremely well, but he did
not stress the fact that his creative insight consisted of seeing an identity
between two previously reputed dissimilar transformations: the Fuchsian
and the non-Euclidian. During the previous night, and for fourteen days prior
to that night, Poincare had accumulated facts. But accumulation of data is not
creativity; many people are able to accumulate facts. The creative leap occurs
when observed facts are correlated; that is, when by perceiving a here-to-fore
unsuspected identity, a conjunctive path or a new order is discovered.
We could multiply endlessly the instances where great discoveries were
made by the act of perceiving an identity among two or more things that had
seemed dissimilar or unrelated. Newton observed an apple falling from a tree
and saw a common quality in the apple attracted by the earth and the motions
of heavenly bodies. Newton perceived the similarity between two forces, that
which caused an apple to fall to the earth and that which retains the moon in
its orbit. He validated this
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Darwin saw a similarity between Malthus’s theories and the life of the
jungle, and this association led him to conceive his theory of evolution. Freud
saw formal similarities between dreams and jokes, and this observation
opened the path to the study of the creative process, although he did not
become aware of the possibility of this new development.
Of course, the observation of similarity is not enough. For instance, the
transformations used by Poincare and those of non-Euclidian geometry are
not in every respect identical. An apple is dissimilar in size, origin, and
chemical structure from the moon, and yet Newton saw a similarity. In what
way are the moon and the apple similar? What does their partial identity
consist of? Of being members of a class of bodies subjected to gravitation.
Thus, at the same time that Newton saw the similarity between the apple and
the moon, a new class was formed to which an indefinite number of members
could be added. The new object for which he was searching, and which he
found, was a class.
The discovery of this class revealed a new way of looking at the
universe, because each member of the class came to be recognized as having
similar properties. Is this new class a primary class as we have described it at
the beginning of this paper? Obviously not. It differs on many counts.
First, when Newton perceived the identical element, he did not respond
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to the stimulus but to the class. Had he been a regressed schizophrenic, after
seeing a similarity between the moon and the apple he could have
paleologically identified the moon with the apple and could have thought that
the moon could be eaten like an apple; or thought it could be sucked like the
maternal breast, as Renee, a by-now-famous schizophrenic patient reported
by Sechehaye, did during a stage of her illness.
Second, Newton’s creativity consisted in seeing a common property in
the moon and the apple, and in not identifying them but in seeing them as
members of a new class. An increased ability to see similarities, which is a
property of the primary process, is here connected with a concept and the
tertiary process emerges. The secondary class loses all its original
connections with the primary process. However, although the new class is
very well-defined, the search is not ended. The understanding of the
Newtonian system is a prerequisite to the eventual opening of the Einsteinian
world of classes.

Some Conclusions About Formal Mechanisms in Creativity
We could at this point, as a sort of summary, state that in wit an
ostensibly secondary class is recognized as primary. In poetic metaphor, a
primary and a secondary class reinforce one another; in science, what
originated as a primary class proves to be a secondary class.
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If we look at the three basic processes, primary, secondary, and tertiary,
we can conclude that an important common characteristic of them all resides
in the ability to differentiate similarities from manifold experience.
Similarity indicates that there is some kind of recurrence and, therefore,
regularity in the universe. It is from these segments of regularity that the
human mind plunges into the understanding of the cosmos. In
psychopathology, normality, and creativity, the ability to register similarity is
the common guiding principle—a tiny and tremulous light with which to
pierce the secret of universal night! It is on the varying responses to similarity
that the ultimate rise or the ultimate fall of man depends. We can represent
these variations by resorting to imagery: for the primary process, all that
glitters is gold. It will be the labor of the secondary process to discover that all
that glitters is not gold. The tertiary process will do at least one of two things:
either it will bestow the glitter of the gold to other substances to beautify
them artistically or it will create a new class of glittering objects.

The Cultivation of Creativity
It is well known that creative people appear in particularly large
numbers in certain periods of history in given geographical areas. This
uneven distribution seems to indicate that special environmental
circumstances and not exclusively biological factors determine the
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occurrence of creativity. It is enough to think of four major examples—the
classic Greek period, the Italian Renaissance, the group of people who
conceived the American revolution and gave the world a new concept of man,
the contributions of the Jewish people since the nineteenth century—to
realize that creativity does not occur at random, but is enhanced by
environmental factors.
Kroeber states that “inasmuch as even the people possessing higher
civilization have produced cultural products of value only intermittently,
during relatively small fractions of their time span, it follows that more
individuals born with the endowment of genius have been inhibited by the
cultural situations into which they were born than have been developed by
other cultural situations.” He also states that “genetics leaves only an
infinitesimal possibility for the racial stock occupying England to have given
birth to no geniuses at all between 1450 and 1550 and a whole series of
geniuses in literature, music, science, philosophy, and politics between 1550
and 1650. Similarly with the Germany of 1550-1650 and 1700-1800,
respectively, and innumerable other instances in history.” If Kroeber is
correct in his conclusions, we must accept that the possibility for the
development of a large number of creative people always exists in certain
populations. We may add that, in addition to general sociohistorical factors,
special personal factors and attitudes acquired from early childhood through
the whole period of adolescence are important in actualizing a potentiality
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toward creativity.
It is to be expected that educators and sociologists will resort more and
more to child and adolescent psychiatry, school psychology, school
psychiatry, and mental hygiene in their efforts to accumulate that body of
knowledge which, once applied, could promote creativity and remove
inhibiting factors. There is also the possibility, as it will appear from what
follows, that some characteristics or habits that have so far been considered
unhealthy or undesirable may be recognized as favorable to creativity. The
reverse may also be true.
Studies made independently by several authors have determined that
highly intelligent persons are not necessarily highly creative (Getzels and
Jackson, Hammer). Although creative people are intelligent persons, an
exceptionally high IQ is not a prerequisite for creativity. On the contrary, it
may inhibit the inner resources of the individual because of too rigid selfcriticism or too quick learning of what the cultural environment has to offer.
We must add that a great ability to deduce according to the laws of logic and
mathematics makes for disciplined thinkers, but not necessarily for creative
people.
The science of promoting creativity is in the initial stages. The author
can suggest only rudimentary and tentative notions, deduced from his
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psychoanalytic-psychotherapeutic treatment of a relatively large number of
creative people. These notions have to be confirmed or disproved by much
more evidence than is available now. Statistical data are difficult to find
because standards are lacking. In fact it is an arduous task to get agreement
on a definition of that particular cognitive gift which is creativity.
Two things now seem established:
1.An inclination toward creativity must be fostered in childhood
and/or adolescence, even if it is not revealed until much
later in life.
2.As a whole, American culture has not enhanced creativity. The
psychiatrist Jurgen Ruesch has pointed out that, in
proportion to her population, Switzerland has a much larger
number of Nobel Prize winners than the. United States.
American culture, following perhaps the attitude toward work and the
acquisitive spirit of the early pioneers, has placed greater value on doing than
on creating, especially when what is created is artistic or theoretical.
Americans are predominantly a nation of doers, and as doers they are
generally very efficient, both in technology and productivity. Now it is time to
reexamine our methods of fostering creativity just as we reexamined our
teaching methods after Sputnik.
In the present chapter we have seen how the use of primitive forms of
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cognition is a prerequisite for many forms of creativity. We certainly do not
advocate a fostering of psychopathology for the enhancement of creativity.
Some people have tried to do so pharmacologically, by means of alcohol,
opium derivatives, and, more recently, by lysergic acid diethylamide. These
are methods that a psychiatrist cannot recommend: in addition to the danger
of addiction, their value as promoters of creativity is more than doubtful. If it
is true that they facilitate the reemergence of the primary process, they
impair the use of the secondary process, and we have seen that creativity (or
the tertiary process) emerges only by a harmonious matching of the two
processes.
Instead of resorting to toxic procedures, we must consider, and possibly
recommend, special attitudes, habits, and environmental conditions. The first
condition to be considered is aloneness. Aloneness may be viewed as a partial
sensory deprivation. To a much smaller degree it tends to reproduce what the
experimentally induced sensory deprivation brings about. The solitary
individual is not constantly and directly exposed to the conventional
stimulations supplied by society. He has more possibility of listening to his
inner self, to come in contact with his inner resources and with some
manifestations of the primary process. Unfortunately, being alone is not
advocated in our modern forms of educating adolescents. On the contrary,
gregariousness and popularity are held in high esteem. The emphasis today is
on “togetherness” and on what Riesman calls “other-directedness.” Calling a
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person an introvert has become a derogatory remark.
Aloneness should not be confused with painful loneliness or with
withdrawal or constant solitude. It should only mean being able periodically
to remain alone for a few hours. Aloneness, as we have characterized it,
should be recommended not only as a preparation for a life of creativity, but
also as a state of being when creative work is in process. At the present time,
emphasis is on teamwork, especially in scientific research. It is highly
doubtful that an original idea can come from a team, although teamwork is
often useful for expanding and applying an original idea and, more than
anything else, for developing the technology by which an original idea is
applied for practical purposes.
In art, teamwork is almost unthinkable, although occasionally resorted
to in second-rate work. One cannot even theoretically imagine such classics as
The Divine Comedy, Michelangelo’s statue of Moses, Shakespeare’s Macbeth, or
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony being created by more than one person.
In science, too, great discoveries and inventions have been made by
single individuals. When more than one individual has made the same
discovery or invention, the innovating ideas were arrived at independently
(for instance, Newton and Leibnitz in the case of the calculus and Wallace and
Darwin with respect to evolution).
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A second condition that seems to promote creativity is in direct
opposition to the present spirit of American culture: inactivity.
By inactivity, of course, we do not mean schizophrenic withdrawal or
catatonic immobility, or excessive loafing, but taking time off to do nothing so
far as a critical observer can see. If a person must always fix his attention on
external work, he limits the possibility of developing his inner resources.
Here again American upbringing pursues the opposite approach: high school
and college students are encouraged to work during summer vacations. Any
kind of manual labor is considered valuable in building the character of the
future adult citizen. As a general rule, it is commendable to encourage
youngsters to work. It promotes a sense of responsibility and of good
citizenship. However, people with creative tendencies should, whenever
possible, be given relatively long stretches of time for thinking and feeling
about other things than work.
What we have just said about youngsters could, with some
modifications, be said about adults who have already shown creative
tendencies. Too much in the way of routine stifles mental activity and
creativity. Moreover, even a creative career that has already started should be
allowed to proceed at its own pace, which may be very slow, irregular, and
intermittent.
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The third characteristic is daydreaming. Daydreaming is often
discouraged as unrealistic or, at least, as enlarging the gap between the
individual’s ambitions and capacities. Often it is discouraged because it is
thought to promote a vicarious fantasy life that slows up the implementing of
realistic and approved-of behavior. Although it is true that excessive
daydreaming may have these characteristics, it is equally true that
daydreaming is a source of fantasy life that may open up unforeseeable, new
paths of growth and discovery to the individual. It is in daydreams that the
individual permits himself to stray from the usual paths and go on little
excursions into irrational worlds. Daydreaming affords human beings relief
from the everyday conventions of society.
Remembrance and inner replaying of past traumatic conflicts is another
important condition. It is generally assumed that once a person has overcome
a psychological conflict or the effects of an early trauma, he should try to
forget them. Forgetting in these cases requires an act of suppression, not of
repression.
Some creative people recognize this belief is wrong, but they themselves
fall into another error. They believe that the neurotic conflict is a prerequisite
for creativity. At times they are reluctant to undergo psychotherapy or
psychoanalytic therapy because they are afraid that if they lost their conflicts
they would also lose the motivation and need to create. We must remember
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that conflicts always exist in the psyche of man. It is our job to distinguish
between nontraumatic conflicts and traumatic or neurotic conflicts.
Nontraumatic conflicts need not concern us here. But the creative person’s
traumatic or neurotic conflicts should be resolved, though not ignored after
their solution. If these conflicts are not dealt with, they will continue being too
deeply felt and too personal. The creative person will not be able to transcend
his own subjective involvement and his work will lack universal significance
or general resonance. The resolved or almost-resolved conflict, on the other
hand can be viewed both with a sense of familiarity and as from distance by
the creative person and thus be more easily transformed into a work of art or
a scientific theory or discovery.
Another requirement for the creative person is even more difficult to
accept: gullibility. This word is used here to mean the willingness to accept, at
least temporarily or until proved wrong, that there are certain underlying
orderly arrangements in everything outside us and inside us. Creativity often
implies the discovery of these underlying orderly arrangements more than
the inventing of new things. Connected with this special gullibility is the naive
regard for similarities to be differentiated from the manifold of the universe.
In preceding sections of this chapter we have discussed the importance of
recognizing similarities.
The alleged discovery of underlying arrangements may, of course, be
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part also of paranoiac-paranoid ideation, and the acceptance of a similarity as
a fact having significance may be part of schizophrenic thinking in general.
However, the creative person does not accept such insights or seeming
insights indiscriminately. He is gullible only to the extent of not discarding
them a priori as nonsense. In fact, he goes a step further: he becomes more
attuned to what seem to him truths. However, his final acceptance or
rejection must depend on his secondary-process mechanisms.
Alertness and discipline are two other conditions necessary to creativity.
Although they are also necessary prerequisites for productivity in general,
they take on a particular aspect in creativity. Many would-be creative
persons, especially in the artistic fields, like to believe that only such qualities
as imagination, inspiration, intuition, and talent are important. They are
reluctant to submit themselves to the rigor of learning techniques, discipline,
logical thinking on the pretext that all these things would stultify their
creativity. They ignore the fact that even such people as Giotto, Leonardo,
Freud, and Einstein had teachers.
A humorous remark, which has by now become commonplace but in
which there is a great deal of metaphorical truth, is that creativity is 10
percent inspiration and 90 percent perspiration. The personal traits and
attitudes we have mentioned can, and should, be encouraged in our
educational systems as well as in our daily lives.
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The characteristics so briefly sketched, as well as others to be
discovered in future studies, facilitate new combinations of primary and
secondary processes that lead to the tertiary process. By this statement we do
not mean that a process of creativity is just a “re-combination” of already
existing elements. The process and works of creativity are not just recombinations. From a new combination unexpected, at times completely new,
entities come into being. In the midst of all these factors, the results of
genetics, of history, and of chance man emerges as the unifier of motivation,
knowledge, choice, and inexplicable subjectivity.
As we have already mentioned, there are also important social factors
which bring about cultural combinations that facilitate creativity. The author
of this chapter can only briefly allude to them, as he is not a historian or a
sociologist. The Italian Renaissance emerged in an environment of relative
freedom and prosperity as a kind of amalgam of the rediscovered classic
Greco-Roman culture and the medieval Christian culture. The elements that
precipitated the American revolution were a combination of English
philosophy, values and traditions and the new adventurous, enterprising, and
individualistic spirit of the American colonists. The notable achievements of
Swiss citizens may partially be ascribed to the meeting and cross-fertilization
of three different cultures. The recent achievements of the Jewish people,
culminating in the appearance of such persons as Freud and Einstein, can be
ascribed, in part, to the meeting of the old Hebrew culture with the rest of
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Western civilization.
The United States of America is in a privileged position today by virtue
of its many cultural minorities living in what is basically an Anglo-Saxon
culture. If a mingling of all the minorities rather than an assimilation into the
predominant culture is permitted, then the most favorable conditions
possible for creativity will arise. That is, if in addition, the necessary
educational facilities are provided and special care is taken of the promising
individual.
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Notes
1 For a scholarly review of Lombroso’s life and work see Mora.27 The data about Lombroso, presented
in this chapter, are to a large extent taken from Mora’s article.
2 If faulty logic is used instead of paleologic, then there will be a logic-faulty logic discordance. In the
following discussion, we shall take into consideration only logic versus paleologic and
secondary process versus primary, because these seem the most typical and most
frequent combinations in creativity. How-ever, the same notions could be repeated for
logic versus faulty logic and secondary versus faulty secondary process.
3 For other examples of poetry in schizophrenia see Arieti and a fine article by Forrest. insight by
comparing the rate of falling bodies on the earth with the rate at which the moon
deviated from the straight line that it would have followed had the earth not existed.
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CHAPTER 12
THE RELEVANCE OF GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY
TO PSYCHIATRY
Roy R. Grinker, Sr.

Introduction
The relationship of systems theory to psychiatry is appropriate for
consideration at this time despite at least two decades of neglect and even
resistance. Obstructions against bringing the two together are somewhat
surprising in view of their historical origins and similar modern fate. The
general laws of biological systems and their universal applicability were
understood by the now-extinct naturalists in the early part of the twentieth
century. Psychiatry beginning during the age of reason in the eighteenth
century as a derivative of philosophy by way of psychology also began with
holistic approaches. Unfortunately, biological sciences fragmented into
smaller and smaller units or disciplines that became increasingly
reductionistic, and psychiatry fragmented into schools representing its parts.
Paul Weiss expressed this succinctly: “In breaking down the Universe
into smaller systems, into the society, the group, the organism, the cells, the
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cellular parts, and so forth, we dissect the system: that is we sever relations,
and then we try awkwardly and clumsily to restore those relations
systematically but frequently very inadequately.” Again Paul Weiss: “If we had
come down from the universe gradually through the hierarchy of systems to
the atoms, we would be much better off. Instead we now have to resynthesize
the conceptual bonds between those parts which we have cut in the first
place.”
Increasing attempts are now being made to develop unifying theories
for all sciences, particularly the biological and others applicable to human
behavior. It is as if systems analysis is searching for fitting empirical data and
methods by which to test its basic concepts, and the extended and fragmented
field of psychiatry is searching for appropriate general theory. The question
of relevance of systems analysis for psychiatry is one example of modern
dynamic or process thinkings which involves pluralistic or multifactorial
approaches.

Systems Theory
Derivation
As supernatural and philosophical “holism” gave way to modern
science, increasingly detailed and isolated bits of information were elicited
from investigations of living and nonliving structures and functions. This
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corresponds to what Weiss termed “breaking down the universe into smaller
systems.” Physicochemical processes were expected eventually to explain life
and all its attributes by so-called reductionists, as contrasted with the
humanistic broad approaches by social scientists.
Academic psychology became patterned within the reductionistic
framework as it imitated the hard sciences by utilizing the stimulus-response
paradigm of reflex activity. Life processes were viewed as being in a natural
state of rest or equilibrium disturbed only by powerful drives utilized in the
service of survival or in response to extraneous stimuli. This equilibrium
theory viewed life processes as primarily reactive and man was viewed as a
robot.
Against this early twentieth-century tide a small coterie of naturalists
working on experimental animals developed a series of process propositions
on which many of our current concepts are based.' Briefly stated they are:
hypothetical whole living organisms function not simply as sums of their
parts but subserve new emergent functions; organisms mature by
differentiation of primary undifferentiated structure-functions; living
boundary structures are semipermeable and permit control of input and
output; substructures of whole organisms exist in gradients under central
control or regulation; final common pathways carry many processes from
divergent internal sources to achieve near-identical actions; living organisms
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maintain homeostasis within a healthy range under conditions of moderate
stress.
These and other paradigms derived from the biological, psychological,
and social sciences produced isolated and sometimes disparate bits of
information. How do laboratory and behavioral researches dovetail and how
do regulations at various levels of organization interdigitate? These questions
within the general climate of philosophic appraisal of relevance led to the
quest for theories concerned with the unity of science and especially of
human behavior.

Definition of “Systems”
Systems have been defined with the use of many sets of words, but their
basic meanings are almost identical. Clearly one must differentiate between
living and nonliving systems, the latter being closed, with minimal or at least
very slow exchange with their environments. The former are actively engaged
in transactions with their environments as open systems. In fact, living
systems can only exist by virtue of such exchanges.
The emergence and expansion of behavioral and social sciences, the
abandonment of the reactive robot psychology applied to man, and the
sterility of the reductionistic approaches to man stimulated multidisciplinary
research oriented toward understanding total behavior and its component
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parts. Failure to reduce all behavior to a common basis and sterility of an
encyclopedic accumulation of knowledge led to efforts at synthesis of total
systems or, in other words, a unified theory of human behavior.
General systems may be defined succinctly as, for example, “a set of
objects together with relationship between the objects and between their
attributes”; a complex of components in mutual interaction; a goal-setting
principle variably operating by an “interplay of code-terminates”; “a
regulated set of relations” with degrees of stability, change and meaning; or “a
broad vision of a totally integrated field composed of many part functions and
transactions, each of which constitutes the focus of a wide variety of scientific
disciplines”; or, finally, “it is only recently that the term System has been
emerging as a symbol for a key concept indicating a trend toward unified
theory. To achieve such a step there are required at least three major
advances: (1) to define organization, structural and functional wholeness and
its relation to its parts and its environment; (2) to define basic principles
applicable to the analysis of all systems of inquiry and (3) to define
operations, in terms of procedures used, by which these definitions may be
acquired.”
Finally a more elegant definition has been furnished by Boulding.
General systems theory is a name which has come into use to describe a
level of theoretical model building which lies somewhere between the
highly generalized constructions of pure mathematics and the specific
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theories of the specialized disciplines. The objectives of general systems
theory can be set out with varying degrees of ambition and confidence. At
a low level of ambition but with a high degree of confidence it aims to
point out similarities in the theoretical constructions of different
disciplines, where these exist, and to develop theoretical models having
application to at least two different fields of study. At a higher level of
ambition, but with perhaps a lower degree of confidence it hopes to
develop something like a “spectrum” of theories—a system of systems
which may perform the function of a ‘gestalt’ in the theoretical
construction. Such ‘gestalts’ in special fields have been of great value in
directing research towards the gaps which they reveal.

As a conceptual system in itself general systems theory can be treated
by attempting to formulate its functional wholeness, its internal structurefunction and the manner in which it leads to operational definitions. In a
more practical way Ruesch’ states that the observer characteristics, the
coding characteristics, the form of information exchanges and empirical
applications are necessary attributes of systems.
General system theory is what may be called a metatheory that is a
conceptual overarching global theory which embraces several limited
theories. These are the parts of the total system. These theoretical parts may
be grouped according to Spiegel into constitutional, which includes the
internal structure-function of the system, integrative, which functions to
relate the parts to the whole and prevent their disintegration or
fragmentation, and determinants that describe the function of the system in
relation to other external systems.
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It is not possible to enumerate the many subtheories or sub-subtheories
since these are chosen according to taste, discipline, and available operations.
But for the purposes of delineating parts of general systems theory that later
will be considered relevant to psychiatry I shall briefly describe theories
related to (1) ontogeny, (2) differentiation and dedifferentiation, (3)
regulation and homeostasis, (4) hierarchies, isomorphism and boundaries,
(5) communications of information by transactions, and (6) growth,
creativity, and evolution.

Ontogeny
Systems do not develop de novo because they and their parts have a
past that remains part of their present even though partially obscured. A
process of maturation and development characterizes both living and
conceptual systems. For the latter, social-historical processes, changing value
systems, and ethics contribute to conceptual shifts whether we speak of social
changes or scientific ethics.
The developmental processes within living systems are more obvious
although still not clearly understood. The science of genetics has been
furthered by increased understanding of the genetic code incorporated in
DNA and its transmission by RNA. Both aberrant and healthy genetic and
experiential factors form the background of subsequent behavior at all levels
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of the organism from infancy to old age. Biogenetics and behavioral genetics
are species and individual specific and constitute a system with only limited
independence of environmental stimuli and conditions that are
necessary to release the inherent or innate.
An appreciation of the ontogenic system must include isolating not only
the factors concerned with growth but also critical periods during which a
jump step is made across a boundary, after which different forms of
development are possible. Within this system, phases of the individual life
cycle of health and illness from birth to death have their own structure,
function, susceptibilities, coping mechanisms, and predominate types of
degradation.

Differentiation and Dedifferentiation
Parts of systems come into focus by a process of differentiation from an
undifferentiated whole. These parts may be enumerated in various ways,
depending upon the position of the observer and the resolving power of the
observer’s instruments. Here we may limit our view to that of the human
intrapersonal system beyond the physicochemical substrate of elementary
particles, atoms and molecules, and the individual cells. Then we would
include the confluence of cells into individual organs and organ systems, the
communicating systems of hormones, enzymes and the nervous system, the
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psychological system that extends beyond structure-function, and the social
and cultural systems learned or incorporated within psychological functions.
Obviously many more and finer subdivisions or subsystems may be included.
Each differentiated part subserves special functions in relation to each
other and the whole by some form of regulation. In this sense they function in
cooperation but are also in conflict or antagonism. These vectors of synthesis
and fragmentation usually function adequately through opposing systems of
enzymes and antagonists, nervous facilitation and inhibition, negative and
positive feedback and by quantitative and temporal gradients. In the
psychological sense drive impulses and external or incorporated social
restrictions reach a level of accommodation.
Probably the processes of dedifferentiation begin very early. To quote an
ancient saying: “The first tottering steps of the child are toward the grave.”
We are less concerned with this inevitable slow process of aging than with the
various stress stimuli that evoke greater degrees of responses ending in
physical disease or psychological disintegration.
From a single subsystem, which strain may cause to disintegrate
functionally, to all subsystems and eventually to a total response, stress
responses progressively spread and increase. The result is a multiplicity of
circular and corrective processes between subsystems that are oriented
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toward stabilizing the organism and maintaining its integration. A breakdown
between boundaries and an intensification of activity occur only when the
strain becomes too severe. Likewise, the pattern of behavior partially
resumes its primitive infantile functions when the several subsystems that
have been fractionated out of the whole are no longer able to handle the
stress. At first, stress stimuli facilitate defenses, but when continued and
increased, they disrupt and ultimately result in dedifferentiation. When the
differentiated systems are under critical strain, the whole takes over and
earlier patterns return.
Whether

the

organism

reacts

as

a

primitive

whole

before

differentiation, or has been reduced by excessive stress to a dedifferentiated
whole, the somatic and psychic systems are in a constant state of transaction
with each other. Concomitant somatic and psychological action patterns
probably occur only as the result either of lasting traumatic impressions
made upon a total system before differentiation or of current stress forcing
regression to that state.’

Regulation and homeostasis
As parts of a system become differentiated they do not separate as in
primary fission. Instead they constitute parts of a system characterized by a
totality of elements held together by some form of central regulation that
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maintains integration or in other words functions against disintegration. In
embryonic phases such a regulator functions to integrate the differentiating
parts in proper temporal sequence. Within the functioning organism local
feedback circuits maintain homeostatic balance directed to a great extent by
the pituitary or master gland. The central nervous system regulates
somatosensory activities in many ways but essentially in starting and
stopping action, and relinquishing further control to lower levels. In
psychological terms, ego functions maintain a balance among the pressures of
needs, desires, and adaptive behavior.
Sometimes subsystems get out of control and the whole system decays.
In other cases the regulator may be congenitally weak or crippled by drugs,
disease, or fatigue. An example of the latter is the syndrome of ego depletion.
The soldier’s experiences after a war destroy or weaken the compromises he
has made between drives and reality and between their opposing trends. As a
result of a breakdown of such psychological regulation the soldier regresses
to apparently more immature coping attempts that cannot be successful in
adult life.
It is not implied that functions of subsystems, their regulation or whole
system, are rigidly and exactly programmed. There is a wide range of
successful homeostatic functions that are wider in the young, narrower in the
old. Failure results from exceeding these ranges.
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Hierarchies, Boundaries and Isomorphism
Hierarchies do not impose values on levels or subsystems in nonliving
physicochemical processes, but they do in living foci such as cell, organ,
psyche, society, and culture. All are essential for life that culminates in
cultural levels developed by human symbolic evolution. Hierarchies may be
defined in an evolutionary sense in that each level is necessary for the
development of the next succeeding, higher in the sense of greater degrees of
complexity and more flexible, organization. Levels of organization are related
to their evolution in time.
Since subsystems are functionally interrelated, we may agree with
Wilson that the span of a system is “the number of subsystems into which it
may be partitioned.” It is also axiomatic that interactions among subsystems
or systems are weaker than within subsystems or systems.
Living systems have boundaries that, in contrast with nonliving systems,
are semipermeable, permitting substances and information to proceed in
either direction. Von Bertalanffy uses the term isomorphism to denote identity
of the basic laws of function characteristic of each level of organization or of
each subsystem. There is probably some validity at an abstract level to this
concept, but by virtue of organization there is a subordination of lower to
higher levels and a specialization at each individual level. As Rapaport
exemplifies, at the individual level there is a wide range of metabolic activity
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as contrasted with natural selection at the level of population. Each kind of
behavior serves varying degrees of adaptation, not always adequate.
Hierarchies are dependent on higher levels maintaining a regulatory
dampening control over lower levels, but as higher levels weaken they release
from inhibition the functional independence of lower levels. This corresponds
to the Jacksonian concept of evolution and dissolution of functional levels of
the nervous system. Also von Bertalanffy’s equifinality, meaning that similar
action may be expressed independent of the primary source or state of the
exciting agent, is similar to Jackson’s final common pathway.

Information and Communication
Theories of communication until recently have been reductionistic in
depicting energy exchange as the basic process. There is no doubt that in
living somatic systems this is largely correct. When, however, we proceed to
the psychological system, although its fuel is dependent on energy furnished
by the soma, its processes are conducted by means of communication of
information. These may be described by a variety of vocabularies, such as
those of mathematics, logic, linguistics, etc., but they incorporate values that
have symbolic meaning for the more evolved species.
Information in open systems corresponds to negative entropy in that it
organizes and consolidates the chaos of multiple stimuli into meaningful data.
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In other words, organisms do organize and counteract the degradation of life.
No longer is the mechanical view of man passively incorporating mass for
transformation into energy possible nor is vitalism tenable.
Man especially seeks goals, as an active personality system, for more
than the gratification of his biological needs. He also searches for new goals.
But what are the linkages among subsystems and systems except in
informational processes? These have only become possible because man has
created, uses, and modifies symbolic systems that are the bases for his more
complex, flexibly adaptive, creative acts. An erudite somewhat philosophic
discourse on language behavior is in Bateson.
Symbolic systems are not linear nor are linear explanations valid in
cause-and-effect explanations. Instead we use the concept of transactional
communication in which reverberating, corrective, circular systems of
behavior at all levels are possible.

Evolution, Growth and Creativity
Systems have evolved. They are born, they develop and decay. Their
position in this cycle of events is not always easy to determine. Dynamically,
as organistic complexity evolved, systems became subsystems of larger
systems, environments become part of expanding systems from cell to
cosmos. In contrast, as systems decay they break up so that their subsystems
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became free and separately functioning systems.
The function of a system should be viewed in relation to other whole
systems as, for example, the personality system in relation to society and
culture or one social system to another. Herein lies purpose or teleology:
“Teleology is a lady without whom no biologist can live. Yet he is ashamed to
show himself with her in public.”
Abstractions, concepts, and theories are useful tools, not facts of “real
nature.” They organize experiences but do not describe their real essence.
Experience with empirical phenomenon is the real test of knowing. Since
techniques vary with each system, operations cannot be described by
generalizations. From the use of objective models, general systems theory
may be graphically demonstrated for public scrutiny. One such model and its
applicability to psychiatry will be stated later.

Critique
Theories serve heuristic purposes and are never meant to endure
should they be shown to be internally inconsistent and fruitless in generating
testable hypothesis. A theory of systems should do more than furnish
satisfaction for believers as if it were a religion. General systems theory has
had its share of criticism especially because it has introduced a new language,
applicable to its role as a metatheory, highly abstract and far removed from
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empirical data. One critic says, “So what? It only establishes analogies among
levels of organization or a number of systems and contributes no real
progress.” Yet analogies are indeed significant sources from which to create
new approaches to problem areas; one only has to listen to multidisciplinary
conferences to hear etiological “hunches.” Symbolic thought is indeed
analogical thinking for the most part and one of its creations has been the
analogue computer.
General systems theory has no methodology as do no other theories, but
it does establish a paradigm or outline a way of thinking of relationships, of
parts and wholes, and of inputs and outputs. Furthermore, if adequately
demonstrated by one of several models, it enables the observer or
experimenter to identify his position among a vast number of variables.
Although isomorphism has been accentuated as a characteristic of living
systems, it in no way denies that individual processes, levels, hierarchies, or
subsystems in addition to common properties also have specific functions and
lawful regularities differing from each other.
General systems theory should not be confused with data or used as
their substantiation, as we have experienced interminably in psychoanalytic
publications in which the language of theory and data form a confusing
mixture. Instead theory orients the observer toward a search for empirical
relevancies on which the theory depends for its continued existence. These
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should include “resolution levels” or time as permanent, relatively
permanent, or temporary. The laws of regularity may be absolute, relative, or
local.
Nevertheless, a valid criticism against general systems theory is its
premature mathematization indulged in by several theorists, turning away
those who cannot understand such language or who consider it as yet too
abstract or who erroneously misplace confidence in formulae instead of
searching for empirical data.
There are two ways of dealing with complex, or multivariate, problems.
One is to introduce arbitrary simplifications so that we can use the techniques
of analysis that may be available. This is the mathematical approach. The
other is to accept the complexity as an irreducible element in the situation
and search for a structure or pattern that will enable us to examine it as a
whole. This is the systematic approach.
A critique that involves a serious problem for a general systems or a
unitary theory is the question of how subjective experiences are explained.
This concerns its relation to psychoanalysis, studied especially by M. F. Basch
in unpublished material entitled: “Psychoanalysis and the Resolution of the
Mind-Body Paradox.” He states that analogies enhance and deepen
comprehension but are not explanations. The essence of general systems
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theory is not mathematization, the language of relationships, but the
reordering of relations by transformation of nondiscursive or presentational
symbolism (primary process) expressed through art, music, rituals, dreams,
and metaphors into verbal discursive symbols. The subjective or
presentational symbols are concerned with meaning and values that are
qualitative rather than quantitative in their transformation into denotative
language. In the psychoanalytic process much is lost although publicly
accepted information is gained.

Applicability of General Systems Theory—Social Sciences
The word “general” implies applicability to all human living systems and
their environments and products (anthropology, sociology, culture, religion,
education, political science, legal systems, etc.). Such abstract systems as
mathematics, logic, philosophy, etc. are included and finally, more practically,
systems theory is applied to business, management, and corporate structures.
Not all of the postulates of general systems theory are applied to each of these
areas because some are not appropriate, but at least efforts are now directed
toward systematic analysis of each. To consider all of these would require
multi-authored encyclopedias. Since our major interest concerns relevance to
psychiatry, to be discussed in a later section, only certain aspects of the social
sciences closely related to psychiatry will be briefly considered here.
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Although the systems of symbols will be discussed later it is essential to
understand that man is a symbol-creating animal whose behavior is thereby
less directed by signs. Representative symbols are continually being created
and transmitted by tradition as the genes of culture. Toman points out that
even in chemical memory feedback may develop jump steps, one at a time,
that become permanently differentiated experiences and accrete to the
organism’s structure rather than simply reproducing it. At a higher level,
social systems have developed and are continually changing in accelerated
fashion. But Toda points to the inefficiency of a fast moving, extremely
energized society that needs a lessening in its positive feedbacks in order to
develop more stability lest civilization breaks down.
Emerson elaborates:
Symbolization is a sort of evolutionary trigger that profoundly
differentiated humans and which lead to an integration in time with all the
other humans. We are integrated in time with the cultural system. Now
this integration in time also includes the organic, the physiological and the
individual systems. Remember that the genes and the gene patterns in any
organism, plant or animal, are a product of a long process of selective
adjustment through millions of years. Any given individual organism at the
moment is a product of its past. It is what it is because of past events that
affected its ancestors and selected its ancestors and gave direction to the
process of evolution. All living organisms are decidedly integrated with
past evolutionary sequences. We are partly what we are because we had
fish ancestors adjusted to a marine environment. But the mechanism of
integration in time becomes vastly different with the advent of the
symbolic systems in cultural evolution.
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My other point is that in spite of the change in the mechanisms of
integration between an organism and a group, in spite of the changes that
involve innate behavior contrasted to learned behavior, in spite of the
changes involved in individual learning as contrasted to symbolic learning
which integrates us with a society to which we belong, in spite of all these
actual differences, the direction still has similarity. Every one of these
systems is moving toward a higher degree of division of labor between
parts of a whole; every one of them is evolving a greater system of
integration of parts; every one of them is moving toward an increase in
homeostasis.

The leading theoretical proponents in sociology are Talcott Parsons and
his colleagues. Social systems do not identify individuals, but they deal with
egos and alter egos characterized by action and reaction (transaction) while
playing social roles within specific situations (environments). Culture is a
complex, symbolically meaningful system arising out of social transactions
and embodied in them. Parsons describes two classes of systems of action—
personalities and social systems, related to each other by learning processes
of internalization in personality and institutionalization in the social and
cultural systems. Parsons states that social systems and personality systems
are not only interdependent, but they also interpenetrate, creating boundary
problems as one attempts to translate meaning from one to another. It is,
therefore, extremely difficult to pinpoint cooperation and conformity to
norms, conflict, competition, and deviation.
Parsons clearly states that there is a plurality of systems in the field of
human behavior, and he believes that these may be arranged in hierarchies, in
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contrast to Spiegel who states: “The structural-functional interdependence of
all parts of the field makes statements describing dominance or hierarchical
relations of one part of the field over another essentially meaningless.” But
evolutionary development of organizational complexities requires regulation
of smaller systems or subsystems; hence the concept of levels and hierarchies
is probably valid.
If we concede that the environment of a system becomes part of it only
as we move up in the hierarchy, then by adding the biological to Parsons’s
four basic action systems we have, in addition, behaving organisms,
personality, social, and cultural systems (the latter two separate). It is not
coincidental that somatic muscular contractions appear first in biological
embryogenesis, followed by sensory controls and modifiers. Thus, all systems
are primarily action systems (i.e., behaving systems).
Emerson says: “I maintain that human society is moving definitely
toward increased homeostasis and I equate homeostasis with progress.” Thus
homeostasis for Emerson is not only a unifying principle applicable to all
forms of living organization but a broad principle as well, encompassing not
only stability but growth, evolution, social organization, increasing
complexity, and optimum variability. It has survival value if one applies
homeostasis to “multiple systems and multiple compromises, both in time
and contemporaneously, and between levels.”
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The scientific principle of homeostasis assists in the resolution of many
controversies and dilemmas. It relates the individual to the group,
divergence to convergence, competition to cooperation, isolation to
integration, independence to dependence, conflict to harmony, life to
death, regression to progress, conservativism to creativity, organic
evolution to social evolution, psychology to biology, emotion to
intelligence, the conscious to the unconscious, science to ethics and
esthetics, reality to value, and means to ends. It is both a mechanism and a
trend of life processes. It indicates the gaps in our knowledge and
understanding, and it directs future investigations.

Sociologists ignore the physical properties of the component parts of
society, their origins and ontogenic properties. Action is not concerned with
the internal structure of processes of the organism, but with the organism as
a unit in a set of relationships. A good example is embodied in role theory
where individual persons are omitted as units and replaced by roles that they
play in various situations under various conditions at different times. The
richness of personality depends on the number and variety of internalized
social roles appropriate to multiple situations—and not rigidly organized for
a supposedly expectable environment. Self-identity is attained when multiple
identifications have permitted durable satisfactory object relations and
society recognizes the subject as a person.”
Wallerstein and Smelser, in discussing the articulation of sociology with
psychoanalysis, speak of general principles applicable to any bridging
process. They indicate the particular problems, determinants, hypotheses,
and research methods of each discipline, and the need for realistic
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complementarity between the two. They specify the need to evaluate costs
and benefits of articulations, the consequences of comparing multiple levels,
and the value differences that essentially differentiate behaviors.
Laura Thompson enumerates the conditions necessary for an adequate
theory of culture and then states:
A human local community-in-environment is not primarily an inorganic,
physicochemical system, nor is it primarily a system of human relations
(i.e., a societal system). It is an organic organization of or structurefunction web-of-life composed of diverse species or kinds of animals,
microorganisms, plants and human groups, in the content of inorganic
nature. Seen all-of-a-piece human community is an integral part of a larger
organic whole or complex web-of-life, and its existence and welfare
depend on the existence of the welfare of the larger whole in
environmental context.

Definition of Psychiatry
Before considering the relevance of general systems theory to
psychiatry, we should define psychiatry as clearly as possible in order to
know its component parts and its extent, and to differentiate psychiatry as a
medical-clinical specialty from psychiatry as a science. Especially is this true
since the entire field is rapidly evolving, extending, and developing interfaces
with increasing numbers of other specialties and systems. Unfortunately as
Shepherd states: “During the past 14 years, I would maintain that the
expanding role of the psychiatrist has far outstripped the gains in established
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knowledge.”
But psychiatry is a specific science only as it is concerned with a
particular system of verbal, gestural, and behavioral communications
characterizing observant-subject (patient) transactions. It is in addition a
conglomerate of many sciences involved in the study of human behavior,
including biological, psychological, and social sciences. Since man is a
biopsychosocial creature, psychiatry must include these sciences as part of
the total system characterized by whatever variables are in focus at the time.
Likewise the applications of these parts and the total system have become so
extended that psychiatrists have been likened to pioneer riders searching for
fences that bound their territories.
Finally, the scientific approach to clinical psychiatry, according to Offer
and Freedman, is approximately only three decades old and clinical research
psychiatrists are indeed few in number. Nevertheless, it will be demonstrated
that a general systems approach to clinical psychiatry is not only feasible but
it is also productive, and that practice, reflection, investigation, and
communication are the parts of a functional system characterizing a clinical
investigator.
According to Mora many histories of psychiatry have been written from
a variety of new points. In his paper the reader will find an excellent
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bibliography. There seems to be no question that psychiatry, by any name
used during the ages and representing man’s attitude toward his fellow men
with emotional distress, expresses the social and cultural philosophies of the
time. Despite the movement of professional psychiatry into medicine and
science, it still is heavily burdened by philosophies that shape psychiatry into
their molds (existentialism, Freudian metapsychology).
Modern medicine seriously began to include psychiatry as a specialty in
the nineteenth century in its concern with organic diseases of the brain.
Specific cellular changes described by pathologists were presumed to be
caused by diseases of the mind. Neighboring disciplines such as psychology
with its brass-instrument techniques and later with its stimulus-responserobot concept of human mentality helped little. Beginning with the twentieth
century, psychoanalysis offered etiological paradigms that turned out to be
explanations of meaning never sufficiently proven.
It seems as if psychiatry, really psychiatrists, was divided into one group
composed of therapists, including psychotherapists, Somato-therapists or
socio-therapists, and another group involved in research conducted by
scientific psychiatrists. This is not to assume that the latter works in the
laboratory and the former in the clinic. Both are to some degree therapists
and investigators. But as far as the public and the vast majority of physicians
are concerned, psychiatry conforms to the medical definition of a specialty
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devoted to the diagnosis, treatment, and the prevention of mental illness.
Psychiatric investigators used their essentially unipolar training and
experience in special techniques, such as biochemistry, pathology, physiology,
etc., with little reference to other techniques, developing thereby many small
subspecialities.
After World War II the focus of concern transcended the individual, a
process continuing with rapid acceleration as a product of the times.
Disciplines began to form multidisciplinary research groups, which were not
really woven together but operated within a relatively broad or nonexistent
unified framework with great difficulty. It was then, in the 1950s, that models
were developed, and even though they only approximated reality and had but
a brief life, they did create testable hypotheses.
Sometime in the latter part of the 1950s research and clinical
psychiatrists became self-conscious when they suddenly discovered that
psychiatry was an integral part of the vast field of behavioral sciences. Their
focus could no longer scotomatize larger areas of behavior such as the
biological, psychological, social, or economic. Ideas of unified, or systems,
theory seem to furnish answers in their concepts of openness,
communications, transactions, homeostasis, and isomorphism (see Ruesch,
reference). Thus, on the one hand clinical psychiatry began to participate in
social action under increased political freedom, and on the other hand
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research psychiatry absorbed field theories.
In separating the practice of clinical psychiatry from psychiatry as a
science, we are dealing with a weak dichotomy. Clinical psychiatry can be
approached scientifically, and the sciences that form the system of scientific
psychiatry are ultimately concerned with deviations in human behavior that
require clinical contact and expertise in eliciting behavioral, cognitive, and
affective data. The data of the basic sciences and those at the psychological
level supplement each other. Unfortunately, life histories of patients reveal
considerable diversity and general principles are difficult to abstract. In other
words, it is difficult to separate what is individual and incidental from what is
general and essential, thus making a system of classification extremely
difficult (nomothetic and ideographic).
Menninger, Mayman, and Pruyser have developed a systems approach
to psychiatric entities as a substitute for our inadequate nosological
classification. Their four principles include (1) individual-environmental
interaction producing adjustment or adaptation^ 2) organization by
homeostatic mechanisms serving balance, (3) regulation and control
according to the theory of ego or boundary functions, (4) motivation or
instinct theory. They then describe a unitary theory of illness (instead of
classification) related to coping reactions to stress. These are five orders of
dysfunction or dyscontrol of aggression. They include: (1) mild nervous
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tension, (2) neuroses, (3) naked aggression, (4) psychoses, (5) rupture and
complete decompensation.
The application of general systems or unitary theory to much of clinical
psychiatry is difficult. In an extraordinarily lucid paper, Spiegel sketches the
theoretical propositions involving the transactional field and how those are
applied to a study of families of various ethnic characteristics. Spiegel
comments: “Evidently it is difficult almost by definition to keep the larger
field of transactions in view when conducting clinical studies of diagnostic
entities.” This is correct. In our study of the Borderline Syndrome, although
we devoted a chapter to “Society, Culture and the Borderline,” we could only
make general statements since we were unable to obtain significant data
other than from the behavior of the subjects under study. Other clinical
studies have suffered from the same deficiencies.
Once unitary theories were understood and accepted (sadly after about
twenty-five years) psychiatry experienced expansionary trends. Today it is
involved in health and in all the problems of human life from cell to cosmos as
well as in all the progressive and destructive things that man has created in
his environment. Man has begun to recognize that he is more than a
mechanical reactive organism: he has evolved, grown, acts and creates,
although he is still burdened by attributes unsuited to the modern world
(unrealistic anxieties); and general biology has broadened its scientific vistas
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by including man as a psychological being.
The extension of psychiatry does not require the abandonment of any
theory, or in our terms subtheory, but instead a redefinition to involve more
inclusive, larger theories of systems. For example, Schildkraut and Kety state
that biochemical abnormalities are not necessarily genetic or constitutional,
because early experiences may cause enduring biochemical changes. A
multifactorial, theoretical framework is necessary.
Caws states:
The most useful conception of the unity of science seems to me to lie
somewhere in the middle of the triangle defined by the reductive,
synthetic, and encyclopedic conceptions. Where reduction can be done
usefully, it should be done; where isomorphisms can be found they should
be found; and where disciplinary barriers to communication can be
broken down, they should be broken down. What I have been chiefly
criticizing here is an a priori approach to this problem, the assumption
that there must be isomorphisms, the assumption that every science must
fit into some rational order of the sciences. What I should wish to
substitute for this is an empirical approach—not the claim that
isomorphisms are necessary, but the recognition that they are possible,
and the resolve to search for them wherever they occur. If a direct bridge
is thus built between physics and biology, or between crystal growth and
population movement, it is not because there had to be a bridge but
because there happens to be one which somebody had the sense to exploit.

Where there is no bridge or at least bridging language, analogy is still
possible

and

stimulating.

For

example,

we

may

analogize

social

institutionalization with psychological internalization. Emerson analogizes
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the gene with the symbols of culture and Parsons the human incest taboo
with sex differentiation at the organic level.

Interdigitation of “Systems” and “Psychiatry”
A theory’s greatest value is that it leads to operations suitable for the
testing of derived hypotheses. Such heuristic values may not be apparent at
first. General systems theories enable the investigator to have confidence that
there are some natural laws of isomorphism and insofunctionalism, and that
research can discover both one’s position as an observer with respect to
evolution, birth, growth, stability, and death as well as their effects on the
observed. The theory enables us to wander through forests of the unknown
with some confidence that there are pathways to be found. An example of
such confidence in 1959 the editor of the then new Archives of General
Psychiatry wrote the following editorial for the first number:
We publish contributions from all disciplines, whether morphological,
physiological,
biochemical,
endocrinological,
psychosomatic,
psychological, psychiatric, child-psychiatric, psychoanalytical, sociological,
or anthropological, that are related to the study of the behavior of man in
health and illness. We attempt to implement the concept that man’s
behavior cannot in our day be viewed profitably from a narrow frame of
reference. Instead, it requires a broad vision of a totally integrated field
composed of many part functions and transactions, each of which
constitutes the focus of a wide variety of scientific disciplines. Eventually, a
unified science, or systems theory, of behavior may emerge.

This section includes personal, among other, examples of the uses of
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general systems theory for various psychiatric activities—one cannot say
purely clinical or purely research, basic or applied, therapeutic or denotative.
Although many writers have discussed the theory, few have applied it to
research in psychiatry.

Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis
Psychotherapy has many shapes, each constituting a “school.” There is
little reason to enumerate or define them all (psychoanalysis, dynamic
psychotherapy, and other individual psychotherapies, group, family,
community therapies, etc.). I shall now present one form in which I have
consciously attempted to utilize parts of general systems theory: field, role,
transaction, and information.
In this transactional approach the setting or field of operations must be
known not as a fixed state but as an ever changing matrix which affects the
persons involved and is altered by them. The behavior of each participant
can be viewed as portrayed through explicit instrumental social roles and
by implicit roles expressing affective or emotionally meaningful messages.
Through these rapidly changing roles within slowly moving fields,
information is exchanged by means of verbal, nonverbal, and paralingual
communications. Finally the cyclical reverberating influence of one on the
other, back to the first, and back again, eventually reaches closure when
information becomes repetitive and explicit role-complementarity has
been achieved. At this point the implicit meaning of the transaction is
communicated, and a new focus of communication is opened up.
The transactional approach is operational; it requires an understanding of
the tactics of skilled relationships. Its underlying basic theories involve
field-role, and communication theories. It restricts the use of
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psychodynamic theory to the understanding of underlying motivations,
conflicts, and defenses without the confusing use of modified
psychoanalytic techniques.
The transactional approach furthers the understanding of human beings in
relationships with one or more other persons. Thus, it is a means for
understanding social workers in relationship to colleagues, to staff, to
members of other disciplines in the psychiatric teams, and primarily to
patients, but this approach as we have used it is applicable to the
understanding of persons in trouble by all therapists of any discipline. It is
essentially the most adequate frame of reference from which to
understand what people try to say in any relationship, especially when the
role relationship is structured as that between the need-requesting client
or patient and the helping social worker or therapist.

Wallerstein’s highly perceptive critique of the transactional approach to
psychotherapy correctly defines that one who has for so long been involved in
psychoanalytic theory and its practical applications could not easily or
completely reject its ingrained influences. Wallerstein transposes the
language of the old to that of the new when applied to psychotherapeutic
technics. Such transpositions have been frequently used to deny that anything
new or different has been created. This is at least partially true as far as the
core theory is involved but decidedly in error where the operational
procedures are concerned. By adding field, transactional, and communication
theories, the system even though maintaining some of the original Freudian
core theories becomes a different system. This can be witnessed in the
behaviors of many younger psychoanalysts who by thinking and applying
systems theory have achieved a much more powerful tool in their therapeutic
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endeavors.
Others have also criticized psychoanalytic theory, important here only
in relation to systems. For example, Farrell states that psychoanalysis is not a
unified theory and as such is not refutable. Its parts, such as those related to
instincts or dynamics, development, psychic structures, economics, or
defense and symptom formation, are not related to each other in transactions
to indicate a general system. Charny and Carroll also state that efforts to bring
psychoanalytic science into relationship with the larger scientific scene have
not been promising. They state:
Because the (general systems) theory calls for precise specification of the
relationship of each level of organization to the next (vertical), as well as
intralevel specification (horizontal), it provides a useful approach to
behavioral and biological problems not easily dealt with in conventional
physical theory. Specifically, it provides a rationale for the application of
general systems theory to the study of psychoanalysis, for it allows for the
ordering of complex data without implying direct causality; rather, this
hypothesis carries with it the implication of simultaneous multiple
causation inherent in the psychoanalytic notion of over-determination, or
in Waelder’s principle of multiple function.

Gill has attempted to equate psychoanalytic structural theory with a
theory of systems involving modes of function (process) and modes of
organization (structure). Indeed, there are indications that some more
scientific psychoanalysts have utilized some aspects of general systems
theory in their writings. Among the most erudite is Frenkel-Brunswik who
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wrote about psychoanalysis and the unity of science; Colby has done
considerable research on psychoanalysis and information theory. Sullivan
groped in this direction when he considered schizophrenia as a human
process. Pumpian-Mindlin attempted to relate psychoanalysis to biological
and social sciences, and Beres considered an ego system of structure function
in psychoanalysis. Finally, Anna Freud defined openness and multifactorial
process in growth and development, in health and illness, and in therapeutic
success and failure as hypotheses essential for the testing of psychoanalytic
theory by a variety of methods.
Peterfreund attempts to relate psychoanalysis to information and
systems theory. This provocative monograph is introduced by Bernard
Rubinstein’s prefatory statement: “Theoretical psychological models cannot
be devoid of neurophysiological meaning.” In the monograph, psychoanalysis
is considered a segment of natural phenomenon, meaning part of a larger
system. Nevertheless, psychoanalysts have tried to force the world of biology,
physiology, and evolutionary time into a world the center of which is the
mind of man. As we have read many times, beginning with Sherrington,
“psychic energy” has no relation to physical energy. Instead it is a quality of
information. Psychoanalysis still deals with conflict, and linear causes and
effects, since it has permitted little cross-fertilization.
“It is possible to construct statements that, though necessarily either
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true or false, cannot be proved or disproved within the limits of the system
itself. In order to demonstrate that such statements are necessarily true or
false, we must construct a richer system that will provide the elements
requisite for the proof.” Attempts can be made, however, to interdigitate
general systems theory with some aspects or parts of psychoanalytic theory,
though not all, especially since psychoanalysis is still a hodgepodge of
unrelated concepts, old and new, good and bad, productive and handicapping.
For example, topological theory identifies symbolic systems (unconscious,
preconscious, and conscious) in terms of their positions in relation to
conscious awareness. How these develop and transact may be summarized as
follows:
(1) The symbolic system has developed from a system of signs by an
evolutionary jump-step, resulting in preconscious and conscious process
as distinctly (?) human phenomena. (2) There are ontological phases of
learning from body signs to visual imagery to primitive symbols to
creative thinking, but the flow of information among these phases persists
in all directions throughout life. (3) There are flexible transactional
operations among these parts so that all are involved in all forms of
thinking. (4) All the phases or parts of the symbolic system are in
transactional relationship with reality and inner experiences. (5) A
disintegration of optimum or effective relations among parts of the
symbolic systems may lead to breaking off of transactions (repression),
and thereby to distorted thinking and behavior or to temporary
acceleration of creativity.

In a forthcoming monograph entitled “Systems of Psychic Functioning
and their Psychoanalytic Conceptualization,” John Gedo and Arnold Goldberg
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attempt to investigate the hierarchical interrelationships of “models of the
mind” or systems of function. “By arranging the various psychoanalytical
models and delineating the appropriate function of each to explain various
systems or modes of psychic life, a supraordinate model may be constructed
and used on a flexible basis as the situation demands.” They emphasize a
sequence reflecting the succession of developmental phases through a
chronologically organized scheme. Their overall plan is to describe the
existing psychoanalytic models of the mind, to define their range of relevance,
to delineate further models implicit in accepted theory, and to select and
correlate the lines of development used for important nosological distinction
into an overall hierarchical model under which all the described subsystems
may be subsumed.
In discussing psychosocial aspects of disease Cleghorn states:
As a paradigm for mental functioning, psychoanalysis was enormously
stimulating. As a paradigm for mental disease, it is less apt. It has had a
vast impact on social, anthropological and literary studies, which cannot
concern us here. Perhaps its most pervasive, if unobtrusive, influence has
been in the social attitude to illness. Here, of course, it shares with other
social influences the responsibility for the re-emergence of humanism in
the consideration of social ills and the psychosocial aspects of disease. The
key concept is the meaning to the patient, which may include threat, loss,
gain or insignificance.

According to most social scientists the family is a small system serving
to protect and educate the young. It is not surprising that family studies in the
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best of hands should be oriented toward the understanding of the families’
role in the production of deviance in one or more of the progeny, especially in
their aberrant forms of communication;’' and the same holds true for therapy
of disturbed youngsters whose problems lead one to family therapy.
Minuchin applies general systems theory to the treatment of the family with
what he calls an “ecological framework.” Group therapy has become
widespread, and we look forward to its codification in terms of systems
theory.

Health and Illness and Education
Only recently have psychiatrists paid attention to what is normal or
healthy. According to Offer and Sabshin, there are several frames of reference
from which to view normality: normality as an ideal fiction, normality as
optimal integration, normality as adaptation within context. This is in
contrast to Yahoda who writes about “positive mental health.”
There are many other partial definitions of health. Buhler writes about
four basic life tendencies on which personal fulfillment is dependent: need
satisfaction, upholding of internal order, adaptation, and creativity. Zubin
indicates that transcultural psychiatry may help to discriminate the culturefree from the culture-fair factors in health and illness.
In using systems approach Grinker stressed the relationship between
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soma and psyche in maturation and development and applied it to concepts
of so-called psychosomatic diseases. Included was a blueprint for research on
how early experiences become imprinted on both psyche and soma,
reappearing as related defects in both, in the process of dedifferentiation. In
later research on a group of healthy young males termed “homoclites,”
Grinker developed a number of variables within the total transactional field
that contribute to mental health. These include among many others: physical
health, average intelligence, adequate affection and communication in the
family, fair discipline, early-work experiences, sound ideals and goal-seeking
rather than goal-changing. The end result contributed to adaptation within a
specified environment. Bowlby also utilized a systems approach as he
discussed the ontogeny of human attachment, dependency, and detachment
from maternal figures.
The health-illness systems cannot be separated to define health and
illness, each in absolute terms. Health is dependent on factors such as age,
culture, and social attitudes, internal compensations, defenses, coping, etc. In
general, health is maintained when strains affecting one part of the
biopsychological system is compensated for or counteracted in some way by
other parts. Even a new relationship or dysequilibrium of the parts caused by
stress may eventuate in an adequate adaptation.
In general, the health-illness system involving body and mind extends
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from the genetic to the sociocultural and encompasses development and
decline. This includes birth, infancy, childhood, adolescence, young adulthood,
maturity, aging, dying, and death. Each phase has its characteristic internal
processes, its specific stresses and capacities for defense, coping and
reconstitution. Each and the whole have their interfaces with specific
sociocultural environments, their ecosystems. This concept transcends
disciplinary lines; it combines knowledge of laboratory procedures, life in
pairs, families, groups, and the larger society. It is concerned with phases of
stability, stress-responses, and despair.
Stages in the life cycle considered as a system may be viewed in several
ways. For example, in one manner we may view the subsystems of ontogeny,
including genetics (bioamines), family (communications), experience
(trauma), as parts of ontogeny all leading to health or illness as well as
degrees of susceptibility to the latter and coping devices for the former.
In another manner the stages can be enumerated as follows: (1) the
relatively undifferentiated neonate; (2) the phases of differentiation or
learning through imprinting, reinforcement, imitation, identification, etc.; (3)
the phase of specific personality, psychosomatic, and coping development; (4)
the phase of health, including proneness to disease; (5) the phase of disease;
(6) the phase of chronic illness; and (7) the phase of dying and death.
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Each phase has its genic, environmental, and experiential components,
and to a point not yet understood, spontaneous movement and shifts due to
intervention may occur. Corresponding to general systems theory, the
principle of isomorphism of each level may be assumed. It is important for
research and for the practical goals of therapy to incorporate phases of the
individual life cycle into our educational processes in universities and medical
schools.
From another point of view Greenblatt has recently considered
education and action in management as a multiplicity of systems. For
psychiatric administration there has been little concern, although it is
increasing in importance because of the multiple functions all psychiatrists
must serve. He states:
When the resident becomes a Ward Chief or Senior Resident he is in a
more complex world—the world of patient groups; of environmental
systems, both physical and social; and of administrative systems of the
hospital, which he begins to appreciate for the first time. He is also in the
interface system between the hospital and community; the system of
professional organizations to which he and other professionals belong;
and the university system, if he is in training in an academic environment
and especially if he has professional ambitions.

Everything that Greenblatt states about residents applies to all
psychiatrists to greater or lesser degree, and systems approaches seem the
only solution to what is an “impossible profession.”
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Community Psychiatry
Currently psychiatry more than any health-illness system has become
involved in the community, not only because of the need to furnish services to
the indigent and working poor but also because of the vast amount of federal
money available and the pressures from these funding agencies. More
important than these reasons is the fact that after World War II the
importance of the individual declined, and the focus turned on the
convergence of man in groups within a social environment as part of a larger
social movement. This necessitated attempts to link the disciplines of
psychiatry with those of psychology, sociology, and anthropology (see
Ruesch). In fact, vigorous attempts are being made to substitute a social
model of psychiatry for the medical model that will depict psychiatric
disturbances as social disabilities leading to more or less permanent
exclusion of the individual from his group.
Extravagant claims have been made for community psychiatry without
sound processes of evaluation, except in rare instances. Kellam and Branch
indicate that currently community psychiatry is a non-system in an
experimental area where mental health is poorly defined except as internal
well-being and appropriate adaptation. They state:
In our view intervention should be intimately related to the processes
which occur in social contexts in the community. Thus the targets of
intervention are not restricted to individuals or families as in the case of
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the clinic setting. On the contrary, any aspect of the social field-processes
related to the individual’s sense of well-being can be subject to
intervention. In school the classroom is a major social field and the
teacher, the peer group, the family, the administration of the school, or
even the curriculum can receive the attention of the intervention process.
Such a social system view of intervention requires, however, more than
mental health skills. Other health, education, and welfare workers, who are
under increasing duress because of the general failure to meet human
needs, may also ascribe to such a view. Indeed our own experience, based
on systematic studies and clinical impressions, raises the question as to
whether our focus ought to be on mental health as a speciality or on an
integrated human service system that seeks to approach mental health
through institutional processes which are more consciously and
purposefully concerned with the breadth of human need.

If we subtract the utopian concept of “primary prevention” from the
Community Mental Health Movement, then it becomes simply a complicated
organizational process by which the delivery of mental-health services is
improved. Two basic changes can be effected:
the medically indigent will receive appropriate services within their
own communities, and (2) all the resources within and near the community
will be available without delay or bureaucratic obstacles. Thus community
mental health becomes a system of services containing parts, having
appropriate linkages, under unitary supraordinate organization with
interfaces, to other social welfare systems. It needs no modification of
systems theory, but it requires money, manpower, and political structure, and
competent management. Its effectiveness is as yet not proven, but requires
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extensive well-planned evaluations. Hansell states: “The formulation of a
mental health service network as a system is an acknowledgement of the
related facts that the human personality is a system, that society can be
understood as a system, and that the casualty management network is a
subsystem of that society.”
Social Psychiatry on the other hand is a rudimentary scientific hybrid,
not clearly defined since it represents the combination of two fields. One
deals with aberrant, internal psychological processes and deviant behavior
classified as diseases, the other deals with aggregates of people characterized
by specific functional structures, values, and moral philosophies. The
combination of any two disciplines such as implied in social psychiatry,
biochemistry, psychophysiology, etc. is fraught with difficulties and resultant
errors. As pointed out by Wallerstein and Smelser, unless there is a
complementary articulation between disciplines a low rate of predictability
ensues.
It seems evident that social life structures opportunities for individual,
instinctual gratification, but it also frustrates them by demanding many
renunciations. The concept of balance between these polarities characterizes
unitary thinking, although the empirical phenomena indicate that one or the
other polarity has dominated at various times in the history of each society.
Society provides ego ideals, ideologies, and social roles for personality
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development, but the social structure is developed and is maintained by a
variety of personality conglomerates.
It then may be assumed that, out of this matrix, factors promoting types
of health and/or illness have great significance no matter how strong
biogenetic defects may be. Psychiatric problems arise out of a social matrix
and in turn alter that matrix with the same reciprocity that articulates
personality with society. The relevance of social psychiatry in the
development and persistence of deviant feeling, thinking, and behavior is
what concerns us. If we know the what and how of this influence, it may be
possible consciously to prevent or even change those social and cultural
factors that most significantly facilitate psychiatric problems and thus
become a part of a system of health services and of primary prevention. From
a practical standpoint, the operations of so-called community psychiatry
should be based on the characteristics of multiple subsystems within a
community-mental-health center and on the transactions among various
systems within special communities such as social agencies, police, courts,
schools, churches, etc.

Affects, Stress and Coping
Experiences related in Men Under Stress as well as the results of other
researches indicated that emotional specificity in the production of
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psychosomatic disturbances is rare. Indeed, after much time, energy, and
work we began to understand that a variety of stress stimuli could produce
specific responses in individuals. The theory of response specificity was thus
developed and, perforce, had to include the wide number of subsystems that
preceded and contributed to classes of responses, including experience,
coping mechanisms, and personality characteristics.
We developed systems of quantification of affects: at first, anxiety and,
then, depression and anger, as well as defenses against emotional responses.
To translate this conceptual position, it became necessary to develop a
multidisciplinary team and to utilize general systems theory. The latter as
related to anxiety on which we concentrated first is as follows:
As the determinant of a system, anxiety maintains components or
processes of organization involving total behavior in the social
environment, cognitive and connotative functioning, and physiological
actions, all of which are adaptive under conditions in which anxiety exists,
for as long as it remains. The total system is involved with the
environment in that external influences or internal disturbances acting on
the anxiety system may augment its component activities or stimulate
behavior of the organism to remove itself safely from the dangerous
stimulus to which it is highly sensitive, or to attach in attempting to
destroy the danger. Thus, even if interest is centered on anxiety as an
organization, with its multiplicity of component parts, transactions that
involve environmental parameters are ever present. The total social and
interpersonal setting in which the observed subject lives and moves
should, therefore, be taken into account, either by recording its changes or
controlling its constancy as much as possible. We could define the
component parts or sub-systems of anxiety according to our own choice of
variables hoping from the biological point of view to measure activities as
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close as possible to the central nervous system and the hormonal systems.
These choices were dependent on the available methods and the available
experienced personnel. Within the system we hoped to stimulate in turn
various sub-systems but in reality concentrated on stirring up anxiety,
anger, depression and defenses in different experiments.

Schizophrenia Research
Investigations of this most mysterious scourge of mankind have
produced thousands of papers from biogenetics to sociology. Each scientific
group offers something different in the form of etiological theory, but we
cannot even be sure that the sample of patients each studies is identical or
even similar. This points up that although we freely use the term
schizophrenia, we do not know the what of the disease.
For example, Macfie Campbell, commenting on the increased frequency
of this diagnosis as long ago as 1935, stated that dementia praecox
(schizophrenia) is not a disease but a Greek letter society: “The conditions for
admission are obscure, inclusion and exclusion vary from year to year and
place to place, and the Board of Directors is not known.”
A research program on schizophrenia is therefore an excellent focus on
which to exemplify the application of general systems theory and an area
from which to derive a theoretical model.’
Schizophrenia is probably a polyvalent outcome of several variables
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comprising a system or organization that represents a form of functional
adaptation. The form is only fixed as an end product, since individuals show a
high degree of variability and since the forms differ as indicated in the high
degree of variability between individuals.
There is not sufficient evidence to determine whether the primary
defect is within a part of a developing or functioning psychobiological system
or in the organizational processes ordinarily successfully integrating the parts.
These roughly may be biological (biogenetic, etc.) psychological (childhood
experiences, etc.) or environmental (stress stimuli, etc.). What can be
assumed is the requirement that experimental challenges evoke the
vulnerabilities within the parts of the whole system and that spontaneous or
life challenges are necessary to move a schizotaxic individual to overt
schizophrenia and possibly eventually into a psychosis.
We recognize that even though we may on theoretical grounds consider
the propositions that the schizophrenic is primarily characterized by a
disorder of proprioceptive and autonomic feedback, or that the schizophrenic
is adapting to a primary unique quality of anxiety, or to a defect in attention
and memory, or to a deficient capacity in internal information searching, or to
a deficiency in central nervous system and/or endocrine functions, some
adequate linkings or bridgings are necessary in a general systems approach.
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A scheme or model for the representation of variables to be considered
in a study of schizophrenia is appropriate. To be emphasized is the
transactional nature of such a model. Attribution of cause and the role of
conflict are omitted. The model would assume the form of a cylinder with the
height representing levels or hierarchical placement of items. The cylinder
would indicate the relationship of the parts within three component columns.
The first would represent somatic variables such a physiological, biochemical,
enzymatic, cardiovascular, central nervous system, drives, and regulatory and
control systems pertaining to these variables. In the psychological column,
there would be such psychological systems as memory, perception-motor
behavior, cognition in general, superego functions, and the regulatory and
controlling systems relevant to these variables. Under the column of
environmental aspects, there would be the various kinds of stimuli that
impinge upon the organism, the various stresses and strains and human
objects available for relationships. This scheme does not state anything
specific about the relationship between and within the columns, but it does
assume that there is some kind of a functional relationship between and
among all three of these columns. Thus, variations would occur and,
therefore, one could not ascribe a specific cause to any one of the three
columns. Behavioral scientists have attempted to conceptualize the variations
by naming them “psychosomatic,” “psychosocial,” “psychodynamic,” “medicalsocial,” and so on. These terms seem to beg the question concerning the
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nature of the “interact,” and that such interaction gives rise to behavior. It
may be more accurate to look upon the contingent variations as giving rise to
experience, which becomes associated with behavior that has particular
meanings.
The manifestation of each of these variables must be observed in
transaction. It may be quite beyond our grasp to observe more than two of
these three variables in a transactional field at any one time, plus the
observer. Therefore, one should always include the psychological variables
and observe the variations of the two others. We would thus be observing one
ego function in one particular steady state or at one particular point or time,
and we would observe the effects of that variable on another dependent
variable at the same time. It would be a methodological error to attempt
comparisons across temporal zones. Thus, it would be a mistake to relate a
particular kind of heart-rate pattern of today with poor mothering twenty
years ago.
The model of the cylinder permits one to move in two directions: from
trait to trait in the psychological field, or across time within the psychological
field, thus giving a longitudinal cast to a study. In such an instance, we would
be observing the changing nature of specific functions over time. The depth of
the cylinder gives the model the dimension of differentiation; the center
would be the point of maximal differentiation. Thus, plotting the
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schizophrenic’s behavior over a lifetime, it would be understandable that in
later years the schizophrenic patient would show a greater independence
from drive functions or even from his environment, which would give the
appearance of the “burned-out schizophrenic.”
The cylinder is thus in the form of a periodic table, indicating to us those
variables which would be important to study. We recognize that these
subsystems are only concepts, empirically not at all dependent, and we can
view them as conceptually isolated. Such conceptual isolation, however, does
not relieve one from the task of recognizing the effects of other variables on a
particular one under scrutiny. It is therefore important that we attempt to
keep constant or under control the variations occurring in other subsystems.
The scheme makes no provision for causation, for explanation, for purpose.
To recapitulate, we should ask ourselves several general questions, a
few of which are outlined. What is the nature of the deficit or of the regressive
dedifferentiation? What parts of the total biopsychosocial system are most
involved or most vulnerable? Is the deficiency in some general organizational
process? What are the appropriate stress stimuli and their meaning for
survival? What and when are the earliest indicators of differences? How do
we separate the essential primary process from its secondary elaborations or
adaptations? Is anxiety as a quality an inherent or experimental difference?
Can response specificity to ordinary challenges, artificially induced stress-
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stimuli or historical data be determined? Does the schizophrenic reveal a
different level of arousal potentiality? These and many other questions
become important in clinical research programs oriented toward studying
“process” rather than “content,” and they are the basis of selection from the
wide variety of individual projects focusing on parts of the total system.

Concluding Remarks
The essential components of general systems theory have been outlined
as a metatheory. Many years of resistance were influenced by the fact that
psychiatry for a long time was only a medical speciality and dominated by
psychoanalysis, which had its own umbrella called metapsychology. When
scientific or research psychiatry became part of the behavioral sciences, a
general theory was needed to counteract the parochialism of its contributory
sciences. On the other side of the coin, the Society for General Systems Theory
and its journal General Systems was a mixed bag. Few authors were actually
doing research—they philosophized and many of them prematurely resolved
dilemmas by mathematical equations, in a language poorly understood by the
empirical investigator.
Gradually, more and more psychiatrists became interested and
organized their own special groups, hoping to communicate in a common
language consonant and not disjunctive with their own biological,
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psychological, and social models. They were tired of senseless controversy
about who knows the cause; they became convinced of multi-causality and
reciprocal relations rather than linearity of cause and effect. As a result, the
probabilities of a systems approach were enhanced. This is not to assume that
any scientist could cover the entire field, but he could feel more comfortable
knowing where he was, instead of endlessly riding around in search of
boundaries.
Psychiatrists began to recognize that systems and subsystems
constituting

hierarchies,

bounded

by

permeable

borders

encasing

reverberating transactions, had structure functions and integrative processes.
But more than that, they realized that a system functions in relation to other
systems. In fact, the proof or validation of a system’s functions cannot come
from within, but depends on its “purpose” in relation to another system. This
respectable teleology gives meaning to human research that, admitted or not,
is the goal of science rather than its being simply a game that we enjoy
playing.
Following the outline, systems approach to the social sciences
accentuated human symbolic functions that are the essence of humanity—
individual, group, or society. It is deviation in development, disturbance in
integration, and failure to react conservatively to human or inanimate
environmental-disturbing stimuli that constitute the essence of disease.
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Next, the relevance to psychiatry was considered by exemplifying a few
problems with which the author has been involved, for which systems theory
could operationally assist in answering. These included psychotherapy and
psychoanalysis; health, illness, and education; community and social
psychiatry; affect, stress, and coping; and schizophrenia. In not one example
can the entire systems theory be applied, but some parts of it are readily
available and profitable. In the future psychiatrists can anticipate more and
more use of operational research based on general systems theory, which will
enhance our knowledge of causes and courses of and therapies for
psychological disturbances.
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CHAPTER 13
POVERTY, SOCIAL DEPRECIATION, AND CHILD
DEVELOPMENT1
Leon Eisenberg and Felton J. Earls

Introduction
There is by now a large literature on the association between poverty,
social depreciation, and distortions of child development. This is not to
suggest that our understanding is complete nor that the available data are
altogether consistent. Nothing could be farther from the truth. However, more
is needed than simply the generation of additional empirical studies; lack of
conceptual clarity precludes the use of “data” for the resolutions of the
apparent contradictions that beset the field. Further to the point, political
ideology leads to a refusal to accept certain “facts” and to prefer particular
“explanations” for the facts that are accepted as valid.
In this chapter we shall attempt to set forth the alternative ways of
viewing the findings that are evident wherever the so-called disadvantaged
child has been studied. We shall not undertake an exhaustive review of
literature and a point by point contrast of the available studies; reference will
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be made to comprehensive reviews and to particularly incisive studies and
critiques. We hope to stimulate thoughtful consideration of the issues central
to the effects of poverty and social depreciation. We make no pretense at
neutrality. But we are less concerned with persuading the reader to accept
our view than to make him aware of the reasoning that underlies current
viewpoints.
We emphasize, at the outset, what we shall recall at the conclusion: it
does not take research to prove that children should not be permitted to go
hungry, cold, unloved, and unschooled. Even if these misfortunes had no longterm consequences, the immediate suffering they generate is sufficient to
indict any society for tolerating them, especially one so wealthy as our own. It
is a political, not a scientific, question as to why we permit such conditions to
exist in the face of our announced commitment to human welfare. And it
becomes an ethical imperative for the psychiatrist as citizen to use his
professional position to reduce this suffering, even as he undertakes studies
to better understand those conditions which will permit the optimal
development of each child’s potential. For, what confronts us is not the
(unsolved) problem of what is best, but the unambiguous problem of infants
and children who lack the minimum for normal growth. To meet the latter
challenge, what is missing is not information but moral commitment.

Methods and Data Interpretation
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Social class and ethnic differences in test performance on a wide variety
of school-related measures have been reported in many countries during the
more than seventy years since psychometric measurement was introduced. In
general, there is a strong correlation between test performance and social
class; even with class “controlled,” white children score better than black
children, urban children than rural children, Northern children than Southern
children. Similar findings have been reported in other Western countries
when factors such as social class and minority status have been examined.
Further, these test differences are not a passing phenomenon of childhood,
but are registered in similar fashion when adult populations are compared.
The issue is not whether such differences exist; they clearly do, as thousands
of empirical studies attest. The important debate concerns the inferences that
may reasonably be drawn from these data. But before we turn to that debate,
the central concern of this chapter, it is necessary to begin by addressing
problems of definition and methodology.

Intelligence Tests
A wide variety of measures has been employed in such studies. One
broad category purports to measure “intelligence”; another more modestly
acknowledges that it measures “achievement.” Although intelligence tests had
earlier origins, the basic design for them was provided by Alfred Binet and
Theodore Simon who undertook, at the request of French educational
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authorities, to determine the characteristics that differentiated slow from
normal learners. They attempted to sample a wide variety of classroomrelated behavior that seemed, on the face of it, to be what most people would
consider intelligent behavior. The extraordinary success of their method led
to a reification of the intelligence the test was measuring. To both the lay
public and most professional psychologists, conventional belief holds that
intelligence is something the child is “born with” in contrast to achievement
that is taken to represent the accomplishment resulting from the application
of that intelligence. It seems rarely to have troubled theorists that there is no
way of measuring this intelligence at birth because of the limited behavioral
repertoire of the newborn; indeed, there is no obvious behavioral difference
between the anencephalic infant and the normal neonate. The lack of
correlation between infant developmental tests (which attempt to carry the
same principles of testing into infancy) and the standard tests for childhood
intelligence creates additional difficulties for the proposition. The first age at
which we can measure differences that correlate respectably with later
childhood performance is in the third year of life. Surely, by then, the child
has been influenced significantly by experience. If developmental tests truly
measure infant intelligence, then we must assume that infants differ relatively
little from each other; indeed, the very same groups of black and white infants
who will differ significantly when they are three show no significant
differences when they are forty weeks of age.
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Alternatively, we can conclude that we have no way of measuring what
may be “real” differences in intelligence before the third year but must
assume their existence. Parenthetically, it should be noted that these
statements do not apply to neurologically impaired infants whose markedly
delayed development does foreshadow later test deficiency. But these are
only a very small fraction of the total population and display observable
indices of central nervous system damage. The difficulty in assuming that
there are innate differences, even if we are not clever enough to measure
them, is that by the time differences become ascertainable, the child has been
exposed to some years of differential experience within the family and the
community. We are not arguing that there are no biological differences
underlying variations in intelligent behavior but rather pointing to the great
difficulty of disentangling genetic from experiential factors when the
differences we wish to understand occur precisely in the context of
differential experience. The problem is quite different when we examine
individual differences in test behavior within a population of children of
nearly identical social class. But that is another matter.
It is an ironic footnote to history, if not a depressing one, that Binet
himself wrote in 1911:
. . . Some recent philosophers appear to have given their consent to the
deplorable verdict that the intelligence of the individual is a fixed quantity
. . . we must protest and act against this brutal pessimism ... a child’s mind
is like a field for which an expert farmer has advised a change in the
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method of cultivation, with the result that in place of desert land, we now
have a harvest. It is in this particular sense, the one which is significant,
that we say that the intelligence of children may be increased. One
increases that which constitutes the intelligence of the school child;
namely, the capacity to learn, to improve with instruction . . . [Les idées
moderne sur les enfants]

A second try at teasing out experiential effects has been the attempt to
design “culture-free” or “culture-fair” tests. Here, the test constructor
endeavors to exclude items that cannot be answered by the child simply
because he has had no exposure to them just as one would draw no
conclusions from the failure of a child who speaks English to answer
questions in French. As an example, one subtest of intelligence is the ability to
reason by analogy. The child is asked to answer a question such as: a book is
to an author as a symphony is to a ____? He is then offered five choices, one of
which is the word composer. The same question can be rephrased: a hammer
is to a carpenter as a wrench is to a ____? This time the set of alternatives
includes the word plumber. When the results from these two questions are
compared in children of two social classes, the gap between lower-and
middle-class children is less on the second question than it is on the first
because of the limited likelihood that a lower-class child will have heard such
words as symphony and composer. The first form of the question requires a
larger vocabulary as well as reasoning. The difficulty in this test design lies in
our incomplete knowledge of the differences in life experience and of the
extent to which such factors as vocabulary, examination “set,” and motivation
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rather than intelligence are influencing performance. Lower-class children
are less familiar with academic “games” and less concerned with doing well
on them. All too often, the child responds so as to terminate the testing
experience rather than to do well. Let us cite one clinical experience. In the
course of carrying out comparative testing in two schools of different social
class, we were struck by the frequency of calls from anguished middle-class
parents whose children came home to report that they had tested poorly in
school; we had not a single call of complaint from the parents of lower-class
children. Whether this was because the lower-class child did not trouble to
tell his parents about testing or whether his parents were less concerned with
what he did report, we cannot say. What remains important is the difference
in how salient this behavior was in the context of the family. In general,
culture-free or culture-fair tests show fewer differences between social
classes, but they do not obliterate them. One can either conclude that the tests
are not as culture fair as they profess to be or that class differences remain
even when culture is “factored out” of the test situation.

Achievement Tests
In contrast, achievement tests are less concerned with the
differentiation of the innate from the acquired, but the contention is that they
measure variations in the skills the child possesses. Problems in test
construction in this area are of another order. The prototype is the reading
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test. The child is given a passage of variable length, of more or less complex
syntax, and of restricted or varied vocabulary. He is then asked to answer
questions based on the passage. One immediate problem is whether the
answers to the questions require comprehension of the paragraph or can be
deduced from the questions themselves. One of our colleagues (Arthur
Applebee) has demonstrated that a respectable performance can be attained
by children and adults given the questions without the preceding paragraph;
the questions and multiple-choice answers are sufficiently interrelated that
an intelligent person can deduce the probable answer from the nature of the
question. A second problem in reading tests is that they depend, to a degree
greater than recognized, on the language skills the child possesses before he
begins to learn to read. The magnitude of the task he faces depends on the
discrepancy between his native dialect and the standard language that
comprises the reading test. For example, Mexican Indian children who are
required to learn to read in Spanish at the same time that they are learning
Spanish do poorly. If they are first taught to read from primers in the native
language, they can then transfer their reading skills more readily to tests in
Spanish. Nonetheless, if one asks whether a child can read proficiently in the
language that is taken as the standard, the fact remains that he performs less
well than does his advantaged age-mate. What differs is the explanation that
one would offer for this deficit and the remedies that one would propose to
diminish the deficit.
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Differences, Real or Spurious?
In a variety of ways, we have been asking whether the manifest
differences in scores are “real” or “spurious.” That is, to what extent are they
artifacts

of

test

administration

and/or

construction?

There

are

inconsistencies in the literature. Some evidence suggests that the race of the
tester may have differential effects on the performance of black subjects; that
is, black college students, given a group test by a white test administrator, will
perform less well than if the examiner is black. These effects have been more
difficult to detect in younger subjects; in some studies, they have been trivial.
Other test conditions clearly do influence performance. Preschool children of
lower social class will score better on such tests, as the Binet, if given
experience with items similar to those used in the test itself; if encouraged to
try when they might have simply given up; if required not to answer
immediately but to think before replying; and if supported by a warm and
sympathetic tester. Obviously, there are also idiosyncratic, individual factors
that will depress performance: physical illness, excessive anxiety, distracting
noise and other stimuli, and the like. Depending upon test demands, these
effects can vary considerably. In a study of our own, black children were given
an auditory-discrimination test. To our surprise, their performance was as
poor as that of hard-of-hearing children, although they had normal
audiograms! In the test employed, the Wepman Auditory Discrimination test,
the child is asked to respond “same” or “different” to a pair of words that are
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either identical or differ in a single vowel or consonant. It occurred to us that
either the children were simply not attending to the task or were so
uninterested in “doing well” on the test that they gave any answer that would
get it over with. When the study was repeated with an alternate form of the
Wepman and with the examiner using sternness or encouragement
(depending on her assessment of what would be appropriate for the
individual child) there was a striking reduction in the number of “erroneous”
responses. Thus, we were able to demonstrate that the children had the
“ability” to respond correctly under altered test conditions; yet we still must
recognize that under standard conditions, the performance was subpar. Our
assessment of a very large literature on this question is that, although
conditions of test administration do account for some of the social-class
difference, they do not account for all of it.
The matter of test construction is more complex. We have all seen
young adults who have failed arithmetic, but who can lay bets, calculate odds,
and play crap with much greater dexterity and rapidity than many of us who
have done well in formal courses in probability statistics. In nonliterate
cultures, adults may be able to tally large assemblies of familiar objects with
impressive speed despite limited ability to count novel objects. Indeed, in
some cultures, the system of numeration varies with the class of object to be
counted. The same Guatemalan Indian child who is able to weave intricate
geometric designs on a rug may be unable to match solid forms on a Seguin
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formboard. As a final example, the same person who fails to solve a Porteus
maze may be able to track a wild animal through the bush or find his way
from one distant location to another.

Differences or Deficits?
The question we are now asking is whether we are measuring
differences (just as some people have blue eyes and others brown) or deficits
(as some see and others are blind). This becomes peculiarly germane in the
assessment of linguistic competence. A lower-class, preschool child may
demonstrate developmental immaturity on a test of syntax in standard
English when compared with the competence of his middle-class age mate.
That “deficiency” is important if it is going to be necessary for him to
communicate to others in standard English. But the implications are rather
different if it can be demonstrated that he has syntactical equivalents in his
own dialect. That is, one would anticipate restriction in the finer
discriminations of thought itself (if thought is shaped by language) when
linguistic competence is deficient. If, on the other hand, the language
possessed by the child is just as powerful though different, then there should
be no impairment in thinking. There is a growing body of evidence that there
are different but equivalent grammatical forms in black English. What
appears to be a deficit in linguistic competence is a deficit in standard English
but not in language competence.
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Thus, quite apart from the debate about the “innateness” of intelligence,
there are problems inherent in the attempt to measure intelligence by
particular problem-solving skills. Most psychologists believe that there is a
general intelligence, the so-called g factor; many also believe that there are
specific abilities that correlate only moderately with this general factor; fewer
today would argue for a series of discrete abilities that show little
intercorrelation. One does not have to believe that a Mozart is solely the
product of his environment to acknowledge that he could not have written
symphonies had he been born into a society without the musical heritage in
which he was imbedded. Under such circumstances, would Mozart still have
had the same musical genius even if it were unable to be developed or would
the precursors of that genius simply have atrophied? If a society provides the
opportunity to refine hunting skills but not mathematical skills, can some
quantitative measurement of the skills the individual has given us a clue to
what he might have shown in some other area? In the instances chosen,
probably not, since one might expect a low order of correlation between
hunting and mathematical abilities. Does solving the problems of survival in
an inhospitable arctic environment predict how well an Eskimo might have
done in the differential calculus? Closer to home, do the skills acquired for
survival on the street in the slums of the inner city give us any measure of
what that child might have done in academic subjects had he been born into a
middle-class environment? The answer is unknown. The point of this exercise
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is to caution against the assumption that what is being measured in standard
tests of intelligence is adequate to comprehend all of what falls under the
rubric of intelligent or effective adaptive behavior. The only thing that I.Q.
tests predict reasonably well is success in school; success in school, however,
is not a very effective predictor of success in vocational tasks, except insofar
as it provides a credential necessary for entrance into a particular occupation.

Population Differences Versus Individual Differences
If, for the moment, we acknowledge that test differences on measured
performance are real in the context of this society, it is necessary to
emphasize one important caution. Such differences are differences between
population means. The distributions for the two populations (whether they
be black and white or rich and poor) show a very considerable overlap. Thus,
a substantial number of the disadvantaged population will display
performances that exceed the mean of the advantaged population. In short,
whatever statements may be warranted in population comparisons, they do
not justify any a priori conclusions about individuals. The fact that a child
performs poorly on a given test may be a moderately accurate predictor of his
performance in a classroom. The fact that a child is black or that a child is
poor, however, does not warrant a prediction as to whether his performance
is above or below the norm. Unhappily, psychological stereotyping is such
that the demographic characteristic is often taken as though it were a
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reasonable basis for prediction; the child may be assigned to one or another
classroom as though his performance had actually been measured. Such
evidence as we have suggests that assignment to a slow moving class and
expectation by a teacher that a child will be a slow learner are likely to lead
him to perform as the relevant social group expects him to. When he fails to
learn, this may be taken as support for the original prediction; there will be a
cumulative effect over time that will tend to further separate those assigned
to better and worse classes.

Permanent or Reversible?
Let us suppose that we are dealing with deficits and that they are real.
We then must consider whether they are permanent or reversible. Obviously,
even temporary deficits are not desirable; they become far more ominous if
they are irreversible. A scientific decision on this question must be taken with
full foreknowledge of its consequences. Resources being finite, no one will
support their expenditure to treat the untreatable. Unfortunately, moreover,
the judgment that a deficit is irreversible and the consequent failure to try to
remedy it will, ipso facto, guarantee that it will be permanent. We would
therefore contend that such a conclusion should be accepted only on the basis
of solid evidence lest we cripple children permanently by the very
formulation of a prognosis.
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Educational theorists have long held that the younger the child, the
more malleable he is and that the impact of early influences on character and
intelligence is likely to be far more enduring than those of later years. This
has been reinforced by metaphors drawn from embryology.' For example,
there is a short interval in embryologic life when the extrusion of the optic
cup induces in the overlying ectoderm the formation of a crystalline lens.
Exposure of ectoderm to the optic cup, earlier or later than that critical
period, shows no such induction. Animal behaviorists suggested an analogue
to the phenomenon of this critical period when ethologists reported
“imprinting.” In certain birds and in certain ungulates, the newborn will
become attached to an artificial object that it will follow as it would have
otherwise followed its mother. Moreover, the consequence of the distortion in
social development induced by this pattern will lead to difficulties in the
display of species appropriate sexual behavior when the bird is an adult.
However, these phenomena are restricted to a limited number of species; in
general, the longer the period of dependency of the young on the adult of 'the
species, the greater the time periods in which such crucial learning can occur
and the more modifiable it is by subsequent experience.
It is more usual to find references in current literature to “sensitive
periods” than to critical periods. This change in terminology reflects a
growing recognition that there may be developmental epochs in which a skill
is most rapidly and efficiently acquired, but that the time limits are greater
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and the differences in efficiency of acquisition are relative rather than
absolute. Moreover, many of the studies that emphasize the critical or
sensitive period fail to take into account the relationship between the
permanence of the effect and the organism’s subsequent life experience. For
example, Harry Harlow’s motherless monkeys were not only motherless but
also were confined to an environment devoid of peers or other adults. The
clinical psychiatric literature, much influenced by these animal models, has
stressed the permanence of the traumatic effects of early deprivation. What
has been overlooked in these studies has been the persistence of the
deprivation. There are growing numbers of case reports of youngsters
rescued from early deprivation and placed in good homes under expert care;
such youngsters function remarkably well (i.e., in relatively normal fashion)
even though we have no way of determining whether their performance
might have been even better, had they not suffered the early misfortune. The
most remarkable cases reported are the children described a quarter of a
century ago by Anna Freud, children who had survived the horrors of the
concentration camp at Theresienstadt. Although detailed information
obviously could not be obtained, these children had experienced inadequate,
inconsistent, and minimal mothering; what was most striking about them was
their fierce loyalty to one another. Under the expert care of Miss Freud’s
workers in a group home, these children were successfully placed in foster
homes over the next several years. Unpublished information on them as
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young adults provides remarkable testimony to the resilience of the human
spirit—and to the skills and compassion of the Hampstead Group. As young
adults, all but one are relatively well-adjusted members of society and that
one functions at a better than marginal level!
Our main thrust in this section has been to emphasize the
unjustifiability of conclusions that either intelligence or achievement cannot
be modified by suitable therapeutic intervention even in the later years of
childhood and adolescence. Military experience with marginal draftees in
World War II indicates what can be done to improve the performance of
young adults when a real effort is made. We do not suggest that all deficits are
correctable; we do maintain that it would be premature as well as unethical
to conclude that educational deficits are irreversible until the best effort we
are capable of has been directed to their correction. All too often, brief trials
of inadequate therapies are offered to socially handicapped children; results
are meager and frequently transient; instead of concluding that we have
failed them, as we have, we judge the children to be failures.

Do the Differences Have Consequences?
The final way of viewing the test discrepancies, whether they be
differences or deficits, permanent or reversible, is to ask whether they are
“consequential.” That is, what do they portend for current as well as later
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levels of behavioral function? We do know that I.Q. scores correlate with
school grades at about a value of 0.6; in other words, I.Q. level “accounts” for
about 36 percent of the variance in school grades. Clearly, even this leaves the
greatest amount of the variance unexplained. The question remains: how
much of the apparent correlation flows from the “I.Q.” and how much from
the fact that the same class and ethnic factors continue to operate on the child
so as to maintain the relationship between I.Q. and grades? We suggest that
the same cluster of elements that operate within the context of his family to
bring the child to school with a borderline I.Q. acts to determine the school he
goes to, the way he is treated at school, the way his family views his school
work, the kind of experience he has after school, and the expectations others
set for him. Thus, the apparent consistency of performance is not “intrinsic”
to the child’s nature but rather results from the set of external variables that
continue to operate upon him. Furthermore, the association between
dropping out of school and subsequent limited occupational attainment may
reflect the lack of job opportunities as much as the lack of occupational skills.
Black, high-school graduates are more likely to be unemployed than white,
high-school graduates with similar academic records. The same applies, with
even greater force, to white and black high-school dropouts. Since the highschool dropout is not able to demonstrate such skills as he may have in jobs
where a diploma is a requirement, we do not know what that youngster might
have done had the job been offered him. Even if we suppose, as is likely, that
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his job performance might not have been as good as that of a high-school
graduate, his poorer performance may reflect inadequate work habits,
motivational factors, and personal deportment rather than intellectual or
academic deficits. The point is that each of us is imbedded in a sociocultural
matrix that imposes upon us a continuity of behavior that may be mistaken
for intrinsic characteristics when, in fact, the key determinants are external.
We have stressed, throughout, alternative ways of viewing the abundant
epidemiologic data that reveal group differences. Whatever the extent to
which they are best accounted for in other ways than the conventional, the
depressing facts remain: socially depreciated and financially impoverished
children perform, in and out of school, at levels below the norms attained by
their advantaged age mates. How is this to be explained?

Explanatory Hypothesis
The explanations that have been put forth to account for these
differences fall into three broad categories: genetic, biological insult, and
sociocultural “deprivation.” Though these explanatory hypotheses are
'frequently stated as though they were mutually exclusive, it is clear that
interactional effects not only can occur but often are decisive. For example,
the Kauai Study demonstrated that the childhood morbidity, resulting from
similar pregnancy complications, was far greater among children of lower
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social class than those of middle class. That is, not only was the likelihood of
prematurity greater among lower-class births but the likelihood that the
premature child would show intellectual and academic defects was far
greater when those who were premature and differed in class were compared
to one another. Similarly, the child who is malnourished is more likely at the
same time to have parents with little education, poor health care, and so on.
Further, one would expect the child, who for genetic reasons has a borderline
intellectual potential, to test in the mentally defective range if he is
simultaneously exposed to biological or cultural disadvantage. To put this
crudely, if cultural disadvantage lowers I.Q. attainment by twenty points, the
child who might have had the potential for an I.Q. of one hundred and twenty
will function at a test quotient of one hundred (or within the normal range); if
he might have attained ninety, he will attain seventy and thus will function at
a mildly retarded level. It is, of course, not necessarily true that the absolute
depression of potential score would be identical in the two instances, but the
use of simplified assumptions serves to illustrate the point.

Genetic Theories
The notion that social class is explained by heredity goes back at least as
far as the Greeks. In Plato’s Republic, Socrates sets forth the myth that God has
framed men differently: of gold for those with the power to command, of
silver for those who are auxiliaries, and of brass and iron for those who are to
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be husbandmen and craftsmen. He adds that the species will be preserved in
the children and that meddlesome interchange between the three classes
would be mischievous. Thomas Malthus in the eighteenth century was not
only concerned with the overgrowth of the population relative to the supply
of food but with the large size of the families who were poor, a fact that he
took as auguring deterioration of the quality of the species. In the nineteenth
century Herbert Spencer was concerned that charitable measures to mitigate
the struggle for survival would lead to the preservation of the imbecile at the
expense of the wise. The eugenics movement, which began in America at the
turn of the twentieth century, advised measures to sterilize the poor and
encourage the rich to have larger families in order to avoid an otherwise
inevitable decline in biological quality because of differential birthrates. All
took for granted that success in society was a measure of biological
superiority, a comfortable assumption for those who had it made, much akin
to fundamentalist religious beliefs that worldly acquisition reflects God’s
rewards for good works.
The same concerns are reflected in contemporary debate on the subject.
None of the handwringers have been troubled to explain why there has not
been a decline in average I.Q. despite the long existence of this differential in
the birthrate. Most of the arguments have been innocent of any consideration
of population genetics. For optimal adaptation to occur in a population, a
wide range of individual variance has to be maintained. Lionel Penrose has
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shown that in order to maintain an average population I.Q., inheritance must
be derived from a wide range of individual genotypes. Genetic contributions
from those functioning below average as well as those functioning at a
superior level stabilize average function over time. Moreover, eugenic
approaches assume we know how to identify optimal characteristics in order
to breed supermen. Given the likelihood of polygenetic inheritance for
intelligence, as well as the probability that individual components of
intelligence may be linked to other biologic attributes that may not be
desirable, artificial imposition of mating patterns could lead to disastrous
results. An example from agronomy may clarify the point. Strains of wheat
have been carefully selected for optimal crop production under current
environmental circumstances, which include reliance on petrochemical
fertilizers. The introduction of a new pathogen or a change in climatic
conditions or unavailability of oil can have drastic effects on the yield from a
strain of wheat with little genetic variance. Such events have already
occurred. Recently, the National Academy of Sciences has urged the necessity
of maintaining, in a central repository, a “bank” of seed of the widest variety
in order that we may be able to reintroduce strains resistant to some new
hazard, should it appear. By analogy, were we to be able to select those with
the right to reproduce in order to encourage the flourishing of some ideal
type, the restricted variance would put this new “race” in grave danger of a
biological calamity from some unanticipated environmental change. Diversity
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insures survival, just as variation serves to guarantee the uniqueness of each
human being.
The development in the modern state of the belief that there is a
national responsibility to mitigate the extremes of poverty has resulted in
more visible “welfare” costs. The advocates of family planning, long assailed
for their efforts to make contraception available to the poor, suddenly found
new allies. Those opposed to welfare costs became convinced that reduction
in family size might diminish the drain on the tax dollar. During the 1950s
and 1960s, there were openly racist arguments for making contraception
imperative or sterilization mandatory as a condition for obtaining welfare
“benefits.” Some welfare-rights organizations and some black nationalist
groups began to oppose family-planning clinics as instruments of genocide.
This is to confuse the motivation behind a program with its potential
value for the population at whom it is directed. Whether or not covert racism
is behind the push for family planning in poor communities, family planning
itself increases the options available to minority-group families. Obstetrical
evidence indicates that spacing of pregnancies diminishes the hazards to both
mother and child. The need to divide meager resources among many children
increases the burdens on the whole family. Mothers overwhelmed by too
many young children can hardly be expected to function at their best. And the
mother condemned to have child after child because contraceptives are
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unavailable to her is denied her human right to choice. The availability of
contraception and therapeutic abortion—as a voluntary decision of each
family—enhances the freedom of that family. The ecological arguments in
favor of population limitation are, in fact, more appropriately directed at the
haves than the have-nots. Our major environmental problem is not food
supply but the consumption of energy, the production of wastes, and so on, to
which the affluent contribute in greater proportion than the deprived, not by
design but because of the availability of resources. On a worldwide scale it is
the developed nations whose population provides the greatest risks to world
ecology rather than the developing or the quiescent.
None of this denies the existence of a genetic basis for elements of that
complex of behavior that we regard as intelligence. What we question is the
ready assumption that phenotypical population differences reflect genotypes.
Since one never proves the negative hypothesis, it is of course possible that
there may be a difference in gene distribution related to intelligence among
ethnic groups. To suggest that this should be a major focus of research is evil
on two grounds. First, we simply do not have the methodology to separate
nature from nurture in assessing social behavior. Second, it lends credence to
prevailing bigotry. As noted earlier, even if we accept present test data as
though they measured genotypes, the overlap among populations is so
considerable that the variation is more impressive than the differences
between the means. Thus, if the argument is raised that we should be
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concerned to identify characteristics of children that make them better able
to profit from particular modes of instruction, we still face the necessity of
evaluating each child individually to determine his suitability for a certain
program rather than to classify the child by class or race. Given the
intertwining of test results and prior experience, test classification itself is
suspect because test-based segregation is likely to increase divergences
rather than to ameliorate them.

Biologic Insult
The disadvantage to which the lower-class child is subject begins, not
only before birth but before conception. Intergenerational effects of
malnutrition have been demonstrated in animal experiments and are strongly
supported by human data. One clear consequence of malnutrition in
childhood is the stunting of growth. Short mothers (less than five feet one
inch) have been shown to have higher rates of fetal mortality, delivery
complications, prematurity, and perinatal deaths. In part this appears related
to a difference in pelvic outlet and in part to reduced reproductive efficiency.
In studies with rodents, mothers starved as infants show reduced
reproductive efficiency. If they, in addition, are malnourished during
pregnancy, their offspring are twice as vulnerable.
Numerous studies have demonstrated that complications of pregnancy
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and parturition are greater among women of lower social class, for reasons
related to poor nutrition and poor health care. Pasamanick and his coworkers
have introduced the concept of a “continuum of reproductive casualty.”
Abortions and stillbirths are taken to represent the extreme result of
reproductive failure. The less severely impaired child will survive, but it may
have epilepsy, cerebral palsy, mental retardation, and/or behavior disorders.
Premature infants (below fifteen hundred grams) have been shown to fare
poorly in elementary school in contrast to their well-born peers. As noted
earlier, the child born of a complicated pregnancy is more likely to
demonstrate permanent sequelae if he is raised in a lower-class home, thus
demonstrating an interactional effect.
The major spurt in human brain growth extends from mid-pregnancy
well into the second postnatal year. Early, there is multiplication of neuronal
cell number, later glial multiplication and continuing myelination and
proliferation of dendritic connections. Severe malnutrition during the last half
of pregnancy or in the first year of life has been shown to be associated with
reduction in brain cell number and with retarded intellectual performance in
those children who survive.’ Less severe malnutrition is probably associated
with less dramatic but nonetheless demonstrable academic retardation. In
the studies in Jamaica by Hertzig and coworkers, index cases were chosen by
identifying children who had been hospitalized in early childhood for severe
malnutrition. At school age these youngsters were contrasted with sibling
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controls and classroom controls. The children with known, severe
malnutrition performed less well than their siblings, thus indicating that the
decrement in performance could not be explained simply by the culture of the
home. On the other hand, the sibling control group remained inferior to the
classroom controls. It is likely that the siblings of children who had
experienced severe and obvious malnutrition underwent chronic subnutrition, although without the acute episodes. They may also have
experienced home environments less conducive to learning and thus
exhibited the product of both biological and psychological malnutrition.
Malnutrition,

through

its

depression

of

immunologic

defense

mechanisms, also renders the infant and child more vulnerable to infection.
Infection leads to reduced dietary intake at the very time that metabolic
demand is increased. Thus, the impact of malnutrition is exacerbated. Indeed,
cultural practices to reduce child feeding in the presence of infection may lead
to a further decrease in intake when additional nourishment is what the child
requires.
There is growing evidence that malnutrition in itself leads to central
nervous

system

damage.

Moreover,

malnutrition

leads

to

apathy,

unresponsiveness to the environment and, thus, loss of time and opportunity
for

learning,

particularly

when

associated

with

hospitalization.

Hospitalization itself, though it may be necessary as a life-saving measure,
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removes the child from a familiar environment and may induce further
apathy. This interlocking sequence of biological and behavioral consequences
may have its impact heightened if it occurs during a sensitive period for the
acquisition of particular developmental skills. It is to engage in scholastic
argument to insist on the priority of one or another factor when they occur
concurrently and when they interact. It is the complex of malnutrition,
infection, and social disadvantage that combines to produce children and
adolescents markedly impaired in their adaptive capacities.
In a letter to the Lancet on January 6, 1973, John Dobbing wrote:
On the available evidence, may we now beg pediatricians, and more
especially politicians, to accept the whole of the human brain growth
spurt? From mid-pregnancy well into the second post-natal year, is a
period, not only of brain vulnerability, but of opportunity actively to
promote the proper growth of the human brain, by providing the best
environmental conditions.

There is an additional class of biological insults to the brain that merits
close attention: environmental toxins. Lead poisoning serves as a prototype.
Epidemiologic studies reveal differential social-class distribution. One major
source of this difference is the frequency with which lead-containing, interior
paints are found in dilapidated housing in the inner city; atmospheric
concentrations of lead vary in different sections of the city because of traffic
patterns and industrial pollution. The encephalopathy that results from acute
exposure is well recognized as a major public-health hazard. More recently,
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there have been suggestions that continuing exposure to dosages that do not
produce acute symptoms may nonetheless lead to chronic brain syndromes
with manifestations such as hyperkinesis, learning disorder, and behavior
problems. Housing conditions, disorganized family life, and lack of adequate
supervision of young children result in an excess of cases of accidental
poisoning from ingestion of other toxic substances. Moreover, the same
factors plus traffic conditions in the inner city put these children at greater
risk of brain trauma from automobile and other accidents. Finally, the limited
availability of health care and its inadequate quality subject the lower-class
child to the persistence of uncorrected health deficits that impair his
adaptation.
Emphasis on biologic insult to the brain does not arouse the political
passions that are stirred by genetic hypotheses; yet, it can lead to similar
hopelessness about efforts to help children already damaged. While we lack
therapies to restore brain integrity, sequelae can be minimized by vigorous
treatment and by the provision of adequate rehabilitative measures. There
remains a wide discrepancy between what we know how to do and what we
actually do do for the endangered children. Handicapped children are too
often condemned to levels of social function far below their capabilities
because of social stigma and lack of suitable occupational opportunities
(sheltered workshops and the like).
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Cultural Factors
We have thus far employed “class” and “ethnicity” as if they were almost
interchangeable terms. This becomes an inevitable shorthand because
minority groups are disproportionately represented among the lower social
classes. When attempts are made to “match” class among majority and
minority groups, minority-group children continue to test at a lower level. In
part, this reflects the imprecision of matching for class. Families at the same
income level may not be in the same position as consumers. Housing
segregation leads to higher rents for those forced to live in ghettos. Prices for
staple items are not equivalent throughout the city. Supermarkets and
drugstores have been shown to charge higher prices in the inner city because
they have a captive population, which cannot travel as readily for shopping.
Thus, disposable income is not the same for white and black families with
identical earnings.
Our knowledge of the interrelationship between child-rearing practices
and child development remains fragmentary. Nonetheless, there are a large
number of studies that indicate that lower-class families are more likely to
rely on nonverbal than verbal cues, to transmit concrete rather than abstract
problem-solving modes, and to be strict rather than permissive. This is
thought to result in a set of attributes that are dysfunctional in school.
Contrariwise, the middle-class child is more likely to have been exposed
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to books, to sophisticated language, and to games with parents and siblings
that encourage attention, reflectiveness rather than impulsiveness, and an
awareness of language nuances. Moreover, the middle-class child will have
been prepared to take school seriously (perhaps even too seriously) as a
determinant of his occupational mobility.
There are important differences in family structure between blacks and
whites. In part, this stems from historical roots. Slave owners deliberately
maintained matriarchal patterns by using the male as a salable commodity.
Welfare regulations tend to reinforce the same structure by making support
more available when there is no father in the household. Given the lack of
opportunity for employment for the black male, the family may be better off
financially if he is out of the home and unemployed rather than home and
unemployed. The black family, more often than the white, is an extended
rather than a nuclear family, with grandmothers, collateral relatives, and even
strangers providing care and support at times of family stress. Black mothers
express the same hopes for their children in education and occupation as do
middle-class mothers; however, the same mother who expresses the wish to
see her son go on to college and become a professional conveys to him the
futility of her hopes because of her own long experience with the discrepancy
between dream and reality. The child’s own experience reinforces this sense
of futility when he or she observes how often children in the neighborhood
drop out of school and are locked into the ranks of the uneducated and the
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unemployed.
All of this has been condensed into the slogan: “the culture of poverty,”
an expression that implies that the poor remain poor because of the social
customs that stabilize poverty-producing behavior. This runs directly
contrary to G. B. Shaw’s dictum that what the poor lack is money. The concept
of the culture of poverty permits policy makers, teachers, and other
professionals to conclude that no matter what is done to employ and educate
the poor, they will remain poor. But the poor exist in a structured society that
requires poverty as a condition for maintaining its differential wage structure
and institutionalizes stereotypes of behavior to guarantee the existence of
this under class. It has been suggested, for example, that schools are not
failing; to the contrary, they are doing what they have been designed to do:
namely, to produce that variety of competence and incompetence which will
provide occupants for the occupational niches that society requires.
Further, the emotional response of society to crime results in a
disproportionate emphasis on the amount and kind of social deviance among
the poor. Crimes like income-tax evasion, stock manipulation, and
embezzlement arouse far less public condemnation than crimes against
property and person. We do not suggest that either type of crime is trivial;
rather, we take issue with the stereotyping of lower class morality. Public
morality is a serious issue throughout this country at a time when railroad
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stockholders, corporation executives, federal judges, and elected officials
including the president himself do not hesitate to enrich themselves at the
expense of the public. The tax structure of our society has built into it major
inequities in the burden exacted from below-median and above-median
income earners.
The developmental failure of poor and black children is exacerbated at
adolescence. It is most evident in the high rates of school casualties at this
period. During puberty the child is beginning to evaluate his environment and
to develop ways of thinking about and interacting with it. Given his limited
choices, the lower-class youngster has difficulty in establishing effective
modes of behavior that are both satisfying and accepted by the mores of the
majority culture. One of the few pathways to personal success is through
sports. This has been true for successive waves of immigrants for the last
century. For the vast majority, this is not an available track; failure is
multidimensional with school being pivotal. Resort to personally lesssatisfying and, at the same time, socially disruptive kinds of behavior is
common as is attested by the population of the jail system where poor
minority group members predominate.
The systematic devaluation of the person and the family of the minoritygroup child operates upon him so as to create a negative self-image; having
been pressed to devalue himself, he acts out the stereotype of those
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expectations. Treated as though he were “stupid”, he acts stupid, that is, he
fails to try to learn, he gives the first answer that comes to mind as a way of
avoiding the question rather than thinking about it. He belittles school just as
school denigrates him and shifts his investment to those out-of-school
activities which offer some promise of success: rage against a hateful
environment is transformed into self-hatred. His values become a negative
image of the values of the majority culture but, nonetheless, a mirror
reflection of them. Unless he is helped to develop a perspective that makes
understandable the nature of his circumstances and suggests constructive
modes of action to change them, he becomes what he was predicted to be; his
behavior provides further “justification” for prevailing beliefs.
The most noteworthy development in grappling with this psychological
problem has been the emergence of the concepts subsumed under the term:
black nationalism. The positive aspects of black culture and group identity are
stressed as the basis for the acquisition of a sense of personal integrity
through social action. It is perhaps inevitable that a social movement,
emerging to resist white stereotypes about blacks, will result in some
stereotyping of whites, most obviously present in the Black Muslim
movement. However disagreeable counter-violence may be, the most
effective way of dealing with it is by terminating white violence against
blacks. More dangerous to the constructive creation of black pride is a too
ready identification of black with good, thus constraining the availability of
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self-criticism. A sociopolitical movement can be subverted from within as well
as from without; its slogans can be prated by those more concerned with selfadvantage through political office than with group progress. Black studies can
become an effective medium for learning how to read, but rap sessions cannot
substitute for learning to read. The technical skills essential for a productive
role in contemporary society will more readily be acquired by a student who
believes in his people and in himself, but the concentrated, personal effort to
master them remains essential. All in all, it is our view that the movement for
black pride is one key to reversing the waste of human talent and the loss of
human happiness that have been the terrible price of a racist society.

Future Directions
The social disadvantage of poor and minority-group children has been
so thoroughly documented that there is no need for further descriptive
research. We need to undertake a coordinated program of preventive and
remedial measures now. We need prompt action to combat malnutrition—
during pregnancy and the early years of life in particular—but throughout
childhood and adolescence. We need a system of health care that will ensure
delivery of health services to all Americans. First in order of priority would be
pregnant women, infants, children, and adolescents. But there is no excuse for
inadequate health care for the aged and the adult. Family-income-support
programs should assure parents and their children an equal opportunity for
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lives of dignity. Good foster-care and group-care homes must be available to
children whose families are disrupted. Enforcement of existing legislation can
mitigate occupational discrimination if not altogether eliminate it. For these
things we may need periodic checks of social indicators to measure how near
we are to our goals. But it does not take research to prove that we should
move forward. The problem is moral, not scientific.
We are on less certain grounds when we confront the challenge of
undoing the effects of early neglect. It is not enough to label an educational
program “compensatory” or “enriched.” It must be demonstrated that the
new program is responsive to the children’s needs and, in fact, produces the
desired changes in behavior. Here research in child development must play a
central role in guiding public policy. What is needed is action research: the
assessment of the changes that follow the introduction of experimental
programs rather than merely the continued documentation of failures to
satisfy traditional standards. We face, however, a major problem in
persuading the public to support the long-term investment required.
Typically, educational innovation has consisted in the introduction of a
new program, usually underfunded, for a brief period. Even when good
results, the changes prove to be transient when the child moves from the
experimental into the regular classroom. It is as if we expected a good diet at
the age of five to prevent malnutrition at the age of six after dietary
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supplementation has been discontinued. It is necessary to impress on our
national consciousness Jean Piaget’s metaphor that cognitive development
depends upon psychological “alimentation” throughout the years of childhood
and adolescence. Once this principle is accepted, the challenge to educational
and psychological knowledge remains formidable; namely, the systematic
construction of public systems of education that will promote child
development at an optimal level. Research in the school setting that assesses
the characteristics of the children, the behavior of the teachers, and the
operation of the system as an institution, will be crucial if we are to do our
children justice. Present research methodology will enable us to address
some of the foregoing issues, although available instruments will require
further refining, and better conceptualizations are needed.
The tools of social psychiatry are the least adequate when it comes to
understanding the inertia of social institutions and the ways of fostering
institutional change. These problems play back onto individual development;
the individual must feel himself to be to some degree the master of his own
fate before he can undertake the prodigious efforts necessary to change the
world outside. The complexity and the bureaucratization of our society
generates apathy in the face of cumbersome and unresponsive social
institutions. Even when an investigator is able to demonstrate that
instructional method A produces results better than B or equal to B at less
cost, there is frequently no visible consequence to the demonstration. It is
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published, forgotten, and perhaps rediscovered a decade later. One does not
have to invoke malevolence to explain this disregard. Inertia and selfprotection account for much of it. The new method may require a teacher or a
principal to unlearn old ways; it may threaten professional prerogatives; it
may produce more cognitive dissonance than the audience is willing to
tolerate because it belies conventional wisdom. The gap between research
and its application can be appreciably diminished if the consumer (the
educator and the parent) is involved from the first in generating the questions
to be asked, in participating in the gathering of data, and in analyzing the
results. There must, in the first instance, be a willingness to recognize the
inadequacy of traditional formulations. Without such a climate, data will
produce no change in conviction. One has only to consider official attitudes on
marijuana and pornography to recognize that systematic documentation
proving that conventional attitudes have no basis in fact does not by itself
shake belief.
Finally, there is a malevolent component in resistance to change. One
does not have to be a prophet to predict that those who benefit from social
injustice will fight to maintain their privileged position. Slum properties bring
profitable rents to their owners. Disenfranchised voters enable those who
possess the vote to control the outcome. The existence of a pool of
unemployed acts as a brake on wages. Bitterly enough, the sense of
superiority generated in whites, who are taught to look down on blacks,
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permits the exploitation of lower-class whites by political leaders who seek
their own advantage. It is not merely ignorance, though ignorance is present,
that permits our society to tolerate the social ills we have outlined; they are
perpetuated by the short-run view of self-interest. Those who challenge
privilege can expect little praise. Their sustenance must come from the
recognition that, in the words of Frederick Douglass, “Without struggle, there
can be no progress.”
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Notes
1 To the memory of Professor Herbert G. Birch (1918-1973) whose scientific life was dedicated to the
understanding and amelioration of those factors that interfere with the optimal
development of every child and whose work, both conceptual and empirical, provided
much of the groundwork of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 14
ATTACHMENT THEORY, SEPARATION ANXIETY,
AND MOURNING
John Bowlby
Attachment theory is a way of conceptualizing the propensity of human
beings to make strong affectional bonds to particular others and the many
forms of emotional distress and disturbance, which include anxiety, anger,
and depression, to which unwilling separation and loss give rise. As a body of
theory it is concerned with the same range of phenomena as psychoanalytic
object-relations theory, and it incorporates much psychoanalytic thinking. It
differs from traditional psychoanalysis in adopting a number of principles
that derive from the relatively new disciplines of ethology and control theory;
by so doing it is enabled to dispense with concepts of psychic energy and
drive and also to forge close links with cognitive psychology. In addition, the
theory draws freely on data regarding human behavior and development
obtained by a broad range of methods and, when appropriate, compares the
findings with similar findings from studies of animals, notably nonhuman
primates.
Attachment behavior is conceived as any form of behavior that results
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in a person attaining or retaining proximity to some other differentiated and
preferred individual, usually conceived as stronger and/or wiser. As such the
behavior includes following, clinging, crying, calling, greeting, smiling, and
other more sophisticated forms. It is developing during the second trimester
of life and is evident from six months onward when an infant shows by his
behavior that he discriminates sharply between his mother-figure,1 a few
other familiar people, and everyone else. In the company of his mother he is
cheerful, relaxed, and inclined to explore and play. When alone with strangers
he is apt to become acutely distressed: he protests his mother’s absence and
strives to regain contact with her. These responses are at a maximum during
the second and third years of life and then diminish slowly. Thenceforward,
although attachment behavior is less evident in both the frequency of its
occurrence and its intensity, it none-the-less persists as an important part of
man’s behavioral equipment, not only during later childhood but during
adolescence and adult life as well. In adults it is especially evident when a
person is distressed, ill, or afraid.
Attachment behavior is conceived as a class of behavior that is distinct
from feeding behavior and sexual behavior and of at least an equal
significance in human life. Many forms of psychiatric disturbance are
attributed either to deviations that have occurred in the development of
attachment behavior or, more rarely, to a failure of its development.
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History of the Concept of Attachment
For many years the phenomena to which attachment theory addresses
itself have been dealt with in terms either of “dependency need” or of “object
relations.” Until the mid-fifties only one view of the nature and origin of
affectional bonds was prevalent, and in this matter there was agreement
between psychoanalysts and learning theorists. Bonds between individuals
develop, it was held, because an individual discovers that, in order to reduce
certain drives, e.g., for food in infancy and for sex in adult life, another human
being is necessary. This type of theory postulates two kinds of drive, primary
and secondary; it categorizes food and sex as primary and “dependency” as
secondary. As a result the variables postulated as relevant to an
understanding of variations in the development of affectional bonds have
been concerned with methods by which a child is fed and his body cared for.
A practical corollary of this type of theorizing is that once a child is old
enough to feed himself and control his sphincters, he is expected to become
independent.
Studies of the ill effects on personality development of deprivation of
maternal care, which were first published during the thirties and forties (see
review by Bowlby and subsequent reviews by Ainsworth and Rutter), led the
present writer to question the adequacy of the traditional model and to seek a
new one. Early in the fifties Konrad Lorenz’s work on imprinting, which had
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first appeared in 1935, became more generally known and offered an
alternative approach. At least in some species of bird, he had found, strong
bonds to a mother-figure develop during the early days of life without any
reference to food and simply through the young being exposed to and
becoming familiar with the figure in question. Arguing that the empirical data
on the development of a human child’s tie to his mother can be understood
better in terms of a model derived from ethology, Bowlby in 1958 sketched
the outline of a theory of attachment and introduced the term. Simultaneously
and independently, Harlow in the same year published the results of his first
studies of infant rhesus monkeys reared on dummy mothers. A young
monkey, he found, will cling to a dummy that does not feed it, provided the
dummy is soft and is comfortable to cling to.
During the past fifteen years the results of a number of empirical studies
of human children have been published," theory has been greatly amplified,'
and the relationship of attachment theory to dependency theory examined.
New formulations regarding pathological anxiety and phobia have been
advanced by Bowlby and regarding mourning and its psychiatric
complications by Bowlby, Parkes, and by Bowlby and Parkes. Parkes has also
extended the theory to cover the range of responses seen whenever a person
encounters a major change in his life situation.
In applying attachment theory to the elucidation of psychiatric
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syndromes, its advocates adopt an approach very different from that usually
adopted by psychopathologists. Traditionally, psychoanalysts and others have
selected for study patients diagnosed as suffering from the syndrome being
investigated and have attempted thence to both reconstruct the phases of
development that may have preceded the condition and to infer the causal
agents that may have been responsible for it. The approach adopted by
attachment theorists is the opposite.
Using as primary data how young children behave in certain defined
situations, an attempt is made to describe certain early phases of
personality functioning and, from them, to extrapolate forwards. In
particular, the aim is to describe certain patterns of response that occur
regularly in early childhood and, thence, to trace out how similar patterns
of response are to be discerned in the functioning of later personality. The
change in perspective is radical. It entails taking as our starting-point, not
this or that symptom or syndrome that is giving trouble, but an event or
experience deemed to be potentially pathogenic to the developing
personality, [p. 4]

Although a shift in approach of this kind is still unusual in psychiatry, it
occurred long ago in physiological medicine, e.g., the study of the healthy and
pathological consequences of a specified infective agent.

Main Features of Attachment Theory
The main features of attachment theory, in contrast to dependency
theory, are as follows:
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1. Specificity Attachment behavior is directed toward one or a few
specific individuals, usually in clear order of preference. For
the great majority of children the mother is the most
preferred with the father, or perhaps the grandmother, next
in order.
2. Duration An attachment endures, usually for a large part of the life
cycle. Although during adolescence early attachments may
attenuate and become supplemented by new ones—and in
some cases are replaced by them—early attachments are not
easily abandoned and they commonly persist.
3. Engagement of emotion Many of the most intense emotions arise
during the formation, the maintenance, the disruption, and
the renewal of attachment relationships; hence the term,
affectional bonds. In the language of subjective experience,
the formation of a bond is described as falling in love,
maintaining a bond as loving someone, and losing a partner
as grieving over someone. Similarly, threat of loss arouses
anxiety and actual loss gives rise to sorrow; whilst each of
these situations is likely to arouse anger. The unchallenged
maintenance of a bond is experienced as a source of security
and the renewal of a bond as a source of joy. Because intense
emotion is commonly a reflection of the state of a person’s
affectional bonds, the psychology and psychopathology of
emotion is found to be in large part the psychology and
psychopathology of affectional bonds.
4. Ontogeny In the great majority of human infants attachment
behavior to a preferred figure develops during the first nine
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months of life. Initially, social responses are elicited by a
wide array of stimuli; during the second trimester their
elicitation becomes confined to stimuli arising from one or a
few familiar individuals. The more experience of social
interaction an infant has with a person the more likely he is
to become attached to that person, and thenceforward he
prefers that figure to all others. Because from six months
onward, and especially after nine months, an infant is likely
to respond to a stranger with fear, the development of
attachment to a new figure becomes increasingly difficult,
especially after the end of the first year. If no opportunity
has been given for an attachment to develop before a child’s
second birthday, it may never do so. Preference for the
familiar and fear of the strange, two basic responses hitherto
given scant attention in human psychology, play a major part
in the development of attachment. The threshold for
activation of attachment behavior remains low until near the
end of the third year; in healthy development it rises
gradually thereafter.
5. Learning Whereas learning to distinguish the familiar from the
strange is a key process in the development of attachment,
the conventional rewards and punishments used by
experimental psychologists play only a small part. Indeed, an
attachment can develop despite repeated punishment from
the attachment figure.
6. Organization Initially attachment behavior is mediated by
responses organized on fairly simple lines. From the end of
the first year, it becomes mediated by increasingly
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sophisticated behavioral systems, organized cybernetically
and incorporating representational models of the
environment and self. These systems are activated by certain
conditions and terminated by others. Among activating
conditions are strangeness, hunger, fatigue, and anything
that frightens a child. Terminating conditions include sight
or sound of mother: when attachment behavior is strongly
aroused, termination may require touching or clinging to her
and/or being cuddled by her. Conversely, when the mother
is present or her whereabouts well-known, a child ceases to
show attachment behavior and, instead, explores his
environment.
7. Parental Behavior Complementary to attachment behavior is the
caretaking behavior of parents. Not only do most parents
respond to a child’s approaches, but when a child strays, one
of his parents usually takes action to restore mutual
proximity. By so doing a parent induces a sense of security
and is providing the child with a “secure” base from which
he can explore. When, by contrast, a parent does not play his
or her part, a child becomes distressed and sometimes
angry.
8. Biological function Attachment behavior occurs in the young of
almost all species of bird and mammal, and in a number of
species it persists into and throughout adult life. Although
there are many differences of detail between species,
maintenance of proximity by an immature animal to a
preferred adult, almost always the mother, is the rule. Since
it is most unlikely that such behavior has no survival value,
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the question arises what that may be. Bowlby argues that by
far the most likely function of attachment behavior is
protection, mainly from predators. He bases this view on
three classes of evidence: (1) observations of many species
of bird and mammal show that an isolated individual is much
more likely to be seized by a predator than is one that stays
bunched together with others of its kind; and what
knowledge there is of hunting and gathering tribes suggests
that the same is true of humans, their principal predators
being leopards, wolves, and hyenas; (2) attachment behavior
is elicited particularly easily and intensely in animals that, by
reason of age, size, or condition, are especially vulnerable to
predators;, for example, the young, pregnant females, the
sick; (3) attachment behavior is always elicited at high
intensity in situations of alarm that are commonly stimulus
situations of the kind which would occur on the approach of
a possible predator. No other existing theory fits these facts.

Reasons for Discarding Concepts of Dependence, Dependency Need, and
Object Cathexis
Learning theorists are now agreed that the concept of dependence is
distinct from that of attachment. Dependence is not specifically related to
maintenance of proximity; it is not directed toward a specific individual; it
does not imply an enduring bond, nor is it necessarily associated with strong
feeling. No biological function is attributed to it.
In addition to these reasons, there are value implications in the concept
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of dependence that are the exact opposite of those which the concept of
attachment not only conveys but is intended to convey. Whereas to refer to
someone as dependent tends always to be disparaging, to describe him as
attached to someone can well be an expression of approval. Conversely, for a
person to be detached in his personal relations is usually regarded as less
than admirable. The disparaging element in the concept of dependence is held
to be a fatal weakness to its clinical use.
The defects of the term “dependence” as applied to what is here termed
attachment are confounded when it is combined with “need,” to make
“dependency need.” The term “need” is ambiguous. Sometimes it refers to a
psychological state, often best described as a desire; at other times it refers to
what is required for individual or species survival. Since what is desired and
what is required do not always match, indeed are sometimes entirely
incompatible, the word can easily create confusion.
The term “object-cathexis” derives from Freud’s energy theory and is
inappropriate to a control-systems theory.

Separation Anxiety
Although it has long been evident that unwilling separation or threat of
separation from an attachment figure is a very common cause of anxiety,
there has been the greatest reluctance to accept the evidence at its face value.
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The reasoning has been as follows. Realistic anxiety, it is supposed, is elicited
only in conditions that are truly dangerous. Since mere separation from an
attachment figure cannot be regarded as truly dangerous, anxiety over
separation cannot be regarded as realistic. Hence its occurrence has to be
explained in some other way. A common explanation is that anxiety over
separation is a manifestation, in disguise, of anxiety that is elicited by some
other situation, usually conceived as intrapsychic; and as such it is deemed
neurotic.
This argument, stems from Freud’s earliest work and led him to
advance a succession of theories and runs through all later psychoanalytic
theorizing. It is held to be based on a false assumption; namely that, to be
healthy, fear should be elicited only in conditions that are truly dangerous.
Empirical observation shows a different state of affairs. It is therefore
necessary to consider the matter afresh.
When approached empirically separation from an attachment figure is
found to be one of a class of situations, each of which is likely to elicit fear but
none of which can be regarded as intrinsically dangerous. These situations
comprise, among others, darkness, sudden large changes of stimulus level
including loud noises, sudden movement, strange people, and strange things.
Evidence shows that animals of many species are alarmed by such situations,
and that this is true of human children and also of adults. Furthermore, fear is
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especially likely to be elicited when two or more of these conditions are
present simultaneously, for example, hearing a loud noise when alone in the
dark.
The explanation of why individuals should so regularly respond to these
situations with fear is held to be that, whilst none of the situations is
intrinsically dangerous, each carries with it an increased risk of danger. Noise,
strangeness, isolation, and for many species darkness, all these are conditions
statistically associated with an increased risk of danger. Noise may presage a
natural disaster—fire, flood, a landslide. To a young animal a predator is
strange, it moves, and it often strikes at night; and it is far more likely to do so
when the potential victim is alone.
Because to behave so promotes both survival and breeding success, the
theory runs, the young of species that have survived, including man, are
found to be genetically biased so to develop that they respond to the
properties of noise, strangeness, sudden approach, and darkness by taking
avoiding action or running away—they behave in fact as though danger
were actually present. In a comparable way they respond to isolation by
seeking company. Fear responses elicited by such naturally occurring
clues to danger are a part of man’s basic behavioral equipment, [p. 85]

Seen in this light anxiety over unwilling separation from an attachment
figure resembles the anxiety that the general of an expeditionary force feels
when communications with his base are cut or threatened.
Thus, anxiety over an unwilling separation is regarded as a normal and
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healthy reaction. At what intensity the reaction is to be expected turns on a
very large number of variables, both organismic (e.g., age, sex, health of the
individual) and environmental (e.g., presence of other fear-arousing
situations, behavior of attachment figure). A great deal of normative work is
required to fill out this picture before we can be confident of the limits of
healthy variation. Meanwhile, a clinician is constantly confronted with
patients who are exhibiting chronic anxiety over separation from an
attachment figure at an intensity that appears inappropriate for the
individual’s age and situation. Though clinicians might agree in judging such
anxiety as neurotic, they are likely to disagree about how it is to be explained.

Behavior Indicative of Fear
There are three quite distinct forms of behavior commonly classified as
indicative of fear. They are: (a) withdrawal from a situation; (b) freezing
immobile; and (c) turning or retreating toward an attachment figure. The first
is so well-known as to require no comment. The second is well-known in
other species and may perhaps play a larger part in humans than is generally
conceded. The third is also well-known but in almost all theorizing about fear
in humans tends to be overlooked.
Which of these forms of fear behavior is elicited in an animal turns on
its species, age, and sex and also on the situation. In the presence of a
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predator animals of certain species, e.g., plover and deer, habitually clump
together; others, e.g., arboreal monkeys, tend to scatter; others again, e.g.,
opossum, freeze. In very many species of mammal, the young seek their
mother and remain in close proximity to her. In all the species of nonhuman
primate, the young cling tightly to the mother; though in their earliest weeks
of life the young of a few primate species, e.g., gorilla, need assistance from
the mother in doing so.
In the case of the human baby, because it is born so immature,
proximity keeping when afraid is not possible until after the age of six
months. As soon as motor equipment has matured, however, it becomes the
usual response and remains so for many years. In adult humans proximity
keeping is also common, and it is present at high intensity whenever a
situation is especially alarming, as in disasters.
In animals of species that habitually seek the company of others in a
fear-arousing situation, the intensity with which fear is aroused is influenced
in great degree by the presence or absence of a trusted companion. This has
been shown experimentally for rhesus monkeys by Rowell and Hinde, for
human infants after the age of nine months by Morgan and Ricciuti, and for
children between their second and sixth birthdays by Jersild. In every case
the presence of a familiar companion who can be turned to greatly reduces
fear responses. Common experience leaves little doubt that the same is true of
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older children, adolescents, and adults. Nevertheless, in a society that lays
great emphasis on the development of independence, this common human
tendency tends to be either overlooked or disparaged.

Personality Development and Family Experience
On the basis of these findings regarding the role of trusted companions,
particularly parents, in reducing the intensity of fear responses, it can be
postulated that a human child who is confident that a parent will be
accessible and helpful when called upon will be less prone to respond with
fear to a potentially alarming situation than will one who for any reason does
not have that confidence. This, together with observations made during the
practice of family psychiatry, has led the present writer to advance three
complementary propositions. The first is that, when an individual is confident
that an attachment figure will be available when called upon, that person will
be much less prone to either intense or chronic fear than will an individual
who has no such confidence. The second postulates that confidence in the
availability of attachment figures, or a lack of it, is built up slowly during the
years of immaturity—infancy, childhood, and adolescence—and that
whatever expectations are developed during those years tend to persist
relatively unchanged throughout the rest of life. The third postulates that the
varied expectations that different individuals develop during the years of
immaturity are tolerably accurate reflections of the experiences those
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individuals have actually had.
The first proposition is in keeping with psychoanalytic object relations
theory in which a person’s confidence, or lack of it, in the availability of an
attachment figure is expressed in terms of his having either introjected, or
failed to introject, a good object,’ The third proposition attaches far more
importance to the role of actual experience than has been common in
traditional psychoanalytic theorizing; and the second proposition extends the
sensitive period during which personality is conceived as undergoing major
change and development from the first three or four years of life to include
the next ten years or more.
The theoretical position adopted is held to be supported by evidence of
several different kinds. One class of evidence derives from the many studies
published during the past decade or so which seek to relate variations in the
personality development of children and adolescents, found in fairly
representative samples drawn from schools and colleges, to the experiences
the children have had in their families. The findings are consistent in showing
that children and adolescents who are developing a healthy self-reliance,
coupled with a capacity to cooperate with others and to seek advice and
support when in difficulty, are those who are growing up in stable homes in
which they are given much encouragement and support by their parents and
are subjected to predictable and moderate discipline. The findings are
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consistent, too, in showing that, conversely, those who grow up lacking in
self-confidence and self-esteem and who are prone to depression, anxiety,
and psychosomatic symptoms, or are given to aggressive destructive
behavior, are likely to come from homes that are unstable or broken, or else
from those in which there is either over-severe and arbitrary discipline or
neglect and indifference. Studies of samples of preschool children and of oneyear-olds yield findings that point to the same conclusions.

Anxious Attachment (Over-dependency)
Perhaps no terms are used more frequently in clinical discussion than
“dependent” and “over-dependent.” A child who tends to be clinging, an
adolescent chary of leaving home, a wife or husband in constant contact with
mother, an invalid who demands attention, all these are likely to be dubbed
dependent or over-dependent and always in the use of these words there is
an aura of disapproval. To avoid that aura, and to draw attention to what is
believed to be the true nature of the condition, the term anxious attachment is
introduced.
In examining the condition, we are faced with two main problems:
a) what are the criteria that lead us to judge the behavior to lie
outside healthy limits?
b) for those cases that it is agreed lie outside normal limits, how
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do we account for the development of the condition?
To answer the first question requires extensive normative study of the
development of attachment behavior through every phase of the life cycle,
taking into account not only age and sex but the particular conditions of life to
which an individual is exposed. Ignorance of normal development among
medical, educational, and psychological personnel leads at present to
frequent misjudgment. Individuals in danger of being criticized wrongly as
“over-dependent” are children who look older than they are, who are ill or
fatigued, or who have to share mother with a new baby, and also adults who
are occupied with young children, are ill or are recently bereaved. In all such
cases attachment behavior is likely to be shown more frequently and/or more
urgently than would otherwise be the case.
Answers to the second question, how do we account for the
development of anxious attachment of pathological degree, are of four main
kinds:
1. theories that invoke genetic factors
2. theories that inculpate traumata occurring during pregnancy, birth,
or the early weeks of life which are held to increase the
(organic) anxiety response
3. theories that postulate that such individuals have been “spoiled”
during childhood by having been given excessive
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gratification
4. theories that postulate that such people have been made especially
sensitive to the possibility of separation or loss of love
through experiencing either actual separations or threats of
abandonment during childhood.
In evaluating these theories we may note that (1) the possible role of
genetic factors cannot at present be tested; (2) there is evidence that mishaps
during pregnancy or birth can make some children especially sensitive to
environmental change during their first five years of life; (3) that the theory
of spoiling, although repeatedly favored by Freud and still frequently invoked,
has received no empirical support; (4) that, by contrast, there is extensive
support for the view that anxious attachment is a common consequence of a
child having experienced actual separation, threats of abandonment, or
combinations of the two.
Evidence in support of the theory that anxious attachment is a result of
a child experiencing either actual separation or threats of separation is of two
main sorts: (a) retrospective studies of samples of older individuals who are
judged to be over-dependent; (b) current studies of children who have
recently experienced either a separation or a serious threat of abandonment.
Retrospective studies of individuals who are deemed to be overdependent show that cases fall into two unequally sized groups. The majority
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group comprises individuals who are constantly apprehensive about the
whereabouts of attachment figures. They come from unsettled homes in
which they have been (and perhaps still are) subjected to one or more of the
following—irritable

scolding,

disparaging

comparisons

with

others,

quarreling parents, threats of abandonment or loss of love, changes from one
mother figure to another, periods of separation with strange people in
strange places. The minority group comprises individuals who do not show
anxious attachment but who, in comparison to others of the same age, are less
able to do things for themselves. They are found to come from stable homes
but to have a mother2 who tends to discourage her child from learning to do
things for himself. Such a mother is commonly found to be suffering from
anxious attachment herself and to be demanding, either overtly or covertly,
that the child act as a care-taker to her; thereby she is inverting the normal
parent-child roles. The immediate source of the trouble is found usually to lie
in mother’s relationship with her own mother. In such cases the child himself
is not showing anxious attachment and he often welcomes release from the
demands by his mother that he should mother her.
Findings

from

current

studies

strongly

support

those

from

retrospective ones.
Evidence that a young child shows intense anxiety after returning home
from a period in a strange place with strange people, usually a residential
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nursery or hospital ward, is now well documented. After an initial period of
detachment, during which he fails to exhibit attachment behavior toward his
mother, he commonly becomes extremely clinging and insists on
accompanying his mother everywhere. Even months after his return home, by
which time he may appear to have regained confidence, he may be thrown
into acute anxiety by a reminder of the separation, e.g., the visit to his home of
someone he knew in the separation environment or being left briefly in a
place that resembles that environment. There-upon he again becomes
intensely clinging and cannot bear to let mother out of his sight.
Threats to abandon a child, either used deliberately as a disciplinary
measure or exclaimed impulsively in a fit of anger, can have a similar effect.
Newson and Newson give a number of examples of four-year-old children
whose parents have used threats to abandon them as a means of enforcing
their wishes. In some cases the threat was made convincing by the parents
packing the child’s clothes and walking him round the block as though they
were really going to take him to a “bad boys home.” In other cases anxiety can
be aroused by a parent threatening not to love a child unless he is good,
especially when the threat is given substance by the parent refusing to talk or
have anything to do with the child for a day or more. Evidence presented by
the Newsons for a sample drawn from the English midlands and by Sears,
Maccoby, and Levin for a sample from New England suggests that a
substantial minority of young children are subjected to these threats.
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Other experiences that can lead a child or adolescent to become
intensely, and perhaps chronically, anxious about the availability and support
he can expect from his attachment figures are when parents quarrel, threaten
suicide, or attempt it. When parents quarrel, there is plainly some risk of one
of them deserting the family; and not infrequently explicit threats of that kind
are made. Threats by a parent to commit suicide are even more frightening.
Finally, when a parent actually makes a suicide attempt, a child inevitably
becomes intensely anxious. Figures from Edinburgh suggest that about 5
percent of the children growing up in the city today are exposed to attempts
at suicide by one of their parents (usually the mother) by the time they reach
the age of twenty.3
It is strange to find how little attention has been given to such family
experiences by theorists seeking to explain the origin of intense and
pathological anxiety. The reasons appear to be, first, that patients and their
families often omit to give such information, or even suppress or falsify it,
and, secondly, that the theoretical position of many clinicians leads
them to overlook or discount such information if it is offered. As
described later, situations known to cause anxious attachment are found very
frequently in the families of patients diagnosed as “phobic.”

Anger and Attachment: Detachment
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Anxious attachment is only one of several possible responses to
unwilling separation and threats of separation. Another common response is
anger. It has been observed in young children during a period in a strange
place with strange people’’ and also after a child’s return home. Although
observation shows that such anger can be directed toward many targets,
evidence suggests that it is elicited by and aimed mainly against the mother.
As a result, it is typical for a child to show more or less intensely ambivalent
behavior toward his mother after returning from a stay away from her.
Records of how bereaved adults respond to loss of a loved relative show that
outbursts of anger are very common in them also.
In the past, anger as a common and typical response to unwilling
separation from the mother has been given little recognition. Because of that
the origin of such anger has proved puzzling. Attempts to explain it have led
to much speculative theorizing, for example, that the anger is genetically
determined or is a manifestation of oral sadism or of the action of a death
instinct. Once it is seen as a reaction to separation or loss, and as potentially
healthy, it can be understood. Bowlby, argues that its functions are, first, to
overcome obstacles to reunion with the mother and, secondly, when directed
against the mother after reunion, to discourage her from permitting another
separation to occur. In other words, anger during and after an unwilling
separation is a healthy component of attachment behavior.
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Nevertheless, not all anger elicited in such circumstances is functional.
On the contrary, when intense and prolonged it can readily lead to
unfavorable consequences for the child. Those responsible for his care during
the separation become irritable that their attentions are not appreciated,
while after reunion his mother, who may not understand what has elicited
her child’s hostility, may become intolerant and punitive. In this way vicious
circles develop. The more separations that occur the more the balance of
ambivalence in the child’s relation to his mother shifts from predominantly
positive to predominantly negative. Unless the circular process is checked,
the child or adolescent comes to develop a persistently hostile attitude not
only to his parents but to other parental figures.
Although less well documented, it is very probable that similar and
perhaps worse vicious circles can be set up when a parent repeatedly utters
threats to abandon a child. Whereas some children conform anxiously to such
threats, others, mainly boys, retaliate. After studying some hundred
adolescent boys in a residential school for delinquents, Stott reached the
conclusion that in a fairly large proportion of cases parents’ threats to
abandon their children had played a major role in the development of a
delinquent pattern of behavior.
Whenever a child who has been threatened with abandonment has to be
away from his parents for any reason, e.g., hospitalization, he inevitably
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interprets the experience as a punishment. It is probable that combinations of
threats with actual separations have especially damaging and long-lasting
effects on personality development.
One of the most adverse disturbances of attachment behavior yet
known is when a child has no opportunity to develop a stable attachment
during the first two or three years of his life. This can occur when a child is
reared in an impersonal institution, when he is moved repeatedly from one
mother-figure to another, and when he is subjected to some combination of
these regimes. Cases are also on record that have developed when a child who
is in course of making a normal attachment to his mother has been removed
to a long stay hospital at the age of eighteen months.
Such children grow up in a condition of pathological detachment and
are more or less totally incapable of making stable affectional bonds with
anyone. Although some are asocial, others are superficially sociable and may
become plausible frauds. Such individuals are not amenable to discipline or
any of the other controls to which healthy persons are sensitive, and in due
course are likely to be diagnosed as psychopathic or sociopathic.

Phobias
Persons to whom the label “phobic” is attached fall into two main
groups: (a) those who respond with unusually intense fear to a specified
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situation, e.g., to animals of a certain species, but who in all other ways are
stable and healthy personalities; (b) those who exhibit unusually intense fear
in a number of situations, often difficult to specify, and who are prone also to
develop bouts of fairly acute anxiety and depression that may last weeks or
months. Persons in the former group are unlikely to be referred to a
psychiatrist. Those in the latter, which includes cases diagnosed as school
phobia and agoraphobia, belong within the broad group of psychoneuroses.
Many studies have been reported of the syndrome traditionally termed
school phobia and nowadays more often referred to as school refusal. Such
children not only refuse to attend school but express much anxiety when
pressed to do so. Their nonattendance is well known to their parents, and a
majority of the children remain at home during school hours. Not
infrequently the condition is accompanied by, or masked by, psychosomatic
symptoms of one kind or another—for example, anorexia, nausea, abdominal
pain, feeling faint. Fears of many kinds are expressed—of animals, of the dark,
of being bullied, of mother coming to harm, of being deserted. Occasionally a
child seems to panic. Tearfulness and general misery are common. As a rule,
the children are well behaved, anxious, and inhibited. Most come from intact
families, have not experienced long or frequent separations from home, and
have parents who express great concern about their child and his refusal to
attend school. Relations between child and parents are close, sometimes to
the point of suffocation. In all these respects the condition differs from
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truancy.
With only a few exceptions workers are now agreed that the condition
is to be understood, not as fear of going to school, but as anxiety about leaving
home.’ Reviewing the literature and his own experience Bowlby concludes
that a large majority of cases of school refusal can be understood as the
products of four main patterns of family interaction:
Pattern A—mother, or more rarely father, is a sufferer from
chronic anxiety regarding attachment figures and retains the
child at home to be a companion
Pattern B—the child fears that something dreadful may happen
to mother, or possibly father, while he is at school and so
remains at home to prevent its happening
Pattern C—the child fears that something dreadful may happen
to himself if he is away from home and so remains at home
to prevent that happening
Pattern D—mother, or more rarely father, fears that something
dreadful will happen to the child while he is at school and so
keeps him at home.
Pattern A is the commonest and can be combined with any of the other
three.

Pattern A
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A mother (or father) who retains her child at home may do so
deliberately and consciously or may be unaware of what she is doing and
why. In all such cases the parent is found to have grown up intensely anxious
about the availability of attachment figures and to be inverting the normal
parent-child relationship. In effect she requires her child to act as parent
whilst she herself adopts the role of child. Investigation shows that during
their childhoods such mothers have been subjected to one or other of the
experiences now known to lead to anxious attachment.
When, as is common, a mother is unaware that she is inverting the
relationship, it may appear to a clinician inexperienced in family psychiatry
that the child is being “spoiled.” Closer examination shows, however, that the
reverse is the case. In seeking belated satisfaction for the loving care the
mother either never had as a child or perhaps lost, she is placing a heavy
burden on her child and preventing his engaging in school and play with
peers.4 Not only so, but it is sometimes found that a mother’s relationship to
her child is in fact intensely ambivalent and that she swings from genuine
concern for his welfare to hostility and threats. A mother’s hostile behavior
toward her school-refusing child can be understood—in terms of her own
psychopathology and childhood experience—as a product of one or more of
at least three closely related processes:
a) redirecting (displacing) anger, engendered initially by own
mother, against the child
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b) misattributing to child the rejecting characteristics and/or the
demanding characteristics of own mother, and being angry
with the child accordingly
c) modeling angry behavior toward child on the angry behavior
exhibited by own mother.

Pattern B
Both Talbot and Hersov report that, in their series of twenty-four and
fifty cases respectively, fear of some harm befalling the mother was the
commonest single explanation given by the children of why they did not
attend school. This finding is corroborated by many other workers. There is,
however, no agreement as to how such fear arises. Among psychoanalysts it is
usual to attribute it to the child’s harboring unconscious hostile wishes
toward his parent and being afraid lest his wishes come true. An alternative
explanation is that the fear arises from the child’s actual experiences within
his family. These can be of two kinds: (a) events such as mother’s illness or
the deaths of relatives or neighbors (see especially studies by Hersov and
Davidson ); (b) threats by the mother to desert or commit suicide (see
especially studies by Talbot and Weiss & Cain). Of the main alternative
explanations the one that invokes the child’s real experiences is held by the
present writer to account for an overwhelming proportion of cases.
Nevertheless, in some of them a child’s fears are exacerbated by the hostility
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he feels toward his parent. Even so, not infrequently this hostility is itself a
product of the way his parent has treated him.
An examination of Freud’s case of Little Hans, which has been the
paradigm for the psychoanalytic theory of phobia, shows that Hans’s earliest
symptoms were fear that his mother might vanish and fear of going out of the
house with his nursemaid. Only later did he express fear that, if he went out, a
horse might bite him. The case history shows that mother used various
threats to discipline her small boy and that these included threats that, if he
were naughty, she would go away and never return (pp. 44-45). The pattern
of family interaction can therefore be regarded as conforming to Pattern B.

Patterns C and D
Patterns C and D are less common than Patterns A and B. When the
patterns of interaction prevailing in the family become known, the child’s
unwillingness to leave home becomes easy to understand.
There is much evidence that the real events that have been going on
within a patient’s family, and that are frequently still going on, are often not
reported either by the patient or by members of the family and that they are
sometimes deliberately suppressed or falsified. Unless a clinician has a clear
grasp of what patterns are likely to lie behind the symptoms, and is patient
and skilled in his investigations, he can easily be misled.
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When the syndrome of agoraphobia is examined in the light of
attachment theory and family interaction it is apparent that it has much in
common with school phobia. In both types of case the patient is alleged to be
afraid of going into a place filled with other people; in both the patient is apt
to be afraid of various other situations as well; in both the patient is prone to
anxiety attacks, depression, and psychosomatic symptoms; in both the
condition is precipitated often by an illness or death; in both the patient is
found to be over-dependent, to be the child of parents one or both of whom
suffer from long-standing neurosis, and frequently also to be under the
domination of an overprotective mother. Finally, a significant number of
agoraphobic patients were school refusers as children.
Often an agoraphobic patient is intensely anxious, apt to panic when
unable to get home quickly, and to be afraid of an extraordinarily broad range
of situations. Among all the situations that may be feared, two can be
identified that are feared in virtually every case and are also the most feared.
These situations are, first, leaving familiar surroundings and, second, being
alone, especially when out of the house. Snaith agrees and reports that the
more anxious an agoraphobic patient becomes the more intense grows his
fear of leaving home and also that when a patient becomes more anxious, his
fear of leaving home is magnified in intensity by a factor many times greater
than is his fear of anything else.
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Although scrutiny of the literature (see Bowlby) reveals strong
presumptive evidence that behind the symptoms of patients diagnosed as
agoraphobic lie patterns of family interaction similar to those found in cases
labeled school phobic, so far no research study appears to have made the
necessary inquiries. It is of interest, however, that Webster, who draws on
material obtained during the psychotherapy of a series of twenty-five female
patients, concludes that in all but one case the patients’ feelings of insecurity
could be understood as being due in all likelihood to the way they had been
and were being treated by their mothers. Of twenty-five mothers, twenty-four
were believed to be dominant and overprotective. They were described as
being “most solicitous of the daughter’s welfare, rewarding her often without
good reason and rejecting or threatening to reject her or actually telling her
she would not love her any more if she did not behave.”
Studies in which firsthand observations are made of patients interacting
with their families are urgently required. The days of relying on hearsay
evidence are past.

Mourning: Healthy and Pathological
A large number of investigators have reported a raised incidence of loss
of a parent by death or desertion during the childhoods of patients suffering
from anxiety and depression or who have attempted suicide (see review by
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Hill). In addition, there is evidence that similar symptoms can be reactions to
bereavements that have occurred in the more recent past.' These studies
point to the need for an accurate understanding of the responses to
bereavement typical at different ages, of the forms characteristic of
pathological responses, and of the factors that may result in mourning taking
a pathological course.
Studies of responses to bereavement in fairly typical samples of adults
are reported by Lindemann, Marris, and Parkes. Studies of responses to
temporary loss of mother are reported by Robertson, and Heinicke and
Westheimer. Generalizations in terms derived from attachment theory have
been attempted by Bowlby and by Parkes who have worked together on the
problem.
Four main phases of response can be recognized:
1. phase of numbness that, in adults, usually lasts from a few hours to
a week and may be interrupted by outbursts of extremely
intense distress and/or anger;
2. phase of yearning and searching for the lost figure, often lasting for
months and sometimes for years;
3. phase of disorganization and despair;
4. phase of greater or less degree of reorganization.
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While in the long term a bereaved person tends to move progressively
through these phases, during the short term there is much oscillation back
and forth from one phase to another.
Studies of widows show that following the first phase, during which she
may feel stunned, there follows a phase during which, on the one hand, she
begins to register the reality of her loss while, on the other, she shows
evidence of disbelief that it has really occurred. This leads to inconsistent
perceptions and reactions that are as baffling to the widow herself as to those
trying to help her. Whenever she is recognizing the reality of the loss, she is
likely to be seized by pangs of intense distress and tearfulness. Yet, only
moments later, she may be preoccupied with thoughts of her husband, often
combined with a sense of his actual presence. In the latter mood she is liable
to interpret sights and sounds as indicative of his imminent return. Footsteps
at 5:00 p.m. are perceived as her husband coming home from work; a man in
the street is taken for him. Of 227 widows and 66 widowers, Rees reports 39
percent as having these experiences; while 14 percent of the sample
experienced hallucinations or illusions of the spouse’s presence.
Attitudes to material reminders of the dead person can vacillate
between aversion to anything that may precipitate renewed pangs of grief
and treasuring all such reminders. Cultures differ in their evaluation of these
contradictory responses. Whereas Western cultures tend to regard dwelling
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on the past with disfavor, Yamomoto and his colleagues describe how in
Japan a widow is encouraged to maintain a constant sense of her dead
husband’s presence.
There is much other evidence to support the view that during the
second phase of mourning not only yearning but searching for the lost figure
is the rule. The anger commonly expressed by bereaved people is regarded as
a component of the struggle to recover the lost person. It usually takes the
form of blaming someone for having contributed to the loss as though, by
identifying the agent responsible, the loss can be reversed. Such anger is
directed at any or all of three targets—the self, the dead person, and third
parties. Often it is recognized by the bereaved as unfair and misplaced. In
other cases it becomes an obsession. Because to blame the dead person may
be unthinkable, blame may become directed persistently against the self and
so give rise to pathological self-reproach.
It is believed that attachment theory enables these responses to be
understood. Because in the case of spouses, and also of children and parents,
attachment behavior has been long directed toward the other, and has
continued so during temporary separations, the behavior persists in being
thus directed even when the separation is one that cannot be reversed. As a
result a bereaved person lives in two incompatible worlds—a world in which
the lost figure is believed recoverable and a world in which the figure is
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believed to be gone forever. Given time and the company of some other
person who understands the dilemma, the bereaved is likely to move slowly,
if unsteadily, toward the new and dreaded view. In other circumstances a part
of mental life may continue to be organized on the assumption that the dead
person is still recoverable. In some cases the bereaved is aware that he
entertains that expectation; in others he is wholly unaware of it. The former
condition is one that appears to be common in children who have lost a
parent, especially when they have had no opportunity to verify or talk about
the loss, and was termed by Freud a split in the ego. When a bereaved person
is unaware that some part of himself is still searching for the lost figure, the
process responsible is usually termed repression. In either case the individual
is prone to inexplicable moods of anxiety and depression and is liable to have
great difficulties in his personal relationships.
A great many variables appear to influence the course of mourning, and
much further work is required before their influence is accurately known. The
more numerous the roles—emotional, social, and economic—that the lost
person filled in the life of the bereaved, the heavier the blow. The same is true
of a loss that occurs suddenly and unexpectedly.
Both these conditions hold when a parent is lost by a child and when a
husband is lost by a woman with a young family. They may also hold after the
death of one of a couple who have been living isolated from others.
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The more secure the attachment has been to the lost figure the more
likely is the bereaved in due course to recover from the loss and also to retain
a comforting sense of the lost one’s presence. Conversely, the more anxious
and ambivalent the attachment the more likely is mourning to become
disturbed and/or pathological and for memories to be guilt-ridden. It is likely
that many of the most disturbed responses to loss occur in those who during
their childhoods have been subjected to periods away from their mother with
strange people, to threats of being abandoned, and to combinations of these
experiences.
Mourning is more likely to lead to psychiatric disturbance in those who,
after the loss, have no one to care for and sympathize with them than in those
who are cared for and listened to. This has long been suspected in the case of
children and is supported by the recent findings of Caplan and Douglas and of
Birtchnell. In a study of widows Maddison and Walker found that those who
showed a relatively good outcome at the end of twelve months reported how
they had received support from people who had made it easy for them to cry
and to talk freely about their husband and his death, whereas those who
showed a relatively poor outcome described how they had met with people
who were intolerant of the expression of grief and anger and who insisted,
instead, that the widow pull herself together. Much other evidence, including
that from psychotherapy, shows that when affectional bonds are strong they
can be relinquished only gradually and after the expression of much yearning,
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anger, and sadness.

Extension of Theory
The theory outlined has still to be extended to other areas of personality
organization and psychopathology. A major deficiency is an account of
defensive processes. These, it is believed, can be approached in terms of
multiple, and often incompatible, representational models of both self and
environment. Since representational models act as part determinants of
feeling state and behavior, the postulated presence of incompatible models
can help explain conflict of feeling and also behavior that has inconsistent or
maladaptive consequences. Some of the more influential but less conscious of
these models are believed to have been built up on the basis of past
experience but, because of changes in environment and/or self, to be no
longer relevant to the current situation. The model of a dead person as still
alive, which often governs a large part of the feeling and behavior of someone
bereaved, is a particularly clear example.
How successful attachment theory will be in providing a revised
paradigm for understanding personality development and psychopathology
can be discovered only by attempting to apply it to data already available and
by testing predictions derived from it in new research.
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Application of Theory
The theory can provide a systematic basis for preventive and
therapeutic measures, including many of those at present practiced which
derive from one or other of the existing traditions of psychoanalytic
theorizing.
In the preventive field the theory lays stress on measures that provide
people of all ages with a familiar and trustworthy base from which they can
operate. In the case of children and adolescents that means encouraging
parents to provide them with unfailing support, especially when a child of any
age is anxious or distressed. In the case of parents it means encouraging
members of the community, and especially professional personnel, to
recognize the indispensable and onerous role of parents, to respect that role,
and to provide parents with the support necessary for them, in turn, to
support their children. Other preventive measures stem from recognition
that, whenever a person is subjected to a major change in his life situation,
stress is inevitable and support is required to assist him to negotiate the
change (see chapters in Volume 2 of this Handbook).
In the clinical field, the application of attachment theory requires
diagnosis to take full account of the family situation both as it is and, so far as
possible, as it has been in the past. Special attention is given to psychosocial
transitions to which members are being or have been subjected and to the
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results of any failure to negotiate them. The extent to which the symptoms of
the designated patient (of whatever age) may be reflections of disturbances
that occurred in the development of the attachment behavior of one or both
of his parents, and that may from his birth onward have influenced the way
they treat him, is considered.
When symptomatology appears intelligible in terms of the factors
mentioned, treatment is directed whenever possible to all members of the
family who appear to be playing a role. When treating an individual, it is
borne in mind that sometimes his thoughts, mood, and behavior are more
appropriate to the situation in which he finds himself than the clinician at first
supposes; and, further, that when, on careful examination, thoughts, mood,
and behavior are found inappropriate to the current situation, they may be
found far from inappropriate to the situations to which the patient has been
exposed during his childhood. Since the account that a patient is able to give
during the early phases of treatment is often seriously incomplete and
distorted, it is usually a skilled task to help him explore the family situations
that he has found himself in, especially when they have proved painful or
have, perhaps, shown his parents in a light either much less favorable or more
favorable than he had supposed. The role of the psychiatrist is seen as
providing the patient with a temporary attachment figure. The way the
patient perceives him casts light on the representational models of
attachment figures that govern the patient’s perceptions and behavior. By
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calling

the

patient’s

attention

to

these

models

(by

transference

interpretations) the psychotherapist is attempting to help the patient
understand those models more clearly and reconsider the extent to which
they are appropriate to the person of the therapist.
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Notes
1 Although the text often refers to “mother” and not “mother-figure,” reference is always to the person
who mothers the child. For most children this is also the child’s natural mother.
2 In some cases pathogenic patterns of relationship involve a father or grandfather but these appear to
be much less common than those involving a mother and grandmother.
3 This estimate is made by the present writer on the basis of figures made available by Norman
Kreitman, Director of the M.R.C. Unit for Epidemiological Studies in Psychiatry.
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4 Sometimes the term “symbiosis” is used to describe these suffocatingly close relationships between
mother and child. The term is not happily chosen, however, since in biology it is used to
denote an adaptive partnership between two organisms in which each contributes to the
other’s survival; whereas the relationship with which we are concerned here is certainly
not to the child’s advantage and often is not to the parent’s either.
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CHAPTER 15
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOPATHOLOGY IN
NONHUMAN PRIMATES 1
William T. McKinney, Jr., Stephen J. Suomi, and Harry F. Harlow

Introduction
Can monkeys be made as mad as men? Phrased more scientifically, can
primate models be useful in understanding human psychopathology? If so,
how and what are the specific behavioral, neurophysiological, and
biochemical changes seen? What rehabilitation methods are effective in
reversing each of the abnormal behavior syndromes? These questions now
occupy the attention of several investigators and are the key queries with
which this chapter will be concerned.
During the last ten years the field of experimental psychopathology in
nonhuman primates has undergone considerable development. It is now
possible through utilization of specific social and biological induction
methods to produce syndromes of abnormal behavior that can be objectively
documented and evaluated. If behavioral and biochemical studies whose
findings may subsequently be applied to human beings are to be performed,
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ideally one should use a species as close to man as possible. From this
viewpoint the great apes might be the logical choice. However, due to the
scarcity and the difficulties and expense of working with large primates in a
laboratory much of the work to be reviewed in this paper has utilized only
rhesus monkeys as subjects. Also, the life span of monkeys is considerably
compressed in comparison to man or the apes, thus facilitating longitudinal
studies. However, occasional reference will be made to work employing other
species because the issue of species variation, particularly with regard to
social behavior, is a critical one.
The interest of most clinicians in the experimental simulation of
abnormal behavioral states in nonhumans has ranged from excessive
anthropomorphism to indifference to hostility to confusion. The skepticism
with which much animal behavioral work has been received lies partly in the
history of the field and partly in the attitude of some psychiatrists who refuse
to accept animal work as relevant to human disorders. This latter school of
thought has been most actively represented by Kubie who states: “Thus the
imitation in animals of the emotional states which attend neuroses in man is
not the experimental production of the essence of neuroses itself.” Kubie’s
contention is that behavior is only the “sign-language” of an underlying
symbolic disorder that is the real core of psychopathology. He feels that
animals do not have symbolic capacities and, therefore, it is not possible to
produce a “true” neurotic or psychotic state in nonhumans. This position is
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predicated on an assumption about human psychopathology that many would
disagree with, namely, that behavior is important only as an indicator of
something more important that is the “real” disorder. Others would insist that
observations of behavior are the only way to define disorders reliably. Also,
the assumption that higher-order primates do not have symbolic capacities is
open to serious question.
However, Kubie in his criticisms did focus on an important issue in this
field. Various terms have been applied far too loosely to the abnormal
behavioral states created in different species. Labels such as “experimental
neurosis,” “phobia,” “anxiety,” “behavioral disorder,” “chronic emotional
disorder,” “experimental neurasthenia,” and “depression” have been utilized,
often without adequate behavioral descriptions. The laxity in labeling has
often alienated clinicians who fail to see the similarities between conditions
used to produce abnormal behavior in many animal studies and those which
are thought to predispose to human psychopathology.
Many criticisms of the field are justified as will be apparent from the
historical section of this chapter. However, there is no intrinsic reason why
specific forms of human psychopathology cannot be examined at an animal
level. It has been pointed out by Seligman and by McKinney and Bunney that
the difficulty in moving from a dramatic analogue to animal models has been
due in large part to the lack of ground rules or criteria that might validate the
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model. This will be reviewed following the historical section. Subsequently, a
discussion will be presented of some of the more carefully defined syndromes
of abnormal behavior in primates, the conditions that produce them, and, in
some cases, effective ways to reverse them. The areas to be covered will
include: (a) social isolation, (b) the Harlow vertical chamber, (c) experimental
“helplessness,” and (d) attachment-behavior and separation studies. An
approach to biochemical studies in primate models and data from recently
completed studies will be outlined. Finally, a perspective on the field of
experimental psychopathology in primates will be presented and possible
future directions discussed.
It should be mentioned that this chapter concerns itself only with
experimental-laboratory investigations and does not deal with the broad
range of important field studies that are available. However, field studies and
laboratory studies of primates should be viewed as complementary rather
than competitive, with each having inherent advantages and limitations.
Admittedly the choice of topics to be discussed is arbitrary, but hopefully they
include the ones of most interest to psychiatrists.

Historical Approaches
The first research on animal neuroses originated in the laboratories of
Ivan P. Pavlov of Russia. In 1921, he described a method for producing an
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“experimental neurosis” using a conditioning paradigm. A previously quiet
dog, subjected to prolonged classical conditioning, became unable to
distinguish between the appearance of a circle as a signal for food and an
almost circular ellipse as a signal for no food. He suddenly exhibited extreme
and persistent agitation as evidenced by constant struggling and howling.
Pavlov viewed neurosis as a chronic deviation of the higher nervous system,
lasting weeks, months, or years. He felt higher nervous activity was
manifested chiefly in the system of conditioned positive and negative reflexes
to any stimulus and partially in the general behavior of his dogs. A neurosis in
Pavlov’s paradigm resulted from a collision, in time or space, of the processes
of excitation and inhibition, e.g., receiving positive and negative stimuli too
close together.
Gantt also used conditioning paradigms to produce what he called
“behavior disorders,” though it seems clear that he was not able to model
specific syndromes so much as to produce a variety of autonomic responses
to different conditioning tasks. He produced experimental conflicts by forcing
dogs to make difficult differentiations of conditioned signals and studied the
effects of this type of conflict on the animal’s neurophysiological functioning.
He presented detailed, longitudinal histories of dogs made behaviorally
abnormal by this method. Pavlov’s approach was also extended and modified
by Cook in rats, and by Dworkin in dogs and cats.
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Liddell made the first observation of experimental neurosis using sheep
as subjects. In 1927, Liddell and Bayne reported what they labeled
“experimental neurasthenia” in a sheep subjected to an unsignaled doubling
of the number of conditioning trials per day. The animal was observed to have
become very excited and agitated. Liddell and his group continued to perform
experimental-neurosis research on sheep, goats, and pigs using conditioning
paradigms. They presented the concept that experimental disorders in
animals represented primitive, relatively undifferentiated behavioral states
rather than one specific syndrome. This group also performed longitudinal
studies of the effects of stressful conditioning paradigms at different
developmental stages in the animal’s life cycle.
Masserman used motivational conflict situations to induce abnormal
behavior first in cats and later in monkeys. Subjects were conditioned to
remove food pellets from a box and subsequently, on certain trials, were
subjected to a blast of air when they approached the food, thus producing a
conflict between hunger and fear. He described “anxiety” in and out of the
experimental situation, frequent startle reactions, “phobic” hypersensitivity,
“compulsive” patterns of hiding and escape, motor disturbance (restlessness,
cataleptoid immobility), regressive automatisms such as licking or preening,
and marked behavioral inhibition that, when directed toward food, could lead
to self-starvation. Masserman also studied a variety of methods designed to
alleviate the abnormal behavior resulting from the motivational conflict
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induced. The greatest contribution of Masserman’s work lay not in its
simulation of any particular behavioral state, but in its demonstration that
certain psychoanalytic principles can be made operational and tested
experimentally. This was no small contribution in its time or even today.
There have been many other experimenters in this area. For instance,
Hebb’s description of spontaneous neurosis in chimpanzees was important in
terms of its relation to clinical and experimental phenomena. He described
what he termed a “phobia” in one case where a chimp suddenly became afraid
of large chunks of food. The other case involved naturally occurring episodic
depression. Babkin reported that bromides could reset the balance between
excitatory and inhibitory processes thought by Pavlov and Gantt to be
important in experimental neuroses. Stainbrook called attention to the value
of experimentally producing acute behavioral disorders in animals as a
method of psychosomatic research and discussed some of the previous work
done in several species.
It is not surprising that the field of experimental psychopathology in
nonhumans has been of little interest to clinicians. Most of the work
described in the previous section used conditioning techniques and terms
whose relevance to clinical phenomena were poorly understood. Clinical
terms were thrown about far too loosely to describe certain behavioral states
in animals. Little attention was paid to the theoretical problems implicit in
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using nonhumans to study human psychopathology. In the next section this
latter issue will be discussed, since it is basic to what follows in the rest of the
chapter.

Criteria for Animal Models
The basic controversy that has developed from the above work, as well
as from recent data, is whether a laboratory phenomenon in animals can
model a form, or forms, of psychopathology in man. The theoretical
considerations regarding this general issue have been discussed by Senay,"
McKinney and Bunney, Harlow and McKinney, Seligman, and Mitchell. The
last article also contains an excellent review of abnormal behavior in
primates, which readers of this chapter may find useful.
The above authors stated their criteria in different terms, but the
content of what each said was very similar. Much of the work previously
described in the historical section suffered from a lack of prior criteria by
which the syndromes produced could be evaluated. The establishment of
such criteria for animal- model research in recent years has been a major
advancement and has had considerable heuristic value.
Forms of human psychopathology are not entities that can be studied at
an animal level if appropriate criteria have not been previously established.
The following criteria have been proposed by several workers as being useful
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in evaluating nonhuman experimental psychopathology research:
1. The behavioral manifestations of the syndrome being modeled
should be similar to those seen in the human condition.
2. These behavioral changes should be able to be objectively detected
by independent observers in different laboratories.
3. The behavioral state induced should be persistent and
generalizable.
4. Etiological-inducing conditions used in animals should be similar to
those present in human psychopathology.
5. Treatment modalities effective in reversing the human disorder
should be effective in primates.
6. There must be sufficient reference-control data available.
While these criteria suggest needed research in the creation of models,
it should also be remembered that the condition being modeled is often itself
poorly defined from a behavioral standpoint. While this point can be used as a
rebuttal to critics who demand more preciseness from “models” research
than is currently available, it also delineates one of the potential values of
animal-model research, i.e., to aid in more clearly defining human syndromes
from a behavioral standpoint.
In essence what is being attempted in the creation of experimental
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models in primates is the production of a syndrome(s) that meets the criteria
outlined above. The value of a model system in animals is that it leads itself to
more direct manipulation of social and biological variables than is possible in
human beings from ethical and/or practical standpoints. This is not to
contend that monkeys are humans or vice versa. Obviously, there are
differences, but the similarities far outweigh most differences, especially with
regard to social development and affectional systems.
In other medical specialties, animals are frequently used as models for
some conditions. Psychiatry does not have this tradition. Primate behavioral
research has characteristically been the domain of the experimental
psychologist, the ethological zoologist, and the anthropologist. Why this has
been so has been discussed earlier in this chapter. As will be apparent,
however, there are primate behavioral data available that provide a firm base
for understanding of clinical phenomena in several areas. For example,
experimental work on social isolation of nonhuman primates has documented
the short- and long-term effects of insufficient social input early in
development, and recent rehabilitation experiments have indicated successful
therapeutic approaches. These data have considerable relevance for human
psychopathology as well as for the better understanding of the effects of
different rearing conditions.

Social Isolation
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The technique of social isolation involves rearing animals from birth
either in total isolation chambers where they have no social contact with
other monkeys or in bare wire cages where their only contact is visual and
auditory.
Social isolation is only one of many different rearing conditions that are
possible in a controlled laboratory setting. Harlow and Sackett have discussed
each of these rearing conditions and their effects on the behavioral
development of rhesus monkey subjects. Each method has an influence on the
rapidity and/or nature of development of social behavior but, in general, all,
except social isolation, can be used to rear socially normal rhesus monkeys.
Social isolation early in life produces severe and persistent syndromes of
abnormal behavior involving the destruction or severe disruption of the
major “affectional systems” as proposed by Harlow.
The mechanisms underlying the dramatic effects of social isolation are
poorly understood and there are virtually no data about possible
neurophysiological

and/or

neuroendocrinological

substrates

of

the

syndrome. Sackett has summarized the four most frequent explanations thus:
1. Atrophy—Deprivation effects are due to physical atrophy of
sensory mechanisms that were mature at birth or shortly
thereafter.
2. Developmental failure and potentiation—Environments void of
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certain critical inputs may produce later deficits because the
physiological substrate underlying
information processing fails to mature.

a

response

or

3. Learning deficits—Social-deprivation deficits are caused by a
failure of the early environment to provide experiences
critical for basic perceptual-motor development. A failure to
integrate perceptual and motor responses early in life
permanently impairs the ability to adapt to change.
4. Emergence trauma—Deficits are a function of the discrepancy
between rearing and testing environments, i.e., the shock of
removal from a stimulus-poor environment to a stimulusrich one.
None of these explanations can be accepted as the chief one.at present
because of the absence of data. However, it is known that the emergencetrauma theory is not supportable. Experimenters have tried to alleviate the
occurrence of such trauma by adapting the subjects during the isolation
period to the test situation to be employed following removal from isolation.
No substantial positive effects were apparent. The “adapted” isolates
exhibited social behavior generally as incompetent as that of isolates denied
this experience.
It is also known, from recent rehabilitation experiments, that a rigid
fatalistic, critical- period hypothesis is not true. With appropriate
rehabilitative methods, it has been possible to reverse the social deficits that
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resulted from early isolation.
Social-isolation data are most extensive in rhesus monkey subjects, and
these will be summarized below. However, the isolation syndrome has also
been studied in dogs, in pigtail monkeys, and in chimpanzees. The
measurement techniques differed from study to study in terms of how the
effects of early social isolation were documented, and also the specific
techniques of isolation varied. Nevertheless, one can make a general
statement that, in all species studied thus far, early social isolation has been a
powerful method for inducing persistent patterns of abnormal behavior.
In rhesus monkeys, for example, subjects reared in total social isolation
for the first six to twelve months of life exhibit, upon emergence from
isolation, severe deficits in locomotive, exploratory, and social behavior. The
appropriate responses of grooming, play, and other social interactions are
minimal in these subjects. They spend the majority of their time engaging in
autistic-like self-clasping, stereotyped rocking and huddling, and selfmouthing behavior. One of these isolates is shown in Figure 15-1. Appropriate
sexual responses are virtually absent among isolate- reared monkeys, and
those females artificially inseminated typically display grossly inadequate
maternal behavior, characterized by indifference or brutality toward their
infants. In general, aggressive behavior is either self-directed or
inappropriately directed. For example, a chronologically mature social isolate
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will readily attack a neonate, an act rarely initiated by a socially normal
monkey, or it may attack a dominant adult male, a blunder that few socially
sophisticated monkeys are foolish enough to attempt. Socially isolated rhesus
monkeys have also been reported to exhibit hyperphagia and polydipsia as
adults.
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Figure 15-1.
A typical Isolate rhesus monkey huddling and self-clasping

Several variables are important in the production of the isolation
syndrome. The most severe effects are produced when the isolation is total,
when it begins at birth, and when it lasts for a minimum of six months.
Alteration of any of these factors will produce a less severe and/or a less
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persistent syndrome.
The isolation syndrome until recently had been considered permanent.
No technique that had been tried had been successful in reversing the
syndrome, including aversive conditioning-type procedures, frequent social
experience with peers, and prevention of the “emergence trauma.” The first
successful rehabilitation of social isolates was brought about by “monkey
psychiatrists,” a term that refers to chronologically younger, normal monkeys
who served as the therapists in the social rehabilitation study. The specific
experiment studied six-month isolates and utilized three-month-old, normal
female animals as “therapists.” The isolates were allowed to interact with the
therapist monkeys two hours per day, three days per week as pairs (one
isolate, one therapist) and two days per week in a group of four (two isolates,
two therapists ) in a playroom.
The isolates’ initial response to both situations was to huddle in a
corner, and the therapists’ first response was to approach and cling to the
isolates. Within a week in the home cage and two weeks in the playroom the
isolates were reciprocating the clinging. Concurrently the therapists were
exhibiting elementary play patterns among themselves and attempting to
initiate such patterns with the isolates. Within two weeks in the home cage
and a month in the playroom the isolates were reciprocating these kinds of
behavior. Shortly thereafter the isolates began to initiate play behavior
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themselves and, correspondingly, their disturbance activity, which originally
had accounted for most of their behavioral repertoire, decreased to
insignificant levels. By one year of age the isolates were virtually
indistinguishable from the therapists in the amount of exploration,
locomotion, and kinds of play behavior.
Not only have isolated monkeys responded to social-treatment
methods, they have also improved on chlorpromazine. In a recent pilot study,
rhesus monkeys subjected to partial social isolation for the first year of life,
plus other traumatic experiences involving being immobilized or seeing peers
immobilized, exhibited severe patterns of abnormal behavior such as
huddling, rocking, self-clasping, retreat to corners away from other animals,
and self-mouthing. When they were two and a half years of age, four such
subjects were started on chlorpromazine and the dosage adjusted to 7.5
mgm/kgm given once a day by intubation. Within four to eight weeks on this
regimen, the “active” self-disturbance behavior such as self-mouthing,
clasping, huddling, etc., had decreased significantly and a few social
encounters such as play and social exploration occurred in some subjects.
These studies involving attempts to reverse the social isolation
syndrome are being extended to one combining chlorpromazine plus social
experience as well as the use of other drugs.
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In terms of models it is still unclear what human syndrome is being
represented by the isolation syndrome. Labels such as “autism,”
“schizophrenia,” “psychoses,” “depression,” have been used by some
professionals in describing these animals. A cautious approach to labeling is
indicated at present. Certainly the behavioral parallels between these isolate
monkeys and certain aspects of each of the above syndromes exist, yet several
criteria for models presented earlier have not been met or even approached.
One criteria that is particularly critical to keep in mind is the comparability of
inducing conditions. It is difficult to hypothesize a documentable human
analogy to total social isolation except for the few cases of drastic neglect of
infants. Partial social isolation, on the other hand, has a clearer analogue in
the limited and stereotyped social input to children present in many groups
and families. There are virtually no biological data available on isolated
monkeys that might help to understand the mechanisms, and help with the
definition of the syndrome. It has been said that rehabilitation studies can
help the syndrome and within limits this is true. It appears that a socially
induced syndrome can be improved by appropriate social therapy and by use
of an antipsychotic drug. The social therapy involved gentle physical contact
and nonthreatening social interactions. However, did the drug therapy
involve chlorpromazine’s antipsychotic properties or did it facilitate social
interaction by making the subjects less fearful of each other? Or some
combination of the two? Further work is necessary to clarify this issue.
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In conclusion, it is known that a syndrome of abnormal behavior can be
predictably produced by early social isolation. This syndrome can be well
defined behaviorally, but additional investigations are critical in order to
clarify the mechanisms involved and the significance of the syndrome itself as
a model for human psychopathology.

Harlow Vertical Chamber
The technique of social isolation requires six to twelve months for
effective production of severe syndromes of abnormal behavior. Attempts
have been made recently to create other social-deprivation methods that
might produce psychopathological behavior in a much shorter period of time.
Several pilot studies have been conducted at Wisconsin that indicate that
confinement in an apparatus called the vertical chamber may also be capable
of producing dramatic behavioral changes in rhesus monkeys.
The vertical chambers are illustrated in Figure 15-2. Essentially, they
are troughs constructed of stainless steel, open at the top, with sides that
slope inward to a rounded bottom that forms one-half of a cylinder. There are
smaller chambers for infants and larger ones for older subjects. One inch
above the bottom of both chamber types is a wire mesh-floor that allows
waste material to drop through to the pit bottom. Holes drilled in the bottom
permit urine collection while the monkey is in the chamber. The chamber is
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equipped with a food box and a water-bottle holder and is covered by a
pyramidal top designed to discourage confined subjects from hanging from
the upper part of the trough. While in the chamber a subject would have no
tactual or visual contact with other monkeys. Depending on the placement of
the chamber in the laboratory, he could or could not have auditory contact.

Figure 15-2.
Vertical chamber apparatus with an attached living cage.
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In an exploratory study, four individually reared subjects with an age
range of six to thirteen months were placed in single chambers for a period of
thirty days. Figure 15-3 illustrates some of the kinds of home cage behavior
prior to chamber isolation and for two months following removal. It is
obvious that their behavior patterns after removal from the chamber were
drastically altered, with marked increases in self-clasping, rocking, huddling,
and marked decreases in locomotion and environmental exploration.
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Figure 15-3.
Effect of thirty days of vertical chamber confinement on selected behaviors
of four rhesus monkeys (age six to thirteen months).

This pilot study suggested that the vertical chamber had potential for
the rapid production of psychopathological behavior in monkeys. Total social
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isolation from birth to three months results in only transient behavioral
disturbance. Also, the effectiveness of social isolation decreases even more if
not initiated at or shortly after birth. In contrast, vertical chamber
confinement of only thirty days duration produced disturbances even in
subjects six to thirteen months old at the time of confinement. Two of the
animals were able to be followed for almost a year after removal and little
recovery was evident. However, additional long-term studies are necessary to
assess the effects of early chambering.
In a second study four monkeys forty-five days of age were placed in
individual vertical chambers for six weeks. Upon emergence they were three
months of age. Subsequently they were housed individually, but given social
experience three days a week in a playroom with equal-aged monkeys. Figure
15-4 shows the animals four days following removal from the chambers.
Figure 15-5 shows the same monkeys four months later. The persistence of
the behavioral effects was also seen in the monkeys’ home cage and playroom
behavior eight months later when the animals were eleven months of age.
Self-mouthing, self-clasping, and huddling dominated the chambered
monkeys’ activity, but were virtually nonexistent in control subjects. The
reverse was true regarding locomotive and exploratory behavior. Most
striking was the almost total absence of any socially directed behavior in the
chambered animals despite the fact that they had been given extensive social
experience from four months of age. Other groups are currently being tested
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to see if the data from the pilot experiment described above can be replicated.

Figure 15-4.
Four rhesus monkeys immediately after six weeks of vertical chamber
confinement.

A third study combined peer separation, to be described in a later
section (p. 325), with vertical chamber confinement. Infants were paired with
each other as a group of four from birth to three months, then separated from
each other a total of twenty times, four days for each separation in exactly the
same sequence as the multiple-infant-separation study to be discussed later.
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The difference in the current study was that during the separation phase the
infants were housed in vertical chambers rather than individual cages. Upon
reunion, the chambered monkeys showed significantly lower levels of social
clinging and higher levels of self-clasping than the cage- separated monkeys.
In other words, they did not reattach to each other as the animals housed in
standard laboratory cages during separation did. These data are the only
suggestion from the Wisconsin laboratory that it might be possible to produce
Bowlby’s “detachment” stage in monkeys. Mitchell has also observed a
phenomenon resembling detachment when infant rhesus monkeys are
reunited with their mothers. In any event, it is apparent that chamber
confinement coupled with separation produced effects beyond those
produced by either procedure alone.
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Figure 15-5.
Four rhesus monkeys four months after six weeks of vertical chamber
confinement.

When the vertical chamber studies were extended beyond infants to
juvenile-age rhesus monkeys three years old, a very different effect was
observed. Such subjects when confined to vertical chambers for as long as
eighty days exhibited, upon removal, significant decreases in locomotion and
activity levels, and significant increases in contact clinging and passivity as
illustrated in Figure 15-6. Such behavior is clearly inappropriate for threeyear-old monkeys and seems more typical of monkeys at an earlier stage of
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development. Thus, as will also be seen in the separation studies, age or
developmental stage is a critical variable in determining a subject’s response
to chambering.
There is considerable question as to what the behavioral changes
induced by vertical- chamber confinement represent. There was an initial
hope that the chambers could be used to create feelings of “helplessness and
hopelessness.” This may or may not prove to be the mechanism involved in
this severe form of environmental deprivation. That such a state can be
created in nonhumans is indicated by Seligman’s work to be discussed in the
next section. However, based on currently available data, the vertical
chamber seems to be an effective means of producing severe and persistent
psychopathology in rhesus monkeys. The roles of environmental deprivation,
and such parameters as chamber shape, chamber construction, decreased
mobility, duration of confinement, and prior social experience are largely
unknown, and studies investigating these factors have been initiated.
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Figure 15-6.
Three-year-old rhesus monkeys clinging to each other after eight days of
vertical-chamber confinement.

Learned Helplessness
Seligman et al. use the term “learned helplessness” to describe the
interference with adaptive responding produced by inescapable shock. Most
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of their work has been conducted with dogs, but they note that a similar
phenomenon can be observed in rats, cats, dogs, fish, mice, and men.
In the paradigm used to produce learned helplessness, subjects were
first given a series of sixty-four unsignaled, inescapable electric shocks. The
shocks occurred randomly. Twenty-four hours later the subjects were given
ten trials of signaled, escape-avoidance training. During this phase, if the
subjects jumped a barrier when the conditioned stimulus was presented, they
avoided shock; failure to jump led to a shock that continued until the subjects
jumped the barrier.
Learned helplessness is an operational concept used to describe
subjects that have had experience with uncontrollable shock and failed to
initiate responses to escape shock or were much slower in making responses
than naive dogs. Also, if the subject did happen to make a response that
turned off shock, it had more trouble than a naive subject in learning that
responding was effective. In other words, after an initial experience in which
responding could not control reinforcers (uncontrollable shock) the animals
ceased to respond even when responding could now control reinforcers.
Such a model for learned helplessness has been suggested as another
type of animal model for certain aspects of human depression by those who
would see at least reactive depression, especially the passivity components,
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as having its roots in loss of control over reinforcers, e.g., gratification and
alleviation of suffering. In this model, experimental helplessness is cured by
letting the animal make repeated responses that turn off the shock. The
analogy to depression is that one of the important features in the treatment of
depressed patients is changing the patient’s perception of himself as hopeless
to one in which he believes that he has control over his environment.

Separation Studies
Separation experiences, i.e., object losses, are thought to precede the
development of severe depression as well as other forms of psychopathology
in human beings.' The theories that postulate the importance of separation
are largely based on retrospective studies that start with a population of
clinically depressed people who have undergone separation. There is little
understanding of the mechanisms underlying the apparent close connection
between separation and depression, though the terms “separation” and
“object loss” have themselves become well- accepted phrases among
clinicians. Such phrases have been used to describe many diverse states,
ranging from an infant’s response to separation from his mother to an adult’s
loss of self-esteem when certain defense mechanisms are no longer effective
or when life-threatening illnesses confront him. Unfortunately, separation is
becoming a greatly overused term in the sense that its usage has far
outstripped our basic understanding of its meaning. Separation is certainly
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more than just an event and needs to be defined in terms of many parameters.
If this is not done, there exists the risk that the term will continue to be used
so broadly and loosely as to become meaningless. Many variables determine a
response to separation and these need identification and study before the
connection between what is called separation and depression can be
understood. Also, depression may not be the only response to separation, or if
it is, then depression may manifest itself differently depending on many
factors that almost certainly include genetic and neurochemical ones, prior
experience of separations, the conditions surrounding separation, and age to
mention only a few.
It is in the area of clarifying the mechanisms underlying separation that
primate models have perhaps been most useful thus far. Rhesus monkeys
develop strong affectional systems and form close social bonds, factors that
have facilitated the study of separation and depression. It was thought
initially that these bonds were so strong that they could be manipulated to
produce dramatic changes in behavior. Results thus far have confirmed this
initial belief.
The issue of mother-child separation, and the mechanisms underlying
the disturbance it produces in the human infant, have been discussed by
Bowlby.' In his writing concerning separation, grief, and mourning in children
and infants, he outlined six theories of separation and concluded that
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separation anxiety results from activation of the “component instinctual
response systems” that form the base of the infant’s attachment. He described
three stages of the human child’s response to separation: protest, despair, and
detachment. The protest stemmed from anxiety; the despair from grief; the
detachment from defensive reactions. Bowlby’s theories, based on studies of
the separation reactions of human infants, have provided a major portion of
the theoretical underpinnings of the mother- infant separation work in
primates. Also of key importance in stimulating the experimental work were
the observations of Spitz on hospitalized young infants, who had been
separated from their mothers. This reaction he termed “anaclitic depression.”
Many infant monkeys undergoing maternal separation stimulate the anaclitic
depressive syndromes seen in human infants.
The major separation studies to be described are outlined in Table 15-1.

Mother-Infant Separation Studies
A number of informal separation studies were conducted at the
Wisconsin Primate Laboratory in the late fifties on thirty- to ninety-day- old
rhesus infants raised with their own mothers. It was noticed that separation
ranging from a few hours to a few days in duration resulted in acute
disturbance for both mother and infant during separation and a marked
increase in maternal protectiveness following reunion. In one case the
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mother, after a three day separation, kept her infant literally within reach for
a period of more than a month. These observations precipitated a more
formal study of mother-infant separation, which was reported in 1962 by
Seay, Hansen and Harlow.

Table 15-1. Major Separation Studies in Monkeys
TYPE OF

AGE OF

SEPARATION

LENGTH OF

REACTION

INVESTIGATORS

SPECIES

SEPARATION

SUBJECTS

TECHNIQUE

SEPARATION

OBSERVED

Seay, Hansen,
Harlow

Macaca
mulatto

Motherinfant

6 months

Removal of
infant

3 weeks

Protest
Despair
Recovery

Seay, Harlow

Macaca
mulatto

Motherinfant

7 months

Removal of
infant

2 weeks

Protest
Despair
Recovery

Jensen, Toleman

Macaca
nemestrina

Motherinfant

6 months

Removal of
infant

1 hour

Protest

Kaufman,
Rosenblum

Macaca
nemestrina

Motherinfant

5 months

Removal of
mother from
group- living
situation

4 weeks

Agitation
Depression
Recovery

Kaufman,
Rosenblum

Macaca
radiata

Motherinfant

5 months

Removal of
mother from
group- living
situation

4 weeks

Protest

Hinde

Macaca
mulatto

Motherinfant

8 months

Removal of
mother from
infant’s sight

6 days

Protest
Depression
Recovery

Suomi,
Domek,
Harlow

Macaca
mulatto

Peer

3 months

Peers
repetitively
removed from
each other and
individually
housed

4 days

Protest
Despair
Recovery
Maturation
Arrest
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Mitchell,
Abrams,
Lindburg

Macaca
mulatto

Motherinfant

2 months
3-h mo.
5 months

Removal of
infant
individual
housing

48 hours

Protest
Despair
Detachmen

Preston,
Baker,
Seay

Erythrocebus
patas

Motherinfant

7 months

Removal of
mother/infants
housed
together

3 weeks

Protest
Despair
Recovery

McKinney,
Suomi,
Harlow

Macaca
mulatto

Peer

3 years

Peers
repetitively
removed from
each other and
individually
housed

14 days

Protest
Recovery

The technique employed in the initial separations at Wisconsin involved
the use of the playpen apparatus shown in Figure 15-7. This apparatus
allowed mother-infant pairs to live together in each of four corner units with
a central play area that the infants, but not the mothers, could enter via an
opening in each living unit. Separation was accomplished by merely closing
off this opening while the infants were in the central part, so that they could
not return to their mothers. Plexiglas paneling was used to permit continued
visual and auditory contact, wire mesh paneling that in addition permits
tactual contact, or Masonite that allowed only auditory communication.
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Figure 15-7.
Playpen apparatus used for mother- infant separation studies.

In the original study, four infants and four mothers served as subjects.
Two of the infants underwent maternal separation at 169 and 170 days of age
and two at 206 and 207 days of age. The experiment was divided into three
time blocks of three weeks each: pre-separation period, separation period,
and post-separation period. In this study Plexiglas dividers were used and
thus the infants could continue to see and hear all mothers. Detailed
behavioral observations were made each day. The initial reaction of all
mothers and all infants after separation indicated a high degree of emotional
disturbance. Immediately after separation the infants’ behavior included
disoriented scampering, high-pitched screeching, cooing vocalizations, and
huddling up against the barrier in close proximity to their mother. The
mothers displayed an increase in barking vocalizations and in threats
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directed toward the experimenter, but the mothers’ emotional response
appeared to be both less intense and of shorter duration than that of the
infants. Later during the separation period most complex forms of infant-toinfant social behavior exhibited a drastic decrease in frequency of occurrence.
For instance, noncontact play was for all practical purposes obliterated.
Threats, approaches, and withdrawals also decreased. During the post
separation period infant- mother clinging and mother-infant cradling rose
significantly and infant-mother, nonspecific contact showed a significant
decrease in three of the four infants. Interestingly, one of the infants showed a
significant decrease in support contact, nipple contact, and nonspecific
contact during post-separation as compared to pre-separation. This initial
investigation demonstrated that separating a rhesus monkey from its mother
had striking behavioral effects, but with individual variation in terms of the
nature of the response. In general, the sequence of stages seemed to parallel
the “protest” and “despair” stages of Bowlby and to provide a powerful
animal analogue for anaclitic depression. These stages are illustrated in
Figure 15-8. It is possible that the animal that did not reattach was exhibiting
something analogous to the “detachment” stage, but this was uncertain.
Another study by Seay and Harlow used eight rhesus mother-infant
pairs separated at about 207 days of age. In contrast to the above study,
Masonite paneling was used during the separation phase and the infants were
not able to see any of the mothers. Behavioral changes were similar to those
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already described; however, the reaction seemed more severe when the
infants could see their mothers than when they could not.
Jensen and Toleman, in one of the earliest separation studies, observed
the short-term effects of separation of mother-infant monkey pairs (Macaca
nemestrina) for less than one hour and found that the infants screamed
almost continuously during the separation. The mothers attacked their own
cages and tried to escape. On return of the infant there was a striking increase
in the intensity of the mother- infant relationship. This study demonstrated
that even extremely short-term separations had severe effects on both
mothers and infants.
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Figure 15-8.
Protest-despair reaction shown by rhesus infants following separation
from mother.

In a series of studies Kaufman and Rosenblum compared the separation
reactions of infant pigtail monkeys (Macaca nemestrina) and infant bonnet
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macaques (Macaca radiata). Their separation studies differed in several key
ways from those previously described. In all their studies, subjects lived in
groups consisting of several adult females, at least one adult male, and some
adolescents. Separation was accomplished by removing a mother from the
group, with her infant being left with the remaining members of the group.
Separation from the mother in the pigtail infant study was done at age four to
six months. The length of the separation was four weeks, after which the
mother was brought back into the group. Reunion data were taken for three
months.
Before separation bonnet groups were observed to spend long periods
of time in passive contact with each other, in contrast to pigtails who did not
make much physical contact except to engage in active social interactions like
grooming, aggression, etc. Bonnet females even maintained their high degree
of passive contact with other adult bonnets despite the birth and continued
presence of their developing infants. In other words, bonnet mothers
immediately returned to close contact with other females after delivery.
Pigtail mothers, by contrast, were very reluctant to engage socially with
others immediately following the birth of their offspring. As a result, bonnet
infants spent time during the first months interacting with other adults in
addition to their own mother. Pigtail infants spent almost all their time with
their own mother.
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During separation, i.e., removal of the mother from the group living
situation, three of the four pigtail infants manifested similar reactions, which
Kaufman and Rosenblum term “agitation,” “depression,” and “recovery.” One
of the four infants displayed only the first and third stage. The agitation state
(“protest”) was characterized by frantic searching movements, frequent
cooing and loud screeching, and sporadic brief bursts of play activity. After
twenty four to thirty-six hours the pattern changed. The pigtail infants sat
hunched over with head down between legs, were inactive, and exhibited
social withdrawal, retardation of movement, and sagging facial musculature.
After five to six days the depressive phase (“despair”) began to lift, and over
the next twenty-four days there was recovery alternating with other
depressive periods. Upon reunion of pigtail infants with their mothers, there
was a reassertion of the dyadic mother- infant relationship marked by
clinging by the infant, protective enclosure by the mother, and increased
nipple contact (“recovery”).
In contrast, when bonnet infants of comparable age had their mothers
removed they exhibited nothing resembling the depression described above.
It was found that there were increased interactions with other adults in the
case of the bonnet macaques, and this seemed to provide adequate
substitution for the mother during her absence. For example, each of the five
infants in one study achieved sustained ventral-ventral contact with other
adults during separation. Such contacts were never observed in the pigtail
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infants. In summary, the gregarious quality of group interaction in bonnets
that manifested itself during the development of infants with their real
mothers became even more evident when the mothers were removed.
These studies were important in terms of the different methodology
used to accomplish separation, i.e., removal of the mother from a group living
situation. They also highlighted the importance of cross-species studies with
regard to the nature of maternal attachment, group attachment, and the
effects of separation.
Hinde’s group focused its attention on the short- and long-term effects
of short separations of rhesus macaques. The animals they studied lived in
groups that consisted of a male, two to three females, and their young.
Separation was accomplished by removing the mother from the infant’s sight.
The age of the infants at the time of the original separation was thirty to
thirty-two weeks. The length of separation was six days. The infants
responded to removal of the mother with behavior similar to that described
above for the pigtail infants. They initially exhibited “whoo” calls and were
hyperactive. Then there followed a period of “depression,” including hunched
posture, decreased activity, and social withdrawal. Upon reunion three of the
four infants returned to the pre-separation level of activity within a week, but
the fourth showed less activity up to four weeks afterwards. It was also noted
that the less an infant had been in contact with his mother before separation,
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the less clinging he displayed on return and the more quickly he returned to
behavior similar to that seen before separation. This study demonstrated that
the nature of the pre-separation relationship affected the severity of the
reaction to a six-day removal of the mother.
Several other aspects of early separation were studied by Hinde. He
theorized that the length of separation was an important variable. Infants
who had only a six-day separation experience displayed less depression of
activity and recovered from it more rapidly than infants who had a thirteenday separation or two separate six-day separation experiences. Hinde
attempted to describe the source of individual variation among infants in
terms of their reaction to separation and concluded that they resulted from
differences in the nature of the mother-infant relationship itself.
These same infants were retested when they were twelve and thirty
months old—that is, five months and two years after the original separation
—to determine if there were any long-term consequences of the early
separation experience. It was found that previously separated infants when
confronted with strange objects in a strange cage were less likely to approach
them than controls, particularly infants with two earlier separation
experiences. Thus, the effects of a mere six-day absence from the mother
were clearly discernible five months later. When tested two years later, the
differences were less marked; however, the previously separated infants
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were significantly less active than the controls.
Mitchell et al. have studied the effects of forty-eight hour separations of
Macaca muatta (rhesus monkeys) infants from their mother at three different
age periods: two months, three and a half months, and five months. At all ages
the infants exhibited signs of protest and despair even with such a short
separation period. This same group also reported that six of twenty-four
infants used in their study showed signs of “detachment” when reunited with
their mothers. That is, the mother would try to retrieve the infants as usual,
but the infants would screech and run away before finally establishing any
ventral contact despite persistent efforts of the mothers to do so.
Preston et al. have extended the research on mother-infant separation
to a non-macaque species (Erythrocebus patas). The subjects were six infant
patas monkeys who underwent separation from their mothers when they
were approximately seven months of age. During the three-week separation
each was individually housed, except for one hour a day when the six of them
were permitted access to each other. Thus, the infants underwent maternal
separation, but had the opportunity to interact with each other during the
separation period.
The immediate reaction to removal of their mother was reported to
include frequent and intense cooing, frantic searching about, and wide-eyed
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scanning of the room. The reaction was most intense during only the first half
hour, though they continued with high levels of visual searching for several
days. The infants also stayed in close proximity to each other and their usual
behavior, e.g., play, fell to low levels immediately after removal from the
mother, though the infants were reported to have remained “alert.”
Immediately on reunion, infant-mother non-ventral gross contact and oral
manipulation rose significantly. Mother-infant approaches—lip smacks and
grooming—increased significantly but were short-lived. For example, four
infants began peer play within fifteen minutes of their mothers’ return.
Without doubt the mother-infant social relationship has received
considerable attention. Mother-infant separation studies have been done
many times with several species. The reactions of rhesus infants, at least, is
surprisingly predictable, though there is certainly individual variation.
Severance of the mother- infant bond in rhesus monkeys results in the
development of a behavioral picture very similar to anaclitic depression. In
some ways this may be a prototype for other depressions, and, if so, a variety
of social, biochemical, and rehabilitative studies could be usefully undertaken.
For example, are there any brain amine changes that occur coincident with
this severe depressive syndrome? Is it reversible or preventable with
antidepressants and/or tranquilizers? Are there any psychophysiological
correlates? In part the usefulness of a model lies in these kinds of studies that
may help elucidate the mechanisms underlying the abnormal behavioral state
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produced.

Peer Separation
The technique of peer separation has several advantages that make it a
useful complement to mother-infant separation studies. In the case of peers,
one is truly manipulating affectional bonds, and the separation reaction, when
it occurs, can be viewed more as an emotional reaction than a survival or
adaptive response. Although mother-infant separation disrupts an affectional
bond, it is complicated by the infant’s dependence on the mother in terms of
survival. The ensuing response upon separation has been frequently viewed
as the infant’s attempt at adaptation for survival. There are also certain
obvious practical advantages in terms of the comparative manpower required
to effect the two kinds of separations. Also, from a research standpoint there
was a serious question about the effects of disrupting peer bonds. Recent
studies at Wisconsin indicate that severe reactions can indeed be elicited via
separation from objects other than the mother.
In the initial peer separation study, infant rhesus monkeys, reared
together from birth in a large living cage but without mothers as illustrated in
Figure 15-9, exhibited a very marked reaction when separated from each
other at three months of age. Separation was accomplished by placing each of
four subjects individually in small cages for four days, then returning them to
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their home cage as a group for three days. This four-day separation, threeday reunion cycle was repeated weekly a total of twenty times, except for one
six-week break between the twelfth and thirteenth separations. To each
separation the animals exhibited a pro- test-despair reaction, with no
adaptation to successive separations. High levels of infant- infant clinging
characterized the seventy-two hours a week of reunion.

Figure 15-9.
Four “together-together” peers prior to undergoing per separations.

That age is an important factor in determining the form that separation
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reactions take is indicated in the following peer-separation study. Male
rhesus monkeys three years of age were studied before, during, and after a
series of four separations from equal-aged peers with which they had formed
close social bonds. Each separation lasted two weeks and was followed by a
one-week reunion period during which the animals were housed together as
a group of four. During each separation there were significant increases in
locomotion and environmental exploration and decreases in passivity. Thus,
the protest stage was evident; however, there was no suggestion of a
“despair” stage as reported in younger monkeys.
An overview would indicate that separation studies thus far provide the
best model for certain aspects of a specific syndrome—depression. More
specifically the case for a monkey analogue for human anaclitic depression
seems strong in the instance of mother- infant separation. The model is
becoming sufficiently well-defined behaviorally so that brain-biochemical
studies, psychophysiological studies, and both social- and biologicalrehabilitative approaches can be tried as previously mentioned.
Great caution should be exercised however in viewing anaclitic
depression as a prototype or model for all depression. That is why separation
studies have recently been extended to older subjects. In contrast to the
biphasic protest-despair reaction exhibited by younger monkeys upon
separation, three year olds exhibit a uniphasic (protest) response without any
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evidence of despair. Theories about separation and depression that fail to
take into consideration the age of the organism as a factor in determining
response to separation are thus incomplete.
Efforts to produce a despair-like state in older subjects is continuing,
and the reactions of several more age groups to separation experiences need
to be determined. Also, the possible role of early separation experiences in
predisposing a subject to more severe reactions to separations later in life is
being pursued in monkeys.

An Approach to Biochemical Studies in Primate Models
One of the reasons for creating primate models for behavioral disorders
is to be able to do direct biochemical studies. It is hoped to study rhesus
monkey subjects with induced syndromes of psychopathology by directly
examining the relationship between brain neurotransmitters and the
abnormal behaviors exhibited. This area of research is in its infancy and,
therefore, this discussion is largely an outline of approaches now being used
in primate models in order to examine the critical relationships among brain,
behavior, and peripheral metabolism.
The following general approaches are proposed to illustrate how
primate models might have value in our understanding of the biological
substrates of abnormal behavior. They are outlined in Table 15-2.
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Work in all these areas is currently underway. Despite external
pressures to do so, it would have been premature to engage in biochemical
studies until the behavioral aspects of primate models had been sufficiently
well established, since the weakest link in most behavioral-biochemical
research has been the behavioral aspect. It is also important to consider how
to combine a social experiment, where animals either have to live or be tested
together in groups and, simultaneously, have biological specimens collected.
For instance, in several studies examining the relationship between brain
biogenic amines and primate social behavior, the animals lived together in
small groups. Urine collection was accomplished by pulling an animal from
the group and putting him in a restraining chair. This technique seems less
than desirable since there are considerable data that indicate severe and
persistent effects on primate-group and individual social behavior following
removal and reintroduction of members. If group social behavior is used as
the major index of drug effect, a hopelessly confused situation ensues.
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One technique recently developed involves the use of special monkey
metabolism cages where subjects can live individually and have urine
collected by simply changing the type of pan beneath the cage. The subjects
are adapted to a specifically designed playroom where group social testing is
done. At least one twenty-four-to-forty-eight hour period each week is
reserved for urine collection without social testing. Thus, a complete urine
collection can be obtained while still getting meaningful group social data on
the other days. This problem illustrates the difficulty of doing combined social
and biological studies in nonhuman primates, yet this area is being
continually developed and may prove to be a very productive area in the next
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several years as far as development and evaluation of primate models are
concerned.

Experimental Alteration of Brain Amine Levels
This approach was suggested in 1969 as a method to evaluate the
probable importance of biogenic amine metabolism in behavioral disorders,
more specifically, depression. The methodology involves selected depletion of
one or more of the biogenic amines and careful observations of the resultant
behavioral changes in monkey subjects. In a broader sense this approach may
permit one to learn more about the role of the monoamines—serotonin,
dopamine, and norepinephrine—in the regulation of a variety of activities,
e.g., appetite, temperature, sleep, alertness, motor function.
The first study using depletion techniques in monkeys involved the
administration of reserpine to rhesus monkeys. Over the years the
reserpinized rat has been hailed as an animal model of depression. Despite
many biochemical advances that have resulted from studies of rats and cats
given reserpine, the suggestion that the behavioral changes seen might model
depression is open to serious question. Careful behavioral measures have not
usually been included in such studies, especially measures of social
interaction. A comparative study in monkeys, where more extensive social
data could be obtained, was thus deemed desirable. Reserpine was
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administered once daily for eighty-one days by nasogastric intubation in a
dosage of 4 mgm/kgm to three rhesus monkeys. The subjects were tested
both in their home cages and in a playroom with three control subjects who
had been given a placebo by nasogastric intubation. Reserpine caused
significant decreases in locomotion and visual exploration and increases in
huddling and posturing. A reserpinized rhesus monkey is illustrated in Figure
15-10. The reserpine monkeys were not asleep, just extremely inactive, and
would respond to social stimulation, though they would not initiate any kinds
of social behavior.
Reserpine, however, is a very nonspecific drug since it reduces levels of
catecholamines and indoleamines in both the brain and periphery. There are
agents that are more specific and there has been some limited experience
with them in primate models.
Alpha-methyl-paratyrosine (AMPT) is known to inhibit the enzyme
tyrosine hydroxylase thereby blocking norepinephrine synthesis. It has been
given to two species of monkeys in two separate experiments.
In one study four rhesus monkeys were given AMPT in a dosage of 250
mgm/kgm and their social behavior was compared with four control subjects
given a placebo. Both groups were tested in their home cages and in a
playroom setting where social interaction was possible. AMPT-treated
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monkeys became inactive as exhibited by decreased locomotion, increased
passivity, increased huddling, and a decrease in all initiated social behavior.
Redmond et al. have reported similar findings in stump tail monkeys (Macaca
speciosa). The latter research group has also attempted unsuccessfully to
reverse the AMPT behavioral syndrome with L-Dopa or with DL,3,4treodihydroxyphenylserine (DOPS), a compound that penetrates the bloodbrain barrier and is decarboxylated directly to L-norepinephrine.
On the other hand para-chlorophenylalamine (PCPA), an inhibitor of
serotonin synthesis, has been found by Redmond et al., as well as McKinney et
al. to have little or no effect on the social behavior of monkeys despite very
high-dose levels (up to 800 mgm/kgm). These results contrast sharply with
the reported aphrodisiac quality and the increased aggression reported as a
result of PCPA administration to rats and cats.
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Figure 15-10.
Typical reaction of two-year-old rhesus monkey to daily reserpine (5.0
mgm/kgm) administration.

Both AMPT and PCPA have peripheral as well as central effects that are
undesirable if one wants to study the relationship between brain amine
depletion and behavior. In the spring of 1971, Wisconsin researchers, in
collaboration with Drs. Breese, Prange, Howard, and Lipton of the University
of North Carolina, began to study the effects of intraventricular 6hydroxydopamine on the social behavior and on urinary amine metabolites in
rhesus- monkey subjects.8 This study was preceded by considerable work in
rats concerning the neuropharmacology of 6-hydroxydopamine. This work
had shown it to be a compound that selectively destroyed central
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noradrenergic neurons without affecting the serotonergic system or
peripheral noradrenergic system when given centrally. The goal has been to
produce, experimentally, the defect postulated to be important in human
depression, namely a central noradrenergic depletion, and to study the effect
of this depletion on social behavior and on urinary metabolites. There have
also been recent studies,55,82 of the effects of 6-hydroxydopamine in three
Macaca speciosa (stumptail) monkeys on their social behavior and on urinary
metabolite excretion patterns.
Preliminary reports of the behavioral changes observed following
central noradrenergic depletion with 6-hydroxydopamine in both studies
consist of decreased activity, decreased alertness, and a decrease in all
initiated

social

behaviors.

A

monkey

given

intra-

ventricular

6-

hydroxydopamine is illustrated in Figure 15-11. The preliminary nature of
these findings is emphasized because the number of subjects studied is still
small and there remain many problems in terms of drug toxicity that must be
solved before conclusions can be drawn.
An added dimension of the 6-hydroxydopamine studies, which may
prove useful, are urinary studies. Many workers have long looked for a
urinary marker that would reflect human brain metabolism, since urine is the
easiest body fluid to collect in humans. A variety of metabolites including
VMA, normetanephrine, and metanephrine have been shown to reflect mostly
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peripheral metabolism. Three-methoxy, 4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) has
been postulated to be the only urinary metabolite that can be used, even in
part, as a measure of brain metabolism.56,57 In the case of the monkeys
referred to in the above studies, when brain norepinephrine was depleted
this change tended to be reflected in a decrease in urinary MHPG. However,
there was great individual variation and large numbers of subjects will be
necessary to fully document the nature of this relationship. There was no
change in any of the other urinary metabolites coincident with lowered brain
norepinephrine. The use of primate models represents a new approach, but
one which may prove increasingly useful in elucidating the biochemical
mechanisms underlying depression and, in particular, the relationship
between brain and peripheral metabolism.

Socially Induced Syndromes of Psychopathology
The major social-induction techniques that are currently available are
social isolation,
separation, and vertical-chamber confinement, all of which have been
previously described in this chapter. The biochemical effects of each of these
induction techniques can now be systematically studied and this research is
currently underway. Included are urinary studies, plasma studies, and braintissue studies of monkeys who exhibit syndromes of abnormal behavior
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induced by social means. Steroid metabolism, catecholamine, indoleamine,
and cholinergic substrates of these behavioral syndromes are being studied in
an effort to relate social stress to specific biological changes.

Figure 15-11.
Social withdrawal and huddling posture of rhesus monkeys following
intraventricular administration of 6-hydroxydopamine.

Biological Reversal of Abnormal Behavior
In this phase of research with primate models, after a syndrome is
induced, either socially or biologically, rehabilitative methods are being
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employed to reverse the abnormal behaviors. In this regard, a study using
chlorpromazine was summarized earlier in the chapter. As far as
psychopharmacology is concerned, primate models have the potential for
eventually providing a better method of pre-clinical psychotic or
antidepressant drug trials than is now available. Also important, however, are
the

possible

implications

for

a

better

understanding

of

the

psychopathological state being treated.
Somewhat outside the scope of this chapter, but of importance, is the
recent work using monkeys to study the effects of methamphetamine and
“speed” usage, the recent use of the chimpanzee as an animal model for
alcoholism, and the use of primates to study heroin addiction. In these areas
the primate models may also provide key breakthroughs in our
understanding of the disease state being modeled.

Perspectives
Experimental psychopathology in nonhuman primates is at the same
time a new and an old field. Historically it has suffered from a too loose use of
clinical terms without adequate behavioral descriptions and the exclusive use
of conditioning techniques. As a result clinicians have been uninterested in
the field. This lack of interest is surely overdetermined, but hopefully it is
changing somewhat as the field itself matures and psychiatrists become
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increasingly aware of the potential relevance of many fields of inquiry.
The major areas of interest for psychiatrists in primate models probably
include the development of kinds of attachment behavior, the effects of social
isolation, separation studies, the possible experimental simulation of learned
helplessness, and various biological approaches being developed. It is in these
areas that work has been and is being conducted that has potential clinical
usefulness. Investigators may be close to developing a viable animal model
for depression that may facilitate a more comprehensive understanding of
this particular syndrome and enable studies to be done that are currently
impossible to perform utilizing human beings. The rest of medicine has long
used nonhuman primates to advance knowledge about their fields and there
is no logical reason why psychiatry should not do the same.
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CHAPTER 16
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOBIOLOGY
Seymour Levine
Over the last few decades biological scientists have pursued problems
that overlap the boundaries of several traditional disciplines. When this
interdisciplinary effort has been particularly fruitful, these interface areas
themselves have become formal disciplines; for example, biophysics,
neurophysiology, neuroendocrinology, psychosomatic medicine, etc. The
rapid growth in research activities at the interface of psychology and biology
has necessitated the formalization of a new area—psychobiology.
Psychobiology is a very extensive area that includes almost all aspects of the
influence of biological systems on behavior and the influence of behavior on
biological systems. However, within this classification of psychobiology a
number of clear subdivisions are represented, such as brain and behavior,
chemical modulations of behavior, and developmental psychobiology.
This paper is concerned with some aspects of developmental
psychobiology; however, developmental psychobiology is a broad area that
encompasses a number of diverse approaches to the problems of determining
how events that occur during critical periods in ontogenesis influence
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subsequent

physiological

and

behavioral

functions.

Developmental

psychobiologists are interested in the effects of various alterations of
environmental and physiological variables in infancy on subsequent
physiological function and behavior, both during development and in
adulthood. An attempt at a broad review of this field would be a task of
enormous proportions, eventually leading to several volumes of the
magnitude of this Handbook. Thus, for the purposes of this chapter, we will
limit our discussion to basically two phenomena that we hope will serve as
examples of the field of developmental psychobiology.
The first of these is the effects of a variety of early experimental
interventions, predominantly interventions of a psychological nature upon
subsequent hormonal function, in particular the pituitary-adrenal system.
The second will be a discussion of the effects of alterations in neonatalhormonal environments on sexual differentiation, with particular references
to sexually dimorphic behavior such as sex, aggressions, and emotions. I have
taken this course chiefly because of the extensive body of information that is
available and second, of course, because of my own involvement in these
particular areas of investigation.

Developmental Determinants of the Neuroendocrine Response to Stress
Perhaps the most labile and responsive of all hormonal systems is that
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associated with the hypothalamo-hypophyseal-adrenal system that results in
the ultimate secretion of corticoids from the adrenal cortex. The numerous
stimuli that can activate this system are so diverse as to have resulted in the
concept by Hans Selye of nonspecific stress. The range of environmental
events that lead to the ultimate release of ACTH from the pituitary and
corticoids from the adrenal vary from seemingly innocuous situations, such as
placing an organism in a strange environment, to the most severe traumatic
tissue damage. The essentials of the system’s operation in response to stress
are as follows. Information concerning the stress (coming either from
external sources or from internal sources such as a change in body
temperature or in the blood’s composition) is received and integrated by the
central nervous system (CNS) and is presumably delivered to the
hypothalamus, the basal area of the brain. The hypothalamus secretes a
substance called the cortiocotropin-releasing factor (CRF) that stimulates the
pituitary to secrete the hormone ACTH. This in turn stimulates the cortex of
the adrenal gland to increase its synthesis and secretion of hormones,
particularly the glucocorticoids. In man the predominant glucocorticoid is
hydrocortisone; in many lower animals, such as the rat, it is corticosterone.
The entire mechanism is controlled by a feedback system. When the
glucocorticoid level in the circulating blood is elevated, the CNS, receiving the
message, inhibits the process that leads to secretion of the stimulating
hormone ACTH. Two experimental demonstrations have clearly verified the
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existence of this feedback process. If the adrenal gland is removed, the
pituitary secretes abnormally high amounts of ACTH, presumably because the
absence of the adrenal hormone frees it from restriction of this secretion. On
the other hand, if crystals of glucocorticoid are implanted in the
hypothalamus, the animal’s secretion of ACTH stops almost completely, just
as if the adrenal cortex were releasing large quantities of the glucocorticoid.
However, one of the characteristics of this system is that there are wide
individual differences among organisms in response to any given stimulus.
This degree of variance could indicate either that a particular stimulus has a
different meaning to different organisms or that the same stimulus is
responded to differentially as a function of previous events.
This section of the paper represents an attempt to specify some of the
factors that contribute to the origin of individual differences in the steroid
response to stress. Although there will be no attempt to elaborate a theory to
account for such individual differences in stress response, there is the
suggestion that such differences originate in the CNS, and that the factors we
will cite have their primary action on the organization of the CNS, mediating
neuroendocrinological

regulation

of

ACTH

release

and

subsequent

steroidogenesis. The steroid response, therefore, is a reflection of the
interaction of an organism with its environment. Implicit in this interaction is
a perception of the environmental stimuli and integration of the perception to
produce a peripheral endocrine response. For such an integrative role the
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CNS must be the logical candidate. Although central nervous mechanisms
governing individual differences in response to stress have not yet been
specifically studied, it is difficult to conceive of a peripheral system with the
integrative capacity to account for such differences.
Yates and Urquhart have postulated the concept of a centrally located
hormonostat that regulates peripheral hormone levels. This concept suggests
that there is a regulating mechanism, presumably located in the
hypothalamus, that differentially responds to sensory input and peripheral
hormonal

concentrations

to

maintain

a

steady-state,

equilibrium

concentration for a given stimulus. Differences in the set of the hormonostat
should, therefore, produce different peripheral responses to a given stimulus.
Regardless of the postulated central mechanisms to account for such
individual differences, there is now clear evidence that major events that
occur during sensitive periods of ontogenesis do indeed determine the
manner in which organisms respond to a number of environmental events in
adulthood. The major determinant of the organism’s responsiveness with
regard to pituitary-adrenal activity in adulthood appears to be the motherinfant interaction. Subsumed under this major class of environmental
determinants are those studies which involve extra-stimulation of the
developing organism, which have been called either handling or
manipulation. I believe that the major influences of extra-stimulation result
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from an alteration of mother-infant interactions as a consequence of treating
the young.

Maternal Influences
Extensive clinical and experimental data have indicated that
manipulation of mother- infant interaction leads to profound and permanent
changes in the subsequent behavior of the offspring. In spite of the large
amount of evidence that exists relating maternal variables to behavior, there
was, until recently, remarkably little information concerning the possible
relationship of maternal factors to subsequent physiological function of the
offspring. During the past several years a number of laboratories have been
concerned with attempting to specify those factors in the life history of the
organism which affect the activity of the hypothalamo-hypophyseal- adrenal
system.
In a series of studies that were designed to investigate the effects of
infantile

experience

on

the

development

and

maturation

of

the

neuroendocrine regulation of ACTH and adrenocortical activity, it was found
that handling infant rats as early as three days of age resulted in an increase
in plasma corticosterone in the handled neonate following stress, whereas no
such increase was observed in the nonhandled controls. The fact that
nonhandled neonates do not respond to stress as early as three days of age is
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consistent with the general body of information that indicates that the
neonate is generally unresponsive. However, the fact that the handled
animals responded so very early in development, without what appears to be
the appropriate neural and anatomical maturation for this response to occur,
indicated that one of the possible mediators for the observed effects of
infantile handling on the pituitary-adrenal system in the newborn was an
alteration in the maternal- infant relationships, either in terms of changing
maternal behavior or perhaps of modifying the physiological interactions
between mother and young. Support for this hypothesis came from
preliminary observations in our own laboratory where it was observed in rats
that mothers of handled infants had significantly higher plasma
corticosteroids than did mothers of nonhandled infants at three days. Further,
a study by Young indicated that lactating females showed a distinct
preference on retrieval tests for warm, as opposed to cold, pups. These
observations led to a series of investigations that studied the effects of
various aspects of mother-infant environment on subsequent adrenocortical
activity of the offspring.
Levine and Treiman studied, in mice, the role of both genetic and
maternal environmental determinants on adult adrenocortical function. They
measured circulating plasma corticoids following a brief exposure to electric
shock and reported striking differences between four inbred strains of mice.
The observed differences were quantitative in terms of the amount of
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circulating steroids following stress, and qualitative in terms of the different
time course of the stress response between different inbred strains. Thus, the
DBA/2

strain

showed

the

maximum

elevation

of

corticosteroids

approximately fifteen minutes after the base exposure to electric shock, but
by the end of sixty minutes had begun to return to the normal basal levels. In
contrast, the C57 BL/10 strain was still significantly elevated by the end of
sixty minutes. Subsequently the two strains, C57 BL/10 and DBA/2, which had
been shown to differ in the steroid response to electric shock, were crossed in
all four possible combinations to provide a two by two diallel cross, allowing
genetic and maternal effects to be assessed. The offspring were tested under
two conditions as adults, control and electric shock. The control animals were
removed from their cages and rapidly sampled for corticosterone. Shocked
animals were placed in the shock compartment and given an electric shock to
the feet for one minute. They were then placed in a holding cage and
decapitated at one of three time intervals, following the termination of shock
—one minute, fifteen minutes, and sixty minutes. The data indicated that the
maternal environment is a clear and important modifier of the quantitative
and qualitative aspects of steroid response to electric shock. Thus, C57 BL/10
and C X D crosses, that is, hybrid mice whose mothers came from the C57
BL/10 strain, showed identical patterns of steroidogenesis following stress. In
contrast, the DBA/2 and the D X C crosses, whose mothers were of the DBA/2
strain, also showed identical patterns of elevations of plasma corticosteroids.
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Thus, the steroid response of the hybrid animals was dependent upon the
mother of the hybrid. The hybrid animals with the C mothers were identical
to their parent strain, C57 BL/10 and in contrast, the hybrid offspring with D
mothers were identical to their maternal strain.
Perhaps an even more dramatic series of studies demonstrating the role
of maternal influences on the adult patterns of corticosteroid response to
stress are those reported by Denenberg and coworkers.’’ Denenberg and
coworkers have demonstrated that C57 BL/10 mice when fostered to lactating
rat mothers were markedly less aggressive, less active in an open field, and
preferred a rat to a mouse in a two-choice, social-preference test. Further
experiments established that one of the principal variables involved in the
behavior was the rat mother.
These investigators further reported that when Swiss albino mice were
fostered to rat mothers to study the relationship between open-field activity
and corticosteroid response following exposure to the open field, it was found
that rat-reared mice gave a significantly lower corticosterone response to the
novel stimuli of the open field than mouse-reared mice, or rat-reared rats.
The mouse reared by the rat mother showed a marked modification of its
plasma corticosterone response following exposure to novelty. The rat
mother could be influencing the mouse offspring either through her
behavioral interactions with the pups between birth and weaning or through
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biochemical factors present in her milk.
In a recent experiment, in order to bypass the problems of rat milk
influencing the mouse offspring, Denenberg and coworkers reared mouse
offspring with nonlactating adult female rats—“aunts”—together with
pregnant female mice in the expectation that the rat would engage in the
usual caretaking activities while the mouse would supply the milk for the
young.
In one experiment, mice tended by rat aunts had a significantly lower
corticosterone response to novel stimuli of being isolated for thirty minutes.
In addition, the aunt-reared group was less active in the open field than the
control group. In a second experiment, testing was approximately six months
after weaning. Again, significant corticosterone differences were obtained
with a group tended by aunts, yielding a lower value than controls. As in the
first experiment, the aunt-reared group again had lower activity.
From these experiments it can be concluded that changes in
adrenocortical activity and open-field behavior are brought about through
behavioral mechanisms involved in the interaction between mothers and
young rather than through biochemical differences in the milk of the rat and
mouse mothers. These differences also appear to be permanent and profound
and persist well into adulthood.
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There are several further studies that also clearly indicate the maternal
influence on subsequent pituitary-adrenal activity in the offspring. Denenberg
and Whimbey reported that in rats the offspring of mothers that had been
handled in infancy were heavier at weaning than young rats of mothers that
had not been handled. Further, the experience of the mother during her
infancy resulted in different open-field behavior of the pups when they
reached adulthood. It has been reported that the offspring of mothers that
had been handled in infancy show a reduced plasma steroid response to novel
stimuli when compared to weaning rats of nonhandled mothers, although
both groups of offspring themselves received no experimental intervention.
Further, if the offspring are handled, the differences resulting from maternal
differences are abolished. This can be interpreted in either of two ways: first,
direct stimulation of the pups is so profound that it overrides the maternal
influence or, second, handling the infant alters the maternal responses, and
disturbance of the mother as a function of infantile handling tends to
counteract the influence of the experience of the mother during her infancy.
The work reported in this paper tends to favor the second of these
interpretations.
Thus far we have discussed a variety of experiments that have resulted
in a reduction of the plasma corticosterone response to stress in the offspring
of both rats and mice, and mice reared with rats. Maternal influences, or the
lack of maternal influences, can also lead to a significant increase in plasma
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corticosterone response to a variety of environmental stimuli.
Exposing a lactating female to a stressful experience results in a
modification of the stress response in the offspring. Lactating females were
subjected to ether exposure at three, six, or nine days postpartum. An
additional group of mothers was subjected to electric shock at three days
following birth. The offspring of these females were not disturbed during this
period. The data indicate that the offspring of females stressed while nursing
showed a significantly greater elevation of plasma corticoids following
exposure to novel stimuli when compared to nontreated controls. The
absence of a mother during nursing in the rat also leads to a significant
augmentation of the response to stress in maternally deprived rat infants.
A technique has been developed for hand-rearing newborn rats. Thus
rats can be separated immediately after birth and reared successfully through
weaning by the use of the specific set of techniques, which have been
described in detail by Thoman and Arnold. This technique involves rearing
the animals in an incubator in which there is a warm, moist, pulsating tube
that serves as a surrogate to provide warmth and stimulate defecation in the
newborn rat. The animals are tube fed at four-hour intervals until they are
capable of eating solid food. A group of these hand- reared animals was tested
in adulthood for their adrenocortical response to ether. Hand- reared animals
showed a significant elevation in basal levels and a significantly greater
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increase in plasma corticosterone concentrations following stress than did
mother-reared animals. Although these data tend to implicate a maternal
factor, it should be noted that this procedure is a complicated one involving a
large amount of stimulation in the process of hand feeding as well as different
dietary conditions, in addition to the many other conditions that differ from
normal rearing. Although the evidence appears to indicate that the absence of
a mother results in altered pituitary-adrenal activity in adulthood, it would be
difficult to specify that only removal from the mother leads to the differences
observed in these experiments.
It is surprising that while there is a large and extensive literature that
demonstrates the very profound influences of maternal deprivation in certain
primates, there has been an almost total absence of an examination of the
physiological influences of these procedures on the adult monkey. One can
only hope that, with the availability of better techniques for measuring
circulating cortisol in the primate, these studies will soon be accomplished.
Data presented above indicate that the nature of the mother-infant
environment is an important determinant of subsequent neuroendocrine
regulation of ACTH. The data presented along with the extensive literature on
maternal variables affecting behavior emphasize the total organismic effect of
those events occurring during critical periods in development. In the mammal
this critical period is intimately shared with the mother and it is not
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surprising, therefore, that maternal variables should affect many aspects of
the total system’s function.

Infantile Stimulation and Stress
Early research on the influence of infantile stimulation on behavior
dealt with rats treated immediately postnatally either by simply being picked
up once daily and placed in a different environment or by being given a brief
electric shock once daily from the period immediately following birth until
weaning at twenty-one days of age. In adulthood, when placed in a novel
environment, these animals explored more freely and defecated less and
when placed in avoidance-conditioning situations, they appeared to show
“more adaptive behavior” by learning the avoidance conditioning significantly
more rapidly. These results also indicated no difference in the later effects
between a seemingly innocuous treatment such as simply manipulating the
animal or more severe procedures such as shock and shaking. It was
therefore concluded that the effects of infantile stimulation were a direct
consequence of “stressing” the infant organism and that such stressful
infantile experiences resulted in the animal’s developing a capacity for being
more adaptive. Implicit in this conclusion is that infantile stimulation
provides a form of emotional immunization. That is, exposing an animal to
stress early in ontogenesis modifies its subsequent stress response such that
the emotional response is of a lesser degree, and the animal does perform in a
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more optimal fashion. The physiological effects of infantile stimulation tended
to support this conclusion. Levine and Otis demonstrated that animals that
had been stimulated in infancy survived longer under a severe chronic stress
of total food and water deprivation.
Other studies indicated that adrenal hypertrophy, which occurs under
conditions of chronic stress, was significantly greater in nonmanipulated
animals. It is important to note, however, that these experiments dealt with
animals placed in relatively chronic situations leading to a prolonged stress
response and that these sustained responses can and often do lead to
pathological changes in the organism. Experiments based on more acute
stressful conditions, both in the infant and the adult organism, tended to
indicate that quite contrary to the original hypothesis, the stimulated animal
was indeed more responsive to stress under some conditions. This has been
demonstrated in an investigation of the effects of infantile stimulation on the
acute response to a brief electric shock. Adult rats subjected to a brief electric
shock were sampled at various periods of time following exposure to the
stimuli, and their plasma corticoids were determined. The manipulated
animals showed a much more significant rise and, for the period measured,
showed a more sustained increase in adrenal steroids. Further studies have
demonstrated, however, that although the stimulated animals do show a
more rapid elevation of plasma corticoids, thus indicating a more immediate
secretion of ACTH, they do tend to return to base levels significantly sooner
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than do nonmanipulated animals. It is clear from these data that the simple
proposition that infantile stimulation reduces physiological and emotional
responsiveness to stress was in error and, in fact, the animals manipulated in
infancy appear to be more sensitive to their environment. On the basis of this
experiment, an alternate hypothesis was developed that postulates that one
of the major consequences of early stimulation may be to endow the
organism with the capacity to make finer discriminations concerning the
relevant aspects in the environment. The animal then is able to make
responses more appropriate to demands of the environment, including
appropriate responses to stress. Perhaps this is the real meaning of
adaptiveness, the ability to make the appropriate discrimination in a
particular situation and respond according to the demands of that situation. A
more generalized response pattern, based on gross discriminations or, in fact,
a lack of discrimination, appears to be characteristic of the nonmanipulated
animal and leads to responses that are often inappropriate to the situation.
Such responses may be viewed as maladaptive. Having thus postulated that
the manipulated animals possess the capacity for more appropriate
discrimination, we should then be able to predict that their responses to
novel situations, where the environmental changes are not so drastic, would
be much less than that of nonmanipulated animals.
In an experiment conducted by Levine et al. rats were handled for the
first twenty days in infancy and compared to nonhandled controls. In
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adulthood these animals were subdivided and tested in open field for one,
two, three, or four days. Activity and defecation in the open field were
recorded and, in addition, following the termination of testing, the animals
were killed either immediately, five minutes afterward or fifteen minutes
afterward, and plasma corticosterone was determined. Animals handled in
infancy were more active in the open field on the last three test days,
defecated less on all of the test days, and had a significantly lower
corticosterone response on all four of the days. These data allow one to draw
the conclusion that stimulation in infancy results in an animal that is less
responsive to novel stimuli as measured both at the behavioral and
physiological level. Thus, to reiterate, in situations where distinctly noxious
stimuli are involved, the handled animal seems to be more active in terms of
its pituitary-adrenal system. However, where the test situation does not
involve intense noxious stimulation, the steroid response of the handled
animal is of a smaller magnitude. The nonhandled animal appears to
discriminate less and reacts with a large corticosterone response regardless
of the specific aspects of the test situation.

Development and Early Experience
Thus far we have been concerned predominantly with the long-term
effects of variations in the environment of the neonate. The psychobiologists,
however, have also investigated the developmental consequences of early
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environment. The results of these studies have found that the rate of
development is also dependent upon variations in the infantile environment.
It has been observed that stimulated organisms are heavier at weaning and
maintain these weight differences through adulthood. The normal time of eye
opening in nonstimulated animals is approximately fifteen to sixteen days.
Stimulated rats open their eyes at about thirteen to fourteen days, and eye
opening has been observed as early as twelve days of age. Following these
observations of differences in the development of gross morphological
characteristics, there has been a series of investigations into the effects of
early stimulation on other aspects of development. In the first of these
studies, the maturation of the hypothalamo-hypophyseal-adrenal system was
studied. Prior to the advent of appropriate measures of circulating plasma
corticosterone, one response of the rat adrenal to ACTH that was used as an
indicant of adrenal function was the depletion of ascorbic acid present in the
adrenal. It had been demonstrated that infant rats do not respond to
environmental stress with depletion of adrenal ascorbic acid until about
sixteen days of age. This was true in nontreated animals. However, animals
handled in infancy showed a significant adrenal, ascorbic-acid response as
early as twelve days of age.
Since the maturation of the neuroendocrine regulation of ACTH is
indicative of one aspect of neural development, which appeared to be
accelerated as a consequence of infantile stimulation, it seemed reasonable
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that other aspects of neural development would also show similar
acceleration. Thus myelination in the CNS has been shown to occur earlier in
animals stimulated neonatally. Meier demonstrated an earlier onset in adult
EEG patterns in Siamese kittens that had been handled. These findings would
indicate that neural maturation is accelerated as a consequence of infantile
stimulation. Altman et al. have investigated whether handling during infancy
has any effect upon the development of the brain, with particular attention to
the rate and kinetics of cell proliferation and other quantifiable aspects of
brain development. Rats were handled daily from day two today eleven after
birth. These animals and unhandled controls were injected on day eleven
with radio- actively labeled precursor of DNA and killed either six hours,
three, or thirty days later. In a subsequent experiment, uninjected rats were
permitted to survive until eleven, fourteen, forty-one, or one hundred and one
days of age. Brain-weight measurements were taken in all animals, and the
brains were compared for histology and autoradiography, and evaluated.
These investigators found the following differences between the brains of
handled and nonhandled animals: (1) the brains of the handled animals were
consistently lighter than controls at eleven and fourteen days of age and these
differences were not associated with differences in body weight; (2)
planimetric measurements of sampled regions show that the brain-weight
differences

were

correlated

with

areal

size

differences,

and

(3)

autoradiographic cell counting indicated that cell proliferation and the
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formation of new micro-neurons were higher following injection of the
radioactive precursor in the handled animals than in nonhandled rats.
Thus, in contrast to the aforementioned studies that have indicated
more rapid neural development as a consequence of handling, the weight and
areal measurements indicated that the brains of the handled animals were
retarded in development. The autoradiographic cell counts also appeared to
indicate some aspects of retarded brain development in the handled animals.
In the nonhandled animals cell proliferation declined by the latter half of the
second week. The cell proliferation was still brisk during this period in the
handled animals, which would indicate further a delay in brain maturation.
Altman interprets his data as follows:
How can this effect, the decelerated maturation of the brain, be related to
the adaptive superiority displayed by handled animals in adulthood? We
have postulated elsewhere that the postnatal origin of the modulatory
micro-neurons in some brain structures may represent an opportunity for
the exertion of input-regulated (behavioral) control over the finer aspects
of the interconnection of neurons. This would imply that delay in the
proliferation and migration of the precursors of micro-neurons extends
the time available for the exertion of environmental modulatory influences
on the organization of the brain. This hypothesis is akin to the concepts of
“fetalization”718 and “infantilization” postulated by writers on
anthropogenesis, which denote the retention of fetal properties after birth
and excessively prolonged postnatal development, respectively, as
biological characteristics of man. These evolutionary adaptations are
conceived to provide longer opportunity for the exertion of environmental
influences on the organization of the control mechanisms of behavior. The
specific hypothesis that we are presenting here is that infantilization,
which is a property shared by all altricial species, is not entirely genetically
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determined but is subject, during a critical period of development, to
environmental influences, such as some factor (stress?) inherent in the
handling procedure. [p-19]

Although it is difficult at this time to reconcile those studies which
report an acceleration in the maturation of certain neural systems and the
study by Altman, which shows a retardation of some other neural systems, it
is clear that there are definitive environmental influences on the maturation
of the structure and function of the brain. These alterations in neural
development and function are observed throughout the life history of the
organism in alterations of behavioral and physiological processes.

Hormones in Infancy
Thus far in this paper we have dealt primarily with the influence of
various environmental conditions upon the subsequent neuroendocrine
activity of the adult animal. However, this section of the paper deals with
another experimental approach used by the developmental psychobiologist,
namely, altering physiological processes during infancy and studying the
influence upon subsequent development and behavior. The best example of
this type of investigation comes from a now extensive series of studies that
have investigated the influence of the presence or absence of specific gonadal
hormones during critical periods in development on adult, sexually dimorphic
behavior.
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Under normal circumstances, the adult female rat becomes sexually
receptive during a period in the estrous cycle when there exists the
appropriate hormonal balance between estrogen and progesterone that
results in ovulation. Sexual receptivity of the female rat is manifested by the
presence of a lordosis response. If the female is deprived of the appropriate
circulating hormones by ovariectomy, sexual receptivity is immediately
abolished. However, when the appropriate hormones are replaced either in
the form of chronic high doses of estrogen or small doses of estrogen followed
by progesterone, sexual receptivity appears within a very short time
following progesterone administration. Sexual behavior of the male involves a
much more complex pattern of mounts with intromissions and ejaculation. In
contrast to the cyclic pattern of receptivity exhibited by the female, the adult
male is acyclic in his sexual behavior and will under normal conditions
copulate as long as there is an appropriate stimulus object. Again in contrast
to the female, when the male is castrated there ensues a period of time during
which the male is sexually active even in the absence of circulating androgens.
However, eventually the male will cease normal sexual activity. But, following
androgen replacement, it will resume behavior that is indistinguishable from
that of the normal intact male. However, no amount of estrogen and
progesterone has yet proved capable of reliably eliciting in an adult castrate
male patterns of sexual behavior that are typical of the normal female. Adult
castrate females administered testosterone propionate (TP) will exhibit
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mounting and mounts with behavioral patterns that closely resemble
intromission.
It has been suggested’ that gonadal hormones act on the central nervous
system in different ways at two different stages of development. First, during
fetal or neonatal life, sex hormones organize the sexually undifferentiated
brain with regard to patterns of gonadotrophin secretion and sexual
behavior. Specifically, this hypothesis states that androgens, acting on the
central nervous system during critical periods in development, are
responsible for the programming of male patterns of gonadotrophin secretion
and sex behavior in much the same way that they determine the development
of anatomical sexual characteristics. Second, during adult life gonadal
hormones activate the sexually differentiated brain and elicit the responses
that were programmed earlier. Third, one of the components of the process of
sexual differentiation is to render the tissues that are responsive to gonadal
hormones differentially sensitive in the male and the female.
The evidence regarding normal patterns of sexual behavior and their
dependency upon circulating hormones is consistent with the hypothesis that
there are differences between the male and the female central nervous
system with regard to patterns of hormone secretion and behavior. First,
whereas the female is cyclic in her sexual activity, the male tends to be acyclic.
Second, the female pattern of sexual receptivity is easily elicited with the
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appropriate regime of estrogen and progesterone replacement following
castration, whereas in the male these patterns appear to be completely
suppressed and cannot be elicited with doses of estrogen and progesterone
that are a thousand-fold higher than those required in the female. Thus, one
of the primary aspects of sexual differentiation in the rat appears to be the
suppression of the capacity of the normal male to respond to estrogen and
progesterone.
Although the designations male and female have been used in a
seemingly specific way with regard to sexual behavior, there are many
experiments that cast doubt upon the validity of making behavioral
distinctions between male and female rats. While normal male rats almost
never exhibit any of the kinds of behavior that female rats show during
estrus, lordosis cannot be called a genetically determined “female” response,
since it will be shown that males castrated at birth will exhibit this behavior
when administered estrogen and progesterone. As has been mentioned,
normal female rats will often perform behavioral mounts and intromission
patterns identical in form to those exhibited by male rats, although the
quantity and temporal patterning of these responses is different. Behavioral
ejaculation has been reported in genetic females.
These facts, coupled with the occurrence of mounting behavior in the
prepuberal play of both sexes, make it very difficult to make rigorous
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behavioral distinctions between male and female rats. One way of
establishing criteria for the validation of male and female behavior is to use as
a basis the behavioral patterns necessary for successful reproduction. Thus,
mounts and intromissions and ejaculation patterns could be termed male
reproductive behavior, since these are the patterns that animals must exhibit
in order for fertilization to take place. This, however, leaves the problem of
finding some new term to describe the mounting that is done by females.
Another, and perhaps the most satisfactory way of dealing with this problem,
is to describe the behavior involved with no reference to its maleness and
femaleness. Thus, a lordosis is a given pattern of behavior without regard to
the genetic sex of the animal performing it. In the same way, a mount is a
behavior pattern that involves a given sequence of motor acts. Since the
experiments we will describe involve many situations in which genetic males
and females are treated with homotypical and heterotypical hormones, the
definitional problem is best handled by referring to these patterns themselves
rather than to the maleness or femaleness of a given behavior.
In 1959, Young and his colleagues reported that administering
testosterone to the pregnant guinea pig resulted in the birth of
pseudohermaphroditic female offspring that failed to respond normally to
gonadal hormones in adulthood. As adults the female offspring of
testosterone-treated pregnant guinea pigs did not become receptive to males
when treated with estrogen and progesterone. They did display an unusually
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high frequency of mounting responses when administered with testosterone.
These findings were interpreted to indicate that gonadal hormones played a
crucial role during development in a differentiation of neural tissues that
mediate sexual behavior in the adult organism.
Research on the rat also indicated that if large amounts of TP were
administered to the newborn female rat within the first five days of life
mating behavior was abolished. However, in these experiments, mating
behavior was defined as the presence or absence of sperm in the vagina when
placed with a vigorous sexually active male. In 1962, Harris and Levine
injected five-day-old female rats with a single dose of 500 µg of TP. As adults
these animals failed to exhibit lordosis when injected with large doses of
estrogen and progesterone. Goy, Phoenix, and Young gave 1 mg of TP for
seven consecutive days beginning on days one, ten, or twenty after birth.
Those female rats receiving injections starting on day one and ten showed
markedly decreased female sex behavior when given estrogen and
progesterone in adulthood. Thus, it appeared as though the presence of
androgen prenatally in the guinea pig and postnatally in the rat was capable
of abolishing the normal patterns of receptivity in the female that are elicited
by estrogen and progesterone replacement. However, Barraclough and
Gorski’ reported a behavioral dichotomy between female rats receiving high
and low doses of TP neonatally. Whereas females receiving 1.25 mg of TP at
five days of age would not exhibit lordosis, even when primed with estrogen
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and progesterone following castration in adulthood, females receiving 10 µg
of TP were consistently sexually receptive when intact and did respond to
estrogen and progesterone after castration.
Levine and Mullins administered to independent groups of neonatal
females doses of TP ranging from 5 to 1000 µg. These females fell into three
distinct groups with regard to their capacity to exhibit lordosis in adulthood.
Animals receiving 5 to 10 µg of TP in infancy showed the pattern of behavior
reported by Barraclough and Gorski of continual receptivity on seven
consecutive nights. Animals receiving 50 µg of testosterone tended to show
receptivity early in the testing procedure, but toward the latter part of the
test series showed a marked drop in female sexual receptivity. Finally,
animals receiving 100 µg or above showed very low mount-to-lordosis ratios.
It is interesting to note that although the low-dose females were judged
to be receptive, their behavior was quite different from that seen in normal
estrous females. The darting, hopping, and ear wiggling were almost entirely
absent. The passivity of these animals was exhibited by the nature of the
lordosis. Untreated female rats will lordose when mounted by the male, but
will hop away and often groom as soon as he dismounts. The TP females,
however, would frequently freeze with their head near the floor and their
hindquarters elevated and hold this position until the male ejaculated. When
these females were judged nonreceptive, many just sat with their backs
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hunched while the male attempted to mount instead of exhibiting the
vigorous back kicking seen in untreated nonreceptive females.
In this experiment, all females were ovariectomized and, following a
two-week period, were injected with estrogen and progesterone. It is
interesting to note that the lordosis to mount ratios observed with estrogen
and progesterone replacement were identical to those observed during the
first night of testing when intact. These results appear to be another example
of the differential sensitivity of the neural tissues mediating sexual behavior
and to indicate that all the circulating hormone is able to replace is that level
of behavior which will normally be exhibited when the animal’s own
endogenous hormones are active. These data do raise many questions,
however, concerning the capacity of neonatal androgen to masculinize female
rats. Under all doses of androgen the ovaries are atrophied and there is no
evidence of ovulation in any of the TP- treated groups. However, the low dose
of TP treatment appears to produce an organism that is by no means
incapable of exhibiting lordosis, albeit in many of these animals the pattern of
lordosis appears to be aberrant. The data concerning neonatal androgen
treatment in females tend to be ambiguous. Whereas the patterns of
gonadotrophin secretion always appear to be acyclic, the effects of sexual
behavior are paradoxical.
In contrast, it does appear that removal of the androgens prior to sexual
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differentiation uniformly leads to marked behavioral and physiological
feminization of the animal. Thus, male rats that have been castrated twentyfour hours after birth appear capable of exhibiting cyclic patterns of
gonadotrophin secretion that result in cyclic ovulation.
Grady, Phoenix, and Young castrated male rats on days one, five, ten,
twenty, thirty and ninety after birth and administered estrogen and
progesterone to these animals when they were one hundred and twenty to
one hundred and fifty days of age. Animals castrated within twenty-four
hours after birth displayed a lordosis response that was indistinguishable
from that of normal female rats when mounted by sexually active males.
Those animals which had been castrated at five days of age showed a marked
reduction in lordosis, while those castrated after five days of age failed to
display lordosis when mounted. This finding has been replicated by several
investigators.’ Whalen and Edwards reported further that males that had
been castrated in infancy and given 2.5 mg. of TP at the time of castration
failed to exhibit the lordosis response following estrogen and progesterone in
adulthood. In a similar study, Mullins and Levine demonstrated that doses as
low as 10 µg of TP given to the neonatal castrate at ninety-six hours after
birth were also capable of suppressing lordosis in the adult male animal when
given the appropriate hormonal treatment in adulthood. It should be noted
that this dose of androgen given to the female does not abolish the lordosis
response and, in fact, results in an animal that is continually responsive to a
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sexually active male. It appears that even at birth the genetic male is
differentially sensitive to androgen. Thus, whereas androgen given to the
female does not suppress sexual receptivity, androgen given to the male
deprived of its gonads at this time strikingly suppresses sexual receptivity.
One possible explanation for this suppression of the lordosis response in
these males is the possibility that these animals have had functioning testes
present until shortly after birth. The secretions of the fetal gonads may
already have sensitized the neural mechanisms that mediate the lordosis
response, so that the injection of TP four days after castration resulted in the
observed suppression. Further evidence of the ability of androgen present in
infancy to sensitize neural mechanisms to later injections of androgen is
given by Morrison and Johnson. A genetically determined sensitivity to
neonatal testosterone might also explain the difference observed between the
males and females that received the lower doses. Since the females given the
lower doses of TP did exhibit lordosis while the females with higher doses did
not, it is possible that more than one injection of the smaller amounts would
be necessary in order to duplicate the conditions found in the normal male.
However, it should be noted that at all doses of androgen the male
suppression of the lordosis response is always greater than that observed in
the female.
Thus far we have focused primarily on the presence or absence of the
estrogen-progesterone-induced lordosis response with little mention of those
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behavior patterns normally associated with the “male.” Although it does
appear necessary to bring these patterns of behavior into this discussion, they
are confounded by many of the manipulations performed neonatally. As
mentioned before, the female appears to have represented in the CNS the
capacity to exhibit mounting and mounting with intromissions. Although
Harris and Levine reported that female rats treated with 500 fig of TP ninetysix hours after birth showed more frequent and vigorous mounting than
control females, this result has not been systematically reproduced. Finally,
males castrated in infancy do not develop a normal penile structure, and the
cornified papillae of the penis appear to be insensitive to androgen
treatments later in life. It thus becomes difficult to discuss intromissions and
ejaculations in organisms that have deficient penile structure.
Throughout this paper we have made the assumption that the function
of gonadal hormones in infancy is to organize the CNS with regard to
neuroendocrine function and patterns of behavior.
It is important to note that the concept of organization of the CNS does
not necessarily imply that there are structural changes in the brain as a
consequence of these gonadal hormones. In fact, it appears that one of the
major influences of testosterone on the developing brain is to alter the
thresholds of sensitivity to hormones in adulthood. Males that have been
castrated in infancy are now rendered sensitive to minute quantities of
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estrogen and progesterone and will under these treatments exhibit normal
lordosis. In contrast, neonatal androgenization of the female abolishes the
behavioral response to progesterone; similarly, neonatal castration makes the
male rat subject to progesterone facilitation. Clemons et al. have proposed
that the reason female rats that have been treated with androgen do not
exhibit lordosis is because they are now insensitive to progesterone
treatment. There have been many studies that have also shown that
thresholds of response to estrogen are clearly depressed in androgenized
females.
Although the relationship between differentiation of male and female
behavior patterns is still unsettled, the organizational effects of early
androgen might conform to a “one anlage” model of differentiation in which a
single undifferentiated mechanism in the brain of the fetus is influenced by
androgen to develop in the male direction. This is analogous to the genital
tubercle that differentiates either to a penis or to a clitoris, with intermediate
forms but not dual structures as possible outcomes of incomplete
differentiation. Alternatively, a “two anlage” model might apply, resembling
the process of reproductive-tract differentiation. In this case, although the
development of the male primordium usually parallels the suppression of the
female primordium, both are actually retained, albeit vestigially, into
adulthood, and the possibility exists of simultaneous development of both
primordia. In favor of the double anlage hypothesis is the well-established
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fact that normal adults of both sexes can respond to heterotypical gonadal
hormones by showing heterotypical sexual behavior.
Although we have focused, thus far, primarily on reproductive behavior,
there have been numerous reports in the literature that have indicated that
there are sex differences in nonsexual behavior.
In recent years, we have seen a growing emphasis on the physiological
mechanisms regulating aggressive behavior. Aggressive behavior is generally
studied in the laboratory by two principal methods. The first is the
observation of spontaneous aggression that occurs frequently in laboratory
mice and is usually seen when individuals are exposed to each other following
a fairly long period of isolation. Spontaneous aggression is sexually
dimorphic, occurring predominantly in males and rarely in females. The
second laboratory method utilizes a procedure originated by Ulrich and Azrin
called shock-induced aggression, and is used generally in rats. Pairs of
animals are placed in a small compartment and a train of electric shocks is
delivered, in response to which the animals take a characteristic fighting
posture, strike at each other, and usually show a full pattern of fighting
behavior. This is also sexually dimorphic, as it is elicited more easily in male
than in female rats.
The role of androgens in the regulation of spontaneous aggression was
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noted as early as 1947 by Beeman. Subsequent studies have all indicated that
castration usually inhibits or markedly suppresses this behavior. In contrast
to castrated males, which show the full pattern of isolation-induced
aggressive behavior following testosterone replacement, females do not show
spontaneous or androgen-induced aggression. Normally male mice did not
show spontaneous aggression against females. However, Mugford and Nowell
have shown that the tendency for male mice to attack females was increased
significantly if the females were given a course of testosterone treatments.
On the basis of previous work, Mugford and Nowell concluded that the
change in androgenized female mice was not due directly to some pheromone
that is released as a consequence of androgen, but rather that the female
releases a pheromone in her urine that normally inhibits attack and that the
treatment with androgen appears to suppress this urinary substance, thus
changing the female’s stimulus properties.
In view of the highly predictable sexual dimorphism in aggressive
behavior in mice, it seems natural that the possible “organizational” role of
testosterone in differentiation of aggressive behavior should receive
considerable attention.
Conner and Levine have demonstrated that neonatally castrated male
rats show all the characteristics of the female when tested for shock-induced
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aggression. Castration at weaning tends to suppress aggressive behavior, but
it is fully restored when testosterone is administered in adulthood. However,
testosterone replacement in adulthood does not influence the aggressive
behavior of neonatal castrates. Female mice given an injection of testosterone
on the day of birth and then given androgen in adulthood show aggressive
behavior comparable to that seen in male mice. Furthermore, male mice
castrated on the day of birth are less aggressive following androgenreplacement therapy in adulthood than males castrated on the tenth day of
life.
Similar results have been obtained by Bronson and Desjardins. These
investigators have reported that single injections of testosterone were most
effective in facilitating aggressive behavior in adulthood when administered
to the female on the day of birth and less effective when given after that time,
becoming ineffective some time between the twelfth and twenty-fourth day.
Also, neonatal androgen was effective in enhancing adult aggressiveness only
if it was again administered before testing. The implication of both of these
studies is that early androgen treatment sensitizes appropriate neural
elements to androgen encountered in adulthood. The same conclusions can
be reached on the basis of studies using shock-induced aggression in rats.
More recently Edwards and Herndon have shown that neonatal
estrogen treatments to female mice mimic the effects of neonatal androgen, in
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terms of facilitating the differentiation of androgen sensitive mechanisms for
adult aggressive behavior. Thus, ninety percent of the pairs of females given
neonatal estrogen fought when treated with androgen in adulthood,
compared to twenty-five percent of control females and one hundred percent
of testosterone-treated females.
Further evidence of the control of sexually dimorphic behavior by
neonatal hormone treatments comes from experiments on the learning of an
avoidance response in the rat. The procedure consists usually of presenting a
rat with a conditioned signal—a tone, buzzer, light, etc.—followed closely by
electric shock. The animal can usually cross a barrier to another compartment
to either escape further shock or avoid it by responding to the signal prior to
the onset of the shock. It has been reported that normal females tend to learn
the active avoidance response more rapidly than do normal males. The
Beattys found that castrating male rats in adulthood did not influence
avoidance conditioning. Testosterone injections to females in infancy, when
combined with testosterone treatment in adulthood, produced rats whose
avoidance behavior was masculinized in that they showed the same deficit in
avoidance learning shown by males.
Further evidence of modification of sexually dimorphic behaviors comes
from Pfaff and Zigmond who studied yet another behavior that usually shows
sex difference, namely, timidity or emotionality as exhibited by activity and
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defecation in an open field (a circular arena usually brightly lit). Commonly,
females tend to be more active in the open field and to emerge from the home
cage faster than males. Neonatally castrated male rats tend to behave more
like females and neonatally androgenized females more like males in both the
open- field test and tests of emergence. Similar findings have been reported
by Gray and Levine and by Swanson.
In the question surrounding the problem of the cellular mechanisms of
the differentiating action of androgen on the brain, certainly the first step is to
characterize the physiological or biochemical differences between the brains
of males and females, and this can hardly be said to have been accomplished.
A promising development has emerged from the ultrastructure studies by
Raisman and Field on projections from the amygdala to the hypothalamus.
They have found that the ratio of the number of preoptic region synapses
ending on dendritic spines to those ending on dendritic shafts was
significantly lower in male than in female rats.
Several laboratories have sought changes in RNA or protein synthesis in
relation to androgenization. Shimada and Gorbman found evidence for
synthesis of new species of RNA in the rat forebrain. Clayton, Kogura, and
Kraemer report that neonatal testosterone significantly affects synthesis of
labeled RNA from tritiated uridine in the amygdala and preoptic areas of the
female brain. Using a different autoradiographic technique, MacKinnon has
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found changes in protein synthesis in roughly the same two regions of the
mouse brain in relation to puberty and the estrous cycle. No effects of
neonatal androgen on brain uptake of testosterone could be demonstrated in
the female rat. Several investigators have reported lower retention of Hestradiol in brain tissue from androgen-sterilized females, but these data do
not seem to be consistent. At any rate, any differences in the uptake of
hormones that may exist between males, females, and neonatally
manipulated animals would seem to be rather small.

Conclusions
In this paper we have attempted to do two things: first, to communicate
a body of information illustrative of the very profound effects that alterations
in the neonatal environment, whether they be endogenous or exogenous,
have upon the subsequent function of the developing organism; second, to
define an area called developmental psychobiology and to illustrate how the
developmental psychobiologist proceeds to understand the nature of his
universe. Developmental psychobiology is in its infancy. This is indeed a
truism as it can be said of many of the areas of investigation that attempt to
view the organism as a totality and to step across the traditional limitations of
defined disciplines. I believe that one can only achieve a full understanding of
the organism’s function by viewing the organism ontogenetically.
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CHAPTER 17
PSYCHIATRIC GENETICS1
Seymour Kessler
The recent intellectual and scientific achievements of evolutionary and
molecular biology have had a profound influence on American psychiatry.
New perspectives have emerged and doctrinaire approaches have yielded to
interdisciplinary dialogue and research. A new generation of psychiatrists,
educated in biochemistry and population biology, is beginning to explore the
experimental and theoretical implications of behavior genetics research. Once
resisted or ignored, the possibility of genotypic influences on human behavior
now commands increasing attention in the behavioral, medical, and social
sciences.
Psychiatric genetics, a subspecialty of human behavior genetics, is
concerned with the genetic and environmental bases of behavioral disorder.
This vast literature is rapidly expanding and no exhaustive review will be
attempted here. Rather, certain areas relevant to contemporary psychiatric
practice will be examined and some of the possible issues with which future
research may be concerned will be underscored. Recent reviews may be
consulted for a more comprehensive bibliography of the behavioral and
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psychiatric’ genetics literature.

Man and Evolution
Man is a product of biological evolution. Gene variations introduced into
the human gene pool by mutation are shaped, primarily by natural selection,
into integrated or coadapted gene complexes that promote the various
individual and species adaptations to the range of environments in which
man lives. Recent studies have shown that considerable genetic variation is
present in the human gene pool. The Mendelian laws governing the
transmission of the genetic material from parents to offspring facilitate the
maintenance of this variation and ensure the biological uniqueness of
virtually every individual.
Man is also a product of cultural evolution. His ability to acquire and
transmit culture is among the distinctive characteristics inherent in man’s
genetic potential. Biological change over time is generally slow whereas
change obtained through cultural evolution may be rapid and can transcend
the limitations of both space and generations. Man has evolved and continues
to evolve on both the biological and cultural levels; the two are in continuous
interaction. Man’s biological capacities have influenced the development and
direction of his cultural history. Conversely, through his patterns of mating
and his technology, culture affects man’s biological evolution. A persisting
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problem in psychiatric genetics research is the separation of cultural and
biological influences on human behavioral variation.

Genetic Determination of Behavior
Each human individual constitutes a system whose behavioral,
morphological, and physiological characteristics are determined by genedirected biological processes. The constellation of genes the individual
carries, his genotype, exerts influences on behavior through its effects on
development and on metabolic processes. The genotype, however, does not
operate in a vacuum. Directly or indirectly, the intra- and intercellular milieu
and other environmental factors modulate gene function. The genotype
interacts with the environment to produce the phenotype, the visible or
measurable characteristics of the individual.
Although genes are a determinant of behavior, genes do not cause
behavior. Operationally, the genotype might be thought of as one of several
variables that alter the probability that a given behavior will occur under
certain environmental conditions. For example, male mice will fight each
other, but some strains of mice are genotypically more predisposed to fight
than others. Castrated animals of such strains are generally docile. Likewise,
group-reared animals tend to be less aggressive than those reared in
isolation. Thus the agonistic behavior observed between two male mice
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depends on many variables: the “right” genotype, gonadal status, previous
social environment, and other biological and situational contingencies. None
of these variables is a sufficient cause of the observed behavior, yet each plays
a necessary role in determining the behavioral outcome.
One of the legacies of the nature-nuture controversy is the persisting
confusion between the concepts of genotype and phenotype. The genotype of
the individual is fixed at fertilization and, barring somatic mutations, persists
throughout life.2 Certain aspects of the phenotype, on the other hand, may
change considerably, whereas, other aspects (e.g., temperament, response
dispositions, etc.) may remain relatively stable over long periods of time.
Inferences about the underlying genotypic determination drawn solely from
the relative plasticity or stability of the phenotype may be misleading. The
presence of phenotypic flexibility does not rule out the possibility of large
genotypic contributions. Indeed, the capacity for phenotypic change may
itself be genotypically determined. On the other hand, the maintenance of
relatively enduring traits could be due to nongenetic factors. For example,
intermittent schedules of reinforcement are capable of maintaining
behavioral responses over long periods of time. Even grossly maladaptive
behavior, involving self-punitive and self-injurious responses, can be
maintained by reinforcement contingencies associated with the behavior and
its consequences for the organism.
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In the past, the tendency to associate genotypic influences on behavior
with developmental determinism created misunderstanding of the goals of
human behavior genetics and impeded substantive research. Some writers
have implied that there are immutable states and fixed behavioral patterns
blueprinted in the genome and manifested irrespective of environmental
contingencies. Evidence from animal research does not support this
implication. Moreover, the relationship between genes and behavior is far
more complex and in no way analogous to the relationship between a
blueprint and the structure it represents. Behavior does not arise inexorably
as a consequence of primary gene action; rather, it develops as a result of the
joint interaction between genes and environment. The same genotype may
respond differently when subjected to differential environmental treatments.
The extent to which a genotype is affected phenotypically by environmental
differences is a measure of the norm of reaction or reaction range of that
genotype. The reaction range of a given genotype may be relatively broad or
narrow; the fact that a reaction range exists permits environmental
manipulations to be used in the modification and treatment of genetically
determined disorders. For example, phenylketonuria is a hereditary disorder
involving a deficiency of the hepatic enzyme, phenylalanine hydroxylase;
untreated individuals may be severely retarded mentally. Early dietary
intervention, however, often prevents the extreme intellectual deficits
associated with this disorder. The demonstration of a genotypic influence on
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behavior in no way implies behavioral destiny.

Fundamentals of Genetics
Genes are the basic units of heredity. At fertilization, each human
individual receives a complement of genes from each parent. These genes are
arranged linearly along the chromosomes, normally twenty-three pairs in
number. All of the cells composing the individual derive from the fertilized
egg and almost all carry a full complement of chromosomes. Through the
process of meiosis, during gametogenesis, sex cells are formed, each carrying
normally one representative of each chromosome pair. Occasionally, errors
occur and a pair of homologous chromosomes fail to separate properly.
Fertilization of gametes, which are formed when such nondisjunctional
events occur, may thus produce a zygote lacking a given chromosomal pair
(e.g., 45,XO) or with an additional chromosome (e.g., 47,XXY).
Genes are units of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The DNA molecule
consists of regularly alternating chains of phosphates and deoxyribose sugar
groups to which pairs of nitrogenous bases are attached. The sequence of
these bases determines the functional specificity of a gene. A sequence of
three successive base pairs constitutes a triplet or coding unit for one of the
twenty amino acids, the building blocks of a polypeptide chain. Alterations of
the sequence of base pairs due to mis- copying, deletions, duplications, and
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the like, constitute mutations.
DNA acts as a template for the building of protein chains. This process
involves the synthesis of a complementary chain of messenger ribonucleic
acid (mRNA) that passes from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. In the cytoplasm,
the mRNA chains attach themselves to ribsomes where amino acids,
conveyed individually by a second species of RNA, transfer RNA (tRNA), are
attached together sequentially to construct the polypeptide chain.
Genes also regulate the rates of synthesis of the enzymes that direct the
metabolic events of the organism. How gene action is regulated in higher
organisms is not yet understood. Gene regulatory mechanisms underlie the
processes of embryological development and tissue differentiation.
Elucidation of these mechanisms may have important implications for our
understanding of the relationship between genes and behavior. Hormones,
for example, have profound effects on cellular differentiation and function. A
possible hormonal influence on cellular differentiation, with long- lasting
behavioral consequences, is the sexual differentiation of the central nervous
system, in either a female or a male direction. This early differentiation occurs
during a sensitive period of development and has been shown to influence the
reproductive physiology as well as the organism’s later behavior as an adult.
The role of gene activation and/or repression in this process is likely.
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Modes of Inheritance
In the first edition of the Handbook, Kallmann provided an extensive
discussion of the modes of inheritance of genes with major phenotypic effects
and of the methods generally employed in psychiatric genetics research. Since
behavior is produced and maintained by multiple developmental and
physiological processes, each presumably directed by many genes, it is not
surprising that the genetic transmission of most behavioral traits does not
follow simple Mendelian modes of inheritance. Most behavioral variation is
quantitative in nature.
Variation in quantitative characters is assumed to result from the joint
action of many genes, each presumably with small phenotypic effect, and of
environmental factors. The aim of a genetic analysis of quantitative
characters is to determine the proportion of total phenotypic variation
attributable to genetic causes.
Within populations, differences between individuals with respect to a
given character are to varying degrees genotypic and/or environmental in
origin. This phenotypic variation (VP) generally expressed in terms of
variances, is composed of a genotypic (VG) and environmental (VE)
component; VP = VG + VE. VG may be further subdivided into VA, the variance
derived from the additive effects of genes and VD, a nonadditive component,
resulting from dominance. Other components of VG representing respectively
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the effects of assortative or nonrandom mating and of epistasis, the
interaction of genes at different loci, are sometimes present, but these will not
be considered here. Estimates of the variance components may be obtained
from the degree of similarity or correlation between relatives with respect to
the character being studied. In practice, regression coefficients are used. A
more detailed treatment of quantitative genetics may be found in Falconer.
In the absence of dominance and environmental effects, the expected
correlation between two relatives reflects the average number of genes they
share in common. Thus, the expected correlation between a first degree
relative and an index case (= proband) would be 0.5, since, on average, they
share half their genes in common. For second degree relatives, who share on
average one quarter of their genes in common, the expected correlation
would be 0.25. The correlation between parent and offspring (rp/o can be
shown to yield an estimate of ½ VA/VP and that between sibs (rs/s) an
estimate of (½ VA + ¼ VD)/VP.
VA is the major cause of resemblance between relatives. If rp/o and rs/s
are both about 0.5 as, for example, in the measure of total fingerprint ridge
count, it suggests that most, if not all, of the variation can be accounted for
simply by additive polygenic inheritance. When the correlations between first
degree relatives are less than 0.5, additive variation is reduced and
dominance and/or environmental contributions to VP are increased. For
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example, rp/o and rs/s for systolic blood pressure are about 0.24 and 0.33
respectively. The components of variance may be calculated as follows: VA =
2rp/o = 0.48 and VD = 4(rs/s — rp/o) = 0.36. Thus about 84 percent of the total
variation in this character appears to be genotypic in origin with VE
accounting for 16 percent of the total. The relative proportion of the
phenotypic variance due to genotypic factors (VG/VP) defines the degree of
genetic determination; in the previous example VG/VP = 84 percent. Since the
additive genetic variation is an index of the degree of resemblance between
relatives, a more informative measure is VA/VP, which is called heritability
and is symbolized h2. Heritability, which represents the proportion of the
phenotypic variance attributable to additive genetic variation, is of particular
interest to the animal and plant breeder since it provides a measure that can
be used to predict short-term gains in selective-breeding programs. In the
example above h2 = 48 percent.
VE may sometimes be partitioned into subcomponents representing the
between and within family environmental variation and the variation arising
from ethnic and social class differences. Another source of variation arises
from genotype-environment interactions, the differential responses of
genotypes to different environments. For example, animals selectively bred
for low error scores in a maze may, in an ordinary environment, outperform
animals bred for high error scores. In an impoverished environment,
however, the former may perform no better than the latter.
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Two points need to be stressed. First, in the estimation of h2 and of the
components of VP, it is assumed that heredity and environment are not
correlated. This assumption may not be totally warranted since genotype and
environment are often found to be correlated in studies of human behavior.
For example, an individual may receive genes from his parents predisposing
him to schizophrenia, but he may also be reared in a disordered family
environment that in itself may promote the production of psychopathology.
Under these conditions it is difficult to distinguish between genotypic
contributions and environmental ones. Second, estimates of h2 should be
interpreted with caution; h2 is a population metric that “. . . tells us only about
the ratio of the prevailing individual genetic differences to the prevailing
individual environmental differences and cannot, in general, be extrapolated
to other populations or other environments.” For example, although the
heritability of human stature is high, average height has changed substantially
over the past century as a consequence of environmental changes. Thus, even
where heritability measurements suggest little environmental influence, large
environmental effects may be observed.

Threshold Characters
Some phenotypic characters, such as cleft lip and palate, diabetes,
pyloric stenosis, talipes equinovarus, and other conditions appear to share
both continuous and all-or-none characteristics. The inheritance of such
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characters might be best understood in terms of a genetic model that includes
a threshold. One such model assumes that underlying the etiology of a
disorder is a continuously distributed variable, liability, that encompasses all
the endogenous and exogenous factors predisposing to the disorder; the
genetic contributions are assumed to be polygenic. A point along the liability
dimension marks the threshold, beyond which all individuals are affected. The
prevalence of the disorder in the general population defines where the
threshold occurs on the liability scale. Falconer provides tables by means of
which the prevalence rates of a disorder among relatives of given degrees of
relatedness to affected individuals may be converted into an estimate of h2.
Falconer’s method has been subjected to various criticisms and alternative
threshold models have been advanced, including one involving single genes.
Improvements on Falconer’s method recently made by Smith have been used
to study the genetic basis of schizophrenia.
Despite certain limitations, threshold genetic models have useful
predictive properties; they allow the generation of hypotheses that can be
tested empirically. For example, such models would predict that:
1. The risks for relatives of an affected individual would be relatively
higher for rarer disorders than for more commonly
occurring ones. For example, in cleft lip with or without cleft
palate, which occurs in the general population at a rate of 0.1
percent, the risks for MZ twins, first, and second degree
relatives are respectively, four hundred, forty, and seven
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times higher than that of the general population. In contrast,
in congenital pyloric stenosis among males, with a general
population rate of 0.5 percent, the corresponding risks are
eighty, ten, and five times higher.
2. The greater the number of affected individuals in a family, the
higher the risk for other relatives. This is in contrast to
disorders with a simple monogenic basis where the
recurrence risk remains constant.
3. Assuming that the severity of a disorder is correlated with the
liability above the threshold, the risk for relatives will vary
directly with the severity of the disorder in the index case.
4. Where a marked difference occurs in the prevalence of a disorder
in the two sexes, relatives of index cases of the less affected
sex (= higher threshold) would be at proportionally greater
risk than those of index cases of the sex more commonly
affected (= lower threshold). For example, stuttering among
males occurs at a rate of some three to four times higher
than among females. The prevalence of stuttering among
fathers and brothers of a male index case are 10.2 and 15.6
percent respectively, whereas for a female index case the
corresponding prevalence rates are 33.3 and 26.8 percent.
Methods of Study
Family and twin studies constitute the major research methods of
psychiatric genetics. In the former, the incidence of a disorder among the
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relatives of index cases is compared to the incidence of the disorder in the
general population, or to that of a control group. Genetic models predict (1)
that the incidence of the disorder will be elevated among relatives of affected
individuals over that of the general population and (2) that the relative
incidence of the disorder among the relatives will increase as the genetic
relatedness to the index case increases.
In twin studies, comparisons of the degree of similarity are made among
monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) groups. Since pairs of MZ twins are
genetically alike whereas DZ pairs are no more alike genetically than ordinary
siblings, genetic models predict that if genotypic factors are operative in the
production of the disorder being studied, then cotwins of affected MZ twins
will show a higher concordance or incidence of the disorder than those of
affected DZ twins. Concordance rates in twin studies may be calculated on a
pairwise or on a casewise (proband method) basis; the latter method
generally produces a higher concordance estimate than the former one. The
proband method is valid when the members of a concordant twin pair are
independently ascertained. Concordance rates in twin studies are also
sensitive to sampling procedures. Unsystematic ascertainment and sampling
among chronically affected groups, such as resident hospital populations,
generally produce a bias toward higher concordance rates among MZ twin
pairs than do samples obtained from birth registers or consecutive
admissions to an institution. These latter procedures presumably tap a group
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that is more representative of both the overall twin population and of the
general population from which they are drawn.
Twin studies have been criticized in the past on two grounds: (1)
possible inaccuracies in zygosity determination and (2) the possibility that
MZ, but not DZ, twin pairs are subjected to systematic treatments that lead to
greater intrapair similarity. The availability of multiple blood group
polymorphisms, histocompatibility antigens, and dermatoglyphic techniques
currently permit the objective diagnosis of zygosity with a high degree of
reliability. The second problem cannot be as easily dismissed. Nevertheless, it
is of interest that with respect to the major psychiatric disorders, no
conclusive evidence is as yet available demonstrating a greater similarity of
treatment of MZ twin pairs for environmental factors relevant to a given
disorder. However, it is generally agreed that supplementary supportive
evidence from other sources is preferable to data derived from twin studies
alone.
The classical family and twin methods both have difficulties in
disentangling genotypic and environmental effects. Recognition of this
problem has stimulated alternative lines of research that include:
1. The study of MZ twins reared apart. The number of such twin pairs
has generally been too small to shed much light on the
etiology of the major psychiatric disorders, although a
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substantial number have been studied with respect to
variations in I.Q. scores.
2. The study of adopted children, born to an affected parent, but
raised in homes free from psychopathology.
3. The study of discordant MZ twin pairs, to elucidate the nongenetic
factors that distinguish the affected and nonaffected cotwins.
4. High-risk studies of premorbid individuals with an affected relative
to elucidate the developmental and predisposing
environmental factors that precipitate a given disorder.

Childhood Disorders
Individual differences appear early in life. Direct observation and filmed
records of neonate behavior indicate that, from the start, differences exist in
the extent to which infants avail themselves of others for the purposes of
seeking comfort. Significant variations have been found in the frequency and
duration of spontaneous crying and of sucking and mouthing activities, and in
the degree to which self- comforting was sought and successfully obtained.
Individual differences among neonates also exist in the capacity to take in
sensory stimuli. Measures of the frequency and duration of spontaneous
visual alertness, of alertness in response to maternal ministrations, of visual
pursuit of a moving object, and of responses to sounds all showed variation.
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Such differences may be major determinants of how infants will experience
the world around them; they may, in turn, strongly influence parental
responses to the infant. Thus, individual differences at birth may have
important consequences for the short- and long-range development of the
individual. Needless to say, such variation is not necessarily only genotypic in
origin. Although social influences on neonatal behavioral variation are
presumably minimal, pre- and perinatal influences and early life experiences
cannot be ruled out as major determinants of early individual differences.
The genotypic contributions to neonatal behavioral variation have not
been fully elucidated. However, it is of interest to note that significantly
greater intrapair differences were found among DZ infant twin pairs than
among MZ pairs in measures of mental and motor activities and of
personality, although the extent to which such differences persist is not clear.
Comparisons between neonates of differing ethnic background have also
shown significant differences on ratings of temperament. Chinese-American
newborns have been reported to be less changeable, less perturbable, to calm
themselves or to be consoled more readily when upset than those of
European-American backgrounds. It has been suggested that some
temperamental characteristics in early life may be significantly associated
with behavioral disorders later in life.

Mental Retardation
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A genetic basis for general intelligence has been firmly established.
Studies of MZ twins reared apart invariably indicate that the intrapair
correlations of the IQ scores of such twin pairs are significantly higher than
those of DZ twin pairs reared together. Within populations, the distribution of
IQ scores forms a bell-shaped curve in conformity with polygenically
determined traits. However, toward the lower end of the distribution, a
significantly greater number of individuals are actually observed than might
be expected. These can be divided into mildly (I.Q. fifty to seventy-five) and
severely (I.Q. less than fifty) retarded groups. The former generally constitute
part of the normal variation, representing cases of familial retardation.
Siblings of such retardates have a distribution of I.Q. scores with a mean
around eighty. In contrast, the mean I.Q. of siblings of severe retardates is no
different from that of the general population (i.e., one hundred) suggesting
that most cases of severe retardation are the result of extraordinary
mechanisms such as inborn errors of metabolism, chromosomal disorders,
birth difficulties, and other pre- and perinatal factors. Dewey et al. have
suggested that approximately 114 recessive gene loci may be involved in the
production of severe mental defects. This is possibly an underestimate.
Among the metabolic disorders associated with mental retardation are
those related to the metabolism of amino acids (e.g., phenylketonuria, PKU),
carbohydrates (e.g., Galactosaemia), lipids (e.g., Tay-Sachs disease), purines
(e.g., Lesch-Nyhan syndrome), metals (e.g., Wilson’s disease), and steroids
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(e.g., adrenogenital syndrome). A review may be found in Stanbury et al.
Among the chromosomal disorders, autosomal anomalies are often associated
with mental subnormality. The major associations with mental retardation
are Klinefelter’s syndrome (47,XXY) and Down’s syndrome (trisomy-21).
PKU remains the prototype of an inborn error of metabolism affecting
intellectual function. Although the enzymatic deficiency underlying this
disorder has been known for several decades, the specific mechanisms that
lead to the severe mental retardation and other behavioral features of the
disorder are, as yet, unknown. Disturbance of the transport and metabolism
of other amino acids,’ a deficiency of serotonin, and incomplete or defective
myelination of the CNS, possibly due to a depression in pyruvate metabolism,
have all been suggested as possible causes of the mental retardation
associated with PKU.
With the application of large scale screening programs among newborn
populations, variant forms of hyperphenylalanemia resembling classical PKU
have been discovered. These include atypical, transient, persistent, and other
variants among which most affected individuals appear to show normal levels
of intelligence without low phenylalanine dietary treatment. This literature
has been reviewed by Hsia and Blaskovics and Nelson. The incidence of
classical PKU and persistent hyperphenylalanemia is about one in thirteen
thousand live births of which variants constitute one-third to one-half of the
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cases. Classical PKU is believed to be transmitted by a single autosomal
recessive gene; the mode of inheritance of the variants has not yet been
clarified. It appears that persistent hyperphenylalanemia may be due to a
third or possibly a fourth recessive allele at the PKU locus or to a separate
modifier gene that, in homozygous form, raises the phenylalanine level in
individuals who are heterozygous at the PKU locus.
Offspring born to PKU mothers and normal fathers are heterozygous at
the PKU locus and would thus be expected to be intellectually normal.
Nevertheless, they appear to be at particularly high risk to intellectual deficits
and to various congenital anomalies. Among 101 children born to twentynine PKU mothers, eight had PKU, twenty-two were of uncertain status and of
the remainder, only three were considered to be normal. Infants born of
variant mothers, however, do not appear to have a higher than average risk
for being retarded, suggesting that the exposure of the fetus to concentrations
of phenylalanine above fifteen to twenty mg. per one hundred ml. may
interfere with normal developmental processes, resulting in congenital
malformations, microcephaly, and mental retardation.
In recent years, attention has begun to be paid to the psychosocial
factors affecting the behavioral and intellectual concomitants of PKU. In a
study of thirty PKU children, a significant decrease in IQ score and an increase
in the incidence of serious behavioral pathology was found among the sixteen
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children who had experienced immobilization and sensory restrictions
during the first three years of life.’ If confirmed, such findings may have
important implications for the management of affected individuals and the
counseling of their families. Although behavioral deficits may owe their origin
to an underlying metabolic abnormality, intrafamilial and other social factors
appear to promote, maintain, exacerbate, or diminish the intellectual deficits
and behavioral symptoms actually measured.
A recently described metabolic defect associated with behavioral
dysfunction is the Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, the symptoms of which consist of
hyperuricemia, mental retardation, spastic cerebral palsy, choreoathetosis,
compulsive self-mutilation, and aggressive behavior. This disorder follows an
X-linked recessive mode of transmission and is associated with a deficiency of
hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase, an enzyme involved in
purine biosynthesis. More than eighty cases have been described worldwide.
In a study of five children, ranging between nine and fifteen years of age,
the presence of varying degrees of retardation was found. Accurate
assessment of the mental status of these children was difficult because of the
presence of disabilities affecting speech. Nevertheless, with persistent
encouragement, the children often made successful efforts to be understood
and appeared eager to relate to anyone who showed an interest in them. The
self-mutilative behavior of these children began before age two, often
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following or closely related to a traumatic episode the child had experienced.
In four of the children the lips and tongue were the focus of the selfmutilative activity; finger biting appeared to develop later, before the age of
five. (In other affected children severe head banging, eye gouging, and picking
at open wounds has also been described.) Although most of the selfmutilation appeared to be involuntary and unpredictable, some of the
children clearly used such activities for manipulation and secondary gain and
in response to environmental cues. Outwardly expressed aggression often
took the form of verbal and physical abuse that appeared to be purposeful.
Dizmang and Cheatham comment:
[these] . . . children are in restraints much of the time and they are often
intellectually far more capable of interacting with the world than their
motor ability will allow. Their pinching, biting and foul language all appear
to be learned behavior that is likely to get a reaction out of the people
around them. It did not have the same compulsive quality that the finger
and lip biting did.

Further careful observation of Lesch-Nyhan children might elucidate
the factors underlying the development of the specific behavioral symptoms
involved in this disorder and suggest methods of treatment, in addition to
dietary and other biochemical interventions. Similar considerations are
surely applicable to other metabolic and chromosomal disorders.

Learning Disorders
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The high prevalence rates of learning disabilities in the general
population suggest that they comprise a constellation of disorders of major
significance. Indeed, they constitute a substantial fraction of the problems
requiring psychiatric intervention in the preadolescent and adolescent years.
The association of these disorders with scholastic underachievement and
with impulsive and aggressive behavior makes affected children high-risk
candidates for more severe behavioral problems later on. The costs of these
disorders to the individual, his family, and to society are incalculable.
Illustrative of these disorders, minimal brain dysfunctions (MBD) and
developmental dyslexia, will be discussed here. The evidence for genotypic
contributions to these disorders is by no means unequivocal. Each diagnostic
category appears to encompass a heterogeneous group of related disorders
with multiple etiologies: environmental contingencies play a major etiological
role. Nonetheless, in each, the evidence for genotypic involvement is
suggestive. Each shows a decided familial concentration and, where twin
studies are available, concordance rates among MZ twins generally exceed
those among DZ pairs. Invariably, males are affected at higher rates than
females. Investigators should keep the possibility of a genetic threshold
model in mind and provide a breakdown of their data for the two sexes
separately in future studies. Also, investigators should be alerted to cases of
adopted children and discordant MZ twin pairs, since both would be
invaluable research material for the elucidation of the etiological factors
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underlying these disorders.
MBD encompasses a variety of persistent behavioral problems generally
marked by motor hyperactivity, excess distractibility, poorly controlled
behavior, and scholastic underachievement in children whose overall
intellectual ability otherwise appears adequate. Among the disorders of
childhood, MBD is believed to be the single most common one seen by child
psychiatrists. These disorders may occur at a prevalence rate of between 4
and 10 percent' among grade- school children; the rate among males is three
or more times higher than among females. Most MBD children develop their
symptoms before they enter first grade: close to half may begin to behave
abnormally before age one. In half or more of hyperactive children, the
symptoms tend to diminish or disappear in later years.
Difficulty exists in the diagnosis of these disorders since hyperactivity
may be associated with other behavioral problems including neurologic
dysfunction, emotional disorders, and intellectual subnormality. The majority
of MBD children appear to have no major detectable neurological
abnormalities. However, an increased rate of minor or “soft” neurological
signs may be present.
Lopez studied ten pairs of hyperkinetic twins, ranging between five and
twelve years of age. All of the four MZ pairs but only one of the six DZ pairs
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were concordant. All of the concordant MZ pairs were males and, among the
discordant DZ twins, the affected co-twin was a male in all but one instance.
However, since most of the DZ group consisted of opposite-sexed pairs, no
conclusion can be drawn about a genotypic etiology for hyperkinesis on the
basis of these data.
The evidence for a familial concentration of MBD is scanty. A
retrospective study of the parents and second-degree relatives of a group of
hyperactive children revealed that a greater number of these relatives had
hyperactive symptoms as children than the relatives of a matched control
group. However, the presence of alcoholism, sociopathy, and hysteria among
the relatives of the MBD children confounded the possible contributions of
genotypic factors. No large-scale attempts to separate the biological, social
class, and intra- familial environmental components of MBD have been
reported. However, in a study of foster-home-reared sibs and half-sibs of
MBD children it was found that about 47 percent of the full sibs exhibited
repeated behavior problems, including hyperactivity, whereas only 23
percent of the half-sibs were so characterized. The greatest likelihood of
receiving a diagnosis of MBD occurred in those children who had, in addition
to a relatively high genetic loading, a low IQ and/or a developmental history
of seizures, low birth weight, perinatal complications and congenital
malformations. No increased rate of chromosomal abnormalities has been
found among MBD children. A comprehensive discussion of the epidemiology,
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etiology, diagnosis and treatment of MBD has recently been published.
Dyslexia is a “. . . disorder manifested by difficulty in learning to read
despite conventional instruction, adequate intelligence, and sociocultural
opportunity.” Although it was once believed that dyslexia was restricted to
individuals of English-speaking nations, it now appears that this disorder may
occur worldwide, including China, India, and Japan. Recent estimates of the
prevalence of dyslexia in the general population of Europe and of the United
States range from 1 to 35 percent; the modal rate is about 10 percent,
indicating that dyslexia is a problem of major magnitude.
Owen et al. have recently reviewed the twin studies of dyslexia. Among
a total of twelve MZ twin pairs in three separate studies, all were reported as
concordant whereas only a third of the thirty-three pairs of DZ twins were
concordant. Unsystematic sampling may account for the high MZ concordance
rate.
Evidence for a familial concentration is summarized by Critchley.
Hallgren found that 89 percent of 116 index cases had a positive family
history of dyslexia. Most of the index cases (81 percent) were found to be
members of families with one affected parent. In his study, there was no
evidence of increased parental consanguinity or birth-order effects. However,
youngest or last-born children have been reported to be at greater risk for
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dyslexia than older ones. A recent study of fifty adult dyslexics showed that
34 percent had other family members with similar problems.
Hallgren has suggested that dyslexia may be transmitted by a single
dominant gene. However, a simple dominant mode of inheritance is
complicated by a disproportionate incidence of dyslexia among males; the
incidence is between three to four times greater than among females.
Partially this might be due to an ascertainment bias: boys with poor reading
abilities may create greater disturbances in school and may be brought to the
notice of teachers, parents, and reading clinics more often than girls. Critchley
discounts this possibility because of the consistency with which the
differential sex difference is found. Hallgren’s data might be compatible with a
threshold genetic model. In his study, male relations of a proband had a
relatively greater risk for dyslexia than female ones. Among the male
probands with one affected parent, either parent was likely to be affected
(thirty-five fathers and thirty-three mothers were diagnosed as dyslexic).
However, among the female probands twice as many fathers (fifteen) as
mothers (seven) were affected.

Childhood Psychosis
The psychotic disorders of childhood have been reviewed by Rutter and
by Rosenthal. Among these disorders, those with a relatively early age of
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onset have tended to be distinguished from those involving regression at later
ages of onset. The former group—variously called Kanner’s syndrome,
infantile autism, infantile psychosis, or early childhood psychosis—generally
begins before the end of the second year of life, many of the children
appearing withdrawn virtually from birth. These early disorders are
characterized by autism, marked by aloofness and distance from other
people, speech abnormalities, and ritualistic and compulsive behavior. The
prevalence of childhood psychoses may be between 3.1 and 4.5 per ten
thousand children; estimates for infantile autism vary from 0.7 to 2.1 per ten
thousand. Males appear to be affected two to four times more often than
females. Kanner and others have found that first-borns are overrepresented
among early onset psychotic children. However, Wing has reported that in
large families there may be a tendency for the affected child to appear late in
the birth order. Several writers have suggested that a disproportionate
number of parents of early onset psychotic children come from well-educated
and higher socioeconomic groups and are cold and obsessive in personality.
However, these personality characteristics have been disputed: parental
abnormalities, if present, might be consequences of their reactions to an
abnormal child.
Since the disorder is rare, the number of twins studied has been small;
Rutter provides a critical review of these data. After excluding those pairs in
which major physical disabilities were present, a total of eleven out of
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thirteen MZ and one out of four DZ pairs has been reported to be concordant.
However, among these studies, satisfactory evidence of zygosity and
sufficient clinical details to substantiate the diagnosis were given for only four
twin pairs (two MZ and two DZ). Among these, half of each group showed
concordance, insufficient to demonstrate a genetic basis unequivocally for the
disorder. On the other hand, although the rate of early onset psychosis among
the siblings of affected children is low (approximately 2 percent), it
nevertheless appears to be between fifty and one hundred times higher than
that of the general population. In general, cytogenetic studies have failed to
show the presence of an increased rate of chromosomal anomalies among
children with early onset psychosis.
The rate of schizophrenia among the first- degree relatives of early
onset psychotic children has been reported to be no higher than that of the
general population. In contrast, the rate of schizophrenia among the relatives
of children with psychoses with later onset is as high or higher than that
found among relatives of adult schizophrenics, suggesting that the late onset
group may have a biological unity with adulthood schizophrenia, whereas the
early onset group constitutes a genotypically different group of disorders.
Goldfarb, however, has pointed out that sampling procedures might account
for these apparent differences. Although only 2 percent of the parents in his
study were hospitalized for psychiatric reasons, psychiatric evaluations
revealed that a diagnosis of schizophrenia was applicable to 29 percent of the
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mothers and 13 percent of the fathers of the affected children. When the
children in his study were subdivided into those with apparent neurological
impairments (organic) versus those without (nonorganic) the rates of
schizophrenia among the parents of the latter group were 44 and 8 percent
for the mothers and fathers respectively whereas the corresponding rates
among the “organic” group were 21 and 15 percent. Whether the relatively
higher rate of diagnosed psychosis among the mothers of the nonorganic
group represents the effects of predisposing genotypic factors is at present
speculative. Also, the differential rates of psychosis in the two sexes among
the parents in Goldfarb’s study need to be explained. If this sex difference is
confirmed, it might suggest that early onset childhood psychosis is unrelated
to adult schizophrenia, since no differential sex difference among affected
individuals or their parents has been shown in the latter disorder.
Clearly, the biological relationship between early and later onset forms
of childhood psychosis and between the former and adult schizophrenia
requires further study. Since Goldfarb’s sample consisted of individuals
predominantly from lower socioeconomic classes, whereas previously
reported samples were generally biased in the opposite direction, greater
attention to socioeconomic variables is needed, although a recent report
suggests that the incidence of autism is not correlated with parental social
class. Also, attention needs to be paid to pre- and perinatal factors in relation
to early onset childhood psychosis as several investigators have reported an
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association between pregnancy complications and childhood psychosis.

Adult Disorders
Alcoholism
Although precise estimates are not available, alcoholism in the United
States is believed to involve between 4 to 5 percent of the general population.
The rate among men may be up to ten or more times higher than among
women. Several studies suggest that hereditary factors are operative in the
etiology of alcoholism. The pertinent literature is reviewed by Rosenthal and
by Goodwin. Invariably, the rate of alcoholism among relatives of alcoholic
probands is higher than that of the general population. Also, twin studies
generally show that MZ pairs are more similar in their abuse of alcohol and in
their drinking habits than DZ pairs. However, the evidence is not unequivocal.
If the social consequences of alcohol consumption are used as criteria of
alcoholism, then MZ and DZ twin pairs do not appear to differ. Also, in groups
of individuals separated from their biological parents early in life and reared
in foster homes, no significant differences in problem drinking were found
between children born to alcoholic parents and children born to nonalcoholic
ones. In fact, none of the former children were alcoholics.
Recent studies suggest that male relatives of a female proband may
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have a higher risk for alcoholism than those of male alcoholics. Relatives of
female alcoholics also appear to show a higher prevalence of depressive
disorders than those of male probands. On the other hand, the rates of
schizophrenia, mental deficiency, manic-depressive illness, and epilepsy
among the relatives of alcoholics do not seem to be increased above their
respective rates in the general population.
In a recent study of half-sibs of sixty-nine alcoholic probands, it was
reported that the presence of alcoholism in the former was strongly
associated with alcoholism in the biological parent. However, the significance
of these findings is obscure since the rate of alcoholism among the half-sibs
was as high as that among the full sibs despite the fact that the two groups
share, on the average, different proportions of their genes in common with a
proband. Although an X-linked mode of transmission for alcoholism has been
advanced by some, there is little supporting evidence.
In the context of a clinical and pharmacological problem, genotypic
influences on the development of tolerance to and physical dependence on
alcohol may have an important bearing on the issue of alcohol addiction. ' In
this regard it has been reported that a wide range of individual differences
exist in the rate of metabolism of an administered dose of alcohol. Intrapair
differences in the rates of alcohol elimination from blood plasma were
significantly greater among healthy, nonmedicated DZ twin pairs than among
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MZ pairs; the degree of genetic determination was estimated as 0.98,
suggesting that genotypic factors might account for most of the phenotypic
variation. Although different ethnic groups require a comparable quantity of
alcohol per unit of body weight to reach intoxicating blood levels, some
groups metabolize alcohol significantly slower than others and take longer to
recover from an alcoholic debauch. Wolff has recently suggested that
differences in autonomic nervous system responsivity to alcohol, which
appear to be present at birth, may account for variations of alcoholism rates
among different ethnic groups. The extent to which such differences actually
contribute to the etiology of alcoholism requires further study. Current
research on the biological and environmental factors involved in alcoholism is
discussed in a recent publication.

Criminality
The belief that heredity plays a role in the etiology of criminality is an
old one. Criminality shows a familial concentration. Also, several twin studies
in various countries have shown that the concordance rates for criminality
among MZ twin pairs are higher than those among DZ pairs. However,
inadequate sampling procedures, questionable determination of zygosity,
lack of double-blind assessments, and the failure to separate environmental
from hereditary influences render these latter studies equivocal with respect
to the demonstration of a genotypic involvement. The causes of violent
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behavior are complex and although age, sex, and racial differences have been
documented, no convincing evidence exists to link these variations to
biological and genetic differences. A comprehensive review of the pertinent
literature may be found in a recent staff report to the National Commission on
the Causes and Prevention of Violence.
In recent years, attention has been directed to the possibility that
individuals with an extra Y chromosome are liable to hyperaggressivity and
criminality. It seemed reasonable to suppose that since the relative rates of
violent crimes are substantially higher among males than among females, and
since males normally carry a Y chromosome, a double dose of this
chromosome would increase or exaggerate those masculine characteristics
which might lead an individual into conflict with the law.
The first 47,XYY male was detected in 1961. He was described as a
physically normal man, six feet in height, of average intelligence, and father of
seven living children from two marriages. He was not a criminal; it was the
presence of mongolism and other congenital anomalies among his progeny
that led to his identification. Between 1961 and 1965, twelve more 47,XYY
cases were found, the majority with various physical abnormalities. In 1965,
Jacobs and her colleagues and then Price and Whatmore reported on a
chromosomal survey of virtually all the male patients of a maximum security
state hospital located at Carstairs, Scotland. Of a total of 315 men studied, 9
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(2.9 percent) were found to have a 47,XYY karyotype. Since the publication of
these reports more than one hundred other 47,XYY individuals have been
identified in various prisons and mental hospitals and well over fifty cases
have been detected in newborn and adult population surveys, fertility clinics,
and private medical practice. The literature is reviewed by Court Brown and
others.
Jacobs et al. suggested that 47,XYY males tend to be tall. In the Carstairs
group, the mean height of the 47,XYY individuals was 181.2 cm. whereas that
of the chromosomally normal inmates was only 170.7 cm. Since many other
institutionalized 47,XYY individuals have been ascertained on the basis of
height, it has been difficult to confirm the initial findings. There may be a bias
on the part of the courts towards the institutionalization of tall offenders.
Moreover, tall institutionalized 47,XYY men may come from families with a
tendency toward tallness. On the other hand, of twenty-three 47,XYY cases
ascertained on a basis other than height half were at least six feet tall.
The evidence for intellectual deficits associated with an extra Y
chromosome is difficult to assess since most tested 47,XYY individuals were
identified in institutions. Average and above average I.Q. scores have been
reported in some cases. Also, in studies where 47,XYY individuals were
matched to chromosomally normal controls, no significant differences in
mean I.Q. were found.
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In their initial report, Price and What- more pointed out that the nine
47,XYY individuals were actually less openly hostile and violently aggressive
than the eighteen men in a chromosomally normal control group. Although
the convictions for crimes against property were proportionally the same in
both groups, the 47,XYY individuals showed a significantly lower incidence of
crimes of violence than did the controls (8.7 as against 21.9 percent). These
findings suggest that the initial characterization of 47,XYY male as an
uncontrollably aggressive psychopath was somewhat exaggerated. If these
men are unusually impulsive and/or aggressive, it might be expected that a
disproportionate number of 47,XYY males would be found among groups of
individuals identified as hyperaggressive on personality tests and other
reasonable criteria. All work based on this hypothesis, however, has shown
negative findings.
It has also been suggested that the criminal activity of 47,XYY males
begins at an early age and that a familial predisposition to criminality is
absent. In the Carstairs group the mean ages at first conviction for the 47,XYY
individuals and the 46,XY controls were 13.x and 18.0 years respectively.
There was only one conviction reported among the thirty-one siblings of the
47,XYY individuals, whereas 139 convictions were found among the sixtythree siblings of the control group. Kessler and Moos provide a critique of this
evidence. Suffice it to say that subsequent reports have confirmed neither
assertion; several studies show no differences between 47,XYY inmates and
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46,XY controls with respect to age at first conviction, and it is now clear that
many institutionalized 47,XYY males do come from homes that show evidence
of interpersonal or psychosocial disturbance.
With respect to a variety of physical and physiological measures, 47,XYY
individuals show a broad range of expression. The evidence appears to
suggest that abnormalities in these measures may occur in a fraction, but not
in the majority of these males. Studies of plasma and urinary testosterone
levels in 47,XYY individuals are of particular interest since androgens are
associated with aggressive behavior. Elevated androgen levels might provide
a potential mechanism through which the additional Y chromosome might
promote behavioral changes, possibly arising or being exacerbated at the
time of puberty. However, several studies have shown no significant
differences in testosterone levels between 47,XYY males and 46,XY fellow
inmates.
A question that needs further clarification is whether or not 47,XYY
individuals have a greater than average risk for criminality. The frequency of
47,XYY males in the newborn population is believed to be approximately 1.8
per one thousand whereas their frequency in certain institutions may be as
much as twenty times higher. It is unclear at the present time whether this
elevated rate represents sampling bias, random sampling variation, or the
reflection of a true predisposition to institutionalization as a consequence of
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having an extra Y chromosome. In the most extensive and systematic survey
thus far reported, Jacobs et al. examined the chromosomes of 2,538 males in a
variety of penal and other corrective institutions in Scotland and found that
the frequency of 47,XYY males in these institutions was not significantly
different from the rate expected on the basis of the newborn incidence.3 If
this finding is confirmed, it would suggest that no increased risk for
criminality may be attached to this chromosomal disorder.
In sum, the evidence suggesting an association between the 47,XYY
karyotype and a predisposition to antisocial behavior is inconclusive at the
present time. The characterization of the 47,XYY male as uncontrollably
hyperaggressive has not been substantiated and, with the possible exception
of a tendency to increased stature, no specific behavioral, morphological, or
physiological characteristic has emerged differentiating these individuals
from males with other chromosomal constitutions.
In a recent report, a higher rate of mental illness and psychopathy was
found among the biological relatives of a group of psychopathic adoptees than
among the relatives of a matched control group. Preliminary results of
another adoption study has recently appeared. Further study is needed since
other reports show no clear-cut relationship between the social adjustment of
adoptees and the presence of alcoholism or criminality among their biological
parents.
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Homosexuality
Accurate estimates of the prevalence of homosexuality are not available.
Kinsey reported that 37 percent of American males have homosexual
experiences involving orgasm during some period of their lives; about 4
percent remain exclusively homosexual throughout their lives. Kenyon
suggests that homosexuality among adult females occurs at the rate of one in
forty-five in England.
The literature bearing on possible genotypic contributions to
homosexual behavior has been reviewed by Money and others. Most of the
evidence derives from twin studies that generally show a higher concordance
rate among MZ twin pairs than among DZ pairs. However, the samples, with
one exception, were small, were gathered by means of questionable sampling
procedures or were otherwise biased to include mostly individuals seeking or
requiring psychiatric attention. Whether such samples are representative of
homosexuals in general is not known.
Evidence in a different vein, reviewed by Slater and Cowie, suggests that
a preponderance of brothers may be present among the sibs of male
homosexuals and that homosexuals tend to be born late in the sibship to
older mothers. These findings suggest that a chromosomal disorder might be
involved in the etiology of homosexuality. However, attempts to find such
disorders have not been fruitful. Abe and Moran have shown that the shift in
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maternal age is secondary to a concomitant shift in paternal age, further
ruling out a chromosomal disorder associated with late maternal age as
contributing to the etiology of homosexuality.
In sum, the extent to which genotypic factors are involved in the
etiology of homosexual behavior is not clear. Recently, several laboratories
have reported striking endocrine differences between homosexuals and
nonhomosexuals. The most impressive report to date is that of Kolodny et al.
who studied thirty male homosexual university student volunteers and fifty
heterosexual male student controls. The plasma testosterone concentrations
and sperm counts among the homosexuals showed a graded decrement
correlated with the degree of homosexuality, as rated on the Kinsey scale. The
mean plasma testosterone concentrations of the subjects rated as Kinsey five
and six (almost exclusively and exclusively homosexual) were significantly
lower than that of the control group. Whether these differences are related to
the pathogenesis of homosexuality or are the secondary results of a
homosexual psychosocial orientation needs to be investigated. The possibility
that gene- determined differences in the synthesis, transport, and metabolism
of androgens may predispose some individuals toward a homosexual
orientation should also be explored.

Affective Disorders
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Published estimates of the prevalence of the affective disorders vary
widely from country to country and at different periods of time even within a
single country. Estimates of manic-depressive illness in the general
population range from 0.21 percent to close to 5 percent; in British and
Scandinavian populations an expectation of about 1 percent is a generally
accepted figure. Differences in the criteria used in the diagnosis of the
affective disorders at various clinical centers probably account for the
variation in prevalence rates. Most investigators in Western countries report
a relatively higher incidence of affective disorders among females than among
males; the ratio of females to males in the general population, averaged over
several studies, is about 1.5:1.
The evidence suggesting genotypic contributions to the etiology of the
affective disorders comes from twin and family studies and is summarized by
Slater and Cowie and others. The average concordance rates for manicdepressive psychosis among MZ and same-sexed DZ twin pairs, in several
studies, are about 68 and 23 percent respectively. Estimates of the morbid
risks for affective disorders among the relatives of manic-depressive
probands, averaged over several studies, are shown in Table 17-1. Among the
first degree relatives of affected probands the average morbid risk for
affective disorders is about 14 percent, a substantial increase over the general
population rate. Among second and third degree relatives, average risks are
4.8 and 3.6 percent respectively.
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Table 17-1 Morbid Risks for Affective Disorders Among Relatives of ManicDepressive Probands (in percent).
(Data from Zerbin-Rudin and Slater and Cowie)
NUMBER OF
INVESTIGATIONS

RANGE

MEAN

Parents

9

7-23

14.3

Children

6

8-24

14.8

Sibs

10

4-23

12.9

Half-sibs

2

1-17

9.0

Nieces and Nephews

2

2-3

2.6

Grandchildren

2

1-4

2.5

In recent years, attempts have been made to refine the nosology of the
affective disorders. Leonhard et al. and subsequent workers have suggested
that depressive illness may be divided into two groups. In one (bipolar
psychosis) individuals exhibit episodes of mania or hypomania and
depression whereas in the other (unipolar psychosis) only episodes of
depression occur. Disagreement exists as to whether these groups constitute
genetically distinct entities. Perris found that the morbid risks for bipolar and
unipolar psychosis among the first-degree relatives of 138 bipolar probands
were 16.3 and 0.8 percent respectively whereas among the relatives of 139
unipolar probands the morbid risks were 0.5 and 10.6 percent respectively
for bipolar and unipolar psychoses. These data support the possibility of
genetically distinct subtypes. Other workers, however, have reported
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relatively high rates of unipolar psychosis among the relatives of bipolar
probands, indicating that overlap of the two types of disorder exists.
The bipolar-unipolar distinction has been found to be a good one for the
purpose

of

research

into

the

clinical,

psychophysiological,

and

pharmacological correlates of the affective disorders. The age of onset of
bipolar psychosis tends to be earlier than that of the unipolar form, and the
morbid risk for affective disorder appears to be higher among the relatives of
a bipolar proband than among those of a unipolar one. Depressed bipolar
patients have been reported to exhibit less pacing behavior, overt expressions
of anger, and somatic complaints than unipolar ones. In contrast to the latter,
the former tend to have a lower threshold for flicker stimulation and an
augmenting pattern in their measured-average, evoked-cortical potentials.
Lithium carbonate appears to be a more effective antidepressant in bipolar
patients than in unipolar ones. The former, in contrast to the latter, tend to
show hypomanic episodes when treated for depression with L-Dopa, or with
tricyclic antidepressants. Red blood cell catechol O-methyltransferase(COMT)
activity appears to be relatively lower among unipolar female patients than
bipolar ones whereas blood platelet monoamine oxidase (MAO) activity
appears to be relatively lower in bipolar patients. Taken together, these
findings support the bipolar-unipolar dichotomy and suggest that the
differentiation may be a consequence of different underlying genetic systems.
Support for this hypothesis derives from data collected by Zerbin-Rudin, who
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carefully examined the relevant twin literature and found that concordant MZ
pairs were, with only a few exceptions, similar as to subtype.
Angst and Perris found an increased number of affected females among
the first- degree relatives of unipolar probands whereas among the relatives
of bipolar probands the two sexes were equally affected. Data summarized by
Winokur and his coworkers suggest that a preponderance of affected female
relatives may occur in families of both bipolar and unipolar female probands.
These latter workers have suggested that among the relatives of female
bipolar probands affected parents and children show equal proportions of
females and males, but affected sisters appear to be some three times more
prevalent than affected brothers. They also point out that mothers of male
bipolar probands appear to be more often affected than fathers. These
findings are suggestive of an X-linked dominant mode of inheritance for
bipolar psychosis. In support of this hypothesis, evidence has been advanced
suggesting linkage between manic-depressive disorder and the color
blindness and Xg blood group loci. However, the number of families involved
in the linkage study was small and data of both Cadoret and Winokur and
other workers are not consistent with X-linkage. In two recent reports, the
distribution of secondary cases of bipolar psychosis between the maternal
and paternal sides of the families of bipolar probands was found to be more in
accord with a polygenic mode of transmission rather than one involving a
major gene.
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Winokur and his coworkers have suggested that there may be two
groups of unipolar psychosis, one with a relatively early age of onset in which
relatively higher morbid risks for depression occur mostly among females
and the other with a relatively later age of onset in which female and male
relatives of male probands share equal morbid risks for depression. Perris
has argued for a polygenic mode of transmission for unipolar psychosis.
Another possibility that has been advanced is that the predisposition to
affective disorders may have a heterogeneous genetic basis. The possible
association of the affective disorders with aspects of biogenic amine
metabolism suggests that pharmacogenetic approaches might be worthwhile
in elucidating the apparent genotypic and phenotypic heterogeneity of these
disorders. Genetic variation in the metabolism of antidepressant drugs has
been found.

Schizophrenia
Evidence pointing to the involvement of genotypic factors in the
etiology of schizophrenia has been considerably strengthened in recent years.
Eleven major twin studies of schizophrenia have been carried out worldwide:
all show higher rates of concordance among MZ than DZ twin pairs. In the
older studies, MZ concordance rates are generally 60 percent or more
whereas in those conducted after 1965, shown in Table 17-2, average MZ
concordance is between 34 and 46 percent. The differences probably reflect
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the nature of the population studied as well as variations in sampling and
statistical procedures. The older studies generally involved chronically
affected resident hospital populations whereas the recent ones employed
consecutive admissions or birth registers. Of the older twin studies,
Kallmann’s is probably the best known because of the large sample (691
pairs) studied, its inordinately high age- corrected MZ concordance rate (86
percent) and the intensity of criticism it received. In their study, Gottesman
and Shields took account of many of the criticisms of the diagnostic and
sampling procedures of the earlier twin studies. Their study was organized
prospectively and consisted of a sample of consecutive admissions to a shortstay psychiatric hospital over a period of sixteen years. Both sexes were
represented equally among the probands and zygosity was carefully
determined. These investigators found that without age-correction 42
percent of the twenty-four MZ pairs and only 9 percent of the thirty- three
same-sexed DZ twin pairs were concordant for schizophrenia. To study the
effect of differential diagnostic criteria on concordance rates, summaries of
the case histories of the 114 individual twins were submitted to six clinicians
from three different countries representing a broad range of psychiatric
orientation. Each judge, blind as to diagnosis and zygosity, arrived at his own
diagnostic assessment. In sum, it was found that despite individual diagnostic
preferences considerable agreement existed among the judges. The
consensus diagnosis yielded concordance rates similar to those found by
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Gottesman and Shields in their original study. Of particular interest was the
fact that neither narrow nor broad concepts of schizophrenia but rather
middle-of-the-road

diagnostic

criteria

produced

the

most

reliable

discrimination between MZ and DZ concordance rates, and hence the highest
estimate of heritability.
Table 17-2. Concordance Rates in Recent Twin Studies of Schizophrenia (in percent).
MZ TWINS

Kringlen
(1968) Norway

DZ TWINS

N
(pairs)

(a)

(b)

N
(pairs)

(a)

(b)

55

25-39

45

90

7-10

15

21

24-48

56

41

10-20

26

19

16

35

34

3

13

95

27

43

125

5

9

24

42

58

33

9

12

Fischer et al. (1969) Denmark

Tienari*
(1971) Finland
Allen et al.* (1972) U.S.A.
Gottesman and Shields
(1972) U.K.

(a) pairwise concordance
(b) proband method (from)
* Only male pairs studied.

Studies of MZ twin pairs reared apart also suggest that genotypic factors
are involved in the etiology of schizophrenia. Of the seventeen such pairs
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compiled by Slater and Cowie, eleven (65 percent) were reported to be
concordant for schizophrenia. However, more than half of these pairs were
not obtained in a systematic way, and, thus, discordant pairs may have been
underreported.
Schizophrenia shows a decided familial concentration (Table 17-3). The
median morbid risk for schizophrenia in the general population, derived from
nineteen studies tabulated by Zerbin-Riidin, is about 0.8 percent. Both sexes
appear to be equally at risk. Among the first-degree relatives of an affected
proband, the median risk over all studies is about 8.6 percent; for second- and
third- degree relatives, the risks are 2.1 and 1.7 percent respectively. Thus,
there is an elevation of morbid risks for schizophrenia among the relatives of
probands over that of the general population, increasing as the degree of
genetic relatedness to the proband increases.
Table 17-3. Estimates of Morbid Risks for Schizophrenia Among Relatives of
Schizophrenic Probands (in percent). (Data from various sources.)
Parents

4.2-5.5

Children

9.7-13.9

Children (both parents affected)

35-46

Sibs (all)

7.5-10.2

(neither parent affected)

6.7-9.7

(one parent schizophrenic)

12.5-17.2

Half-sibs

3.2-3.5
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Aunts and Uncles

2.0-3.6

Nieces and Nephews

2.2-2.6

Grandchildren

2.8-3.5

The most compelling evidence for the role of genotypic factors in the
etiology of schizophrenia derives from the study of adoptive children.
Karlsson found that among the relatives of eight schizophrenic probands who
were reared by unrelated adoptive parents from the first year of life, six of the
twenty-nine biologic sibs and none of the twenty-eight foster sibs were
schizophrenic. In another report, Karlsson discusses several other cases of
affected individuals born to a schizophrenic parent but separated from them
early in life. Heston studied a group of forty-seven individuals (an
experimental group) born to hospitalized schizophrenic mothers, but
separated from them at birth and reared in foster homes. A control group,
selected from fifty individuals who had entered the same foundling homes
around the same time as the first group, was matched to the experimentals by
age, sex, type of eventual placement (adoptive, foster family, or institutional)
and the length of time in child-care institutions. None of the mothers of the
controls had a known psychiatric disorder. Most subjects were personally
interviewed and information from psychiatric, police, and social- service
agencies, private physicians, friends, relatives, and other sources was also
obtained.
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All the subjects were about thirty-six years of age at the time of the
study and were thus well into the age of risk for schizophrenia. It was found
that five of the experimental group and none of the controls were diagnosed
as schizophrenic. In addition, Heston found significantly lower scores on the
Menninger Mental Health-Sickness Rating Scale (MHSRS) and relatively
higher incidences of criminality, mental deficiency, neurotic personality
disorder and sociopathic personality among the experimental group than
among the controls.
A series of adoption studies have also been carried out by Kety,
Rosenthal, and their coworkers in Denmark. From an adoption register of the
greater Copenhagen area, the names of approximately fifty-five hundred
individuals were obtained who had been given up for nonfamilial adoption at
an early age, between 1923 and 1947. From these records the names,
addresses, and other pertinent information concerning the biological and
adoptive parents were also obtained. From a psychiatric register and other
sources it was possible to determine which individuals had a psychiatric
history. In one study, approximately ten thousand parents of the adoptees
were considered. The hospital records of the parents listed in the psychiatric
register were examined independently, first by Danish psychiatrists and then
by the American collaborators. If diagnostic agreement was reached, the child
given up for adoption by that parent became an index case. From the
remaining adoptees, a group of controls was selected, none of whose
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biological parents had a psychiatric history. The control and index adoptees
were matched for age, sex, age at transfer to the adoptive family, and
socioeconomic status of the adopting family. In this way, seventy-six index
and sixty-seven control adoptees, with a mean age of thirty-three years, were
collected for study. Each received a psychiatric interview, carried out so that
the interviewer was blind as to whether a given individual belonged to the
index or control groups. Of the index parents, fifty were mothers and twentysix were fathers; only ten of the parents had their first psychiatric admission
antedating the birth of the index child. It was found that twenty-four (31.6
percent) of the index and twelve (17.8 percent) of the control children had a
schizophrenic-spectrum diagnosis;4 the difference between the two groups is
statistically significant. The relative severity of the psychiatric diagnoses was
greater among the index cases than among the controls. The three cases with
diagnoses of chronic schizophrenia were all index cases.
In a second study, the rates of schizophrenic disorders among the
biological and adoptive relatives of a group of index and control adoptees
were determined. Among the parents, sibs, and half-sibs of thirty-three
affected index cases thirteen out of one hundred and fifty of the biological but
only two out of seventy-four of the adoptive relatives had a schizophrenicspectrum disorder, whereas among the relatives of thirty-three matched
controls three of one hundred fifty-six biological and three of eighty-three
adoptive relatives were found affected. Thus, although there was no
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significant difference in the prevalence of schizophrenic disorders among the
adoptive relatives of the two groups, the rate of these disorders among the
biological relatives of the index cases was significantly higher than that
among the controls. Taken together with the twin and family studies, these
data strongly suggest that genotypic factors play a role in the development of
schizophrenia.
No widespread agreement exists as to the mode of inheritance of the
genes that predispose to schizophrenia. Recent theories include major gene,
polygenic, and various mixed or heterogeneity models. Following Kallmann’s
earlier arguments, Hurst has recently defended a single locus recessive
model. Kidd and Cavalli-Sforza have suggested that available family data are
compatible with a single recessive having a gene frequency of about 10
percent and a threshold such that 50 percent or more of the homozygous
recessives would be affected. Slater, on the other hand, has advanced a model
involving a partially dominant gene with a frequency of about 3 percent and
with a manifestation rate in the heterozygote of 13 percent. According to this
model, most schizophrenics would be heterozygotes. Karlsson has suggested
a two-factor model involving a dominant principal gene with a frequency of
about 7 percent and a secondary dominant with a frequency between 20 and
30 percent. Other investigators favor a polygenic mode of inheritance. A
polygenic threshold model has been advanced by Gottesman and Shields who,
following Falconer and Smith, have calculated the heritability of the liability
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to schizophrenia to be about 85 percent.
Several heterogeneity models have been advanced; these consider the
possibility that schizophrenia constitutes a collection of heterogeneous
disorders with differing genotypic etiologies. Genetic heterogeneity may arise
as a result of the effects of genes or blocks of genes at different loci or the
presence of multiple alleles at a common locus. Morton and his coworkers
have shown that for heterogeneous disorders like limb- girdle muscular
dystrophy, deaf-mutism, and severe mental defect estimates of the proportion
of all cases resulting from major gene effects can be calculated. These workers
distinguish two etiological groups, a high-risk group in which the recurrence
risk for sibs of affected individuals is appreciable due to the segregation of
fully penetrant recessive genes, and a low-risk group of sporadic cases due to
mutations, phenocopies (environmentally induced mimics of a genetic
disorder) and polygenic complexes in which recurrence risks for sibs are
small. For severe mental defect, 88 percent of the cases were found to belong
to the sporadic group; the remainder were attributed to a minimum of
twenty-two contributory recessive loci. A modified version of this model
might be applicable to schizophrenia. However, adequate empirical tests for
heterogeneity models of schizophrenia have not yet been developed. It is of
interest to note that genetic heterogeneity has become an increasingly
common finding in human genetics research.
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Arguments for and against the monogenic and polygenic models for
schizophrenia are discussed by several writers. Major gene theories generally
require auxiliary assumptions of reduced penetrance to account for the
inadequate fit of family and twin data to Mendelian expectations, and
selective advantages to account for the maintenance of the disorder over time
in the face of the reduced reproductive rate of affected individualists Heston
attempted to bypass the difficulty of reduced penetrance by postulating that
schizoid disorders and schizophrenia are alternative expressions of a single
dominant gene. However, there is poor clinical consensus over what
constitutes a schizoid disorder. Moreover, even when the frequency of both
disorders is taken into account, the observed rates for all degrees of
relationship to an affected individual are consistently lower than those
expected on the basis of a fully penetrant, single dominant gene.
To account for the apparent maintenance of the genes predisposing to
schizophrenia over time, some workers have suggested that heterozygotes
enjoy selective advantages that lead to the maintenance of a balanced
polymorphism. Moran has suggested that a reproductive advantage of about
xo percent in nonschizophrenic heterozygotes would be needed to maintain a
balanced polymorphism. Several investigators have discussed possible
sources of such advantages. Huxley et al. have suggested that schizophrenics
may be resistant to surgical shocks and to infections. However, with the
possible exception of an increased resistance to viral infections, the evidence
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is largely unsubstantiated. Erlenmeyer-Kimling found that during the first
year of life, infants born to schizophrenics have a lower mortality rate than
same-sexed infants in the general population. Female offspring of a
schizophrenic parent were found to have a significantly lower mortality rate
during the period from birth to age fifteen than did females of the general
population. If confirmed, these findings would provide some support for the
possibility that the genes associated with schizophrenia confer sufficient
compensatory advantages on their carriers to maintain a balanced
polymorphism. Bodmer has suggested that a polymorphism could be
maintained through a higher relative reproductive rate among the unaffected
relatives of schizophrenics. Study of the marriage and fertility trends in
schizophrenic patients admitted to state hospitals in New York State revealed
that over the past few decades the reproductive disadvantages of
schizophrenics have declined. Of particular interest is the fact that the
reproductive rate of nonaffected sisters of schizophrenics increased, during a
twenty-year period, to X40 percent that of the general population rate.
Relevant to these findings are suggestions that nonschizophrenic relatives of
affected

individuals

may

be

predisposed

to

creativity,

giftedness,

resourcefulness, and other desirable behavioral characteristics. If these
attributes are associated with the increased fertility of relatives of
schizophrenics, it would suggest that the possible long-range dysgenic trends
attending changes in the fertility of schizophrenics might be offset by the
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increase in frequency of adaptive attributes in other individuals.
Polygenic models obviate the necessity of postulating the balanced
polymorphism and/ or reduced penetrance required by monogenic models.
Available family data appear to support a polygenic model- Edwards has
shown that the incidence of a polygenically inherited disorder in first-degree
relatives of probands would approximate the square root of the general
population incidence. If the incidence of schizophrenia in the general
population is 0.8 percent, then it would be expected that approximately 9
percent of the first-degree relatives of probands would be affected. This
accords closely to the median morbid risk for this group of relatives (see
Table 17-3). Support for a polygenic threshold model is provided by the
relationship between the morbid risks in relatives and the severity of the
disorder in the proband. If it is assumed that severely affected individuals
carry a greater number of the relevant predisposing genes than more mildly
affected persons, it would be expected that the prevalence of schizophrenia
among relatives of the former would be higher than that among the latter.
Although in one family study no strong relationship was found between
measures of severity and the presence of a family history of schizophrenia, in
several twin studies the severity of the illness in MZ probands has been found
to be associated with the concordance rate in the co-twins. Also, pertinent to
the relationship between high risk and severity are data showing that the
morbid risk for sibs of affected individuals increases substantially if one
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parent is also affected (Table 17-3). On the basis of a simple single gene
model, the risk for subsequent sibs would be expected to remain constant.
However, recently advanced major gene models account for the increase in
risk about as well as a polygenic threshold model does.
In sum, available data derived from family and twin studies of
schizophrenia can be fitted to multiple models of genetic transmission. Recent
attempts to discriminate between different modes of inheritance in
schizophrenia and in other disorders without an obvious Mendelian pattern
of transmission suggest that this problem has no easy solution. The one point
on which there is agreement is that both genotypic and environmental factors
are involved in the development of schizophrenia.
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in MZ twins discordant
for schizophrenia. The elucidation of the life-history differences and the
biological and psychological variables that differentiate the affected and
nonaffected members of MZ twin pairs would contribute to our
understanding of the genotype-environment interactions involved in the
precipitation of schizophrenia. Such studies might define which variables
require greater attention in future research and suggest strategies of
intervention that might prevent the development of illness in vulnerable
individuals. Stabenau and Pollin have suggested that, in contrast to the
nonschizophrenic co-twin, the affected one was more likely to have been
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weaker, shorter, and lighter at birth, and to have experienced birth
complications such as neonatal asphyxia. As a child, CNS illness was also
likely. Behaviorally, the affected twin was reported to have been more
submissive, sensitive, serious, obedient, dependent, stubborn, and neurotic as
a child than the nonschizophrenic co-twin. The schizophrenic twin also
tended to be strongly identified with the psychologically less healthy parent
who had a more global cognitive style than did the other parent. Other
intrapair comparisons suggest that schizophrenic twins have more abnormal
neurological signs, a higher lactate/pvruvate ratio and higher titers of
antirabbit heterophile hemagglutinin than their nonschizophrenic co-twins.
On the other hand, no significant differences were found in serum S19
macroglobulin

levels

or

in

the

urinary

excretion

of

3,4-

dimethoxyphenylethylamine (DMPEA) in discordant MZ pairs. Some of the
issues that need to be explored in discordancy research are the applicability
of detected differences to concordant twins and to nontwin schizophrenic
groups; whether the differences are present prior to the onset of illness or
develop as a consequence of the psychopathology; the specificity of the
differences to schizophrenia; and the effects of systematic manipulations of
life experiences, as, for example, through psychiatric attention, on co-twin
differences. Some of the intrapair differences detected in discordancy
research have not always been found among concordant twin pairs or
singletons.
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Another important research strategy adopted in recent years is the socalled high-risk approach in which individuals predisposed to schizophrenia
and their families are studied prospectively in order to elucidate the
biological and psychological factors that precede the onset of schizophrenia
and contribute to its precipitation. Wynne has provided a provocative
discussion of the various strategies employed in high-risk research. Mednick
and his coworkers pioneered such studies in Denmark; at least eleven other
high-risk studies are currently ongoing worldwide. Mednick is studying a
group of 207 high-risk children born to chronically and severely
schizophrenic mothers matched to a group of 104 (low-risk) controls for age,
sex, social class, and other variables. Since the onset of the study in 1962,
twenty of the high-risk group have suffered psychiatric breakdown. Each
breakdown subject was then matched with a low-risk control. Comparisons of
these with another unaffected high-risk subject and three groups have
suggested that the mothers of the sick group were more severely
schizophrenic and hospitalized earlier than those of the unaffected high-risk
children, that the sick children have suffered one or more serious pregnancy
or birth complications, and had been considerably more aggressive and
disruptive in school than the children of the other groups. Galvanic skin
responses (GSR) and responses on a word-association test also appeared to
differentiate the sick group from the others. A preliminary report of another
ongoing high-risk study being conducted by Anthony has also recently
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appeared.

Future Avenues of Research
One of the central issues in psychiatric research is the relation between
life stresses and behavioral dysfunction. Clinical and experimental
observations suggest that differential susceptibility to illness might be a
consequence of how different individuals adapt and respond to stress.
Presumably, numerous genotypic and environmental factors contribute to
such individual variation. One of the promising lines of research in this area
involves studies focused on the intervening hormonal substrates of behavior.
Stress affects multiple endocrine systems. Conversely, hormones influence
CNS function. Genetic variation affecting the synthesis and metabolism of the
andrenocortical and thyroid hormones has been identified. It is conceivable
that certain individuals carrying gene defects affecting these endocrine
systems may, when subjected to sustained major stress situations, produce
deficient or excessive amounts of these hormones or their metabolites, with
concomitant adverse effects on CNS functioning. Investigation of the
interdigitation of genes, hormones, and behavior may have important
implications for psychiatry and psychosomatic medicine.
With the increased use of drugs in the treatment of behavioral
disorders, psychopharmacogenetic research opportunities have become
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available. Suggestions have been made that relatives of depressive patients
tend to respond to the same class of antidepressant drug, either MAO
inhibitors or tricyclic compounds, in the same way as the proband. No
similarity of response was found when antidepressants of different groups
were used. In the treatment of schizophrenics with phenothiazines, the risk of
extrapyramidal side effects appears to be increased in patients with a positive
family history of Parkinson’s disease. These and similar findings need to be
explored further. The study of genetically determined differences in the
response of individuals to drugs that alter mood and behavior may elucidate
some of the biochemical mechanisms underlying behavioral disorders and
may contribute to the identification of distinct clinical subgroups among the
major psychoses.
Stronger collaborative interactions are needed between biochemists
and psychiatric geneticists. Too often biochemical research into behavioral
disorder begins by assuming the presence of a genetic etiology, but then
proceeds to ignore the implications of that assumption in the specific
research carried out. A behavioral-biochemical correlation due to a common
genetic cause should show predictable patterns of transmission among
relatives of an affected individual. Thus, segregation studies should reveal
which correlations continue to hold and which break down among relatives of
probands. The former situation would suggest that a common genetic basis is
present whereas the latter would show that no genetic relationship exists
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between the biochemical variable being studied and the behavior. For
example, although the protein factor identified by the L/P ratio has been
found in greater concentrations in the plasma of schizophrenics than in that
of normal people, study of the families of schizophrenics showed that the
correlation between schizophrenic symptomatology and high L/P ratio
disappears. Thus, whatever is being measured by the L/P ratio probably has
little or no etiological relationship to schizophrenia.
Until recently, the history of psychiatric genetics has been marked by an
overriding concern with nature-nurture issues, which had as their focus the
demonstration of a genotypic influence on behavioral characters and on
determining morbid risks and patterns of inheritance. There is a growing
awareness of the need to shift the primary focus of psychiatric genetics
research

to

the

problem

of

genotype-environment

interactions.

Developmental studies should receive strong encouragement. Too little is
known about the ontogeny of behavioral dysfunction in children with inborn
errors of metabolism and chromosomal disorders. Studies are needed to
elucidate the reaction range of a particular genotype or karyotype in differing
environments. With respect to the major psychoses, the high-risk strategy has
emerged as the approach with the greatest potential of clarifying the complex
interplay of genotypic, biochemical, physiological, psychological, and social
factors that promote or prevent behavioral disorder in predisposed
individuals. Once illness is present, it is virtually impossible to tease apart the
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etiological variables from those which arise as consequences of the illness.
Thus, the prospective, longitudinal study of premorbid individuals, preferably
in conjunction with an adoption strategy, is long overdue as a central
methodology of psychiatric genetics. In the face of the major contributions of
experiential factors to human behavior, such research approaches may yield
considerably more appropriate data for genetic analysis than that provided
by classical human genetics methodology.
The increasing use of adoption studies in psychiatric genetics research
suggests that greater attention needs to be paid to the psychology and
sociology of adoption. Adoption may involve something more than an
ordinary parent-child relationship. The intriguing possibility advanced by
Rosenthal and others that adoption may have ameliorative consequences for
the adopted individual needs further exploration. In the adoption study of
schizophrenia carried out in Denmark, only 0.3 percent of the total group of
fifty-five hundred adoptees were classified as chronic or process
schizophrenia. This rate, the lowest ever reported in a Scandinavian
population, may be due to several factors. One possibility is that adoptive
rearing may contribute to the reduced expression of psychopathology. The
fact that the rate of hospitalized schizophrenia (1.3 percent) among the
adoptees born to a schizophrenic parent was lower than that reported for
offspring of schizophrenics generally is consistent with this possibility.
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The rapid advances in scientific technology, particularly those related to
prenatal diagnosis and to chromosome identification and mapping, will
presumably have important implications for psychiatric genetics as well as
for medical practice generally. Taken together with available techniques of
manipulating behavior through behavioral and pharmacological means and
the future possibilities of modifying behavior through genetic engineering,
the potential of controlling and directing man’s behavioral evolution is
becoming an increasing reality. To what extent and to what ends should
human behavior be manipulated? Underlying these questions are important
ethical and philosophical issues concerning the nature of man and the
meaning of his existence. Is man beyond freedom, dignity, choice, and
responsibility, or are these attributes the core of his existence? Whatever
answers eventually emerge, it is clear that both the biological and
sociocultural bases of human behavior will need to be taken into account.
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Notes
1 I gratefully acknowledge the suggestions offered by Drs. L. Erlenmeyer-Kimling, I. I. Gottesman, K.
Kidd, and D. Rosenthal concerning various aspects of this chapter.
2 Major differences exist, however, in the portion of the genome actually active at a given time during
the course of life. For example, genes active in the synthesis of fetal hemoglobin (HbF),
are inactive postnatally, when HbA is normally formed.
3 Although several reports have suggested that 47,XXY males are also predisposed to criminality, they
found no increase in the frequency of these individuals above that of the newborn rate.
4 The schizophrenic-spectrum disorders are described by Kety et al. They include chronic or process,
acute and borderline or psychoneurotic schizophrenia, and severely schizoid or
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inadequate personality.
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CHAPTER 18
SOCIAL CHANGE AND THE PROBLEMS OF YOUTH
Beatrix A. Hamburg

Introduction
Change is not a new phenomenon for man. Over the span of
evolutionary time, natural selection has favored structural and behavioral
attributes that enhance man’s adaptability to environmental and social
change. In fact, it might be said that man’s ability systematically to effect
significant changes in his environment is the salient difference between man
and other creatures. Increasingly over the years man lives in a man-made
environment. It may give some perspective to realize that man’s evolutionary
history has been characterized by rapid change as compared, for example, to
social insects who have remained static for fifty million years. There is
evidence that man, as a distinct primate, has existed and has been evolving for
two to three million years, although primates have existed for over fifty
million years. Our own species, Homo sapiens, has existed for only about forty
thousand years. Within that time man has radiated to all parts of the world
and has shown a remarkable ability to adapt both to the most diverse kinds of
ecological niches and to drastic environmental changes within a given niche.
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Man’s ability to influence his environment depends on adaptations of brain,
motor function, and behavior that enable him not simply to make tools but to
use them in combinations and to store them for future use; that is to say, to
command a mastery of technology. There also has been the unique and
powerful advantage of a command of spoken and, later, of written language.
The current view that technological change is a new and troublesome
phenomenon may rest on our historical perspective. It is true that thousands
of years passed in which simple tools changed scarcely at all and all of the
main features of the hunting and gathering societies were remarkably stable.
The advent of agriculture was eight or nine thousand years ago. It is believed
that its worldwide adoption, in effective form, required several thousand
years. The Industrial Revolution took place about two centuries ago. Although
the full impact of the technological advances on a worldwide basis has not yet
been fully attained, the Western world has had an industrial society for only
several generations or about a century. The “postindustrial” society is largely
in its formative stages and even in the most advanced countries was initiated
within the past twenty years.
It can be noted in this brief resume that the fact of change has been
constant in man’s history, but the rate of change has been rapidly
accelerating. This rate phenomenon is highly salient in one’s perception of
change and the ability to cope. We have moved from rates of change on an
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evolutionary scale of millions of years to the spread of agriculture in
thousands of years, to changes in the industrial Revolution that took a couple
of hundred years and now, in the postindustrial society, sweeping changes
seem to be occurring from one generation to the next.
The question may be raised as to whether this current rate of change
may be challenging the limits of genetically determined behavioral adaptation
in a species in which the period of immaturity and learning is as prolonged as
it is in man. It would appear, in a perhaps analogous vein, that man in affluent
cultures has reached some other genetic limits, for example, genetically
determined limits to height and maturational development. Tanner has
evidence that the secular trends toward increase in height and decreasing age
of menarche have shown a tendency to flatten out in the past couple of
generations of affluent Western populations.
Contemporary rapid social change has been invoked widely as an
explanation for problems of youth. However, from earliest recorded time
there has always been an awareness of reckless, erratic, irritating, and often
rebellious behavior of adolescents.
They have high aspirations: for they have never yet been humiliated by the
experience of life, but are unacquainted with the limiting force of
circumstances. . . . Again, in their actions they prefer honor to expediency.
... If the young commit a fault, it is always on the side of excess and
exaggeration. . . . They regard themselves as omniscient and are positive in
their assertions; that is, in fact, the reason of their carrying everything too
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far. [pp. 18-19]

This quotation from Aristotle has a very contemporary flavor. The kinds
of behavior that reflect the developmental status of the young person are, at
times, interpreted as evidence of a “generation gap.” There is a need to
examine whether the problems of the youth of the past decade are, in fact,
merely the most recent version of perennial “growing pains” or whether they
instead represent a major discontinuity with the cultural institutions of the
past century, i.e., a true generation gap. If the latter is so, it would suggest that
our cultural institutions are no longer adequate to the task of socializing
children for their adult tasks and challenges. This paper will attempt to look
at these issues.

Social Change and the Problems of Contemporary Youth
There is no doubt that throughout the world youth rebellion was a
dominant theme and major concern of the 1960s. In some cases it meant
violent confrontations over social issues. In other instances, there was great
concern about the alienated, often drug- abusing, dropouts from society.
Many have viewed this generation with despair. A few have seen these kinds
of behavior as evidence of social progress.'' In any case, on all sides there is a
strongly felt need to relate the behavior of these young people to the social
scene and to social change. Clearly, this turbulent decade is an important
study in its own right. This paper will focus on the American youth of the
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sixties, but it will attempt at the same time to reappraise the relation of the
individual family and society as well as look at the complex interplay of forces
that determine the behavior of adolescents and young adults in any era.
There is a need to define the variables that are believed to be significant
in contributing to the behavioral outcomes at adolescence. In any attempt to
understand ongoing social change one must consider the forces and
mechanisms of change, and also the nature of their impact in terms of
magnitude of effect, quality, direction, and rapidity of change. The variables to
be discussed are:
1. Cultural institutions of the past century especially as modified by advances in
technology.
2. Specific social context of the parental generation as it affects their child-rearing
goals and practices. It should be noted that cultural subgroups will have somewhat
different patterns of socialization (culture transmission) in any given era.
3. Contemporary youth. Analysis of current social institutions with particular emphasis
on drastically new developments that are likely to shift values and change social
institutions. Some attention will be paid to the range of new solutions and their
differential impacts across the generations and within the generation of contemporary
youth.

Cultural Institutions: Trends of the Twentieth Century
Culture may be defined as the system of social institutions, ideologies,
and values that characterize a particular social domain in its adaptation to the
environment. It is also implicit in the concept that these traditions and beliefs
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are systematically transmitted to succeeding generations. Culture is a
dynamic concept and it is assumed that none but the simplest society has a
single, static, all-embracing structure.
Any factor inducing significant environmental or social change will
inevitably lead to a state of disequilibrium in at least one sector of the social
system. In the twentieth century it is generally believed that advances in
technology have played the major role in initiating social changes. Under the
stress of change, the coping styles of individuals in a society will reflect the
patterns of socialization that characterized their upbringing.
Behavioral responses cannot be exclusively predicted in terms of the
nature of the stimulus or specific innovation. There is a continual interaction
and interdependence of behavioral response and the technologies. There are
those who believe that the major challenge currently facing man is to use
scientific knowledge to guide processes and directions of technological
change in the future. There is the belief that the rate of change will continue
to accelerate and that in addition to coping with the current technological
changes related to the physical sciences, we are now on the edge of a
biological revolution whose impact may be even more dramatic in terms of
the implications for man’s future.-- The hope is that we will be able to
mobilize

“creative”

behavioral

responses

rather

than

eliciting

a

preponderance of either passive or violent responses that seemed to
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characterize the sixties.
Socialization is typically viewed as the shaping of the behavior of
children by parents and by other significant adults. It is also true that the
behavior and the values of young persons affect parents and significant adults
and can, in turn, play a significant role in shaping adult behavior. Indeed, this
may be a major primate social technique for adaptation to environmental
change. There would appear to be an innate age differential in the preference
for novelty.- When buttressed by a secure relationship with significant adults,
children and juvenile primates exhibit a strong attractive for novel stimuli.
Under these circumstances they will actively enjoy the exploration of novel
aspects of the environment and new kinds of behavior are typically
introduced into primate groups as a result of these juvenile “experiments.”
This socialization of adult primates by the juveniles has been well described
in Japan by Itani and Tsumori. In contemporary America it is clear that new
styles in clothing, hair, and music have been initially espoused by youth and
later adopted into the general culture. This may also be true for certain basicvalue orientations. For example, many adults report that their children were
of significant influence in changing their attitudes about the war in Vietnam.
It is customary to divide this century into ten-year segments, the
twenties, the thirties, the fifties, etc. This is probably related mainly to the
practices of the federal census. In any case, there are evocative images that
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have been associated with these decades and it is useful to continue to use
them for purposes of our discussion of the major technological and social
trends of this century.

The Turn of the Century—1900s
In 1900, the United States was a predominantly rural nation. At that
time, two out of three Americans lived on farms or in small towns. There were
stable communities with a network of social supports. The patriarchal family,
with a large number of children and closely related extended family members,
was the social unit. The salience of the father as a direct provider, earning a
living for the family in clearly visible job roles, was still the norm. The father’s
work was still within range of the home, so that his presence was quite
tangible through the day. The eroding effect of machine technology on the
integrity of the family was just beginning to appear. The later outcomes of this
development will be further discussed in relation to contemporary society.
Significantly, the U. S. Steel Corporation was organized in 1900. Steel
was then, and continues in developing countries to be, a major symbol of
economic progress. Steel had general utility as a basic construction material
but little meaning, as such, to individuals or families. U. S. Steel dominated the
economy for the next three decades.
The total population of the U. S. in 1900 was seventy-six million people.
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The gross national product was roughly $20 billion. There were no motor
vehicles, no radios or television sets. Telephones were rare (six per one
thousand of the population). Only 6.4 percent of young Americans completed
high school. Profitable economic participation in society was just beginning to
be dependent on higher education. Values were stable and were transmitted
to the young with certainty. America was seen as a land of opportunity where
hard work would be rewarded with material success. Sex roles were sharply
delineated and were generally accepted as valid. Only a few women even
questioned their lack of voting rights. It was a male- and youth-oriented
culture. It has also been characterized as an era of “rugged individualism.”
Persons born in 1900 are now in their seventies. Some are still serving
on or just retiring as chairmen of the boards of major corporations, chairmen
of influential Senate committees, heads of labor unions, and members of
boards of regents of major universities. Their decisions are still influencing
the contemporary scene. These are the elder statesmen of today and the
grandfathers of today’s youth.

The Parental Generation—1920s
In the late 1920s, one generation later, the parents of today’s youth
were born. At that time steel was superseded by automobiles as the dominant
industry and General Motors emerged as the major company. Unlike steel,
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automobiles had a highly salient impact on individuals and families. It
enormously increased their mobility, privacy, and, probably, their sexual
freedom. The negative impacts of this technological advance were not
confronted until the following generation, and they constitute an important
contemporary problem. Only now are questions being raised about the
extensive, costly, unattractive, street- and-road systems. Only now are the
problems of parking, traffic congestion, air pollution, and auto junkyards
beginning to be attacked. By the mid-1920s there were about eight million
automobiles in America, and the population naively enjoyed them, oblivious
of the potential for destructiveness to man and the environment.
Charles Lindberg made his dramatic solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean
in May, 1927. This event received worldwide attention and it was a great
stimulus for aviation. But air travel was still a hobby, not a means of
transportation nor a force for shrinking the size of the world.
In 1920-1930, the population was continuing its shift away from the
South and Midwest. Urban centers along both East and West coasts were
becoming prominent. In the 1930s only about half of the population was still
residing in rural settings. There was a notable migration of agricultural
workers of all colors and ethnicity due to increasing automation of the farm.
John Steinbeck movingly wrote about the migrant workers in 1940 in The
Grapes of Wrath. A large and less visible sector of this displaced group moved
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to urban slums where they settled into a “culture of poverty.” It was still
largely true, however, that even in big cities there tended to be cohesive
neighborhoods where people felt linked to each other and acted as a network
of support, interpersonal modeling, and controls for each other. Information
and values acquired by youth were largely filtered through the cohesive
group of parents and neighborhood. There was certainty about values and a
national pride related to America’s participation in World War I and to our
worldwide industrial leadership.
Most persons born in the 1920s experienced the depression of the
thirties in their early years and participated in World War II as young adults,
some as soldiers, others as war workers in industry at home. Rationing and
shortages of food, commodities, and services were felt by most.
The spirit of this generation has been poignantly conveyed by Vice
Admiral James F. Calvert, Superintendent of the U. S. Naval Academy.
The most vivid memory of my childhood is being told by my mother that
my father was, as we used to say in those days, “laid off.” Like all ten year
old boys I thought my father was the brightest, most capable man I had
ever known. If he could not make a living, how would I ever hope to do so?
. . . We worried about having enough to eat during the depression . . . and
then later as we were getting started in our professions all of us went away
to war. It (the war) took us and scattered us throughout the world. When
we came back in 1945 and 1946 we were a different breed . . . We wanted
stability and affluence. We wanted the privileges, the quiet, the stability for
our children that we never had. We worked hard to give it to them.
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Indeed, that generation built more schools, hospitals, and libraries than
all other previous American generations combined. The biomedical
professions made striking inroads on disease. The material prosperity and
leisure time in the American people showed similar gains.
The beliefs and values of this generation were chiefly derived from their
parents. Pride in family and nation was fostered and, for the most part, deeply
held. This generation was fortified by these beliefs as well as by the toughness
that was bred into them through coping with war and depression. Memories
of the deprivations of the depression give salience to the value of seeking
security and the acquisition of material possessions for themselves and their
children. This value has paved the way for the “affluent society.” There was
confidence in the productiveness of America to satisfy the material and social
needs of the total population. A strong current of idealism about the
importance of equality in our pluralistic society was also prominent. These
latter two values were to be the basis of the “revolution of rising
expectations” that has come to characterize value systems of the current
generation very strongly.
The Nineteenth Amendment, giving the vote to women, was passed in
1920. Although this was a notable event and climaxed the efforts of a
dedicated band of feminists, it did not usher in a new era for women. There
was simply a liberalization of the institution of voting. Actually, women at that
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time usually voted in accordance with their husband’s preferences and
showed virtually no independence in political thinking. No restructuring of
social institutions occurred nor was there significant alteration in society’s
view of woman’s traditional role of homemaker and mother.
In 1920 the population of America was 106 million persons. The gross
national product was $88 billion. There were now sixteen million telephones
or roughly 139 per one thousand of population. There were eight million
motor vehicles, and one and a half million radio sets, but no television as yet.
The persons born in this decade are now near their fifties, constitute the
“establishment” and are the parents of contemporary youth.

Contemporary Scene—1970s
Today’s youth was born in the 1950s. In 1950, the population of
America was 151 million. Thirty-four percent of young Americans completed
high school. The gross national product was $285 billion. There were fifty-six
million motor vehicles. Forty-five million families owned radio sets. There
were fifty million telephones, or 312 per one thousand population.
Transcontinental television was first broadcast September, 1951. By 1953,
there were nearly twenty-one million families who owned TV sets. By 1955,
there were thirty- four million sets in use. The growth in popularity has been
phenomenal. Today TV sets are in virtually every home in America. This is the
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first TV generation.
The affluence of America, as indicated in the gross national product, was
reflected in the rise in the standard of living, i.e., acquisition of material
possessions, and also in a mass movement of the affluent out of the cities and
into the suburbs. These suburbs have tended to be characterized by isolation,
age, race, educational and socioeconomic homogeneity. The necessity for the
husband to commute into the city tended to significantly diminish his role as
husband and, particularly, as father. Mothers living in these suburbs have had
far less support from family and community than their mothers or
grandmothers. The burdens on these mothers have been enormous and only
recently is there appreciation of the difficulties of raising children singlehandedly in a residential ghetto, cut off from the main currents of the larger
community.
Benjamin Spock published a popular, inexpensive book, Baby and Child
Care. When it was reprinted in paperback, this volume became the handbook,
almost “bible,” by which this generation of children was raised— at least in
middle-class families. Parents were encouraged to be permissive and childcentered. The burdened and insecure mothers were eager to rely on this
benign expert. There was a parallel shift in the advice given in Infant Care, a
handbook issued by the U. S. Children’s Bureau that was the other popular
“authority” on child rearing. In the successive editions of Infant Care between
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1914 and 1951, Wolfenstein charted a shift from the strict, authoritarian
approaches to childrearing in the twenties to a permissive approach by 1950.
Children were given more freedom for self-determination. There were also
conscious efforts at early independence training. There may have been some
maternal reaction to their own early experiences because these permissive
parents themselves had been raised in the “Watsonian” era of the 1920s and
early thirties when rigid schedules were the accepted practice.
On the industrial scene there was a dramatic development in the
technology of information processing through computer systems. IBM now
has the same dominating and salient position that General Motors and U. S.
Steel occupied in earlier eras. This was the beginning of the postindustrial or
“technetronic” era. The implications of computer technology for increasing
diversity and rates of change in all spheres of life are just beginning to be
appreciated.
The launching of Sputnik by Russia in 1957 had a profound impact on
the American educational system. There was a sharp shift in emphasis away
from the humanities to scientific technology. The traditional format and
regimentation of schools remained the same, however.

The Parental Generation: Child-Rearing Practices and Goals
Throughout history in most societies, the nuclear family has been the
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basic social unit within which care of the young has been rooted and where
cultural traditions, beliefs, and values have been transmitted from generation
to generation.
The nuclear family exists as a unit but is also an integral part of the total
social structure. It has membership in the wider kinship network of the
extended family, subcultural groups of religion, ethnicity or social class, the
local community, the nation and, in recent times, the “world community.” The
nuclear family tends to orient the developing child to the various elements of
this social fabric in roughly the same sequence of ever-widening groups just
cited.
From time to time there has been the suggestion that this traditional
role of the family has been so depreciated and diminished that the “family is
dead.” There is general agreement that this demise has been prematurely
reported, but it will be worthwhile to examine the reasons for concern about
the strength and viability of the social institution of the family, particularly
since this concern had been loudly voiced in relation to the families in the
generation now under scrutiny, that is to say, the parents of contemporary
youth. We will be discussing individuals who started their families in the late
1940s and the early 1950s.

Generation Gap
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Before examining some of the details of changes in the social climate
that have had significant impact on the social institution of the families of the
fifties, it is worth reexamining the concept of the generation gap. This concept
refers to an alleged sharp discontinuity between the practices, aspirations,
and values of parent and child. Such a discontinuity would proclaim that the
traditional role of the family as a transmitter of culture had failed. In the
literature and the press this “gap” has been discussed chiefly in relation to
elite youth who express vocal, often violent rejection of prevailing adult
values and roles. They appear to be disaffected from all aspects of the society.
However, careful study of this alienated group has shown that while these
young people may be rejecting traditional American values, they are generally
expressing the values of their own parents. Even for them there is, in fact, no
generation gap. When adolescents of the middle and lower classes are
studied, there are comparable findings of an absence of a generation gap.
“The bulk of the students in the survey studies- come from the
nonprofessional white collar’ and ‘blue collar’ families who are moderately
affluent and are traditional in their orientation. They and their children tend
to expect a continuity of generations in terms of values and occupational
niches. There is a mutual expectation of conformity and very little early
striving towards autonomy. By and large these individuals live in stable
communities and the children respect and wish to emulate their parents.
Religious values and affiliation tend to be stronger than in the surrounding
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classes.” Douvan and Gold have observed that “ ‘rebellious youth’ and ‘the
conflict between generations’ are phrases that ring; but so far as we can tell, it
is not the ring of truth they carry so much as the beguiling but misleading
tone of drama.”
Later on in the discussion of contemporary youth, it will be important to
discuss the “intra-generational” gaps, that is, the several distinct
contemporary youth cohorts who feel themselves in conflict with others of
their own age in achieving their specific goals. At the present, it is sufficient to
underscore the fact that in a pluralistic society American families are
continuing, by and large, to transmit basic value patterns to their children
without any sharp discontinuities.
This does not imply, by any means, that the observed behavior of young
people is necessarily in total conformity with that of the adults. Careful
studies have shown that adolescents do tend to conform to the basic values of
parents and are usually more influenced by parents than peers in making
long-term or otherwise significant decisions. They tend, however, to be
autonomous in their decisions, or heavily influenced by peers with respect to
matters of personal style such as hair, dress, music, and hobbies, and they are
heavily influenced by peers in issues pertaining to peer relations. In the
terminology of Merton and Rossi, the parents are used as the comparativereference group, or the group that is salient in making value judgments, while
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peers are used as the normative-reference group, or the group that is
emulated and supplies norms of overt behavioral styles.

Structural Characteristics of the Families of the 1950s
Although the value orientation of each parental generation had its roots
in the preceding generation, the particular version of these values has been
significantly shaped by interactions with the technology and cultural
influences impinging on individuals in their formative years. It is therefore
worthwhile to try to understand the social context into which contemporary
youth was born. Also, an effort will be made to understand the composite of
influences that was affecting their parents in their childrearing period and
influencing their socialization practices. An American value handed down
from generation to generation has been the belief in the importance of the
individual, coupled with the conviction that hard work would be rewarded
with success. There has also been a commitment to goals of material and
social progress. These are value patterns which imply an active adaptation to
environmental and social conditions. It also implies a belief in society as an
evolving and developing rather than a static entity. Therefore, for most of
these parents, there has been a positive evaluation of change both in terms of
technological advances and social mobility. This does not imply a uniform
acceptance of change in different spheres or all sectors of the population. It is
not a positive valuation of change for its own sake.
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Shrinking of the Family
The families of the fifties were functionally much smaller than those of
prior generations, despite the fact that they were often not smaller in terms of
the numbers of children. The parents of the fifties had been born and raised in
the depression when their parents were aware of the problems and burdens
of caring for a large number of children, and the birthrate in their era was at
an all-time low. In contrast, when they grew up, to become parents, they
participated in the post-World War II “baby boom” that raised the birthrate
dramatically. The implications of this dramatic demographic shift will be
explored in the discussion of the contemporary scene, particularly in relation
to college population.
There was, however, constriction of the family of the fifties through the
loss of the extended family and, thereby, a diminution of the number of total
persons, particularly adults, in the intimate orbit of the child. Mobile,
uprooted nuclear families were out of regular contact with grandparents,
aunts, uncles, cousins, etc. The age range and variety of role models were
greatly constricted by this loss of extended family. There was also a tendency
to have children in close succession so that the age spread of the children was
narrow and there was, therefore, less opportunity to use siblings over a range
of ages as foils, models, or parent surrogates.
In middle-class families servants who were quasi-members of the family
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and intimate parts of the household had usually disappeared. They had been
replaced by labor-saving machines and had themselves been attracted away
by jobs in industry.
The net result was a small nuclear family in which the emotional
intensity among the members was heightened, but the repertory of actors to
fill the needed range of roles was sharply diminished. The effects of the
shrinking of the family were compounded by mobility and urbanization.
These families were in need of nonfamilial supports.

Structural Isolation
The small nuclear family was now an urban or suburban phenomenon.
Neither suburb nor city in any way duplicated the richness of the social
network of the stable small towns of the prior generations. This has been
documented by systematic research on the daily life of children growing up in
a small town as compared with the lives of children in a modern city or
suburb. Small-town children from their earliest days onward interact with a
substantially greater number of adults in different walks of life. In contrast to
urban and suburban children, small-town children are more likely to be
active participants in the adult settings they enter. In cities there are large
numbers of impersonal contacts with strangers perhaps enhancing a sense of
alienation. Inadvertently, urban children were increasingly isolated in society
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and cut off from the supports, models, and constraints of meaningful personal
adult models. The role of TV and age-segregated peer groups in filling this
vacuum will be discussed later.

Decline in Parental Authority
The decline of patriarchy as a function of industrialization was
mentioned previously. As Galdston stated:
It removed man from field, workshop and home and harnessed him to the
factory machine. It took over the vital domestic operations of the woman,
so that she no longer spun, wove, sewed, baked, preserved and otherwise
served her husband and children in the multitude of ways that had made
her so essential to their life and well-being. It disorganized the intrafamilial relations and dependencies of husband and wife, parents and
children. The concept of “fatherhood” lost its power. . . . The deterioration
process is now irreversible.

Other factors have also contributed to the decline of patriarchy. An
important element has been the increase in the number of working mothers.
In 1948, 13 percent of mothers with children under six years of age were in
the labor force. By 1969, this figure had nearly tripled and over 30 percent of
such mothers were working. In 1948, 31 percent of mothers with children
over the age of six years were working. By 1969, 51 percent of such mothers
were employed.
In families where the mothers were fulltime housewives, they tended to
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take a more subservient role and ascribe decision making and authority to the
husband. In homes where wives were working, they tended to take a more
decisive and authoritative stance with respect to all family decisions,
including child-rearing values and practices. These motherless found support
in Infant Care and Spock both for emphasis on independence training in their
children for its own sake and as a help to them in lessening child-care
responsibilities. The actual care of their children was, of course, increasingly
delegated and, depending on the socioeconomic group, the child often spent
considerable time in front of the TV set or with baby-sitters rather than with
an actively participating parent. There were also a substantial number of
women who were not working but had vocational aspirations. Many of these
dissatisfied women, although full-time mothers, were found to have childrearing difficulties.

Paternal Deprivation
For a long time there has been great concern about the deleterious
effects on children of maternal deprivation. There is just beginning to be
general appreciation of the impact, particularly on boys, of paternal
deprivation. Paternal deprivation is widespread and increasing. As was
previously mentioned, in large part it represents an insidious by-product of
urban, technological society.
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For the affluent, this decline in the role of the father was related to time
demands of the job, commuting, social and community obligations: the things
one has to do to get ahead. For the poor, it was often the demands of having to
work long hours for low wages, or even to hold two jobs, that claimed parents
at mealtimes, evenings, and even weekends. Among the poor, fatherless
families are prevalent.
While the effects on girls of this trend toward paternal deprivation is
not explicit, cross-sex identity has been thought to be significant.- On the
other hand, substantial evidence points to the positive effects on boys of the
presence, attention, and support of their fathers. Grinker and his colleagues
emphasized the history of strong identification with father and father figures
in the cluster of conditions found in his sample of emotionally healthy college
freshman males. Similarly, Rosenberg has found a strong correlation with
parental interest (same sex in particular) and high self-esteem.
Studies from both the United States and Norway confirm the negative
impact of a father’s absence on the development of the male. Several lines of
evidence support the concept that parental interest, guidelines, and support,
particularly of the same sex parent, offer the most effective child-rearing
context. It has been noted that where these are weak, or fathers missing, the
adolescent males often tend to adopt styles of exaggerated masculinity
including hyper-independence, high risk- taking, and aggressive behavior. In
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adolescents, if there is a lack of firm guidance and availability of the same sex
parent as a model and coping resource, an urgent need exists for the
individual to uncritically seek peer support and adopt the badges of peer
group conformity, regardless of the potential risk of antisocial outcomes.

Independence Training of Children
Children of the fifties were socialized for independence rather than the
obedience training of the turn of the century. Children were encouraged in
exploratory and assertive behavior. This served to increase their sense of
efficacy. It was very useful to the household, and the mother in particular,
when children could take responsibility for self-care and household chores.
Also, it increased the child’s awareness of his own desires and goals. In the
context of the democratic ideals of the parents and the emerging pattern of
mothers, whether employed or not, who wished to more fully express
themselves, there were the beginnings of a modification from the “childcentered” family to the value of personal happiness and self-fulfillment for all
of the members. The implications will be discussed further with respect to
contemporary youth and their views of family structure.

Delegation of Parental Authority
In the 1900s, the family was a largely self- sustaining social unit. One
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important reason why values could so easily be transmitted to children by the
parents was the fact that information, and evaluations, were filtered by the
parents, relatives, and close friends. Children had very little direct access to
information before the advent of TV and the development of the mass media.
Educational and recreational activities were all family-centered and familydirected.
In contrast to this earlier pattern, the parents of the 1950s, for the
reasons discussed, had far greater need for extrafamilial support than any
preceding generation. In response to this, old institutions such as the schools
have been given new responsibilities for the non-academic education of
children: dress codes, sex education, drug education, etc. Schools have
responded to perceived paternal deprivation by an effort to increase the
number of male teachers, particularly in the early grades. In addition, there
has been the emergence of many new formal and informal organizations to
meet familial needs in spheres such as child care, health needs, special
education, social needs, and recreation. The range of influences upon the child
has been greatly extended as outside supports were employed. For the
disadvantaged, the welfare bureaucracy deals with virtually all sectors of
their family functioning. In general, the family has taken on a new role as the
mediator between its members and external organizations. Each of these
organizations can and often does function in defining and transmitting values.
Furthermore, the parents are no longer seen by the child as being in major
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control of the resources that are of importance to him.
Concomitant with this development, although perhaps not the cause,
there has been the rise of age segregation in the society. The most notable
examples are the “retirement communities” and the “youth culture.” Much
more will be said of the youth culture in the following section.
In summary, by midcentury the shift in America from a predominantly
rural nation to a predominantly urbanized and industrialized nation was well
established. In the 1950s, the impact of this shift in family structure, value
systems, and role relationship within the family was clearly evident and
affecting, in turn, the socialization of contemporary youth. In general, the
effects of shrinking family size, isolation, and the decline of parental authority
have been most strongly felt and pervasively exhibited in a bipolar
distribution, that is, in the upper and upper-middle classes, on the one hand,
and in the lowest socioeconomic groups on the other. “Middle America”
continues to show a relatively high percentage of families with traditional
structures, values, and roles. There are some changes in these families and
when they occur they are in the same direction, if not to the same extent, as in
the highest and lowest classes.

Contemporary Youth
During the sixties the traditional American accent on youth turned into
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a national preoccupation with the student protesters and the hippies. There
was confusion, alarm, and, at times, anger over their behavior. The idealized
images of youth that had been profitably fostered by the advertising industry
were rudely shattered.
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Figure 18-1.
Numbers of early and later adolescents in the United States over the past
fifty years. Source: U.S. Census (1971:5,8).

Another striking change occurred in the sixties, which received less
publicity. This was the dramatic increase in the total youth population in that
decade. Youth became important in our contemporary society because of
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sheer numbers.
Figure 18-1 relates the total number of adolescents to the total
population of America over the past fifty years. It is clear that both of these
populations have nearly doubled in this time span. Whereas the total
population has shown a steady, slow increase in growth, the major increment
in youth population has occurred in the past decade, the 1960s. Prior to i960,
the adolescent population was fairly stable for several decades, averaging
around eighteen million with a moderate dip in 1950 to seventeen million,
reflecting the lowered birthrate during the depression years of the 1930s. The
postwar baby boom is reflected in the increase in youth population in the
sixties when there were thirty million adolescents. Increases in the
percentages of adolescents in the population have shifted the median age
downward, despite the medical advances that have increased longevity.
Figure 18-2 shows this effect in a graph of the median ages of the population
for the past sixty years. The most youthful population reported was in 1910
when the median age was just over twenty- four years of age. The median age
rose steadily to a high in 1950 of over thirty years. With the youth-population
explosion of the past ten years, the median age has steadily dropped and is
currently at 27.6. The same graph also projects population trends, assuming
four different reproductive rates from zero population growth to 3.1 children
per female. All of these predict a secular trend toward an increased median
age of the population. Several years ago the most accurate predictor was
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thought to be the 2.45 children per female figure, and this series projects a
steep rise in median age to nearly thirty-three years by the year 2020. There
is, however, interesting data on the actual current birthrates.

Figure 18.2
Actual and predicted median ages for the total United States population,
1910 to 2020. Source: U.S. Census, 1971: Table 2; 1970: Table 2.

Reports from the National Fertility Study, the Census Bureau, and the
National Center for Health Statistics, as reported in the New York Times by
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Rosenthal, show that there has been a recent dramatic drop in the birthrate
average number of children born to women of childbearing age. The average
rate reported for the first eight months of 1971 was 2.2. This drop is
especially notable because the number of women of childbearing age is at a
record high. This recent 2.2 figure is the lowest since the mid-depression
years when the rate was roughly the same. The highest rate was in 1957
when the post-World War II baby boom peaked with a rate of 3.8. Over the
past three generations there has been a generational swing of the pendulum
from bust to boom and now, apparently, back to bust again. Some persons are
already beginning to speak of a projected “birth dearth.” Some of the
contemporary conditions and attitudes that may be influencing the fertility
rate will be discussed shortly.
In any case, at the present time the youth population is at a peak and is a
potent factor affecting every aspect of American society. In general, it has led
to massive demands for public services from a group of minimally
economically productive citizens. In particular, there has been a notable
strain on the educational system. Businessmen, on the other hand, have seen
advantages in the consumer potential of this large pool of young people.
The extent of the youth explosion in the decade of the sixties can be
seen in the following figures. In i960, youth (14-24 years) comprised 15
percent of the total population as compared to 20 percent of the total
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population in 1971. The absolute numbers of youth in 1960 was 27.1 million
persons, in 1970, 41.6 million persons. A demographic breakdown of this
group shows the following:
1960

1970

27.1 million

41.6 million

Total

4.6 million

7.4 million

White

4.3 million

6.8 million

Negro

234,000

522,000

Other

72,000

132,000

Total Youth (14-24 years)
Enrolled in college

Employed

10.8 million

Unemployed

1.3 million

Armed Forces

1.9 million

Several things are worth noting at this point. First, the tremendous jump
in college enrollment during the sixties. Secondly, the fact that currently the
total working population of youth exceeds the college-attending population of
youth by three million. Relatively little attention has been given to this large
employed group of young people. Both popular and professional writers have
concerned themselves predominantly with college youth.

Youth and Universities
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It is clear that college attendance has rising salience in our society. In an
increasingly technological world of specialized knowledge, increasingly
higher levels of education are required to accomplish many necessary tasks. It
is also widely believed by all sectors of the population that lifetime earning
potential is positively correlated with level of education. Rightly or wrongly,
typical figures show the college graduate is earning roughly $100,000 more
over his working life than the high- school graduate and, of course, earning
hundreds of thousands more than the dropout. The college degree elevates
social as well as economic status. This outcome is prized in its own right by
those seeking social mobility. Even if the income-education figures should be
disproved, nevertheless some would continue to value college education just
as highly as a passport to interesting, fulfilling kinds of careers. For others,
the universities are seen as being at the center of society now that innovative
and technological development is so highly dependent on professional
expertise. For them the “knowledge industry” has become the major growth
industry in America. This dependence on the university is seen in
governmental as well as business spheres. It is well-known that each
President relies heavily on panels of university experts to help interpret
events and shape decisions. Roosevelt was both envied and derided for his
“Brain Trust.” The key role of Harvard professor, Henry Kissinger, in the
Nixon administration is well-known. Finally, in the sixties attendance at
college was a sanctuary for many young men who for either personal or
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ideological reasons did not wish to serve in the war in Vietnam. College men
were draft exempt until 1971 when the nation turned to a national lottery
that had no education exemptions.
For a variety of reasons, therefore, the college and university population
was at a record high in the sixties. Some social planners who were aware of
the post-World War II baby boom, had forecast the problems of overcrowding
and inadequate facilities that would confront colleges and universities when
those boom babies grew up, but, for some reason, little action was taken on
the basis of these predictions, and most colleges and universities were
unprepared for the unprecedented arrival of so many new students. What
was not foreseen was the potential for emotional reactions on the part of the
students as a function of crowding of strangers, the confusion resulting from
intimate contact with widely disparate groups, the competition for scarce
resources (preferred classes, dormitory assignments, professorial time, etc.),
and the frustrations brought on by inevitable bureaucratic failures of an
overtaxed system. Although it has had little attention as a contributing factor
to the student unrest and general turmoil of campuses of the sixties, it does
seem likely that sheer numbers played a nontrivial role.
In each of the past three generations there have been significant
changes in American colleges. There have been changes in the demographic
characteristics of the student population, in the instrumentality of a college
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education, and in the perception of the role of the university in the society as
a whole.
In the early decades of the twentieth century, a university education
was generally reserved for the elite. The university was perceived as a remote
ivory tower, and, in many ways, it was. College was the final polishing process
in creating young gentlemen whose careers and destiny had largely been
predetermined by social status and family connections. It was used to
broaden one’s contacts with appropriate persons of the same class and often
to find suitable marital partners. The college stood in loco parentis and
continued to support the traditional values of the family. Academic demands
and expectations were not rigorous. Getting into the right club or fraternity,
proms, and football weekends was of greater importance to many students,
than academic achievement. The students though often frivolous in their
behavior, were basically quite conservative in their political views and values.
With the growth of the technological society, the role of education as a
passport to career success became increasingly important. By the 1950s
students were well aware of the practical importance of getting a college
education and there was emphasis on competition for grades. In general, the
students of the fifties were eager to achieve and task-oriented. They were
quiet, serious, and worked as hard at their studies as they would later work at
their jobs. They were neither frivolous nor protesting. Sometimes they were
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called “the silent generation.” Some of their more liberal professors deplored
the “passivity” of these depression-reared, post-World War II era students.
The college had become a serious challenge to the individual. His success in
life was perceived as less correlated with the status of his family of origin and
more a function of his own efforts. College was no longer largely a province of
the elite but a realistic pathway for upward social mobility for many students.
More middle-class whites were in attendance and now some working-class
students. There were also considerable numbers of women.
The students of the sixties and contemporary students were born in an
era of affluence and the welfare state. By the time of their birth in the fifties,
the Roosevelt New Deal programs had become an accepted American way of
life. Embedded in these programs was the value mentioned earlier: of the
right of all members of the pluralistic society to equal rights and the
opportunity to share in material success (realization of the American dream).
As was also mentioned previously, throughout their childhood these
individuals had been socialized increasingly to see extra- familial
organizations as in control of important resources. In particular, they had
lived with the conviction that the federal government bore a heavy
responsibility for the welfare and well-being of all citizens. These youths were
more vehement in expressing the value of America as a land of opportunity
for all than their parents. They were in the vanguard of the civil-rights
movement.
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Again, there was a class difference in the espousal of these liberal
values. The small southern and mid-western colleges, particularly those with
strong religious orientations, were much more conservative and traditional.
They were not yet ready, for example, to support actively the Negro civilrights movement of the sixties in the vocal and militant style of the students
at elite colleges. However, it was true that most students, regardless of
background, did share the same ideals of equality in the sixties, regardless of
their degree of militancy. At all of the colleges these less active students
constituted a large pool of recruits for crisis and polarized situations, and it
was often surprising to see how many students shared the aims and goals of
the militants even when they did not support the militant tactics. When their
violence was met by establishment counter-violence, the vast majority of
student support was with the fellow-student radical.
The student-protest movement in America in the sixties was
spearheaded and largely implemented by students in the elite schools. There
was particular impetus for the movement in those schools where a tradition
of liberalism existed among a small group of the faculty, and where the
students received substantial adult support and guidance. The best examples
of this were the University of California at Berkeley and the University of
Wisconsin. Lipset has pointed out that the radical-liberal history at Wisconsin
goes back before World War I to when “the strength of Progressive and
Socialist politics in the state contributed to the University’s aura.” Similarly,
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Berkeley’s history as one of the most liberal-left universities dates from the
turn of the century and has been continuous. For example, at midcentury
(1949-1950) Berkeley was the only major university to amass solid faculty
support for an effective revolt against the McCarthy inspired loyalty oath that
was designed to weed out Communists and Communist sympathizers from
university communities.
It is probably not surprising that the first major student confrontations
occurred at these institutions. At Berkeley in 1963, there were sit- ins to
obtain equal-employment rights for Negroes. Many of the students were
directly involved in the formation of the Free Speech Movement which
received nationwide publicity under the leadership of Mario Savio the
following year. At Berkeley there were experienced, dedicated, and wellorganized groups to draw from in forming a radical group.
It was not true that they did not trust anyone over thirty. Such veteran,
elderly radicals as Herbert Marcuse provided the intellectual capital for much
of the ideology of the militant youth.
The spread of the student-protest movement to schools without this
kind of supporting infrastructure may be in part credited to the media and TV
and to the quick, easy mobility of modern transportation. Student protests
received prominent, instant TV coverage that reinforced the protesters and
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showed sympathizers “where the action was” in case they wanted to join in.
Even in a brief review of the forces influencing students of the sixties
attention must be paid to the role of the civil-rights movement. As was noted
above, sit-ins to obtain equal employment for Negroes was the issue around
which the nucleus of students coalesced and it became the base for the Free
Speech Movement. A great many Berkeley students had had a significant prior
involvement in the civil- rights movement in the South. The civil-rights
movement was a paradigm for the growth of the student-protest movements
in many other colleges as well.
To review, in the 1950s there had been increasingly explicit application
to the Negro of prevailing values of democracy, equality, and opportunity for
all. This was particularly espoused by the affluent, college-educated upperand upper-middle-class individuals. The legitimacy of the cause of the Negro
was proclaimed with the landmark Supreme Court decisions of 1952 and
1954, pertaining to restaurant desegregation and school desegregation
respectively. In the late fifties and early sixties thousands of white college
students went south for personal involvement in the “cause.” Many were
brutalized, a significant few were killed. For almost all of them there was the
stirring of real political consciousness and a moral indignation at the society
that for so long had condoned the legalized segregation of the South. It was
the training ground for learning tactics of confrontation and for heightening
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the sense of righteousness.
While the students were learning about their political power in the civilrights movement, they also experienced a sense of failure. Some small
successes were achieved in opening doors for Negroes that had been
previously closed, but full equality for the Negro was certainly far from
becoming a reality. They learned to use an issue with moral overtones as an
attack upon the whole system of government. They learned that the civil
rights of attackers are strongly defended, even when they violently assault, if
the cause is deemed righteous. Later they learned that even a small minority
can effectively shut down an idealistic and vulnerable institution such as a
university that is loath to use force to protect itself.
When the full impact of the Vietnam War became apparent to the
militant students, they had a prepared rhetoric, righteous stance, tactics, and
organization with which to protest. In this issue, as in the civil-rights
movement they had adult leadership and the large pool of less militant but
highly sympathetic fellow students. Again, there was a very small but
significant revolutionary radical group who were less concerned with
Vietnam and more interested in using that issue as a wedge to attack the
entire system.
The student-protest movement of the sixties has been of great interest
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and there are a number of detailed and fascinating studies that describe and
interpret these events in rich detail.-’ I only wish to use this occasion to trace
the continuity of values from the prior generation and show how the context
of the contemporary scene influenced the explosive behavior of a particular
group of student leaders.
Another factor that entered into the explosive mixture was the change
in the demographic characteristics of the college population. Colleges were
increasingly liberal in their admission policies. The student body was more
widely representative than ever before. Not only were there more students in
colleges of the sixties, but there were more kinds of students, including
minorities.

Black-Student Movement
It was noted earlier that the population of black students in college
doubled in the sixties. Just as the civil-rights movement had played a crucial
role in creating the white- protest movement, it played an even more
significant role in developing the black-protest movement. The failure of the
white students’ crusade on behalf of civil rights in the late fifties and early
sixties was disillusioning for them and raised questions in their minds about
the hypocrisy of the system. Of course, it was the blacks, directly affected and
limited by policies of segregation, who had the most bitter reaction, and the
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rise of black-protest movement was directly related to this. The substitution
of the terminology black for Negro was a product of this movement. It was
related to fostering a sense of black pride and new identity.
A key black group that grew directly out of the Civil Rights Movement
was the SNCC (Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee). It was formed
by a group of black college students in i960 in Raleigh, North Carolina. SNCC
was started in the nonviolent tradition of Martin Luther King and it initially
used the tactics devised and practiced by him. The course of the black-protest
movement can almost be charted by the vicissitudes of SNCC. There was an
initial period of great popularity and support for the SNCC. In the course of
the decade SNCC moved orthogonally to a position of espousal of extremely
violent rhetoric and tactics. As its positions and actions became more and
more violent and extreme, support began to dwindle, particularly since the
extremist tacts were found to be counterproductive in terms of achievement
of realistic goals. In the last couple of years of its existence, the membership of
SNCC declined to a tiny core of dedicated revolutionaries who had virtually no
credibility with the general public. The organization was finally dissolved in
1972.
The sharp increase in the numbers of black college students was due to
deliberate policies of liberal universities, aimed at rapidly increasing the
percentage of black students with access to higher education. They
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established preferential admission policies and generous scholarship aid for
black students. Most of these black student recruits to the universities came
from black ghettos. For many of them, the freedom, equality, and affluence of
university life was unsettling and often guilt-provoking. They felt a strong
need to prove that they still identified with the deprivations of the ghetto
world and to demonstrate to those back home that they would use the forum
of the university to attack racism in American society. In a sense, many of
them felt an obligation to make their activities on campus a paradigm of the
revolution they wished to achieve for blacks in the larger society. There was,
therefore, an emphasis on “black power.” This was expressed in “nonnegotiable” demands and a push for significant areas of total control by
blacks, i.e., black studies programs, black dormitories, choice of black faculty
and administrators.
Paradoxically, in the sixties the university was probably the most liberal
and democratic institution in American society with respect to the blacks and,
at the same time, it was the target of the greatest destructiveness and
violence. The academic traditions of tolerance, personal freedom, and a great
reluctance to resort to counter-violence, even in its own defense, made it a
vulnerable target for initial, easy successes in the campaigns of the attacking
black students.
The height of violence in the black-student movement perhaps came
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when Cornell black students armed themselves with rifles to defend their
seizure of the Student Union building. In this episode, despite some sympathy
for the initial grievance that triggered the events, the excessive nature of the
response caused a loss of both black and white support.
This general response to extremist militancy had its counterpart outside
the university in the responses to the Black Panther movement. The Black
Panthers are now in eclipse and black-student protestors are still militant but
more constructively goal-oriented, and there has been a sharp decline in
violent tactics.
Young blacks are an important component of the intra-generational gap.
They have now learned that their interests are not served by the elite white
revolutionaries who had exploited black issues in the early sixties. Neither do
they identify with the hippies, who, often from a position of affluence, reject
the material values of American society. Finally, they are in a struggle, both on
campus and off, with blue-collar youth, for status, housing opportunities, and,
ultimately, jobs. Both of these latter groups want very much to obtain a share
of the goods and services that are attractively displayed to them by the mass
media. The young blacks have their own vision of America, and they are
struggling to achieve it. They are not basically opposed to the system. They
are angry and frustrated by their inability to participate fully in its benefits.
They are eager to promote social change.
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Blue-Collar Youth
It is worthwhile recalling again that working-class youth represents by
far the bulk of the young people in America. Looking at the demographic
breakdown previously cited, there are fourteen million young people of
appropriate age who are not in college as compared to 7.4 million who are
enrolled. It is true, however, that beginning in the sixties, colleges
increasingly have come to represent a broader cross-section of the
population. The percentages of women, minorities, and blue- collar youths
have sharply escalated due to the mutual aspirations of universities and those
target populations. This means that a significantly high percentage of college
students come from working-class backgrounds at the present time.
Actually, the two student cohorts previously described represent very
small minorities. A Harris Poll in 1968 estimated that there were one hundred
thousand student activists or roughly 2 percent of the existing total
population. The enrollment of blacks at that time was 234,000 or roughly 4
percent of the total. Even with the steady, calculated rise in black enrollments,
the 1970 figure was only 522,000 out of a total of 7.4 million.
It is clear that the student activists and black-student protestors were
differentially responding to the forces of social change and were themselves
significant agents of further change in both planned and unplanned ways. The
preponderance of blue-collar college youth were less subject to sharp impacts
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of social change. This was due to the buffering effects of their traditional
families and to the extensions of these conservative values in their schools,
which have served to buttress the familial values. To put it another way,
throughout their lives they lived within rather narrow confines both with
respect to school and to family and were reared not to question the system.
When the doors of college were opened to these children, they sought
entrance to use the instrumentality of a college degree to attain vocational
and, ultimately, consumer goals. Studies of student subcultures made by
Lewis revealed that roughly one-half of the student population sampled, came
from blue-collar backgrounds and that 48.6 percent expressed consumervocational goals as their major motivation in attending college. Further
analysis of his data revealed that only one-fifth of this group saw college as a
means of expanding intellectual horizons. They were very interested in
obtaining a degree. (Interestingly, the students in the nonconformist
subculture were minimally interested in obtaining a degree and very high in
intellectual motivation.) For technological reasons, paths to upward
occupational mobility have been significantly linked to higher education. This
educational ceiling on mobility has meant, therefore, that among blue-collar
youth those who do not attend college experience an effective decline in their
opportunities. In the noncollege blue-collar youth group this has led to
intense competition and, at times, overt hostility to the minority youths who
are striving for the same occupational niches.
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For the blue-collar college youth there was a significant lack of political
activism. They were in the “silent majority.” However, despite their lack of
militancy it was true that many of them did sympathize with some of the
avowed goals of the student protestors. For example, some of them were
concerned about injustices suffered by blacks and a great many were opposed
to the war in Vietnam. In general, they supported the student protestors
when police counter-violence or disciplinary action was involved.
In contrast to the college blue-collar youths, a sector of noncollege
working-class youths has been much more militant. Again, as with other
young militants, they have often received support from their parents and
other adult reference persons when their violence was directed against
perceived incursions by minorities. At times these blue-collar youths have
been instigators of ugly incidents involving reprisals when attempts were
made to integrate housing or a union, or to bus school children for school
integration. Significantly, many working-class young men are now attracted
to jobs as policemen. It seems to be concretization of their desire to “restore
law and order,” at times used to defend bigotry. Among noncollege workingclass youth there is deep antagonism, not only to the minorities whose
strivings are an economic threat but to student protestors and hippies as well.
At times these three sets of peer contemporaries are seen by them as
flaunting their deeply held value of hard work as the road to achievement.
Blacks and other minorities are often seen as being given unfair unearned
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advantages in a kind of reverse discrimination. They envy and resent the elite
young people who use the sanctuary of the university to attack the
establishment and system that they value. They equally resent the hippies
who flaunt the work ethic. It was surprising to some, but understandable in
the light of this discussion, to learn that in 1968, the polls of Gallup, Harris,
and Yankelovich revealed that 25 percent of young voters, at all educational
levels, preferred George Wallace as their candidate. In looking at the twentyfive million new voters who were eligible to cast their first ballots in the
Nixon-McGovern election in 1972, Roberts found marked differences between
college and working youth. Only 22 percent of the blue-collar youth described
themselves as liberal whereas 43 percent of the students did. At this writing,
the details of the youth vote in the recent Nixon-McGovern election have not
been carefully analyzed, but the preliminary scan strongly suggests that the
youth vote was concordant with the voting patterns of the older generation. It
can be noted, again in the voting pattern of the 1972 presidential election,
that there was a bimodal distribution of the vote for a mandate for change.
The highest and lowest ends of the social scale (the elite and the
disadvantaged) seemed to be the groups who preferred McGovern over
Nixon. As judged by the 70 percent plurality in Washington, D.C., the size and
solidarity of the black vote, both young and old, for McGovern was
particularly striking. Some forecasters had anticipated that there would be a
“youth bloc” of first-time, liberal voters. No such pattern materialized. Desire
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for social change did not break down along age lines.

Youth and Sex Roles
There is one area, however, in which contemporary youth does appear
to be differentially responding along generational lines with respect to social
change. This has to do with the roles of women. Up until fairly recently, at all
ages, a conservative view about the role of women as homemaker and mother
had been a dominant and deeply held American value. Opinion polls are now
revealing that this traditional view, particularly among youth, is changing.
Over the past two decades there has been a gradual acceptance of
women in work roles. In 1947, women made up 28 percent of the total labor
force. By 1969, women were found to represent 37.8 percent of the working
population. Not only has the total number of women employed greatly
increased but they now seek to occupy an ever-widening range of work roles.
Their right to do so has been institutionalized by statute, Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act prohibiting sex discrimination in hiring. By 1970, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission had had some success in eliminating
discriminatory wage differentials as well as in extending the hiring of women
in new job categories. Coupled with this has been a shift in the acceptance of
the working mother. In prior years there had been a deeply held belief that
the young child needed his mother, specifically, and would be harmed if child-
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care arrangements were provided and the mother was employed out of the
home. Youth has shown a far greater readiness to reevaluate this concept.
Particularly among the older generations there is still ambivalence
about whether or not it is sound public policy to encourage mothers to work
by establishing inexpensive, high quality and readily accessible child-care
facilities. However, inasmuch as a legislative decision has been made that it is
desirable to encourage welfare and disadvantaged mothers to work (and also
to facilitate the hiring of women in industries with manpower shortages)
public monies have been appropriated for the establishment of day care
under federal auspices. This framework, coupled with accepting attitudes of
young people, would seem to set the stage for a vast increase in daycare
facilities in the near future and a consequent acceleration of the changing role
of women as mothers.
In contemporary America, the attitudes of women in relation to
mothering and childbearing have been greatly influenced by advances in
biomedical technology for birth control, chiefly “the pill,”’ and also by
liberalized attitudes toward abortion. In the past, pregnancy was chiefly
related to sexual motivation. Now, for a great many individuals it is
increasingly a result of a desire to have and to rear children. Despite the lack
of widespread support for Women’s Lib per se, it would appear that all of
these factors have caused contemporary young women to view their roles
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differently.
The current trend toward later first marriages may be an indication of a
lessened commitment to early marriage and children. Especially for women
there is more emphasis on higher education, careers, and self-expression.
These same attitudes may, in part, account for the unexpected, sharp drop in
the birthrate, which is also being currently recorded.
There has been much interest among contemporary youth both in
family arrangements that deemphasize a sex-role division of labor, and in the
hierarchical,, patriarchal family that was once traditional. On the one hand,
there has been interest in a wide range of communal structures and, on the
other hand, in new approaches to the more conventional nuclear family. The
White House Conference on Children in 1970 identified five different
communal-family types and seven variations on the traditional family in the
section on “Changing Families in a Changing Society.” It remains to be seen
which of these experiments will be viable. One of the outcomes may very well
be a general acceptance of the principle of a range of choices in life style.
Acceptance of diversity is promoted by exposure to television. Individuals are
vividly presented with direct exposure to perspectives and information in a
way that was not possible prior to this TV generation. There is also a
tendency by the media to focus on the most innovative developments of the
time. The net result can be an apparent legitimatization of new freedoms and
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values.

Television and Youth
It would not be appropriate to conclude this discussion without
commenting on the significance of television for contemporary youth. The
influence of TV has been exerted throughout the entire course of their lives. It
has played an important background role in shaping their attitudes, values,
and behavior.
Unlike the printed word, TV is a direct experience. No decoding is
necessary. Consequently, it is equally available to children, educated persons,
illiterates, the rich and the poor. Studies have shown that TV has a
preemptive quality and that when available, it tends to be preferred to other
mass media. The popularity of TV and its presence in 87 percent of all
American homes, including poverty households, is truly phenomenal. Gerbner
speaks of TV’s ability “to from new bases for collective thought and action,
quickly, continuously and pervasively across boundaries of time, space and
class.” With the advent of satellite communication, TV messages are now
beamed all over the world.
As mentioned previously, TV has diluted the parental influence in
shaping values by replacing their filtered information, which reflected a
particular cultural perspective, with either “raw” information or, at other
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times, the opinions and judgments of nonfamily persons. In this way, TV
opens up the possibility for the transmission of the culture among diverse
groups.
Another effect of TV has been to enhance the cult of the personality. It
elevates some persons to hero status. At the same time, with a relentless
focus on the novel and the sensational there can be an emphasis on the
unmasking of heroes, which can promote cynicism and loss of heroic figures
with whom youth can identify. TV has also fostered a shrunken globe and
“one-world” perspective. Through the evening news reports, world problems
come to rest on the individual conscience.
The role of TV in promoting violence has been under scrutiny by the
office of the Surgeon General, and an extensive report has been issued. The
findings would seem to implicate the viewing of television violence by
children as a contributing factor to the violence of our society. The
experimental evidence reviewed revealed that violence depicted on television
can induce imitative behavior on the part of children. The effect was not
uniform and it was noted that aggression-prone children were more likely to
show an increase in aggressive behavior in response to television violence. It
was also reported that there is very high television viewing among the threeto-twelve age span. The average home television is turned on six hours per
day.
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Many important issues are raised by the Surgeon General’s inquiry. An
important concern is the role of TV in the acquisition of aggressive tendencies
in young children. The mutually reinforcing effects of environmental factors
on aggressive behavior needs study.
There is little known, for example, about the shaping effects of TV in
promoting a taste for violence in magazines, books, and movies or the
translation of any of these into violent actions.
A more general issue can also be raised about the future of television
programming. At present, the programs are geared for presentation to a mass
audience. There are, however, alternatives of greater diversity and more
specialized programming for pro-social goals, particularly with the advent of
cable TV. Finally, there is need to review the underlying needs that have led to
such an extensive use of television. There may be important non-television
avenues for use of leisure time that should be developed. It is possible that
schools will need to place some emphasis, for example, on teaching children
the uses and values of leisure-time pursuits and on giving them the skills and
enthusiasm for seeking other activities.

Conclusions
An effort was made to trace the impact of social change on American
youth using the example of youth in the 1960s. This decade was chosen partly
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because of the turbulence of students in the universities during this period
and partly because it may help us to better understand today’s youth. The
role of women in contemporary society is an issue that is of particular
importance to youth.
It was proposed that response to social change is more closely related to
membership in a particular cultural subgroup than to age or generational
lines. Several major cohorts of youth were delineated. Within each group the
continuity of values through the generations was discussed. Each group had a
distinctive interpretation of basic American values that was transmitted to its
children.
In order to understand the impact of social change on youth it is
necessary to know something about the social context and the values of the
parental generation who were responsible for the socialization of the
individuals in question. The response to social change, in other words, is a
function of a sub-culturally determined readiness to adapt. The parental
generation under scrutiny is an interesting one because the families of that
era were experiencing the stresses of urban, mobile, industrial society. The
effects of television in further diluting the role of the family as a transmitter of
values is discussed.
It was concluded that, despite difficulties, the family continues to
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provide its children with a basic-value structure. This set of values acts as a
stable base for interpreting the environment and providing the individual
with the range of possibilities of response to the changes that confront him.
Even though the basic values are stable, each generation expresses its own
version of these values and displays distinctive behavioral styles.
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CHAPTER 19
BASIC NEUROPHARMACOLOGY
George K. Aghajanian
In the past two decades, with the advent of the large scale use of drugs
in psychiatric practice, the field of neuropharmacology has inevitably become
closely linked to that of psychiatry. There has been an increasing involvement
of psychiatrists as partners in basic as well as clinical neuro-pharmacological
research. These developments are leading to a reversal of the previous trend
toward an isolation of psychiatry from the biological sciences.
Basic neuropharmacology can be defined as the study of the actions and
mechanisms of action of drugs on the nervous system. In a broad sense,
efforts toward the elucidation of mechanisms of neurotropic drugs action
depend for their success upon the growing sophistication of theory and
methodology in neurobiology. At present, basic information about the action
of drugs at multicellular, cellular, subcellular, microchemical, and molecular
levels is approaching the point where we can soon expect a coherent and
highly specific analysis of the mode of action of almost every major drug of
interest to psychiatry. These promising developments hopefully will lead to a
transition from a “cookbook” use of drags to a rational pharmacotherapy in
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the future.
A major emphasis of research in neuropharmacology has been upon
presumptive transmitter substances and their vicissitudes. If the chemical
transmission of impulses across synaptic junctions represents the common
coin of communication in the central nervous system, then the alteration of
such transmission is likely to represent a key site for the action of drugs that
alter neural function. The specificity of drug action would then depend upon
which synapse or transmitter is affected and the direction of the change (i.e.,
facilitation or inhibition). Although superficially such a formulation seems
quite simple, on a practical level the study of transmitter substances and
synaptic transmission in the mammalian central nervous system poses
formidable technical problems for the neurobiologist and pharmacologist.
The amounts of the transmitters may be very low (e.g., 10-6 to 10-7 g/kg of
brain) the neurons under study exceedingly small (ten to twenty microns in
diameter) and the synapses difficult to isolate. It will therefore be
illuminating to examine first some basic neural mechanisms and the methods
employed in their study. The economy of this approach is that a few
fundamental principles apply to many drugs. The second portion of this
review will deal with current concepts of the mode of action of specific classes
of therapeutic and nontherapeutic psychotropic drugs.

Mechanisms of Psychotropic Drug Action: Basic Approaches and Principles1
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Biochemical
Presumably, since drugs are chemical agents, their primary site of
action must be some kindred chemical site within the brain. Early on research
on the central effects of neurotropic drugs was largely concerned with
processes such as energy metabolism, which were not peculiar to the brain. It
was natural to apply to studies on the brain knowledge about general
biochemical processes previously gained from research on non-neural
tissues. However, this approach has gradually been superseded by studies on
substances that are specific for the essential functions of the nervous system.
There is a great deal of experimental support for the assumption that in the
mammalian brain neurotransmission is mediated by chemical substances,
liberated at the nerve endings of one neuron (the presynaptic cell) that
impinge upon the soma or dendrites of another neuron (the postsynaptic cell).
Thus, a great deal of attention is being given to the study of effects of
psychoactive drugs upon putative transmitters in the brain. Substances in this
category include acetylcholine, y-aminobutyric acid, and the monoamines,
serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine), dopamine, and norepinephrine. In general,
in order to qualify as a neurotransmitter a substance should be synthesized
and stored in the presynaptic neuron, be released upon firing of that neuron,
and produce the same physiological action (inhibition or excitation) upon the
postsynaptic neurons as activation of the presynaptic nerve. Also, some
mechanism for terminating the action of the transmitter must be available. As
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one might expect, each of these steps in the life cycle of the various candidate
central transmitters is undergoing careful scrutiny as a possible site of drug
action. While biochemical approaches to each of these processes are
separately discussed, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that the
ultimate importance of each step is in relation to its ability to modify synaptic
transmission.
Synthesis is the initial stage at which a drug may effect the availability of
a transmitter substance. It is generally assumed that when the synthesis of a
transmitter is markedly inhibited, the transmission of impulses via this
transmitter will be impaired. Similarly, if the synthesis of a transmitter
substance is enhanced, then a facilitation of transmission may ensue. On this
basis, a search has been underway in recent years for specific inhibitors or
enhancers of neurotransmitter synthesis. Although none of the major drugs
presently used therapeutically in psychiatry is believed to have as its primary
action an alteration in synthesis (see below) there are a number of substances
of this type whose actions are being explored in research studies in both
animals and humans. One of these is parachlorophenylalanine, a selective
depeletor of serotonin that acts by inhibiting tryptophan hydroxylase, the
initial enzyme involved in the synthesis of serotonin from dietary tryptophan.
The availability of this drug has prompted a multitude of research studies on
the possible physiological function of serotonin. These have included the
interesting hypothesis that serotonin serves to mediate sleep mechanisms in
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the brain. Another is alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine, a selective inhibitor of tyrosine
hydroxylase, the limiting enzyme in the synthesis of catecholamines. This
drug has been found to exacerbate some depressions in humans and to
produce a state resembling depression in monkeys. Conversely, L-3,4dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-Dopa) which increases brain catecholamine
synthesis, has been found to induce manic episodes in bipolar depressive
patients. Such studies have implications for both the mechanism of action of
psychotropic drugs and for theories about possible biological factors in these
disease states. Moreover, this work underlines the potential influence of
altering the rate of neurotransmitter synthesis. In the field of neurology, this
strategy has led to the introduction of L-Dopa in the treatment of Parkinson’s
disease. Autopsy material from patients who died with this disease revealed a
marked lowering of dopamine in portions of the extra-pyramidal system. On
this basis it was reasoned that a deficiency in dopamine may account for the
motor disturbance seen in this condition. Clinical trials with L-Dopa, the
immediate precursor of dopamine, gave rise to dramatic therapeutic results
that are now well known. A parallel instance in psychiatry (i.e., of a drug
producing a clear-cut therapeutic effect by altering the synthesis of a
neurotransmitter) remains a possibility for the future.
The storage of neurotransmitters is believed to occur largely within
synaptic vesicles. The latter are small membrane-bound structures that are
clustered at the presynaptic terminals. Only a very small percentage (much
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less than 1 percent) of the total store is released with each nerve impulse.
However, depletion of stores can interfere with the effective release of
transmitter by nerve impulses. None of the therapeutic or even
nontherapeutic drugs commonly used at this time acts primarily through this
mechanism, but drugs that deplete stores of transmitter substances are
nevertheless of considerable historical interest. In the mid 1950s, Brodie and
his coworkers discovered that the drug reserpine, derived from the Indian
plant Rauwolfia serpentinia, markedly reduced brain stores of serotonin. Soon
afterwards, it was found that catecholamines in the brain were also depleted.
Such a depletion of stores within the nerve terminals is sometimes referred to
as “intraneuronal release,” which is to be distinguished from “extraneuronal
release” (i.e., release from the nerve endings onto a postsynaptic cell).
Reserpine was used as a tranquilizer to a limited extent during that period
(i.e., 1950s) but it never achieved the great success and acceptance that was
accorded the phenothiazines, which were also introduced during the same
period. Nevertheless, the demonstration that dramatic changes in brain
monoamine levels were caused by reserpine provided a great impetus to the
belief that the action of psychotropic drugs could be explained in terms of
alterations in neurohumoral or neurotransmitter functions.
The next stage in the life cycle of a neurotransmitter comes with its
release from the presynaptic terminals onto the postsynaptic cell, where it
presumably interacts with a “receptor” site. It is presumed that a transitory
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transmitter-receptor complex forms and then triggers an alteration in ionic
conductance within the postsynaptic cell membrane. Such conductance
changes (e.g., to the entry of Na+ or Cl) are responsible for the altered
functional state of the postsynaptic cell (either depolarization or
hyperpolarization). A drug that releases a transmitter substance can
therefore produce quite profound effects upon neural functioning. There is
much evidence, for example, that amphetamine and other stimulant drugs
produce their effects by releasing catecholamines from nerve terminals onto
postsynaptic sites (see below). Conversely, drugs that block the action of
neurotransmitters at receptor sites may have powerful antagonistic actions
within these same systems. The phenothiazines appear to block the central
effects of the catecholamines, and thereby act in opposition to the
amphetamines. In general, the influence of psychotropic drugs on the release
and subsequent action at postsynaptic receptors of neurotransmitters
represents a key site in the consideration of their mechanism of action.
At the next stage, a drug may interfere with termination of the action of a
neurotransmitter. The classical example of this is where a drug inhibits
enzymes responsible for the transformation of the active transmitter into
inactive products or metabolites. As a consequence, the transmitter will
persist in the vicinity of the postsynaptic receptor site and continue to
produce its effects. It has long been known that drugs that inhibit
cholinesterases, the enzymes that hydrolyze acetylcholine into its inactive
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substituents,

acetate

and

choline,

potentiate

the

activity

of

this

neurotransmitter. Ultimately, if sufficient acetylcholine accumulates the
postsynaptic membrane may fail to recover from such excessive activation
and a block in transmission can result. With the more commonly used
psychotropic drugs, the monoamine oxidase inhibitors exemplify this
paradigm of degradative enzyme inhibition. Monoamine oxidase is the
principle route of destruction for serotonin and an important one for the
catecholamines. Thus, monoamine oxidase inhibitors should promote the
effects of these monoamines in the brain, and they have been used in the
treatment of depressive illness. However, when monoamine oxidase is
inhibited, “false” neurochemical transmitters may accumulate in nerve
endings and, paradoxically, an impaired release of the normal transmitter can
result. Moreover, when an important degradative pathway in the body is
blocked, serious side effects may ensue from the accumulation of toxic
substances that require this pathway for their destruction. This proved to be
the case for the monoamine oxidase inhibitors, since large amounts of
sympathomimetic amines can accumulate, particularly after the ingestion of
cheese and other foods high in these substances. In some cases, severe
cardiovascular damage occurred in depressed patients who were being
treated with monoamine oxidase inhibitors. Therefore, a need for an alternate
means of enhancing the activity of monoamines was created. An alternate
mechanism came to light ex post facto when it was discovered that the
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tricyclic antidepressant drugs were powerful inhibitors of reuptake into
presynaptic terminals. The concept has emerged that reuptake of
monoamines released from monoaminergic neurons represents the major
mechanism for the termination of the action of these substances. By blocking
uptake, the concentration of a transmitter at the synaptic junction should be
elevated and its action thereby enhanced. However, since degradative
enzymes are still intact, an excessive accumulation of toxic substances is
avoided. Thus, blockage of uptake represents an important mechanism to
consider in assessing the action of psychotropic drugs.
Finally, drugs may alter the number or sensitivity of the postsynaptic
receptor sites. The “receptors” per se are essentially theoretical constructions
and are inferred to exist because of functional changes in postsynaptic cells.
They are presumably macromolecules with proteolipid and glycoprotein
constituents that interact with transmitter substances or drugs in a lock-andkey fashion. Drug-induced changes in receptor sites are no doubt of great
importance, particularly for long-term, adaptive changes such as may occur in
states of tolerance or addiction. A phenomenon resembling denervation
supersensitivity, which is commonly seen at peripheral neuro-effector
junctions, has been found to occur in the striatum following chronic
disruption of the nigrostriatal dopamine pathway. The effects of L-Dopa and
apomorphine (a dopamine agonist) are greatly enhanced under these
circumstances. Presumably, in response to post-lesion reduction in dopamine,
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there is a compensatory increase in the number of receptor sites upon the
striatal cells. It seems safe to predict that many other instances of long-term,
receptor changes of relevance to the effects of narcotics and other drugs will
be uncovered in the future.

Neurophysiological and Histochemical
To have physiological or behavioral meaning, the net effect of drugs
interacting with neurotransmitters and receptors eventually must be
expressed in terms of an altered rate of firing of neurons. On the simplest
level, one can examine the effects of drugs on the firing of single neurons
within homogenous populations. On a more complex level, the actions of
drugs on systems of neurons within multisynaptic pathways can be
investigated. Finally, an analysis of the read-out of such neuronal systems on
a behavioral level is needed for a complete understanding of the “mechanism
of action” of a psychotropic drug. Elsewhere in this volume the more complex
indicators of neuronal function (e.g., EEG and behavior) will be discussed; this
review will be limited primarily to drug actions at a cellular level.
During the past decade, techniques have been developed that permit
not only the recording of action potentials (spikes or unit activity) from single
neurons in the mammalian brain but also the application of minute amounts
of drugs or transmitter substances through multi-barreled micropipettes
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during such recording. The latter technique, which is termed “microiontophoresis” or “electrophoresis,” was originally developed by Curtis and
Eccles. It provides a powerful tool for the analysis of drug action at a cellular
level. Only by directly applying drugs or putative transmitters to individual
neurons by such micro-methods can it directly be established that a
substance has a primary action upon a particular neuron under study. A
second development during this same period has been the discovery of
histochemical methods by which certain neurons within the brain can be
identified according to their specific neurotransmitter content. Most
prominently, this has been achieved for the monoamine-containing neurons
in the brain. Heller and associates by means of selective brain lesions first
provided evidence for the probable existence of monoamine neuronal
pathways. These investigators found that this pathway traversed the medial
forebrain bundle in the lateral hypothalamus. Dahlstrom, Fuxe, and their
associates,

utilizing

the

formaldehyde-condensation,

histochemical-

fluorescence method of Falck and Hillarp, directly determined and mapped
the location of monoamine cell bodies and terminals in the brain. Three
principal monoamine pathways were discovered: (1) a nigrostriatal
dopamine system whose cells of origin are situated in the zona compacta of
the substantia nigra and projections in the caudate nucleus, accumbens
nucleus, and olfactory tubercules; (2) a “noradrenergic” pathway with cell
bodies in the locus coeruleus and brainstem, reticular formation, and
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projections to various parts of the forebrain, including the hypothalamus,
hippocampus, and molecular layer of the cerebral cortex; and (3) a
“serotonergic” system with cell bodies in the raphe nuclei of the brainstem
and projections to the hypothalamus, amygdala, and other portions of the
limbic system. The far-reaching implications of this discovery are currently
permeating all aspects of research in neuropharmacology. It should be
apparent that the identification of chemically specific neuronal systems sets
the stage for integrating biochemical and neurophysiological knowledge on
the mechanism of drug action. Specific examples of drug effects on
histochemically characterized brain neurons will be given in some of the
sections that follow.

Mechanism of Psychotropic Drug Action: Major Drug Classes
Antipsychotic Drugs
The principal drugs in this category are the phenothiazines and
butyrophenones, as exemplified respectively by chlorpromazine and
haloperidol. Chlorpromazine was first suggested for possible use in
psychiatric patients in the early 1950s by Henri-Marie Laborit, a surgeon who
had been testing a series of phenothiazine antihistamines as adjuncts to
anesthesia. It is interesting to note that the denotation applied to these drugs
has changed since their introduction and early years of use. They were
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originally most commonly called “tranquilizers” or “neuroleptics,” but partly
as a result of the NIMH and VA hospital collaborative studies are now usually
termed “antipsychotics.” This significant shift in terminology was based on
the conclusion that although these drugs may initially have some sedative
actions, in the long run they do more than merely quiet patients or reduce
their anxieties. On the whole, schizophrenic patients seemed to become less
withdrawn and more involved in affairs of reality, and in that sense “primary”
symptoms of schizophrenia were ameliorated. The significance of these
clinical findings for the pharmacologist is that studies on the mechanism of
action of these drugs may give some insight into the nature of brain systems
that may relate to the brain systems primarily disturbed in schizophrenia.
On a biochemical level, the search for sites of action of chlorpromazine
and other antipsychotics has in the past included investigations upon tissue
respiration (electron transport and oxidative phosphoylation), phospholipids,
and a variety of enzyme systems. In most such systems, some effect can be
seen, but because rather high concentrations are usually necessary, the
relevance of such changes to the behavioral actions of the drugs has been
questioned. Of course, it is possible that the drugs may become concentrated
at critical subcellular sites and thereby alter these basic biochemical systems.
In any event, in recent years the main focus of work on the mechanism of
action of these drugs has moved away from an examination of general
metabolic

systems.

Instead,
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putative

neurotransmitters.
The occurrence of extrapyramidal side effects in patients who are being
treated with phenothiazines and butyrophenones is well known to every
clinician. It has been suggested that there is a high correlation between the
potency (on a milligram basis) of the various antipsychotic compounds and
their tendency to produce extrapyramidal side effects. Thioridazine appears
to be a partial exception to this pattern in that the incidence of
extrapyramidal side effects is relatively low at clinically effective doses. In any
event, evidence has accumulated that the antipsychotic drugs may be
powerful blockers of the putative transmitter dopamine. The resulting
reduction in dopamine activity is believed to be responsible for the
extrapyramidal side effects seen with these drugs. Associated with this
apparent receptor blockage is a marked acceleration in the synthesis of
dopamine, which may represent a compensatory feedback mechanism.
Consistent with this notion is the fact that when the synthesis of
catecholamines is inhibited by alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine, the behavioral effects
of antipsychotic drugs in animals is potentiated. Horn and Snyder have
recently

determined,

on

the

basis

of

calculations

utilizing

X-ray

crystallography measurements, that the active phenothiazines are similar to
dopamine in structural conformation. Since there are several dopamine tracts
outside the extrapyramidal system (e.g., to nucleus accumbens and olfactory
tubercules) Horn and Snyder have suggested that these may be involved in
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the antischizophrenic activity of the phenothiazines and butyrophenones.
These investigators also point out that the “similarity of the phenothiazine
conformation to that of dopamine would also apply to norepinephrine.”
As in the periphery, certain actions of norepinephrine in the brain may
be mediated by the “secondary transmitter,” cyclic AMP (3',5'-adenosine
monophosphate). Norepinephrine stimulates the production of cyclic AMP in
brain slices, and the effects of norepinephrine on Purkinje cells appear to be
mediated by cyclic AMP. Phenothiazines have been found to block the
norepinephrine-induced increase in cyclic AMP in a manner that correlates
with relative antipsychotic potencies. Phenothiazines may also block the
release of norepinephrine from nerve terminals. Single-unit recordings from
norepinephrine-containing neurons of the locus coeruleus and dopaminecontaining cells of the substantia nigra have shown that the antipsychotic
drugs are potent antagonists of the effects of amphetamine upon the firing of
these cells. Interestingly, amphetamine, a drug that enhances dopamine
actions, regularly induces a paranoid psychosis in volunteer subjects. Clinical
effects of amphetamine can readily be reversed by the antipsychotic drugs.
However, this situation is complicated by the fact that under certain
circumstances the phenothiazines, but not the butyrophenones, tend to
retard the rate at which amphetamine is metabolized and therefore prolong
its stay in the body. In any case, on both a cellular and behavioral level the
antipsychotic drugs and amphetamines appear to have opposing actions. It
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would appear that the blocking of dopamine and perhaps also
norepinephrine by the antipsychotic drugs can account for both their
extrapyramidal side effects and amphetamine antagonism.
In addition to their importance in the treatment of schizophrenia, the
antipsychotic drugs in high doses have been of value in highly active stages of
manic-depressive psychosis. However, lithium carbonate appears to be more
effective in long-term treatment of this condition. There is little information
on the basic mechanism of the action of lithium. Since lithium can displace
sodium ions, it presumably may effect neuronal membrane potential,
transport mechanisms and other sodium-dependent processes. In brain
slices, lithium has been found to impair the release of putative transmitters
such as serotonin and norepinephrine. The relationship between these
pharmacological findings and possible biochemical factors in naturally
occurring psychoses such as mania and schizophrenia remains to be
determined. Nevertheless, the discovery that the antipsychotic drugs have
pronounced interaction with the catecholamine systems in the brain
represents an exciting new and fruitful development in our attempts to
understand the mechanism of action of this important class of drugs.

Antidepressant Drugs
Of the many chemical agents that have been tested in the treatment of
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depressive illness, the so-called “tricyclic” compounds have emerged as the
most useful clinically. An inherent difficulty in the evaluation of the efficacy of
antidepressant drugs is the self-limiting nature of most illnesses categorized
as “depressive.” Another difficulty is the fact that clinical response to these
drugs tends to be delayed. Nevertheless, there is fairly wide agreement on the
superiority of the tricyclic compounds as compared with placebo. The
monoamine oxidase inhibitors are felt to be less effective than the tricyclic
compounds, and their use has been limited by the occurrence of serious
cardiovascular side effects. In any case, interest in understanding the basic
mechanisms of action of the various drugs in this category has been given its
main impetus by the clinical finding of antidepressant efficacy.
Imipramine, a close structural analogue of chlorpromazine, was the first
of the antidepressant tricyclics to be tested. It was presumed to be just
another “tranquilizer” and its antidepressant properties were discovered
serendipitously during a routine clinical trial of phenothiazine-related
compounds. Imipramine differs in chemical structure from chlorpromazine
only in the substitution of an ethylene for a sulfide bridge in the middle ring
and the absence of the 2-chloro substituent. Despite these similarities in
chemical structure, the clinical and neuropharmacological actions of the
tricyclic drugs are in most ways entirely distinguishable from that of
antipsychotic phenothiazines. On a clinical level, although the tricyclic
compounds have some sedative effects, they may aggravate rather than
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dampen psychotic symptomatology. On a pharmacological level, effects upon
the brain-dopamine system that are so characteristic of the phenothiazines
and butyrophenones are lacking among the tricyclic drugs.
The first significant clue as to the mechanism of action of the tricyclic
drugs was derived from the basic observations of Axelrod and his coworkers,
that peripheral adrenergic nerves avidly accumulate radioactively-labeled
catecholamines. This work was extended into the central nervous system
with the finding that tricyclic drugs, but not chlorpromazine, blocked the
uptake of exogenous norepinephrine injected into the cerebral ventricles.
When the blood-brain barrier is circumvented by the latter route of
administration, norepinephrine will enter the brain parenchyma and be taken
up into catecholamine-containing neutrons. Presumably, if imipramine or
other tricyclic compounds block the uptake of exogenous norepinephrine,
then endogenous norepinephrine, released by central noradrenergic nerves,
would also be blocked. Since reuptake probably represents the primary
mechanism for terminating the action of norepinephrine upon postsynaptic
receptors, the tricyclic compounds may produce their behavioral effects by
this means.
New data now require some modification and extension of what might
be called the “catecholamine hypothesis” of the mechanism of action of the
tricyclic drugs as presented above. It has been found that some of the tricyclic
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compounds are much more potent blockers of serotonin than of
norepinephrine uptake.' The differential activity of the various tricyclic
compounds on uptake seems to depend on the degree of methylation of the
side-chain amine moiety. Those tricyclic drugs which have their side-chain
nitrogen

in

the

tertiary

form

(e.g.,

imipramine,

amitriptyline,

chlorimipramine) primarily block the uptake of serotonin. On the other hand,
the demethylated analogues of these compounds, in which the side-chain
nitrogen in secondary form (e.g., desmethylimipramine and protriptyline) are
more active in blocking norepinephrine uptake. On this basis, Carlsson has
suggested that these two subgroups within the general category of tricyclic
drugs could have differing clinical actions. For example, he suggests the
tertiary amine forms may have their greatest effect on “mood,” whereas the
secondary amines might primarily influence “drive.” The validity of this
concept of differential uptake and clinical action remains to be tested. It is
important to note that blockage of monoamine uptake may not be a necessary
attribute of all tricyclic antidepressants. Iprindole, a tricyclic compound
containing a ring indole moiety, has been reported to be an effective
antidepressant, yet it appears to lack any effect on amine uptake.
Nevertheless, the studies on tricyclic antidepressants and amine biochemistry
represent an excellent illustration of the mutuality among basic
neuropharmacology and clinical psychopharmacology and therapeutics.

Stimulant Drugs
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From the point of view of behavior, the principal drugs of interest in this
category are the various isomers and analogues of amphetamine and
methylphenidate. The therapeutic uses of these drugs are becoming
progressively narrower as concern over their abuse potential increases. In
psychiatry at the present time, their use is now almost entirely limited to the
treatment of hyperkinetic children. It has long been known from case
histories and field observations that the ingestion of large amounts of
amphetamines is associated with a paranoid psychosis that is often difficult to
distinguish from paranoid schizophrenia. When unaccompanied by the use of
barbiturates or other drugs, the person with the psychosis is free of the usual
signs of confusion or disorientation classically associated with ‘organic”
mental states. However, until the study of Griffiths and coworkers it was not
established that amphetamine, if given in sufficient amounts, would induce a
psychosis in volunteer subjects under controlled conditions. In the latter
study almost all subjects developed a paranoid psychosis within one to five
days with cumulative doses of dextroamphetamine ranging from one hundred
to seven hundred and fifty mg. Contrary to expectation, subjects appeared
depressed rather than elated as the psychosis developed. Since it appears that
a paranoid state can be induced in a regular fashion by amphetamine in most
or all subjects at high-dose levels, this drug can be regarded as producing a
true “model psychosis.” These clinical observations have therefore stimulated
much interest in the basic mechanisms of action of this class of drugs.
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On an electrophysiological level it had been observed that damphetamine causes a decrease in the threshold required for producing EEG
arousal by electrical stimulation of the reticular formation. However, it is
unclear by which neurochemical mechanism such effects are mediated. Of
course, the amphetamines are structural analogues of the catecholamines and
fall into the general category of sympathomimetic agents. However, it was not
until the introduction of alpha-methyltyrosine, a selective inhibitor of
catecholamine synthesis, that the means were available for testing the
hypothesis that the amphetamines may produce their central effects through
a catecholamine mechanism. It has been found that pretreatment with alphamethyltyrosine blocked most of the behavioral effects of d-amphetamine. For
example, the disruption of the conditioned avoidance response and excitatory
responses produced by amphetamine in animals can all be blocked by alphamethyltyrosine. These studies appear to establish a direct requirement for
the ongoing synthesis of brain catecholamines to sustain the actions of
amphetamine, since the block by alpha-methyltyrosine occurs prior to any
significant depletion of the amine stores.
The foregoing behavioral studies strongly suggest that the central
actions of the amphetamines are mediated through the catecholamines.
Biochemical and histochemical studies give support to this view. Indirect
evidence suggests that the amphetamines can both release catecholamines
from central catecholamine neurons and block their reuptake. The fact that
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amphetamines have this dual action on catecholamines would seem to
provide an explanation for the potent behavioral effects of these drugs, since
extraneuronal release would result in enhanced catecholamine activity at
postsynaptic receptor sites and the block in reuptake would prevent the
removal of the catecholamines from such sites. The action of excessive
amounts of catecholamines at postsynaptic sites may be expected to produce
a compensatory feedback inhibition of the firing of the catecholamine
neurons, and this has been demonstrated by direct, single unit recordings
from catecholamine-containing neurons in the locus coeruleus and substantia
nigra.
Although much evidence now points to a direct mediation by brain
catecholamines of the effects of amphetamine, the question still remains,
which of the catecholamines—norepinephrine or dopamine—is primarily
involved in the production of the paranoid psychosis in man? Since
amphetamine produces several types of behavioral effects in animals, many
studies have been carried out in an attempt to parcel out the relative
contributions of the two catecholamines. The so-called stereotypic behaviors
(e.g., compulsive gnawing) that may be most analogous to the amphetamine
psychosis in man seem to be closely associated with dopamine and the
dopamine tracts in the brain. On the other hand, the increased locomotor
activity induced by amphetamine may involve norepinephrine as well as
dopamine in the brain, Taylor and Snyder have studied this question by
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taking advantage of the fact that d-amphetamine is much more potent than 1amphetamine in blocking the neuronal uptake of norepinephrine, but that the
two stereoisomers are essentially equipotent in blocking the uptake of
dopamine by neuronal terminal in the corpus striatum. They have found that
d-amphetamine is ten times more effective than 1-amphetamine in enhancing
locomotor activity, but that the two have approximately the same potency
with respect to compulsive gnawing behavior. If it is assumed that behavioral
potency is a function of the degree to which uptake is blocked, then these
results again suggest that norepinephrine is most important for mediating the
activation and dopamine for the stereotyped behaviors induced by
amphetamine. Taken together, these various results again underline the great
importance dopamine and norepinephrine neuronal systems in the brain may
have for abnormal behavioral patterns and their possible relevance to both
amphetamine-induced and naturally occurring psychoses.

Psychotomimetic Drugs
A great many chemical substances, if ingested in large enough quantity,
can alter fundamental metabolic processes and thereby produce a psychosis
characterized by a generalized disturbance in perceptual, cognitive, affective,
or vegetative functions. However, from a pharmacological standpoint the
drugs of greatest interest are those which have selective actions and produce
a well-defined “psychotic” state. The paranoid psychosis induced by
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amphetamine, discussed in the last section, is one example of this. Other welldefined drug psychoses include: (1) the delirium states produced by the
anticholinergic drugs; and (2) the “psychedelic” state associated with Dlysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), mescaline, and related drugs. There has
been much controversy over whether any of these drugs accurately mimic
schizophrenia or other nondrug induced psychoses. Bowers and Freedman
have reported that some acute psychoses begin with a psychedelic state, but
that this may represent only a transient phase in the overall illness. Thus, in
some cases a psychotomimetic drug may be seen as mimicking phases or
aspects of naturally occurring psychoses rather than the whole picture of an
illness in a longitudinal sense. In any event, the significance of the
psychotomimetic drugs for purposes of basic research is the fact that they can
serve as tracers in the identification of chemical and neuronal systems in the
brain that are of importance for the maintenance of normal mental or
behavioral functions.
A specific hypothesis concerning chemical site of action was developed
for LSD shortly after its introduction into pharmacological research in the
early 1950s. Gaddum and Woolley and Shaw introduced the notion that LSD
may produce its effects by interfering with the action of serotonin in the
brain. It was found that LSD antagonized the effects of serotonin on certain
smooth muscle preparations (e.g., isolated rat uterus). Moreover, LSD
resembles serotonin structurally (i.e., both contain an indole nucleus) and
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serotonin is present in the brain. The hypothesis that LSD acts in the brain by
antagonizing serotonin was soon questioned as a result of the finding that 2brom LSD was as potent as LSD in antagonizing serotonin in peripheral
systems, but had little behavioral effect. Studies in man with a wide range of
LSD congeners have confirmed this lack of relationship between peripheral
anti-serotonin potency and psychotomimetic effect. However, it has also been
found that LSD, particularly at low concentrations, could have a serotonin-like
action in various smooth systems. 82,97,108 gut was apparent that studies
with peripheral tissues could not settle the question of what, if any,
interaction occurs between LSD and serotonin in the brain itself.
Freedman and Giarman, in a logical development from this earlier work
dealing with LSD-serotonin interactions in the periphery, began to investigate
the influence of LSD on the metabolism of serotonin in the brain. They found
that LSD produced a small (60-100 nanograms) but reproducible increase in
the concentration of serotonin in the brain. The LSD-induced increase in
serotonin could be interpreted as resulting from either increased synthesis or
decreased breakdown.
However, the isolated measurement of serotonin concentration gave
little clue as to which general mechanism may be involved. It has more
recently been found that the concentration of 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA), the principal metabolite of serotonin in the brain, is decreased after
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the administration of LSD and other indoleamine type psychotomimetics.
Furthermore, the rate of synthesis of serotonin from labeled precursor (Ltryptophan) is also decreased. These results point to the possibility that LSD
acts to retard the turnover of brain serotonin.
Based on the dual observations that LSD reduced the turnover of brain
serotonin and that electrical stimulation of the serotonin-containing neurons
of the midbrain raphe nuclei increased turnover, it was suggested that LSD
might depress the firing of raphe neurons. A similar suggestion was based on
the fact that LSD slowed the rate of depletion of serotonin that occurs after
inhibition of synthesis. By means of direct microelectrode recording from
single raphe neurons in rats, it has been demonstrated that extremely small
doses of LSD (10 µg/kg, i.v.) produced a total but reversible inhibition of
firing. This is an invariable finding and occurs both in anesthetized and
unanesthetized animals. This inhibitory effect of LSD was exceedingly
selective and the firing of units outside the raphe nucleus was either
unaffected or increased. The nonpsychotomimetic analogue of LSD, 2-bromLSD, which is even more potent than LSD in blocking the actions of serotonin
in smooth muscle preparations, was found to have less than 1 percent of the
activity of LSD in depressing raphe neurons. Taken together these results
reinforce the original hypothesis that LSD might act in the brain by
interacting somehow with serotonin. There are a number of possible
mechanisms that might account for the observed inhibition by LSD of
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serotonin-containing (i.e., raphe) neurons. First, LSD might have a direct
inhibitory action. In support of this possibility it has been found that raphe,
but not other nearby neurons, were inhibited by direct, microiontophoretic
administration of LSD. However, the fact that raphe neurons may be inhibited
directly by LSD does not exclude the interesting possibility that the drug also
acts at postsynaptic sites.
The above studies represent only beginning efforts toward clarifying
the interrelationship between the effects of LSD and the functional state of
the serotonin-containing neurons of the raphe system. Although LSD has been
the most thoroughly studied of the psychedelic drugs in this respect, other
members of this class probably act through similar mechanisms.
Indoleamines such as N,N-dimethyl-tryptamine and psilocybin, which are
structurally related to LSD, as well as certain substituted phenethylamines
(e.g.,

mescaline)

and

amphetamines

(e.g.,

2,5-methoxy-4-

methylamphetamine) resemble LSD in many though not all behavioral effects
and biochemical or neurophysiological actions. In addition, mescaline and
LSD show cross-tolerance toward one another in man. On the other hand,
marijuana or its active principle, ∆9-tetrahydrocannabinol, although it may be
classified as a psychedelic drug, does not exhibit cross-tolerance with LSD in
man, suggesting that it acts through a different mechanism. In any event, the
elucidation of the mechanism of action of the psychedelic drugs will require
more than simply isolated observations on their effects on serotonin-
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containing or other individual neurons. Ultimately, it will be necessary to
integrate data from the unit level with knowledge about the interconnections
and physiological role of the neuronal systems within which these units
function.

Conclusions
Neuropharmacology: Future Prospects
From the foregoing illustrations it can be seen that information about
chemical and cellular sites of drug action is being elaborated on a wide front.
Undoubtedly, trends that now seem promising will be discarded and other
approaches that are not presently in vogue will supercede them. All drugs
have multiple actions and it is possible that the currently known effects of
certain drugs may not be the crucial ones in terms of behavior. However,
there is every expectation that, in a relatively few years, given the current
level of sophistication in methodology and approach, substantial progress will
be made in the accurate characterization of the relevant mechanisms of action
of most psychotropic drugs. We are closer to this goal in some areas than in
others. The examples discussed in detail (i.e., antipsychotic, antidepressant,
stimulant, and psychotomimetic drugs) seem to most clearly illustrate the
current creative ferment in the field. In each case, a plausible and coherent
basic mechanism of action has been proposed and is supported by a
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respectable amount of experimental work. On the other hand, in the case of
the narcotics and antianxiety drugs, progress toward ascertaining the
mechanisms of action has been less rapid. However, because of public
concern over drug abuse, which is leading to increased support for research
in this area, we can expect a marked expansion in our knowledge of the basic
neuropharmacology of these drugs as well. A decade ago, these goals seemed
much further from reach than they do at the present time.

Implications for Psychiatry
These developments in neuropharmacology will have a continued
impact upon psychiatry in many spheres. First, in the area of training, as
knowledge both about basic brain mechanisms as well as drug action
increases, it will appear more relevant in the future than it has in the past to
include a significant body of neuropharmacology and neurobiology in the
training programs of departments of psychiatry. This will become more than
simply an academic exercise if we reach a stage where an understanding of
the mechanisms of drug action forms the basis for the intelligent clinical
administration of drugs. In the area of psychiatric research, the concepts and
methods of basic neuropharmacology are already having a major influence.
One of the best examples of this is in biological research on the affective
disorders. Neuropharmacological theories of the mechanism of action of
antidepressant drugs (e.g., catecholamine or indoleamine) have led to
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investigations upon the status of such systems in patients with disturbances
in affective states.2 Finally, as our understanding of the mode of action of
existing drugs increases, new drugs with improved efficacy or fewer
unwanted effects can be developed. For example, if the antipsychotic drugs
do, in fact, produce their therapeutic effects by blocking dopamine receptors,
it would be useful to restrict this action to those dopamine pathways most
directly concerned with the psychotic process. Since the dopamine pathway
of the extrapyramidal motor system may not be directly involved in the
therapeutic action of these drugs, it would be advantageous to have
antipsychotic drugs that acted selectively upon dopamine receptors outside
this system. Similar possibilities of increased specificity or efficacy exist for all
of the presently used pharmacotherapeutic drugs. Through an understanding
of their mode of action, rational procedures for improving known drugs or
developing new drugs will thus be facilitated.
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1 For more extensive coverage of this area consult the recent excellent and succinct textbook by
Cooper, Bloom, and Roth.
2 Developments in this and similar areas are described in some other chapters of this volume.
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LINKAGE OF BASIC NEUROPHARMACOLOGY AND CLINICAL
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY
Introduction
The investigative efforts and consequent production of new information
in basic neuropharmacology and clinical psychopharmacology in recent years
has been enormous. In the relatively short period of the preceding twenty
years specific pharmacological treatments for the major psychopathological
states have become available. Clinically effective psychopharmacological
agents have not only been helpful to patients, but they have also turned out to
be powerful investigative tools for the elucidation of basic neurobiological
processes that in turn have led to the development of specific hypotheses as
to the biological genesis of psychopathological states. The literature dealing
with

linkages

between

basic

neuropharmacology

and

clinical

psychopharmacology is huge in that almost any paper dealing with a drug
which affects the psyche or a neurobiological process could be rightfully
included in this chapter, given its title. Such a review would be not only
beyond the authors’ abilities but also redundant in that many excellent
reviews of the relationship of a variety of classes of psychopharmacological
agents to neurobiological processes, and vice versa, have been written. For
these reasons the choice of a more focused review of a particular area of
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relationship between basic and clinical psychopharmacology was chosen.
Such a choice inevitably depends upon the judgment of the writers, but
it is felt that a great many investigators would agree that the publication by
Dahlstrom and Fuxe in 1965 indicating that the biogenic amines DA, NE, and
5-HT1 are to be found in discrete and specifically identifiable groups of
neurons was seminal. Subsequent work indicated that these amines, and
probably their synthetic enzymes, are made in discrete groupings of cell
bodies and then transported down the axons, which themselves are found in
specific tracts, to nerve endings existing at a considerable distance from their
cell bodies in some cases. It is now clear, although the specifics are only
beginning to emerge, that the different aminergic systems regulate or
modulate separable and to a certain extent discrete kinds of behavior.
Further, it has been found that some clinically useful classes of
psychopharmacological agents have specific actions on one of these
aminergic systems but not others. Since studies of the relationships of specific
brain amine systems, behavior, and psychopharmacological agents are
relatively recent and because the implications of such studies for increasing
our understanding of the biological genesis of psychopathological states is
clear, it is this area of brain amine systems, drugs, and behavior that has been
chosen for review.
Briefly, the general scheme of presentation is to first review our present
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knowledge as to the existence and localization of brain amine systems, to
describe some kinds of behavior that may be modulated by them, to review
the experimental evidence that indicates that some clinically useful
psychopharmacological agents have specific actions upon these brain amine
systems, to describe possible amine system interactions, and, finally, to
conclude with suggestions as to the possibility that specific amine systems
are centrally involved in the genesis of specific psychopathological states.

The Neuroanatomy of the Brain Amine Systems
History of Development of Techniques
The development of techniques for the localization of groups of cells
responsible for DA, NE, 5-HT, and ACh production and release has added a
new dimension to the study of neurotransmitters. For the first time aminespecific, cell-body areas can be defined, their axonal bundles can be
demonstrated, and their terminal areas, at which there is release of specific
neurotransmitter and activation of receptor site, can be localized and studied
chemically, ultra-structurally, and electrophysiologically. Further, the
behavioral effects that occur as a consequence of altering these systems by a
variety of techniques may be studied.
Attempts at defining pathways of monoamine systems began with the
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work of Heller and Moore who, by making small lesions in various parts of the
brain, could differentially effect whole brain levels of NE, DA, and 5-HT. Their
work suggested that major tracts connecting with 5-HT and NE rich areas in
the forebrain ran in the dorsomedial brainstem tegmentum and through the
median forebrain bundle in the lateral hypothalamus. Ventrolateral tegmental
lesions reduced only brain NE and central gray lesions lowered 5-HT only.
Their inability to trace degenerating fibers to the cortex and other structures
that showed marked decreases in amine levels after lesions suggested to
them that the monoamine systems might be multisynaptic with the reduction
in amine content being secondary to a lesion of neurons which
transsynaptically activated monoamine neurons.
A further development in technique for mapping out the catecholamine
and indoleamine systems (NE, DA, 5-HT) began with the work of Falck and
Hillarp who devised a method of condensing these monoamines in tissue
sections with formaldehyde vapor to produce an intense fluorophore, which
could be visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Recent developments in
microspectrophotofluorimetry have permitted excitation and emission
differentials for the NE, DA, and 5-HT fluorophores, permitting species
identification for each of the catecholamines (NE and DA) and 5-HT.
Fluorescence histochemistry, together with lesioning techniques,
provided the tools for clarifying some of the issues raised by the work of
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Heller and Moore, i.e., since monoamines accumulate proximal to axonal
lesions, terminal and axonal regions can be destroyed selectively and specific
pathways can be defined by following the development of increased
fluorescence proximal to the lesioned stump. This approach, for example, has
been used in studies in which the neostriatum was ablated with the
subsequent accumulation of fluorescence in axons of the internal capsule and
in the DA cells of the pars compacta of the substantia nigra, allowing
definition of the now well-known nigro-striatal DA pathway. Conversely,
lesions in the DA cell-body area, the substantia nigra, caused a substantial loss
of DA fluorescence in the neostriatum. Using the same approach it has also
been found that many of the catecholamine containing nerve endings in the
cerebral cortex are terminals of axons whose cell bodies are to be found in the
brainstem. Alpha-m-NE also proved to be a useful tool in mapping amine
systems as it is taken up and produces an intense fluorescence when injected
into terminal areas and the fluorescence spreads retrograde toward the cells
of origin.
The fluorophores from 5-HT terminals and cell bodies are more difficult
to visualize than those of catecholamines with the routine Falck-Hillarp
method. In order to localize 5-HT more easily, pretreatment with a
monoamine oxidase inhibitor is frequently used to increase tissue
concentrations of 5-HT, which then makes recognition of the structures more
possible. Even with such treatment many areas of the telencephalon and
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diencephalon, which are known from biochemical determinations to contain
5-HT, do not show fluorescence and this is probably in part due to the fact
that the 5-HT terminals are very fine and many are probably submicroscopic.
For these reasons negative findings in any given experiment, as to the 5-HT
systems when the Falck-Hillarp method is used, must be interpreted with
caution. While this problem is of particular concern with 5-HT systems, it may
also occur with smaller terminals of the NE and DA systems. In terms of the
limitations of this approach, it should also be noted that direct application of
the histochemical-fluorescence method allows visualization only of those
areas within the neuron that contain high concentration of monoamines.
Highest concentrations of amines are found in terminal areas and adequate
concentrations for visual recognition are also found in cell bodies, but axonal
pathways contain too little monoamine to fluoresce, unless special
manipulations are employed.
Fluorescence histochemical mapping of several of the amine systems in
rat brain, including the defining of cell bodies of origin, axonal pathways, and
terminal areas, has been developed during the past several years by a group
of investigators at the Karolinski Institute, and these findings recently have
been summarized and extended by Ungerstedt. As of this writing this
technique has permitted definition of six reasonably well-defined monoamine
systems, i.e., two NE, one 5-HT, and three DA systems that supply primarily
the diencephalon and telencephalon; and five of these have their cell bodies of
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origin in the medulla, pons, or mesencephalon. In this section, available data
as to anatomical loci and possible interactions with other amine systems,
including ACh systems, also defined herein and located in proximity, will be
summarized. The following section will examine, when known, the behavioral
effects of selective pharmacologic manipulations for each of these systems.
The assumption that identical monoamine systems as described in the
rat are also present in higher species, including primates, must be approached
with some caution. Preliminary evidence from work in progress suggests that
although widespread similarities of cell-body and terminal areas exist, some
interspecies dissimilarities in distribution of cell bodies and terminals in cat
and Rhesus brainstems (J. R. Sladek, Jr., personal communication) and
squirrel and monkey brainstems (D. Felton, personal communication) are
also present. Axonal pathways in species other than the rat have not as yet
been systematically reported.

The Norepinephrine Systems (Figure 20-1.)
The Dorsal NE System
The dorsal NE system arises from the cell bodies of the pontine nucleus
locus coeruleus (Ag according to the nomenclature of Dahlstrom and Fuxe)
and after giving off axons both to the cord and cerebellum, it ascends in the
mid-reticular formation of the pons just ventral to the nucleus tractus
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solitarius. It passes in the dorsal part of the combined catecholamine bundle
(dorsal and ventral bundle) between the pregenual fibers of the seventh
cranial nerve. The dorsal NE fibers then separate from the ventral system,
turning dorsomedially, ascending in a tight bundle just lateral to the
oculomotor nucleus. Some axons leave the bundle to cross in the posterior
commissure before it dives sharply ventrolaterally into the zona incerta at the
junction of the mesencephalon and diencephalon and rejoins the ventral NE
system already in the median forebrain bundle. It gives off some branches
dorsolaterally in the area of the nucleus subthalamus supplying NE terminals
in the geniculate bodies and some branches dorsomedially to terminals in the
nucleus

anterior

ventral

thalamus

and

nucleus

paraventricularis

rotundocellularis. After contributing a small number of terminals (both
crossed and uncrossed) to the hypothalamus, the bundle gives off, at a midhypothalamic level some axons which enter both the ansa lenticularis and the
dorsal supraoptic commissure. There the axons spread both laterally toward
the amygdala and basal cortical terminals, and medially, crossing the midline
to end in the contralateral cortex. The bulk of the axons, however, ascend
toward the septal region, where they give off terminals and then continue on
in the cingulum on their way to terminals in the cortex and hippocampus.
Terminal areas of the dorsal NE system are summarized in Table 20-1.
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Figure 20-1.
Saggital projection of the ascending norepinephrine (NE) pathway of the
rat. Horizontal stripes indicate major terminal areas of the dorsal NE
system. Vertical stripes indicate major terminal areas of the ventral NE
system.

The Ventral NE System
The ventral NE system arises from cell bodies at A1, A2, A4, A5, A7 in the
medulla and pons—there are very few cell bodies in the squirrel monkey A3,
A4 and A7, (D. Felton, personal communication)—and it ascends in the midreticular formation. Its axons remain slightly ventral to the dorsal bundle in
the pons and then they spread ventromedially along the medial lemniscus
and continue rostrally, mainly in the median forebrain bundle in the
mesencephalon. In the mesencephalon, it gives rise to NE terminal areas
dorsally, in the ventrolateral part of the substantia griseum centralis (which
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are in intimate contact with 5-HT cells of group B7 and to a lesser extent B8)
and to part of the mesencephalic reticular formation dorsal and dorsolateral
to the medial lemniscus at the caudal level of the interpeduncular nucleus.
The ventral NE system gives off terminals to the whole hypothalamus
(especially the dorso-medialis hypothalami, nucleus periventricularis, area
ventral to fornix, nucleus arcuatus, inner layer of median eminence,
retrochiasmatic area, nucleus paraventricularis, nucleus supraopticus,
preoptic area) both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. Continuing in the median
forebrain bundle, it ascends rostrally in the stria terminals, giving off NE
terminals to the ventral part of the nucleus interstitialis stria terminalis
before continuing on to supply terminal areas in the amygdaloid cortex.
Terminal areas of the ventral NE system are summarized in Table 20-1.

The Dopamine Systems (Figure 20-2.)
Nigrostriatal System
The nigrostriatal system originates in the substantia nigra (A9)
especially the zona compacta, adjacent tegmental area, and an area just caudal
to the substantia nigra and dorsal to the medial lemniscus (A8) and it sends
dopaminergic axons rostral in the lateral hypothalamus, entering the cerebral
peduncle in the mid-hypothalamus, ascending in the internal capsule, fanning
out in the globus pallidus, and finally entering and terminating in the caudate
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and putamen. DA terminals in the central amygdaloid nucleus are extensions
of DA axons in the putamen and originate from axons running lateroventrally
in the internal capsule. Terminal areas of the nigro-striatal DA system are
summarized in Table 20-1.

Meso-limbic Dopamine System
DA cell bodies that are located at A10 (around the interpeduncular
nucleus and extending in the midline up to the level of the dorsal motor
nucleus of the third cranial nerve) contribute axons that run just dorsal to the
median forebrain bundle in the lateral hypothalamus and, at the level of the
anterior commissure, give off a series of branches to supply terminals in the
nucleus accumbens, the dorsal part of the interstitial nucleus of the stria
terminalis, and in the olfactory tubercle, (DA fibers to the amygdala arise
from the adjacent A9—substantia nigra—and enter the internal capsule,
diving through the putamen to central amygdaloid nucleus.) Terminal areas
of the meso-limbic DA system are summarized in Table 20-1.

Table 20-1. Major Terminal Areas of Monoamine Systems
SYSTEMS
TERMINAL
AREAS

Dorsal
NE

Cerebellar
Cortex

X

Ventral
NE
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MesoLimbic
DA

NigroStriatal
DA

Tubo-Infundibular
and
Intrahypothalamic
DA

5HT

ACh

X

X
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Brainstem: Pons
and Medulla

X

Limbic Midbrain
Area and
Tectum

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(X)**

Thalamus

X

Hypothalamus

X

X

PreopticSuprachiasmatic
Area

x?*

X?*

Septum

X

Interstitialis
Nucleus Stria
Terminalis
Nucleus
Accumbens

x?*

X

X

X

X?*

X

X

X

X

Tuberculum
Olfactorium
Neostriatum
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Amygdala and
Amygdaloid
Cortex

X

Hippocampus

X

X

X

Cerebral Cortex

X

X

X

* Cells of origin of innervation uncertain.
** Although cell bodies are present, terminals have not been described
except more anteriorly in the diagonal band. However, intraseptal ACh
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produces rage that is antagonized by atropine. See discussion below.

Figure 20-2.
Saggital projection of DA pathways in the rat brain. Horizontal stripes
indicate major terminal areas of the Nigro-striatal system. Vertical stripes
indicate major terminal areas of the Meso-limbic system. Sloped stripes
indicate major terminal areas of the Tubo-infundibular system.

Tubo-Infundibular System
The cell bodies of the dopaminergic tubo-infundibular system are
located within the nucleus arcuatus ( A12) and along the lateral border of the
periventricular nucleus. A12 innervates the external layer of the median
eminence and is concerned with neuroendocrine control, discussion of which
is beyond the scope of this chapter. The cells along the periventricular border
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give rise to Intrahypothalamic A terminals and are noted in Table 20-1.

Catecholamine Terminal Areas and Cell-body Areas With Unknown Pathways
Noradrenergic terminals have recently been described in the posterior
medial part of the nucleus accumbens, bordering on the septal nuclei, and the
interstitial nucleus of the stria terminalis. The cells of origin and pathways to
these terminals are not known, although the adjacent septal nuclei are
innervated by the dorsal NE system and the adjacent ventral part of the
interstitial nucleus of the stria terminalis is innervated by the ventral NE
system. Their function in the accumbens has not been studied.
A dense group of DA cell bodies (A13) has been reported just
dorsolateral to the dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus. This group has been
reported to give rise to ascending axons in the median forebrain bundle.
Terminal areas have not been described and the function of this group of DA
cells has not been studied.

Serotonin System(s) (Figure 20-3.)
Owing to the difficulties noted above concerning the insensitivity of the fluorescencehistochemical technique in demonstrating 5-HT, such systems have been less
clearly defined than those of catecholamines. The following description of known
pathways is based on the work of Anden, Dahlstrom and Fuxe, Fuxe, Fuxe et al.,
Heller and Moore, and Ungerstedt.
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Figure 20-3.
Saggital projection of ascending 5-HT pathway(s) of the rat. Horizontal
stripes indicate terminal areas of the 5-HT system. Pathways to many of
these areas are as yet undefined.

Although there exist a large number of bulbo-spinal 5-HT neurons that
arise from 5-HT cells, many of which are innervated by NE terminals to the
raphe nuclei and to the surrounding pyramidal tract of the medulla, our
interest here will be confined primarily to ascending 5-HT pathways.
An ascending system of 5-HT neurons arises from the 5-HT cell bodies
in the raphe nuclei of the mesencephalon (nucleus of the dorsal raphe, B7, and
the nucleus of the median raphe, B8). The axons run ventrally and then turn
rostrally in the midbrain tegmentum as they approach the interpeduncular
nucleus. Most of the axons lie close to the midline and become aggregated in a
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bundle lying medial to the fasciculus retroflexus on the border between the
mesencephalon and diencephalon. The axons enter the median forebrain
bundle by passing, laterally, close to the ventral outline of the fasciculus
retroflexus, and most become aggregated close to the lateral surface of the
fornix. At least one other smaller tract is seen running more laterally in the
lateral hypothalamus ventral to the cerebral peduncle, and just dorsal to the
lateral part of the optic tract. The cells of origin of the secondary tract have
not been clearly defined, but it may be possible that this secondary tract
amounts for the remaining 20 percent of tryptophan hydroxylase and 30
percent of the 5-HT that persists in the telencephalon and diencephalon after
the complete electrolytic destruction of the raphe (B7 and B8) nuclei that
leaves the more lateral 5-HT group (B9) in the mesencephalic reticular
formation intact. The terminal area of the lateral secondary bundle has not
been distinguished from that of the more medial primary bundle except as
noted below. The primary bundle continues its route through the
hypothalamus in the median forebrain bundle, running just ventral to the
combined NE bundles, moving dorsally in front of the septal area, partly by
the diagonal tract, and into the cingulum and toward the superficial part of
the white matter to supply the cortex. Lesions of both raphe nuclei produce
electron microscopic signs of degeneration in the 5-HT rich suprachiasmatic
nucleus and reduce the overall 5-HT in whole brain by 70 percent, tyrosine
hydroxylase by 80 percent. Ventromedial tegmental lesions reduce
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tryptophan hydroxylase in at least caudate, anterior perforated substance,
and septal area. From these studies, the only clear localization of cell body to
terminal area is that of the raphe (B7 and B8) supplying the suprachiasmatic
nucleus. In addition to 5-HT terminals mentioned above (suprachiasmatic
nucleus, cortex, septum, caudate, anterior perforated substance), the
mesencephalon, telencephalon, and diencephalon show by fluorescent 5-HT
terminals widespread areas of 5-HT innervation encompassing the dorsal
tegmental nuclei, the zona reticulata of the substantia nigra, between the
interpeduncular area and the median raphe nucleus, the interpeduncular
nucleus, cranioventral to the interpeduncular nucleus, both colliculi, pretectal
region, both geniculates, habenular nuclei, many of the thalamic and most of
the hypothalamic nuclei, two of the preoptic nuclei, anterior amygdaloid
nuclei, hippocampi and globi pal-lidus. 5-HT cell bodies have not been
reported anterior to the mesencephalon. It should be remembered, especially
with 5-HT, that terminal areas may have relatively high amounts of
monoamines and yet be invisible by fluorescent microscopy, i.e., that 5-HT
terminals may be even more widespread than those noted. Demonstrated
terminal areas of the 5-HT system(s) are noted in Table 20-1.

The Acetylcholine Systems2 (Figures 20-4 and 20-5.)
Unlike the catecholamines and indoleamines the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine (ACh) does not form a fluorophore that can be visualized by
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fluorescent microscopy. The most successful attempts to define ACh
pathways have depended not on the demonstration of ACh itself, but upon the
presence of choline acetylase and especially acetyl cholinesterase in cell
bodies, axons, and terminals of ACh neurons. Using the thiocholine method
for esterase and light microscopy, Shute and Lewis mapped out ACh systems
in the rat brain. They demonstrated three pathway systems of ACh with
numerous interconnections, the terminal innervations of which are also
summarized in Table 20-1.

The Dorsal Tegmental Pathway
The dorsal tegmental pathway is a system of fibers that runs rostrally
from the midbrain tegmentum and supplies the tectum, pretectal area,
geniculate bodies, and thalamus. It arises primarily from the mesencephalic
nucleus cuneiformis and supplies the inferior and superior colliculus (the
latter transsynaptically), pretectal nuclei, medial and lateral geniculate bodies
(especially the ventral nucleus of the lateral geniculate body), specific
thalamic nuclei, including the centromedian and intralaminar thalamic nuclei,
and especially the anteroventral thalamic nuclei of the anterior thalamic
group. By long circuitous routes also supplied is the anterior colliculus and
the pretectal nuclei, via the supraoptic decussation, and the lateral geniculate
body via the medial strial bundle.
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The Ventral Tegmental Pathway
The ventral tegmental pathway arises from the ventral tegmental area
and the pars compacta of the substantia nigra and supplies the oculomotor
nucleus, mammillary bodies, subthalamus, anterior thalamic nuclei, especially
the anteroventral thalamic nucleus, entopeduncular nucleus, and globus
pallidus, the posterior and lateral hypothalamic areas, lateral preoptic area,
paraventricular and supraoptic hypothalamic nuclei and olfactory tubercle,
and, circuitously via the stria terminalis, the lateral amygdaloid nucleus.
These fibers as they pass through the diencephalon enter the zona incerta,
supra-mammillary region, and the lateral hypothalamic area, where there are
many ACh-containing cells, before running rostrally to the basal areas of the
forebrain.
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Figure 20-4.
Diagram showing the constituent nuclei (stippled) of the ascending
cholinergic reticular system in the mid-brain and fore-brain, with
projections to the cerebellum, tectum, thalamus, hypothalamus, striatum,
lateral cortex, and olfactory bulb. Abbreviations: ATH, antero-ventral and
antero-dorsal thalamic nuclei; CAU, caudate; CM, centromedian
(parafascicular) nucleus; CR, cingulate radiation; CU, nucleus cuneiformis;
DB, diagonal band; DTP, dorsal tegmental pathway; G, stratum griseum
intermediale of superior colliculus; GB, medial and lateral geniculate
bodies; GP, globus pallidus and entopeduncular nucleus; I, islets of Calleja;
IC, inferior colliculus; III, oculomotor nucleus; LC, lateral cortex; LHTH,
lateral hypothalamic area; LP, lateral preoptic area; M, mammillary body;
MTH, mammillo-thalamic tract; OB, olfactory bulb; OR, olfactory radiation;
OT, olfactory tubercle; P, plexiform layer of olfactory tubercle; PC,
precallosal cells; PT, pretectal nuclei; PU, patamen; SC, superior colliculus;
SLC, supero-lateral cortex; SN, substantia nigra pars compacta; SO,
supraoptic nucleus; STR, striatal radiation; SU, subthalamus; TH, thalamus;
TP, nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis (of Bechterew); VT, ventral
tegmental area and nucleus of basal optic root; VTP, ventral tegmental
pathway. Source: C. C. D. Shute and P. R. Lewis, Brain, 90 (1969), 529. By
permission of the author.

The ventral tegmental system continues cholinergically from cell bodies
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located in nuclei already supplied by cholinergic terminals giving rise to
centrifugal radiations to the neocortex, olfactory cortex and bulb, and to
subcortical nuclei. The entopeduncular nucleus and globus pallidus give rise
to cholinergic fibers that innervate the anteroventral nucleus of the thalamus,
the caudate, and putamen and also give rise to striatal radiations to the lateral
cortex above the rhinal fissure. The lateral preoptic (and anterior
amygdaloid) areas give rise to cholinergic fibers supplying the amygdaloid
nuclei—especially the pars ventralis of the lateral amygdaloid nucleus—give
rise to fibers that run in the stria terminalis to the cortical and medial
amygdaloid nuclei (olfactory part), and give rise to the amygdaloid radiation
that pierces the amygdala, enters the ventral part of the external capsule and
is distributed to the inferno-lateral cortex below the rhinal fissure. Arising
also from the lateral preoptic area and augmented by contributions from the
olfactory tubercle are innervations to the nucleus accumbens and fibers of the
olfactory radiation that turn laterally from the preoptic area and travel
rostrally in the lateral olfactory tract and in the olfactory peduncle and supply
the nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract, the olfactory tubercle, and the
olfactory bulb and the olfactory cortex (ventrolateral aspect of the
hemisphere below the rhinal fissure). The lateral preoptic area also provides
cholinergic innervation for the cortex on the superior aspect of the
hemisphere through the cingulate radiation that ascends from the lateral
preoptic area, anterior to the genu of the corpus callosum, and travels
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caudally in the cingulum and below the corpus, the latter piercing upward
more caudally and reaching the cingulum on their way to the cortex.

The Cholinergic Limbic System
The cholinergic limbic system consists of an intermingling of cholinergic
and noncholinergic neurons. It arises from cholinergic cell bodies, located in
the medial septum, and the nucleus of the diagonal band, and it projects to the
hippocampal formation via the septal radiation through the dorsal fornix, the
alveus, and fimbria. Hippocampal efferents (non-cholinergic) traveling via the
fornix project directly or indirectly onto cholinergic neurons in the
hippocampal commissure, anterior thalamus, habenular nuclei, dorsal and
deep tegmental nuclei via the mammillo-tegmental tract, and in the nucleus
accumbens. These cholinergic cell-body areas then project cholinergic fibers:
from hippocampal commissure to the precallosal cells and on to the frontal
cortex and olfactory bulb; from anterior thalamus to the cingulate cortex;
from habenular nuclei to the interpeduncular nucleus that connects with the
ventral tegmentum area (ventral tegmental pathway); from dorsal tegmental
nuclei to the cholinergic nucleus reticularis tegmenti poitis (that connects
with the ventral tegmental pathway), to latero-dorsal tegmental nuclei
(cholinergic) that send fibers to the nucleus cuneiformis (dorsal tegmental
pathway); and from both dorsal and deep tegmental nuclei to the dorsal and
medial nuclei of the raphe that, through another cholinergic connection in the
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interpeduncular nucleus, also connect back to the ventral tegmental pathway;
and from the accumbens nucleus to the olfactory tubercle.

Figure 20-5.
Diagram showing cholinesterase-containing nuclei of the mid-brain and
fore-brain (indicated by stipple) connected with the hippocampus, their
projections to the medial cortex, and their connexions with the ascending
cholinergic reticular system. Abbreviations: A, nucleus accumbens; ATH,
antero-ventral and antero-dorsal thalamic nuclei; BC, brachium
conjunctivum; BP, brachium pontis; C, interstitial nucleus of the ventral
hippocampal commissure; CBL, cerebellum; CC, cingulate cortex (cingular
and retrosplenial areas); CU, nucleus cuneiformis; DB, diagonal band; DE,
deep tegmental nucleus (ventral tegmental nucleus of Gudden); DO, dorsal
tegmental nucleus; F, fornix; FC, frontal cortex (area infra-limbica and
anterior limbic area); FR, fasciculus retroflexus (habenulo-interpeduncular
tract); H, habenular nuclei; HF, hippocampal formation; IP,
interpeduncular nucleus; LD, latero-dorsal tegmental nucleus; LP, lateral
preoptic area; M, mammillary body; MS, medial septal nucleus; MT,
mammillo-tegmental tract; MTH, mammillo-thalamic tract; OB, olfactory
bulb; OT, olfactory tubercle; PC, precallosal cells; R, dorsal and median
nuclei of raphe (nucleus centralis superior); SFO, subfornical organ; SH,
stria habenularis; SR, septal radiation; TP, nucleus reticularis tegmenti
pontis (of Bechterew); VT, ventral tegmental area. Source: P. R. Lewis and
C. C. D. Shute, Brain, 90 (ig6g) 508. By permission of the author.
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The Amine Brain Systems and Behavior
The demonstration of specific aminergic systems innervating specific
loci within the brain opens the avenue to clarification of monoamine function
in the regulation or modulation of behavior controlled at specific loci. Such
clarification of function at specific loci can be expected to increase our
understanding of the genesis of certain kinds of psychopathology. (See
section on Specific Brain Aminergic Systems, p. 451.) Only a few experimental
studies have been reported in which the relationship of these specific amine
systems to behavior have been studied. There is, however, a great deal of
activity in this area and it is expected that by the time of publication of this
chapter much more experimental data will be available. To date, data as to the
behavioral consequences of altering, by a variety of techniques, one or more
portions of the aminergic systems are summarized below.

Dopaminergic Systems
The Nigrostriatal Pathway
The dopaminergic, nigrostriatal pathway, with the exception of its
projection to the amygdala, has been studied more extensively than any other
of the catecholamine pathways, probably because this system is reasonably
discrete and because of its demonstrated involvement in a well-defined
pathological condition, Parkinsonism.
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Experimentally the nigrostriatal pathway can be lesioned so as to
produce an ipsilateral deficiency in the terminals of the neostriatum of both
DA and the synthetic enzymes, tyrosine hydroxylase and Dopa decarboxylase.
Unilateral lesions of the substantia nigra produce an ipsilateral hypokinesia
and cause rats to rotate toward the lesioned, DA-depleted side, particularly
after treatment with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor and reserpine or with
amphetamine, both of which treatments presumably increase the quantities
of DA at receptors on the nonlesioned side. Haloperidol, which blocks DA
receptors (see below), very quickly interrupts such rotation as produced by
amphetamine. The development of a postsynaptic receptor supersensitivity
on the denervated side allows DA receptor agonists, such as apomorphine, to
activate differentially the denervated side and produce a rotation away from
the lesioned side when given systemically. DA or apomorphine, injected
directly into the neostriatum, produces rotation away from the side of
injection.
Stereotyped movements (interruption of normal grooming, feeding, and
drinking, and the appearance of continuous sniffing, licking, gnawing,
repetitive motor movements of the head extremities) are also seen after
intraneostriatal administration of DA and amphetamine, and are antagonized
by systemic administration of haloperidol. Intraneostriatal administration of
chlorpromazine antagonizes the stereotyped behavior induced by systemic
administration of amphetamine. That phenothiazines and butyrophenones
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exhibit DA blocking properties is suggested by the above and by their
secondary effect of increasing DA turnover after presumed blockade of
receptor sites. (See section on Actions of Clinically Useful Pharmacological
Agents, p. 434.)
That the nigro-striatal DA systems control more than motor behavior is
shown by Ungerstedt’s recent work with the “lateral hypothalamic
syndrome.” He was able to produce adipsia and aphagia by total destruction
of the nigro-striatal pathway bilaterally. Moreover, in animals so lesioned he
noted severe hypokinesia, difficulty in initiating activity, and loss of
exploratory behavior and curiosity. He concluded that it is probable that the
nigro-striatal DA system may control the general arousal or drive level that is
necessary for performing a number of vital activities such as eating and
drinking.
Of considerable interest is the possibility that the dopaminergic systems
may have a role in mental function beyond that of regulating movement per
se. The association of the antipsychotic actions of the phenothiazines,
butyrophenones, etc., with extrapyramidal reactions in man and the
antagonism of these same drugs to stereotyped behavior in animals (and
perhaps stereotypy in schizophrenia) suggests that all of these kinds of
behavior may be related to DA systems. In terms of this issue, it should be
remembered that the antipsychotic or neuroleptic drugs probably block DA
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receptors related to the terminals of the meso-limbic DA system as well as the
nigrostriatal.

The Mesolimbic Pathway
As noted above, one might speculate that it is the blockade of DA
receptors in meso-limbic terminals that is responsible for the antipsychotic
action of some neuroleptics. An attempt to separate the function of the
dopaminergic meso-limbic terminals in the nucleus accumbens and olfactory
tubercle from the dopaminergic nigro-striatal terminals has been made by
removing the neostriatum of rats by bilateral electrocoagulation and then
treating the animals with cataprezen, a NE receptor stimulating agent, both
with and without apomorphine, which would be expected to activate the
remaining DA receptors on the meso-limbic terminals (but not the destroyed
DA terminals of the neostriatum). In such a preparation, apomorphine elicits
a peculiar behavior consisting of jerky, very rapid movements with periods of
complete rest.

The Tubo-infundibular System
The dopaminergic tubo-infundibular system is believed to be concerned
primarily with neuroendocrine function and is beyond the scope of this
chapter. The reader is referred to recent reviews by Fuxe and Hokfelt, and by
Fuxe et al.
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The Norepinephrine Systems
The Dorsal NE System
The dorsal NE system can clearly be implicated in but one type of
behavior: bar pressing for electrical self-stimulation. An electrode placed in
the area of the locus coeruleus of the pons and just lateral to the central gray
in the mesencephalon (the site of passage of the dorsal NE bundle) produces
reinforcement, “reward,” or “pleasure” when a small current is passed
through it into the tissue; that is, a rat will bar press to receive electrical
stimulation to his dorsal NE bundle at rates over 500/hr.
It is clear, however, that fibers other than those of the dorsal NE bundle
may also produce self-stimulation-reinforcing behavior since similar selfstimulation can be produced by stimulating the median forebrain bundle
from its origin in the mesencephalon to the septal area.-

Ventral NE System
The specific functions of the ventral NE system have been sparsely
studied. The intimate contact of its terminal area in the ventral substantia
gresia centralis with 5-HT cell bodies of the (B7) group implies an
interrelation between the ventral NE system and the 5-HT system, but the
functional significance of such direct communication is obscure.
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To date a single study has appeared involving a lesion of the ventral NE
bundle. A behavioral response in rats to such a lesion was a hyperphagia, with
increases in food consumption by 40 percent. Moreover, the animals so
lesioned were refractory to the anorexogenic action of amphetamine.

The Serotonin Systems
Electrical stimulation of the raphe nuclei (B7 and B8) of the
mesencephalon produces behavioral signs of calmness and an EEG pattern
similar to that found in sleep. It also produces an increase in brain 5-HIAA
and a decrease in 5-HT levels. Destruction of mesencephalic raphe nuclei in
cats caused a decrease in slow wave sleep, which significantly correlated with
selective diminution of cerebral 5-HT (but not with NE content). Behaviorally,
these lesioned animals showed increases in spontaneous motor activity,
aimless rotatory movements, and hypersensitivity to auditory stimuli.

The Acetylcholine Systems
As mentioned previously (see nigro-striatal system) stereotyped
behavior, felt by some to be the animal model of psychosis, occurs after a
systemic administration of a number of psychostimulant drugs (especially
amphetamines), and after microinjections of DA into the neostriatum, but this
stereotypy can also be produced by injection of anticholinergics into the
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neostriatum. Further, the stereotypy induced by psychostimulants is
antagonized by the administration of anticholinesterases or by choline esters
as well as by injections of chlorpromazine and haloperidol into the
neostriatum.
Systemic administration of the anticholinesterase physostigmine
depresses self-stimulation behavior and such effects are antagonized by
atropine, although the area of brain involved in stimulation may be a critical
variable. This suggests that ACh predominance results in decreased bar
pressing for electrical stimulation (the operational paradigm for “reward”) by
increasing CNS cholinergic tone. Cholinergic agents (carbachol, muscarine,
and physostigmine) injected into the medial hypothalamic area decreased the
rate of punished behavior. Anticholinergic agents (scopolamine, atropine)
similarly injected caused disinhibition of punished behavior.
Margules has demonstrated that the anticholinergic atropine lessens the
effect of punishment in the passive-avoidance-deficit paradigm when injected
into

the

entopeduncular

nucleus.

Introduction

of

cholinergic

and

cholinesterase inhibitors to certain sites may produce aggressiveness or even
killing behavior in animals. Such aggressiveness and hyperactivity results
from local application of amitone (an anticholinesterase agent) in the lateral
septal nucleus of the rat and such behavior was inhibited by pretreatment
with atropine. Killing behavior in mice is induced by intrahypothalamic
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injection of carbachol or neostigmine and is antagonized by prior
intrahypothalamic administration of methyl atropine. Such demonstrations of
the multiple effects of a single neurotransmitter (ACh) in various areas should
not be surprising in view of the various functions of different discrete parts of
the brain.

Specificity of Actions of Clinically Useful Psychopharmacological Agents upon
Brain Amine Systems
The Tricyclic Antidepressants ( Thymoleptics)
In this section the terms tricyclic drugs or tricyclic amines are used to
refer to a group of drugs that are chemically similar and that have been
demonstrated to be of use in the treatment of depression in man. The
structure of four of these tricyclic drugs, which are frequently referred to in
this chapter, are shown in Figure 20-6. It is of interest that the secondary
amines, desipramine and nortriptyline, are natural metabolic products of the
tertiary amines and there is evidence that a part or all of the antidepressant
actions of the tertiary amines are mediated via their desmethylated products.
Some of the published data as to structure-activity relationships will be
briefly reviewed in this section and then considerable attention will be given
to the differential effects of these drugs upon specific brain aminergic
systems.
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Structure-activity Relationships for the Tricyclic Antidepressants
Bickel and Brodie noted that treatment of animals with a
benzoquinolizine produced a reserpine-like syndrome and that desipramine
blocked all signs of this syndrome and, in higher doses, desipramine was even
able to produce a hyperactive animal. Taking this as a model situation, these
investigators tested a large number of drugs, as well as a number of
structurally altered analogues of desipramine, in terms of their potency in
reversing the benzoquinolizine syndrome. They noted the following. Activity
was restricted to compounds having two or three carbons on the side chain
whereas compounds with branch chains or chains containing more than four
carbons tended to be inactive or toxic. In terms on N-substitution it was noted
that activity was confined to methyl-substituted or un substituted amines,
whereas ethyl or higher alkyl groups on the side chain nitrogen resulted in
compounds that were either inactive or toxic. A number of ring-substituted
compounds were active, i.e., the 3-chloro, 10-methyl, or the 10, 11-dimethyl.
Changes in the bridge between the two phenyl groups from CH2-CH2 to
CH=CH did not change activity. Removal of the ring nitrogen and substitution
with a carbon made little difference in terms of activity. Given work that will
be reviewed later as to the differential effects between tertiary and secondary
tricyclic amines on uptake of 5-HT and NE, it is of interest that Bickel and
Brodie noted that “almost all antidepressant compounds are primary and
secondary amines .. .” and, “The possibility exists that the antidepressant
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action of the two active tertiary amines are mediated through the rapid
formation of their secondary analogues in the body.”

Figure 20-6.
Structures of tricyclic anti depressant drugs frequently referred to in the
text.
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Maxwell et al. explored in some detail the molecular features of the
tricyclic antidepressants as they may affect the inhibition of the uptake of NE.
Although most of the work of this group has been done with rabbit aortic
strips, .there is one publication that suggests that the general conclusions
reached by these workers can be applied to brain. Their data agree with other
work that has been or will be cited as to the greater potency of desipramine,
as compared to imipramine, in blocking the uptake of NE, and they also found
that at lower concentrations of NE the inhibition of NE uptake by desipramine
departs markedly from linearity. For example, at a concentration of NE of 1 X
10-7 M there was a much more marked inhibition of uptake of NE than at a
concentration of 4 X 10-7 M. This deviation from linearity was not observed
for imipramine, nortriptyline, or a primary amine derivative. They note that
at lower concentrations of NE the potency of desipramine in blocking NE
uptake relative to imipramine may be therefore much greater than the factor
of ten, which is usually quoted (q.v.). This group has also made some
interesting and important observations about mechanisms by which
structural differences may alter the inhibition of uptake. They compared
systems in which the bridge between the two phenyl groups was either
absent or was formed by sulfur, a — CH-2—CH-2—, a —CH=CH—, an oxygen,
or a bond between two carbons of the phenyl groups. They found that high
potency (in blocking uptake of NE)occurs with tricyclic compounds in which
the phenyl groups are held at considerable angles to one another (examples
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of this would be, imipramine, amitriptyline, phenothiazines, or protriptyline);
intermediate potency occurs with tricyclic drugs in which the two phenyl
groups are held at slight angles or in which there is no bridge between the
diphenyl systems. Tricyclics in which the phenyl rings are coplanar, such as
carbazole, are only weakly active. They suggest that if the assumption is made
that the receptor site is the best fit by the extended confirmation of
phenylethylamine, then the presence of two phenyl rings that are not in the
same plane will allow the side chain amine group of the drug to be inserted
into the receptor site, and, further, that the phenyl ring that is above the plane
can occupy a position somewhat analogous to that of the hydroxyl group on
the carbon of NE. Theoretical considerations led to the suggestion that the fit
of the secondary amine into the receptor site is a tight one of the lock and key
type. They calculated the difference in total free energy of binding for
desipramine and its primary amine analogue and noted that the difference is
of the order of — 1.4 KC, which is quite close to the sum of —700 calories,
occurring with the transfer of a methyl group from water to a nonaqueous
phase, and —600 calories, the maximal increment for Van der Waals
interactions of a methyl group with methylene groups in an enzyme. It is also
apparent that since these drugs are not capable of blocking the uptake of DA
(q.v.) which lacks a hydroxyl group on the carbon, the interaction of the
raised phenyl ring with another portion of the receptor must be of
considerable importance.
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Studies Dealing with the Uptake of Dopamine, Norepinephrine, and Serotonin as
Influenced by Tricyclic Antidepressant Drugs
Glowinski and Axelrod demonstrated that desipramine and imipramine,
but not chlorpromazine, decreased the uptake of intra-ventricularly
administered NE. Subsequent studies, in which a variety of techniques have
been used, have in general supported these original observations, but it has
also been found that there are differences in the degree to which the various
tricyclic antidepressants are able to block the uptake of NE within brain and
further that there are differential effects upon specific amines and aminergic
systems. Some of the published reports bearing upon this specificity of drug
action are summarized in the following portion of this chapter.
Carlsson et al. pretreated rats with reserpine to deplete brain stores of
biogenic amines and administered a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, nialamide,
and then gave L-Dopa and studied the reappearance of catecholamine
fluorescence. It was found that the reappearance of fluorescence was blocked
in both brain and heart by desipramine and protriptyline and that these
effects were restricted to NE fibers, in that the drugs did not alter the
reappearance of fluorescence in DA fibers. Similar results as to differential
drug effects on DA and NE neurons were obtained with the use of an in vitro,
brain slice technique. Glowinski et al. also found that while desipramine
decreased the uptake of intraventricular administered H — NE into several
areas of brain, this drug was without effect on DA uptake. Ross and Renyi,
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however, noted that the differential effects of the tricyclic drugs on blockade
of uptake on DA and NE systems were not absolute. For example, desipramine
in the incubating media produced a 50 percent inhibition of uptake of NE in
brain slices at a concentration of 3 X 10-8 and a 50 percent inhibition of
uptake of DA into striatal slices at a concentration of 5 X 10-5, i.e., a blockade
of DA uptake equal to that of NE required an approximate one thousand-fold
increase in drug concentration. Similar differences in the concentration of
imipramine required to produce a 50 percent inhibition of uptake in
noradrenergic and dopaminergic systems were found. These workers also
made the interesting discovery that there were marked differences in the
concentrations of desipramine and imipramine that were needed to block
uptake of NE into cerebral slices by 50 percent, whereas there was relatively
little difference in the quantities of these two drugs required to give a 50
percent blockade of uptake of DA into striatal slices. They calculated, for
example, that a 50 percent inhibition of uptake of NE by brain slices could be
produced by incubating the slices with 3 X 10-7 M imipramine or 3 X 10-8 M
desipramine (to produce the same degree of blockade of uptake by
pretreatment of the animals it was necessary to give 6 mg/kg of imipramine
but only 2 mg/kg of desipramine). These in vivo and in vitro biochemical
findings were buttressed by physiological data, i.e., the amount of imipramine
required to give significant inhibition of a reserpine produced ptosis was 7
mg/kg, and for hypothermia 5 mg/kg, whereas desipramine in doses of 0.8
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mg/kg and 0.5 of mg/kg respectively produced the same antagonistic effects.
(These dose-blockade relationships suggest that the finding by Schanberg et
al. that desipramine and imipramine both significantly block the uptake of HNE into the cisterna magna was due to the dosage used, i.e., 25 mg/kg.)
Haggendal and Hamberger also produced data that is in essential agreement
with the preceding work. They pretreated rats with reserpine and nialamide,
prepared slices from cerebral cortex and neostriatum, and examined the
uptake of NE in both of these areas with and without desipramine. They
demonstrated that the amine pump in the straitum was quite active for NE,
i.e., NE was concentrated against a gradient, as it was in cerebral cortex, but
that the blockade of the uptake in these two areas by desipramine and
chlorpromazine was rather different, i.e., at a concentration of 1 X 10-5 there
was a significant blockade of uptake of NE by cortical slices, but that this
effect was much reduced in slices of striatum. That these actions of tricyclic
drugs on the uptake of NE also occur in an in vivo situation was established
by Sulser et al. This group pretreated rats with reserpine and desipramine
and, with the use of a push-pull cannulae implanted in the hypothalamus,
assayed labeled NE and NM in the perfusate. As expected desipramine
produced an increase in both NE and NM in the perfusate.
In general, the cited studies as a group are consistent in that they
indicate that the tricyclic drugs, desipramine and imipramine, markedly block
the uptake of NE by neural tissues and that these effects are either absent or
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much less marked in DA systems, viz., the concentration of desipramine or
imipramine required to give a 50 percent inhibition of uptake in striatum is
one hundred to one thousand times greater than that for the cerebral cortex.
In addition to the differential effects on DA-versus-NE neurons, there is also
agreement that desipramine is a more potent inhibitor of NE uptake than is
imipramine, i.e., depending upon the experimental conditions, the amount of
desipramine required to give the same effect is three to ten times less than
that of imipramine.
Interestingly, in most of these studies the effects of these drugs upon the
uptake of 5-HT was ignored. This omission, however, was soon rectified with
some interesting results. Blackburn et al., using rat brain slices, found that at
concentrations of 1 X 10-4 and 1 X 10-5, imipramine, desipramine, and
chlorpromazine were all inhibitory of 5-HT uptake. However, at the 1 X 10-5
concentration imipramine blocked uptake by 38 and 30 percent. In partial
contradiction to this work, Palaic et al. found that desipramine in doses of 10
mg/kg, when given intraperitoneally twenty minutes before sacrifice, did not
affect the uptake of labeled 5-HT in an experimental situation in which the
brain was perfused with labeled 5-HT and later assayed for both 5-HT and 5HIAA. (They did find, however, that drug treatment produced a decrease in
endogenous 5-HIAA, which is of interest in terms of work described in
another section of this chapter regarding the effects of these drugs on amine
turnover.) Other published reports by different groups of investigators gave
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information relevant to the apparent discrepancy between the work of
Blackburn et al. and Palaic et al. For example, Alpers and Himwich, using
slices from rat brainstems, estimated the concentrations of imipramine,
amitriptyline, and desipramine required to give a 50 percent inhibition of 5HT uptake. The concentrations required for imipramine and amitriptyline
were essentially the same, i.e., 3 to 4.5 X 10-5, whereas for desipramine the
concentration required was ten times greater, i.e., 3 X 10-5. Ross and Renyi
and Carlsson also found that the tertiary tricyclic amines, imipramine and
amitriptyline, were more potent in blocking 5-HT uptake than were their
demethylated derivatives, desipramine and nortriptyline. For example, the
latter authors found that a 50 percent inhibition of uptake of 5-HT by brain
slices occurred at a concentration of imipramine of 6 X 10-7 M, whereas the
concentration required for desipramine was 4 X 10-6 M. A similar difference,
albeit not as marked, was found between amitriptyline and nortriptyline.
Both Ross and Renyi and Carlsson noted that the difference in the inhibitory
potency for the uptake of 5-HT by brain slices was exactly the opposite of that
which had been found for NE. Carlsson further investigated the structural
specificity for the inhibition of 5-HT uptake by cerebral slices obtained from
mice that had been pretreated with reserpine and nialamide and found that
chlorimipramine was somewhat more potent than imipramine. Glowinski and
coworkers have used a somewhat different but important technique to assess
the differential effects of the secondary and tertiary tricyclic amines on
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serotonergic, noradrenergic, and dopaminergic systems. Their approach has
been to dissect out specific structures such as the hypothalamus, medulla
oblongata, or striatum, to make slice preparations from these areas and
incubate the tissues for fifteen minutes with labeled tyrosine or tryptophan.
Given the short period of incubation, they feel that they may be specifically
focusing on the release and reuptake of newly synthesized amines that may
be preferentially released during nerve stimulation. The data as obtained
with this technique are essentially in agreement with the work that has been
reviewed above, i.e., desipramine markedly increased the content of labeled
NE in the media in which slices of medulla oblongata were incubated,
whereas there were no effects on the quantities of labeled DA found under
similar conditions with slices of striatum. Similarly, with slices of
hypothalamus, imipramine resulted in marked increases in the quantities of
labeled 5-HT found in the media. In general, these results were obtained
whether the drugs were administered in vivo or were added to the incubating
media.
Given the agreement among the studies cited above as to the differential
effects of the secondary and tertiary tricyclic amines on blockage of uptake of
the three amines DA, NE, and 5-HT, a logical inference is that these different
drugs might have specific effects on aminergic systems as morphologically
defined. As expected this issue has been explored with the use of
histochemical-fluorescent techniques. Fuxe and Ungerstedt pretreated
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experimental animals with reserpine and then gave intraventricular
injections of DA, 5-HT, or NE. In some cases, prior to the injection of the
amines, the animals were pretreated with desipramine or imipramine. They
found that with the control animals, i.e., those which had been pretreated
with reserpine but not with the tricyclic drug, there was a partial to marked
increase in fluorescence following injection of DA, NE, or alpha-methyl-NE, in
areas close to the ventricle. They further found that pretreatment with
desipramine or protriptyline prevented the increase in fluorescence in NE
terminals, but not in DA terminals. This effect was dose dependent. The
blockage was greatest in those terminals just beneath the fourth ventricle and
in the subarachnoid space of the medulla and pons, but little blockage was
observed in NE nerve terminals of the hippocampal formation or septal area,
where the concentration of injected amine would have been expected to be
high. In contrast to the findings with desipramine or protriptyline, they found
that pretreatment with imipramine only slightly decreased the return of
fluorescence following the injection of the DA or NE. Further, pretreatment
with desipramine did not block the accumulation of fluorescence following
the injection of 5-HT in any of the areas examined, whereas there were partial
effects following pretreatment with imipramine. While these findings agree
with and extend those obtained by biochemical or pharmacological
approaches there remains the problem of the unphysiological route of
administration of the amines. To avoid this potentially confounding problem
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Carlsson et al. injected rats and mice intraperitoneally with 4, alpha dimethyl-meta-tyrosine (H77-77), which causes the depletion of NE and DA
in both central and peripheral pools, and by the use of biochemical-and
histochemical-fluorescent techniques examined the effects of imipramine,
desipramine, or protriptyline on the drug-induced amine depletions. The
H77-77 induced depletion of NE, but not DA, was prevented by pretreatment
with desipramine and protriptyline, and this blocking effect appeared to be
dose dependent. In contrast, pretreatment with imipramine or amitriptyline
blocked NE nerve-terminal depletion by H77-77 only at the highest doses.
Data obtained by biochemical analysis of brains for NE and DA content were,
in general, in agreement with those obtained with the histochemicalfluorescence technique. Carlsson also found that an analogue of H77-77, 4methyl-alpha-ethylmeta-tyrosine (H75-12), was capable of causing depletion
not only of catecholamines but also of 5-HT stores in the brain and, as before,
he used this agent to examine the action of the tricyclic drugs on serotonergic
systems in the brain. In these investigations the 5-HT nerve terminals
examined were mainly in the mesencephalon and diencephalon, particularly
the nucleus suprachiasmaticus. It was found that chlorimipramine and
imipramine were the most potent drugs in blocking the H75/12 induced
amine depletion in 5-HT nerve terminals, whereas drugs such as
protriptyline, desipramine, and nortriptyline had little blocking activity in the
doses studied. The biochemical data was supportive of and consistent with
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the histochemical-fluorescent data.
In summary, the available biochemical data indicate that the tricyclic
antidepressant drugs do not block, or do so only weekly, the uptake of DA.
Further, while the tricyclic drugs block the uptake of both 5-HT and NE by
brain tissue there are differential effects in that the tertiary tricyclic amines,
such as imipramine, are more potent inhibitors of 5-HT uptake than are the
secondary amines, such as desipramine. In contrast, the secondary amines are
more potent blockers of NE uptake than are the tertiary amines. As might be
expected from this biochemical data, histochemical-fluorescent studies
indicate that the tricyclic drugs are without effects upon dopaminergic
systems per se, whereas the secondary and tertiary tricyclic drugs exert their
principal effects respectively upon noradrenergic and serotonergic brain
systems.

Effects of Tricyclic Antidepressants on Turnover of Dopamine, Norepinephrine,
and Serotonin
In 1966, Neff and Costa published data that indicated that if rats were
given protriptyline (20 mg/kg) or desipramine (10 mg/kg) X 5 over a threeday period, an increase of turnover of brain NE, but not DA, was produced. In
terms of issues to be discussed in other parts of this chapter, it should be
noted that these investigators also found that in contrast to the lack of an
effect of the tricyclic drugs on DA turnover, chlorpromazine in doses of 5
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mg/kg did increase the turnover of DA. Corrodi and Fuxe pretreated
experimental animals with imipramine and inhibitors of tyrosine hydroxylase
or tryptophan hydroxylase and by biochemical-and histochemical-fluorescent
techniques estimated the rates of disappearance of catecholamines and
indoleamines. They found that, even with high doses of imipramine, there
were no changes in the rates of depletion of NE or DA, whereas there was a
significant slowing of the decrease in the disappearance of 5-HT. This finding
as to an effect of imipramine on the turnover of 5-HT and the lack of an effect
on NE or DA systems, of course, “fits” with studies cited earlier in this chapter
indicating that the tertiary tricyclic amines act primarily on serotonergic
systems, whereas the secondary amines have a more specific action on
noradrenergic systems. In later work Corrodi and Fuxe examined the effects
of amitriptyline, chlorimipramine, and nortriptyline on brain 5-HT turnover
by assessing the effects of these agents on the depletion of brain 5-HT and the
rates of disappearance of fluorescence in serotonergic areas following the
administration of a tryptophan hydroxylase inhibitor. They found that it was
necessary to use extremely high doses to obtain significant slowing of
turnover of 5-HT, and even then the results were very modest. (These
findings are in contrast to the rather marked effects of some of these drugs in
blocking 5-HT uptake, as noted in studies cited elsewhere in this chapter.)
Using a somewhat different technique and approach, Meek and Werdinius
found that, following the administration of chlorimipramine and probenecid,
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there was a decrease in the accumulation of 5-HIAA in the brain, which is
consistent with and supportive of the earlier suggestion that the imipraminelike drugs slow the turnover of 5-HT.
Schubert et al. approached the problem of turnover time, as influenced
by the tricyclic drugs, by giving labeled tryptophan or tyrosine, either as a
single pulse or as an infusion, and then measuring the amount of labeled 5HT, DA, or NE that accumulated during the infusion or the amount of labelled
amine that was found in brain at some point after the pulse was given. Drugs
evaluated were imipramine, desipramine, amitriptyline, and nortriptyline. It
was very clear from their data that none of these drugs affected DA
accumulation or disappearance. For 5-HT the disappearance was decreased
by imipramine and amitriptyline, but was unaltered by desipramine or
nortriptyline. The accumulation of 5-HT was decreased by imipramine, but
not by the other drugs. In general these findings may be considered to be
consistent with the notion that imipramine slows the turnover of 5-HT,
whereas desipramine or nortriptyline are without an effect. The accumulation
of NE was not increased by any of the drugs, but the disappearance was
increased by desipramine and nortriptyline, which would suggest that these
two drugs may increase the turnover of this amine. Since only single time
points are available, however, these conclusions as to effects of these four
agents on turnover must be quite tentative, and it can only be firmly
concluded that these drugs appear to be without effect on DA systems, but do
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have effects on the quantities of labeled 5-HT and NE found in brain.
In an investigation of the effects of psychoactive drugs on 5-HT
metabolism, Schildkraut et al. noted that when C-5-HT was administered by
intracisternal

injection

and

imipramine

was

subsequently

injected

intraperitoneally (the animals were sacrificed two hours following the
injection of the labeled amine) there was a significant increase in levels of C5-HT in those animals which had been treated with imipramine. This finding
is consistent with the work noted above, which indicates that imipramine
results in a slowing of the turnover of brain 5-HT. Schildkraut has also
presented data that indicates that the length of time of drug administration is
a significant factor in determining potential effects on turnover time of the
amine under study. For example, he noted that when rats were given
imipramine (10 mg/kg) twice daily for three weeks, there appeared to be an
increase in the rate of disappearance of H-NE from the brain, following an
intracisternal injection of the labeled amine. Again, this data is difficult to
interpret with certainty, in that only two time points were presented and
there were alterations in the endogenous NE content and, as such, specific
activities were probably altered.
Glowinski and coworkers, using a technique that was described earlier
in this chapter, examined the effects of some tricyclic antidepressant on the
synthesis of NE, DA, and 5-HT from labeled precursors. They found that the
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total labeled 5-HT found (media and tissue ) was decreased if imipramine was
present in the media or if tissue was obtained from animals that had been
pretreated with this drug. Desipramine produced marked increases in NE
synthesis in slices of medulla, but no effects on the synthesis of DA in striatum
were noted.
In summary, the available data indicate that the tricyclic drugs, whether
of the tertiary or secondary amine type, do not alter the turnover or
disposition of DA. Tricyclic drugs of the tertiary amine type produce effects
that are consistent with a slowing of the turnover of 5-HT. In contrast,
tricyclic drugs of the secondary amine type produce effects on NE that are
consistent with an increase in turnover of this amine. These differential
effects (or lack thereof) of the tertiary and secondary tricyclic amines on the
turnover of DA, NE, and 5-HT are also consistent with the demonstrated
differential blockage of uptake of these three biogenic amines as produced by
the tertiary and secondary tricyclic amines.

Actions other than those on Uptake and Turnover
As is indicated by the foregoing there has been a great deal of attention
paid to the effects of tricyclic drugs on the neuronal membrane pump for NE,
DA, and 5-HT. It should be noted, however, that this may reflect the focus of
the investigating spotlight rather than a total description of modes of action.
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For example, Mandell has presented data that indicates that imipramine in
doses of 25 mg/kg (two times per day) for three days and at 10 mg/kg (two
times per day) for eight days produces significant decreases in midbrain
tyrosine hydroxylase activity. It is also probable that the tricyclic drugs have
some effects upon the uptake of amines into organelles within the neurons.
The magnitude of this effect in determining the pharmacological actions of
the drugs is uncertain, but it should not be overlooked. Brodie et al. found
that desipramine blocks the uptake of small doses of tyramine by a rat heart,
but if the tyramine is given in doses of 20 mg/kg, desipramine (20 mg/kg)
does not alter the intracellular concentrations of tyramine, but it is able to
prevent the depletion of NE by the tyramine. Similarly, Leitz showed that
while desipramine was able to prevent the efflux of NE from heart slices,
following treatment with metaraminol, this effect was much greater than the
blockage of the uptake of metaraminol per se. He interprets this data to
indicate that while desipramine blocks the uptake of metaraminol at the
neuronal membrane, it also blocks the entrance of metaraminol into the
granules and thus has an intraneuronal action. Steinberg and Smith, using ratbrain slices, found that low doses of desipramine did not prevent the uptake
of H-tyramine at the neuronal membrane and subsequent synthesis of Hparahydroxyphenlyacetic acid, but that it did prevent the uptake of Htyramine into intraneuronal sites, as indicated by the decreased formation of
labeled octopamine.
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The Neuroleptic or Antipsychotic Drugs
These classes of drugs, for example, the butyrophenones and
phenothiazines, are of particular interest in that although they differ
chemically, they share the ability to decrease manifest psychotic behavior and
ideation in schizophrenic subjects, whereas they are not particularly helpful
in reversing depressive mood and psychomotor retardation in the depressive
disorders.3 Because of this specific clinical usefulness in the neuroleptics, a
demonstrated action on specific aminergic systems would assume
importance in that leads might be provided as to the possibility that one or
more of the brain aminergic systems has a central role in the genesis of some,
if not all, components of schizophrenia. This general line of pharmacological
reasoning, of course, is similar to that which has been used to develop
hypotheses as to the involvement of specific biogenic amines in the affective
disorders. Investigation of the specificity of action of the neuroleptics has,
however, posed methodological problems in that these drugs have a
multiplicity of biological effects, and the manipulation of a particularly
important effect, receptor blockage, requires in vivo, function-type
preparations, in contrast to other types of studies in which homogenates,
brain slices, synaptosomes, ventricular-perfusion techniques etc., may be
used. In general, studies of receptor blockage within specific amine systems
have either utilized “functional-test” methods or a biochemical marker, i.e.,
amine turnover time, which changes as a consequence of drug administration.
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Studies Using “Function” Type Methods
Anden et al. examined the effects of a variety of drugs on rats in which
the DA pathway had been destroyed by either an electrolytic lesion in the
crus cerebri at the level of the mammillary bodies or by unilateral removal of
the corpus striatum. Reserpine produced a turning of the tail and head to the
side opposite from the lesion as did haloperidol and chlorpromazine, whereas
promethazine was without effect. Pretreatment with a monoamine oxidase
inhibitor accentuated the reserpine effect, but the turning was now toward
the operated side and this was blocked by haloperiodol. Similarly,
pretreatment with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor followed by L-Dopa, but
not 5-hydroxytryptophan, resulted in a turning toward the operated side.
These findings can be taken as supporting the possibility that ehlorpromazine
and haloperidol block dopaminergic receptors, but the question as to an effect
on other types of central receptors is left unanswered.
Snyder et al. noted that d-amphetamine is a more potent inhibitor of NE
uptake than is 1-amphetamine, whereas the two isomers are about equally
active in inhibiting DA uptake, and, as such, suggested that this differential
effect might be used to dissect out the noradrenergic versus dopaminergicmediated behavior that is produced by amphetamine. It was found that damphetamine was about ten times more potent than the 1-isomer in
producing locomotor stimulation and only twice as potent in producing
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stereotypical gnawing and mouthing movements. It was concluded that the
locomotor activity was predominantly mediated via noradrenergic systems,
whereas the stereotypy was due primarily to dopaminergic systems with
some contribution from the noradrenergic. These data can be used to
reinterpret some earlier reports as to the effects of a variety of neuroleptic
agents on the amphetamine-induced behavior. For example, Randrup et al.
found that chlorpromazine, haloperidol, and ethoxybutamoxane were all
effective antagonists of amphetamine-induced behavior that, as described by
them, seems to be similar to gnawing and mouthing movements. In terms of
later work to be reviewed, it is of particular interest that they found
haloperidol was effective at lower doses than chlorpromazine." Janssen et al.
studied an amazingly large number of drugs of the neuroleptic type in terms
of their ability to antagonize amphetamine- or apomorphine-induced chewing
and agitation. Given the correctness of Snyder s interpretation of his data as
indicating that stereotyped gnawing behavior is due primarily to DA systems
and the agitation to the noradrenergic, the data of Janssen can be used to
categorize a large number of neuroleptics in terms of their potency for
blockage of dopaminergic and/or noradrenergic receptors. For example,
Janssen et al. noted that haloperidol is a more potent antagonist of
amphetamine- or apomorphine-induced chewing than it is of agitation, which
would imply a greater potency in blocking dopaminergic receptors. Despite
the great detail of the Janssen et al. report, however, it is clear that
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conclusions regarding the blockage of dopaminergic-versus-noradrenergic
receptors rests upon inference, and it is for this reason that a relatively recent
report by Anden et al., in which information was obtained as a specificity of
receptor blockage by a more direct experimental approach is of particular
interest. As noted, Anden et al. found that rats which had been unilaterally
striatomized, when treated with apomorphine, turn toward the operated side.
The dosages of a variety of neuroleptic agents required to block this behavior
were noted, and this data was then taken as a measure of potency of
dopaminergic-receptor blockage. For a test of central, noradrenergic-receptor
blockage the ability of a series of neuroleptics, in varying dosages, to block the
hind-limb flexor-reflex activity of a spinal animal after NE receptor
stimulation, as produced by L-Dopa, was examined. It was found that two
drugs of the diphenylbutylamine class, pimozide and fluspirilene, blocked
only DA receptors, and even at very high dosage these drugs did not block NE
receptors. A second group of drugs, among which were haloperidol,
spiroperidol, and fluphenazine, had marked blocking activity for DA
receptors, but only small to modest activity in blocking NE receptors. A third
group of neuroleptics were reasonably good blockers of both dopaminergic
and noradrenergic receptors and an example from this group is
chlorpromazine.
The detailed report by Janssen et al. regarding the pharmacology and
toxicology of pimozide contains data, which is consistent with the work of
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Anden et al., that indicates that this drug is a potent blocker of DA receptors.
Further, there is a report that indicates that this drug is a potent
antipsychotic, and that, in terms of regional distribution, the highest
concentrations in the brain are to be found in the caudate nucleus and
pituitary, which, given the anatomy of aminergic systems, supports the
concept that this drug has its primary effects on dopaminergic systems.
In summary, the available data indicate that the neuroleptic drugs as a
group block DA and/or NE receptors in the brain, but some of these drugs
which have antipsychotic properties have been found to be selective blockers
of dopamine receptors. This, of course, raises the possibility that brain DA
systems, and not NE systems, are involved in the production of psychotic
behavior.

Effects of Neuroleptic Drugs on the Disposition of Dopamine, Norepinephrine,
and Serotonin
In 1963, Carlsson and Lindquist published data that indicated that
chlorpromazine or haloperidol did not alter endogenous brain NE and DA
levels, but that these agents did produce increases in NM and 3methoxytyramine. Furthermore, these changes were not produced with
either phenoxybenzamine or promethazine. This report was seminal in that it
suggested that chemically different drugs that have in common antipsychotic
effects alter the turnover of two important brain amines, whereas a
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phenothiazine, promethazine, which does not have antipsychotic properties,
was without effect. These findings led the authors to postulate that these
drugs produce a receptor blockage that, via a neuronal feedback mechanism,
results in increased transmitter release and, consequently, an increased
turnover. Work compatible with and supportive of the increased turnover of
DA, as induced by these neuroleptic drugs, was published by Anden et al. in
1964. Laverty and Sharman also published data that were generally
supportive of these earlier observations, but which raised questions as to
problems of dosage and the capacity of neuroleptics to deplete amine stores.
These investigations examined the effects of four different phenothiazines on
brain levels of DA, NE, 5-HT, 5-HIAA and HVA. They noted that
chlorpromazine when given acutely did not alter brain NE, 5-HT, or 5-HIAA,
but that it did significantly decrease DA and increase HVA. Thioridazine, in
contrast, did not affect 5-HIAA or DA, but it did increase NE and, in higher
doses (50 mg/kg), treatment with this drug produced decreased brain 5-HT
and increased HVA. In chronic experiments in which animals were treated
with either chlorpromazine (20 mg/kg for fourteen days), trifluoperazine (8
mg/kg for twelve days) or thioproperazine (100 mg/mg for fourteen days) it
was found that all drugs resulted in an increase in brain HVA, whereas there
were no effects on brain NE, DA, 5-HT, or 5-HIAA (NE was measured in the
hypothalamus, DA, and HVA in the caudate nucleus, and 5-HT and 5-HIAA in
the thalamus). Atropine in doses of 25 mg/kg in cats had no effects on any of
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the assayed amines or metabolites. Da Prada and Pletscher reported that
chlorpromazine markedly increased, in a dose-dependent fashion, brain HVA
but not 5-HIAA, and that this increase of HVA could be abolished by treatment
with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor. They noted that the endogenous content
of DA was not changed by chlorpromazine.
Neff and Costa, using a nonisotopic method, found that while treatment
with chlorpromazine (5 mg/kg twice a day for three days) produced a
significant increase in the turnover of brain DA, there was no change in the
turnover of brain NE. This report represents the first direct demonstration
that chlorpromazine does indeed alter the turnover of brain DA inasmuch as
previous methods relied upon the analysis of changes in the metabolites of
brain amines. Furthermore, the data in this paper, in terms of drug amine
system specificity, set the stage for a controversy, which has not as yet been
completely resolved, i.e., Neff and Costa found no change in the turnover of
brain NE due to chlorpromazine, whereas the work of Carlsson suggested that
this drug induced changes in the turnover of both DA and NE. Burkard et al.
found that pretreatment of animals with chlorpromazine resulted in an
increased conversion of peripherally administered tyrosine to H catechols in
brain. The increase was major, being of the order of 80 to 100 percent, and
lasted for one and a half to six hours. In an extension of this work, Gey and
Pletscher found that the increase in labeled catechols that occurred as a
function of treatment with chlorpromazine was due to an increase in the
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specific activity of DA, whereas there was no change in the specific activity of
NE. Also, these investigators found that if they gave C-Dopa and then gave
chlorpromazine, the specific activity of DA at one hundred and twenty to one
hundred and eighty minutes was significantly decreased, whereas that of NE
was decreased less markedly and only at one hundred and twenty minutes as
compared with controls. (The chlorpromazine treatment produced significant
decrements in brain tyrosine levels, but this decrease was not of sufficient
magnitude to negate the finding regarding turnover.) This data then supports
the results of Neff and Costa as to an increase in DA turnover and a lack of
change in NE turnover after chlorpromazine treatment.
Corrodi et al. presented both biochemical- and histochemicalfluorescence data that indicated that with rats acutely treated with
haloperidol or chlorpromazine and sacrificed four hours after tyrosinehydroxylase inhibition, there was a greater depletion of NE as a function of
the neuroleptic drugs, whereas this was not found for DA. Treatment of rats
for three days with chlorpromazine, followed by sacrifice six hours after
enzyme inhibition, resulted in there being significantly less brain NE and DA
in comparison to a control group. It should be noted that this latter “multiple”
treatment schedule of Corrodi was similar to that of Neff and Costa; both
groups used an inhibitor of tyrosine hydroxylase to assess the effects of
neuroleptics on brain amine depletion, but Neff and Costa assayed for DA and
NE at multiple time points, after tyrosine hydroxylase, and as such were able
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to calculate the actual slope of the rate of disappearance of amines following
enzyme inhibition, whereas the Corrodi group had only one or two time
points.
Nyback and coworkers published a series of articles’’ dealing with the
problem of alterations in the turnover of brain amines as induced by
neuroleptic drugs, using a technique in which rats or mice were pretreated
with neuroleptic drugs and then either infused with labeled tyrosine or given
a pulse of this catecholamine precursor. Immediately following infusion, or
one and a half hours after the pulse, animals were sacrificed and the brains
assayed for labeled tyrosine, DA or NE. Their data indicate that
chlorpromazine resulted in an increased accumulation of C-DA, no change in
C-tyrosine, and a small increase in the accumulation of C-NE. Further, this
result for DA was maximal if the chlorpromazine was given one hour before
the infusion and absent if the chlorpromazine was given twelve hours
previously. If they gave chlorpromazine one hour after the labeled tyrosine,
there were no effects on labeled tyrosine or NE, but C-DA was decreased.
They also found that haloperidol increased the accumulation and
disappearance of C-DA. The disappearance, but not the accumulation of C-NE,
was increased by haloperidol, and promethazine did not alter the
accumulation of labeled amines but did slightly increase the disappearance of
C-NE. It was also demonstrated that analogues of phenothiazines, possessing
neuroleptic activity (chlorpromazine, levomepromazine, perphenazine, and
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chlorprothixene), in comparison to promethazine, altered the incorporation
and loss of labeled DA from the brain, and that there was a tendency for the
clinically most potent neuroleptics to have marked effects on DA formation
and disappearance. At the highest dosages all drugs, except promethazine,
increased the disappearance of NE and, at lower dosages, three of the four
did.
Anden et al., as noted, classified drugs in terms of their ability to block
DA and NE receptors within the central nervous system and then examined
the effects of these same neuroleptic agents on the turnover of DA and NE, as
assessed by the rates of decrease of DA and NE in the rat brain following
treatment with a tyrosine-hydroxylase inhibitor, as well as by following
changes in histochemical fluorescence due to catecholamines. The authors
found that the two drugs of the diphenybutylamine type (pimozide and
fluspiridene) which blocked only central DA receptors increased DA turnover
and, in somewhat higher doses, NE turnover. In general, there was a
relationship between the type and degree of receptor blockage and increased
turnover of DA and/or NE.
Although the above reports clearly indicate that the neuroleptics alter
brain DA turnover, the mechanism by which this change is induced is
uncertain. As noted, in 1963 Carlsson and Lindquist originally speculated that
this increase in turnover occurred as the consequence of receptor blockage
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that, via a direct or indirect neural feedback, initiated increased neural
activity, increased transmitter (DA) release, and then increased synthesis.
Anden et al. investigated the problem as follows. It was noted that
chlorpromazine, haloperidol, and an alpha receptor blocker, all prevented the
Dopa-induced increase in the hind-limb flexor reflex in spinal animals. These
drugs (but not a blocker) also resulted in increased disappearance of NE after
tyrosine hydroxylase inhibition above the lesion, but not below, which led to
the suggestion that the effect on NE turnover was due to an increase in nerveimpulse flow and not due to a direct action of the drugs themselves, i.e., the
experimental data was consistent with Carlsson’s original hypothesis.
Tagliamonte et ah, however, have suggested a somewhat different
mechanism. These authors found that chlorpromazine, in doses ranging from
5 to 20 mg/kg, was able to produce significant decreases in DA in the caudate
nucleus with a corresponding increase in HVA. They further noted that with
chlorpromazine there was a decrement in the 3-methoxy-tyramine content of
brain. They concluded that it is probable that chlorpromazine may, like
reserpine, produce an increased intraneuronal destruction of DA and that this
then leads to the increase in turnover. Himwich et al. found that haloperidol
even in the lowest doses used (1 mg/kg), produced significant decreases of
dopamine in the caudate nucleus whereas with the same dosage no effect was
noted in the rabbit. Other authors have also noted that chlorpromazine or
haloperidol at higher doses produces decreases in brain DA (see Laverty and
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Sharman), and these data give some support to Tagliamonte’s suggestion. In
contrast, much of the data reported by Swedish workers indicate that
increases in turnover of brain DA can occur without decreases in endogenous
DA content.’’ It is of interest that amphetamine is able to diminish the rate of
DA synthesis from H-tyrosine in brain slices in vitro, which raises the
possibility that the effects observed are due to factors other than neural
feedback mechanisms.
Relative to DA and NE, the biochemical effects of neuroleptics on brain
5-HT has not been intensively studied. Gey and Pletscher found that
chlorpromazine and chlorprothixene did not alter the endogenous content of
rat brain 5-HT, but it did counteract the increase of this amine after
monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibition or following 5-hydroxytryptophan as
well as the decrement in 5-HT produced by reserpine. They conclude that the
drug may affect the intracellular disposition of 5-HT. Anden et al. found that
5-HT content in cell bodies and nerve endings were unchanged as assessed by
the histochemical-fluorescent method, nor were there changes demonstrated
with biochemical assays. Giacalone and Kostowski found that for both
forebrain and brainstem chlorpromazine (5 mg/kg) did not alter 5-HT
content, but it did result in significant increases in 5-HIAA. Guldberg and
Yates found that chlorpromazine in dosages of 2.5 to 10 mg/kg resulted in
increases of 5-HIAA in the ventricular-cerebrospinal fluid and caudate nuclei
of dogs (but not of other brain areas) whereas higher doses (10 to 15 mg/kg)
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were without effect on 5-HIAA in either CSF or brain tissues. Gumulka et al.
found that chlorpromazine in doses of x, 5, and 10 mg/kg did not alter brain
5-HT, but, in confirmation of Guldberg and
Yates, they found that the 5 mg/kg of chlorpromazine increased brain 5HIAA, whereas this was not found with the lower or higher dose of the drug.
As noted elsewhere, Laverty and Sharman found that acute chronic
administration of chlorpromazine (at doses of 10 and 20 mg/kg respectively)
did not alter brain 5-HT or 5-HIAA. It thus appears that the phenothiazine
neuroleptics do not alter brain 5-HT, whereas, within a selected dose range,
they do produce increases in 5-HIAA. However, because of the possibility that
chlorpromazine will alter intraneuronal processes that are involved in the
disposition of 5-HT and because of dose relationship, it cannot be assumed
that this drug affects turnover. The relationship of neuroleptics to the 5-HT
systems awaits more definitive investigation.
In summary, whether the brain DA systems have been examined in
terms of alterations in brain metabolites, changes in DA content as produced
by tyrosine-hydroxylase inhibition, or by the rates of formation of labeled DA,
or disappearance of labeled DA following an intravenous pulse of labeled
tyrosine, the results are consistent and in good agreement, i.e., treatment with
neuroleptic drugs that may differ chemically but share antipsychotic effects,
all produce increases in turnover of DA in brain. In contrast to DA, the data
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dealing with the effects of these antipsychotic or neuroleptic drugs on the
turnover of brain NE is less consistent. Some authors have found 110
alterations in turnover of brain NE as a function of treatment with
neuroleptics, whereas others have found small but statistically significant
changes, depending upon the type and amount of drug administered. In
comparison to DA, the effects on NE turnover produced by the neuroleptics
would appear to be minimal. It has been postulated that the neurolepticinduced increases in amine turnover occur as a consequence of receptor
blockage, but definitive experimental data as to the exact mechanism by
which the neuroleptics alter turnover is not available. Studies dealing with
the effects of the neuroleptics on 5-HT systems are few, and this area needs
further exploration.

Lest We Forget
The function of specific aminergic systems has been approached
artificially by the dissection, as much as methods allow, of each system from
the influence of other amine systems. While the role of each system can be
studied thereby, it is easy to lose the perspective that the brain is a complex
organ or group of organs, all of whose component systems operating together
yield the final measurable end product, behavior. Moreover, the aminergic
systems described herein (NE, DA, 5-HT, ACh) make up only a small portion of
brain neurons. While they may be the more critical neurotransmitter systems
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so far as psycho-pathologic states are concerned, it can be appreciated readily
that other candidates also exist but as yet have not been either defined or
investigated.
The relationships among the presently described systems are of
considerable interest, especially the relationships of cholinergic to
dopaminergic and noradrenergic systems. Recently, clinical studies in which
brain ACh systems were altered by the anticholinesterase physostigmine
have shown the induction of a short-lived depressive state with lethargy,
withdrawal, and psychomotor retardation. Physostigmine was also able to
move manic patients toward the euthymic state. For the moment these
studies must remain a curiosity, since there is no evidence implicating a
defect in ACh metabolism in the brain in depressive states, but the frequent
coincidence of terminal areas of ACh and NE systems, noted in Table 20-1,
raises the possibility that ACh and NE systems may be acting at specific sites,
balancing one another’s inhibitory or facilitatory effect on a postsynaptic
neuronal system that mediates affect, depression occurring when ACh
receptor activation predominates over NE receptor activation.
The stereotypy induced by increasing DA in the neostriatum has been
shown to be antagonized by ACh and by physostigmine as well as by
haloperidol. Here again the coincidence of DA and ACh terminals in the
neostriatum suggest that the two monoamines, DA and ACh, may be balancing
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one another’s inhibitory or facilitatory effect on a postsynaptic neuronal
system that mediates stereotypy, stereotypy appearing when DA receptor
activation predominates over ACh receptor activation.
A specific neuronal system may also terminally innervate another
neuronal system. The intimate contact of ventral NE terminals with
HT raphe cell bodies (B7) as seen by fluorescent histochemistry
suggests such innervation. Such innervation of one system by another may
not be unique to the raphe, but as yet it has not been described in other areas.
The functional significance of such innervation is unknown at this time, but
such findings open the possibility of further relationships among specific
aminergic systems.

Specific Brain Aminergic Systems and the Genesis of the Affective and
Schizophrenic Disorders—Some Speculations
In this final section an attempt is made to integrate data, from
previously cited reports, around the possibility that specific amine systems
within the brain are crucially involved in the production of specific
psychopathological states. Before proceeding, however, a couple of caveats
about this approach are needed. First, the comments and paradigms herein
give short shrift to the issue of interactions between amine systems that are,
without question, of importance in the regulation of behavior. It is, for
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example, clear that there are cholinergic and dopaminergic nerve endings in
the neostriatum and that these two transmitters produce antagonistic effects.
It is also well-known that the tricyclic antidepressant drugs, in addition to
their actions on other amines, possess anticholinergic properties. Secondly,
given the complexity of the brain and of behavior, it is likely that a one-amineone-psychiatric-disease4 concept is too simple, but it is felt that from the
investigators’ standpoint there is heuristic value in constructing reasonably
simple paradigms that may contain at least partial truths.

Aminergic Brain Systems and Depression
If one tabulates the data reviewed above, there are some remarkably
consistent findings that emerge from the studies with the tricyclic
antidepressant drugs. These can be used to develop and buttress the idea that
specific aminergic systems within the central nervous system are (or are not)
involved in the production of severe depressive states in man.5 Some of this
data has been tabulated in Table 20.2. Perhaps the most consistent finding is
that the tertiary and secondary tricyclic amines, when administered in doses
used clinically, are without effect on the uptake of DA into dopaminergic
fibers. Further, these drugs do not have a significant effect on the turnover of
DA. In contrast, drugs such as the phenothiazines and butyrophenones, which
are without significant antidepressant activity, do have pronounced effects on
the turnover of DA (q.v.). By inference then, it seems possible to exclude the
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dopaminergic systems as having a central role in the genesis of some
depressive states, and, given the experimental data as reviewed, the question
arises concerning the role that noradrenergic and/or serotonergic systems
may play in depression. There also appears to be general agreement among
different workers that tertiary amines are more potent inhibitors of the
uptake of 5-HT than of NE, whereas the effectiveness of the blockage of
uptake of 5-HT and NE is reversed with the secondary tricyclic amines. The
data as to alterations in turnover of NE and 5-HT that occurs as a
consequence of administration of the tertiary and secondary tricyclic amines
is not quite as clear as that for blockage of uptake. But, on the balance, the
available information indicates that the turnover of 5-HT is slowed by the
tertiary tricyclic amines, whereas the turnover of NE is increased by the
secondary tricyclic amines.

Table 20-2. The effect of secondary and tertiary tricyclic antidepressants on DA,
NE and 5-HT uptake and turnover.
Blockade of Uptake

Effects on Amine Turnover

Amine

Tertiary
Tricyclic Amine
(viz Imipramine)

Secondary
Tricyclic Amine
(viz Desipramine)

Tertiary
Tricyclic Amine
(viz Imipramine)

Secondary
Tricyclic Amine
(viz Desipramine)

DA

No Effect

No Effect

No Effect

No Effect

NE

+

+++

—

Increases

5-HT

+++

+

Slows

—
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Given the above findings, one might reasonably conclude that both
noradrenergic and serotonergic, but not dopaminergic brain systems, are
involved in depressive disorders. This is essentially the position that Carlsson
has taken, in that he posits a role for 5-HT in regulating mood and for NE in
regulating drive energy and activity. While such a view cannot, of course, be
disproved and must be respected until definitive data is available, we feel that
if one examines the situation a bit more closely, the evidence favors an
involvement of noradrenergic rather than the serotonergic systems in the
genesis of depression. The reasoning behind this position briefly is as follows.
It is by now well-established that the tertiary tricyclic amine, imipramine,
following administration to animals, undergoes rapid demethylation to form
the secondary amine, desipramine. Direct experimental evidence has been
obtained from a human subject who died as a result of an accidental overdose
of imipramine, indicating that significant quantities of the demethylated
product were formed. There are species differences, in that rat and man
rapidly metabolize imipramine to desipramine, which is then itself
metabolized less rapidly, with the net result being that there is a gradual
accumulation of desipramine in tissues. In those animals in which rapid
metabolism of imipramine, and the less rapid metabolism of the
demethylated product, do not occur, one finds that the ability of the tertiary
amine to antagonize the effects of reserpine, or the experimental drug
benzoquinolizine, is less marked. Further, the available data on turnover
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would indicate that while the secondary tricyclic amines may increase NE
synthesis, there is a decrease in turnover of 5-HT induced by the tertiary
tricyclic amines. A slowing of turnover, accompanied by a blockage of
reuptake, may produce a system in which quantities of amine available at
receptors is the same as that found before drug treatment. An increase in
synthesis, accompanied by blockage of reuptake as probably occurs with NE
as a consequence of the tricyclic drug administration, should, on the other
hand, make more amine available to the receptor. This data, particularly that
dealing with the metabolism of the tricyclic drugs, suggests that the
secondary tricyclic amine is the therapeutic agent. Given the data as
summarized in Table 20-2, it is inferred that the noradrenergic rather than
the serotonergic brain systems are primarily involved with depression.
However, there are obvious problems with this reasoning, in that small
amounts of the tertiary amine could still be available for changing the 5-HT
systems. Against this argument is the fact that there is now a great wealth of
clinical data available as to the effects of desipramine per se in the treatment
of depressive states. The available information indicates that desipramine is
as effective as imipramine in the treatment of depressive disorders. Since it is
known that N-methylation of desipramine (to form imipramine) does not
occur to any significant degree, it is suggested that the clinical effectiveness
(in terms of mood and activity) of this secondary tricyclic amine, when
coupled with its effects upon NE versus 5-HT systems (see Table 20-2)
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provides perhaps the most compelling argument that the principal systems
involved in the depressive disorders are of the noradrenergic type.
Given the above reasoning, the next question is: Is it possible that a
particular central, noradrenergic system is involved in the genesis of
depression? The data relative to this point are very soft and nonspecific, but a
few comments can be made. In general, the studies of changes in
histochemical fluorescence of NE systems, as induced by pharmacological
manipulations, do not indicate that the tricyclic amines of the secondary type
are exerting their effects on any one of the specific NE systems. This, of
course, may be a function of the investigative use of a drug that generally
blocks the NE neuronal pump mechanism.
In summary, it is suggested that specific brain NE systems are
intimately related to the genesis of depression. Studies of the regulation of
behavior (including depressive mood and psychomotor activity) by specific
NE systems can be expected to emerge in the next few years and this new
information will undoubtedly be of major value, whatever the demonstrated
relationship of NE systems to depression may ultimately be.

Aminergic Brain Systems and Schizophrenia
The data as to the specificity of action of neuroleptics on aminergic
brain systems are somewhat less clear than are those for the tricyclic
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antidepressant drugs, but in some areas there has been remarkable
agreement. We feel that there is heuristic value in suggesting that specific
aminergic systems may be involved in the production of psychotic states,
particularly schizophrenia. Neuroleptics that are clinically effective, whatever
their chemical structure, block central DA receptors and increase the
turnover of this amine in dopaminergic systems. This increase in DA
turnover, as a consequence of neuroleptic drug treatment, has been
demonstrated by studies that have measured metabolite accumulation,
changes in amine level following enzyme inhibition, alterations in
histochemical fluorescence in dopaminergic systems, formation of DA from
labeled precursors, or the rate of the disappearance of labeled DA from the
brain. The data from function-type studies are generally consistent and can be
reasonably interpreted as indicating that many of the potent neuroleptics
block central DA receptors. The mechanism by which DA receptor blockage is
linked to increased DA turnover per se needs further investigation. In the
aggregate the available data clearly indicate that neuroleptic drugs have
marked effects upon brain DA systems.
The neuroleptic agents may also affect noradrenergic systems, but it
would seem that this action is not crucial to the drugs’ clinical effectiveness.
There is disagreement as to the neuroleptic’s ability to produce increased NE
turnover. Some investigators find no effects, whereas others do. In those
cases where changes in NE turnover have occurred as a consequence of
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treatment with the neuroleptics, the magnitude of the effect has been modest,
inconsistent, and frequently occurred only at higher doses. The Swedish
group of investigators, who in general have produced the affirmative data as
to increased NE turnover after neuroleptics, have also produced data
indicating that some potent neuroleptics are without effect on NE turnover.
Function-type studies indicate that while some neuroleptics block both DA
and NE receptors, viz., chlorpromazine, others block principally or only DA
receptors, viz., fluphenazine, spiroperidol, pimozide. Most importantly, those
drugs which chiefly block DA receptors are among the more potent, at least in
terms of dosage, of the neuroleptics. Phrased differently, the effectiveness of
the neuroleptic drugs seems to be more related to their effects upon DA than
to noradrenergic systems.
In the aggregate then, it is felt that a good case can be made for the
hypothesis that dopaminergic systems, and not noradrenergic systems, are
involved in the genesis of psychotic behavior that can be effectively treated
with the neuroleptic drugs.
The neuroleptic drugs alter brain 5-HT systems, but this area has been
less extensively studied; and the interpretation of the available data is made
difficult by variations in results as a function of dose, and questions as to
mechanisms by which the drugs produce their effects.
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Finally, the question arises as to the possibility that a specific
dopaminergic system may be involved in the production of psychotic states.
As before, sufficient data to even modestly approach this question is
unavailable. Histochemical-fluorescent techniques do not indicate a
differential action of the neuroleptics on the meso-limbic or nigro-striatal
brain DA systems. The future development of drugs that block DA receptors,
but are without extrapyramidal side effects, may help with this issue, in that
the retention or loss of the antipsychotic properties may allow one to
differentiate between the neuroleptic activity being mediated via nigrostriatal versus meso-limbic DA systems. In this respect it is of interest that
Bobon et al. reported that pimozide produces a low incidence of
Parkinsonism-like side effects, but caution is needed, in that in experimental
animals this drug clearly blocks DA receptors in the striatum and is
concentrated in the caudate nucleus.
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Notes
1 Abbreviations used in this chapter are: DA, dopamine; NE, norepinephrine; 5-HT, serotonin; ACh,
acetylcholine;
NM,
normetanephrine;
HVA,
homovanillic
acid;
Dopa,
dihydroxyphenylalanine; 5-HIAA, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid.
2 ACh—a quaternary ammonium compound, not strictly classified as an amine, is commonly included
among the monoamine neurotransmitters.
3 They may, however, be quite helpful in decreasing the anxiety that is an integral part of some
depressive states and, in fact, many clinicians prefer to give these drugs in combination
with an antidepressant when anxiety is an important component of the clinical picture.
4 With apologies to George Beadle and E. L. Tatum.
5 There are, of course, many other studies that indicate that the functional amounts of brain amines,
particularly NE, are involved in the affective disorders, and these have been well
summarized elsewhere.104' The focus in this chapter, however, is on the possibility that
specific amine systems are involved in the genesis of depression. Hence cited references
and speculations are directed toward this issue of specificity.
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CHAPTER 21
DEPRESSIONS AND BIOGENIC AMINES 1
Joseph J. Schildkraut
Even in descriptive psychiatry the definition of melancholia is uncertain; it
takes on various clinical forms (some of them suggesting somatic rather
than psychogenic affections) that do not seem definitely to warrant
reduction to a unity.

Sigmund Freud, Mourning and Melancholia

Introduction
The studies of biogenic amine metabolism in the depressive disorders
were identified in the first edition of the American Handbook of Psychiatry as
one of the most promising and rapidly evolving areas of biochemical research
in psychiatry. Examination of the present chapter, in relation to that earlier
one, will serve to document the extensive development of this field during the
past several years. Aspects of this expanding literature have been reviewed
frequently.
Advances in pharmacology have served to stimulate this area of
neurochemical research in psychiatry through the introduction of drugs (e.g.,
monoamine oxidase inhibitor antidepressants, tricyclic antidepressants and
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lithium salts) which proved to be effective in the treatment of depressive and
manic disorders, and through the elucidation of the effects of these drugs on
biogenic

amine

metabolism.

Various

aspects

of

this

area

of

neuropharmacology, as well as the basic biology of the biogenic amines, have
been considered in a number of recent reviews. Despite some discrepancies,
most data seem compatible with the hypothesis that drugs which are effective
in the treatment of depressions may increase one or another of the biogenic
amines at receptor sites in brain, whereas drugs that cause depressions or are
effective in the treatment of manias may decrease the activity of monoamines
at receptors.
Studies of the metabolism and physiology of the biogenic amines in
patients with affective disorders (depressions and manias) have focused on
the catecholamines (norepinephrine, epinephrine, and dopamine) or the
indoleamines (serotonin and tryptamine). Since direct biochemical assay of
brain tissue in living man is not feasible, most research has involved the assay
of monoamines or their metabolites in one or another body fluid under
various clinical or pharmacological conditions. In accordance with the
rationale described in the first edition of the Handbook, these studies have
explored the biochemical differences between depressed, manic, and control
subjects, utilizing cross-sectional research designs, and have also examined
the biochemical changes that accompany alterations in affective state in
depressed or manic patients studied longitudinally.
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The importance of differentiating among the different types of
depressive disorders when prescribing treatment has been stressed by many
investigators, and the differential responses of various types of depressions to
one or another treatment modality have been documented in numerous
studies. Similarly, the heterogeneity of the depressive disorders has been
emphasized in relation to the design and interpretation of biochemical
studies. Although many of the presently available systems for classifying the
depressions on the basis of clinical signs, symptoms, and history are of some
value in this regard, these classifications represent limited and temporary
solutions to this very basic problem in psychiatry.
A common feature of several of these classifications is the separation, on
the basis of clinical syndromes, of one particular group of depressions
variously

designated

“endogenous,”

“vital,”

“major,”

or

“retarded”

depressions. These depressions, which may constitute only 10 to 20 percent
of all depressive disorders, are generally unresponsive to interpersonal forms
of treatment or the administration of placebos, but they are relatively
responsive to vigorous treatment with one or another of the antidepressant
drugs or electroconvulsive therapy; and many neurochemical studies have
focused on this group of depressions. A further subtype of the depressive
disorders (of some biological importance) is based on the history of a prior
manic or hypomanic episode, and is variably designated as the manicdepressive or bipolar disorders; these depressions are generally subsumed
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under the broader category of endogenous depressions. The manicdepressive depressions constitute what is probably the most homogeneous
clinically defined subgroup of the depressive disorders, although the
possibility of heterogeneity even within this subgroup cannot be excluded.
The manic-depressive (i.e., bipolar) depressions are distinguished from the
unipolar depressions, which are characterized by the absence of a prior
episode of mania or hypomania. It is worth noting that this dichotomy of the
depressive disorders (unless further subdivided) gives rise to a relatively
homogeneous

subtype,

the

manic-depressive

depressions

and

the

heterogeneous remainder, the unipolar depressions. Other dichotomous
separations of the depressive disorders that have been employed in one or
another study include: retarded versus non-retarded (or agitated or anxious);
psychotic versus neurotic; endogenous versus non-endogenous, which
embraces characterological, situational, or reactive depressions.
The problems inherent in these dichotomies, which in most instances
separate a relatively homogenous subgroup from the heterogeneous
remainder, as well as other issues related to more complex systems for
classifying the depressive disorders on the basis of clinical signs, symptoms,
and history are discussed in detail elsewhere. While the need for systems of
classification that are more meaningful biologically is widely recognized, it
seems likely that further refinements in our capacity to differentiate among
the depressive disorders and to prescribe treatment more rationally may be
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expected only when clinical distinctions can be augmented by biochemical or
physiological criteria.
For a number of years, investigators have recognized the possibility that
different subgroups of patients with depressive disorders might exhibit
different specific alterations in the metabolism of one or another of the
monoamines; and it was suggested that studies of biogenic amine metabolism
might ultimately contribute to the development of a more meaningful
biochemical classification of the affective disorders and a more rational
approach to the treatment of these disorders.’ The present review, which is
more representative than comprehensive, will examine the current status of
research on biogenic amine metabolism in patients with depressive
disorders, focusing on recent findings that indicate the possible emergence of
biochemical criteria to predict differential responses to various modalities of
treatment.

Catecholamines and Related Substances
The alterations in catecholamine metabolism produced by drugs used in
the treatment of the affective disorders have been studied extensively during
the past decade. On the basis of the initial findings of these studies, it was
suggested that some, if not all, depressions may be associated with an
absolute or relative deficiency of catecholamines, particularly norepinephrine
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at functionally important receptor sites in the brain, whereas manias may be
associated with an excess of such monoamines. This formulation has come to
be known as the catecholamine hypothesis of affective disorders.
The functional deficiency of norepinephrine, suggested to occur in some
(but not necessarily all) depressions may be seen as a final common pathway,
since many environmental and constitutional factors could conceivably
contribute to its development and several different biochemical mechanisms
might be operative immediately in producing it. These mechanisms could
include decreased norepinephrine synthesis and output, impairment of
norepinephrine binding and storage, increased enzymatic inactivation of
norepinephrine by deamination or O-methylation, increased inactivation by
neuronal reuptake, and decreased receptor sensitivity to norepinephrine. The
operation of these different mechanisms in one or another subtype of
depressive disorder could possibly account for differences in clinical
phenomenology

and

responses

to

pharmacological

as

well

as

psychotherapeutic interventions.

Catecholamines, Normetanephrine and VMA in Urine and Blood
In a number of studies of manic-depressive patients, the urinary
excretion

of

norepinephrine

or

dopamine

(and,

less

consistently,

epinephrine) has been found to be relatively lower during periods of
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depressions than during periods of manias or after recovery. In one of these
studies, a regular cycle of norepinephrine excretion was observed in
cyclothymic manic-depressive patients, with increases starting during
transition phases preceding manias and decreases starting in transition
phases preceding depressions. In another study that examined the transition
from depression into mania in a small number of subjects, an increase in
urinary norepinephrine was observed on the day prior to the onset of mania
when patients exhibited a brief transition period of normal behavior and this
increase of urinary norepinephrine continued during the manic period;
although elevated dopamine levels were also observed during the manic
phase, the increase in dopamine excretion, in contrast to norepinephrine, did
not appear to precede the onset of mania. Other investigators have also found
increased dopamine excretion in manic patients.
In a large series of manic patients, excretion of both norepinephrine and
epinephrine was elevated above control values, but norepinephrine and
epinephrine levels in a heterogeneous group of depressed patients were not
different from control values; these depressed patients, however, did have a
lowered catecholamine response to insulin stress. Increased catecholamine
excretion has been observed in some depressed patients, but mainly in those
with agitated or anxious depressions. In a recent study, elevated levels of
plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine were observed in a group of patients
with depression and anxiety most of whom were diagnosed as depressive or
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having anxiety neuroses; the correlation between the concentration of plasma
catecholamines and the degree of anxiety was highly significant, whereas the
correlation between plasma catecholamines and the degree of depression
was not significant. Depressed patients with delusions or hallucinations have
been found to excrete higher levels of catecholamines (and metabolites) than
patients who did not manifest these psychotic symptoms. In one study, levels
of norepinephrine in cerebrospinal fluid were reported to be higher in
depressed and manic patients (as well as in schizophrenic patients) than in
controls; however, further studies will be needed to replicate these findings
as well as to confirm the specificity of the method used to determine
norepinephrine in cerebrospinal fluid.
A gradual rise in the excretion of normetanephrine, the O-methylated
metabolite of norepinephrine that may reflect noradrenergic activity, was
observed during the period of definitive clinical improvement in a series of
patients

with

endogenous

depressions

treated

with

the

tricyclic

antidepressant imipramine; and this has recently been confirmed by other
investigators.2 Patients with retarded depressions had lower levels of
normetanephrine excretion before treatment (when depressed) than after
discontinuation of imipramine (when in clinical remission). In some, but not
all, patients with agitated depressions, normetanephrine as well as
norepinephrine and epinephrine are higher during the depression than after
improvement.
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In longitudinal studies, the excretion of normetanephrine has been
observed to be relatively higher during manias or hypo-manias than during
depressions, with intermediate values observed in periods of remission; the
magnitude of the normetanephrine elevations appears to be related to the
clinical severity of the hypomanic symptoms.
Although muscular activity may produce significant changes in
catecholamine

excretion,

the

alterations

in

the

excretion

of

the

catecholamines or metabolites in association with changes in affective state
did not appear to be a consequence of changes in motor activity in one study
where this was specifically measured. Moreover, the increases in urinary
norepinephrine appeared to precede the onset of mania in two studies;
however, one cannot exclude the possibility that these increases in
norepinephrine excretion might have been secondary to subtle behavioral or
postural changes. Normetanephrine and metanephrine excretion have been
reported to be elevated in association with agitated and unstable behavior in
depressed patients and in other subjects.
The urinary excretion of 3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid (VMA), a
deaminated O-methylated metabolite of norepinephrine, has also been found
to be relatively elevated during episodes of hypomania or mania when
compared with normal or depressed phases. The increase in VMA excretion
appeared to be associated with the level of physical activity in one study, but
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not in another. In one longitudinal study, however, significant increases in
urinary VMA were not observed during episodes of hypomania (relative to
levels observed during retarded depressions or clinical remissions) despite
significant increases in the levels of norepinephrine and normetanephrine as
well as epinephrine during these hypomanic episodes; this could conceivably
reflect a relative decrease in the rate of deamination of norepinephrine and
normetanephrine in some hypomanic patients, as suggested by the recent
report of a decrease in platelet monoamine oxidase activity in some manicdepressive patients.
After infusion with radioactive norepinephrine, patients with retarded
depressions classified as manic-depressives were found to have an elevated
ratio of radioactive amines to deaminated metabolites in the urine when
compared with normal controls or patients with agitated unipolar
depressions. Many factors could account for this finding, including an
alteration in the disposition of the infused radioactive norepinephrine as well
as a decrease in the deamination of norepinephrine or normetanephrine in
the manic-depressive depressed group.
Since all studies have not employed a uniform system for classifying the
depressions, it is difficult to summarize the findings reviewed above. In
general, however, norepinephrine and normetanephrine excretion appear to
be relatively decreased in patients with retarded (endogenous) depressions
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and increased in patients with manias. The findings in patients with agitated
or anxious depressions are less consistent and some of these patients seem to
show increased excretion of norepinephrine and normetanephrine as well as
epinephrine and metanephrine.

MHPG in Urine and Cerebrospinal Fluid
Because of the relatively effective brain-blood barrier to norepinephrine
and normetanephrine, it is probable that only a small fraction of urinary
norepinephrine or normetanephrine derives from the brain. Thus, the urinary
excretion of norepinephrine and normetanephrine may primarily reflect the
activity of the peripheral sympathetic nervous system. It has been suggested
recently that 3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG), a deaminated Omethylated metabolite of norepinephrine, may be the urinary metabolite of
norepinephrine (and normetanephrine) that provides some index of the
synthesis and metabolism of norepinephrine in the brain. All findings,
however, do not support this, and it is, moreover, generally recognized that
the brain cannot be regarded as the sole source of MHPG; but recent studies
in nonhuman primates suggest that approximately 50 percent of urinary
MHPG may derive from norepinephrine originating in the brain.
A number of studies have examined the excretion of MHPG in patients
with affective disorders. In one of these studies, urinary MHPG was
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significantly lower in a diagnostically heterogeneous group of depressed
patients than in a non-depressed control population. Subsequent studies,
however, indicate that all depressed patients do not excrete low levels of
MHPG, but that this may be characteristic of a particular subgroup of
depressive disorders and a criterion for predicting responses to specific
forms of pharmacotherapy —as discussed below.
In a longitudinal study of a small group of manic-depressive patients,
levels of urinary MHPG were lower during depressions and higher during
hypomanic episodes than after clinical remissions. The depressed patients in
this study had agitated depressions, during which some showed relatively
increased levels of norepinephrine and normetanephrine as well as
epinephrine and metanephrine. Therefore, one cannot simply relate the
reduced levels of MHPG in these depressed patients to a decrease in motor
activity or a reduction in peripheral sympathetic or adrenomedullary activity.
Similar findings were observed in a longitudinal study of two manicdepressive patients in which urinary MHPG excretion was relatively elevated
in the manic phases, decreased in the depressed phases, and intermediate
during interval phases; these investigators felt that it was unlikely that the
increased output of MHPG in the manic phase was simply a reflection of
increased motor activity since the peaks of MHPG output occurred on
different days and preceded the peaks of mania.
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The changes in MPIPG excretion and affective state occurring in the
context of amphetamine abuse and withdrawal were recently studied in a
small group of patients. During self-administration of amphetamines, the
patients were clinically hypomanic and urinary MHPG excretion was elevated.
Following the abrupt withdrawal of amphetamines, urinary MHPG excretion
decreased and patients became depressed. Subsequently, there was a gradual
increase in urinary MHPG excretion and a concurrent decrease in the
depressive symptomatology. The changes in MHPG excretion occurred with
or possibly preceded the clinical changes and were also associated with
changes in REM sleep. The changes in VMA excretion observed in this study
were not similar to the changes in MHPG, suggesting that the latter were not
simply a reflection of an increased output of norepinephrine or epinephrine
from peripheral sympathetic nerves or adrenal glands during amphetamine
administration, and a decreased output following withdrawal.
However, the urinary excretion of MHPG has been shown to increase in
response to various forms of stress and may also vary in response to changes
in motor activity or posture. Additional studies, therefore, will be needed to
determine the extent to which these factors may have contributed to the
changes in MHPG excretion observed to occur in association with changes in
affective state.
Recent findings have suggested that the urinary excretion of MHPG may
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provide a biochemical basis for classifying depressed patients and for
predicting the differential clinical responses to treatment with various
tricyclic antidepressants. In one study it was found that patients who
excreted relatively low levels of MHPG prior to treatment with imipramine or
desmethylimipramine responded better to treatment with these agents than
did patients who excreted relatively higher levels of MHPG. In this study, the
patients who responded best to treatment excreted more normetanephrine
and MHPG during drug treatment (relative to the predrug period), whereas
those patients who responded least well had a decrease in the excretion of
these two metabolites. In another study of a small group of depressed
patients, favorable responses to treatment with amitriptyline were observed
in patients with relatively high levels of urinary MHPG but not in patients
with lower levels of MHPG.
While other possible interpretations cannot be excluded (as noted
below) it has been suggested that the low levels of MHPG may reflect a
reduced rate of synthesis of norepinephrine as well as a reduction in its net
output from presynaptic neurons (i.e., a decrease in neuronal discharge or an
increase in neuronal reuptake); whereas the higher levels of MHPG would be
consistent with an increase in the enzymatic inactivation of norepinephrine
or a deficiency in postsynaptic receptor sensitivity to norepinephrine, which
is partially compensated by an increase in the output of norepinephrine from
presynaptic neurons. Findings compatible with these interpretations have
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been reported. In these studies, patients with low MHPG excretion tended to
have depressions that were often classified as manic-depressive, whereas
patients with higher levels of MHPG tended to have depressions that were
classified as chronic characterological (i.e., neurotic); but there were a
number of exceptions to this association between MHPG excretion and
clinical phenomenology or diagnostic subtype.
Another group of investigators was unable to confirm the finding that a
favorable response to treatment with imipramine was associated with a low
pretreatment level of MHPG; however, as the investigators noted, the patients
in this study were drug free for as little as five days before the pretreatment
MHPG levels were measured and residual drug effects may have influenced
the initial MHPG values. Further investigation will clearly be required to
determine whether the level of MHPG excreted in the urine will provide a
clinically useful criterion for classifying depressive disorders and predicting
responses to pharmacotherapy.
Free and conjugated MHPG have been demonstrated in human
cerebrospinal fluid, and several studies have recently examined the levels of
MHPG in the lumbar cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of patients with affective
disorders. In a small number of depressed patients (not classified with
respect to diagnostic subtypes), MHPG levels were significantly lower than in
control subjects. Further studies from that laboratory have confirmed this
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decrease in CSF-MHPG levels in a larger series of depressed patients; CSFMHPG levels were not different from control values in a small group of manic
patients. However, in another recent study, MHPG levels in CSF were not
different from control values in a small heterogeneous group of depressed
patients, but some manic patients showed markedly elevated levels of MHPG
with a decrease to normal values during successful treatment with lithium
carbonate. In another small series of patients with recurrent (unipolar)
depressions, manic-depressive depressions, and manias, there were no
differences in the mean levels of MHPG between these various groups before
treatment, nor did any significant changes occur after treatment; however,
the investigators noted that there was a wide scatter in the concentrations of
MHPG in the lumbar CSF of these patients (and this study differs from others
in that a spectrophotofluorometric, rather than gas chromatographic, method
was used to determine MHPG).
While further studies of MHPG in the CSF of patients with affective
disorders are clearly indicated, the available data suggest that levels of MHPG
in the CSF may be decreased in some (but not all) depressed patients and
increased in some patients with manias. However, some patients with
affective disorders may have normal levels of MHPG in lumbar cerebrospinal
fluid. As described above, similar findings have emerged from studies of
urinary MHPG (as well as normetanephrine and norepinephrine) in patients
with affective disorders. Differences in motor activity could conceivably
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contribute to these differences in levels of CSF MHPG, since the findings of a
recent study demonstrated a statistically nonsignificant trend toward
increases in CSF MHPG—as well as increases in homovanillic acid (HVA) and
5-hydroxy-indoleacetic acid (5HIAA)—after increased psychomotor activity
was induced by simulating mania. The differences in CSF levels of MHPG
could also reflect differences in the rate of efflux of MHPG from the CSF rather
than differences in its rate of production; simultaneous measurement of CSF
MHPG and urinary MHPG might help to clarify this—if the brain contributes
as large a fraction (approximately 50 percent) of the urinary MHPG as recent
findings suggest.

HVA in Cerebrospinal Fluid
Homovanillic acid (HVA), a deaminated O-methylated metabolite of
dopamine, can be determined in lumbar cerebrospinal fluid and may provide
information about the cerebral metabolism of dopamine, although some of
the HVA in CSF may derive from brain capillaries. Interpretation of such
findings is further complicated by the fact that the concentration of HVA in
lumbar CSF is considerably lower than in ventricular CSF, suggesting that
there may be a transport system for the removal of HVA in the region of the
fourth ventricle.
Baseline levels of HVA in the CSF have been found to be lower in
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depressed patients than in control subjects in a number of recent studies.® In
one study, decreased baseline HVA levels were observed in patients with
retarded depressions but not in patients with non-retarded depressions, but
the decrease in CSF HVA did not appear to be related to motor activity in all
studies.’ In another study, patients with recurrent depressions (unipolar
depressions) had lower HVA levels than patients with manic-depressive
depressions (bipolar depressions) but other investigators who found
decreased levels of HVA in depressed patients (compared to controls)
observed no differences in HVA levels between unipolar depressions and
bipolar depressions.
In one study the reduced levels of HVA observed in depressed patients
did not increase after electroconvulsive therapy, although considerable
clinical improvement was observed. Another study indicated that the initial
reduction of HVA in CSF in three depressed patients was followed by a
relative increase after treatment; but one of these patients was noted to have
shown little change in clinical condition and to have received large doses of LDopa for five weeks. Other investigators observed no correlations between
the changes in various clinical ratings and CSF-HVA values in a small group of
depressed patients studied before and during treatment with amitriptyline; in
this study HVA levels tended to decrease during treatment.
Baseline levels of HVA in hypomanic and manic patients have been
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observed to be equal to or lower than control values in several studies.® In
one of these studies, patients with severe mania, exhibiting a high degree of
motor activity, had elevated levels of HVA, whereas levels of HVA in
hypomanic patients were slightly lower than control values; the increased
levels of HVA in patients with severe mania were attributed to increased
motor activity and the fact that total bed rest often could not be maintained
prior to the lumbar puncture.
Because the rate of efflux of one or another metabolite from the CSF
may vary over time and among subjects, measurements of the levels of these
metabolites in lumbar CSF at an instant in time do not necessarily reflect the
rates of production of the metabolites during a given time interval.
Information of the latter sort may be obtained by blocking the efflux of acid
metabolites from the cerebrospinal fluid with probenecid, a drug that inhibits
the transport of the carboxylic acid metabolites of biogenic amines (e.g., HVA
as well as 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA), a deaminated metabolite of
serotonin); but in two clinical studies, probenecid did not appear to block the
efflux of MHPG (a glycol) from the CSF. Probenecid has been used more
extensively in studies of 5HIAA, and the problems inherent in this technique
are discussed in conjunction with these studies (see below).
Several studies have recently examined the accumulation of HVA in
lumbar CSF following administration of probenecid in patients with affective
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disorders. (The difference between the level of HVA determined after
probenecid administration and the baseline level of HVA is referred to as the
accumulation of HVA.) The accumulation of HVA following probenecid was
decreased in a small group of depressed patients when compared with
controls; the accumulation of HVA in manic patients was not different from
control values. In another study, the accumulation of HVA was significantly
lower than control values in patients with retarded depressions, whereas the
accumulation of HVA in patients with non-retarded depressions was slightly
greater than control values. The levels of HVA following probenecid
administration (i.e., not accumulation since baseline levels were not
subtracted) were higher in a diagnostically heterogeneous group of
depressed patients than in a control population in one study.

Tyrosine in Blood
The levels of tyrosine, an amino acid precursor of the catecholamines, in
blood plasma of depressed patients have been examined by several
investigators. In one study, manic-depressive patients showed no difference
in the fasting levels of plasma tyrosine when compared with normal controls
but both manic and depressed patients showed greater elevations of plasma
tyrosine than did control subjects after an oral load of tyrosine. In another
study, plasma tyrosine levels of depressed patients were observed to be
significantly lower at 8 a.m. when compared with normal controls, but this
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difference did not persist into the evening and it was suggested that
depressed patients had an altered diurnal rhythm of plasma tyrosine. In a
third study, significantly lower levels of plasma tyrosine were observed at 11
a.m. in patients with endogenous depressions compared with neurotic
depressives, schizophrenics, or healthy controls, but no significant differences
were observed when tyrosine was measured at 8 a.m.; the response to an oral
load of tyrosine was not significantly different in endogenous depressions
when compared with controls. Further investigations will be required to
explore these apparent discrepancies.

Dopa Administration
Dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa), an amino-acid precursor of the
catecholamines, can cross the blood-brain barrier, and under some conditions
may elevate levels of dopamine or norepinephrine in the brain. Consequently,
Dopa has been administered to patients with affective disorders, both to
explore its clinical effects as well as to investigate the possible relationship of
alterations in biogenic amine metabolism to changes in affective state.
However, since the initial clinical trials of Dopa more than a decade ago, it has
become apparent that in addition to increasing catecholamine levels, Dopa
produces many other biochemical and neuropharmacological effects;
consequently, the interpretation of the findings of such studies may not be as
straightforward as was initially assumed. One cannot be certain that the
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administration of Dopa will necessarily lead to an increased concentration of
catecholamines at specific neuronal sites; nor can one be certain that any
clinical effects observed are direct physiological effects of catecholamines
derived from Dopa rather than the pharmacological effects of Dopa acting
directly or indirectly upon other mono-aminergic systems (i.e., by releasing
monoamines, by displacing monoamines through the production of false
transmitters, or by interfering with the metabolism of monoamines).
Moreover, Dopa may affect many other diverse biochemical systems. The
literature on the use of Dopa and other monoamine precursors in the
treatment of depressions has been discussed recently in a detailed and
extensive review.
Early studies of the effects of Dopa in the treatment of depressions
indicated that this substance was ineffective when relatively low doses of the
d, 1-isomer were used. In other early studies, improvement in depressed
patients was observed after intravenous administration of L-Dopa, and
elevation of mood was reported in a group of patients treated with a
monoamine oxidase inhibitor and Dopa. (This combination of drugs can
produce severe hypertension and cardiac arrhythmias.) More recent studies
of relatively high doses of L-Dopa administered alone, or lower doses of LDopa administered in combination with a peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor,
suggest that this drug may cause at least transient improvement in some
depressed patients, particularly those with retarded depressions. Transient
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hypomanic or manic episodes (characterized by increased motor and verbal
activity with pressured speech, increased social involvement and
intrusiveness, increased expression of anger, provocativeness, sleeplessness,
euphoria, and feelings of grandiosity) occurred with regularity upon
administration of L-Dopa in patients with manic-depressive depressions but
not in patients with other types of depressions; depressed mood often
persisted during these episodes of hypomania and it has been suggested, on
the basis of this observation, that depression and hypomania may not
represent opposite poles with respect to a catecholamine deficit (in
depression) and an excess (in mania). However, this interpretation may be
questioned since some investigators do not consider the symptom of
depressed mood to be necessary for the diagnosis of endogenous depressions
(which are characterized by psychic retardation, decreased interest and
ambition, loss of initiative, impaired sense of vitality, inability to attain
satisfactions or pleasures normally obtained from work or recreational
activities); nor would they regard the persistence of depressed mood to be
inconsistent with the remission of the core symptoms of endogenous
depressions. Further studies will be required to resolve this critical problem
related to the clinical definition and diagnosis of the depressive disorders;
and it is possible that these findings with L-Dopa, together with other
pharmacological observations, may help us to better coordinate clinical
concepts with underlying biological substrates.
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When L-Dopa has been used in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease,
improvement in depression and hypomanic-like states have been observed,
but the precipitation of depressions has also been reported as a frequently
occurring side effect of treatment with L-Dopa. These and other behavioral
effects of L-Dopa have been reviewed recently. As noted above, the effects of
Dopa on biogenic amine metabolism (i.e., indoleamines as well as
catecholamines) are complex,® and it is not possible at the present time to
definitively relate any of the clinical effects of Dopa to specific changes in
catecholamine metabolism.

Alpha-methylparatyrosine
It

was

initially

suggested

that

clinical

studies

with

alpha-

methylparatyrosine (a drug that inhibits catecholamine biosynthesis by
blocking the conversion of tyrosine to Dopa) might provide crucial data to
evaluate the catecholamine hypothesis of affective disorders. Subsequent
clinical studies have indicated that this drug regularly produces sedation
when first administered and that some hypertensive patients may become
depressed during treatment with alpha-methylparatyrosine, while transient
hypomanic-like reactions frequently occur upon withdrawal of the drug.- In
the course of these early clinical trials of alpha-methylparatyrosine, I had the
opportunity to evaluate some of the patients treated with this drug. During
the initial phase of treatment, some patients experienced a syndrome—
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characterized (in varying degrees) by psychic retardation, fatigue or loss of
energy, decreased ambition or initiative, and an impaired sense of vitality—
that could be descriptively classified as a mild endogenous depression,
following the criteria that I have described elsewhere. Upon withdrawal of
alpha-methylparatyrosine, one could observe mild transient hypomanic-like
states characterized by pressure of speech and an apparent decreased need
for sleep. However, depressions were not observed in two studies of alphamethylparatyrosine in schizophrenic patients.It has recently been reported that alpha-methylparatyrosine decreased
mania in some manic patients, whereas it increased depression in a small
number of depressed patients treated with this drug. During treatment with
alpha-methylparatyrosine, the levels of VMA, MHPG, and dopamine in urine
decreased by more than 50 percent and cerebrospinal fluid levels of
homovanillic acid decreased by more than 40 percent; thus catecholamine
biosynthesis appeared to have been markedly but not completely inhibited.
The authors concluded that under these conditions alpha-methylparatyrosine
was therapeutically effective in some manic patients but that it was not as
effective as lithium carbonate.
In another recent study of subjects who abused amphetamine, the
euphoric effects of large doses of intravenously administered d, 1amphetamine were reduced or abolished by alpha-methylparatyrosine. After
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one week of daily administration of alpha-methylparatyrosine, there was a
reduction of this anti-amphetamine effect (possibly the result of
compensatory receptor super-sensitivity). On the basis of these results and
the findings from studies of the effects of drugs thought to block
dopaminergic or noradrenergic receptors selectively, the investigators
suggested that dopamine may be of importance for the euphoric effects of
amphetamine. However, as noted above, other investigators have found a
relative increase in the urinary excretion of MHPG during amphetamineinduced hypomanias and a relative decrease in urinary MHPG during the
depressions associated with amphetamine withdrawal; and these findings
suggest that norepinephrine may also be of some importance in
amphetamine-induced alterations in affective state.
In nonhuman primates (Macaca speciosa), alpha-methylparatyrosine
has been reported to produce changes in social behavior characterized by
retarded motor activity, withdrawn posture, bowed head, as well as reduced
initiated social interactions and facial expressions suggesting a lack of
concern with the environment; the investigators regarded this behavioral
state as similar, in some ways, to depressive states seen in man. The urinary
excretion of MHPG and VMA was decreased during administration of alphamethylparatyrosine and an attempt to reverse the behavioral syndrome in
one animal using L-Dopa was unsuccessful. In a further study, these
investigators reported that parachlorophenylalanine, the inhibitor of
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serotonin synthesis, did not produce a similar pattern of behavioral changes
in Macaca speciosa in spite of a marked inhibition of serotonin synthesis as
evidenced by a decrease in urinary 5HIAA excretion and the occurrence of
weight loss, hair loss, ataxia, and debilitation in some of the animals. After
administration of parachlorophenylalanine to patients with carcinoid
syndrome, nonspecific alterations in behavior including psychotic confusional
states as well as nonpsychotic behavioral changes, sometimes with
depressive components, have been observed in some patients.’

Beta-phenylethylamine
The urinary excretion of beta-phenylethylamine (both free and
conjugated) has been found to be decreased in depressed patients by several
groups of investigators; and increased levels of phenylethylamine have been
observed in manic as well as schizophrenic patients. Treatment with
imipramine or monoamine oxidase inhibitor antidepressants increases levels
of phenylethylamine in animal brain as well as in the urine of depressed
patients; whereas reserpine has been observed to decrease levels of
phenylethylamine in animal brain. Further studies will be required to confirm
these interesting observations as well as to control for the possible effects of
diet, concurrent drug administration, and other factors related to the clinical
and psychiatric status of the patients.
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Catechol O-Methyl Transferase Activity
The activity of catechol O-methyl transferase (COMT) in red blood cells
of women with unipolar primary depressions was significantly lower than
controls in a recent series of investigations,’ whereas women with bipolar
illnesses demonstrated COMT activities intermediate between unipolar
women and the controls. (Red blood cell COMT, activity in schizophrenic
women was not different from control values.) Within the group of women
with primary affective disorders, red blood cell COMT activity was
independent of the phase of the illness (depression or mania) and did not
change with recovery. In contrast to the differences observed in women with
primary affective disorders, no differences in red blood cell COMT activity
were found among comparable diagnostic groups of male patients. It may be
of interest to note in regard to these findings that another group of
investigators hypothesized some years ago that malfunction of the catechol Omethyl transferase enzyme might cause some depressions by leading to the
formation of noradnamine, a condensation derivation of norepinephrine;
however, direct evidence to support this speculative hypothesis is lacking.

Indoleamines and Related Substances
Various aspects of indoleamine metabolism have been explored in
patients with depressive disorders. These studies have provided further
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understanding of the biochemical pathophysiology underlying these clinical
states.

5HIAA in Urine and Cerebrospinal Fluid
The urinary excretion of 5-hydroxyindole-acetic acid (5HIAA), a
deaminated metabolite of serotonin, has been studied extensively in patients
with affective disorders.® These findings have been considered in a recent
comprehensive review and will not be discussed in detail in this paper.
Although there are many discrepancies, the findings reported in these various
studies suggest that urinary 5HIAA levels may differ in different subtypes of
depressive disorders and two studies indicate that the response to treatment
with monoamine oxidase inhibitors may be more favorable in patients with
relatively low levels of urinary 5HIAA than in patients with relatively higher
levels, but not all studies concur. In longitudinal studies of manic-depressive
patients, the levels of 5HIAA have been found to be relatively higher during
episodes of mania than during episodes of depression. However, these
findings must be interpreted cautiously since it is thought that a considerable
fraction of urinary 5HIAA may derive from indoleamines in the
gastrointestinal tract and that dietary factors may be of considerable
importance.
Various findings suggest that measurements of 5HIAA in lumbar
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cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may yield information about the cerebral
metabolism of serotonin, although some of the 5HIAA in lumbar CSF may
come from the spinal cord. Concentrations of 5HIAA (like HVA) are
considerably higher in ventricular CSF than in lumbar CSF, with intermediate
values found in cisternal CSF, suggesting that there may be a transport system
for the removal of 5HIAA from the CSF located in the region of the fourth
ventricle.
Since the initial report that 5-hydroxyindole compounds were
decreased in the cerebrospinal fluid of depressed patients, numerous
investigators have confirmed the observation that CSF levels of 5hydroxyindoleacetic acid are lower in depressed patients than in controls. In
most studies statistically significant decreases, or nonsignificant decreases, in
CSF 5HIAA levels have been observed in depressed patients. However, in
several studies depressed patients were found to have essentially normal
levels of 5HIAA in the cerebrospinal fluid. Levels of 5HIAA in the CSF have
been observed to be higher in subjects over the age of fifty-five than in
middle-aged subjects; and in one study, depressed patients over sixty years of
age had significantly higher 5HIAA levels than did depressed patients under
sixty years. However, in several other studies no age correlation was
observed.
The variability observed in the many studies of CSF 5HIAA in
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depressions might be accounted for by a number of factors: the nature of the
control group to which depressed patients were compared; differences in age
or sex of the various groups; differences in the conditions under which the
samples of cerebrospinal fluid were obtained; and differences in techniques
used for chemical determination, including the possibility that some of these
methods may be relatively nonspecific. Possible differences in the diagnostic
subgroups of depressive disorders, as well as in the clinical phenomenology
of the patients examined in various studies, may also be of importance.
In two recent studies, patients with unipolar (recurrent) depressions
had lower levels of 5HIAA in the CSF than did patients with bipolar (manicdepressive) depressions. In one of these studies, normal levels of 5HIAA were
observed in the patients with manic-depressive depressions. Depressed
patients classified as psychotic (on the basis of the presence of delusion) had
lower CSF levels of 5HIAA than did nonpsychotic depressed patients in one
study. In another recent preliminary study of a small group of patients with
endogenous depressions, patients with relatively low pretreatment levels of
CSF 5HIAA did not improve clinically during treatment with nortriptyline,
whereas patients with higher levels of 5HIAA responded favorably to
treatment with this drug.
In most studies the decrease in CSF 5HIAA levels in depressed patients
persisted after recovery, although a slow rise to normal values upon recovery
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from depression was noted in one study of a small number of patients. During
treatment with amitriptyline, imipramine, or nortriptyline, a further decrease
in CSF 5HIAA has been observed in depressed patients. No changes in CSF
5HIAA levels were observed in depressed patients after electroconvulsive
therapy (ECT) in one study in which pretreatment levels of 5HIAA were not
decreased.
In some studies, low baseline levels of CSF 5HIAA have been observed in
hypomanic or manic patients both before treatment and after recovery; but
the decreases in pretreatment levels were not statistically significant in all of
the studies. Other investigators, however, have observed normal or increased
CSF 5HIAA levels in manic patients. CSF 5HIAA levels in lumbar cerebrospinal
fluid have been shown to increase after exercise or periods of “simulated
mania” with increased psychomotor activity; since a concentration gradient
of 5HIAA appears to exist within the cerebrospinal fluid system (with lowest
levels observed in the lumbar CSF) this could conceivably result from an
increased mixing of CSF from various levels during periods of increased
physical activity. In the light of these observations, the relatively low levels of
CSF 5HIAA in manic or hypomanic patients, observed by a number of
investigators, are of particular interest. However, in relation to these findings
in patients with affective disorders, it should be pointed out that decreased
levels of 5HIAA have been observed in other psychiatric conditions including
schizophrenic disorders.
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The accumulation of 5HIAA in the CSF following administration of
probenecid (i.e., the difference between levels of CSF 5HIAA after probenecid
and before probenecid) was found to be decreased in a number of recent
studies of depressed patients; the differences were statistically significant in
most but not all of these studies. The possibility has been suggested that
decreased 5HIAA accumulation may be characteristic of only a subgroup of
patients with endogenous (vital) depressions who are not otherwise
distinguishable on the basis of psychopathological features or differences in
motor activity. (In one of these studies, the reduced accumulation of 5HIAA in
the CSF following probenecid correlated significantly with reduced baseline
levels of 5HIAA, but a similar correlation was not observed in the other
study.) In another study, the levels (not the accumulation) of 5HIAA in CSF
after probenecid administration were not different from control values in a
group of patients with unipolar depressions; during treatment with
amitriptyline, 5HIAA levels after probenecid administration markedly
decreased.
The accumulation of 5HIAA in CSF was compared before and after
improvement in a small group of depressed patients; variable results were
observed with 5HIAA accumulation increasing in some patients after
improvement, but not in all.
In one study, significantly lowered 5HIAA accumulation was observed in
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manic patients, and CSF-5HIAA accumulation tended to be lower in manic
patients in another study.
The problems in interpreting data on the accumulation of acid
monoamine metabolites in lumbar CSF following probenecid have been
discussed elsewhere, and will not be considered in detail here. Issues of
relevance include; possible variations in the effects of probenecid from
subject to subject, including differences in CSF probenecid levels or
differences in the degree of blockade produced by a given concentration of
probenecid; possible individual variations in transit time for 5HIAA (or HVA)
to pass from brain to lumbar CSF; possible inter-individual variations in the
rate of transport of acid metabolites out of CSF; variations in the extent to
which the transport of these metabolites is inhibited by the maximum dose of
probenecid that may be administered to human subjects; possible variations
in the volume of the cerebrospinal fluid; and possible effects of probenecid on
monoamine metabolism apart from the inhibition of transport of acid
metabolites. Since 5HIAA may not be the sole metabolite of cerebral
serotonin, just as HVA is not the sole metabolite of dopamine, the possible
contribution of the corresponding alcohol derivatives or other metabolites
must also be considered when interpreting these findings.
In a pilot study of the effects of 5-hydroxytryptophan, a precursor of
serotonin, in patients with vital (endogenous) depressions, three of five
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patients improved with 5-hydroxytryptophan, whereas none of five subjects
improved with placebo; the three patients who improved during treatment
with 5-hydroxytryptophan showed low pretreatment accumulations of 5HIAA
in CSF after probenecid, whereas the two patients who did not improve had
higher pretreatment accumulations of 5HIAA. However, another group of
investigators failed to demonstrate a therapeutic response to 5hydroxytryptophan in six of seven depressed patients, although in this study
5-hydroxytryptophan administration was shown to produce increases in
plasma 5-hydroxytryptophan, cerebrosplinal fluid 5HIAA and urinary 5HIAA;
and the one patient who showed a moderate response to treatment with
hydroxytryptophan did not exhibit an exacerbation after withdrawal of the
drug. However, the results of this study need not necessarily contradict the
preceding findings, since the accumulation of 5HIAA in the CSF after
probenecid administration was not studied and baseline 5HIAA levels
(although reduced) were not significantly lower in these depressed patients
than in control subjects.
Other investigators have examined the changes in CSF 5HIAA following
administration of tryptophan (an amino acid precursor of serotonin) in
depressed patients. In one study, L-tryptophan (in conjunction with vitamin
B6) did not ameliorate either the depressive symptoms or the insomnia in a
group of depressed patients. These depressed patients, however, showed less
of an increase in CSF 5HIAA after tryptophan administration than did a group
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of schizophrenic patients. On the basis of these and similar findings, it has
been suggested that the synthesis of serotonin from tryptophan may be
impaired in some depressed patients.' Another group of investigators,
however, has observed that L-tryptophan produced an increase in platelet
serotonin, urinary and CSF 5HIAA, as well as the accumulation of 5HIAA in
the CSF after probenecid without an accompanying improvement in the
depression in most of the patients. In a recent study, levels of tryptophan in
the cerebrospinal fluid of depressed and manic patients were found to be
significantly reduced in comparison with control subjects; in a small number
of patients following recovery from depression, normal CSF tryptophan levels
were observed.

Serotonin and 5HIAA in Brain after Suicide
Several studies have examined the levels of serotonin and 5HIAA in the
brains of depressed patients after suicide. In one of these studies, levels of
serotonin in the hindbrain were lower in depressed patients after suicide
than in a control group of subjects who had died from accidents or acute
illnesses. This difference in serotonin levels, however, was not replicated in a
more recent study by some of the same investigators, but 5HIAA was
reported to be lower in depressed patients after suicide than in control
subjects after death from natural causes; statistically significant differences in
the levels of norepinephrine were not observed.
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In another study, serotonin levels were lower in the brain stem of
patients after suicide than in control subjects; the major effect in this study
was observed in patients with reactive depressions who committed suicide
rather than in patients with endogenous depressions. Moreover, in this study
a positive correlation was found between age and serotonin concentration
and the authors note that the decrease observed in patients after suicide was
offset to some extent by the difference in age between the suicide and control
groups. There were no significant differences in the concentrations of 5HIAA
in the brain stem, norepinephrine in hypothalamus or dopamine in caudate
nucleus between suicides and controls in this study.
Interpretation of these data is exceedingly difficult because of the many
uncontrolled variables that may have influenced the results of these studies.
These include: the ingestion of psychoactive drugs before suicide; differences
in age between the suicide and control groups; and the fact that many of the
low 5HIAA values, observed in patients after suicide in the study where this
difference was significant, seemed to be associated with barbiturate
ingestion. Another variable that has recently been commented upon is the
length of time during which frozen specimens were stored between the
necropsy and assay.

Other Metabolites of Tryptophan in Urine
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The urinary excretion of tryptamine was relatively reduced during
depressions and increased after clinical improvement in several studies.
However, in another recent study, tryptamine levels were relatively elevated
during depressions when compared with values obtained after recovery.
Most urinary tryptamine probably derives from the decarboxylation of
tryptophan in the kidney and relatively little may be of central origin; dietary
factors may also cause alterations in tryptamine excretion. Depressed
patients were reported to have relatively decreased rates of liberation of C02
from carboxy-labeled 5-hydroxytrytophan in one study, but the group
originally reporting this finding did not observe the phenomenon in a further
study of depressed patients.
A shift in the pathways of metabolism of tryptophan, possibly mediated
by an increase in tryptophan pyrrolase leading to increased metabolism by
the kynurenine pathway and decreased synthesis of indoleamines, has been
suggested as a possible mechanism to account for some of the changes in
indoleamine metabolism that have been reported to occur in depressive
disorders, and this has been explored by a number of investigators.
Excretion of xanthurenic acid, a product of the kynurenine pathway of
tryptophan metabolism was found to be greater in depressed than in manic
patients. After a tryptophan load, female patients with endogenous
depressions excreted more kynurenine and 3-hydroxy-kynurenine, but not
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the subsequent metabolite hydroxyanthranilic acid, than did female control
subjects in one recent study.
In two manic-depressive patients studied longitudinally, the conversion
of intravenously administered radioactive tryptophan to kynurenine was
greater during episodes of depressions than during episodes of mania or
during normal periods; but the excretion of endogenous kynurenine was
significantly lower during depression than during mania. In another study,
the excretion of kynurenine in depressive patients was significantly lower
than in normal subjects. However, these findings on alterations in levels in
one or another of the urinary metabolites of tryptophan deriving from the
kynurenine pathway are difficult to interpret in the absence of additional data
on the other intermediary and final metabolites from this metabolic pathway.

Tryptophan and 5-Hydroxytryptophan Administration
A number of years ago, tryptophan, an amino acid precursor of the
indoleamines, was found to be the only one of several amino acids that
produced mood elevation in patients with chronic schizophrenia, when these
amino acids were administered in conjunction with a monoamine oxidase
inhibitor. In depressed patients, the therapeutic effects of monoamine oxidase
inhibitors have been reported to be potentiated by tryptophan, but not in all
studies. Some investigators have indicated that tryptophan administered
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alone (i.e., without the addition of a monoamine oxidase inhibitor) is effective
in the treatment of depressions; but all studies have not confirmed this.
It has been suggested that these conflicting results may in part be
explained by the finding that tryptophan does not increase levels of 5hydroxyindoles in the CSF of all depressed patients, but in one study, which
failed to demonstrate a clinical antidepressant effect of L-tryptophan,
increased levels of 5HIAA were observed in cerebrospinal fluid during Ltryptophan treatment. It has also been suggested that these differences might
be accounted for by the finding that all depressed patients do not show a
decrease in serotonin turnover in the brain (as measured by 5HIAA
accumulation in CSF after probenecid). However, it must be remembered that
tryptophan exerts many other biochemical effects besides increasing
indoleamines; the complex biochemical pharmacology of tryptophan has been
reviewed elsewhere.
The antidepressant activity of monoamine oxidase inhibitors may also
be potentiated by 5-hydroxytryptophan in some patients but this effect has
not been observed by all investigators. One study reported a single case of a
patient, refractory to both electroconvulsive treatments and amitriptyline,
who responded to intravenous administration of 5-hydroxytryptophan
administered in conjunction with barbiturates, diazepam, and a small dose of
opium; this was accompanied by an increase in levels of 5HIAA in the
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cerebrospinal fluid. Preliminary findings from another recent study suggest
that

patients

with

endogenous

depressions

who

have

decreased

accumulation of 5HIAA in the cerebrospinal fluid following probenecid
administration respond clinically to treatment with 5-hydroxytryptophan, but
that those with higher accumulations of 5HIAA in the CSF do not. In another
recent study, 5-hydroxytryptophan was not effective in the treatment of a
small number of depressed patients although it did produce a significant
increase in levels of 5HIAA in the CSF; but the probenecid-induced
accumulation of 5HIAA in CSF was not measured. One cannot necessarily
assume that alterations in mood which may be produced by 5hydroxytryptophan result simply from an increase in indoleamines at specific
receptors in brain; for example, 5-hydroxytryptophan may also release and
displace catecholamines centrally.
In the light of the complex biochemical pharmacology of tryptophan and
5-hydroxytryptophan, it would seem unwarranted to attempt to draw
theoretical inferences concerning the possible roles of one or another of the
monoamines in affective disorders on the basis of these data. Moreover,
interpretations of the clinical results are complicated by the fact that different
clinical diagnostic criteria may have been employed in the selection of
patients in these various studies, and, as noted above, even depressed
patients who appear similar clinically may be different in terms of underlying
biochemical pathophysiology. Further investigations will be required to
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determine whether specific clinical or biochemical subgroups of depressed
patients may be responsive to treatment with tryptophan or 5hydroxytryptophan.

Methysergide and Related Substances
Methysergide, a serotonin (and tryptamine) antagonist, was initially
reported to be effective in the treatment of manias by three groups of
investigators employing various routes of administration including
intrathecal. Subsequent studies by a number of investigators failed to confirm
these findings; but some investigators have confirmed the therapeutic effects
of methysergide in the treatment of a small number of manic patients, and the
precipitation of depressions has been noted. Cinanserin, another antiserotonin agent, has also been reported to be effective in the treatment of
manias. The clinical efficacy of methysergide (and cinanserin) in the
treatment of manias, if substantiated, would suggest a disturbance of
indoleamine metabolism in manic states; and one of the investigators
reporting therapeutic effects with this drug has proposed that methysergide
may exert its clinical effects in manias by antagonizing tryptamine receptors
in brain. However, in the light of the several negative reports it would seem
that methysergide is clearly not effective in the treatment of all manic
disorders, and further studies will be required to determine whether
methysergide when administered in adequate doses (or by specific routes of
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administration) may be effective in a particular subgroup of patients with
manic disorders.

Monoamine Oxidase Activity
In one study performed a number of years ago, the conversion of orally
administered radioactive serotonin to radioactive 5HIAA recovered in the
urine was examined in a group of depressed patients (clinical subtypes
unspecified) and normal control subjects; no differences between these
groups were observed and the investigators concluded that monoamine
oxidase (and aldehyde dehydrogenase) functioned normally in the depressed
patients. In a more recent study, plasma monoamine oxidase activity was
significantly higher in a group of premenopausal depressed women (who did
not require hospitalization) than in a group of control subjects. (The
depressed patients in this study did not include “schizophrenic, psychotic,
manic, reactive, and involutional depressives.”) Orally administered
conjugated estrogen produced a significant decrease in plasma monoamine
oxidase activity in the depressed patients and all of the depressed patients
who received estrogen therapy reported an improvement in their mood;
however, as the investigators noted, this study lacked the double-blind
procedures adequate for a proper evaluation of the antidepressant effects of
conjugated estrogens.
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Another group of investigators has recently reported that platelet
monoamine oxidase activity was significantly higher in a large heterogeneous
group of depressed patients than in a group of normal subjects matched for
age. In further studies, this group of investigators observed that there was a
progressive increase in monoamine oxidase activities in the human
hindbrain, platelets, and plasma with advancing age, starting at the age of
thirty-five in platelets and brain and at the age of fifty-five in plasma, with
maximal levels observed after the age of seventy. Women were found to have
higher mean platelet monoamine oxidase activities than men at all age levels
and higher mean plasma monoamine oxidase activities after the age of forty;
the mean hindbrain monoamine oxidase activity in women was slightly, but
not significantly, greater than in men. Levels of norepinephrine in the
hindbrain (obtained at necropsy from patients who had died from a variety of
causes) decreased significantly with advancing age, and the levels of
norepinephrine in the hindbrain correlated negatively with hindbrain
monoamine oxidase activity. Neither serotonin nor 5HIAA levels in the
hindbrain correlated significantly with age, but levels of 5HIAA were
positively correlated with hindbrain monoamine oxidase activity. It is
tempting to speculate that these findings may help to explain the generally
greater frequency of depressive illnesses in women than in men, and the
increasing incidence of depressive illnesses during middle age in both sexes.
In another recent study, platelet monoamine oxidase activities were
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found to be significantly lower in bipolar depressed patients than in unipolar
depressed patients or normal controls of similar age and sex distribution. The
levels of platelet monoamine oxidase activity in the unipolar depressed
patients were slightly higher than those of controls, but this difference was
not statistically significant. There was a high negative correlation between
platelet monoamine oxidase activity and tryptamine excretion with bipolar
patients excreting significantly more tryptamine than unipolar patients.
Preliminary results also indicate that the false transmitter octopamine (which
accumulates in platelets after treatment with monoamine oxidase inhibitors)
is present in platelets of individuals with endogenously reduced monoamine
oxidase activity, particularly patients with bipolar depressions; and it has
been suggested that endogenous false transmitters may play a role in the
pathophysiology of some types of depressive disorders. In a small number of
bipolar patients studied longitudinally through both depressive and manic
episodes, there was no consistent direction of change in platelet monoamine
oxidase activities during either manic or depressed periods.
Findings from one recent study indicate that at least some depressed
patients have abnormal serum monoamine oxidase isoenzyme patterns.
These preliminary data also suggest that serum monoamine oxidase
isoenzyme patterns may differ in different subtypes of depressive disorders.
It is difficult to compare the findings of these various studies, since
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different substrates were used in the assays of monoamine oxidase activities.
Moreover, further investigation will be required to determine whether
platelet (or plasma) monoamine oxidase activities provide an index of the
monoamine oxidase activities in other tissues, particularly the brain, which
may have different isoenzymes. However, in the aggregate, the findings of
these studies do raise the possibility that the determination of monoamine
oxidase activities or isoenzyme patterns may be of value in differentiating
various subtypes of depressive disorders and possibly also in predicting
differential responses to pharmacotherapy. In this regard, it should be noted
that, in addition to the monoamine oxidase inhibitor antidepressants, many
other drugs that alter affective state also appear to alter the deamination of
monoamines.
Tricyclic antidepressants (i.e., imipramine, desmethylimipramine,
amitriptyline, nortriptyline, and protriptyline) produce a decrease in the
deamination of norepinephrine in animal brain, which cannot be explained
simply on the basis of an inhibition of neuronal uptake of norepinephrine;
and the findings from clinical studies of norepinephrine metabolism in
patients treated with imipramine or amitriptyline are compatible with such a
decrease in the deamination of norepinephrine. Stimulant and euphoriant
drugs, such as amphetamine and cocaine, have similarly been observed to
decrease the deamination of norepinephrine in animal brain; and it has
previously been suggested that a decrease in deamination of norepinephrine
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or other monoamines may contribute to the clinical effects of many
stimulants, euphoriants, and the tricyclic antidepressants as well as the
monoamine oxidase inhibitors. In contrast, lithium salts appear to increase
the release and intra-neuronal deamination of norepinephrine by monoamine
oxidase in animal brain, and this has been suggested as a possible mechanism
to account for the clinical effectiveness of lithium in the treatment of manias.
Moreover,

this

could

conceivably

also

account

for

the

reported

antidepressant effects of lithium when used in combination with monoamine
oxidase inhibitors, and would lead to the prediction that lithium may exert
antidepressant effects in those depressed patients with endogenously
reduced monoamine oxidase activity.

Conclusion
It has long been recognized that hypotheses relating the affective
disorders to alterations in biogenic amine metabolism were, at best,
reductionistic oversimplifications of very complex biological states that
undoubtedly

involved

many

other

biochemical,

physiological,

and

psychological factors. The body of research summarized in this review,
however, attests to the heuristic value of these reductionistic hypotheses,
initially formulated on the basis of the neuropharmacological effects of drugs
used in the treatment of the affective disorders.
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While it would be premature to attempt to integrate these diverse
findings at the present time, it does appear that certain changes in biogenic
amine metabolism (e.g., alterations in normetanephrine and MHPG excretion)
may occur in association with changes in affective state, whereas other
abnormalities in monoamine metabolism (e.g., as reflected by decreased
5HIAA in the CSF) may represent enduring constitutional factors in some
patients with affective disorders. Whether or not these or the other
alterations in biogenic amine metabolism, reviewed here, ultimately prove to
be of etiological importance, such findings will, nonetheless, increase our
understanding of the pathophysiological changes that occur in patients with
depressive disorders.
In this connection, it is important to note that mere measurements of
the levels of monoamines and their metabolites, in various tissues (including
the brain) or body fluids (including the probenecid-induced accumulation of
acid monoamine metabolites in CSF), do not enable one to distinguish among
the varied physiological processes that may underlie alterations in these
levels. For example, low levels of one or another monoamine or its
metabolites might occur both with a primary deficiency in synthesis leading
to a decrease of the monoamine at receptors, or with a feedback-induced
decrease in synthesis secondary to an excess of the monoamine at receptors;
similarly high levels of metabolites could occur both with an excess of the
monoamine at receptors resulting from a primary increase in monoamine
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synthesis, or with a functional deficiency of the monoamine at receptors as a
result of increased enzymatic inactivation of the monoamine, or a decreased
receptor sensitivity to the monoamine, with a consequent feedback-induced
increase in monoamine synthesis. However, our increasing understanding of
the neurochemical effects of the drugs used in the treatment of affective
disorders, including the effects of chronic administration since this is
generally required for therapeutic effects, may help us to clarify these
underlying pathophysiological processes in patients with depressions and
manias.
While it has been strategic in individual studies, to focus on one or
another of the monoamines, the physiological interactions of monoaminergic
neuronal systems (noradrenergic, dopaminergic, and serotonergic) are
generally recognized, and it appears that biochemical as well as physiological
processes involving one monoamine may be modulated by another.
Moreover, the balance between cholinergic as well as catecholaminergic and
indolaminergic activity has been considered in relation to the effects of
antidepressant drugs and reserpine, and recent clinical findings suggest that
physostigmine, an acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, can transiently decrease
manic symptoms as well as precipitate depressions.
The heterogeneity of the depressive disorders has been noted
frequently in this chapter, and it appears that a major goal for future research
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will be to define the biochemical as well as other biological criteria that will
enable us to classify patients with affective disorders more meaningfully, and
to prescribe treatments more rationally, than is currently possible on the
basis of clinical criteria alone. From the recent preliminary findings reviewed
above, it seems not unreasonable to suggest that a number of variables
related to biogenic amine metabolism (e.g., urinary and CSF MHPG; CSF
5HIAA, and HVA; platelet and plasma monoamine oxidase activity) may well
be included among such biochemical criteria. In this context, additional
attention should be directed toward possible differences in the biochemical
as well as clinical effects of various antidepressant drugs, since a greater
understanding of these differences will further increase our capacity to
determine the specific antidepressant drug to be used in various clinically or
biochemically defined subtypes of depressive disorders.
Many investigators expect this line of research to have a major clinical
impact during the coming decade, and it is predicted that biochemical as well
as physiological and provocative pharmacological tests will become as
routine in the diagnostic workup of depressed patients as they are now in the
evaluation of patients with endocrine or other medical disorders. Following
the advances that have occurred in other areas of medical nosology, it seems
quite conceivable that this approach will ultimately contribute to the
development of a psychiatric nosology, based not only upon the clinical
phenomenology of the depressive disorders but also upon a knowledge of the
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biological mechanisms underlying these phenomena.
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Notes
1 I wish to thank Mrs. Gladys Rege and Miss Barbara Keeler for their assistance in the preparation of
this chapter. This work was supported in part by USPHS Grant N. MS 15413 awarded by
the National Institute of Mental Health.
2 The tricyclic antidepressant imipramine as well as the monoamine oxidase inhibitor phenelzine was
observed to decrease the urinary excretion of 3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid (VMA)
in depressed patients, suggesting that the tricyclic antidepressants as well as the
monoamine oxidase inhibitors might decrease the deamination of norepinephrine;' and
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this was subsequently demonstrated in studies in animals.
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CHAPTER 22
FRONTIERS IN THE NEUROBIOLOGY OF EUPHORIA
1

Arnold J. Mandell

Introduction
The recognition and then the evaluation of a particular human affect
state by a culture at a time and place in history are indeed very complex.
Those of us working in an area that is in the interface between sociocultural
and psychobiological variables intuitively know that there are affect states
which, due to our culture’s lack of focus on them, go without a name. As an
example, multivariate behavioral analyses frequently generate emotive
factors that have no common name and researchers must assign them
numbers or invent words to describe them. The role of cultural factors in the
definition of affect states relates also to changes in the values people assign to
particular states. For example, we are aware of the interesting shift in
features seen as highly valent in an excited young person of the Roaring
Twenties compared to what was considered ideal in the cool, apparently
relaxed, unresponsive young person of the Sixties. Yesterday’s “flapper” is
today’s “up-tight;” yesterday’s “schizo” is today’s “cool” one. A dramatic
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example of this shift was clear to me when a recent freshman medical school
class totally rejected a 1956 movie about a teenage borderline patient; in no
way could they see his object relations and affect state as psychopathological.
A more common (and perhaps professionally exploited) shift relates to
the current cultural view of anxiety. No longer is anxiety seen as a
concomitant of living; in almost all forms it is seen as a treatable symptom.
The recommended treatment for anxiety in the first several decades of this
century was psychotherapy or psychoanalysis, and during the current era, it
seems to be the use of an ever-burgeoning group of mild psychotropic drugs.
These cultural views of affect states have wide ramifications. For
example, a person whose tendency is to be alert and to cope hyperactively in
new, ambiguous circumstances may be made to feel abnormal. The
hyperactivity

may

be

seen

as

requiring

some

type

of

medical,

pharmacological, or interpersonal intervention. In contrast, a person who
withdraws emotionally may be seen as having a sense of mastery. This kind of
issue has been of particular interest with respect to the drug treatment of
some hyperactive children. In the case of a person manifesting features of the
devalued affect state, the interpretation of this natural-for-him affect state as
psychopathological may become in itself a stimulus for anxiety. Culturally
determined positive and negative evaluations of various human affect states
may be facilitated (at least within the diagnostic priesthood of medicine) by
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the advertising programs of pharmaceutical houses. It seems as though the
effects

of

cultural

consciousness,

media

management,

and

psychopharmacological discovery have and will lead to the birth and
rationalization of many new dimensions of diagnosis and treatment in
psychiatry.
This chapter focuses on an affect state that is emerging as important in
the current era. Only very recently have even relatively sophisticated
psychopharmacologists come to realize that euphoria can be chemically
induced independent of the reduction of pain or anxiety or of hallucinatory
propensity. In addition to the increasing professional awareness of this
potential for affecting human mood, there is a growing pressure from patients
who insist that doctors help them with a new kind of depression, an
existential crisis of meaning, an individually felt, but perhaps culturally
determined, sense of anomie. Rather than serve as signals for change,
renewal, re-evaluation, or creative solutions, mild dysphoric states,
categorized under the rubric of depression, sieve now as indications for
treatment. Beyond the emergence of the chemical tools and increased cultural
awareness, the vast American folk pharmacology and a new era of selfmedication by both patients and younger doctors are making euphoria an
acceptable state, a desirable state. Our studies have shown that young people
are living through a period of poly-psychotropic drug experimentation in
which the drug family with the consistently unsaturated market is the
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euphorigen-hallucinogen class. Younger doctors and residents are sensitized
to the dimensions of dysphoria and anhedonia and ask why these states are
not treated specifically with the agents that they learned about through their
folk pharmacology experiences.
The physician in his usual daily practice seldom sees euphoria apart
from other drug actions like pain relief or antidepressant action. Some
neurological syndromes that manifest aspects of euphoria have been
described, however. The most dramatic would be the relaxed carefreeness of
the middle and late stages of multiple sclerosis. Patients are described as
being relatively happy while experiencing progressively crippling symptoms.
In terms of clinical phenomena there isn’t a more dramatic demonstration of
the potential usefulness of this state in medicine. When discussing
euphorigens, their method of action, and their potential uses in man, one
encounters resistance to the topic even among scientists and medical men
until the discussion is directed toward patients who have paid or soon will
pay “their dues.” It may be that the initial discussions of the development of
drugs to produce primary euphoria (without attendant pain relief or
antidepressant action) should be within the context of the clinical
management of dying patients or their close relatives. Perhaps one should
talk about these drugs as having the potential for the prevention or treatment
of severe psychosomatic disorders attendant on the stressful experiences of
life, such as the loss of a mate or child.
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This paper will deal with four areas of the neurobiology of euphoria.
The first section will be a brief discussion of some aspects of the physical
chemistry of euphorigens in relation to naturally occurring neurotransmitters
and their physiological and behavioral effects.
Second, there will be a description of some of the evidence that the
brain may have the potential for the synthesis of euphorigens that could play
some role in the normal regulation of subjective states in man. The third
section will describe some of the barriers to developing euphorigens having
long-term efficacy, i.e., the kinds of neurobiological adaptations that the brain
can make to agents that alter normal synaptic function. The last section will
suggest theoretical and experimental approaches for future research
designed to deal with these adaptational processes.

Euphorigens—Some Structures and Effects
In 1931, in a fascinatingly farsighted book, Lewin created a useful
typology of psychoactive drugs that focuses on five major effects: hypnotica,
euphorica, phantastica, excitantia, and inebriantia. Increasing experience with
human use of psychoactive agents suggests that, depending on the person and
the dose, each drug can be euphorigenic, with the effect of higher doses
depending upon drug class. Table 22-1 summarizes this concept with some
examples. The euphorigenic properties of many drugs are not frequently
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acknowledged. For example, hypnotic drugs such as the barbiturates can
produce a kind of “paradoxical” excitement early in the time course of their
onset of action or at low doses. The “hit” that many barbiturate takers
experience is described as euphoric. Mild to moderately depressed people
especially frequently report euphoric relief from stimulants like the
amphetamines.
An operational definition of euphoria for use in experimental work is
most difficult. Using a wide variety of behavioral items and a relatively noneuphorigenic control drug that mimics such phenomena as central activation
and autonomic effects (e.g. amphetamines) we can study the euphoric effect.
The studies of Snyder, Faillace, and Weingartner on the methoxyamphetamine derivatives, and that of Szara on the N-methylated
indoleamines are good examples. We have summarized the clinical aspects of
the effects of the euphorigen-hallucinogen family of drugs elsewhere.
Two general categories of compounds are similar to naturally occurring
neurotransmitters in the brain and relevant to the neurobiological issues
addressed here. The first group consists of the indoleamines, exemplified in
Figure 22-1. Note the indoleamine structure of serotonin and its obvious
derivation from tryptophan via the 5-hydroxylation pathway. The
dimethylation of the nitrogen group in serotonin produces a centrally active
stimulant, N,N-dimethylserotonin (bufotenin). Because this compound will
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not cross the blood-brain barrier, it has not been demonstrated to have
central action in man. However, when the 5-hydroxy position is made less
polar by methylation, 5-methoxy-N, N-dimethyltryptamine is formed, which
is an extremely potent compound, active in doses of 3 to 5 µg/kg in man. The
other major group of euphorigens that resemble neurotransmitters are noted
in Figure 22-2, compounds structurally related to the brain catecholamines
norepinephrine and dopamine. A well-known parent compound in this family
is mescaline (3,4,5-trimethoxyphenylethylamine), and the relationship
between this agent and dopamine is relatively clear. Another parent
compound is one in which the aliphatic side chain is a-methylated, as in
amphetamine. These two parent compounds can yield a wide variety of
potentially euphorigenic derivatives, which have been reviewed by Shulgin
and

his

associates.

The

derivatives,

such

as

2,5-dimethoxy-4-

methylamphetamine (STP) or 2,5-dimethoxy-4-4ethylamphetamine (DOET),
are euphorigenic at lower doses and have varying degrees of hallucinogenic
activity at higher doses.

Table 22-1 Typology of Psychoactive Drugs
EFFECT
DRUG CLASS

LOW DOSE

INTERMEDIATE DOSE

Stimulant

Euphoria

Excitement

Sedative

Euphoria

Sedation

Alcohol

Euphoria

Inebriation
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Euphorigen, potent

Euphoria

Euphoria-hallucinosis

Euphorigen, mild

Euphoria

Euphoria

After L. Lewin. Relative doses represent multiples of minimum psychoactive doses.

Figure 22-1.
The metabolic derivation of indole (ethyl)amine euphorigens from the
amino acit tryptophan.
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Figure 22-2.
Molecular similarities between exogenous euphorigens
endogenous phenylethylamine neurotransmitter, dopamine.

and

an

Structure-activity considerations involving these compounds have been
theoretically elaborate, but Shulgin has perhaps the most simple and
straightforward formulation about the structure and electronic requirements
for the euphorigen family. He suggests that at least three elements are
necessary for central activity: (1) an aromatic system with potentially high
molecular orbital energy, (2) an aliphatic carbon chain of optimal length
separating the aromatic system from a (3) terminal nitrogen site. This scheme
for euphorigenic activity is applicable to the indoleamines when we note that
the five-membered pyrrole part of the indole ring donates electrons to the
substituted benzene ring. Electron donor groups on the nitrogen may
increase basicity, thereby increasing the potency of the compound. If we view
the pyrrole ring as a methoxy group we can associate most psychoactive
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indoleamine compounds with the derivatives of mescaline or amphetamine.
N-methylation apparently increases potency in the indoleamine series more
effectively than in the phenylethylamine series. Alpha-methyl substitution
may increase potency by hindering an enzymatic attack on the nitrogen of the
amino group.
Various theories of action of these agents have been reviewed
elsewhere, but the general assumption is that they interact with their
analogous neurotransmitters and in so doing stimulate or inhibit receptor
activity in an abnormal way or to an abnormal extent. Considerable evidence
is accruing, from microelectrode studies in cell body and nerve ending
regions of known biogenic amine pathways, that these agents result in
abnormal activity associated with electrical evidence of various attempts at
feedback compensation. Such evidence is available for the noradrenergic,
dopaminergic, and serotonergic systems.
The long-term effects of these agents present far more formidable
challenges for mechanistic explanation. The post-hallucinatory glow that has
been reported by a number of workers can last several weeks. It could be
viewed as either some sort of adaptation by the brain to the action of the drug
or the continuing action of the drug stored in nerve endings. In our laboratory
we are considerably more impressed with the first concept, i.e. the potential
importance of the behavioral expression of dramatically fast adaptation to
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these agents by the brain. Figure 22-3 summarizes data indicating very fast
behavioral adaptation to a powerful hallucinogen when it was administered
in such a way that hepatic mechanisms could not account for the tolerance.
Note that within half an hour there was marked diminution in the
behaviorally activating effects of both 5-methoxy-N,N-dimethyl-tryptamine
and bufotenin. Work to be reviewed below demonstrates that these
adaptations can last several hours, days, or weeks. Thus, in addition to the
immediate neurophysiological compensation manifested by changes in action
potentials and/or unit firing rates there appear to be longer-term
macromolecular changes that could change either the turnover of the
neurotransmitter or the effectiveness of its receptor, or both.
Following the administration of an hallucinogen, a cell system’s unit
firing rate changes in a direction indicating an attempt by the brain to
compensate in the system whose transmitter the euphorigen resembles. This
suggests that the euphorigen fools the brain not only in terms of producing
immediate alterations in receptor stimulation but also into making an
internally oriented systematic adaptation unrelated to environmental
conditions. This evidence is consistent with the rather simple idea that
euphorigens masquerade as transmitters and alter the function of synaptic
systems both immediately and on long term bases.
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Figure 22-3.
Effects of intraventricular infusion of 5-methoxy-dimethyltryptamine
(DMT) and bufotenin on the gross motor activity of freely moving rats. The
potency of these two compounds is comparable when they are
administered directly to the brain. N = 6. Rate of infusion = 1 ^1 per 3
minutes.

A Naturally Occurring Euphorigen
For a number of years evidence has been accruing that mammalian cells
may be able to convert neurotransmitter biogenic amines into compounds in
the euphorigen-hallucinogen category. The most common source of interest
was the potential of such a transformation to cause various kinds of
psychopathology, particularly the schizophrenias. One of the best known
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speculations about conversion of a transmitter to a euphorigen was first
reported by Friedhoff and Van Winkle. They found a compound resembling
dimethoxyphenylethylamine more frequently in the urine of schizophrenic
patients than in that of a nonschizophrenic control group. This was confirmed
as well as denied by other investigators. The theory is that dopamine is
converted from a normal neurotransmitter to a euphorigen-hallucinogen via
an abnormal 4-0-methylation. The involvement of dopamine and/or its
products and of the striate area in the brain has been suggested by others
because of evidence concerning the site of action of psychotomimetic doses of
amphetamine and the high-potency antipsychotic agents such as haloperidol.
A similar conversion, the dimethylation of serotonin, has occupied our
attention for a number of years. There has been considerable interest in the
methylated indoleamines since it was found that a psychic-energizing effect
associated with euphoria and/or the precipitation of an acute attack of
schizophrenia can result when an indoleamine source, such as tryptophan, is
combined with a methyl source, such as betaine or methionine, and
administered with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor. In small doses exogenous
tryptophan produces behavioral activation and an increased sense of wellbeing; in larger doses it activates latent psychotic symptoms.
When we administered 5-hydroxytryptophan and a monoamine oxidase
inhibitor to newborn white Leghorn chicks, the result was behavioral
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activation and abnormal posture that resembled patterns we had seen when
we administered hallucinogens. The stereotypic response of these animals to
psychotropic drugs made such comparisons possible. The speculation
followed that the monoamine oxidase inhibitor blocked the normal metabolic
degradation of serotonin and shunted the transmitter to a methylation
reaction. This scheme is diagrammed in Figure 22-4. A major reservation
attendant on this theory was that there had been no demonstration of a
specific indoleamine N-methyltransferase in brain that could make such a
conversion.
Using isotopic loads of tryptophan, however, and S-adenosylmethionine
as a methyl donor, we were able to demonstrate the presence of both
monomethyl and dimethylserotonin in brain extracts. Previous reports of a
nonspecific lung enzyme that could methylate a variety of biogenic aromatic
amines complicated the conclusion that the methylation of the indoleamines
was occurring in the brain. Because of the decreased blood-brain barrier in
the newborn chick it was impossible to determine whether the radioactive
bufotenin came from the lungs or the brain.
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Figure 22-4.
A hypothetical indole (ethyl) amine shunt that may be activated when the
normal degradation of serotonin by oxidative deamination is blocked by a
monoamine oxidase inhibitor (or a high dose of amphetamine).

We then began to investigate whether the brain itself had an Nmethylating enzyme for indoleamines. Our initial studies demonstrated that a
chick brain homogenate could catalyze the production of radioactivity
extractable in isoamyl alcohol when S-adenosylmethionine and either
serotonin or tryptamine were used as substrates. The enzymatic production
of radioactivity was linear with time and protein concentration, and the
protein fraction capable of catalyzing this reaction could be enriched over
tenfold by ammonium sulfate precipitation and Sephadex G-200 column
chromatography. The monomethyl and dimethyl products of this reaction
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were isographic with known standards on chromatograms in several solvent
systems. This enzymatic activity was also demonstrated in the human brain.
We have since enhanced this indole (ethyl)amine N-methyltransferase
(IENMT) activity twenty-five fold by progressive purification, including
dialysis (Table 22-2). Table 22-3 summarizes experiments demonstrating the
substrate specificity of the enzyme. Note that the imidazoleamine histamine
and the catecholamines were not methylated by the enriched protein fraction.
Saavedra and Axelrod have confirmed our findings in temporal lobe material
from the brains of non-psychotic subjects. In addition, Frohman has reported
identification of dimethylated tryptamine from the human brain by the use of
gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy.
The functional significance of brain indoleamine N-methyltransferase
activity is far from settled. Its Km for indoleamine substrates is about 50 µM.
This suggests that under usual circumstances brain monoamine oxidase,
which has higher specific activity and greater affinity for substrate, would
probably degrade the indoleamines before methylation could occur unless
compartmental variables prevented contact between the substrate and the
oxidase. The other known inactivation mechanism for serotonin in the
synapse is reuptake. The reuptake mechanism too has a higher affinity for the
substrate than the methylation enzyme does. It thus appears that IENMT
might function only under conditions of impaired presynaptic uptake or
monoamine oxidase inhibition.
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Table 22-2. Specific Activity of Indole (ethyl) amine N-Methyltransferase in
Homogenate from Sheep Brain
FRACTION

ACTIVITY
pmoles tryptamine methylated per mg. protein per
hour

8,000 X g supernate

14.8

100,000 X g supernate

28.2

(NH4 )2S04 precipitate

0-25%

8.9

25-35%

33.9

35-45%

71.5

45-55%

99.3

55-65%

24.4

65-80%

10.0

Sephadex G-200 fraction of
35-55% (NH4)2S04
precipitates

460.1

IENMT from sheep brain was progressively purified by centrifugation, ammonium sulfate
precipitation and Sephadex column chromatography. The 35-55%
ammonium sulfate precipitate was fractionated on a column equilibrated
with potassium-phosphate buffer. Some portion of the 30-fold increase in
activity probably reflects the removal of an inhibitor of the enzyme.

Table 22-3. Substrate Specificity and Purification of Indole (ethyl) amine NMethyltransferase from Sheep Brain
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
nmoles of substrate methylated/ mg. of protein per/hour
SUBSTRATE

100,000 X g
supernate

35-45% (NH4)2S04
precipitate

Sephadex G-200
fraction

Tryptamine

0.22

0.86

2.13
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Histamine

7-13

Normetanephrine

0.04

1.23

0.17

Norepinephrine

Values below 0.02 were disregarded.

Table 22-4. Regional Distribution of Indole (ethyl) amine N-Methyltransferase
(IENMT) and Two Forms of Tryptophan Hydroxylase (TRYP-OH) in Rat Brain
ENZYME ACTIVITY
pmoles per mg. of protein per hour
BRAIN REGION

synaptosomal TRYP-OH

IENMT

soluble TRYP-OH

Caudate

100.6

83-5

0

Cortex

41.6

34-6

0

Medulla

29.8

36-4

3-7

Hypothalamus

29.3

36.1

29.8

Spinal cord

26.0

37-4

10.0

Midbrain

14.4

25.8

87.1

Whole brain

10.8

23.6

18.4

Table 22-4 demonstrates the relationship between IENMT and the
nerve ending serotonin biosynthetic unit; note that the enzyme is present in
nerve endings in more significant amounts. We have demonstrated adaptive
changes in tryptophan hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the
biosynthesis

of

serotonin,
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manipulation. Such changes could increase serotonin biosynthesis and, in
turn, the probability that IENMT would function. So could exaggerated neural
activity and the extra-neuronal release of serotonin. Tryptophan loads
increase the uptake of tryptophan into serotonergic nerve endings, and the
combination of tryptophan loads and monoamine oxidase inhibitors at lower
doses elevates mood and promotes a sense of well-being, suggesting to us
that serotonin may have become available to IENMT. The potency of
bufotenin, once the blood-brain barrier has been overcome, is at least as great
as that of 5-methoxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine, which suggests that serotonin
in the brain could be converted into a powerful euphorigen.
Since “proof” of relationships between behavioral and neurobiological
variables is so difficult, theorists talk about possibilities rather than
probabilities. It can be said now only that the brain is capable of making an
euphorigen that had been discussed previously only in pharmacological
studies. Whether this capacity can be realized except under experimental
circumstances has not been demonstrated.
The functional significance of a central euphorigen is obscured by
myriad synaptic neurobiological compensatory mechanisms that would
prevent prolongation of its action. This is particularly true of the drugs in the
euphorigen class. It is clear that, in addition to agents that can induce
euphoric feelings in man, the human brain may be able to produce such
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feelings with the biotransformation of a neurotransmitter. A major technical
barrier to understanding how man can mobilize his own euphorigenic
mechanisms and how we might be able to use drugs of this sort in the
management of long-term clinical problems appears to be the dramatic
adaptation to the presence of such substances in the brain.

Some Neurobiological Adaptive Mechanisms
The amount of neurotransmitter active at the synapse is thought to be
determined by the release and reuptake of the transmitter, mediated by the
activity of the neural system involved. Another component in the regulatory
process seems to be the amount and/or the activity of the enzymes involved
in transmitter degradation. In the case of the catecholamines, for example, the
latter would involve O-methylation and/or oxidative deamination. The third
factor in the regulation of the functional transmitter level in the brain is a
sequence of biosynthetic enzymes. An active neural system releases into the
synapse newly synthesized transmitter in preference to stored transmitter.
Until very recently the only known regulatory mechanisms for tyrosine
hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis of catecholamines,
appeared to be product-feedback inhibition.’ Norepinephrine or its
immediate precursor, the transmitter dopamine, as products of this pathway,
can compete with tyrosine hydroxylase for its pteridine cofactor. Dopamine is
ten times more effective as an inhibitor of the enzyme than norepinephrine is.
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When more transmitter product is released, less product remains in the nerve
ending to inhibit the enzyme activity, so more product is synthesized. When
less product is released there is more remaining to inhibit the enzyme, and
less transmitter is synthesized. This scheme is clearest for catecholamine
biosynthesis in the adrenal where the amine is released into the general
circulation and acts, as endocrine products do, on a distant target organ. The
importance of product-feedback regulation compared to other regulatory
mechanisms in nerve endings is less clear in both peripheral sympathetic
systems and the brain. The cell’s task is to convey information to the next cell
in the system by affecting the receptor, and thus effect appears to be more
critical than the amount of transmitter released. The regulatory significance
of informational feedback from the receptor cell in activating mechanisms
other than product-feedback inhibition is becoming prominent in
experimental work on the brain.
Work from our laboratory has suggested that substrate supply,
regulated by an energy-dependent, stereospecific uptake mechanisms, may
account for some regulatory changes in transmitter synthesis. For example,
whereas morphine inhibits serotonin synthesis in the nerve ending by
inhibiting tryptophan hydroxylase activity, cocaine accomplishes the same
thing by the noncompetitive inhibition of the uptake of the substrate
tryptophan. Too, changes in the physical state of an enzyme can alter synaptic
transmission by allosteric activation or occlusion of the enzyme.’- Tyrosine
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hydroxylase, when bound to nerve-ending membranes or altered from a
tetramer to a monomer, gains affinity for its cofactor as well as its inhibiting
products. This kind of change is represented schematically in Figure 22-5. A
conformational alteration can be induced in the rate-limiting biosynthetic
enzyme to “tune” it. We have shown that stimulants, like amphetamines,
rapidly change the physical state of some of the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase
in the nerve ending from soluble to membrane-bound, and so does the acute
administration of reserpine or the β-receptor blocker propranolol, with an
apparent activation of the enzyme.
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Figure 22-5.
The sulfated mucopolysaccharides heparin activates native soluble
tyrosine hydroxylase from the striatum of the rat. If the relative activity of
the enzyme in the presence and in the absence of heparin is plotted as a
function of various concentrations of artificial pteridine cofactor (DMPH4)
or catecholamine product (DA), it appears that activation by heparin
sensitizes (“tunes” ) the enzyme to changes in the concentration of
cofactor and/or end-product inhibitor.

Other adaptive mechanisms are associated with changes in the total
amount of enzyme available in the nerve ending for synthesizing transmitter.
Using various environmental, hormonal, and drug-induced changes in
behavior as markers, we have demonstrated that some systems can be
regulated by alterations in the amount of enzyme available, which in turn are
affected by changes in the rate of synthesis or degradation of the enzyme. A
good example of such regulation comes from our studies of antidepressant
drugs like the tricyclics, the monoamine oxidase inhibitors, or the
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amphetamines. Most of these drugs produce a systematic decrease in
measurable tyrosine hydroxylase in the midbrain if they are administered
over several days. Figure 22-6 summarizes the effects of the chronic
administration of various drugs on midbrain tyrosine hydroxylase in the rat.
Note that those that are generally antidepressant decrease the specific
activity of the midbrain enzyme; those that are depressant increase it. The
time course of these changes (which are, of course, dose-dependent) is
several days. The time course of the functional or behavioral correlates of
these enzymatic effects may reflect either the latency in enzyme turnover or
the transport of the additional or reduced amounts of enzyme from the cell
body to the nerve ending—a process called axoplasmic flow. The rate for this
transport in our studies of tyrosine hydroxylase and tryptophan hydroxylase
is on the order of 1 to 2 mm. per day.
The receptor, too, is sensitive to alterations in synaptic function, and it
may play an important role in neurobiological adaptation. We have shown
that thyroid hormone sensitizes central receptors to norepinephrine.
Preliminary experiments show a similar phenomenon in the brain after the
intraventricular administration of 6-hydroxydopamine, a drug that selectively
destroys catecholamine nerve endings.
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Figure 23- 6.
The effects of chronic drug treatment on the activity of tyrosine
hydroxylase in the midbrain of the rat.

So, neurochemical changes that apparently can regulate the amount or
effect of neurotransmitter in a synapse in the brain include: (1) the amount of
neurotransmitter released into the synapse; (2) the state of the
neurotransmitter reuptake mechanism in the presynaptic nerve ending; (3)
the amount, availability, and affinity of neurotransmitter-metabolizing
enzymes; (4) the amount of product available in proximity to the rate-limiting
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enzyme to function as a feedback inhibitor; (5) the state of the supply and
transport of precursors into the cell; (6) the physical state and/or
conformation of the enzyme molecule as a regulator of activity or affinity for
substrates; (7) increases or decreases in the amount of synthesizing enzyme
in the nerve ending, regulated by its own synthesis, degradation, and the
axoplasmic transport of enzyme protein; and (8) alterations in the sensitivity
of the receptor.
The burgeoning vocabulary of central synaptic regulatory mechanisms
that we have examined with the use of drugs and environmental
manipulations has pointed toward one major principle of functional
organization: the tendency of the adaptive mechanism to return the net
function of the transmitter-receptor interaction to a baseline state. In
addition, since even drugs with multiple actions do not impair all these
mechanisms simultaneously, there appear to be some mechanisms always
intact to carry through a serious attempt at compensation. Treatment with
depressant drugs tends to lead to enzyme activation and/or increases in
amount of enzyme, receptor sensitivity, or substrate supply. Stimulant or
antidepressant drugs tend to decrease the excitability of the synapse though
the opposite trend in the mechanisms. This rule of compensatory adaptation
holds for the stimulant, narcotic, psychotropic, autonomic, and hallucinatory
drugs that we have studied, and for environmental and genetic manipulations
as well. For example, prolonged isolation appears to increase the activity of
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tyrosine hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of
catecholamines, which activate behavior. Genetic differentiation of six strains
of rats on the basis of their levels of spontaneous motor activity shows a
systematic inverse relationship between activity level and midbrain tyrosine
hydroxylase activity.
When we look for clinical evidence for adaptive changes to psychoactive
drugs we do not have far to go. It is well known that tolerance develops very
quickly to the potent euphorigen-hallucinogen lysergic acid diethylamide
(LSD). A dose of 150 µg would be euphorigenic on Monday, mildly stimulating
on Tuesday, and almost without effect on Wednesday, if the drug were taken
daily. Furthermore, any one of a number of other euphorigens taken in an
average dose on Thursday would have a markedly reduced effect because of
cross-tolerance. The rapidity with which tolerance develops to amphetamines
is another example of these adaptive mechanisms at work.
Thus, from both neurobiological and clinical points of view, it is clear
that the extension of central euphorigen action over time has reached a
technical barrier in the form of these acute and chronic mechanisms of
adaptation. The acute responses may make a bad matter worse, or, the effects
of the euphorigen may be modified or eliminated by the brain itself.

New Frontiers
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If the major impediment to the use of euphorigens for the long-term
management of patients is the brain’s capacity to adapt, there are still at least
two useful ways to look ahead. The first and most straightforward is to
consider the possibility that since most of the adaptations are
macromolecular and subject to a prolonged time base, it may be possible to
configure a management strategy to produce an end-state that is the
adaptation, e.g. the tolerant state would be the treated state of the brain. Of
course, further adaptations to induced tolerance could occur, but, at least
superficially, this strategy is promising. We are speculating that some of the
major psychotropic drugs, such as the tricyclic antidepressants, may actually
work by the creation of the tolerant state rather than by their primary effect.
The delay of days to weeks for their behavioral effects to appear is similar to
the time course of the macromolecular mechanisms described above. Mania,
for example, has been thought to be a psychodynamic defense mechanism,
but it is seductive to speculate that mania could represent an overdose of
endogenous euphorigen in an effort to overcome a dysphoric state.
It might be useful to be able to modify the rate of development of these
adaptive changes. Because new protein is probably involved with some
presynaptic alterations of enzymatic activity and with postsynaptic
alterations in receptor function, we are examining specific inhibitors of
protein synthesis in an effort to find agents that may counteract adaptation.
Parachlorophenylalanine is such an inhibitor for tryptophan hydroxylase. It
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could also be useful to sensitize adrenergic receptors by means of the
administration of thyroid hormone.

Concluding Remarks
Society currently acknowledges euphoria as a desired and sought-after
affect state in man. Certain drugs that produce euphoria bear remarkable
resemblance to two major, naturally occurring, neurotransmitter families. At
least one of these compounds can be synthesized in the brain via Nmethylation. A major obstacle to the use of euphorigens in the management of
chronic diseases or disease relates to the brain’s metabolic adaptive
processes. Adaptive mechanisms can be looked at in two ways. We might be
able someday to induce these adaptations to achieve their ultimate behavioral
and subjective consequences, or we might learn to alter or inhibit the rate of
adaptation the brain makes to new treatments.
It appears that the age of euphorigens is upon us, and we are coming to
it with far greater understanding of the biology of the brain than men have in
earlier eras. Exciting times are ahead for those in the brain sciences. It
wouldn’t be surprising if over the next few years a wide variety of drugs that
produce euphoria were available for use. The question of who will be in
charge of them or how they will be used is, I think, beyond the legitimate
purview of a brain scientist or a psychiatrist. Whether they can ever be used
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effectively, except on a periodic basis, awaits further research. It is perhaps
philosophically important that drug-induced pleasure is habituated too
quickly. It calls to mind a recent statement Heinz Lehmann made after
hearing about some of this work: “It seems to me that puritanical attitudes
toward pleasure must have as part of their bases these neurobiological
mechanisms of adaptation.” Perhaps pleasure can only be experienced against
the background of its absence.
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CHAPTER 23
THE PSYCHOBIOLOGY OF MANIA
Dennis L. Murphy, Frederick K. Goodwin, and William E. Bunney, Jr.
Mania is a complex behavioral syndrome that occurs episodically. It is
characterized by a sustained increase in activity and speech, impaired
judgment, provocative intrusiveness, manipulativeness, insomnia, and labile
affect with prominent elation. Mania has been viewed as a psychological
defensive effort to preserve self-esteem after a loss, a triumphant fusion of
ego and superego, a disorder in biogenic amine metabolism, a disorder in
brain psychomotor activation regulation, and an inherited mental illness.
Hippocrates originally used the word hypomania, which now designates mild
manic symptoms, to describe the episodic development of a febrile delirium
in some particular individuals.
Almost all patients with manic episodes also manifest cyclic periods of
depression, although only approximately 10 to 20 percent of all patients
hospitalized for depression develop mania. The occurrence of mania severe
enough to require hospitalization or specific treatment has been used as the
definitional characteristic in identifying the so-called bipolar patient group
(individuals with both manic and depressive episodes) who manifest many
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familial, psychological, biological, and pharmacological features that
differentiate them from the larger unipolar depressed patient group (those
with depressive episodes only).
The manic phase in bipolar patients has been little studied, in good part
because manic behavior is usually so disruptive of attempts at controlled
investigation that reliable data beyond simple behavioral observation is
uncommon. Nonetheless, in the last few years mania has come under
increasing scientific scrutiny. This upsurge in interest in mania has resulted
both from the discovery of an effective and specific antimanic drug, lithium
carbonate, and from a spillover from widespread research interest in
depression. In addition, the concept that mania represents an endogenous
“high” is definitely of pertinence to the current interest in the motivation for
drug-experience-seeking behavior.
Not unexpectedly, these explorations have provoked interest in some
old and new questions about mania. In having available a drug like lithium,
with antimanic but not antischizophrenic properties, old questions of
differential diagnosis have again become important, particularly in regard to
the manic patient with delusions or paranoid behavior, and the
schizoaffective patient group. Furthermore, the demonstrated therapeutic
effects of lithium in acute depression, and in the prophylaxis of both
depression and mania, have led to questions about how “opposite” these long-
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assumed “bipolar” states really are. Indeed, biologic and psychologic studies
have delineated many similarities between these two “affective disorders,”
including quantitative documentation of the frequent co-occurrence of
intense depressive affect during acute manic states. However, other studies
have just as definitely identified nonaffective elements, such as some
psychological and biological phenomena related to psychomotor activity, that
closely fit the classical concept of depression and mania representing
opposite manifestations of a single bipolar entity, “manic-depressive illness.”
This chapter will review studies from the last decade of mania and of
the bipolar patient group, concentrating in particular on investigations of
biogenic amines, drug responses, sleep, other biologic changes, and some
quantitatively assessed behavioral phenomena in manic individuals. This
emphasis on biological and quantitative psychological studies reflects the
dominant thrust of current research on this frontier of human behavior. It
does not address the important but difficult-to-quantify and infrequently
studied interpersonal aspects of mania that are responsible for much of the
social morbidity of mania and occupy a large share of treatment program
time for the manic individual. Some general clinical, intrapsychic and
interpersonal aspects of manic-depressive individuals are considered in
Volume 1 of the second edition of this
Handbook and are the focus of several other recent reports and reviews.
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The most comprehensive description of the clinical phenomena of mania is
contained in Kraepelin’s monograph. Other monographs dealing with mania
include those by Beliak, Lewin, and Winokur, Clayton, and Reich.

The Bipolar Patient and the Genetics of Mania
Although some early observers of patients with affective disorders
noted that some individuals exhibited circular mood swings from elation to
depression while others manifested only depression, early studies of groups
of patients with affective disorders did not clearly separate these patient
groups. For instance, Kraepelin, although allowing for the possibility that
“later a series of subordinate forms (of ‘manic-depressive insanity’) may be
described,” felt in 1913 “more and more convinced that all of the abovementioned states (periodic and circular insanity, simple mania, melancholia
and delirious insanity) only represent manifestations of a single morbid
process.” He based this conclusion on the following characteristics: (a) the
presence of common fundamental features in these disorders; (b) his
observations indicating that “all the morbid forms brought together here as a
clinical entity not only pass over the one into the other without recognizable
boundaries, but . . . they may even replace each other in one and the same
case”; (c) their uniform prognosis (they “never lead to profound dementia”),
and (d) the lack of familial tendencies for a particular form of illness, since “in
members of the same family we frequently enough find side by side
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pronounced periodic or circular cases, occasionally isolated states of ill
temper or confusion, lastly very slight, regular fluctuations of mood or
permanent conspicuous coloration of disposition.”
In contrast, Perris, Angst, Winokur, et al. and others have presented
evidence supportive of Leonhard’s division of patients with primary-affective
disorders into bipolar and unipolar subtypes. This information, taken
together with many other studies of clinical features, physiologic and
pharmacologic responses and genetic features, suggests that mania is the
discriminating factor for a bipolar subgroup, representing approximately 10
to 20 percent of patients with severe affective disorders. This subgroup,
generally identified on the basis of a history of manic symptoms of sufficient
severity to require hospitalization or specific treatment, appears more
homogeneous than the unipolar depressive group that includes the entire
remaining clinical and genetic spectrum of depressive disorders (neurotic,
involutional, psychotic, etc.). The position of another group of depressed
patients who manifest periods of mildly increased activity or euphoria,
frequently at the termination of a depressive episode or during treatment
with antidepressant drugs or electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), remains
uncertain. These “cyclothymic-depressive” or “bipolar II” individuals have
biologic, pharmacologic, and genetic characteristics that, in some cases, more
resemble the unipolar group and, in other instances, are closer to the bipolar
group. Because their prevalence in the total depressive patient population
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equals or slightly exceeds that of the bipolar group, they need to be examined
as a separate patient group for the present.

The Genetics of Mania
Evidence for a heritable factor in the occurrence of manic and
depressive episodes in bipolar individuals is based on the higher incidence of
bipolar-affective disorders in the relatives of bipolar patients compared to the
general population, and on the higher concordance rate for the bipolar
disorder in monozygotic compared to dizygotic twins. In addition, evidence
from linkage studies has suggested that a specific mechanism of genetic
transmission of affective disorders may be involved, namely a dominant
factor localized to the short arm of the X chromosome. Alternatively, an
impairment in personality development or ego formation or the direct
learning of some aspects of behavior and interpersonal relationships during
early development might also account for a familial pattern of the bipolar
disorder. While the twin data more favor a major inherited contribution to
the occurrence of the bipolar disorder, there are special problems in
approaching psychiatric disorders from the twin-comparison approach. The
necessary and most informative twin study, that of separated monozygous
twins, has not yet been accomplished for bipolar individuals.
Early, often-quoted studies by Kallmann, Slater and others presented
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evidence suggesting a heritable factor in the affective disorders, but did not
consider bipolar patients separately from other patients with affective
disorders. Leonhard, Korff, and Shulz were the first to report a tendency for
bipolar patients to have more relatives with bipolar illness compared to
unipolar-depressed patients. More recently, several family-history studies
have suggested that bipolar patients have a different and specific pattern of
hereditability for their symptoms compared to patients with unipolar
primary-affective disorders. Perris reported a thirtyfold higher incidence of
bipolar disorder among first-degree relatives of bipolar patients compared to
unipolar patients. Angst confirmed this finding, although a lower incidence of
bipolar disorders among the bipolar relatives he studied (3.7 percent versus
10.8 percent in Perris’ study) reduced the bipolar-unipolar incidence
difference to thirteen-fold. Perris suggested that this discrepancy may be due
to a shorter observation time in Angst’s study, coupled with the fact that
Angst did not include hypomanic phases requiring specific treatment at the
termination of a depressive period as indicative of a separate bipolar episode.
On the basis of comparisons of the family histories of 426 patients with
affective disorders across two generations, Winokur found evidence for a
dominant type of direct familial transmission in bipolar compared to unipolar
patients. Fifty percent of the bipolar patients had either parents or children
with an affective disorder, in comparison to a similar history in 25 percent of
the unipolar patients. In addition, only 6 percent of the bipolar patients had
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no family history for any kind of psychiatric disorder, while 32 percent of
unipolar patients were without affected relatives. From a study of the
relatives of a smaller number of bipolar patients, morbid risks for affective
illness (either depression or mania) were calculated to be 34 to 41 percent for
parents and 25 to 49 percent for siblings. However, the incidence of bipolar
disorder was lower, with mania occurring in only 25 percent of the parents
and 41 percent of the siblings among those relatives with affective disorders.
Zerbin-Rüdin reevaluated the twin studies in the literature, using those
which provided sufficient data to identify individuals with bipolar symptoms.
In thirty-four pairs of monozygotic twins, concordance was 82 percent for
affective disorder (either mania or depression) and 62 percent for mania. In
contrast, in nineteen pairs of dizygotic twins, concordance was 37 percent for
affective disorder and 11 percent for mania.
Winokur, Clayton, and Reich have suggested that a single, dominant
gene located on the X chromosome represents the heritable factor in bipolar
illness, basing their argument on the occurrence of bipolar disorders in
successive generations, the presence of a higher female-male prevalence
ratio, and the rarity of father-to-son transmission in their studies, although
other reports are clearly not in agreement on the latter two points.’ In
addition, a significant linkage between bipolar illness and protan- and
deutan-type color blindness in extended studies of two families, and a
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suggestive association with the Xg blood group provide direct evidence that a
gene associated with bipolar illness may be located on the short arm of the X
chromosome together with the sites of these other heritable traits. Recently
reported data from a larger number of families have confirmed linkage of
bipolar symptoms in some families with color blindness (particularly the
protan type) and also with the Xga blood group.
On the basis of the frequency of affective disorders in the families of
both parents of bipolar patients, and an unbalanced distribution of
depression-only parents in these families, Winokur suggested the possibility
of a second genetic factor, possibly of an autosomal dominant type, that may
be more explicitly related to the expression of mania than the X-linked factor
and may more generally predispose the individual to either unipolar- or
bipolar-affective disorder. Polygenic inheritance of bipolar symptoms was
also suggested by the separate studies of Perris and Slater, Maxwell, and
Price, using a computational model based upon maternal and paternal
incidence figures.
Characteristics of the Bipolar Individual.Mania is a dramatic
existential state that provides the definitional characteristic of individuals
with bipolar-affective disorders. However, because manic episodes represent
a relatively small portion of the bipolar individual’s life, and because some
clues to the nature of the manic state may be better approached in individuals
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during non-manic periods, a number of characteristics of the bipolar
individual have been investigated during either normal or depressed periods.
Clinical and Psychological Characteristics. Age of onset of affective
symptoms is lower in bipolar compared to unipolar individuals. While there
are more females in the unipolar patient group, there is no sex difference in
the incidence of the bipolar disorder. Bipolar individuals have a higher
incidence of postpartum affective disorders, and a higher frequency of
celibacy (males only) and of divorce;’ these latter two differences may well
represent interpersonal side effects of manic episodes. Educational
achievement and occupational level are higher in bipolar individuals as well
as in their families compared to unipolar families and to the averages from
national census data. Early mortality from all causes is significantly higher in
bipolar compared to unipolar individuals or to the general population; this
difference is not explained by suicides, which are equally frequent in both
patient groups.
Bipolar patients in remission manifest differences from unipolar
individuals on the Nyman-Marke temperament scale, including the presence
of such traits as “sociability,” “activity,” and “syntony,” while unipolar
individuals are characterized by “insecurity,” “obsessionalism,” and
“sensitivity.” Using the Maudsley personality inventory, Perris found
significantly lower neuroticism scores in bipolar compared to unipolar
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individuals. Beigel and Murphy reported that bipolar-depressed patients had
significantly lower ratings for overt expressions of anger, somatic complaints,
physical activity, and anxiety compared to unipolar-depressed patients
matched for behaviorally rated levels of depression. A comparison of
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) self-ratings during
depression

revealed

significantly

lower

D

(depression)

and

Pt

(psychasthenia) scale scores, and higher Ma (hypomania) scores in bipolar
compared to unipolar patients. As severity of depression had not been rated
as being significantly different between these two groups on the basis of
objective behavioral ratings on the Bunney-Hamburg scale, and as a high
correlation between the MMPI and Bunney-Hamburg depression scores was
found for the unipolar but not for the bipolar patients, it was suggested that
the bipolar patients’ subjective view of their depressed state as described by
MMPI scores was inconsistent with or qualitatively different from that of the
unipolar patients. However, bipolar individuals were considered, on the basis
of clinical and psychological examination of the evidence, to be less psychodynamically minded and to excessively favor behavior and psychologic test
responses that are conventional and socially desirable. These characteristics
may contribute to the apparent “endogenous” presentation of symptoms in
bipolar individuals, although whether these characteristics simply represent
individual differences or are ego-defensive distortions is not clear.
While quantitative data are not available, bipolar patients have also
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been described as different from unipolar-depressed patients in several other
characteristics. In keeping with the psychological test data, bipolar
individuals have been more frequently described as “normal” between
episodes, whereas neurotic or characterologic difficulties have been more
frequently described in unipolar individuals. During depressive episodes,
bipolar patients have been described as most frequently manifesting
psychomotor retardation, whereas agitation and anxiety appear to
accompany depression in approximately one-half of the unipolar patients,
with the other half manifesting some features of retardation.
Psychophysiologic and Biologic Characteristics. Bipolar patients have
been described to have a lower sedation threshold for barbiturate drugs. A
lower flicker threshold and some EEG pattern differences have also been
reported, although other psychophysiologic measures did not differentiate
bipolar from unipolar patients. Bipolar patients when depressed sleep longer
at night but feel worse in the morning than do unipolar depressed patients. In
a study of visual average evoked responses (AER), bipolar patients showed
relatively greater rates of increase of AER amplitude (augmentation) with
increasing stimulus intensity than did unipolar patients. This augmentation
tendency appears to be a stable characteristic of the individuals that persists
during depressed, manic and relatively normal states, but diminishes
somewhat during treatment with lithium carbonate.
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Some biological differences have recently been reported between the
two patient groups. Levels of catechol-O-methyltransferase, a major enzyme
in the degradation of catecholamines, have been reported as reduced in
erythrocytes when female depressed patients were compared to controls; the
greatest reduction was found in unipolar patients, who had levels
significantly lower than those in the bipolar patients. Reduced levels of
monoamine oxidase (MAO), another major enzymatic route of biogenic amine
degradation, have been found in blood platelets from both male and female
bipolar patients compared to unipolar patients and controls. Urinary
tryptamine excretion is greater in bipolar-compared to unipolar-depressed
patients, a difference compatible with the possibility of reduced monoamine
oxidase activity in these patients, since tryptamine is almost exclusively
degraded via MAO. Blood platelet levels of octopamine are also higher in
bipolar patients compared to unipolar patients and controls. Although
potentially of interest because of the evidence that octopamine may function
as a false neurotransmitter in man,’ this finding is also compatible with the
reported change in MAO activity, since octopamine accumulates in animals
and man during the administration of MAO-inhibiting drugs.' Depressed
bipolar patients also have reduced urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels
compared to depressed unipolar patients and to normal controls.
Pharmacologic Characteristics. Different responses to a number of
psychoactive drugs have been described in comparative investigations of
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bipolar- and unipolar-depressed patients. In a study evaluating the
antidepressant effects of lithium using double-blind methodology, thirty-two
of forty bipolar patients (80 percent) improved significantly during
treatment, while only four of eleven unipolar patients (30 percent) exhibited
similarly reduced depression ratings. Preliminary data from a study of
tricyclic drugs in these two patient groups suggest that unipolar patients
respond more frequently to these drugs, while bipolar patients either do not
regularly respond or, as described below, may develop a manic episode
during treatment.’ The differential development of hypomania in bipolar
compared to unipolar individuals treated with L-Dopa is also described below
in the discussion of the “switch” into mania. Bipolar patients have also been
reported to have a modest antidepressant response to l-tryptophan
administration, while unipolar patients were unchanged,’ suggesting that one
factor in the conflictual reports of the antidepressant efficacy of this drug may
represent patient population selection factors.

Clinical, Behavioral, and Cognitive Features of Mania
The clinical phenomena of the manic state have been described in detail
in Kraepelin’s monograph and in other texts. The typical acute manic state is
generally clinically differentiable from other psychiatric syndromes on the
basis of a marked increase in motor and verbal hyperactivity, interpersonal
provocativeness and manipulation, distractibility, a clear sensorium, and,
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most often, elation and grandiosity. A state of labile affect, with a
breakthrough of depressive or dysphoric affect with irritability and anger, is
frequently observed. Sleeplessness, impaired judgment, and an increase in
aggressive and sexual impulses are also common. In some instances,
delusional thinking, hallucinations, and confusion may develop, particularly
as the course of the manic state peaks or becomes prolonged, with minimal
interruption for sleep or nutritional input.
Despite the apparent distinctiveness of the typical manic state, it has
been suggested that frequent misdiagnosis, especially of individuals
exhibiting labile affect or psychotic phenomena associated with mania, may
account for the reported decreased incidence of manic-depressive illness in
the United States in the last several decades.’ A diminished interest in patient
classification, and the efficacy of phenothiazine drugs in the treatment of
most acute psychoses including both mania and schizophrenia, contributed to
this problem. In contrast, the advent of lithium treatment has recently been
accompanied by an apparent increase in the reported incidence of mania, and
reawakened interest in the phenomenology of manic behavior.
Behavioral Changes During Mania. The symptoms occurring during
manic episodes in one hundred patients were cataloged by Winokur, Clayton,
and Reich. While euphoria was present in almost all patients, the affective
state was generally highly labile, with over two-thirds of the patients
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exhibiting depression. Reactive irritability and hostility were prominent, and
the greatest degree of motor hyperactivity was associated with the most
severe' thought disorder and the presence of delusions.
It has recently been demonstrated that some manic symptoms are
common to all patients, but that others are characteristic of only some manic
individuals on the basis of data from a rating scale permitting continuous
quantitative behavioral monitoring of manic patients. The behavioral
symptoms that correlated most clearly with severity of mania (as rated
independently by psychiatrists), and that were found on a factor analysis of
the scale to represent a single, dominant “core-mania factor” in all patients,
included such symptoms as increased motor activity, increased speech,
distractibility, poor judgment, diminished impulse control, anger, irritability,
argumentativeness, and interpersonal demandingness.’ Mania-scale items
reflecting euphoria and grandiosity were less uniformly found elevated in all
manic patients, and were found to be inversely correlated with items
reflecting paranoid and destructive behavior, which were elevated in only
some individuals. On the basis that similar ratings on the core-mania items
were found in both the 70 percent of patients with high elation-grandiosity
ratings but low paranoid-destructive ratings, and in the 30 percent of patients
with low elation-grandiosity but high paranoid-destructive ratings, it was
suggested that these differences might provide a quantitative definition of
two subgroups of manic patients for evaluation in pharmacologic and other
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clinical studies.
Psychotic

Phenomena

During

Mania.

Delusions

occur

in

approximately one-half of all patients with mania, while hallucinations occur
in one-third of manic episodes. Ideas of reference, persecutory, and other
paranoid thinking, passivity delusions, symbolism, and confusion may also
occur during mania.’’ The presence of a thought disorder on Bannister’s grid
test for schizophrenic thought disorder did not differentiate manic from
schizophrenic individuals. Significant numbers of typically manic patients (15
to 30 percent) also exhibit Schneider’s first-rank symptoms of schizophrenia.
These recent observations, emphasizing the difficulties in diagnostic
evaluations based on Bleulerian and other symptom-related schema, have
raised questions concerning the validity of earlier genetically oriented studies
that suggested a clear separation between affective disorders and
schizophrenia.
The occurrence of borderland conditions between mania and
schizophrenic excitement was recognized by Meyer, Bleuler and Brill and has
sometimes been designated as “schizoid-manic” states. Separate “delusional”
and “delirious” types of mania were differentiated by Kraepelin from “acute”
mania. Some of these patients exhibited clinical pictures as diverse as
recurrent excited paranoid states and severely disorganized, generally
undifferentiated psychotic states with some manic features. They were
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grouped together primarily on the basis of their tendency to remit and to not
lead to chronic personality disorganization as in schizophrenia. Similar, more
modern data on remission rates have been interpreted both to indicate a
more favorable prognosis for schizophrenia (when these episodes have been
included in the statistics of acute schizophrenic episodes) and an equally
favorable prognosis for such “schizoaffective” patients or other manic
patients with psychotic phenomena, compared to manic patients without
delusions or hallucinations.
Differentiating

manic-psychotic

individuals

from

schizophrenic

individuals may be difficult and in some instances impossible in the midst of
an acute episode. Longitudinal analysis or reconstruction of the
symptomatologic picture in the earliest stages of the psychotic episode may
reveal typical manic behavior that was superseded by a less well
differentiated psychosis. In addition, it has been suggested that factors other
than symptoms may be of help, in that manic episodes are more likely to
occur in individuals with a history of periodic recurrences who have
symptom-free

intervals

associated

with

successful

interpersonal

relationships. During the acute episode, and particularly at its onset,
purposeful hyperactivity and interpersonal involvement in provocative,
manipulative ways are far more characteristic of typical manic behavior than
the more panicky, disorganized activity associated with the primarily autistic
preoccupations of the schizophrenic individual. Fluctuating or fleeting
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delusional and hallucinatory phenomena are also more characteristic of
mania than is a fixed, detailed delusional structure.
Nonetheless, criteria based on symptoms alone may be insufficient to
reliably discriminate in all cases between patients with affective disorders,
schizoaffective states, and schizophrenia. One discriminant function analysis
of clinical phenomena in a large number of patients with affective psychoses
and schizophrenia concluded that the distribution of patients was not
different from a normal distribution, a finding in agreement with other data
from a variety of sources, including some genetic studies, and suggesting a
continuum of clinical states from schizophrenia through schizoaffective
disorders to the affective disorders. It is not clear yet whether psychotic
phenomena during mania represent a secondary form of response to an
especially severe or prolonged manic state or whether they only occur in
certain individuals separately predisposed to a disorganization or
disintegration of the personality.
Depressive Affect During Mania. Although depression and mania have
often been considered “opposite” affective states, the existence of bursts of
depressive affect and thought content during manic episodes has occasionally
been described, f More recently, quantitative evidence of the coexistence of a
depressive affect during manic episodes has been provided, verifying that
most manic patients do exhibit some depressive affect during manic episodes
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and that depression is not negatively correlated with total mania ratings or
even with rated elation in manic patients over an eight-hour assessment
period. This suggests that most manic patients manifest to some degree a
combined manic-depressive picture, although fewer manic individuals (20 to
35 percent) have the more marked “mixed” or labile state described in some
patients by Kraepelin.
In addition to frank depressive thought content and depressive affect, a
more diffuse dysphoria together with irritability and expressed hostility has
been observed in some manic patients exhibiting mood lability. Manic
episodes are immediately preceded by depressive periods in over 50 percent
of patients, and one study also documented the occurrence of depressive
episodes within one month subsequent to a manic period in over half of the
patients studied.

Cognition During Mania
Reduced attention span, distractibility, impaired memory, and flight of
ideas with clang associations, rhyming, and punning have all been described
as clinical phenomena during mania. However, there have been only a few
quantitative investigations of cognitive characteristics of the manic state. In a
study of time sense, hypomanic individuals grossly overestimated a threesecond time interval. Reaction time to auditory and light stimuli was found to
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be reduced and to be inversely correlated with severity of mania in several
studies. Impaired self-judgment of symptomatologic behavior was observed
in hypomanic and manic individuals compared to the results in the same
individuals when non-manic.
Verbal learning was found to be impaired in individuals studied while
manic compared both to non-manic periods in the same patients and to
normal controls. Increased errors of commission and a substitution of
intrusive responses for those presented were characteristics differentiating
impaired learning during mania from the learning impairment seen in
depressed and psychotomimetic drug-treated patients. In particular, it
appeared that the co-occurrence of a deficit in word associations,
representing a shift to less common and more idiosyncratic associative
responses, which were also less stable, was an important con-tributary factor
to the learning impairment. The number of idiosyncratic associations
(defined according to the expected frequency of responses found in age- and
sex-matched normals) was over 50 percent greater than the number in
schizophrenic patients and several-fold greater when compared to patients
with spontaneous, and drug-induced, psychotic symptoms.
This thinking disorder in manic patients was fully reversible in that
verbal associations reverted to normal patterns after manic behavior ceased.
Of particular note was the occurrence of some identical idiosyncratic
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associations in subsequent manic periods, suggesting that some cognitive
aspects of the individual are differentially available to him during this altered
behavioral state. While it has recently been demonstrated in studies with
drugs that learning which occurs in a particular state (e.g., information
acquired during alcohol administration) is less retrievable in a nondrug state,
and vice versa, evidence concerning the possibility that clinical-psychiatric
states may represent the emergence of cognitive or behavioral patterns
distinct from those usually available to the individual has not previously been
presented.
Hypomania versus Mania. Hypomania has generally been considered
as simply a milder form of mania, involving, in particular, less impairment of
judgment and self-control and an absence of psychotic symptoms. While
hypomanic symptoms are seen in patients who exhibit full-blown manic
episodes, particularly toward the end of a treated episode, hypomanic
behavior also occurs in other individuals who never develop mania, e.g., the
cyclothymic or “bipolar II” patient group. Such individuals, who do not
require specific treatment for spontaneously developing periods of increased
activity or euphoria, or who develop such symptoms during treatment with
antidepressant drugs, have been found to manifest some differences from
both typical bipolar (“bipolar I”) patients and also from unipolar-depressed
patients. While their visual cortical evoked response patterns and their high
incidence of antidepressant responses to lithium suggested that these
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patients most resembled the bipolar group, their responses to other drugs,
some biologic measures, including monoamine oxidase and 17-hydroxycorticosteroid determinations, and some clinical features, suggested either a
closer resemblance to the unipolar group or the possibility that they
represented a discrete subgroup of patients separate from other depressed
individuals. A particularly high incidence of suicide was found in this group in
one study.
A prolonged, sometimes chronic or even fixed “characterologic”
hypomanic state may be seen in some individuals who maintain a state of
increased activity with diminished sleep, extraversion, often youthful
appearance (frequently enhanced by acting and even dressing somewhat like
a little boy or girl), and cheerful optimism. While sometimes adaptive and
successful as a life style, difficulties arise from over-involvement and
distractibility, labile affect, and replacement of ready conversation and wit by
flamboyant argumentativeness; these personality characteristics often lead to
marital and occupational instability. Many of these individuals may never
experience a full-blown manic-psychotic episode.

Biologic Phenomena Associated With the Steady-State of Mania
Mania is associated with profound alterations in many bodily functions
that complicate the assessment of the specificity and significance of other
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biologic changes observed during the manic state. In addition, the tolerance of
the manic individual for the restrictions of a controlled study is limited, and
greater than normal variance in experimental results related to impaired
cooperation, if not outright sabotage, may occur. Some of the changes
occurring as concomitants of mania that may contribute to some of the
biologic (and possibly psychologic) alterations observed include: (a)
markedly increased physical activity; (b) decreased sleep; (c) altered dietary
intake, ranging from hyper-bulimia to the more common reduced intake
resulting from distractibility and excess activity; (d) similar extremes of fluid
intake and urinary output, ranging from marked increases to states of
dehydration; and (e) associated alterations in gastrointestinal function.
Mania and Catecholamines. Evidence from pioneering studies in
animals and in man, of drugs capable of altering behavior and mood,
suggested that mania might be related to excess activity of central adrenergic
neurons. Early investigations of urinary catecholamines had generally
indicated elevated norepinephrine and epinephrine excretion in hypomanic
and manic patients, especially when manic and depressed phases were
compared in cycling patients. However, interpretation of these results is
confounded by the preponderant contribution to urinary catecholamines and
catecholamine metabolites from the peripheral autonomic nervous system
and the adrenal gland rather than the brain, especially since marked
alterations in physical activity regularly accompany manic behavior, and
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physical activity can elevate urinary and even cerebrospinal fluid amines and
their metabolites. The relevance of these observations can by no means be
dismissed, since catecholamine excretion in disproportionate excess to
pedometer-measurement motor activity has been observed in some studies
of

mania,

and

one

catecholamine

metabolite,

3-methoxy,

4-

hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) has been suggested to yield an estimate of
central nervous system catecholamine activity.
More recently, increased urinary dopamine excretion has also been
reported in manic patients. While dopamine excretion in urine has been
suggested to be little affected by muscular work, no confirmatory evidence of
increased brain dopamine release was obtained from studies of the principal
metabolite of dopamine, homovanillic acid (HVA) in the cerebrospinal fluid,
since HVA levels have not generally been found to be any higher in manic
patients compared to depressed patients or controls. However, one more
recent study observed higher cerebrospinal fluid HVA levels during mania,
although these levels were not as high as those found to be associated with
increased physical and mental activity.
Three-methoxy, 4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG), a major metabolite of
norepinephrine in the brain, was found not to be regularly elevated in the
cerebrospinal fluid of manic patients, although a few patients had high levels.
It was also demonstrated that physical activity could produce elevations in
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MHPG, both in cerebrospinal fluid and in urine, further indicating the
difficulties in evaluating catecholamine changes in this disorder.
Mania and Indoleamines. Much of the pharmacologic evidence used to
implicate catecholamines in affective disorders, such as that based on the
effects of MAO inhibitors, tricyclic drugs, and reserpine, has been used to
implicate the indoleamines as decreased in depression and possibly, at least
in the case of tryptamine, as increased in mania. However, the application of
this indirect pharmacological reasoning to mania does not hold well, probably
because of the non-specificity of action of the drugs studied.
In direct studies of cerebrospinal fluid levels of 5-hydroxyindoleacetic
acid (5-HIAA), this major metabolite of serotonin was found to be decreased
during mania in two studies, but slightly increased or not different from
control values in other studies. These discrepant results may be related to
differences in psychomotor activity in the different patient groups, since CSF
5-HIAA is increased after exercise and after increased physical and mental
activity (“simulated mania”). However, in two studies manic patients (as well
as depressed patients) were found to respond to the administration of
probenecid with a smaller increase in 5-HIAA than in controls.
Also against the theory that an excess of an indoleamine like serotonin
might be contributory to manic symptoms is the evidence that methysergide,
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an indoleamine receptor blocker, was found to be ineffective in treating
mania in a controlled, double-blind study by Coppen et al. and in another
study by Fieve et al., although several earlier studies had suggested a possible
rapid therapeutic effect with this agent. In fact, 1-tryptophan, the amino acid
precursor of serotonin, has been shown to have some antimanic action in a
small number of patients. The possible contribution of 1-tryptophan’s
sedative effects to this proposed antimanic action has not yet been evaluated.
Thus, the current evidence would be more congruent with a decrease in
serotonin or serotonin metabolism during mania than an increase in this or
other indoleamines, although the evidence certainly is not conclusive.
Carbohydrate Metabolism in Mania. Glucose tolerance (as measured
by the rate of glucose utilization following an intravenously administered
glucose load) is higher in patients studied while manic compared to values
obtained during remission induced by two weeks of lithium carbonate
treatment. The hypoglycemic response to injected insulin is also increased
during mania compared to remission values. Since the patients who did not
improve with lithium had negligible changes in glucose utilization and insulin
sensitivity, these changes were thought to be produced by the change in
behavior rather than to represent a pharmacologic effect of lithium. However,
several studies in animals and man have indicated that lithium has some antiinsulin effects.
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The increased glucose tolerance observed in manic patients is an
opposite finding from the decreased glucose tolerance observed in some but
not all studies of depressed patients. Again, in contrast to manic patients,
insulin sensitivity was decreased in psychotically depressed patients.
Electrolyte and Water Metabolism in Mania. Patients when manic
have generally been found to manifest increased urinary volume and
increased sodium excretion during mania; elevations in total body water and
calculated extracellular fluid space have also been described; however, all
studies are not in full agreement.t In investigations using isotope dilution
techniques to measure sodium distribution among the different body
compartments, Coppen et al. found that calculated residual sodium was
markedly increased in manic patients, and moderately increased in depressed
patients, compared to control values from the literature. Residual sodium is
thought to represent intracellular plus some bone sodium. Neither
extracellular sodium nor the twenty-four-hour exchangeable sodium was
significantly changed in their patients. Recovery from mania was associated
with a return toward normal residual sodium values. A more recent study did
not replicate these findings.
In studies of sodium transport, no difference was found in the rate of
transfer of Na and K from plasma to cerebrospinal fluid in manic compared to
depressed and normal patients. However, sodium reabsorption from salivary
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ducts was reduced in both the manic and depressed patients studied by Glen.
Several studies have indicated that manic patients appear to excrete a smaller
proportion of administered lithium during the initial phase of treatment.
Similar lithium retention has been shown experimentally to result from
sodium depletion produced by low dietary intake or increased urinary
sodium loss. However, it is unlikely that the increased urinary sodium loss
observed during mania represents the full explanation for lithium retention
during mania. Contrary to the rapid rise in serum lithium levels and increased
side effects that follow sodium restriction or diuretic-drug-induced sodium
loss, manic patients generally have a remarkable tolerance for lithium and
demonstrate lower lithium levels per dose administered and fewer side
effects compared to other patients.
Adrenal Corticosteroids in Mania. Plasma cortisol levels are normal
or slightly elevated in manic patients, although diminished diurnal variation
in plasma steroid levels has been observed, a change reflecting primarily a
diminished reduction in plasma levels in the latter part of the day. Cortisol
production rates in hypo-manic patients are normal. While one patient with
regular forty-eight-hour cycles between mania and depression had markedly
diminished urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroids during mania, other cycling
patients have not exhibited similar patterns, and it appears that individual
patients may have either reduced, unchanged, or increased plasma cortisol
levels and urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels during mania. These
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results suggest that hypomania or mania per se do not result in any regular
alteration in corticosteroids, although steroid changes may occur in manic
just as in other psychiatric patients in relation to changes in circadian activity
or to individually significant stresses resulting from interpersonal conflicts or
personality disintegration.
Another adrenal corticosteroid, aldosterone, has been studied in manic
patients because of its role in sodium and water metabolism. Although one
manic-depressive patient with forty-eight-hour cycles was found to exhibit
reduced aldosterone excretion during manic compared to depressed days,
two other studies have demonstrated increased urinary aldosterone
excretion and increased aldosterone production rates in manic patients.
While these aldosterone changes have been shown to correlate with sodium
balance and extracellular fluid shifts, it is also likely that activity, diet, and
weight differences in the manic patients may contribute to these results.
Other Biologic Changes During Mania. Tyrosine administration leads to
higher and more sustained elevations in plasma tyrosine levels (“impaired
tyrosine tolerance”) in manic patients compared to normals. Increased
urinary adenosine 3, 5' cyclic monophosphate (cyclic AMP) excretion has
been reported during mania in some studies but not others. Cyclic AMP
excretion is reduced in association with a therapeutic response to lithium.
However, cerebrospinal fluid levels of cyclic AMP were not found to be
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elevated during mania. Serum levels of the muscle enzyme, creatinine
phosphokinase, are elevated in some manic individuals, as has also been
reported in individuals with schizophrenia, other psychotic states, and certain
central nervous system and muscle disorders.
Sleep in Mania. Although sleeplessness is a cardinal feature of mania,
manic patients report sleeping well and feeling rested after only a short sleep
period. EEG sleep studies have documented a marked reduction in total sleep
time and in rapid eye movement sleep time during mania; slow wave sleep is
less disturbed. The “switch period” into mania is associated with an abrupt
decline in REM sleep in both spontaneous and L-Dopa-induced hypomanic
and manic episodes. In general, drugs that increase functional brain
catecholamines (e.g., L-Dopa) or reduce brain indoleamines (e.g., parachlorophenylalanine) decrease rapid eye movement sleep, while drugs with
reverse effects on catecholamines (e.g., alpha-methyl-para-tyrosine) or
indoleamines (5-hydroxytryptophan) enhance rapid eye movement sleep.

Behavioral and Biological Changes During the “Switch Process” in ManicDepressive Cycles
The process of the switch into and out of mania has recently been
studied in some detail. These transitional periods are of special theoretical
interest because of their potential for revealing contributory behavioral and
biochemical events prior to the development of nonspecific changes
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secondary to altered activity, diet, sleep deprivation, and other aspects of the
steady-state of mania.

Spontaneous Switches into Mania
A review of the behavioral phenomena observed in ten spontaneous
switches from depression into mania and seven switches from mania into
depression revealed several characteristic features of each of these transition
times. Most switches into mania were preceded by a depressive period of
moderate intensity characterized by withdrawn, self-seclusive behavior with
reduced speech and motor activity accompanied by drowsiness. Immediately
prior to the development of manic symptoms, all of the patients manifested a
brief “normal” period with the sudden appearance of increased
environmental and interpersonal interests and appropriate speech and
activity.
The buildup of the manic phase following the normal period ranged
from a few hours to a few days in duration. Three frequently observed phases
were characteristic. Phase one was the first day of the onset of mania and was
typified by a sudden marked increase in talking and physical activity. The
second phase was characterized by incessant speech and shouting, constant
movement, poor judgment, sexual preoccupations, the demanding of staff
attention, anger, aggressiveness, and, at times, elation, and laughing. Phase
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three was characterized by grandiose and sometimes paranoid psychotic
ideation, flight of ideas including rhyming and punning, and inability to accept
limits.
A number of psychologically significant events occurred prior to the
switches into mania. Discussion of discharge plans from the hospital
appeared to be the environmental event that occurred most commonly prior
to mania in this study. It is a clinical impression that home visits from the
hospital, along with impending discharge, are frequently occasions of
considerable psychological stress to bipolar patients. However, obtaining
passes and discharge-planning status may also simply signifying increasing
activity prior to the onset of a manic episode, rather than representing an
active precipitant of mania.
In another study, the question of precipitating events prior to manic
episodes was assessed by evaluating the number of pre-mania stresses that
were severe, unusual in the patient’s life, and judged “likely to precipitate
mania.” In one hundred manic episodes, thirty stressful events could be
documented; however, eighteen of these events represented discontinuation
of phenothiazine or lithium medication (six patients) or treatment with
antidepressant drugs or ECT (twelve patients), conditions known to be
associated with triggering the onset of mania. Thus, known significant
psychological stresses were thought to be present in only 12 percent of the
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patients developing mania. This low incidence of psychological precipitants
has been reported in other studies, although serious methodological
problems limit the meaningfulness of such statistics.
The amount of total sleep and rapid eye movement sleep were both
decreased immediately prior to and during the switch into mania. Urinary
norepinephrine excretion was significantly elevated on the day prior to and
during the manic episodes, while smaller and non-statistically significant
changes were observed in the excretion of epinephrine, dopamine, 3methoxy, 4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid.
Urinary cyclic AMP excretion exhibited a brief peak on the day of the switch
into mania and decreased subsequently. Changes in urinary levels of cyclic
AMP may well reflect the associated alterations in catecholamines or other
hormones accompanying the behavioral changes, or may be directly involved
in the switch process itself.
The switch from mania to depression is characterized by a number of
different features. Unlike the switch into mania, this transition period rarely
occurred abruptly. Rather, the patients manifested the following gradual
behavioral shifts, often extending over a period of weeks: mania, hypomania,
a short, unstable transitional period with labile mood and activity, followed
by the onset of depression, with prominent psychomotor retardation. A
diagrammatic representation of typical switch sequences is presented in
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Figure 23-1.

Drug-Related. Switches into Mania
The occurrence of some hypomanic and manic attacks in apparent
relationship to the administration of psychoactive drugs that alter biogenic
amines may be of some importance in understanding the “switch process.”
Switches During Tricyclic Antidepressant Administration. In one
study, three bipolar patients given tricyclic antidepressants developed typical
manic episodes that were characterized by sequential changes in mood and
behavior very similar to those observed in spontaneous switches, including
the presence of a brief “normal” period. In two of these three cases, the
switches occurred after four days of tricyclic drug treatment, i.e., much earlier
than the antidepressant effects of these drugs usually occur. No manic
episodes developed in the non-bipolar patients, although some of these
patients exhibited increased activity and mild hypomanic symptoms after
several weeks of treatment.
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Figure 23-1.
Bipolar manic depressive process with rapid switches (theorized schema).

In papers from the literature dealing with the possible association
between tricyclic medication and the onset of mania, data were available
concerning previous psychiatric disorders in sixty-seven of one hundred and
sixty patients who were reported as developing mania or hypomania during
tricyclic drug treatment. Of the fifteen patients who developed full-blown
mania in this group, 66 percent had a past history of mania, 27 percent a past
history of depression, 7 percent a past history of schizophrenia, and none of
the patients lacked a history of mental illness.
Thus, bipolar patients appear to have the highest predilection for mania
during tricyclic drug administration. An additional five patients with past
histories of mania received equal or greater doses of tricyclic drugs in this
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study and did not develop mania. Thus, it appears likely that other variables
in addition to the medication may play a role in the onset of these manic
episodes.
The mechanism by which the tricyclic drugs might act as a
pharmacological trigger for mania is not yet clear. The antidepressant activity
of these drugs has been most frequently assigned to a central potentiation of
adrenergic neuro-activity resulting from inhibition of biogenic uptake.
Recently, potentiation of norepinephrine effects as well as inhibition of
biogenic amine uptake have been reported in patients receiving these drugs.
It is possible that patients with manic histories are unusually sensitive to
these effects of tricyclic drug treatment.
Switches During L-Dopa Administration. In the course of a study
designed to evaluate the possible antidepressant effects of L-Dopa (L-3,4dihydroxyphenylalanine) , the amino acid precursor of the catecholamines
dopamine and norepinephrine, eight of nine bipolar patients developed
hypomanic episodes during the time of L-Dopa treatment. Only one of
thirteen unipolar-depressed patients developed a similar episode, despite
similar dosage and similar duration of L-Dopa administration in both groups.
Antidepressant effects of L-Dopa were minimal in the patients as a whole,
with only 25 percent of the patients exhibiting some improvement. However,
it was noteworthy that all of the patients who improved had features of
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psychomotor retardation as part of their depressive symptomatology, and
that among these patients who improved several relapsed following placebo
substitution.
The hypomanic episodes during L-Dopa treatment were generally
similar to the patients’ prior episodes in that they began abruptly and were
characterized by increased speech, hyperactivity, increased social interaction,
intrusiveness, sleeplessness, grandiosity, and some minimal euphoria. They
were different from the spontaneous switches into mania and the switches
associated with tricyclic drugs in their brevity (they usually were only two or
three days in duration) and in their mildness. Only two of the patients
developed full-blown manic episodes requiring specific treatment beyond the
discontinuation of L-Dopa. Only one of the patients who became hypomanic
was considered to have become clearly less depressed while receiving LDopa.
In the patients developing hypomania and mania during both L-Dopa
and tricyclic antidepressant drug treatment, total sleep and rapid eye
movement sleep were reduced, as in the patients developing mania
spontaneously. Urinary dopamine excretion was markedly increased, as
expected, during L-Dopa administration. In a small subsample of patients
studied during L-Dopa administration, some smaller elevations of urinary
norepinephrine metabolites were also observed.
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The induction of hypomania by the catecholamine precursor L-Dopa
supports the postulated importance of catecholamines in the manic phase of
affective disorders. However, these results do not provide conclusive
evidence indicating a disorder in catecholamine metabolism in manicdepressive patients, since large doses of L-Dopa have stimulant properties in
animals and may well have similar effects in man. These results do indicate a
greater susceptibility to the excitant effects of L-Dopa in the manic-depressive
patients who develop hypomanic episodes. Further study is needed to
determine whether this susceptibility represents a specific abnormality in
catecholamine metabolism, for example, a reduced metabolic capacity for an
amine excess produced by an L-Dopa load. Alternatively, it may be that the
patient prone to a manic or hypomanic episode is more sensitive to the
stimulant effects of L-Dopa and other agents such as tricyclic antidepressants,
monoamine oxidase inhibitors, electroshock treatment, or psychological
stresses on some other genetic or developmental basis. In any case, the
regular occurrence of typical hypomanic symptoms in bipolar patients
treated with L-Dopa, and the development of acute manic episodes in other
bipolar patients in close association with tricyclic drug administration, serves
to implicate a change in brain amines, specifically an increase in
catecholamines, in the switch process. The fact that L-Dopa can produce
hypomania in susceptible individuals without reversing depression suggests
that mania and depression are not simply opposite poles of the same
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continuum.
Monoamine Oxidase (MAO) Inhibitors. These drugs are of particular
interest because, like L-Dopa and imipramine (and possibly the
amphetamines), they act as behavioral activating agents via effects on the
neurotransmitter amines. In normal individuals, as well as in medical patients
without psychiatric histories, their administration can produce mood lability
and behavioral alterations, including the precipitation of manic episodes and
the production of exacerbations in psychotic symptomatology in some
schizophrenic patients. They also appear to potentiate the psychotomimetic
effects of some amino acids, including L-methionine and possibly L-Dopa. The
possibility of endogenously reduced MAO activity acting as a predisposing
factor in the behavioral switch mechanism is a particularly intriguing
question.
Amphetamines. These agents can provoke behavioral, mood, and
motor activity changes in animals and man and appear to act via effects on
catecholamines. Normal individuals as well as psychiatric patients generally
develop transient hyperactivity and sometimes euphoria and with smaller
doses hypomania and manic episodes have been precipitated in some
individuals receiving amphetamines or other direct-acting sympathomimetic
agents. Larger doses given over a longer duration often lead to behavioral
depression and psychosis with paranoid symptoms predominating. The
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postdrug period is typified by a “crash” period of severe, depressive-like
symptoms.
Adrenal Corticosteroids. The administration of exogenous steroids in
the treatment of various medical disorders, as well as the increased
endogenous production of steroids in Cushing’s syndrome, is associated with
mood lability and other psychiatric symptoms. Euphoria and full-blown
manic episodes are apparently more common during exogenous steroid
treatment, while depressive symptoms occur more often in Cushing’s
syndrome. The possible role that the adrenal corticosteroids may play in the
triggering of psychopathology on the basis of their effects on electrolytes and
biogenic amines at the neuronal membrane has been the subject of several
reviews.
Direct Brain Stimulation. Increased communication and mild euphoria
have been reported to follow electrode stimulation of the median forebrain
bundle, as well as direct physical stimulation during surgery involving
hypothalamic areas. Stimulation of the amygdala in one instance yielded
increased activity, rushing thoughts, and pressure of speech, and, in other
instances, anger and a delayed-rage reaction.

Drugs in the Treatment of Mania
Lithium carbonate, the phenothiazines, and the butyrophenones are the
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drugs most used in the treatment of mania. Electroconvulsive therapy,
although effective in some patients, has been mostly replaced by drug
treatment. Most manic patients (more than 80 percent) respond to drugs,
although large doses of the antipsychotic drugs and treatment with lithium
carbonate for over a week may be required for full therapeutic benefit.
Several recent reviews of the efficacy of lithium and other drugs in the
treatment of mania are available, and this section will focus only on the ways
in which the effects of these drugs may contribute to the understanding of the
pathogenesis of mania.
Lithium Carbonate. A large series of studies, reviewed elsewhere, have
demonstrated the efficacy of this drug in the treatment of mania. Used in
doses of 1.2 to 2.4 grams per day which yield serum levels of 0.9 to 1.5 millequivalents per liter, an apparently specific antimanic effect can usually be
seen after five to ten days of treatment. Negligible sedative or antipsychotic
effects are produced by lithium carbonate, and some atypical schizoaffective
patients appear more psychotic when hyperactivity diminishes.’ The ability of
lithium carbonate to interact with sodium, potassium, magnesium, and
calcium in a variety of biological systems' may be involved in its therapeutic
effects.
Lithium treatment of manic patients has been shown to alter
exchangeable and residual (cellular plus bone) sodium, total body potassium,
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and the urinary excretion of sodium and other electrolytes as well as the
hormones (e.g., aldosterone) regulating electrolyte balance. Whether these
changes are important in relation to the alterations in water and electrolyte
metabolism, reviewed above, or have some direct cellular relationship to the
transport, storage, and release of biogenic amines, as reviewed elsewhere, has
not been conclusively demonstrated. Lithium has been demonstrated in
animal brain and human platelet preparations to lead to actions antagonistic
to biogenic amine effects, including an increase in amine reuptake, a decrease
in amine release, an increase in intra-neuronal amine destruction and an
increase in amine turnover, as well as to an antagonistic effect on cyclic AMP
production. This series of effects represent the most likely biochemical
mechanism of action for the antimanic effect of lithium, based upon the
theoretical support from human and animal studies that antagonistic effects
on biogenic amine function would be consistent with antimanic efficacy;
however, the relationship of these biochemical effects to the prophylactic and
partial antidepressant actions of lithium remains problematic.
Phenothiazines and Butyrophenones. These antipsychotic drugs are
effective in some manic patients, particularly in rapidly diminishing severely
disruptive behavior. While these drugs have multiple biochemical effects,
they possess antagonistic actions on a-adrenergic and dopaminergic
receptors in brain and in the periphery, which have been suggested to be
related to their antipsychotic and antimanic efficacy.
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Alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine. This drug is a blocker of dopamine and
norepinephrine synthesis via direct inhibition of tyrosine hydroxylase, the
rate-limiting enzyme in catecholamine synthesis, and was found to
temporarily decrease manic symptomatology in most manic patients, some of
whom showed a consistent pattern of relapse with repeated placebo
substitution. In these patients, decreased urinary excretion of dopamine, 3methoxy,

4-hydroxyphenolic

acid

(VMA),

and

3-methoxy,

4-

hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) was observed, as well as decreased levels of
homovanillic acid (HVA) and MHPG in the cerebrospinal fluid. These clinical
and biochemical data are consistent with the hypothesis that mania is
associated with an increase in catecholamines. However, alpha-methyl-ptyrosine is neither as practical a drug to use clinically (because of
hypotension and other side effects) nor is it as effective as lithium or the
antipsychotic phenothiazines in leading to a complete remission of manic
symptoms.

Affect, Catecholamines and Psychomotor Activation in Mania
Mania has been relegated to the category of the “affective disorders”
and has been found to be the differentiating characteristic of “bipolar”
compared to unipolar patients among individuals with primary affective
disorders. One implication of the studies reviewed in this chapter is that the
use of these terms may be imprecise and perhaps misleading, in that the
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conception of mania and depression as representing “opposite,” pathologic
extremes of affective expression appears overly simplistic and reductionistic.
While all depressive states share the common effect of sadness, mania
appears to be not as well characterized by elation but rather by a state of
heightened affective expression overall together with lability of affect. The cooccurrence of marked depressive thought content and behavior (like crying)
with elation and heightened anger and other affects in separately varying
intensities in the same manic individual suggests that the equation of elated
mood with mania represents an overemphasis and oversimplification of the
phenomena of mania.
Various models attempting to relate mania, depression, and normality
have been proposed: (a) the traditional bipolar model with normality in the
middle and mania and depression as pathologic extremes; (b) a continuum
model reflecting the suggested relative severity of these disorders, with
normality at the bottom, depression intermediate, and mania at the top; and
(c) a triangular, tripolar model that, in its several variants, essentially posits
that mania and depression are separate and independent states. These
different models all have some firm support, but none fits all of the data,
although the least constraining, the triangular model, comes closest to
encompassing both the psychological and biological phenomena observed in
these patients.
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However, several crucial ingredients appear not to have been taken into
account in the construction of conceptual models for manic-depressive
illness: (a) the phenomena of depression observed in both unipolar and
bipolar patients have previously been grouped together for contrast with
mania, although depression in bipolar patients is now known to have features
different from that in other depressed patients,’ while mania only occurs in
bipolar patients; and (b) the dimension of psychomotor activity has been
underemphasized, while the affective state has been overemphasized,
particularly disproportionately in mania.

The Question of the Primacy of Psychomotor Activity in Mania
The data reviewed in this paper, as well as observations dating from the
time of Kraepelin, suggest that motor, speech, and cognitive hyperactivity
may be more specifically characteristic of mania than is elation. In fact, it
seems more economic to consider mania and depression in the bipolar
individual as more primarily representing extremes on the axis of
psychomotor activity or arousal, rather than of mood. Depression in bipolar
patients is more frequently characterized by psychomotor retardation, social
withdrawal, anergia, and hypersomnia, and appears to be a distinctly
different syndrome in other respects from depression in non-bipolar patients.
Manic hyperactivity, on the other hand, is accompanied by boundless energy,
little need for sleep, and a high level of motor, verbal, and cognitive activity,
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and social interchange. It is of interest that some psychoanalytic
interpretations of mania have emphasized its similarity to the elevated mood
and omnipotence that attend the practicing period in early development
associated with increased motor and exploratory activity.
A case might even be made for considering the psychomotor
hyperactivity with its cognitive components of distractibility and associated
impairment of memory and judgment as capable of producing a near totally
“present time only” pleasure-orientation as a basis for the elated mood. It is
also possible that affective expression is regulated by the same mechanism as
psychomotor activity, and, as suggested above, mania is associated with
heightened expression or amplification of all affects, while phenomena like
“not being able to cry” represent suppressed affective expression during
depression. Similarly, other mechanisms regulating sleep, “reward” or
pleasure, and other functions may be subject to independent activation, with
the resulting combination of effects yielding each individual’s manic
syndrome.
However, direct evidence to prove the primacy of activity over mood, or
vice versa, is lacking. Until more evidence is at hand, it would seem best to
consider affect and psychomotor activity as separate dimensions or axes of
behavior that can contribute independently to the final syndrome of mania.
Some of the complexity in understanding depression may also be related to
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separate contributions of the affect-regulating mechanisms and activityregulating mechanisms. For example, the severely agitated depressed patient
with a marked motor component to his symptoms may not resemble other
depressed patients when studied, but may rather be closer to manic patients
in some phenomena.

Catecholamines, Brain Mechanisms, and Mania
On the basis of the impressive evidence linking brain dopamine and
norepinephrine to the regulation of psychomotor activity,’ sleep, emotion,
reward mechanisms, as well as to arousal mechanisms such as the reticular
and limbic activating systems, seems especially pertinent to reemphasize the
evidence linking brain catecholamines to mania. Methods capable of
demonstrating increased catecholaminergic neuronal activity in man have not
yet been devised. Perhaps the direct measure closest to providing a reflection
of catecholamine metabolism in the brain, the measurement in the
cerebrospinal fluid of levels of the norepinephrine metabolite, MHPG, has
suggested an increase in norepinephrine turnover during mania. However, it
appears that physical activity alone may produce an equally large increase.
Nonetheless, indirect evidence from drugs with the greatest relative
specificity for affecting catecholamines indicate that the precursor of
dopamine and norepinephrine, L-Dopa, can precipitate dose-related
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hypomanic episodes, while the catecholamine synthesis inhibitor, a-methylpara-tyrosine, can dampen manic symptoms. Collaborative evidence from
other psychoactive drugs including the tricyclic antidepressants, MAO
inhibitors, antipsychotic drugs, reserpine, amphetamines, and lithium are also
compatible with their mania-related effects being mediated via central
catecholamines. While evidence for the primary involvement of serotonergic
(see above), cholinergic, and other biogenic amine mechanisms in mania
exists, as well as other metabolic interactions (see above), the most weighty
current evidence implicates brain dopamine and/or norepinephrine as
principal mediators of the symptomatology of mania. Cholinergic and
serotonergic’ modulation or antagonistic “balancing” of some catecholamine
effects may also be present.
In attempting to tie together the evidence pointing to the importance of
psychomotor

activity

and

arousal

with

the

evidence

implicating

catecholamines in mania, it is necessary to consider the localization in the
brain of dopamine and norepinephrine and of the brain sites involved in the
regulation of activity and arousal. Recent histofluorescence studies have
verified and extended regional chemical analyses and indicate the existence
of several different noradrenergic and dopaminergic neural pathways.
Most of the cell bodies of noradrenergic and dopaminergic neurons are
present in the brainstem, i.e., the medulla, pons, and mesencephalon, but their
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terminals extend to almost all parts of the brain and spinal cord. The major
dopaminergic pathways (the nigro-neostriatal tract) originates in the pars
compacta of the substantia nigra and ascends through the mesencephalic
tegmentum, crus cerebri, and internal capsule, terminating in the caudate
nucleus and putamen; this system is important in the regulation of motor
activation and posture. Another dopaminergic neuronal pathway ascends in
the median forebrain bundle and terminates in the tuberculum olfactorum,
the nucleus accumbens and the nucleus interstitialis striae terminalis. A small
dopaminergic pathway extends into the hypophyseal capillary portal area.
A prominent noradrenergic neuronal group also ascends through the
median forebrain bundle to terminate in widely distributed parts of the
hypothalamus, most areas of the forebrain limbic system (the septal area), the
preoptic area, the amygdaloid cortex, the cingulate gyrus, the nucleus
interstitialis striae terminalis, and the neocortex. Their cell bodies are derived
from the locus coeruleus in the pons and the reticular formation in the
medulla. These noradrenergic neurons give off many collaterals, and it
appears that a single neuron may send fibers to brain areas as distant as the
cerebellum and the telencephalon. Monosynaptic connections have been
described between both the limbic forebrain area and the neocortex and the
reticular formation core of the lower brainstem.
Although normally catecholamines are localized in the above-described
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tracts, it should be noted that altered catecholamine formation, such as that
which follows administration of L-Dopa, also affects serotonergic neurons as
well as other brain biochemical processes, and since some of these
mechanisms may operate in “balance” or permissive ways with
catecholaminergic systems, it is possible that catecholamine-mediated
behavioral and psychological changes may not be primarily effected through
the catecholaminergic tracts themselves.
Nonetheless, there exists a close correlation between the catecholamine
pathways and the sites that brain-lesion and electrode-stimulation studies
indicate as important in the regulation of psychomotor activity, reward
mechanisms, and arousal. These areas include: (a) dopaminergic corpus
striatum areas, lesions of which produce slowed psychomotor activity, and
Parkinsonian-type symptoms in animals and man; (b) the various
noradrenergic areas included in the limbic- and reticular-activating systems,
which are well known for their role in arousal mechanisms; and (c) some
specific noradrenergic areas such as those in the septum which appear to
function in the mediation of exploratory activity, rage responses, and reward
mechanisms.

Arousal, Psychomotor Activation, and Mania
There is very little direct information to relate the neurochemical state
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of these specific catecholaminergic brain areas to altered behavior in the
manic state and to the hypothesized existence of altered arousal or activation
regulation in the bipolar patient group. Indirect evidence based upon drug
effects provides suggestive evidence to implicate catecholamine pathways, as
discussed above, but cannot yield conclusive proof because of the multiplicity
of effects of the drugs studied. Lesion studies such as those which relate such
manic-like phenomena as “rage,” increased exploratory activity, and a lack of
response inhibition to septal area destruction in animals’ provide interesting
models for abnormal behavioral syndromes, but are obviously severely
limited by species differences and the non-specificity of even small lesion
production.’ However, when several separate threads of evidence can be
gathered together from different study approaches, a stronger line of
argument is produced. For example, there already exists a body of data
suggesting that hyperarousal may be present in some schizophrenic
individuals. This theory is based in part on psychophysiologic evidence and
also on indirect data and models constructed from phenothiazine drug
effects.’ In some ways, an even stronger case can be made for hyperarousal in
mania as some similar psychophysiologic alterations occur in mania and as
phenothiazines are effective antimanic drugs as well. In addition, the L-Dopa
and antidepressant drug-related switches into mania described above also
would be compatible with an inherent hypersensitivity of the bipolar
individual to these drugs, all of which have activating effects.
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From this viewpoint, manic and schizophrenic individuals may be
postulated to share a common state of hyperarousal that predisposes them to
maladaptive responses to further psychologically or pharmacologically based
arousal. The specificity of the responses in these patients and in other
individuals susceptible on different bases (e.g., brain damage) to impaired
stimulus regulation is suggested to lie in other aspects of the personality
structure.
The information from the cortical evoked response studies of bipolar
patients provides direct evidence of altered stimulus-intensity modulation
compatible with hyperarousal in these individuals, compared to normal
people and especially to unipolar patients. The greater EEG augmentation
responses in reaction to increasing intensities of light in bipolar patients is
increased further during hypomanic and manic episodes and in response to LDopa administration. In contrast, successful treatment of manic episodes with
lithium carbonate and with the catecholamine synthesis inhibitor, a-methylpara-tyrosine, is associated with decreased evoked response amplitudes in
these patients.
If the averaged EEG responses evoked by light can indeed be considered
an index of stimulus intensity modulation as has been suggested,’’ an
interesting model of maladaptive activation regulation is suggested. The
bipolar manic-depressive patient in this model would appear to be operating
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in a state of positive feedback as evidenced by sensory input amplification. In
control systems theory, positive feedback usually implies the liability of
exaggerated over-swings and a susceptibility to being driven by external
stimuli. Such a state is clearly analogous to many features of the manicdepressive condition, including lability in mood and activity as well as other
characteristics of mania such as distractibility. If, as has been suggested
above, activation is alterable by catecholamine-mediated changes, an
impaired control mechanism, regulating activation responsiveness to
stimulate intensity in these patients, might well be found in the cellular
events concerned with catecholamine synthesis, storage, release, reuptake,
metabolism, and receptor function. Several examples of the most likely types
of changes have been discussed elsewhere.
For future exploration remains the more precise testing of this and
other postulated mechanisms and models of the manic state. Of particular
interest is the interaction between the apparently inherited susceptibility to
mania and the precipitation, as well as different manifestations, of the bipolar
disorder in individual instances. Indeed, the question of whether the
inherited factor may lie directly in biogenic amine metabolic pathways, or
neural synaptic membranes, or in other brain mechanisms only indirectly
affected by psychologic or biochemical activating agents is only beginning to
be the subject of speculation. Pharmacologic and other animal models for as
complex a human behavioral phenomenon as mania are some distance from
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meaningful utility. It appears that continuing, clinically based research
studies remain the proving ground for hypotheses concerning human
behavior and its disorders, including mania.

Conclusions
The review has focused on recent studies of mania and of the
individuals who develop mania—the group with the so-called “bipolaraffective disorders.” Some evidence indicating that mania and depression are
“opposite” bipolar states in some ways only, and clearly not in others, was
reviewed. Other evidence suggesting that mania represents more a disorder
of activity than of affect was also considered.
Whether mania, schizoaffective states, and some or all forms of
schizophrenia may be related in some way requires reinvestigation. Some of
the evidence reviewed suggests that these disorders can be placed along a
continuum, and other evidence indicates that they share some clinical and
biologic phenomena, although the majority of family-history studies continue
to suggest a low cross-incidence in the same family of schizophrenia and the
affective disorders considered together.
Mania is the definitional characteristic of the bipolar subgroup of
depressed patients. These individuals differ from other (unipolar) depressed
patients in some clinical characteristics seen during depression and in
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remission. They also differ in familial incidence (“genetic”) patterns; while an
X-linked mode of genetic transmission has been suggested, current evidence
is more compatible with a polygenic mode. Differences in psychophysiologic
and biologic studies, ranging from EEG and cortical evoked response data to
the activity of biogenic amine metabolizing enzymes, have also been
observed. In addition, bipolar patients have been demonstrated to manifest a
differential susceptibility to drugs such as lithium, L-Dopa and imipramine.
Information from animal studies concerning the mode of action of drugs
that suppress and precipitate mania points toward the mediation of these
effects in man via changes in central neurotransmitter amines, especially
norepinephrine

and

dopamine.

A

contributory

role

of

other

neurotransmitters, especially the cholinergic and serotonergic systems, may
also be integrated with the catecholamines in the regulation of psychomotor
activity, arousal, and affective expression.
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CHAPTER 24
PROMISING DIRECTIONS IN
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY
H. Keith H. Brodie and Robert L. Sack
The discovery and testing of most drugs used in clinical psychiatry
today occurred between 1940 and 1960. Although the introduction of new
drugs has slowed considerably since then, significant progress has been made
in understanding the mechanisms by which the “old” drugs exert their effects.
This has, in turn, generated a number of useful hypotheses concerning the
pathophysiology of mental illness which have been tested with varying
success (see Chapters 21 and 23 in this volume) by direct measurement of
brain function. As a result, hope has been generated that new drugs can be
developed rationally from hypotheses about the biochemical alterations
associated with certain psychiatric illnesses.
In this chapter, we will present an overview of some of the newer
directions in psychopharmacology with particular emphasis on the
development of “rational” drug-mediated interventions—rational in the sense
that drugs are used to alter specific metabolic processes based on hypotheses
of mental illness. This approach is relatively recent; previously, drugs have
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been developed by empirical or even serendipitous methods because
knowledge of brain chemistry was simply too primitive to provide the basis
for specifically planned interventions. This review focuses on current models
of monoamine metabolism primarily because psychoactive drugs seem to
have their most critical effects on neurotransmitter function.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the practicing psychiatrist with
an overview of developing trends in psychopharmacology by reviewing
recent research in this field. Before presenting an outline for the rational
development of new drugs, some of the more classical approaches will be
reviewed.

Classical Psychopharmacology
Animal Screening
One strategy for the development of new drugs is the random screening
of compounds for biological activity in animals. The main ingredients of the
animal-screening method have been patience, persistence, and luck. For
example, in 1952, Leo Sternbach, a chemist working at Hoffman-La Roche,
formed some forty derivatives of a compound he had been interested in
twenty years earlier. All proved to be pharmacologically inert. So,
discouraged, he put the forty-first on the shelf. A year and a half later, during
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a cleanup of the laboratory, his assistant suggested that they send the shelved
compound to the screening section for routine testing. It not only proved to
be active, but was later found to be a most useful antianxiety agent. It was
named chlordiazepoxide (Librium)
Currently animal screening for new psychoactive drugs is done for a
number of reasons. The most important is the necessary evaluation of drugs
for toxicity, which can, in addition, produce information on probable
pharmacological effects. For example, if animals die of intense sympathetic or
parasympathetic stimulation, it is probable that the drugs will have
autonomic effects at sub-lethal doses. Gross behavioral tests can sometimes
give clues to the probable clinical effects of a drug; for example, spontaneous
motor activity, ataxia, sedation, and blockade of tremors or convulsions
induced by another drug such as metrazol or reversal of reserpine-induced
hypothermia—all these effects are easily observed in animals and may relate
to clinical efficacy in man.
Being able to predict psychopharmacological use in humans from
animal-screening tests is difficult. Avoiding any preconceptions about the
fundamental causes of anxiety, psychosis, or depression, experimenters have
developed empirical-screening batteries of animal tests that can reliably
discriminate among drugs that have an antianxiety, antipsychotic, or
antidepressant effect. For example, the tests that best correlate with
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antipsychotic effects are shown in Table 24-1. It is still uncertain which of the
effects shown in the table may be most specifically related to antipsychotic
activity. For several years the inhibition of apomorphine-induced vomiting in
dogs was the test most highly correlated with antipsychotic activity, simply
because most known antipsychotic drugs were also antiemetic. The primary
weakness of the empirical-screening methods is that they “find” drugs that
are similar to the ones we already have and quite possibly miss drugs with
different pharmacologic properties that might be useful in the treatment of
patients.
In recent years, efforts have been directed to the evaluation of new
drugs, employing parameters in animal testing that may have more meaning
for predicting psychological effects in man. Of importance has been the use of
conditioning and learning techniques as formulated by the “behaviorist”
psychologists. The behavioral paradigms are essentially derivatives of
“classical” or “instrumental” conditioning. Utilizing these behavioral analyses,
both antipsychotic and antianxiety agents have been shown to block
avoidance conditioning. However, upon closer scrutiny, the avoidance
behavior reduced by antipsychotic drugs is “active avoidance”; that is, the
animal must actively make a response in order to avoid shock. In contrast, the
antianxiety agents reduce “passive avoidance” in which animals are required
to inhibit a usual response in order to avoid shock. Scheckel has suggested
that the distinction between “active” and “passive” avoidance characterizes to
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some degree the effects of these drugs in man: for example, he has speculated
that phobias (in which antianxiety agents are useful) can be thought of as
examples of passive avoidance, and the schizophrenias (in which
antipsychotic medication is helpful) can be thought of as instances of active
avoidance, particularly of social and interpersonal experience. Such
speculations are preliminary, but they demonstrate how refined techniques
of animal-behavioral analysis of conditioning and learning may produce some
interesting theoretical insights into the mechanisms of action of
pharmacological agents.

Table 24-1. Pharmacological Screening Tests for Phenothiazine-like Activity
Reduce exploratory behavior without undue sedation.
Induce a cataleptic state.
Induce palpebral ptosis reversible through handling.
Inhibit conditioned avoidance behavior.
Inhibit intracranial self-stimulation in reward areas.
Inhibit amphetamine- or apomorphine-induced stereotypic behavior.
Protect against epinephrine- or norepinephrine-induced mortality.

A promising direction, which may lead to more effective animal
screening and which has more appeal to the dynamically oriented
psychiatrist, is the production of psychiatric symptoms in animals, for
example, depression produced in mother monkeys by isolating them from
their young. Hopefully, this type of research will lead the way to “animal
models” of psychiatric illness (see Chapter 15 in this volume) that can be used
to test psychopharmacologic activity.
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New Uses for Old Drugs
The gratuitous observation of psychotropic activity in a drug being used
for other therapeutic purposes led to the discovery of both chlorpromazine
and the MAO (monoamine oxide) inhibitors. In case of chlorpromazine, the
path from synthesis to acceptance was most circuitous. Although synthesized
in 1944 by Paul Charpentier, chlorpromazine was initially rejected as having
no therapeutic potential since it did not have very significant antihistaminic
potency. Consequently, the clinical chapter of the chlorpromazine story began
in 1949 when the surgeon Henri-Marie Laborit hypothesized that surgical
shock was due to an overreaction of the autonomic nervous system. He began
treating patients pre-operatively with promethazine, a potent antihistaminic
with sympatholytic and parasympatholytic properties. He noticed, to his
surprise, that the patients treated with promethazine were calm and
appeared to suffer less, even after major operations, than patients not treated
with promethazine. His interests then changed course, and he began to
consider the possibility of developing a technique of surgery without
anesthesia by using drugs that had a calming effect but did not put patients to
sleep. This hope was only partially realized with the combination of
antihistamines called the “lytic cocktail.”
Laborit began searching for a drug with more powerful central effects.
In 1951, chlorpromazine was given a clinical trial and was found to produce a
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“disinterest” in the treated patients. Laborit became quite enthusiastic about
his newly found drug and spread the word to many other specialties.
Psychiatrists were at first quite reluctant to try it: so many drugs had been
tested unsuccessfully on their patients that they were quite skeptical. When,
in 1952, Laborit finally did persuade some of his psychiatric colleagues to try
the drug, the results were dramatic. In the course of a single year, the
treatment of psychosis was revolutionized in France and Italy. Acceptance in
the United States came somewhat more slowly. Through numerous doubleblind studies the effectiveness of chlorpromazine in the reduction of
psychotic symptomatology was proven beyond reasonable doubt.
Another example of serendipity in the development of a psychotropic
drug was the discovery of the MAO class of antidepressants. Selikoff and
Robitzek reported that the anti-tubercular drug, iproniazid, had remarkable
mood-elevating properties. The demonstration of this drug’s main
mechanism of action, that of monoamine oxidase inhibition, was made almost
simultaneously. Subsequently, the drug was recognized as a useful
antidepressant.

Isolation of Active Plant Extracts
The rauwolfia alkaloids were first isolated from plant extracts.
Reserpine, an alkaloid, is one of the most potent antihypertensive agents
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known to man. Possibly the folk remedies of primitive societies have not been
mined thoroughly enough for psychoactive drugs. Perhaps some interesting
new compounds, useful in the treatment of mental illness, will be developed
from current research on the cannabis plant. Snyder has noted euphorigenic
effects of some tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) derivatives.

Modifying Existing Drugs
A more direct road to the development of psychopharmacologic agents
has been the imitation of already existing, well-tested compounds. For
example, the development of the thioxanthenes was accomplished after
recognition that the aromatic nitrogen atom of the phenothiazines could be
replaced by a carbon. Imipramine was synthesized by replacing the
phenothiazine sulfur atom with a dimethyl bridge. For amitriptyline, the
central nitrogen atom of imipramine was replaced with a carbon atom. Thus,
relatively minor structural changes can produce important differences in
pharmacological activity. This approach is vigorously pursued by competing
drug firms in their attempts to circumvent competing patent laws.

Serendipity
The use of lithium salts for the treatment of mania was discovered by a
remarkable series of observations. In 1949, John Cade, at the time an
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unknown psychiatric researcher working in a small hospital on limited funds
in Western Australia, attempted to test the hypothesis that manic excitement
was the result of intoxication from a normal body product analogous to
thyrotoxicosis. His first step was the isolation of the toxic substance from the
urine. After several experiments in which he injected urine from manic
patients into guinea pigs, it was not too surprising that he found the most
toxic substance in the urine to be urea. Cade became interested in the effect of
urate salts on the toxicity of urea. Choosing the most soluble urate available,
the lithium salt, he found that it produced a protective effect on the
convulsive mode of death produced by urea and, as luck would have it, the
lithium ion, not the urate, was proven to be responsible for the effect.
Furthermore, he noticed that animals injected with lithium salts became
unusually placid. From these observations in animals, a trial of lithium in
manic patients was initiated. As luck would again have it, the dose chosen was
600 mg. per day, close to the optimal range that has since been established.
The only bad luck in this story was that during the year of the initial
therapeutic success with lithium, a number of deaths were reported from
lithium used in the treatment of congestive heart failure. Consequently, it
required a large amount of research to validate the original observation
sufficiently to allow the use of lithium in the treatment of mania.
Discoveries

in

psychopharmacology

have

been

erratic

and

serendipitous. Little was known about the biochemistry of the brain when the
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afore-mentioned discoveries were made, so that a “rational basis” for the
development of drugs was impossible. Although classical strategies continue
to be practiced, many psychiatric researchers hope that an understanding of
the pathophysiology of mental illness will bring even more significant
discoveries than those made in relative darkness. However, this is a hope, and
Jonathan Cole, one of the founders of the field of psychopharmacology offers
this opinion on the development of antidepressants.
Of all the approaches, I believe that I have the most intellectual enthusiasm
for the rational basic science approach to the development of new and
better antidepressants. However, if I had to bet money, I would bet that
the next new wonderful antidepressant would be developed by
serendipity out of some strange irrelevant area of medicine rather than by
design out of a series of rational procedures. I hope I am wrong, [p. 86]

The Rational Approach
“Classical psychopharmacology” simplified the study of the effect of
drugs on behavior largely by ignoring the intermediate levels. The input was
drug, the output was behavior, and what was between was dimly known and
for many purposes considered a “black box.”
Since the development of the first few psychopharmacological agents, a
large amount of information on the biochemistry of neuro-humoral synaptic
transmission has become available. Furthermore, it has been discovered that
most psychoactive agents have significant effects on some aspect of
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neurotransmitter metabolism. From the knowledge of the interactions of
clinically useful drugs on the neurochemical events at the synapse, a number
of hypotheses of the pathophysiology of mental illness have been developed.
This approach to theorizing has been called the “pharmacological bridge.” The
“catecholamine hypothesis” of affective illness is the most coherent
hypothesis of this type formulated thus far. This hypothesis states that
depression may be associated with a relative deficiency of catecholamines at
functionally important receptor sites in the brain and, conversely, that mania
may be associated with a relative excess. The catecholamine hypothesis of
depression was largely derived from an analysis of the mechanisms of action
of the effective drugs used in this illness. These compounds all seem to have
the common characteristic of making catecholamines more available to the
synaptic receptor, and thus intensifying or prolonging their effect. For
example, the MAO inhibitors block degradation of monoamines and thus
increase their concentration at the synapse. The tricyclic antidepressants
block reuptake of monoamines, thus prolonging their effect at the synapse.
Glassman has reviewed the evidence that serotonin, an indoleamine, may be
deficient in depression. His rationale is similar to the arguments used to
support the catecholamine hypothesis.
Theories of schizophrenia have been derived both from an analysis of
psychotomimetic agents as well as of antipsychotic drugs. A number of
endogenously formed psychotogenic amine derivatives have been suggested
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as important in the etiology of schizophrenia, but, as yet, no unifying coherent
theory comparable to the catecholamine hypothesis of depression has been
formulated. Recently, effects of therapeutic agents used in schizophrenia on
the dopamine receptor sites in brain have been noted and this may result in
the development of a pharmacological bridge.

Synaptic Physiology and the Development of New Drugs
The brain is made up of ten nerve cells that, although tightly packed
together, are functionally quite isolated from each other, except for minute
points along opposing membranes where information passes from one cell to
another. These points, known as synapses, have been the focus of determined
interest because they appear to be the anatomical locus of information
transfer. Because synapses (in the periphery) and subsynaptic particles in the
brain can be isolated for study, the knowledge of synaptic physiology has
been greatly advanced since 1960.
In brief review, electrical impulses, the “markers” of neuronal
information flow, are propagated along nerve cells in a stereotyped manner
until they reach the area of the presynaptic membrane. Then, through a series
of complex metabolic events, the electrical impulse is converted to a chemical
message that effects the excitability of Neuron II by crossing the tiny gap
between cells (see Figure 24-1). Depending on the type of neuro-regulatory
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agent mediating this transmission, and the type of receptor on the
postsynaptic membrane, the chemical message can be excitatory or
inhibitory. If more than one nerve cell impinges on Neuron II, the net
excitability produced by the impinging synapses will determine whether or
not Neuron II will depolarize and propagate an electrical impulse down its
axon to another neuron.
The metabolic events of transmission are pictured in Figure 24-1.
The elucidation of the biochemical events underlying synaptic
transmission has been one of the important achievements of the past two
decades, culminating in a Nobel Prize in 1970 for one of the most important
contributors, Julius Axelrod.
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Figure 24-1.
The biochemistry of synaptic transmission. Adrenergic Transmission

Norepinephrine (NE) is synthesized in the region of the presynaptic
membrane. It is made primarily from the amino acid tyrosine, which must be
actively transported into the cell from the blood stream. The formation of
Dopa from tyrosine by the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase seems to be the
slowest in the series of enzymatic reactions, so that this enzyme regulates,
under ordinary circumstances, the amount of norepinephrine ultimately
formed. Decarboxylation occurs in the cytoplasm of the cell by way of the
enzyme, L-amino acid decarboxylase. The product, dopamine (which may act
as a transmitter itself) is taken up by the tiny vesicles and, therein
hydroxylated, to form norepinephrine. Storage in the vesicle sequesters the
synthesized norepinephrine and protects it from the intracellular enzyme,
monoamine oxidase (MAO) that inactivates norepinephrine by deamination.
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As

the

electrical

impulse

activates

the

presynaptic

membrane,

norepinephrine is released into the synaptic cleft. Axelrod has hypothesized
that the NE is squeezed into the cleft by contractile fibers in the vesicle
membrane, a process that requires the presence of Ca++ and is accompanied
by the release of dopamine beta hydroxylase. Once the norepinephrine has
activated the receptor site on Neuron II, it is conserved by a process of
reuptake back into Neuron I, although a portion is deactivated by an enzyme,
located outside the cell and known as catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT).
Table 24-2 reviews these processes and shows some of the actions of
specific drugs on neurotransmission. Table 24-3 shows similar processes for
the serotonergic synapses. Theoretically, for each metabolic step there is a
possible pharmacological intervention.

Table 24-2. Synthesis and Metabolism of Norepinephrine
METABOLIC STEP

EFFECTED BY

1. Uptake of tyrosine into the
cell.

1. Unknown.

2. Conversion of tyrosine to
Dopa.

2. (Tyrosine hydroxylase)Blocked by alpha methyl
tyrosine. May be effected by NE via negative feedback.

3. Conversion of dopa to
dopamine.

3. (Dopa Decarboxylase)Rarely a critical step because
of plentiful supply of decarboxylase enzyme.

4. Uptake of dopamine into
storage vesicle.

4. Blocked by reserpine.

5. Conversion of dopamine to
NE.

5. (Dopamine β-hydroxylase) Inhibited by disulfiram
(chelating agent).
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6. Release of NE into the
synaptic cleft.

6. Stimulated by nerve impulses.

7. Deactivation of NE by COMT.

7. (Catechol-O-methyl-transferase) Inhibited by
pyrogallol, N-butyl gallate.

8. Reuptake of NE into the cell.

8. Blocked by tricyclic antidepressants.

9. Intracellular deactivation of
NE by MAO.

9. (Monoamine oxidase) Blocked by MAO inhibitors.

10. Uptake of NE into storage
vesicle.

10. Blocked by reserpine.

11. Production of synaptic
vesicles and transport down the
axon.

11. Unknown.

Creveling and Daly have published an excellent review of the drugs that
have been shown to have an effect on each of the steps in neurotransmission.
As the steps of biogenic amine synthesis have been described, it has been
possible to set up screening methods that test the effect of a particular drug
on a specific process of neurotransmission.

Tyrosine Hydroxylase
Recently, a rapid, sensitive radiometric assay for tyrosine hydroxylase
has been developed, based on the stoichiometric loss of tritium during
hydroxylation of 3,5-ditritiotyrosine. This assay may be conveniently
employed as a screen for potential inhibitors of tyrosine hydroxylase. Such
screening procedures do not have any direct relationship to the effect of the
drug clinically, but, in combination with a theory about the disease process, a
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hypothesis about the therapeutic benefits of the drug may be formulated. For
example, a drug that is a potent inhibitor of tyrosine hydroxylase would be
expected to have a beneficial effect in mania, according to the catecholamine
theory of affective disease, which relates mania to a functional excess of
catecholamines.
As stated earlier, the hydroxylation of tyrosine is probably the ratelimiting step in catecholamine biosynthesis; consequently, any drug that
affects the activity of this enzyme could be expected to have a prominent
pharmacological

effect

on

those

moods

or

behavior

related

to

neurotransmission involving catecholamines. A drug of this type which has
received the most interest so far is a-methyl-p-tyrosine (AMPT). This drug is a
potent inhibitor to the enzyme and is safe for clinical use. Studies by Brodie
indicate that this drug may have some benefit in the treatment of mania.

Table 24-3. Synthesis and Metabolism of Serotonin
METABOLIC STEP

EFFECTED BY

1. Uptake of tryptophan
into the cell from the
bloodstream.

1. Plasma tryptophan concentration, diet, diurnal
variation in tryptophan?

2. Conversion of tryptophan
to 5HTP.

2. (Tryptophan hydroxylase) Blocked by
parachlorophenylalanine. May be effected by serotonin
via negative feedback.

3. Conversion of 5 HTP to 5
HT.

3. (L aromatic amino acid decarboxylase) Rarely a critical
step.

4. Uptake of 5 HT into
storage vesicle.

4. Blocked by reserpine.
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5. Release of 5 HT.

5. Stimulated by nerve impulse.

6. Reuptake of 5 HT into the
cell.

6. Blocked by tricyclic antidepressants.

7. Intracellular deactivation
of 5 HT.

7. (Monoamine oxidase) Blocked by MAO inhibitors.

8. Production of synaptic
vesicles.

8. Blocked by protein inhibitors.

9. Interaction with the
receptor site.

9. Blocked by LSD? Blocked by methysergide?

It is likely that through the use of in vitro screening methods for drugs
with tyrosine hydroxylase inhibiting activity other active compounds will be
found that warrant a clinical trial in mania.
Jonsson has shown that the euphorigenic effects of amphetamine can be
blocked by AMPT, thus providing evidence that the effects of amphetamine
depend on intact catecholamine synthesis. It is possible that AMPT, or some
other tyrosine hydroxylase inhibitor, may find use in the treatment of
amphetamine abuse.

Tryptophan Hydroxylase
The pathway for serotonin biosynthesis has many parallels to the
pathway for norepinephrine synthesis. The synthesis of norepinephrine
involves the hydroxylation of an amino acid as the first enzymatic step; for
serotonin biosynthesis, the first step is the hydroxylation of tryptophan to
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form 5-hydroxytryptophan. There is evidence that this hydroxylation step is
rate limiting, and thus the ultimate concentration of serotonin may be
regulated by the activity of this enzyme. However, tryptophan hydroxylase is
not ordinarily saturated by substrate; therefore, increases in available
tryptophan may readily produce increases in brain concentrations of
serotonin.
The most effective inhibitor of tryptophan hydroxylase is pchlorophenylalanine (PCPA). The specific action of this drug is unknown, but
it is probably related to a long-term process such as protein synthesis. One of
the most striking findings has been the production of insomnia in cats treated
with PCPA. The use of this drug in psychiatry has been limited. Clinical trials
in mania and perhaps schizophrenia are warranted since in both of these
syndromes there is some rationale for decreasing the production of serotonin.
Other inhibitors of tryptophan hydroxylase, such as the 6-halo-tryptophans
and certain chelating agents, are available for animal studies. Interestingly,
catechols, including norepinephrine, inhibit this enzyme. Such interactions
between the serotonergic and adrenergic systems seem to be the rule, making
specific interventions in and on the other system difficult.

L-Aromatic-Amino Acid Decarboxylase
This enzyme is plentiful in the brain and elsewhere in the body. The
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same enzyme is active in the decarboxylation of Dopa to form dopamine and
of 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP) to form serotonin. The main clinical
usefulness of decarboxylase inhibitors has been in association with the
administration of large doses of precursors of biogenic amines. For example,
in the treatment of depression with L-Dopa, the concomitant administration
of a hydrazine-type decarboxylase inhibitor, which does not itself cross the
blood-brain barrier, results in less peripheral decarboxylation of Dopa and in
increased amounts of Dopa passing into the brain, for conversion to
dopamine.

Dopamine Beta Hydroxylase (DBH)
This enzyme catalyzes the final step in the formation of NE from
dopamine. Specific inhibitors of this step in norepinephrine formation may
prove therapeutically useful.
Until recently, disulfiram (Antabuse) was the only inhibitor of DBH
available for clinical use. However, recently a new nontoxic DBH inhibitor,
fusaric acid, has been discovered and reported to be useful in the treatment of
hypertension. Both fusaric acid and disulfiram deserve clinical trials in mania
on the basis that excessive concentrations of NE have been suggested as
associated with the manic state.

Catechol-O-Methyl-Transferase
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The metabolic inactivation of catecholamines proceeds by two major
pathways: O-methylation produced by catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT)
and deamination carried out by monoamine oxidase (MAO). Various classes
of compounds have been found to inhibit COMT. Perhaps the most potent are
the pyrogallols. However these compounds are both quite toxic and short
acting. The recent discovery of a nontoxic inhibitor of COMT available for use
in man may prove of great importance in the study and treatment of
psychoses.

Monoamine Oxidase
Evidence from a number of investigators indicates that MAO is not a
single enzyme but a family of isozymes with differing substrate specificities.
MAO is the enzyme responsible for intra-neuronal metabolism of
catecholamines and serotonin, as well as other indoleamines such as
tyramine and tryptamine. Since the discovery of the therapeutic value of the
MAO inhibitor iproniazid, a large number of compounds have been
discovered that have MAO inhibiting activity. Much of the research in recent
years on MAO inhibitors has focused on drugs that have fewer adverse side
effects. This work has shown that the hydrazine-type MAO inhibitors are
more often responsible for the liver damage and blood dyscrasias that
occasionally occur with these drugs; consequently, efforts have been directed
toward the discovery of non-hydrazine inhibitors. If safer and more effective
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MAO inhibitors can be found, use of these compounds in the treatment of
depression may find renewed popularity. In addition, chemical testing of the
spinal fluid from depressed patients may reveal which neurotransmitter is
functionally deficient. The administration of a MAO inhibitor that blocks the
isozyme specific for the deamination of that neurotransmitter may prove to
be the treatment of choice.

Transport, Storage, and Release of Biogenic Amines
The processes of active membrane transport, intracellular storage, and
release of amines upon stimulation, all affect the functional activity of amines.
The tricyclic antidepressants are thought to be effective in depression
because they inhibit reuptake of the amines into the nerve cell and thus
prolong their action.
Cocaine, chlorpromazine, and imipramine are drugs that block the
uptake of norepinephrine in sympathetic nerve tissue. Although they have
similar effects on sympathetic nerves, they have very different behavioral
effects. Less is known about the uptake of serotonin, since there is no
convenient peripheral system available for study as there is for
norepinephrine. However, serotonin uptake in brain slices is similar in many
respects to the uptake of norepinephrine. Some of the tricyclic drugs are more
potent in their action on norepinephrine uptake, whereas others affect
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serotonin uptake to a greater extent. The future will bring more
understanding of the differential effect of drugs on these two systems, and on
other less well studied transmitter agents.
Ordinarily, the transmitter substance is released as the electrical
impulse depolarizes the presynaptic membrane. Calcium ions are essential
for this release; lithium and bromide ions antagonize the release. The toxic
effects of bromides and the effectiveness of lithium in manic stress may be
explained by these actions. Reserpine releases norepinephrine by inhibiting
the

granule

storage

mechanism

within

the

nerve,

thus

making

norepinephrine susceptible to deamination. Other releasing compounds, such
as tyramine and guanethidine, cause release by direct displacement of
norepinephrine; this type of release is more physiological since the release
transmitter interacts with the receptor and is metabolized by COMT. One of
the recently discovered releasing drugs, 6-hydroxydopamine, causes
irreversible damage to the adrenergic nerve cell, thus producing a selective
neuronal lesion. Stein has suggested that a small amount of this compound,
formed endogenously, could be responsible for the production of
schizophrenia; this suggestion remains highly speculative. However, the
selective ablation of adrenergic nerves with 6-hydroxydopamine will be an
important research tool in the future.
In summary, the ease with which amines cross certain membranes in
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the CNS (central nervous system) is a most important factor in their biological
activity. The effect of drugs on these membrane-mediated functions is an area
of intense research; in the future we may well expect that new drugs that
affect these activities will be important tools for the psychopharmacologist. It
may be that uptake, storage, and release are more important targets for
intervention than synthesis and metabolism.

Receptor Site
Less is known about events at the postsynaptic membrane than at the
presynaptic membrane. The study of receptor-site physiology is growing
rapidly. Of importance is the finding that cyclic AMP (adenosine
monophosphate) may play a role as a “second messenger” in the effects
mediated by biogenic amines. Activation of adenyl cyclase by biogenic amines
may catalyze the formation of cyclic AMP, which may activate further
enzymatic activity within the neuron. The enzyme phosphodiesterase, which
breaks down cyclic AMP, has been shown to be highly concentrated at the
postsynaptic membrane. Beer has shown that there is a strong correlation
between

antianxiety

effect

and

the

inhibition

of

cyclic

AMP

phosphodiesterase. The use of drugs designed to affect adenyl cyclase or
phosphodiesterase may be appropriate in the treatment of some mental
illnesses.
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There is some evidence that the propagation of the subsynaptic impulse
may be the result of local release of cyclic AMP and that the
neurotransmitters may act on the cyclic AMP system rather than on the
subsynaptic membrane. Certain mild stimulants, e.g., caffeine and
theophylline, inhibit phosphodiesterase, the enzyme that hydroxylyzes cyclic
AMP. It is quite possible that in the future more potent stimulants (or
antidepressants) will be developed as a result of understanding this system.
Prange and his associates have administered thyroid extract (T-3)
concomitantly with tricyclic antidepressants. They have shown a significantly
briefer onset of action if this combination is employed as compared to
tricyclics alone. The exact mechanism for this interaction remains unknown.
It may involve an effect of T-3 on the receptor enzyme adenylyl cyclase. If this
finding is substantiated, it may remove one of the serious disadvantages to
the use of this group of tricyclic antidepressants. Kastin has shown that the
thyrotrophic releasing hormone (TRH) may also have antidepressant
properties.

Precursor Loading in Depression
The administration of the dopamine precursor L-Dopa has proven
effective in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, an abnormality in which a
deficiency of brain dopamine had been documented by autopsy studies. This
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has increased interest in this strategy as a possible means of treatment of
various psychiatric illnesses. As Kety has stated, the strategy of precursor
loading involves three steps: first, the formulation of a hypothesis relating the
concentration of some substance in the brain with a particular mental state;
second, producing evidence, ordinarily derived from animal research, to show
that administration of the precursor does in fact increase the concentration of
the presumed deficient substance in the brain; third, testing the hypothesis
clinically by administering the precursor and making carefully controlled
observations of the patient’s behavioral state.
In order to utilize a precursor, it must be able to cross the blood-brain
barrier (BBB) (most of the transmitter substances themselves are not able to
cross the BBB) and must be converted to the deficient substance without loss
via alternate pathways. Using these criteria, there are but a handful of
precursors that are practicable for altering monoamine concentration in the
brain. For the catechol system, L-Dopa has been the most often used. It has
the advantage of crossing the blood-brain barrier and of having a
demonstrated pharmacological effect in Parkinson’s syndrome. It has the
disadvantage that most exogenously administered Dopa is converted to
dopamine, leaving norepinephrine concentrations relatively unaffected.
Efforts have been made to produce precursors of norepinephrine. For
example, dihydroxyphenylserine was at one time thought to be an effective
precursor since it is converted directly to norepinephrine. However, recent
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studies cast doubt on the ability of this metabolite to form NE intraneuronally.
Clinical success with Dopa in the treatment of depression has been
limited. There have been a few reported cases of Dopa sensitive depressions,
but only a few. As mentioned above, this failure may be due to the fact that
Dopa primarily increases dopamine concentrations and not norepinephrine.
The clinical trials to date of the serotonin precursors, tryptophan and 5hydroxytrypto-phane have been well-reviewed by Carroll. In summary,
tryptophan seems to have some effect when used in combination with MAO
inhibitors, but not when employed by itself. Claims for 5-HTP have been
varied and this drug may still have clinical usefulness, although the more
recent studies have not been encouraging.
The major difficulties in using both Dopa and 5-HTP are related to the
finding that the drugs have peripheral effects so that dosages must be
increased slowly. Furthermore, as additional knowledge becomes available
about compartmentalization within the nerve cell, the more likely it becomes
that monoamine concentrations may be increased by precursors without
increasing the pool of amines that would be necessary to effect a change in
physiological function. Furthermore, it is possible that the neurotransmitter
synthesized from the administered precursor will be stored and released in
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neurons not normally utilizing this neurotransmitter, e.g., dopamine storage
and release in a serotonergic neuron. If this were to occur, the newly
synthesized biogenic amine would act as a false transmitter, decreasing
neurotransmission. Lastly, there has been the problem of selecting patients
for precursor loading; even though most of the patients studied to date failed
to respond to precursor administration, there might be a subgroup of patients
with a specific biochemical abnormality that could make them amenable to
precursor therapy. More will be said about predicting drug response in a later
portion of this chapter.

Future Directions in the Use of Lithium and Rubidium
Lithium was first demonstrated to be effective in the manic phase of
manic-depressive illness. Although the prophylactic use of lithium had been
suggested earlier, Baastrup and Schou were the first to report a systematic
study that showed that lithium was effective in reducing the frequency and
intensity of both manic and depressive episodes when used prophylactically.
Recently Coppen and Hullin have shown that lithium may be an effective
prophylactic agent in both bipolar and recurrent unipolar depressions. It is
possible that in the future the spectrum of use for prophylactic lithium will
widen considerably and perhaps exceed in importance the role of the drug in
the treatment of acute mania.
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Recently, Fieve has reported preliminary pharmacological studies with
rubidium. Rubidium belongs to the same series of alkali metals as lithium,
sodium, and potassium. Interestingly, rubidium and lithium have contrasting
behavioral, EEG, and biochemical properties. In contrast to lithium, which
increases the uptake of norepinephrine into nerve cells, rubidium appears to
augment the release of stored norepinephrine, thus increasing its turnover
rate. Because preliminary studies in animals showed that the effects of
rubidium were opposite to those of lithium, Fieve and his group have initiated
clinical trials of rubidium in depressed patients. These experiments are
proceeding cautiously since the toxicity of rubidium is unknown and since the
metabolic half-life is long. Too few patients have been treated with the drug
to allow clinical evaluations to be made as yet.

New Drugs for Mania
If manic illness is considered to be biochemically as well as behaviorally
the converse of depression, then drugs that decrease the amounts of amine
available at the synaptic cleft should have therapeutic potential. Both
antiadrenergic and anti-serotonergic drugs are currently being utilized in
clinical trials. Administration of AMPT, a specific inhibitor of dopamine and
norepinephrine synthesis, to manic patients has been reported to be of some
benefit, as has propanolol a beta adrenergic blocker. Methysergide and
cinanersin, both anti-serotonin agents have been claimed as effective for
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manic symptoms, but the results of trials to date remain controversial.

Approaches to Schizophrenia
Osmond and Smythies first formulated the “transmethylation
hypothesis” of schizophrenia in 1952, when they made the observation that
mescaline could be derived from norepinephrine by the addition of two
methyl groups and suggested that a transmethylation enzyme could produce
an endogenous psychotogen. The transmethylation hypothesis gained
support when it was shown that other hallucinogens were methylated
amines, for example, DMT (N, N-dimethyltryptamine) and bufotenin.’ Kety
and others showed that feeding patients compounds that would increase the
supply of “methyl donors” in the brain could exacerbate the symptoms of
schizophrenic patients.
The transmethylation hypothesis suggested a possible treatment
approach to schizophrenia, namely, the administration of a methyl “acceptor,”
nicotinic acid. Although positive reports continue to appear, the utility of
nicotinic acid, either by itself or in combination with phenothiazines, is now
considered minimal. Positive reports continue to appear. From a theoretical
point of view, there is no direct evidence that nicotinic acid significantly
affects the methylation capacity of the body.’ Furthermore, this drug does not
improve those patients who have been made worse by administration of
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methyl donors such as methionine. Since the transmethylation hypothesis
remains a possible explanation for schizophrenia, a promising direction for
future inquiry is the search for drugs that affect methylation processes more
directly and efficiently.

Administration of Precursors in Schizophrenia
One of the older theories of schizophrenia, first suggested by Woolley
and now being reconsidered by others, is that the concentration of brain
serotonin might be abnormally low in schizophrenia. The recent evidence for
this proposal comes from a number of places: (1) it is suggested that the sleep
abnormalities characteristic of schizophrenics may be due to insufficient
quantities of serotonin; (2) potent serotonin depleting drugs such as PCPA
produce a syndrome in animals that is suggestive of schizophrenia. Wyatt has
recently been conducting a clinical trial in which 5-HTP, the precursor or
serotonin, is being given to schizophrenics. He reports improvement in
chronic schizophrenics given high doses (6 to 12 g.) of 5-HTP with a
peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor over a long-time course.
Recent reviews by Kety and Matthysse and Snyder highlight the
importance of the dopaminergic system in schizophrenia. They note that
phenothiazines and the butyrophenones affect dopamine receptors, and they
hypothesize that some nigro-striatal tracks may be the site of action for the
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antipsychotic activity of these compounds. In addition, Kety and Matthysse
have noted that the amphetamine psychosis, presumed to represent an
exaggerated activity of dopaminergic synapses in the brain, is clinically quite
similar to certain schizophrenic states. Electrical stimulation of certain
dopamine-containing nuclei of the limbic system, specifically the nucleus of
the diagonal band, has resulted in altered mental states in which thought
regresses from the secondary to the primary process, and in which thought
images are converted to hallucinations.
If, indeed, schizophrenia is a disease of dopaminergic activity, agents
that affect the activity of dopa decarboxylase or dopamine beta hydroxylase
may be effective in the treatment of this disorder. Other agents that affect the
dopaminergic receptor site should prove clinically useful.

Other Transmitter Systems in the Brain
The adrenergic and serotonergic systems have been the most
thoroughly studied, not entirely because of their suspected importance, but
because of the easy and sensitive fluorometric procedures for determining
the pathways and metabolism of these systems. There are undoubtedly other
transmitter substances in the brain that may be of equal importance but are
more difficult to measure. Until recently, physiochemical methods for
detecting acetylcholine were so insensitive that bioassay methods are
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required, resulting in rather desultory progress in the understanding of this
system. Undoubtedly, in the next few years there will be increased knowledge
of

the

relationship

of

cholinergic

systems

to

the

action

of

psychopharmacological agents, perhaps in a pattern similar to the evolution
of knowledge about drugs and norepinephrine. Some phenothiazine drugs are
potently anticholinergic. Furthermore, other types of anticholinergic drugs
have been shown to be psychotomimetic.
Janowsky has proposed that the adrenergic-cholinergic balance in the
CNS may be an important factor in affective disease, depression being related
to cholinergic dominance and mania the converse. As evidence, he cites the
fact that reserpine, a drug that may trigger depression, has cholinomimetic
properties as well as its better known NE releasing effects. In addition, he
points out that physostigmine, which increases central acetylcholine levels in
the brain, counteracts mania and may cause depression in some individuals.
Other examples of adrenergic-cholinergic antagonism from animal studies are
presented in his review, which supports the thesis that the relative balance
between the two systems may be of more importance than the level of activity
of either system considered independently.
Some compounds with neurotransmitter-like activity are gamma
aminobutyric acid, glycine, glutamic acid, and histamine. The effects of drugs
on these neurotransmitter systems may be extremely important in the design
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of new and better psychopharmacologic agents.

Predicting Drug Response
One of the important tasks in psychopharmacology is the prediction of
who will respond and who will not. Particularly in the case of the
antidepressants there is a long latency between onset of treatment and
response— usually from two to six weeks. Fawcett and Siomopoulos have
reported the use of a trial treatment period with dextroamphetamine as a
means of discriminating patients amenable to treatment with tricyclic
antidepressants from non-responders. In their study of thirteen patients, they
found a very good correlation between patients whose mood shifted upward
during three days of amphetamine administration and eventual improvement
subsequent to imipramine administration. This kind of screening procedure
could prove valuable in allowing alternative drugs such as MAO inhibitors, or
ECT, to be administered earlier in those cases where improvement on
tricyclic medications, as judged by the amphetamine trial, would not be
predicted to occur.
With the recent development of sensitive methods of assaying
psychotropic drugs in the plasma, it has been demonstrated that
concentrations of tricyclic antidepressants in patients on a standard dose can
vary considerably. Similar variability has been described for phenothiazines.
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Furthermore, a reduction in plasma antidepressant level was found in
patients treated concomitantly with other drugs such as phenobarbital.
Several investigators have reported that there is a positive correlation
between plasma levels of tricyclic antidepressants and clinical response.
Asberg found that most responders had levels in an optimal range between
50 and 139 nanograms per milliliter. Below that level, and interestingly,
above that level, a clinical response was less likely to occur. It now appears
promising that measurement of plasma levels of psychotropic drugs will be
useful in predicting the treatment course of some patients who, because of
some difference in metabolism or because of concomitant treatment with
other drugs, require higher or lower doses.
Alexanderson has shown that individual differences in plasma
concentrations of nortriptyline are largely under genetic control. In a study of
nineteen identical and twenty fraternal sets of twins given nortriptyline for
eight days, the identical twins achieved similar plasma concentrations of the
drug while the fraternal twins had concentrations that were uncorrelated.
Thus, it appears that the science of “pharmacogenetics” may in the future
advance our knowledge of differential response to psychotropic drugs,
allowing more precise prediction of drug response.
A more distant goal for the psychopharmacologist is the use of
laboratory methods to determine differences in patients that cannot be
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discriminated on purely clinical, psychometric, or pharmacological grounds.
As a research tool, the measurement of biogenic amine metabolites in the CSF
has been rewarding and in the future may lead to a more scientific choice
treatment method.
An up-to-date review of the literature on amine metabolites measured
in the CSF (cerebrospinal fluid) of patients with affective disorders has been
provided by Post. In summary, discrepancies are prevalent. Some
investigators have found a decreased level of 5-HIAA (5-hydroxyindoleacetic
acid), the end product of serotonin metabolism, in depressed patients, but
this finding is not confirmed by other studies. A similar state of confusion
exists for HVA (homovanillic acid), the end product of dopamine metabolism,
and for MHPG (3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol), the primary end product
of norepinephrine metabolism. Methodological difficulties may account for
some of these inconsistencies; for example, Post has shown that physical
activity can have profound effects on CSF amine metabolite levels.
A refinement in the measurement of CSF amine metabolites has been
accomplished through the use of probenecid, administered prior to the
collection of CSF samples. Probenecid blocks the transport of organic acids
(including 5-HIAA and HVA) out of the CSF, resulting in an accumulation of
these metabolites that is roughly proportional to the turnover of the parent
amine compounds in the brain. Thus, it is possible, using probenecid, to
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obtain an indication of the dynamics of amine metabolism that is more
relevant to the functional activity of these systems than is the measurement
of the steady-state concentrations of amine metabolites. Using this technique,
Goodwin has demonstrated significant alterations in CSF amine metabolites,
not evident from “baseline” (no probenecid pretreatment) samples alone. In
summary, the study of CSF metabolites is in a phase of methodological
refinement. It has the potential of providing a clearer window into the brain
than previous methods.
It is possible that as methods are improved and correlations more
firmly established, categories of depression may become modified by our
knowledge of pathophysiological changes as reflected in CSF metabolites.
Such knowledge might improve the specificity of drugs. For example, there is
evidence that the tricyclic antidepressants and MAO inhibitors differ with
respect to their activity on adrenergic and serotonergic systems. If it could be
shown that some depressed patients have a decrease of adrenergic
metabolites in the CSF, they might be treated more effectively with drugs that
augment adrenergic activity. If some depressions are associated with
deficiencies of serotonin metabolites, they might be best treated with drugs
specifically designed to affect serotonergic systems.
Another approach that may provide useful laboratory correlations of
psychiatric illness is the study of peripheral blood elements. Murphy has
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studied the amine metabolism of platelets from affectively disordered
patients because of the similarities between the amine metabolism of
platelets and the amine metabolism of brain. If one assumes that certain
biochemical abnormalities associated with affective illness are systemic and
not confined to particular areas of the brain, then the enzymes of the
peripheral blood cells may reflect the important changes related to affective
illness. Murphy has reported significant reductions in platelet MAO activity in
drug-free bipolar patients (patients with a history of both mania and
depression) as compared to unipolar patients and normal controls. Cohn has
found red blood cell COMT to be reduced in depressed female patients.
Unfortunately, in both these studies of blood-cell enzymes, the overlap
between patient groups and controls has been large. However, the approach
of studying the amine metabolism of the peripheral blood elements may in
the future be a helpful adjunct to diagnosis and a guide to appropriate drug
therapy.
Stokes reported a clinical test in which lithium “responders” could be
discriminated from “non-responders” on the basis of the rate of excretion of
lithium after a standard dose. More recent reports on this simple biochemical
test have been disappointing.

Delivery Systems
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From the most primitive days of pharmacology, the modes of delivery of
therapeutic compounds have not changed much. Oral, intramuscular, and
intravenous administration continue to be the exclusive routes for getting
drugs to target organs. The obvious drawbacks of oral administration are the
unreliability of the patient, the variability of the absorption process, and
differences in factors that affect blood concentrations. Furthermore, the
concentrations of drugs orally administered are variable rather than static.
The discovery of long-acting, slow-release compounds has increased the
physician s ability to decrease the frequency of drug administration. The use
of depot injections of prolixin has added somewhat to the usefulness of
phenothiazines by allowing physicians to medicate the unreliable patient at
biweekly intervals rather than three to four times a day.
The blood-brain barrier, which has been the nemesis of many
psychopharmacologists, may turn out to be a useful ally in the future. An
example of the utilization of the blood-brain barrier for more discriminating
drug delivery is the combined use of L-Dopa and a peripheral inhibitor of
Dopa decarboxylase (MK 486). L-Dopa has a number of peripheral side effects
that limit the amount that can be administered and the rate at which dosage
can be built up. MK 486 blocks the effects of L-Dopa, but since it does not
cross the blood-brain barrier, it has no effects on the central action of the
drug. Thus, by using these drugs in combination, the peripheral effects can be
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partially blocked and higher concentrations of the drug achieved in the brain.
The utilization of the blood-brain barrier for discriminative delivery of drugs
to the brain has probably not been used to full advantage.
Delivery systems have recently received increasing attention. One new
pharmaceutical company is devoting itself exclusively to the development of
improved delivery technology and has already developed some ingenious
ways of administering drugs for certain nonpsychiatric illnesses. For example,
a very small plastic membrane, which is worn comfortably in the conjunctival
sac and releases miniscule amounts of pilocarpine at the rate of ten
micrograms per hour, is now being used in the treatment of patients with
glaucoma. Another system under development is a tiny capsule that is fitted
in the uterus for the release of very small amounts of progesterone for the
purposes of contraception. The great potential advantage of this system is
that it bypasses the systemic circulation and thus avoids the many unpleasant
side effects of oral birth control pills. In the future, delivery systems may be
developed that can be modulated by an external source, such as a radiotransmitted message or an internal assessment of chemical concentrations
within the body. For example, it may be possible to devise a system that
would release insulin in a rate proportional to the blood level of glucose. A
more radical development, which is not inconceivable, is the stereotaxic
placement of tiny seeds of slow-release medication in precise areas of brain.
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Conclusion
Most of the psychopharmacologic agents in use today were shown to
have a therapeutic effect in the treatment of mental illness by processes best
explained as serendipitous and fortuitous. From these chancy, yet astute,
observations have come compounds that have effectively decreased the
number of inpatients in our state hospitals. Biochemical studies concerning
the mode of action of these compounds have provided us with several
hypotheses relating to the neurochemical substrates of schizophrenia and the
major affective disorders. Most of these hypotheses originated in the midsixties. During the last few years, these hypotheses have provided the
psychopharmacologist with a rationale for the design of compounds tailored
to overcome the presumed biochemical defect in these illnesses. From further
clinical trials with these compounds, as well as from new research on
neuronal

transmission,

there

should

emerge

a

new

science

of

psychopharmacology in which serendipity will be replaced by the rational
construction of a therapeutic molecule.
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CHAPTER 25
RESEARCH IN NONNARCOTIC DRUG ABUSE
J. Fred E. Shick and Daniel X. Freedman

Introduction
Medicine and the social sciences have been challenged to respond to
“drug abuse,” to assess the nature and extent of problems, causes, and
outcomes, and to design and evaluate treatment and prevention. Welldesigned, thoughtful, and empirical research has been the exception, but the
field has rapidly expanded. The impetus has been a political and public
demand for immediately applicable information. This is not intrinsically
possible with research, and, in fact, deliberateness is not characteristic of
public policy or research response in such emotionally explosive areas.
The topic presents a problem of focus. The abuse of drugs is not solely a
medical issue.
Entailed is an array of philosophical, social, behavioral, economic, and
psychological issues implicit in the manufacture, discovery, distribution, and
consumption of medicinals. Social, educational, legal, regulatory, medical,
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legislative, and research-supporting agencies are potentially involved. As a
model for all of psychiatry (involving interactions of individual and social, as
well as bodily factors) the topic is heuristically interesting, but psychiatric
expertise alone is insufficient. This elusive and complex topic concerns the
consumption of items, the use of which depends on cultural values, economic
factors, small and large group phenomena, drug effects, and intrapsychic (and
probably intercerebral) determinants, as well as recurrent dimensions of
human behavior, such as the search for both novelty and constancy, and the
tasks of self-regulation and mastery of various states of pleasure and pain.
The fact is that drug use impinges on the nonrational, and thus various
belief systems and ideologies influence the research process as well as the
user. First of all, from infancy forward, there is a fundamental ambivalence
toward incorporated substances. Either a substance is taboo and related to
danger, poison, and morbidity or it is welcomed as “chicken soup,” enhancing
growth and potencies, relieving aches and warding off uncontrollable
morbidity. Tutored by the mother, the child learns these fundamental
attitudes, which reflect the subculture’s beliefs. Fads for, and phobias against,
food and chemicals are a visible consequence of this inevitable heritage.
A second intrinsic source of nonrational attitudes about drugs stems
from the issues of autonomy and of control over bodily and mental states. No
society is comfortable either with man’s capacity to overindulge in pleasure,
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to pursue private purposes and meanings, or the ease with which he can
substitute dream and denial for confrontation and challenge. This social
anxiety is expressed either as “rules” about the time and place for pleasure or
as taboos against or social outlets for excessive absorption in the self. But a
gradient of social anxiety about retreat and pleasure-seeking beyond
prescribed limits is discernible.
The fact that drugs simultaneously affect private experience and public
behavior also produces concern about the control and predictability of
expected behavior and response —of just what a person is capable of when
intoxicated or medicated. Most societies sense the power of drug
consumption to magically obliterate pain, to ignore social consequences, to
change the world in a single gulp, and to privately revise its meaning and
demands. They equally fear the potential for “enslavement” and surrendered
autonomy to a foreign (albeit, chemical) agent. Thus, whether drug-taking
individuals will respond reliably and within reasonable limits to the social
signals and cues by which individuals normally influence and regulate
themselves and each other is an intrinsic source of social anxiety about the
problem. Similarly, denial of the power of drugs to regulate thoughts and
tensions and failure to anticipate the future consequence of the moment’s
imperative are characteristic responses to the fear of enslavement and to the
wish for the power of magical mastery.
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Drug use can either express or threaten established beliefs. The recent
illicit use of drugs in Western societies has occurred without a concomitant
growth in social regulatory norms to shape and contain it. There has been a
striking breakdown in the social definition of occasion, sponsorship, and
ritual in drug use. Group processes generally help man to share his limits with
others, to yield total autonomy, and to reduce the strain of internal struggles
thereby. The group defines not only what substances are ingestible and why
but the way events are to be interpreted and managed during the drugged
state and after. During intoxication, the bridge to reality lies in the customs of
the group as internalized by the individual and interpreted by the occasion.
One is generally tutored in what to expect with drug consumption and how to
interpret his feelings. When events cannot be explicitly monitored and
tracked (as with stuffs that disappear “inside”) attitudes and customs will
generally interpret the invisible and regulate anxieties. Belief, ritual, and
religion, then, are intrinsic means by which man attempts to regulate and
contain powerful feelings of omnipotence, and drug consumption is integrally
involved in this.
Around the epidemic of drug use of the 1960s, social practices that
seemed foreign and threatening to a valued heritage emerged among the
youth. In the climate of concern over the values and the uses of products of
nature and technology, there has been, at the same time, confusion as to what
is required for appropriate and reliable administration of drugs. Medicine, as
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the social system for reliable, rational governance of the giving and getting of
drugs, is less valued than it was once, and in transition. The sanctioned giver
of medicines is no longer trusted nor—as with public agencies—charged to
perform infallibly. There is a stern demand that the “crutch” of medication be
avoided and withheld; there is also a strident clamor that each individual has
the right to experience whatever he wishes —and sometimes whenever, often
with the codicil: as long as it is private and does not harm others, even though
a “civil right” to drug-induced experiences more often than not affects others,
is rarely private, and requires a purchase in a market.
Medicine and psychiatry are involved whether drug abuse is a “disease”
or not. This is a pseudo-argument which artificially splits mind and body. The
medical model is sometimes viewed as a “medicine’s model,” rather than one
recognizing the unity of man with disordered behavior. Obviously there are
molecular, psychosocial, and conditioning mechanisms involved in drug use.
Such arguments are generally relevant to the question of who has the power
to intervene; of who is accountable. What the physician generally attempts to
do is enhance the patient’s ability to regulate himself and his bodily
processes. The medical model in this service is a rational, predictable, and
accountable approach to certain aspects of drug-related problems,
intentionally utilizing (or utilized by) other social resources at all levels of
research and treatment.
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The drug problem is, then, many problems. The “drug culture” has
threatened social custom, and been appropriated as a cause celebre by many
emerging groups. Musto shows that frequently in history an unpopular
subpopulation is attacked on the basis of its habits of food or drug
consumption. Such consumption practices can be badges of identity.
Confusion, then, exists as to what drug use symbolizes and how and with
what movements it is identified, and how decisions about drugs will affect
ideals as well as daily practices. A ready assumption of moralistic, pseudomoralistic, or proselytizing attitudes (“the world is hypocritical” and “you
too,” as a response to criticism of drug habits) is common: the debates
preceding and during the American prohibition experiment in which rural
virtues were pitted against perennial urban corruption document this.
Accordingly, groups overlook, isolate, avoid, or—to counter doubt —
overenthusiastically embrace or excoriate drug use. Research is thus faced
with consequences of the nonrational, and with multiple definitions of a “drug
problem.”
The sixties presented an epidemic of drug “interest” far more
distracting than the actual patterns of use and misuse. Drugs are now a fact of
contemporary life and another option for risk taking about which to
formulate attitudes and decisions. The psychiatric response has been a
mixture of reassurance, attempts at understanding, and proselytizing for a
youthful sector of the population with a new set of heroes, villains, and
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spokesmen—a sector with an unprecedented influence of technology, media,
and fads, yet itself subject to an unparalleled, and exponential, expansion of
information (and, occasionally, of knowledge). Suspended judgment and
reflection within the psychiatric, medical, research, legislative, and legal
sectors have been lacking. Sermons, called “The Literature on Drugs,” and
forced “drug education,” have been one unhappy result. Thus, the problem in
assessing research in drug abuse is one of focus and perspective, of explicit
goals, and the level and quality of inquiry required for the specific and
multiple questions.
Research into the pharmacology and neurochemistry of the various
illicit drugs (hallucinogens, stimulants, sedatives, and derivatives of
marijuana) has burgeoned. This extensive literature is beyond the scope of
this chapter which, rather, focuses on the social-psychological research on the
use and abuse of nonnarcotic drugs (excluding alcohol and tobacco) from a
historical, social, and epidemiological perspective. Drug abuse, then, is a social
and personal phenomenon that has a history in the culture. Drug use poses
numerous problems for the psychiatrist in diagnosis, treatment, and
education of the individual patient. He is expected to appreciate the causes
and outcomes of such behavior. Research generally promises an extension of
knowledge about the mind and body. What is known (and yet to be learned)
about the motives and forces that initiate drug intake, sustain it, and lead to
controlled or uncontrolled use, to stopping, and to relapse? This chapter will
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focus on such questions.
Historical and ethnological study indicate nothing novel in the use of
chemicals to achieve social and ritual effects. Epidemics of drug interest and
panic have occurred before, and societies have sought to regulate attitudes on
the consumption of new or familiar substances, such as tobacco, or new forms
of alcohol, such as gin. Historical and anthropological research, analyzing
recurrent factors leading to the adoption, condemnation, acculturation, and
regulation of particular substances within a specific segment of the
population at a particular time, would be of value. It is probable that cultural
change and social stress are relevant prior variables or, at least, drug use taps
such forces and factors, as well as generating consequences. Both
transcultural and historical study, as well as the microhistory of recent
contemporary events, contain data of general interest to the social and
political sciences, to applied social research in communications (attempts at
education, as well as studies of acculturation), and to the still crude arts of
evaluation research in studies of designed or naturalistic social change.
T. G. Coffey’s account of the gin epidemic of eighteenth-century Britain
is a useful semi-analytic account. A rural to urban migration, the politics of
urban renewal following the great London fire of 1666, rural domination of
Parliament, poverty and disorganization, the introduction of Dutch gin into
England by soldiers returning from wars, led, between 1720 and 1750, to the
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despair evident in Hogarth’s Gin Street, to high mortality from alcohol-related
disease, to rampantly excessive infant mortality, and to general chaos in the
streets. Prohibition of gin failed, and the eventual decline of consumption
seemed directly related to: high gin taxes; new political powers gained by
urban dwellers; legislation regulating the traffic of grain and the use of credit
in sales to and from distillers; legislation forbidding alcohol consumption on
the street and confining it to selected and dispersed taverns; the appearance
of coffee shops for recreation; and—crucially—John Wesley’s Methodism,
directed to the poor and their customs, and evangelically enlisting them in
alternatives to alcohol intoxication. While coffee and, later, tea (“witches’
brew”), were also blamed for the moral deterioration of the poor, social
reformers such as Henry Fielding and William Hogarth, who battled against
both gin and beer, did not oppose these lighter beverages. Wesley even
countenanced beer—the consumption of which markedly increased in the
latter half of the seventeenth century. The marked decrease in gin
consumption, achieved by the late eighteenth century, was thus related in
part to legal, economic, and trafficking regulations, urban power, and
alternatives, including a religious cause. There is no evidence that this
occurred by special design, but rather by trial and error as other concerns, as
well as those focused on alcohol, were dealt with. The recurrent questions
requiring study are whether there are subtle factors in the excessive use of
intoxicants that engender responses that lead to a self-limiting nature of
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epidemics over time: groups or generations, for example, reacting to the
visible behavioral consequences of excess or exploiting talents (such as
entrepreneurial and competitive competence) that may fill a vacuum and be
visibly rewarding thereby.
Terry and Pellens’s account of the opium problem in the United States
up to 1928 is a landmark study. The number of addicts per capita in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was greater than at present. The
post-Civil War “soldier sickness” and, later, the morphine sickness of women,
addicted through the prevalence of morphine in tonics and patent medicines,
while alarming to a few vocal medical observers, did not provoke the
community opprobrium reserved for contemporary narcotics users. The
authors cite as causative the unrestricted use and popularity of opium for a
variety of medical problems; educational laxness and ignorance about
addictive processes among physicians and the laity; “. . . the influence of such
writings as De Quincey and others of his day”; the hypodermic; the increased
opium smoking spreading. (through Chinese laborers) from the West to the
East Coast; the patent-medicine industry; introduction of heroin; . . all were
natural factors leading to the increasingly widespread use of opium in all
social groups.” Since patent-medicine remedies for morphine sickness
contained opium and alcohol, and since such medicaments were used in the
proliferating private sanatoriums, the phenomena of substitute addictions
was

prevalent.
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diacetylmorphine) was apparently so used and gradually adopted by the drug
underground, since its crystalline nature allowed it to be more easily
transported and adulterated. A truly focused history of this drug and the
dynamics of its flow from middle- to lower-class use by the 1920s is still
wanted.
Musto, assembling and studying an impressive array of original
documents, points not only to the American focus on foreign opiate traffic, as
the U.S. consolidated its Far Eastern influence in investments through
treaties, but also to the alliance of religious and medical thought.
Announcements by eminent authorities of cures (usually based on theories
about autointoxication and immune mechanisms) mandated treatment by
various strong purges of the internal poisons. The Harrison Act of 1914,
aimed less at American addicts than at trade and international concerns,
nevertheless seemed to its authors not only to contain moral virtue but to be
humane, since “cure” was readily available. The mushrooming morphinemaintenance clinics after the First World War were surrounded by growing
controversy and doubt about such confident medical theories. Sporadic
scandals concerning loosely monitored clinics generated, within a ten- or
twelve-month period, court interpretations and public opinion that not only
brought treatment to a halt but, by 1924, led physicians to abandon any
attempts to deal with addiction. Research on the problem of policy—indeed
on the volatility of policy changes—are required. The feasibility of goal
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setting and implementation by social agencies to effect measures directed at
economic, social, and consumption habits that fundamentally are based on
appetite, basic drives for pleasure, and for physical and psychic analgesia is
the question. It presents political and social scientists with a still-challenging
text for analysis.
Patrick Hughes’ research on the heroin epidemic among Chicago Negro
youths following World War II (before which opium smoking among Chinese
was prevalent in the city) shows that the epidemic reached its peak in 1949
and declined during the early 1950s. He documents the use of marijuana (for
which penalties were far higher than for heroin) in the jazz scene by curious
and vigorous young experimenters. Later cocaine was introduced, and the
initial bold adventurers were replaced by more delinquent groups whose
later addiction to heroin finally emerged for treatment in the methadone
clinics of 1968. The careers generated by the illegal manufacture and
distribution of the drug are described along with the social roles of the heroin
“copping area.” Strikingly, the legislative and judicial as well as the short-lived
therapeutic and mass-media response to the epidemic occurred after the
peak incidence of new cases. While the media distorted the “dope fiend”—
borrowing from the behavior of cocainized addicts—it did precipitate police
and legislative attention. The enforcement effort appears to have prevented
further spread (but with it the price of heroin increased, the quality
decreased) discouraging new cases but “taxing” the addicted, whose
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criminalized status became entrenched. Thus the contagious phase of this
epidemic went unnoticed, and the epidemic was already in decline when the
community, noting the prevalence of heroin addiction, was finally mobilized
to respond. The drastic periodic revisions of penalty structures seemed more
an affective than effective response. These problems are part of the general
legal and penological questions involving the use of institutions and a variety
of devices (from minimal mandatory sentencing to diversion of the deviant
into rehabilitation—however that is defined) by which society attempts to
deal with deviance.
After World War II, the Japanese experienced an epidemic of
amphetamine abuse. 224,73 4qle war defeat led to widespread disaffection
with traditional roles, customs, and social controls centering on the family.
Disillusionment and a raft of Japanese teen-agers discovering American ways
contributed to the problem. Western style “coffee houses” and illicit
entertainment centers became places for distribution of the drug, marketed
as “Phikopon” (“Awake-Amine”) or more familiarly “pone.” The prewar family
gangs were the first “collaborators” with the victorious Americans,
purchasing large quantities of American and Japanese amphetamines (used
by soldiers of both sides during the war and a standard part of survival kits)
which were both plentiful and cheap. Postwar Japanese manufacturers
probably diverted large supplies through these channels. Soldiers and
students, followed shortly by night workers, prostitutes, and delinquents in
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the entertainment areas, used it orally and intravenously. Although there was
drunkenness, opiates and marijuana were rarely used, but amphetamine was
perhaps, as Heyman explains, particularly suited to the Japanese—always an
achievement-oriented society. At the height of the epidemic there was a
popular saying: “Japan suffers from three evils—pone, pachinko [a gambling
craze] and Premier Yoshita.” Delinquency, particularly crimes of violence,
increased sharply concurrently with the amphetamine epidemic, but
subsequent studies and events “showed that although delinquency and drugs
were linked, delinquency rates followed an independent course, even after
the amphetamine epidemic was over.” Amphetamine psychosis became
prevalent, and by 1954, when controls were placed on the drug, there were
estimated to be more than 200,000 amphetamine addicts in Japan. Perhaps
because Japan is a more authoritarian society, still emphasizing family
reverence, “they were able to stem this epidemic (and an incipient heroin
problem during the early 1960s) by mobilizing a broadly based social
response centered on effective use of the criminal law and an education effort
based in large measure on nation pride.” The broad discretionary powers of
the Japanese police, prosecuting attorneys, and judges resulted in many
compulsory hospitalizations. Legislation aimed at the sources of supply, the
ability of police to work in the community, the expanding economy, increased
employment, and social attitudes and cultural support inimical to drug abuse,
all played a significant role in eliminating the problem. Sweden reported an
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epidemic of phenmetrazine that, though not so vast, attracted much attention,
and Griffith described the history of amphetamine use in this country.
What so shocked the U.S. in the early 1960s was the noisy adoption of
drugs other than alcohol for use and experimentation—specifically, and first,
LSD—by the affluent white-college youth. Neither Havelock Ellis’ description
in 1889 of mescaline, nor the accounts of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Moreau de
Tours, Coleridge, De Quincey, and Poe in the nineteenth century, generated
any truly widespread contagion of use, although Lancet warned editorially of
problems that might occur if “this spreads to the streets.” William James, K.
Beringer and H. Kluver gave probing accounts of what Lewin called the
“phantastica,” but the imaginative attention of intellectuals in general was
caught by Huxley in The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell,162
published in the early 1950s. Psychiatric research into the effects of drugs—
including LSD and the possible therapeutic use of it, of amytal, and
Methedrine—was of sporadic interest between 1930 and 1960. The midthirties had provoked a flurry of concern about marijuana, leading to several
reports culminating in the comprehensive La Guardia Report of 1944 with its
extensive psychopharmacological studies of the drug. Synthetics related to
marijuana, e.g., Synhexyl, were studied and dubiety concerning the
unspecified social and psychiatric consequences of extensive use was amply
expressed.
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psychiatrists and various psychiatric camp followers reported a variety of
attempts at cures, including simultaneous medication of patient and physician
during sessions. There were serious studies as well. These minor activities,
coupled with some interest from the “beat underground,” fueled a low-keyed
but responsive interest among various sub-communities, and the attempt to
try some of these remarkable drugs became stylish. With the vigorous and
publicized activities in 1961 of T. Leary and R. Alpert at Harvard, a new and
more socially consequential thrust was given to drug interest, and, coupled
with the so-called psychedelic mystique and the cause of rebellion, the
widespread epidemic of drug interest was launched.
Most veteran observers of the era are aware of the proselytizing, and
the prescription for preferred behavior as the media led the imagination into
a bold new future. Marijuana, endemic in bohemian subcultures and the
ghetto, followed LSD and mescaline (in the form of peyote buttons). By 196566 there was sufficient concern about drug misuse for congressional
investigations and action. Impressionistically, between 1966 and 1968, the
rapid increase in the use of LSD on campuses began to level off, in part
because of intrinsic boredom and in part with the discovery of “fractured
chromosomes.” The same mystiques and current of involvement in “turning
off, in, up or down” on drugs spread to marijuana. This became a more likely
and safe “cause” to expose the hypocrisy of laws and social institutions. There
was a growth of hippie subcultures, of the drug and love movement heralded
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by the songs and styles of the 1960s, and the growing assertion that one’s
own experience was a sufficient guide for safety and sagacity. The purported
“harmlessness” of marijuana generalized to “drugs.” The era of pot and pills
escalated after 1967, to be followed by (an as yet not well-analyzed) trial and
use of heroin on campuses, in suburbs and ghettos, and among social classes
hitherto immune. This pattern appeared transnationally. It moved from
coastal campuses and large urban centers to inland campuses and smaller
cities and towns, and from college age groups to the junior high schools,
supported by the underground press and a variety of styles of dress and
recreation that, at the least, did not provide “attitudinal barriers” against it.
In San Francisco, an actively proselytizing group of young people,
sparked by the Leary influence and including a nucleus of the 1950s beat
generation from the North Beach area, began to use LSD ritually as a
“sacrament,” proselytized for the hip life style, clustered in the HaightAshbury neighborhood in the early 1960s, and called themselves the New
Community. Their attitudes and beliefs spread by word of mouth and by the
underground press (primarily the Haight-Ashbury Oracle) to other areas of
the nation, culminating in a pilgrimage of youth in the summer of 1967
(“Summer of Love”) to the Haight. At its peak, the population—composed of
runaway youth, college students, devout and weekend hippies, promoters,
exploiters, and the curious —may have reached 20,000 persons within a
twenty-square-block area. Many stayed only days or weeks, but carried back
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with them experiences, attitudes, and myths of the hippie scene as well as the
drugs in use. Pills (primarily LSD) were sold on the street under all sorts of
names and disguises, and by May, 1967, rumors spread about “the superior
properties of [a newly synthesized hallucinogen called] STP, said to be
inexpensive and not yet illegal. . . . On June 21, 1967, at a celebration of the
Summer Solstice held in Golden Gate Park, a familiar local figure distributed
about 5000 STP tablets without charge [and] an additional smaller number
were sold on the street,” resulting in an estimated sixty cases of adverse
reactions variously treated by the free clinic, local hospitals, and emergency
centers. A similar episode occurred four months later. By the end of that
summer, small but significant fractions of the population had begun to use
intravenous amphetamines, the “death of hip” was celebrated by the
community members, and large numbers of youth left the Haight-Ashbury for
communes and other enclaves, in part because the more violent speed users
and “acid heads” had begun to clash. The most severely drug-dependent
youth and those least productive stayed on. Microepidemics of barbiturate
use occurred and later heroin appeared, and the Haight-Ashbury quickly
declined in popularity.
While observers are aware that LSD was “discovered” countless times
by the media, that the mythologizing of youth and the coupling of their
interest to psychedelic values was highly promoted in leading news journals,
and while it was clear that leading philosophers, psychiatrists, and students
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of the romantic agony were quiet (if not diverted by the notion that perhaps
drugs indeed were heralding a unique era) the microhistory of this spread of
drug interest, trial, and misuse is still lacking, still challenging for
sociopsychological study.
The initial research response was natural to the campus, where both
investigators and users were clustered, including an expected concern of a
panicked generation of parents and administrators. A number of studies of
the scope, the extent, and the patterns of drug use began; psychiatric and
other casualties were reported from those institutions in contact with these
“fallouts” from the epidemic; and with the springing up of new “outreach”
agencies, the motives, needs, and physical and psychological problems of
various involved young users were reported.
Fear of arrest and hospitalization, a lack of effective medical treatment
and knowledge about the new drugs and their adverse effects, and fear of the
drastic treatments often employed encouraged subcultures to begin treating
their own “bad trips,” even where there were hippie-acceptable agencies. This
meant that drug victims were probably more prevalent than reported. Exactly
how the communication of treatment norms, rationales, and mythology
affected the avoidance of the medical agencies, the process of professional
treatment of the users, and occasional adverse outcomes is unexplored.
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The explosion of marijuana studies and technological developments for
the production of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC); the description of scenes,
myths, and subcultures leading to surveys of extent and scope and to studies
determining the effects of the drugs on physiology, mentation, and behavior;
the desperate, though to date futile, search for medical uses of the
cannabinoids, as if to justify marijuana’s recognition, all created pressures
and fallouts.
The confidentiality of research and the fearless public reporting of
findings when they were unpleasant to policy are some of the yet unreported
struggles in research sectors during the 1960s.
A comprehensive cultural history of the drug movement would be a
valuable contribution to the understanding of the epidemic propensity of
fads. Whenever a piece of contemporary behavior is widely conveyed—or
reacted to—it rapidly becomes significant, imitated, and consequential in
terms of public style and habit. In a consumer-oriented economy, sharply
responsive to novel fads (and with the distinct purchasing power of the
young) there is an instantaneous communication network of TV, radio, books,
and the underground press. Youth are highly mobile, obtaining drugs from
one part of the country and demonstrating their use and distributing them in
other parts. There is an increased reliance on psychoactive chemicals and an
ambivalent mood about technology’s ability to discover and market
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medicinals to influence the mind. But a social-psychological formulation of
this epidemic—the output of information, the barriers and facilitators
between the output and the receiver, and an analysis of how the receiver
heard the message—is still lacking.

Trend Studies and Epidemiological Models
Brief History of the Research
The voluminous research literature since 1960 on nonnarcotic drug
abuse is primarily devoted to the assessment of the extent of use, defining
patterns and subpopulations of users, attempts at understanding causes
(including a few “process” studies—the social processes involved in the
acquisition and consumption of drugs and the management of their effects)
consequences and outcomes. Very few studies define treatment regimens or
assess their efficacy.
Background

knowledge

about

drugs

and

drug

use—

psychopharmacologic profiles of primary drug effects and controlled studies
on personality and performance related to drugs (the roots of
psychopharmacology)—were largely done in the 1950s and before,
culminating in Wilder’s texts. The vantage point of the social sciences was
highly developed by Chein, Lindesmith, and Becker. Physicians reported
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adverse effects (e.g., toxic psychoses) of psychotropic and other drugs, and
the use of LSD in treatment was explored. Finally, there were the reports of
various commissions— Indian Hemp Drugs Commission, La Guardia Report,
and the landmark studies of the U.S. Public Health Service—reflecting the
focus of biopsychosocial interest in drug use.
After the epidemic of the early 1960s, after the marijuana debates of
1967 and later, trend research into the “drug-abuse problem” began in
earnest. The demand was to assess the scope of the “threat”—to quickly
determine the extent of drug use and abuse and, hopefully, to cope with it as
instantly. This community assessment research—almost entirely published
after 1967—defined trends, described patterns, and communicated news of
who had and was presently using illicit drugs. There was little inquiry into
who had not used, who had stopped, and who had relapsed and why. The
ability to assess epidemic trends from this early data was disappointing, since
most surveys focused on who had ever used drugs rather than assessing the
more important epidemiological factors of incidence, prevalence, frequency,
and rate and mechanisms of spread—statistics that best predict emerging
trends and direction of current use. These early studies relied on self-report
and utilized diverse samples (largely adventitious) and various methods and
statistics that made comparison difficult. Definitions of abuse were
idiosyncratic; the reliability and validity of reports were, for the most part,
unassessed, partly owing to the intrinsic difficulty of getting independent
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checks in this field. Factors that might serve as leads to prevention,
regulation, therapeutic measures, and possible causes were only rarely
investigated, and there was much repetition.

Definitional Problems and Patterns of Use
A predictable lack of precision in terminology has accompanied the
proliferation of viewpoints on drug abuse. To remove illicit drug use from the
moralistic arena, “abuse,” replaced “addiction” in the early 1960s, but this
term also came to imply societal disapproval. The public was found either to
relate the term, drug abuse, to nonmedical use, to the medical consequences
of such misuse, or simply to have no idea of what it meant. A researcher’s
decision that a person is abusing a drug is somewhat arbitrary and depends
upon the weight he gives to the consequences and outcomes of a subject’s use
(e.g., Bell’s use of amphetamine psychosis to indicate abuse), the frequency,
duration, intensity, and amount of drug used on each occasion, and the
political and social orientation of the investigator or his subject (e.g., where
social cost is considered). The precise distinction of the meanings of such
terms as “addiction,” “habit forming” or “narcotic hunger,” is not necessarily
explicit—nor always conscious to the investigator. At least, the connotations
of each new term may bear the burden of cultural attitudes and overtones
that are never quite explicit. For some investigators, addiction, dependence,
or abuse, aside from its pejorative connotation, implies inability to cease drug
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use either because of withdrawal effects or out of a loss of control that the
subject experiences. The first marijuana commission defined drug abuse as
“the use of psychoactive drugs in a way likely to induce mental dysfunction
and disordered behavior.” By the second report, the term was discarded
altogether: “The Commission believes that the term drug abuse must be
deleted from official pronouncements and public policy dialogue. The term
has no functional utility and has become no more than an arbitrary code word
for that drug use which is presently considered wrong. Continued use . .. with
its emotional overtones, will serve only to perpetuate confused public
attitudes about drug using behavior.” Another definition of abuse, i.e., the use
of a drug to the extent that it interferes with one’s health, social, personal, or
economic functioning, when applied to survey research rests upon decisions
regarding the frequency and intensity of the drug used relative to anticipated
consequences and outcomes of such use—decisions borne out of extensive
personal experience with abusers. Such relationships vary from individual to
individual, and an experience of an adverse effect implies nothing about an
individual’s patterns of use or dependency on the drug. Some studies have
attempted to distinguish use from abuse on the basis of whether drugs are
used under medical “supervision.” The personal use of ethical or proprietary
drugs, though hardly supervised, is generally time-limited and conservative.
It is perhaps better to discuss drug use in terms of relative risks, and it
is sometimes more enlightening, yet somewhat imprecise, to distinguish
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various patterns of use such as experimentation, circumstantial-situational
use, social, ritual, and recreational use, use for self-medication, intensified
use, and compulsive or habitual or habitually episodic use, although at times,
in any individual, the distinction between various patterns of use may be
blurred. Drugs are used to counteract the effects of other drugs, and often,
once a pattern of continued use is established, to ameliorate abstinence
effects.
The abuse of drugs is easy to distinguish when a user is in trouble, but
far more difficult when discussing large numbers of persons or the less
incapacitating patterns. The pattern of use of a drug is determined by the
interplay of a number of factors—political, legal, cultural, and economic
influences, small and large group phenomena, personal goals, psychic
structure and dynamics, family and interpersonal peer-group dynamics,
primary and secondary reinforcement effects of the drug, ritual and social
setting, as well as the effects of the drug on individual and group processes,
and intrinsic factors such as abuse potential, tolerance, withdrawal effects,
and adverse reactions. All these interact to determine when ,-a person begins
to use a drug, which drug he uses, and when he terminates use or evolves to a
different pattern. Various models, derived from epidemiologic data, personal
experience with users, and, occasionally, free access to the drug in a clinical
setting, have appeared to describe patterns of use.
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Finally, the word drug was often equated with illicit drug, and
researchers, as well as the public, had difficulty confronting the general
category that would include alcohol and cigarettes. Upon studying the use of
these drugs, important findings emerged.
To be brief, we still do not know who is a “case,” i.e., how—abstractly—
to define an abuser (who need not be drug dependent) nor how to distinguish
with one term the degree of harm of various dependencies. Practically, it is a
matter of explicit operational definition: frequency, intensity, and duration of
use, the dosage used or the need to increase it, age at introduction to use,
number of drugs used, variety of drugs and their abuse liability, route of
administration, the frequency of adverse reactions, the presence of an
abstinence syndrome or tolerance, user’s subjective or objective motivations
for use, the occasion and sponsorship of use, social cost, or the effects and
experience sought. Can criteria be developed that would predict with a fair
degree of accuracy the outcome of a present level of use in terms of eventual
morbidity and mortality? These questions, for the most part unanswered,
nevertheless are employed in one way or another when a definition has been
explicit.

Reliability, Validity, and Sampling Methods
The assessment of reliability and validity, and the sophistication of the
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sampling methods used, further complicate the design and evaluation of
trend research. Problems of response error and the reliability and validity of
the data gathered is an almost insurmountable problem when any research
on deviant behavior is attempted. The fact that the use of drugs can be an
illegal activity, decreases the validity and reliability of the self-report of drug
use, particularly if the subject feels that the
information that he supplies may eventually affect his ability to obtain
more drugs. The reliability and validity of the self-report of drug use and
social history is largely unknown. Ball discusses the reliability and validity of
interview data obtained from narcotics addicts. Bell reviews the literature on
the reliability of the anamnestic interview in matters of the patient’s history,
and Haggard and associates discuss the reliability of the interview in detail.
Stimson and Ogborne discuss the validity of interview data obtained from
narcotics addicts. The problem of response error in survey studies raises two
alternatives, i.e., anonymous versus identifiable questionnaires. Berg
discusses this dilemma in detail. The reliability of survey versus interview
techniques for studying drug use is unresearched. Hawks has suggested that
the reliability of the self-report needs to be tested with respect to the amount,
type, and frequency of drugs used, since it is unknown what effect the drugs
themselves may have upon the data gathered. It is conceivable that if a
subject is intoxicated with a particular drug, he might be more apt to honestly
detail his past and present drug use, particularly if the researcher seems to
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him to be sympathetic to his drug use; he might also brag about and
exaggerate his drug use; on the other hand, he might become suspicious and
tend to minimize his use. Hughes and associates cite evidence that the reports
of drug use more than one year before the survey is conducted may be
inadequate and unreliable. Hughes and associates, Stimson and Ogborne, de
Alarcon, Hawks, and Blum and associates have presented the clearest data
with respect to the validity and reliability of their research.
Many studies give an inadequate description of their sampling methods.
The majority have been of student, military, or hospitalized populations and
have utilized “samples of opportunity,” or word-of-mouth chains of referral.
Such research designs make extrapolations to the universe from which the
sample is obtained unfounded. Random sampling, of course, avoids this
difficulty, but it increases the numbers of subjects needed, since in many
populations drug abuse is a rare phenomenon. Furthermore, some users
sampled may simply be too “stoned” to fill out a questionnaire. Thus, it is
important to assess the reasons for refusal. Most samples have been of
student populations and only a few studies have assessed drug use among
adults. Many studies in schools do not include absentees or school dropouts,
which may lead to a serious underestimation of drug use.
A neglected and unexplored area is age-specific vulnerabilities to drug
use. For example, those between sixteen and twenty-six who are no longer
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students—at that volatile time of life when roles are altering, identity
becoming stabilized, peer relationships changing, where the youth has
finished testing himself in the sheltered educational system and is embarking
upon self-testing in the adult world, confronted by pressure, conflict and
tension over how he is going to “make it,” where there is still promise but
much risk, and when, for some, it must be a relief to be a failure. These
individuals are probably at a high risk to resort to drug use, as well as other
“deviant activity.”

The Trend Research
Epidemic drug use within a subpopulation changes considerably over
time, and most trend studies have failed to specify when in the epidemic they
have sampled. Regional and subcultural differences have rarely been
stipulated and assessed. Many studies have attempted to find demographic,
personal, and family variables that correlate with various patterns of use (see
page 566, Research into the Causes). For the most part, demographic data in
these trend studies indicate that drug use among youth as well as adults is
influenced by age and education, occasionally by sex, and by regional and
racial variation. Marijuana is most frequently the first illicit drug used and,
next to alcohol, the most popular. Illicit drug experience among the general
population tends to be greater among whites than nonwhites, among
preteens than those over thirty; among those residing in metropolitan rather
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than in rural areas; among those in the Northeast and West than in the South
and North Central areas. Experience with proprietary and ethical drugs is
greater among women than men, whites than nonwhites, among persons
reporting more formal education, among those in metropolitan areas, and
among those residing in the West. Some studies have found a decrease in
alcohol consumption correlated with greater marijuana use and others have
found no change. A few studies have been able to detect evidence for
changing trends of use (see page 565). Many studies find a positive
relationship between frequency and intensity of drug use and polydrug use,
but find that most marijuana users do not progress to polydrug use or more
dangerous drugs. Many studies describe various patterns of use, and find
certain drug combinations to be preferred, e.g., marijuana and hallucinogens
among students. A few studies find that a lower age of introduction to illicit
drug use correlates with increased chances for future extensive involvement
with drugs.
Robins and Murphy were the first to retrospectively study, by interview,
drug use within a normal population (urban Negro males) unselected with
respect to drug use. Among other issues, they attempted to discover the
prevalence of drug use, which drugs were used and at what age their use
began, what proportion of drug users became addicted, how age of first drug
use related to the eventual extent of use, the rate of recovery from addiction,
and what proportion received treatment. Although prevalence findings are
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dated, this study is a model of that design and answered many questions that
later studies merely replicated, often less reliably. Blum and associates
randomly sampled a middle-class sector of students drawn from five
universities in an attempt to determine prevalence and frequency of drug use
and to characterize those who use drugs from those who do not. Walters
found that within a prestige college population the effects of illicit drug use on
academic performance were minimal, and only alcohol use was consistently
correlated with lower grades. Other college student populations have been
studied by McGlothlin and Cohen, Blum, Schaps and Sanders, Pearlman,
Robbins et al., Mizner et al., and Goldstein and Gleason. The second NCMDA
report has collected a bibliography of two hundred studies on students. Rouse
and Ewing and Glass studied coeds; high school populations were studied by
Lombillo and Hain, Kandel, and Hughes et al. Hospitalized patients were
studied by Cohen, Bowers, Blumburg et al., Fischman, and Shearn and
Fitzgibbons. Urban adults by Parry, Gottschalk, Mellinger, and Manheimer;
high school dropouts by Berg; hippies by Shick et al. and Solomon; political
groups by Zaks; medical students by Lipp et al., and soldiers by Greden and
Morgan, Black et al., and Callan; a free-clinic population by Judd and Mandell;
a black ghetto population by Lipscomb; samples of research subjects have
been studied by McGlothlin, Blum, and Welpton; and marijuana use among
physicians has been studied by Lipp and Benson. Zaks and associates
indicated a tendency for the younger users to widen their drug use to many
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different drugs and for the older groups to constrict their use to one drug,
usually marijuana, instead of many.
Robbins and associates have begun to study an especially large sample
of students. Only Berg and the second NCMDA report have attempted a
compilation of many trend studies, and both discussed the difficulty of
comparing such diverse statistics. Drug use has been surveyed as part of a
larger study not concerned with drug use in an attempt to get around the bias
of researchers and the problem of reliability and validity of the self-report.
There have been no prospective studies published, although some are in
preparation. McGlothlin discussed national estimates of the marijuana market
in terms of cost and expenditure, supply, and demand. Smart has reviewed
the trend studies on illicit drug use in Canada, and has discussed the lognormal distribution curve for drug use where there are many infrequent
users, fewer moderate users, and even fewer heavy users.

Epidemiological Studies
The various trend-survey studies use many diverse measures to obtain
data about the trends of drug use, which makes comparison difficult.
Practically all studies report who has ever used a drug—i.e., the nonmedical
use of the drug at least once. This measure includes both past and present
use, and the use of drugs in all possible patterns, and it is the measure that is
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least useful to predict emerging trends. Hughes and associates, Hawks, de
Alarcon, Bejerot, and Bewley have all suggested an epidemiological method of
standardization by employing incidence, prevalence, frequency, and exposure
data derived from the contagious disease epidemiological model. These
authors have compiled data about the trends of drug use among various
population sectors over time, investigated the mode and rate of speed of
heroin use within a community, and discussed the importance of the
“initiator,”

“reinforcing

agent,”

and

“pathological

prescribers”

in

communicability of drug use. They explain that frequency data (the number of
times the person has used the drug illicitly) is helpful in defining patterns of
use and ascertaining the numbers of persons who are dependent users—
based upon an investigator’s definition of dependence. Prevalence data
indicates current regular use. One measures the active cases of drug use in a
given year (or another time period) and this includes new cases as well as
active cases. Few surveys include this data. Psychiatric hospital admissions or
outpatient indices are of little value in estimating prevalence, since most
users try to deal with the complications of drug abuse by themselves,
avoiding admission. Psychiatrists may also underreport drug use or utilize
other diagnostic labels. Hughes explains that much of the drug use indicated
by prevalence rates is due to a small group of multiple drug users. Incidence
data measures the rate of new cases in a given year. Hughes explains that this
measure may give the first clue to the spread of the disorder and also to the
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decline of drug use. Very few studies report incidence data: they are difficult
data to obtain, and interview effort and organization in case finding is
required. The use of incidence data to justify the efficacy of treatment
programs can be unwarranted when the decline in drug use is due to a
saturation of the target area with the drug. Prevalence data avoids this
difficulty. Berg discusses which studies employ each of these measures. Only
Hughes reports remission rates for polydrug users, although they are
commonly employed in heroin research. He finds that remission rates are
highest for amphetamines and lowest for marijuana. He cautions that
investigators may attribute a favorable remission rate to program
effectiveness, when, instead, it may be due to spontaneous remission because
of the user’s experience with various consequences of drug use, such as
adverse reactions. Relapse rates, though valuable, have not been studied
among polydrug using groups. Exposure data (how often a person uses a drug
when it is immediately available) would include a concept of “host resistance”
to drug use, which might be particularly valuable in understanding ways of
preventing the spread of drug use, if the influencing factors could be defined.
Hughes finds that one-half of his sample exposed to marijuana in high school
do not use the drug. Such data indicate that exposure rates may not be as
powerfully predictive of future prevalence and incidence as had been thought
before. Exposure is more frequent among users than nonusers; Schaps and
Sanders have explained some of the factors involved and note that moderate
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users are least likely to be in treatment programs. Most studies have
suggested that drug epidemics, as well as drug use by individuals, may be selflimiting. What drug and social factors and processes determine this limit
within communities and among individuals are still largely unknown.

Current Trends in Drug Use
From currently available epidemiological and trend research, the
marijuana commission has sought to describe trends of current illicit drug
use among adult and student populations. Newly marketed drugs do, at first,
cause increased demand if only for experimentation with most drug users,
and once demand in a target area is saturated and experimenters satisfy
themselves about the effect and experience, incidence of use declines and
demand decreases. The commission reports, “In sum [among adults and
youth as a whole], the prospect of readily available marijuana elicits no
substantial expectation of initiated or increased consumption among the
general population.” Among secondary-school students the incidence of drug
use has increased, and percentage increases in the number of students who
have tried the illicit drugs have begun to approach, equal or surpass
percentage increases in the incidence of alcohol use. At the college level, the
proportion of students who reported ever using alcohol in 1972 declined
somewhat, while the proportion who had ever used the other drug types,
particularly the hallucinogens and marijuana, continues to increase. High-
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school students tend to have used hallucinogens more recently than college
students, indicating the trend for the use of these drugs to be self-limiting. We
are beginning to reach a saturation point in the incidence (ever use) of
marijuana use among the college population, and the proportion of those
experimenting with and continuing to use marijuana will stabilize and
possibly decline within the foreseeable future. Experimentation with
inhalants, such as glue and solvents, occurs primarily among junior highschool students. It has remained relatively stable since maximum popularity
in 1969, and the use of these substances, once initiated, is quickly
extinguished.
Occasional fads of stimulant and depressant use, alone or in
combination, occurs sporadically. The use of heroin and other opiates among
secondary-school and college students is comparatively low; the largest
majority of these persons terminate use of opiates after experimenting with
them once or a few times. Only a small proportion go on to become frequent
users or reach dependent status. The data on patterns of student drug use
attests to the consistent occurrence of these patterns regardless of the
location of the survey, the type of student body queried, their age, or the
period of time since beginning drug use. Although the population at risk has
increased, the relative proportions of frequent and regular drug users drawn
from this pool have remained fairly constant.
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Future drug use among those who have never used illicit drugs appears
unlikely (except for the use of alcohol) and the future plans of those who have
tried various drugs at least once are more uncertain and less predictable. The
Marijuana Commission reports that most students had already made a
decision either to continue using a drug or to discontinue using it; the
question of the stability of such decisions is, of course, at issue. With the
exception of alcohol, the majority of student drug users generally adopt and
maintain patterns of low frequency, and low to moderate intensity, regardless
of the duration of use. Furthermore, considerable attrition takes place as the
students move from high school to college. Most of the high-intensity users
represent the weekend-party marijuana, hallucinogen, hypnotic, or
amphetamine user who generally confines taking these drugs to social
occasions. Student drug use, though now beginning earlier than in the past,
ordinarily remains a short-lived phenomenon, regardless of age or time since
onset—except for marijuana and alcohol. Those who maintain relatively
heavy and regular drug-usage patterns, particularly with the physicaldependence producing drugs, throughout high school and college stand a
much greater chance of extending their drug use into adulthood. The use of
any and all illicit or controlled drugs, particularly marijuana, is generally
preceded by and highly correlated with the use of alcohol or tobacco. The
majority of students generally confine the use of either controlled or illicit
drugs to one drug type, although there is a relationship between greater
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frequency and intensity of drug use and the number of drugs used either
concurrently or consecutively.

Conclusions
Epidemiological research, when properly designed and conducted, can
yield much useful data about all of the various aspects of drug abuse. Hawks
explained that epidemiological research can be useful in describing the
history of an epidemic, in providing a community diagnosis of the extent of a
problem, patterns, and trends, in researching clues to causes, in ascertaining
the individual’s chances in terms of morbidity and mortality, in defining the
efficacy of treatment programs, and in identifying various consequences and
outcomes in terms of specific syndromes encountered. He naturally
recommends that hypotheses should be constructed before the data is
gathered, since the hypotheses determine the variables selected and “the data
collected for wholly empirical ends will only be lent, post hoc, to theoretical
rationale.”
Ideally, prospective studies of high-risk groups should be designed, and
an agency rather than an individual should attempt such research, since longterm studies go beyond the time or ability of individual researchers. Trend
data when properly constructed can be useful in identifying new epidemics,
new patterns of use, and newly emerging illicit drugs. It can also aid program
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planners to assess the extent of drug use within their community and, if so
designed, the efficacy of intervention programs. The question is, generally,
how timely and accurate such studies are. In general, trend studies do little
more than illuminate some of the more important factors for further research.

Research into the Causes
Introduction
Freud mentioned intoxication, together with ecstasy, neurosis,
psychosis, humor, and self-absorption, as major ways of dealing with stress,
danger, and suffering. Intoxication served both the tasks of obtaining pleasure
and avoiding pain. Lasting internal, autonomous regulation might provide
some protection from suffering—but at the expense of omnipotence and the
press for total or immediate satisfaction. Religion, rebellion, chronic
intoxication, neurotic illness, and perversion are viewed as bringing some
consolation for unsatisfied pleasure.
The bulk of analytic writing rests on a few cases of analytic or
psychotherapeutic encounters describing the drug user’s personality in a
variety of terms. Research based on larger numbers and more extensive
experiences has mainly been the trend study. A small though important body
of epidemiological research has sought to define who is at risk in terms of
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demographic and personal variables, and has studied the communicability of
patterns of drug consumption. Both trend- and case-study approaches
describe the user’s rationale for starting or continuing use. Both attempt to
define precipitating causes, and both point to what can broadly be said to be
varying degrees of psychiatric difficulty among subpopulations of users.
Intrapsychic and family determinants, social causes and reinforcement effects
of the drug, the setting and the peer group have been cited to explain drug
use. Many investigators touch upon the themes of risk taking and the search
for recreation, or the need for both novelty and controls, as inherent in this
behavior. Those factors which complicate definitions of the extent of “the
problem” also apply to the research into causes.
The subtlety with which various factors can interrelate, and the minor
changes in scrutiny and design that can bring one factor or another into focus,
is demonstrated by Salzman and associates. They studied hallucinogenic drug
continuers and discontinuers. They found that the continuers were both more
willing to make high-risk decisions that could impair health or life and also
had a greater number of drug experiences than the discontinuers. On the
other hand, if the number of drug experiences were held constant, the
previous findings were altered and the risk-taking differences disappeared.
Then, the continuers scored higher on measure of depression, anxiety, and
psychiatric impairment. Thus, research must be flexible enough to notice
unexpected findings.
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The important fact is that most trend research is primarily of heuristic
value in delineating the important variables and understanding which
variables among specific groups are critical in the individual’s “decision” to
use drugs. Beyond asserting that minorities, the youth, and disturbed
populations generally emerge in historical, transcultural, or current trend
studies as relatively more vulnerable, it may not be a possible goal to specify
by category who are members of the group at risk either to begin or to
continue drug use, nor in whom the outcome will be constructive or
hopelessly injurious. We do not yet fully understand the interrelationship of
the broader human elements of the search for novelty, recreation, avoidance,
and risk taking that underlie this behavior, as well as many others, nor the
age-specific, developmental, neurochemical, or genetic predispositions that
favor or oppose the exploitation of drug effects for a variety of purposes. That
some persons drug use seems to be self-limiting, and that for others the
severity or intensity continues unchecked or recurrently interferes with
organized social function remains unexplained.
Hawks cites causative variables such as maternal deprivation,
delinquency, parental separation and bereavement, truancy, social failure,
work instability, character deficits, risk taking and precocity. He notes that
many are effects as much as causes. Indeed, this is the crux of the problem.
Few studies are (or can be) designed to clearly distinguish whether the
characteristics found are antecedents, consequences, or independently
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developed concomitants of drug abuse. Without prospective studies, it is
often impossible to decide which are the effects of the drug taking or the
membership in a drug-taking clique, and which are the causes for the
occasion of drug use itself. Crucially, the weighing of factors and the very
delineation of sequences of causal and contributory events mitigates against
precision, even though various general constellations of social and
psychological factors may be identified with fair confidence. Finally, as with
all such discussions of behavior, one must be wary of ascribing motives and
specify what is being explained and why. If curiosity is found as a motive, this
does not rule out contributory pathological motives underlying it. If such
individual pathology is not present, it is likely that continued drug-taking
behavior can be more easily dealt with by both the individual and others—
including the researcher!

Risk Taking, Recreation, the Search for Novelty and Control
In the present decade of heightened awareness and availability of drugs,
many feel that not using LSD or marijuana is like having the electric light and
not turning it on. An egalitarian and egocentric access to every available
experience, rather than participation in socially prescribed mythical, heroic,
or demonic presentations of the human potential, is part of contemporary
style. If omnipotence or revealed truth is imprisoned within a pill, why not
release it? Such thoughts readily become action, and, with the first act, it
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seems easier the next time, providing all goes well.
Novelty, risks, and recreation comprise a complicated, relatively
unexplored psychology. The active or passive manipulation of a tension and
of bodily sensation and action are involved. To control—or command—a
change of state is a powerful human motive, tapping private, persevering,
primitive, and peremptory wishes. The power of subjectively denying risks,
consequences, and reality is not only essential in achieving many altered
states and moments of pleasure but—in perspective—is awesome. The
alcoholic’s enthusiastic anticipation of the next intoxication is, for example, in
marked contrast to the dysphoric affect experienced during the later stages of
the drug state. Observing drug abuse from the “outside,” observer empathy is
sometimes difficult, yet the drug-dependent patient gains something in
achieving immediate and private change and in being able to act to reproduce
it.
To specify both the anticipated and actual reinforcement in the drug
state is difficult, and specific drugs may differentially enhance certain
rewards (see page 581, Drug-specificity Hypotheses). It is clear that the
consumer has some sort of hope for comfort or change that is somehow
within his power to achieve; he cannot often correctly perceive what it is that
he is gaining, nor regard the costs, even though they may be acknowledged.
While speculation has been rife about the various motives enhanced by
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specific classes of drugs, there is little data on why some do become
extensively involved in drug use and others do not, although the roles of
magical thought, illusion, and denial are appreciated.
The power and potential of the self-administration of drugs to manage
uncertainty is probably critical. The principle of familiarity and constancy is,
particularly at the phase of dependency, impressive. The extent to which not
only challenge but change can be warded off by ritual is at issue. In infancy,
intrinsic barriers against the unwanted are achieved both by biological
“screening,” intrinsic adaptive features, and by empathic actions and
intentions of the mother. The need, of course, both for barriers against stimuli
and reassurances is enduring. In this vein psychoanalytic thought has
implicated drugs as transitional objects that perform such functions—ones
the individual has not yet internalized. The drug state can become an
integrating focus, subserving such parental ego functions. Many addicts
simply do not feel like themselves without the familiar state produced by the
drug. They learn, through the drug experience, ways to cope with stresses and
to relate to others. They need only see, think, or encounter these conditioned
signals to once again remember their power, their small assured mastery,
while functioning in the drugged state. This self-provided “provider”— this
deviation from sounder separation and individuation processes—represents
the megalomanic and omnipotent power of narcissism, and a symbiotic and
egocentric view of relations that many therapists of. alcoholics, for example,
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have noted as an issue in treatment.
A person’s capacity to interpose a screen and delay between himself and
the world, or between himself and his impulses, and to have an assured
experience, combine in any event to provide a powerful motive. Whatever our
imaginative assumptions about the infant’s expectation of omnipotent control
of mind and body, observation of maturation indicates he gains control and
finds pleasure through control. Similarly, states of feeling can to an extent be
self-initiated and controlled. Actions such as masturbation can be employed
for mastery, relief, or increased self-esteem. There is a fine line, however,
between control and manipulation resulting in mastery, increased selfesteem, decreased vulnerability, and a sense of self and the addiction to the
act itself, where the internalization of the ability to regulate states of internal
need and tension may be thwarted. This is why drug abuse is particularly
disturbing in early adolescence, when bodily change occurs beyond will and
control, and authentic mastery may be thwarted and dependency on drugs
result. When does the use of drugs, masturbation, fantasy, and thought as trial
action to make up for ego defects and to master feeling states serve to
temporarily relieve stress and to promote growth, and when does it block
growth and mastery? The use of masturbation and fantasy to transiently gain
control of emerging sexuality, tenuously regulated self-esteem and aggressive
drives until the youth can confidently delay gratification, tolerate aggression
and sexual pressure, and develop adequate defenses is generally appreciated.
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The crucial question for research is when do the effects of drugs block
development and when do they facilitate it, i.e., when is the drug for the
occasional of testing oneself and recreational intoxication and when is it for
dedicated escape?
Many authors have spoken of drug use as a search for novelty, and a
correlation between drug use and increase in varied sexual activity may be an
expression of this. Some authors, e.g., Miller, have stated that “drugs turn
banal thoughts into miraculous ones,” and have spoken of the mythology that
“boredom is beyond the possibility of being high.” The search for novelty is a
universal aspect of mammalian behavior, and yet why some humans resort to
drugs and others do not (indeed why animals do not—unless exposed)
remains incompletely understood. Some users become bored with drug
experiences, some turn to other drugs or other routes of administration,
while others will decrease their use or stop altogether. Which persons and/or
what reason they choose one or another alternative invites research. Why
and for how long do some continue their drug use after boredom sets in? Do
people repeat the drug experience to master it or merely to perfect it? That is,
do certain states of partial dyscontrol present a challenge to increase the risks
time and again with the hope of getting away with it at little or no cost? It
would be constructive to learn how people perceive satiety and safety and
how to train them (as culture-bound ceremonies somehow do) to do so. This
is akin to a similar problem in obesity. Drugs and their alternatives as
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recreational devices are imperfectly understood, and the uses of leisure and
creative potential are issues long of concern and of increasing relevance in
affluent Western societies.
In summary, the extent to which man can control mind and body is
limited in spite of an infinite capacity to dream to the contrary. Man’s ability
to recurrently substitute escapism, dream, and fantasy for confrontation with
challenge is—banal as it may be to reiterate— astounding. Fantasy may serve
a temporary purpose and the outcome may or may not be creative. By
implication, research into self-regulatory behavior is important in the
understanding of drug use and abuse.

Group Behavior as a Cause
The role of environment and interpersonal factors as contributory to
the initiation and perpetuation of drug use has been emphasized; such factors
are often a focus in the family or group therapy of alcoholics, for example. No
studies have investigated the opposite: what cultural values, environmental
variables, and interpersonal interactions serve to negatively reinforce or
discourage drug use. What are the attitudinal “barriers” to interest in drug
consumption? Such research might lead, if not to effective preventive
measures, at least to an understanding of whether, and to what extent, they
are important. Research into social causes, peer-group phenomena (including
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the role of the initiator and “reinforcing agents”) the economics of supply and
demand, and the group phenomenon of intoxication are relevant component
questions. In general, drug use involves others, affecting expectations of
performance and reliable response. This reciprocal expectancy means that
personal motivations, patterns of use, drug of choice, the drug experience,
and its management are, to varying degrees, altered by group processes.
Cultural norms and group ideals are obvious factors affecting both drug
distributors and consumers, but they are also potent determinants of what
emanates from research circles. The literature on drugs stems from various
belief systems—from rationalistic to mystic—and implicit is a conflict of
cultural priorities—material gratification, technical power, spiritual belief, or
“inter-integration, harmony, and honesty.” Drug abuse is thus variously
defined as a disease, a cultural menace, an illegal act, a personal freedom, a
personal or cultural necessity, or an act of Godlike enlightenment.
Explicitness about such attitudes and review of them can lead to better
designed and more precise research.
The value the individual attaches to the experience has its cognitive,
behavioral, and symbolic aspects. The way he manages the effects of the
drugs (controls the intoxication, for example) generates consequences. Both
beliefs about and the behavior in the drug experience are related to the value
placed upon the experience: those factors are also partly conditioned by
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cultural interpretation. If drugs were totally a private experience, there would
not be any problem called drug abuse. But we have to acknowledge and give
weight to the social context, as well as unconscious and personal
determinants to account for drug abuse in an individual.

Social Causes
Attempts to understand the phenomenon of youthful drug use in the
1960s as part of a wider cultural change have been plentiful, and this is a
continuing literature. There has been perhaps an excess of sociological
mythologizing of youth, and announcements of new sources of consciousness
and ahistorical and apsychological essays have appeared in abundance.
Certainly the recent epidemic of drug interest and use has arisen along with
other changes in our culture that are elusive and sometimes difficult to
describe: the impact of television; the Vietnam War; the very mass of youth
flooding our unprepared institutions. A fine balance between empirical and
ideological analysis is rare. The question, of course, is the independence or
interdependence of cultural changes and the drug epidemic, and the values,
ideologies, and behavior of a population variously construed as “youth.”
The problems of sample and researcher bias are particularly applicable
to this area. Lustman described such problems: “In this literature, students in
general and radical students in particular are at one and the same time
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described as sick or sane; alienated or involved; arrogant or humble; immoral
or religious; amoral or endowed with a super-morality which goes beyond the
conventional morality; obscene or pure; selfish or generous; violent or gentle;
cynical or idealistic.” In all such research, one fault stands out from many—
the assumption that the participants in the sample actually know their
motivations and are objective. As Lustman remarked, “. . . this seems a
scientific regression to a purely conscious psychology. ... It is an astonishingly
idiosyncratic group of pseudoscientific papers which seems to have been
markedly affected by the very political rhetoric and passion it seeks to
describe and explain. ... As a result, we have been left with a wide assortment
of speculations: theories based on what students say; theories based on what
students feel; theories based on what students mean, regardless of what they
say or feel; and on and on.”
Indeed, most of this “research” is little more than educated speculation
and impassioned rhetoric by investigators who wittingly or unwittingly share
the same convictions, and only rarely are the methods of investigation and
the research samples presented and discussed, and rarely is it acknowledged
that the apparently novel radical practices of youth have historical
precedents.
The youth particularly have attributed (rationalized?) their drug-taking
behavior to their discontent with parental values as expressed in the culture.
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They assert that the old traditions are irrelevant to the modern age. Thus, the
concept of a “counterculture”—a subculture of adolescents and young adults
that does not emulate the dominant culture as (supposedly) did the youth in
previous generations—has emerged. In the spirit of Paul Goodman’s Growing
Up Absurd and David Riesman’s The Lonely Crowd, Theodore Roszak emerged
after earlier prophets such as Timothy Leary as the leading interpreter and
champion of the “psychedelic revolution” with his book The Making of a
Counter-Culture.276
He depicts the counterculture as a youthful opposition to the
technocratic society—i.e., “The social form in which an industrial society
reaches the peak of its organizational integration,” and he considers drug use
an epiphenomenon of the youthful rebellion. Drugs, he says, are used for
“temporary

emotional

acknowledges

the

liberation

public’s

and

perceptional

ambivalence—“a

diversion”

strange

mixture

and
of

permissiveness and resistance.” He feels youth have accurately emulated
their parents ideals and parents have blamed drugs for their own
irresponsibility. He proposes that drug use will be accepted and integrated
into society as a means of social control, if its use becomes divorced from its
association with dissent.
Since the early 1960s there has been a continuing discussion of the
cultural roots of the drug epidemic and the relationship of drugs to cultural
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change. Carey, among many others, felt that the use of LSD and marijuana
among the “new bohemians” was an expression of protest, grievance, and a
“general vague dissatisfaction with the quality of our lives.” The youthful
population had no other channels through which to express their
dissatisfaction, which stemmed from “a sense of powerlessness in the face of
inflexible political structures.” America’s advanced industrialization, increase
in urban population, and speed of internal migration, all contributed to the
movement. Messer believed that youth perceived an end of an era—i.e.,
parents have lost their commitment to their own life style and have expressed
their dissatisfaction with it. What the youth have done, he believes, is to
create a different myth for their own generation, born out of historical and
personal necessity in the face of their elders disillusionment —a myth about
which Gutmann recently wrote: “Somewhere within me, already formed, there
is a domain of wholeness, of vital energy, of organic wisdom, of all possibilities
and potential. This perfection does not have to be created; it is there, already
formed and waiting for the liberating action that will disperse the boundaries
that a corrupt society has set between the mundane self and its reservoir of
internal perfection.” For him it is an outgrowth of the consumer society—“the
consumption of life styles, rather than . . . material goods per se.”130 Many
have suggested that the new interest in religion and cosmology betrays such a
search for a new ethos and new ideals.
Zinberg proposed that youth look at things with a different cognitive
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style, stemming from their exposure to McLuhanesque “soft” media, and he
explained drug use as a natural outcome of their search for passive
entertainment. Blum described the demonology of drug use and how
committed users advertise their escape from the fold. Bettelheirn described
the campus unrest and drug use as the desperate search for meaning among
“youth who consider themselves obsolete and are, at the least, peripheral to
the economy.” He, among others, considered their opposition to cultural
norms as acting-out behavior of an oedipal conflict, a position which other
authors, such as Keniston and Lustman, opposed as simplistic.
Keniston, in a discussion of drug use and student values, argued that, “In
an age of debunking, conventional morality tends to suffice: individuals are
pushed to higher levels of work development or to moral regression.” He felt
that most youth adhered to the highest “post-conventional” morality,
although acknowledging that some were morally regressed. But he felt that
with most the difficulty lay in an imbalance in other sectors of development:
“compassion, sympathy, capacity for love, and empathy.”
Adelson faulted Keniston’s Young Radicals, explaining that in his
“determination both to share and validate the radical world view” and his
utilizing the “strategy of externalization” he shows “a persistent obtuseness to
. . . negative qualities [of the youth].” The “joining of high moral purpose with
violence” is common in history and “the moral passions are even more willful
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and imperious and impatient than the self-serving passions.” He
acknowledges that we like to think of our young “as possessing exemplary
moral vision; it speaks so well of them and equally well of ourselves.”
Gutmann discussed the personal and social consequences of the new
myth in Eriksonian stages of ego development (identity, intimacy, and
generativity): a flight from identity, intimacy without loss, and only a fantasy
of generativity. Youth, he says, have reached a premature senility: “they see
metaphors and threats of death everywhere.”
Many authors have speculated that the reception of the message about
drug use and altered states of consciousness, the way it was interpreted, and
its meaning to them was due to intrinsic aspects of youth—their confidence
and gullibility, the tasks of adolescence, the burden and pain of autonomy,
and the wish to escape adulthood or defer it. Zinberg hypothesized that drug
use may be another way of working through a developmental task, and
Wenkart has explained drug use and youthful rebellion in terms of E.
Durkheim’s concept of anomie. Yet other studies—and empirically quite
impressive ones—on normal adolescence have noted that the presumptive
upheaval of adolescence is far from universally expressed in behavior. Goode
and Gusfield among others have discussed the marijuana controversy as a
political rather than a scientific debate. Just as Gutmann noted that the “figure
of the prophetic victim” tends to be politicized. It is, for Goode and Gusfield,
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an attempt to establish who is in control of power, ideology and morality.
Gusfield has explained that public affirmation of a norm expressed the worth
and power of a particular subculture vis-a-vis some other one, and that
certain forms of deviance, e.g., drug abuse, threaten social norms more than
others do. “Where consensus about the norm is lacking, movements for legal
restrictions are most likely.”
Miller described how, in the search for freedom and authenticity, youth
turned to drugs, the encounter, romantic ethnicity, mystic philosophy,
expressive politics, nomadism, and sexual freedom. He eloquently described
one aspect of the problem of modern youth as the dilemma between
conflicting ideals— between “hanging loose” and loving, between freedom
and commitment.
Freedman discussed the “new authoritarianism,”
. . . where authenticity derived from expertise is viewed with distrust,
rejected without scrutiny, and verified data are labeled as a moralistic
manipulation to serve the establishment. . . . Our youth appear to value
leaders who believe in change; yet they simplistically believe that their
own limited personal experience constitutes sufficient data not only to
guide their personal behavior, but to reform society, if only by destruction
of what prevails. . . . This gullibility leads not only to daringly useful
“problem-posing,” but to foolish risk-taking.
. . . Perhaps the useful message is that there are many human complexities
with which our technological age has not seriously bothered to grapple.
This would require an intensive study of man and his behavioral potential
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in densely populated and technologically advanced societies for which
man’s adaptive techniques have never before been tested, [pp. 15-16]

The Role of the Peer Group
Knowledge about how drugs affect group interaction and how group
interaction affects the drug experience, outcomes and drugconsuming
behavior must not only be incorporated into the design, interpretation, and
methodology of continuing drug research, but it is important in and of itself.
That the effects of drugs can be contagious and that, in moderate dosage, drug
effect is influenced by differences among specific individuals, specific
situations, and specific tasks was predicted by Nowlis and Nowlis.
Set and setting—terms popularized by Timothy Leary—become code
words for how the user’s expectations and the setting in which he takes the
drug, as well as the cultural norms implicit in the group, affect the experience
of being high, the interpretation of that experience, and the various outcomes
that are possible.
Jones, in three papers, speaks particularly to the problems this raises for
psychopharmacologic research methodologies. He speaks of the unreliability
of the human assay, the differences of drug effects in the novice and
experienced user, and the influence of expectation, setting, and previous drug
experience. Some have explored the effects of LSD on group interaction, and
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others have explored the group processes involved when alcoholics under
controlled conditions become inebriated.
Informal social systems can define the way events are to be interpreted
and managed during the drug state. When one is intoxicated, the bridge to
reality lies in the customs of the group as internalized by the individuals and
interpreted by the occasion. Groups can also provide enormous relief from
coping, tracking, and decision-making problems—if these problems can be
shared. It is the sharing of painful autonomy, through the relaxation of the
internal tension of decision making and a certain loss of self, that is
characteristic of many shared group experiences.
The social hierarchy within the groups— careers and roles—are also
potent determinants of patterns of use, drug of choice, etc. A desire to belong
to the group, and for status and power, makes users of some, dealers of
others. Drugs can serve as symbols of solidarity as well as initiation, risk, and
catastrophe. Youth seem to be more socialized by their peers than the former
agencies of socialization —parents, teachers, families, government, and
religion. Less willing to accept advice from elders and established agencies,
youth continue to believe the shared myths of the “stoned group.”
A sociological description of various drug-using groups emerged in
studies by Carey, Finestone, Sutter, Goode, Keniston, Davis, Becker, Smith,
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Schaps and Sanders, Polsky, and Preble. Carey described in detail the college
drug scene, examined the organization of the drug-using colony in terms of
involvement, attitudes, relationships, and living arrangements as well as the
various roles of manufacturer, distributor, (middle- and top-level dealing)
recreational user, and “head.” Schaps and Sanders studied various levels of
involvement and found that within a college drug-using community,
moderate users were the most secretive, and the light and heavy users the
least so. They found that moderate users were wary of the “head” who might
risk exposure and also wary of the novice who didn’t understand the need for
secrecy. Keniston described the difference between campus “heads and
seekers,” and Davis between the “heads and freaks.” Becker described the
assumption of a career in deviance, the cultural context influencing such
behavior, and the future of such deviance. Smith, documenting an episode of
recent history, described how the wish for status influenced the patterns of
use in the world of the Haight-Ashbury “speed freak,” and the various roles
involved in the illicit manufacture and distribution of amphetamine. Blum
described the dealer in detail. Hughes and associates described the social
structure of the heroin-copping community; Carey described the hierarchy of
social roles within the college drug scene and the Bay Area speed scene; and
Zinberg, the social context of drug use in Vietnam.
There has been some research into the determinants of joining and
relinquishing membership within a group where drug use is one of the norms.
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For example, a person who stops using drugs may still maintain membership
in the drug-using social group as long as he has signified in an initial
affirmation “through public drug taking initiation and continues to espouse
the group’s point of view.”
Hughes and associates, de Alarcon and Hawks, have discussed the
various stages of the spread of heroin abuse within a community on the
model of a contagious disease. They have discussed the role of an initiator
and reinforcer as important to understanding the assumption of drug use by
an individual. Hartmann, Hawks, Blum, and Kandel, among others, discuss the
role of siblings in initiating and reinforcing drug use. Drug users are first
introduced to a drug by their friends, less often by siblings, and only rarely by
persons not acquainted with the user. Drugs are usually obtained from
friends or acquaintances who deal in relatively small quantities, and the roles
of dealer and purchaser may reverse themselves when another member of
the peer group obtains a relatively larger supply of a drug than his peers.
McGloghlin discusses the marijuana marketplace on a national scale— annual
consumption, source, importation, distribution, and retail expenditures. He
discusses enforcement from the standpoint of arrests and seizures, and
predicts current trends for the future use of marijuana.
It has been widely asserted during this epidemic that all people, adults
included, consume a wide variety of psychoactive medications and that their
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use has been ever increasing since the introduction of the major tranquilizers
in the 1950s. Various authors have supported and refuted the thesis that
there is as much abuse of proprietary and ethical drugs among adults as there
is with illicit drugs among youth and that drug-using youth come from (and
are somehow caused by) drug-using parents. “According to this view, drug
use on the part of the young develops in response to parental [psychoactive]
drug use.” Much of the presumed association between such adolescent and
parental behavior, however, has so far been “based exclusively on the youth’s
perception of their parents drug use.” Kandel has studied the problem with
independent data from the adolescent, his parents, and the adolescent’s best
school friend that clearly indicate that peer influence on adolescent drug use
is much stronger than parental influence. “There is a synergistic influence of
parents and peers, so that the highest rates of [marijuana use] appear in
situations in which both parents and peers use drugs.” Such studies, of course,
do not answer whether drug use or drug-using friends come first. For such
answers longitudinal data are necessary.
The effects of group norms, roles and status, the shared expectations
and responsibility for the drug experience, as well as the effects of drug use
on the mores and values of the group, combine with the economics of supply,
distribution, and demand as well as cultural change to influence patterns of
use, research viewpoints, and public response. It appears that a more
complete understanding of these processes awaits further research of social-
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psychological and cultural anthropologists.

Adult Drug Use
The recent drug-abuse epidemic has arisen along with suggestions for
changes in the role of government, advertising, and the medical community to
protect the drug consumer from risk. There have been demands for free
access to drugs and drug information, and the present system of controls and
regulations has been called into question. The field of medicine is a reliable
institution for researching and dispensing medicinals, but there is a need for
social and anthropological research into the functioning of these systems.
There has been a demand for evidence about prescribing practices and the
consumption of proprietary and ethical drugs, and the results of various
studies are just beginning to emerge. A number of recent studies have
concentrated on the use of medication by adults, and prescribing practices by
physicians. Parry and associates find that psychotherapeutic drugs are most
often prescribed by general practitioners and internists. They believe that
“there is no real evidence that the American people are ‘over medicated’ with
respect to psychotherapeutic drugs, and, in fact, there is considerable
evidence that they take them rather sparingly and under physician’s orders . .
. many of the users take them with . . . puritanical reservations. . . Women take
such drugs almost twice as frequently as men; drug use is higher in the West;
most users felt they were helped by these drugs; and adult drug use depends
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upon social class and age.
The findings suggest that the popular stereotype (of a pill-popping middle
class housewife) has little foundation in fact. It is not among the typical
middle class housewives that steady long term use of minor tranquilizers
and sedatives is most common, but rather among the poor and least
educated housewife.

Mellinger and associates explained that among young people marijuana
seems to be an increasingly popular alternative to both alcohol and
psychotherapeutic drugs obtained from a physician. Gottschalk and
coworkers found that youth tend to most frequently take stimulants, while
adults seem to receive sedatives and analgesics from their physicians.
Mellinger and associates commented on the finding that young people tend to
bypass the physician more often than adults to obtain drugs, and youth tend
to downgrade the importance and relevance of medical judgments about the
safety and specific indications of drugs.
There is public ambivalence about the role of the physician as a reliable
dispenser of drugs. Although the role of the “pathologic prescriber” is well
known, the prevalence of this phenomenon is unresearched.’ How different
sectors of the society treat the trend to trivialize drugs as a mere convenience
or device is at issue. There have emerged cries to let people medicate
themselves to train paraprofessionals to dispense medication and become
drug counselors and on the other hand, to invoke limited licensure among
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physicians. Muller has described the forces in the marketplace of drugs and
how the doctor, drug company, physician, pharmacist, and the hospital all
make decisions based on factors and alternatives peculiar to their vested
interests.
Certainly the individual’s use of and access to trained professionals
must be investigated, as well as approaches to a better reciprocal exchange of
information between professional and laity in the appropriate uses of
medication. Yet the gap cannot be bridged completely. Professionals must
make certain judgments borne out of experience, and they must count on the
fact that both customs and social functions, including religion and
recreational drugs, help people to solve, redefine, or contain some of their
dilemmas and impulses. We could not, as a profession, adjudicate every
anxiety to which people are prone. Individuals must learn to diagnose their
own conditions, learn to tolerate and interpret pain and anxiety and define
the reasons through extra-medical resources. Intelligent or wise selfmedication has a social role. The extent to which psychotherapeutic drugs are
abused is a question, and although such abuse appears in literature on
occasion, for the most part Americans tend to be conservative in their use of
psychoactive drugs.
There is still little data about what social changes induce people to use
drugs, cease their use, change drugs or prescribers, or move from legal to
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illicit sources, and the economics of this: the forces in the marketplace and the
problems of supply, demand, and control invite research.

Rationales and Precipitants for Drug Use
Personal rationales for drug use have been investigated in an attempt to
discover why people use illicit drugs. Most users have already begun drug use
with alcohol or tobacco before trying illicit drugs, although this sequence may
be changing. No studies have inquired into the user’s rationale for beginning
alcohol or tobacco. Curiosity, experimentation, and challenge, the search for
pleasure or meaning, self-discovery, heightened awareness, more meaningful
communication with others and intimacy, violation of parental or societal
standards, seeking answers to philosophical or personal problems, proof of
maturity, intellectual depth and flexibility, enhancement of sexual pleasure
and artistic creativity, and the production of mystical experiences, as well as
the desire to go along with the peer group have all been listed by users as
rationales to start or continue their illicit drug use. Amphetamine use is
generally associated with more specific rationales: to facilitate study, to
control weight, or to ease tension.
Mizner found that the rationales given for starting, as opposed to
continuing drug use, are different. Schaps and Sanders explained that
students had difficulty giving reasons for starting, but no difficulties giving
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rationales for continuing. As a subject’s level of drug use increased, there was
a greater use of rationales other than pleasure, since their sample of college
students felt that these “more constructive rationales” were for them the
more compelling reasons—given, the authors felt, out of a need to justify the
violation of the larger group’s reference standards. They also speculated that
students may offer more compelling arguments, since they are more
articulate and sophisticated, not necessarily more logical, than other groups.
Curiosity as a rationale for beginning to use drugs is more often listed by
older users than by younger ones. For younger users, the desire to go along
with the group and the use of drugs for pure pleasure are rationales most
frequently found. Fads of a particular drug type or pattern of use within a
community may also influence motivation. Mizner found that in trying to
determine reasons for discontinuing the drug use, there is the greatest
difficulty—62 percent of his sample checked reasons other than those listed.
Motivations to discontinue drug use, although for the most part
unresearched, include experience of adverse reactions, hospitalization, the
user’s awareness of his drug dependence, or the fact that the drug experience
did not live up to expectations; include economic considerations, such as
increase in cost or decrease in supply, increase in the pressure from lawenforcement agencies, or perhaps his guilt or shame over drug use.
Motivations to relapse among polydrug users have not been studied.
A much more important question, rarely addressed, is whether the
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rationales given are the same as objective motivations or precipitating causes,
and will such questions asked of users give us valid data as to why people
start or continue? Is not such trend research as we have described
investigating justification and not motivations?
In an effort to objectively assess motivations for use, various authors
have investigated precipitants and environmental stress surrounding the
onset of use or abuse. Stubbs has investigated environmental stress during
the formative years of young drug abusers. Whitlock has investigated
precipitants in barbiturate dependence. Glickman and Blumenfield have
noted that their sample of fifteen patients, who were seen in a psychiatric
emergency area, had begun LSD ingestion at a time of a sense of inadequacy
in dealing with a life crisis where “either greater pressure was placed on the
patient to assume a more demanding and responsible adult role, or a
previously existing prop to the patient’s self-image as a mature and adequate
adult was lost.” Bell explained that many users commence the abuse of a drug
after many months or years of moderate use. He feels that a precipitant—
defined as a new circumstance, associated in time with the onset of addiction,
that has some deeper psychological significance for the patient—is required
to explain the change in susceptibility of the individual addict through time.
He discovered precipitants in thirty-four of forty cases of amphetamine
abuse, closely linked in time to the onset of addiction, that, in twelve cases,
resulted in a “change in the patient’s environment, allowing ready access to
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amphetamines for the first time.” He found the precipitants to be
commonplace, yet stressful, life events of two general types: rejection or
separation from a loved or admired object, and the transition to a more
demanding adult role. Both seemed to resonate with important factors in the
patient’s psychological genetics and dynamics.
Although the determination of “precipitants” for investigating drug use
or abuse are useful in understanding and treating (see page 590) this
problem, such events are not always traceable—group legitimatization of
drug-taking behavior can work and outweigh many individual determinants
and can make determination of individual factors operationally sometimes
impossible to define. This problem is not intrinsically different from sorting
out the necessary or sufficient precipitating life events operative in any other
psychiatric disorder. The user’s verbalized rationales for starting and
continuing drug use have been adequately researched; more objective
interview studies are now needed to determine possible precipitants
surrounding the onset of intensified use.
The question of who is at high risk to abuse drugs has received scant
attention. Who is at risk to begin illicit drug use is unresearched and might
provide useful data about targeting of preventive measures. Such data could
provide a more efficient way of investigating the more subtle psychological
and social factors involved in drug-abuse propensity. There are a number of
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retrospective studies of risk. Robins and Murphy studied a normal population
of urban Negro boys and found that the earlier drug use begins, the greater
was the risk of going on to use heroin or amphetamines, the greater was the
variety of drugs eventually used, and the greater was the risk of addiction or
regular use; poor high-school attendance and dropping out before graduation
were related to moving from marijuana to a more serious drug; delinquency
predicted a high risk of heroin use or heroin addiction subsequently;
socioeconomic status and elementary-school performance did not predict
drug use, but the combination of an absent father, delinquency, and dropping
out of high school characterized a group of Negro boys who had a high risk of
heroin addiction. More recent studies have often replicated these findings.
Blum and associates have concentrated on student responses on a
“willingness” scale; earlier age of onset of illicit drug use (as well as alcohol
and tobacco) correlates with high risk. Many studies suggest that the
occurrence of psychiatric difficulty, especially the diagnosis of antisocial
personality disorder denotes a potential risk for drug abuse. The question
with such studies is whether the measures derived are reliable and valid over
time and among different socioeconomic groups and subgroups of users.

Psychiatric Impairments
Implications of psychiatrically significant impairments associated with
drug use are pertinent—whether from psychological measures, self-
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assessment, or observer data obtained from interviews—particularly in
seriously dependent, individual drug users; from retrospective studies of
populations at risk; or from unfiltered accounts of drug use in India and the
Middle East. Yet whether the psychiatric difficulty, apart from toxic
psychoses, predates the drug use or is subsequent is ultimately unanswerable
except with prospective studies. Inquiry into neuropharmacological factors
and organic damage is also relevant. Retrospective studies and post hoc case
reports can do little more than provide shrewd speculation and leads about
sequence, although certain findings such as truancy, sexual deviation, low
grades in school, family difficulties, psychiatric help, school phobias, bed
wetting, suicidal attempts, and the like among drug users prior to their first
use of drugs tend to support a notion of preexisting pathology, at least in a
fair number of dedicated users.
The reliability and validity of the surveys, questionnaires, or interviews
used are, of course, an issue. Drug users may have a need to deny psychiatric
difficulties. On the other hand, some people, especially contemporary
students, are quick to admit confusion, anger, anxieties, and problems, and
“given a list of neurotic symptoms, may check them all.” Furthermore,
students tend to define discomfort in sociological terms rather than by
specific subjective symptoms. As illicit drug use becomes more socially
acceptable and the prevalence of drug use increases, the determination of
“pathology” purely on the fact of illicit drug use becomes less valid. Studies
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that contrast marijuana users to nonusers, especially in student populations,
and attempt to assess differences in psychiatric difficulty, have rarely been
able to detect significant differences for this very reason.
High scores on measures of depression, anxiety, and neuroticism, selfdescriptions of moodiness and unhappiness, visits to a psychiatrist, unusual
sexual or aggressive activity, and problems with school or police authorities,
have all been found among drug users and thought to indicate psychiatric
difficulty. A recent study by Halikas et al., interviewing a sample referred to
them by word-of-mouth chains that consisted of one hundred regular
marijuana users and fifty non-using friends, found a strikingly high incidence
of “definite” or “probable” psychopathology in both groups, and the incidence
of psychiatric hospitalization and psychotherapy was about equal. They were
able to determine that in most cases diagnosed psychiatric illness began
before first marijuana use. Sociopathy did distinguish the two groups,
appearing significantly more among the users.
Particularly in the early phases of the recent epidemic, illicit drug use
was “antisocial” in the sense that it was not normative behavior for the
culture at large. But personality diagnosis based on behavior during an
epidemic is not reliable. In some, drug use is clearly linked to a primary
character problem of sociopathy, yet in others their antisocial acts seem to be
confined to the realm of procuring and administering the drug, and this has
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been labeled “secondary deviance.” Others lose control during the drug
intoxication, and as a result of the drug effects and/or group pressure,
commit acts that are generally ego-alien and will display affects and impulses
otherwise relatively controlled. The diagnosis of sociopathy is still highly
debated; criteria for diagnosis must be accurately specified.
Sociologists have consistently pointed out that labeling a person as
deviant or criminal has important social and psychological ramifications for
his own self-image and in the perpetuation of such behavior. Even so, there is
some evidence that among sociopathic individuals, and samples of
incarcerated heroin addicts, the threat of further punishment, incarceration,
and supervised parole seems to be a decisive factor in remission and
improvement. Among Robins sample, the first encounter with drugs was
usually reported to have occurred in prison. Research into such phenomena
as the hyperkinetic disorders among children show that some children may
be quite disadvantaged in their ability to exercise self-control and are at risk
of various “deviant” outcomes, including, perhaps, drug use. Some have
sought to define biobehavioral correlates of sociopathy as did Silverman, who
suggests that . . cues which were ordinarily salient for other individuals are
not sufficiently salient to capture the attention of psychopaths,” and has
suggested that drug use, particularly with stimulants and hallucinogens,
serves to increase arousal.
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Closer scrutiny of the alcoholic has enabled a separation between a
primary disorder of alcoholism and alcoholism secondary to an underlying
psychiatric illness that predated the onset of alcoholism. Many secondary
alcoholic

females

show

a

primary

affective

disorder,

developed

independently or prior to the abuse of alcohol, and such studies indicate that
alcoholism and antisocial behavior are highly correlated, more commonly in
men than women. Similar findings upon closer scrutiny of other forms of
serious drug abuse would be anticipated.
It seems clear that drugs may be used by some individuals as selfmedication, where the regular or habitual user is treating himself: phobias,
anxiety, depression, disorganization, and even schizophrenia. Some manage
to be productive with such self-medication; for them, the only issue is the
price.

Drug-abuse Personality
There is a continuing search for aspects of the drug abuser’s personality
that uniquely determine his preference for drugs as coping mechanisms. Why
users have resorted to drugs and why nonusers with similar psychopathology
have found other means to satisfy their needs is, at bottom, still unknown. It
appears fruitless to expect to find a unique personality type who abuses
drugs. On the other hand, in-depth elucidation of drug abusers’ personalities
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may eventually highlight personality aspects and environmental variables
that place a person in a high-risk category for drug use. Careful observation
during the psychotherapy of suitable individuals may potentially prove useful
for illuminating the most important treatment techniques, rationales, and
decisions.
In his recent review of the pertinent psychoanalytic literature, Yorke
has observed that particularly the early writers have concentrated on the
impulse side of the problem; for example, “. . . not the toxic agent, but the
impulse to use it, makes an addict of a given individual.” Wurmser, Kohut,
Wikler and Rasor, Welpton, Calef and associates, Gryler and Kempner,
Hartmann, Bowers and associates, Freedman, Fischmann, Weider and Kaplan,
Khantzian, Chein, Savitt, and Pittel have all recently written about the
personality of one class or another of drug abusers. There is, in all, much
agreement about the personality of those who abuse illicit drugs. Yet most
samples are skewed toward hospitalized patients or patients seen in
treatment, and few studies have investigated the personality of users not in
treatment or who have appeared in crisis at some medical facility. A study
such as Offer’s on normal adolescents is a model for such future research.
Blacker and associates did study chronic users of LSD who were paid
volunteers not in psychotherapy. “Although the . . . beliefs of chronic LSD
users and schizophrenics are similar, . . . the clinical picture of . . . relatively
intact interpersonal relationships and cognitive abilities suggests that these
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subjects are more similar to individuals usually termed eccentric than to
individuals diagnosed as schizophrenic.”
E. Glover introduced the concept that drug abuse is a repair activity akin
to that found in the psychoses, and has placed the syndrome in the diagnostic
context of the transitional states between psychosis and psychoneuroses, as
are the perversions. Buckman, Bios, Vaillant, Erikson, Solnit, and Settlage
specifically discuss drug use as part of adolescent development. Savitt, on the
other hand, recognizes that addiction as a symptom can occur in a variety of
conditions such as schizophrenia, depressive states, psychoneuroses,
character disorders, perversions, and borderline states. As Yorke says:
... a somewhat abnormal ego must, at the very least, be involved, and that
is, moreover, an ego with a rather curious kind of reality testing... the
addict’s disregard for reality is more generalized than the neurotic’s,
though it remains more adequate when it comes to obtaining supplies.

Radford and associates focused on the diagnostic status of addicts,
utilizing Anna Freud’s diagnostic profile, and indicated the promising
directions of future research.
Drug abusers are commonly characterized as individuals who are often
depressed, who have a low tolerance for frustration, are deficient in their
capacity to delay gratification, and who have a dearth of meaningful and
satisfying object relationships with others. They use drugs to maintain their
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sense of self-regard, to experience exalted states of fusion or merger, and to
temporarily lessen intrapsychic conflict and feelings of depression or anxiety.
Many writers agree that abusers have serious pathology in the narcissistic
realm, i.e., in the maintenance of stable feelings of self-regard, and recent
theorists generally explain that drugs ameliorate ego defects in cognitive
functions, affect, and impulse control, object relationships and superego
functions. Furthermore, drugs help satisfy a search for intimacy of the
narcissistic type, where there is a need to feel the same as others, and a wish
for fusion or merger experiences with an idealized object. Drug abusers are
passive individuals who have difficulty in expressing neutralized aggression.
Yorke comments that Glover most satisfactorily discussed the role of the
superego, aggression, and sadism in the personalities of addicts. For some, the
drug seems to decrease uncontrolled outbursts of rage; others feel that they
can express aggression more easily when using the drugs. Freedman and
Blacker and associates speculate that among LSD users passivity and
avoidance of aggression is a learned consequence of the use of psychedelics.
Analysts reconstruct that in the narcissistic line of development,
individuals who abuse drugs have experienced a sudden loss, severe
frustrations, or traumatic disappointments in their relationships with their
parents, who at an early age are experienced as idealized objects, not yet
distinct from the person’s own self-feelings. The parents have not been
sufficiently empathic to the child’s need for them as an adequate stimulus
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barrier or supplier of tension-relieving gratification at critical early periods.
Taking (in) drugs symbolizes and partially gratifies a need to replace a
disappointing unempathic parent or one who died or was lost through
separation, divorce, or hospitalization; and it may be an unconscious
motivation. Hartmann found traumatic childhood histories involving deaths,
severe illness, or operations among the genetic determinants. The failure to
phase—appropriately incorporate and internalize the idealized object, which
in early childhood the parent represents—results in an ego structure that is
defective in its ability to regulate a sense of well-being, to tolerate frustration,
to delay gratification, and to live up to an ego ideal.
Drug abusers appear to have impairments in their capacity for close,
tender object relationships. They report a profound sense of psychological
distance from others, which often predates their drug use. Many user’s social
contacts appear to be superficial, primarily with other individuals who take
drugs. The drugs provide not only a sense of belonging to a group but also a
consensual validation for the alienation that they feel from their parents,
peers, themselves, and society as a whole. Sexual relationships are usually
infantile. Whether homosexual or heterosexual, they tend to be on an
narcissistic, masturbatory level rather than intimate, emotional relationships
with specific partners. Conflict in therapy seems to be in terms of “risking
exposure of tender feelings and becoming vulnerable to some sort of
rejection.”
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The difficulty with drug experiences is that, although they temporarily
provide gratifying affective experiences and often decrease the need for
defensive operations, generally people are unable to assimilate such
experiences in a way that would add to their psychological structure and
modify ego defects. The drug experience is a prescribed time when reality
testing and the inhibitions that reality imposes may be relinquished in favor
of gratification through the expression of narcissistic grandiosity in fantasy,
fusion, or omnipotent control over mind and body.
Some studies have concentrated on the self-destructive aspects of drug
abuse and the suicidal ideation that accompanies massive doses. Often the
anxiety users describe prior to ingesting a drug, or in the beginning of a drug
experience—particularly with the psychedelics —is the result of threatened
ego disruption, annihilation, and fragmentation, which seems to be part of the
psychedelic experience in particular. Drug abuse (and particularly selfdestructive behavior) concerns important people in the user’s environment. It
tends to bring these need-satisfying objects closer to them.
Drug use is found in better-organized individuals as well as extremely
disorganized ones, and plenty of healthy individuals get drawn into the drug
movement. Individuals who are at ease with intimacy and whose egos
function more or less adequately generally use drugs in defiance of their
parents or therapists to reassure themselves of their autonomy and personal
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definition, or out of peer-group pressure.
Often associated with drug use in these individuals are feelings of guilt
or shame over loss of control that tempts them to engage in acts that are egoalien and do not measure up to their ego ideal. Such temptations may
contribute to acute anxiety reactions during the intoxication or to depression
after the intoxication has terminated. Borderline or psychotic individuals
often use drugs in extreme amounts to reinstate feelings of closeness through
merger and fusion experiences, to narcotize themselves against the psychic
pain they feel, and sometimes in an attempt to feel something, even if that
means to feel painfully, in order to break through the depths of despair and
hollow, empty feelings. Lindeman and Clark stress the role of different drugs
in providing a specific compensatory ego integration.
In all drug-dependent individuals, the importance of magical wishes and
demands is clear. They seem to be governed by a requirement for some kind
of perfection, an uninterrupted and unchallenged serenity that also
permeates their ideal demands for performance. This, of course, cannot be
achieved in reality. Some of these individuals transfer their notions of power
and perfection to the drug, the physician, or some other idol to whom they
ascribe a sort of eternal presence, power, and perfection. They then become
angry and crushed at the slightest disappointment either in themselves or in
the idealized other. They engage in magical manipulations of supplies and
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needs. This is often socially evident as charm or blarney as the addict
expresses his preoccupation with bringing others into the orbit of his control
and inflated self-esteem. Narcissistic rage and frustration over failure and the
lack of assured protection along with the inability to perceive how others
manage their imperfections, all are quite characteristic. All these factors refer
to the same eternal problem: that man is indeed limited, his capacity to
perceive perfection is not identical to prescription for real life, and, in all of
this, the actual power to take the drug and its availability, no matter how this
fact is masked, is crucial.

Drug-specificity Hypotheses
Drug users are a heterogeneous lot. Beyond certain general similarities
in their personalities and behavior, the fact that they use illicit drugs—often
multiple types of drugs—tempts investigators to group them together for
purposes of diagnosis and treatment. Although multiple drug use is common,
drug-specificity hypotheses have been proposed to explain that many
individuals have a drug of choice.
Most theories neglect the importance of changing patterns of drug use
and the peer group and social determinants involved in the subject’s choice of
drugs. Nevertheless, such drug specificity implications seem operative at least
in part. Griffith Edwards’ personal communication notes that pharmacologic
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effects of specific drugs differ in terms of behavioral plasticity or variability.
In terms of expected behavior sedatives, including alcohol and marijuana,
have the most variable effects; heroin moderately so; and stimulants, the least
variability. Freedman notes that the effect of LSD is to enhance variability,
which nevertheless does not obliterate a basic sequence and patterning of
drug effects. Weider and Kaplan explained that withdrawal and the search for
the relief-giving drug “induces artificial drive structures with their own
rhythms and periodicity.” They discussed drug choice in terms of its
psychodynamic meaning in a paper derived from intensive psychotherapeutic
experiences with drug-using adolescents. Alcohol and marijuana in low doses
“lessen defenses against drive and impulse discharge,” and increase internal
and external perception while leading to increased propensity for sexual and
aggressive discharge in action. LSD and related drugs induced regressive
states of “union, reunion and fusion with the lost or yearned for object.”
Opiates seem to recover a “lost state of oneness with the drive-channeling,
tension-reducing, idealized object where motor activity and perceptual input
is diminished.” Amphetamines and cocaine subserved in their model a denial
of passivity and a “real or illusory chemical increment in drive pressure,” as
well as reinforcing autonomous ego function, leading to increased selfassertiveness, self-esteem and frustration tolerance, while at the same time
decreasing judgment and accuracy. Wurmser explained:
[narcotics] appear to reduce the sensitivity and vulnerability to
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disappointment and to calm . . . anger. Amphetamines and cocaine . . .
eliminate the sense of boredom and emptiness caused by the repression of
feelings of rage and shame; and they give . . . a feeling of aggressive
mastery, control, invincibility and grandeur. Psychedelic drugs have in
common with the amphetamines their effect as antidotes to boredom,
emptiness and meaninglessness. Also they reestablish an omnipotent,
grandiose position but one centered less on aggressive mastery than on
passive receptive merger through the senses, [pp. 17-18]

Fischmann found that among amphetamine addicts the preference for
stimulants was determined “by the combined influence of cost, legal status of
the drug, and their specific type of action . . . [and suggests] that the
energizing effect was by far the most important motive for choice.” McCubbin
disagrees with such generalizations. To him they suggest that internal
psychodynamic needs can override pharmacogenic effects. He observes that
most users show dramatic changes in drug preferences, not accompanied by
dramatic changes in psychodynamics.
A high dose of a drug generally produces the more typical drug effects,
while a low dose increases the influence of situational and personality factors.
Particularly among latency children and adolescents, “paradoxical” drug
effects are often noted with low doses of amphetamines and barbiturates.
McCubbin has evidence that they also occur with the psychedelic drugs.
Although the meaning of the drug effects to the patient cannot be
ignored and could lead to a deepened understanding of the dynamics of
choice (and perhaps even quite useful treatment interventions) such
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differences are often obscured in the present, rapidly fluctuating, drug-abuse
scene where social considerations, drug popularity and fad, and drug use to
treat the side-effects and withdrawal syndromes of other drugs are often
more important determinants of a person’s drug choice at any one time.

Family Characteristics
Characteristics of the drug user’s family have been studied to find
predictive factors that would place a child in a high-risk category. Trend
studies of data obtained from users in the form of surveys or structured
interviews, as well as a few case studies, have been the primary mode of
research in this area. In such studies, one must ask to what extent the user’s
perception of his parent’s drug use influences the data gathered and,
therefore, how valid and reliable that data is. Adolescents who use illicit drugs
are more likely to report that their parents use tranquilizers, amphetamines,
or barbiturates. But the validity of such reports is at issue. It is a common
supposition that the young who are reared in this culture and who see their
parents using psychotropic drugs come to share the same behavior and start
using mood-changing drugs themselves, albeit illicitly.- Kandel studied the
relative importance of the parents, compared to peer-group and sibling
influence, in introducing the subject to drugs and in perpetuating this
behavior. She finds that among adolescent marijuana users, parental
influence is relatively small compared to the influence of peers. (see page 572,
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The Role of the Peer Group).
Family pathology is found among users, especially delinquent ones.
Hawks investigated abusers of methylamphetamine. He found drinking
problems, criminal behavior, and having consulted a psychiatrist were more
prevalent among the subjects’ fathers than mothers. A smaller percentage of
the abusers’ siblings had similar difficulties. Robins and Murphy’s
investigation of drug use in a normal population of young Negro men found
that among delinquents and dropouts the father had been absent at some
time during elementary school—a factor that was rather acutely related to
the risk of heroin addiction once any drug had been tried. Data obtained from
users often show a high incidence of parental loss or separation, particularly
at an early age or during adolescence, that can often be associated in time
with the onset of addiction.
More extensive descriptions of such family pathology are available.
Hartmann finds that in the twelve cases of drug-taking adolescents studied,
there seemed to be more pathology among the mothers than the fathers.
“Infantile libido and superego development prevailed among the mothers;
with regard to aggression, the fathers seemed to show more controlled, the
mothers more uncontrolled, aggression; seductive behavior was much more
prevalent among the mothers; inconsistency and distance, more among the
fathers.” Cohen and associates studied a group of adolescents referred for
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treatment of drug problems. They randomly selected a control group referred
for other reasons. They found that although both groups had “disidentified”
with their fathers and had lacked strong paternal ties, the group referred for
drug problems “also disidentified with their mothers, whom they described
as strong, narcissistic, and managerial.” However, the authors felt that the
homes would not be described as pathological, “since both parents were selfreliant, behaving adequately by societal standards, and living their lives in the
pursuit of socially approved goals. Underlying this image, however, is often a
family

characterized

by

emotional,

environmental

deprivation

and

communication deficiencies.” Blum and associates recent studies concentrate
specifically on the family as a predictor of drug abuse among students.
Contained therein is a review of the issues involved in such family studies and
the pertinent literature. They randomly selected 101 white, middle-class
families from the files of a university and interviewed the family and the
student. On the basis of their offspring’s drug history, families were classified
as low- , moderate- , and high-drug-risk families. High-risk families used more
prescribed medications and more alcohol and cigarettes than low-risk
families. They were generally more permissive, less religiously involved, less
cohesive. They put less emphasis on child rearing, belief in God, and selfcontrol than low-risk families. Traditional families of authoritarian fathers,
emphasizing obedience and self-control, characterized low-risk families. The
authors felt that such family factors “had a major predictive power for drug
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risk.” The drug-using children of high-risk families had “more infant-health
and

feeding

problems,

more

childhood-health

problems,

longer

hospitalizations, and more psychosomatic disorders (bedwetting and
headaches) . . . [they] receive more over-the-counter remedies of every sort
and are given tranquilizers and, occasionally, alcohol, as infants and young
children.” They seem to “suffer from psychological problems during their
youth and often cause their mothers to worry about their conduct. Motherchild relationships appear to be stressful for both,” and occasionally mothers
of high-risk youth applied food deprivation as punishment.
The implication from Blum’s study that family factors can prove
predictive of drug risk among offspring needs adequate testing. It raises the
question of how universal such “family factors” might be for other samples.
The authors were able to construct a list of 176 items of family characteristics
and narrow it down to thirteen items that they felt would be 75 percent
accurate in predicting risk of drug use. These items were, however, bound to
socioeconomic class; they were not reliable when applied to blue-collar or
Mexican-American families.
Blum attempted to show that the statistical surface measures, predictive
of drug risk, reflected the family interior; he studied the family dynamics of
thirteen families. In low-risk families, love, forgiveness for failure, physical
expressions of affections, were emphasized, and criticisms of an offspring’s
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mistakes centered on the mistake rather than on the child himself. Opposite
findings were noted for high-risk families. Vaillant, in a twelve-year follow-up
of narcotics addicts, found that family pathology seemed unrelated to the
outcome of eventual abstinence.
The idea that drug-using youth come from families where parents use
psychotropic drugs is a notion that has been both supported and refuted by
various studies. It is certainly not a sufficient condition, nor is it, perhaps,
even a necessary one for drug-using behavior to evolve. Family pathology and
broken homes are prevalent findings in any study of deviant behavior,
including mental illness, and there is little evidence that families of drug users
are uniquely different from those of other psychiatric patients. Finally, the
family constellation to be predictive must be predictive of some later
condition that, in turn, will be related to current (and other) factors leading to
some aspect of drug-taking behavior: the problem is to specify these
sequences more sharply than with generalities about early experience and
drug abuse.

Operant Conditioning Models of Drug Dependence
Experimental work on animals administered psychoactive drugs on
various schedules of reinforcement—work pioneered by Wikler— has made
an important contribution to the understanding of drug dependence, the
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development of tolerance, the effects of withdrawal, factors influencing
relapse, and the assessment of abuse potential.® As Schuster and Thompson
have noted, such methods have “the obvious advantage of greater
experimental control . . . and the investigator using infrahuman organisms is
less likely to invoke untestable mentalistic constructs as the factors
generating the self-administration of drugs.” These studies, based on
behavioral conditioning models, “seek to determine the biological and
environmental variables which modify a drug’s reinforcing efficacy, that is,
the extent to which a drug is self-administered.”
Primary reinforcement effects of various classes of psychoactive drugs
have been intensively studied and compared, and Schuster and Thompson
review this literature. Deneau and coworkers compared the various classes of
drugs usually abused by humans and found that those which appear to have
the least abuse potential in humans, including chlorpromazine and mescaline,
will not be self-administered by monkeys. Cocaine and amphetamine will be
self-administered by animals at very regular cyclical intervals, reminiscent of
the high-dose cyclical pattern of intravenous amphetamine abuse in humans.
Individual differences in the extent to which animals and humans
become dependent on drugs, and display psycho-toxicity or withdrawal,
implicate various genetic (metabolic) sex and age variables with an unknown
basis. These variables have been researched in animals. Once physical
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dependence on opiates develops in animals, the reinforcement efficacy of the
drug is amplified by the effect of withdrawal. However, the drive-reduction
model of reinforcement, i.e., that abusers continue administering heroin in
order to avoid the effects of withdrawal, is called into question, since physical
dependence is not a necessary condition for opiates to act as reinforcers, and
the drug can reinforce behavior independently of its ability to relieve
abstinence.1
Various kinds of behavior and experience— particularly those in close
temporal association with the drug taking—such as the rituals of “shooting
up,” procuring the drug, the neighborhood or room where the user takes the
drug, or his associates, are associated with the primary reinforcement of the
drug and become secondary reinforcers; when these are encountered again,
even long after withdrawal, they may contribute to relapse. This is the basis
for Wikler’s “hustling theory.” Such observations have produced greater
understanding about the determinants of the recurrent nature of drug-taking
behavior and its intransigence. The acquired reinforcing effects of the ritual,
setting, or acquaintances diminishes as extinction proceeds, but mere
detoxification does not result in extinction of these conditioned responses. In
treatment, active extinction, i.e., repeated elicitation of the conditioned
response by the appropriate stimuli, is needed under conditions that preclude
its reinforcing effects. This is less difficult for opiates since the advent of
methadone blockade and the development of narcotic antagonists, but it
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poses some research problems for nonnarcotic drugs. How, for instance,
could the reinforcement effect of a user’s associates, home, or injection ritual,
be actively extinguished? How effective would such procedures be in
maintaining abstinence? No such studies of either opiate or nonnarcotic users
have appeared.
Researchers have studied opiate abstinence and defined a primary as
well as a secondary phase. In humans the primary phase of opiate abstinence
lasts for several months, followed by a secondary phase that lasts for at least
an additional four months. Whether the secondary abstinence stage is a major
variable contributing to relapse, and what neurochemical mechanisms may
be operating, must be determined, as well as similarly characterizing such
phenomena from other drugs. With such reinforcement principles operating,
“the sharp distinction between ‘psychic dependence’ and physical
dependence becomes untenable.”
C. Schuster explains that it is normal for animals to begin selfadministration of reinforcing drugs; this drug abuse is not “abnormal”
behavior, but rather “biologically normal.” What is abnormal in drug abuse is
the relative lack of competing behaviors. “Perhaps a mistake is made in
studying human drug addiction in that the question to be asked may not be
why one individual succumbs to drug abuse, but rather why most are capable
of abstinence.”
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Numerous studies assess the self-administration potential of the drugs
of abuse. The question of how accurately an animal model will predict abuse
potential in human beings, for whom a variety of personality and social
variables may be relatively more important, is at issue.
Deneau and associates developed a method for assessing abuse liability
of psychoactive drugs in animals, but explain, “While a drug must be selfadministered before it is abused, a total assessment of its potential danger
cannot be made from the fact that psychological dependence, as manifested
by some degree of self-administration, occurs [in monkeys]. The major
limitation [of this method] is that
drugs which are not water soluble cannot be tested.” The advantage of
such a method is, of course, that abuse potential of new drugs could be
estimated in advance of their widespread use. On the other hand, LSD, which
will not be self-administered by animals, saw widespread—if only transient—
abuse, which attests to the importance of social-psychological variables. Irwin
has proposed that abuse liability or hazard indices take into account
possibilities for mortality from chronic use, overdose and withdrawal,
irreversible tissue damage, social and personal consequences, the production
of violence or passivity, loss of control, psychomotor impairment, psychoticlike reactions, ease of overdose at use levels, and special hazards when taken
intravenously or in combination with other drugs. He has proposed a
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classification of drugs along these lines.
Policy research requires coming to grips with those issues. Often we
have a vague or theoretical notion about the abuse potential of a drug from
previous experience in clinical and experimental settings. While this should
alert monitors, it is not useful to be drastic about regulating the availability of
the drug until there is evidence of actual abuse. At that point what responses
come about and which are legally sound, as well as the speed and
effectiveness of these responses in deterrence, are all questions largely
unresearched. The uses of drugs are culturally linked—and there is always
the problem of predicting what will happen to cultural fads. It is important, of
course, to monitor the climate of thinking about drug taking, as well as the
actual prevalence of various patterns of use. Risks must be weighed against
gains of availability of medically useful drugs. Toxic and lethal effects must be
considered. Whether toxic effects can be readily diagnosed, treated and
whether the drug signals toxicity to users or observers should be one
consideration of relative availability of drugs of a similar class. It is important
to consider how a drug lends itself to misuse—the dose and forms most likely
to be misused, the assessment of physical dependence, withdrawal, and
tolerance, as well as euphorigenic, sedative, or stimulant effects —all factors
that help predict drug-abuse potential.

Concluding Remarks on Research into Causes
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The research into possible causes of drug use and abuse implicate not
one determinant but many. Intrapsychic (personality) factors, family values,
beliefs and dynamics, peer-group pressure and their norms, sibling’s drug use
and influence combine with cultural values and social change and economic
aspects of availability and demand to influence the epidemic communicability
of drug-taking behavior. The reinforcement effects of the drug, each
experience and its setting add additional variables. All these factors can
confound the researcher attempting to describe a single model in which to
understand this multiple-determined behavior. Such factors are involved in
any analysis of the critical factors in any deviant population, including mental
illness.
Confusion still exists between what are causes and what are results of
drug use, and which findings arise independently. Most studies of causes have
been subsequent to the adoption of a particular drug, pattern, or peer-group
identity. Assuming a factor predates drug abuse, can we be more precise as to
what specifically has changed? If drugs are used to cope with stress, what
coping mechanisms have been employed before that the drugs have now
replaced?
How some persons succumb to drugs and why others utilize different
means of dealing with their difficulties remains incompletely understood.
There have been no set of reliable variables found that will predict drug-using
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behavior or outcome. Variables that place individuals in high-risk categories
have been postulated, though not adequately validated. These variables often
depend on the individual’s socioeconomic background. The role of the
initiator and reinforcing agents needs investigating to further understand the
epidemic propensity of this behavior. How some persons refuse when invited
to participate, and how others can maintain a pattern of occasional
recreational use, as well as what factors cause drug abuse in some to be selflimiting, invites research. The exchange of one drug for another also requires
scrutiny. While the topic is no longer mysterious, and its dimensions are
increasingly grasped, much remains to be learned about the causes of drug
abuse.
The pattern of an individual’s drug use involves a beginning, peaks,
remissions, relapses, and, at times, termination. Remission may be drug
specific or pattern specific. It may reflect an experience with adverse
reactions, treatment efficacy, epidemic outcomes, changes in social groups,
fads, and group norms, or fluctuations in psychological variables and
precipitating causes. Hawks suggests that any “universality” that exists to
explain the selectiveness of drug dependence resides in a relationship
between variables studied, rather than in one variable itself. Due to
experimental design, usually only two variables can be correlated and
multivariant methods need to be utilized. It is problematic whether we can
identify high-risk groups with precision; long-term prospective studies
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should be designed to define them better and to ascertain more subtle factors
in resistance as well as susceptibility to drug use at all stages.
The last decade has witnessed an explosion of interest in drugs that has
widened into a discussion of other altered states of consciousness,accompanied by a public notion that one drug will reliably produce a specific
effect, feeling, experience, altered state, or behavior change. Instead, a wide
variability of effects is evident, dependent upon dose, reinforcement effects,
social and personal expectations and personal psychology, as well as
metabolic, neurochemical, and tissue determinants as yet undefined.

Treatment and Prevention
Since treatment and prevention of nonnarcotic drug abuse is not an
advanced art, but rather a tentative, fragmentary, and uncertain array of
ventures, research is relatively undeveloped also. Probably—when the
novelty dissipates—the same principles of diagnosis of situation, person, and
his dysfunction, the same resources that prevail in psychiatric treatment
generally, and the same principles of group, individual, occupational, and
pharmacotherapeutic treatment, will be applicable. The phenomenon is
recent and the natural history of multiple drug abusers, including mortality
and morbidity statistics and the incidence of substitute addictions, is not yet
well recorded. Follow-up studies such as Vaillant’s represent a useful model.
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Enough young adults and adolescents have been heavily involved to warrant
such study. In general, trend studies indicate experimenters and most users—
though not most heavy users—shift their habits over time. The long-term
follow-up of narcotic addicts receiving one or another kind of treatment is
only beginning to be researched.-- For multiple drug abuse, various modes of
treatment and prevention have been advocated, usually without planning to
evaluate the efficacy and influence of such interventions on the individual and
society at large.
Centers for drug analysis that disseminate their findings to the
individual users are a sort of FDA for young consumers; the message they
convey and the way they are conducted —a service to check out the pusher,
to educate toward caution, to give a general rather than specific report of
average sales—is rarely thought through. That drugs are—more often than
not—falsely marketed is evident. Whether a service to the consumer for
qualitative and/or quantitative analysis of samples would be effectively used,
before or after consumption, by whom (dealer or user), and most
importantly, whether the applicant would alter his plans based on such
information, perhaps reducing the incidence of adverse reactions, would need
study. Drug-information education programs, the provision of alternatives to
drug use, including meaningful employment and meditation,-- and efforts
aimed at decreasing the availability of drugs- have all been proposed to aid in
prevention. Self-help treatment programs, alternative activity programs,
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voluntary and compulsory hospitalization with or without supervised
paroles, epidemiological field intervention, psychotherapy and drug
maintenance have been proposed as treatment methods. The question of who
will benefit from each type of treatment or preventive measure needs study;
indeed, whether treatment—in the sense of skilled psychiatric intervention—
is needed, and for whom, has been a crucial definitional question. Treatment
for what remains the question, and drug use as often is a secondary issue in
disturbed adolescents as it is a sustained problem; it may be that ticket of
admission—and may require primary and initial attention—but life and
adjustment problems, neuroses and character disorders become —sooner or
later—a focus.

Goals
The implicit or explicit goals of therapeutic intervention must be known
before efficacy is assessed. It is most evident that process research may be—at
this juncture—more productive than outcome research. Practically all
contemporary programs accept the elimination of psychological and
physiological dependence as their ultimate, if not immediate goal. Some
programs utilizing methadone maintenance seem to hold that—until the life
situation and psychosocial problems are effectively managed—relief from
drug dependence will fail; others are simply pill dispensing, and others utilize
methadone as outreach and anticipate subsequent self-regulated withdrawal
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with or without the support of residential treatment; and still others seek to
establish— through practices and personnel—sufficient trust and response to
human needs to provide a range of services, of reentering stations for
dropouts and job training, that comprise authentic rehabilitation. These
programs may also have prevention aims emphasizing early detection, and
community participation and interaction on the one hand, and special units
for complicated problems—the addicted psychotic—on the other. The Public
Health Service has advocated improved health prevention of disease among
users,

increased

participation

in

conventional

activities,

decreased

participation in criminal activities, and maximal social functioning and
cessation of drug use other than in the treatment of illness as specific goals.
Meyer discusses the three classic levels of prevention in a comprehensive
public health approach: primary prevention of inappropriate drug use and
drug abuse in vulnerable populations; secondary prevention that seeks to
stop drug abuse in vulnerable populations; secondary prevention that seeks
to stop drug abuse in an individual before he has become addicted, or before
becoming solidly identified with a drug-abusing subculture; and tertiary
prevention aimed at those individuals who are heavily involved with the
abuse of drugs or in subcultures that support it. One can concentrate on
treating the family or personality of the user, the symptom of addiction itself,
or the social and medical consequences. For what group complete abstinence
or more moderate use of drugs is the more practical goal needs research.
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Treatment and Prevention Aimed at Nonnarcotic Users
Aside from arguments about efficacy and goals, a widespread treatment
response— aimed primarily at opiate abuse—has been mobilized in recent
years toward those persons who are most severely drug dependent, and
whose habitual drug use has precipitated the most serious adverse
consequences. Although the present heroin epidemic seems to be waning, still
a certain percentage of persons who try an illicit drug for the first time will
eventually become drug dependent. One problem is how to minimize that
number. The concern at this writing is the endemic problem of multiple drug
use—generally in the underemployed, the sixteen-to-eighteen age group—
that, with the unknown “right” circumstances, could become a heroin using
population as well.

Free Clinics and Crisis Centers
An outreach response was mobilized at a time when a “process
factor”—trust in and access to institutions with skilled facilities, which were
either not responsive or unprepared for the needs and attitudes of the
clientele— surfaced. The young took care of each other with the help of a few
professionals who were tested for trustworthiness. “Hot-line” telephone
services and free medical clinics have emerged as a way of providing
immediate, often anonymous, contact for a drug user in trouble or requesting
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information. Often privately endowed, organized under various guises by
persons of varying skills, the effectiveness of these facilities is for the most
part unresearched. Smith and Luce document the establishment of the
Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic during the San Francisco drug epidemic
of 1967 to 1969, and detail the history of the epidemic and the numerous
problems involved in funding, accountability, conflicts with medical, social,
and legal authorities, as well as with the population served. During the 1960s,
conflicts between legal authorities and groups providing treatment, and
conflicts in the minds of the doctors over the use of these illicit drugs and of
accountability— whether to the patient, the community, or legal authorities—
and how the youth interpreted these, tended to alienate patients in need of
help. These conflicts also made it hard to gather data on the prevalence of use
and adverse reactions. They generated a social structure within the drugusing community that advocated treatment of adverse reactions outside of
medical settings, with the help of other users within the community. The
myth was perpetuated that medical personnel were unwilling, incapable, or
hostile to treating or advising on a drug problem. In short, community, legal,
and medical policies toward the treatment of the drug user and his attitudes
toward them served to further relegate drug use and treatment to an extramedical segment of the community.
Levy and Brown report experience with a twenty-four-hour phone
service called “Acid Rescue.” Situated in the St. Louis metropolitan area, it
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received 1543 calls during 1970. This research assessed the types of calls
received, the types of information given, times of maximal use, and the types
of persons volunteering to work in such a program. In all, the authors felt that
management of the crises, through supportive psychotherapy over the
telephone in less than thirty minutes, was not difficult if the goal of the
counseling was not to end the drug experience but to protect the individual
from dangerous action and encourage a subjectively pleasant experience.
Artificial separation of drug problems from other adolescent problems was
impossible. Interestingly, the most common calls were for drug information
from individuals contemplating using a drug or having recently used it, and
only the second most common calls were about a drug crisis—usually from a
youthful user. The action taken, information given, and counselor’s accuracy
and appropriateness of response, depended upon length of the counselor’s
experience. Only the correctness of the information given correlated
significantly with the outcome. If the information given was appropriate, 65
percent of the callers altered their plans; if the information given was too
detailed or unnecessarily frightening, no caller altered his plans. As the year
wore on, as the counselors became more experienced, and as the correctness
of the information given improved, the callers deciding not to take the drug
increased from 9 to 21 percent. Two percent of the calls were unrelated to
drugs and were mostly suicidal threats. The supervision of the employees of
such a facility is discussed by Torop and Torop.
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The prolific increase in such facilities, and their utilization, may speak to
a need for centers to disseminate accurate information, obtainable
immediately, but only upon request, and for patient referral and treatment
during an acute drug crisis. The possibility that it is symptomatic of the loss
and devaluation of institutional and parental functions is as likely. While
ritualizing the use of dangerous drugs to diminish their fear and alienation,
users also emphasize drug experimentation and use as the warrant for
attention and response. As transitional institutions, these facilities offer the
cultural anthropologist and social psychologist interested in age-specific
social roles an interesting topic for study.

Information-Education
The drug-abuse, information-education explosion has been a visible
societal response to concerns generated by the 1960s. Drug-abuse education
classes in schools, churches, and community organizations, and the TV, film,
radio, and news media recognize the topic. Federal agencies generate their
own pamphlets and public-service broadcasts, diverting 67.6 million dollars
in 1972 toward efforts called preventive and educational. “At the present
time, no one can even accurately assess the scope of information-education
efforts, much less measure its impact on behavior. There is no federal
information exchange to which independent programs report; no description
of all programs currently in operation; no assurance that the information
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disseminated is correct; no check to see that it is reaching its intended
audience.” Youth generally obtain their drug information from peers, seeing
drug messages on television, printed drug information, radio messages, the
school lecture, and only rarely from parents. Many materials about drug
abuse are scientifically inaccurate; program sponsors add their own values to
the facts; much of the information approaches drug use from the point of view
that “any use is equally dangerous,” which, from the recipient’s point of view,
tends to undermine the credibility of the information. Government has also
utilized this information to rally support for its programs, and this confusion
of objectives further undermines acceptance. Experience with tobacco,
alcohol, and venereal disease, demonstrates that knowledge about risks “in
and of itself does not necessarily change behavior.” Certainly the various
programs, even when objectively assessing risk versus gain, could arouse
curiosity in an individual. Blachly has discussed types of educational
approaches which may minimize the possibilities for seduction. The pressure
on schools has often led to unprepared and unwise “shows of effort” by
constructing artificial emergency “programs” to placate the press, legislators,
or disturbed parents, rather than assessing parental attitudes and intraschool sentiment and practices as a start. The second marijuana commission
recommends that “drug use prevention strategy, rather than concentrating
resources and efforts in persuading or educating people not to use drugs,
emphasize the alternative means of obtaining what users seek from drugs:
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means that are better for users and better for society. The aim of prevention
policy should be to foster and instill the necessary skills for coping with the
problems of living, particularly the life concerns of adolescents.” (A Chicago
media program attempted to deglamorize drugs and was aimed at stimulating
thought about nondrug issues relevant to the youths’ dilemmas: how do you
say no to a friend and still be a friend?) Information about drugs and the
disadvantages of their use should be incorporated into more general
programs, stressing benefits “with which drug consumption is largely
inconsistent.” The commission recommends that, from the standpoint of
government, a single agency coordinate dissemination and screening of
materials and recommend a moratorium on the production and
dissemination of new drug-information materials and educational programs.
In spite of the many efforts directed at education, the incidence of drug
use for self-defined purposes has risen. It may be that the avalanche of drug
information has been counterproductive “and that it may have stimulated
rebellion, or simply raised interest in the forbidden.” For example, one as yet
unreported study found that after “education” the youth were more
comfortable using drugs. One aspect of such education that bears upon
psychiatric interest in development and sociological and anthropological
interest in societal change is the severe lack of interest in stimulating moral
query: enlightened programs preach that the young should make up their
own minds, but they rarely stimulate them to think beyond themselves or the
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moment. Making up their own minds is a challenge, not necessarily accepted
out of enmity. Without more balanced, less “permissive” messages, the
adolescent lacks even a feeble excuse for revolt against demand and is left
without challenge to accountability by a seductively “free” counselor. Such
subtle issues are factors little investigated. Without such research, programs
are designed from relative ignorance about the specific needs (unrevealed by
questionnaire) and about the developmental tasks of the audience.
Research into the media and its impact on the various population
subsectors is only beginning. The question of how the messages are
presented and received, of how to advertise what you want the receiver not to
do, and whether the target should be the behavior or the attitude, are all part
of the larger issue of how people are influenced.

Psychotherapeutic Approaches
Psychotherapeutic encounters are most useful for persons least
involved in a drug-using subculture, who evidence minimal intensity and
duration of use, who are in various types of adolescent crises, and in whom a
precipitant can be clearly identified. The efficacy, techniques, and especially
the aims of such approaches, are largely unresearched. If precipitants (see
page 590) can be identified, theoretically a focus upon the person’s response
to the precipitant, as well as explaining the link to him between the
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precipitant and his drug use, might be of benefit. Similarly, if a person’s illicit
drug use is an attempt at self-medication for an underlying medical or
psychiatric disorder (see page 577), the accurate diagnosis and treatment of
the disorder should be a therapist’s first order of business. Interpreting a
person’s drug use to him as beneficial in ameliorating fluctuations in selfesteem, stress, conflict, guilt, and shame, and providing a sense of personal
and group identity, probably help him to understand, tolerate, and eventually
relinquish his drug use. Although the influence of families on drug use is still
debated (see page 582), family counseling could relieve conflicts and stresses,
as well as educate parents on how to modulate their often misconstrued fears.
The peer group (see page 572) is an important variable influencing drug
use for social as well as developmental psychology of modern youth, and this
fact requires scrutiny. The second marijuana commission report suggests that
“peer influence toward drug use may be greater for junior and senior high
school students than for college students.” The novelty of drug use, the
relative immaturity of the younger students, the desire to experience
something new, a need to test the effects of a drug that the students have
learned to expect or anticipate, as well as a drive to win peer approval and
recognition, tends to generate among secondary-school students a focus upon
the act of taking the drug and its attendant rituals and social activity. On the
other hand, the greater maturity of the college students, their increased
exposure to drug use among their peers, and their greater opportunity to
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observe the effects on friends in college, may serve to alter their own
behavior and to “encourage greater discrimination as they seem to focus on
the pleasure of the experience and its outcome, rather than the act itself.” It is
unknown to what extent observations such as these—if valid—can be
efficiently and effectively incorporated in a treatment approach. Participation
in a group whose drug using is less serious, encouragement to form a
relationship with a specific, highly valued partner, and changing residence to
a community where drugs are not as available are important factors that help
sustain abstinence. If drug abuse is viewed as a symptom of widespread social
factors (see page 570), then attempts to understand, modify and alleviate
social problems could be a long-range goal. This is another way of indicating
that community competence, responsive institutions, and rites of passage for
the young can shift a variety of meanings and practices.
Wikler explains that verbal psychotherapy “might be utilized effectively
to hasten extinction if it is directed toward ‘cognitive’ re-labeling of the
conditioned responses.” He has outlined the use of “active extinction” models
to prevent relapse with the help of methadone blockade and narcotic
antagonists, and whether such models could be utilized in nonnarcotic
abusers invites research. The idea that drug abusers are unable to delay
gratification led Wikler to conclude that “theoretically an ‘ideal’ vocation for
such a person would be one that ‘paid off’ immediately on successful
completion of a task,” and perhaps that is one reason why illegal occupations
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are so often found among these people.
Some socially useful kinds of behavior that are acquired during chronic
drug intoxication may have to be relearned in the drug-free state, since they
may be extinguished along with other conditioned behavior surrounding the
drug abuse if active extinction is implemented. Amphetamine users often
report that they have developed useful and valued behavior while taking the
drug. Such ideas are reminiscent of similar observations among alcoholics.
They deserve research. Much remains to be learned about “state-dependent”
or “dissociative” learning and its application to the field of drug abuse.
Theoretically, better ego strength, good object relationships, better
tolerance for frustration and the ability to delay gratification, higher
intelligence, and acute onset of drug use related to a precipitant are all factors
that would predict a better result from intensive psychotherapy. Savitt,
Torda, and Hartmann report cases of successful psychoanalytically oriented
psychotherapy with adolescents who abuse drugs. Hartmann found that drug
use was resorted to surrounding the therapist’s absence, misunderstanding
or lapse in empathy, which is consistent with Kohut’s formulations. Savitt
explicitly states that the nonpunitive management of the patient’s acting out
around drugs and sex is an important technique. Such advice may only apply
to those with better ego strength, and other authors have indicated that
setting limits is quite important when managing drug-using individuals.
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Premature dropping out of psychotherapy and failure to attend clinics
regularly are major problems in attempting to provide treatment on an
outpatient basis. Several explanations were proposed by Anderson and
associates. Patients may be “poorly motivated” or are coerced into seeking
treatment; patient’s and therapist’s expectations often are divergent since the
patient wants to change immediately, cannot delay gratification, and does not
return to the clinic after his expectations are not met. They feel that these two
explanations only perpetuate the problem in that they blame the poor results
on characteristics of the patients. Whether innovative techniques (as, for
example, occurred with methadone maintenance) could be developed to
immediately gratify such patients and surmount this ever-present difficulty is
a question. The contention that the appropriate treatment was being used,
but needed to be administered in higher doses by therapists of greater skill is
another. The authors conclude that with the population these therapists could
not compete with the immediate reinforcement inherent in drugs, since
traditional psychotherapy offers no immediate solutions.
Cohen and associates have written a most helpful article on the
psychotherapeutic treatment of drug-abusing patients. They explain that drug
abusers tend to alienate sources of help by assuming a help-rejecting stance
and “by provoking feelings of competitiveness and resentment in the wouldbe helper. [They express] a wish to be passive and suspicious,” engage in
passive aggression and dependency, perhaps to ward off depression, and “can
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be described as angry, suspicious and self-doubting.” They tend to be selfdeceptive about their “assertive, . . . arrogant [and oppositional behavior,
which are] almost the exact opposite of the passivity and dependence which
they engage in. . . . Intervention which is explicitly defined as ‘help’ threatens
[this] self-reliant facade and raises the specter of being manipulated and
exploited.” Drug abusers “usually ask for help in an indirect way by
requesting treatment for a ‘bad trip’ or in some other impersonal form which
refers to the ‘condition’ rather than to themselves.” The authors recommend
that the therapist “be aware of the drug abuser’s underlying despair about
making an impact in a world perceived as critical, success-oriented, and
unresponsive to needs which cannot be logically justified or even articulated
directly . . . [and suggest] creating situations where he is in a position to offer
something valued by the therapist, [and that the latter] present himself as a
model who can risk exposing his tender feelings and the potential of
experiencing rejection. [He must] empathize with the drug abuser’s feeling of
isolation and impotence [and focus away from details of drug abuse since]
emphasizing [this] aspect of his behavior rigidifies his negative identity and
restricts his possibilities for the future. Many resistances to involvement
combined with acting out, [are] designed ... to test the [therapist’s]
genuineness and stability of concern.” [pp. 353, 355, 357]
Vaillant-- recommends that the abuser be helped to find the best
possible dependency objects, sustained employment with external support,
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and to discover a more mature way to deal with his instinctual needs. He
contends that drug abusers can modify their defensive style to cope with
traumatic events, which, in his patients, were handled by isolation,
hypomanic suppression and denial, and a “deliberate search for the silver
lining.”
Psychotherapeutic approaches are useful for some drug-using persons
and not for others. Difficulty enforcing drug abstinence and the failure to
continue contact with a therapist are the most important reasons for
disappointing results, and underlying factors are variously understood and
communicated by both patient, therapist, and researcher. Continuing
redefinition, description, and classification of patients and treatments is part
of the meaningful categorization aimed toward prediction of who will benefit
from psychotherapeutic approaches and exploration of the more subtle
variables that lead to improvement or to relapse. Outpatient facilities are not
to be disparaged, for often adequate attention to the adverse effects of
chronic drug use encourages rapport with a potentially beneficial treatment
facility and is a step toward involvement in a more efficacious treatment
modality.
Finally, inpatient psychiatric facilities are accumulating a vast
experience with drug-using adolescents with relatively severe pathology—
experience that should generate principles and variables for study. Whether
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the drugs add anything new to the research of delayed development,
borderline states, severe character disorders, and schizophrenia prevalent in
the 1950s is as yet unclear.

Self-Help Groups
Since the advent of Alcoholics Anonymous and, later, Synanon, the
original model for self-help groups for drug abusers, a number of similar
programs have emerged, such as Day Top, Marathon House, Phoenix House,
and Crossroads. Khantzian has discussed these programs which share in
common several facts: they are residential programs staffed by ex-addicts;
patients are expected to remain free of drugs; there is a heavy emphasis on
work centered around responsibility for relatively mundane tasks within the
program; residents gain status as they progress to the more sought-after job
responsibilities dependent upon their improvement and length of stay; and
encounter or confrontational methods are utilized in formal and informal
situations around “the issues of addiction, problems in group living and
analysis of each other’s problems.” These confrontations often assume
extremely aggressive proportions that may lead to “splitting” from the group
(in some instances to psychiatric casualties) and the intense, affective
experience may substitute for the drug “high.” There is, among these
programs, a high dropout rate and much recidivism. The common attitude
that the person who leaves as a result of such encounters is “copping out” or
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avoiding confronting himself or others, generally underestimates “many
addicts’ limited capacity to deal with intense affect, particularly aggressive
feelings and . . . seems to be incongruent, anti-therapeutic and destructive for
many of the addicted patients. It leads to further . . . sense of failure in people
who, too often in their life time, have suffered rejection and failure. For many
borderline patients . . . failing to appreciate the dangers of prematurely
forcing people to give up their defenses ... is dangerous and most likely
contraindicated.”
Residential treatment programs are helpful in removing the addict from
his environment, and the emphasis on high expectation in the execution of
their jobs serves to reinforce self-regulation and control. Khantzian explains:
. . . the forced work and humiliating tasks and activities to which the addict
is subjected is effective because these exercises are in part successful
manipulations of the addict’s sado-masochistic tendencies. What is
probably underestimated by the proponents of such an approach is how
they may merely play into the addict’s sado-masochism, and therefore
offer little towards producing permanent change; to the extent that this is
not appreciated, there exists the constant danger that the treatment
becomes just a symptom of the illness.

De Leon and associates have attempted follow-up studies comparing the
persons who remain in the program with the persons who have left the
program on measures of pathology and criminal activity. No follow-up studies
have appeared about the residential treatment of nonnarcotic and youthful
drug abusers.
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The advisability of using ex-addicts as role models and therapists is
largely debated informally. Ex-addicts may indeed represent useful models
for those who seek to become abstinent, and yet, because of their own
psychopathology, sadistic impulses, and medical naiveté, ex-addicts may
facilitate psychiatric casualties, be unempathic to a fault, and may not astutely
observe when certain persons in the program are regressing toward
decompensation.
Certainly the self-selection involved in clearly singling out those persons
most “motivated” for treatment results in the high rates of improvement seen
among those who complete the programs. The question of where the
“failures” go for help is unresearched.
Fischmann reviews the California Rehabilitation Center Program
involving mostly minority males between seventeen and thirty-five years
from a lower socioeconomic background, broken or incomplete homes, with a
history of intravenous drug use and a history of juvenile or adult arrests, and
describes their methods of therapeutic leverage. He remarks that “perhaps
the most important single factor in the establishment of a therapeutic climate
is the personality of the leader and that success in bridging the gap between
patients and staff is paramount in establishing a therapeutic group culture.”
Wilmer described his experience with an adolescent inpatient unit staffed by
residents and utilizing videotape methods, group psychotherapy, and
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individual treatment. He has also discussed problems surrounding use of
drugs smuggled into the ward. Hughes and associates described the
development of inpatient services in a general hospital for the treatment of
narcotics addiction, and the tendency of hospitalized narcotics addicts to
form an antitherapeutic patient subculture, which was reduced by giving exaddicts equal responsibility with nurses for the operation of the unit. They
discussed the important architectural considerations to insure control over
outpatient traffic to and from the unit. They were successful in organizing the
therapeutic potential of an addict-prisoner community by reducing the social
distance between staff and prisoners, by replacing staff-disciplinary response
to deviant behavior with a peer-group-helping response, by converting
cliques into self-help interaction groups, by developing a rehabilitationoriented, inmate-status and leadership hierarchy with important decisionmaking and rehabilitation functions, by structuring communication to and
from inmate groups through rehabilitation-oriented representatives and by
frequent community meetings to deal with rumors and distortions. They also
described a model for precipitating identity crises in resistant sociopathic
prisoners.

Epidemiologic Models for Intervention During an Epidemic
Hughes and associates have shown how successfully an intervention
method patterned after a contagious-disease model can rapidly and without
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coercion stem the tide of a heroin micro-epidemic in a community.” Their
research concentrates on heroin epidemics, but it might be applied to
epidemics of nonnarcotic nature as well. They have already described a
method for monitoring adolescent drug-abuse trends in a suburban highschool district that would be valuable in assessing the emergence of an
epidemic. Where in the epidemic to intervene and what methods of treatment
should be offered and which would be effective are questions for research.
Hughes and coworkers have found that newly involved cases of heroin
addiction are much more “contagious” than chronic users. Whether the same
applies to nonnarcotic users is at issue. Their work suggests that by
organizing the therapeutic potential of a community, by organizing
intervention around the drug-distribution system, and by enlisting
adolescents in treatment as part of the rehabilitation staff, one form of drug
abuse can be prevented in many who are at risk.
De Alarcon has researched the effectiveness of prompt governmental
action restricting the availability of Methedrine on one urban area and three
rural districts in Britain one-and-one-half years after abuse had begun there.
He found a sharp drop in prevalence of injection three months after limitation
of the supply; however, many tried injecting other forms of amphetamines
and barbiturates and eventually switched to oral amphetamine and cannabis,
LSD and barbiturates. Two years later the majority were still taking drugs, but
only one-third were still injecting; only 10 percent on a regular basis.
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The usefulness of epidemiologic models in detection and assessment of
drug-using trends is well established. The particular type of intervention
instituted has legal, ethical, and social implications, and the development and
testing of a model for nonnarcotic epidemics awaits research.

Prognostic Factors in Abusers
There have been no systematic studies to date assessing the
determinants of abstinence among treated or untreated persons who abuse
nonnarcotic drugs. Several authors have speculated about prognostic factors
in these persons on the basis of their experience. Age of onset of drug use or
abuse may perhaps prove to be a powerful predictive factor of future
chronicity of addiction. The question is how accurate such speculation of
predictive factors may prove to be.
Studies of prognostic variables on institutionalized narcotic addicts
have appeared. Vaillant followed opiate addicts incarcerated at Lexington for
twenty years and found that at the twenty-year follow-up “most of the
variables that affected the addicts prognosis twelve years after their
Lexington hospitalization [the number of years of addiction; the amount of
drugs used before Lexington; whether the addicts rapidly relapsed after the
first hospitalization; whether they sought admission voluntarily; education,
race and delinquency] appeared to be no longer important after twenty
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years.” He found three variables that continued “to differentiate the best and
worst outcomes”: employment of four years or more prior to drug use; being
raised in the same culture in which their parents had been raised; and having
been married were associated with stable abstinence. The question of how
closely his sample represents the nonnarcotic drug abuser is at issue. At the
twelve-year follow-up, he found that his sample tolerated abstinence well.
Incapacitating mental illness was not a major risk and when the symptom of
drug addiction was given up, it was replaced by neither depressions nor
psychosomatic illnesses, although many found substitute addiction with
alcohol. Only 10 percent of his sample had, in twenty years, one or more brief
psychiatric hospitalizations for reasons other than drug addiction. Only four
men were diagnosed as psychotic.
Twenty-three percent of his sample were dead after twenty years, two
from natural causes, four from murder or suicide, two from accidental death,
two from secondary alcoholism, and ten from overdose or infection
secondary to their heroin use. He discusses possible determinants of
mortality differences. The five-year report from the Illinois Drug Abuse
Program finds that the death rate is somewhat less for the nonnarcotic user
than for the narcotics addicts.
Never having been physiologically addieted, compulsory postinstitutional supervision, good premorbid adjustment (late onset of
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delinquency, high-school graduation, regular employment, and late onset of
addiction) and ego strength (“the ability to live effectively, productively and
happily over a period of time”) were all associated with the favorable
outcome of continued abstinence. Similar prognostic factors among
alcoholics, rather than psychiatric disorders, often predict remission more
effectively than the severity of the manifest clinical symptoms. Employment,
new meaningful non-parental relationships, and joining evangelical or
mystical religious sects represent more constructive alternatives to addiction.
Absence of a stable work history seemed, in Vaillant’s sample, to be the best
predictor of the chronicity of addiction. “Broken homes, per se, were not
correlated with chronicity of addiction, but almost twice as many chronic
addicts had broken homes before six.”
Vaillant summarized his feeling that addicts improved “when they
master their instincts and not when they burn out.”. He likens the abstinent
addicts (as, indeed, many addicts do themselves) to the maturing adolescent
in that both must achieve independence from their families:
... to which each finds himself bound and towards which he finds himself
ambivalently angry and intolerant . . . each must find substitute objects to
love and each must find appropriate channels for aggressive and sexual
instincts that up to this point have either been focused toward family of
origin, biologically latent, or, in the case of the addict, narcotized. If
addiction is conceptualized as a form of immaturity, then it is not
surprising to find that: (a) the disorder like adolescence gets better with
time; (b) when symptoms are removed, they need not be replaced with
others; and (c) ex-addicts can manifest new defenses.
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Tamerin and Neumann studied several hundred cases of addicts from
the upper-middle and upper-socioeconomic classes and found several factors
that seemed predictive of successful outcome of short duration and could be
classed under the rubric of motivation and a history of successful social and
personal coping success.
When considering the wide range of degree and type of drug
involvement in the nonnarcotic drug user, we are discussing factors such as
the extent of his present involvement with drugs, the abuse potential of the
drugs he presently uses, the total length of time he has used drugs—including
alcohol—his present pattern of use and route of administration, the extent of
his involvement in a drug-using subculture, and a consideration of possible
precipitants for the addiction. Such factors may be more important among
adolescents and early drug users than among heroin addicts of the type
studied by Vaillant and others.

Conclusion
There are numerous problems involved with the diagnosis, prevention,
and treatment of disorders associated with drug use as the primary influence
disrupting psychosocial functioning. This is a self-reinforcing, risk-taking
behavior, with immediate feedback that is often satisfying. What alternative
kinds of behavior can be substituted for those where immediate sensate
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reinforcement accrues along with increased self-esteem, that have groupreinforcement potential, especially among peers, and that can satisfy a desire
for novelty and recreation as well? The public may have become
supersaturated with the notion of drug abuse, and further input may only
serve to reinforce interest in a deviant activity that, in reality, only small
numbers engage in with seriously incapacitating outcomes. The treatment
response must be directed toward these few, but what sort of treatment is
effective remains a research issue. The prevention response has been
hurriedly implemented without planning to research the needs of the
receiver or the effectiveness of the output. Knowledge is better than
ignorance about drugs, but naive, sensationalized reporting has neither aided
prevention nor supported dispassionate appraisal. New epidemics can be
contained with a rapid and humane public-health approach. Intervention
during the beginning years of illicit drug use requires cautious techniques at
grade-school, high-school, and college-age levels. The question of how and
who should intervene needs careful planning and study. Illicit drug use seems
to beg for control, but whether schools should actively try to discover who is
and who is not using drugs, and whether they should attempt to define who is
at risk—assuming an accurate method could be developed-—has numerous
ethical, social, and legal implications. How parents can be educated toward
effective response remains an avenue for exploration. To assess the needs of
and resources available for those who ask for treatment is one issue; to assess
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the risk to public health of various sectors of other illicit users and their
eventual outcome is another.

Consequences and Outcomes
The discussion of treatment illustrates the definitional problems of just
who represents a “case.” A case is usually self-defined—a drug user in trouble
requests help from a medical facility. Only rarely does research investigate
such difficulties within the community, where a (so far) unknown number of
users experience adverse consequences from their drug use, yet define their
difficulties in terms obviating—in their minds anyway—medical intervention:
they remain contained, tolerated or sheltered by their subculture. The user
requesting help—diagnosis, treatment, or explanation—generally cannot be
explicit as to precisely what has changed other than the simple notion that he
took a drug and now is worried, confused, or helpless in the face of his
difficulty. The researcher, too, has difficulty; usually, he must rely on the selfreport and his clinical observation. Often patient and physician focus upon
lurid drug details and accounts, which only further submerges the more
important psychosocial variables. Adverse reactions, particularly, but
attitude, value, and behavior changes as well, are linked to family and
personal crises for which the drug serves, temporarily at least, as a focus of
concern and a ticket of admission. The investigator’s conscious and
unconscious attitudes toward drugs and youth in general often underlie the
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characterization—-or mischaracterization—of “the problem.” Objective
measures have been utilized, particularly in research about organicity and
attitude, value and behavior change. Psychopharmacologic laboratory
research has contributed more balanced accounts of the various
consequences of drug intoxication. However, these drug-specific physical and
behavioral changes (often with unknown bases) may only appear specific on
the surface, since adolescent turmoil, latent schizophrenia, depression, and
early sociopathy often underlie what presents itself as a drug complaint.
Individual differences and response to drug effect are great, and the capacity
to tolerate, assimilate, and integrate the drug experience varies widely.
Research into the consequences and outcomes attempts to define who is
at risk, to identify a characteristic reaction, to understand a user’s adaptation,
and to assess the cost to the individual and society, as well as to delineate any
neurochemical or tissue basis for a reaction and/or operative personal and
social

factors.

Accordingly,

this

research

comprises

toxicological

investigation, neurological assessment, morbidity and mortality studies, and
descriptions of adverse behavioral reactions, as well as attitude, belief, and
value changes. These depend upon adequate follow-up studies, which are
rare. Whether drug use can selectively “catalyze” permanent or transient
psychotic reactions and “amotivational states” in predisposed individuals, still
presents a research challenge.
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Toxicological Research
Clinical toxicological studies of drug users that attempt to relate the
toxic syndromes encountered to a particular drug are intrinsically difficult
since the purity, dose level, and schedule cannot be reliably assessed among
users. Whatever the public-health interest of clinical studies, systematic
animal-toxicity studies are needed to help define the mechanisms of toxic
effects.
Research in toxicology of psychotropic drugs describes various
pathophysiological, and especially neuropathological (parenchymal) changes
in animals and man. No such effects have been shown for LSD. The uterotonic
effects of this ergot alkaloid conceivably could influence pregnancy, although
clear and controlled data have not warranted any conclusion other than the
general caution that unnecessary drugs in pregnancy should be avoided.
Jacobson and Berlin’s report implies only that the milieu of the
counterculture and multiple drug use are a hazard to birth. Suspicions that
the drug was a teratogen are not borne out to date. Chromosomal changes in
human lymphocytes have been neither verified as due to LSD nor linked to
evidence of specific damage of genetic mechanism. While research might
continue on the teratogenic effects of LSD, it cannot carry top priority from a
public-health viewpoint.
Syndromes of “necrotizing angiitis” and abnormal cerebral angiographic
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findings associated with neurological complaints have been reported among
intravenous users of multiple drugs. The role of direct toxic effects of a
certain drug, adulterants, sepsis, or other, unknown, factors is unsolved. How
long such changes, when present, persist, whether they are reversible, and
the extent to which thinking or behavior is contingently disturbed is
unknown. Speculation that these findings are related directly to
methylamphetamine abuse is not supported by studies of the chronic
intravenous administration of methylamphetamine under aseptic conditions
for as long as a year to monkeys who show no evidence of parenchymal
damage at autopsy, although various behavioral effects, such as stereotyped
behavior, are seen.
Tennant and coworkers have reported, not surprisingly, various
degrees of respiratory irritation associated with heavy use of hashish by
soldiers in West Germany. A more precise definition of such health risks with
weak and potent preparations of marijuana awaits further study. Recent
research with marijuana primarily concentrates on long-lasting and possibly
cumulative effects of active metabolites of THC.

Morbidity and Mortality
Understanding the relationship and measuring the effects of drug abuse
on mortality is important in assessing the costs of the epidemic of multiple-
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drug use; however investigated, such statistics are often not specifically
useful in determining the danger of various patterns of various drugs. The
specific drug is often unknown, and the cause of death is not easily sorted out
from the abuse pattern and life style with all its variability and adventitious
factors. For example, the headline-catching statistics on opiate deaths not
only reflect the results of multiple-drug interaction (such as morphine,
alcohol, and sedative hypnotics), infections, malnutrition, and other medical
complications, but probably include other factors hitherto unexplained.
In any case, there has been a dearth of epidemiological research into the
mortality and morbidity of various patterns of use of nonnarcotic,
psychoactive substances. Mortality among intravenous users is especially
high and septic conditions, violent death, and narcotic or sedative overdose,
as well as conscious or unconscious suicide attempts, are generally
implicated. Morbidity figures that would assess the costs of different patterns
of drug use to the individual are lacking, in part because there is little
apparent problem with some commonly used agents. They would include the
functional consequences of use, e.g., adverse reactions (which may or may not
have a metabolic or tissue basis), accidents, hospitalizations, delinquency and
imprisonment, progression to more dangerous drugs, and medical
complications such as hepatitis, malnutrition, abscesses, and the like.

Neurological Consequences of Nonnarcotic Drug Use
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Seizures associated with (but not shown to be necessarily contingent
upon) LSD use have rarely been reported. Seizures may be the cause of death
in over dosage of amphetamines, especially in accidental ingestions in
children. Perhaps because of tolerance, seizures occur rarely in chronic
amphetamine abusers, except when barbiturates and amphetamines are used
together. The diagnosis and treatment of the medical aspects of nonnarcotic
dependence and withdrawal is discussed by Chambers, Smith, Wilder,
Tinklenberg, and Shick et al.
Studies of organicity among drug users that attempt to relate findings to
a particular drug are complicated by the fact that many drugs have been used,
of unknown purity and composition, by various routes of administration,
generally predrug measures are unavailable and differences in test scores
may be due to differences in motivation. The characterization of the nature of
any “organicity” in LSD users have so far eluded strict definition. All such
studies have been retrospective, and the time interval between the last dose
of LSD and organicity assessment varies. The subjects of Blacker and
associates and S. Cohen and A. E. Edwards had not used LSD for 48 hours
prior to testing. Thus, the effects of metabolic changes or of long-lasting
metabolites (unlikely with LSD) cannot be ruled out. Blacker and associates
studied twenty-one paid, volunteer subjects living in the community who
were chronic LSD users. They found only “scattered and inconclusive
evidence” for minimal brain damage and no increased rate of abnormal EEGs
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among the users; a number of EEG records were judged abnormal by one or
both readers at either the initial testing or six-month retest interval, but
abnormal recordings did not correlate with the length of LSD ingestion; on
auditory-evoked potentials (a measure found to be sensitive to intellectual
disorganization in schizophrenia) the subjects showed no abnormality, yet
visual-evoked potentials suggested that they were “uniquely sensitive to low
intensity [visual] stimulation . . . [and] seemed to modulate and organize
sensory input in a different fashion.” S. Cohen and A. E. Edwards, assessing
organicity in thirty chronic LSD users, found significantly poorer performance
011 two tests of visual perception and spatial orientation.
McGlothin and associates studied sixteen subjects drawn from a sample
of 300 who had received LSD in a medical setting many years before the
study, had no history of intravenous injections, and most of whom had not
taken LSD for a period of about one year prior to testing, and matched them
with a control group. The experimental design did not permit the implication
of a causal relationship and could not exclude the possible influence of prior
factors “associated with the decision to use LSD repeatedly.” Measures of
organicity (including the Halstead-Reitan battery) did not replicate S. Cohen
and A. E. Edwards particular findings and confirmed previous studies “that
there [was] no evidence of generalized brain damage [in the LSD group]
related to the amounts of LSD ingested.” Evidence of moderate impairment of
abstract ability suggestive of minimal brain dysfunction was provided by a
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significantly poorer performance on Halstead’s category test—a nonverbal
measure of ability to discern abstract principles, and involving memory for a
sequence of presentations. No specificity of effects across users is shown,
then, and slight and different changes observed cannot be clearly dissociated
from motivational factors. No striking data of semi-permanent effects of
extended LSD usage is, then, available.
The prevalence of organic brain syndrome among illicit, intravenous
drug users is unreported, although intravenous amphetamine abusers report
subjective difficulties with memory, concentration, and fine motor
coordination months after discontinuation. Research involves the objective
assessment of such complaints from intravenous users, the prevalence and
outcome, as well as defining more precisely the tissue, metabolic, or
neurochemical mechanisms involved. No studies have conclusively
demonstrated central nervous system toxicity with amphetamine, and
Freedman has discussed the evidence usually cited. “In the light of parahydroxylated metabolites that leave the brain slowly, it is quite possible that a
reversible biochemical effect is responsible for a change in behavior of this
duration,” in addition to drug-behavior interactions—learning under the drug
state.
On the other hand, abnormal central nervous system signs in drug users
either on EEG, brain scan or neurologic exam, suggest cardiovascular or
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infectious disease processes as a result of intravenous drug abuse. Needle
sharing is a phenomenon endemic to needle-using subcultures and Howard
and Borges found that the sharing of needles is a social phenomenon dictated
by pressures of group participation and inferred that “even if fits and points
were legally available, sharing the needles would continue.” Intravenous drug
users are exposed to a wide variety of other medical hazards relatively
independent of the drug injected, including serum hepatitis, septic emboli,
endocarditis, tetanus, syphilis, and malaria.

Adverse Reactions to LSD
Various categorizations of adverse functional reactions for LSD have
appeared.” These acknowledge psychotic and nonpsychotic varieties that can
be acute (terminating as the intoxication dissipates) or chronic (lasting for
various periods after the intoxication). Such adverse reactions include acute
and prolonged anxiety states, depressive and paranoid states of psychotic or
nonpsychotic proportions, schizophrenic-like reactions, mild or severe
confusional states dominated by magical thinking, and spontaneous
recurrences (“flashbacks”). The use of LSD may also result in suicide, selfmutilation, homicide, assault, and other antisocial behavior, personality,
attitude, and behavioral changes, and religious conversions (including
irresponsibility and omniscience). Schwarz and Smart and Bateman have
reviewed the literature on adverse reactions with LSD prior to 1968.
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Acute adverse reactions, ranging from mild anxiety to panic states of
psychotic proportions, are known to occasionally occur with LSD and
congeners in social as well as research settings, and are related to a
threatened loss of control over inner stability, variably experienced and
symbolized. For some it is dread transcended (“death of the ego”), for others,
unwelcome, denied, or projected fears (“fragmentation of the self”).
Some investigators have implied that acute panic states are fostered by
fears generated by medical and research settings, and yet, perhaps just as
often, the confidence engendered by the presence of competent and emphatic
medical personnel leads to a diminution of such reactions. McGlothlin found
no difference in harmful effects attributed to LSD between nonmedical as
opposed to medically supervised exposure.
Clinical research into the acute effects of the intoxication cannot always
be extrapolated to social drug use—reactions occur in the laboratory that
may not occur in another setting and vice versa—and, furthermore, the
results of such laboratory studies are influenced by the subjects previous
experience with drugs, the research setting,] and the variables investigated,
as well as the techniques used and the investigator’s bias. Barr and Langs
discuss the importance of control groups, the necessity for “active placebos,”
and the determinants of placebo responses with LSD in the laboratory; the
placebo for a drug of the potency and clarity of response characteristic of LSD
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has been found an abstract exercise by most competent investigators.
Research into the types of reactions that occur outside the laboratory,
and their social management and interpretation, would be especially valuable
since many such reactions are managed within the drug-using subculture and
only the most serious reactions or least involved users reach medical
facilities.
Certain determinants of these reactions have been identified and
include such drug-behavior interactions as dose,§ social setting, personality
make-up, expectations, degree of drug experience and current life crises. The
role of a person’s associates in precipitating and influencing such reactions is
apparent. Many of these determinants are not specific to drug use and can
occur in other psychiatric patients as well. Glickman and Blumenfield felt that
reactions were more or less severe depending upon the patient’s
disappointment in the failure of LSD to avert threatened decompensation, his
wish to attribute his symptoms to the drug, as well as the amount of
pharmacologic effects, primarily dependent on dose. They characterized LSD
users who later are hospitalized for an adverse reaction as having “preexisting difficulties in adult social and sexual functioning, a tendency to use
drugs to reduce tensions, a current life crisis [and] a fantasy . . . that LSD
ingestion will enable them to overcome this crisis by introjecting strength.
When this fantasy conflicts with reality, the patient may project upon LSD the
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cause of his decompensation.” Blacker and associates found that the “bum
trip” with LSD usually occurred in the context of anger and speculated that
anger or hate was magnified into “nightmarish proportions and . . .
experienced as demons or primitive, cannibalistic creatures who attack and
destroy

their

creator.”

Silverman

has

hypothesized

that

fear

of

overstimulation accounts for the production of the bad trip and that various
maneuvers observed in adverse reactions such as withdrawal, blocking, and
constriction of movement and speech serve to reduce the amount of sensory
stimulation experienced. Intrusion of repressed material is no doubt also
involved. Barr and Langs put it this way:
[Psychoactive drugs as potent as LSD are] . . . certain to stir up trouble, and
sometimes seriously upsetting trouble, in persons who do not have flexible
defenses and ready access to their primary processes without being
threatened by their own unconscious fantasies. LSD does not work merely
by lifting repression, any more than alcohol really works by dissolving the
superego, but many of the effects do seem to be attributable to alterations
in important defenses. If this is the case, it is to be expected that most of
the time what emerges into awareness will be frightening—since it has
been held back precisely because it arouses anxiety, [p. 165]

Prolonged adverse reactions lasting beyond the usual duration of
intoxication include psychotic decompensation, depressive reactions, acting
out, and paranoid states. These have been described by many investigators.
Characterization of prolonged reactions to LSD have so far eluded
precise description. Even “good trips” occasionally produce a syndrome of
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rapid loss of will to exert competence—manifested by “dropping out,”
absorption in magical thinking, and generally retreating from complexity—a
syndrome that is amotivational. Paranoid states and confusional states with
an overreliance on magical thinking occur, as well as depression following the
perception that the everyday world is not as stimulating as the drug state.
Occasionally, impulsive acts based on misperception of reality occur.
In what respect prolonged drug psychoses (and the change that has
occurred) are similar to and different from naturally occurring psychoses is
incompletely understood. Historically, controversy centered around whether
the LSD intoxication could be viewed as a “model psychosis.”' “It was, at best,
unwieldy to compare an acute drug response to a chronic behavior pattern.”
The hallucinogens, particularly, are thought to occasionally precipitate
psychosis in individuals so predisposed, although the nature of the
vulnerability is undefined. The question of whether the acute or chronic use
of such drugs can produce psychotic adaptations (e.g., Smith’s “LSD and the
Psychedelic Syndrome”) in individuals whose “premorbid personalities are
not typical of pre-psychotic individuals” was broached by Glass and Bowers,
and more recent thinking asserts that “[hallucinogenic drugs] can by single or
repeated administration lead to a syndrome which behaves much like
nondrug induced psychosis in the long as well as the short run.” Whether an
individual is “predisposed” is complicated, since “this judgment is always
made retrospectively and involves some assumptions about schizophrenia
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which are unproven, including the idea that pre-schizophrenic states can be
characterized and recognized. . . . The implication in these instances that the
drugs play relatively unimportant roles in the emergence and perpetuation of
psychotic symptoms may be unwarranted.” Vulnerability to a psychosis is
something quite separate from prognosis, as Bowers explained, and the
differentiating features between drug and nondrug psychoses “point in the
direction of more favorable prognostic findings in the drug induced states.”
Although prognosis for the drug induced psychoses is generally better, they
are not necessarily more benign since self-mutilation, suicide, and homicide
sometimes, though rarely, occur.
Bower’s retrospective measurements of spinal-fluid metabolites in drug
psychosis are consistent either with the hypothesis that there is a persistence
of an acute pharmacological effect of the drug or that a biochemical alteration
present before the drug was taken “rendered the individual . . . more
susceptible to the disruptive effect of these compounds.” Tucker and
associates found that those multiple-drug users with predominant LSD use
who had “a longer history of use tended to show higher incidence of the
disrupted thinking, boundary confusion, and to a degree a higher extent of
over-specific, personalized, or idiosyncratic thinking, and also tended to show
a lesser incidence of the appearance of affect in their responses.” Neither “the
age the drug use was started nor the variety of drug use was significantly
related to thinking disturbance in the sample.” Although selected aspects of
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drug-induced

psychoses

are

similar

to

certain

aspects

found

in

schizophrenics, Blacker and associates found that in contrast to
schizophrenics, chronic LSD users were “involved with people and skilled
interpersonally.” The clinical picture of unusual beliefs, relatively intact
interpersonal relationships and cognitive abilities suggest that [their]
subjects were more similar to individuals usually termed eccentric than to
individuals diagnosed as schizophrenic.
Drugs interact in a variety of nonspecific ways with personality and
social setting, and nondrug situational and maturational stresses may
predispose the subject to decompensation, influence both his coping ability
and original motivation to use the drug. Whether such decompensation would
have occurred without the drug cannot be definitely determined. McGlothlin
notes how often persons view even extreme adverse reactions as beneficial in
the long run, and Kendall believes that for some of his subjects drug use may
have “halted the development of an organized disease syndrome” by reducing
the intensity of drive conflict or redirecting the subject’s attention away from
conflictual material. Yet, in most adverse reactions, the drug seems to have
played a crucial role in enhancing conflict and loosening control. The drug
may “reactivate certain painful intrapsychic issues and heighten the
experience of conflict at certain critical developmental periods.”
Various treatments for the acute adverse reactions from LSD have been
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recommended— generally sedative medication or supportive psychotherapy
(often labeled the “talk-down approach”) or a combination of these. Detailed
discussions of the techniques and outcome of the talk-down approach are
available, and case descriptions are heuristically valuable. The viewpoints on
the use of sedative medications and phenothiazines in treatment are
discussed by Bowers,- Shick and Smith, and Bowers and Freedman. The
studies on behavioral effects of the combination of phenothiazines and STP
(DOM) that is, 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine, is reviewed by Shick
and Smith. Phenothiazines can simply complicate the “bad trip,” but their use
in prolonged drug-related psychotic reactions is often beneficial, and with
amphetamines, phenothiazines seem specific.
To predict who is at risk to develop an adverse reaction is at present
difficult, although research into individual differences in response to LSD
sheds some light on this problem, as well as addressing the difficulties in such
research. G. D. Klee and W. Weintraub found that “paranoid-like reactions
under the drug were most frequent in persons who are usually mistrustful,
suspicious and fearful, and who often use projection as a defense.” Tucker and
associates noted that hospitalized drug users, regardless of diagnosis
(psychotic or nonpsychotic) tested during the first week of admission, have
“more signs of increased intrusions of primitive-drive material, higher
penetration scores, and higher responsivity” on standardized scoring of
Rorschach evaluations than hospitalized nondrug users. Duration of drug use
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was more closely related to these thinking disturbances than the variety or
intensity of the drug use. The old notion that schizophrenics are “tolerant” or
“resistant” to LSD seems untenable now in light of more recent work. Bercel
and associates reported that the Rorschach test could identify most psychotic
reactors, but Rorschachs did not permit them to predict the form that these
reactions would take. Hensala and coworkers, Kleber, and Frosh and
associates attempted to determine the correlates of adverse reactions
resulting in hospitalization. Barr and Langs report the results of a two-year,
double-blind study into the individual differences in response to looygs. of
LSD—carried out before the LSD effects were well known—and have
reviewed the prior research on LSD and individual differences. They
developed a typology of the LSD reaction at the level of syndrome (not
symptom) and found that the reactions to the intoxication correlate well with
personality. Regression did not occur uniformly across ego functions; driverelated and conflict-related contents attracted attention most readily in LSD
states; and there was an impairment in active defensive functions and
increased use of passive functions in the face of an LSD experience. They
distinguished six groups of personalities that reacted differently and describe
in detail those in whom the intoxication produced extreme anxiety and those
who tolerated the experience well.
Our findings show a built-in danger in a drug such as LSD. It is likely to be
tried first and written about by people of the kind to whom it is least
dangerous, whose rhapsodic accounts of euphoria, increased insight, or
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experiences of great beauty make the drug irresistibly attractive to those
who are most vulnerable to its harmful effects. For it is the very people
whose personalities make it likely that they will not have positive
reactions who are likely to be allured by the promise of a quick and easy
answer to their problem in living— boredom, anxiety, the feeling of being
trapped in a conformist world, depression and the like, [p. 166]

Research by Becker and discussions of peyote use by the Navajo
acknowledge that the culture’s social ritual and tradition surrounding the use
of psychoactive substances often serve to contain, explain and influence
various aspects of the experience and outcome.
The personal ways individuals deal with the intoxication and how this
affects outcome is crucial. Psychic defensive operations that correlate with
personality have been described and certainly assignment of meaning is
important, and the search for synthesis and mastery universal. There may be
convictions of revelations, delusional mastery, and repeated attempts at
mastery (flashbacks), and connotations often balloon into cosmic allusiveness
and are experienced as religiosity, aesthetically, sensually, or in a variety of
clear or confused frames of reference. Acting out, possibly out of a search for
boundaries, is often seen, as well as aggressive and endless talking about
experiences as if users were trying to explain and integrate them. Freedman
has said, “The need for synthesis not the ability to synthesize with due
accounts to real limits, is what tends to be reinforced in the drug state.”
Severe rumination and depression may result from a realistic inability to
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recapture the lost illusory and brilliant drug world. Conflict and confusion
about “what is reality” may ensue, as well as a variety of mild or severe
symptomatic states of perplexity and disorganization.
In any event, variably determined needs or capacities to cope with the split
or breach of normal experience can be expected. This may be a simple
‘sealing over,’ or even an enlightened and useful thought formation we call
insight. Some react with a denial of inadequacy and anxiety about loss of
control; borrowing the enhanced omnipotence of the drug state, they show
a delusional autonomy. This may lead to various out-comes: that of the
benevolent and foolish prophet, or the defensive, alienated therapist,
angry at those who prevent his curing the rest of the world. Any threat to
the values of the illusory experience of union and omnipotence-—such as
undrugged reality—could evoke defensive denial and strident
proselytizing, [p. 338]

An individual can react to the acute experience of the drug intoxication
with anxiety or panic, ecstasy or terror, awe or tempered judgment. “The
sense of truth is experienced as compellingly vivid, but not the inclination to
test the truth of the senses. Unlike the sleeping dreamer, the waking dreamer
is confronted with the co-existence of two compelling and contradictory
orders of reality—with the interface of belief and the orderly rules of
evidence.”
The consideration of drug factors, the expectations of the user and the
setting comprise a bewildering array of variables that, to different degrees,
may precipitate and influence the adverse reaction as well as its outcome.
Within the drug culture, many suggestions, rituals, and explanations born
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from experience, about how to manage the effects of the drug and minimize
the possibilities for an adverse reaction—or how to cope with it if it occurs—
have been concretized as shared myths. A systematic study of the content of
these suggestions, as well as their effectiveness in averting adverse reactions
or minimizing unfavorable outcomes, has not appeared.

Spontaneous Recurrences
The well-publicized, if not sensationalized, consequence of illicit drug
use has been the occurrence of flashbacks among a small proportion of
hallucinogen users. Described as a “transient spontaneous recurrence of
certain aspects of a drug experience occurring after a period of relative
normalcy following the original intoxication,” the flashback is not unique to
LSD, but can occur with psychotomimetic amphetamines, such as
methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA), DOM, etc., and has been reported to
occur with marijuana. The early accounts stressed the perceptual changes
that sometimes occur and the anxiety over loss of control that is not
universally found. Flashbacks may occur in any sense modality and distort
time sense, self-image, or reality.
The prevalence of this phenomena is difficult to assess since, besides the
fact that most adverse reactions are managed within the subculture, persons
without anxiety rarely seek medical attention, and many confirmed drug
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users regard these recurrences as desirable. Furthermore, these subjective
experiences are difficult to characterize, for both the user and researcher and
are usually related after they occur. Often they cannot be separated from
other aspects of the user’s personality, behavior, and life situation. The
prevalence of reported flashbacks increased with the increased use of LSD in
nonmedical settings and also as the phenomenon was labeled, advertised, and
popularized. Therefore, estimates are probably unreliable.
Clinical impressions indicate that flashbacks often occur in association
with a previous bad trip, and the flashback often contains elements of
content, affects, and perceptions reminiscent of that experience. Those
persons with greater numbers of LSD experiences are more frequently
reporters of LSD-like recurrences; serious psychiatric disorders are not
overrepresented among them, and reporters of flashbacks score higher on
tests of hypnotic susceptibility. “In very few instances does there appear to be
substantial evidence of a causal relationship between the LSD experiences
and the incidents described. [In most] . . . nothing more than the association of
two events bearing certain similarities.” Various degrees of dyscontrol,
though usually quite short and mild, may occur during the flashback and can
result in accidents, injury, or misperception.
Flashbacks occur frequently, but not exclusively with chronic use, and
may occur after a single intoxication. The use of various licit and illicit
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psychoactive drugs can apparently “trigger” a flashback, and such
associations indicate that the flashback may be explained in terms of “arousal
—state-bound recall” of experience or state-dependent learning.
Various other explanations described by Horowitz—a release theory,
deconditioning theory, psychodynamic theory, and mystical theory—have
been proposed to account for flashbacks. These recurrences may represent
one type of repetitive symptom that is part of the larger search for synthesis
of various aspects of the drug experience, and are similar to responses to
overwhelming stressful stimuli seen in traumatic neuroses. They have also
been likened to preemptory ideation, obsessive rumination, and repetitive
visual pseudo-hallucinations, as in hysterical psychoses. Horowitz examined
subjects’ responses to stressful films and found that intrusive thought,
repetition of film content in thought, and negative affect, all increased after
the film. A brief discussion after the film appeared to reduce, but not
eliminate, this response.
The “barrier” against dereistic thinking in altered states of
consciousness (and to what extent a person can control slipping into these
states) merits investigation. Various treatments have been described by Shick
and Smith, and Horowitz explains that, with supportive psychotherapy, the
elimination of the symptom may be “accomplished through establishing a
positive relationship rather than resolution of a trauma or lifting repression
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per se.”
The behavior, social stress, and psychodynamics preceding these lapses
from reality deserve close scrutiny. The effectiveness of various treatments,
psychological coping mechanisms, and social myths and responses that aid
reintegration, await study.

Attitude, Belief and Value Change with LSD
Those LSD users who feel they are never quite the same as before they
took the drug, no matter what the outcome, are usually not able to specify to
themselves or to the researcher what specifically has changed. Users may
report a greater tolerance toward others; less defensiveness, materialism,
anxiety, competitiveness, aggression, and rigidity; greater capacity for
introspection; and increased creativity and appreciation of art and music
since their use of LSD. The question is, the extent to which such changes can
be objectively verified.
McGlothlin and associates studied outcomes of 200 µg. of LSD
administered in a clinical setting to 24 naive subjects in the early 1960s
before the effects of the drug were widely known. A matched control group
received 20 mg. of amphetamine or a 25-jug. LSD dose. Tests of anxiety,
including galvanic skin response, tests of personality, attitudes and values
and aesthetic sensitivity and creativity tests, were administered before the
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LSD experience and again at two weeks and six months following the last
session.
Although personality-test measures of anxiety were not significantly
different between the experimental and control group, measures of galvanic
skin response to traumatic words and neutral words, digit span, mental
arithmetic and proper names, tended to support the hypothesis that the
experimental group experienced less emotional response to laboratory stress
in the postdrug period at the six-month but not the two-week interval. At the
six-month follow-up, the experimental group reported a “greater feeling of
detachment,” and “more intense mood swings,” yet no one reported a
“tendency to feel depressed.” They indicated they were “less easily disturbed
by frustrating situations,” as well as now having a “less materialistic
viewpoint toward life.” It is interesting that 15 percent to a quarter of the
subjects who received amphetamine reported an “enhanced understanding of
self and others, and a greater tolerance toward those with opposing
viewpoints,” and practically no one who had received 25 µg. of LSD reported
similar positive responses. Approximately twice as many of the experimental
group who had received 200 µg. of LSD in each session answered positively to
those four items. Such findings attest to the influence of expectations and set
and setting in reported changes, and the need for active placebos and dose
response studies.
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In contrast to the reported changes in personality, attitude, and values
between the control and experimental groups, the psychological-test
measures in these areas tend to agree in the predicted direction with the
subjective reports, although the magnitude of the changes was generally
small. Objective tests of increased creativity or aesthetic sensitivity did not
support the subjective reports, although they were supported by increased
behavioral activities such as number of phonograph records bought, spending
more time in museums, and attending more musical events. Generally, the
only evidence of lasting effect was the subjective report of personality,
attitude, value, and behavior change. The authors felt that many of the selfperceived changes were related to the “capacity of the psychedelics to
temporarily suspend firmly entrenched perceptions, beliefs and values, and
the capacity for viewing any belief system as essentially arbitrary.”
McGlothlin and Arnold explored the lasting effects of LSD on 247
randomly selected subjects from a population of 750 who had received LSD
for psychotherapy or experimental purposes from three physicians in the
1950s; 25 percent of the sample had some nonmedical experience with LSD.
These subjects were compared to matched-control patients who had received
psychotherapy from the same physicians but who had never taken LSD.
Subjective reports and testing of personality, beliefs and values, attitudes,
alienation, and behavior revealed “very little evidence of LSD-related change”
among those who had experienced LSD in medical settings when compared to
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a matched-control group. By contrast, those who had taken LSD prior or
subsequent to their medical exposure “demonstrated relatively large and
consistent differences in comparison to the control, both in terms of the
proportion reporting changes and the scores on related measures.” Such
changes are probably explained by considering that nonmedical LSD use
attracted a certain type of individual, or that LSD interacted with critical
milieu variables to produce the change. The LSD experience itself seems
insufficient in many people to produce the often reported changes.
Such studies generally indicate that the claims of those who
proselytized for LSD use —states of religious ecstasy, union with God, lasting
personality change—were overenthusiastic. It appears that many of the
alterations attributed to LSD use were subjective evaluations and were highly
correlated with the expectations of the users reinforced by the group. Studies
at NIMH on the army, before the psychedelic frenzy of the 1960s, did not
produce cults of users. The only claims that appear to have some objective
validation are a period of decreased anxiety in the postdrug period for some,
and claims of increased passivity and decreased aggressiveness with chronic
LSD use among some users.

Adverse Amphetamine Consequences
Acute panic reactions can occur with amphetamine use, as well as with
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LSD, and some of the same determinants are involved. Kramer has described
the syndrome of acute toxicity with an overdose that may result in “chest
pain, immobilization and even brief comatose states.” Competitive “shoot
outs” between users are described by Smith, and the user may ingest or inject
other drugs in an attempt to counteract the acute effect of overdose. As with
LSD, during acute panic the user may focus his attention on the physical
symptomatology of the sympathomimetic effect, such as the profuse
sweating, photophobia or tachycardia which accompanies high doses.
Chronic users often report apathy (“amphetamine blues”), psychomotor
retardation and sleep disturbances after discontinuation. They commonly
state that this syndrome is often the stimulus for resuming a new round of
amphetamine use in an effort to counteract the dysphoria. Such findings
await more precise definition and explanation, since no such withdrawal is
seen when the drug is abruptly discontinued in monkeys given chronic high
doses. Animals allowed to administer amphetamine intravenously ad lib
show the same cyclical pattern of use which intravenous methamphetamine
abusers demonstrate.
Tolerance to a wide variety of the effects of amphetamines has been
demonstrated in animals and in man. Monkeys gradually made tolerant to
increasing amounts of intravenously administered methamphetamine on a
chronic schedule every three hours become tolerant to all the effects except
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the stereotypic behavior. Stereotypic behavior in humans is visible in jaw
grinding and formications (“crank bugs”) which produce continued
scratching of the body.
Connell, Ellinwood, Snyder, Griffith and associates, and Bell have
described the amphetamine psychosis and proposed various neurochemical
and neurobiological explanations. The picture presented practically mimics
paranoid schizophrenia and often goes unrecognized as a toxic psychosis in
hospitalized psychiatric patients. Bell and Snyder have sought symptoms by
which the two can be distinguished. Griffith and coworkers produced a
paranoid state in all volunteer subjects by increasing oral administration of
dextroamphetamine, although they found large individual differences in the
dose needed to produce the psychosis. These subjects were previous users of
amphetamines with diagnoses of moderate personality disorder, and this
“prior-state” factor has not been ruled out as a component of amphetamine
psychosis. There is a close correlation between the hallucinatory experiences
and paranoid thinking and the blood level of amphetamine, and the
disappearance of these phenomena and the amphetamine excretion level in
the urine. The classic amphetamine psychosis is a transient affair,
disappearing on abstinence, but it exhibits various characteristics of
psychosis, and at times may be prolonged. The preexisting pathology that
contributes to the paranoid state has not been characterized.
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“Many investigators consider this high dose amphetamine reaction the
closest experimental analogue of the naturally occurring psychoses,”
supported by the specificity of clinically effective antipsychotic compounds to
antagonize the effects of amphetamines. However, Bowers and Freedman,
and Bell describe psychedelic and visual perceptual changes in the very early
onset of amphetamine psychosis, and Freedman emphasizes that the second
“stage” (four hours) of an LSD trip shows ideas of reference in a clear
sensorium so that the clinical specificity of the amphetamine psychosis is not
at all established, nor is the occurrence and threshold of occurrence of
amphetamine psychosis in normal people understood.

Adverse Reactions to Marijuana
Many of the various adverse reactions described for LSD use have
occasionally been reported to occur with marijuana,! and similar psychosocial
determinants operate. There have been case reports of memory loss,
paranoid reactions, precipitated psychoses, various degrees of organic-brain
dysfunction, perceptual distortion, and confusional states, depressive
reactions, panic reactions, and “flashbacks.” Weil and Bialos review this
literature. Jones discusses the literature on the psychotomimetic potential of
marijuana and the alleged schizophrenic’s “sensitivity” to the drug. He
discusses the precipitants of adverse reactions in his laboratory, and he
asserts that reports of paranoid experiences on mild doses of the drug are
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best explained by the user’s expectation of this effect, and the interaction with
personality and social variables, rather than the effects of the drug per se.
Bialos describes the criteria operating in the various conceptualizations of an
adverse marijuana reaction.
The dose of THC often correlates with these experiences, but there is
great inter-subject variability. Although marijuana, as it is presently used in
this country, seems to produce relatively few such reactions and constitutes a
minor hazard from a public-health viewpoint, studies of the more potent
preparations raise the possibility of the occurrence of acute toxic psychoses,
panic reactions, and flashback phenomena (generally reported when hashish
was used in combination with other drugs), transient or prolonged psychotic
states, and long-term adverse effects—reminiscent of Smith’s “amotivational
syndrome”—with chronic high doses. The further characterization of such
effects and elucidation of the mechanisms involved await research.

Drugs and Antisocial Behavior
There has been much discussion and little data about the relationship of
drugs to criminal activity. The British have assessed the extent of drug use
among delinquents and have found that drug use is associated with higher
intelligence and unfulfilled educational aspirations in their delinquents.
Ellinwood has discussed cases of assault and homicide associated with
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amphetamine abuse.
Tinklenberg has most recently reviewed this literature in a study
prepared for the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse. The
research into associations between drugs and criminal behavior is
complicated by the difficulty of replicating in the laboratory the critical
nonpharmacological variables.
Naturalistic studies are appropriate but require careful design and large
samples to assure appropriate control data.
A large number of studies indicate that alcohol, the most widely used drug
in the world, is clearly linked with violent crime. In many assaultive and
sexually assaultive situations, alcohol is present in both assailant and
victim.
An increasing amount of data links barbiturate users and amphetamine
users with criminal activity, especially assaultive crimes. In a recent large
scale study, the users of either amphetamines or barbiturates were more
likely to be arrested for criminal homicide, forcible rape, or aggravated
assault than were the users of heroin, morphine, cocaine, marihuana,
hashish, tranquilizers, psychedelics, methadone, and special substances.
However, amphetamine and barbiturate users were no more likely to be
charged with violent crimes than were individuals who were identified as
nondrug users, a category that probably included alcohol users, [p. 266]

Tinklenberg recommends that future research in the relationship of
crime and drug use should include assessment of the relative contributions of
the pharmacologic properties and the nonpharmacological variables to the
crime process. He explains that it is not correct to assume that the heavier
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drug use of the intravenous drugs is positively associated with violent
behavior. He finds, to the contrary, that in his sample the non-assaultives were
much heavier users of all drugs, especially marijuana, hashish, the
psychedelics, and the opiates. Furthermore, the repeated association of
violence with alcohol and barbiturates suggests that more extensive research
with a large sample size may result in an important association between these
drugs (used singly or together) and violent crimes.

Concluding Remarks on Consequences and Outcomes
Research into the consequences and outcomes of illicit drug use
requires an even more precise understanding of the metabolic, molecular,
and tissue bases for the adverse consequences. The prediction of who is at
risk and how various outcomes are managed by the social group, the
individual, and the clinical personnel is a major issue. Mortality and morbidity
statistics are scant in this literature, and toxicological research, especially
with chronic use of the higher potency THC compounds and the high doses of
amphetamines, is just beginning. A more precise definition of the publichealth risk of the various consequences described will require epidemiologic
methods accurately defining prevalence of different patterns of use and
sorting out the effects of the drug from the other social and psychological
factors.
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Conclusion
Research in nonnarcotic drug abuse deals with a broad public-health
issue that has involved many different segments of society. It spans the field
of psychopharmacological and social-psychological studies, utilizing trend
surveys, case studies, and epidemiologic, sociological, and psychiatric models
(from psychoanalytic to operant conditioning) to describe and predict extent
and trends of current use, to investigate causes, to define and implement
treatment and prevention models (as well as to assess their efficacy), and to
delineate and attempt to predict the consequences and outcomes. A thin
cadre of knowledgeable research and treatment personnel in this area has
been slowly growing.
Although knowledge and perspective have accrued, research is far from
precisely and reliably defining who is at risk for a particular pattern of use or
a particular outcome. What factors cause drug use and sustain it, as well as
effects contingent on joining a subculture and factors arising independently,
are still largely unspecified. Some observations of how subcultures grow are
available but largely are unanalyzed. Why drug habits once entrenched are so
hard to give up and are so rarely forgotten, how the search for novelty,
recreation, risk taking and control influence drug use, how people medicate
themselves and what they are treating, as well as how historical and cultural
influences interact with drug-taking behavior, these are relevant dimensions
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and questions for further inquiry. In general, there is a grasp of the relevance
of each issue to the entire range of issues. Placing each item in its context
seems far more possible today than formerly. The definition of the problems
to be solved and questions to be asked is beginning to be focused. The
relationships of mental, bodily, behavioral, and social events can be studied
through such psychopharmacological research, but psychopathological
mechanisms have not been closely studied in drug-abusing individuals.
The research sector has been perhaps too involved in providing
expertise to help mediate transitions in social customs centered about the
giving, getting, and consumption of drugs, and the management of the
outcomes. But while it is fair to warn the public about what is known—that
there is always the unexpected that occurs with drugs, and that drugs are
never given without weighing the risks—it is not appropriate for research to
provide flimsy rationalizations for issues that require value judgments and
public choice. All too frequently fragmentary findings have been lent to
various social movements in attempts to influence public behavior with
premature publicity. A crisis of trust, communication and understanding
about the authenticity, validity, applicability (and intrinsic limitation) of
research findings to the use and abuse—not only of illicit drugs but all
medicines and their regulated traffic—has arisen. Scientific restraint is
required to diminish the influence of those with vested interests in
sensationalizing such issues.
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Rapidly evolving social forms and redefinitions of personal purposes
confront societies with truly severe crises. The uses of technology confuse
and confound public decision. Adaptive man will probably confront and
eventually construct answers to these complex problems—of which drug
abuse is but a symptom. As with any symptom, it deserves and requires
treatment in its own right as basic remedies are sought and researched.
Precise definition of the kinds of harm of a particular drug or pattern of use is
required. Initial diagnosis and goal setting, dispassionate assessment,
selective fitting of means to ends, anticipation of consequences to the entire
system of drug supply and use are essential principles in designing responses
to concerns about drug use.
Perhaps the end of the epidemic of the 1960s is at hand; illicit drug
abuse is again becoming a problem for some instead of a “problem for
everybody.” But drug misuse is an endemic problem and today’s response
may not be tomorrow’s answer. Man’s appetite for recreational drugs always
has an epidemic or fad-like quality. Whether society will be better prepared
for a future epidemic remains to be seen. The task will be to convert episodes
of public panic into concern, and generally to encourage more selective and
responsible patterns of drug taking.
Drug use, not just illicit drug use, is a complex legal, economic, social,
and health issue. Essentially, a society regulates drug use by laws and by
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attitudes—establishing customs controlling both the manufacture of and
access to drugs, and attempting to influence, interpret and control the drugtaking behavior of individuals. It is striking that the total drug and medicine
network has never been looked at in a systematic way, nor has there been a
responsible assembling of involved persons (manufacturers, educators,
scientists, distributors, and consumers) to assess public needs and the
consequences of randomly proposed solutions.
Policy formulation in support of research often fails because there is
little public understanding of how research problems are approached and
solved, how inquiry is, in fact, mounted (rather than engineered) how room
must be left for the “surprising” finding, and how the scientific conclusions of
the moment may be abandoned in the process of reaching the findings of the
future. Neither the value, the limit, nor the intent of scientific method is
widely comprehended even by some technically facile as well as
administratively prominent scientists. The contingent status of a scientific
finding, the “wasted activity” that bridges the gaps between occasional peaks
of accomplishment, the unpredictability of the source of new knowledge, and
respect for the complexity with which ultimately simple operations are
organized as sequences of behavior are tasks for public education. So, too, is
the existence of the system of inquirers ranging from the bench to the clinic,
reciprocally posing problems and exchanging ideas—and adjudicating truth
by critique and the logic of science.
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The defects in our total societal capacity to regulate medicines make us
highly vulnerable to respond shortsightedly to the concerns about currently
unpopular drugs and the persons using them. The piecemeal approach to
drug abuse simply makes such fissures in the body politic more visible. Drugs
are a vehicle for other issues, as the recent epidemic demonstrated. The
research sector should recall that, while the rules of evidence belong to
science, what is and is not legitimate research and medical practice is
ultimately defined by society. The role of inquiry plays a part in all of this, and
its integrity and vitality rests on its freedom, its intrinsic limitations as well as
its responsiveness to general social concerns.
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Chapter 26
PHYSIOLOGICAL SOCIOLOGY: ENDOCRINE
CORRELATES OF STATUS BEHAVIORS1
Patricia R. Barchas and Jack D. Barchas

Introduction
Intermittent concern, variously expressed, with the relationship of
individual physiology to social situations has been with social psychology at
least since that field borrowed the concept of homeostasis from biology. The
newer balance theories in the social sciences share with earlier views the
central notion that disruption of the system produces effects on the social,
psychological, and physiological levels and that the system will tend to
attempt to reduce that tension by reestablishing balance (homeostasis). We
would like to present some of the relationships and considerations in this
chapter that have been made between a basic social process and endocrine
measures that have been related to homeostasis and behavior.
Sociology is concerned in part with the ways in which group structure
influences individual behavior. Status is viewed as one of the basic structural
processes of social behavior in humans and other animals, although
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expressed differently in different species. The importance of status as a
concept for social behavior would parallel the importance of the concept of
the utilization of glucose for biochemistry. Although not generally recognized
by persons with training in “psychological” areas, concepts such as status are
the heart of investigation for social scientists involved in the study of
interactional processes. We would like to examine some aspects of status as
an example of a basic social behavior and present some of the correlations
that have been made between status behavior and endocrine behavior.
We are presenting this system of organization for heuristic reasons: it
permits a juxtaposition of two stances of inquiry, each of which seems
relevant to psychiatry and can be made relevant to each other. However,
utilizing such a system for some purposes does not preclude recognizing the
value of other ways of inquiring into the relationships of physiology to
behavior.
The physiological responses with which we will be concerned in
relation to status behavior will emphasize hormonal patterns involving the
adrenal-cortical steroids, adrenal-medullary and gonadal hormones, and
brain neuro-regulators. Each of these endocrine or neuro-regulatory systems
has, at some time, been considered as one of the body’s systems of
homeostatic mechanisms; each of the systems is activated or depressed under
differing stimulus conditions; and each remains in effect for differing lengths
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of time, and influences other systems of response differentially. Individual
variation is great, and, the data to date can in no way be applied as an
explanation to any given single event. The knowledge that has been
accumulated represents promise, but the needs for further information in the
systems directly mentioned, and in systems which have not been studied, is
very great.
We believe that investigation of these areas has great relevance for
psychiatry. A variety of illnesses has been identified in which “psychological”
factors may play a major role. These range from forms of allergy,
hypertension and dermatoses to disorders of the gastrointestinal tract among
others. For any processes that are so construed, social processes such as
status, dominance, and role relationships and their complexities may be
crucial parts of what has been considered “psychological.” In the past,
psychological processes in such illnesses have frequently been considered in
terms of individual psychology rather than in terms of structural processes
involving the individuals. In this paper we will deal exclusively with such
structural explanations, although we are also convinced of the great
importance of individual psychological processes.
We will present a general description of the concept of role and status.
We will then proceed to a more detailed description of status behavior in a
variety of human and nonhuman primate studies, studies that suggest
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powerful evolutionary aspects in this behavior. Some of the literature relating
status behavior to endocrine function will be presented. Finally, we will
consider aspects of the study of physiological sociology in terms of the
relation of the physiological and behavioral events and the manner in which
they may interact. We will take up some of the possible relations of these
materials to psychiatric illness.

Status as a Social Behavior
Some General Aspects of Role Therapy and Status in Human Groups
“Group dynamics” insofar as they are repeated group to group,
independent of particular persons, may be considered as structural in nature.
Groups themselves may be voluntary or involuntary, formal or informal, open
or closed. But, without a structure (patterned relationships) no aggregate of
people may be considered a group. One way of looking at group behavior,
which permits us to relate it to physiology, is in terms of roles. Some of the
basic ideas used by role theorists are: persons are the only actors in the social
system and these persons occupy positions (statuses). To these positions are
attached, to a greater or lesser degree, expectations about behavior. These
expectations, of rights and obligations associated with the positions people
take, constitute a role. There is room for individual style in carrying out rights
and obligations. This is not part of the role. A position is delineated by shared
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expectations, and a role is delineated by behavior that reflects positional
expectations. (It should be noted that the position—status—as well as the
way in which a role is enacted, may be evaluated by self or others either
positively or negatively. We will not be dealing with such evaluations, even
though viewed as reward and punishment, we believe they bear upon status
and physiological response to status.)
Relevant to role behavior are socialization into roles and maturational
limitations on the abilities of actors to carry out roles. This area of
development is of extraordinary importance and is essentially unexplored.
Any person carries about with him any number of role possibilities.
Dependent upon the social situation, one or another may be activated. Each
individual must be able to move from role to role, sometimes to juggle several
simultaneously, and sometimes to find that role requirements are either
ambiguous or in conflict with self-concept. Any and all of these can be termed
role conflict; as such, for both literature and social psychology, as well as for
psychiatry, they produce the stuff out of which the human drama is written.
Tension, its accompanying pains and consequent psychological or
socially potential disruptions; inappropriate reduction mechanisms, again
psychological or social in nature; and distortion of either self-concept or the
social structure may result from role conflicts. It is not surprising that we may
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find physiological correlates of such powerful and ubiquitous human
phenomena. Because of rapid social change, the roles for which children
prepare, and the coping mechanisms they learn, may not meet the demands of
their changing adult life situation.
Intrinsic to the idea of roles is the notion of reciprocity. For each status
or position, there is a counter-status; e.g., teacher-pupil; mother-child; friendfriend; employee-employer. Clearly, these may be hierarchically or
horizontally arranged. Nevertheless, the rights and obligations that define the
relationship are bidirectional, although not necessarily of equal intensity or
frequency of emission. There are cases (probably most available to the
therapist and difficult to document as to validity) in which the reciprocal
roles for the individual in question are purely symbolic, as is the actor to
whom the role is attached. Thus, we may have images of absent figures
influencing our actions. These figures are sometimes constructed from
childhood experiences, fantasy, literature, or mythology. For sociological
studies, one would be concerned primarily with simultaneously present
actors who simultaneously activate reciprocal roles.
One way to view notions of role is as a principle of organization that is
meaningful, consciously or unconsciously, both to the individual actor and to
the observer. We may view culturally held norms transmitted to the
individual as general and specific attitudes. These attitudes are further
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organized around societal statuses or positions, and are emitted as kinds of
behavior.
Remembering that the individual is more than the sum of his statuses
and roles, we nevertheless may claim that much social behavior, if not all, is
partially governed by role considerations. The specifications for behavior are
more or less rigid and vary in degrees of clarity. Usually, individuals carry out
their roles with a minimal amount of conflict and uncertainty. However,
whenever a social situation activates two roles simultaneously, there is the
possibility for conflict. In situations in which role requirements are highly
specified, there is an increased possibility that required behavior will be at
odds with the individual’s conception of himself, or even with higher order
role commitments as perceived by the individual. Plainly, situations in which
role requirements are not clear can be stressful. Plainly, too, there is great
individual variation in both the mode of dealing with, and the degree of, felt
stress involved in these situations.
Areas of inquiry that may be organized in terms of role considerations
—although they may equally well stand-alone—include power relations,
coalition formation, leadership phenomenon, and affiliative bonding.

Ubiquity of Status
We are working from the point of view that man is a biological
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organism, similar to other organisms, especially other primates, and that his
biology is a determinant of the range of his behavior, social as well as
physical. His particularly human characteristics we take to be derived from
the cortex: these include plasticity, use of experience, use of symbols and
language, and time sense.
Rejecting “social Darwinism,” we nonetheless believe that social
structures and social processes that are found to be most widely distributed
in small human groups will be found in other primates as well. Should this be
true, one could project to underlying mechanisms, perhaps biological, that
partially determine such processes. Casting our ideas in an evolutionary
framework, we believe there is a substrate of social forms and processes,
necessarily limited to small group interaction, that is common to the
primates, including man.° We tentatively agree with Colter Rule who suggests
that some kinds of social behavior, such as dominance “are as fundamental to
human existence as such short rhythm phenomena as respiration and the
heartbeat: intermediate (circadian) rhythms like sleeping, waking, eating,
drinking; and longer rhythms like sexuality and seasonal changes.” We think
it even more likely that some social processes involving structure are basic—
such as some status processes, affiliative bonding of several types, and some
depressive reactions.
The ubiquity of status orderings in small groups has been repeatedly
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confirmed by observers of mammalian behavior. Whatever the nature of the
population, status is generally thought to influence such social behavior as
leadership, coalitions, aggression, priority of access to desired objects,
intragroup conflict, conformity, and group structure.''’ Given these
relationships and the current proclivity to compare human with nonhuman
behavior—and to seek animal models for studying human social phenomena
—it seems reasonable to explore the status phenomenon in a variety of
mammals, so that methods and results can be compared with results from
human studies. This is particularly true if there continues to be an increased
tendency among behavioral scientists to assume that basic social behavior is
in part biologically determined, and that the similarity in the biology of
nonhuman organisms and humans may dictate similar social processes at the
most elementary level, although the specific social patterns and their
meanings may rest on other foundations.
This view does not revive or take sides in the nature-nurture argument.
It does, however, have evolution as its framework. It argues that the brain,
like other organs, retains substrata, and that these substrata partially govern
the most basic kinds of behavior, such as learning, emotional behaviors such
as depressive reactions, and some social interactions. While the effect of both
further evolution and the impact of language and culture is not denied, this
view does present the possibility that some of man’s social responses are
more adapted to past patterns of small group interaction, given the lag
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between culture and man’s biologic adaptation. It also suggests that the most
basic social responses may be studied in nonhuman populations with the
same advantages and disadvantages as are found, for example, in the study of
learning among nonhuman primates.

Approaches to Status and Findings in Humans
Status is, in general, an ordering of individuals by which rights,
privileges, and responsibilities are distributed. The power and prestige order
of a group is often considered synonymous with the status ordering. Status is
a ubiquitous phenomenon in human groups. Even gross knowledge of status
positions explains and predicts many social behaviors. A description of a
group typically uses status to order observations.
There are three aspects to the phenomenon of status emergence: status
orderings form, are maintained, and change. We will review the literature
dealing with status formation, omitting the portion dealing with maintenance
and change. Most studies of status formation focus on ad hoc, freely
interacting task groups. (By task group, we mean any small group brought
together for the purpose of achieving a mutual goal through mutual efforts.)
In this context, it has been found that diffuse status characteristics, age,
sex, race, which individuals bring to the group, are likely to determine the
status ordering within the group. Recently, Fisek and Berger presented
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material extending this approach to include any factor that discriminates
among the actors, such as occupation, but not including personality and
socialization variables.
We note that in such groups, even when diffuse characteristics are held
constant, a status ordering emerges. The Balesian tradition has yielded most
of the data on such groups. The status order in freely interacting task groups
forms quickly, in as little as forty-five minutes and it is stable. Working within
this Balesian tradition, Fisek found that the differentiation occurred rapidly.
Two routes to status formation have been studied, one in which the
status order develops out of interaction, and one in which the status order
precedes apparent interaction. The work of Berger et al. may be taken as an
exploration of the first route of formation, although it clearly deals with other
matters as well. In this approach, both formation and maintenance of the
status or power and prestige order are systematically linked to the task
through performance evaluations and consequent expectation states.
The Berger model does not account for those groups in which the
differentiation has taken place prior to interaction, particularly those cases in
which the observed initial order is stable over time. The simplest approach to
explaining initially differentiated groups may be to look for variables that
might operate in ways similar to diffuse status characteristics. Personality
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variables or socialization variables are often examples, both expressing
themselves in “style,” the cues for which could be extremely muted—carriage,
posture, propensity for eye contact. If one were to predict which individual
was to occupy a given position, one would probably need to take into account
such variables systematically. The results may be culture bound, and, in
addition, depend not only upon the background of the actor but upon the
perceptions of other actors.
Status as a process is especially suited to comparative study. As a
phenomenon, status has received attention from sociologists of human
behavior for many years, and there is agreement that status is an important
determinant of human behavior. A large body of descriptive, experimental,
and theoretical literature has arisen concerning status. Those observations
which have been made on established ongoing groups suggest that status
differentiation occurs universally, and that status differentiations correlate
highly with performance in a group.
Thus, status differentiation apparently occurs universally in human
groups, and status can be observed in both ongoing and experimental groups.
Further, when members of a group have a collective task, they evolve
patterns of interaction that clearly reflect differences in power and prestige
among the members of the group, even when they are strangers at the onset
of observation and are matched for external status characteristics.
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Findings on Status in Non-Human Primates
Similarly, observers of nonhuman mammals which live in groups have
found some form of status differentiation to be generally present.! We restrict
our comments in this section to nonhuman primates. Starting with Carpenter,
field observers have used the notion of status to order their observations. The
term status has frequently meant dominance and has connoted priority of
access.
Field workers and observers in semi-natural habitats have described
aspects of group structure for many species, cataloguing and describing
behavior in context, These studies generally have been done either from a
straight analogic approach or from an evolutionary approach to behavior. It
has been assumed that there may be common forms of social behavior across
related species, if not common meaning for each form. From these studies
comes the suggestion that there are intriguing similarities in the organization
of social behavior across primate species, the similarities becoming greater as
higher levels of abstraction are used in behavioral categories.
Observational categories have been developed that are apparently
reliable across observers. There has developed a concurrence regarding the
“meaning” of some kinds of behavior, relative to slightly higher order
concepts, such as dominance and deference. There is seldom a report in the
primate literature in which some reference is not made to a dominance order,
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if not a status order, among the group.
In general, the high-status animal has freedom of movement, other
animals making way for the high-status animal who may take the desired
objects, such as food, from the other animals.’ Data have been interpreted to
mean that disruption of the status ordering causes instability in the group and
that such variables as extent of group territory correlate with the
temperament of the highest status individual in the group. It has been
suggested that the sleep of the high-status animal may be deeper and less
disturbed than that of low-status animals. It has been found that the later
status position of an infant is influenced by the present status of the mother.
Further, it is suggested that types of mothering are affected by the status of
the mother. In general, it has been found that adult males have higher status
than adult females who, in turn, have higher status than young animals,
although there may be considerable overlap in these orderings.
Most observations of nonhuman primate groups have been made of
single groups of mixed age and sex. There is consensus among observers that
status relationships partially order behavior. It has generally been assumed
that these relationships are the product of long term socialization in stable
groups, and that the advent of status relations developing in new groups can
be attributed to external differentiating characteristics in the animals, such as
sex, size, and weight. Goodall and Hamburg suggest, on the basis of
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observations of free-ranging chimpanzees, that motivation and “technical
ingenuity” may be factors in an individual’s rise in dominance.
Status differentiation has been found to be stable in naturally occurring
groups, although there are clearly conditions under which status shifts occur,
these being related to growth and development as well as to cyclical and
other biological changes. Bernstein and Mason, reporting on a newly
established, mixed group, state that status relationships formed within the
first hour of interaction were stable for seventy-five subsequent days.
Focusing upon the dominance aspect of status in groups of mixed status,
Bernstein and Mason have demonstrated that dominance relations in mixed
groups were quickly formed. Miller and Murphy report that such relations are
stable, and Warren and Maroney and Kawai have demonstrated them to be
highly resistant to change. These features have been attributed to (1) external
status differences, or (2) long-term socialization of the individuals with each
other. However, in a study by Barchas these two attributions were ruled out
as both were controlled for. Thus, animals with fully developed social
repertoires have the capacity to form status orderings out of interactions
which are independent of broad differentiating cues and of interaction with
known individuals.
In mixed groups, the fully adult male dominates females and younger
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animals, the larger animal the small, the animal in good condition the animal
in poor condition. Most observations are upon groups of varying statuses.
Clearly, both human and nonhuman primates in field and laboratory
settings have been observed to exhibit status orderings. As has been stated, in
humans the basic finding about status orders comes from Bales and his
associates, “. . . marked inequalities develop over time in the rate at which
members are observed to initiate interaction [and] those who initiate action
most frequently tend to be ranked highest on the criteria of ‘best ideas’
guidance and tend to receive actions from others at the highest rate.” This
occurrence has been further documented in a variety of contexts and its
stability established with little question. For specific information on contexts
other than the original Bales study, see Berger et al., Investigation into the
phenomenon as a process and on a theoretical and experimental level has
been most vigorously pursued by a group of Stanford sociologists.

Some Endocrine Correlates of Status Related Behavior
Adrenal Cortical Functions
Until recently, the relationship between status and endocrine function
has been investigated primarily in rodents. Such studies have tended to focus
on the relationship of adrenal cortical function to dominance (one dimension
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of status) and have yielded fairly consistent results. Thus, the studies of
Barnett regarding fighting behavior in wild rats suggested, in a dramatic
fashion, that the adrenal cortical hormones may be markedly depleted
following fighting in the subordinate animal, but not in the dominant animal,
although both appeared to have had an equal overt stress. In a study of male
mice derived from a wild strain, it was noted that there was an inverse
correlation of the adrenal weight and social rank in animals having had social
interaction over a ten-day period; high ranking animals have less adrenal
weight than low ranking mice. Such findings may be related to physiological
changes occurring in crowded conditions, where it has been found that in
rodents increased group density results in increased adrenal weight, but
decreased body and testicular weights. Isolated male mice display lower
resting levels of plasma corticosterone and a decreased response to stress. If
mice are maintained in a paired situation for several weeks, the subordinate
mice are characterized by higher adrenal weights and lower gonadal weights;
however, if tested in a single trial against a new non-aggressive antagonist,
the subordinate animals behave within the same range of behavior as the
dominant animals. The author notes that it is not surprising that the later
behavior is independent of the earlier behavior, since the behavior is part of
an established hierarchical response and the response to an unfamiliar
individual should be independent.
Direct measures of adrenal activity by measurement of plasma
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corticosterone as an indicator of adrenal-cortical activity have been obtained.
They confirmed the earlier impressions based upon adrenal weight:
dominant mice had significantly lower levels of corticosterone than
subordinate animals. The causal nature of the relationship has not been
established.
Primate studies have provided a quite different view. Although such
studies are difficult, the work of Leshner and Candland is particularly
interesting in the suggestion that higher status is associated with increased
adrenal-cortical activity. Their work utilized assay of urinary 17hydroxycorticosteroids with correlation to dominance ranking in an ongoing
group of squirrel monkeys. Such a view is confirmed through adrenal weight
measures, though without kinetic endocrine measures, in work with crabeating monkeys.
An interesting but difficult investigation to interpret in light of the
preceding studies dealing with primates, comes from the work of Sassenrath
who studied the response in rhesus to adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)
on urinary steroids collected outside of the behavioral situation. In that study,
the dominant animal has the lowest secretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids in
response to ACTH. The interpretation would be that the response to ACTH is a
test of the adrenal size, and that the lower the response, the less the activity
of the adrenal. Although the interpretation is complicated, the results suggest
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powerful influences of social behavior on pituitary-adrenal function.
If one accepts the Leshner and Candland and Hayama data, there are
profound differences between the rodent and primate in regard to pituitaryadrenal function. The differences are viewed by Leshner and Candland as due
to the different styles of ongoing interaction. Thus, in the rodent, dominance
is established by direct physical attack, while in the primates that have been
studied the dominance is settled by ritualized displays. These processes may
relate to varying forms of aggressive interaction which have differing
underlying endocrine and neurochemical mechanisms.
Studies dealing with endocrine measures in primates are difficult
because of the problems associated with obtaining adequate or appropriate
samples of blood in relation to ongoing behavior. Thus, frequently the
collection of the compound of interest is accomplished under conditions that
are different from those involved in the status situation or social behavior
situation per se. One could anticipate that for some kinds of behavior, there
may be marked differences between the social situation and the collection
situation in terms of endocrine response.

Gonadal Function in Males
Only very recently have procedures been developed that enable direct
investigation of testosterone in relation to social behavior. Not only have the
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chemical assays required development, but the behavioral procedures for the
collection of blood samples have also required development, so as to be able
to obtain the samples very quickly in adapted animals. As a consequence of
such development, important studies in which kinds of behavior could be
determined with good reliability in relation to the endocrine measure have
become possible. From studies involving thirty-four animals in a one-third
acre compound, it was established that dominance rank was positively
correlated with testosterone concentration. The animals in the highest
quartile had significantly lower levels of testosterone than those in the lower
quartile, although there were no significant differences between animals in
the second, third, or fourth quartiles. Aggression also correlated with
testosterone, but the correlation of high submissiveness and low testosterone
was not high. The complexity of the data is shown in the fact that the
relationships are not always simply related. Thus, the most aggressive
animals are not always the most dominant, and the most dominant animal
need not have the highest testosterone. The studies led the investigators to a
series of investigations of the relationship of behavior to endocrine changes,
and an attempt to determine whether testosterone changes were preceded by
changes in dominance. The data to investigate this possibility was obtained
by using smaller groups and allowing animals to take a dominant position, in
which case plasma testosterone increased; if the dominance position sharply
decreased, the plasma testosterone decreased. These results are also of
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interest in light of the findings that plasma testosterone in humans is
decreased by stress.

Adrenal-Medullary Function
Relations of adrenal-medullary secretion to behavioral processes
related to social behavior has proceeded upon two fronts. The first has been
the area of measurement of adrenal-medullary hormones, epinephrine
(adrenaline), and norepinephrine (noradrenaline), generally utilizing urinary
samples. The second, in animals, has involved studies of the enzymes that
form the catecholamines in the adrenal, as well as measurement of the
catecholamines, with determination of changes associated with behavioral
states. The rapid changes that can occur in the adrenal-medullary system and
the powerful psychological effects of epinephrine makes this system a
particularly interesting one for investigation.
Several studies suggest that social behavior may alter the enzymatic
processes involved in the formation of the catecholamines. Among those
areas of investigation are studies dealing with social isolation and group
housing, as exemplified by the studies of Welch and Welch. They found
decreased levels of catecholamines in the brain and adrenal of group-housed
mice when contrasted with individually housed animals. Although the results
of such studies may depend upon the species used, it is clear that differential
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housing can markedly alter catecholamine mechanisms. More directly related
to social interaction have been the investigations represented by the
collaboration of Henry and Axelrod and their colleagues. They have utilized a
variety of mutual interaction situations including interconnected cages, a
technique which leads to confrontations and severe social stimulation. In
animals exposed to such severe social interaction, there were increases in the
enzymes that form catecholamines in the adrenal, as well as increases in the
levels of the hormones themselves. A decrease in the enzymes was noted in
isolated animals. Preliminary studies have suggested that dominant animals
may have lower levels of the enzymes that form catecholamines than the
subordinate animals have. Many of the studies of the investigators utilized
long-time bases (in some of the studies, periods as long as six months were
used) and it will be of interest to see if changes associated with these and
other social interaction paradigms can be demonstrated with short-time span
interactions. Rapid changes in the enzymes that form catecholamines have
been noted to occur within a few hours of certain forms of stress, which
suggests the possibility of investigations involving behavioral states with
short-time parameters in the appropriate social situation.
Studies of adrenal-medullary function in humans have concentrated on
determination of epinephrine and norepinephrine in urine. This has been
necessary because of the difficulty in measuring the catecholamines in blood
samples given the limitations of current assay procedures. Thus, samples that
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are assayed represent a pooling of many time-dependent processes, usually
over a period of several hours, which is unfortunate, yet makes the fact that
there are positive results even more tempting for future analysis with
multiple time points. Ultimately, one would expect that assessment of
adrenal-medullary function in humans would involve determinations at close
time intervals by means of new techniques, which are now being developed,
such as mass fragmentography.
Several

investigators

have

demonstrated

powerful

effects

of

psychosocial interaction variables on adrenal-medullary secretion. Many of
the studies have demonstrated that a variety of behavioral situations that
involve tense, anxious but passive emotional displays are associated with
elevated epinephrine output. This can be said of certain novel or distressing
situations as well. A variety of psychological states have been investigated in a
pioneering series of studies conducted over many years by Levi and brought
together in a recent monograph. Urinary catecholamines were found to
increase in a wide variety of arousing situations, such as viewing films with
both “pleasant” and “unpleasant” aspects. Bland materials reduced the levels
of excretion. Psychosocial stimuli were found to alter catecholamine
secretion, depending upon the stimuli and on the starting point of the
organism, without any simple relationships between anxiety and epinephrine
secretion or aggression and norepinephrine secretion.
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Frankenhaeuser has conducted a series of careful investigations relating
cognitive and emotional patterns with endocrine secretion. Among the most
interesting studies has been a series of investigations in children. These,
while not specifically concerned with status, suggest powerful social
interrelationships that may bear on status and power relationships. For
example, there was a positive correlation between the norepinephrine
secretion of mother and son, but not of father and son. There appeared to be a
significant positive correlation between the mother’s adrenaline output and
the frequency with which the fathers punished their children. Such studies of
interactional and developmental processes, particularly when combined with
social processes, suggest outlines for the development of a new research area.
A means of studying the relationship of social processes to endocrine
processes has emerged from investigations of free fatty acids and social
behavioral states. Free fatty-acid levels are believed to correlate highly with
sympathetic activation of which adrenal-medullary activity would be an
important component. In a series of studies characterized by the use of
rigorous behavioral parameters, as well as rigorous chemical measures, Back
and Bogdonoff have demonstrated correlations between chemical measures
and behavioral measures of conformity and leadership in test situations in
which these parameters could be directly controlled. Using changes in free
fatty acids as an indicator, the authors of these pioneering studies note:
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... if the social situation is perceived simply as a background to individual
achievement, the dominant variable will be the potential for individual
achievement and its meaning. In this situation, pressure to conform and
pressure to assume leadership may be viewed as arousing stimuli, and the
individual may seek to avoid these situations. If, however, the group
relationship has the dominant meaning, the performance of the task may
be seen in terms of the group interaction, and then deviation from the
group norm becomes the arousing condition. Conforming behavior is then
attended by decreased arousal, [p. 41 ]

A direct study of the relationship between social status processes and
catecholamine secretion has just been completed by Barchas and Barchas. In
this study, individuals of equal external status (education, age, race, sex) were
brought together, and they interacted for a one-hour period. The status
differential that was established between the individuals through interaction
was assessed by observers and by questionnaires for the subjects. Urinary
catecholamines (epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine) were obtained
before and after the session. There was no relationship between the urinary
catechols taken before the interaction and the acquired status, but there -was
a pattern of association between acquired status and the urinary catechols
sampled after interaction.

Brain Serotonin
Biogenic amines in the brain have been studied in terms of their relation
to several kinds of behavior, including severe psychiatric disorders.
Serotonin, an indoleamine, has been postulated to be a possible transmitter
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and to act as a regulator of neuronal function. The compound has been linked
to specific forms of behavior, but only limited studies related to social
behavior have been conducted. A major procedure for investigating the
effects of changes in brain serotonin involves use of parachlorophenylalanine
(PCPA) which inhibits the formation of serotonin, although it may also act on
other chemical systems. Studies in which PCPA has been administered to
primates have been very few and suggest decreased activity. Boelkins
administered the drug to an ongoing group of three crab-eating macaques
(Macaca fascicularis) and observed that the number of kinds of social
behavior decreased, but that the time spent in social huddling increased, with
no change in aggressive or other kinds of behavior.
Maas et al. in studies with two groups of Macaca speciosa observed no
changes in aggressive or submissive gestures, attacks, or hetero- and autogrooming.
In each of these studies, the degree to which brain serotonin
mechanisms have been interfered with is open to question, and larger doses
of the inhibitor of serotonin formation caused the animals to appear ill,
possibly due to peripheral effects. Thus, the role of serotonin in primate social
behavior deserves further investigation.

Brain Catecholamines
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Particular attention has focused on catecholamines as they relate to a
variety of behavior. By the use of specific inhibitors of the formation of
catecholamines, studies have been performed suggesting important roles for
catecholamines in social behavior. In a series of papers, the group associated
with Maas’ has investigated such processes in studies of macaque monkeys. In
one set of investigations, the drug a-methyltyrosine, an inhibitor in the first
step of catecholamine synthesis, was administered to some of the animals in a
group-living situation, with monitoring of social behavior. It was found that
the animals had a marked decrease in social initiation, including grooming,
threats, and attack, although they responded to other animals. There also may
be dominance shifts: an animal who was dominant did not have a change in
social dominance, while two other animals had a decrease in dominance. In
another study, a different drug, 6-hydroxydopamine, which destroys many of
the neurons that contain norepinephrine in the central nervous system, was
administered to free-ranging macaques. The treated animals were more
peripheral to their social group, exhibited decreased social behavior, initiated
fewer threats, less social grooming, and fewer social initiatives than the
control animals.
The results of the Maas group demonstrate powerful effects of central
catecholamines in social processes in nonhuman primates. Such studies
would suggest that certain forms of social behavior may be mediated by
catecholamine-containing neurons and be altered by drugs that alter
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catecholamine mechanisms. The processes that have been studied are related
to basic social processes previously shown to be related in similar ways in
nonhuman and human primates. The findings that central catecholamine
systems are profoundly involved in nonhuman primate social behavior raises
questions as to the role of catechols in humans.

Psychiatric Processes and Physiological Sociology
Some Aspects of Sociopathic Behavior
A number of psychiatric processes are observable in which there is
clinical reason to believe that profound disturbances of sociological
processes, including status, dominance relations, and affiliative bonding exist.
One psychiatric illness that manifests itself in social structural relationships
in a profound way is sociopathic behavior.
By the very nature of the sociopathic individual, persons with the
disorder display altered social behavior. The question as to whether in terms
of their physiological responses such individuals respond differentially when
compared to normal people has been raised by several investigators. Some
evidence suggests that there are such differences.
Learning variables are among the factors that have been investigated.
The studies of Hare and others have suggested that classical conditioning of
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autonomic responses and avoidance learning may be impaired. For example,
it has been found that psychopathic criminals acquire conditioned
electrodermal responses more slowly, that the formed responses are of lesser
magnitude and are more quickly extinguished, and that, once acquired, the
responses are generalized to a lesser degree than in non-psychopathic
criminals. These studies and others suggest that psychopaths may have
normal attention to stimuli, but a decreased anticipatory fear.
Particularly relevant from the standpoint of this review are a series of
provocative studies dealing with the response to an injection of adrenaline by
psychopaths when compared to other populations. The literature has been
quite contradictory, but does strongly suggest that there are differences.’ The
experiments were performed under different conditions, including degree of
ongoing activation. In the studies of Hare, which were able to take advantage
of the earlier findings and to work with a carefully selected population, it was
found that the change in skin conductance following the injection of
adrenaline was smaller in a psychopathic group compared to a criminal nonpsychopathic group. In that study, differences in heart rate that had been
noted in the earlier studies, with quite different subject-selection procedures
and activities, were not found. Questions as to the hyper- or hyposensitivity of
aspects of the autonomic nervous system have been raised by the various
studies, although conclusions would require considerably more investigation.
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Another side of the coin remains to be investigated—the effects of
stresses on direct endocrine release. Such studies would involve, for example,
in relation to the previous literature, determination of release of epinephrine
and norepinephrine and the enzyme that converts dopamine to
norepinephrine (dopamine-β-hydroxylase), which can be measured in the
peripheral blood. Ideally, diurnal rhythms and the response to stress, and
particularly the response to emotional conditioning, would be obtained.
Studies of central brain mechanisms are clearly indicated.
The literature dealing with psychopathic behavior raises the question as
to whether this form of social behavior, which involves a psychiatric
diagnosis, may not have powerful biological aspects. One could imagine either
biochemical differences based on genetic factors or on early experience. In
either event, it is quite likely that psychopathic illness may reflect interactions
between social behavior and biochemical processes2
Frequently role enactment requires simultaneous action or interwoven
action between two or more individuals. Discrepancies in perceptions of roles
may lead to group stresses. Most frequently in this situation there is a mutual
adjustment of expectations. When there is not, we may have such
phenomenon as schism and skew in the family and scapegoating (here seen
as a mode of releasing group tensions regarding roles to the detriment of the
individuals involved). Similarly, the phenomenon of the double bind seen
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from the points of view of the sender and receiver of messages may be
partially visualized as inadequate internalizations and expressions of role
relations. Such social behavior could be expected to have profound effects on
the types of parameters considered in this chapter. An additional example of
the application of role theory and status processes to psychiatric illness could
be made in the case of depressive illness.

Toward a Physiological Sociology
It is difficult at this early point in the development of physiological
sociology to give an adequate general formulation of the potential relations
between physiological events and sociological behavior. At this stage, it seems
reasonable to assume that biochemical and sociological processes are
intimately related. For example, biochemical processes may affect activity
levels, emotional tones, and the susceptibility to stress. Sociological processes
may set in motion processes that influence biochemical mechanisms; for
example, changing the levels of particular compounds by producing shifts
between pathways, altering utilization of compounds, and inducing enzymatic
changes. Biochemical events may profoundly alter the ability of the organism
to respond to its environment.
If one visualizes a relationship between biochemical and socialstructural events and assumes changes in response to a sociological event,
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then such changes become very important in relation to the length of time
that they persist and the manner in which environmental and genetic factors
interrelate. To account for long-term emotional behavior and alter-ability of
behavior, one would have to assume alterability in underlying chemical
events. In the simplest model, we would assume that sociological events affect
the body chemistry and that the chemical change in turn affects the future
sociological events. Thus, with particular genetic predispositions, chemical
changes that are long-term in nature could, in effect, “lock in” certain
psychological sets.
Different genetic strains have already been demonstrated to have a
considerable variation in terms of the steroid hormones produced by the
adrenal cortex and thyroid hormones. In a number 0f illnesses it has been
demonstrated that there is a genetic difference in formation of adrenalcortical hormones; several of these illnesses lead to marked behavior change.
Strong evidence now suggests that some of the other biochemical
systems we have been concerned with in this chapter are also under genetic
control. Thus, the levels of the enzymes that synthesize catecholamines
(epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine) vary in different inbred strains.
The degree to which the level of the enzymes can be altered by stress and
even the type of stresses to which there are responses varies in different
inbred strains.
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An extensive listing could be made of how possible genetic differences
in a system such as that involved in catecholamine production or utilization,
both in the adrenal or in the brain, might affect social behavior. It has been
shown that in response to stress differing amounts of adrenal-cortical
steroids are released in different genetic strains. It is easy to imagine that in
response to stress two individuals might send the same number of nerve
impulses to the adrenal medulla, but, because of a genetic difference, one
individual might form differential amounts of catechols, release differential
amounts, metabolize the catechols at different rates, or have differential
passage across the blood-brain barrier. If any of these possibilities were to
occur, clearly there could be behavioral changes when the adrenaline reached
various target organs, including the brain.
Other possibilities to be investigated include the presence of minor or
abnormal

pathways

in

adrenal-catechol

metabolism,

including

the

physiological controls on those pathways, and how they might be altered by
social stress. Analogous factors could be relevant not only to adrenal
catecholamines as hormones related to behavior but also to brain
catecholamines and other putative transmitters between nerve cells, and to
the various hormones we have considered in this chapter.
The hormonal systems have been related by physiologists to stress
responses and it has been repeatedly suggested that feelings that accompany
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changes in levels of these hormones are interpreted by the individual
according to past learning and present situational cues. Using the conceptual
framework of role theory, we may then direct our attention to those points at
which stress may be expected and where pattern correlation between
physiology and behavior is most likely to be seen within a culture.
Conceptualization of these points should be at a level that cuts across specific
roles. In addition to points of stress, there are expected to be physiological
relationships to such aspects of roles as dominance or deference relations,
and affiliative bonding.
For any individual, the relationship of physiological response to
particular role-stress events may be posited as highly predictable. It would
seem reasonable, however, when characterizing a population with regard to
the relationships of physiology to role stress to think in terms of more general
categories. Also, for some individuals, stress repeatedly occurs with
interaction in a nurturance system.
The idea of causality in the relations between endocrine and
sociological events may be and has been helpful practically as experiments
are set up and run. For some purposes the notion of causality is heuristically
facilitative. However, if we are indeed dealing with a homeostatic system in
terms of the individual’s physiology as it adjusts to the psychological and
social environment, then overemphasis on causality may, in the broad
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picture, obscure our vision. But it is not difficult to utilize those conditions on
the one hand, while on the other we work toward a more intuitively satisfying
understanding of how the individual makes his peace with his world, both
physiologically and sociologically.
It is clear that more information, relative to the issue of the manner in
which sociological events interact with physiological variables, will be
needed. How do developmental patterns and behavioral states such as status
orders or affiliation influence biochemistry? Can the response of endocrine
agents or brain neurotransmitter agents to situations later in life be altered
by early experience? What types of changes in the various mechanisms
involving neuro-regulatory agents can be found in different sociological
states? What are the short- and long-term biochemical effects of different
types of sociological situations? Does biochemical state influence social
behavior? What is the possibility that behavior, such as repeated dominant or
submissive behavior, may alter the propensity for long-term or repeated
episodes of the behavior? Such studies involve animal investigation, but may
lead to human studies. For example, to what extent does a sociological event,
e.g., high status or low status, trigger biochemical changes that affect later
events, thereby causing a cycle of actions that is neither wholly “sociological”
or “psychological,” nor wholly “biochemical?”
From the standpoint of psychiatry, one might well imagine psychiatric
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illnesses that meet the model of phenylketonuria in which a set of clear-cut,
definable biochemical changes leads to severe behavioral changes.
Understanding why those behavioral changes occur will be a crucial step. On
the other hand, there may be other emotional illnesses that are more purely
social structural or psychological than in the model just mentioned, and there
may be still other illnesses in which a set of social-interaction events or
psychological events in an individual with appropriate biochemical structures
lead to an illness.
On the one hand, one encounters those who view mental illness and
mind as apart from the brain, and, on the other, those who feel that a twisted
thought, a twisted molecule. What is needed is a view that recognizes the
subtle interplay of sociological, individual-psychological, biochemical, and
physiological processes.
Recent research, including some presented in this paper, suggests the
development of a new field of physiological sociology. Such a term is
analogous to physiological psychology, and yet recognizes the new
approaches and techniques that will be necessary for the field and its concern
with behavior related to group structure and processes. The area is exciting in
its conception, and yet poses many problems from technical to philosophical.
Some of the problems include how to relate biochemical events to
sociologically structured events, the effects of drugs on social structures, and
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developmental processes.

Concluding Remarks
We have chosen to examine some of the endocrine correlates associated
with status behavior because status behavior can be viewed as one of the
most basic building blocks of structural-social relations. Status structures are
commonly found throughout mammalian species, status behavior has been
sufficiently studied, and theories have been constructed, so that it is possible
to begin to perform physiological investigations. Studies to date, although few
in number with higher primates, suggest the potential of important
correlations in a number of endocrine systems, with potential consideration
of genetic and developmental processes. Such information can be of
importance, theoretically, in terms of understanding aspects of the behavior,
and, potentially, in altering some forms of behavior that may be deleterious to
the individual. Further, such information may aid in understanding somatic
processes in terms of aspects of social structure that profoundly alter somatic
function. Such information may prove of value not only in theory, but also,
potentially, in the treatment of psychiatric and psychosomatic conditions
which would be a particularly important aspect of the new field of
physiological sociology.
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CHAPTER 27
INTRAUTERINE DIAGNOSIS AND GENETIC
COUNSELING: IMPLICATIONS FOR PSYCHIATRY IN
THE FUTURE1
Gilbert S. Omenn and Arno G. Motulsky
Many psychological burdens are associated with pregnancy, one of the
most distressing being the fear of a deformed or defective baby. The fear has
some basis in the fact that approximately 3 percent of all live births are
severely retarded in mental development or have serious defects. For the
family in which a child or another relative is already defective, the risks may
be greatly magnified. In the past two decades, genetic counseling clinics have
been established to deal with the medical, genetic, and emotional aspects of
such disorders.
The first requirement for genetic counseling is precise diagnosis in
order to predict the course of the illness. Determination of the risk of a
recurrent defect in subsequent children requires clear differentiation of
heterogeneous causes of similar syndromes, often relying upon the detailed
family history and upon various laboratory analyses such as radiologic
studies, chromosome karyotypes, or enzyme assays. Nevertheless, even with
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the most detailed evaluation, families usually can be provided with only a
statistical statement. For example, the risk of recurrence in subsequent
children is about 1 percent for most cases of Down’s syndrome (mongolism),
about 5 percent for many other birth abnormalities, 25 percent for inborn
errors of metabolism inherited as autosomal recessive disorders, and 50
percent for autosomal dominant conditions. Often, however, family
counseling is complicated by variable severity of the illness, uncertainty of
diagnosis, or the possibility that the affected child had a fresh mutation. For
many common disorders, including schizophrenia and depression, for which
there is good evidence of genetic factors of unknown mechanism, an “empiric
risk figure” based upon reports of the frequency of recurrence in large series
of families can often be given. It must be stressed that these risks for specific
disorders are in addition to the approximately 3 percent risk of mental
retardation or birth defects that every couple takes when having a child.
In the past few years, a dramatic development in counseling for some
genetic disorders has occurred. For a small, but rapidly increasing number of
diseases, it is possible to diagnose the condition in utero early enough in
pregnancy to permit selective abortion of affected fetuses. Unfortunately,
treatment is unsatisfactory for so many conditions, especially those affecting
mental development, that prevention of the birth of an affected child appears
highly desirable to many parents and to their physicians. Diagnosis depends
on the specific determination of chromosome karyotype or enzyme assays in
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cells of fetal origin obtained from the amniotic fluid around the fetus and
grown in tissue culture medium in the laboratory. Though much speculation
exists about the potential feasibility of “genetic engineering” by manipulation
of the DNA in cells, many specific disorders can be prevented by what might
be called “reproductive engineering.”

Amniocentesis
Amniocentesis is a procedure for obtaining amniotic fluid that contains
fetal cells desquamated from respiratory and urinary tract endothelia and
from skin and amnion. A transabdominal approach under local anesthesia has
replaced the transcervical and transvaginal approaches, which carry a higher
risk of bleeding, infection, and induced miscarriage. A small-gauge “spinal”
needle is inserted under sterile conditions through the abdominal and uterine
wall into the amniotic cavity. The procedure is done “blind”; success depends
upon the skill and experience of the obstetrician. More accurate localization
of the placental and fetal position using ultrasound techniques is being
evaluated for reliability and safety. The time at which amniocentesis is
carried out must be a compromise. The more advanced the pregnancy, the
more fluid and the greater the likelihood of obtaining an adequate sample for
study. On the other hand, amniocentesis must be carried out early enough so
that laboratory studies can be completed and abortion be done safely (and
legally) if termination of the pregnancy is indicated. The volume of the
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amniotic fluid has been measured directly with the removal of the products of
conception in toto in pregnancies interrupted by abdominal hysterectomy
between ten and twenty weeks of gestation. There is an average of 50 ml. of
amniotic fluid at twelve weeks, 100 ml. at fourteen weeks, 150 ml. at fifteen
weeks, and 450 ml. at twenty weeks (see Figure 27-1). Usually 10-20 ml. are
removed for studies. The length of pregnancy or gestational age is calculated
by obstetricians from the first day of the last menstrual period. Thus, the
actual fetal age is approximately two weeks less than the “duration of
pregnancy.”

e
Figure 27-1.
Volume of amniotic fluid as a function of gestational age. Note variation
among individual specimens. Data from a total of ninety-seven cases.
(From Emery with permission.)
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The hazards of amniocentesis are not yet fully evaluated. Early reports
of several hundred procedures are remarkably free of serious immediate
complications’ There are no known cases of severe maternal bleeding,
infection, or uterine rupture; no induced miscarriage; and no increase in the
number of congenital malformations in the offspring. The fetus seems to
“float away” from the amniocentesis needle, which presumably accounts for a
lack of direct puncture wounds. The potential long-term hazards of
amniocentesis are much more difficult to evaluate. Careful follow-up with
appropriately matched control births must be carried out to assess mental
and physical development in “normal” babies subjected to amniocentesis
during pregnancy. The effect, if any, of disturbing the volume and possibly the
dynamics of the amniotic fluid is simply unknown. It would be a tragedy if
normal babies suffered mild depression of their later IQ levels or some other
subtle damage because of a diagnostic procedure aimed at detecting an
abnormal fetus. For this reason, parents in the early 1970s were being
counseled in pregnancies with less than 1 percent recurrence risk for a given
disease that the risk of the procedure may be greater than the risk of a fetus
affected with the avoidable condition. Depending on how abhorrent the
disorder is to the parents, they may agree to forgo amniocentesis, or they may
insist on accepting the risk of the procedure or else elect to have no more
pregnancies.

Methods of Analysis of Amniotic Cells
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Determination of Sex and Chromosome Karyotype of the Fetus
Not until 1956 were suitable techniques for spreading and staining the
human chromosomes developed, so that the correct number of chromosomes
could be established as 46 (not 48). These chromosomes occur in pairs, 23
from each parent, including 22 sets of autosomes and one set of sex
chromosomes, XX for females and XY for males. Beginning with mongolism or
Down’s syndrome in ig5g, many clinical syndromes have been associated with
specific abnormalities in number or gross structure of chromosomes (Table
27-1). In the aggregate, these gross chromosomal aberrations occur in about
one of 200 births and are usually detectable at birth; thus they are congenital.
However, except for unusual instances due to chromosomal translocations or
mosaicism in a parent, these disorders are not “inherited”; other family
members are not usually affected.

Table 27-1. Clinical Syndromes Associated with Specific Chromosomal
Abnormalities*
KARYOTYPE
AUTOSOMAL
DISORDERS

PHENOTYPE

FREQUENCY
AMONG
LIVE
BIRTHS

DIAGNOSED
IN UTERO

Trisomy 21
D/G, G/G
translocation

Hypotonia, slanted palpebral fissures,
speckling of iris, simian crease, abnormal
dermal ridge patterns, bony dysplasia,
congenital heart disease, leukemia

l/660
(marked
maternal
age effect)

yes

Trisomy 18

Feeble fetal activity, prominent occiput,
clenched hand, low-set ears, congenital

1/3000

yes
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heart defects, 10 percent survive one
year, severely retarded
Trisomy 13

Defects of eye, nose, hip and forebrain,
polydactyly, hyper-convex fingernails,
scalp defects, cardiac anomalies, severe
mental defect;
18 percent survive one year

1/5000

Partial
deletion of
short arm of
chromosome
5

Catlike cry in infancy, microcephaly,
antimongoloid slant, mental deficiency,
simian crease

case reports
(> 30 cases)

Sex
chromosome
disorders
XO

Gonadal dysgenesis, short stature, broad
chest, lymphedema, webbed neck, aortic
and renal anomalies; normal intelligence,
defect in space-form perception. (95
percent of XO fetuses are lost as
spontaneous abortions)

1/3000

XXY

Hyalinized seminiferous tubules, small
testes, gynecomastia, eunuchoid
appearance, infertility. Mental
retardation and psychopathology more
common

1/450 males

XYY

Variable phenotype with increased
height, gonadal anomalies, increased risk
of psychopathology

1/800 males

yes

yes

* For additional chromosomal syndromes, consult Smith.

The four chromosomal disorders of greatest interest to neuropsychiatry
are mongolism, trisomy 21; Turner’s syndrome or gonadal dysgenesis, 45XO;
Klinefelter’s syndrome, 47XXY; and 47XYY (see below).
Sex of the fetus can be determined, of course, from the full karyotype.
However, it is also possible to stain fetal cells directly to detect a Barr body,
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which is a condensed inactive X chromosome, or a highly fluorescent Y
chromosome, the “flashing Y” sign of male cells. The Barr body is found in
normal XX female cells and in various sex chromosome aberrations having at
least two X chromosomes, such as XXY males or XXX females. Determination
of sex is useful for detection both of these sex chromosome disorders and of
males at risk for such X-linked recessive conditions as hemophilia and
Duchenne-type muscular dystrophy. Technical artifacts of the two types of
staining procedures can lead to errors, with obvious serious consequences in
the genetic counseling. A full karyotype of cultured amniotic cells is therefore
considered essential. The most important reason is that maternal cells may
contaminate the amniotic fluid sample and give spurious results of a normal
female. Fortunately, since adult cells have a shorter lifespan in culture than do
fetal cells, the cells which grow out after two to three weeks in tissue culture
appear to be exclusively of fetal origin.

Biochemical Studies
Inborn errors of metabolism may be recognized by abnormal
accumulation of metabolites or by deficiency of specific enzyme activity.
Amniocentesis late in pregnancy has been performed for many years to
monitor bilirubin levels as a sign of hemolysis in Rh-incompatible
pregnancies in sensitized mothers. Elevated concentrations of pregnanetriol
and 17-ketosteroids can be detected at term in amniotic fluid of fetuses
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affected with adrenogenital syndrome, but not at earlier times when abortion
of affected fetuses might be desired. At least two conditions have been
diagnosed on the basis of deficiency of enzymes normally detectable in the
cell-free fluid; these are alpha-i, 4-glucosidase for Pompe’s type of glycogen
storage disease and N-acetylhexo-saminidase A for Tay-Sachs disease. In both
cases, the diagnosis was confirmed with uncultured and cultured amniotic
fluid cells. Tests of the uncultured fluid are hazardous, because most enzymes
are intracellular and not present normally in cell-free fluid, because the cell
population of amniotic fluid may be highly variable, and because maternal
contamination may give a falsely normal assay.
The rule of thumb applied to enzymatic analysis of amniotic fluid cells is
the following: If the enzymes can be detected in cultured fibroblasts from skin
biopsies, then the enzyme should be present in cultured amniotic fluid cells.
This generalization is the basis for an extensive tabulation of rare, inherited
metabolic disorders for which prenatal diagnosis has not yet been
demonstrated, but for which prenatal diagnosis is feasible. On the other hand,
it is known that some enzymes first appear only at certain stages of
development and that many others have different levels of quantitative
activity at different times in fetal and postnatal life. Furthermore, the activity
of certain enzymes may vary with the stage of the cell cycle in cultures in
vitro. Thus, it is essential for each enzyme that rigorous controls be
established with normal amniotic cells in identical culture conditions.
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Inasmuch as each of the inborn errors of metabolism is rare (often occurring
at a frequency of one case per 40,000 births), no laboratory should be
expected to assay for each enzyme deficiency. In fact, major genetic centers
are actively collaborating in providing amniotic fluid samples of various ages
as controls and in carrying out different, specific assays.

Consent for Amniocentesis
Because amniocentesis is still considered an investigative procedure,
current knowledge about the procedure and the tests required for prenatal
diagnosis should be discussed as fully as possible with the parents. They
should be asked to read and sign a consent form’ containing the following
major points:
1. There is an unknown, but low, risk to mother and fetus.
2. More than one amniocentesis may be required to obtain sufficient
fluid.
3. Cell cultures may fail to grow.
4. Chromosomal or biochemical analyses may be unsuccessful.
5. In vitro results rarely may not reflect the status of the fetus,
especially if a twin pregnancy is sampled.
6. Normal chromosomal or biochemical results on the tests that are
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performed do not eliminate the possibility of birth defects or
mental retardation from other causes or both. Any condition
not ruled out by a specific test can be expected to occur with
a frequency similar to that in the general population.

Types of Behavioral Syndromes Suitable for Prenatal Diagnosis
By far the greatest progress in prenatal diagnosis has come in the area
of those chromosomal and metabolic disorders that grossly disrupt the
normal processes of neurological and mental development in the central
nervous system. The reason is simple: The “phenotype” of mental retardation
has been sorted on clinical and laboratory grounds into numerous specific
etiologic mechanisms, for which specific diagnostic tests can be applied.

Chromosomal Disorders Causing Mental Retardation
The most important single disorder suitable for prenatal diagnosis is
Down’s syndrome (mongolism). One of every 660 births is a child with
Down’s syndrome, recognizable at birth by the clinical features of hypotonia,
slanted palpebral fissures, flat facial profile, speckling of the iris, simian
crease in the palms, and congenital heart defects. The risk of mongolism
increases strikingly with age of the mother, from about 1/2000 at age twenty,
to 1/1000 at age thirty, 1/500 at age thirty-five, 1/100 at age forty, and 1/40
at age forty-five. More than 95 percent of cases are due to trisomy 21,
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meaning that 47 chromosomes are present, with the No. 21 set occurring in
triplicate rather than as a pair. The mechanism of trisomy 21 is
nondisjunction, that is, the pair of No. 21 chromosomes in the mother’s egg
failed to separate normally. The added single No. 21 chromosome from the
father’s sperm produces a fertilized egg with three No. 21 chromosomes.
Penrose calculated that one-half of all the babies with mongolism are born to
mothers over thirty-five years old. The number of children born with Down’s
syndrome can be decreased simply by social practices that reduce the average
age of mothers or that discourage women from having children after age
thirty-five. Alternatively, it is feasible, for those couples who accept selective
abortion, to prevent the birth of such children by monitoring the pregnancies
of older women for trisomy 21. The age for monitoring pregnancies is now
arbitrarily set at age thirty-eight to forty, but is expected to fall to age thirtyfive as genetics centers develop the capacity to handle more cases and if
evaluation of the potential hazards of amniocentesis indicates that the risks of
the procedure are sufficiently small.
There are other circumstances in which amniocentesis should be
carried out for Down’s syndrome. If the family has already had one child with
Down’s syndrome due to trisomy 21 and the parents appear normal, the
recurrence risk is estimated to be about 1 percent. The level of risk combined
with the emotional, social, and financial impact of one child already affected
with Down’s syndrome usually leads the parents and physicians to seek
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prenatal diagnosis of subsequent pregnancies. About 2 to 5 percent of
children with Down’s syndrome have a karyotype with a “translocation
pattern,” 46 chromosomes that include a structurally abnormal chromosome.
The “extra” No. 21 (G group) chromosome is attached to one of the “normal” G
or D group chromosomes, making the equivalent of a triplicate of the No. 21
chromosome. The likelihood of the translocation pattern is relatively greater
with younger mothers, so chromosome studies are particularly important in
children with young mothers. When a translocation pattern is found in the
child, it is imperative to study the chromosomes of the parents. About half of
the translocation cases occur de novo (in the formation of the egg or sperm)
and have a recurrence risk similar to that for trisomy 21. The other half of
translocation cases have a parent who is a healthy, balanced translocation
carrier, having only 45 chromosomes, including the translocated G/D or G/G
chromosome. Empirical studies have shown that the recurrence risk is 15 to
20 percent if the carrier parent is the mother and only 5 percent if the father
is the carrier. One very rare form of translocation carrier (21/21) gives rise
only to triplicated 21 or monosomic 21 (lethal) fertilized eggs, producing a
100 percent risk of recurrence in live-born children. These abnormalities can
be recognized reliably in the karyotypes of cultured amniotic cells. If either
parent is a translocation carrier, the aunts and uncles and other relatives
should have chromosomal studies, since a significant proportion of relatives
will also be translocation carriers with similar risk of transmitting Down’s
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syndrome to their children.
The mean IQ for older patients with Down’s syndrome is 24, with an
upper limit of about 50. Many children and most adults require
institutionalization; in most states, Down’s syndrome accounts for half of all
the patients in institutions for the mentally retarded. The annual cost to
society for custodial care is so high that extensive prenatal diagnostic
screening and abortion for trisomy 21 can be justified on a cost-benefit basis
alone.
Other autosomal chromosomal disorders (Table 27-1) occur much less
frequently or are lethal early in life and will not be discussed further here.
With new and fairly simple techniques that demonstrate specific banding
patterns of human chromosomes, the list of neuropsychiatric disorders
associated with less severe chromosomal alterations may be extended in the
near future to include milder abnormalities than gross mental retardation.
A variety of seemingly harmless chromosomal translocations is found
among “normal” individuals. Sometimes the abnormality is found first in a
mentally retarded child, and then the same abnormality is identified in cells of
his unaffected siblings or parents. Several such variants of uncertain
significance have been discovered while testing amniotic fluid specimens for
trisomy 21 or for inborn errors of metabolism. Even when there is time to test
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the parents and find a similar variant, it is often impossible to be sure that the
fetal chromosomal findings are harmless. Moreover, one cannot offer the
parents the assurance that subsequent pregnancies could be monitored with
any greater certainty. Another complication arises from mosaicism, the
occurrence of more than one type of cell line. For example, a pregnancy at risk
for Tay-Sachs disease was monitored, and normal enzyme levels were found;
however, because of the mother’s advanced age, chromosomes were analyzed
as well. Cultured amniotic cells were 45 XO, but studies of the aborted fetus
later showed only a normal 46 XY karyotype. Presumably the fetus had the
XY/XO karyotype. Also, the possibility that twins are present and only one is
sampled must be noted. In the early series of cases reported by Nadler and
Gerbie, two instances of twin pregnancies were not recognized, but no
untoward consequences resulted.

Inborn Errors of Metabolism
At least ten autosomal recessive and three X-linked recessive enzyme
deficiencies have been demonstrated in amniotic fluid cell specimens,
permitting abortion of affected fetuses (Table 27-2). Many but not all of these
disorders are associated with mental retardation. As noted above, enzyme
assays are feasible for many other conditions. For several of these disorders
with a recurrence risk of 25 percent, pregnancies at risk (previous child
affected) have been monitored, and parents were correctly informed, on the
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basis of normal enzyme assays, that the fetus would be unaffected. (One
cannot guarantee that the child will be “normal” because of all the other
untested disorders that may occur.) Each of these conditions is rare, so
monitoring of pregnancies is ordinarily restricted to families in which a case
has already been diagnosed. Without the option of prenatal diagnosis, most
families faced with a 25 percent risk of a serious genetic disorder have
elected in the past to forgo further pregnancies. Prenatal diagnosis and
abortion make it possible for such parents to have a normal child without fear
of recurrence of that disease.

Table 27-2. Inborn Errors of Metabolism Already Diagnosed in utero
DISORDER

PHENOTYPE

DEFICIENT ENZYME

REFERENCE

Gm2
Gangliosidosis
(Tay-Sachs)

Onset age five months,
apathy, psychomotor
deterioration, cherry red
spot in macula, blindness

Hexosaminidase A

78

Metachromatic
Leukodystrophy

Ataxia, hypotonia, paralysis;
“schizophrenic” onset in
adult form

Arylsulfatase A
(Cerebrosidesulfatase)

57

Gaucher’s
disease

Hepatosplenomegaly, bone
involvement, anemia, low
platelets, retardation

Glucocerebrosidase

24

Niemann-Pick
disease

Hepatosplenomegaly, cherry
red spot in macula,
retardation

Sphingomyelinas e

24

Globoid
Leukodystrophy
(Krabbe)

Absence of myelin, presence
of “globoid bodies,” severe
retardation

Galactocerebrosidase

24

Lipid
Metabolism
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Fabry’s disease*

Distinctive rash, renal
impairment, corneal
opacities, peripheral
neuralgias; not mentally
retarded

Ceramide
Trihexosidase

10

Galactosaemia

Hepatosplenomegaly,
cataracts; severe retardation
prevented by excluding
galactose (milk) from diet

Galactose-1phosphate
uridyltransferase

53

Pompe’s disease

Hepatomegaly,
cardiomegaly, failure to
thrive, glycogen storage type
II

a-i,4-glucosidase

58

Lesch-Nyhan*
syndrome

Hyperuricemia,
choreoathetosis, selfdestructive behavior,
retardation

Hypoxanthineguanine
phosphoribosyl
transferase

16

Lysosomal acid
phosphatase
deficiency

Vomiting, hypotonia,
opisthotonus, infantile death

Acid phosphatase

56

Methylmalonic
acidemia

Ketoacidosis, developmental
retardation

Propionyl CoA
Carboxylase
Methylmalonyl CoA
mutase

48

Hurler’s
syndrome
Hunter’s*
syndrome

Mucopolysaccharidoses:
hepatosplenomegaly,
gargoylish skull and faces,
retardation

“Correcting factors”:
a-L-iduronidase; Sulfa
iduronate sulfatase

26

Carbohydrate
Metabolism

Miscellaneous

* X-linked; all others autosomal recessive.

Certain autosomal recessive conditions, however, are not rare,
especially when one considers particular ethnic or racial groups. Three
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examples are cystic fibrosis, which occurs in 1/2000 Caucasians; Tay-Sachs
disease, which occurs in 1/5000 Ashkenazi Jews; and sickle-cell anemia,
which occurs in 1/400 blacks in the United States. There is no reliable test on
cultured cells for cystic fibrosis, so prenatal diagnosis is not yet feasible. TaySachs disease causes severe mental and neurological disintegration and death
by the age of four years and is due to deficiency of the enzyme N-acetylhexosaminidase A, which is demonstrable in amniotic cells in culture. This
enzyme can be measured accurately in human serum samples, allowing
detection of the heterozygous carriers. As a result, extensive screening of the
Jewish population in the Baltimore-Washington area is currently under way.
The high frequency of the gene in this population has been confirmed, and
young couples in which both spouses are carriers have been identified and
have been offered the option of prenatal monitoring for Tay-Sachs during
pregnancy. Heterozygote detection for many other autosomal recessive
storage disorders is now feasible. Finally, extensive screening is in progress in
many cities for carriers of the sickle hemoglobin trait. The carriers are
healthy, but if two carriers marry, their children have a 25 percent risk of
sickle-cell anemia. In this case, carrier detection is technically very reliable,
but no method is available to obtain fetal blood cells for prenatal diagnosis.
Since production of sickle hemoglobin can be detected in eighty-day fetuses,
direct visualization of the fetus (amnioscopy) and sampling of even 10 /J. of
blood would allow diagnosis in utero.
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One rare X-linked recessive disorder that merits special discussion is
the Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, consisting of hyperuricemia, choreoathetosis,
and a compulsive self-mutilating behavior. These boys bite their lips and
fingertips until the structures are destroyed. The metabolic defect is a
deficiency of the enzyme hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase
(HGPRT), leading to overproduction of uric acid and very high concentrations
of uric acid in blood and urine. This enzyme lies in what was previously
thought to be a minor pathway of purine metabolism, but the devastating
effects of its deficiency reveal the pathway to be physiologically important.
The highest activity of the enzyme in normal individuals is found in the basal
ganglia of the brain, providing an excellent correlation with the major
neurologic abnormality of this syndrome—the involuntary movements. But
the basis for the compulsive behavior is beyond understanding at present.
There is no very effective therapy, even though the uric acid production can
be controlled to prevent damage to the kidney from uric acid stones. For
families in which this disorder has occurred, the risk of recurrence is 50
percent for boys; there is essentially no risk for girls, although half of the girls
will be carriers. Specific enzymatic assay allows detection of affected male
fetuses in utero.16 In the common X-linked disorders hemophilia and D11chenne’s muscular dystrophy, specific tests to distinguish affected from
unaffected male fetuses are not yet available. These conditions can be
prevented by abortion of all male fetuses, when the mother is a carrier for the
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disease. Such mothers could have unaffected daughters, though half of these
girls will also be gene carriers for the disease.

Psychopathic and Sociopathic Personality
There is no doubt that familial and social milieu contribute importantly
to

personality

disorders

and

criminality.

Nevertheless,

in

similar

environments remarkable individual variation is found in personality and in
the likelihood of getting into trouble with the law. Studies of twins indicate
that even for indices of personality and temperament, genetic factors can be
inferred, though the genetic component seems much smaller than for IQ
measures. Among men imprisoned for criminal behavior, cytogenetic
screening has identified individuals with sex chromosomal abnormalities at
frequencies much higher than in the general population. Considerable
controversy about the medical and legal interpretation of such findings has
been generated with the XYY syndrome, even though little attention has been
paid to the more frequently found XXY or Klinefelter syndrome.
The Klinefelter syndrome consists of testicular atrophy and infertility,
occasional gynecomastia, tall eunuchoid appearance, and variable behavior,
ranging from altogether normal men through individuals with mild to
moderate mental deficiency or psychopathic and criminal problems.
Screening for the XXY karyotype can be carried out simply with smears of the
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buccal mucosa and staining for the Barr body. For example, among 942
mentally abnormal inmates with a tendency to criminal behavior, 12 (1.3
percent) were found to have the XXY karyotype and 7 (0.7 percent) had the
XXYY karyotype, compared with 0.2 percent and 0.02 percent, respectively, in
the general population. It has been suggested that the psychopathology is
secondary to mental deficiency or hypogonadism, rather than an independent
result of the chromosomal abnormality. XXYY males are more likely than XXY
individuals to have mental deficiency, as are persons with even greater sex
chromosome imbalance, such as XXXY. Rather than sampling a prison or
psychiatrically abnormal population, Nielsen evaluated hypo-gonadal male
patients of 46 XY (N=i6) and 47 XXY (N=34) karyotypes at a sterility clinic in
Denmark. The XXY patients had significantly more psychiatric symptoms and
were particularly differentiated from the XY patients by signs of immaturity,
insecurity, boastful and self-assertive behavior, and a record of legal offenses.
Differences in testis size, gynecomastia, and IQ were not related to the indices
of

psychopathology.

With

testosterone

therapy,

secondary

sexual

development like a normal male can be stimulated. However, the
hyalinization of the tests cannot be reversed, and fertility is not possible. The
overall frequency of XXY births is one in 450 males, with slightly increased
risk with advancing maternal age. It is likely that a family in which
amniocentesis is done and an XXY karyotype is found would opt for an
abortion, given the likelihood of mild mental retardation and the
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approximately fivefold increased risk of psychopathology. Whether the
frequency of this disorder or its medical and psychiatric findings warrant
population screening by amniocentesis is an unresolved question that raises
many social and ethical problems (see below).
The story of the XYY syndrome is one of the most curious in behavior
genetics. XYY karyotypes were first reported in association with a variety of
gonadal abnormalities. In 1965, an excessive incidence of XYY males was
described after screening very tall men in maximum-security prisons in
Scotland. Presumably because males are considered more aggressive than
females and because an extra Y seemed to be an intuitively reasonable basis
for greater height and greater aggressiveness, stories from Australia and
France about accused murderers having XYY karyotypes made front-page
news in the United States. A mass murderer of eight Chicago nurses was
publicized, wrongly, as a (possible) XYY. Behavior geneticists have taken
increased interest in the XYY syndrome for another reason. A psychosocial
evaluation with family data on nine XYY and eighteen XY prisoners at the
maximum-security prison at Carstairs in Scotland indicated that XYY
criminals could be distinguished from XY counterparts by a lack of broken
families, a lack of criminal records among their siblings, a tendency to get into
trouble with the law earlier in their teens with crimes against property rather
than people, and a greater lack of concern about their criminal behavior. In
other words, such individuals seemed to represent chromosomal accidents
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that made them “black sheep” of otherwise upstanding families. The analogy
to mental retardation syndromes was obvious: a severely mentally retarded
child in a family of normal parents and siblings is often the result of a
particular chromosome or metabolic abnormality, while a mild or moderately
retarded child in a family with parents and siblings of similar IQ reflects the
interplay of multiple genetic and environmental influences. Unfortunately,
subsequent studies have failed to confirm this striking differentiation
between XYY and XY criminals. Furthermore, population screening by the
laborious preparation of full chromosomal karyotypes demonstrated that
1/800 male births is XYY, many times the frequency of tall criminals in
Western society. At present it appears that the XYY karyotype is associated
with a several-fold increased risk of psychopathology and criminality. No
parent populations are known to have an increased risk of producing XYY
children. While screening women of age forty or older for Down’s syndrome,
Nadler encountered one case of the XYY syndrome as well as three cases of
Down’s syndrome, among 104 pregnancies. Should the family desperately
want a baby or disapprove of abortion, the knowledge that the child is born
with an XYY karyotype may interfere with normal attitudes toward childrearing. It is obvious that moral, ethical, and legal problems arise from such
situations, especially when knowledge of the natural history of the
chromosomal syndrome is incomplete or biased. Screening of all pregnancies
for XYY fetuses appears inappropriate at the present state of knowledge, but
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the fortuitous finding of an XYY fetus seems a reasonable indication for
abortion.

Disorders of Sexual Differentiation of Behavioral Interest
Genetic and chromosomal disorders affecting every stage of
differentiation and function of the gonads and the sex hormone-responsive
tissues have been described. Several excellent reviews are available.
Federman, for example, has divided the syndromes into three categories:
ambiguity of genital development without infertility; infertility without
ambiguity; and both ambiguity and infertility. Patients range from true
hermaphrodites (containing functioning ovarian and testicular tissue) to
those with gonadal dysgenesis (having no functioning germ tissue). Evidence
in rats, guinea pigs, monkeys, and man demonstrates that sex hormones have
important influences in the development of attitudes and many specific
behaviors in addition to those directly involved in reproductive behavior.
Money and his colleagues have investigated in detail a variety of
chromosomal disorders and inborn errors affecting sexual development, as
well as other behavioral patterns for which no biological basis is yet known
(homosexuals; transsexuals). The most intriguing findings are those from
studies of patients with gonadal dysgenesis (Turner’s syndrome). These girls
have short stature and lack functioning ovarian tissue, hence lack
menstruation or breast development. Nevertheless, they have essentially
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normal intelligence and normal female gender identity. IQ testing revealed
that scores for verbal performance regularly exceeded those for nonverbal
subtests, but the difference lay in the tests of space-form perception, in which
at least 80 percent of these girls are remarkably deficient. Similarly, the drawa-person or figure-copying tests elicit bizarre and poorly formed outlines. It is
not at all clear how a chromosomal abnormality present in all cells could so
strikingly affect one particular cognitive function. There is some analogy to
the constellation of signs known as Gerstmann’s syndrome (right-left
disorientation, dyscalculia, finger agnosia, and dysgraphia) that can occur
with tumors or strokes affecting the left (dominant) parietal region of the
brain. The 45 XO karyotype can, of course, be recognized in amniotic cells;
however, nearly half of the cases of gonadal dysgenesis are mosaics, leading
to problems in diagnosis. Furthermore, the proportion of mosaic lines may be
quite different in vitro than in vivo and may be variable between tissues,
making a decision about the prognosis very difficult. A couple’s decision
about abortion of a 45 XO fetus will be influenced by their attitudes about
abortion and their willingness to accept a “less than perfect” child.
Another interesting category of disorders is congenital adrenal
hyperplasia, due to enzyme deficiencies at one of the several steps in the
biosynthesis of cortisol and stimulation of the adrenal by pituitary ACTH to
make more cortisol precursors. The resulting high levels of androgens cause
the external genitalia of a female fetus to become masculinized, leading to
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mistaken identification of the baby as a boy. When the metabolic abnormality
is recognized, sex is reassigned to female. Fifteen girls with the adrenogenital
syndrome treated early with cortisone, compared with a control group
matched for age, sex, IQ, and father’s occupational level, had a much higher
incidence of interest in masculine-associated clothing and toy preference and
very little interest in infant care and feminine-associated clothing and toys.
They considered themselves and were considered by others to be tomboys. It
was postulated that the tomboyish traits are a product of androgenization of
the hypothalamus or related areas of the brain in utero. There was
considerable individual variation, suggesting an interplay of social
conditioning and fetal androgenic effects. Surprisingly, IQ testing of 70
patients with adrenogenital syndrome gave a mean IQ of 110 ± 19, with 60
percent of the patients above IQ 110, instead of the expected 25 percent of a
control population. Better control data, using unaffected sibs as controls, are
needed to evaluate the significance of these findings. Because the enzymes
responsible for steroid biosynthesis are not normally expressed in fibroblasts
or amniotic fluid cells, direct assay in early pregnancy for these enzymes is
not feasible. The accumulation of steroid precursors can be demonstrated late
in pregnancy, but not in time to intervene with abortion. In these disorders,
treatment is quite effective and reasonably simple, so many families would be
willing to accept the birth of an affected child, especially if diagnostic and
therapeutic measures were instituted promptly. Other families, in our
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experience, have decided against further pregnancies, because they would not
consign 25 percent of their children to lifelong treatment with cortisone.
Other evidence that androgens during pregnancy can affect the
psychologic development of girls comes from cases in which synthetic
progestational agents have been administered to pregnant mothers to
prevent threatened miscarriages. (Note that a high percentage—at least 25—
of such threatened miscarriages reflect chromosomal aberrations and
represent nature’s way of avoiding some defective babies. ) Of ten girls with
progestin-induced hermaphroditism studied at ages three to fourteen years,
six had IQ scores above 130, with a mean of 125 ± 12 and no significant
difference between verbal and performance IQ, and nine of the ten were
considered tomboys.
Yet another instructive syndrome, determined by abnormality at a
single gene locus, is testicular feminization. These genetic males have a 46 XY
karyotype, two intraabdominal testes, and produce testosterone, but their
target tissues are “insensitive” to the action of testosterone. Phenotypically,
these males appear at birth and through puberty to be females, then seek
medical attention in their teens for amenorrhea or infertility. The external
genitalia are those of a normal female. The vagina ends blindly. Breast size
varies as in normal women. Psychologically, a series of ten such patients
showed unmistakably feminine behavior and outlook with regard to marriage
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and maternalism. For four married patients, interviews of the husbands
confirmed these conclusions. The treatment of choice is to inform the
“woman” that she is infertile, that the “gonads” in the inguinal hernia should
be removed because they are not functioning normally and may become
malignant, and that any difficulty with intercourse may be improved by
plastic surgery procedures. It is unwise to advise such a person that “she” is
cytogenetically a male, since physiologically, psychologically, socially, and
legally she is a female. If the syndrome is recognized in a family, it is possible
for a couple to avoid having affected children. Since the trait is inherited as an
X-linked or sex-limited disorder, amniocentesis and determination of fetal sex
would permit the parents to abort male fetuses, which have a 50 percent risk
of being affected.
The indications and results of monitoring pregnancies, based upon
published experiences, are summarized in Table 27-3.

Psychiatric Disorders Not Now Feasible for Prenatal Diagnosis
Depression (Affective Disorders)
There is considerable evidence from twin and family studies that
depression and especially manic-depressive psychosis is conditioned by
genetic factors. Among the relatives of a patient with manic-depressive
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psychosis, approximately 10 percent of parents, 10 percent of children, and
12 percent of sibs will have affective disorders. When more knowledge is
gained about the biochemistry of depression, it may be possible to assay
specific enzymes or use pharmacologic challenges in in vitro systems to
identify healthy individuals or even fetuses at higher-than-normal risk of
developing depression later in life.

Schizophrenia
Table 27-3. Summary of Data on 387 Monitored Pregnancies24 55
INDICATION FOR AMNIOCENTESIS

NUMBER OF CASES

NUMBER AFFECTED

Maternal age ≥ 38 years

138

5

Previous Trisomy 21

91

2

Translocation carrier

42

11

Other chromosomal abnormalities

29

5

Sex determination for X-linked disorders

35

18

Autosomal recessive metabolic disorders

52

11

387

52

For Down’s syndrome

Statistical analyses of family and twin data and comparisons of the
incidence of schizophrenia in biological and adoptive relatives of probands
who were adopted early in life suggest a major role for genetic factors in
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schizophrenia,''' though the exact mechanism or mechanisms of inheritance
are unknown. No specific metabolic abnormalities have been discovered as
the basis or bases of such a predisposition in the vast majority of cases.
Genetic counseling for relatives of a schizophrenic patient, therefore, rests on
empirical risk figures.
One sure sign of heterogeneity is the mimicking of schizophrenia by
specific inborn errors of metabolism, such as the adult form of metachromatic
Leukodystrophy. The onset of metachromatic Leukodystrophy has been
recognized in at least nineteen patients over twenty-one years; their mental
and emotional changes were so severe that they were institutionalized,
usually with a diagnosis of schizophrenic illness. Only years later did
neurological deterioration become manifest and lead to the pathological
demonstration of sulfatide storage in the brain. Probably these patients have
a less severe deficiency of the same enzyme that is deficient in the infantile
presentation of metachromatic Leukodystrophy, cerebroside sulfatase.
It would not be surprising if many other enzymes whose complete
deficiency grossly disrupts the development of the central nervous system
function were found to be causes of late-onset dysfunction manifested as
psychoses, either as a result of a different mutation causing less severe
deficiency or as the half-deficient heterozygous carrier of the gene causing
infantile onset. Very few studies have been made of the parents (obligate
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carriers) or siblings (two-thirds are carriers) of children affected with
autosomal recessive inborn errors of metabolism. A disease like
phenylketonuria, in which the abnormality lies in a liver enzyme with only
secondary toxic effects on the brain from accumulated metabolites, would not
be a good choice for such studies. Instead, a disorder in which the affected
enzyme normally has high activity in the brain should be selected for study.
Such a disorder is homocystinuria, in which there is a deficiency of
cystathionine synthetase. Cystathionine is normally present in remarkably
high concentrations in brain, though its function is unknown. It is one of many
amino acids now considered possible neurotransmitters. Individuals affected
with homocystinuria have skeletal abnormalities, ectopic lens, marked
tendency to venous and arterial thromboses, and about half are retarded.
Why only half are retarded is not at all clear. Those who are considered of
normal intelligence might have had higher IQs if not for the homocystinuria.
Among the unaffected relatives in certain families, a seeming excess of
schizophrenia has been noted, but no systematic studies have been carried
out with carriers of the homocystinuria gene. Homocysteine and methionine
are involved in methylation reactions in the brain, offering another possible
connection to schizophrenia, if methylated neurotransmitter metabolites are
involved in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. Cystathionine synthetase
deficiency can be demonstrated in amniotic fluid cells, and recent studies of
stimulated peripheral lymphocytes indicate that detection of heterozygotes
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may become feasible. Even for this rare recessive condition (disease
frequency about 1/40,000) the frequency of heterozygous gene carriers is 1
percent in the general population.
Another rare autosomal recessive condition that can be present with
schizophrenic-like symptoms in the early stages is progressive myoclonic
epilepsy, or the Unverricht-Lundborg syndrome. Centrencephalic epilepsy
with petit- and grand-mal seizures is accompanied by deposition of amyloidlike Lafora bodies in the brain, retina, nerves, muscle, heart, liver, and
fibroblasts. With elucidation of the biochemical abnormality, this condition
should become diagnosable in utero.

Autosomal Dominant Disorders
Unfortunately, the biochemical basis for dominantly inherited disorders
is still unknown. Often, the manifestations of the disease are not present at
birth, and their appearance may be delayed even for decades into middle life.
Also, it is characteristic of dominant conditions that the clinical
manifestations vary considerably from patient to patient. The more severe
the disorder, the less likely that the affected person will reproduce; thus, the
more severe the disorder, the higher the probability that individual cases are
due to fresh mutations (often associated with advanced paternal age), rather
than transmitted from parents. Autosomal dominant disorders that may
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cause mental retardation include neurofibromatosis, tuberous sclerosis, and
myotonic dystrophy. Genetic counseling depends on making the diagnosis,
then informing an affected parent that his children have a 50 percent risk of
getting the abnormal gene and a variable risk (about 10 percent) of being
retarded as a result of the genetic disease. Prenatal diagnosis for these
conditions must wait for the development of specific biochemical tests or for
the discovery of linkage of the gene for the disease to another marker gene,
whose product can be detected in utero.
Two dominant disorders can present with depressive psychoses,
indicating genetic heterogeneity for affective disorders. The porphyrias are
metabolic disorders of hepatic heme biosynthesis, vertically transmitted
through families as autosomal dominant traits. Episodes of colicky abdominal
pain with constipation (due to autonomic neuropathy) occur together with
variable central nervous system involvement, including flaccid paralysis,
agitated and paranoid depression, or schizophrenic behavior. In the Swedish
type, or intermittent acute porphyria, biochemical diagnosis during the acute
attack is highly reliable. However, the increased urinary excretion of
porphyrin precursors may not be present before puberty or between attacks.
Increased production of delta-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) and porphobilinogen
is caused by higher than normal activity of the rate-limiting enzyme, ALAsynthetase, in the liver. The mechanism of the increased activity is not yet
clear.- Several common drugs induce higher activity of the ALA-synthetase
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and may precipitate attacks in predisposed individuals. These drugs include
barbiturates, certain sulfonamides, and the antifungal agent griseofulvin.
Hepatic cells are required to demonstrate ALA-synthetase activity; either
liver biopsy or some as yet unknown means of “turning on” the gene for ALAsynthetase in amniotic cells would be needed to attempt prenatal diagnosis.
Huntington’s chorea is a degenerative neurologic and psychiatric
disorder that is one of the major problems in counseling in medical genetics.
Over a period of ten to twenty years, the affected person undergoes
progressive deterioration of personality and of mental function, eventually
requiring institutional care because of psychotic behavior or dementia or
both. Irresponsible social behavior may lead to psychiatric evaluation and
diagnosis of affective or schizophrenic processes before the neurologic signs
become manifest or before the importance of the family history is
appreciated. The age of onset of involuntary movements is usually in the
thirties or forties, but may be delayed even longer. Thus, individuals at risk
(50 percent if a parent is affected) have the dual misery of not knowing
whether they will be transmitting the disease to their children and of
worrying that any “normal” twitches or behavioral problems may be the early
signs of the disease. The pathophysiology of the disease is unknown, and no
specific diagnostic test is yet available. Since L-Dopa administration to
patients with Parkinsonism may induce involuntary, choreiform movements,
it has been speculated that carriers of the gene for Huntington’s chorea might
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manifest such movements at a lower dose of L-Dopa than do normal people or
Parkinson patients. However, individuals at risk for this untreatable disease
certainly will differ in their desire to know or to not know whether they will
become affected later.

Possible Diagnosis by Genetic Linkage for Dominant Disorders
The gene for Huntington’s chorea might be closely linked to some other
gene whose product is easily tested, like a blood group. It is now feasible in
suitable pedigrees to use linkage to the secretor locus to make an early, even
a prenatal, diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy, another autosomal dominant
disorder of late age of onset. Although myotonia and other complications of
this disease may not appear until middle life, it has been possible to identify
gene carriers before age twenty by slit-lamp demonstration of a particular
type of cataract. Thus, two- and three-generation data suitable for linkage
analysis could be obtained. The locus that controls secretion of blood group
substances into saliva and other body fluids, including the amniotic fluid,
happens to be closely linked on one of the chromosomes to the gene for
myotonic dystrophy. Although linkage is sometimes mentioned as a powerful
indirect diagnostic approach, even for this seemingly ideal example of close
linkage (recombination only 8 percent), very few pedigrees are suitable. The
carrier of the gene for myotonic dystrophy must also be heterozygous for
secretor status (probability 0.5) and the spouse must be homozygous
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negative for secretor function (probability 0.25); in addition, the “phase” of
the myotonic dystrophy and secretor genes on the two homologous
chromosomes must be inferred from study of other relatives. Even then,
incorrect conclusions will result 8 percent of the time due to crossing-over
(recombination ) between the two linked loci.
Computer-assisted programs to seek evidence for linkage of a
postulated dominant gene for schizophrenia to some genetic marker have
been proposed. Because of the likely heterogeneity of mechanisms underlying
so complex a phenotype as schizophrenia, individual large kindreds should be
used for such studies.

Anticipated Technical Developments
As enzymatic assays are adapted to micro-methods, the delay between
the time of amniocentesis and the report of results should be shortened,
relieving some of the tension of the wait and making abortion, if necessary,
safer. As biochemical mechanisms of more diseases are elucidated, the list of
conditions for which prenatal diagnosis will be feasible should continue to
grow. Detailed evaluation of the potential hazards of amniocentesis will make
more exact the patients’ and physicians’ balancing of benefit and risk in
undertaking amniocentesis for disorders of low frequency. Hopefully, better
methods of terminating pregnancies in mid-gestation may be developed.
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For the common psychiatric phenotypes, it is expected because of
heterogeneity that the mass of cases will be attacked only gradually, as in the
case of mental retardation syndromes. Promising approaches include the
application of new staining methods for abnormal chromosomal banding
patterns, the evaluation of heterozygous carriers of genes that cause mental
retardation in the homozygous state, the possibility of demonstrating linkage
to easily tested genetic markers, and the development of in vitro methods for
pharmacogenetic differentiation of cellular responses. Many biochemical
functions or responses that are characteristic of the nervous system may not
be expressed in amniotic fluid cells. Progress must then depend upon
“turning on” the unexpressed genes in the amniotic cells and upon harmless
methods for biopsy of superficial tissues or organs of the fetus. Certain
neurological conditions may be associated with congenital anomalies visible
through a fiber-optic amnioscope. Other sensitive instruments may be able to
detect fetal physiological and neurophysiological parameters. Monitoring of
pregnancies will become more widespread and applicable to more diseases.
Population screening for heterozygous carriers will be initiated, requiring
computerized data evaluation and regional or national networks for
counseling family members.

Special Issues Involving the Psychiatrist in Genetic Counseling
Stresses of Monitoring a Pregnancy
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With the popularization of amniocentesis and prenatal diagnosis in
magazines, many families have initiated contact with their physicians or
counseling centers with the unfortunate expectation that tests can assure
them of a normal baby or that many specific conditions can be tested, for
which no tests are available. Sometimes a couple has tried for years to have a
child or has waited many years after an affected child for the possibility of
such prenatal monitoring. The many weeks of waiting before amniocentesis
can be performed and before test results are available can be exceedingly
stressful, especially when the hazards of a late abortion loom as a distinct
possibility and the couple realizes that mistakes can be made in the testing
procedures. Occasionally a couple will seek amniocentesis in the hope that
something will be found to be wrong with the baby, so that they can justify to
themselves terminating the pregnancy. For example, Epstein et al. described a
couple who previously had a child with translocation Down’s syndrome;
when karyotypes of the amniotic cells indicated a 46 XY fetus, they requested
an abortion anyway, for reasons of mental health. Husband and wife may
have basic disagreement about abortion or child-rearing, of course, and in
most states they still must contend with archaic laws restricting abortion. In
states like California, Oregon, New York, Hawaii, and Washington, where
liberalized abortion statutes are in effect, the genetic counselor and the family
can deal more directly with the medical and psychological problems of the
individual family. It is highly desirable that counseling be provided before the
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woman is pregnant. Sometimes extensive arrangements for specific
enzymatic assays must be made or complicated testing of the woman for
possible carrier status with regard to an X-linked disorder must be carried
out. In any case, the stress is bound to be less if the couple can consider the
genetic information and plan the pregnancy.

Severity of Disease and the Indications for Abortion
If the risk of recurrence is high and the disorder severe, such as the
autosomal recessive conditions listed in Table 27-2, most couples will desire
amniocentesis, unless they seek no more children. But when the risks are low,
as in the cases of advanced maternal age and previous trisomy 21, the couple
must decide whether to take the high probability (about 99 percent) that the
fetus will not have trisomy 21 or whether to take the unknown risks
associated with the procedure. Couples differ in their responses to this
predicament. Therefore, it is important that detailed genetic counseling be
offered before the obstetrician performs the amniocentesis. In one series,
twenty-seven of eighty-three couples decided against amniocentesis after
receiving counseling. Many were reassured by the low recurrence risks; in
three cases the condition could not be detected by available tests; one woman
had no desire to have her pregnancy terminated whatever the outcome; and
in another there was not time to do all the necessary tests because of the
advanced stage of pregnancy. With the behavioral disorders of adult onset,
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the definition of “genetic disease” and of tolerable severity is complicated.
The available information from population, family, twin and adoption studies
suggests that genetic factors predispose to affective disorders or
schizophrenia, but do not indicate the probability of such a predisposed
person developing severe disease. Similarly, in the cases of sex chromosomal
abnormalities, for which prenatal detection is already feasible, most men with
XYY karyotype are not psychopathic criminals and most individuals with XYY
or XXY or XO karyotypes do not suffer serious mental impairment. Is the
infertility associated with XXY or XO karyotypes a basis for the parents to
insist upon abortion? Or the possibility of behavioral problems associated
with XXY? The problem is vexing, because firm data on the absolute risks of
such behavioral problems are not available and there is no basis for
predicting which offspring will be affected later in life. The physician is then
faced with the dilemma of giving or withholding information that the parents
cannot evaluate either. By analogy, the discovery of Huntington’s chorea in a
patient brings a pall over the family, because there is no treatment for the
disease and no advantage of early diagnosis except the prevention of further
offspring and the establishment of a diagnosis that saves the family fruitless
medical inquiry. On the other hand, vigorous investigation of the family with
polyposis of the colon is considered essential, since prophylactic removal of
the affected colon will prevent fatal colonic carcinoma. Although genetic
counselors seek to provide detailed information and meaningful advice, the
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responsibility for deciding the course of action rests with the individual
couple. It is our impression that families fear behavioral disorders even more
than somatic anomalies and that the majority of families would request
abortion of a XYY or XXY or XO fetus if informed of the results of the
chromosomal tests.
Abortion nowadays is discussed as a simple and innocuous matter.
Psychologically, of course, it is not: each couple must be evaluated and
assisted. Surgically, abortion for conditions diagnosed in mid-pregnancy
requires special techniques and carries substantially higher risks of maternal
mortality or morbidity than does abortion before eight weeks of gestation. At
present, abortion between twelve and twenty weeks is being done primarily
by saline infusion or by hysterotomy, though newer agents, such as
prostaglandins, may prove helpful. If the couple lives in a state that does not
allow legal abortion for such indications, they face the ignominy of “fleeing” to
another, more liberal state for the abortion, seeking a physician who will
twist or violate the law, or taking no action. If no abortion can be obtained,
amniocentesis can be justified only in exceptional circumstances. For
instance, after the birth of one child with Down’s syndrome an occasional
couple who would not allow abortion may still seek amniocentesis for
reassurance that the fetus is unaffected.
An alternative to selective abortion of affected fetuses is detection and
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counseling of unmarried teenagers and young adults who are heterozygous
carriers for such diseases as Tay-Sachs and sickle-cell anemia. These young
people could avoid the birth of affected children by avoiding marriage with
carriers for the same disease. Most authorities agree that a massive
educational effort would be required to affect mating patterns. It is not known
whether the knowledge that one is a carrier for such a disease would
influence a person to avoid marrying someone who is also a carrier, and it is
not known how such an educational effort should be mobilized to properly
inform, and yet not frighten, these healthy carriers. Several screening and
educational programs have been started for sickle-cell anemia, since
intrauterine diagnosis is not feasible for this disease. When feasible, the
identification of couples who are both carriers and who wish to avoid the
birth of affected children by selective abortion seems more practical.
However, affected children would continue to be born of out-of-wedlock
matings in such a program.
With abortion on demand in certain states and with increasing family
planning, some families have sought to use the technology of intrauterine
chromosome karyotyping to learn the sex of the fetus and assure themselves
the birth of either a boy or girl. Obviously, the “risk” of the “wrong” sex is 50
percent, but a couple must have an overwhelming desire to select the sex of
the child in order to accept the unknown risks of amniocentesis and a late
abortion. A request for amniocentesis and chromosome karyotyping of
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cultured amniotic fluid cells for sex may be dismissed as a frivolous attitude
or may be considered a coldblooded approach to an “ideal” family of one son
and one daughter, according to the attitudes of those involved. To many
physicians in genetic counseling, the prevention of devastating disease
provides moral justification for abortions, while the selection of the sex of
one’s children raises moral, social, and political issues far beyond the medical
clinic.

Society’s Position with Regard to Genetic Diseases
With the decrease in deaths from acute infections and the recognition of
so many specific inherited conditions, the medical profession and lay people
are becoming increasingly aware of the nature and variety of genetic diseases
that require hospitalization, cause deaths, and influence the lives of people in
contact with those affected. Until recently, society has disapproved of
abortion as a means of preventing unwanted children. Now most people
approve of abortion to prevent the birth of defective children, if not simply
“abortion on demand.” Will amniocentesis be required for women above a
certain age, just as testing for phenylketonuria is required by law in most
states? How will society look upon the couple who refuse abortion and
deliver a child with severe mental retardation who is dependent upon the
society for his existence? Many of these questions transcend the realm of
medicine.
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One may ask, also, what effect intrauterine diagnosis and selective
abortion will have on the frequency of inherited diseases. The impact of
several types of public-health programs has been projected by Motulsky et al.
The total number of cases will be reduced slightly if intrauterine diagnosis is
initiated only after the birth of an affected child, as for the rare autosomal
recessive conditions listed in Table 27-2. Maximal case reduction requires
detection of high-risk mothers or high-risk matings before marriage, as is
feasible for Tay-Sachs and other lipid storage disorders and for sickle-cell
heterozygous carriers. There is a slight “dysgenic” effect of selective abortion,
in that an individual who would not have survived to pass on the deleterious
gene is likely to be replaced in the sibship by another child with a substantial
risk (two-thirds for autosomal recessive traits) of being a carrier. However,
since changes in gene frequencies are significant only over many generations,
medical and social efforts should be directed to the intrauterine diagnosis and
prevention of affected cases, especially of the common genetic diseases.

Concluding Remarks
Intrauterine diagnosis is possible for chromosomal disorders and many
rare inborn errors of metabolism. Most common birth defects and genetic
diseases, however, cannot yet be diagnosed in utero. Diagnosable disorders of
particular interest to psychiatrists and the directions of anticipated future
developments are stressed. Since intrauterine therapy of genetic disorders is
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not feasible in most cases, abortion of affected fetuses is usually practiced.
Psychiatric and social problems surrounding abortion for genetic and
chromosomal diseases affecting behavior merit further attention.
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Chapter 28
HUMAN SEXUALITY: RESEARCH AND TREATMENT
FRONTIERS
Richard Green

Introduction
The multifaceted nature of human sexuality imparts a wide array of
research and treatment frontiers. During the past decade changes have been
brought about by social experimentation and social evolution, developments
in laboratory hardware, and the application of sophisticated research
methods to sexual behavior. Human sexuality, in attitude and action, has
undergone extensive change and has dated much previous psychiatric
knowledge. Change continues. This chapter will attempt to capture the dawn
on the research and treatment horizon.

Developmental Strategies
Gonadal Hormones: Prenatal Influences on Behavior
Is behavior influenced by sex steroids in utero? As the fetus is exposed
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to gonadal hormones derived from its own and maternal organs and as its
central nervous system undergoes rapid growth and development, it is
reasonable to ask whether levels of these steroids influence later behavior. As
sexually dimorphic kinds of behavior have been clearly documented in many
species, inquiry has been directed toward the possible relation between
prenatal levels of androgens and estrogens and those kinds of postnatal
behavior.
Young male and female rhesus monkeys behave differently, with males
showing more chasing, aggressive, and rough-and-tumble play. Prenatal
androgen levels have been shown to influence these activities. Female rhesus
monkeys exposed to large amounts of testosterone in utero behave more like
young male monkeys than do untreated young females (they become
“tomboy” monkeys). Postnatal androgen exposure does not have a
comparable effect.
A human analogy exists. Females with the adrenogenital syndrome, in
which excessive prenatal adrenal androgen is produced, have also been
reported to differ from typical girls, behaviorally as well as anatomically.
When compared to their non-adrenogenital-syndrome sisters, these
androgen-exposed girls are less often described as interested in doll play,
playing with infants, and wearing dresses, and more often described as
tomboys. A third study also showed a trend (not statistically significant) for
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adrenogenital girls to be described as tomboys, compared with a non-sibling
control group.
What of human males prenatally exposed to unusually large amounts of
estrogen? For about two decades diabetic pregnant women have been
administered estrogen and progesterone at Boston’s Joslin Clinic. Sixteenyear-old and six-year-old males who were products of these pregnancies have
been compared with same-aged males of nontreated, nondiabetic mothers.
The male offspring of female hormone treated mothers were reported as less
rough-and-tumble, aggressive, and athletic. However, one important
uncontrolled factor in the study was the influence of the experimental group
mothers’ chronic illness on their son’s behavior (rather than hormone
exposure per se).
These studies suggest that just as anatomic dimorphism is influenced by
androgenic hormone (androgen induces maleness; no gonadal hormone is
needed for femaleness), so too may dimorphic behavior be influenced. Here,
rough-and-tumble, physically aggressive play may be affected. In cultures that
label such behavior masculine or feminine (as does our own) this influence
could significantly affect psychosexual development. Peer-group socialization
may be modified with a low level of aggressivity resulting in a boy’s
accommodating more easily to the activities and companionship of girls.
“Boys play too rough!” is the typical cry of the behaviorally feminine boy,
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described later. Similarly, mother-son and father-son interaction may be
modified, with a low level aggressive boy relating more easily to the domestic
activities of his mother and avoiding the sports activities of his father.
A significant obstacle in studying the effects of steroid hormones on the
developing behavioral system is assessment of the prenatal hormonal milieu.
While some preliminary techniques are available, validity and feasibility are
problematic. Strategies include repeated samplings of maternal plasma and
urine during gestation, plus amniocenteses. Questions that remain are the
degree to which any of these indirect approaches to the fetal milieu in fact
reflect the fetal milieu, identification of critical gestational periods and
whether the tissues of some individuals are more or less responsive to the
same level of hormone. Should valid measures become attainable, then a
series of longitudinal studies is possible, assessing high and low androgenand estrogen-exposed children, of both sexes, on dimensions of neonatal and
subsequent sex-typed behavior.

Neonatal Sex Differences
Studies of the human neonate hold promise of isolating the early roots
of “innate,” male-female dimorphism. Several sex differences have been
reported, some replicated, others not, and most are difficult to interpret. They
group into displays of greater muscle strength, sensory differences, and the
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degree of affiliative behavior to adults.
Newborn males are more able to lift their head from a prone position.
Mothers have been observed to stretch the limbs of their three-week-old boys
more readily than those of their same-aged girls, but more often to imitate
sounds made by the girls. Mothers have been observed to hold their fivemonth-old daughters more than their sons, and, at thirteen months, these
same daughters are more reluctant to move away from their mothers. The
same thirteen-month-old children also show a different play style with toys
and react differently to a barrier placed between themselves and the toys:
boys tend to hurl toys about, girls tend to gather them together; boys more
often crawl to the barrier’s end (in an attempt to get around it) girls more
often sit where placed and cry.
In an elegant research design, differential mother-attachment behavior
by opposite-sexed co-twins was demonstrated. Female co-twins looked at,
vocalized to, and maintained proximity to their mothers more than did their
brothers.
Other differences during the newborn period have been reported,
sometimes of an obscure nature. Neonatal females increase their formula
intake when a sweetener is added; boys do not. At three months, females can
be conditioned to an auditory reward while boys respond to a visual one. At
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six months, girls show cardiac deceleration (a measure of attention) while
listening to modern jazz, whereas boys decelerate to an interrupted tone.
While sex differences on these several parameters are reported, intrasex differences exist, as well as considerable intersex overlap. Many measures
have a bell-shaped distribution. Males and females who fall at the ends of the
distribution could be longitudinally studied to determine correlations
between neonatal behavior and developmental attributes. Of interest would
be those infants whose physiologic patterns fall within the zone typically
found for the other sex. For example, will males with a female pattern of taste
preference or within the female range for elevating the prone head show later
childhood behavior that is culturally feminine, e.g., preferring doll play to
rough-and-tumble play?
Studying neonatal activity levels and responsivity to holding
(cuddliness) also offers research promise. During the first year, children
differ considerably regarding physical activity and their response to holding.
These “temperamental” features influence parental perception of the child,
parental attitudes toward the child, and affect the degree to which the child is
held (notably by the mother). Mothers of the feminine boys described later
typically describe their sons as having been the cuddliest of their children and
Stoller theorizes that excessive maternal holding promotes feminine identity
in a young male. Objective measures of these variables can be developed. For
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example, children could be placed in the nucleus of a series of concentric
circles and their movement measured, during a standard time period, from
the starting place across these lines. Nonparent males and females
(“unbiased” raters) could pick up infants (prior to the development of
stranger anxiety) and the degree of clingingness or withdrawal noted.
Again, it is expected that measures of activity level and response to
holding would scatter across a bell-shaped curve. Males and females at both
ends of the curve could then be longitudinally followed, and correlations
made between these variables and later behavior, including rough-andtumble play, and activity and toy preferences. The degree to which these
variables could be correlated with prenatal hormone levels would depend on
the extent to which the latter become measurable.
Intersexed (pseudohermaphroditic) infants could provide an intriguing
research model here. If one or another of the above sex differences is
replicated in normal infants (e.g., taste preference), would anatomically
intersexed babies (e.g., adrenogenital females, or XXY males) be behaviorally
intersexed?

Anatomically Intersexed Children
Studies with pseudohermaphrodites have demonstrated the extensive
influence of early experiential factors on psychosexual development and bear
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significant treatment implications. Consider two gonadal and chromosomal
females with ambiguous (masculinized) genitalia, appearing similarly
intersexed at birth (the virilizing adrenogenital syndrome). One is neonatally
designated female by the attending physician; the other is designated male.
Each will typically develop a sexual identity consistent with the sex assigned
at birth and consequent rearing experiences. In the latter case, the person,
though possessing ovaries and the 44 + XX female-chromosomal
configuration, will have a male identity. This will manifest as typical
masculinity and erotic attraction toward females. Environmental influences
appear to have overruled whatever innate biological influences existed.
These “experiments of nature” have told us more. Sexual identity is set
early in childhood. The evidence is from cases in which subsequent sex
reassignment has been attempted when an “error” in the original sex
designation is discovered. For example, if the person described above,
assigned to male status, had been unambiguously raised as a male, an attempt
at reassignment after about the fourth birthday would typically be
unsuccessful.
Some of these data, now nearly two decades old, have been the subject
of criticism. Exceptions to the early critical-period concept of sexual identity
have been collated and alternative interpretations of the clinical data
presented. These latter writers either point to a few cases in which sex
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reassignment was apparently effected without significant psychological
hardship after life’s first years, or they reinterpret the establishment of sexual
identity as due to prenatal neuroendocrine input, rather than postnatal
socialization.
Problems have existed in evaluating many of the case reports of the
anatomically inter-sexed. One has been the degree to which they are
representative of the intersexed population, or represent a bias in the
direction of “successful” or “unsuccessful” adjustment to either initial sex
assignment or later reassignment. Also missing from many case studies is a
detailed documentation of early socialization experiences. The full range of
parental attitudes toward the intersexed status of the infant, the message(s)
transmitted by physicians to parents during the earliest years, and the peergroup experiences of the child are rarely described.
Most recently, Lev-Ran, a Soviet investigator now emigrated to Israel,
has reported a series of intersexed patients supporting the classic thesis of
Money, the Hampsons, and Stoller. Money et al. had stressed the importance
of genital appearance as a contributing factor to the socialization experience
of the intersexed child. This feature, if in conflict with assigned sex, might
cause some intersexed children to question their sex of assignment. The
recent Lev-Ran report is unique in that cases are described in which sexual
identity is consonant with sex of assignment in spite of dramatic genital
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incongruity. One example is an adult female with the adrenogenital
syndrome, feminine and heterosexual, whose clitoris measuring 9 cm. stands
as the only significant obstacle to her participation in heterosexual
intercourse, and another is a masculine boy with a 1.5 cm. penis.
Management of anatomically intersexed infants remains somewhat
controversial. Although there are some “chromosomal fatalists” who assert
that genetic sex determines male or female identity and that the roots of
biological sex will invade contrary postnatal rearing, the consensus is that sex
assignment should be dictated by genital appearance and potential genital
functioning. Construction of a cosmetically and physiologically acceptable
penis has not been perfected; development of a cosmetically and
physiologically acceptable vagina has. Thus, a chromosomal, gonadal male,
born with a micro- or absent penis, or who has lost his penis at age one or two
years via trauma, should be raised as a female. This will avoid the lifelong
distress of being a penis-less male, and will permit functioning as a sexual
person with an acceptable body image. The chromosomal, gonadal female
with a markedly enlarged clitoris or an atretic vagina should be raised as a
female, with appropriate repair of the genitals. Decisions regarding other
states, e.g., a chromosomal, gonadal male, with third-degree hypospadias and
bilateral cryptorchidism, would depend on the degree to which surgical
constructive repair of the genitalia is possible. Sexual identity will typically
follow the sex of assignment if parents are convinced of the wisdom of that
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assignment and raise their child accordingly.
It is important and helpful for parents of the anatomically intersexed to
know the evidence behind the assertion that postnatal socialization is the
chief determinant of human sexual identity. Additionally, a helpful analogy is
that of language acquisition. Humans are born with the capacity to learn a
language—which one is learned depends on the early environment. Humans
are also born with the capacity for psychosexual differentiation (learning a
male or female identity). As with language, which one is learned depends on
the early environment. (Details of patient management have been fully
described by Money.)
One argument against using the anatomically intersexed as a model for
normal psycho-sexual differentiation is that by virtue of their anomaly the
gonadal hormonal milieu bathing their prenatal central nervous system has
been atypical. Therefore, they may be more behaviorally “plastic” than
normal children. However, an intriguing “experiment” is under way to test
this criticism. A set of male monozygotic twins is currently being raised by
their parents in opposite sex roles. Circumcision accident caused the penis of
one genetic male co-twin to slough, and the child has been reassigned, female,
to be raised as a girl. In this case, the prenatal hormonal milieu plus genetic
factors are held relatively constant, with postnatal socialization being the
significant variable." Additionally, our own research has uncovered two sets
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of monozygotic twins, one male set and one female, discordant for sexual
identity. One twin pair consists of ten-year-old males, one of whom is very
feminine and wants to become a girl. His brother is unremarkably masculine.
The second twin pair consists of a twenty-five-year-old female graduate
student who desperately wants sex-change surgery and her feminine college
graduate sister. Different early life socialization experiences are reported for
both twin pairs.
An increased incidence of cross-sexed behavior (typically transvestism
and transsexualism ) in males with sex chromosome anomalies has been
suggested. Most typically, these are males with an extra X chromosome.
However, there is difficulty in evaluating a causal relation between anomalies
of sex chromosomes and sexual identity due to the possibility of sample bias.
Those patients with both anomalies are more likely to be reported. Whether
the concordance between the two variables is higher than would be expected
by chance is unclear, since while the incidence of sex chromosome aneuploidy
is known, that of transvestism and transsexualism is not.
The incidence of the XXY chromosomal anomaly is 1 in every 700 males.
Thus, a large number of such infants can be detected at birth with buccal
smear or karyotyping procedures. These children could then be longitudinally
assessed, hormonally and behaviorally. Coupled with detailed analyses of
parental attitudes toward varieties of childhood play and other early
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socialization experiences, a complex developmental study becomes possible
that could weigh the several variables of psychosexual development. At least
one such study is currently underway. However, future court decisions may
block large-scale karyotyping procedures as a violation of the subject’s rights
(recently a screening for XYY boys was blocked). Secondly, dissecting the
influence of the microscopic, longitudinal study process from the child’s
“natural” sexual identity development is problematic.

Atypical Sex-Role Behavior in Anatomically Normal Children
Studies of transsexuals, persons who want to change sex, reveal that
there are anatomically normal adults with an intense, irreversible, inner
conviction of belonging to the other sex who trace the onset of this cross-sex
identity to childhood. Invariably, these persons, recalling their childhood,
report having role played as persons of the other sex, having dressed as
children of the other sex, having preferred opposite-sexed children as
playmates, and having avoided the toys and games typical of their sex.
Studies of transvestites, males who cross-dress with accompanying
sexual arousal, also demonstrate the early life onset of atypical sexuality.
Approximately half of five hundred transvestites in one series reported
commencing cross-dressing prior to adolescence.
Studies of homosexuals, persons whose primary sexual commitments
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are to partners of the same sex, again point to the enduring significance of
childhood gender-role behavior. One study reported that about a third of one
hundred homosexual adult male patients recalled playing predominantly with
girls during boyhood (compared to 10 percent of the heterosexual control
group) and 83 percent displayed an aversion to competitive group games
(compared to 37 percent of the heterosexuals.). Another study of a nonpatient
homosexual sample reported that two-thirds of eighty-nine males recalled
“girl-like” behavior during childhood (compared to only 3 percent of the
heterosexual controls). For female homosexuals, over two-thirds of a group of
fifty-seven were tomboyish during childhood (compared to 16 percent of the
heterosexuals) with half of them persisting with tomboyism into adolescence
(compared to none of the heterosexuals).
What emerges from these retrospective studies is the fact that atypical
sex-role behavior during childhood may persist as atypical sex-role behavior
during adulthood. However, retrospective studies pose significant research
obstacles. Objective indices of the child’s behavior are not obtained and
recollections of interpersonal experiences, notably those with parental
figures, are distorted by the passage of time. Objective measures of parentparent and parent-child behavior at the time when atypical behavior is
emerging are not possible.
My own research design, initiated with John Money and continued with
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Robert Stoller, has been to generate a sample of young children behaving in a
manner similar to that reported by adults with an atypical sexual identity. We
have studied sixty-five anatomically normal boys, aged four to ten, who prefer
the dress, toys, activities, and companionship of girls, role play typically as
females, display feminine mannerisms, and may state their wish to be girls.
These boys have undergone extensive psychological testing, behavioral
observation, and interviewing. Their parents have been interviewed with
structured formats, alone and together, and have also undergone
psychological testing.
An attempt is being made to match each feminine boy with a same-aged
child who is masculine, has the same configuration of younger and older
siblings, and is from a family with a similar socioeconomic, ethnic, and marital
background. To date fifty-five of the feminine-boy families have been
matched. Detailed, behavioral descriptions of the feminine boys and their
parents, plus preliminary testing data, are reported in Sexual Identity Conflict
in Children and Adults.
The boys test similarly to girls of the same age on a variety of
psychological procedures and are significantly different from most same-aged
boys. When they construct fantasies, they generally utilize female family
figures and an infant (as do girls, whereas boys utilize male figures and pay
less attention to an infant). When they are requested to draw a person, the
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figure drawn is usually female (girls do the same, most boys draw a male).
Alone in a playroom, they play mostly with a “Barbie” doll (as do girls, while
other boys play with a truck). On the It Scale for Children (in which a neuter
figure “It” selects a variety of sex-typed preferences illustrated on cards),
their selection of toys, playmates, and articles are the same as girls and differ
from most boys. When they complete card sequences in which a child of their
own sex joins a parent engaged in a sex-typed activity, they join the female
parent in a feminine activity (as do girls, but not most boys). A preliminary
series of possible variables associated with this atypical development has
been formulated:
1. An innate low level of aggressivity.
2. Parental indifference to or encouragement of culturally feminine
behavior in a boy during his first years.
3. Maternal inhibition of boyish or rough-and-tumble play during the
first years.
4. Cross-dressing of a young boy by a female.
5. Extraordinary maternal attention to and physical contact with a
young male resulting in a lack of psychological separation
between the two.
6. Absence of an older male identity model during a boy’s first years,
or paternal rejection during this period.
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7. Physical beauty in a boy of sufficient degree that adults treat him in
a culturally feminine manner.
8. Absence of male playmates during a boy’s initial years of
socialization.
9. Strong maternal dominance of a family.
A preliminary synthesis of how these variables may operate in a
composite child is sequentially conceptualized as follows: A mother considers
her male infant unusually attractive. She finds him to be extremely cuddly.
She devotes considerable attention to this boy. Her other children are
adequately separated in age so they do not infringe on this child’s early
mothering experience. Her other commitments are few for channeling
feelings of caring and love. The child, beginning to explore the environment
for playthings, finds the many colorful accessories belonging to his mother
and initiates play with these objects (shoes, jewelry, and cosmetics). He
imitates mother, the person with whom he is in primary contact. These kinds
of behavior are considered cute, and the child receives additional attention
and supportive laughter. The father is a much less significant person in the
boy’s life, and interacts minimally with him. His possessions and accessories
are less attractive as early play objects. The father, too, may view his son’s
early play with feminine objects as funny or cute, or else ignores it. As peer
relationships begin for the boy, girls are mostly available. Boys, if available,
are more aggressive than he is, frighten him, and perhaps meet with parental
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disapproval. The child says boys are “too rough” and prefers girls. The father
having anticipated a period when the boy would be amenable to father-son,
roughhouse play, instead finds his son to have minimal interest in such
activity. The boy is in tune with the domestic activities of his mother, and the
father, experiencing this as rejection, dubs his son a “mamma’s boy.” The boy,
aware of his father’s demands and disapproval, moves further toward the
accepting reactions of his mother. During the early school years his prior
socialization in feminine skills poses an additional obstacle to same-sex peer
integration. Accustomed to female playmates, he does not relate easily to
males. In consequence of his culturally feminine interests and greater comfort
with a female peer group, he is teased by boys, driving him further from the
male group. The mother continues to respond positively to his interest in
cross-dressing or improvising feminine costumes. She interprets boyish and
girlish behavior during this life period as having no relation to later
masculinity or femininity. The boy continues to show little interest in his
father’s activities. Emotional distance between the father and son escalates.
The boy’s increasing identification with females is revealed by a feminine
affectation. This increases social stigmatization and the child is labeled
“sissy.”

Treatment of the Atypical Child
Intervention into the behavior of very feminine boys engages both
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research and ethical issues. First, some research questions. What do we know
about the natural course of untreated boyhood femininity? What might
intervention, of various types at various ages, do?
Follow-up studies tell us something of the “natural course” of boyhood
femininity. Twenty-seven adult males previously seen clinically for boyhood
femininity have been reevaluated. Fifteen are currently transsexual,
transvestic, or homosexual.'' The degree of treatment intervention with most
of these patients is not clear. By contrast, the adult transsexuals, transvestites,
and homosexuals in the series noted earlier were rarely evaluated during
childhood.
Consider next “sexual identity.” While complex, for the purpose of this
discussion it can be viewed as including three components: (1) earliest: a
person’s self-awareness of being male or female—core-morphologic identity;
(2) later: manifestations of culturally defined masculine and feminine
behavior; and (3) still later: partner preferences for genital sexuality.
All three components of sexual identity are atypical for transsexuals
(they consider themselves female, behave like women, and are attracted to
anatomically same-sexed partners). Transsexuals report that their parents
felt their atypical behavior was insignificant and would pass, and so they
were not treated; sexual identity remained completely atypical. Although the
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feminine boys seen by Money and myself initially behaved in a way similar to
that reported by many transsexuals, they did undergo evaluation and are not
now transsexual. For example, at five, one boy prayed nightly to be changed
into a girl and was repeatedly cross-dressing. His parents brought him for
evaluation at seven. Today he does not want to be a woman, does not crossdress, but is homosexual. Why did the first two components of sexual identity
(core-morphologic identity and gender-role behavior) undergo change, and
the third component, genital sexuality, remain atypical?
We can speculate. Core-morphologic identity appears to be crystallized
during the first three years of life. While it continues to be significantly
overlaid during the ensuing three years (and, to a degree, throughout life) a
considerable portion of sexual identity has been set by the time the atypical
child is initially evaluated. Gender-role behavior, a later identity component,
may be more modifiable during childhood. Thus, one outcome of early
intervention may be that a young male who feels he is or wants to be a female
may be convinced that the change is not possible. Additionally, a sufficient
number of nonrough-and-tumble activities may be found, along with
nonrough-and-tumble male playmates, to promote comfort in anatomic
maleness. If so, sufficient behavioral change will ensue so that the tortuous
search for later sex change is averted. However, attention is not specifically
addressed to the third component, genital sexuality, because such behavior is
not manifested during these years.
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The critical factor with respect to whether behavior of an atypical boy
changes may be whether the parents seek evaluation. Those parents who
request evaluation are initiating a new milieu for their son, one that
discourages and rejects feminine gender-role behavior. By so doing, the
second component of sexual identity, and perhaps indirectly the first
component, may undergo change. If such is the case, the pre-transsexual male
may mature into a homosexual male. The degree to which the first two
components influence the third component is not clear.
The effect of same-aged, peer group relations during grade school years
is coming under more study. While it apparently has great import, the
relationship between early peer group interaction and later genital sexuality
is enigmatic. One possibility is that the feminine boy’s lack of positive
affective responses from males during earlier years (peer group and father)
results in “male affect starvation,” which is compensated for in adulthood in
male-male romantic relationships. Another possibility is that the young male
with a female peer group is socialized in that group to the point of evolving
similar, later romantic interests (attachments to males). The manner in which
preadolescent, homosocial peer group relationships typically evolve into
adolescent and adult heterosexual relationships and heterosocial peer group
relationships into homosexual ones is an intriguing, little understood facet of
psychosexual development. Obviously, this active period, the “latency years,”
deserves closer scrutiny.
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Ethics of Treatment
Should clinicians attempt to modify the behavior of the child whose
sexual identity is dramatically atypical? The very feminine male child
experiences considerable social conflict in consequence of his behavior. He is
teased, ostracized, and bullied. The masculine girl is not stigmatized. Parents
who bring their very feminine boy for professional consultation are
concerned about his behavior and want something done. Parents do not bring
their masculine girls for consultation unless the behavior is dramatically
atypical. What, then, is the professional’s responsibility toward the parents of
the very feminine boy and their child?
It can be argued that the conflict experienced by the feminine boy is
derived mainly from the culture in which he lives, a culture that dictates, for
irrational reasons, that boys and girls behave in specified dimorphic ways.
Many parents are attempting to raise their children in a less traditionally
stereotyped manner, giving boys and girls a wider range of behavioral
options. However, to a major degree this ethic has yet to engage the general
population and great differences still exist for boys and girls in dress, toy, and
game preferences. Other children continue to label feminine boys “sissy.”
Unless the entire society undergoes dramatic change during the next few
years, the psychic distress and alienation experienced by the very feminine
boy will augment during his teens. While the clinician may prefer that the
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whole society immediately change, there is more basis for optimism in
helping a single individual to change.
But what kind of change? Treatment need not forge the feminine boy
into an unduly aggressive, insensitive male. However, treatment can impart
greater balance to a child’s interests and behavior where previously skewed
patterns have precluded comfortable social integration. For example,
consider the exclusively female peer group of the feminine boy. Opponents of
intervention argue that there is nothing wrong with a boy playing with girls.
Advocates of limited intervention argue that there is nothing wrong with
playing with boys. They observe that the very feminine boy is eliminated from
interaction with one-half of the potential peer group (as is the traditionally
masculine boy, but without consequent teasing). Intervention may help the
feminine boy find unstigmatized boys, who prefer “sex-role-neutral” activities
so as to widen his range of social interactions.
Do therapists reinforce societal sexism by treating the feminine boy? To
a degree, yes. What are the alternatives? An attempt could be made to modify
the attitudes of the peer group, so that teasing stops and the feminine boy is
effectively integrated into the group. However, to rapidly change the pediatric
society is clearly a formidable task. On the other hand, helping the boy cope
with teasing can constitute part of the intervention program.
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Clearly, the issue is not simple. The standard of many clinicians is to be
nonjudgmental, with goals to be dictated by the patient. If (1) parents want
their child to be happier, (2) the child is in serious conflict, and (3) the
likelihood of reducing that conflict is greatest by some behavioral change, is it
ethical to refuse intervention? More extended discussion of this dilemma is
found in Green.

Children of the Sexually Atypical
Homosexual Parents
Contemporary social experiments may provide new information on
psychosexual development. These involve children whose parents live an
atypical sexual life style.
While the majority of divorcing mothers seek and find a new husband
(and the majority of fathers seek and find a new wife) some enter into
homosexual relationships. “Lesbian mothers” have received increasing
attention in the press and in courts of law. Some female homosexual mothers
are being challenged for child custody by former husbands with the
contention that lesbianism signifies an unfit mothering status. At least one
homosexual male father has been judged as not providing a suitable
environment for overnight visits by his children.
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What is the effect on children of being raised by one or two homosexual
adults? Issues engaged include the significance for psychosexual development
of having both sex-role models for parents during childhood and teens, the
availability of both sex-role models in families in which parents of only one
sex are represented, the effect on a child of recognizing that a parent is
homosexual, the effect on a child of peer group reactions to a child’s atypical
household, and the influence of the attitude of the other (non-homosexual)
biological parent.
Role models of the other sex are not excluded from the lives of children
who live in homosexual-parent households. Children are repeatedly exposed
to heterosexual adults of both sexes in the persons of relatives, parents of the
peer group, and at school. Additionally, the conventional nuclear-family
model of mother, father, and children depicted on television, in books, and in
moving pictures repeatedly bombards a child.
The effect on a child’s later sexual preferences of knowing that at least
one parent is homosexual is not fully determined. This will depend, in part, on
the extent to which partner preference is a result of role modeling. Role
modeling cannot account for the entire process of psychosexual development
however, in that the vast majority of homosexuals were raised by
heterosexual parents.
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The view held by the homosexual parent, or couple, of persons of the
other sex may be significant. The image painted of these absentee figures can
be influential in shaping later affectional elements.
Yet another issue is a possible biological predisposition to
homosexuality, perhaps inherited, such as atypical gonadal hormone levels.
Should such a basis be firmly demonstrated (see below) it is questionable
whether raising a child so predisposed in either a homosexual or a
heterosexual household would significantly affect future sexuality.

Transsexual Parents
Boys and girls may be raised by a parent (in either the mother or father
role) who has undergone sex-change surgery. In some families, females
married to men who were formerly women have become pregnant via donor
insemination, and the couple then raises the child. In other instances,
transsexual couples are raising a child who is a product of the wife’s former
marriage. And, in a recent court case, a chromosomal female who had
previously borne a child and was currently living as a man, was granted
authority to raise the child in the role of father.
These “social experiments” permit the testing of various assumptions
regarding parental role modeling and identification. The long-term evaluation
of such children is a study in which several standard components of the
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typical child-raising experience are altered.

The Homosexual’s Parents
The parents of homosexuals have typically been “studied” by indirect
means. Adults have been asked to recall traits of mother and father during the
respondent’s childhood. These methods are compromised by the inaccuracy
of recalled experiences with conscious or unconscious distortions diluting
their validity. A major study utilizing this approach was that of Bieber and his
psychoanalytic colleagues who were treating 100 homosexual males. Their
conclusion was that the close-binding, intimate mother and the passive,
distant, hostile, perhaps absent father contributed to the homosexual partner
preference.
Several efforts at replicating the Bieber finding have been attempted.
Evans confirmed this pattern using a nonclinical sample, but Greenblatt found
that the fathers of male homosexuals were described as generous, pleasant,
and dominant and the mothers as neither overprotective nor dominant. A
third study with a large number of subjects, 307 male homosexuals and 138
male

heterosexuals,

utilized

several

psychometric

instruments

to

retrospectively assess parental characteristics. For the entire subject sample
the finding that homosexuals more often recall their fathers as rejecting and
distant was confirmed. However, mothers were not more often described as
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protective, demanding, close, or dominant. Furthermore, reports of relative
father-versus-mother dominance did not discriminate the two groups. Of
considerable significance is the finding that when only those homosexuals
and heterosexuals scoring low on neuroticism measures are compared, the
differences in parental backgrounds between the groups disappears. Thus, it
may be that the tendency for individuals, especially homosexuals in therapy,
to report more rejecting fathers may be related more to the reporter’s level of
neuroticism than to sexual orientation per se.

Homosexuality and Gonadal Hormones
Following an era in which a hormonal basis of atypical sexual behavior
in the human fell into disrepute, a revival of interest now exists. The
introduction of exquisitely sensitive hormonal assays has opened a new era of
investigation. Where previous studies utilizing gross, nonspecific measures
failed to show differences between homosexuals and heterosexuals, several
recent studies have found differences.
In 1970, the ratio of two stereoisomeric urinary metabolites of
testosterone, androsterone, and etiocholanolone were found to discriminate
twenty adult male heterosexuals from twenty male homosexuals. However,
three severely depressed heterosexuals and one diabetic heterosexual also
had ratios like that of the homosexuals. During the same year Loraine and co-
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workers reported four homosexual females with higher urinary androgen and
lower estrogen levels than four heterosexual females, and two homosexual
males with lower androgen levels than controls. Then, in 1971, Kolodny and
co-workers reported that thirty male homosexuals had significantly lower
plasma testosterone levels than fifty male heterosexuals.
Questions of specificity abound. Rigorous attention has not been paid to
possibly confounding variables, especially stress, drug intake, and recency of
sexual activity. Heterosexual males under military stress also have
testosterone levels lowered to the same degree as those reported for
homosexuals. Homosexuals, because of their stigmatized life style, may be
under greater stress than heterosexuals. In the Kolodny et al. study, data on
marijuana ingestion are given for the homosexual subjects, but not for the
heterosexuals. This drug appears to reduce plasma testosterone (also
Kolodny et al.). Beyond this, three subsequent studies have failed to find
differences in testosterone levels,'’ and a fourth found homosexuals to have
higher levels. Data are not given in the last study for sexual activity prior to
plasma sampling. Sexual activity can influence plasma testosterone.’ Finally,
another study, while not noting a testosterone difference, did find an
elevation of estradiol in homosexual males. The only finding so far to survive
replication is the androsterone-etiocholanolone study, which has been
repeated by the original investigator and also by an independent researcher.
The relevancy of this finding remains obscure.
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Two investigations have indirectly looked at the hypothalamic-pituitary
axis of males with a same-sexed partner preference to see whether it follows
a female-type gonadotropin release pattern. Two male-female differences
have been studied. The first is the well documented tonic release pattern in
the male and the cyclic pattern in the female. The second is the less
extensively studied gonadotropin feedback response resulting from an
intravenous estrogen load (decrease followed by rebound above baseline in
the female, decrease followed by return to normal in the male).
Male-to-female transsexuals (who have a male partner preference)
were studied to determine whether their gonadotropin release pattern was
tonic (male) or cyclic (female). It was tonic. Male homosexuals and
heterosexuals

were

given

intravenous

estrogen.

The

homosexuals’

gonadotropin response showed a reduction, followed by a rise above baseline
(female pattern). The heterosexuals’ response showed no positive rebound
after the initial reduction (male pattern—Dorner et al). This provocative
finding has yet to be replicated.

Bisexuality
Bisexuality (also called ambisexuality) is a term with many usages. It
may imply an isolated or occasional sexual experience with one sex and most
relations with the other sex. It has been used to imply innate sexual features
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of all persons or a “latent” impulse seething to find outlet. Usage here is
narrowly restricted to those persons who would rate “3” on the 7-point
Kinsey scale,’ with o designating exclusive heterosexuality and 6 exclusive
homosexuality. Individuals who are equally disposed in fantasy and overt
behavior to males and females are not common.
True bisexuality raises a number of theoretical and research questions.
Explaining homosexuality as an anxiety or phobic reaction to one genital
configuration (typically the male reacting to the “castrated” female) meets
with difficulty in understanding the individual capable of sexual satisfaction
with both males and females. If future research documents that specific
developmental routes, be they social or biological, promote either an
exclusive male or female sexual partner preference, would bisexuals fall in
the middle range on these attributes? Finally, will the changes in early
childhood socialization that less clearly demarcate children’s sex roles
promote more bisexuality during adult years?
The bisexual population has been largely ignored until recently
(Blumstein and Schwartz.) It offers considerable promise in understanding
the full potential of human sexual response in males and females.

Clinical Management Strategies: Adulthood
Treatment of Sexual Dysfunction
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A new era in sexual health has been opened by the pioneering research
and treatment of Masters and Johnson.’ “Sexual dysfunction” has been
introduced into the medical vocabulary. This term is shorthand for a variety
of sexual difficulties, most commonly erectile failure and premature
ejaculation in the male and painful intercourse or non-orgasmia in the female.
The great success of the Masters and Johnson treatment program has resulted
in a rash of centers conducting “Masters and Johnson” therapy. Conspicuously
absent from these economically successful enterprises, however, has been
sophisticated evaluation of their efficacy.
Treating sexual dysfunction is more complex than training a male for
greater ejaculatory control or a female for orgiastic response. The complexity
is underscored by Fordney-Settlage who characterizes factors behind the
problems of the individual or sexual couple. Problems may engage: (1)
deficient sexual information; (2) restrictive sexual attitudes; (3) deficient or
negative sexual experience; (4) inadequate sexual communication; (5)
regressive sexual communication or behavior; (6) deficient or damaged
individual self-concept; (7) individual intrapsychic factors; (8) nonsexual
interpersonal distress; and (9) destructive reaction patterns. It is unlikely
that any simple, inflexible intervention can address itself to this multiplicity of
problems.
Research designs are needed in which groups begin therapy on an equal
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basis, all input to the patient(s) during the treatment period, except for the
specific intervention modality are held constant, objective indices are given
for pre- and post-intervention behavior, and finally, long-term follow-up
results are reported. Nontreatment control groups are also needed (waiting
list) to accommodate the high degree of motivation brought by these patients
to the treatment situation.
Which components of these programs are associated with symptom
reversal in the several styles of sexual dysfunction must be ascertained.
Evaluating outcome as “successful” or “unsuccessful” is not simple. A
couple may find the dysfunctional symptom removed but additional
interpersonal problems to be of such magnitude that they separate or
divorce. Or, symptom reversal may manifest itself only in sexual interactions
with other partners. Treatment-outcome measures need to consider several
dimensions, not merely presence or absence of specific symptoms. Whether a
couple graduates from a dysfunction program “magna cum loudly” may not be
the most important variable.
In the absence of specific dysfunctions, but “merely” general sexual
malaise, valid behavioral criteria are needed. A step in this direction is the
inventory developed by LoPiccolo and Steger. This self-report cites seventeen
kinds of sexual behavior, and for each kind both partners rate the activity as it
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applies to their relationship. Indices are obtained of satisfaction with the
frequency and range of the couple’s sexual behavior, as well as knowledge of
the partner’s sexual preferences. The inventory has been shown, in a
preliminary study, to have good reliability, to be capable of separating
sexually dysfunctional and functional couples, and to record changes
associated with treatment.
Quality control and licensing of “sex clinics” is necessary to avoid
exploitation and insure that responsible, effective intervention is being
provided. Additionally, treatment programs are typically expensive and may
not be covered by health insurance, thus rendering them unresponsive to the
health needs of many people. Perhaps inexpensive, self-help materials can be
developed on audio- and video-tape cassettes, providing effective home
education and treatment.
The use of erotic materials and surrogate partners are controversial
elements in some sexual dysfunction programs. Does viewing explicit sexual
materials benefit an individual’s sexual competence? Preliminary data were
published in 1970 by the Commission on Obscenity and Pornography.
Questionnaires were given to patrons of “adult” film theaters. Based on
responses of the one third who returned the forms (questionably
representative, but real people nevertheless) 54 percent experienced sex as
“more enjoyable since viewing sex films” and only 1 percent reported a
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negative effect. Seventy-nine percent reported that the films motivated them
to introduce new variety into their sexual behavior, variety within the range
of typical sexuality. While many people treat themselves with erotica, from
adolescence through later years, learning and role rehearsing various sorts of
sexual behavior and generally enriching their erotic fantasy, this sexualhealth view of erotica is not shared by law-enforcement officials who typically
see erotica as sowing the seeds of moral decay. Surrogate sexual partners are
discussed below in a section on the treatment of homosexuality but that
discussion has parallel applicability here.
Two additional subjects merit note: pheromones and biofeedback.
Pheromones are odoriferous substances that act as chemical messengers
between individuals. The possibility exists that sex pheromones may operate
in the human primate. Unquestionably, they operate in the nonhuman
primate. In the rhesus monkey, a vaginally secreted short-chain aliphatic acid
dramatically activates male sexual interest.' Should such a human pheromone
be isolated, it may be harnessed by enterprising therapists in the treatment of
sexual dysfunction. A biofeedback design is briefly mentioned in the following
section.

Male-Female Differences in Patterns of Erotic Arousal
The Kinsey et al. data suggested that males and females respond
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differently to potentially erotic stimuli. Females were described as not
responding to visual sexual materials while males clearly did. Now, two
decades later, other studies have revealed no sex difference in responsiveness
to visual materials, with both males and females reporting sexual arousal.
Another previously reported sex difference concerned the degree of romantic
content in the materials: females were reported to be more responsive to
romantic narrative imagery and males to stories with an emphasis on
“impersonal, mechanical” sex. Again, more recent research has found no sex
difference. These studies have relied on verbally reported sexual arousal as
experienced by genital sensation and coital activity before and after exposure
to erotica. No physiologic measures of arousal were obtained.
In an effort to explain the differences in response patterns noted by the
Institute for Sex Research in the U.S. in the 1940s (Kinsey) and the Institute
for Sex Research in West Germany in the 1970s (Schmidt, Sigusch), Gebhard
has suggested that the wording of the Kinsey interview may have yielded an
artifactual sex difference. To elicit a positive reply re erotica in the earlier
studies, a strong genital response was necessary, or else the respondent was
likely to reply negatively to the particular stimulus modality. Gebhard also
reasons that females respond more gradually to erotic stimuli so that
questions such as, “Do you become aroused if shown a photograph of coital
activity?” would elicit a negative reply from women.
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Until recently, research on the responsivity of females to potentially
erotic stimuli relied on verbal reports. While male responsivity had been
measured via penile plethysmography, in which penile volume change is
recorded by a strain-gauge mercury loop, no reliable device had been
developed to provide an objective measure of female response. In 1970,
Cohen and Shapiro described a device for measuring changes in vaginal blood
flow via two thermistors that recorded temperature changes, and in 1971
Jovanovic noted a device designed to measure vaginal contractions via an
intravaginal balloon, with another designed to record clitoral erections via a
thermistor.
In 1974, Sintchak and Geer described an easily inserted, intravaginal
photoplethysmograph that measured vaginal blood volume and vaginal
pressure pulse. These measures have been demonstrated to change in
response to viewing erotic materials or listening to erotic recordings, but not
to change in response to non-erotic stimuli. Thus, the possibility exists of
more sophisticated studies of the effects of various types of stimuli on both
males and females. Also open to study are attempts to correlate arousal
patterns with personality features . and prior sexual experiences.
Penile and vaginal plethysmography may find applicability in the
treatment of sexual dysfunction. Objective indices of arousal to specific
stimuli can be recorded and feedback provided to the subject. Biofeedback
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designs in which subjects are rewarded for increments in sexual arousal may
enable a subject to enhance sexual responsivity—of obvious value in the
treatment of male impotence and female non-orgasmia.

Nonpatient Homosexuals
Clinicians have largely ignored the questionable validity of generalizing
from a psychiatric patient sample of homosexuals to the entire homosexual
population. Early researchers to focus on this fallacy were Hooker and
Marmor.
The homosexual life style has been traditionally viewed within a
psycho-developmental framework as sine qua non of mental disorder, or
prima facie evidence of unresolved oedipal conflict, residual castration fear,
and psychologic immaturity. Forearmed with this rationale, the life dilemmas
bringing forth the homosexual patient have been construed as supportive of
this mental-illness position. An alternative interpretation is that those
homosexuals consulting psychiatrists have difficulties represented by only a
minority of the homosexual population, that the difficulties experienced
(maintaining stable object relations, anxiety, depression) are also found in the
heterosexual-patient population, and that those homosexuals in conflict, or
desirous of heterosexual reorientation, are responding to societal
discrimination.
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The 1970s brought a radical rethinking of the homosexuality-equalsmental-illness dictum. Forces operant were the increasingly strident voices of
homosexual activists, criticism and questioning by psychiatrists (e.g., Marmor,
Hoffman, Green) and an increasing body of data from studies of nonpatient
homosexuals challenging the illness theory.
Two

important

large-scale

studies

conducted

of

nonpatient

homosexuals were those of Siegelman and Saghir and Robins. Three hundred
and seven homosexual and 137 heterosexual males were studied by
Siegelman, utilizing several psychometric tests. On the Scheir-Cattell Scale,
homosexuals scored higher on tender-mindedness, submissiveness, anxiety,
and neuroticism, and lower on depression. The two groups did not differ on
measures of alienation, trust, self-acceptance, sense of self, and dependency,
or for neuroticism on the McGuire Neuroticism Scale. Homosexuals were also
found to be more “goal directed.” When homosexuals and heterosexuals
scoring low on femininity were compared, the difference in anxiety level
disappeared.
Male and female homosexuals (about 150) and unmarried heterosexual
contrast groups were compared in the comprehensive study by Saghir and
Robins. Twenty-six percent of the male homosexuals and 6 percent of the
heterosexuals had had psychotherapy, usually of a brief nature. Treatment
was typically for depression, with either the breakup of a relationship or guilt
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feelings instigating therapy. Only 9 percent of the homosexuals who sought
psychiatric help did so to change to heterosexuality. There was no history of
definable psychiatric disorder in 34 percent of the homosexuals and 40
percent of the heterosexuals. There were no significant differences with
respect to any of the major psychiatric disorders, including affective states,
drug abuse, alcoholism, and anxiety. At the time of study, 72 percent of each
group was free of psychiatric disorder. Those homosexuals who had been
feminine as boys (about two-thirds) had an adult history of anxiety phobia
and psychophysiologic reactions; those not previously feminine did not.
For the homosexual females, a third had had some psychotherapy,
compared to a quarter of the heterosexual female group. One-third of the
homosexual patients had sought help for depression (typically secondary to
the breakup of a love relationship) and nearly half for insight or alleviation of
guilt. One-quarter of the heterosexual patients sought help for depression and
three-fourths for insight and emotional growth. Problem drinking was
significantly higher among the homosexual subjects.
The authors concluded: “Homosexuals are not necessarily sick within
the limits of the definition of sickness or manifest pathology interfering with
health or with function. . . . Homosexual men are psychologically very similar
to single heterosexual men while homosexual women tend to show a greater
degree of psychopathology (drinking problems) than heterosexual women.
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However, manifest neurotic disorders do not seem to be more prevalent
among homosexual men or women.”
Criticism may be leveled against the Siegelman study on the grounds
that the subjects were never interviewed, that psychometric tests do not fully
tap mental functioning, and that the samples may not be representative of the
homosexual population but reflect volunteer bias (just as psychiatrist patient
samples are biased). The Saghir and Robins study may be criticized on the
grounds that an unmarried heterosexual contrast group, while controlling for
marital status and permitting better comparison of life-style experiences, is
an atypical heterosexual sample; and one more prone to conflict and poor
social adjustment.
Results from a large study conducted by the Institute for Sex Research
(A. Bell and M. Weinberg) are promised within a year. It has assessed a large
number of heterosexual and homosexual black and white males and females.
The volume of data dealing with social and psychological adjustment as well
as early life recalled events holds considerable potential.

Treatment of Homosexuality
Treatment of homosexuality has become simultaneously a better
therapeutic prospect and an ethical dilemma. Psychiatry had historically
found little for rejoicing in its attempts to reorient homosexuals (typically
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males). Freud was less than optimistic when he noted that it was about as
easy to reorient a homosexual as a heterosexual. But Bieber and colleagues
reported in 1962 that about a third of their highly motivated, masculineappearing predominantly homosexual males reoriented after at least 300
hours of psychoanalysis. Hadden reported reorientation in group therapy,
and Bergler, Socarides and Hatterer reported success (typically labeled
“cures”) with psychoanalytic or dynamically-oriented therapy.
Concurrently, behavior therapists instituted their strategies (following a
largely unnoticed report in the 1930s) and additional evidence demonstrated
that some highly motivated homosexual males could reorient toward
heterosexuality. A variety of behaviorist techniques were introduced, but
generally there was pairing of a noxious stimulus (electric shock to the wrist)
with a visual image of an erotic male and absence of the noxious stimulus
with an image of a female. Behavior therapy reorientation rates were
comparable to insight-oriented therapies (about 20 to 40 percent) but the
treatment time (two to four weeks) was considerably shorter. Follow-up
evaluations in both types of studies indicated that the majority of those who
reoriented remained so (for an extensive review, see Bancroft).
It has occurred to some clinicians that heterosexuality is more than
achieving an erection while viewing a slide of a female nude; consequently,
additional other forms of retraining have been introduced. Social skills
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involved in meeting females, holding conversations, and requesting dates
have been taught as well as techniques of advanced seduction. Social-skills
training may include modeling, role playing, and behavior rehearsal. Subjects
are trained in appropriate verbal fluency and body and facial expression.
Social-skill therapists insist that the appropriate interpersonal responses are
not part of the subject’s prior repertoire and must be taught in order for
laboratory-conditioned erotic responses to generalize to the “real world.”
(Interestingly, the one male “transsexual” reported as abandoning his goal of
sex-change surgery to female status did so after sequential programs of
social-skills training for heterosocial competence and aversion conditioning
to male erotic partners.)
Comparative study of these interventions is difficult. Those patients
who consult a psychoanalyst, a behavior therapist, or a social-skills facilitator
are not the same. The duration of time involved in the intervention
experience is not the same, and it is difficult to control for other variables
entering the patient’s life during a prolonged treatment period such as
psychoanalysis.
Sex-partner availability and the feasibility of putting into practice newly
learned behavior is another practical treatment consideration and brings into
question another frontier —the sexual surrogate. The report by Masters and
Johnson that they successfully utilized female surrogates for sexual and
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emotional support in their treatment program of heterosexual dysfunction
has sparked new and more open impetus for the use of professional partners.
While a few therapists had formerly dispatched patients to prostitutes
(programs for “penises without partners”) the past few years have seen the
surfacing of surrogate training programs and surrogate associations.
The future role of surrogate partners is a provocative topic. On the one
hand, they may experience difficulty in consequence of prosecutions for
prostitution; on the other hand, there is the possibility of more formalized
training and licensing, in the manner of other physical therapists. The issue of
quality control in training and practice would then need be addressed, as in
other areas of health-care delivery.
Professional homosexual organizations have strongly protested any
treatment designed to reorient a male or female to heterosexuality. Their
view is that homosexuality should be treated as a human variant, in the
manner of left-handedness, and that any intervention reinforces the societal
second-class status of a same-sexed partner preference. Supporters of
therapeutic intervention insist they treat only volunteer patients, that the
patient sets the goals of therapy, and that to deny treatment would be
unethical. Homosexual activists assert that those who request heterosexual
reorientation do so out of societal oppression and not out of free will. For a
more detailed discussion of this dilemma see Green and Money.
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Sex-reassignment Surgery
Since 1966 “sex-change” operations have been openly performed at
American medical centers. While the controversy prior to the late 1960s was
whether sex-change surgery was a legitimate treatment for anyone, the major
thrust of that dispute has been blunted and the principal current question is
which patients are the best candidates.
Several subgroups of male patients requesting sex change are being
granted surgery. The past history of one subgroup better fits the life style of
the feminine homosexual, another that of the transvestite, and the third that
of the more classic transsexual. Those in the first group have had extensive
homosexual experience, have been markedly effeminate, and have not
experienced sexual arousal from cross-dressing. Misfitted into the larger
homosexual subculture, they experience a sense of legitimization for their
atypical behavior with the designation “transsexual,” and find new hope in
the destigmatized medical product— the postoperative transsexual woman.
The second group has been conventionally masculine in most behavior except
for periodically dressing in women’s clothes, with accompanying sexual
arousal. Sexual behavior has been both heterosexual and homosexual. Over
time, the frequency of cross-dressing has increased and the degree of
concordant genital arousal decreased. The person evolves a greater sense of
femininity and an increasing desire to become a woman. The last group
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consists of those males who were very feminine from earliest years, have not
experienced genital arousal from cross-dressing, and whose sexual interests
have always been directed toward males.
It has been suggested by Stoller that the first two groups are probably
poor candidates for sex-change surgery in that their identity is too heavily
comprised of male components. Other clinicians neglect past history and
require the surgical candidate to convincingly demonstrate the capacity to
function adequately in the aspired-for gender role. The degree to which the
merits of these positions will be borne out by long-term follow-up evaluations
is anxiously awaited.
As normal penises and breasts become surgical specimens in increasing
numbers, the time is here for sophisticated follow-up studies. However,
formidable difficulties are being encountered. Many patients wish to leave
behind all painful memories of their siege and disappear into the “straight”
community. They are uniquely reluctant to maintain any contact with their
physician. Additionally, some physicians are disinterested in what becomes of
the patient five years after leaving the operating room and paying all bills. I
suggest that the $5000 charged these patients, rather than generating
additional professional income, be placed in an interest-bearing, escrow
“follow-up” account. With each return visit by the postoperative transsexual,
biannually for ten years, a portion of that account would be returned to the
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patient. In this way, the patients would receive the treatment they request
and science would learn more about how to best serve the transsexual.

Physical Disability
There are many categories of physical disability; only recently has much
attention been paid to the ways they can impinge on sexuality. Disabilities can
be grouped into (1) those which are pre-pubertal and stable, such as brain
injury, spinal-cord injury, skeletal deformity, altered body growth, heart
disease, and blindness; (2) those which are pre-pubertal and progressive, such
as muscular dystrophy, cystic fibrosis, diabetes, and heart disease; (3) those
which are post-pubertal and stable, such as spinal cord injury, genital
amputation, disfiguring injuries, enterostomies, and blindness; and (4) those
which are post-pubertal and progressive, such as heart disease, stroke,
diabetes, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, and end-stage renal disease.
The number of patients affected is obviously enormous. Research, education,
and counseling at the interface of human sexuality and these disabilities is a
long overdue development, but still in its infancy.
Two disabilities will be highlighted here, spinal-cord injury and heart
disease. Spinal-cord injury and sexual behavior have traditionally been
considered incompatible. This myth has been popularized by the D. H.
Lawrence classic, Lady Chatterley’s Lover. The number of spinal-cord-injured
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patients has grown at a tragic rate, in consequence of the successes of
national foreign policy, and the sales campaigns of the automotive and
motorcycle industries.
New optimism exists for sexual rehabilitation of the paraplegic or
quadriplegic. Rates at which the spinal-cord injured engage in sexual activity
appear to be largely dependent on therapists’ early institution of discussions
and education regarding ‘the patient’s sexual potential. Spinal-cord-injured
patients can be provided information regarding reflex erection from manual
or oral penile manipulation, “stuffing” techniques for intravaginal penile
containment, techniques of oral-genital pleasuring, and prospects for fertility.
Seventy percent of 150 male patients reported by Comarr were capable of
erection from mechanical stimulation, and the use of surgically implanted
penile splints may prove to be useful in the remaining cases (as with other
patients with irreversible impotency). Fertility in spinal-cord-injured males
has been reported with the administration of intrathecal prostigmin to induce
ejaculation.
Myocardial infarction and sexuality is significant for many older
couples. Heart attack need not signal termination of one’s sexual practices.
Cardiovascular research indicates that the individual capable of ascending
one or two flights of stairs should be able to tolerate the blood pressure and
pulse changes accompanying coital activity with one’s regular partner.
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Intercourse with new partners is generally accompanied by considerably
greater cardiac output and may be contraindicated for medical reasons.

Sexuality and Old Age
Sexual functioning during old age is an area of increasing social
significance, as the aged population grows and sexuality becomes a more
acceptable topic of discussion among all age groups.
Traditionally, old age and sexuality have been considered mutually
exclusive. To a degree this mythology was debunked by the Kinsey data' of
twenty-five years ago revealing that 75 percent of their males were sexually
potent at the age of seventy and that couples in their sixties were engaging in
weekly sexual intercourse. Physiological studies of the sex-response cycle by
Masters and Johnson also reveal that males and females remain sexually
responsive into advanced age. Changes that accompany advanced years in the
male are a higher threshold to erotic stimulation for an erectile response,
lessened ejaculatory force, and a longer post-orgasmic refractory period. For
the aged female on adequate sex-steroid maintenance, multi-orgasmic
response can be continued from earlier years.
Questions remain regarding gonadal hormone maintenance for sexual
functioning. Some preliminary data on younger females suggest that rates of
sexual intercourse are, in part, related to the stage of the menstrual cycle,
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with a rate decrease during the luteal phase. This raises the possibility that
varying combinations of exogenous estrogen and/or progesterone may affect
sexual interest during postmenopausal years. Other evidence strongly links
adrenal androgen to female drive, and females given testicular androgens
typically report enhanced sexuality. Thus, low doses of androgen might be an
effective hormonal stimulant. More compelling evidence from the aged female
shows that atrophy of the vaginal mucosa, resulting in painful intercourse,
plus the painful uterine contractions sometimes accompanying orgasm in this
age group can be alleviated with gonadal hormone maintenance.
Whether older males who experience significant reduction in sexual
functioning may benefit from hormone administration is less clear. While
such “therapy” with testosterone has been practiced in the past with
enthusiastic reports, controlled studies utilizing placebo administration are
called for.
Sexual-partner availability for senior citizens is also problematic. Many
older people lose their regular partner through death. Frequently, the
surviving partner spends the final years of life in a home for the aged. In the
past, the sexual health of residents of “nursing homes” has not been a primary
concern. A decade ago Ullerstrom suggested that “sexual services” be made
available to the aged and infirm. Certainly, educational programs for the
elderly are needed, providing input that sexuality is part of the entire life
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cycle. Additionally, the image of sexuality as the domain of the young and
beautiful might be modified somewhat if the media specialists currently
engaged in producing sexually explicit educational films would also feature
geriatric “stars.”

Other Social Issues
Erotica and Antisocial Behavior
Several studies have attempted to test the popular assumption that
exposure to sexually explicit materials is causally related to the commission
of antisocial sexual behavior. The United States Commission on Obscenity and
Pornography funded several projects. In one, 3000 American psychiatrists
and clinical psychologists were surveyed as to whether they had ever
encountered a case in which pornography was a factor in producing antisocial
sexual behavior. Seven percent indicated they had, and another 9 percent
suspected so.
Another approach has been obtaining the pornography histories of
convicted male sex offenders. The Institute for Sex Research reported
offenders, 900 males incarcerated for nonsexual crimes, and 500 nonprisoners. There were no significant differences in exposure between the two
offender groups and the non-offender group. Nor were substantial differences
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reported in the degree of arousal to erotica.
Exposure of sex offenders and non-offenders to erotica during
adolescence has also been studied. Exposure rates for sex offenders are
reported as lower. In one study, 80 percent of the non-offender control group
reported seeing photographic depictions of coitus during their teens,
compared to 54 percent of pedophiles and 62 percent of rapists.
The age at first exposure to erotica has been another focus. Half the
persons in one sample incarcerated for a nonsexual crime had seen erotica
between the ages of six and ten, whereas only 28 percent of the sex offenders
reported such an experience. Similarly, a group of rapists was found to have
had its initial experience with depictions of sexual intercourse more than
three years later than non-sex offenders.
Regarding recent exposure to photographic depictions of coitus, again
rapists reported less during the year preceding incarceration than did the
controls for the year preceding interview, although no differences were found
for other sexual depictions. Though the study by Gebhard et al. found no
differences in reported response to erotica, other studies found one: sex
offenders reported more often that they masturbated to the materials
whereas no-sex offenders more often reported engaging in intercourse.
Do convicted sex offenders implicate erotica as having been responsible
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for their antisocial acts? Three studies asked this of sex offenders. In the first,
only one of forty-seven offenders blamed erotica. In the second, no difference
in blaming erotica was found between sex offenders and other criminals. In
the third, sex offenders were more likely to blame sexual materials.
Reports of convicted offenders are difficult to interpret. Experiences
may be consciously or unconsciously rendered invalid. Some sex offenders
may deny experience with erotic materials in an attempt to put themselves in
a more favorable moral light. On the other hand, reports of sex offenders who
blame erotica for their crimes must be regarded with even greater suspicion.
The “scapegoat” phenomenon may be operant here, with an offender blaming
some external agent rather than assuming responsibility himself.
The legal experience in Denmark has been of considerable interest to
those concerned with the social significance of erotica. With the relaxation of
laws controlling the availability of such materials to persons sixteen or older,
reports of exhibitionism, voyeurism, and pedophilia were significantly
reduced. While it is difficult to demonstrate a cause-and-effect relationship
between legal availability of erotica and diminution of certain sex crimes, the
Danish experience does not appear to be the result of changes in the
reportability of various crimes, or changes in laws which decriminalize some
offenses.
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The studies of the Commission on Obscenity and Pornography are not
without flaws and a critical brief on their scientific merit has been assembled
by V. Cline. However, the greatest importance of the commission may be that
more research was conducted on the subject of erotica during a two-year
period than ever before. That the legal recommendation of the commission to
eliminate laws controlling the availability of materials to consenting adults
was declared “morally bankrupt” by President Nixon may not have been a
death blow to new legislation, as many public moral pronouncements of the
abdicated president have become the object of unprecedented skepticism.
Clearly, better research is needed in this area in which heavy
emotionalism is typically “balanced” against light facts. It is the responsibility
of behavioral scientists and criminologists to conduct more careful
investigations into the effects of erotic materials of various types, at various
ages, and on various kinds of behavior. Behavior must include both antisocial
sex acts, and an individual’s sexual competence in socially appropriate
circumstances.

Social Rehabilitation of Sex Offenders
A variety of interventions have been utilized in attempts to control sex
offenders. Historically, the approach to “treating” sex offenders (habitual
pedophiliacs, rapists) has been indefinite incarceration and surgical
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castration.
Lately, somewhat more humane approaches have been introduced.
Behavior therapists have attempted to recondition sexual responsivity away
from inappropriate partners by pairing noxious stimuli (usually faradic
stimulation) with pictures of children, or with fantasy and depictions of
sexual assaults against adults. Outpatient group therapy of probationed sex
offenders has also been implemented and lower recidivism rates
demonstrated. Social-skills training for relating comfortably to appropriate
sexual partners (discussed earlier) also holds promise here.
As an alternative to irreversible, surgical castration of sex offenders,
newer research has been directed to reversible pharmacological intervention.
An antiandrogenic agent has been utilized to treat offenders in Europe. The
drug, cyproterone acetate, a progestational agent, may act through blocking
the metabolic (and hence behavioral) actions of androgen at tissue receptors,
or by inhibiting gonadotropin secretion, or perhaps through direct action on
the testes.
The great majority of male patients treated with cyproterone acetate
report profound reduction of sex drive. This anti-libido effect has been
achieved in 120 of 150 males in one series treated for a minimum of six
months. The antiandrogen effect reportedly proceeds in the following order:
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libido, erection, orgasm. Maximum effect is described between the twentieth
and twenty-fifth day. Reversibility of erectile capacity may take up to six
weeks, depending on dosage and duration of treatment. Reversibility of
spermatogenesis inhibition occurs within five months of discontinuing the
drug. Absent from these studies, however, has been a double-blind design in
which the placebo effects of cyproterone acetate, as well as motivational
impetus for incarcerated offenders to report low sex drive to obtain freedom,
are ruled out.
If cyproterone acetate is pharmacologically effective, the possibility
exists for a treatment program coupling diminished sex drive, in an
outpatient setting, with social-skills training in appropriate sexual conduct, or
other forms of psychotherapy. The drug could then be withdrawn when the
patient is considered a good risk for continued control of socially
inappropriate behavior.
In the United States the Food and Drug Administration has yet to
approve the use of cyproterone acetate for the treatment of sex offenders,
though approval has been given for its use in controlling androgenresponsive carcinoma of the prostate. Public reaction against the use of
cyproterone has been considerable. The label “chemical castrator,” has
contributed much emotionalism to the issue, and cries have been heard that
the drug would be used against political dissenters. At the other end of the
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political spectrum, opposition has been mobilized against the use of drugs
that might release rapists and pedophiliacs from prison by those who feel
these inmates should remain permanently incarcerated.
Research and ethical issues remain. Whether cyproterone acetate and
other “antiandrogenic” drugs indeed reduce sex drive has yet to be
adequately documented, and which subgroups of sex offenders might
respond best to a true antiandrogen is also not known. In individuals for
whom the significance of violence toward women is paramount, rather than a
strong sex drive, the drug might have only minimal effect. Similarly, for those
males lacking the social skills required to engage adult partners, the drug
might also have only minimal effect.
Beyond this, the capacity of an incarcerated person to give a truly
informed consent remains a dilemma. A prisoner confronted with the option
of taking a drug or participating in a behavior-modification program that may
shorten prison stay, and told the possible risks, may sign an “informed”
consent, but still act under coercion. A variety of alternatives have been
suggested, including uncoupling the duration of incarceration from
participation in experimental treatment programs, or initiating the program
after the individual is released. The different approaches are extraordinarily
complex and have been debated at length. One example is found in the
proposed policy regarding protection of human subjects published by the
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Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Common Illegal Sexual Behavior
In a trial in California in 1972, a defendant was charged with (and
convicted of) conspiracy to commit oral copulation. The maximum sentence
for this crime is fourteen years. The U.S. Supreme Court refused to consider
the case. As of this writing, oral copulation is a crime in forty-two states,
including when practiced by a married couple in the privacy of their
bedroom. Oral copulation is a sexual act engaged in by about 80 percent of the
adult population.
In a trial in New Jersey in 1974, a defendant was charged with (and
convicted of) fornication (sexual intercourse involving an unmarried,
consenting adult female). As of this writing, the conviction is being appealed
on constitutional grounds. Fornication and/or cohabitation is a crime in
twenty-two states. Fornication is practiced by at least 50 percent of the
population.
In a trial in Texas in 1974, a man was convicted of publicly wearing
women’s clothes. There was no intent on the individual’s part to perfect a
disguise to elude police detection or attempt fraud. The U.S. Supreme Court
refused to consider the case. Cross-dressing is practiced by thousands of
transsexuals and transvestites to promote emotional well-being.
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Anal intercourse, also called in the statutes “the crime against nature”
(nineteen states) or “the act not to be mentioned among Christians” is a crime
in forty-five states. The maximum penalty in California is ten years. Anal
intercourse is reportedly practiced by some 20 percent of young (under age
thirty-five) heterosexual couples and by a majority of homosexual males.
What effect do these laws have on mental health? Many patients
experience difficulties in sexual relationships due to guilt feelings when
considering or practicing these common sexual behaviors (e.g., oral
copulation). Legal pronouncement of such behaviors as criminal positively
reinforces these feelings. Additionally, therapists treating varieties of sexual
dysfunction and counseling couples or individuals with inhibitions about such
behaviors are advocating criminal acts.
Persons with a strong need to wear clothes more typically worn by the
other sex experience frustration when denied access to these garments.
Additionally, many medical centers engaged in sex-reassignment surgery for
transsexuals require that the patient live in the social role aspired to for one
year prior to surgery. This trial period is critical in helping safeguard against
disappointment after irreversible intervention.
The removal of homosexuality per se as a category of mental disorder
by the American Psychiatric Association in 1974 reflected, in part, a growing
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awareness of the psychiatric consequences of labeling certain kinds of
behavior as mentally disordered. Similar psychiatric arguments exist for
labeling certain kinds of behavior as criminal. Vulnerability to blackmail and
police harassment are additional hazards.

Sex Education
Sex education, whether in medical school or kindergarten, remains
controversial. Instruction on human sexuality in medical school came into
vogue in the 1970s, with 95 percent of schools participating. However,
effective delivery of sexual knowledge and its clinical impact remain to be
adequately evaluated.
The most widely used assessment instrument has been the Sexual
Knowledge and Attitude Test (SKAT) developed by Lief, and modified by Lief
and Ebert. In one of the few efforts at determining whether a course changed
either knowledge or attitudes the test was given in a before-and-after design
by Golden and Liston. No student change was reported. However, Ebert
(personal communication) points out that if the authors had statistically
analyzed their data, significant student improvement would have been found.
Irrespective of whether change in knowledge or attitude can be accurately
measured, it is another matter whether change, if present, carries over into
interpersonal relations at either the private or professional level. Most
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students bring to their medical experience sexual misinformation, conflicts,
and blocks. These interfere with sexual history taking and sexual counseling.
Thus, the goal of providing information and facilitating a comfortable,
objective patient-doctor exchange. How to effect this is controversial.
An explosive use of explicit sex films in educational settings occurred in
the 1970s. Advocates of the use of erotica point to a wide range of benefits:
“desensitization” to various aspects of sexual interaction, augmented student
dialogue on sexuality stimulated by the material, greater comfort in
interviewing in the area of sexuality, and general education regarding the
range of sexual experiences. Detractors see the use of erotica as an
unnecessary gimmick that depersonalizes sexuality and contributes to the
voyeurism of student and teacher.
The major source of erotic films used in medical schools has been MultiMedia Resource Center in San Francisco, under the direction of Reverend Ted
Mcllvenna. Twenty-minute films depicting a variety of sexual behaviors,
including male-female typical, male-female atypical (male paraplegic-female
able-bodied), male-male, female-female, and solo male or female have been
produced. More recently commercial enterprises (e.g., Edcoa, Englewood,
New Jersey) and psychiatrists (Paul Miller, University of Nevada, Reno) have
been producing and selling erotic films for educational purposes. Multi-Media
has also produced a film designed to treat premature ejaculation, and Edcoa
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released a film of a physician’s “sexological” examination of a couple (both
partners present and the genitalia demonstrated, examined, and explained).
Additional educational strategies include presentations by persons with
various sexual life styles, and small group student interactions, which are
seen as catalyzing comfortable communication and private attitude
reassessment. The degree to which each or any of these strategies is
successful is not well documented.
Evaluating the clinical effect of general information giving (and
obtaining) is complex.
Assessments need to be made of knowledge imparted, attitude change,
and capacity to conduct sexual interviews and counseling. Ratings of
competence must utilize objective criteria by trained raters, and the
subjective experience of the patient. Correlations could also be made between
course information input and attitude change (if any) and ratings by self and
partner(s) of sexual competence and satisfaction. Valid assessment
instruments need to be constructed for such evaluations.
Sex education for children remains politically volatile. Most people
believe that “sex education” is a good thing. What is not agreed upon is at
1uhat age education should begin, who should do the educating, and just what
should be taught. Advocates of sex education in the earliest school years
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stress that sex can be removed from the arena of mystery and misinformation
and that lack of education is associated with adult sexual dysfunctions and the
commission of sexual offenses.
The primary source of sex information has been the peer group (true for
91 percent of 477 lower-class males, 89 percent of 888 incarcerated
criminals, and 89 percent of 1395 sex offenders as recently as the mid
nineteen-sixties). The peer group has rarely been a source of accurate sexual
counseling.
The public school system has not fared much better. Sex education
courses have typically vacillated between lessons in “reproductive biology,”
depicting the heroic canine sperm swimming upstream to find its helplessly
awaiting mate, and lectures on maintaining a hygienic body, powered by the
energies of an aseptic soul.
The Sex Information and Education Council of the United States
(SIECUS) in New York, founded by Mary Calderone, has been a catalytic force
during the past decade in providing educational material and counsel for
teachers and students. SIECUS also maintains an active index and reviewing
system of available educational books and films.
Sex educators of the young optimistically believe that effective delivery
of information at appropriate developmental periods will promote a positive
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attitude toward one’s body (genitalia included) and will reduce the rates of
venereal disease, unwanted pregnancy, sexual dysfunction, and sexual
offenses. Firm data to support this prediction are awaited.

Conclusion
These research-treatment frontiers are broadly based, reflecting the
wide scope of human sexuality. The topics are not exhaustive, but encompass
some areas of therapeutic, research, political, and social significance. Sexual
attitudes and conduct are problematic. They are subject to what may appear
as capricious change, dictated by an evolving social structure. Here is an area
of science in which a priori knowledge has traditionally compromised
dedication to fact and the search for greater wisdom. Here is an area of
treatment in which personalized value systems can compromise the goal of
implementing patient-activated guidelines. My hope is that this chapter will
quickly become “dated,” and that by the time the editors formulate the third
edition of the Handbook, its research questions will be considered “quaint.” If
so, we will know much more about the bases of human sexuality and how to
promote sexual health.
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CHAPTER 29
PROMISING DIRECTIONS IN PSYCHOANALYSIS
Albert J. Solnit and Melvin Lewis
Out of the interplay between classical psychoanalytic theory and
treatment, the experiences with direct observation, and the applications of
psychoanalytic theory, several promising trends have emerged. Much of the
data for these new directions are derived from more systematic studies and
descriptions of the developing child.’ Experimental studies of sucking and
direct observations of infants, for example, have refined questions and
suggested modifications in psychoanalytic theory. Studies of the capacities of
maternally deprived children to achieve partial or nearly complete recovery,
as well as data from the psychoanalytic treatment of children and adults, have
led to a synthesis of our understanding about normative growth. The
socializing interactions between parents and children, beginning during the
period of helplessness of the newborn child, have provided a basis for
understanding not only the development of the child, but also for the changes
that take place in the adult. These psychoanalytic studies portray young
adulthood, parenthood, middle and old age as a dynamic unfolding of human
experience.
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In his earliest development the infant’s psychology is his physiology.
Yet, with the care of a responsive, competent adult—who herself, in an active
role, is re-experiencing the helplessness of the young child—the infant is
enabled to become progressively competent. He will give first evidence of
social receptiveness in his responsive smile at the age of four to eight weeks.
Though the earlier studies of Ribble Spitz, and Spitz and Wolf furnished the
basis for understanding the marasmic state, which in the pre-antibiotic era
led to death in severe cases, more recent studies by Provence and Lipton,
Leonard, Rhymes, and Solnit, Elmer and Gregg, and others have enabled us to
understand the failure-to-thrive syndrome. Certain children are more
vulnerable to partial maternal deprivation, but recent studies have suggested
that the mother’s vulnerability must also be taken into account in the failureto-thrive situation. This concept has been further elaborated by viewing both
the abused child and the child who fails to thrive on a continuum of maternal
deprivation in which the parents are also failing to thrive.
If the parents were deprived in childhood or had their stores of energy,
love, and patience depleted by adverse conditions in their adult lives, then the
conditions that predispose transmission of this vulnerability and depletion to
their children are increased with the advent of each successive child. The
marital relationship is a crucial index of the adult’s resources. Whether it will
culminate for the child in under-stimulation and in the lack of a loving bond
between child and parents, or whether it will culminate in physical abuse and
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violence is more a function of the parents’ psychopathology and deprivational
state than of the child’s vulnerability or socializing characteristics.
Psychoanalytic theory has increasingly demonstrated that the newborn
does not have the ego capacities for adaptation, regulation, and synthesizing
multiple demands and stimuli. The infant’s immaturity in organizational
capacities is temporarily provided for by the mother, the auxiliary ego
without whom the child would not survive. It is this psychoanalytic
conceptualization and the observations of infants by psychoanalysts that have
still further advanced our knowledge of how children and their parents fail to
thrive and develop.

The Children—Failure to Develop
In many studies of children and their parents, socialization is often
taken for granted as an implicit dimension of the investigation. When
socialization is untroubled, it is silent; it becomes audible only when the
process is disturbed or when conflicts exist. Studies of children who fail to
thrive despite the absence of detectable organic abnormalities indicate that a
major factor in the failure of growth is the mother’s inability to socialize her
relationships with the young child. Viewed on a continuum in which child and
maternal development are assumed to parallel each other, the failure of the
mother’s development can be the essential cause of the child’s failure to grow
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and mature according to expected norms.
Clinical observations suggest that the child’s failure to thrive stems from
two extremely opposite conditions. Under the first, the child is used by the
mother or maternal figure as the basis for her own sexual and aggressive
gratification. The child’s normative characteristics and behavior are
perceived as evocative stimuli that invite the adult’s regressive reactions of
unmodified impulsive behavior. It is the child of this mother who is most
often physically abused. He becomes the object through whom the parent
derives direct gratification of poorly modified sadistic impulses. These
impulses become unbridled in response to the young child’s stimulating
behavior and helplessness, both of which set in motion the adult’s regressive
behavior. In many of these situations, the psychotic parents had been
released from the psychiatric hospital under the influence of tranquilizers.
Though medication permits them to be sustained outside of the hospital, they
are not able to cope with their children’s demands and needs; their behavior
toward their children becomes damaging and depriving.
Under the second failure-to-thrive condition, the child is neglected or
under-stimulated and under-gratified. Here the mother’s inability to activate
the child’s development reflects her own depressive or depleted state. These
mothers are in need of being nurtured, of being mothered before they can
respond appropriately to their children. When the mother’s libidinal supplies
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are adequate, she can provide the maternal presence and responsiveness that
are sources of the crucial stimulation and organizing influences—essential
conditions for vigorous development in childhood. When the mother’s
psychic (and often physical) energies are depleted, the investment of interest
in the child and his behavior is deficient.
Both of these extreme conditions or their combination require
sustained interventions if the children are to be protected from the
permanently corrosive effects of such experiences. These sustained
interventions are necessary for the mother’s development. They should,
therefore, be directed toward assisting parents in caring for their children
and in advancing their own development.
Early socialization is viewed as a complex developmental phenomenon
based on a relationship of the child to the mother that promotes his capacity
to postpone impulsive behavior and to accept substitutes for the original
gratifications. In studies of interventions for children who failed to thrive
because of under-stimulation and neglect, socialization often appears as a
restitutive phenomenon presenting a paradox of bewildering proportions.
These phenomena were observed in children recovering from relative
maternal deprivation in the home, and in those who were placed in a foster
home after living in an institution. As the individual child recovered from the
disadvantage of under-stimulation, his pathway to recovery, especially with
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respect to the reactions of increased social responsiveness, was often
misinterpreted as undesirable wildness. The “coming alive” of the child, as his
drives were awakened by affection and a responsive environment, was often
found by parents and foster parents to be unacceptable and undesirable.
We have assumed that this “coming alive” or activation of dormant and
often stunted drive capacities produces a disharmony or desynchronization
of impulsive energies and regulative capacities in the individual child. Viewed
by the parents in this way, the deprived child’s drives and his capacities to
transform, channel, or ward off the pressures and demands of the drive
energies are out of phase. Ironically, just as these children begin to respond,
to “come alive,” the (foster) parents often feel overwhelmed by their
behavior, which they misperceive not only as rejection but as a lack of grace
and gratitude as well. The foster parents, feeling let down, often bitterly
invoke the “bad seed” syndrome, referring to the child’s background which to
them represents unacceptable social values.
In their follow-up study of institutionalized children placed in foster
homes, Provence and Lipton state:
As time passed the beneficial influence of maternal care, family life, and
the enrichment of experience in many areas was increasingly manifest in
all aspects of development. The children became more lively, more active,
began to learn to play, and to solve everyday problems. They increasingly
made relationships with others. In addition, there were other signs of
improvement that were not always universally recognized by the parents
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as signs of growth: they began now to show some provocative, negativistic,
and aggressive behavior. This was a time of crisis for some of the parents
and children. If the parents saw this behavior as bad or as indicating that
they were failing as parents or if they felt rejected by the child, some either
gave up in actuality and asked that the child be removed from the home, or
withdrew some of the emotional investment and interest that were so
important to his improvement. Others realized that such behavior was a
necessary step in the child’s progress and were able to react to it in a
helpful way. [p. 148]

Socializing is a broad concept. It pertains to people living together,
forming a unit in which the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. It
embraces considerations as widely separated as social values and biological
adaptation. If, for example, the mother does not feed, stimulate, and protect
the infant in the context of affectionate expectations, he will die or suffer
severe

developmental

impairments.

Emotional

deficiency,

as

in

institutionalization, can and often does lead to nutritional deficiency and
failure to grow, with permanent residual impairments to physical, social,
mental, and emotional capacities. All studies of the failure-to-thrive child have
clearly indicated that the impact of institutionalization is not an all-or-nothing
condition. Furthermore, children raised in disadvantaged families and those
raised by depressed or severely constricted parents can also suffer from
maternal deprivation.

Parents—Failure to Develop
Studies of young children who failed to thrive despite the absence of
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organic disease or deficits have traced the condition to the vulnerability of the
child, the failure of the depleted mother to have ample supplies of affection
for her child, and the failure of the family and community to provide the
personal interest, assistance, and protection for the mother and her child. The
failure of adults to agree effectively on the kind of social world for which they
are preparing their children to enter as adolescents and adult citizens has
also to be considered. Studies of infants suggest that one of the most critical
factors in a child’s failure to thrive, can be described in terms of the mother’s
failure to thrive. These investigations indicate the following formulation:
Maternal or motherly feeling does not always immediately accompany
biological motherhood. Motherhood is an unfolding developmental phase that
is activated by pregnancy and the birth of a child. The adequacy of this
developmental response is multiply determined by the mother’s previous
social experiences as well as by the physical, psychological, and emotional
resources available to her during the successive phases of motherhood. The
number of children the mother has borne and cared for, as well as the support
she received from her husband, parents, and other relatives and friends, can
nurture or deplete the mother’s supplies of affectionate energies and her
tolerances of frustration and conflict.
Maternal development is influenced by and dependent on a host of
cultural, physical, and psychological considerations. Included among these
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factors are the quality and quantity of nurturing experiences the mother
received in her own infancy and childhood, and the continuation of maturing
and satisfying relationships with her husband and others on whom she
depends for closeness and emotional support. With the birth of each child,
maternal feelings surface as the mother is able to supply the needs of her
dependent infant in a satisfying way and in turn is able to be gratified by his
increasing responsiveness to her. Adequate development in motherhood is
experienced by a woman as a sense of self-fulfillment in her activities as a
mother. In mothering her child competently and with satisfaction, she can
sublimate her instinctual drives in a uniquely creative way by adapting to the
child as he responds to her affectionate demands and as he expresses his
developmental needs and capacities. The experiences of mothering successive
children are critical influences in shaping the mother’s personality. When
mothering experiences are altered by stressful or traumatic life situations,
she needs considerable inner strength and environmental support to
maintain an adaptive equilibrium.
Following our earlier studies of mothers of children who accidentally
swallowed poison, we found that the mothers of infants who fail to thrive
were also depleted, overwhelmed, and deprived. In some instances these
deficits were discernible in women who had retained infantile personality
characteristics and for them the first child’s needs and behavior expended the
scanty resources available to them before they became pregnant. Many of the
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mothers whom we evaluated and assisted in this clinical action-research had
such cumulative handicaps as inadequate or insufficient mothering
themselves; minimal or no support from husbands; several children born in
rapid succession, with the last one representing a magnified expression of the
cumulative depletion of their physical, emotional, and mental resources.
Many of these mothers represented the second or third generation of a
family who was poor, disadvantaged, disorganized, and living in a slum
community. These women were failing to thrive in their own milieu. They
found it a painful or impossible demand to respond to their baby’s manifest
needs and behavior. They described their despair, frustration, and anger at
having to care for a child whose failure to grow and develop further
undermined their own sense of worthlessness and inadequacies. In this
context each infant and mother reciprocally contributed to the other’s failure
to thrive, an instance of mutual maladaptation. Often these families lived
under crowded housing conditions that also contributed to the inadequate or
deviant relationships in these social units.
Thus, the mother and infant influence each other’s actions and attitudes
reciprocally in a progressive manner. Physiological and behavioral
characteristics and deficits of the infant often initiate difficulties in the
mother-child socialization patterns. These difficulties are not readily
understood as different from the interactional dissonance in mother-child
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conflicts. However, each of these patterns can be internalized, i.e., become an
internal conflict for the child that is expressed in the infantile neurosis.
Depending on the origin of the infantile neurosis there may be a modification
of technique in child analysis. In the case of the child’s ego deficit
precipitating mother-child difficulties it may be desirable to adapt the
treatment to assist the child with his or her ego deficits, often providing
temporary and partial need satisfaction for the so-called “borderline” child.
This facilitates development and enables the therapist to use the more
classical analytic treatment with the child.
We noted at the outset that contemporary psychoanalysis is moving in
several promising directions. In addition to new techniques in the treatment
of children who fail to develop, there are also these new trends: First, a new
approach to treatment and new developmental insights have resulted from
the treatment of blind children. Second, psychoanalytic treatment of
adolescents has undergone significant revision. A third trend can be
discerned in the treatment of the so-called narcissistic personality in adults.
Finally, there has been a rediscovery of psychoanalytic principles in the
treatment of people who are underprivileged and indigent.

The Blind Child
In the deviant congenitally blind child, the process of ego formation is
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impeded during the critical period of nine to eighteen months. Fraiberg and
Freedman note, for example, that the mouth remains the primary organ of
perception, and the personality remains mouth-centered to an extent that is
almost never encountered among sighted children, except perhaps for certain
children who have suffered extreme deprivation in infancy. Language is
rarely employed for communication or expression of need. The mother often
fails to offer stimulation or make emotional contact with the sensorily
deprived infant. Walking is markedly delayed. “The deviant blind children
present a picture that begins to lag at the end of the first year and fall off
progressively during the second year,” say Fraiberg and Freedman, “In the
third year we have the impression that development has come to a standstill.”
On the basis of her understanding of the development of these blind
children, Fraiberg applied analytic insights in their treatment. In a report of a
treatment during two-and-one-half years of Peter, a blind boy eight-years and
ten-months-old, Fraiberg describes a number of observations that offer great
promise for helping children with similar problems. For example, when the
mother was led to understand how need satisfaction and constancy were the
indispensable first steps in establishing human ties, Peter’s attachment to her
became evident and his ability to speak expanded rapidly. As opportunities
for free movement and exploration of his environment opened up to him, and
as the range of his experiences expanded, his exploration and manipulation of
objects became more and more absorbing. During Peter’s treatment it also
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became clear that the hand behaved like a mouth, the fingernails like teeth,
and the pinching activity like biting. Oral-incorporative aspects of mouthing
and biting, mobilized during moments of fear of abandonment, had thus been
transferred to the hand. Once this was understood, a useful interpretation
could be made to Peter, and his clutching and clawing behavior were brought
under control. Most important, the mother, too, was able to understand that
the behavior she previously regarded as aggressive was in fact a kind of
inarticulate terror. Gradually the hand, which had largely functioned as an
auxiliary mouth, appeared to free itself of the oral mode, with corresponding
neutralization of drive qualities.
Fraiberg points out that where vision mediates the evolution of hand
autonomy in the sighted child, the absence of vision obstructs this crucial
process in the otherwise healthy blind infant. Blindness, too, is an
impediment to the achievement of locomotion. Without locomotion the
development of the concept of objects independent of the blind child’s
perceptions is arrested. Fraiberg describes how the mother has to “teach” the
blind infant about the permanence of objects.
What is promising about this work, and similar work done by others, is
the application of psychoanalytic insights to the successful treatment of
handicapped children. In addition, a bridge between cognitive theory and
psychoanalytic theory in the clinical field has been established here. Piaget’s
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concept of object permanence combined with the psychoanalytic theory of
ego development can contribute to an understanding of the special care of the
blind child, resulting in a useful therapeutic outcome.

The Adolescent and Development
Another trend in psychoanalysis reflects the increasing recognition that
many adolescents are able to benefit from psychoanalytic treatment. In the
past, analysts have been cautioned that applying the classical psychoanalytic
method during this period of rapid developmental change and narcissistic
preoccupation ran the risk of evoking undesirable regressive behavior and
unanalyzable transference reactions. During the past decade, however, the
cumulative experience in adapting psychoanalytic technique to the
developmental characteristics of adolescents has shown the usefulness of the
psychoanalytic method in treating neurotic adolescents. Often the treatment
has begun before puberty and has been completed during early adolescence,
or the treatment has begun during mid or late adolescence and has been
completed during early adulthood. There are still grounds for conservatism
about beginning a psychoanalytic treatment during early adolescence,
although it has been carried out effectively when the technique is adapted to
the developmental tolerances of the adolescent. These adaptations are mainly
centered on how and what to interpret and the activity of the analyst. Often in
early adolescence the patient has a low tolerance for silence and becomes too
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anxious about or rejects interpretations that are not ego syntonic or which
encourage regressive attitudes and behavior. As the analysis proceeds, his
tolerance for reflective thought and the capacity to utilize interpretations of
his defenses will gradually increase if the analysis is progressing.
Another trend in psychoanalytic research and understanding of
adolescents concerns the question: has the adolescent experience changed?
There is a consensus that it has,-- but the quality and rate of the alteration are
currently in need of investigation. The psychoanalytic view of this change has
encouraged

analysts

to

combine

direct

observation

with

pooled

psychoanalytic treatment observations and to move toward a greater
emphasis on reconstructing the adolescent experience of adults who are
undergoing psychoanalytic treatment.
The question is given added validity by the knowledge that puberty
occurs earlier now than it did in the past. This change in the biological
timetable in the direction of a more rapid and elaborate maturation has been
associated with improved nutrition and health care. At the same time, there
has been a demand for more schooling over a longer period of time. These
opposing pressures resulted in what has been perceived as the necessity for a
longer and more complicated developmental stage in order to acquire what
has been viewed as desirable education and training. The increasing
discrepancy between biological timetables and social expectations appear to
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have intensified the conflicts and dilemmas of the adolescent in the 1970s.
Meanwhile, the psychoanalyst who works with an adolescent is sharply
aware that internal psychological changes and conflicts continue as the youth
copes with the developmental conflicts and the need to (1) relinquish
childhood ties to parents and siblings, painfully opposed by the regressive
attraction exerted by the revival of oedipal longings; (2) become aware of
himself while striving to become an increasingly independent person, a
process complicated by dependence on the persons against whom he feels
compelled to rebel; (3) establish ties with new long-term friends while
drifting apart from the “old” crowd of friends who provided much support
during the earlier phases of adolescence; and (4) seek values and ideals that
are his own, but which are often in conflict with powerful sexual and
aggressive appetitive impulses.
These developmental conflicts and tasks of adolescence are responsive
to a changing external and internal environment. Future psychoanalytic
research will undoubtedly contribute to the efforts to better understand and
appreciate our adolescents.

The Narcissistic Personality
The treatment of character problems has become increasingly
prominent in psychoanalysis. Among these is narcissism. People with a
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narcissistic personality seem to need and seek repetitive reinforcement of
narcissistic supplies in order to maintain an inflated self-regard. They tend to
use others for their own aggrandizement, with little if any feeling of guilt
when they drop a person who no longer is expected to offer them any gains.
They rarely truly depend on others. In spite of immense drive and
productivity, their work is often empty and superficial. They appear to
function well in society, and do not manifest any obvious neurotic symptoms
or difficulties in controlling their impulses.
What is of interest here is the increasing success of analytic treatment
for such people for example, Kernberg describes the treatment of a twentyyear-old female who was initially diagnosed as having a “psychoneurotic
reaction, mixed type,” but who subsequently was found to have a narcissistic
personality structure. The quality of her object relations, past and present,
was crucial in the diagnosis. The intensity and chronicity of the patient’s
aloofness and estrangement was a result of a narcissistic withdrawal and
denial of her pathological dependence. In this particular patient, Kernberg
describes a characteristic transference paradigm: on the one hand the patient
depreciated herself and felt worthless and guilty for all her extreme
greediness and destructive fantasies; on the other hand, she denied and
identified with her omnipotent ego ideal. Her narcissistic defenses were fully
expressed and the intense negative transference was successfully analyzed.
By the end of her treatment she had selected a man who permitted her to
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think of herself as attractive and wanted, and she began to think of herself as
acceptable. Her professional activities had expanded, and she developed a
more satisfactory social life.
The increased interest in persons with narcissistic characters, and the
successful treatment of them, can be attributed to our broader and deeper
knowledge in psychoanalysis of the complexity of ego development. Previous
focus on the so-called transference neuroses was largely an outcome of
earlier interest in the libido theory. The attention currently being paid to the
treatment of the narcissistic character is a manifestation of the more recent
developments in psychoanalysis, particularly in ego psychology and in studies
of the vicissitudes in developing aggressive drives. Interestingly, the current
importance given to the psychoanalytic treatment of character disorders
coincides with the recent epidemiological shift in prevalence from neurotic
disorders to character disturbances.

The Underprivileged and Indigent Person
The rediscovery of psychoanalytic principles in the treatment of people
who are underprivileged and indigent is particularly timely in the context of
the burgeoning development of community psychiatry and community
mental-health centers and programs. One example of this rediscovery is the
work currently being done at the Tremont Crisis Center in New York under
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the direction of E. Hornick. Although called a “crisis” center, the treatment it
offers to disturbed, underprivileged people is based on classical
psychoanalytic principles and is highly effective. Another example is the work
being done with a lower income population in the so-called Blue Collar
Project in New York under the direction of M. Zaphiropoulos. Here, again,
analytic principles guide the treatment of people in this restricted income
group. The notion that psychoanalytically oriented treatment is the privilege
of the well-to-do is thus outdated and unfounded.
These promising directions in psychoanalysis are particularly fortuitous
in the face of current mental-health problems and trends. The need to provide
service to large populations has sometimes prompted the innovation of
treatment methods that remain to be tested. Hence the rediscovery of the
value of psychoanalytic principles in treating the indigent and the
underprivileged, who for so long have been denied adequate service, is
particularly important.
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CHAPTER 30
NEW DIRECTIONS IN GROUP THERAPY
Irvin D. Yalom
What of the future of group therapy? Group psychotherapists at the
meetings of national professional associations may choose from an arresting
display of training opportunities. A sprinkling of workshop titles will provide
us with the flavor of current directions: Marathon Group Therapy, Integrating
Encounter and Gestalt Techniques into Analytic Group Therapy, Bodymovement in Group Therapy, Multifamily Group Therapy, Marital Group
Therapy, Video-tape Playback Group Therapy, Transactional Analysis and
Contract Psychotherapy in Groups, Nude Marathon Group Therapy,
Psychodrama in Groups, Non-verbal, Gestalt, and Encounter Games in Group
Therapy.
If each of these approaches represents a substantial new trend, then
there is scarcely any keeping abreast of the group-therapy field, much less in
foreseeing future directions. It is my opinion, however, that these new
developments do not constitute a coherent intellectual thrust; rather than
prefigure the future they resemble more the aimless whirlings of a broken
mechanical toy, more a flamboyant proliferation than a Renaissance. If this is
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true, then an interesting question arises: why has the youthful and robust
group-therapy movement passed so quickly into a high-baroque phase? This
chapter will address itself to this question and will then attempt to describe
those foundations of group therapy which are likely to survive and shape the
substance, if not the form, of the field of the future.

The Baroque Period in Group Therapy: Evolution and Explanation
We gain better perspective of the field by examining the rather brief
history of the evolution of group psychotherapy. Although for centuries the
group has intuitively been used for support and succor of troubled
individuals, the first explicit systematic attempts to harness the potential
power of the small group for psychotherapeutic purposes occurred in the
1920s and 1930s. The technique was wrenched untimely from its
adolescence by the advent of World War II. Group therapy’s growth spurt was
driven by an economic piston: the large number of military psychiatric
patients and the small number of trained psychotherapists urged an
immediate and widespread use of groups as a psychotherapeutic method. In
the following years there was considerable attention paid to the application
of small groups for different types of patients and in different clinical settings:
groups were used in inpatient and outpatient clinics, in day hospitals, in
prisons, in schools, in family service agencies, in psychoanalysts’ private
offices as well as on the back wards of state hospitals. Theoreticians—
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Freudian, Sullivanian, Horneyan, Rogerian—explored the application of their
conceptual framework to the theory and practice of group therapy. The
differences between the different approaches to group therapy thus
paralleled the differences between the theoretical schools from which they
sprang.
A major shift in the practice of group therapy occurred in the mid-1960s
when the group-therapy tradition collided with a related but parallel and
separate stream—the encounter-group movement.
“Encounter group” is a rough generic term under which may be
classified a large number of group approaches. Examples may be gleaned
from university bulletin boards, growth centers such as Esalen, free
university catalogues, and mountains of second-class mail pamphlets. We
know them by such names as t-groups, NTL groups, human-relations groups,
human-potential groups, and personal-growth groups. Despite the colorful
and varied nomenclature, these groups share several features. They are
generally small enough (six to twenty members) to permit considerable faceto-face interaction; they focus on the here-and-now (e.g., the behavior of the
members as it unfolds in the group); they encourage openness, honesty,
interpersonal confrontation, and self-disclosure; they encourage strong
emotional expression; the participants are not usually labeled “patients,” the
experience is not ordinarily labeled “therapy”; the groups do strive, however,
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to increase awareness and to change behavior. The explicit goals of the
groups may vary, and although occasionally they seek only to entertain, to
“turn on,” to provide joy, they generally strive toward some type of personal
change—change of behavior, of attitudes, of values, or of life style.
The current term for these groups is encounter group. The older,
superannuated term is “human-relations-training group (t-group).” The
transition from one label to the other represents symbolically the evolution of
the trend which some have referred to as the encounter group social
movement.
The prototype of the present-day encounter group took place in 1946
when a group of social psychologists and educators first realized that an
experimental group experience was a powerful way of teaching human
relations. Members of the groups were helped to acquire interpersonal skills
in the basic human-relations training group (which was later shortened to tgroup, the “t” for training) or sensitivity group (for training in interpersonal
sensitivity). A large organization—the National Training Laboratories—
evolved, which sponsored large numbers of training groups for individuals to
undergo a personal learning experience. T-group leaders described concepts
such as “feedback” (the giving and receiving of interpersonal perceptions),
the observer-participant role (studying that process of which one is a
member) and designed some highly imaginative group techniques or
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exercises to accelerate development or explicate the dynamics of the group.
Industrial organizations soon learned that it was good to have individuals in
key personnel positions who had highly developed interpersonal abilities.
Indeed, industry also discovered that large-scale organizational problems
could be reduced through a group approach. For example, a unit with low
morale, low productivity, high absenteeism, and personal turnover could be
helped by holding a laboratory in which the entire unit could meet together in
a group in order to work through the interpersonal friction so often
underlying organizational conflict. A number of other institutions, for
example, departments of education, organized religion, as well as agencies of
local and federal government, began to utilize the experimental small group
as a basic mode of lubricating organizational development.
The modern, swinging, let-it-all-hang-out encounter group appeared as
a speck on the horizon early in the 1960s and derived from many sources.
One important development occurred when several West Coast group leaders
boldly questioned the concept of “education.” Till then the goal of humanrelations education had been the acquisition of interpersonal and leadership
skills. Some leaders proposed a broader and humanistically based
redefinition of education. Education, they argued, was synonymous with
personal growth; the true educator helps each student discover and mine his
hidden untapped resources. The emphasis thus shifted from technical
education—from learning about group dynamics —to self-discovery and to
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the development of one’s full potential. The groups were renamed personalgrowth groups and later by Carl Rogers, the “basic encounter group.”
I do not mean to imply that the encounter group has a single source, for
the evolution from the human-relations training group to the personal growth
or encounter group is as much manifestation as cause. California in the 1960s
provided fertile soil for the cultivation of any experience that promised
intimacy and a sense of community. For nowhere else had there been a more
inexorable deconstitution of traditional, stabilizing, intimacy-sponsoring
institutions. The extended as well as the nuclear family, the stable
neighborhood or work group, the local merchants, the home-visiting general
practioner, the neighborhood church —all had fallen prey to the demands of
progress and a runaway technocracy. The small group thus masqueraded as a
well of intimacy: one small oasis where people could drop the facades
demanded by a fast-moving, competitive society and confront themselves and
others with all the fears and doubts of the basic human condition.
The “third force” in psychology that emphasized a holistic humanistic
concept of the person provided impetus for the personal-growth group from
yet another direction. Psychologists such as Abraham Maslow eloquently
argued for the need of a “liberating model” in addition to or instead of a
teaching or a therapy model. Other derivative streams arose simultaneously
but independently from the same soil: Synanon, gestalt therapy, the
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marathon, alternative life-style systems. They suggested that we are all
patients. The disease is an uncontrolled, dehumanizing, technocratic culture,
the remedy is a return to grappling with basic problems of the human
condition, the vehicle of the treatment is ideally the small group that becomes
“group therapy for normals.” The differentiation between mental illness and
health grew as vague as the distinction between treatment and education.
Personal-growth group leaders claimed at the same time that patienthood is
ubiquitous and that one need not be sick to get better.
The inevitable confluence or, as some would have it, collision between
the two fields is by now readily apparent to the reader. With personal-growth
group techniques purporting to offer group therapy for normals and with the
“patienthood” label becoming ever increasingly relativistic, considerable
confusion ensued.
Although in its first decade the t-group was generally led by an educator
or social psychologist, recent years have seen the influx of an increasing
number of clinicians into the field. Many psychotherapists were participants
in t-groups and subsequently became t-group leaders, using these techniques
in groups in their consultation work and in their teaching. Many have been
impressed with the apparent potency of a number of t-group techniques and
have applied these in their psychotherapeutic work. (We shall discuss some
of these techniques in detail later in this chapter.)
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A reciprocal development has occurred amongst encounter-group
leaders who have had no specific clinical training, but whose experience has
suggested to them that members of their group had therapeutic experiences
and that, in fact, there was no difference between the psychotherapy group
and the encounter group. Accordingly, many growth centers either
intentionally or unwittingly advertised their groups in such a manner as to
attract individuals with rather significant emotional problems, whose hopes
for immediate, near-miraculous relief were augmented by an encountergroup mystique suggesting that it could condense months, even years, of
psychotherapeutic work into a single, prolonged, intensive group experience.
Many psychotherapists reacted vigorously to this development, not only
because of such substantive issues as the incumbent risk and the ethical
breech in offering more than could be delivered but also in fear of an invasion
of their professional territorial rights. Indeed, in some sections of the country,
the encounter-group network has served as an auxiliary mental-health
system. One suspects that a very significant number of troubled individuals
enter some type of small personal-growth group who, only a few years ago,
would have applied for help from a traditional mental-health resource.
Of course, scurrying in between these tumbling pillars was the confused
would-be patient, who was faced, on the one hand, with the mass-media
promulgation of the effectiveness of encounter groups, and, on the other
hand, with the medical professions warnings of high risks, but, nevertheless,
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themselves offering a profusion of varying group formats, many of which
were indistinguishable from encounter-group approaches.
Some relevant research may rescue us from this quagmire of claims and
counterclaims. My colleagues and I reported in 19723 the results of a largescale research project that studied the process and outcome of encounter
groups. The overall study is reported in detail elsewhere, but I shall describe
some of the findings that are relevant to this discussion. We studied the
leader behavior, the group process, and the short and long-term outcome of
eighteen encounter groups representing ten different ideological schools:
gestalt therapy, transactional analysis, t-groups (traditional human-relations
or sensitivity groups), personal-growth groups (West Coast version of
human-relations groups with the emphasis on intrapersonal growth rather
than on primarily interpersonal and group-dynamic learning), Synanon,
psychoanalytically oriented encounter groups, marathon groups led basically
in a Rogerian style, psychodrama groups, sensory awareness (Esalen groups)
and encounter tape groups (these groups had no formal leader except for a
tape recorder that each meeting provided the members with procedural
instructions).
The leaders were all highly seasoned professionals, all had many years
of experience in the field, and many had national reputations. The subjects
were Stanford University undergraduate students between the ages of
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eighteen and twenty-two. Each group lasted a total of thirty hours, some in a
massed format with two or three time-extended (marathon) meetings. Others
had shorter meetings, spaced approximately one week apart. Leader behavior
was studied by trained observers who coded all their behavior during the
groups, by questionnaires filled out by participants, and by transcripts of the
meetings in which leader-verbatim comments were recorded. Outcome of the
groups was measured by a massive battery of outcome instruments, including
self-administered questionnaires, evaluations by friends and members of
their social network, ratings by other group members, ratings by the leader,
and from a number of other perspectives such as school performance, life
decisions, etc.
Let us turn to several aspects of the results that are relevant. The
research indicated that the encounter groups studied were all in all
(comparing all the encounter-group participants with a large control
population) ineffective change agents. When compared, for example, with
well-designed outcome psychotherapy studies, the encounter groups
produced far less positive change and more negative change (“casualties”)
than traditional therapy. We recognize that comparisons of this sort are risky
—the participants of these groups did not enter as patients. The outcome
measures were similar but not entirely comparable to psychotherapy
outcome measures. The psychotherapy studies used as comparisons are
individual psychotherapy studies, not group psychotherapy studies (there are
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no rigorous outcome studies on group psychotherapy). Nevertheless, despite
these qualifications, there was convincing evidence to prove that, regardless
of the criterion used, the encounter groups were nonproductive agents of
change.
We do not suggest that, by other criteria, the groups were not
“successful.” The overwhelming majority of the participants liked the groups.
They found the experience exciting, interesting, and often compelling. The
groups were potent in that they aroused strong emotions and, for a small
minority of individuals, they were successful in contributing to a very
pronounced and very positive shift on a number of important outcome
dimensions.
Another finding was that the ideological school to which leaders
belonged told us little about the actual behavior of the leader in the group. We
found that the behavior of the leader from one school—for example,
transactional analysis—resembled that of another leader from the same
school no more than it resembled the behavior of any of the other seventeen
leaders. This finding was a general one. It leads to the rather obvious
conclusion that one can know what a group leader does only by observing his
behavior, which is not predictable from what he says, he does, or from his
membership in a particular ideological school.
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Although, in general, the members of the encounter groups did not
experience significant positive change, there were, nonetheless, some very
striking differences in outcome among the eighteen groups. Some groups
were so ineffective that none of the participants experienced positive change
and several experienced some type of negative result; other groups were so
effective that the great majority of individuals experienced positive results
and no members underwent any negative change. From the foregoing it is
clear that the effectiveness of the leader is not a function of his ideological
school but is very much a function of his behavior in the group. We
constructed a new leader typology based on actual leader behavior and were
able to demonstrate that certain leader “types” were highly correlated with
certain outcome patterns. The “provider” (the leader who provides both highpositive support and a considerable cognitive framework) for example, is
likely to lead a high-yield, low-risk group, while the “energizer” (the leader
who is highly charismatic, both highly supportive and attacking, very active,
and very personally revealing) is likely to lead a high-risk and a moderate-tolow-yield group.
A study of the actual process of change in the participants was
singularly illuminating. In brief, the research revealed that change does not
revolve around the solitary sun of the leader; the data provided strong
evidence that psychosocial relations in the group played an exceedingly
important role in the process of change. For example, individuals in a role that
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included high influence, activity, and high-value congruence tended to have
high-positive outcome, whereas members with low scores on this role tended
to have low or casualty outcome. Members with little attraction to the group
rarely finished with a positive outcome. Members who misperceived group
norms or who were considered deviant by other members were quite likely
to have had a negative-learning experience. In short, there were many factors,
powerfully influencing the change process, that occurred in the substratum of
the group outside of the leader’s level of awareness.
The vast majority of the encounter-group leaders attributed far too
much importance to their direct contribution, to their immediate effect on
each of the members of the group. They placed paramount importance on
their personal ability to offer members insight, to confront, to stimulate, to
challenge, to help members become aware of their feelings, to help members
reveal themselves, to help them become “in touch with” their body. We found,
however, that the effective leader intuitively augments the psychosocial
forces at work. He helps to create a group that is a potent agent of change and
an atmosphere within that group which encourages the type of support, trust,
and acceptance so necessary to the change process. We say that the leader
“intuitively” performs these tasks. By and large, he is unaware of the
importance of these indirect functions. Most leaders fashion their style and
their theory of change on their own personal observations of their groups.
Given the invisibility (without some type of systematic inquiry) of these
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indirect factors, it is not surprising that they have not been appreciated in
most leadership approaches. The research suggests, therefore, that some
leaders may be exceedingly competent but have no accurate appreciation of
the factors responsible for their success.
At this point we have come full circle to the query that launched this
discussion: why has the group-therapy movement passed so quickly into a highbaroque phase? Part of the answer lies precisely in the fact that so many
effective leaders are unaware of the reasons for their effectiveness. The
sequence of events is often that the leader, through varied and often
haphazard feedback mechanisms, grows convinced of his effectiveness. He
then commences to transmit his skills to students, but passes on those
techniques which he consciously conceptualizes and fails to transmit his
intuitive, unconscious appreciation and utilization of many of the potent
psychosocial forces that are of such fundamental importance. Too often he
transmits only epiphenomenal behavior—behavioral characteristics that are
idiosyncratic and largely irrelevant to his effective outcome. Consider one
specific illustration. In the research described above, many of the leaders
were deeply convinced of the efficacy of the “hot-seat” approach. This
methodology consists of focusing the entire energy of the group on one
person, who may literally sit in a designed chair for long periods of time. It
was striking, however, to note that the results indicated that the use of the
hot-seat technique was totally uncorrelated to positive outcome. Some of the
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most effective leaders and some of the least effective leaders were heavily
committed to its use. The identical point can be made about a number of
other highly prized leadership techniques, like the emphasis on extremely
intensive expression of emotions, high self-disclosure, marathon meetings or
specific theoretical constructs such as gestalt therapy or transactional
analysis. (It was striking to note, for example, that one of the most successful
leaders and one of the least successful leaders were gestalt therapists. )
The problem is compounded even further by the difficulties inherent in
assessing outcome. Group leaders may be exceedingly poor judges of their
success or failure. (Our research demonstrated that the group leaders were
particularly ineffective in noting which members had a negative experience.)
Two major reasons for the leaders’ poor evaluative marksmanship are
selective inattention and efficacy-potency confusion. Time pressures and
attention to the group as a whole often do not permit the group leader to
collect the necessary information to make accurate judgments of the progress
of each of his group members. Furthermore, there is a widespread tendency
on the part of group leaders as well as group members to mistake potency for
efficacy. Only rarely does it occur that a small experiential group does not
provide a moving, emotionally “potent” experience for the participants.
Groups mobilize a wide array of powerful feelings such as closeness,
competition, rivalry, trust, dependency, and anger. The arousal of strong
affects seems to be a necessary prerequisite, but it is not synonymous with
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change. We undergo strong emotional experiences all our lives without
personal change ensuing. The relevant point, however, is that it is not difficult
for ineffective leaders to mistake other attributes of their group for success,
and once convinced of their competence they will accordingly attempt to
transmit their techniques to their students.
Thus, the field has many therapists, most of whom are unaware of the
reasons for their effectiveness and some of whom are erroneously convinced
of their effectiveness. These phenomena occur against a horizon of general
dissatisfaction with therapeutic outcome: all the therapy approaches appear
relatively ineffective or, more charitably, so equally effective that no single
method can prove its substantially superior results.
The next developmental step is the establishment of ideological systems
and training centers. Leaders who found systems and training centers are
powered by complex motivations: an estimable sense of responsibility to
teach others a method of treatment in which they deeply believe, or such
personal factors as a search for glory, symbolic immortality, or the adulation
of students to atone for too little or too tardy gratification from patients or
colleagues.
The ideological schools do not usually suffer from a lack of disciples. Just
as nature abhors a material vacuum, so do we detest ideational randomness.
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Therapists are too often faced with an overload of inchoate data that produce
intolerable uncertainty: Any system that offers a parsimonious and easily
comprehensible explanation for the bulk of the clinical data is very welcome
—the closed system, for example, a tight psychoanalytic framework, or
transactional analysis, which offers an explanatory haven for all data, is
manna indeed.
We have, I hope, come sufficiently far to lay bare many of the reasons
behind the rich and varied plumage of the new group-therapy approaches.
One final point about certain common features of most of the new group
approaches: they seem to me to be impregnated with impatience and they
characteristically express a highly fractionated or non-holistic view of
psychotherapeutic change.
I sense a pervasive impatience in many of the new approaches,
impatience with traditional approaches, with delayed results, with subtle
changes, with recycling and working through, and with cognitive, verbal
approaches. Leaders look for, even demand, change now. Impatience shapes
many of the newer techniques. Members are guided, beseeched, even coerced
to “get in touch with their feelings.” If affect is not present, it is provided by
potent means of stimulation. Leaders incessantly search for the
“breakthrough,” that elusive will-of-the-wisp of the encounter groups; long-
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term credit is not extended, a sign of change is required at the moment—
tears, a marked change in behavior or some outward evidence of a significant
inner shift. Change is hoped for, not over months, but in a single day or
weekend in the course of a single time-extended group meeting.
Fractionation is kin to impatience and both are offspring of a crash
program, cost-accounting, technique-oriented mentality so peculiarly
American. If self-disclosure is an integral part of the change process and is
easily and quickly facilitated by group techniques, then an entire therapeutic
approach—nude group therapy—is designed around an axis of disclosure
both psychical and physical. The same holds for affect unblocking: If
expression of anger is important, then why not a group therapy, like Synanon,
in which the change process centers around rage release—indeed, one
therapist refers to his approach as psychological karate. If people are
alienated, out of touch, then why not foster a love group that endeavors to
provide the quintessence of love and touching and closeness.
The cost is paid both by leader and participant. If the participant has
come to believe that improvement is rapid, dramatic, and mediated via the
breakthrough, then he will have cause to leave the group more discouraged
than ever about achieving change. The therapist, if he is to avoid despair, will
not permit himself full knowledge of the outcome of his efforts; instead he
titrates his awareness of results by filtering his outcome observations. Lack of
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full success may beget such acceleration of vigorous healing efforts that he
joins the ranks of such breakthrough revivalists as primal screamers,
bioenergeticists or Rolfers.

Basic Foundations of Group Therapy
Although the torrent of technical innovations has swept away much of
the formal edifice of group therapy, the basic theoretical foundations remain
unchanged. If you believe, as I do, that there exists a finite and substantive set
of mechanisms of change in psychotherapy, then it follows that technical
approaches must be elaborated and understood against a horizon of these
change mechanisms. Psychotherapy, precisely because it is a human
experience, offers a rich array of opportunities for change, and the grouptherapy experience, in particular, provides complex and varied therapeutic
possibilities.
Perhaps we can best explicate the mechanisms of change in group
therapy by first examining the more elemental question: why group therapy?
There was a time when we might have answered the question in economic
terms; after all if one therapist can treat seven or eight patients in ninety
minutes, then why spend fifty minutes with one patient? The economic lure is
a compelling one because our national mental-health needs demand that
psychotherapists not only become more effective but more effective per unit
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of time.
Although economy may have been, in part, midwife to the grouptherapy technique, the offspring has been an unruly one; group therapy is less
a bargain than it seems. Most therapists prefer to work with a co-therapist,
thus, in one step, halving the economic advantage. Groups are invariably more
emotionally demanding: it is the rare therapist who can lead more than one to
two groups a day. There are limits upon the total number of patients, with
accompanying names, histories, characterologic constellations, and demands,
that a therapist can comfortably maintain in his Lebensivelt. Group therapy
offers no substantial temporal advantages in that the total length of treatment
in group therapy is no less than individual therapy. Although there are some
therapists who have attempted brief group therapy on a crisis-intervention
model, they have not demonstrated its efficacy and, for the most part, group
therapy remains relatively long-term therapy.
Some have argued that the small group experience is so compelling and
so intrinsically therapeutic that leaders require comparatively little training.
This point of view issues from the erroneous equating of potency and
effectiveness, to which I alluded above. It is true that groups will generally
develop into systems that evoke powerful emotions; often it seems to me that
only a particularly misguided leader can obstruct the development of many
features of the intensive group experience. It is also true, however, that a
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powerful experience can be bivalenced: It can result in negative as well as
positive therapeutic outcome. A recent study of encounter groups
demonstrated an alarmingly high casualty rate: approximately 10 percent of
college students who participated in an encounter group that lasted a total of
thirty hours suffered some form of enduring negative psychological outcome.
Group therapy, no less than any psychotherapeutic method, is not a do-ityourself endeavor; careful training is required and, unfortunately, the
necessary training is too rarely available in traditional psychotherapy
training centers.
No, it is not economy that affords an explanation: economic
considerations provide neither the raison d’etre nor the theoretical
underpinnings of group therapy. “Why group therapy” must be answered, not
from the perspective of an inexpensive and diluted individual therapy but
from the position that there are unique therapeutic opportunities inherent in
the small group modality.
A theory of group therapy begins with the proposition that man is
deeply embedded in an interpersonal matrix: he is first socialized in his
primary family group, then in his elementary peer group, and eventually in a
interpersonal megasociety. He is surrounded by other individuals who hear
him, see him, and relay back to him their impressions of him; eventually, he
must learn to befriend, to love, to fear, to understand, and to gain the
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approval of others. From within he is to a large extent constituted by the
reflected appraisals of others; his sense of personal worth has been shaped
from the perceived approval of others. Internally he will eternally interact
with the introjected phantoms of the significant early figures in his life.
I do not imply that man is nothing but an interpersonal being; he is also
alone, and, to some extent, must live and certainly die alone; not only is he a
being who is treated and shaped by others in accordance with established
principles of learning theory, but he is also a constituting ego, creating a
highly personal and never entirely predictable experiential world. However,
even given those aspects which transcend man’s interpersonal nature, few
will quarrel with the heuristic value of conceptualizing personality theory and
therapy as an interpersonal process.
When the group therapist operates out of the interpersonal position, he
views every individual who seeks professional psychotherapeutic help as
having an underlying and fundamental, interpersonal problem: an inability to
establish or to maintain fully gratifying interpersonal relationships. The
problem often manifests itself explicitly as patients describe their shattered
relationship with a spouse, or their general alienation from others, their fears
of the opposite sex, or their inability to be assertive. Sometimes the therapist
must interpolate: the patient describes his dilemma as a problem in his
relationship to a thing or a situation, for example, a phobia of driving, a
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depression, gastric distress, test anxiety. In each instance the therapist, in his
early sessions with the prospective group patient, must lay bare the
interpersonal “meaning” of his problem with a thing: the patient who feared
driving “really” was expressing his distrust of others and even more his rage
toward others as he experienced a compelling and murderous desire to
collide with another car; the depressed person was in despair over the loss of
another; the gastric disorder represented anger and frustration toward
others in an individual whose other affective expressive channels were
blocked; the test anxiety reflected both the need and the fear of a vindictive
triumph over others. Thus, in each instance, the therapist translated the thing
or situation conflict into an interpersonal issue. The patients will do the same,
for, as time elapses in the group, they reveal in their relationships with the
other members their anger, mistrust, frustrations, inhibitions, morbid
dependency, and conflicting feelings toward competition.
At the risk of belaboring the issue, I wish to emphasize that we must put
quotes around “meaning” of symptoms, or what is “really” the source of the
patient’s problems. We can never really know the primordial, the true
explanation for psychopathology. We can, however, formulate hypotheses
assumptively and then gauge the explanatory power of the hypothesis and
the efficacy of its practical application. The obfuscation, the reductionism, and
the sectarian warfare occur when we forget the assumptive basis of the
formulation and begin to regard such entities as ego, superego and id, parent,
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child and adult, animus, and anima as archetypes, and masculine protests as
concrete entities rather than what they are: concepts, created for our
intellectual and semantic convenience, that allow us to order data in a ready
way and to formulate coherent approaches to therapy. Nor do I regard these
constructs as expendable; some organizing system is essential for every
therapist, lest he sink into the despair of perpetual uncertainty and nihilism.
Thus, the ideological frame of reference conceals, yet makes possible the
successful therapeutic experience.
Once we have resolved that the interpersonal frame of reference is a
viable approach and that, as Sullivan put it: “Psychiatry is the study of
processes that involve or go on between people” and that “one achieves
mental health to the extent that one becomes aware of one’s interpersonal
relationships,” then we can appreciate the fact that the small group is an ideal
vehicle of change. Few other situations offer such an arena for the display and
correction of interpersonal pathology.
Thus, I choose to answer the question “Why Group Therapy?” by
pointing out that the small group provides the logical clinical application of
the interpersonal theory of personality development and psychopathology.
One uses the therapy group most effectively to the extent that one maximizes
the opportunities for interpersonal learning in small groups.
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But let us be more specific: the group permits, first, a display and then a
correction of interpersonal pathology. The display of pathology is a naturally
unfolding process; a group with relatively few structural restrictions will
ultimately develop into a social microcosm of the participant members. An
individual who is, for example, vain or selfish or obsequious or exploitative or
distant or controlling or disdainful in his relationships with the individuals in
his social environment will eventually demonstrate those very traits in his
relationship to the members and the leader of the group. Sometimes this
behavior is immediately apparent: an extremely narcissistic or dependent or
arrogant individual may blatantly manifest these traits in his first interactions
with the group members. Sometimes the interpersonal behavior pattern takes
months to unfold; for example, as in the case of an individual who subtly
seduces and then exploits others or who gains the confidence of another only
as a preliminary stage in a campaign to defeat him or, in the case of another,
who ostensibly seeks closeness only, ultimately, to flee from it. One of the
major tasks of clinical group-therapy training is to enable the therapist to
recognize these maladaptive interpersonal patterns.
A necessary condition for the display of interpersonal pathology is a
focus on the “here-and-now.” The here-and-now has two parameters: a basic
ahistoric approach and an alternating pattern of de-reflection and selfreflection. The ahistoric approach in group therapy is merely a position
assumed toward the question of evidence. It argues that no more valid data
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exist than the actual behavior of an individual in the group. There is little
need for a patient to describe the past history of his disordered interpersonal
relationships since he will, unwittingly, display it with great accuracy in the
present tense of the group.
De-reflection and self-reflection refer to the alternating sequence of, on
the one hand, spontaneous unselfconscious interaction that must occur in the
group if it is to be a vital experience and, on the other hand, a “stopping the
action,” a purposeful, intermittent reflection about behavior that has
transpired so recently that, like a “ghost” on a television screen, it is still in the
room.
The here-and-now has many fringe benefits, chiefly those of increasing
the affect level of the group and sustaining the interest of all the members.
The more members discuss issues of common interest, the more centripetal
force is generated drawing them into the center of the group. Conversely, the
more members discuss the then-and-there material from their historical past
or from current interactions with individuals outside the group, the more
uninvolved and unhelpful other patients will feel.
When sufficient displays of behavior have occurred that therapists and
patients (generally, but not always, in that order) recognize as important and
recurrent maladaptive interpersonal patterns, then the explicit process of
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correction begins. (The implicit process of correction begins at the very first
meeting in a variety of indirect ways we shall discuss shortly.) The patient
gradually becomes aware of his interaction through a feedback process in
which the therapists and other members inform him of his behavior. This is a
multifaceted process, as the others not only inform him of his blind areas
(aspects of himself visible to others but not to self) but also of their reaction
to his behavior. It is one thing to learn, for example, that others see you as
arrogant and judgmental; it is another thing to learn that this causes others to
feel insecure and distrustful and thus precludes their developing a close,
warm relationship with you.
Awareness of one’s own behavior is not a step-wise procedure but a
spiral one, in which the individual circles about himself repeatedly and first
rejects, then partially accepts, and then fully integrates the feedback of the
other members. Even then many raise the issue of relevance: for example,
they may question the relevance of their interpersonal behavior for the
problems that brought them to therapy or they may question the importance
to them of the opinion of a group of strangers. If the group has developed an
optimal level of cohesiveness and if the leader has been lucid in his
interpolation of symptom into interpersonal pathology, then the issue of
relevance may be dealt with as the resistance it represents.
Many other complex issues are involved in the change process, most of
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them far beyond the scope of this essay. One crucial, and core, constellation is
“Do I wish to?” “Do I dare to?” “Can I?”
Many have invested much of their behavior with considerable pride:
they are proud of being above others, or of being always right, or of being
beloved by all, or of being beyond or impervious to the needs or wishes of
others. Much of the hard work of therapy consists in helping individuals
realize the full implications, for themselves and for others, of their behavior.
Only when one fully appreciates the primary dysphoria resulting from selfdestructive behavior or the secondary dysphoria that is a reaction to the pain,
withdrawal, or disapproval experienced by others in response to one’s
behavior, can one seriously confront the question “do I want to be like that?”
“do I want to affect myself and others in this way?”
For many individuals maladaptive behavior is, nonetheless, better than
some fantasied calamity that would ensue were they to behave differently.
Though the feared calamity is often unconscious, it may be a ruthless tyrant
dictating one’s behavior. If, for example, at some level of awareness an
individual fears that, were he to open the gates of his aggressive feelings, he
might commit murder or were he to allow himself to experience his needs for
tenderness, he would either be rejected or engulfed, then he would bury the
possibility of the feared calamity by, in the first instance, ever-vigilant
politeness and considerateness, in the second, by a communicated aloofness
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and freedom from needing others to touch him. The group helps such an
individual “dare to” by encouraging or permitting risk taking, by helping him
sample, ever so faintly, the feelings and behavior he has so assiduously and
for so long eschewed. After repeated daring to, in the presence of others who
matter to him and without the occurrence of the feared consequences, the
behavior and attitudinal change become enduring. The process may be
abetted by interpretation, by the individual’s conscious awareness of the
heretofore unconscious conflict, but there is reason to believe that the
behavior change may occur even in the absence of such insight.
“Can I” is inextricably interwoven into the psychotherapeutic process
and brings us face to face with the unspeakable paradox in psychoanalytic
theory: that the process of therapy brings the patient to the point where he
can make a choice in his own best interests and yet at the same time he is,
from the very first, totally determined. In group therapy, we take the best
from both worlds: determinism is transformed into “understanding” and “I
can’t” into “I won’t.” By fully knowing the developmental and the current
dynamic roots of an individual’s behavior, even the most offensive
presentation of self can be understood and, as Montaigne reminded us four
centuries ago, to understand all is to forgive all. In the group, forgiveness, or a
non-judgmental acceptance, makes it possible for individuals to interact in
novel ways without the vicious spiral of offensive behavior and resultant
rejection that ignites further defensive-offensive behavior. Acceptance in a
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therapy group is never forever; people are accepted, behavior is criticized.
The global, intellectualized “Can I change?” dissolves in the unending group
stream of small but meaningful changes observable in each of the group
members.
To summarize, small groups offer an excellent treatment vehicle
because they allow the display and correction of specific maladaptive
interpersonal behavior. They offer, in addition, a number of avenues for
change. For example, the experience of belonging to and being valued by a
group is, for many individuals, a significant ameliorative life event. Many
troubled individuals have a lifelong history of group deprivation: the stable
nuclear family, the extended kinship unit, the childhood peer group,
adolescent social cliques, athletic teams, neighborhood groups, dating
courtship circles—all have passed them by. For these individuals the sheer
experience of being accepted and valued members of a group may, even in the
absence of cognitive gains, powerfully affect their self-acceptance and their
sense of personal worth.
The amount of attraction to the group shared by all the members is
often referred to as cohesiveness and is the group-therapy analogue of
“relationship” in individual therapy. Little effective work can be done in its
absence. Groups with low cohesiveness will have less trust, less selfdisclosure, poor attendance, and, eventually, poorer outcome. Members with
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low attraction to the group, even measured early in the course of the group by
a simple paper and pencil questionnaire, have little likelihood of achieving
positive gain.
An individual’s self-esteem is closely related to his perception of his
public esteem; to a significant degree, he remains concerned and influenced
by the evaluation given him by groups to which he belongs. How much the
group influences self-esteem is dependent on several factors: the stability of
his own sense of worth, the importance of the group to him; the specificity,
frequency, and saliency of the group’s communications that bear on his selfesteem. Most individuals seeking psychotherapeutic help have considerable
difficulty in maintaining their sense of self-worth; many experience their selfesteem as a bobbing balloon, prey to the winds of others’ judgments. If an
individual repeatedly experiences a discrepancy between his sense of
personal worth and the group’s various appraisals of him, then eventually he
must resolve this dissonance. If, for example, the group values him more
highly than he values himself, he might question the value of this group or
their basis for judgment. He might think, “If they only knew” or reinterpret
the group’s comments to his disadvantage. In a well-integrated therapy group
the individual values the judgments of the other members. He has been
through a great deal with them, their feedback to him is explicit, and he can
scarcely question their basis for knowing him since he has often revealed
himself more fully to them than to any other group of individuals. Unlike the
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actor who can dismiss the audience’s applause by assuming that it is not for
him but for his role, the group-therapy patient must come to a different
conclusion since he has, throughout, been encouraged to doff his customary
role. He cannot question the importance of the traits under discussion since
the group so often deals with core-identity issues. If he attempts to convince
the group of his unworthiness by revealing more of his shameful dark areas, a
curious paradox unfolds: since members are rewarded in a group for their
adherence to group norms, and disclosure of inadequacies is a cherished
therapy group norm, the more he reveals, the more he is ultimately respected.
Eventually a therapeutic shift may occur, as he reevaluates the veracity and
basis of his myth of personal worthlessness.
There is research support for this sequence of events. Social
psychologists have convincingly demonstrated that group consensus can
exert sufficiently strong pressure to cause individual distortions in visual
perceptions of material objects. The same force can be harnessed to
encourage attitudinal shifts. Group-therapy patients who, early in the group,
are deemed, on sociometric measures, to be more popular (by dint of their
active participation in the group tasks) are those destined to profit most from
the therapy. Encounter-group members who are active and considered by the
other members as highly influential early in the group will eventually
experience the highest rates of personal growth. As the group comes to value
an individual, so, too, does he come to value himself.
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In addition to the opportunities for the explicit display and correction of
maladaptive interpersonal behavior and the benefits accruing from group
cohesiveness, there are a number of other potential mechanisms of change
relatively specific to the group-therapy format. No doubt, these will continue
to be an intrinsic part of the group-therapeutic process, whatever changes in
outward form the future brings.
Universality operates as a change mechanism in the great majority of
therapy groups. Patients often enter the group with the deep conviction that
they are unique in their wretchedness. Not uncommonly they have had little
opportunity for candid reciprocal sharing with another individual, and,
furthermore, often because of an unusual constellation of life stresses, they
are besieged by unusual or frightening fantasies or by recollections of past
experiences. For many group members the disconfirmation of their sense of
uniqueness is a great relief. Early in the group they not only hear other
members disclose concerns, fantasies, and life experiences closely paralleling
their own, but they also have the opportunity to reveal themselves and be,
nonetheless, accepted and approved by others. Simply put, they experience a
sense of being “welcome to the human race,” which, though present to some
degree in individual therapy, is more powerfully built into the group format.
Patients can be grateful for the therapist’s acceptance, but nonetheless can
ascribe it to his professionalism. They cannot so easily dismiss the other
members who are neither trained nor paid to listen, accept, or reveal
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themselves.
Opportunities for altruistic behavior often present themselves in
therapy groups. Members may give to others in a variety of ways: they give
time, their “share” of the group attention, support, advice, and, above all, care.
At the end of a group-therapy experience patients often, in their
reminiscences about the group, recall the helpful interventions of the other
members more vividly than those of the therapist. Indeed, the experienced
group therapist learns to sit on his wisdom in the awareness that patients
more often accept interpretations from other members than from the
therapist. Many patients enter therapy morbidly self-absorbed, so
demoralized that they are convinced they have little of value to offer; they
may have long experienced themselves as parasitic burdens to others, and it
is refreshing, even exhilarating, to find that they can be of significant help to
others. Altruistic de-reflection is a venerable concept in the healing tradition;
as exemplified by the shaman who since prehistory have prescribed for
patients the task of preparing a tribal feast or performing other services to
the community.
Groups wield powerful suggestive force and in the substratum of the
group there is a subtle but persistent instillation of hope. The establishment
and maintenance of faith in therapy is crucial to all psychotherapies; amulets,
drumbeats, testimonials, impressive diplomas, erudite formulations, and
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prescriptions in Latin are all dedicated to that end. The therapy group
invariably contains individuals in differing stages of coping with major
problems. Members see or hear about others who have improved in the
group. They also encounter people who have dealt, and, to some extent,
overcome problems very similar to their own. Some groups, for example,
Alcoholics Anonymous or Recovery Incorporated, explicitly build into their
ritual the testimony of the improved patient. In other groups the process is
subtler, the therapist implicitly encouraging patients to recount their
improvement and the members themselves gratuitously proffering
testimonials to buoy up the hopes of a demoralized, unconvinced patient.
Spectator therapy, a deliberate and explicit behavioral approach to
phobia desensitization, is an omnipresent but more implicit adjunct to
learning in group therapy. It is common for members to benefit vicariously
from observing others with problems similar to their own, working in ways
not yet possible for them. Members of therapy groups have a wide exposure
to a "number of problem-solving strategies and, through a conscious or
preconscious imitative process, may try on, for size as it were, various modes
of approaching important dilemmas. Even if imitative behavior is short-lived
it may function to “unfreeze” the individual as he experiments with new kinds
of behavior.
Although I have offered but a sketch of the opportunities for change
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available in group therapy, we may appreciate the waste, the unfulfilled
potential of group-therapy approaches that fail to harness the interpersonal
and social-field forces inherent in the small group. Fractional approaches
abound. Some therapists do individual therapy in a group; others magnify
such part processes as self-disclosure or mutuality or the intensification of
affect or desensitization to social anxiety, but no fractional approach
constitutes a balanced group therapy that uses a full orchestration of the
medium.
In retrospect, what have we said about the future of group therapy?
That it is to a large extent currently in a non-self-reflective, flamboyant stage,
propelled by many factors but chiefly by an over-cathexis to technique. The
preoccupation with technique stems from an activistic, optimistic, basically
pragmatic approach to individual and social change. However, technique
spawned from technique is ultimately destined to cave in upon itself. What is
needed is a fuller appreciation and reconsideration of the theoretical
assumptions upon which all technique must stand.
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CHAPTER 31
PLANNING THE DELIVERY OF MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES TO SERIOUSLY DISADVANTAGED
POPULATIONS
Anthony F. Panzetta and Albert J. Stunkard
Twelve years ago America’s health planners took the momentous step
of designing the first comprehensive healthcare system for the nation. The
Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963 proposed the greatest
innovation in health services in our history. Its more ambitious aspect was
the proposal for the delivery of comprehensive mental-health services to
seriously disadvantaged populations.
For the first time in American medicine, comprehensive health planning
defined the future dimensions of a field of medicine, and for the first time
public-health concepts played a major part in planning the practice of a
clinical specialty. For, eschewing the traditional approaches to individuals,
this act took as the target of medical concern “catchment areas” of 75,000 to
200,000 persons. It assigned responsibility for the mental health of the
persons

within

these

areas

to

community

mental-health

centers

geographically located within them and proposed a goal of 2000 such centers
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by 1980, to provide comprehensive mental-health care to the entire nation.
This act had significant impact upon the development of American
psychiatry. It provided strong impetus for a movement away from its
traditional concern with individuals and toward a public-health model of care
for populations. And it brought psychiatry face to face with the massive
problems of poverty, which it had known until then only indirectly and
derivatively. For the highest priority in the funding of community mentalhealth centers has been given to those in poverty areas.
A decade of effort in the delivery of mental-health services to seriously
disadvantaged areas has produced bitter disappointment and some limited
progress. It has, however, helped to define some of the issues and problems
and indicated some methods of analyzing them. In this chapter we will deal
with four of these issues: the culture of poverty, the ethos of American
psychiatry, the financial underwriting of mental-health services, and some
characteristics of these services, especially in poverty areas.

The Culture of Poverty
Let us begin by considering some characteristics of the members of
seriously disadvantaged populations. First, what do we mean by
“disadvantaged”? In general, disadvantaged persons are those who do not
have the economic necessities for reasonable human living. They live
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precariously

in

every

sense—environmentally,

biologically,

socially,

educationally, and economically. They do not have a reasonable degree of
autonomy and control over their destiny as individuals and as populations.
They do not have access to the essential channels for their economic, social,
educational, health, and cultural needs. They do not have access to those
individuals who could improve their status. Disadvantaged is not defined by
class or ethnic or minority group membership. However, the risk of being a
member of the so-called disadvantaged community is greatly increased if one
is also a member of a minority group. In short, people who are disadvantaged
are those who are described by Harrington as “poor because they are poor
and stay poor because they are poor.”
Throughout the remainder of this chapter we shall simply refer to the
“poor” without further elaborations. This is a generalization not without its
dangers, but we anticipate that the reader will accommodate himself to this
convention.
The poor share many characteristics in common and a cultural
anthropology literature of the poor has developed. It has become fashionable
in some quarters to confuse a “culture” of poverty with a black culture. An
understanding of the historical roots, life style, and values of the black person
is not the same as understanding the life style and values of the poor. We are,
in this chapter, concerned with the poor and this cuts across issues of race
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and ethnic origin, even while race and ethnicity modify some of the features
of the poverty culture.
Mental-health planners and shapers tend to overlook the fact that the
most serious poverty is rural and white. Instead, they talk in terms related to
cities and usually to city blacks. There are, of course, good reasons for this.
Population density is greatest in our cities and so the density of poverty is
likewise to be found in our cities. From a public-health perspective, it is
reasonable to be concerned with geographically accessible high-risk groups.
Hence, the urban poor, compressed as they are into discrete, high-density
areas, become “attractive” for study and for service plans. The rural poor and
particularly the Southern rural poor have no ready advocates because of their
geographic remoteness, and so there is little “public concern” or indignation.
Add to this the natural tendency of service professionals to live and work in
urban areas and we have the makings of a self-reinforcing pattern of service
shortage for the rural poor.
What can we say about the culture of poverty that has relevance to our
concern, namely, the development and maintenance of mental-health delivery
systems?
Bernstein and others have pointed out that the verbal abilities of the
poor are significantly less then among the middle and upper classes. Speech
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tends to be impersonal, concrete, and reflective of social identity rather than
personal identity. And so, to the extent that these characteristics are at the
core in most psychiatric-care strategies, the verbal gap between the poor
consumer and the middle-class health purveyor, hits at this most basic
precondition for psychotherapeutic care.
An inability or unwillingness to defer gratification has been cited as
another characteristic of the poor.' Such a pattern seems adaptive for persons
who have known deprivation as a way of life and who, therefore, take their
gratifications as quickly as possible before returning to the familiar state of
deprivation. Nevertheless, this emphasis on the here and now conflicts with
the requirement of many forms of psychiatric treatment for a long-range
orientation, and for an ability and a willingness on the part of the patient to
plan for the future.
Although the prevalence of depression in the poor cannot be noted in
sound epidemiologic fashion, descriptions of apathy and hopelessness
characterize much of the descriptive literature. This apathy and hopelessness
are not parts of a circumscribed psychopathologic state as much as they are
characterologic and inbred habits, coming from years of deprivation and
disadvantage. As such they are difficult to “treat” clinically, and they
compromise motivation for pursuing help for other psychosocial problems.
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With the increased awareness of poverty as a serious problem in the
last decade, there has been a corresponding increase in attention paid to the
issue of poverty by all of our communications media. Poverty has become a
fashionable topic at cocktail parties and on radio or television talk shows. The
attention at the public level has promoted, as one consequence, an increase in
the bargaining power of poverty persons. But that bargaining power has been
largely illusory when social changes on their behalf have threatened the
status quo of those classes higher on the socioeconomic ladder. Such highly
charged issues as busing, suburban low-cost housing, hiring quotas of
minority members, welfare reform, and healthcare insurance are testimony
to the conflictual nature of anything that threatens the social-class status quo.
This reality of conflict between classes brings an element of hostility to many
other interclass relationships. This potential hostility is no less the case in
psychotherapeutic relationships that bring middle-class “therapists” into
charged settings with poor patients.
The poor have also been described as having an uncanny ability to sense
the expectations for them by the more affluent, and so to “perform” in a
fashion that will yield the greatest gain in their interpersonal relations with
the “richer outer world.” The subservient role may be the caricature, but this
role is often used to manipulate the immediate interpersonal situation. This
ability to say what is necessary rather than what may be true is antithetical to
the implicit value of speaking and “feeling” the truth, which the psychiatrist
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requires of his patient.
The relationship of poverty and educational attainment is of
fundamental significance, and the full implications go far beyond the focus of
this chapter. The inability to comprehend the complicated bureaucratic
organization of urban America has forced many to retreat into unproductive
but safely simple and more primitive life styles. The development of the
ghetto is often the net result of not only the rejection by an alien majority, but
also the pursuit of a simple, less complicated life style. The plight of the
unsophisticated Southern black or white who migrates to the big Northern
city is particularly relevant to this point. This, in a real sense, is an example of
culture shock. But it is also reflective of the deficient opportunity “to learn”
about “how to make it” in the middle-class ethos that directs the organization
and values of American society. This deficiency is as much a problem in
Northern urban education as it is in the South. In many ways, the health
bureaucracy resembles the complexity of many other social institutions, and a
person’s ability to extract maximum benefit depends upon his ability to
understand the complexity. He must compensate for the fragmentation and
pursue his needs despite a lack of clarity within the health institution. This
calls for rather sophisticated initiative on the part of the would-be health
consumer. When we focus upon the poor, we see just the opposite. Their lack
of sophisticated understanding of the health (including psychiatry)
bureaucracy puts them at a further disadvantage.
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It should not be surprising that all of these foregoing factors contribute
to the unhealthy relationship of the poor to the health-delivery system in this
country. The patterns of health care, with the implicit requirements placed
upon a potential health-care consumer, work uniformly against the likelihood
of the poor receiving adequate quantitative and qualitative service. It is to
psychiatry’s tentative credit that, despite health-care failures in delivery to
the poor, it has taken a leadership role in struggling with the problem through
its community mental-health movement.

The Ethos of American Psychiatry
How has American psychiatry coped with the special problems posed by
the culture of poverty? And what strengths and weaknesses does the
specialty bring to the development of more effective mental-health services
for the poor?
To answer these pressing questions, it may be in order to take a brief
look at the history of American psychiatry. Its development can be separated
into three phases, each of which contributed important elements to the field
as we know it today and each of which occurred as a result of a fortuitous
combination of circumstances. There was, in each instance, a favorable social
climate into which a new scientific theory or technology was introduced. The
interaction of social climate and scientific base defined psychiatry’s new tasks
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and suggested new ways of carrying them out.
This kind of interaction between social climate and technology appears
to have had a profound influence on the establishment, nearly 200 years ago,
of modern psychiatry. The social climate was that of the French Revolution
and of Quaker hospital reform. The scientific innovation was the classification
introduced by Linnaeus and applied with consummate skill by Philippe Pinel
at the Bicètre and the Salpêtrière. Pinel selected, from among the large
numbers and variety of the socially disabled, a group of individuals with
discrete behavioral disorders, many of whom had good prospects for
recovery. By demonstrating the effectiveness of a uniquely humane mode of
care for these persons—the so-called “moral treatment of the insane”—Pinel
and his contemporaries defined the traditional tasks of psychiatry, the
diagnosis of mental illness and its treatment in hospitals specially designed
for this purpose.
Initially, the care rendered in these hospitals, which catered to the more
affluent members of society, was humane and surprisingly effective. But in
time the quality of hospital treatment of the mentally ill declined to the low
level we have come to associate with the old, isolated state mental hospitals.
This deterioration appears to have begun in the years following the Civil War.
During this period, large numbers of poor people, many of them immigrants,
overwhelmed the facilities of the small, treatment-oriented hospitals. As
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larger and larger public mental hospitals were built, the earlier therapeutic
functions were replaced by custodial ones and therapeutic optimism gave
way to pessimism and to self-fulfilling prophecies about the incurability of
mental illness.
It is this aspect of psychiatry—the large, isolated, human warehouses—
that the poor have traditionally known, feared, and avoided, and it is in such
unpromising settings that psychiatrists have traditionally made the
acquaintance of the poor. Here the dehumanizing effects of the environment
accentuated what psychiatrists already perceived as the alien character of the
immigrant and the perplexing qualities of the poor.
The second major development, in American psychiatry at least, was
heralded by a profound social event of our recent past— World War II. In
those days, a heightened concern with political freedom and personal liberty
was coupled with shock over the high rates of psychiatric disability being
disclosed at induction centers and on the battlefields. At this critical time,
psychoanalysis was introduced into American psychiatry. For the first time, a
systematic theory of neurosis and a therapy that claimed not only to cure
neurosis but to change human nature itself became available.
It would be hard to overestimate the impact of this interaction of social
need and psychoanalytic theory. The long-standing pessimism born of years
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of heartbreak in the treatment of the mentally ill was shattered and all of
American psychiatry was suffused with enthusiasm and élan. As it turned out,
many of the hopes raised by psychoanalysis were never realized, but it
remains an important factor in the background of most psychiatrists. Its
emphasis upon neurosis, verbal interchange, and insight continues to exert a
powerful influence.
The social climate that fostered the third development in American
psychiatry was epitomized by the Kennedy-Johnson social legislation of the
1960s and that decade’s generous institutional support for psychiatry. In this
climate, a variety of scientific and technologic advances were made. Some
have come out of clinical practice: short-term psychotherapies derived from
psychoanalysis, group therapy, family therapy, milieu therapy. Others are
applications of basic science. A vast and rapidly growing selection of
psychopharmacologic agents has made it possible to treat a broad range of
disorders, in an expanding number of patients ever more precisely.
The field of behavioral therapy, based upon principles of learning once
considered useful only in mild neurotic fears, then applied successfully to
more severe phobias and inhibitions, is now used in the entire gamut of
mental and emotional disorders. Finally, extensive epidemiologic studies
have demonstrated that close correlations exist between many aspects of the
culture of poverty and psychiatric disability.
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The background of today’s psychiatrists includes all three historic
elements: the mental hospital, the private-office practice of psychotherapy,
and the newer, more eclectic orientations. The degree to which an individual
psychiatrist is interested in the development of mental-health services in
poverty areas, and his ability to contribute to such development, reflect his
predominant professional orientation.
Psychiatrists working in mental hospitals still provide most of the
psychiatric care the poor receive. Most of the patients in our state hospitals
are from the lower social classes; much of their treatment still takes place
within the walls of the hospital. But many state hospitals have shown
admirable initiative in developing close ties to the communities from which
their patients come, and to treatment programs within these communities.
Unfortunately, the chronic underfunding and neglect of so many of these
hospitals, and the resulting inadequacies of staff and facilities, have limited
their efforts to develop better mental-health services.
Private mental hospitals have developed a surprising number of
treatment programs in the communities outside their walls. But these
hospitals are seldom located in poverty areas.
The continuing high prestige of psychoanalysis has meant that office
practice of psychotherapy remains the most popular field within psychiatry.
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Many psychotherapists spend a great deal of time and effort on public service
and some have worked long and hard to develop mental-health services for
the

poor.

But

psychoanalytically

oriented

psychotherapy

requires

introspection on the patient’s part and a willingness to defer gratification,
plus a high regard for insight and considerable verbal skill. These traits are
far more common among middle- and upper-than among lower-class persons.
Since, not unreasonably, psychotherapists prefer to treat those who stand the
best chance of responding to treatment, there is a tendency to restrict
psychotherapeutic practices to the middle and upper classes, even when
subsidies remove the financial barrier that usually excludes the poor.
Psychotherapy for lower class patients requires experience, a particular
aptitude, and extensive modification of technique. As a result, the
traditionally trained psychotherapist is unlikely to make important
contributions to the development of mental-health services for the poor.
The recent graduates of psychiatric residency-training programs
constitute a promising new source of psychiatric manpower. Many of these
young psychiatrists have mastered a wide variety of treatment techniques
and have had at least some experience in applying these techniques to the
poor. Their training, and their strong commitment to social values, make
these newcomers far more capable of developing new services for the poor
than their older colleagues with their traditional values and limited treatment
repertoires. Furthermore, the training the younger psychiatrists receive in
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psychopharmacology and in the behavioral therapies encourages them to
scrutinize more critically the results of treatment. Recent psychiatric
graduates are far more inclined to demand a reasonable cost-benefit
accounting of the investment of their own efforts and of those of their peers.
On the debit side, an excess of youthful zeal may limit the effectiveness
of their efforts. They do not always extend the admirable powers of criticism
they apply to traditional psychiatric methods to their own activities.
Enthusiasm for social action untempered by good judgment can be quixotic.
But on balance, recent graduates of residency-training programs have far
more to contribute to mental-health services for the poor than their elders.
These young doctors must provide the leadership in this endeavor. Their
point of view and the greatly improved training they have received give
grounds for some optimism as they approach their pioneering task.

Financial Underwriting
The major current effort to deliver mental-health services to the poor is
centered around the Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963, which
involves a combination of funding patterns. The act was passed during the
period before the full impact of the Medicare legislation had become clear. We
still believed that our health-care delivery system was excellent, and that all
we needed was to put money in the hands of low-income groups to permit
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them access to the system. It was expected that health insurance would
eventually permit all Americans to seek health services, including mentalhealth services, on a fee-for-service basis, with reimbursement by third-party
sources. The planners recognized, however, that mental-health services
available a decade ago were inadequate to meet the needs of vast numbers of
our citizens, even when they were able to pay for psychiatric care. Therefore,
funds were made available from the federal government, with matching
support from local sources to initiate community mental-health programs.
This funding was viewed as a temporary expedient, designed to reorganize
the pattern of delivery of mental-health services in a more effective and
equitable manner. Once this reorganization had taken place, it was expected
that the increased purchasing power conferred by third-party payments
would permit all Americans access to the restructured mental-health services,
and support of these services would revert to a fee-for-service pattern.
Accordingly, federal support for community mental-health centers was
distributed on a declining basis, with support for new programs totally
phased out over a period of from five to eight years. The centers were thus
initiated on a prepayment-group-practice model with the expectation that
they would revert to a fee-for-service model over a period of years.
Budgetary restrictions have slowed the initial plans and no more than
480 of the projected 2000 community mental-health centers have been
constructed. But considerable experience with this dual system of funding has
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been gained. In general, federal support has worked well in assisting the
initiative of local planners in establishing community mental-health centers.
The expected shift of support to a fee-for-service basis funded by third-party
payments, however, has occurred very slowly and still provides only a
fraction of the support of most community mental-health centers.
The poor have always been provided services, health and otherwise,
with the requirement that they get it where they are told. The inability to
choose from among competing services is one of the most critical differences
that sets off the usual service for the poor from the free-market system used
for middle- and upper-class health consumers. Competing purveyors must
maintain quality standards to survive. No such requirement is made of the
usual health purveyor for the entrapped poverty-health consumer—beyond
governmental standards that are often difficult to police.
And so, as we turn our attention to the fiscal system underlying a
mental-health-service plan for the poor we must take into account the above
traditional handicaps to the development of quality-service systems. But this
fiscal issue leads to an associated question. Who wants to plan, develop, and
maintain delivery systems for the poor? It would be foolhardy to suggest that
compassion, benevolence, and altruism are in sufficient supply to generate
manpower interests (at all levels) in this health-delivery problem. It is
perhaps unfortunate that there have, in fact, been such idealistic and hard-
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working individuals involved in health delivery to the poor since they have
never been able to adequately meet the enormous needs and have rather
dulled the edge of urgent demand from the poor that might have generated a
more comprehensive and efficient system.

Prepayment Plan
A physician working in a prepayment health-delivery system can expect
his income to be directly related to the efficiency of the medical organization,
the control of cost (including level of amenities) and the ability to anticipate
costly illnesses in subscribers, providing prevention-directed care so as to
avoid such costly illnesses wherever possible. The consumer is free from
unexpected financial liability—since he pays only a fixed amount regardless
of his medical risk. This seems an attractive arrangement since it protects the
consumer while assuring him of medical care and gives physicians financial
incentive to provide preventive medicine. It also stabilizes the workload of
physicians and stimulates organizational efficiency.
The prepay group plan presents a difficult problem when related to
mental-health services. In most of medicine there exists a clarity at the level
of illness categorization and at the level of indicated treatment. The criteria
for diagnosis are reasonably well worked out and the standards of care (as
well as choice of appropriate treatment) are also spelled out. The monitoring
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of a health-delivery system requires this dual-level clarity (illness criteria and
treatment criteria). Without this dual clarity it would be very difficult to
determine when a consumer is entitled to care and very difficult to determine
when a consumer is receiving the most appropriate kind of care. In mentalhealth services the development of clear illness criteria and related treatment
criteria is rather primitive. Consumers, in a prepay plan would probably be
unsure as to what qualifies as a “bona-fide” mental disorder. The listing of
such bona-fide disorders would be equally difficult for the professional
because, although a standard nomenclature exists (DSM-II) its diagnostic
criteria are not tight, resulting in great variation in diagnostic convention.
Difficulties would also result from the great variation in treatment strategies
that compete through rather zealous psychiatric practitioners. The costbenefit implications of such ambiguity is quite alien to the prepay group plan,
which depends on careful cost-accounting principles.
When considering the poor, such a system is even more confusing. As
practitioners in urban community mental-health centers have discovered,
mental-health problems of the poor are difficult to separate from their social
and economic problems. The apparent interlocking of problems has led many
to a radical brand of treatment requiring a good deal of social intervention.
The borders of such strategies are enormously ambiguous and so we have
further difficulty in meeting the dual-level clarity requirements of a sound
prepay group plan.
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Quality of care maintenance has always been a problem in povertyoriented health systems. This might be partially solved through a prepay plan,
since the consumer (or his employer in cases where the employer pays for the
plan) could withdraw their support if the health purveyor could not meet
quality standards. But, as noted earlier, in mental-health services there is
poor standardization of quality standards.

Fee-for-Service Plan
The second major approach is based on a fee-for-service plan. There are
many variations on this theme, whether the fee is paid directly by the
consumer or by partial or total subsidy through an insurance scheme.
Whereas in prepay plans there is a probable tendency for patients to overutilize medical care, in fee-for-service plans there is a probable tendency to
underutilize medical care, particularly where out-of-pocket costs threaten to
embarrass already limited family budgets. It can be argued that, where health
care is concerned, it is better to err in commission rather than in omission.
This suggests that the prepay plans are best, but let us continue our
consideration of the fee-for-service plan before making such a conclusion.
One of the claims made by fee-for-service proponents is that this system
allows for the greatest freedom for both the consumer and the purveyor. The
consumer can choose his purveyor from among many and can base his choice
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on his own idiosyncratic set of criteria. It is common knowledge that this
choice is often based on criteria that would probably never enter a formal
quality control system; such criteria as a physician’s personality, location of
his office, amenities he can provide, his religion or nationality, his color, his
social status, the type of hospital to which he admits his patients, and so on.
This range of preference for the consumer certainly would not apply with
most prepay type schemes. Whether such freedom of choice is a valid point
upon which to build a case for fee-for-service plans is subject to much debate.
Certainly these are not the primary considerations in the development of a
high quality and equitably distributed health-care system. Whereas this
seems reasonably clear in a consideration of health care in general, it is much
less clear in specifically considering mental-health care.
A conclusion is warranted at this point. Because of poor standardization
of treatment (and all that entails) on the one hand, and poor standardization
of patient problems (and all that entails) on the other, no broad fiscal plan is
clearly preferable over another when viewed as part of a mental-health
delivery system. Psychiatric treatment is too unsystematic to easily fit into
the systematic requirements of a fiscal-health plan. But what are the
ramifications of this pessimistic conclusion when viewed in the light of our
discussion of mental-health delivery systems for the poor?
Everything seems to get worse when we add the dimension of poverty.
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And so, too, when considering a fiscal-health plan to underwrite a mentalhealth delivery system for the poor. Should buying power be given directly to
the prospective mental-health consumer (fee for service, insurance, etc.) or
should money be given directly to purveyors in advance of any service
rendered (prepay, health maintenance organizations, etc.) or should there be
some variable mix of these alternatives?
With a public-health perspective we must begin by stating that our goal
is to develop a system that is most likely to provide the highest quality service
possible in the most equitably distributed way possible. This leaves us with the
question: which is more important, quality or equitable distribution? And
more specifically, which is more important in mental-health services for the
poor? When we look at the current scene in mental-health delivery to poor
people, is the larger problem the inequitable distribution or is it the poor
quality of care? It is likely that different answers could be given, with strong
arguments for each. Certainly, both quality and distribution have been
deficient and the question of which has been worse may be a futile exercise in
semantics.
If we were to choose quality or equity as a greater priority, is there a
prospect of improving the other through a non-fiscal strategy? If we decided
that quality care was most important and opted for a fee-for-service
approach, how could we correct for the probable maldistribution problem?
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And if we decided that equitable distribution was most important and
therefore opted for some kind of pre-payed plan, how could we correct for the
probable quality of care problems?
Fee for service would be an option for the poor if they were included in
a universal insurance scheme that provided for reimbursement to the
purveyor of choice. If the insurance were in fact universal (i.e., available for
everyone) then, potentially, our distribution of buying power would be
accomplished. But it is not likely that the already short manpower supply in
psychiatry would be able to absorb the demand, nor is the available
manpower adequately prepared for the service needs of the poor, nor is it
likely that the geographic distribution of this manpower would shift. And so
we would continue to face distribution problems (manpower type and supply
and geographic concentration) despite our provision of more equitable
buying power to the mental-health consumer.
Prepay group plans offer the advantage of setting conditions on the
health purveyor. One of those conditions could be in determining where he
could work. Payment to the group purveyors could be contingent upon their
willingness to establish their work in areas of greater need. This arrangement
frees the consumer from financial liability (a necessity when talking about the
poor) and insures a greater control in developing geographic distribution.
The question of manpower remains unsolved in either approach and will be
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discussed separately. And we are still left with the problem of quality.
Quality of care, as developed within a pre-payed psychiatric service
plan, will be most possible in those areas of service which are most explicit
and measurable, and least possible (to regulate or monitor) in those areas of
service which are vague, overly general (or philosophic) and hard to measure.
Much of American psychiatry fits into the latter rather than the former, and so
the suggestion that a fiscal change from the current fee-for-service system to
the pre-payed system is necessary (for reasons of distribution) brings with it
the corollary that psychiatric practice will be forced to change from the
largely intuitive and interpersonal practice of today to a more specific,
measurable practice (for reasons of quality control).
This type of radical shift is unlikely to occur very rapidly since the bulk
of our current manpower is committed to a poorly standardized brand of
practice. It probably would not, nor could it shift in rapid fashion. And so, the
tentative conclusion is that, as far as well-distributed, quality mental-health
service for the poor is concerned, we can make rapid strides to resolve
distribution problems through a change in the underwriting fiscal system, but
the development of quality services will be only as good as we can make
explicit standards, on the one hand, and develop new manpower (with new
orientation) on the other.
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The fiscal system used to underwrite medical developments in
American medicine, and psychiatric practice in particular, will have an effect
on the distribution and quality of services far beyond our ability to anticipate
such change. It is naive to think that the problems of distributing and
upgrading the quality of psychiatric services to the poor can be resolved by
simply redistributing money.

Mental-health Delivery System for the Poor
Mental health is a connotative concept in that it suggests a variety of
meanings. There is some consensus about the concept when it is thought of as
“the absence of” mental illness. This negative definition leads some advocates
of mental health to promote plans that are designed to prevent, treat, or
rehabilitate specific mental illnesses.
On the other hand, there are those who think of mental health as “the
presence of” a variety of personal psychologic characteristics considered
“healthy.”’ This positive definition leads these advocates of mental health to
promote plans that are designed to develop these healthy personal
characteristics. For the sake of clarity, we might categorize the former group
as clinical and the latter group as developmental.
The connotations of mental health lead us to other considerations as
well. Some consider mental health (whether of the clinical or developmental
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types) to be the property of individuals, as is the usual traditional view of
psychiatry. Others extend it to social groups that may include family, social
network, community, nation, and even world. Again for the sake of clarity, we
can categorize the former as individual and the latter as social. So, then, we
can speak of the clinical mental health of individuals or of families and we can
also speak of the developmental mental health of individuals or of families or
more extended social groupings.
Our differentiation then allows for two adjectival concepts (clinical and
developmental) and two nominative concepts (individual and social group).
The failure to make these critical distinctions in the discussion of mentalhealth services has caused immeasurable confusion in the past, and this
confusion is considerably increased in discussions about mental-health
services for the poor, for reasons that shall become apparent.
Attempts to deliver mental-health services to the poor have been
characterized by a variety of understandings of the concept of mental health.
Some programs are clinical and individually oriented. Other programs place
their emphasis on clinical problems of families and “the community.” Still
other programs have emphasized the promotion of inherent strengths among
poor people (developmental). And, lastly, some have emphasized the
development of community strength, which may include politicalization and
ideological community organization, f If all of these can be connotatively
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linked to mental health, then, we have a task of differentially choosing
between these alternatives as we move closer to the planning of specific
programs for mental-health delivery to the poor. The basis of our choice
should follow an analysis of the validity of the alternatives, the priority of the
valid alternatives, and the feasibility of each.

The Concept of Delivery System
If mental health is the product we wish to deliver, and if mental health is
the ubiquitous concept tentatively analyzed in the preceding section, then the
delivery system can vary considerably. However, before becoming specific
about any one delivery system, it should be possible to develop those general
features of a mental-health delivery system which should apply in all
instances.
There are undoubtedly many ways to approach this issue, but we shall
focus on certain system characteristics that are particularly relevant in
mental-health delivery systems. A primary requirement for a system is that it
be explicit. This suggests that the goals of the system be as definite as
possible. In something as ambiguous as the mental-health field this becomes
all the more essential. The requirement for explicitness applies to more than
the stated goals. We must also define the various strategies within the system
that shall characterize its activities in pursuit of those goals. Explicitness
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makes the likelihood of all members of the system pulling in the same
direction more likely. It also provides the necessary clarity that will be
needed to assess effectiveness. Explicitness must be applied to attempts to
make the system comprehensive as well as continuous. How far out will the
system operate? Will it be population focused (as in the catchment-area
concept of community mental health) or will it be limited by its internal
capacity?
A second requirement for a system is that it be manageable. Are its
explicit goals within the limitations imposed by the system’s resources? Are
the resources prepared for their explicit tasks, and are they aware of the
requirement that they be responsive to supervening management? What is
the likelihood of the durability of the resources? Management is not possible
if explicitness has not characterized the system first.
A third requirement for a system is that it be effective. Are the goals
stated so that they are measurable in some way? Can the system recognize
the difference between success and failure in the pursuit of its goals? Does
management recognize its role in responding to the data of testing of
effectiveness and can it redirect or maintain the system in accordance with
effectiveness data?
These three requirements of systems, explicit, manageable, and effective
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can be of help in determining the feasibility of any mental-health delivery
system for the poor.

Program Goals
Now our task is to spell out goals that could direct our delivery-system
design and then to develop programmatic strategies that offer means to these
goals. Both the development of goals and of strategies must take into account,
as best they can, all of the foregoing problem areas.
We have already differentiated four variations within the concept of
mental health. Presumably, then, we have four alternate or complementary
general goals we can pursue. We can focus on individual types of
psychopathology (clinical individual) and develop treatment programs (or
preventive, if feasible) to deal with various types of such psychopathology.
This is the most traditional approach and most of clinical psychiatry is
directed in this fashion.
If we focus on what we have termed a developmental-individual concept
of mental health, our programs would take on a different design. In this
instance we would place far greater emphasis on the promotion of certain
personal characteristics that we could identify as being necessary and/or
helpful to the individual in his task of lifelong adaptation. This suggests the
development of impact in educational institutions, both school and family.
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If we focus on a clinical-social model, then our tasks will be even more
unlike the traditional clinical-individual orientation. This approach would
require us to develop programs aimed at designated problems of either social
process or social structure. As stated earlier, we will then be committed to
social action and social renovation. And if our focus be developmental social
then our programs must be politicized.
We need not debate the nobility of one over another as we consider
these variations in the concept of mental health. Only cursory familiarity with
the problems of individuals and society will allow us to make the general
statement that there is great need in all of these directions. And this is
certainly most graphically true when considering the plight of the poor.
But when this question is examined from the particular framework of
psychiatry and against the criteria of validity, priority, and feasibility, we can
reduce our alternatives. The concepts of mental health, when viewed in their
social perspective (either clinical or developmental) are subject to much
ambiguity. We can argue the validity of one social structure as against
another, or of one social process as against another, but, ultimately, we are
anchored by the values of one social philosophy or another. It is quite
possible that mental health, in a social sense, would demand a higher priority
than individual mental health, particularly when confronted with the social
structures and processes that beget and perpetuate poverty. There are few
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mental-health professionals who have not experienced frustration and a
sense of powerlessness after experience in dealing with clinical problems
among the poor. There is a feeling of engulfment as one recognizes that one
problem is related to another and yet another. The so-called multiproblem
family is everywhere in the poverty population. It is almost invariable that the
mental-health professional in such a setting develops a resentment toward
the ubiquitous “social system” that seems to strangle his patient. The natural
tendency is to want to “get at” the social system. This is an ideal place from
which to gain a perspective about the individual casualties that can be created
by social structures. Unfortunately, it does not follow that this is an ideal
place from which to bring significant influence to bear on those same social
structures. Our analysis leaves us with tenuous validity, on the one hand, and
strong priority on the other, particularly in reference to mental-health goals
for the poor.
The watershed comes from an understanding of the feasibility of efforts
directed at the social definition of mental health. It must be kept in mind that
this entire chapter is intended to be relevant to the study and work of
psychiatrists, not political scientists, sociologists, lawyers, legislators, or lay
activists. If reconsidered from other perspectives, the question of feasibility
might be answered in an entirely different way. But when viewed in
relationship to psychiatry, feasibility analysis dictates that programs for
mental health, directed at the social connotations of that concept, are unlikely
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to be productive. The identity of psychiatry, as amorphous as that has been in
operational terms, has nonetheless been firmly fixed to maladaptation of
individuals, with some expansion to small groups (family, etc.). The resources
of psychiatry, whether its information store, its financial underwriting, its
technology, or its historical legacy, are all heavily committed to problems of
the individual and his immediate context. The constraints, were psychiatry to
launch into an operational focus on social structure and function, would be
enormous. Hence, the feasibility of such a-goal is seriously compromised. We
can leave to history the determination of whether a new discipline, dedicated
to intervention (in the service of “social-mental health”) in social structures
and functions, will emerge from that wing of psychiatry which has become
intrigued with this problem.
We are left with rather mundane and traditional goals: the development
of psychiatric service systems focused upon the individual (whether clinical
or developmental) with “individual” being expanded to include contextual
group and family. With this start we can next consider the implications of the
system requirements noted earlier: explicit; manageable; effective.
We can approach the requirement for explicitness both from the
perspective of the individual patient and of the therapy. This is to say that
systematic

service

delivery

should

be

characterized

by

problem

standardization, on the one hand, and therapy standardization on the other.
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Which therapies are indicated for which problems? As complicated as this is
for psychiatric delivery in general, it is considerably more complicated for
psychiatric delivery to poor populations.
True standardization of those kinds of behavior included in the DSM-II
has yet to be successfully accomplished, although there is considerable effort
in that direction.’ The confounding problem of viewing maladaptive behavior
in a socially disordered setting, as is the case so often among the poor, is to
add anguish to pain.
The only safe statement that can emerge from this consideration is that
we will have increasing difficulty in the delivery of psychiatric services to
poor populations, in direct proportion to the degree to which we fail (or are
unable) to make the target problems explicit. And so the general goal of
“mental-health service for individuals” is far too vague. Mental-health
services for alcoholism, for drug abuse and addiction, for problems of the
aged, for schizophrenia or like psychoses, for mental retardation—these are
in the order of explicitness that allows for more systematic treatment.

Emergency and Diagnostic Centers
We are arguing for a categorical approach to service delivery and for
some greater degree of standardization of therapeutic interventions. When
translated into the operational terms of service structures and functions, we
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may begin by opting for centralized diagnostic services. Such services should
be in a readily accessible location, with good public transportation. A study of
psychiatric, utilization rates in an urban ghetto revealed highest rates
occurring in those areas which had good public transportation linkage with
the mental-health facility. It is more feasible to centralize such services
because of the high level of sophistication (and hence shortage) of diagnostic
personnel. To deploy staff into so-called satellite locations for diagnostic
functions is not generally economically feasible, although a tendency in this
direction is nonetheless developing. The principle of reaching out has gained
increasing currency and seems valid in the face of data that suggests that
patients (particularly from poverty areas) do not readily initiate contact with
the health network themselves until their condition deteriorates. But we have
been more impressed by limiting the outpost or satellite (or other outreach
equivalent) to an initial contact and triage function, rather than careful
diagnostic and planning function.
We can respond to another characteristic of the poor if we expand the
idea of a centralized diagnostic process to include emergency service. As has
been noted, the poor tend to seek help only when the situation has reached
crisis proportions. They are most likely to initiate contact themselves during
crisis and more likely to maintain contact and involvement only as long as the
crisis continues.'’ It behooves the planner of psychiatric services then to
capitalize on this characteristic by emphasizing the emergency-diagnostic
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function of his delivery system. This means a far greater investment of space
and manpower in “emergency” units than has been the case to date. An entire
sub-discipline is emerging in medicine in general, and this includes
psychiatry. The day of the on-call resident who reluctantly “comes down,”
after being cajoled by the medical resident, to evaluate and “quickly” refer a
patient in the emergency room, although currently the “tradition” in the
majority of instances, is certainly passe. It will hopefully give way to
arrangements of specialized, staff-level teams, able to absorb large numbers
of complicated cases, giving intense treatment and providing sophisticated
diagnostic work at the entry to the medical- and/or psychiatric-service
system. This is a requirement of rather urgent proportions in programs
focused on poor populations. This “emergency” of emergency services has
certainly generated renewed interest in the emergency department and in the
theory of crisis, but the translation of this interest into tangible structures is
just beginning. One of the inhibiting factors is cost, since intensive care or
sophisticated diagnostic process is expensive. We see no way around this
issue until we are better able to frame cost-benefit studies. There is good
reason to anticipate that, once such studies are feasible and under way, we
shall discover that benefits at the acute end of the treatment continuum will
indicate a dollar bargain in comparison to cost benefits at later stages of
therapeutic contact.
The community mental-health movement has given the most concrete
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impetus to the development of emergency services through its mandated
requirement for emergency service in every community mental-health center.
But the experience to date suggests that most centers have approached this
task most conservatively and so, overwhelmed, understaffed, undersophisticated, and tenuously financed operations are more the rule than the
exception.
Such emergency and diagnostic centers should follow the lead already
provided by various innovative emergency programs. Practices such as the
provision of emergency-unit holding beds, emergency home visits (especially
for diagnostic purposes), walk-in clinics, group screening, team treatment,
telephone-supportive services or telephone triage, police assistance, police
and clergy training, detoxification units (for drugs and alcohol) and other
variations on these themes are all of variable utility in the emergencydiagnostic center. Some of this technology overlaps, but most adds to the total
resources in a way that suggests that the more of them you can incorporate
into the service design the better the total treatment impact.
But lest we overemphasize the emergency aspect to the detriment of the
diagnostic, let us say a few more words about this part of the emergencydiagnostic-center idea. Current practice often suggests that we can use (and
some feel it preferable to use) less sophisticated personnel in diagnostic work
with poor patients. The opposite is true. The problems of the poor,
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particularly when mixed with psychological issues, are difficult to organize,
categorize, and diagnose—and even more difficult to conceptualize for
treatment strategy. Well-trained and experienced personnel are a
requirement at this earliest level of diagnostic and therapeutic contact. If our
service plans are to proceed along categorical lines, as discussed previously, it
is critical that diagnostic evaluations be done well, particularly with explicit
guidelines as to interventional strategies that are considered most useful. It is
likely that less-trained and less-experienced staff will comprise much of the
ongoing treatment, and this makes it particularly necessary to start off well.

Categorical Perspective
Beyond the diagnostic-emergency functions, the variations of further
treatment are many. Certainly one must keep in mind the idiosyncrasies that
may obtain in one area as against another. Unfortunately, the epidemiologic
help of incidence and prevalence studies is quite limited. Such studies, when
focused on poor populations, tend to give a picture of gross psychopathology
without differentiation into categories that can serve as treatment objectives.
And there is no assurance that the findings of one study, focused on a discrete
geographic population, are applicable to another discrete population, even if
the two populations share common demographic characteristics. What we do
know with reasonable certainty, however, is that the problems of alcoholism,
drug abuse, geriatrics,! psychosis,| and mental retardation are significant in
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their prevalence and disruptive to individual, family, and community. It is an
unfortunate distortion in priorities when mental-health programs can be
developed in areas of poverty without special attention being paid to these
high visibility conditions.
Of perhaps equal morbid impact are the difficulties that beset the
children and youth in poverty areas. With disrupted family structures,
maturation and identity formation often tend to take on dyssocial
characteristics. Whether this problem can be effectively resolved without
massive social restructuring (family, school, and community) is unlikely.
Certainly we have learned that it is futile to approach the problems of
children and youth from the traditional child-guidance perspective. In-office,
intra-psychically oriented psychotherapy is gradually giving way to familyoriented interventions with greater emphasis on problem solving,
communication, and cognitive skills, and collateral network support.
In general terms then, we are faced with several problem areas
sufficiently prevalent and morbid to warrant our concern. From a psychiatric
perspective, as focused on the problems of poverty, these above-noted
categories should receive the highest priorities for our treatment plans. If we
approach our service plan in the general and open-ended way that is implicit
in an emergency-diagnostic center beginning, then it remains for such a
center to develop a way of coping with those problems which may come into
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the center, but for which no ongoing treatment program has been developed.
The requirement for efficient coordination with the community’s network of
social, health, and educational agencies is critical for the survival of an openended emergency-diagnostic center.
It is not the intent of this chapter to develop specific treatment-team
strategies for each category of disorder. The technology within each category
will vary from place to place and likewise will vary between categories. There
is certainly no unequivocal body of data or treatment approach able to
supersede the variety of points of view and variety of treatment strategies
that now obtain. The plea is not that all treatment programs mirror one
another—or that they all use this “correct” approach or that one—but rather
that each treatment program organize itself so as to be quite explicit as to
what disorders it plans to treat and what it plans not to treat. And once
having been committed to specific treatment objectives, a program must
explicitly set out each phase of the treatment strategy for each category, from
initial contact through termination.

Manpower
We can make three statements about mental-health manpower that are
germane to our present concerns: (1) there is a shortage of manpower in
absolute terms; (2) psychiatrists are unevenly distributed geographically; (3)
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they spend the bulk of their time treating the least sick and/or most affluent
with essentially unproven techniques. The recognition of these problems has
led to a variety of suggestions and activities designed to “improve” the
situation, referred to by Pasamanick as “health care anarchy and social
irresponsibility.”
To reduce the manpower deficit some would have us simply increase
the number of psychiatrists trained annually. This would mean increased
governmental subsidies to psychiatric-training programs, an unlikely event
when the opposite has, in fact, become a strong possibility. There are already
more psychiatric training positions than there are resident applicants. And
even if the absolute number were increased, it would not be of the order or
magnitude required to bridge the gap significantly.
Some would have us change the educational content or emphasis in
psychiatric training, so as to discourage the intensive treatment of the least
sick as the status activity. A tendency in this direction is perceptible in many
training programs that have incorporated the ethos and practices of the
community mental-health movement. However, significant exposure of
trainees to the severely ill and chronically ill has yet to occur.
The development of team approaches to treatment has been another
response to the manpower problem. The use of psychiatrists, psychologists,
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social workers, and nurses (especially public-health or visiting nurses) has
been a long-standing arrangement in mental-health-service organizations.
Now, however, this team has been supplemented by new mental-health
careerists. A specificity of role for the new careerist has not yet developed
and, instead, there are multiple variations in the use of this new manpower
resource. They have been called mental-health counselors, mental-health
workers, mental-health assistants, paraprofessionals, expeditors, linkage
workers, mental-health advocates, and a variety of other connotative terms.
There is an abiding consensus, by those who have had experience in the use
of manpower from this new career movement, that there is a valid and useful
role for such personnel. It is still too soon to know precisely in what direction
the developing role identity will go. It is likely that several differentiated roles
and functions will emerge eventually. It is our contention that this movement,
if not aborted by political or economic backlash, shows great promise for the
future and is likely to radically change the eventual role identity of the
psychiatrist as well as the clinical psychologist.
Such a manpower development could serve to respond to a number of
problems both from the “culture” of poverty and from the ethos of American
psychiatry sides of our dilemma. As new personnel would be developed from
class origins closer to our target lower classes, we could expect less difficulty
in communication between consumer and treater.
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It is possible to think of this new manpower in two ways. On the one
hand, it is quite plausible that it could emerge with responsibilities for direct
care. Whether it engages in supportive roles, directive roles or educational
roles remains as an unresolved issue. On the other hand, it is also possible
that the new manpower can be used in roles that relate to delivery
management and not to the direct care itself. When health systems are
thought of in coordinated and comprehensive terms, it follows that they
become quite complicated. Complicated systems cannot be manageable or
effective if consumers are left to this complexity without help. We are already
aware of the problems in continuity that occur when consumers are faced
with the health bureaucracy. Specialization has resulted in a hodgepodge of
mutually exclusive services without any corresponding specialization
(excellence or efficiency) in the process of referral, transfer, or consultation.
The movement to improve these management components of new healthdelivery systems might readily use new career personnel. The need for
systematic delivery and the need for comprehensive and coordinated services
for the poor makes this development doubly necessary and attractive.
New careerists then can fulfill many of our needs. They can fill in
manpower shortages at the level of direct care and they can provide
manpower at the level of delivery management. They can also bridge some of
the “culture gap” between consumer and therapist. They can help in the task
of sensitizing the health-delivery organization to the needs of its consumers
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in poverty areas.

Evaluation
We would like to close this section with an urgent plea for what we view
as the most pressing need in the delivery of health services in poor areas. It is
for evaluation. Nor is this need confined to mental-health services in poor
areas; evaluation is the crying need in all aspects of the community mentalhealth movement. For the construction of community mental-health centers
got under way before any pilot project had tested the feasibility of this
approach, and its feasibility still has not been evaluated. Seven years and over
400 community mental-health centers later, we still lack any assessment of
the effects of these centers upon the mental health of the populations they
serve.
This failing is the more poignant in that evaluation was accorded a very
high priority by the sponsors of the Community Mental Health Centers Act in
the congress. In a largely unprecedented move, these sponsors wrote into the
legislation

establishing

the

community

mental-health

centers

the

requirement that 1 percent of all operating funds be assigned to evaluation.
These funds have been spent, and some evaluation has been carried out. But
this evaluation has been carried largely to assessing the relationships
between various of the care-taking groups within the centers—so-called
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input measures. To this day we lack any careful output measures—evaluation
of the impact of a community mental-health center on its community. We do
not know if they have any impact at all.
Cost-accounting procedures have made inroads in various mentalhealth centers, however the need is for an even more sophisticated approach.
Cost-accounting is limited to giving primarily administrative information
regarding manpower and operational cost. Cost-effectiveness (cost-benefit)
carries with it the further information regarding the cost for explicit clinical
or social benefits. It is this sort of information that must be acquired to justify
(or not) the continued financial support of these mental-health delivery
systems.
This kind of output evaluation is very difficult to carry out. And it may
be beyond the capacity of any agency to carry out an evaluation that could
reflect unfavorably upon its highest priorities. Yet, a beginning must be made;
we must obtain some measure of the effects of the centers in decreasing rates
of mental illness or increasing indicators of mental health. For we are living in
a time when the limits of our national budget have never been more clearly
defined nor the need to choose between competing priorities more urgent.
Humanitarian motives are no longer sufficient rationale for programs that
now cost well in excess of 100 million dollars a year. Determining the costeffectiveness of community mental-health centers has become a precondition
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for continuing to support them.

Concluding Remarks
When all is said and done, there remains and will probably always
remain a gap between the “best-laid plans” and reality. The poor embody that
part of the human condition that every man seeks to escape. The poor
embody failure and deprivation. Poverty is the “pathologic” class that collects
the rejects of the middle working classes and the upper “arrived” classes. It is
the “pathologic” class that spawns frustration and new members in the
poverty cycle. As Harrington effectively reminded us, poverty is something
“we do not see” nor is it something we really wish to see. We shall seize every
opportunity to deny its existence or its severity.
There are very few persons who can maintain their commitments to
working with or for the poor very long. Enthusiasm burns out in the face of
seemingly insurmountable obstacles. The psychiatrist who turns his attention
toward the problems of the poor does so with few allies among his colleagues.
He cannot do it alone and so his commitment is tied irrevocably to the fickle
enthusiasms of government. To even begin to accomplish the task described
in this chapter many hands are needed. It is a task that relies on the initiative
of the mental-health professionals, their nonprofessional colleagues, the
entrapped poverty-ridden consumers, government and university—and the
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will of the public that something more be done.
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CHAPTER 32
RESEARCH IN THE DELIVERY OF HEALTH
SERVICES1
Julius B. Richmond and Donald J. Scherl
A bumper crop of health legislation in 1965 precipitated an interest in
research and evaluation of health-services programs. This was the year of
passage of the Medicare and Medicaid amendments to the Social Security Act,
Comprehensive Health Planning, Regional Medical Programs, amendments to
the Maternal and Infant Care Programs and the Children and Youth Programs,
and Headstart health and Neighborhood Health Center programs of the Office
of Economic Opportunity. Undoubtedly the experience with the Mental
Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Act of 1963, which was
developed with strong support from President John F. Kennedy, paved the
way for such Congressional action.
Small wonder that professionals in the field of health services, as well as
economists, political scientists, and informed citizens generally, began to
wonder about how we might learn whether the new programs and
expenditures were sound, effective, and justified. Other factors accelerated
this interest and concern:
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The program-planning-budgeting system (PPBS), as applied in the
Defense Department, had created an impression that the
methods for program evaluation were well developed and
that they could be readily applied to human services
programs. (Subsequent experience demonstrated the
limitations of this approach even to the hardware cost
effectiveness of the Defense Department, as the later debates
on missiles, bombers, and so forth, were to reveal.) As efforts
proceeded to apply PPBS to human services—including
health services—the limitations of this system and other
aspects of cost effectiveness became apparent. Nonetheless,
such efforts did give rise to much constructive work in
research and evaluation of health services.
The increasing total expenditures for health services generated
questions about whether they were beneficial. In part
because of the new legislation and in part because of the
growing interest of the American people in improved
personal health services, expenditures began to rise
absolutely as well as in relation to the percentage of the
gross national product. As long as health expenditures were
at the level of approximately 4.5 percent of the GNP, (as was
the case in Fiscal Year 1970) relatively little attention was
directed at an evaluation of health services. As this figure
began to approach 8 percent, in FY 1972, however, there
developed increasing concern, which led to intensified
inquiry into the desirability of such expenditures. (Total
amount spent on health in FY 1973 was $94.1 billion, a rise
of $9.4 billion from FY 1972; the percentage spent on health
care in 1973 was 7.7 percent of the GNP.)
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Improved technology, particularly computerization, helped create the
impression that no question was unanswerable. The state of
the art, however, had not yet developed clear formulations of
questions to be asked. There was little consensus on what
the goals and priorities for the health system (or nonsystem, as many called it) were to be. Without some
consensus on such basic issues, research and evaluation
could become an exercise in technological development.
It would be inappropriate to convey to the reader that there had been
no prior research and evaluative efforts in the field of medical care. The
studies of the Committee on the Cost of Medical Care published in the 1930s
represented a good example of research in this field. It spawned a whole
group of investigators in the field of medical care (Michael Davis, I. S. Falk,
Nathan Sinai, to mention a few), who worked over the next several decades.
Though their work was of high quality, it went largely unheralded—mainly
because of the politics of health, which had been dominated in those decades
mostly by organized medicine, which in turn was largely unresponsive to the
suggestions that stemmed from their various studies.

Issues of Research Design
As interest in research into the delivery of health care grew, the
complexities of this work continued undiminished. Encouraged by the 1965
legislation and by public recognition and support for new approaches, new
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models for the delivery of services rapidly emerged throughout the nation.
Research into issues of medical care suddenly found itself aiming at a swiftly
moving target while lacking the precision instruments needed to define the
target and to put it into accurate and adequate focus.
Much has been written and many studies have been made with respect
to the assessment of various health-care delivery systems. To include the
body of this material would greatly exceed the scope of this chapter. In
general, the majority of the studies reveal what is clear even to the
uninformed eye: no comprehensive, effective system for evaluating the
quality and quantity of health care has yet been defined. Essentially, these
studies point up five basic problems:

The Definition of Program Goals
In the delivery of health services, no issue raises greater despair than
that of delineating goals and aims (see, for example Donabedian, Wing and
Hailey, or Monroe, Klee, and Brody). Well-intentioned aims, such as “high
quality of service at lowest possible cost” are obviously inadequate for
defining research goals. The precise definition of research questions depends
upon the degree to which a clear definition exists of the larger goals and aims
of the health-delivery system under study. The problem, to paraphrase
Gertrude Stein, is not so much in the determination of the answers as it is in
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the determination of the questions.

The Definition of Research Goals
Often the aims of research, as those of the programs themselves, are
multiple. Just as a health-delivery system may be seen as a method for
improving services to clients, for training health personnel, and for
establishing a site for biomedical research, so too an evaluative research
project within a health-care delivery system may be viewed as an important
step in the improvement of the evaluative arts as well as a way in which to
improve the system’s product, management, or image. It may also be viewed
as a place to train future health-care delivery researchers.
The research field has moved slowly, one reason being that people do
not identify their aims as they establish new programs. Development of
neighborhood health centers, for example, and the increase in group practice
and in prepaid programs, have each resulted from leaps of conceptual
understanding rather than from hard evaluative data. Such precipitousness is
not necessarily bad; it may in fact represent necessity in human-services
programs. Progress in the development of services cannot always await
research and evaluation data, particularly when data will never be adequate
and complete. In addition, the intuitive genius from which major new
developments in services may spring often does not carry with it an
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evaluative and quantitative capacity.
The differentiation and untangling of each aim and its related costs from
the totality of the integrated operating system is a critical research obstacle.
This problem is one researchers must face, though it has become an issue of
public policy as well. Insurance companies and governmental rate-setting
agencies, for example, do not know how much they should pay, or, indeed, are
paying, for research, training, and service in any specific health-care delivery
system.
Where patient care, teaching, and research are carried out
simultaneously in the same setting by the same personnel, the problem of
disaggregating costs is both technical and judgmental. Schools for health
professionals must establish an educational environment that incorporates a
combination of activities including those relating to instruction for a variety
of students; specific, direct patient-care services; biomedical research;
continuing education; and community service. There are difficult judgments
to be made with regard to the allocation of costs within such joint activity,
and such joint-product situations. Clearly, this problem creates further
complexities in the cost-finding process. Though we are learning to deal with
the problem more effectively in the health-services field, we should recognize
that it is an old one to industry. For instance, the determination of the cost of
a gallon of gasoline evolves from a series of joint cost allocation decisions. For
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purposes of public policy, decisions are required on how much service
revenue should appropriately underwrite educational costs as opposed to
other service costs within the system.

Biomedical and Health-Services Delivery Research
When setting objectives, advances in either the delivery or technology
of medical care can make any particular evaluation study outmoded before it
is completed. Research relating to alterations in medical care as a result of
biomedical advances is sometimes confounded with research specifically
related to the delivery of services. The effect of such advances as renal
transplantation or hemodialysis on service delivery needs to be differentiated
from research primarily focused on issues of organization, like fee-for-service
or prepayment as alternative financing formulas, or group practice versus
solo practice as a delivery mechanism. Another example may be useful. The
development of immunizations has dramatically reduced the incidence and
prevalence of specific infectious diseases. Historically, the first steps in
controlling diseases were related to issues of delivery—adequate water and
housing, for instance. Further advances in the development of techniques of
immunization against diphtheria, measles, and polio were striking. The result
was an enormous conservation in the amount of manpower required for the
treatment of patients with these illnesses. The savings produced altered the
concept of primary health care and the nature of the services and resources
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required of backup hospitals and other facilities. In this instance, advances in
biomedical knowledge resulted in a decrease in disease, a saving in
manpower, and a resultant shift in delivery mechanisms.
To summarize, two categories of questions tend to get confused by
those interested in outcome research. One category of question relates
specifically to issues of health status outcome resulting from changes in the
organization or pattern of service delivery. The other relates to similar
changes in outcome resulting from biomedical advances. Since the outcome
measures, in both instances, are similar, if not the same, both researchers and
those utilizing the results of such research need to carefully isolate the effects
of these related but different variables.

Quality
Research in the field of health-services delivery must deal with
questions of quality as well as those of quantity, availability, and statistical
outcome. Lee and Jones stress that the criteria for determining quality are
little more than value judgments that are applied to several aspects or
dimensions of the process of medical care. Klein et al. asked twenty-four
inpidual “administrative officials” for criteria for evaluating the quality of
patient care—and received eighty different answers. They concluded that it is
unlikely a single comprehensive criterion for measuring patient care would
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ever be established. In this connection, Rivlin noted that human services, as a
general matter, need to be evaluated by multiple rather than by single
criteria, or in her words, “Multiple measures are necessary to reflect multiple
objectives and to avoid distorting performance.”

Cross-Program, Comparisons
Much of the interest in evaluation of health-delivery systems relates to
the desire to compare one system with another. Such comparisons encounter
the usual difficulties in defining outcomes and base lines. Moorehead, for
example, compared OEO (Office of Economic Opportunity) neighborhood
health centers with other health-care providers in order to measure
adherence to standards of preventive health care. She found that one of the
most important results of her study was the wide variation of performance
within any one group of providers, variations that could not be attributed to
the organizational pattern alone. The variation seemed to reflect inpidual
commitment and performance. Administrative efficiency, organizational
patterns, and methods of financing also had significant effects on quality, she
found. Moorehead concludes that “when tools are available to measure the
other important parameters of health care, one can be hopeful that these
programs will have achieved no small measure of success in the
demonstration of an effective model for the delivery of health services,
particularly to the nation’s disadvantaged.”
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Studies like Moorehead’s also encounter difficulties in comparing
programs that have different aims, organizational sets, and theories. Because
each element of a program will reflect these factors, comparisons of different
constellations of programs may represent no comparison at all. For instance,
the cost per encounter at a neighborhood health center and at a private
physician’s office could be weighed. Yet the product of a comparison this
simple would be of questionable value. The purpose, nature, and effectiveness
of the two encounters are not only different in complex ways, but they derive
from different conceptualizations of aim and organization. Training, for
example, may be an important cost factor at the health center, but not at the
physician’s office.
The utility of cross-program evaluative studies depends upon the
pattern of questions that crosses the boundaries of different delivery systems.
Wing and Hailey suggest five essentials for a health-services program: (1)
everyone needing treatment should be able to obtain it; (2) health services
should be comprehensive and varied, with an adequate number of places
where they may be obtained; (3) health services should overlap with social
and welfare services, vocational guidance, and protected environments of
various kinds, including hospitals and workshops for the permanently
handicapped; (4) health services should not only be comprehensive but
integrated; and (5) their chief aim should be to decrease or contain morbidity,
first in the patient, secondly in the patient’s immediate family, and thirdly in
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the community at large. Donabedian applies similar principles to arrive at a
more detailed and sophisticated grouping of basic goals and objectives for the
assessment of health systems. Acceptance of clearly articulated goals permits
the logical development of a series of parameters for systems research and
evaluation.

Commonly Used Evaluative Indices
Numerous attempts have been made to utilize single indices to assess
the functioning of broad health-care delivery systems. Three of the most
common are infant mortality, life expectancy, and cost. Each has the
advantage of being quantifiable in broad terms, and each shares the
disadvantage of representing an averaging effect incorporating, often with
unknown weight, components of the state of health-services delivery
intermixed with advances in technology.

Infant Mortality
Perhaps the first major figure to take specific social note of the
importance of infant mortality was Florence Nightingale. In 1858, at a time
when England was trying to cope with a succession of epidemics and
reformers like Sir Edwin Chadwick were expending their energies toward
improving sanitary conditions, Florence Nightingale noted that “the causes of
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enormous child mortality rates (are) . . . well known, defective household
hygiene.” Since then, researchers not only have looked into the causes of
infant mortality, but also, on a broader scale, have used the rates of child
mortality to determine the quality of a nation’s or neighborhood’s health-care
delivery.
Richmond, notes that the health of infants in our society has improved
significantly over the past several decades. From the early years of the
century, the infant mortality rate dropped from approximately 140 per 1000
live births to approximately 22 per 1000 in 1968. Since 1950, however, the
rate has tended to plateau, and by 1968 the United States had slipped to
sixteenth place among the countries of the world in the rate of infant
mortality. The importance of this data has been in some dispute (see
Dellaportas and Faigel, for example).
Within the United States, infant mortality rates for whites and
nonwhites have indicated what Faigel calls the “American health tragedy”:
more nonwhite children die, a tragic circumstance compounded by the cycle
of social and medical crises—ameliorated but never fully resolved—affecting
large segments of the low-income population. Since i960 the gap between
rates for whites and nonwhites has increased appreciably. From 1965 to
1967, Faigel found a rate of 23.6 perinatal deaths per 1000 whites under age
five and 44.0 per 1000 for nonwhites. Usher also found a greater frequency of
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stillbirths in lower socioeconomic groups. Yerbe reported vast differences in
infant mortality rates in geographic subpisions of Manhattan. The rate in
central Harlem was 40.5 per 1000 in 1962, while in Kips Bay and Yorkville,
two middle-class white communities, the rate was 14.7 per 1000. These and
other data suggest that further improvement in health care, as measured by
infant mortality rates, will depend in large part on bettering the infant-care
environment for the low income and the nonwhite population. Studies
conducted with this end in mind have indicated that the means of collecting
the data also need to be improved (see Usher and the Denver Department of
Public Health study).
Dellaportas compared the United States’ position with respect to infant
mortality with that of sixteen other nations. The countries were selected on
the basis of the completeness of their vital statistics registration, using United
Nations demographic data. Dellaportas computed the average annual rate for
three periods: 1956-1959; 1960-1962; and 1963-1965. After attempting to
correlate rates of mortality among age groups younger than one year, he
concluded that infant deaths of less than six months were under-registered.
The only reliable data concerned deaths from six to twelve months.
These figures, however, are not a general indicator because many deaths in
this age group can be attributed to nonmedical (mainly social) factors.
Dellaportas concludes that “Considering the value of infant mortality as a
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health index of a country or an area, every effort to improve the quality and
accuracy of this frequently under-numerated rate is a worthwhile
undertaking. . . . [Only] with complete registration [can] observed rates
become reliable enough to show where the level of mortality really lies.”
A number of additional surveys have been undertaken, partly for
purposes of assessing maternal- and infant-care projects of the Health
Services and Mental Health Administration of HEW. In May, 1969, the Denver
Department of Public Health attempted to use infant mortality rates to
compare the quality of care between low-income and white populations. It
found an abrupt drop in mortality from 34.2 per 1000 live births in 1964 to
21.5 per 1000 in 1968 for the 25 census tracks that made up the target area
for the program. Similar results have been obtained in Birmingham, Alabama
(the rate decreased from 25.4 in 1965 to 14.3 in 1969), and in Omaha (from
33.4 in 1964 to 13.4 in 1969). The Denver group found, as Dellaportas did,
that research efforts were more difficult than had been anticipated. In Denver,
for example, each of the projects under study, (maternal and infant care,
children and youth programs, OEO centers) covered only a small segment of
the population; moreover, a high degree of fragmentation was found to exist
among agencies.
In 1967 the Province of Quebec used infant mortality rates to measure
the effectiveness of different levels of maternal health-delivery systems.
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Usher relates that perinatal mortality review committees of physicians from
each of the province’s 156 maternity hospitals were formed. Each hospital
group reported to a central medical committee. All births and deaths were
reported by weight groups, and a detailed questionnaire was completed,
collected, and standardized for each perinatal death. The Quebec study
revealed that (1) there were 34 percent more infant deaths in the province’s
remote areas (adjusted for population) than in the metropolitan centers
(Montreal, Quebec City); (2) with decreasing hospital size, the incidence of
low birth weight rose in a steady progression from 75 to 109 per 1000 live
births; and (3) the existence of, or access to, neonatal intensive care units was
an important factor in preventing death. Per 1000 live births, there were 16.4
deaths in hospitals with neonatal intensive care units, 18.43 i hospitals with
access to a unit, and 20.26 in hospitals without access.
In summary, infant mortality rates indicate that the United States has
significant deficits in its health-care system in comparison with other nations.
It also has an alarming discrepancy between perinatal deaths among whites,
nonwhites, and lower socioeconomic groups and a like discrepancy in health
care between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. Infant mortality as an
index of health-services delivery has an honorable place historically, but its
use as an isolated variable has its limitations.

Life Expectancy
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The Bible declares man’s inability to control the length of his mortal
survival. “The days of man are short, and the number of months are nothing
to you, Lord, who has proclaimed the limits of man’s life that he may not
surpass them” (Job 14:5). Aristotle, as Gale points out, also described the
limits of mortality: “The time and life of each thing has its number fixed and
determined because all things (have their) order and everything is measured
by a period.”
In the sixteenth century Aurent Joubert, one of the first to receive a
doctorate in the practice of medicine in France, asserted that medicine could
be used to prolong man’s life. In his book, written about 1570, he stated:
The question has always been intense and has excited the greatest of
minds. . . . There are several arguments which conclude that the life of man
cannot be prolonged by remedies or means—on the other hand, doctors
maintain that it is possible. . . . Although one cannot avoid the discomforts
which result from the principles of our generations . . . they can
nonetheless be retarded by our art and stalled so that the last day doesn’t
come so hastily.

Indeed, much of modern medicine is aimed at promoting and
prolonging the quality of man’s healthy life, and it has enabled man to live a
longer life; as Joubert put it: “Old age is prolonged by our art, in the manner
such that the transition . . . the return to dust through extreme old age will
come much later.”
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Medicine today bears testimony to man’s desire to preserve life by
combating disease and death. Advances in medical knowledge have been
associated with the rising number of older people in the population. In 1900
the median age was 22.9 years, only 4 percent of the population lived to age
65, and the average life expectancy was 49. In i960 the median age was 29.5,
9.3 percent lived to age 65, and the average life expectancy (1964) was 70.2
years.
Research in health-care delivery has used life expectancy statistics as a
measure of the quality of health care. Studies have revealed that man is living
longer, and generally in a healthier manner because of several factors, of
which medical progress probably has been one of the most important.
However, to date, though the effects of aging have been attenuated, they
cannot be stopped; no notable changes in mortality rates have occurred
between the periods of 1955-1959 and 1965-1969. As in the case of infant
mortality, we seem to have reached another plateau. There are, even so,
significant variations in longevity among different socioeconomic, racial, and
cultural groups, as there are in infant mortality. Nonetheless, we have
concentrated here on broad studies in order to review how such data have
been used and what they have told us, in general, about the nation’s healthcare system.
Lawrence, in his studies of the aged, emphasized the need for a multiple
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approach to generating statistics for determining the health of a population.
He used three data-source methods, in each of which he found a particular
weakness or complicating factor inherent in the source itself. He surveyed the
existing records on a master list of 40,000 hospitals, nursing homes, and
residential institutions in order to determine the number and type of
institutions and facilities that existed, the kinds of staffs, the services
provided, and the health characteristics of the patients or the resident
population. He found that chronic illness was largely responsible for longterm stays, that 40 percent of the population of the fifteen-to-forty-five age
group had at least one chronic illness, but that 70 to 80 percent of persons by
the age of sixty-five had a chronic illness, many with complications, an
associated disability, or both. He also determined that one-third of the
hospital patient population was comprised of persons sixty-five or older.
The second method used by Lawrence to study patterns of aging was to
review selected clinical and laboratory tests and physician examinations as
applied to sample populations. He found this method was not only quite
costly, but also required further research respecting standardization of
physical examinations, equipment used, and sampling techniques. As a third
method, Lawrence analyzed information obtained through his own direct
interviews and questionnaires. He concluded that the detailed comprehensive
information he acquired could be abstracted and a wide range of the aged’s
personal characteristics detailed; but once again, the procedure was costly
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and time consuming.
Oritz and Parker used an entirely different method for evaluating
health-services programs. They attempted to determine what changes in
health status and population patterns are most likely to result in improved
figures for both mortality, and morbidity. In order to determine how these
expected benefits could be used as a means of evaluating health-services
programs, they developed a Markov model of the birth-life-death process in
which control of variables representing health status are related to changes in
rates of mortality, life span, and quality of life. The purpose was to use this
model to describe the impact on life expectancy of changes in such“ decision
variables” as age-stratified distribution of population over time, mortality
rates disaggregated by age group and cause of death, and fertility rates and
population growth rates over time. The Markovian model was used to
determine the impact of changes in health-services programs viewed in terms
of the above output criteria and the relationship of the expected benefits to
the cost incurred in making the changes. From this study, Oritz and Parker
found that the tabulation of deaths due to an arbitrary number of causes can
serve as a tool for analysis of longevity patterns, and that the estimation of life
expectancy gains made on the basis of hypothesized mortality reductions can
be used as a tool for public-health problems.
Spiegelman traced the changes in death rates for all generations living
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during a particular period to the next period. He then analyzed the death
rates during a particular period by ten age groups and compared this data
with the death rates for the same generation ten years earlier. Spiegelman
stresses that it is necessary to examine the experience of generations, rather
than the cross-section of period experience, to understand the underlying
changes in mortality. Bayo and Lew and Seltzer confirm that longitudinal
studies of this nature must be followed up. Analyses of findings in follow-up
studies permit interpretation of mortality trends, projections, and changes in
the death rate. Plausible assumptions cannot be made about the magnitude of
death rates beyond the period covered by a follow-up study; thus the relative
longevity of a group with or without intervention can be portrayed only in
terms of the temporary life expectancies involved. Longitudinal studies are
hampered, however, by the concepts and methods by which they are started;
though new ideas and new methods of measurement may be introduced, this
data cannot reach back to the beginning of the study.
Evaluative research in health services delivery using life expectancy as a
measure of the quality of health care, is also complicated by the pertinent
nonmedical factors that must be taken into account. Palmore found three
factors, that he felt were the strongest predictors of longevity, to be
nonrelated to medical issues. They involve psychological and social issues for
which outside medical intervention was generally inappropriate and
unwarranted. The three factors cited by Palmore are genetic endowment,
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environmental issues —for example, nutrition, stress, social roles, and lifestyle—and intellectual deterioration. This last, which leads to an inadequacy
of health care, is the strongest predictor of life expectancy. It has been
theorized, but not proven, that maintaining intellectual stimulation and
avoiding sensory deprivation may extend life expectancy, though such a
proposition is only an interesting speculation thus far. Rapid and marked
declines in intellectual abilities can, according to Palmore, serve as a
forewarning to an earlier death, and it should be given special attention and
therapy administered to prevent it.
Like the rate of infant mortality, that of life expectancy is a significant
element in assessing systems of health-care delivery. Again, like infant
mortality, life expectancy should not be looked to as a single indicator
isolated from other relevant social and medical factors. The relationship
between longevity and the intervention of specific health systems is not yet
clear, though it is a promising area for study.

Cost
The use of economic data and analyses have long been elements of
research in health-care delivery and in influencing program and expenditure
decisions in the public sector. Their influence has derived from the general
assumption that economics is a free, neutral, and objective parameter. As
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noted by Fein, economic argument has embodied an appealing pattern of
thought and can provide an efficient way of reviewing a problem.
Sir William Petty, late in the seventeenth century, began examining the
economics of health care when he found that the average “price tag” on a
human body was approximately 80 British pounds. The tag prompted
investigations by Petty into the cost implications of a plague then sweeping
England. His research methods were later used by
Chadwick, who in 1842 estimated that the financial loss from excessive
sickness and premature disability and death equaled 14 million British
pounds when one took into account the loss of productive power. Chadwick
argued that the economist, for the sake of the advancement of his science,
should view the human being as an investment of capital and an element of
the productive force.
In 1850 the American statistician Lemuel Shattuck also viewed publichealth measures from an economic perspective. In arguing that more effective
preventive sanitary measures be taken in order to control epidemics, he
wrote: “The expenses and losses caused by the neglect of sanitary measures
included a loss sustained by the state, in consequences of the diminished
power and general liability to disease.” He estimated that an inefficient
sanitary system in the state of Massachusetts resulted in 6000 unnecessary
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deaths and the loss of 108,000 man-years of labor at $50 per year, equaling
$5.4 million. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, William Farr
calculated what he termed the “money value of man” and applied the concept
to general taxation problems as well as to social programs.
Until fairly recently, however, human capital was largely ignored by the
main body of economists. Beginning in the 1950s, a significant change
occurred in the place that human resources occupy in the economic literature.
Interest in health economics was rekindled, and this interest has deepened as
the funds expended for health care in the nation have become so great that
they could no longer be ignored.
Research has been conducted on improving health-care services by
exploring the costs and cost implications of health-care delivery. Cost
measurement and price indices in the health field are far from precise
instruments, but the magnitude and consistency of the increases are so
generally uniform and so large that there can be little doubt about the validity
of general trends. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, total expenditures
for health care in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, reached $83.4 billion,
7.6 percent of the gross national product. The percentage may well approach
10 percent by the end of the 1970s. This trend highlights a growing problem
with respect to financing, delivery, and organization of health-care services.
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Four aspects of the cost index for assessing the functioning of broad
health-care delivery systems are technology and utilization, financing of
services, manpower, and the organization and delivery of services.

Technology and Utilization
The demand for, and per capita utilization of, health services is
continuing to increase each year. This growth in demand is in response to
such factors as increased longevity, less acute but more long-term ailments,
government and third-party payments and reimbursement plans, plus
nontraditional methods of health-care delivery. New treatments for old
diseases have had the effect of not only saving lives, but also of generating
new problems. The use of dialysis in chronic renal failure and of antibiotics in
infectious disease are good examples of technologic advances that have
created whole new sets of biomedical and delivery problems.
Advances have also been made in mental-health care. Both the number
and kinds of services and their utilization have expanded. Between 1965 and
1969, accompanied by a sharp decline in the overall census, admission rates
of psychiatric hospitals rose 17 percent. A key factor in this rise has been the
growing readiness of patients and their relatives to accept admission as the
stigma of psychiatric disorders has declined and therapeutic possibilities
have improved.
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Financing of Services and Advances in Technology
Expansion of government financing and of private health insurance,
plus increased governmental support of services for the poor have made
health care more easily available for more persons. The nation expends about
$9.9 billion a year on medical insurance for the poor. In fiscal year 1974, the
federal government expects medical assistance to extend to 27 million
Americans. By increasing the total volume of money available for health care,
and by spreading payments over a larger population, private insurance
companies and the government, through Medicaid, Medicare, and other
programs, have brought health-care services to a greater number, often to
those who once did without the services because they could not afford them.
The upshot of expanding services has been greater public expectations than
are being met.
The government, meanwhile, has found that its huge additional
expenditures not only have failed to produce equitable utilization of healthcare resources by the whole population but have resulted in only a small net
gain. HEW’s recent report on the health of the nation’s health-care system
spoke of the crippling inflation in medical costs that has caused vast increases
in government health expenditures for little return, raised the premiums of
private health insurance, and reduced the purchase power of the citizen’s
health dollar.
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Government expenditure and private insurance have improved access
to medical care, but in order to meet the public expectations they have
aroused, it is necessary for insurance programs to expand and cover a larger
proportion of total family medical costs. Insurance has also had the effect of
promoting greater utilization of hospital services, with the corollary of
increased expenditures for hospital care.
During the 1930s, the largest portion of the health-services dollar was
allocated to physician fees. During the next decade, hospitals began
increasing their share of the health dollar, which has been climbing steadily
through the early 1970s. It is costing hospitals more to provide services
because managerial tools have not kept up with technical advances, another
factor in the rise of the nation’s health bill, and because the method of treating
an insured patient’s disorder may be determined by the kind of insurance he
carries. As Feldstein found, the patient is often willing to purchase more
expensive care because the net cost for inpatient services is often less than
the net charge for the same service on an ambulatory basis. This induced
demand for expensive care gives a false signal to the hospital about the type
of care the public needs. Feldstein correctly notes that the current method of
financing hospital care does not give consumers an opportunity to register
their preferences.
Approximately $2.5 billion is spent annually on medical research—10
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percent of the total dollars spent for any research and development within
the United States. As a result of technological advances, more diseases are
treatable and more illnesses can be prevented. Although a greater range of
services is available, the more expensive equipment and investment required
and the degree of specialization necessary to use this technology, along with
the demand for highly trained personnel, make these services, paradoxically,
less accessible to the greater proportion of people requiring or requesting
them. Cardiac transplant and coronary artery bypass operations serve as
examples. Furthermore, there is no well-controlled clinical evidence on the
effectiveness of these new procedures for which demand has been generated.
Feldstein found that the rise in cost of treating a patient is not
necessarily evidence that there has been technological progress or a
productivity gain. Changing demand, he says, can alter technology without
scientific progress; technical progress can increase cost, and the current
approach to medical research may be biased toward producing information
that causes technical progress to increase cost.

Manpower
As these technological changes have occurred, high degrees of
specialization have simultaneously caused a shift among medical personnel.
The physician/patient ratio has shot up significantly—the population
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increased 17 percent from 1955 to 1965 while the number of active
physicians rose 22 percent. From 1965 to 1970, the population went up 5.1
percent, and the number of physicians jumped 14.3 percent. However, the
tremendous fragmentation that has developed in the medical profession
through specialization has weakened the usefulness of this undifferentiated
ratio. In 1967, 55 percent of practicing physicians were specialists and only
12 percent of medical school graduates went into medical practice. In 1971,
83 percent of practicing physicians were specialists. Medical personnel
includes not only physicians, nurses, therapists, and dentists, but, by virtue of
technological advances and expanded research, sociologists, economists,
architects, engineers, computer technicians—to name only a few of the
professionals who have entered the medical field. Increased manpower in the
field will send health’s share of the total manpower revenues up as well.

Organization and Delivery of Services
As a result of the spiraling cost of health care, efforts have been made to
design new systems for delivery of services, aimed in part at cutting these
costs. During the past two decades, the United States has invested heavily in
studying health-delivery systems, in extensive analyses of patterns for
utilizing health services, and in developing a wide variety of demonstration
projects involving techniques for providing health care in more efficient and
effective ways. Nontraditional methods of payment for service programs have
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served both as a means and an end in observing the delivery and quality of
health care. Some have advocated prepayment as the answer to the
inefficiencies of the fee-for-service system, despite its many legal obstacles.
The expansion of the prepayment method is being tested throughout the
country.
In Massachusetts, the Harvard Community Health Plan has sought to
improve services to its community through a prepaid, group-practice,
comprehensive service program. Sponsors of the plan have found that by
ascertaining approximate costs of each visit, differentiated by services
delivered (X-rays, counseling, and so forth), they were able to predict the
appropriate range of service and number of visits necessary for adequate
care. Based upon this information, appropriate rates could be predetermined.
The Harvard Plan provides an internal set of checks and balances with regard
to quality of care. Because it is a group practice, only one set of records is kept
for each patient, thus making undesirable methods of treatment, or adverse
effects of treatment, obvious to those reviewing the patient’s charts.
Enrollment in the Harvard Plan costs about as much as Massachusetts
Blue Cross protection (in 1973 approximately $25 per month per person, and
$65 per month per family), but the services it covers are broader. The
Harvard Plan is reportedly self-supporting with an enrollment of 30,000,
though its financial independence is sustained through government grants
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and reimbursements. Permanente, HIP, Group Health, and others have
repetitively demonstrated the economy of broad prepaid services, but almost
always well-defined and often select populations are their clients.
Opinions have varied on the effectiveness of group prepayment plans.
Criticism has arisen with regard to the quality of care and questions have
been raised as to whether or not patients also purchase care outside the
system, thus incurring costs not reflected in the group rate.
When mental-health services are provided on a prepaid basis, they tend
to be underutilized. However, their provision may lead to a reduction in the
overall use of medical care by the populations to which they are available. A
comprehensive review of this subject can be found in Ried, Myers and
Scheidenmandel. Few of the national health insurance proposals include
these services to date. Only the Kennedy-Griffiths-Corman Bill of 1973 used
the financing mechanisms of national health insurance to promote mentalhealth services. The bill proposed comprehensive health services to all
residents in the United States, similar in scope to the system used in Great
Britain; its benefits included medical and dental services—preventive,
therapeutic, and rehabilitative; there were no deductibles, no coinsurance,
and no waiting periods. The plan was to have been financed through payroll
taxes and contributions from the General Fund.
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Another way of altering both the financing and delivery of services is
represented by the neighborhood health center. As Fein notes, the purpose of
the center is to offer care to all those who need it in a specific geographic area
and to do so in a way that removes the income barrier without producing the
indignities of a welfare system. The neighborhood system provides a method
for redistributing healthcare workers to areas of need. Fein adds that an
economist’s evaluation of a neighborhood health center is generally expected
to assess the input and output relationships, while focusing on the delivery of
care. He suggests, however, that in measuring the economic inputs and
outputs, personnel and equipment costs be used in conjunction with the
number of patient visits—the traditional cost-effectiveness approach. By
quantifying inputs and assigning dollar values to them, and by quantifying the
benefits and assigning dollar values to these outputs, the ratio of benefits to
cost can then be determined.
There are serious problems in developing ratios of this kind in human
service systems. Most input-output measures used in assessing health care
focus on the “cost” of illnesses which have a direct bearing on a person’s
income production and on the cost of treating that illness. The benefit is
measured, therefore, in terms of cash income gained (or lost) and ignores less
tangible benefits involved not only for the patient, but also for his family and
community. Community input in a neighborhood center is difficult to
measure, for example. Sparer and Alderman encountered these problems in
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evaluating neighborhood health centers. An economist’s measure of output is
also likely to ignore the non-medical outputs; for example, the impact on the
community of the center and its payroll viewed as a business and as a service
facility. Although an economist’s evaluation is likely to be given weight, it is
possible that it is often given more weight than it deserves because it seems
to be a quantitative evaluation. So far, third-party payment mechanisms,
apart from governmental grants for these health centers, have proven to be
inadequate means of support, and as Fein points out, the inherent quality of
any kind of subsidy tends to decrease the notion of competition producing
better products. If there is only one center available, the consumer has no
choice for better or different treatment—unless he can afford it. The lesson is
clear: Delivery or availability of health services and financing mechanisms
must be separated.
When looked at from the standpoint of costs, the total health-delivery
system is consuming an increasing portion of the nation’s gross national
product. What remains unclear is whether proportionate benefits have
accrued to the citizens. Differing systems of delivery and differing systems of
financing have increased at an astonishing rate over the past decade. There is
little data, however, to substantiate a firm assessment as to the cost
implications of each. If one factor is obvious, it is the role of financing in
forcing the physician and the consumer toward more expensive levels of care.
These higher levels of care have had an unintended but well-substantiated
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impact on hospitalization insurance and on the health-delivery system.
Our examination of three quantifiable indicators of health-care delivery
—infant mortality, life expectancy, and cost—indicates, then, that none of
them, by themselves, provides a sufficient basis on which to assess healthcare delivery. They are insufficient because single variable analyses are
inadequate and because other factors, not so easily quantified, must also be
taken into account.

Evaluative Studies
Standard approaches to issues of evaluation are well known and do not
require extensive reiteration here. Clearly, two possibilities obtain. Programs
can be developed for the purpose of enabling firm and accurate evaluation to
occur, or programs can be developed and then evaluated, but evaluation is
not a factor in their origin. Evaluation, in other words, is a secondary activity.
In the first instance, based in the earlier tradition, goals will be clearly
and precisely articulated as a primary step. Schulberg, Sheldon, and Baker
identify this approach as the “goal attainment model,” whereby a program’s
success is measured in reaching practical objectives rather than ideal
objectives. The difficulties of using this method begin with selecting
appropriate objectives for study and include the built-in dilemma of whether
or not the researcher should actively participate in the design of the program.
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Freeman and Sherwood contend that it is mandatory for the researcher to
initially identify goals with the future administrator, a mandate that poses
difficult logistical and political problems. Donabedian points out two other
difficulties with this method: the issue of who should be in control and the
problem of how to maintain the proper balance between lay and professional
authority. He suggests the following method for facing these difficulties: (1)
fundamental agreement between administrator and evaluator on, and
commitment to, a few basic objectives; (2) agreement on areas of legitimate
primary jurisdiction, the most important being in the area of clinical
judgment, where the health professional should have the most freedom but
be subject to legitimate evaluation and review procedures; and (3) agreement
on accepting or rejecting the decisions made by a nonaffiliated group.
Donabedian feels that unless these conditions are met, a breakdown of shared
decision making is a clear possibility, or a serious conflict could develop that
would ultimately lead to the dissolution of the health program.
This method of evaluation also implies built-in system rigidity; once the
goals are set, the program must remain inflexible in order to be accurately
measured. Services cannot be modified during the data-collection period.
Such rigidity poses an unrealistic expectation upon the program and raises a
serious ethical issue for those responsible.
In the second instance of evaluation, in which programs are established
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for other than evaluative reasons, research is designed subsequent to the
operationalized program. Researchers begin with anecdotal material as the
first step out of which questions to be answered will emerge within the
context of a more thorough research design. Schulberg et al. refer to this
procedure as the “systems model.” This model has been discussed by Etzioni,
who feels that the starting point for an evaluation study of program
effectiveness should not be an a priori objective but rather a working model
of a social unit that is capable of achieving a particular goal. With this method,
the emphasis is placed on how the organization has used its resources. Are
the resources balanced among the organizational needs? Or as Donabedian
put it, “We need to ask ‘What goes on here?’ rather than ‘What is wrong here?’
”
The problems encountered with this systems-model approach include
increased expense and complexity for the researcher. The evaluator must
determine what he considers an effective allocation of means, and must
simultaneously oversee the development of the organization while
conducting data collection within it. This task involves serious problems of
program organization and execution; in addition, inpidual projects must
follow a common plan and use common measures if results are to be
compared. Nonetheless, this approach seems somewhat more flexible than
that of the goal-attainment model. But as Rivlin notes, it also poses the
paradox of questioning which is more important: setting up a service-delivery
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system to meet the needs of the community, or providing an experimental
system for purposes of evaluation. Clearly, the two are necessary and the
evaluative system used for Headstart is an example of one designed to meet
both ends. Evaluative studies done by Schulberg, Baker, and O’Brien used the
systems-model approach for evaluating a mental hospital.
In fields outside the human services area, evaluation and measurement
have been successfully accomplished by using the familiar experimental
methods of natural science, whereby a hypothesis is formulated, controls are
used, and the hypothesis is either “proved” or “disproved” depending on the
results of the experiment. We have discussed the difficulty of adequately
defining the quality of health care and of defining goals. Intangibles such as
these make strict application of experimental design to the human services
extraordinarily difficult.
Nonetheless, many studies in various fields have been attempted using
the experimental method. Yet it is difficult to find successful studies of this
type in the health field. Rivlin points out that it is hard to hypothesize about
how inpiduals will behave in the face of a novel pattern of incentives. A
knottier question posited by using this experimental method is the ethical
question of human experimentation. Experimentation in inpidual (social)
circumstances does not lend itself to replication because of the differences
encountered in each setting and in each patient. It is difficult to adapt small-
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scale trials to large-scale predictions. For example, small-scale family health
demonstrations ensure good results but without wider significance. Hence,
why do them? Rivlin also warns of the danger of compromising program
needs for the benefit of an experiment.
Not much has been learned from statistical analysis of existing health,
education, and social services. There are inadequate descriptions of inputs
and outputs and a lack of information on inpiduals over time. Rivlin has also
observed the general failure to organize social-service systems to facilitate
the systematic and scientific investigation of their effectiveness. Generally,
little has been learned from evaluation of federal government programs, for
example. It is Rivlin’s contention that the federal government should take the
lead in organizing, funding, and evaluating systematic experiments involving
ways of delivering health and other services. She suggests the following steps:
(1) identify new teaching methods, new ways of organizing or paying for
health services, and new types of income transfer systems; (2) systematically
try out new methods in various places and under various conditions; and (3)
evaluate new methods under different conditions and compare them with one
another and with existing methods.
Government

and

private

foundations

have

promoted

many

experimental programs, but no one has been following a strategy of
systematic experimentation and evaluation. Innovation in new systems,
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largely a result of decentralization of social services, began in the 1960s. This
strategy lacks a final stage: dissemination of results. As Rivlin notes, the
difficulty in selecting exemplary projects for publicity and follow-up is that
each innovation is, obviously, unique. The tremendous fragmentation of the
health-delivery system, which poses complex problems for the researcher,
means that decisions are made by literally thousands of inpidual physicians,
dentists, other health professionals, and administrators; by boards of
trustees; by managers of hundreds of clinics, hospitals, neighborhood health
centers; and by citizens—both inpidually and in groups.
McGrath proposes three other methods for evaluation that also emanate
from the natural sciences: the field-study investigation, laboratory
experiments, and computer simulations. As computer technology becomes
increasingly sophisticated, the last method is perhaps the most promising and
potentially useful. Though the question of expense must be considered with
this method, it offers perhaps the best possibility of really understanding
systems which include, and are influenced by, multiple forces. Researchers
have also found the medical audit useful for measuring sub-objectives—for
example, the rates of discharge and re-admission to a mental hospital.
Moorehead used the clinical-audit method to assess care in
neighborhood health centers. She found the system limited her ability to
define clearly anything more than the accomplishment of minimal
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procedures. It did not define clearly enough when clinical judgment was not
necessarily adequate, nor did the clinical-audit method indicate when the
patient had received care appropriate to his needs. Moorehead also points out
that there is no routinization of what should be considered in a clinical test.
Studies have been published relating to audit activities, but they are limited to
presentation of methodology, rather than results found or conclusions
reached.
The introduction of new programs for delivering medical care, such as
the neighborhood health center, presents problems for the evaluation of
quality as well as of cost benefit. The purpose of a neighborhood health center
is not only to fill a relative lack of quality health care in a deprived area, but to
help break the cycle of poverty. Sparer and Alderman assert that steps have
been taken to address major problems in the provision of health services, but
cite the growing need to measure and evaluate the effectiveness of this
pattern. To this end, Moorehead studied the quality of medical care in twentyfour OEO neighborhood health centers, determining the extent to which
selected criteria were met in adult medicine, infant, and obstetrical care. She
found that there was no base for comparison with other programs and with
other forms of medical practice. She also found that a program structure that
is determined by the size and characteristics of the population, with different
resources available, with political and economic differences, and with
variations caused by different administrative personnel, make it difficult to
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generalize about its results. She did find the two most relevant areas for
evaluating program effectiveness were the professional and administrative
leadership and the appropriateness of policies and delegated responsibilities.
For all these reasons, it is hard to compare Moorehead’s findings with those
from any other health-care system. Thus her work represents a beginning—
the utilization of the state of the art as it now exists, but upon which further
refinements must be built.
Sparer and Alderman conceptualize the purpose of a neighborhood
health center, which offers health and supporting social services, as providing
a family-oriented program. Objectives are set in terms of indicators of family
malfunctions. These criteria differ from those set by an economist or a health
professional. In order to establish evaluative methods, therefore, it is
necessary to select families with one characteristic, and examine the family
with respect to social services provided and health care received. Basing
studies on criteria of this kind results in the need to consider a wide spectrum
of elements: housing, education, transportation, and other social factors not
directly related to health, which may or may not be relevant in evaluating
other methods of health-services delivery. Sparer and Alderman conclude
that it is one thing to establish priorities for the neighborhood health center,
such as use of existing resources, accessibility and comprehensiveness of
services, and then to look back as in the goal-attainment model, but it is quite
another thing to understand the interrelationship of social, health, and other
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variables.
Another subject of interest for evaluators of health-care services has
been the utilization of ambulatory (private) care, but the problem presented
here is perhaps the most troublesome. In the past, evaluation of private
ambulatory care related the number of visits to the private physician over a
period of time to some measure of illness or income. Richardson, because of
the difficulty in defining illness (the same difficulty as in defining quality or
goals), performed a study on the use of the private physician, utilizing
absence of activity—that is, a day of work missed by the patient—as a
measurement of illness. He found the decision by the patient of whether or
not to contact a physician did not depend on the severity of the illness.
Because his measure was absence from activity, he found that those who
depended on a day-to-day income were more inclined to seek a physician,
presumably because it was more serious for them to be out of work. The
absence or presence of third-party coverage was a predominant factor,
especially when follow-up visits were tabulated. He concluded that the effect
of being poor was a more important factor for non-serious illness; revisits
were directly related to income and third-party coverage, and the proportion
of those making contact with a private physician were greater than the
proportion of those reporting to a clinic when a regular source of income was
a factor.
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Richardson’s study was, because of the nature of his definition of illness,
limited. He concludes that “utilization of a physician’s services for preventive
care and in the management of chronic illness has yet to be explored.”
However, in any evaluation the cost of loss of work and income must be
included in the equation. Even with regard to medical education, for example,
it is important in arriving at a true cost to include the amount of income that
medical students forgo in order to pursue their studies.
Just as cross-program evaluations provide a hopeful key for the future
in the assessment of health-care systems, so do cross-country studies offer an
opportunity for learning through comparison. Anderson provided a
comparative analysis of medical-care systems in Sweden, England, and the
United States. Even though the United States system is loose and varied, he
found that in the long run the United States has not been out of step with
other western democracies in developing operational definitions or in
implementing them. Anderson set out to identify quantifiable indicators that
would serve as reference points on the cost, use, and “health results” of each
system. As might be expected, he did not find it easy to measure need,
demand, or outcome. Each of his tri-country assessments of facilities and of
personnel (medical and allied professionals) in national totals and as
distributed across varying population densities, of treatment patterns and of
facility utilization, as compared with costs of health care, morbidity, and
mortality rates, led him to only very general conclusions. He found none of
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the systems equitable, nor did he feel any medical system could provide
equality of access in a pure form.

Consumer Satisfaction and Participation
Lately, the health consumer has had a stronger voice in both the
delivery of and research into health-care services. In the past, the consumer
was poorly advised about the quality and value of health-care services, and
was unable to inform himself in order to assess the health care he received.
New modes of payment for health services, however, have led to a new type
of consumption and a new type of consumer. He now has the opportunity of
choosing the style of care he receives, by being able to select from among the
various forms of payment offered him by third-party insurers. Workers, for
example, can bargain with their employer through their union as to the range
and nature of health coverage they wish to receive. Such coverage has become
a benefit in which both the corporation and the union have a stake. The stake
of the corporation was long thought to involve no more than program cost.
More recently, however, employers have come to understand the value to
them of decreased sick days—that is, of health maintenance. In earlier years,
where economy was the prime factor, quality was a secondary issue.
Stevens has pointed out the potential value of consumer participation
both as a synergist, leading to the formation of consumer health coalitions in
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large cities across the country, and as a catalyst, reminding the physician of
his duty to provide adequate information to the patient about himself.
A number of new programs, health centers funded by OEO, some of the
HEW-funded centers, and some of the Children’s Bureau Infant Care and Child
and Youth Programs have insisted on inclusion of the consumer as a
participant in developing policy with respect to local health-care programs.
This insistence has been reflected as well in such developments as the
comprehensive health-planning legislation. Any assessment of a healthdelivery system must now take into account the degree of citizen satisfaction.
We suspect that in the future, such evaluations will also need to take into
account the degree of satisfaction among employees, including those in the
health professions, both new and old.
Where consumer satisfaction becomes an issue, and where choice is
available, as it presently is not for certain segments of the population, those
systems best adapted to please patients and deliver services of quality at a
reasonable cost will tend over time to survive. The best adapted systems will
survive providing the customer has a choice, the system is accessible, its
standards are monitored, its usefulness is reviewed, and a premium is placed
upon the least expensive acceptable care of quality. The consumer is
becoming more and more sophisticated in selecting the medical care he
receives. This growing awareness has been fostered in part through direct
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efforts at developing an informed public.
Clearly, health care is becoming a public issue. Traditionally, when a
complex and controversial public problem is encountered, resort is often
made to a “select” commission. The health care field has resorted to, and
benefited from, the work of a number of such commissions. A Committee on
the Cost of Medical Care, appointed in 1927, provided much of the policy and
personal leadership in medical care. The 1945 Commission on Hospital Care
outlined the role of the hospital; its report is still relevant today.
More recently, the National Advisory Commission on Health Manpower
reported in 1967 on the availability and utilization of health manpower. The
most striking conclusion in its report was the acknowledgment of what is
commonly referred to as the “crisis” in American health care. Organizations
such as the National Opinion Research Center for Social Research (NORC) and
the American Cancer Society have conducted a series of polls with regard to
health care. One drawback in using responses to simple public-opinion polls
as a gauge, however, is that people tend to answer questions the way they feel
they should, either with regard to themselves or with regard to the health
service in question. For example, a person may report that he sees a doctor at
least once a year for a checkup, because he thinks he should, even though he
has not; or in responding to the question, “Do you think you are receiving
better medical care today as opposed to ten years ago?” his response may
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well represent what the respondent would like to believe is true rather than
what he actually thinks or knows. Another drawback of public-opinion polls is
that mere yes or no answers are often required and these fail to reflect the
richness and variety of potential responses.
In one NORC survey, it was found that 84 percent of the population felt
that a person’s chance of being in good health today is better than a
generation ago. Yet respondents attributed this circumstance to such social
factors as better living standards and a greater public awareness of the
availability of health services. Those who felt the chances for good health
were not better today cited the strain of modern living, chemical additives to
food, and so on. In the same poll, only 24 percent of the population noted
expansion of medical personnel and services and increased accessibility as
factors contributing to better health care; half of the population referred to
new medicines as a factor in improved care; 29 percent felt doctors were
more capable; 22 percent credited social or economic factors outside the
control of the health system. A methodology more helpful than public polls in
determining consumer satisfaction with the health-service system is
represented by the application of social science techniques.
At the federal level, it would seem critical that a national policy
regarding social indicators of need be developed and that a mechanism for
defining these indicators and for rendering a social accounting of need be
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formulated.
Research into the delivery of health services in its present form is a
relatively new science. It represents a challenge and an opportunity, a
beginning, a field where it is clear that more is to be learned than has been
thus far. As Klein et al. note: “With many complex human services, simple
evaluations or answers to the questions of effectiveness are not possible. . . .
The issues are complex and no overall answer to the question of ‘does it work’
is possible at this time.”
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CHAPTER 33
PERSPECTIVES ON DELIVERY OF MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES
Archie R. Foley
The secret of the care of the patient is in caring for the patient [pp. 65-66]

To speak of the future delivery of mental health services at this point in
our history is fraught with risks and uncertainties. During the past quarter of
a century the face of American psychiatry has changed dramatically—
reflecting a heightened awareness and concern for those with emotional
problems—from the use of the custodial institution as the primary model to
the development of community-based facilities, such as community mental
health centers, psychiatric units in general hospitals, consultation and
education programs in schools, courts, social agencies, etc., and, where
possible, increased emphasis on preventive programs to the extent that our
current knowledge permits.
As a result of these developments, it is generally agreed that great
strides have been made in the past decade in providing better quality care
more quickly and effectively. But these very achievements have brought
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about an interesting dilemma: because the success of such programming is
acknowledged by policy-decision makers, federal support at appropriate
levels to ensure continued success is being withdrawn.
Also, during this period of time, innovative new training methods have
been developed to equip mental health personnel for the delivery of direct
and indirect services, their planning and evaluation, and new modalities of
treatment have been evolved. The impact of the community mental health
center movement has been felt in all sectors of the psychiatric profession,
both public and private. Yet, as is known to all, federal support for training
young psychiatrists and other mental health professionals is being rescinded.
This poses another dilemma: the future loss of adequately trained manpower
to implement new programs and of research scientists to evaluate and refine
programs.
A fact of life, which has been recognized by many of us for some time, is
now coming into sharp focus. Decisions regarding health and mental health
policies and programs are being made on the political level. There is insufficient input to this process from mental health professionals at all levels,
federal, state, or local. The fault lies not only with the policy makers who do
not seek out such input, but with the professionals who are reticent to involve
themselves at this level. This stems, in part, from their lack of awareness and
thus they are unwilling to become involved in the development of policy in
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health or mental health matters. As will be described in a subsequent section
of this chapter, there is an opportunity for professional input to help determine the future patterns of delivery of health and mental health care in
this country.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first deals with the
historical development of health and mental health care in this country,
highlighting some of the problems, dilemmas, mistakes, progress, and
conflicts. This is done in an effort to make us aware that some of the
difficulties we are facing today have their roots in the past, for as George Santayana tells us in The Life of Reason, “those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.” The second section deals with current trends in the
development of health care delivery systems, emphasizing mental health
care; information regarding recent amendments to the Social Security Act, i.e.,
the development of Professional Standards Review Organization (PSRO)
legislation and its implications for comprehensive mental health care
delivery. The third section is a futuristic look at the delivery of mental health
services. This last section must be viewed in a hypothetical and theoretical
framework since, while patterns of delivery of health care will be drastically
changed within the next few years, the parameters of such change are as yet
not clearly defined. Nevertheless and despite the uncertainties, we must look
to the future in a positive way, drawing on past experiences and errors we
have made, taking from other disciplines those techniques that will improve
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the delivery of quality care without sacrificing effectiveness for efficiency, and
without abrogating our responsibilities in policy formulation and decisionmaking to those whose primary orientation is that of fiscal accountability.
This statement has implications for changes in the basic training of young
physicians to better acquaint them with the broader social and political
elements of health care delivery without in any way interfering with the
sound, clinical training that is the bulwark of the effective practice of medicine.

Historical Perspectives
It can be generally agreed today that effective and meaningful delivery
of mental health services has as its fundamental aim the successful dealing
with mental illness through treatment, rehabilitation, and prevention. The
history of our profession is the history of the search for ways in which to do
this. This search has taken us from a time, approximately 150 years ago when
there was no treatment, to the recent surgency of the community mental
health movement. The period between was characterized by important
breakthroughs, dramatic changes, periods of progress (some illusory),
periods of stagnation, recognition of failures, and renewed attempts to find
still other ways of dealing with the problem of mental illness. As we have
moved from step to step there have been efforts at assessment, consolidation,
and synthesis. During that time we have seen impressive changes in the
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objectives, philosophy, and methodology for dealing with mental illness.
Contributing to these changes have been scientific discoveries, new
understandings, pragmatic responses to necessity, but also a change in our
national awareness of prevalence and needs, and an evolution toward a
national philosophy of social responsibility.
Today, once again, we are becoming aware that our present delivery
system is not adequately solving the problems. Rising costs have become an
overwhelming concern and there are discernible trends toward a shift in our
national philosophy. It becomes imperative that we try to assess our present
system; evaluate our successes and our failures; learn from our failures;
affirm our successes, and re-chart the course for the future. In doing so, it is
useful to examine the events and forces, somewhat parallel, that have played
a part in the emergence of our nation and the traits that have shaped it, along
with the developments in our ways of caring for the mentally ill.
As our nation developed from early frontier days with a stress on
individualism to our present complex urbanized society, there has been a
growing recognition of the need for cooperation and coordination as well as
an increasingly strong sense of interdependence.
In dealing with the mentally ill, as a nation and as a profession, we have
come a long way from the days when the mentally ill were kept in jails or
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county poorhouses—when the objective was primarily to remove from
society those whose behavior was considered troublesome and irresponsible
—to our present objective of helping the mental patient return to society as a
functioning member. Our philosophy of care has developed from custodial
and punitive approaches through moral treatment to our present recognition
that the mental patient is a person with rights, a person who can and should
be helped. Along the way new modalities of treatment have evolved—such as
concepts of milieu therapy, crisis intervention, discovery of the use of
psychotropic drugs as adjuncts to treatment—that have had enormous
impact on bringing about these changes.
Important milestones were passed along the way; we learned from
pioneering and crusading efforts of those who led the fight for better care,
and in some of our national experiences and times of crises we found other
guideposts to our present system of service delivery. The efforts of Dorothea
Dix focused attention on the plight of the mentally ill and the squalid and
inhuman conditions to which they were subjected. She persuaded us that it
was the responsibility of the state to care for the mentally ill and this led in
large part to the establishment of the state hospital system. But as our
population grew and more and more of the mentally ill were consigned to this
system, it became apparent that more needed to be done, for we were still
adhering to our early objective of putting away and out of sight those among
us who were suffering from mental disorders. A significant contribution to
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our shift in philosophy and objectives for service to the mentally ill was the
delineation of basic concepts underlying our present efforts by Adolf Meyer in
1913 when he stated that “the characteristic traits of a clinic for mental diseases should be first, service to the patient rather than to the administrative
system; second, elaboration of the study of the diseases rather than the
means of wholesale handling of patients; third, possibilities of following up
the studies of nature’s experiments beyond the hospital period, and
preventive work through extramural efforts outside the hospital.” It is of the
utmost importance, he believed to “. . . make possible studies of the social
situation and of the dynamic factors which lead to the occurrence of mental
derangement, which must be attacked for purposes of prevention.” In the
years that followed there was increasing recognition of social factors as
causation in mental disorders and the experiences of the two world wars
brought a national awareness of the high incidence of mental illness and
psychiatric casualties in our nation. Efforts to deal with this led to the passage
of the National Mental Health Act in 1946 and the beginning of federal
government involvement in the mental health movement. Lessons learned in
World War II were applied during the Korean War when major psychiatric
resources were deployed in the field for fast and appropriate treatment,
enabling the return of greatly increased numbers to duty and reducing those
having to return to general hospitals for ultimate discharge. The proven
efficacy of this new modality of treatment began to be widely applied in two
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types of treatment facilities that began to be widely established in
communities throughout the country during the 1940s: outpatient clinics for
treatment of the mentally ill and psychiatric units in general hospitals for
inpatient and intensive treatment of mental disorders. The concept of
community based psychiatry began to take hold and by the early 1950s the
idea of community mental health centers was defined. In 1955, Congress
passed the Mental Health Study Act, which directed the setting up of the Joint
Commission on Mental Illness and Health to “analyze and evaluate the needs
and resources of the mentally ill in the United States and to make
recommendations for a national mental health program.” The findings of the
Joint Commission and its recommendations led in 1963 to the first
Presidential message ever on behalf of the mental health movement in which
a “new type of health facility” was called for that “would return mental health
care to the mainstream of American medicine, and at the same time upgrade
mental health services.” Enabling legislation was passed in 1963, the Mental
Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Construction
Act authorizing federal matching funds for states to aid in the construction of
comprehensive community mental health centers. This new type of facility
was to “provide a complete new range of care in the community, with strong
emphasis on prevention.” Mental health service delivery entered a new era
and mental health professionals were infused with high hopes that the 1960s
would be the decade in which the fight against mental illness would make
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significant strides. It was a time of federal involvement and support for new
programs that would reach vastly increased population groups in need of
care; funds became available for construction of facilities that would provide
new and improved patterns of care; research and training programs grew in
scope and size; attitudes about mental illness were to be changed; the
community would receive attention in terms of involvement and participation
in programs for recognition and care of mental disorders; education of the
public would help prepare communities to receive former patients so that
they could reenter the community as useful and participating members. In
short, the picture drawn by the Joint Commission of conditions as they had
existed was to be drastically altered.
Now, ten years later, as we look back over the achievements we must
recognize that although strides have been made, and some of them very
significant, many of the changes we had hoped to effect have not taken place.
Many of the challenges remain and we face new ones. We must ask ourselves
today where we have failed, why, and how.
It might be said that our profession’s attempts to find new and more
effective ways of treatment have mirrored a pattern of how as a nation we
tend to deal with problems. Each new discovery is hailed as the definitive answer, the ultimate panacea. We throw all of our energies into the new
discovery and we are impatient for quick, palpable results. Without pausing
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to evaluate the new idea, because we believe in it so strongly, we overload the
new idea, we oversell ourselves on it, so to speak, and set our expectations
too high. Armed with the new idea we energetically go about correcting
previous wrongs, not always wisely, and in so doing we tend, as Bernard has
written, “. . . in correcting some abuses [to] unwittingly perpetrate others.
(The freshly perceived concept of today is all too likely to be corrupted into
the cliché of tomorrow.)” [p. 256) Our enthusiasm for the idea is so great that
we tend to ascribe to the idea itself the power of becoming the change agent
and often overlook the fact that the idea must be backed up with mechanisms
adapted to the new idea, sufficient resources, and, at times, new mechanisms
so that it can be implemented. By being so sold on the idea ourselves we tend
to ignore that others are not and need to be convinced and invited to share
our enthusiasm. If we let ourselves get carried away, we can be seriously
instrumental in defeating the idea. We need only remind ourselves that while
construction of the state hospital system was the bright new idea of its day,
we did manage to take mental patients out of deplorable conditions. But not
only did we overload these facilities, we failed to make proper use of them
and soon we found that we had exchanged one abuse for another. As William
Alanson White, observed about his experience as a young assistant physician
in a state hospital: “About the only virtue I was able to discover in the state
hospital as an agency for the application of therapeutics to the mentally ill
was that the patient who came there had been removed from the conditions
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under which his psychosis developed.” [p. 20] Similarly, there exists today the
danger that the idea of community mental health will be considered the
ultimate panacea, will be overloaded, will be inadequately supported, and
thus will falter because we have failed to implement it properly. Some of
these signs have already appeared. It is essential that we carefully scrutinize
these signs, recognize our mistakes, correct them, consolidate our gains and
not only salvage the idea but meet present challenges to it, and truly make it
work.
In 1972, Barten and Beliak wrote, “ideas and movements go through
fairly definite stages of development . . . when ideas make a major
breakthrough, they are in a heroic phase of heady spirit. In the second phase,
there is bound to be some letdown when limitations and obstacles become
apparent and the one visionary idea turns out to be no panacea. Typically,
misconceptions in the original proposition are discovered and some feelings
of disappointment follow. Community mental health is now in this skeptical
second phase.” [p. xi] This formulation can serve as a useful yardstick for
scrutiny and assessment. If we apply a constructive skepticism, we can
discern some misconceptions in the original proposition, some limitations
and obstacles, all contributing to the much less than full realization of our
expectations at the outset. Candor demands, however, that we recognize that
we who were given the opportunity to implement the “bold new approach”
have fallen considerably short in our implementation and that many factors
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have contributed to our failure.
The very legislation that appeared such a boon at the outset had built
into it several misconceptions that in the course of experience have proven to
be true obstacles. The underlying belief that the community-mental-health
center would be the total panacea— derived from the assumption that the
center would and could completely replace the state hospital—appears to
have been an error. Rather, each has a role to play in a spectrum of provision
of comprehensive services that, after all, was the basic goal of the initial idea.
Countries such as Holland, England, and the USSR have had experience in
operating successful community-based programs, yet the need for hospitals
has not been eliminated, [pp. 11-13] The overlapping timetables inherent in
the federal funding structure created other obstacles. The stress was on construction while the money was available. Thus in many instances there was
poor and inadequate planning and a lack of ongoing evaluation. The
community to be served in some cases was incorrectly defined and its needs
inadequately recognized. In other cases where there had been some
groundwork done, the recognized needs and size of the community did not fit
the federally mandated requirements. Consequently, in order to be eligible for
funding, the findings were modified to suit the guidelines, often to the
detriment of the success of the program. Since the funding structure was
based on a matching pattern of federal funds with state and local funds, additional obstacles were created. As observed by Connery et al., “existing
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governmental units prefer to handle new functions in the same way as they
treat present services. . . . Public officials prefer to budget for the new service
within existing program structure. . . .” Thus, the emphasis on catchment area
as implied in the federal legislation, coupled with the necessity to channel
implementation through existing structures not adapted to the needs of the
mandate, can result in the type of experience reported by Kaplan with the
Lincoln Hospital Community Mental Health Center: “. . . the size and
population in ghetto areas best served by a neighborhood mental health unit
was 25,ooo.” This was based on experience gained in operating a
Neighborhood Service Center with Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO) funds.
He goes on to say that “despite our experience and detailed exposition to program concepts, our original staffing plan had to be modified [to meet] the
federal standards. One third of the number of staff we had suggested for
25,000 were assigned to service 50,000. Thus, the contractual negotiations
for federal staffing followed a familiar bureaucratic pattern through
municipal, state and federal agencies without regard to our prior experiences.
This occurred despite the fact that the evaluation research upon which our
grant request was based has been supported by funds from NIMH and highly
regarded by the branch. . . . The Community Mental Health Centers Act
represents a sophisticated advance in the framing of a public health law, the
implementation of the regulations have been and are carried out through
outmoded models of interagency structures.” [p. 30] In discussing some of the
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theoretical considerations for development of the community mental health
centers Sanders and I pointed out that “the emphasis must be on program not
center,” that “the center must have a relatedness to the community which it
serves; a relatedness which can be developed by an awareness and
understanding of the expectations each has of the other . . that there is a
necessity for “interaction of the staff of the center with the community and its
agencies and facilities in consultative, collaborative and educational roles,”
that the “primary function of the community mental health center is that it
serves as a coordinating mechanism for all of the existing community
facilities” and that “the ‘consumer’ of this network of coordinated and
differentiated services must also be kept in mind. Mental health professionals
might develop a wide range of services which are considered adequate and
reasonable, but the individual member of the community may not perceive
them as such.” Unfortunately, so far, we have not succeeded in fulfilling most
of these goals. We have until now insufficiently developed and used
community resources and although we have stressed a return to the
community, we have tended to defeat this goal by paying insufficient attention to ways and means of integrating the patient for useful function and
maintenance of mental health. This has been a failure due in part to
inadequate stress on the education of members of the community and in not
truly implementing the initial goal of a pluralistic approach and combined
treatment idea that underlie the very philosophy of community mental health
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concepts. Although we have achieved a considerable increase in available
manpower—and in the process have trained a variety of different types of
personnel—we have failed to some extent with regard to proper role
definitions and liaison at all levels. As a result, new problems have been
engendered that tend to interfere with efficiency of functioning, and thus we
have under-delivered both in quantity and quality of care. A further
hampering factor has been a lack of flexibility in suiting treatment modalities
to specific needs and situations, in part exemplified by the adherence of
practitioners, both traditionally trained and new types, to the medical model.
In appraising efforts at implementation of the community mental health
center movement so far and in trying to pinpoint the shortcoming of such
efforts, certain trends are appearing that suggest we may be repeating some
of the mistakes of an earlier, similar movement—the neighborhood health
center movement of the first decades of this century—mistakes that in large
measure contributed to its demise. However, the community mental health
center movement need not follow a similar inexorable course to decline and
demise. There is still time to examine mistakes being made, to identify some
parallels in the earlier movement, and thus to deflect our course toward
success.
The health center movement had its roots in the recognition during the
latter part of the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth that
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the growing cities in this country were increasingly faced with problems of
poverty, crime, disease, and other slum conditions most frequently associated
with immigration. At that time settlement houses, milk depots, and charitable
relief organizations located in immigrant and slum neighborhoods attempted
to deal with these problems. The early health centers, financed by local taxes
or philanthropy, or both, organized by voluntary agencies or municipal health
departments, were located within city neighborhoods or districts. These early
centers were intended to solve special out-of-hospital health problems of the
poor, primarily with regard to infectious diseases and infant malnutrition.
The emphasis was on prevention and on education. As Stoekle and Candib
point out, “most health center enthusiasts viewed the programs of centers as
preventive and educational, complementing the creative work of private
practice and carefully avoiding competition with it: ‘no prescription given; no
sickness treated.’ ”
Four ideas of organization and program dominated the health-center
movement: district location, community participation, preventive care, and
bureaucratic organization. Health services were to be within easy reach and
thus would have greater use, and the very location would bring about
influence from local residents in pointing out needs. Initially, the health
center was viewed as a decentralization designed to make care more
accessible and available. However, simultaneously, there existed a quite
different view, namely that it represented a centralization of clinics and wel-
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fare agencies. Since these were scattered in various locations in the
community and managed by diverse voluntary efforts, frequently overlapping
and duplicating services, it was argued that they must be brought together
under one organization for efficiency and coordination.
The health center movement was also a manifestation of the
progressivism of that period, which placed a high value on social reform. In
the progressive era, the roots of poverty and illness were seen as
environmental and, thus, social work and public health allied themselves with
reform movements seeking to improve the environment. At the same time,
however, there were two developments in social and political thought of the
period: scientific management with its stress on efficiency, and the rise of
professionalism. Efficiency at first had as its goal cooperation and coordination, use of nonprofessional aids and ancillary personnel with the aim of 100
percent participation and availability of services, cost reduction through
shared facilities, and elimination of overlapping services. Soon, however, efficiency became so powerful a concept in industrial work and seemed so
impressive a solution that it also became “almost a central value of the health
center movement.” As a result there was extreme coordination of organization but not of care. To cite an example: “the demand for bureaucratic
efficiency was so persistent that nurses had to prepare a detailed write-up of
how much time they spent on each ‘unit of work.’ When the accounting
became as important as the ‘unit of work’ then the trade-off between
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efficiency and effectiveness ceased to be manageable.” [p. 2,3]
The rise of professionalism manifested itself in several ways. Public
health work and social work had until this time been largely an outreach
function, motivated by concern for improving social and health conditions.
Under the influence of the new trend toward efficiency and management
there grew the belief in specialization and the need for experts. This gave rise
to a consciousness of professionalism, and as preoccupation with professional
codes and standards grew there was a shift in the concern from community
work to internal hierarchy and organization with a consequent withdrawal of
community involvement. Social workers shifted emphasis from work in the
community and social reform to casework and emulation of the medical
model of treatment; public health awarded its first professional degree in
1910 and began to stress public health administration. In the years
immediately following World War I interest in volunteer work declined, and
with the growth of professionalism and stress on bureaucratic structure the
health center as a small local undertaking gave way to large-scale efforts in
health and welfare. The basic neighborhood orientation yielded to the new
ideas of scientific management and the fundamental idea of the center was
altered to a considerable extent.
Health departments began to see the value of the districting idea—a
cornerstone of the early health centers—and the value of coordination of
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diverse services. The First World War had brought about governmental
concern with public-health issues and Progressives welcomed such
participation as a promise of sweeping gains. However, there was in the
1920s a widespread fear of government control implying socialism and even
communism.
As Candib writes: “. . .doctors felt that the expansion of the state into the
realm of preventive medicine was sure to be followed by forays into
therapeutic medicine as well. Consequently, they approved of health centers
only when their program involved no therapeutic medicine.” [pp. 50-51]
A major innovation of the 1920s was the “health demonstration,” a
“comprehensive, well-publicized project to improve the health in a given area
through extensive health campaigns for inoculation, screening, diagnosis, and
health education.” Demonstrations were funded by the private sector with the
specific understanding that municipal governments would assume funding
once a demonstration had proven successful. “Health departments could not
respond until the value of a given demonstration had been proved. . . . During
this period, innovative projects were considered ‘peculiarly the province of
private enterprise.” [pp. 41-42] For purposes of these health demonstrations
the district size was expanded in the interest of efficiency and bureaucratic
administration, thereby distorting and subverting the original districting idea.
In the opinion of Candib, they “adopted a district plan more to benefit from a
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discrete scientific control with other neighborhoods than to develop local
roots in the neighborhood. Furthermore, with a larger district, the success
criterion of reaching 100% of the population was sacrificed to the more
measurable scientific goal of reducing the ‘extent of sickness’ and the
mortality rates.” [p. 43] Thus, the health demonstrations and their successors
were not health centers as originally envisioned and operated. The
demonstration came to be “regarded as the focal point of modern district
health administration—a model for decentralizing the phlegmatic municipal
bureaucracy totally inadequate to meet the health needs of a large urban
population.” [p. 43] The district had become an administrative technique
rather than a nucleus for care giving.
The health center concept was further diluted by another aspect of the
stress on professionalism. Rosen points out that “as is not infrequently the
case when a professional development or trend is in ‘fashion,’ the name by
which it is designated acquires an aura of approval, and is used to describe
activities and enterprises that differ widely, so that they may share some of
the aura. This was also the fate of the health center concept, and is in part
responsible for its decline.” [p. 1630] He goes on to enumerate the different
types of facilities that went under the name of health center. These included
child welfare stations, tuberculosis dispensaries, outpatient departments of
hospitals, settlement houses, and venereal disease clinics.
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The demise of the health center movement can be ascribed to several
factors, some of which can be discerned in developing trends in the
community mental health center movement and from all of which valuable
lessons can be drawn. The community mental health center is seen now not
only as a means of bringing services to the poor, but as an important modality
of care and delivery of mental health services to the entire community that
links treatment and prevention with an application of community psychiatry
knowledge and techniques in the promotion of mental health. One of the
failures of the health center movement is ascribed to the “rigid confinement
to a program of preventive medicine” that “served to perpetuate the artificial
distinction between the preventive and therapeutic functions in medicine,
and Stoekle, quoted by Candib, considers “this restricted program of health
centers as a fundamental barrier to their success.” The community mental
health center offers a unique opportunity to fuse our response to immediate
needs through therapeutic intervention and to put into practice true primary
prevention that addresses itself to anticipated societal difficulties that we
now know are causative factors in mental illness. As stated earlier, the
progressive era saw the environment as the root cause of poverty and illness.
Gradually there was a movement away from this and the focus in social work
and welfare shifted to the individual. This shift is ascribed to the impact of
Freudian ideas. “The social worker minimized environmental factors in
causation and treatment and elevated the study of the personality into the
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all-powerful explanatory tool. . . . Social work . . . came to emphasize the
adjustment of the individual to social stress . . . and to society as it was. This
view stands in sharp contrast to the earlier progressive belief that the society
needed to change before poverty and illness could be eliminated.” In the years
since then we have come back again, or perhaps learned anew, that
environmental and social factors must be included in the spectrum of
causative factors. Freud taught us to consider the individual and the
importance of the study of personality, but he also “expressed the opinion
that the best access to the psychology of the ego might be through
investigating the disorders of society.” [p. 337]
The development of the community mental health center movement can
certainly be seen as an important expression of our renewed awareness. It is
essential, however, that in our search for maximum effectiveness we do not
lose sight of it as a care-giving tool and do not become excessively
preoccupied with technical concerns. It is well to remember that students of
the health center movement found that “the movement wholeheartedly
adopted the bureaucratic ideal of efficiency and professionalism. These values
ultimately served to undercut the theoretical principles of the health center
movement . . . the district idea and the coordination idea were not invalidated
but rather discarded and altered for the benefit of bureaucratic and
administrative goals. Community based facilities were not unworkable, but
could not succeed when efficiency and professionalism had become dominant
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values.” [p. 53]
The call to efficiency is heard again, as is the stress, or rather, overstress
on professionalism. These are new challenges we must meet along with our
increased efforts to preserve and implement the basic goals of the community
mental health movement. One of the guises in which efficiency is appearing is
cost accountancy. But in our concern for rising costs we must guard against
the ascendancy of cost accountancy over commitments to quality service and
care giving. There is still the persistent belief that efficiency as applied to
industry can be transplanted to the delivery of human services. Although
much can be learned from administrative techniques developed in industry, it
would be a mistake to assume that these techniques in toto can be
transplanted to management of human service delivery. We are seeing today
proof that efficiency as a goal in itself can fall victim to the law of diminishing
returns. Reports from a variety of industries, from automobile to dog food
manufacture, underline this and point to an interesting paradox. Industry has
learned from the behavioral sciences and is beginning to apply their concepts
to management practices while we are still calling, in many ways, for
application of techniques that industry is beginning to discard. Just as we
have been able to evolve the innovative notion of the community mental
health center so we must, by applying our own expertise, evolve innovative
techniques for the management of human service delivery.
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Industry is learning that workers can master a variety of tasks and, by
becoming involved in these, perform well in all of them. We, however, tend
still to stress specific and individual tasks. True efficiency and constructive
cost accounting can be accomplished if we become committed to constructive
change, comprehensive planning, and flexible organization. This will require
involvement of mental health professionals in a diversity of tasks and in areas
of activity outside the consulting room.
To quote Candib once more, “internal organizing ideas in public health
may depend more for their success on the values common to the society in
which they occur than on the inherent validity of the ideas themselves. Although the health center idea was not without internal difficulties . . . these
drawbacks could have been overcome in a society more open to ideas of
popular participation and universal access to health and welfare services.” [p.
53]
Though addressing itself to public health, this statement can as easily be
applied to mental health as we look to the tasks ahead. What are the common
values of the society in which we are attempting to implement community
mental health? It can be agreed that side by side today is the demand for
more and better care with a concern for rising costs, and decreased
availability of public funds. As mental-health professionals we have the
multiple task of proving to the public and to legislators that the challenge of
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mental illness is there to be met and must be met and that with their help we
can meet it. We must be able to show that funds are not wasted but are used
effectively and beneficially. To do so we must redirect our philosophy of care.
We must aim at true implementation of a pluralistic approach to care and, in
the process, we must recognize the limitations of the various modalities of
treatment and assign each to the appropriate facility in the total spectrum of
care giving. We must also be willing to find ways so that federal, state, and
local sources can share the responsibilities for care and funding to avoid
overloading any one of them and, in the process, render them ineffectual. As
Schwartz wrote recently, “although mild overloading may stimulate creative
discoveries of ways to do the job more effectively, extreme overloading
causes demoralization, apathy, and decreased effectiveness. . . . The failure of
the state hospital system to solve mental health problems for most of the
community is one illustration of severe overloading leading to demoralization
and decreased effectiveness. A similar kind of overloading of community
facilities can have the same result.” [p. 11] Mental health professionals must
be prepared to include in their dealing with mental health problems a
willingness to step out of their purely therapeutic roles and aim for greater
involvement in the political and social process as it affects mental health
planning and programming. As Bernard has said, practioners must aim to
have “a voice in the councils that make social policy.” She reminds us of “the
interdependence of psychiatric, social, health, educational and other
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specialized constituents of ‘combined treatment,’ ” and goes on to say that
“such indirect application of clinical and administrative knowledge is not a
departure from but an extension of our central professional concern with
mental disorders.” [p. 265] Today, as we face a federal fiscal retrenchment
and a discernible shift in social philosophy away from federal involvement in
social programs with increased responsibility shifted to state and municipal
governments, we face the challenge of seeing to it that funds allocated for
these programs are indeed so expended, for “. . . being financially able is not
the same thing as being politically willing.” [p. 504] From a field study on
organizing community mental health, Connery et al. report that “legislatures
have been willing to take favorable action whenever sufficient leadership was
available to give saliency to the issues. . . . There is reason to believe that the
basic difficulty is not so much hostility as indifference and ignorance. It is less
a problem of changing legislative opinion than a matter of getting opinions
formed at all. The function of educating . . . legislators on the needs and
problems of mental health has not always been properly performed.” [p. 542]
It is our task in the immediate future to perform the function properly and to
provide leadership to give saliency to the issues, whether it be on the state
and local level with regard to proper expenditure of funds, or on the federal
level to exert influence in planning for new health insurance measures,
formation of review mechanisms, or administrative techniques and approaches for comprehensive service delivery.
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Legislative, Social, and Organizational Trends
Based on the philosophy that health care in America is a right and not a
privilege, there has been, in the last fifteen years, a flurry of legislative activity
at all levels of government as well as organizational changes on state and
local levels designed to provide comprehensiveness of care of high quality
and accessibility for those in need. Despite this activity, which will be
described briefly in the following paragraphs, there is little evidence that any
dramatic breakthroughs have occurred. The community mental health center
movement brought into sharp focus the need for careful program planning
and design, consumer participation, new methods of delivery, and public
accountability. Thus, some of the more recent legislation has incorporated
these various elements to ensure that the American public plays an active
participant role in the type of health and mental health care it receives. Many
plans have been put forward by different organizations outlining various approaches to a national health insurance plan. Other forms of legislation have
defined new types of organizations, such as Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMOs) and more recently PSROs. Yet we are still no closer
than we were to a well-formulated, feasible, comprehensive health care
system for this country. There has been no coordinated effort among the
various federal, state, and local levels of government to ensure the
implementation of new programs, particularly with regard to HMO’s. Finn
guidelines were never established under which such organizations might
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become operational. The Administration’s position was that the various
groups should design their own plans, within certain broad limits, to avoid
proliferation of organizations that might soon become outmoded and
obsolete.
In 1972, in a message to Congress, President Nixon outlined the
components of the Allied Services Act, designed to plan for and provide
comprehensive care through programming at the state and local levels—a
proposal that was closely tied to the concept of revenue sharing. This concept
held great promise as a substitute way of maintaining programs that had
been operated under other types of federal funds, but so far it has not lived up
to initial expectations. The likelihood of health and mental health programs
receiving substantial assistance through the instrumentality of revenue
sharing is indeed meager.1 The act did not receive Congressional approval. It
was reintroduced in the Ninety-third Congress.
Also in 1972, the Health Maintenance Organization and Resources
Development Act was introduced in Congress and passed by the Senate, but it
did not become law.2 It was proposed on the basis of findings that indicated a
shortage and maldistribution of quality health resources in the United States;
that the present health care system is not efficient nor economical and is
based primarily on the treatment of disease, rather than the maintenance of
health; that technical assistance, new types of educational facilities, and
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extreme variations in the quality of care in different parts of the country
necessitated the development of a new type of organization that would come
to be known as the Health Maintenance Organization, or HMO. This legislation
provided for coverage of comprehensive care on the basis of a prepaid plan.
Subscribers to such a plan would receive health care through contractual
agreement with a health maintenance organization, or a health service
organization that would assume responsibility for the provision of health
services to groups of subscribers. The legislation stipulated that mental
health services, including those for drug abuse and alcoholism, would be
covered, and that existing community mental health centers should be
utilized on a priority basis to provide the mental health component of comprehensive health care. In view of the previous experience of the community
mental health centers, it was thought that such centers could be the focal
point for the development of the comprehensive health care model. Except in
a few instances this has not happened. There has been since then a rapid formation of numerous HMO’s throughout the country, each with its own
organizational and service patterns and each with its own set of problems.
Present judgment would have to be that HMO’s are not the answer to the
provision of comprehensive health and mental health care for the citizens of
this country.
Because of the astronomical costs of health care in this country, it has
been believed for some time that we will eventually move toward a national
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health insurance plan. Blatant partisan political considerations, as well as the
vested interests of many groups that include legislators, third-party payers,
consumers, and professionals have prevented the legislative enactment of
such a national-insurance plan. The details of the various plans have been
described elsewhere and will only be mentioned here to illustrate the
plethora of approaches, ranging from National Health Insurance Partnership
Act of 1971 (the Nixon Plan), involving a significant role for private carriers,
to the Committee of 100 for National Health Insurance (the Health Security
Act of 1971—Kennedy Plan) which proposes compulsory national-health
insurance for all Americans, financed by a formula based on a tax on
employers’ payrolls, a tax on salaried, self-employment, and unearned incomes, and federal general tax revenues. Under this plan there would be no
charge to anyone for covered services. Providers of health care would be paid
directly by the program. Other plans include the American Medical
Association’s plan (Medicredit); the Javits plan, (National Health Insurance
and Health Services Improvement Act of 1971); the National Catastrophic
Illness Protection Act (Boggs); the American Hospital Association Plan
(Ameriplan); the Health Insurance Association of America Plan (The National
Health Care Act of 1971); Catastrophic Health Insurance Plan (Long). Other
plans, less comprehensive in scope, have been introduced but are not listed
here. The point to be emphasized is that psychiatric care is excluded from
most of these plans, and where included it is not adequately covered. At the
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start of the Ninety-third Congress the Health Security Act (Kennedy Plan), the
Nixon Plan, and the Health Care Insurance Act (Medicredit), as well as some
of the other plans were reintroduced in both Houses with no appreciable
change in the provision for psychiatric care. Still another bill known as the
National Health Care Services Reorganization and Financing Act was
introduced as the first bill of the Ninety-third Congress. It calls for health
insurance coverage with 75 percent provided by employers and 25 percent
contributed by employees, with the federal government paying for the cost of
health care for the poor and the elderly and for some of the costs for everyone
else. The bill is based on the administrative concept of a health care
corporation, a community-based operation providing comprehensive health
care at the local level. The corporations would be built upon existing delivery
systems but reoriented and reorganized to meet local needs overseen by
newly formed state health commissions. This bill, too, contains provisions for
treatment of mental illness that must be considered inadequate. Inpatient
hospital care for mental illness, alcoholism, drug abuse, and drug dependence
is limited to ninety days per benefit period for registrants of local health care
corporations and to forty-five days for other persons. In addition, a $5-perday copayment by the patient is required. The outpatient care program for
these disorders calls for a $2-copayment per day, but such care would be
limited to three visits or treatment sessions for each day of inpatient care
allowable during the benefit period. That is, registrants in corporations would
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be allowed 270 treatment sessions and non-registrants 135 treatment
sessions per benefit period. The financing formula is one of multiple sources
including general federal revenues, direct contributions from individuals
depending upon income level and family size, and Social Security taxes.
Medicare and Medicaid would be consolidated into this proposed program of
national health insurance.
Despite the considerable preoccupation with the development of a
comprehensive, feasible health care plan, insufficient attention has been paid
to an accurate estimate of the cost and how it will be paid. The Rand Corporation has recently done a series of retrospective studies, based on the
demand system, in which the impact of copayment on the quality of medical
care was brought into question. A comparison was made of coinsurance rates
under the current health system, the Nixon plan, and the Kennedy plan. The
classes of services covered were broken down into three categories: hospital
costs, physician costs, and “other.” (“Other” includes some dental services,
nursing homes, some prescription drugs, eyeglasses, prosthetics and outpatient mental health care.) The coinsurance rate is the amount, in
percentage, that the patient pays. Under the current system, the coinsurance
rate allocates 13 percent to hospital costs, 40 percent to doctor’s costs, 90
percent to “other.” Under the Nixon plan, hospital and doctor costs would
have a floor of 25 percent, that is, nobody would have a coinsurance rate
higher than 25 percent. Under the Kennedy plan the same two categories
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would have a coinsurance rate of o percent. It is important to note that in
both the Nixon and Kennedy plans, the latter being considered the most
comprehensive, the category of “other” is not covered and this category has
the greatest price responsiveness. It has been estimated, using fiscal year
1975 as a baseline, that under the current health system, the aggregate health
care bill for the country will be $100 billion of which two-thirds are paid by a
third-party payer and one-third by private payment. Under the Nixon plan,
the total will be $105 billion with $71 billion covered by third party
(government). Under the Kennedy plan, the cost will be $130 billion totally
covered by government health insurance financed as described. This $130
billion is an estimate made by the Rand Corporation. Other estimates of this
plan range between $110 billion, made by the Social Security Administration,
and $185 billion made by Rosette at Rochester. Clearly, this implies a major
government expenditure and raises serious questions as to whether this type
of comprehensive national health insurance plan can be afforded. The Rand
Corporation concluded that the information necessary to plan effectively for
national health insurance could not be obtained through retrospective
studies. Thus, another study is expected to be undertaken by the Rand
Corporation with the following objectives: to understand the impact of
coinsurance and deductibles on the demand for care; to understand the
administrative feasibility of plans in general and, in particular, increases
related to coinsurance and deductible rates; to understand the impact of
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utilization on health status and the impact of insurance mechanisms on the
quality of care. The methodology involves the choice of five to nine
geographic sites in this country in which different designs of health-insurance
plans will be tested. There are approximately sixteen different designs that
will consist of various combinations of plans for coinsurance deductible,
prepaid insurance, and coinsurance with high inpatient and low outpatient
rates. It is planned that each site will enroll about 400 families with incomes
under $12,000. People will be drawn at random, signed up, and randomly
assigned to one of the sixteen plans. Dayton, Ohio, is planned as the first site.
For design reasons the experiment will be conducted on some families for
three years and others for five years. It is important to note that in all of the
plans in the experiment almost all categories listed above in “other” are
covered. Provisions for mental health care consist of complete coverage of all
inpatient costs, fifty visits to a psychiatrist during each benefit year or to
other nonpsychiatric mental health care providers. Fees for nonpsychiatric
mental health care providers will be based on a profile of prevailing area fees
for group therapy.3 One of the interesting aspects of this experiment is the
intent to incorporate into the insurance plans a maximum-limit health insurance to be related to family income. In effect this means that all costs beyond
a certain percentage of family income would be paid and thus catastrophic
health insurance would be provided for everyone. This concept is included in
all plans of the experiment except for the mental illness coverage. It is hoped
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that at the end of the experiment the Rand Corporation will be able to answer
some of the questions in the objectives. The fact that the foregoing discussion
has addressed itself primarily to health care delivery systems underscores
that mental health care is not included in any appreciable way.
The most recent major health legislation enacted has been contained in
an amendment to the Social Security Act, known as the Bennett Amendment.
It deals with the establishment of Professional Standards Review Organizations and was passed by the House and Senate in October 1972. The
Bennett Amendment is based on the assumption that there is
no better alternative than the use of the practicing physician in the
delivery and supervision of medical care. PSRO is structured to provide
practicing physicians with an opportunity to assume responsibility, in
publicly accountable fashion, for assuring that Medicare and Medicaid
benefits are provided only when medically necessary and in accordance with
professional standards, in keeping with accepted norms in a given area. It also
stipulates that the federal government has the general obligation to oversee
overall PSRO operations and that it does not intend to abdicate its ultimate
responsibility in this sphere. At present, PSRO will deal mainly with review of
services under Medicare and Medicaid. It is envisioned that ultimately this
type of organization will be the review mechanism for any national health
insurance program.
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In this connection it should be noted that both the Nixon and Kennedy
Plans call for standards review and control. The Nixon Plan, sponsored by
Senator Bennett, includes the establishment of PSRO to review health insurance and HMO contracts, and quality standards. The Kennedy Plan calls for
establishment of a quality-control commission, and national standards for
participating professional and institutional providers with regulation of
major surgery and certain other specialist services, national licensure
standards and requirements for continuing education. The newly introduced
Health Care Services Act calls for establishment of a federal, cabinet-level
Department of Health that would set basic standards for care, establish the
scope of health insurance benefits, and would have final authority over
program activities at the state level.
As stated in the Bennett Amendment, “The Professional Standards
Review Organization is designed to promote the effective, efficient and
economical delivery of health care services of proper quality for which
payment can be made in whole or part under the Social Security Act and in
recognition of the interests of patients, the public, practitioners and providers
in improved health care services. The purpose of this program is to assure,
through the application of suitable procedures of professional standards
review, that the services for which payment will be made conform to
appropriate professional standards for the provision of health care and that
payment for these services will be made only when (1), and to the extent,
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medically necessary, as determined in the exercise of reasonable limits of
professional discretion; (2) and in the case of services provided by hospital or
other health care facility on an in-patient basis, only when and for the period
those services cannot, consistent with professionally recognized health care
standards, effectively be provided on an out-patient basis or more
economically an inpatient health care facility of a different type, as
determined in the exercise of reasonable limits of professional discretion.”
The bill authorizes the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to
designate specific areas of the country by January 1974, and to enter into
conditional contracts for a PSRO in each area as soon as possible. Until
January 1, 1976 the Secretary may only contract with qualified organizations
that represent a majority of the physicians in each area. A qualified
organization is a voluntary professional organization, for example, a County
Medical Society, or one without requirement of dues and represents three
hundred or more physicians. In general, it is anticipated that the County
Medical Societies will be the instrumentality for the establishment of functioning PSRO’s, thus ensuring the active participation of physicians in this
program. While PSRO’s are becoming operational, ongoing review will be
carried out side-by-side with PSRO review until the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare is satisfied that a given PSRO has demonstrated the
ability to do the job. In keeping with this provision of the law, state councils
will be established in states where three or more PSRO’s are operational.
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Such a statewide program review team will include representation from each
PSRO in the state, other physicians, and the public. In addition, on the national
level, a council has been appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare that includes eleven physicians of national stature, a majority of
whom have been nominated for membership on the council through their
professional organizations. To implement this review mechanism, it is
anticipated that each county medical society will ask the various
subspecialties to establish committees to review the various models of
treatment and care within their respective specialties and to serve as a source
of feedback to the county medical society PSRO. In New York City, for
example, the New York County Medical Society has established a PSRO. The
New York District Branch of the American Psychiatric Association has appointed a committee of its members to review psychiatric patterns of care
and to evolve ways in which peer review can be effectively implemented for
psychiatry. A member of this committee of the District Branch of the APA is
also a member of the medical society PSRO making possible ongoing and
meaningful psychiatric input into that body. On the New York State level, a
mechanism has been established, through the formation of a state committee,
to share the information on PSRO activity of the various district branches of
the APA.
PSRO’s will evaluate the utilization and quality of institutional services.
They will utilize norms of care based on typical patterns of practice in the
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region for this purpose. And they are encouraged to involve practicing
physicians to conduct ongoing review through existing hospital utilization
review committees and, where necessary, to upgrade this activity. For
psychiatry, the goal is to establish “norms of care” for psychiatric services in
hospitals and, ultimately, for outpatient treatment; to evolve “relative value
scales” as a mechanism for deciding which procedures and modalities of
treatment are most effective in determining quality of care at the most
reasonable cost; and, in addition, to make decisions regarding variations in
patterns of care to include legitimate philosophical differences in treatment
approaches.
In evaluating and determining whether existing in-house review
procedures are at levels of performance acceptable to the PSRO, PSRO’s must
make certain that there is broad and rotating physician participation in the
review process on a continuing basis. PSRO’s must be organized on a local
basis, of the stipulated minimum of 300 physicians, with the expectation that
the average PSRO will be drawn from 1000 or more in the area. PSRO and its
review organization must employ acceptable parameters of care and norms
for the region. Data must be maintained in an orderly and adequate fashion to
facilitate evaluation and comparison of PSRO performance. The PSRO
legislation is designed to utilize professional expertise, through peer review,
subject to public accountability, to assure the appropriateness and quality of
services purchased under the provisions of the Social Security Act. The
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amendment explicitly states that the following should be included in the
review: determination of the necessity for institutional admission, the
duration of institutional service, the appropriateness of the level of institutional care, the adequacy and relevance of the institutional and ambulatory
services provided. Implied in the objectives of the amendment is the attempt
to restrict the utilization, and, thereby, the cost of federal health services to a
minimum.
Initially, one of the major functions of the PSRO is education of the
medical profession regarding the meaning of PSRO legislation in order to
obviate difficulties later. There is considerable unfamiliarity with and, in
some cases, outright denial of the legislation. Yet, sooner or later it will affect
every practicing physician in the United States. It would be most helpful if this
peer review could be seen as a form of consultation and continuing education
rather than as a system of monitoring physicians’ activities, determining
penalties for violations, etc. It is important, therefore, in establishing PSRO
committees that the best skills of the various specialists be represented, and
in the case of the specialty of psychiatry to include those who will not
consistently advocate one particular modality of treatment and who will not
reflect the philosophy and patterns of only one particular segment of the
psychiatric profession. Newman, et al. have recently reported on their
experiences with a peer review program in California, where the emphasis
was a consultative and educational one. Their experiences confirm that not
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only can peer review work, but it can be sought after and be considered
helpful by participating therapists.
Many questions will arise for our profession as this legislation is put
into effect: will the confidentiality of the patient-doctor relationship be
maintained? This is an issue of justifiable concern to all psychiatrists. Will
various institutions, such as teaching centers or community general hospitals,
be equally represented on such committees? Should doctors review doctors?
Or should there be some input from consumer groups in keeping with current
trends of greater emphasis on consumer and community participation? Is the
law requiring such review constitutional? This question has already been
raised. If PSRO is a function of the county medical society, will the specialty of
psychiatry be given appropriate representation? This is an important task for
the psychiatric profession. What are norms of psychiatric care? Since it is
generally agreed that diagnoses and modalities of treatment vary from one
region of the country to another and, indeed, from one area of a city to
another, who is to decide which treatment modality is most appropriate?
How will peer review, currently limited to Medicare and Medicaid services,
operate when applied to the private practice of psychiatry? Not directly
related to PSRO but implicit in any national health insurance plan proposed
so far is the existence of coinsurance rates—the portion of the service for
which the patient must pay. In the specialty of psychiatry will this factor tend
to encourage patients to seek less expensive care from other mental health
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practitioners? Myriad potential problems are contained in this legislation, but
PSRO is now part of the law. As such it must be recognized as a fact of life that
the medical profession can no longer ignore. Yet, associated with this major
legislative enactment is a real opportunity for change and progress. If we
involve ourselves meaningfully, peer review can be developed to engage the
best skills of the profession for upgrading the quality of care. If we don’t, we
will forfeit our participation in any way since the legislation states that if a
PSRO is not functional within a certain period of time, or if the Secretary of
HEW decides that an existing PSRO is not functioning adequately, other
organizations can be duly constituted as the PSRO instrument. Such
organizations must demonstrate professional medical competence to function
as a PSRO, and might include state or local health departments, an aggregation of hospitals or similar governmental or nonprofit organizational
structure with professional competence.
Organizational changes are taking place at various levels of
programming throughout the country, specifically related to the provision of
comprehensive mental health care. It is my opinion that whatever changes
may be made in the delivery of mental health care, concerted efforts must be
made on the part of all to ensure dovetailing of such plans into a total
comprehensive health care delivery system. In New York State, for example, a
Unified Services approach is proposed in which the state mental hospital
system would assume overall responsibility for total mental health care
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through subcontracts and other types of collaborative and fiscal
arrangements with local agencies and programs to achieve comprehensiveness.
As part of such a Unified Services approach, a reporting system will be
developed. The New York State Department of Mental Hygiene has committed
itself to establishment of a Unified Services Information System. Toward that
end a Unified Services Information Executive Committee has been appointed
and commissioned to oversee the development of the system and a full-time
task force has been assigned to conduct the information study under this
committee’s direction and supervision. Among the charges to this task force
are the responsibility for keeping itself aware of developing systems within
the department and for seeking compatibility with related systems at the
federal, state, and local levels. In designing the Information System, the task
force will aim at relevance, usability, timeliness, and economy. The task force
will also have a Unified Services Information Advisory Committee with
members appointed by the Commissioner. The membership of this advisory
body will be representative of voluntary agencies, units of local government,
and programs of the New York State Department of Mental Hygiene
responsible for the provision of mental health, mental retardation, and alcoholism services. The purpose of the committee is to review task force
recommendations for the Information System to enable the organizations
represented on the committee to jointly plan, deliver, and evaluate services
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for the mentally disabled. While a unified system of care is a sound and
potentially viable concept, formidable difficulties are anticipated in its
implementation.
In several states there is a move toward the development of
Departments of Human Services within state governments. Such departments
would encompass health, welfare, educational, and correctional services
under the direction of a Secretary. In over a dozen states such reorganization
is taking place; some Departments of Human Services are already in
operation, as in Massachusetts, for example. Connecticut has recently
established a Commission on Human Services. The purpose of such an
organizational shift is to coordinate services and to minimize the
fragmentation and discontinuity that exist within the various departments
concerned with the provision of human services. Once again, conceptually
such an approach has considerable merit; operationally it is fraught with
risks. For example, Departments of Mental Hygiene have for many years
maintained a degree of autonomy that they have come to cherish. Under this
new

concept

such

departments

would

become

integral

parts

of

superagencies. This could give rise to myriad problems at different levels, and
might make implementation difficult. The same might apply to other departments. What is really needed, as Litwak and Meyer have proposed, are
coordinating mechanisms that will provide linkages and balance between
existing bureaucratic and other organizations, and thus permit more efficient
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functioning and yet maintenance of individual frames of reference.
Another approach to comprehensive mental health care delivery is that
of regional planning on the local level to parallel the development of
statewide human services departments. It is proposed that a network of
human services be developed, bounded by manageable geographic limits,
including a number of service components equal to the identified problems at
hand.4 Personal service would, of course, be an intricate component of this
network—for reasons both human and political. But of strong weight also
should be a research-planning-and-evaluation component that would assume
primary responsibility for the essential tasks of social problem prevention.
The organization of such a service network depends on the operational
environment, but basic features should include:
1. all existing service agencies—both voluntary and public—in order
to prevent duplication,
2. community groups in order to ascertain existing and potential
problems,
3. representatives of the mass communications industries, and
4. a coordinating and planning apparatus to establish short- and longrange policy.
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If such comprehensive area-wide planning is to prove effective, it is
mandatory that legislative bodies “will” such efforts to succeed. And by this I
mean that local, state, and federal programs should be subsumed under the
aegis of the local coordinating mechanism. If this does not occur, then
duplication of service and competition among agencies will inevitably occur.
Again the appropriate governmental bodies should guarantee the financial
base of this coordinating mechanism—not on a year-by-year crisis
intervention basis, but on a five-, ten- or even twenty-year basis.
Should this network planning effectively take place, I am convinced that
we will not only experience perhaps our first national attempt at
multiproblem prevention—and I firmly believe that social problems are interdependently interrelated—but we will also move toward elimination of
service failure by introducing almost universal accessibility.
Moreover, as the various social classes become exposed to a variety of
human services and their close interrelation, we can expect that at least some
services will lose the stigma that has traditionally been attached to their
service delivery.
The network planning of which I speak represents the developmental
approach to social welfare as a front-line function of modern industrial
society in a positive collaborative way with other major social institutions
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working toward a better society. Needless to say, some public resistance and
coordinating failures will appear quite early. But the alternative at this point
in time is a continuation of the fragmented residual approach of intervention
on a crisis basis when the normal structures of society break down, which has
the connotation of a dole or gift. This approach has failed significantly in the
past, and will fail even more grossly in the future as our complex society
continues to develop.

Looking Toward the Future
Based on the assumption that in the foreseeable future mental health
care delivery will become more integral to comprehensive health care within
the same overall organizational framework with similar standards, setting
procedures and mechanisms for determining quality care and funding
arrangements, the delivery of mental health services will expand the
organizational base through a more critical linkage with other social, educational, and health services. This linkage will prove to be much more than a
shadow of past practices by mental health professionals—practices where
haphazard referrals were made to unfamiliar agencies for supportive services
in treatment situations. Such linkage will aim at more than service
collaboration between independent programs that establish contractual
agreements for meeting jointly clusters of problems reflective of purposes of
the individual programs involved. At a rapid pace there is now developing in
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our nation a new philosophy of care, a conceptual process that chooses health
over sickness and in this divorces itself from the past. This assertion is not
merely idle rhetoric or academic semantics, for it entails a view of the human
situation that has as its goal the development of an optimal social existence
for all who seek help for specific problems in the areas of human service
(health, education, and welfare). It seeks to generate the response of
professionals in a comprehensive manner that realizes the extensiveness of
interrelated problems in our nation’s fabric. The precipitating factors of
mental illness are often found in the problems of family life, poverty, and poor
health, and the only solution available is to address these concomitant
problems, simultaneously, to whatever clinical treatment is prescribed. This
is not to say that psychiatrists must consider themselves experts in the field
of education, or that welfare workers must assume primary responsibilities in
the treatment of alcohol or drug addiction. Rather, it is to say that all
professionals should think in terms of a comprehensive human service
response to the problems of a citizen seeking help. As an ideal, the concept of
comprehensiveness may never fully be achieved, yet the current movement in
this direction outlines a pattern of care that has already rejected, in practice,
the fragmentary character of the past.

The Political Setting of Comprehensiveness
For the past decade, the federal government has addressed its time,
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staff, and money toward the unification of human services in the nation.
Because of the many complex administrative mechanisms that form the substance of our federal system of politics, this movement cannot yet be
considered especially efficient in its undertaking. The many attempts aimed
at eliminating fragmentation in human service delivery have resulted in a federal design, radical in nature, that calls for “de-bureaucratization” at the
federal level. Eisenstadt has referred to this process as
. . . the subversion of the goals and activities of the bureaucracy in the
interests of different groups with which it is in close interaction, [p. 259]

Combined with managerial techniques such as Program-PlanningBudget Systems (PPBS) and political considerations such as the political
pressure for decentralization of decision-making, the federal government is
engaged in an effort that seeks to (1) localize the planning and delivery of
services for greater response to community needs; (2) coordinate the
multiplicity of public and voluntary efforts to avoid overlap and duplication;
and (3) place the responsibility for fiscal decision-making for funding of local
programs in the political setting that is most immediate: state and local
government. An illustration can be seen in the proposed Allied Services Act.
The stated goals of this act include the coordination of complementary but
separate services at state and local levels, and provision of “the necessary
tools” to allow such governmental units to eliminate bureaucratic obstacles in
service delivery. The clearest testimony of the federal movement toward
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comprehensive service delivery is contained in the following language of the
act declaring an intent to:
. . . give state and local officials authority to consolidate the planning and
implementation of the many separate social service programs into streamlined, comprehensive plans—each custom-designed for a particular area.
Such plans could eventually make it possible to assess the total human
service needs of an entire family at a single location with a single application. Most applicants need more than one service, and now must trudge to
office after office applying for assistance from one program at a time—
with the result that they may not obtain all the services they need, or may
be discouraged altogether from seeking help. [p. 259]

Under the act, the federal government proposed to make up to twenty
million dollars available in the first full year for the costs of developing such
comprehensive plans, and was prepared to underwrite administrative startup costs necessary for comprehensive service program implementation. In
effect, the act was designed to have major impact on over two hundred
categorical health, educational, and social services programs now emanating
out of Washington.
To date, the act has not received congressional support for a variety of
reasons. Technical issues such as (1) adequacy of initial funding; (2) local
planning mechanisms for problem identification and resolution; and (3)
availability of future operational resources from the federal level vis-a-vis
state and local contributions are critical areas of concern. There are also a
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multitude of clearly partisan political issues that have prevented passage of
the act. But closely related to the movement toward localized comprehensive
service has been the enactment of legislation for federal revenue-sharing to
state and local governments, as well as the reorganization and consolidation
of the executive branch of government following the presidential election of
1972. Together with the direction for service delivery set in the proposed
Allied Services Act of 1972, these actions if sustained by Congress forecast
significant movement toward the concept of comprehensiveness in care for
the immediate future.

The Conceptual Base for Comprehensiveness
Sayles and Chandler have noted that:
. . . an obvious characteristic of modem society is ever increasing
interdependency; little can be changed without affecting a wide array of
institutions, and many new developments depend upon close,
collaborative, and integrated activities that crisscross organizational
boundaries and the dividing line, between the public and private sectors,
[p. 2]

To understand the nature and consequences of this interdependence in
a service delivery or organizational setting requires a new approach in the
conceptualization of individual and group action, as well as of its management. Instead of limiting perceptions to the plane of individual action or small
group cohesiveness (formal or informal), it is necessary today to
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conceptualize actions in terms of the totality of the situation, in other words,
to do “systems thinking” or to view it in “the systems approach.” Such a view,
usually incorporating the situational processes of input-conversion-output,
recognizes the critical impact of the surrounding environment on any
particular system (biological, social, economic, political, management, etc.).
By

focusing

on

the

system,

there

develops

a

concern

for

the

comprehensiveness of the situation and the various elements that affect the
decision or action involved. In reality, the systems approach is a philosophy of
action based on the belief that enough of the complexity of existence can be
analyzed and interrelated to describe reasonable human goals as well as the
means for their achievement.
On a philosophical level, it has been noted that there are two basic
viewpoints on social systems, monism and pluralism:
. . . the pluralist does not believe that organizations have values, only
individuals do. He believes in a balance of forces and that the decisionmaking process of society ought to be the result of that balance—the
legislators, the planners, the mental health officials and others—
converging together, but with no overall conceptualization of where they
are going. Monism, on the other hand, is a philosophy that says, in
principle at least, that all of the pieces can be put together into a whole
picture. The monist believes it is possible to identify the objectives of the
system, and to think through the alternatives that lead most successfully to
the desired goals, [p. 360]

On a practical level, it must be stated that reality is never such an
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either/or proposition. Rather, society finds itself in an ever-fluctuating
position between these polar views, striving to introduce order where
elements of chaos exist while seeking to develop decision-making
mechanisms that join the process of rational planning with the unclear and
uncertain demands of practical politics. Systematic planning based on the
rationalism that the monistic view entails can never fully be achieved.
Questions regarding the intent, the scope, the personnel, and the
organizational position of the planning process in any particular service
delivery model bring a variety of conflicting opinions from recognized
management experts. Yet the analytic base of systems analysis, along with
modern computer technology for the collection and dissemination of relevant
information, does provide a meaningful advance in the planning and delivery
of human services. As C. West Churchman has noted:
1. The systems approach begins when first you see the world through
the eyes of another.
2. The systems approach goes on to discovering that every world view
is terribly restricted.
3. There are no experts in the systems approach.
4. The systems approach is not a bad idea, [pp. 231-232]

Systems Analysis and Planning for Service Delivery
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Planning has become a condition of modern existence. As David Ewing
has observed:
The big question in planning becomes not whether it is justified but to
what extent and in what manner it shall be practiced, [p. 4]

In essence, planning is a rational tool for the production of recognized
and desired changes in an organization’s structure or manner of operation. It
is a process that enables an organization to respond to the actions and
pressures of the surrounding environment as well as internal organizational
requirements. In modern management theory, the planning, budgetary, and
operational actions of an organization are usually joined in a conscious
systematic manner, such as the use of Planning-Program-Budget Systems
(PPBS) and the techniques of Project Management, Planned Evaluation and
Review Techniques (PERT), Line of Balance (LOB), Critical Path Method
(CPM), etc. For human service delivery, this approach allows for an effective
mixture of administrative and programmatic elements in response to
identified social problems. The systems approach seeks to minimize the
negative impact of excessive bureaucratization through a flexible realignment
of decision-making and control mechanisms.
PPBS is essentially an information process around the “cost and
benefits” of alternate courses of organizational action. Its aim is to help
management arrive at “better” decisions on the allocation of resources
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toward attainment of organizational objectives. It entails the development of
cost-accounting and performance-reporting mechanisms for the collection of
information. It does not relate in purpose to budget implementation,
productivity, or cost control.
In its use at all levels of government, several variations of the PPBS
model can be identified. Governmental units have introduced modifications
according to need. However, there are several major components of PPBS that
remain constant:
1. An “across-the-board” governmental program structure aimed at
the identification of fundamental objectives, and subsequent
grouping of governmental activities relative to objectives,
regardless of organizational placement.
2. Development of a multiyear program and financial plan.
3. Program analysis that considers objectives, alternatives, costs,
benefits, assumptions, and impact on other programs.
It has been shown that a significant investment in time and money is
required by a governmental unit to implement PPBS successfully. The “startup” time has taken several years in many instances, and the mandatory use of
computer technology as well as the increase in systems-related staff can
prove costly, [p. 241] Beyond these considerations there exists an often
present political opposition that must be overcome. As PPBS is representative
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of the “monist” approach to social systems, the political process can often be
considered in pluralist terms. Politicians who may favor the development of
PPBS must also consider the impact of such a planning process on pork-barrel
legislation and logrolling transactions. As a result, there is an inherent tension
between rational planning techniques, that are epitomized perhaps by PPBS,
and the multifaceted and often self-contradictory political structures that are
expected to make use of planning techniques.
Project Management is a management approach that was developed in
the military/industrial complex as a means of satisfying the requirement for
management of defense resources from inception to operational employment.
It entails the blending of the technical know-how of many functionally
oriented organizations under one centralized coordinating and managing
mechanism whose prime role is to synchronize and integrate an aggregation
of resources. Project Management is based on the systems approach to action.
It has proven to be particularly successful when applied to a one-time
undertaking that is definable in terms of a specific end result and bigger than
the organization has previously undertaken successfully, [p. 2g3] By definition, a project has an objective end point in time. The project management
approach entails the appointment of one man who has the responsibility for
the detailed planning, coordination, and ultimate outcome of the project. The
essence of Project Management is that it cuts across, and, in a sense, conflicts
with, the normal organizational structure. Throughout the project, personnel
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at various levels in many functions of the organization contribute and are
recognized as the “team.” With sanction from the top, the team members
concentrate on their target under the direction of the, project manager, any
relationships to their functional departments during the project period being
of a qualitative nature only. Project Management is “adhocracy.” [p. 125]
In the future, the movement toward comprehensive human service
delivery programs will rely heavily on both PPBS and Project Management. As
governmental limits develop program goals that require interorganizational
collaboration for their attainment, action will be framed into temporary
settings, where the meaning of “management” will have fuller significance
(“How can we manage this problem?”), and the negative aspects of bureaucracy will subside due to team involvement in decision-making and
environmental input from the community. Such a comprehensive approach
will rely on staff development and in-service training programs to provide
team members with the tools for effective collaboration. It will also require a
pertinent program evaluation and review component to analyze the progress
of interdisciplinary team collaboration in goal attainment as well as obstacles
to attainment that are related to the functional units from which team
members are' drawn. Much thought must still be given to the relevance of the
professional education models upon which the various human services are
founded, and what reforms might be conducive to comprehensive team
functioning. Finally, the limits of team functioning must also be considered, so
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that one form of bureaucracy is not simply replaced by another irrelevant
style of service delivery. The process of planning is never automatically
correct and never free from the intrusion of human values. However, the only
alternative is haphazard ignorance.

Service Delivery in a Systems Setting
How human service will be provided in the future is closely related to
the above propositions. If the governmental response to societal problems is
to advocate the concentration of public resources in priority fashion with limited emphasis on organizational jurisdictions, then both governmental units
and large organizations will be involved in the development of smaller, more
time-limited service units that will function as microsystems in their service
delivery patterns. These units, whether created through interagency collaboration or through intra-agency mandate, will be functioning in an atmosphere
of management-by-objectives where the individual’s preference for how his
job can best be done is considered a primary factor in planning goal
attainment. These units, or teams, will not be found by the limitations of
traditional authority and control; rather, they will be working in an
environment beyond the current understanding of bureaucracy.
For the most part, today, professionals in the field of human service
adhere to the concept that the individual worker is the prime conveyor of
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service delivery—a concept with roots in various schools of professional
training. The organization is seen as a means by which professionals can
utilize their skills. In such settings caseloads, colleagueship, and
compensation, within rather rigidly defined patterns, are provided. The
organizational requirements are tolerable; the interpersonal relationship
between professional and client, however, is primary.
As a result of this situation, professional agencies today abound in
conflict. With external pressure from both governmental and community
groups for effective resolution of social problems, the primacy of the one-toone mode of service delivery is being questioned by agency executives on two
counts: the impact of profession-specific intervention in increasingly
multiproblem situations, and the fiscal and social costs of specialized service
delivery, vis-a-vis fragmentation, duplication, and inappropriate response.
Internally, the problems inherent in organizational change that relate to roles,
status, informal groups, professional values, etc., have created near or at
times open confrontation within many agencies. Consequently, in the past
decade human service organizations have attempted to go beyond their
specialized boundaries in a variety of ways, most of which have not achieved
their limited goals due to lack of impact on the organizational structure. Some
agencies have attempted to collaborate by placing their staffs in close
geographic proximity (i.e., the same building) with reliance on daily contact.
Others have functioned through the use of interagency conferences, meeting
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locally as needed to discuss problems of coordination, [p. 37] Still others have
introduced project management, wherein agencies surrender part of their
jurisdiction over staff chosen to form an interagency-comprehensive service
delivery model. This approach is perhaps the optimal form of interagency
service collaboration that can be achieved as long as bureaucracies continue
to exist.
However, an alternative to the approach of interagency coordination is
a real possibility, especially in the public sector. Large organizations will
emerge, characterized by such features as diversity of interest, complexity of
relationships, unity of control, and decentralization of service delivery that is
comprehensive in nature. Such agencies will employ the techniques of PPBS,
Project Management, Organizational Development, etc. in the achievement of
their quest for responsive service delivery. Staff patterns will increasingly
reflect multidisciplinary training, for such organizations will attempt to avoid
the extrusion of people needing help by broadening the service delivery base.
Knowledge of mental health, child care, education, etc., will readily be
available for input into case situations, and the means for such availability is
seen in the unit or team structure.
In this setting, the role of the project or team manager is of primary
importance, for it is he who meets the team response to the patient need.
Coordination is the essence of this decision-making role, for the manager
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must match the skills of his personnel with the multiproblem situation under
consideration. This role should not conflict with the content of professional
involvement; rather, it sets the boundaries of the unit’s (and ultimately the
agency’s)

systematic

intervention

into

the

case,

based

on

the

recommendations of the multidisciplinary team. To achieve efficiency of team
functioning, a process of organizational development is essential so that the
limitations or confines of prior professional training do not retard the
achievement of comprehensiveness in service delivery. Ultimately, it should
involve considerable “self-analysis” on the part of each professional to
determine if his personal goals are congruent with those of the organization.
If the preceding comments seem unrelated to what the field of
psychiatry is engaged in today, it may be more a conflict in values than one of
fact. What this exposition has intended to accomplish is to state a personal
viewpoint of an emerging reality. As Machiavelli has cautioned: “There is
nothing more difficult to take in hand, or more uncertain in its success, than
to introduce a new order of things.” Let judgment occur in this light.
Such judgment will be affected by the fact that in the next few years
major changes will be effected in the health-care delivery systems in this
country. It is difficult to predict the nature and extent of such changes except
to speculate that they will be of major dimensions because of increasing
technology,

cost

factors,
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other

considerations.
At a time when we face the possible loss of a generation of caregivers as
a result of phasing out of federal support for training programs in the mental
health professions, there will have to be a redirection in our training
emphasis. Continuing education programs for all mental health professionals,
of relatively short-time duration, and thus less costly, might be one answer.
Such programs can be evolved with state and local support, perhaps even
some federal support, to keep our manpower pool abreast of such factors as
social causation, consumer needs, and needs in treatment methods as well as
the best administrative and management techniques applicable to make
available quantity and quality of care in a continuum of human service
delivery. Therefore, it is incumbent upon every practicing physician and
psychiatrist to keep himself abreast of changes that are taking place; each in
his own way to involve himself meaningfully, thus ensuring the development
of safeguards, in whatever system of care is adopted, for the protection of the
patient, the public, and the profession.
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Notes
1 This pessimistic view appears to be confirmed by a survey released by the Office of Revenue Sharing
at the United Conference of Mayors in San Francisco on June 19, 1973. According to the
survey, which covered the reported use of $5.1 billion of general-revenue-sharing funds
by 574 units of state and local governments, during the first year’s activities under a new
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revenue sharing program, only 8 percent of the total was invested or planned for use in
social-service areas. (New York Times, June 20, 1973.)
2 The act was reintroduced unchanged at the start of the Ninety-third Congress.
3 The description of the coverage for mental health care was provided by M. A. Rockwell of the Rand
Corporation both during his seminar presentation25 and during a subsequent personal
communication. It expands on information contained in reference 21.
4 I first suggested this approach in a paper presented at the Twenty-third Institute on Hospital and
Community Psychiatry, Seattle, Washington, September 1971. It is contained in a
somewhat different form in reference 11.
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CHAPTER 34
THE FUTURE OF THE PUBLIC MENTAL HOSPITAL
Merrill T. Eaton
A legislative resolution beginning: “Whereas, recent press reports
indicate that the Department of Public Institutions plans to phase out state
mental institutions by 1975 . . .” and demanding an investigation was
introduced in a Midwestern state in January 1972.

Three Social Trends
If Moses Sheppard and Dorothea Lynde Dix were available for comment,
they would ask what is happening. What is happening is this: First, the entire
health-care delivery system in the United States is in the process of change.
People who are able are going to pay for their health care in advance, whether
by an arrangement called “prepayment” (as in proposed health maintenance
organizations) or through “insurance premiums,” or by means of direct
taxation. Those who cannot pay are going to have the costs subsidized by the
federal government. All citizens are going to have the right to equal health
care; therefore, the distinction between public and private care must end.
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Second, involuntary hospitalization, as provided by traditional
commitment laws, is being eliminated. Preventive detention, the confinement
of a patient believed dangerous, for an indefinite period, is under legal and
social attack. The doctrine of parens patrie, the state assuming a paternal role,
paternalism, is no longer socially acceptable; and with its demise the
involuntary detention and treatment of a person dangerous to himself, or of a
person who is in need of treatment but cannot or will not recognize the need,
will become impossible. These changes will not only affect the way a person
enters a mental hospital but also what can be done for him once he is there.
The locked ward, already largely eliminated in many facilities, is unlikely to
be acceptable to many truly voluntary patients. It will not be possible to give
medication or treatment to patients who decline it. The physician and the
superintendent will be responsible to, not responsible for, patients.
Traditionally, mental illness was often equated with irresponsibility and this
was seen as absolute, not relative. Hence, the superintendent of a mental
hospital was held responsible if a patient left without permission (“escaped”
“eloped”), lost possessions or money, or injured himself in some way. One
hundred years ago, if a woman patient became pregnant, it was without
further investigation of the circumstances, “another of the base results of the
wretched management of the institution.”1 Obviously, to protect himself and
his staff, a superintendent would have needed strict rules governing patient
supervision and conduct, quite apart from any specific patient’s actual
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treatment needs or ability to make decisions and assume responsibility. (This
is analogous to some of the ways that the possibility of malpractice suits
influences medical practice today.) These attitudes of 100 years ago were not
greatly changed until after World War II. Certainly the superintendent of
today, and of the future, has some responsibility to protect the person and
property of patients; but it is more one of eliminating hazards, providing
facilities, and seeing that advice is given, than one of regulating the patient’s
behavior so as to prevent him from voluntarily taking any risks. (For example,
traditionally, it was felt necessary to put money and jewelry in a safe or send
it home; today, as well as taking the same sort of steps the operator of a hotel
or college dormitory might take to discourage pilfering, the superintendent
provides a safe and advises its use.)
Third, the resident population, though not the admission rate, in public
mental hospitals has been steadily declining. This decline, though sometimes
attributed to the introduction of tranquilizing medication in the middle
1950s, actually results from many factors. New treatment methods have
helped shorten hospital stays. The increased number of psychiatrists and
other mental-health professionals trained since World War II has contributed
both to improved quality in public mental-hospital staffs and to the
development of alternative community facilities. An expanding economy has
made it possible for more patients with residual symptoms to obtain
employment and rehabilitation in the community, and expanded welfare
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programs have made it possible to discharge other patients who are not able
to be self-sustaining. Changing social attitudes allow for greater acceptance of
deviant behavior and reduced social distance from former patients. Added to
these factors is a change in administrative philosophy. The superintendent of
today feels that it is to his credit to reduce his census and shorten stays; so he
may try to move a number of patients into nursing homes or other facilities,
as well as make efforts at treatment and rehabilitation.
It is futile to deal with these three social trends by denial or negativism.
One might say that proposed health-insurance legislation may not be passed,
and that even if it is, psychiatric benefits are sharply limited in most current
proposals; that commitment laws cannot be repealed altogether; and that
there will be an irreducible minimum of patients still needing traditional state
hospital care. A more sophisticated denial might be to point out that social
trends are discontinuous and a halt to or reversal of current trends is
possible. One may point out that health-insurance programs do not in
themselves correct problems in the supply and distribution of health
resources; that prepayment programs may do more to foster cut-rate care
than to pay physicians to keep people well “like the doctors of ancient
China.”2 Types of patients who will suffer great harm because protective,
albeit paternalistic, steps cannot be taken can be listed by the dozens.
Likewise, there are innumerable examples of situations in which short
hospital stays or transfers to other facilities are not in the best interest of
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patients. To engage in such professional chauvinism, however logical and
well-motivated, is an exercise in futility. Looking at the record of organized
medicine’s opposition to “socialized medicine,” such exercises in futility
appear not unlikely to occur.

Four Options for the Future
The future of the public mental hospital may be:
1. To resist social change and to be phased out of existence.
2. To accept social change and to plan an orderly process of
termination.
3. To undertake new roles and functions.
4. To continue to serve the needs of the mentally ill in a manner
concordant with contemporary social values.
The first option is the least desirable. A rapid phasing out of state (and
other public) mental hospitals would leave a large number of patients
without needed services. A state hospital in an isolated location, with an
outmoded physical plant and a staff incapable of furnishing an effective
treatment program, ought to be closed. Such hospitals are in the minority.
Most offer effective, though not ideal, treatment, and amenities considerably
superior to those of Juniper Hill. Alternative facilities and practitioners are
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not available to undertake care of patients served by these hospitals.
It is not reasonable to assume, as some have, that if patients have health
insurance that will cover psychiatric illness, all who need it can obtain private
treatment. The idea that the closing of public mental hospitals would cause
the physicians employed by them to enter a new form of governmentfinanced and regulated private practice is valid in itself. However, the notion
that they would take care of the same number of patients is unrealistic. The
physician in the public mental hospital is not primarily occupied in direct
patient care. Even if he were to spend all of his time in this activity, he could
treat only a small percent of the patients now being served. It is in the public
hospital that the team method, the therapeutic milieu, and the employment of
nonmedical therapists working under supervision is most highly developed.
The second option, a gradual, planned termination, would allow new
facilities and programs to develop. It would take several years to replace the
present public mental hospitals with comprehensive community mental
health centers, even if some state hospitals of appropriate size and location
entered the centers program and were assigned catchment areas. Not only
would many new centers have to be established, but most existing centers
would need to expand their functions considerably to serve all the mentalhealth needs of their catchment areas. It would take even longer for new
“private” facilities to be developed to meet the needs of a fully insured
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population or to provide full psychiatric care as components of health
maintenance organizations.
The third possibility is really a modification of the second. It would
preserve administrative organizations (some of which, at least, are worth
preserving), prevent the sacrifice of usable buildings, and maintain jobs for
persons now employed. There have been a number of proposed functions.
One has been that the state hospitals should serve as chronic disease
hospitals, accepting all types of “incurable” patients, and, presumably,
continuing to provide custodial care to certain mental patients. Another
suggestion is for a move in the direction of the correctional system involving
the rehabilitation of persons with character disorders, presumably
delinquents and offenders suitable for minimum-security institutions. Still
another has been for the institutions to undertake additional public health
and welfare responsibilities or, at least, to house and coordinate various
agencies involved in health, education, and welfare so as to become
multiservice centers.

Response to Contemporary Social Values
Financing Mental-Health Care
The

fourth

option
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Accommodation to new systems of financing health care must first be
considered. One might advocate making the public hospital fully eligible to
receive health-insurance benefits (both for hospital costs and professional
services) and/or to become a part of (or contract with) health maintenance
organizations. Only if the present public hospitals compete on an equal
footing with private facilities can we hope to eliminate a double standard of
care. It is unlikely that a universal compulsory national health-insurance
program (or an equivalent prepayment system) will initially include benefits
for chronic illness, including long-term psychiatric illness. There is no real
reason why it should not. Most long-term care is in public facilities and is
already being supported by the taxpayer. Excluding this from a health
program only appears to make the program cheaper. Including it would
eliminate the “dumping” of chronic cases, turning the public hospital into an
institution for the chronic, with the difficulties in staffing and in maintaining a
therapeutic orientation and optimism this would entail; and the perpetuation
of a double standard. While chronic mental illness will not be covered at first,
sooner or later it will; and it makes sense to advocate sooner rather than
later.
Competition between what are now private and what are now public
resources, with patients exercising a free choice, will provide incentives for
improved service for all providers, not just the currently public.
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Advocacy of the inclusion of adequate psychiatric benefits and of the
participation by now public facilities in new health-care-financing-anddelivery systems may not insure appropriate legislation. However, if
restrictive legislation is passed that excludes full participation by state
hospitals, as such, this need not cause either their closure or their assumption
of the responsibility for only chronic patients and those rejected by other
providers of care. For the present direct support of such hospitals by the
state, there could be substituted an operation of hospitals by nonprofitmaking corporations (with further steps to meet any specific requirements
for participation ); and grants or contracts could be used to continue state
financing of research, training, indirect services, and direct services not
otherwise covered.
Even now, in anticipation of more widespread and governmentsponsored insurance or prepayment programming, the financing and
organization of public mental hospitals should be reconsidered. Many people,
in some areas the majority of the employed, have insurance that covers
psychiatric care. Some programs pay for hospital care in public institutions,
but others do not. Fewer pay for professional services in public hospitals, and
even fewer for public outpatient services. Two considerations are involved in
nonpayment. First, the idea that this is not appropriate in a tax-supported
facility; second, the fact that many institutions that do charge those able to
pay for hospital care do not itemize professional services. Steps, including
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reorganization when necessary, revised cost-accounting and billing
procedures, and initiation of adequate utilization and peer-review programs,
should be initiated to allow full participation. Cash income can and should
provide a greater portion of public hospital and clinic budgets, and a greater,
and identifiable portion of the compensation of professional staff; for this is
directly related to volume and quality of service. Ultimately, when all patients
have insurance or prepayment coverage, direct tax support for public mental
hospitals can be limited to those activities not directly related to patient care:
training, research, community education, and primary prevention. In regard
to the latter, it might be suggested that these activities can be covered in a
prepayment, health-maintenance, program. This is not altogether realistic. It
will be possible to provide preventive programs that yield a high, short-term
payoff in this way. Most preventive programs in psychiatry will not qualify.

Voluntary and Involuntary Hospitalization
Laws governing involuntary hospitalization are being re-inspected and
revised by legislative bodies and are also likely to be modified by court
decisions. The staffs of public mental hospitals, along with other mentalhealth professionals, can cooperate in this process. It is probable that in the
public mental hospital of the future all, or nearly all, patients will be
voluntary. Nevertheless, new laws must take into account the fact that there
are dangerous patients and that there are patients who need care badly but
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cannot recognize their need.
The concept of dangerousness is a difficult one to evaluate. As a
paradigm of the dangerous patient one might consider a person who has
paranoid delusions, has bought a gun, and intends to kill his imagined
persecutors. He may represent a real and immediate danger to others, but he
has not committed an overt act. One might choose as the paradigm a “sexual
sociopath” who has committed repeated offenses against children or
aggressive (sadistic) attacks on adults. (The voyeur or exhibitionist is more a
public nuisance than a danger.) One might select as an example the person
who has committed a crime and been found unable to stand trial because his
mental condition makes him unable to understand the charges against him
and/or participate in his own defense. Another example would be the person
who has committed a serious offense and has been found not guilty by reason
of insanity. These are the usual examples. What about the alcoholic who
drives a car? Traditionally, he has not been regarded as a subject for
commitment as dangerous, though he may be regarded as sick—legally as
well as medically. Surely intoxicated drivers, many of whom have diagnosable
alcohol problems, account for more deaths, serious injuries, and property
damage than any of the traditional types of “dangerous” patients. There are
other situations in which a mentally ill person’s confusion or preoccupation
may compromise the safety of others.
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The public mental hospital had best be relieved of responsibility for the
confinement, if not for the care, of most of the patients representing serious
and immediate danger to others. Certainly such a patient does not belong on
an open ward. The advisability of having a maximum-security unit on a
hospital campus is questionable. It is likely to be uneconomical, and lacking
perimeter security, offers more opportunity for escape than does a penal
complex, while at the same time forcing greater restriction on the activities of
inmates. Moreover, it puts the hospital staff in something other than a helping
role. Those who have committed overt acts (e.g., the sexual deviate offender)
can be sentenced, with due process of law, and can be treated in a
correctional facility. Treatment could be provided by the correctional
institution, or, better, as an outreach activity of the mental hospital. In the
latter case, the psychiatrist can work with and for the patient in the usual
collaborative therapeutic relationship without having the responsibility for
maintaining confinement or determining length of stay.
The handling of an individual, sick or otherwise, who truly intends to
kill someone, whether a family member or a presidential candidate, presents
a serious legal problem. It is a legal problem, not a medical one. Suppose such
a person is sick but is not committable under new laws or under new
interpretations of existing laws. In some instances, surely, the intended victim
can be protected without detention of the patient; in some perhaps, the use of
something in the nature of a peace bond, with appropriate legal steps if it is
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violated, might be effective. If this leads to incarceration in a correctional
facility, treatment on an outreach basis can be provided as for other
offenders.
In cases where danger is less immediate, involving the alcoholic or
drug-dependent driver, for example, if treatment is not accepted on a
voluntary basis, it could be made a condition for probation. In that case, the
responsibility for following through on a treatment program rests with the
patient.
Patients who need treatment, but fail to recognize the need, represent a
more difficult problem for those trying to improve laws governing
involuntary hospitalization. There are two general types.
First, there are patients with acute illnesses who could probably
respond to treatment (e.g., a patient with involutional melancholia who is
actively suicidal; a hypomanic patient who is bankrupting himself and his
family). Second, there are mentally ill people who may or may not be
treatable, but who cannot meet their own needs in the community. At the
extreme are those patients who literally cannot survive without medical
attention. In addition, there are those who cannot maintain employment,
cannot use financial assistance prudently, cannot attend to those things
necessary for comfort and sanitation, and are subject to various types of
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abuse and exploitation in the community.
Though there are many today who advocate eliminating involuntary
hospitalization altogether, others, in advocating reform of commitment laws,
recognize the needs of these patients. At the same time, concern over the
rights of the person who is not sick and might be the victim of a conspiracy
(to get rid of an unwanted spouse or a political dissenter, for example) has
been an issue since the time of the Packard case in i860; and, more recently,
there has been growing concern over the right of the person who is sick (or
deviant) to decline treatment, provided at least that he is rational enough to
make the decision.
To balance these factors, attempts have been made to make new
commitment laws more “strict,” with a greater guarantee of legal assistance
and “due process” to the person who is “accused” of being mentally ill. The
disadvantages of more elaborate procedures include cost, burdening an
already crowded court system, time consumption that may delay needed
treatment and lead to a less favorable prognosis, possible invasions of privacy
as details of the patients behavior while sick must be made public, and a
possible criminalization of mental illness. Alternate proposals allow for a
simpler commitment procedure for most cases, but provide for increased
implementation of the right of habeas corpus after admission, together with
availability of “ombudsmen,” inspection of treatment plans, and reevaluation
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of continued need for hospitalization by independent agencies.
Reform efforts are also directed toward reducing the length of
involuntary hospitalization and/or instituting programs of periodic
recertification.’ In settings where this has been tried, it has not been
completely successful, since the number of cases proposed for recertification
has reduced the process to a formality in which inadequate time is given to
assess the patient’s actual situation and needs.
The most likely prediction for the future is that indefinite or long-term
involuntary hospitalization will be abolished altogether, but that some
method of short-term certification or commitment will be available. To
preserve provisions for needed short-term involuntary care, it will be
necessary to apply these provisions sparingly and cautiously so that they are
used only when the need and the potential benefit to the patient can be
clearly established. Since the public hospital does not commit patients to
itself, it cannot fully regulate the application of commitment laws. It can ask
for input into the system; a requirement that prospective involuntary patients
be seen by the public hospital staff, preferably as outpatients, and that the
hospital be allowed to report before the action of a court or board of mental
health is not unreasonable. As well as screening out some cases that do not
need, or cannot benefit from, treatment, this could lead to a greater number of
patients accepting voluntary care in the hospital or in alternative programs.
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In addition, very active public education and liaison with the legal profession
can be used to discourage involuntary hospitalization and encourage
voluntary referral.
The individual’s own ability to recognize illness in its early stages and
his willingness to seek voluntary care can be augmented by mental-health
education, public-relations programs, and, of course, changes in facilities and
procedures that will make the institution more acceptable to its potential
clientele.

Service to Long-term Patients
If provisions for long-term involuntary treatment and custodial care are
absent from new commitment laws, new methods of serving long-term
patients must be developed. Merely returning such people to the community
would lead to a recurrence of the problems that led to the creation of the state
mental hospitals in the first place.’ Unless help is provided, where is the
person too sick to take care of his own needs to go? In the nineteenth century
it was to jail or the almshouse. You can’t hardly find almshouses no more, but
we still have jails. Today, though we sometimes jail the alcoholic or the drugdependent person for his illness, we do not jail the chronic schizophrenic for
schizophrenia; but without help he is all too likely to get into situations that
lead to his being incarcerated, and not as a result of his being “dangerous.”
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Various things can be done. The hospital can develop adequate outreach
facilities for aftercare (not merely a clinic where patients can come to get
medication, psychotherapy, or counseling) unless these are actually available
in the community. For many patients this care involves regular home visits
and assistance, or arrangements for assistance, in coping with various
problems of everyday life. Mobilizing support systems in the family and
neighborhood is part of this, but careful judgment as to how much support is
needed is crucial if one is to promote eventual rehabilitation rather than
indefinite dependence on others. Day-care programs in the community are
needed also.
In the hospitals themselves, day care is possible for patients living in the
vicinity; and voluntary participation can be encouraged, when indicated,
through home visits and through developing programs that attract patients to
participate.
Domiciliary care is desirable for some patients. It does not need to be
custodial. It can provide comfortable living arrangements, recreational
activities, and sheltered workshops; but, in addition, there can be ongoing
efforts at rehabilitation and resocialization, continued treatment when
needed, and periodic reevaluation of treatability, treatment needs, and
potential for rehabilitation. The hospital itself can convert custodial services
to domiciliary, extended care facilities that can serve some patients better
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than nursing homes, foster homes, or transitional living arrangements such as
halfway houses in the community.

Continuity of Care
Along with changes in financing of patient care and the elimination of
involuntary hospitalization, the decline in resident population permits a
redirection of programming for better patient service.
The traditional emphasis on inpatient care neglects the fact that home
care, outpatient treatment, or partial hospitalization often may be preferable,
and that even those patients requiring inpatient service require it only at
certain stages of illness. A total treatment program for the patient needing
hospitalization often requires adequate pre-care and aftercare. Many public
mental hospitals now offer a full spectrum of patient services; the public
mental hospital of the future must do likewise. Services must include
telephone consultations arid home visits, twenty-four-hour emergency and
walk-in services, outpatient treatment programs, partial hospitalization,
hospitalization for active treatment, domiciliary care, aftercare, and
rehabilitation programs both at the facility and in the community.
With a full spectrum of services, continuity of care can be achieved.
Adequate patient service cannot be fragmented. Continuity requires
extension into the communities served by the hospital. Satellite clinics for
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crisis service, outpatient treatment, pre-care, and aftercare must be
conveniently located in the inner city, in suburbs, and in rural areas. Unit
systems, relating inpatient units to satellite clinics and areas served, maintain
continuity.
Where some phases of care are available through private practitioners,
private institutions, and public agencies outside a state mental-health system,
contractual arrangements and/or adequate liaison services may maintain
continuity of care. Continuity, however, is not achieved by giving the patient
being discharged from a hospital, for example, the address of a clinic and
mailing out a case summary. Experience shows that only a small percent of
patients follow through with arrangements of that sort. A definite
appointment helps. Meeting the person who will be in charge of the next stage
of care helps. Finally, active follow-up of patients who do not complete
treatment may be essential to prevent relapses.
As well as maintaining continuity of care, unit systems maintain
continuity of responsibility. Cases are not “lost” and difficult cases are not
disposed of by transfer to some other service. Continuity, however, does not
require keeping the same therapist. Indeed, a change of therapist is often
beneficial when progress fails to occur, or is slow, or when the stage of illness,
or recovery, calls for different professional skills.
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Flexibility of Hospital Environment
Lower resident populations allow more individual attention and the
organization of patient living arrangements into smaller units so that there
can be more flexibility and less regimentation. In the past, among the least
desirable features of public mental hospitals was the fact that many patients
spent prolonged periods without activity, or only slightly better, were forced
into a lock-step program where everyone was doing the same thing at the
same time.
Regimentation, interruption of normal human activities, rules, and
restriction, which made up an institutional environment, may have been
necessary, may have contributed to efficiency, and may have served to protect
some patients. However, many features of hospital life in the past, and some
that persist today, were and are antitherapeutic. They created confusion in
the already confused, reduced self-esteem and feelings of identity, and for the
long-term patient who adjusted to institutional life, created problems in
readjustment to normal living. They created a negative attitude toward
hospitalization that interfered in participation in treatment programs. This
milieu also discouraged voluntary admission and readmission.
A hospital is not a home. A cottage plan, small units, or small group
programming and living in larger units does not make it a home. Group living
can be normal living, however, and one can have the amenities, conveniences,
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freedoms, and, equally important, responsibilities of normal living insofar as
illness permits.
A comfortable open ward; a flexible schedule of daily activities; contact
with the world at large through newspapers and television; having one’s own
clothing, possessions, and spending money; having visitors at any time; being
free to go out; and having opportunities for recreation and, if able, work, is
not treatment. It is an environment that facilitates treatment. Relative
freedom from restrictions of normal activity does not mean “turning the
hospital over to the patients,” nor does it mean inattention to patients. An
open hospital requires more attention to patients. Patients must be protected
from the consequences of their own symptomatic behavior (and, on occasion,
from that of other patients and visitors). Protection without overprotection,
and guidance without domination, require more time and more professional
skill.

Individual Treatment Programs
There are sound professional reasons for more formal treatment
planning, quality control of treatment through review processes, improved
records, and program evaluation. Moreover, developing methods of financing
health care will make these things mandatory. Each patient should have a
written treatment program with clearly stated goals, methods, and measures
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of progress. Writing up a treatment plan used to be an exercise for students
and house staff; the experienced clinician did not need to write out his plan. It
may be open to question whether this is clinically necessary now, but there is
no question that it is rapidly becoming economically necessary. At the least, it
does no harm; at best, it clarifies the clinician’s own thinking, improves
communication to staff, and insures that no patients are kept without a
treatment plan. Review processes will have to answer, to the satisfaction of
third-party payers, the questions: Was the admission necessary? Were other
methods of care adequately explored? Were diagnostic studies completed
rapidly and treatment instituted without unnecessary delay? Was the
treatment plan appropriate in terms of both potential effectiveness and cost?
Was the length of stay reasonable for the illness? If not, why is a longer stay
justified?
One now finds a great deal of emphasis, generally appropriate, on
keeping patients out of hospitals. This may be expected to increase to some
extent if the insurance model is used in financing care, and to an even greater
extent if the prepayment model is used. It must be borne in mind that while
unnecessary admissions add to cost, clog treatment facilities, and interfere
unduly with the life situation of patients; failure to admit patients who need
hospital care can have disastrous consequences.
There are obvious advantages to patient and payer to make hospital
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stays as short as possible. However, premature discharge is to no one’s
advantage. Additional studies are necessary, and some are being undertaken
now with NIMH support, to determine optimum lengths of stay for various
conditions. Because of the number of variables involved, a number of studies
will be needed before conclusive data is available. Even when an optimum is
determined, one must recognize individual differences and needs. In any
event, the eagerness of a clinical director, or a utilization committee, to keep
stays short should not lead to “revolving door” admissions and readmissions
(e.g., repeated drying-out of alcoholics is not definitive treatment) nor to the
dumping of patients into inadequate community facilities (as is particularly
apparent in the inappropriate referral of some geriatric patients to nursing
homes).
Better records will be essential for adequate case review. However, it is
to be hoped that the record-keeping and review procedures involved will not
be so time consuming as to interfere with adequate patient care.
Despite some criticisms of “labeling,” descriptive diagnosis will
probably continue to be used, because, its limitations notwithstanding, it does
have some communication value and usefulness in treatment planning and
research. However, problem-oriented recording is likely to prove more useful
than current record systems. Checklists and graphs will replace narrative
progress records to a large extent.
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Objective progress charting is necessary to measure the results of
treatment programs. One can go into most state or federal hospitals, and
many private and community facilities, and find patients who have been on
medication for months or years with no evidence of benefit other than
perhaps the patient’s subjective report or the clinician’s general impression. If
a medication or other treatment is instituted, one must know what it is
expected to do, what is a reasonable trial period to see if it accomplishes this,
and how change can be measured. When this is known, an objective progress
chart is possible. The expense, and possible undesirable consequences, of a
treatment that is not working can be eliminated and a better treatment plan
devised.

Conclusion
The state mental institutions referred to in the opening paragraph will
not be phased out, in that state or any other, by 1975. Too many people need
their services and alternative facilities are not available. They may be phased
out in time, but the creation of a whole new system to replace them is
unnecessary and uneconomical.
Instead, they will probably become an integral part of a total health-care
system. Organizationally, they will probably function eventually as nonprofit
corporations rather than state agencies (unless the steps beyond Medicredit,
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universal health-insurance and/or health-maintenance organizations lead to
a national health service, in which case they will be federal facilities).
Direct patient service ultimately will be provided on a prepayment basis
(from the hospitals’ point of view—a system based on the total population
served, not those in treatment), or on a fee-for-service basis through
government and/or private insurance carriers. Appropriated funds, or grants,
will still be needed for research, training, and preventive programs. The
distinction between the now public and private facilities will be largely
eliminated, and, with it, dual standards of care will be a thing of the past.
The public mental hospital of the future will offer a full spectrum of
mental-health care and will have outreach facilities in the communities it
serves. Nearly all its patients will be voluntary. It will treat acute cases and
will offer domiciliary care, rather than custodial care, to the chronically
disabled. New systems of treatment planning, case review (combining
features of utilization and peer review), and record keeping will be utilized.
Changes in modern society are taking place at an accelerated rate. For
the state mental-health department that has not already prepared for the
future role of its facilities, the time is now.
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Notes
1 A quotation from the January 10, 1872 Omaha Daily Herald concerning the Insane Asylum at Lincoln.
(Reprinted in the Omaha World Herald, January 10, 1972.)
2 From President Nixon’s message to the Congress of the United States, February 18, 1971.
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CHAPTER 35
NEW METHODS FOR ASSESSING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF PSYCHIATRIC INTERVENTION
Ernest M. Gruenberg
The term “psychiatric intervention” is used in this chapter to refer to
anything a psychiatrist does in response to the fact that any person is a
patient for whom he has some degree or type of clinical responsibility.
Treatment is ordinarily used to refer to actions taken by the clinician, or at his
instructions, which are intended to relieve, ameliorate, or terminate a
disordered state he believes the patient to have, or to affect favorably some
distress associated with the disorder; we generally do not use the term
“treatment” except when referring to certain classes of action—physical
measures, such as drugs or shock or surgery, psychotherapeutic measures in
a formal pattern. Other actions, such as hospital admission or release, ward
assignment, counseling with relatives, charging fees (or not), making
appointments, and so forth are generally thought of as being outside the
concept of treatment and are regarded as having something to do with what
is called“ management of cases” or of one’s practice or of the hospital or some
part of it. It is not necessary to try to persuade the modern psychiatrist that
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this separation is not always sharp. In one sense, everyone will agree with the
dictum that treatment begins the moment the psychiatrist meets the patient
and asks about what brought him. The process of meeting and asking and
listening to the answer begins a relationship that has some significance for
the patient’s mental state and future. The term “intervention” is simply
introduced here to avoid the narrower meanings of treatment and to include
a psychiatrist’s decision not to take a particular action for one of his patients.
The role of psychiatrist is the center of attention, but this does not mean that
other professionals cannot intervene with both positive and negative effects
on the patient’s life, but only that this chapter is not attempting to deal with
those events.
The effects of every medical intervention are assessed to some extent on
each occasion. The patient when conscious of the intervention is making some
assessment, and the observant physician is always keeping a watchful eye out
for the effects of his treatment. Effectiveness, however, cannot be observed in
such a neutral way. Effectiveness has to do with certain specific effects that it
was hoped the treatment would produce. Giving an epileptic patient
barbiturate tablets may have a large number of effects—gratitude for the
attention, fear of the implied dependency, drowsiness—but the object of
giving the barbiturate was to reduce the frequency and intensity of seizures
and if this effect is not observed, the treatment is regarded as ineffective.
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It will be helpful to face the fact at this point that the process of deciding
what effect the treatment was hoped to have has nothing to do with the world
of facts, but is directly related to the world of values. In the example above,
seizures are assumed to be something undesirable, and the treatment
intervention is introduced in an effort to abolish them (or some of them). This
intervention is not the act of a neutral observer, but of a person who is
partisan—he is intervening to change the patient’s functioning in a particular
way. It is not possible to use facts to justify this attitude. Scientific methods
can be used in an effort to understand how people come to adopt the attitude
that seizures are bad things to be avoided if possible, and understanding the
cultural, historical, and social forces involved in reaching this conclusion
might or might not modify the attitude. But to the psychiatrist with clinical
responsibility for the patient, this is not a debatable issue. As will be seen
later, the person who seeks to assess the effectiveness of a treatment must
believe he knows what effect is to be sought—his assessment will then
depend upon whether that particular effect has occurred or not.
Hence, the first point to keep in mind is that since the dawn of modern
medicine as a profession, doctors have been assessing the effectiveness of
their medical interventions. The Hippocratic writers were forever assessing
whether particular procedures would alter the course of events in the desired
direction. Underlying the concept of medical intervention there is always a
twofold assumption. One part assumes a knowledge of what would have
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happened if no action had been taken. The other part assumes that one or
more of the things that will happen, if no one intervenes, is to be avoided, if
possible. The fever, pain, diarrhea, convulsions, or whatever, will continue in
the absence of the treatment; they are not desirable; therefore specific
interventions are justified to avoid their continuing. Without going into all the
implications in this chapter, the reader should be reminded at the outset that
a psychiatric intervention in the course of another’s life is a form of medical
intervention, surrounded by an ancient tradition and mystique and entailing
complex and solemn obligations; the so-called Hippocratic oath is one of the
most ancient formulations of the nature of an obligation one person bears to
another or another group of people—older than any oath of allegiance, older
than any currently used assertion of religious faith, older than any current
marriage vow. Another ancient dictum of the nature of the physician’s
responsibility to his patient should also be recalled as we get into the modern
methods for assessing the effectiveness of intervention: primum non nocere—
the doctor’s first duty is to do no harm.

Evaluation Research
Scientific methods have been developed in efforts to understand the
nature of the world, to find some underlying principles that put the blooming,
buzzing confusion of the world of facts into some sort of order capable of
human understanding. The scientific methods are ways of systematically
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confronting an idea about what the world is like in a way that tests the idea’s
correctness. These scientific methods can also be applied to planned human
actions. Most of us have applied them, more or less systematically, to the
action of starting an automobile quickly enough on a cold morning to get the
internal combustion motor going before the battery runs down. We
experiment with the number of times we pump the accelerator pedal before
turning on the starter. We experiment with different positions of the
accelerator. Those who have manual chokes develop hypotheses about the
best manipulation of the choke. Some try racing the motor before turning off
the ignition when stopping the car at night. We “learn” from experience (more
or less systematically) that a car well-tuned starts more quickly than a car
poorly tuned, that a thin oil in the crankcase impedes the starter less than
thick oil, and so forth. We develop rules for each car at each season and these
rules are the result of more or less systematic experiments regarding what
seems to “work” better for that particular car.
This simple problem of a human action, which can be carried out in
several different ways, can be used as our elementary paradigm to illustrate
several important principles that distinguish evaluation research from
research that applies a scientific method to the problem of understanding the
nature of the world. In the first place, the goal of the action is clearly defined:
get the internal combustion engine started with the least drain on the battery.
In the second place, the means for achieving this goal are obvious: turn it over
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with the electric starter and give it a mixture of gas and air in the best
proportions to get it exploding. In the third place, the situation limits the
choices for action. Manipulation of accelerator, choke, and starter switch are
the only options in the situation. The sequence of the actions and their timing
is all that can be varied in any given “trial.” Such things as tuning the motor
and having thin oil in the crankcase or the way of stopping the motor the
previous night all had been done before the trial and form part of the context.
It is remarkable that with these limited options and the crucial nature of the
outcome in the lives of so many people, no one seems to even keep notes on
how the trials go and to make systematic analyses; even trained scientists
don’t keep records on how these actions are carried out each morning and
then draw inferences from analyzing a series of trials. This is a fourth
important principle: When we think we can keep the relevant experiences
clearly in mind and can “learn from experience,” we do not design and record
systematic experimental trials, which is not to say that we are not using
scientific methods but only that the experiments and their results seem so
obvious that we do not think of making records in order to gain the maximum
information from the various trials. Fifth, there is very little in the way of
“theory” in these experiments. The automotive engineer who has a refined
sense of the process of carburation and ignition and the artist who has no
idea what these terms refer to will carry out his uncomfortable cold morning
experiments in pretty much the same way and will probably “learn” equally
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quickly what the most suitable pattern of action is. This fifth principle
emerges from the fact that the goal is clearly defined and the alternative
actions are clearly delimited so that the trial-and-error sequences proceed by
rules of thumb rather than by a systematic deduction from the laws of
physics. We are studying a man-made contraption designed to achieve the
goal by fiddling with gadgets. The experimenter is operating a device made by
someone else for the experimenters and he is only trying to use the devices in
the most efficient way. When none of his experiments are successful, he takes
the device back to the shop to get it fixed so that it will work the way it is
supposed to.
Each of these principles applies to evaluation research. First, the goal is
defined and taken for granted; this means the statements of goals are
statements about assumptions and are not part of the hypothesis to be tested
by gathering data. The hypothesis deals with the choice of means to achieve
goals, not with the value of the goals. Second, the variety of means available
for achieving the goals are obvious and specifiable and the problem is to use
the alternatives in the most effective way. Third, we ordinarily don’t
systematize our experiments in such situations. Fourth, the experiments are
being conducted on man-made devices intended to achieve specific purposes
and designed to be operated by using specific controlling devices.

The Clinical Trial
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The “clinical trial” in medicine illustrates this set of principles. A group
at the Mayo Clinic compared the efficacy of a group of analgesics in
controlling pain among terminal cancer patients. The fact that aspirin was as
good as or better than many of the synthetic compounds thought to be more
effective, and which are certainly more expensive and more dangerous, was
surprising enough to make newspaper headlines. Here the third principle had
obviously been working: no one had thought it necessary to keep careful
records of their clinical experiments on this issue; they had “learned” from
experience what systematic record keeping and study design revealed to be
untrue! The goal was clearly the relief from subjective sensations of pain, the
means, a limited number of analgesics at various doses—clearly man-made
gadgetry with highly defined systems of controls and administration. The
main benefit of systematic evaluation research is its ability to undo that
perennial human state: “It’s not ignorance that causes most trouble but what
we know that’s not so.” Such clinical trials are the best established types of
evaluation research in medicine. The principles of the definitive clinical trial
were worked out less than four decades ago, in the middle 1930s, by teams
associated with the Medical Research Council of the United Kingdom.
Sulfonamide was the first new drug to be given systematic clinical trials at the
first stages of its availability. Because systematic clinical trials were used right
from the start with this drug, its effectiveness became established within a
few months. This careful recording of the use of sulfonamide rapidly
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established the value of the systematic clinical trial at the same time that it
established the value of the sulfonamides as a more powerful, safer, set of
antimicrobial drugs than almost anyone had thought possible. In these trials
the conditions treated by the sulfonamides tended to be rapidly fatal and the
sulfonamides were both much more effective and acted much more rapidly
than the antisera previously available, so there was little room for
misinterpretation of the results. Later, when the method was applied to
nonfatal conditions with marginally better treatments than already available,
the technology of the clinical trial became more sophisticated.
The systematic selection of patients thought suitable for the trial, the
arbitrary assignment of these patients to treatment types, the independent
objective recording of the course of events, both favorable and unfavorable,
produced a systematic experiment in which scientific management and
clinical management were related to each other in such a way as to produce
the maximum information with the minimum risk to the patients.
Ethical objections to this procedure were present from the start; they
were not regarded as the obstructionist arguments of clinicians whose
favorite remedies might come in second best, but to a genuine concern for
getting the best possible treatment to each patient as soon as possible.
Clinicians were mistrustful of statistical interpretations as compared with
their judgment based on intimate knowledge of each case. There is no doubt
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that the responsible clinician knows many things about his cases that the
statistics of clinical trial can never reflect. Of course, whenever a treatment is
given to any patient an experiment has begun—will this treatment given this
way to this patient affect favorably the outcome of his particular condition?
The argument is not between those who wish to experiment in the treatment
of patients and those who do not, but between those who want to conduct
these experiments in a systematic way and those clinicians who prefer a less
systematic way. Of clinical trials there will never be an end, but each one must
be justified separately in the light of all the known facts at the time it is
proposed. It is not ethical to start a clinical trial that requires withholding an
established treatment for a dangerous condition in order to test the
effectiveness of any new compound that also might be thought to be effective.
Safety must be known to a certain degree before any clinical trial can be
started. To withhold a drug requires grounds for substantial doubt regarding
its effectiveness; to introduce a drug requires substantial reason to suspect its
effectiveness and to think it sufficiently safe. In general there are two
occasions most favorable in the history of a treatment: first, when it is
beginning to gain acceptance among experts but is still suspect; and second,
long after it has become well established and its value assumed but its value
is coming under question by experts who begin to doubt whether the
conventional wisdom was right. During the time that a treatment is well
established and “everyone” knows it is useful, it cannot properly be withheld;
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but before it becomes well established some experts have begun to report
good effects, while others remain doubtful; that is a good time for a
systematic clinical trial. Before some experts have begun to give reason for
thinking that the new treatment might be valuable, a clinical trial cannot be
justified because there is no reason to invest time and to subject patients to
the treatment.
The clinical trial sets up a systematic experiment: it selects patients
thought to be suitable for a particular treatment or set of treatments, assigns
them arbitrarily to one treatment or another and then observes the outcome.
It seeks to gain the maximum knowledge from the minimum number of
research subjects through the neatness of its design and the care with which
the trial is carried out. The technology of designing these trials was built on a
generation of agricultural research into seed selection, fertilization, protective
sprays, and so forth. It is from that type of research (systematic evaluation of
planting, breeding, and cultivating actions) that we derive most of our
statistical methods and principles of design. In evaluating any particular piece
of evaluation research one should always keep in mind the methods these
statisticians developed for evaluating the significance of a particular pattern
of results. They asked themselves: If, in general, these two treatments had no
different effect, and I were to take a sample and do what I did by applying
treatment A to one part of the population and treatment B to the other part,
what are the odds that in any one sample like this, those getting treatment A
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would do twice as well as those getting treatment B? And they give their
answer by saying that they can figure out how many samples of the size used
would show that much difference if in general there were no difference. They
express this by giving a probability that the observed difference could have
occurred by chance: p = 0.05, which means that they figure 1/20 of such
studies would show the As doing twice as well as the Bs even if in general
there was no difference between the effect of A and the effect of B. This
measurement only specifies the sampling risk of drawing the wrong
conclusion. Obviously, the more evaluation studies you read and attend to the
more likely you are to draw the wrong conclusion from one of them. Thus, if
you read many evaluation studies, and each gives p = 0.05 there is a chance
that one in twenty of them gives the wrong conclusion. You have no way of
knowing which. So there is a danger in taking large-scale actions, if the only
justification is a single study.
There are much more serious hazards in assuming that each evaluation
study correctly interprets its findings. In fact, because evaluation studies use
scientific methods to approach action problems, the conclusions of the
authors must be scrutinized in terms of their methods just as carefully as one
would any other scientific publication. Indeed, one should probably be a little
more skeptical regarding the average evaluation study than about the average
physics or chemistry paper.
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A physics or chemistry study published in a scientific journal will
automatically conform to certain basic standards of research methods and
reporting. The application of scientific methods to planned action research is
not so well established or conventionalized, however, and is likely to be
published in a journal that has a clinical or administrative readership
unaccustomed to dissecting each scientific report.

The Preventive Trial
The preventive trial is another form of evaluation research. The action
taken is supposed to prevent something from happening—it will lower the
frequency with which a population becomes ill. The most dramatic and
effective recent preventive trial accompanied the introduction of the Salk
vaccine to prevent poliomyelitis. It was organized on a nationwide basis and
used volunteers. The volunteers (and their parents) knew that half would get
the new Salk vaccine and the other half were getting an inactive salt solution.
They also knew that no one in the inoculating teams knew which was which;
each vial had a number and the name of the child was entered on a list
opposite the number of the vial. Many thousands participated in this study.
The investigators had to wait for the next polio epidemic to find out their
results. They were spectacular and only then were families notified as to
which children had received the Salk vaccine and which the ineffective
solution, so that those in the latter group could go out and get the Salk
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vaccine. This is the kind of preventive trial where a state of immunity is to be
produced in each individual treated. There are more general preventive trials
in which the water supply of a city is cleaned up and the typhoid and cholera
death rates lowered. No individual is “treated,” but the whole population’s
relationship to its own feces is modified through engineering. This action too
produced dramatic results.
The most important new developments in the methodology of
evaluating psychiatric intervention effectiveness are in response to new ideas
regarding the goals of treatment—what are regarded as the desired changes
in the course of events.
The invention of the planned clinical trial moved medicine into a new
era of planned innovations in treatment technology and the rapid, purposeful
assessment of the value of each new treatment. Although that technology
developed in the mid-193os, psychiatry only began to absorb its lessons and
apply it to new psychiatric interventions two decades later following the
discovery of the phenothiazines.

The Massachusetts Mental Hospitals Experiment
An Attempt to Rehabilitate Chronic Mentally Ill Patients
The modern clinical trial only became common in psychiatry after the
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introduction of the phenothiazines and reserpine in the mid-1950s. It was
also the introduction of these drugs that brought intensive work on defining
goals of treatment in terms of specified amounts of improvement regarding
specific symptoms or disabilities rather than in terms of terminating
disorders. As will become apparent when we review four examples of modern
investigations, there has been a move toward more exact specification of
goals and also a move toward experimentation with the context in which a
treatment is given, manipulation of the context itself becoming an
“innovation” to be evaluated.
An excellent example of these transitions is a study designed to test the
interaction of these new drugs with intensive milieu therapy and
psychotherapy conducted by Milton Greenblatt, George Brooks, and a team of
associates, beginning around 1960, using patients and staff in three
Massachusetts mental hospitals. Schizophrenic patients who had been in the
hospital on the current admission between five and ten years were located at
Boston State Hospital and Metropolitan State Hospital. The 115 selected
patients were divided into four groups by random selection in such a way that
the addition of drugs to the treatment regime and their transfer to the active
treatment program of the Massachusetts Mental Health Center could be
assessed as separate and as combined interventions. Two groups stayed on
the chronic wards of the large mental hospitals where they had been located,
one received a tranquilizing drug regimen and the other didn’t. Two groups
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were transferred to the Mental Health Center, one receiving the drug
treatment and the other not.
Effectiveness can be assessed in terms of discharge within nine months
of beginning the regimen. Of the fifteen who were discharged out of the 115,
half continued treatment at the day hospital. Twelve of the sixty-eight
patients receiving tranquilizers (some in custodial and some at the mental
health center hospital) were discharged and only three of the forty-seven who
did not receive tranquilizers were discharged. The authors call this a “trend”
but one that “does not reach significance.” Without going into more
sophisticated statistical techniques, the reader can form his own judgment by
taking a pencil and paper and asking himself how many of the sixty-eight
patients receiving tranquilizers would have been discharged if the
tranquilizers, in fact, had no influence on the likelihood of the patient’s being
discharged. Simply divide 15 by 115 (13.0 percent) and multiply sixty-eight
by this overall discharge rate. The result of 0.130 x 68 = 8.8 tells how many of
those patients we would expect to have been discharged if the tranquilizer
medication made no difference. This calculation is essentially the first step in
all kinds of statistical significance tests; they all start by stating the null
hypothesis in the form of a question: What would we expect if the two
treatments made no difference? Then the data are examined to see whether
the observed numbers differ enough from what one expects on the basis of
the null hypothesis to justify us believing that the null hypothesis was refuted
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by the data. By simply calculating the expected numbers in this way, the
reader will obtain a sense of how much weight he would be willing to place on
the “trend.” In this instance the excess number of discharges in the
tranquilizer group is just 3.2, i.e. 12—8.8. Common sense tells us that this is
not a big enough difference to get very excited about.
If one looks at the effect of transferring the patient from the custodial to
the mental-health center environment for six months, one finds that eleven of
the sixty transferred patients were discharged while only four of the fifty-five
remaining in the custodial hospital were discharged. By using the overall
discharge rate again (13.0 percent), we can say that of the sixty transferred
cases 7.8 would have been discharged if transfer made no difference, again
too small a difference between observed and expected to draw any important
conclusion. Hence by this criterion, discharge, no definite effectiveness could
be attributed to either of the two treatment intervention patterns.
The elements of the mental status were appraised by psychiatrists
attached to the research team at the beginning of the experiment and again
six months later; those who were “much improved” six months later can be
regarded as examples of success, according to the authors. Though the
diligent reader of such reports can feel distressed at the fact that the
published report does not give sufficient information for one to attempt to
reproduce this criterion—“much improved”—this discomfort should not lead
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one to discard the data for that reason. One must ask oneself whether, taking
all the published evidence together, it seems reasonable to assume that a
reproducible criterion was applied. It is more important to estimate whether
one thinks that the research psychiatrists were capable of making unbiased
ratings of “much improved” in the context of the study; the important bias is
of course with respect to which study group the patient had been in.
Presumably the first mental status was made before study group assignment,
so that fact could not affect the examiner. The six-month examination,
however, was made after the patient had been in the study group six months.
The examinations were made at the locus of treatment so the examiner could
not help but know where the patient had been treated—the “double blind”
procedure was not possible. No effort was made to keep the examiner blind
with respect to the drug regimen either. Therefore, if the examiner were
inclined to be biased, the reported data could reflect such a bias.
The report is inadequate in the information it gives regarding methods
used to reduce these biases and is faulty in failing to give us the investigators’
own estimate as to whether bias was present and if so, of what kind. They are
justified in stating that to make these appraisals “blind” would have involved
great expense, and they may be right that at that point such a great expense
would not have been justified.
It is worthwhile diverging for a moment here to ask, how could blind
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appraisals of whether the patients had improved or not been obtained?
Inasmuch as the data being used are essentially clinical observations, not
laboratory impersonal data, the problem is one of putting good clinical
observers into contact with the patient’s manifestations of disordered
functioning at two points in time; for this purpose there is no substitute for
the interview. It may seem at first sight to be absolutely impossible to think of
a way to gather this kind of information with no possibility of bias, but there
are conceivable plans. For example, the research interview could have been
videotaped on the two separate occasions. These videotapes could have been
played back one after the other to clinical observers asked to rate the degree
of improvement in each element of the mental status. These observers need
not be told which group the patient was in. In fact, they need not be told that
the patients were part of an evaluation research program. The data gathering
for this purpose could be combined with another study—one which focused
on the development of reliable ratings regarding videotaped mental status
interviews. This second objective could be the one explained to the clinicians
who rated the videotaped interviews. This procedure might appear to be too
“tricky” and too deceptive to the clinicians providing the ratings. However, if
the trouble were taken to generate a genuine serious investigation into
methods of obtaining reliable ratings that would produce their own
independent findings and these study subjects were included in the material
used to conduct that study, the failure to inform the observers of the
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additional use of the ratings they provide could be defended. It is obvious that
though the clinicians rating the interviews from the video tapes could be kept
“blind,” even of the existence of the study being conducted, the interviewer on
the scene could well be biased and the way in which the taped interview was
conducted could be affected by his knowledge of the study and the subject’s
group assignment. This also could be avoided in principle if the context of the
interview could be similarly modified so that the interviewer’s focus is made
irrelevant to the evaluation research. For example, outside interviewers could
be employed and they could be provided with the second study’s frame of
reference—a good interview for mental status appraisal. Other situations
occur in which trained clinicians are asked to conduct an especially careful
and comprehensive interview. For example, clinicians taking their specialty
examinations, or clinicians conducting examinations that will be used for the
purpose of teaching other clinicians how to conduct an interview. To describe
these devices briefly is also to indicate how complicated an undertaking is
needed sometimes to get rid of bias in the data that is going to be used.
If one is willing to take on faith that the data gathered in the
Massachusetts Hospitals Experiment did not emerge from some systematic
bias in data gathering, one can then look at the findings as indicating the
effects of the two treatments. The improvements were not equally distributed
over the different elements of the mental status. Those who received drug
treatment improved in their social behavior, more so among those who also
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received the shift to milieu treatment. Appearance, activity, and speech were
the main areas of improvement. On the other hand, mood, ideation (content),
and grasp improved not at all. This is an important clue as to what is most
readily improved in the chronic mental hospital patient, either through use of
changed milieu or through the application of tranquilizer drugs, or better yet
the two at the same time. Behavior improves but subjective symptoms and
thought processes remain relatively untouched. Around 1960 a large number
of evaluation studies ensued that examined the rapidly changing way in
which mental health programs were approaching the problems of the
seriously ill mental patient. There was intense activity in clinical settings in
these years, which preceded the introduction of the National Mental Health
Center Act in 1963. Investigators who had never before engaged in evaluation
research as such became involved in the challenge of turning their research
skills toward evaluations of the newer innovations being started in so many
places. The result was a number of new methods for assessing psychiatric
interventions that arose from ever increased efforts to find a way of
distinguishing forward motions in psychiatric care from backward motions or
useless motions. Four of these studies are selected for more or less close
examination in this chapter because they are good illustrations of the
varieties of new developments. The first was an effort to rehabilitate chronic
custodial care schizophrenic patients. The second was an effort to prevent
chronic hospitalization, first by cutting the admission rate through a
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screening clinic in the community and later by introducing alternate modes of
care after hospitalization. The third was an attempt to avoid hospitalization
altogether through a form of home treatment. The fourth sought to avoid
chronic deterioration by using all types of services to facilitate community
care, using short episodes of hospitalization as a means of postponing family
and community rejection of the chronically handicapped patient.
It is almost impossible to conceive of a planned experiment to test the
effectiveness of moving from a custodial to a total push-type of special
institution with different relations to the community that would be on the
double blind model. What error in the assessment could be introduced
because of this weakness? The effect of moving to another staff group in
another locus is not controlled for. Change in environment might produce as
much effect. In some cities, it might be possible to arrange group transfers in
the guise of solving some administrative problem where there was no
intention to improve the patient’s treatment. Such moves do occasionally
occur for administrative reasons, such as when hospitals are redistricted. In
practice, it would be difficult to use these opportunities to study the effect of
that kind of move as a neutral move to contrast with the move to the specially
designed program. Administrative moves do not usually have completely
neutral effects on the staffs involved. The receiving staffs tend to screen
suspiciously the patients being transferred as illegal lemons being dumped
onto them. The receiving staffs’ reactions can be one of resentment leading to
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a slowdown at work and let the administration suffer the consequences or, in
contrast, they can take the attitude that they will be stuck with these newly
transferred patients and do their best to get them well enough to be
transferred to a different service. Nonetheless, comparable data regarding
comparable groups of patients simply moved from one institution to another
would be helpful in interpreting the data. Another feature of this trial, which
cannot be assessed because of the absence of anything like a blind control, is
the enthusiasm of the special staff and the effect it has on the social grouping
of the patients as they become formed into the new context. The program
may be less important than the fact that it exists and is an experiment. This
phenomenon is known as the “Hawthorne Effect” first described by
Roethlisberger and Dickson at the Hawthorne plant of General Electric. The
fundamental principle elucidated in those studies was that among a group of
industrial workers performance levels improved with every environmental
change, whether the change was in the direction of improved or worsened
conditions from a long-range point of view. Thus, stepping down the level of
illumination led to a short-term improvement as much as improving the
illumination. The fact that the staff is in something “new” could have as much
effect on what happened to the patients as the particular nature of the new
program. This effect can only be controlled by having the operation become
routinized. Some pharmacology professors have enjoyed telling medical
students that when a new drug comes on the market the doctors should hurry
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up and use it while it is still effective. One must beware of a similar
phenomenon regarding new types of psychiatric intervention even when no
new drug is involved.
Another weakness of these studies is that they may understate the effect
of the new program because the atmosphere of change could affect the staff at
the institution from which the patients came. A competitive atmosphere in
the old hospital could make the staff there wish to show that they can do at
least as well as the experimental staff. Keeping the program secret from the
staff of the hospital from whence the study population was drawn is not
absolutely impossible, but would require a great deal of organizational
preparation, a slow drawing off of selected patients whom only the
investigators knew were associated with left-behind controls. In most mental
hospitals it would be almost impossible for no rumors to leak from one locus
to the other. In the Massachusetts Hospitals Experiment all eligible patients in
Metropolitan State Hospital were used in the study and the staff there was
very conscious of the experiment; in Boston State Hospital the experimental
activity was not widely known. This is not the same as saying that the exact
nature of the experiment would become widely known in the larger
institution. It only means that the larger institution staff would develop an
ideology about what was going on and would presumably react to it. It would
be an extremely difficult and expensive undertaking to monitor these
changing perceptions of what the study was about. Ordinarily, it would hardly
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be justified. It is important, however, to take all these factors into
consideration when reading reports of this type of study—the authors should
give the readers enough information to let the reader form a judgment as to
how much of the observed effect might be attributed to these uncontrolled
factors. The intervention is planned to produce a change in the course of
events within the mental and behavioral life of the selected patients; one can
only know what would have happened if there was no intervention if one can
observe a comparable group of patients for whom that intervention did not
occur. That is what the control or comparison group is for—to tell us what
difference the intervention made. A study with no control is like a compass
without a needle—it can lead you anywhere because it has no sense of
direction.

The Worthing Experiment
Preventing Institutional Neurosis by Preventing Hospital Admission
Another type of innovation occurred in assessment methodology when
some programs were developed to prevent hospital admission as a means of
preventing institutional neurosis or institutionalism. In England, beginning in
1958, Sainsbury and Grad studied the service organized by Joshua Carse and
John Morrissey, which was referred to as the Worthing Experiment. The
Graylingwell Hospital served several districts, one of which was Worthing. An
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outpatient service was established and a rule made that no patient would be
admitted from Worthing to the hospital without a full assessment by the
outpatient staff—which led to a rapid drop in the annual number of
admissions. Then another experiment was set up for the Chichester district,
served by the same hospital. The first experiment had been simply to reduce
admission rates through a screening clinic. The second experiment undertook
to achieve that objective too, and to reduce institutionalization on a long-term
basis, to facilitate care in the community, and to make the optimal disposition
of the individual referral. This experiment, of course, contained a much
broader set of objectives than that of simply reducing the annual admission
rate. Sainsbury and Grad did an elaborate study contrasting the experience of
psychiatrically referred patients from Chichester with those from Salisbury, a
third district of the same hospital in which no experiment was undertaken.
The data gathered in an attempt to assess the effectiveness of the
modified psychiatric intervention in Chichester is well worth reading as an
exercise in the difficulties of getting the relevant data. The main lesson to be
derived from the experiment was probably stated by Cecil Sheps in the
published discussion of Grad’s and Sainsbury’s report: “I feel that if you are
really going to evaluate services, the single most important prerequisite is
specificity of objective, and this has been lacking. . . .” That statement assesses
the effectiveness of the investigators’ assessment of certain psychiatric
interventions. The lesson is particularly telling because of the extraordinarily
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high level of scientific work the investigators carried out. My own view is that
they were caught at a moment in the transformation of goals in innovative
psychiatric intervention patterns when it appeared that a specific set of goals
had been defined, but by the time the experiment was over, other experiences
in other locations had made it appear that the beginning goals of the
Chichester experiment were not sufficiently specific. This is a hazard which
all social experiments face; one does not know what is going to happen in the
broader world while the study is being executed that will make one’s own
study look quite different from the later perspectives. No social experiment
can count on staying an island unto itself, which is not an argument against
such social experiments, only an argument for reasonable caution and the
courage to risk being outpaced by events. These investigators exercised both.
There is also a lesson to be learned from their study in that the utilization
rates for psychiatric services in Chichester turned out to be consistently
higher than for their control community Salisbury, which increased the
difficulties of interpreting the differences between them.
Why did they not use a standard preventive trial design instead of two
whole communities, one for the experiment and one for the control? It seems
clear from the description of the experiment that they could not have done so
because the psychiatric intervention in Salisbury was to be carried out by a
single team of clinicians who provided the pre-care screening and
consultations, the hospital unit’s inpatient care, and the aftercare in the
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community and referral to the appropriate community agencies and close
working relations with the local general practitioners. It is hard to see how a
psychiatric service of this kind can develop smooth consultative relationships
with the local general practitioners regarding a random half of the case load
while maintaining a distant intermittent contact with the same practitioners
regarding the other half. If this is a crucial characteristic of the pattern of
psychiatric intervention being tested, the random case assignment design
simply will not work.
What were the events that overtook this study’s statement of
objectives? The notion of finding the best disposition for each psychiatric
referral was overtaken by the spread of the notion that the best way to
promote community care for people with chronic severe mental disorders
was to maintain a continuing watching brief, regarding each current
arrangement for each patient as the best for the moment and being prepared
to change it on very short notice and without waiting until something very
unsatisfactory forces a change. Francis Pilkington in the discussion of the
Chichester findings said that an appraisal of the family’s burden one month
after the first psychiatric contact was unrealistic—what is not too hard on a
family for one month can become intolerable a few months later.
A mixture of purposes was involved that also made assumptions about
means and ends. One of the main motives for the two experiments was that
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the hospital was becoming overcrowded and it was assumed that the most
efficient way of reducing hospital census was to reduce the number of annual
admissions. This apparently logical approach, turned out not to be the means
by which a drop in mental hospital census has occurred in general. Actually,
the assumption that a rising mental hospital census is bad was never fully
examined.

The Louisville Experiment
An Attempt to Avoid Hospitalization
Another key experiment in the prevention of hospitalization was
conducted in Louisville, Kentucky, by Pasamanick, Scarpitti, and Dinitz from
1961 to 1964. It throws further light on the issues involved in assessing the
effectiveness of psychiatric interventions designed to prevent hospitalization.
In this experiment the clinical trial design was used, that is, a stream of
patients thought to be suitable for a potentially better but unproved new form
of intervention were randomly assigned to the older treatment and the new
treatment. A stream of patients being inducted into the ordinary mental
hospital treatment program for Louisville were randomly split into a group
that would receive drug treatment and outpatient care with intensive visiting
from a corps of specially trained public health nurses. Actually, this second
group was twice as large as the hospital intervention group because a second
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trial was built into the design. The investigators not only wanted to know
whether the intensive home attention with drugs was more effective than the
hospital type of intervention, but also whether the home care with drugs
given to the patients was better than the same home care without drugs, that
is with a placebo. Thus, there were two experimental groups and one control
group getting “ordinary” care.
When we assess the effectiveness of these three types of psychiatric
intervention we must keep in mind Sheps’s comment quoted above that “the
single most important prerequisite is specification of objectives. . . .” The
objective here was to prevent hospital admission very specifically. Thus it is
easy to assess the effectiveness. While those permitted to use the hospital
form of intervention were of course 100 percent hospitalized, less than one in
four of the drug home care group were hospitalized and about one-third of
the placebo group were hospitalized. This is a definite index of success in
accomplishing the stated objective. The report merits careful study because of
the meticulous detail with which the relevant facts are recorded and the
crucial nature of the investigation, which shows that intensive home care can
prevent hospitalization and also that the currently available drugs really did
increase the effectiveness of the home care intervention. It is the first good
data about the effect of drugs on schizophrenics on home care, which
indicates their definite effectiveness in helping to prevent hospitalization. The
data further indicate that these drugs also helped reduce the prevalence of
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certain troublesome behaviors.
These are the two major studies based on the notion that prevention of
hospital psychiatric intervention is a worthwhile objective. In both instances
substantial evidence exists that appropriate psychiatric intervention outside
of the hospital with a variety of supplementary services can prevent a
substantial proportion of hospitalizations.
The Louisville experiment has a major weakness. The objective in this
instance seems clearly enough stated, but examination of the study method
reveals that the three samples were selected after the “patients had arrived at
Central State Hospital and were placed on the admission ward with no
immediate treatment.” This is quite a different concept of “preventing
hospitalization” than the Worthing and Chichester experiments. In fact, it was
an attempt to prevent hospital intervention as the initial treatment plan for
the patients, but all study subjects began the current episode of treatment
with a hospitalization. The publication reporting the Louisville experiment
repeatedly uses the term “hospitalization” as interchangeable with
“institutionalization,” which gives us the needed clue to understand what
their stated objective meant to them. “Hospitalization” is an aspect of that
process which leads to “institutionalism,” so the object of avoiding
hospitalization and finding an alternate mode for psychiatric intervention is
related to the more distant objective—to prevent institutionalism. It is then
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necessary for the student of methods to assess the effectiveness of particular
types of psychiatric intervention to take another look at the Louisville
experiment: Is the student willing to grant the assumption that prevention of
hospital intervention at the beginning of a particular episode of psychiatric
intervention is the best way to prevent institutionalism? If this assumption is
granted, then the effort to provide intensive home care certainly achieved a
step toward that objective, but the reported data do not include information
as to whether chronic institutionalism was prevented or not. Nor in the fiveyear follow-up is there information on the frequency of long-term
institutionalization or institutional neurosis. The groups were probably too
small to appraise this type of phenomenon in any case. But the authors’
summary states that “eventually no differences in psychological or social
functioning could be found. This indicates a need for the structuring of
community mental health services on an intensive aggressive basis. . . .” This
result followed a phasing out of the specialized services designed for home
care— which indicates that the program was effective in avoiding
hospitalization for a period, but that in the long run the patients did just as
poorly as those who had received hospital care initially.
These findings suggest that the anti-hospital type of intervention did not
produce the long-term effect of preventing deterioration in personal and
social functioning. The other side of this statement is apparently also true:
that initial hospitalization did not worsen the long-term course of those
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patients who were hospitalized as compared with those who received the
intensive home care in the first three years, whether or not they received
drugs at that time. The long-term success or failure of the patients, then, does
not seem to be crucially affected by which type of care is given during one
short period of their chronic disorder. Consequently one must ask whether
preventing hospitalization or facilitating community care is the more worthy
objective. Each showed some success in terms of the stated goals, but the
issue that the student of effectiveness assessment must face is whether either
really stated its ultimate objective.
We can infer that the stated goals can be seen as intermediate rather
than ultimate. Avoidance of hospitalization need not be seen as an end in
itself. Community care need not be seen as an end in itself. Without
attributing unstated views to the authors cited, we can ourselves conclude
that seeking these effects— preventing hospitalization and facilitating
community care—can be seen as part of a strategy not fully made explicit for
accomplishing another objective: preventing chronic deterioration in patients
with severe chronic mental disorders. Leaving the Chichester experiment
(1959-1963) and the Louisville experiment (1961-1964) behind, let us ask
what kind of psychiatric intervention would be appropriate if the effect being
sought was to prevent chronic deterioration?

The Duchess County Experiment
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An Attempt to Prevent Chronic Deterioration in the Severely Mentally III
In 1958 Robert C. Hunt advanced the following propositions:
1. The disability associated with psychotic mental illness is enormous.
2. The illness and the associated disability are not necessarily
homogenous or synonymous.
3. Disability is only in part intrinsic to the illness.
4. Disability is in large part an artifact of extrinsic origin.
5. Since the disability is an artifact it is not inevitable and something
can be done about it.
6. The factors which produce disability are multiple.
7. The multiple extrinsic factors have a common origin in traditional
attitudes toward the mentally ill in our culture, [p. 10]
With that set of notions, he proposed to initiate an experiment to
prevent chronic disability among all the severely mentally ill people of
Duchess County, New York, which I shall refer to as the Duchess County
Experiment.
The effect he proposed to produce through a modified form of
psychiatric intervention was to reduce the amount and severity of chronic
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disability due to serious mental disorders. The modification of psychiatric
intervention he proposed had its roots in observations he had made
regarding the effects of certain psychiatric service programs he had studied. It
is necessary to recapitulate those observations briefly so that the reason why
he picked this effect can be properly understood. His notion that chronic
disability could be prevented arose when observing psychiatric intervention
programs that did not have that objective. A series of “improvements” in
mental hospital management had, apparently, produced the unexpected
effect. These improvements began shortly after the Second World War in
three different British mental hospitals and were initiated more or less in
parallel and independently by three British mental hospital directors. They all
began in the same way. Each director was impressed that the hospitals used
entirely too many locks and they started, conservatively, to unlock some of
the wards, at first only in the daytime. They found that the patients not only
did all right, but they seemed to do a little better. So they went on. G. M. Bell at
Dingleton Hospital in Melrose, Scotland, was probably the first to unlock all
wards. Not only did the patients like it and do better, but the staff had come to
like the greater responsibility they were carrying. T. P. Rees at Warlingham
Park Hospital, Croyden, was pushing along in the same direction. He was
particularly impressed by how much the staff gained from the changes. He
developed the theory that the more responsibility staff and patients were
given, the better they performed. He said that all the patients could handle
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more responsibility than they had had and that when they took responsibility,
they began to improve. Duncan Macmillan at Mapperley Hospital,
Nottingham, had been impressed during the Second World War, that when a
wall of the hospital collapsed during the bombing the patients did not run
away, but pitched in, helping clean up the debris and comforting those who
had been hurt, not very differently from the way the nonhospital residents of
the city did after a bombing. He was particularly impressed by the effect on
patients of locking the door when they were admitted to the hospital; he felt
that the patient responded by a major loss in self-confidence and optimism
that interfered enormously with his ability to mobilize his resources as the
psychotic episode began to recede. Macmillan was also particularly impressed
by how his gradual unlocking of wards and permitting greater responsibility
and freedom for the patients had changed the staff-patient relationships. “The
staff have to use their personalities to deal with situations which were
formerly dealt with by the locked door . . . ,” he said.
By 1953, when word of these developments first reached the United
States, all three hospitals had been totally unlocked for several years.
Macmillan had gone so far as to use the first postwar funds he received to
improve the appearance of his hospital’s wards, to have all the ward doors
removed and installed double swing pantry-type doors at the entrance to
each ward, which could not be locked under any circumstances. Hunt met
Rees when the latter was on a visit to America and was deeply impressed
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with his accounts of how the hospitals had become transformed. Patient
behavior had improved radically, the worst forms of aggression, soiling, selfneglect, mutism, refusal of food, and so forth had become much rarer. And
new cases hardly ever developed these patterns of withdrawal and selfneglect. In the three hospitals the census of mental patients had dropped
dramatically, almost 50 percent in less than a decade. The hospital staff had
moved a large proportion of their work into the community where they took
care of as many former hospital patients as they did in the hospital. It all
sounded very nice and a bit too good to be true. The reader should remember
that these reports arrived in this country in 1953; Henri Laborit had
discovered chlorpromazine in 1951, and the first psychiatric meeting at
which its results were described was in 1952. All of these advances were
made before any of the so-called tranquilizing drugs were available
commercially. To anyone with experience in mental hospital work, Rees’s
reports were unbelievable and Hunt had worked in New York State Mental
Hospitals for seventeen years. But it was an interesting story even if only half
true and when a year or so later the World Health Organization offered Hunt
a traveling fellowship to study these programs, he accepted with alacrity. His
report stated that the programs did work exactly as specified and with no
fakery. The tranquilizing drugs were available by then and were being used,
but he was impressed with the relatively low dosage, the rapid census drops,
the absence of disturbed and deteriorated behavior of the worst sorts, which
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still existed in other mental hospitals despite much higher drug dosage
patterns.
After a series of steps recorded elsewhere, Hunt determined that he
would try to copy the fundamental principles involved and to organize a
county service for the immediate area of Hudson River State Hospital of
which he had become director. He had to modify the hospital organization
because it was clear that the British successes had occurred in small
hospitals, (starting with censuses of under 3000) with small catchment areas
near the hospital.
In 1958 Hunt proposed an experiment in which he would allocate a
proportional part of his large state hospital (more than 6000 patients) for the
residents of Duchess County (10 percent of his catchment area’s population).
One-tenth of the plant and personnel would be used to set up a sub-hospital
with comprehensive responsibility for providing the indicated psychiatric
interventions for all of the seriously mentally disordered residents of the
county. In addition to providing all needed acute and long-term inpatient
care, this staff was charged with providing all after-care, social service, and
family care, and all local facilities and related professionals were encouraged
to cooperate in any possible way to maximize the community care of the
patients. A day hospital unit already existed at the hospital. The only new
service introduced was “pre-care,” which meant consultation by hospital
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psychiatrists about patients in the community who were thought to be in
possible need of mental hospital admission. The British pioneers had insisted
that this was a crucial feature not only to prevent misuse of hospitals, but also
to help the patient accept voluntary hospital care. A slight increase in
personnel was introduced (I estimate less than 10 percent of the annual cost
to the state of running the mental hospital county unit). This extra personnel
was financed by the Milbank Memorial Fund and met a few elementary needs:
(1) a unit director at the rank of what might be considered associate director
of the mental hospital had to be brought in, as none of the existing staff had
the range of competences needed to run such an enterprise and the state
would not underwrite an extra assistant director category; (2) an extra
secretary for the unit director at a higher rank than the state budget provided
for in a service chief; and (3) extra stenographers and social workers because
of the increased work involved in communicating outside the hospital.
Five points are worth special attention in this description: (1) the
innovation in psychiatric intervention was not a new kind of treatment but an
innovation in the organization of personnel and resources and of policy; (2)
the idea that the changed pattern of using existing resources would reduce
the amount of chronic deterioration emerged out of observing that efforts to
improve and humanize mental hospitals had led to rapid drops in census and
an apparent major reduction in the frequency of chronic deterioration; (3) in
contrast to the Chichester and Louisville experiments, this pattern of
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psychiatric innovation was an attempt to improve the way in which the
hospital was used in the treatment of long-term patients, not a way of
avoiding the hospital; (4) the assumption was that the hospital would be
made more available to those in need of its services, that admission rates
would rise, and that this increase would be more than compensated for by a
radical decrease in the duration of hospital stay and much earlier return to
home living before complete restoration of all functions; and (5) Hunt no
more planned any systematic data gathering to assess its effectiveness than
had Bell, Rees, or Macmillan.
But when Hunt asked the Milbank Memorial Fund to provide the small,
extra, flexible financing to implement his ideas, they responded by saying that
the idea was too important potentially to justify starting it without some
systematic evaluation research. I was assigned the duty of locating the
research worker, but in the end was assigned the job of organizing and
executing the research with a special team.
Assessment of effect in terms of preventing deterioration would present
no special methodological problems in itself. It would be necessary to locate
or develop some objective criteria for recognizing chronic deterioration and
apply these criteria to a suitably selected population at some risk of
developing chronic deterioration, a random half of which was given the new
form of psychiatric intervention. But the nature of the intervention made this
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impossible. The reasons were similar to those operating in the Chichester
experiment. It is not possible to organize a double blind random assignment
psychiatric service highly integrated with the nonpsychiatric community
services for only half the patients from the community while the same
professionals remain unintegrated in their work patterns for the other half. It
was thought that perhaps another county’s patients from the parent
hospital’s district would make a suitable control population. This turned out
to be unrealistic because it was well established that hospital utilization rates
fall off with the distance of people’s homes from the hospital.
Because this experiment introduced a new way of organizing
psychiatric intervention at a point in time, a before-and-after design was
considered to be of some help. A before-and-after system has certain inherent
weaknesses, however, the main one being that no one knows what unplanned
changes will occur over a given time span if no planned changes are
introduced. One is studying a phenomenon—in this case the frequency of
chronic deterioration—about which remarkably little was previously known.
There could well be short-term fluctuations of major size in its frequency that
had never been carefully enough observed. It was known that severe chronic
deterioration was not the common sequel of a psychotic episode, but there
were very little data on which to base estimates of how frequently and how
shortly after the first hospitalization it was to be expected.
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The first step was to specify the criteria for identifying a person as being
severely disabled in the presence of a serious mental disorder. The criteria to
be used were developed with considerable caution and special efforts were
taken to see that they would be as relevant as possible to assessing whether
the stated goals were achieved. The research workers generated intermittent
intensive interactions with the administrative innovators and pushed for
highly specific formulations of exactly what would be less common. The
expectation was that the main changes would be in behavior, a finding that
surfaced several years later in the Massachusetts Mental Hospitals
Experiment. It was anticipated in the Duchess County Experiment because of
careful observations made at the three British pioneering programs in
community care. With some trepidation, it was decided to ignore completely
the patient’s subjective mental symptoms because Hunt and his associates did
not expect much change in these phenomena. Self-care, participation in work
and recreational roles, and freedom from dangerous or troubling behavior
became the main areas of inquiry. The data gathering focused on those
specific changes in behavior that were expected by the innovators. They set
the fundamental criteria and the research team through pretests decided
which changes could be objectively ascertained with reliability. This was first
done on all the county’s chronic ward patients in 1959 in order to implement
the testing of a subordinate hypothesis: Those chronic patients who were
already seriously disabled when the new program started would improve but
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slightly. A great deal was learned in this process about the techniques of
ascertaining whether any given patient met the criteria set in a particular
week. In one week more than 18,000 printed data forms were filled out by
ward personnel of Hudson River State Hospital, were edited within eight
hours, and the informants were questioned about any discrepancies or
missed item the next time they reported for work. That was done before the
reorganization of the services had started.
This gave the investigative team confidence in its ability to make the
necessary assessment within the hospital at any one point in time. The
particular pattern of disabled behavior that was being assessed was given a
new name so as to avoid confusion with related concepts such as institutional
neurosis and chronicity. The new term was “Social Breakdown Syndrome”
(SBS). Though this technology provided a means for ascertainment at one
point in time, the major effect anticipated was that new cases of chronic SBS
would be reduced in frequency.
To assess whether the new program was reducing the frequency with
which new cases of chronic SBS was developing required additional
techniques. The onset of the SBS had to be determined for each individual and
a mechanism developed to monitor cases of SBS to see how long they
continued after they were located. These techniques were also developed.
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The most difficult problem was to decide who had to be studied. This
was not a case control study in which one could observe two groups of
patients, those who had been exposed to the new pattern of intervention and
those who were exposed to the old pattern of intervention. Each of the three
previously described evaluations used that method. In this case the entire
population of people with severe mental disorders in Duchess County was
exposed to the old pattern of intervention until 1960 and thereafter was
exposed to the new pattern. It might appear that those whose first entry to
the hospital was before 1960 could be compared with those whose first entry
was after 1960, but this ignores the well-known fact that chronic SBS often
does not develop until several years after the first admission and those who
had first been admitted, say in 1958, were provided with exactly the same
sort of intervention after 1960 as were people first admitted subsequent to
1960. In addition, the mechanism for reducing the rate at which chronic
deterioration develops included making the hospital more readily available
for readmissions and this was expected to make the hospital more available
for first admissions too. Therefore, admission rates were expected to rise and
a later cohort might include people at less risk of developing chronic SBS than
earlier cohorts of admissions. Inasmuch as the new pattern of intervention
included a plan to release patients to community care very early in their
recovery— keeping the hospital prepared for any needed repeat short-term
admission—there was a significant risk that the chronic SBS cases might
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develop in the community without the knowledge of the clinical teams.
The method used to meet these problems was to create a register of all
Duchess County residents who had had psychiatric treatment after 1955 and
to keep it up-to-date regarding new entries to treatment and transfers or
discharges or deaths. This register population was then looked upon as the
population at risk of developing chronic SBS. The problem then was to find a
way of determining whether long-term episodes of SBS began more
frequently in the years prior to 1960 than in the years subsequent to 1960.
The concept “long term” was defined as an SBS episode lasting a full year or
longer.
Specially trained data gatherers were sent out to locate those members
of the registered population who were living outside the hospital and to
determine whether at that time the individual was in an SBS episode. If the
answer was yes, then a research clinician went to the individual’s location
and took a careful history to determine when that episode started. The
technique of locating the individuals, gaining cooperation for data gathering,
developing reliable onset date determination techniques, and continuing
monitoring techniques took more than two years to develop. By that time, the
new form of intervention had already been going on for two years. Despite
this tardiness in developing the capability to gather the needed facts, it was
possible to get data that provided a means for determining whether the
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number of new chronic SBS episodes starting in later years was smaller than
the number that started in earlier years. This was made possible because the
hypothesis only referred to chronic cases, and these chronic cases—by
definition—would have to continue to be SBS cases for more than a year. By
screening the population at one point in time, one picked up a mixture of new
and old
SBS cases. All chronic cases that had started in the previous year would
still be cases on the day they were screened. By monitoring cases until they
terminated or passed their anniversary, one would get a complete count of
one year’s onsets of chronic SBS cases. Of course, some of these cases would
have started a week or two before the day they were screened, and to find out
which of those were going to become chronic it would be necessary to
monitor the whole group for a full year after the screening date. By April,
1965, on the basis of many thousands of interviews it was possible to report
tentatively that for every two cases of chronic SBS that had begun during
1963 somewhere between three and four cases must have started in 1960. By
1969 more detailed analysis of twice as much data and greater familiarity
with the epidemiology of SBS, both acute and chronic, made it possible to
report that each year the new form of intervention prevented at least forty
person years of chronic severe deterioration per 100,000 general population
in the age group sixteen to sixty-four.
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The level of disability reflected in SBS is on the whole pretty severe. A
person who attempts suicide but is prevented by physical restraint, a person
who soils, a person who has no recreational activities or no work activities
will meet the criteria; to be a chronic SBS case one or another of these
characteristics must be present every week for fifty-two consecutive weeks.
There are combinations of less severe manifestations in each area of social
functioning that will also qualify them. One remarkable finding was that only
half of the chronic SBS cases were schizophrenic cases, the other half were
scattered over a wide range of diagnoses. But the pattern of disability did not
correspond to the diagnosis. The SBS syndrome describes a pattern of
psychotic decompensation that can occur in any mental disorder and
probably does; there is good reason to think that short episodes actually
occur in the absence of any psychosis and if they were seen by psychiatrists
they might be diagnosed as “transient situational reaction” or “no mental
disorder.”
These data on the declining incidence of chronic SBS provide the best
evidence that community care of chronic mental patients is more than a
fashion; it is actually a way of preventing long-term serious disability. The
mechanism by which chronic SBS is being prevented is still not completely
clear. Most entries into inpatient care follow the onset of an SBS episode,
which tends to terminate very quickly after entering the hospital (one to five
weeks). Most, but not all, episodes that occur in patients while living in the
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community result in a hospital admission. Very few of the chronic cases that
start are in fact extreme examples of institutionalism or institutional
neurosis. It is possible in a population that has been receiving a pattern of
community care for more than twelve years to see the forms of chronic SBS
that develop in the absence of chronic hospitalization. This has not been
studied in detail.
This is the first example in which a modification of the way in which a
health-care delivery system is organized has produced evidence of improved
health in the population being served, without introducing either a greater
volume of service or a new technology of medical treatment (such as a new
drug or operation). It raises fundamental questions about the pathogenesis of
the deteriorating syndrome in the major mental disorders. It also requires a
rethinking of the function of inpatient services as one element in the network
of services used in the treatment of people with long-term serious mental
disorders. The pattern of fluid movement between inpatient and outpatient
care seems to depend upon a unified clinical team, that is, a clinical team that
continues its treatment responsibilities for its own group of patients as these
patients move in and out of hospital, family care, and outpatient status. The
indications for hospitalization take on a new appearance.
These outcomes are emphasized to indicate that evaluation studies to
determine the effectiveness of a new type of psychiatric intervention can
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sometimes do much more than answer the simple question, Was the effect
being sought produced? Fundamental issues in clinical psychiatry can also
become elucidated by coming into close contact with a rapidly changing
situation. In fact, it is when great changes are in progress that certain types of
studies are most appropriate. Combining research with planned action not
only provides information about the effectiveness of the action, but can throw
light on previously unquestioned conventional wisdom regarding the nature
of mental disorders.
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CHAPTER 36
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PSYCHIATRY
Robert L. Spitzer and Jean Endicott
Computer technology is being applied to practically all aspects of
psychiatry. Theories of personality and of psychotherapeutic change are
being subjected to computer-simulation techniques. Computers interview,
diagnose and conduct therapy with real patients. Computers interpret and
write psychological test reports. They compose reports of mental-status
examinations.
This chapter will concentrate on practical computer applications that
either currently or in the near future will have an impact on the practice of
psychiatry. Much less emphasis will be placed on computer applications that
are primarily of theoretical or research interest and are unlikely to affect
clinical practice. We will not discuss computer applications in several areas
that are not central to the practice of psychiatry such as data analysis for
research studies, bookkeeping functions in hospitals or other mental-health
delivery systems, routine medical laboratory tests, and systems for the
exchange of information (e.g., libraries, abstracting services).
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The following section is for the reader who is not familiar with basic
computer concepts.

Computer Concepts
A computer is a device capable of accepting information, applying a
series of predetermined operations on the information, and supplying the
results of these operations. For these reasons, a calculating machine, by itself,
is not a computer because it does not have the capability of automatically
applying a series of predetermined operations on the data that is supplied to
it. A full computer, even though it may be quite small, consists of input and
output devices that accept and display information, a storage unit that holds
information during processing, a unit that can perform arithmetic operations,
a unit that can perform logical operations (determine the truth value of an
expression) and a control unit that directs the sequence of operations.
There are two basic types of computers: analogue and digital. Analogue
computers are used to study data that vary continuously over time, such as
EEG activity, blood pressure or other physiological measures. The computer
represents the physical process being studied by translating it into an
analogous electrical process that can then be manipulated. Because analogue
computers do not process symbols, their use in psychiatry has largely been
limited to the study of physiological variables such as brain electrical activity.
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Digital computers are used to study data that can be reduced to discrete
or discontinuous form, such as numbers or other symbols. The most
complicated concept, a series of operations, or any kind of digital data, is
ultimately translated into a series of “off-on” bits. The physical representation
of these bits varies, depending upon where in the computer the information is
being stored. For example, in core memory it may be represented as a series
of magnetized or demagnetized iron cores, in an arithmetic register it may be
represented as a series of semiconductor circuits that are in one of two states.
The physical equipment comprising the computer is known as the
hardware. The instructions that determine the specific operations to be done
are the software or computer program. The instructions contained in the
computer program must be introduced into the computer through an input
device just as data is later brought into the computer for processing. Although
the program is a list of instructions that are in sequence, when the program is
actually executed, the order in which the instructions are carried out may
vary as a result of some contingency. For example, a computer program for
psychiatric interviewing might have an instruction: “If the subject has not
been married, skip section on marital history.” Although the computer can
obviously respond only to contingencies that have been specified in the
program, the capability for branching results in great flexibility. The
contingencies need not be stated in terms of the raw input data but can also
be in terms of intermediary calculations that are tested at certain points in
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the program.
Ultimately, all instructions to the computer hardware are in the form of
binary numbers. However, since writing instructions in this form is extremely
tedious and difficult, programmers make use of high-level programming
languages that the machine then translates into binary form, using
intermediary programs called compilers and assemblers. Thus, a single
instruction in a high-level language by a programmer may result eventually in
a string of hundreds of binary-machine-language instructions. Different highlevel languages have been developed for different applications. FORTRAN, for
example, is ideally suited for algebraic- and formula-oriented quantitative
research. COBOL is business oriented and very suitable for inventory and
accounting procedures. LISP is a list-processing language that processes
symbols and therefore has been useful in computerized simulation of human
intelligence. PL/1 combines many of the features of other languages with the
aim of producing a general purpose language for business and scientific
activities. It is an example of efforts to develop high-level-programming
languages that approximate the form of natural language instructions.
Computers can receive information from several types of devices:
punch-card readers, paper-tape readers, magnetic-tape readers, optical-scan
or character readers, typewriter consoles and cathode-ray tubes (TV-type
screen) that are heat or light sensitive. These devices vary in their speed,
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accuracy, convenience, and cost. The typewriter console and cathode-ray tube
permit interaction between the computer and the person supplying the
information so that there can be a dialogue. But such devices are expensive
and can be used by only one person at a time. Optical-character readers are
able to recognize numbers and letters written in standard form. Their
practical use is limited by their high cost and the inability to read characters
not written according to rigid specifications. Optical-scan readers recognize
pencil marks placed in predetermined positions on a form. Their major
advantage over key punching is that of speed and the ability to process the
original document on which the data is collected. These advantages are offset
by the frequently high error rate (reading of erasures or failing to read
intended marks) and the absence of any simple procedure for detecting
errors, such as the process used in checking keypunch data whereby the data
is repunched and any discrepancies are readily apparent.
Computers vary in storage capacity, the speed with which information
can be read in and processed, and the capacity to perform complex
operations. For example, many small computers are able to perform
arithmetic operations but do not have the control circuitry to perform such
logical operations as comparing variable A with variable B and then
performing differential operations based on the results. Because the internal
speed of processing data is incredibly fast as compared with the speed of
input devices, it is possible, with large computers, to have many users
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interacting with the computer at the same time. In actuality, the computer is
accepting input from one user for a fraction of a second while it is processing
the input from another user. This feature, called time sharing, has made it
possible for a large central computer to be shared by many users, thus cutting
the expense for each user.
The results of a computer analysis are referred to as the output. If a
permanent record is required, it can take many forms, such as punched cards,
magnetic tape files, or printed paper. When a permanent record is not
required, it can be presented on a visual display device, such as a cathode-ray
tube, or, more recently, in the form of an audio message that simulates
speech.
There have been so many new developments in computer technology in
the last decade that it is difficult to envision the capabilities of computers ten
years from now. However, the trends are clearly in the direction of increased
speed, power, and reliability of the hardware, the development of more
advanced programming languages so that the user can specify operations
close to idiomatic English, and the development of relatively inexpensive
terminals so that the individual user has ready access to the power of the
computer.

Data Banks
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The collection of data on psychiatric patients for storage in data banks
involves more patients and psychiatric personnel than any other current
application of computers in psychiatry. The term data bank is used here for
any system involving storage and retrieval of information about patients that
is pooled from multiple sources (for example, several hospitals), that is
summarized or coded, and is primarily used for administrative or research
purposes. Systems that use pooled data, where the emphasis is on producing
a clinical record, are usually referred to as automated-recordkeeping systems
and, although they always have an associated data bank, are discussed in the
next section.
Most departments of mental hygiene have some form of automated
system for collecting data on psychiatric patients and nearly all large systems
for the delivery of mental-health services now have some form of
computerized data system. The type of data entering these systems is quite
variable, ranging from simple demographic data and a single psychiatric
diagnosis, to such detailed information as services rendered, presenting
symptomatology and disposition, and symptomatology at termination of
treatment.
In most systems there is no provision for linking data on an individual
patient if he receives services from more than one facility. Thus, a patient who
is admitted to four different hospitals within a calendar year for treatment of
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alcoholism would be counted in any summary statistic as four different
people. Systems that attempt to link files across facilities for individuals are
called case registers. A great deal of additional effort is required to convert a
data bank into a case register. A central problem for case registers is finding a
unique identification number that would be used by all reporting facilities
and that the patient would know himself such as his social-security number.
There has been considerable resistance to the use of social-security numbers
for such purposes because of the issue of confidentiality. Another major
problem in case registers is getting all reporting facilities within a given
system to agree on standardization of terminology and on what data is to be
reported. More elaborate procedures for editing and checking the data are
necessary in a case register than in a data bank. Populations with high
mobility are extremely difficult to follow over long periods of time.
Summary statistics from psychiatric data banks can take many forms.
Most of the systems provide for a description of the number of admissions,
readmissions, and terminations from different types of services, and a
description of the demographic characteristics of the population served. More
complex systems can describe lengths of stay in various services, use of
personnel time, and treatment outcome. Case registers can provide more
powerful data that can be used in determining unduplicated patient counts,
better descriptions of the types of services received, and profiles of patient
populations or service patterns that might not be discernable in ordinary data
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banks. Case registers, and data banks, can provide administrators with
information for evaluating and planning mental-health services and for
justifying their work to agencies and legislatures that provide the funds.
Despite the seemingly great potential of data banks, there has been
considerable opposition in the profession to participation in such efforts. The
primary issues involve confidentiality and whether the high cost of
maintaining such systems and the time and effort required in filling out forms
by busy mental-health personnel are justified by the actual value of the
systems for improving patient care or the distribution of available health
resources.
The issue of confidentiality of computerized records is not unique to
psychiatric records. However, the sensitive nature of psychiatric data and the
possibility of misinterpreting the significance of a given bit of information
makes many psychiatrists reluctant to supply any data on a patient thereby
indicating that the individual was at one time a psychiatric patient. In defense
of automated systems it has been argued that the confidentiality of current
non-automated psychiatric records is often violated. It is sometimes possible
for various persons to have ready access to the files of a psychiatric clinic or
hospital by merely presenting themselves and requesting the patient’s chart.
With an automated system it is more feasible to put in reliable safeguards
against such access by unauthorized individuals. This can be done by using
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code numbers instead of names, by scrambling identification numbers, and by
making linkage of files (names, diagnoses, symptoms) dependent upon
complex procedures known only to a few key individuals.
What concerns most mental-health professionals is not access to an
individual record by an occasional unauthorized person as much as the
potential access to such records on a large scale by cooperating governmental
agencies. This can only be solved by legal safeguards that clearly establish the
confidentiality of psychiatric data, specify the uses to which it may be put (for
example, research studies by bona-fide investigators) and impose penalties
for any violations. Several states have already passed such legislation.
Ultimately, the issue is between the individual’s right to privacy and society’s
need for information that can often be obtained in no other way and that has
the potential for improving the level of health care for all.
A major problem of data banks, as well as of automated clinical-record
systems, is the quality of the input data. Since in most cases the individual
supplying the information receives no feedback, is often unaware of how the
data will be used, and may have serious reservations because of the issue of
confidentiality, he often has little motivation for supplying accurate and
complete data. A further source of low motivation may be a belief that the
content of the data is irrelevant for the uses to which it is intended. For
example, the clinician may feel that the treatment he has offered is not
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reflected in the precoded categories that he has to use in reporting his
services. In addition, even if he is motivated, the rater rarely has the time to
study manuals that define terms on the input forms or the opportunity to
participate in discussions to assure comparability of information. Another
factor affecting the quality of the input data has been the proliferation of data
banks that overlap, so that the clinician may have to report to several
different systems, each of which has its own reporting system and group of
forms. Many have questioned whether data collected under such
circumstances can really be of much help in evaluating and planning services.

Automated Clinical Records
Dissatisfaction with the traditional psychiatric case record has led to
many efforts to apply computer technology to improve its usefulness to
clinicians, administrators, and researchers. The major impetus for automation
has come from administrators and researchers who have found that the
traditional clinical record is largely useless for their needs. This is because of
the lack of standardization of the type and form of the information contained
in the record and the difficulty in retrieving what information it may contain.
There are currently a variety of recordkeeping systems that have been
in operation for a number of years and, despite many difficulties, seem to be
permanently established. They vary from systems operational in a single
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hospital, such as the Institute of Living in Hartford, Connecticut; in a mentalhealth center, such as the Fort Logan Health Center in Denver, Colorado; in an
entire state, such as the Missouri Standard System of Psychiatry; to facilities
in a number of states, such as the Multi-State Information System for
Psychiatric Patients with a central computer facility at Rockland State
Hospital, in Orangeburg, New York. Although all of the systems attempt to
translate some of the usual clinical record into a form suitable for automated
retrieval, monitor some aspect of patient care, provide information for
administrative decisions, and assist the clinician in his understanding and
treatment of the patient, they differ considerably in the strategies and
methods that they employ for these purposes.
Systems vary in how much of the usual record is automated and to what
degree the clinician is limited to precoded categories for describing his
patient. Eiduson has developed a system, called the Psychiatric Case History
Event System (PSYCHES) in which the narrative textual material of the
clinical case record is coded into a form suitable for computer processing. The
basic unit of the system is an “event,” that is, any happening or occurrence
that takes place in the life of the patient or relevant persons in his
environment. It includes not only hard, objective data but subjective,
impressionistic data that clinicians commonly use in describing patients. This
approach assumes that the clinician will, by and large, include all relevant
data. The use of coders and the storage requirements for retaining the entire
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clinical record make this approach unsuitable for most large facilities on the
basis of cost alone.
With the exception of the PSYCHES system, all other automated-recordkeeping systems require the clinician to use precoded categories to describe
his patient. These categories can be simple true-false statements, scaled
judgments reflecting intensity or severity of some trait, or multiple-choice
items. Precoded items need not be limited to simple concepts, since any
concept that can be defined can be translated into a precoded item. Some of
the systems attempt to precode only basic demographic data and a small list
of presenting symptoms, while others attempt to gather precoded
information in all categories of the traditional clinical record (mental status,
psychiatric anamnesis, nursing notes, occupational therapy notes, etc.). The
systems vary in the extent to which the precoded information is a substitute
and replaces parts of the traditional record. In some systems there is virtually
no information in the record other than that which is precoded. Most systems
retain a written record and only automate small parts of the record. In most
systems the computer generates a hard copy that can be placed in the
patient’s chart. Usually, the material is presented in a simple tabular form. In
some cases the computer generates a grammatically correct (if not elegant)
narrative report in an effort to simulate the usual clinical report, using special
programming languages such as NOVEL. An example of an optically scanned
history form and the computer generated narrative are shown in Figures 36-1
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and 36-2. To permit the clinician to describe the patient more fully, some
systems permit the introduction of small amounts of free narrative text,
which can be interspersed with the output of the precoded information.
Despite improvements in the readability of computer-generated narratives
and reports, it is unlikely that they will ever approach the readability and
individuality of a good clinical record because of the standardization of the
input categories. According to some clinicians, they are not only difficult to
read, but impossible to remember.
Whereas some systems have accepted the basic structure of the
traditional case record, other systems have incorporated features not found
in most clinical records. For example, the Fort Logan system has added goaloriented progress notes that make provision for recording information on the
goals set and the methods to be used to attain them. The data is collected not
only from the staff but from the patient and community members as well.
Hillside Hospital in New York City, part of the Multi-State Information System,
has designed a system for allowing the clinician to state his own goals at the
beginning of treatment. The computer then queries the clinician periodically
as to how the patient is progressing. The Missouri system has provision for
collecting precoded historical and family information from a family member.
Another important function of most automated-record systems is to
facilitate the monitoring of patient status and care. One method is the Drug
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Monitoring System of the Multi-State Information System whereby all drug
medication is ordered by using a special optical-scan form. Reasons for
change and side effects are noted, in addition to the specific drug being
ordered and the method of administration. This system allows the clinician to
obtain the entire drug history of a patient, to review the current drug status of
a group of patients, and to be cautioned if he orders a drug with a dosage that
is beyond the expected range or one to which the patient has previously had a
toxic reaction.
Glueck and his colleagues at the Institute of Living have an automated
nursing note procedure used to monitor patient status.’ Nursing reports are
made on each patient twice daily (day and night) by routine nursing
personnel on a form that is designed for computer scoring (Fig. 36-3). Eleven
areas of patient behavior are rated, using non-inferential descriptions. The
computer produces two types of output: the first is a narrative summary to be
filed in the patient’s record; the second is a set of factor scores describing the
patient’s behavior numerically as compared to the unit norm. The progress of
individual patients can be charted as well as changes in an entire ward.
Monitoring an entire ward has enabled clinicians to become aware of
increasing tension that might not be apparent with the usual observation and
reporting techniques. The factor scores can be used to derive a global
measure of pathology that can be subjected to a sequential analysis to yield
decisions of “significantly better,” “worse,” or “unchanged,” in evaluating
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response to treatment and the need for change in treatment.
As mentioned previously in the discussion on data banks, all automated
systems are designed to generate various summary statistics needed by local
administrators in making reports and in planning services. Examples of
summary statistics are distributions of patient characteristics by ward, by
presenting symptoms, or by treatment given. Using such automated data,
administrators are able to study trends in length of hospitalization,
readmission rates, types of services being given, and changes in the
characteristics of the populations being served by their facilities. In a similar
fashion, the systems provide data to research investigators who previously
had to depend upon clinical charts that were of limited usefulness because of
missing information and the lack of standardization in terminology and
coverage.
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Figure 36-1.
A portion of an optically scanned history form.
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Figure 36-2.
A portion of the narrative output for an optically scanned history form.
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Figure 36-3.
A portion of an automated nursing note for monitoring patient status.
One aim of these systems is to improve communication between
mental-health personnel by having them use a common set of defined terms.
To accomplish this end, the automated clinical forms developed by the
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authors for use in the Multi-State System have definitions of all technical
terms on the reverse side of the form so that the clinician can consult the
definition if he is in doubt as to the meaning of the term. In addition, special
training films have been developed to teach proper use of the forms.
The average clinician who supplies data in an automated recordkeeping system has little interest in providing summary statistics for
administrators or data for research studies unless the system in some way
provides him with information that will help him better understand and treat
his patients. At the simplest level, the computer can remind the clinician
when he has failed to provide some data important for medical-legal
purposes, for example, information regarding suicidal behavior. At the next
level of complexity, the symptom information can be summarized into a
series of scaled scores of dimensions of behavior (Figure 36-4). These scale
scores can be compared with the “average” patient or some selected
subsample of patients. In addition, changes in these scale scores can be
displayed, comparing previous rating with the ratings for the current
evaluation. Finally, changes on a given summary scale over a series of
successive evaluations can be shown.
The Missouri system has used an actuarial model to identify the
likelihood of various outcomes, the knowledge of which might be of use to the
clinician in planning treatment. Patients with a long hospital stay were
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compared to those with a shorter stay and patients who eloped compared to
those who did not. Using a linear-discriminant analysis of demographic and
mental-status data, they developed a method of indicating to the clinician
what the chances were that his patient would be in the hospital more than
three months or less than three months. Similarly, each patient is noted as
having either a high risk (one chance in nine) or a low risk (one chance in
thirty) of eloping.
Several systems provide the clinician with suggestions for differential
diagnosis or treatment recommendations. This kind of feedback, which has
the greatest potential for justifying the automated-record-keeping system to
clinicians, is still in its infancy. The different approaches of recent work in this
area are discussed in the next two sections.
Automated-record-keeping systems are as controversial as are data
banks and case registers. In addition to the issues of confidentiality and the
quality of the data, other questions are often raised regarding the value of
such systems.
Are the computerized records better than the traditional records that
they are replacing? A study by Klein, Honigfeld et al. clearly showed that their
computerized case records at Hillside contained more bits of information
than traditional case records on the same patients. However, the real issue is
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not the amount of information but the usefulness. It may well be that
computerized records provide more bits of information, which may increase
their value to administrators and researchers, but that the focused traditional
record (at least in some hospitals) supplies more information of use to
clinicians. Some users believe that for the first time they have records on all of
their patients that meet minimal standards of completeness and are legible
and of value to not only the person who supplied the information but to other
personnel in the facility. Others believe that the stereotyped nature of the
records makes them less adequate than the records that they have replaced.
Does automation of clinical records cut down the amount of time spent
by clinicians and other mental-health personnel? In systems where the
automated record substitutes for portions of the usual written or dictated
record, clinicians save some time by checking precoded categories rather
than composing English narratives. However, systems using optical-scan or
key-punched forms require a tremendous amount of clerical checking and
computer personnel for processing.
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Figure 36-4.
Graphic output of scale scores of an automated mental-status examination
form.
Does automation make the record more quickly available in contrast to
the frequent delays in processing dictated or written records, which often
need to be typed, corrected, and retyped? Unfortunately, in some facilities the
time from completion of the input form to the availability of the computergenerated record is disappointingly long. In addition, the ability to get at the
data for an individual patient or for research or administrative study of
groups of patients is often more difficult than anticipated when the system is
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being designed. When such systems are designed, it is often impossible to
anticipate the kinds of analyses that administrators or research investigators
will need. New programs have to be written and debugged as the need arises.
It is no surprise, therefore, that administrators seem to be the most
satisfied with automated-record-keeping systems. Researchers are divided:
some are excited by the potential and have made use of data already
collected; others are skeptical and doubt that the systems will be of much use
to research because of the variable quality of the input data and the
limitations of the data for treatment evaluation in the absence of controlled
experimental design. Clinicians seem to be the least satisfied because most
systems provide little output that is useful to clinical personnel in improving
patient care. Improved patient care will mainly result from computer analysis
that provides the clinician with information he finds useful in his
understanding and treatment of the patient, such as differential diagnosis,
treatment recommendations, and anticipated management problems and
course of illness. This kind of output requires further research. As the next
sections on computerized diagnosis and treatment recommendations
indicate, there is good reason to be optimistic regarding future developments.

Computerized Diagnosis
The well-known limitations of the clinical method for arriving at a
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psychiatric diagnosis, especially its unreliability, have led to several efforts to
utilize computers for integrating clinical observations into psychiatric
diagnoses. In these efforts, the basic observations of signs and symptoms are
made by clinicians. These are the raw data that either a clinician or a
computer can use to arrive at a diagnosis. There are several advantages to
computer-generated diagnoses. First of all, there is the value of necessarily
perfect reliability in the sense that given the same data, the computer
program will always yield the same diagnosis. Secondly, the computer
program can utilize rules developed from a larger and more diverse sample of
actual patients than any single clinician can command. In addition, the rules
by which a computer assigns a diagnosis are explicit and public. Finally,
empirically based rules constitute at least potential advances in our scientific
understanding of the complex relationship between symptom characteristics
and diagnosis.
Three basic models have been used in developing computer algorithms
for translating the input symptom (and in some cases, demographic) data into
diagnoses. Two of these models are statistical methods—Bayes and
discriminant function—and utilize data on a sample of patients for each of
whom the diagnosis is known and for each of whom a series of measures are
available. From this sample, generally referred to as the “developmental”
sample, an empirical classification scheme is devised. Using each subject’s
observed series of scores, the scheme quantifies (as a probability by the
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Bayes method and as a distance by the discriminant-function method) how
“close” the subject is to each diagnostic group. The subject is assigned the
diagnosis to which he is “closest.” Because both of these methods derive their
constants from a specific set of data, they capitalize on accidental features of
the developmental sample and, therefore, their validation demands their
application to new samples. The Bayes method has been applied to
psychiatric classification by Birnbaum and Maxwell, Overall and Gorham, and
Smith. The discriminant-function method has been used by Rao and Slater,
Melrose, Stroebel, and Glueck, and Sletten, Altman, and Ulett. The latter group
has applied this method to data from five hospitals in the Missouri
automated-record-keeping system and developed a system for classifying
patients into one of twelve diagnostic groups. The overall agreement between
computer classification and clinical diagnosis was sufficiently high for them to
make the system operational in the Missouri Standard System of Psychiatry
used in Missouri state hospitals.
A third model, called the logical decision-tree approach, has been
employed by the authors. In this model the computer program consists of a
sequence of questions, each of which is either true or false. The truth or falsity
of each question rules out one or more diagnoses and determines which
question is to be examined next. Some questions may specify the presence of
a single sign or symptom, others may specify that a numeric score is in a
certain range, and still others may specify a complex pattern of both signs and
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scores. This approach is similar to the differential diagnostic method used by
clinicians in making a psychiatric diagnosis. It has the obvious advantage over
the two statistical models in that it does not require a data base and is not
dependent upon the specific characteristics of a developmental sample.
So that the reader can have an understanding of the potential
complexity of the logical decision-tree approach, a portion of the first
computer program for psychiatric diagnosis that we developed, DIAGNO I, is
shown (in English rather than FORTRAN):
Decision 11. If (Delusions-Hallucinations > 2) or (RetardationWithdrawal > 4) or (Inappropriate-Bizarre Appearance or Behavior +
Retardation-Withdrawal + Speech Disorganization > 7) or (Elation >0 or
Grandiosity > 2) and (Agitation-Excitement > 2) or (Speech Disorganization
>3) or (Social Isolation > 7 and Alcohol Abuse < 5) true, go to 12; if false, go to
20. This tests for psychosis.
Decision 12. If (Visual Hallucinations + Elation = o) and (Speech
Disorganization < 4) and (Depression-Suicide + Guilt > 4 or DepressionSuicide > 3) and not (Guilt = 0 and Auditory Hallucinations > o) and (Age >25)
and (Retardation-Withdrawal > 2 or Depression-Anxiety > 20 or Total Score >
50 or Agitation-Excitement > 2) true, go to 13; if false, go to 14. This tests for a
psychotic depressive illness.
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Decision 13. If (Female and Age >45) or (Male and Age > 55) and
(Previous Hospitalizations = o) true, diagnosis is involutional reaction, and go
to 36; if false, diagnosis is Psychotic depressive reaction, and go to 36.
Decision 14. If (Elation + Grandiosity > 0) and (Agitation-Excitement >
1) and (Auditory Hallucinations + Visual Hallucinations = 0) and (Speech
Disorganization > 2) and (Alcohol Abuse < 4) and (Age >25) true, diagnosis is
Manic depressive psychosis, manic type, and go to 36; if false, go to 15.
Fleiss et al. compared these three models for computer diagnosis and
found that the logical decision-tree model performed as well as the two
statistical models (in terms of agreement with clinical diagnosis) on a large
cross-validation sample that was similar to the developmental sample. The
logical decision-tree method performed better than the two statistical
approaches on a sample drawn from a totally new population.
The logical decision-tree approach has been used in three computer
programs, DIAGNO I, DIAGNO II, and DIAGNO III. For all three programs the
agreement between computer diagnoses and clinical diagnoses made by
experts has been as good as that between the diagnoses of the experts. The
first two programs have been used in various research projects for describing
samples of subjects, selecting subjects for experiments, in epidemiological
and cross-cultural studies, and investigating problems in classification.
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DIAGNO III is the most complicated of the logical decision-tree programs and
uses information on both current and past psychopathology as input data,
makes multiple diagnoses, and notes the “most likely” diagnoses as well as
diagnoses “also to be considered.” The output includes seventy-nine standard
diagnoses from the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual. DIAGNO III is currently operational in the Multi-State
Information System.
Either the logical decision-tree or the statistical approaches can be used
to develop systems for classifying patients according to any typology for
which explicit rules can be made. For example, Benfari and Leighton describe
a computer program for use in epidemiological studies, whereby subjects are
assigned to the “caseness” categories of the Stirling County psychiatric
evaluation procedure. On cross-validation their program had levels of
agreement with consensual ratings of two psychiatrists equal to or greater
than that of any two psychiatrists on their independent ratings of either
detailed symptom patterns or “caseness.” Future work on computer diagnosis
will probably be in the direction of developing other typologies for specific
purposes such as predicting treatment response.

Computerized-Treatment Recommendations
The recognition that actual clinical practice is often at considerable
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variance with what is considered best by experts and the capacity of
computers to rapidly and reliably assess new data based on previous
knowledge have led to efforts to use computers to assist clinicians in making
treatment decisions.
One of the earliest studies that suggested computer-assisted drug
prescription could be more effective than “doctor’s choice” of medication was
that of Mirabile, Houck and Glueck at the Institute of Living. They used a
computer program based upon a retrospective model of the personality
profile of the best responder to combined tranquilizer-anti-depressant
therapy. This model was developed on the basis of a stepwise, multiplediscriminant-function analysis of data from a controlled study by Hedberg,
Houck, and Glueck. This study compared the MMPI and Minnesota-Hartford
Personality Assay admission profiles of patients who responded best to
combined drug therapy with those of patients treated by a single
phenothiazine. The computer program was used with a large group of new
admissions to select sixty whose admission characteristics were similar to the
best responders to combined drug therapy in the previous study. The sixty
patients were divided into three groups, two of which were treated with
different forms of combined drug therapy, with the third being treated by
doctor’s choice. Over the twelve-week study period, the patients on doctor’s
choice improved the least, suggesting that the computer recommendation
would result in greater improvement.
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Sletten, Ulett, and their colleagues have studied agreement among
clinicians regarding the specificity of psychotropic drugs for treating patients
with particular symptoms. Thirty-two senior clinicians were given ten blank
mental-status checklists with the name of one of ten drugs on each. For each
item they were asked to indicate how useful the drug was for that particular
symptom. Part of the sample was used to develop a formula to assign a
mental-status profile to a drug. This was cross-validated with the second part
of the sample. When agreement was examined for the ten drugs separately,
there was only 32 percent agreement on cross-validation. However, when the
drugs were grouped into three major categories (major and minor
tranquilizers and antidepressants) 84 percent agreement was found in the
cross-validation sample, thus indicating good consensus among the experts.
These findings have been used to develop a statistical formula for data that
are routinely recorded by the clinician and reported to the computer system
when a patient is admitted to the hospital. The treatment recommendation is
a statement such as, “Given a patient with mental status findings of the type
reported on your patient, senior clinicians in the Missouri Division would
most likely give of the ten drugs recommended for us.”
Overall and his colleagues have conducted a series of studies dealing
with the issue of agreement among clinicians on the symptom profiles
associated with differential drug assignment. They have developed a
statistical formula based upon studies of actual drug use by psychiatric
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residents and the treatment of hypothetical computer-derived types by
experts for recommending a class of drugs for a specific case. The system is
operational at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston. Medical
students and psychiatric residents fill out the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scales
and history forms on the day of admission. By the next morning, a computer
print-out

summarizes

the

history

and

makes

drug-treatment

recommendations. Overall informs us that the clinicians report that this printout is useful to them.
J. Levine and his colleagues at the National Institute of Mental Health
have developed a computer program for assisting general practitioners in
diagnosing and prescribing treatment for medical patients with psychiatric
problems. He gave a group of experts a list of mental-status-type items and
asked them to indicate the relevance of each item for identifying five drug
treatment-relevant patient types: psychotic (neuroleptic), depressed
(tricyclic), manic (lithium), anxious (anxiolytics) and depressed (reactive).
There was considerable agreement on twenty-eight items as useful in
identifying these types. He next developed a scoring procedure that yields a
score for each patient type for each subject. The score is a weighted sum of
the items that are judged relevant to identifying that type. The program
classifies and reports the patient type with the highest score. In addition, the
clinician can get at descriptions of this or all other patient types, as well as
information on the psychopharmacology of the drug, specific information for
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prescribing, and side effects. The program has been written for both cathoderay tube and ordinary touch-tone phone but is not yet operational in the field.
Klein and his colleagues at Hillside Hospital in New York City have
developed a computerized system for classifying patients into nonstandard
diagnostic categories that have been shown to predict response to specific
drug therapies. The program was developed by analyzing cross-sectional data
on a large number of patients. The tails of distributions of symptom ratings
were searched for areas of non-overlap in which subjects can, with relatively
little false positive error, be assigned to diagnostic categories. The
computerized diagnoses were in substantial agreement with carefully made
clinical diagnoses and predicted response to drugs as well as did the clinical
diagnoses.
Whereas

the

above

methods

for

automating

treatment

recommendations were developed by using statistical procedures and a data
base, the authors have started work on a system that follows essentially the
same approach that we took in developing computer programs for psychiatric
diagnosis, i.e., a logical decision-tree approach. Rather than use a data base
and a limited number of psychiatric symptoms and categories, as is required
by the mathematical models, we are programming the logic of current
therapeutic knowledge regarding interaction between patient characteristics
and drug response as it is reflected in textbooks, review of relevant research,
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and the opinions of recognized experts. This program will be part of a larger
program called AIDS, Assistance in Diagnosis and Somatotherapy, that will be
operational in the Multi-State Information System for Psychiatric Patients.
Since the logical decision-tree approach is not dependent upon a data
base, new findings based on strong research evidence can be the basis for
modifications of the output. In addition, the logical decision-tree approach
lends itself to more informative output than is usually the case with
mathematically derived models. Thus, if there is clear-cut evidence for the
superiority of one class of drugs, this can be noted with the appropriate
dosage range for one drug in that class. For example, for chronic
schizophrenia the treatment recommendation might be: “Phenothiazines, e.g.,
chlorpromazine, 300 to 1500 mg. per day or some other phenothiazine in
equivalent doses.” However, if there is disagreement regarding various
alternative classes of drugs, the output can so indicate. For example, with a
severely agitated depression the recommendation might read: “There is a
disagreement as to whether patients with agitated depression do better with
tricyclics or phenothiazines.” When appropriate, recommendations for the
course of therapy will be made. For example, when recommending
phenothiazines for schizophrenia, the output might be: “Start with at least
300 mg. per day and increase rapidly until symptoms are controlled or
patient develops serious side effects.” Similarly, untoward side effects can be
anticipated. For example, “Since the patient is over sixty, the possibility of
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orthostatic hypotension and cardiac insufficiency should be anticipated.”
The work done to date indicates great promise for the development of
numerous systems for computerized-treatment recommendations. This is the
one application of computers in psychiatry where the individual clinician is
likely to receive the most help in the treatment of his patients. Few clinicians
can keep up with recent research findings that compare different treatment
modalities, and few clinicians have sufficient experience with a wide range of
patients and medications to determine what is best for an individual case.
Much of the current work in the field of psychopharmacology is in identifying
patient characteristics that differentially interact with drug treatment. The
results of these studies will undoubtedly be useful in the further development
of computerized treatment recommendations.

Computerized Interpretation of Psychological Tests
The time-consuming nature of the traditional clinical interpretation of
psychological tests has naturally led to efforts to computerize scoring and
interpretation. Computerization is possible to the extent that the rules for
interpreting the results are capable of specification. The availability of
normative and validity data facilitates the development of the rules of
interpretation. The programs can be written so that given a new case, the data
can be analyzed according to specific rules that determine which of a
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previously stored set of descriptive statements are applicable.
Most of the efforts to computerize psychological test interpretation have
focused on self-report measures, particularly the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI), a questionnaire that has had widespread use
for several decades. A great deal of normative and validity data are available
and long experience of clinicians in its use has led to many “cookbook” rules
for interpretation. There are several operational computer systems for
interpreting the MMPI, some of which are widely used and are available
commercially. According to a recent advertisement by one of the
commercially available systems, it was being used by over 800 institutions
and one-third of the psychiatrists in the country in private practice.
The first operational system for interpreting the MMPI was developed
at the Mayo clinic, where it is used primarily as a screening procedure for
medical patients. The output consists of a dozen or so statements derived
principally from single-scale elevations, although some scale patterns are
included. Glueck and Reznikoff expanded the Mayo statements to produce a
longer and more detailed report with emphasis on psychopathology. Finney
has developed a system that is capable of producing different kinds of
reports, depending upon the kind of patient, the setting, and the needs of the
professional requesting the report. One report produces a narrative in the
second person, designed to be shared with the patient, by the person ordering
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the test. Another focuses on prediction of successful parole and the likelihood
of an escape attempt, for use in penal settings. Other reports emphasize
evaluation of potential for psychotherapy or the more traditional emphasis on
psychopathology and diagnosis.
One of the most widely used systems by psychiatrists is that developed
by Fowler. His system was designed to simulate the kind of report that is used
by psychiatrists and psychologists as a part of their diagnostic evaluation. The
first page (Figure 36-5) is a narrative report that describes the patient’s
personality traits, symptoms, and dynamics. The second page provides the
scores on a large number of scales and a print-out of the patient’s significant
responses to certain critical items that might be of interest to the clinician.
The last page is a profile sheet on which the scores are presented in graphic
form.
Research done by Fowler, as well as others not associated with the
development of his system, has shown that most users are satisfied with the
output and find the report useful. A high proportion of users rated the reports
as giving a valid overall description of the patient, reflecting the mood and
feelings of the patient correctly, and accurately portraying his interpersonal
relationships. However, users often reported that psychosomatic complaints
and the severity of personality disorders were overemphasized, and that
some major symptoms were omitted from the report. A study of the use of the
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system in Veterans Administration hospitals, where the majority of the
therapists were psychologists who had had considerable experience with
non-computerized MMPI reports, indicated that 72 percent judged the
reports as equal to or better than the usual clinical reports. There were
similar findings in a national sample of over six hundred private practitioners.
The computerization of the interpretation of projective tests is more
difficult because of the absence of generally agreed-upon rules for
interpretations of test responses. However, there have been some efforts to
computerize the interpretation of inkblot tests, such as the Rorschach and the
Holtzman Inkblot Technique. Zygmunt Piotrowski’s system for interpreting
the Rorschach has been computerized whereby several hundred decision
rules are applied to the detailed scores derived from the test responses by an
experienced Rorschach tester. The program prints out a series of interpretive
statements based upon the configuration of scores. A computer system for
scoring the responses to the Holtzman inkblots has been developed by
Gorham and norms for seventeen different scored variables have been
established

for

normals,

state-hospital

schizophrenics,

depressives,

psychoneurotics, alcoholics, and chronic brain-syndrome patients. Veldman
and his colleagues have programmed a method for scoring a sentencecompletion test where the response is limited to a single word. The output
includes an overall rating of mental health.
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Figure 36-5.
A portion of an automated MMPI report.
Further developments in this area will undoubtedly involve new tests
that are developed specifically for computerized analysis and interpretation.
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Interviewing by Computer
Questionnaires regarding psychiatric symptomatology, history, and
demographic data are frequently used with psychiatric patients. They avoid
the need for specially trained interviewers to collect this information and
have the advantage over the usual clinical interview in that the data is
collected in a standardized fashion using precoded categories suitable for
later data analysis. The capacity of computers to branch, that is to modify the
operations of the program based on the analysis of the incoming data,
suggests that computers could simulate the human interview process in
which answers to questions determine the content of future questions. If this
were possible, interviewing by computer would have the standardization
advantages inherent in questionnaires, and the flexibility inherent in the
clinical interview.
A number of investigators have developed systems whereby patients
can be interviewed by directly interacting with a computer. An example of
such a system is that developed by Maultsby and Slack for obtaining
psychiatric-history data. The patient sits facing a cathode-ray screen on a
computer console. The questions are displayed on the screen and responses
are made on the computer keyboard. The presentation of a question is a
function of the patient’s responses to previous questions.
The usual set of responses available to the patient is “Yes,” “No,” “Don’t
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know” and “Don’t Understand.” With some questions, different sets of
multiple-choice answers are presented. The patient answers the questions by
pressing one of four numbered keys corresponding to the four responses. The
number chosen by the patient replaces a question mark on the screen and if
he has made an error or changed his mind, he can delete his response with
the change button or back up to the preceding question. When he is satisfied
with his response, the patient presses the “go” bar and the computer
advances to the next question. If a key representing an illegitimate response
is pressed, the computer will not acknowledge this. A question remains fixed
on the screen until an appropriate response has been made. Open-ended
questions are used in the computer-based history for obtaining numerical
information such as age, dates, and time relationships as well as such
alphabetic information as name, chief medical problem, and occupation. The
response field for these questions is indicated by question marks on the
screen that are replaced as the history data are typed by the patient on the
keyboard. This enables the patient to check the accuracy of his response. The
computer was programmed to simulate a rather euphoric and emotionally
responsive interviewer. When the patient responded “No” to a question that
had significant negative connotations, the computer responded with such
statements as: “Great! I am glad that we don’t have to consider that,” or “Gee, I
am glad to hear that.”
The content of their history involves general questions concerning
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personal, family, social, educational, marital, and financial conditions.
Responses indicating unusual situations are followed by questions eliciting
specific details. At the completion of each interview the computer questions
the patient about his reaction to the interview. Finally, a printed summary is
generated for the physician. An excerpt from a computer summary reads:
Suicide gestures, 3 times; history of self-inflicted injury; patient has
explanation for self-infliction of injury; attending physician should inquire;
reasons for self-inflicted injury—feeling sorry for myself and guilty; feels
has weight problem but cannot say what it is; feels can help self; feels
deserves help; is willing to work to help self.

In a study with both psychiatric patients and medical or surgical
patients for whom a psychiatric consultation had been requested, patient
reaction was generally favorable to the procedure. Psychotherapists of these
patients generally found the summaries helpful in making patient evaluations
and in alerting them to inquire into certain key areas.
A number of investigators have also developed programs for the
computer to interview a clinician about a patient. Shapiro, Feldstein, and Fink
took the DIAGNO II program for computer diagnosis and modified it. In the
regular DIAGNO II program, the computer processes ratings supplied by a
clinician on all of the relevant psychopathology variables. In contrast, their
programmed version of DIAGNO II interacts with the clinician, asking him
only those questions needed to arrive at a particular diagnosis. For example,
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the program starts by asking questions relevant to a diagnosis of organic
brain syndrome. If the responses justify such a diagnosis, no more questions
are asked. If such a diagnosis is not warranted, the program then asks
questions relevant to the diagnosis of a functional psychosis. If no psychiatric
disorder is diagnosable, the program will have asked about the entire set of
psychopathology variables.
Their program uses an interactive oscilloscope device whereby the
questions are presented to the clinician and he responds by touching the
screen in any one of twenty sensitized bands under which a choice has been
displayed. Using their interactive system, the amount of time taken to arrive
at a diagnosis is from five to fifteen minutes, whereas it ordinarily will take a
clinician from fifteen to thirty minutes to complete ratings on all of the
psychopathology scales used in the DIAGNO II program.
Levine’s program for assisting general practitioners in diagnosing and
prescribing treatment, which was described earlier (see page 825) also
operates in an interactive mode. The program asks questions of the
practitioner about his patient’s symptomatology. In addition, the practitioner
is asked if he wishes information on the psychopharmacology of the
recommended drug or a description of other typical patients who respond
well to a particular drug.
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Computerized interviewing can easily include tests of cognitive
functioning, such as memory, arithmetic ability, or fund of information. The
branching capacity of the computer can be used to present tests of increasing
difficulty, until the subject shows signs that he is unable to perform at a
higher level, at which point the computer could branch to another task. Just as
in Maultsby’s computerized psychiatric history (see page 828) the computer
could reinforce the correct responses and reassure the patient when he made
mistakes.
A much more ambitious approach has been taken by other
investigators, such as Colby and his associates at the Computer Science
Department at Stanford University. Here the attempt is to program the
computer so that it can accept natural language responses from the patient as
input rather than being limited to a small number of fixed responses, as in the
systems described above. The initial work consisted of studying interviews of
patients by actual psychiatrists when both the patient and the psychiatrist
were forced to use remote teletypes as the communication mediator. In this
way, all paralinguistic interaction, such as voice tone and speed of response,
are eliminated. Study of this type of transcript material led to the
development of a program for interviewing a hospitalized psychiatric patient.
Although ultimately designed to operate without human assistance, the
program now requires a human to translate the English statements of the
patient into a form that is processable by the program. Depending upon the
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coded input, the program makes decisions regarding which topics should be
explored by output questions. A series of variables are consulted to determine
whether the current topic should be continued or another topic with a higher
priority should be considered. Within a topic, there are a series of questions
that can be asked by the computer. Before a question is asked, the computer
searches its memory to determine if information has already been received
making the question unnecessary.

Computerized Therapy
Attempts to develop systems whereby a patient interacts with a
computer, with the computer serving as the therapist, have developed along
three main lines: to apply systematic desensitization, to administer positive
or negative reinforcements, and to conduct a psychotherapeutic dialogue in
natural language.
Lang has developed a computer system called DAD (Device for
Automated Desensitization) for applying desensitization therapy to the
treatment of focused-phobic behavior. The program administers audio-tape
instructions for muscle relaxation and prepares the patient to visualize fear
stimuli arranged in hierarchical order. Each item of the hierarchy is
automatically presented a preprogrammed number of times before going on
to the next one. If the patient feels anxious or has difficulty visualizing the
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stimuli, he presses a switch and additional instructions are given for
relaxation. The program then returns to an earlier item on the hierarchy and
begins the sequence again. Comparisons between systematic desensitization
administered by DAD with that administered by live behavior therapists
suggest that they are equally effective. Furthermore, the automated
procedure

allows

for

extensive

monitoring

of

physiological

data

concomitantly with the administration of the therapy.
Colby’s group developed a system for aiding language development in
nonspeaking children. Since such children are often fascinated with machines
and have difficulty interacting with humans, a computer system might have
particular advantages over conventional therapy. In their system, the child
interacts with a display device that consists of an 8 X 10-inch screen and a
keyboard whose keys, when struck, produce English letters, numbers, logical
and mathematical symbols, words, phrases, and pictures of objects on the
screen. In addition, sounds, syllables, words, or phrases are presented
through a speaker.
The program is divided into eleven games of varying complexity. In the
simplest game, the child types a symbol and the program displays the symbol
and a voice pronounces the appropriate sound. In the most complex game, a
phrase or sentence is associated with each key. When the key is struck, the
voice utters the associated phrase or sentence. Once a child has become
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accustomed to some of the expressions, words are omitted from them and the
child is expected to fill in the missing words.
Colby’s group has used this system with disturbed children and reports
that there was significant improvement in language function in fifteen of
twenty-one children treated. Although there was no control group and many
of the children were receiving other kinds of therapy, there is evidence that
the system was instrumental in the improved language function.
A quite different approach has been the development of systems
whereby the computer converses with a patient in natural language.
Weizenbaum, who developed the first program for on-line communication
between man and computer using natural language, ELIZA, programmed
Rogerian type psychotherapy responses because of their relatively restricted
nature. However, his program was primarily for the purpose of studying
computer-language issues rather than providing a communicative experience
between man and computer that would be psychotherapeutic. Colby and his
group developed a system whose primary aim was psychotherapeutic. A
patient converses with a computer through a teletype, typing in anything he
wishes to say, using his own spelling and punctuation. When he desires a
response from the program, he signals the end of his transmission and then
receives a typewritten reply on the teletype. The dialogue has many
properties of spoken conversation. The program scans input sentences for the
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presence of key characters, words, or combinations of words that are
preprogrammed and responds to them with statements that question, focus,
rephrase, communicate an intent to help and occasionally interpret. For
example, an actual interchange between a person expressing negative feelings
toward the computer-therapist was as follows:
PERSON: I DON’T UNDERSTAND.
PROGRAM: DO YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND.
PERSON: I HATE YOU, YOU STUPID MACHINE.
PROGRAM: WHAT DON’T YOU LIKE ABOUT ME.
PERSON: YOU HAVE NO FEELINGS.
PROGRAM: HOW DO YOU MEAN.
PERSON: I MEAN YOU CANNOT EXPERIENCE WHAT I EXPERIENCE BECAUSE YOU
ARE JUST A MACHINE.
PROGRAM: TELL ME MORE ABOUT SUCH FEELINGS.
PERSON: WE ARE NOT COMMUNICATING.
PROGRAM: I AM TRYING MY BEST TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU.
PERSON: ARE YOU REALLY.
PROGRAM: HOW DO YOU SEE IT.
PERSON: WHAT DO YOU MEAN.
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PROGRAM: JUST TRY TO SAY WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU.
PERSON: I THINK YOU ARE ALL GOOFED UP.

In contrast to the systems for computerized therapy involving
desensitization or the selective use of positive or negative reinforcement,
systems for computerized psychotherapeutic dialogue are a long way from
practical application.

Computer-Facilitated Training
Many of the applications already described have great potential for
facilitating training in psychiatry. The use of a common set of definitions in
automated-record-keeping systems has already proven of value in training
mental-health personnel. The computerized output in many of these systems
is designed to serve a teaching function. Levine’s program for assisting
general practitioners in treating psychiatric symptomatology is also designed
to teach psychopharmacology. In contrast, other systems have been designed
with teaching as their primary function.
Hillman developed a program, THERAPY, (Theoretically Human
Electronic Response with a Practical Yield) whose purpose is to teach
interviewing techniques in psychotherapy. The program has been written to
simulate a patient who is passive, uses denial to an extreme, and tends to ask
for direct advice without taking any action. The object of the teaching device
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is to get the patient to respond in a manner more amenable to therapeutic
intervention within the allotted number of patient-therapist interactions. The
therapist codes his responses according to six types of content (e.g..,
interpretation, requests for history information, rewarding statement) and
his affect as either angry, annoyed, neutral, pleased, or satisfied. Rather than
branching to two or more different patient responses based on a given
therapist response, the program assigns probabilities to the various patient
responses depending upon the content of the therapist’s statement and his
affect, and the number of therapist-patient interactions that have already
taken place. The program is written so that the “patient” responds poorly or
well depending upon certain rules of interaction that have been explicitly
programmed. For example, interpretations given early in the interview or
taking a supportive or sympathetic approach will produce responses
characterized by denial, projection, and helplessness. The computer prints
out the entire series of interactions.
Such a program might be of practical value if a library of clinical
problems could be developed. Students would have the opportunity to
practice

their

interviewing

skills

under

similar

and

reproducible

circumstances. In addition, programs could be altered so that the responses
coincided with different theoretical views of optimal therapist-patient
interaction. The use of such programs might help a therapist analyze his
therapeutic approach in a situation that is less threatening than with a real
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patient.
Kahn and Tait have developed a system, CLAVICHORD (Closed Loop
Audio-Visual Instructional Computer System to Help in the Observation and
Recognition of Disease) that utilizes computer and audio-visual software to
assist mental-health personnel in learning the basic clinical skills for
recognizing the symptoms of emotional disorder. The trainee watches a live
or

video-taped

patient

interview,

records

his

observations

of

psychopathology on a standardized rating scale, the Current and Past
Psychopathology Scales. The data is immediately teletyped by the trainee or a
clerk into a modem connected via telephone lines to a central computer.
Within a minute, the trainee receives a comparison of his ratings with those of
either the instructor, or a group of senior psychiatrists, and two types of
diagnostic output, DIAGNO II output described previously, and output from a
stepwise,

multiple-discriminant-function

analysis

that

gives

several

diagnostic alternatives and a probability statement for each. The student then
sees a video-tape rerun of the original interview and evaluates how and why
his scores differ from the standard. The system has the obvious advantages of
immediate feedback, which allows the trainee to compare his judgments with
those of an expert and to review the original stimulus on which he based his
judgments.

Special Research Uses
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Several new areas of psychiatric inquiry have been made possible by the
availability of computer technology. We are not referring to routine or
complicated analysis of research data, which has been made more feasible
through the use of computers, but rather to areas of inquiry in which the
computer’s capacity for analysis is central to the research problems being
studied.
Just as computers have been used with great success to simulate
complex physical processes in engineering and other physical sciences, so
computers have been used to test working models of complex psychological
processes, such as intelligence, personality, belief systems, psychotherapy,
the differential-diagnostic process of clinicians, and interviewing strategies.
The latter two have been discussed previously. A computerized-simulation
procedure that accurately models events in the real world can be used to
generate and test theories about complex phenomena. In the field of
psychiatry there is no difficulty in generating new theories. Simulation,
however, requires that theories be stated in a form that can be tested. If the
input-output variables for the real world and the simulated model do not
correspond, it suggests that the theory underlying the simulation model
cannot be used to explain the real world phenomena.
Colby and his colleagues have worked extensively in this area. One
example of their work is the simulation of paranoid information processing.
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The program is designed to simulate a particular patient, a twenty-eight-yearold single man who works as a postal clerk. He has particular concerns and a
specific delusional-belief system. He is eager to tell his story to interested and
nonthreatening listeners. The program interacts with a human interviewer
through teletyped natural language messages. The program interprets the
input expression of the interviewer and produces internal (affective) and
external (linguistic) responses that characterize the paranoid mode according
to the programmed theory. With each communication, a series of variables
such as fear, anger, and mistrust interact to determine the response to the
next communication. Two versions of the model were developed, one more
paranoid than the other.
The validity of the simulation model was tested by having a group of
psychiatrists interview both versions of the “patient” and judge the output in
terms of degree of paranoid behavior. In addition, a group of judges were
asked to rate the level of paranoid behavior in the output of the computer and
of a real paranoid patient. The results of these studies suggest that the
simulation of paranoid processes was relatively successful.
Since psychiatric disorder almost invariably is reflected in some
disturbance in communication, the study of various properties of language
has been an area of inquiry long before the advent of computers. However,
with computers, not only can many of the traditional procedures be
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automated, such as content analysis and measures of patterns of soundsilence in dialogue, but more sophisticated analyses are possible, such as the
testing of mathematical models of conversational rhythm. The work of Jaffe
and his colleagues demonstrates the potential of work in computational
linguistics. Then work has developed along two lines. They have developed a
system of “automated interaction chronography” whereby an on-line
computer listens to social or psychotherapy dialogues and/or monologues
and extracts various rhythmic parameters. These parameters have been
found to be reliable, characteristic of a particular speaker, and yet
systematically modifiable by emotional stress, delayed auditory feedback
stress, psychoactive drugs such as LSD, amphetamines or marijuana, and by
functional speech disorders such as stuttering.
They have also developed systems for automated content analysis of
psychiatric interviews. The transcripts of the interviews are key punched.
Then the computer categorizes and counts units of verbal behavior that are
specified in advance. Based on these counts, indices are derived and are used
to make low-level inferences about the patient’s mental state. For example,
the ratio of self-referring pronouns to total pronouns is an index of
“interpersonal orientation.” It has been found to decrease as patients improve
and become less self-preoccupied and more socially related. The ratio of the
definite article (the) to the indefinite article (a or an) is used as a measure of
“specificity of reference.” A high ratio indicated concreteness, and a low ratio
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vagueness.
One of the first uses of analogue-digital conversion of physiological data
for psychiatric research was the analysis of electroencephalographic data.
The advantages of automation include the possibility of handling large
amounts of data for groups of subjects, the possibility of detecting small
differences in records that are difficult or impossible to discern by visual
inspection, and the savings of clerical time in measuring and counting
records. Computerized EEG analysis has not, as yet, been of use for clinical
diagnostic purposes.
An example of the research use of automated EEG analysis is a study by
Hanley and his associates. Seventy-two-hour continuous EEG tracings were
collected from a forty-eight-year-old chronic schizophrenic by using
implanted electrodes. The patient had never been observed to have a
temporal lobe seizure and frequent waking and sleeping scalp EEGs had
always been normal. During the monitoring period the subject behaved in a
number of bizarre ways, as he characteristically did when not being
monitored. On the basis of detailed behavioral descriptions, samples of his
behavior were classified into ten groups, eight of which were pathological and
two of which were normal. Samples of the EEG readings taken during the
different behavioral states were recorded on magnetic tape and subjected to
comprehensive computer analysis in an attempt to define the EEG correlates.
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Visual analysis showed no differences. However, using computerized spectral
and discriminant analysis, it was possible to discriminate among the ten
groups of behavior with 93 percent correct classification. In no instance was a
bizarre behavior state misclassified as normal or vice versa. If such
remarkable findings hold up under cross-validation, clearly the computerized
analysis of EEG data will be one of the most powerful investigative tools in
psychiatric research.
The field of human-evoked potential research only became possible
with the introduction of small computers into the experimental laboratory.
They were necessary to extract the small, evoked potential signal from the
“noise” of the EEG by averaging at each point in time following many
presentations of a stimulus. However, this early limitation of making only
averaging available has long since been by-passed in many laboratories that
have become concerned with trial-to-trial variability, as well as such subtle
problems as the fact that similar components in different trials may not occur
at the identical point in time following the stimulus. The problem of latency
“jitter” has required cross-correlation techniques or cluster analysis, both of
which utilize the wave form obtained in each trial in the processing. Such
analyses have required much larger computers than the early averaging
devices and the increased utilization of ever-larger computers is a major
aspect of the direction of human-evoked potential research. In addition,
investigators of evoked potential increasingly use the computer to run
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experiments, particularly in situations where the determination of the
sequence of experimental events depends on the analysis of the data obtained
from the subject during the experiment.
An example where more sophisticated computer analysis of evoked
potential data contributed to the clarification of a research finding may be
seen in the work of Callaway. He presented a series of two clearly
discriminable auditory tones to normal subjects and schizophrenic patients.
All subjects were told to ignore the differences between the two tones. The
correlation between the two average-evoked potentials to the tones were
found to be significantly lower in the schizophrenic than in the normal
subjects. Presumably, this indicated that schizophrenics were less able than
normal people to follow an instructional set to ignore the differences between
the two tones. However, in a subsequent complicated computerized
reanalysis, utilizing a stepwise discriminant analysis, it was shown that for
the schizophrenics the differences among single trial evoked potentials were
no greater when they were responses to the different tones than when two
sets of trials were selected at random from responses to the same tone.
Therefore, the earlier finding of lower two-tone correlations for the
schizophrenic patients simply reflected the greater intra-individual
variability in schizophrenic response.

Comment
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Specific computer applications in psychiatry are increasing and there is
every reason to believe that this trend will continue. The American
Psychiatric Association recognized the importance of the major role that
computers can play in all areas of psychiatry and appointed a task force to
survey computer techniques in psychiatry, to evaluate the gains and losses
entailed by automation of psychiatric data, and to make recommendations to
the association. This task-force report discusses in greater detail many of the
issues, such as confidentiality and computer-facilitated training, that are
merely mentioned here.
Despite the progress made in computer applications in psychiatry, it is
clear that computers have had a far more direct impact on patient care in
other fields of medicine. An examination of the computer applications in these
fields reveals some of the possible reasons for this discrepancy. Whereas
there are numerous laboratory tests in clinical pathology that lend
themselves

to

computerization,

with

the

exception

of

the

electroencephalograph there are few laboratory tests that are clearly relevant
to differential diagnosis or treatment in psychiatry. Although the computer
analysis of psychological tests has gained some acceptance, psychological
tests, with or without computerization, do not play as important a role in
psychiatry as do physiological tests in the rest of medicine. In a similar
manner, computers have vastly improved the ability to monitor physiological
functions of patients during and after surgery, in coronary-care units, and in
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other situations where close attention to numerous physiological variables
can be lifesaving. While some aspects of psychiatric status lend themselves to
analogous monitoring, there is obviously less to be gained from
computerization because the consequences of changes in psychiatric status
rarely involve a threat to life itself, and the variables that can be monitored
are not as clearly related to needed intervention or to outcome as are the
physiological variables in physical illness.
Computers are being widely used to assist clinicians in differential
diagnosis and treatment in fields of medicine, such as neurology, hematology,
cardiology, and radiology. These fields often deal with well-defined disorders
that can be described with a relatively small number of variables, for which
empirical data is available, indicating their relationship to diagnosis and
treatment response. In contrast, in psychiatry we deal with disorders that are
often poorly defined, and with numerous variables that lack consensual and
operational definition. Furthermore, there is insufficient empirical data
available indicating the relationship of these variables to diagnosis or
treatment. Although, as noted previously, considerable work has been done
on computerizing psychiatric diagnosis and treatment recommendations, it
lags far behind the clinical use of analogous techniques in other areas of
medicine.
One could argue that the very nature of psychiatric data precludes
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computer use because the variables in psychiatry are too complex and subtle.
This is the view of many clinicians who believe that the crucial aspects of
psychiatric disorder cannot be expressed in a form suitable for computer
analysis. This view is based on the misconception that only “hard” data, such
as age, symptomatology, and number of previous hospitalizations, can be
coded for computer analysis. On the contrary, any concept that can be
operationally defined, such as ego strength, positive self-regard, or empathic
response of therapist, can be coded for computer analysis. We believe that the
chief obstacle to computerization in psychiatry is not the nature of psychiatric
data, but, rather, the relative lack of knowledge at this time regarding the
relationship between psychiatric symptomatology, diagnosis, treatment, and
course of illness. This lack of knowledge contributes to controversy as to what
variables to computerize and as to the value of the computerized output itself.
As psychiatry becomes increasingly based on actual knowledge, rather than
on theoretical speculation, so will the value of computers to psychiatry
increase.
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CHAPTER 37
PROMISING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
PSYCHIATRY AND MEDICINE
Herbert Weiner and Sidney Hart

Introduction
In every culture, the theory and practice of medicine is partly the
product of its belief systems. In our culture, the education of the physician
and the resulting practice of medicine is heavily influenced by the data of the
biological and physical sciences, while at the same time commonly held
attitudes—e.g., toward sickness, the complaints of the sick person, and old
age—bias the daily interchange between doctor and patient, and, therefore,
the practice of medicine.
In no way do we intend to deride the enormous advances in our
understanding of disease mechanisms that have come about as the result of
advances in biology. Nor do we wish to cast doubt on the need for more
knowledge about human biology further to strengthen the rational
underpinnings of the practice of medicine. For it is quite clear in retrospect
that an understanding, e.g., of the pathophysiology of disease processes, can
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ultimately lead to their reversal by treatment.
In fact, medicine has a very strong intellectual appeal to most physicians
because of the deep understanding of disease processes that the great
advances in biology have provided them. But the theory and practice of
medicine encompass much more than an understanding of basic
physiological, physicochemical, and biochemical mechanisms. For example,
the prevention of illness is much more effective than its treatment. To prevent
an illness requires a rather full account of its etiology and pathogenesis, as
well as an understanding of the social, economic, psychological, and political
factors that may play proximal or distal roles in its etiology. However, most of
medicine and medical education is predicated on knowledge and teaching
about disturbances in body physiology and biochemistry after the inception
of the disease—e.g., the nature of disturbances in electrolyte and water
metabolism in primary aldosteronism or in adrenal-cortical insufficiency, or
the fall in cardiac output in some cases of congestive heart disease. Treatment
is directed at these disturbances, and not at their etiologic and pathogenetic
causes, or the general circumstances under which the illness occurred. No
distinction is made between disease and illness, illness being the result of the
interaction of disease and its host—the person.
In this chapter, we offer evidence that the base of medical theory and
practice needs to be broadened, in part to achieve a biological foundation for
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it in which man is seen in continuous interaction with his environment. As the
result of this interaction, devices in the brain that control and regulate bodily
processes are brought into play. These neural devices are in open-loop
interaction with other neural processes that transduce experiences that result
from the organism’s interaction with its environment. In stating this we do
not overlook the presence of closed-loop regulatory and control processes
that operate in the body with no apparent input from the outside world. In
the past, the medical scientist has largely studied these closed-loop processes
and has concluded that these are the only ones worthy of or feasible to study.
Unfortunately, and in practice, there is a strong belief that an
understanding of the disturbed mechanism, after the inception of disease,
provides us with a full explanation of the disease itself. We physicians tend,
for instance, not to ask what it is that brought about the disturbance in the
first place. Nor does such understanding tell us much about the sick human
being.
For example, in the case of infectious diseases for which we have the
most complete, conceptual model of pathogenesis, the question is rarely
asked why one and not another type of pneumococcus “caused” the
pneumonia, or why the pneumonia occurred at that particular time in the
patient’s life. The emphasis tends to be placed on the relative roles of the
pathogenicity of the organism, and the factors that govern host resistance to
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it, as well as on the pathological changes wrought in the lung.
Furthermore, the fact that antibiotics rapidly arrest the disease process
and the knowledge that penicillin interferes with bacterial cell-wall formation
by the inhibition of mucopeptides, satisfies the physician that he has a
complete picture of the disease and its cure. But what if the patient refuses to
leave his bed when all signs and symptoms of the pneumonia have
disappeared? An understanding of the pathophysiology and pathology of
pneumonia does not provide him with an understanding of the patient’s
behavior.
Such a banal, yet relatively common, occurrence in the practice of
medicine highlights the current belief systems, and the conceptual issues that
tend to permeate the practice of medicine.
These belief systems are the result of a longstanding tradition in
Western life that holds that man is a machine, and that a full knowledge of
man can only be furthered by an increasingly refined quantitative analysis of
his complex machinery. Such an analysis requires that complex phenomena
be reduced to increasingly simple elements, which can be analyzed by
available scientific techniques.
This process of analysis has been highly successful for simple systems,
but when we deal with complex phenomena such an analysis is not usually
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successful. It is, of course, entirely true that great scientific advances have
been made by the analytic method, a fact that is used to support the argument
that it is the only method to use in the exploration of natural phenomena.
There is indeed much evidence that the greatest scientific advances have been
made by an analysis of model systems of a simple, and not of a complex
nature: Bohr’s model of atomic structure, achieved in part by his quantization
of mechanical motion, pertains to the hydrogen, not the uranium atom.
Sherrington deduced important central, neural processes from his study of
the spinal reflex and not from studying complex behavior. The control and
regulation of protein synthesis has been worked out in bacteria, not in animal
cells or colonies of cells.
There is, however, another Western belief system that holds that man is
only in part matter and that there are distinct and clearly definable
differences between mind and matter. Descartes pointed out that matter was
extended in time and space whereas mind or soul was not. He insisted on the
absolute independence of mind and matter (body): the body was a machine
and animals had only bodies and were mere machines.
Descartes’ dualism still has a powerful hold on Western thought. The
study of mind has become a major activity in the past seventy years and has
been introduced into medical education and practice in the form of
psychiatry. Because of the nature of its subject matter, the scientific
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limitations on the acquisition of data about one’s own and other’s minds, and
the particular attitudes that the practice of psychiatry generates in other
medical men, psychiatry has, to a very large extent, remained outside the
mainstream of medicine.
To specify: first, the central problem in the study of mind is the problem
of consciousness. Its study continues to remain wholly outside the realm of
science, despite the fact that Descartes was wrong and that it is a good bet,
according to ethologists, that at least some of the higher mammals, in addition
to man, must be capable of consciousness. Therefore, animals cannot merely
be machines.
Secondly, many behavioral scientists believe that there are such serious
limitations on the reliability and validity of observations about one’s own and
other people’s minds, that the study of the mind is worthless. Behavioral
scientists of this persuasion believe, in addition, that man is only a machine, a
passive automaton controlled by his environment,1 and that only behavior
and its course can be quantified.
Such behavioral scientists are, therefore, very much of the same
philosophic persuasion as those who have limited the scientific method only
to quantitative measurement and simple elements. Unfortunately, the belief
systems of the behaviorists (already described) lead them to speak of the
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“control” and shaping” of behavior by reward or reinforcement, or,
regretfully, even persuasion. Implicit in this goal is the startling fact that the
subject must attain and maintain some behavior that another has in mind for
him. In the case of the patient with pneumonia, he must willy-nilly leave his
bed and return home: scientific psychology has become moral philosophy.
It is a fact that the kind of attitude toward the patient that has just been
described is one that also permeates most of medical practice. The fact that it
does is a cause of continual misunderstanding between practicing physicians
and psychiatrists. Among most physicians there is an attitude, which, in part,
stems from their scientific belief systems and, in part, from their training, that
one does not share one’s medical knowledge with patients and that one gives
treatment to them, directed mainly at the disturbed mechanism within them.
Most psychiatrists have learned, however, that in dealing with patients the
most effective manner is to work with them in a “therapeutic” alliance. In fact,
there is evidence that a major cause of anxiety in patients, and one that can
produce acute changes in physiological functioning, is an ambiguous situation
such as that caused by the patient not being told what is wrong with him, the
nature of his medication, the severity and prognosis of his disease, etc.
If the physician, furthermore, only sees his patient as a machine, he, the
mechanic, will be the subject of behavior that stands in direct opposition to
the humane tradition in medicine. If he cannot fix the machinery, he will
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abandon it: A phenomenon daily observed in physicians caring for the dying
patient. If he is ultra-scientific, he sees himself as coldly objective and
removed from the patient, who, in turn, feels himself rejected by the
physician.
It is, however, not our purpose to write a polemic about the clay feet of
physicians, but rather to point out that current belief systems in medicine
have inevitable consequences for the behavior of the physician; furthermore,
that such behavior may be stressful to the patient.
The study of stress in the past twenty years is, in actuality, highly
relevant to the practice and theory of medicine. It has been brought to such a
state of knowledge that it is possible to document today that stressful
situations may have very important physiological consequences for the
organism. The onset of disease may be one of the consequences of stress. To
understand why a stress may lead to disturbed physiology and—even disease
in one person and not another—one must have knowledge of a patient’s
genetic endowment and previous experiences.
We have chosen this topic to illustrate how psychiatry, as a behavioral
science, can productively interact with medicine in contributing to an
understanding of the etiology, pathogenesis, and pathophysiology of disease.
Such an interaction can also influence patient care and may point to new
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directions in medical education.

Recent Advances in Psychiatry and the Behavioral Sciences
There are, therefore, a number of possible causes of misunderstanding
that might occur among psychiatrists and others in medicine. These arise to a
very large degree because of the differences in attitudes toward patients, and
in hypotheses about the pathogenesis of disease.
Much of American psychiatry is of the “dynamic” variety: it seeks the
cause of psychological illness—especially the neuroses—in conflictual,
unconscious motivations within man. And this model of the pathogenesis of
neurotic symptoms has been extended to psychosomatic relationships. But it
is very difficult on brief observation to infer and verify the existence of such
motivations in the person being observed. Demonstrating them, therefore, to
the skeptical physician is either very difficult or unconvincing, with the result
that further misunderstanding is generated between the physician and the
psychiatrist.
But there has also been a shift in emphasis in psychiatry because of the
development of a broader perspective on human behavior and psychological
functioning. Man’s behavior is no longer seen as the mere product of
psychological conflict but rather is viewed in a broader biological context as
the result of complex interactions between genetic endowment and the
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environment in which the child grows up. Among these interactions are those
of the growing child and his family, peers and culture. The historical period in
which he is raised may also be of determining influence. The impact of these
experiences on his mind, and their storage, “programs” him to react toward
others and specific situations in his life in a manner similar to or identical
with ways first learned in childhood. In respect to the practice of medicine, he
may, as an adult, when ill, react to and interact with the physician in terms of
his experiences as a child with his pediatrician, and with his parents when he
was ill and what being ill meant to him when he was young.

Studies on Attachment and Loss
During childhood very strong attachments to others are also formed.
Such bonds have been observed to occur in other mammals, and their
importance to the well-being of the organism is highlighted when they are
broken.
The breaking of a bond between human beings may have one of several
consequences. The usual manner in which man psychologically reacts is with
grief, which is then gradually dispelled by the process of mourning. On the
other hand, he may react with depression and suicide, with helplessness or
hopelessness, or even elation, or with behavior called schizophrenic, or he
may “drown” his feelings in alcohol or “forget” with other drugs. Loss of
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another person may lead to the development of a wide variety of
physiological effects and anatomic lesions: it is a setting in which peptic
duodenal ulcer, for example, may occur.
Real or threatened loss has also been cited by many authors as a factor
contributing to the precipitation of various other disease states. These include
cancer,'’ tuberculosis, ulcerative colitis, diabetes mellitus, and thyrotoxicosis,’
etc. Schmale, postulating that object loss and depression are often the setting
in which disease occurs, studied forty-two patients, selected for age (eighteen
to forty-five years) and to some extent for social class, who were admitted to
a general medical service with diagnoses ranging from hysterical conversion
symptoms to aseptic meningitis. Shortly after admission each patient was
interviewed using the conventional, open-ended, psychiatric interview.
Special attention was paid to a history of loss or change in relationship with a
highly valued object, and the nature of the loss was operationally divided into
four categories: (1) actual loss, (2) threatened loss, (3) “symbolic” loss, and
(4) no loss. In sixteen cases of the forty-two, the patient either reported or the
investigator inferred that a loss, or significant change in relationships to
others had occurred within twenty-four hours of the appearance of symptoms
of the disease. In another fifteen patients, such loss or change occurred within
the week prior to the onset of illness. Thus, thirty-one of forty-two patients
experienced the onset of an illness within one week of a significant loss.
Another eight patients gave a similar history for the month prior to the onset
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of illness. Schmale also noted that thirty-five of the forty-two patients
experienced real or threatened loss in the first sixteen years of their lives.
Many of these persons had unresolved conflicts with respect to these events,
which were rekindled by their present illness. In a later study, Adamson and
Schmale noted that object loss and “giving-up” were associated with the
development of severe psychiatric disturbance. Recently, Stein and Charles
reported that almost half of the juvenile diabetics they studied in an
adolescent clinic had a history of loss of one or both parents. This was in
marked contrast to the experience of a group of matched controls, comprised
primarily of adolescents with hematological disorders. As a result of their
data Stein and Charles concluded that “diabetes occurs most frequently in
that segment of the population in which there are special stresses and trauma
in the form of a chaotic family life, separations, and early losses.”
Young et al., studying the mortality among widowers, found that 213 of
4486 widowers, fifty-five years old and older, died within the first six months
of the loss of their spouse, an increase of about 40 percent above that
expected for married men of the same age. Kraus and Lilienfeld noted that the
mortality rate of persons of both sexes, who had lost a spouse, was increased
and that there was a mortality in excess of that expected in those under
thirty-five years of age. Parkes in a study of patients admitted to a psychiatric
hospital found that the number of patients whose illness followed the loss of a
spouse was significantly greater than anticipated for people of that age and
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social group. Developing Schmale’s work in the area of giving-up and its
primary feelings of hopelessness and helplessness, Engel has hypothesized
that the “giving-up, given-up complex” is the emotional setting in which
disease occurs. He estimates that this “complex” precedes the onset of illness
in 70 to 80 percent of patients. As with all stressful stimuli, Engel notes that it
is difficult to appreciate which external stimuli will be critical to a particular
person: the determining factor will be how the individual responds—that is
to say, just what constitutes a loss or threatened loss will depend upon the
individual’s past experience and present capacity for dealing with loss. Where
a serious loss is suffered or threatened, the predisposed person may react by
giving-up, leading to a state of having given-up. The most characteristic
feature of this is the sense of “psychological impotence”—a feeling that for a
period of time one is unable to cope with any task. Clinically, the complex is
manifested by (1) the feelings of helplessness and hopelessness; (2) low selfesteem; (3) an inability to enjoy the company of other people, one’s work,
hobbies, etc.; (4) a disruption of the sense of continuity in one’s past, present,
and future; and (5) a reactivation of memories of earlier periods of giving-up.
Engel believes that this state of mind may last for varying periods of time, and
that it is commonplace for people to experience this complex several times
during a lifetime; in situations in which prompt resolution is impossible and
periods of “struggling” alternate with periods of giving-up, illness may occur.
Additional evidence for the point of view that there are psychological
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antecedents to illness has been forthcoming: Perlman et al. recently reported
a relationship between violent arguments with, or threatened separations
from, family members and the precipitation of congestive heart failure.
Kennedy and Bakst studied patients admitted for cardiac surgery to see if
their preoperative psychological state would influence the morbidity and
mortality of operation. They established six categories of psychological state:
1. Patients who evidenced strong but not psychotic denial of the
operation and were strongly motivated to recover.
2. While manifestly cooperative and seemingly motivated, another
group of patients had settled comfortably into dependency
on others and the benefits of being disabled. Postoperatively
they tended to experience little or no improvement in
cardiac function.
3. Another group of patients was increasingly panicky as the day of
surgery approached. They tended to exaggerate the risks of
the procedures and were afraid of dying.
4. Patients who tended to have mixed feelings about surgery, in that
they preferred to be ill rather than well.
5. Patients who had effectively given up all hope and perceived
surgery as “sanctioned suicide” that the surgeon committed
for them.
6. Patients with overt psychiatric illness who exaggerated their
relatively minor physical illness into a major one.
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The authors found that the postoperative morbidity and mortality were
highest in patients in categories 2., 4., and 5. Kimball confirmed these findings
in a separate study, emphasizing the negative correlation between depression
in his patients and successful surgical outcome.
As yet we do not know what mechanisms lie behind the correlations just
described: most of the behavioral biology of depressive states and
psychological disorganization has been worked out with psychiatric patients
while studying adrenal-cortical and medullary hormones. In 1963 Sachar et
al. reported data from longitudinal studies of four patients with acute
schizophrenic reactions. There was a statistically reliable correlation between
acute states of panic and disruption of most psychological functions and
elevated

urinary

17-hydroxycorticoids

(17-OIICS),

epinephrine,

and

norepinephrine. Peak values occurred during the acute state of emotional
turmoil at the onset of the psychosis. With the appearance of an elaborate and
well-formed delusional system, hormone levels returned to normal for a
period of time, only to rise again when the patient was confronted with the
reasons for his breakdown (such as the breaking-off of a relationship). During
the recovery phase, urinary 17-OHCS, epinephrine, and norepinephrine
returned to normal. More relevant to our discussion are the studies’ with
depressive patients that have revealed the same findings. Sachar emphasizes
that just as the well-organized delusional system serves to restore internal
equilibrium and protect the patient from extremes of anxiety in schizophrenic
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illness, so does the apparent agitation and misery serve to protect the
depressed patient from the pain of loss and mourning. Studying six acutely
depressed women in an inpatient setting, Sachar and his co-workers made
longitudinal studies of urinary 17-OHCS levels and correlated these with
observations of the patient’s behavior. They postulated that if depressive
symptoms actually protected the patient against the realization of loss,
confronting her with the loss should provoke psychological “disequilibrium”
and result in the rise in the excretion level of 17-OHCS. Indeed, this was what
happened. Using more sophisticated techniques, Sachar and his colleagues
conclude that “. . . adrenocortical activity in depressed patients is primarily
related to dimensions of emotional arousal and psychotic disorganization
rather than to depressive illness per se” or to schizophrenia. This conclusion
applied to the observations of Schmale and Engel suggests that the emotional
consequences of the loss—the “giving-up, given-up” complex—is the result of
a failure of “coping” mechanisms, leading, on the one hand, to the
psychological reactions described and, on the other hand, to physiological
change, including physical illness. Since the perceived threat of stress results
in the increased secretion of ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone) and
cortisol, and since these hormones are known to have wide-ranging effects on
a variety of systems and functions (electrolyte balance, glucose and fat
metabolism, nitrogen excretion, the induction of the biosynthetic enzyme of
epinephrine, immune mechanisms, and the electrical excitability of brain
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tissue, etc.) the possible effects of this form of stress on the onset of disease
may be rooted, in part, in this physiological system.
Of particular interest is the work that has related psychological defenses
and other coping mechanisms, as intervening variables in the perception of
an event in the environment and its interpretation by man as a threat. One
may well wonder why it is that although the five manifestations of the givingup, given-up complex described by Engel are experienced singly or in
combination by large numbers of people in response to stressful experiences
throughout their lifetime, most people deal with these experiences without
becoming ill.
Hamburg—in a paper exploring how the search for and the utilization of
information in the course of major life transitions serves coping behavior—
cited seventeen stressful, everyday experiences. These events range from
separation of children from their parents to the threat of war, or war itself. He
lists other common experiences such as illness, the birth of siblings, going to
school, puberty, marriage, pregnancy, the birth of children, and migration.
Hamburg notes that most of the psychiatric literature has emphasized the use
of “defenses” to avoid the impact or minimize the mental pain of such
experiences. But experiences do not have to be threatening. In fact, Hamburg
has devoted much effort to the study of other more successful adaptive means
of coping with new and/or stressful situations, so as to allow for their
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integration into the life experience of the people involved. In soldiers who
have suffered severe burns, Hamburg noted that they tended, at first, to deny
or minimize the nature and extent of the injury and its probable
consequences, but that later a gradual transition occurred allowing them to
accept the injury and their own rehabilitation. Eventually, such patients come
to terms with the realities of their situation, their prospects for recovery, the
potential limitations on their future lives: periods of depression and
discouragement are regularly observed during this period. When permanent
disability results, the coping process is aided by a sense of belonging to a
“special” group. An opportunity for a badly burned patient to discuss with a
physician his concerns about the injury and its consequences occasionally
resulted in a dramatically improved outlook. In an effort to relieve their
distress and difficulty, some patients are prepared to face certain facts and to
make use of them in a way that they avoided previously . Thus, the seeking
and' utilizing of information provided by another person may be useful to
some patients as a means of coping with injury.
This was true of the parents of children dying from leukemia who were
studied by Wolff et al. After an initial period of shock, disbelief, and
depression on being told about their child’s illness, these parents gradually
came to accept it by inquiring about it. Their sense of responsibility for the
illness could be dispelled by a frank discussion of its nature, by information
about treatment and, finally, by advice and sympathy concerning the
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anticipated loss of their child.
At each stage of this process, Wolff and his colleagues accurately
predicted the 17-OHCS levels in the parents. Their criteria for predicting
these levels were the “integrity” of inferred psychological defenses (such as
repression, denial, isolation, identification, etc.) and the extent of emotional
arousal (especially of unpleasant feelings).
They studied the characteristic differences among individual parents
with the hypothesis in mind that the more effectively a person defends
himself against impending loss, the lower will be his mean 17-OHCS excretion
rate. In twenty-three of the thirty-one instances, predictions were made from
the psychological data obtained of the levels of 17-OHCS excretion; the results
supported the hypothesis that the more “effective” the defenses, the lower the
mean 17-OHCS excretion level. Therefore, one of the implications of this study
is that the baseline level of an individual’s 17-OHCS excretion level may
reflect the general “effectiveness” of “ego” defenses.
Bourne et al. pursued this line of investigation by studying seven
helicopter and ambulance medics who were evacuating combat casualties.
They found their subjects’ mean twenty-four-hour urinary, 17-OHCSexcretion level remained relatively constant from day to day, whether or not
they were flying rescue missions. Their mean level of steroid excretion was
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considerably lower than that anticipated on the basis of their body weights,
when compared with a group of trainees at Fort Dix. On the psychological
side, one may conclude that an adaptation to a dangerous situation had
occurred with a correlated lowering of steroid excretion levels, whereas in
their comparison group of trainees, no such adaptation had taken place. It
may, therefore, be that in an acutely stressful situation excretion levels are
high, but that as psychological adaptation occurs they fall.
After the development of techniques for measuring cortisol production
rates (rather than excretion levels), Katz et al. found that in a group of women
anticipating breast biopsy the correlation of psychological-criteria measures
similar to those employed by Wolff et al. worked better with production rate
than with excretion levels. Women who showed the greatest emotional
distress or experienced such unpleasant feelings as fear, dejection, despair, or
apprehension tended to have relatively elevated hydrocortisone production
rates, while those who were more hopeful or accepting showed relatively low
rates.
Other forms of loss may be correlated with changes in body
biochemistry by mechanisms still unknown. Kasl, Cobb, and Brooks reported
a longitudinal study of changes in serum uric acid (SUA) and cholesterol
levels in men undergoing job loss. The subjects were fifty-six married men,
thirty-five to sixty years of age, who had held blue-collar jobs for a minimum
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of three years, and who were about to lose them because of a permanent
plant shutdown. They were seen by public health nurses approximately three
months before and then one, four, eight, twelve, and twenty-four months after
they lost their jobs. On each visit, blood and urine specimens were collected,
blood pressure, pulse, height, and weight were measured, and a structured
interview schedule administered for the purpose of collecting various social,
psychological, and health data. Thirty-four control subjects who came from
plants that were continuing to operate were also studied in the same way.
The principal findings in this study were: (1) Anticipation of plant
shutdown was associated with elevated SUA but normal cholesterol levels;
(2) SUA levels rapidly dropped back to premorbid levels if new employment
was quickly found; otherwise, they tended to remain elevated until
reemployment; (3) the more “stressful” the men found the period of
anticipated job loss, the greater was the change in SUA level; (4) those men
who did not wait for their jobs to be terminated but resigned in order to seek
new jobs had high stable SUA levels; (5) cholesterol levels did not rise while
the loss of a job was anticipated but rose during the period of unemployment,
returning to previous levels only after a new job was found; and (6) members
of the control group showed no significant fluctuations either in serum uric
acid or cholesterol levels during the period of study.
In 1967 and 1968, Bahe and co-workers’ reported a study in which SUA
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and cholesterol levels were measured three times weekly in thirty-two men
undergoing training in a navy Underwater Demolition Team (UDT). These
exercises are considered to be among the most “rigorous . . . and stressful”
training experiences in military life. The subjects were picked randomly from
a UDT class and observed until they either successfully completed the course
or withdrew. The behavioral data was obtained by means of clinical
interviews and a psychological questionnaire prepared by Holmes and Rahe.
The investigators found statistically significant (p < 0.025) elevations in
mean SUA level on mornings when the subjects were eagerly preparing to
take on new, challenging and often physically complicated UDT activities. A
significant fall in mean serum uric acid levels occurred on days of prolonged,
tedious, and unpleasant physical activity, or when the schedule was unusually
light. These fluctuations were more dramatic in the group of twenty men who
successfully completed the course than in the twelve who did not. In general,
SUA levels were higher and cholesterol levels lower in those who mastered
the course most successfully. Serum cholesterol levels generally tended to
fluctuate in the opposite direction from SUA levels. Illustrative of this pattern
were the changes that occurred during the first week of training when the
men were most enthusiastic, alert, and generally confident of their abilities to
cope with the task at hand; at this time, group mean SUA level was at its
highest (7.78 mg. percent) and cholesterol level near its lowest value. By the
time the training course was almost over, the enthusiasm of the participants
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had waned considerably as the task had become mechanically routine but
physically overwhelming. During this period, SUA levels fell to relatively low
levels (mean=5.46 mg. percent) while cholesterol levels reached their peak.
The authors concluded that, in response to dire conditions, elevations in
SUA levels had occurred in their subjects. However, while it is probably
incontrovertible that training for underwater demolition is stressful, for any
stress to be genuinely distressing to the stressed individual, it must be
perceived as a threat. Thus, one might suspect that for someone who viewed
successful completion of the UDT course as a personal challenge (i.e.,
someone who is a “striver”) this situation might indeed represent a potential
threat. However, the authors present relatively little information as to the
precise emotional impact of this experience on the different individuals in the
study and do not discuss this in relation to individual differences in SUA
fluctuations.
In the closing paragraph of the second paper, Rahe et al. suggested that
an analysis of serum cortisol levels in these subjects might reveal further
interesting relationships between SUA, cholesterol, and cortisol under
“stressful” conditions. Rubin, Rahe, and coworkers did go on to publish these
data in 1969 and 1970 and their reports’ provide information potentially
relevant to the pathogenesis of gout. They found that, while their subjects
tended to run chronically elevated serum cortisol levels, further significant
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but transient elevations of serum cortisol also occurred. These took place in
periods apparently characterized by anxious (rather than enthusiastic)
anticipation of training situations that promised to be exceedingly
demanding. Since, for many subjects, situations that were likely to evoke
anxious anticipation alternated with those associated with enthusiastic
optimism about the task, SUA and cortisol levels were frequently out of phase
with each other, i.e., one would be falling while the other was rising, or vice
versa.
This finding may be of importance in the light of a report in 1946 by
Heilman that acute gouty arthritis had occurred in previously asymptomatic
hyperuricemic subjects following the termination of a course of ACTH.
It had also been shown by Heilman that corticosteroids have, in addition
to their anti-inflammatory action, the capacity to increase uric acid excretion
by the kidneys. Thus, a precipitous decline in relatively elevated serum
cortisol level could conceivably result in a rebound elevation (via the kidneys)
in SUA level; this might then be associated with an attack of acute gouty
arthritis.
Lest we be misunderstood, we are not saying that loss of another person
by death or separation, or loss of a job is the only cause of illness or of
physiological changes. We are saying that given a certain kind of genetic
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endowment (such an endowment probably plays a part in serious depressive
illness, gout, peptic ulcer, etc.) and certain kinds of life experiences that
sensitize the individual to react in his own particular manner to loss, loss may
play a role in a variety of kinds of illnesses. In other words, some percentage
of the etiologic and/or pathogenetic variance of the illness is accounted for by
the setting in which the illness occurs, loss being a particular potent setting
for profound behavioral and physiological consequences in the predisposed.
We also say that in the evaluation of serum levels or production rates of
biochemical or hormonal variables, one must take into account the
psychological state of the person, in the same manner that we take into
account his posture, or at what time of the day (that is, when during the
circadian cycle) the blood samples are taken.

Effect of Separation on Young Mammals
We have emphasized that early experiences of separation and loss may
sensitize human beings to later losses. In view of the fact that a confirmation
of this hypothesis would require an (unethical) prospective study, it has been
tested in higher mammals by several groups of investigators. In these animals
profound, immediate behavioral consequences ensue consisting of marked
motor activity, pitiful crying, sleep disruption that gradually merges into
immobility and very characteristic species-specific postures. The long-range
effects of separating young animals from their mothers on their adult
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behavior have also been studied: every aspect of behavior—social,
reproductive, maternal, aggressive—is affected.
In these studies, in which young animals have been separated from their
mothers, her offspring usually treated her disappearance as a complex
experience that could be compensated for by surrogate mothering. In these
experiments no attempt was made to analyze the individual effects on the
infant of nutritional, olfactory, tactile, auditory, visual, or thermal stimuli after
separation. The absence of such an analysis makes it impossible to determine
whether changes in or deprivation of these simpler forms of stimulation do
not produce the observed effects. Because prematurely separated young
animals eat less and lose weight, their food intake is possibly the most critical,
uncontrolled variable in these experiments. Deprivation of sensory inputs
and litter size may also affect the development of young animals. Hofer, using
rats, found that the critical variables that intervene in the effect of separation
of fourteen-day old rat pups from their mothers are the mother’s milk, and, in
part, an unfamiliar environment. He is also the first investigator to study the
physiological effect of separation: It produced a 40 percent drop in heart and
respiratory rate during the first twelve to sixteen hours after separation.
Hofer also showed that it is the absence of the mother’s milk that produces
the separation effect on these rats. Milk fed by stomach tube to fourteen-day
old rats, left without food for sixteen hours after being separated from their
mothers, transiently but fully reversed the decrease in heart rate that had
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occurred. The effect is rapid, produced by all three of the major chemical
components of milk, and is related to the amount of milk given, but not to
gastric filling or distention. The effect of increasing heart rate by milk seems
to depend on ^-adrenergic transmission on the effector side. However, the
afferent arc in the loop that mediates the nutritional effects on heart rate and
the central nervous mechanisms by which milk sustains heart and respiratory
rates remain unknown. The questions one might ask are: What are the
afferent neural pathways, or what substance in milk sustains these rates? Or
does the absence of milk produce changes in important neurochemical
mediators in the brain? This last question is not far-fetched in view of the fact
that there are known long-term effects of lowered protein intake on brain
dopamine, norepinephrine, and tyrosine hydroxylase levels in the perinatal
period. What still remains is to determine the short-term effects on brain
amines of nutritional deprivation following separation. If such an effect is
shown, different amounts of nutrition or different nutritional substances
could be manipulated to determine dose-response relationship between food
intake, brain-amine levels, and heart rate.
The effects of separation on the behavior of rat pups studied singly are
an increase in activity and a greater tendency to rear up on their hind legs.
When studied in groups of four, there is more self-grooming, more defecation,
and urination, and a decreased tendency to enter REM sleep.
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Stress Research and Its Implications for Medical Care
So far we have emphasized work or loss as an important stress that may
play a role in the inception of illness and in producing physiological changes.
The knowledge derived from such studies has implications for medical care.
For example, the doctor can act as a surrogate for a bereaved spouse or child.
He can aid the grieving person in the process of mourning. He can support a
bereaved person to ameliorate the psychophysiological consequences of loss.
If he knows that a patient has suffered a loss, he will not label elevated levels
of SUA, etc. as “idiopathic.”
There are, however, many other stressful events that may occur in a
patient’s life. These include the ambiguity of not knowing the diagnosis and
prognosis of his illness, the indifference of the physician, the anticipation of
surgery, treatment by special technical procedures such as renal dialysis, and
being put in intensive- or cardiac-care units.
Elsewhere in this Handbook (see Volume 4, Chapters 1 and 2) these
topics are discussed at length.

Other Socioeconomic Variables in Disease and Illness
We have emphasized the role of separation or loss in human life as the
prototype of the kind of social situation that may be correlated with
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behavioral and physiological changes. Separation may have its most profound
effects early in a child’s life and, again, in old age. As far as we know the
effects of separation transcend membership in any one social class; but, here
again, too little information is available: social isolation, as a form of
separation, has been (probably incorrectly) thought to be an important
variable in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia; members of the lowest
socioeconomic class in cities are most exposed to such isolation.
Separation may occur through death, migration, divorce, by children
growing up and moving away. It may be caused by political unrest, genocide,
and war. In these situations, separation becomes the critical intervening
variable between the individual and the particular historical era in which he
lives. The obverse situations—political and economic stability, and a stable
social structure—may be particularly conducive to the prevention of disease.
A study done over a period of twelve years demonstrated that in Roseto,
Pennsylvania, the death rate from myocardial infarction was less than onehalf that in neighboring communities or in the United States as a whole.
Obesity, smoking, and other risk factors for myocardial infarction were all
present in the population. The relatives of the inhabitants of Roseto who lived
elsewhere had as high an incidence of infarction as the rest of the population
of the United States. The only variable that could account for the discrepancy
in incidence was that Roseto had an unusually cohesive social structure, with
no poverty or crime, with great civic pride, and a tradition of mutual help to
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neighbors in need. The family structure was patriarchal and the elders of the
community continued to participate in its affairs.
Work such as this suggests that the social structure of a community
does play a role in averting disease. One may not casually conclude the
obverse, however, For example, even under the most dire conditions such as
those of a Nazi concentration camp, the incidence of peptic ulcer and
bronchial asthma was said to be very low. Oppression and discrimination
may play an additional and marked role in disease. The incidence of
hypertension, and, in particular, its malignant phase, is much higher in
American blacks than in whites or in African blacks.
Factors other than social ones may play a role in the etiology of essential
hypertension. Unknown in New Guinea, it is a major cause of death in Japan;
relationships between elevated blood pressure and the dietary content of salt
have been sought to explain these observations which indicate an interaction
of diet, culture, and disease.
Socioeconomic factors may play a role in the pathogenesis of disease.
Overcrowding, economic hardship, job loss, and poor housing conditions, etc.
may expose urban inhabitants to lead poisoning, rat bites, and rat-borne
diseases, etc. The life in the city may prove stressful to those from rural areas,
and vice versa. For some, success, marriage, or parenthood may prove a
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hardship and precipitate illness. An important variable is the rapidity with
which political, social, or economic change occurs, even if this change appears
to be personally salubrious or desirable: In our particular historical era, there
is a “crisis in leadership” in which previously, much sought-after academic,
industrial, and political roles have become increasingly difficult and upsetting
for those who assume them.
In addition to the actually stressful aspects of social change or the
assumption of particular roles, each individual perceives and reacts to these
in his own manner: some adapt to the perception of the event and some do
not. For this reason, we believe that disease is an adaptive failure, and that
any one factor—be it social, political, nutritional, or infectious—is not the
cause of the disease itself. The factors mentioned may, furthermore, interact
with each other to make the adaptive task more difficult.
The view that disease is an adaptive failure to situations and
experiences that either are actually adverse or are perceived as such and thus
constitute a threat, and that disease is not the direct result of these factors
themselves, differs from the conceptual model most physicians maintain. If
we hold a minority view, it behooves us to demonstrate that stress and threat
do indeed bring about a variety of bodily changes and to show the reader the
mechanism of such change, when known. It is to this end that the subsequent
material in this chapter is presented. This material has mainly been obtained
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by research on animals. It verifies the data already reviewed.

The Effects of Stress on Physiological Function
Hormonal Variables
Most physicians are not accustomed to the language of the behavioral
sciences and they tend to dismiss the observations of behavioral scientists,
psychiatrists, and medical sociologists as unreliable. There are, indeed, many
methodological problems that await research in these areas. And
observations made retrospectively on patients about the settings in which
their illness began are often contaminated by such variables as the effects of
hospitalization, and of the illness on the patient. However, when patients are
selected at risk for, but prior to the onset of, an illness, the data becomes more
convincing. When this is not possible, a test of hypotheses can be made on
animal subjects.
We now present data to show that stress indeed has potent effects on
physiological variables. From Mason we learn that there are, in all likelihood,
neural and neuroendocrine mechanisms that regulate the orderly and
sequential release of hormones in animals under stress. During and following
a seventy-two-hour period when a monkey is actively engaged in avoiding
shock, some hormone levels rapidly rise while levels of other hormones
decline, and the change in levels of still others far outlast any avoidance
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session. For example, he has shown that urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroid
and epinephrine levels are elevated during an avoidance session. After the
session, levels of the former decline slowly, and the latter rapidly.
Norepinephrine levels in urine rise during the session, continue to rise after it
and remain elevated for at least six days thereafter. Thyroid responses rise
slowly and then fall during and after the session. Insulin levels rise only after
the session, consequent to showing a slight dip during and immediately after
it. Male and female sex hormones and the volume of urine excreted tend to be
depressed during and for, at least, one day after the experimental procedure.
In other words, with some variations in amounts and pattern among
monkeys, avoidance conditioning causes an organized pattern of hormonal
release. This work does not tell us what regulates such release, nor what it is
specifically in the experimental situation that sets the regulatory devices into
motion As Mason has pointed out, there are several elements involved, among
them sleep deprivation, the muscular activity entailed in lever pressing, the
visual stimulus of the warning light, tactile and proprioceptive feedback when
the lever is manipulated, the mild pain of electrical shock when the lever is
not pressed, and the novelty of the experimental situation. With cogent
argument, Mason discounts the importance of these factors. He believes that
the prepotent stressful factor, the critical intervening variable in the
experimental situation, is the emotional disturbance associated with the
avoidance behavior.
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Mason’s demonstration of an organized pattern of hormonal release
raises the question of how such a pattern comes about. In all likelihood, the
changes in catecholamine levels are at first neuronally mediated, but later
hormonal and neuronal mechanisms play a part in their elevation. We do not
know what regulates the particular change in sex-hormone levels. One might
ask if the stress of avoidance conditioning actually causes a decline of
pituitary-trophic hormones or whether the suppression of sex-hormone
levels is due to a decreased production in testis, ovary, or adrenal gland. If so,
how does this come about?
The patterns of the release that Mason has studied are, with some
likelihood, in part determined by hypothalamic and adrenal transducer cells.
It remains to be determined by what neural circuits and mechanisms these
cells are linked to mechanisms responsible for the emotional disturbance that
is, in Mason’s opinion, the critical intervening variable.
In the meantime, however, we have learned that these integrated
patterns of hormone release are analyzable into separate components. For
example, the biosynthesis of the catecholamines in the adrenal gland is under
several separate mechanisms. These include long-term hormonal control by
ACTH over three of the enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of the
catecholamines, and short- and long-term neural control and regulation of the
same enzymes.
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That such separate mechanisms obtain is implicit in Mason’s work. The
novelty of the chair in which the monkey sits prior to an avoidance session
produced immediate effects on hormone levels not dissimilar to those
produced by the experimental procedure. Furthermore, when the avoidance
procedures were repeated at weekly intervals, there was a gradual decrease
and, finally, a suppression of levels with each session.
In the case of cardiovascular responses to psychological stress in human
subjects—and when more than one physiological measure is taken—such
organized patterns also emerge. Using mental arithmetic, performed under
duress as the psychological stimulus, Brod produced increases in blood
pressure, cardiac output, muscle-blood flow, and splanchnic vasoconstriction
in both normotensive and hypertensive subjects. However, it was noticed that
there was a trend toward greater renal vasoconstriction and less vasodilation
in the muscles of hypertensive subjects. In addition, the hypertensive subjects
differed from the comparison group in that after the psychological stimulus
had ceased hemodynamic changes and elevations of blood pressure persisted
for a longer time. The pattern that Brod and his group demonstrated is
probably under the control of the sympathetic vasodilator system.’ One of the
main relay stations of this system is located in the perifornical hypothalamus
that, when experimentally stimulated, produces a complex pattern both of
cardiovascular and of behavioral responses. These consist of sympathetic
vasodilatation in muscle, increased heart rate, vasoconstriction in the
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vascular beds (other than muscle) and an increased secretion of
catecholamines. This pattern is analogous, if not homologous, with that
described by Brod in man.
This work highlights the need to study much of the behavioral and
physiological responses to stress in order to elicit an organized pattern of
change. One may then align the pattern with known physiological fact. As
exemplified, known patterns of physiological change can be produced by
stimulating discrete brain sites—either by relay nuclei or axons that are part
of complex neural circuits with different outflow channels.
In so doing, it becomes more apparent that the brain is capable of
regulating a whole pattern of physiological change that is mediated by
autonomic and hormonal outputs. However, the manner in which the brain
does so is largely unknown.
What we are also beginning to realize is that the brain is capable of
regulating, with exquisite precision, discrete physiologic change in one or
another organ function. To a large degree we owe our awareness of this
startling fact about the autonomic outflow to Miller and his pupil, DiCara.
Heart rate, systolic blood pressure (independent of heart rate), peripheral
vasomotor responses, gastrointestinal motility, and urine formation can be
specifically modified in an expected direction by instrumental learning in the
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curarized rat. They have shown that only the rewarded response changes;
and that the learned response is specific to the type of response that is
rewarded, and not limited to general patterns of autonomic discharge.
This work clearly is of great and potential therapeutic importance as
well as of great scientific interest. It contains the seed of the possibility of
analyzing how such discrete responses are generated in the brain, and how
human beings with a disturbance in physiological function can be trained to
correct it.

Autonomic and Enzymatic Responses
We have mentioned that Mason found that repeated sessions of
avoidance conditioning markedly attenuated and even depressed 17-OHCS
levels. From work on human subjects, we know that unexpected or novel
situations elicit marked physiological change. The anticipation of a task, or
stress, also does this. Where stresses are repeated, a physiological adaptation
occurs.
Obviously an important variable in adaptation is the age of the animal,
and his previous experience. Early experience also modifies later response
tendencies and adaptations to stress.
Presumably, changes in the brain are associated with early experiences,
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and permanently alter the manner in which later experience is transduced.
Early experiences modify both behavioral and physiological response
tendencies. Presumably, therefore, during the course of the transduction of
early experience by the brain, permanent changes are produced that modify
later responses to stressful or other experiences.
We should like to review some evidence for this contention, and the
even more impressive evidence that there are different physiologic
mechanisms in the body that are responsible for bodily changes, depending
on the duration of the stress.
Very acute stress, preparation for activity, and novel experiences is now
known to be divided into anticipatory’ and reactive phases that are associated
with increases in systolic blood pressure, heart rate, and catecholamine and
steroid excretion, etc. In all likelihood these changes are largely mediated
neuronally. The mechanism underlying the increase in catecholamines,
especially norepinephrine secretion (see Von Euler’s Figure One) appears to
be due to a sharp increase in norepinephrine synthesis from tyrosine but not
Dopa, when an increase in sympathetic nerve activity occurs. However, no
increase in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) activity occurs, so that either no new
enzyme is formed or formation is inhibited by norepinephrine.
The absence of change in TH content of tissue during acute stresses or
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stimulation stands in contrast to the change that is produced by sustained
stress or sympathetic nerve activity.
Thoenen, Mueller, and Axelrod had shown that a reflex increase in
sympathetic nerve activity over several days produced a marked increase in
TH activity in the adrenal gland of the rat, and in the superior cervical
ganglion

and

in

the

brainstem

of

the

rabbit.’

The

activity

of

phenylethanolamine-N-methyl transferase (PNMT) is also increased. By a
number of experimental procedures, Axelrod and his co-workers have shown
that the changes in content of these enzymes in the adrenal gland and in the
superior cervical ganglion is not only neuronally mediated but depends on
the formation of new protein. In other words, they have shown that the
increase in TH activity is transsynaptically induced.
The increase of PNMT produced by neuronal activity is, however, also
under the control of ACTH. It depends on new protein (enzyme) synthesis and
occurs even after hypophysectomy and the administration of ACTH. To a
much lesser degree, the two other biosynthetic enzymes, TH and dopamine hydroxylase, are similarly controlled.
That these changes in enzyme activity with sustained neuronal activity
are not only the product of the laboratory is attested to by the exquisite work
of Henry and his co-workers. This work confirms the fact that chronic stress
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produces marked changes in the biosynthetic enzymes of norepinephrine,
but, in addition, it produces correlated changes in blood pressure and renal
pathology.
Henry and his co-workers’ results have been confirmed by the use of the
restraint technic. Further evidence for the dually mediated changes in adrenal
enzyme content has been obtained. Other work, using this method, begins to
provide insight into some of the possible brain mechanisms mediating these
changes.
Restraint of animals is also an excellent method for producing gastric
ulcers and, therefore, for working out some of the mechanisms by which
stress promotes an anatomic lesion.’ Many of the experimental parameters
and characteristics of the animals that promote or prevent the development
of the gastric lesions have been worked out, and were ably reviewed recently
by Ader.
But, one finding is of central importance because it attests to the
importance of the interaction of an experience—in this case, restraint—with
the state of the organism. Ader’ found that his rats were significantly more
likely to develop gastric ulcers when immobilized during the peak, rather
than the trough, of the activity cycle.
Restraint—immobilization also has potent effects on the peripheral and
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central content of biogenic amines. Kvetnansky and Mikulaj have shown in
rats that immobilization for ninety minutes produces an increased excretion
level of norepinephrine and epinephrine associated with a decrease in
adrenal epinephrine (but not norepinephrine) content, which persisted for
twenty-four hours after its conclusion. With persistent immobilization,
adrenal epinephrine content was unaffected, but norepinephrine content
increased, while the urinary excretion of epinephrine remained elevated.
These results suggest that the adrenal medulla enhances its ability to replace
released epinephrine with repeated immobilization stress. This “adaptation”
to stress appears to be due to a neuronally dependent elevation of TH and
PNMT in the adrenal medulla. When immobilization is stopped, TH levels
diminish with a half-life of about three days.
Following the end of immobilization, there is a latency period of about
six hours for levels of TH and PNMT to become elevated. Further elevations of
levels occur in the next seven days of immobilization, but after six weeks of
daily immobilization no further increases occur.
The long-term increase in catecholamine levels in the adrenal medulla
produced by immobilization are not only neuronally dependent but are also
under the control of ACTH. After hypophysectomy, depletion of adrenal
epinephrine levels with restraint is greater than in control animals, and levels
of TH and PNMT fall. On repeated immobilization, TH levels but not PNMT in
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hypophysectomized rats do, however, rise but never to control levels. The
rise in TH levels in operated rats is neuronally dependent in the main, while
the rise in PNMT and some of the rise in TH levels depends almost entirely on
administered ACTH prior to stress.
On the other hand, serum dopamine--hydroxylase, which transforms
dopamine into norepinephrine, was increased after one thirty-minute
immobilization of rats, and continues to increase with daily immobilization
for a week. The source of this increase is not, however, the adrenal gland but
sympathetic nerves.
Immobilization stress of three hours also significantly accelerates the
disappearance of radioactive norepinephrine from the heart and kidney. The
question of how immobilization stress is centrally translated into these
neuronally and hormonally dependent, peripheral changes is unanswered
except for some very interesting work by the Welchs. They showed that
restraint stress can cause a greater elevation of brain norepinephrine and
serotonin in mice who previously had spent eight to twelve weeks in isolation
when compared to litter mates housed in groups.
This elevation of brain amines occurs despite the fact that the isolated
mice have slower, baseline turnover of brain biogenic amines than those
housed with others.
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This work has several important implications. The isolated mice were
more hyper-excitable behaviorally than the housed controls. In other words,
previous experience affected behavioral response tendencies, while the
finding of different turnover rates and greater elevations with immobilization
clearly indicates that previous experience may lead to individual differences
in brain amines as well as in behavior.
Restraint and exposure to cold alone, and in combination, also affect
other brain amines. Histamine levels in the hypothalamus and cerebral cortex
of rats are depleted significantly in the first two hours of these “stresses.”
Apparently, there is an initial and marked enhancement of synthesis that
cannot keep pace with the rate of release and destruction of the amine,
leading to depletion of levels.
The series of experiments that have helped to elucidate the different
effects of stress and some of the mechanisms responsible for them add
important links in the chain of events in the brain associated with stress.

The Effect of Early Experience on Later Responses to Stress
In reviewing the Welchs’ work, it becomes apparent that the earlier
experience (isolation) of an animal not only determines his behavior (such as
hyper-excitability) but also causes larger elevations of biogenic amine levels
in the brain when the animal is restrained. Such data implies that early
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experiences determine later responses to stress, and thus provide a beginning
basis for understanding individual differences in behavioral and physiological
response tendencies to stress.
Further evidence for this statement can be found in Henry et ah’s paper
dealing with responses to the stress of social confrontation with members of
the animal’s own species in animals with different previous experiences.
They showed that the effects of mixing males from different boxes, of
aggregating them in small boxes, of exposing mice to a cat for many months,
and of producing territorial conflict in mixed males and females resulted in
sustained elevations of systolic blood pressure, arteriosclerosis, and an
interstitial nephritis; higher levels of systolic blood pressure were achieved
by male rather than by female mice who also failed to reproduce under such
conditions. If male mice were castrated minimal elevations in blood pressure
occurred, while in those given reserpine minimal decrease in blood pressure
resulted. Previous, that is, early experiences of living together attenuated the
effects on blood pressure of experimentally induced aggregation and
territorial conflict. On the other hand, isolation of animals from each other
after weaning and to maturity exacerbated the effects of crowding on bloodpressure levels.
Recently Axelrod et al. and Henry et al. reported that the socially
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isolated mice showed a decreased activity of TH and PNMT activity in the
adrenal gland in the baseline state. When these animals were now crowded
together, the effect was to increase the activity of these enzymes—an increase
significantly greater than in those accustomed to crowding.
The activity of both enzymes, of monoamine oxidase, and the contents
of noradrenaline and adrenaline in the adrenal gland were greater in these
previously isolated animals who were in constant contact with each other
than in animals who were conventionally housed, i.e., crowded, but never
isolated.
In other words, in the brain amine and adrenal gland enzyme levels of
socially isolated animals are lower than in animals housed together, but
under stress a marked reactive “overshooting” in activity occurs.
It seems likely, therefore, that responses to stress are, in part,
determined by previous experiences. Individual response tendencies are then
produced that have their biochemical correlates. The search for the
biochemical correlates of individual response tendencies seems to be
predicated on the technical development of measuring enzyme levels, rather
than the products of biosynthesis. As the work reviewed attests, a substance
such as epinephrine can remain at normal levels in the urine despite
prolonged or repeated stress, while the relevant enzyme levels in the adrenal
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gland have increased substantially.
We still do not know very much about how early experiences interact
with a schedule of maturational changes in the brain. There is evidence to
suggest that permanent changes in behavior or of physiological function
regulated by the brain can only be accomplished during “critical” periods of
development. We know little about what such periods represent in terms of
brain function. In fact, a major, unexplored area of neurobiology is the study
of the interaction of experience with the biochemical and physiologic
maturation of the brain. For example, there appears to be a maturational
sequence for brain biogenic amines; Glowinski et al. showed that after the
eleventh day of life, the rat rapidly develops the capacity to excrete
norepinephrine and its metabolites with an efficiency approaching the adult.
They also showed that the blood-brain barrier to norepinephrine is present at
birth.
Endogenous levels of brain norepinephrine rise rapidly in the second
week of the rat’s life, so that after twelve days they are only slightly lower
than levels at twenty-four days and in adulthood, but are quite noticeably
influenced by external factors such as nutrition.
In the future, one might study the effects of separating young animals at
different ages on amine, RNA, DNA, amino acid, etc. levels. For example,
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separating rat pups from their mothers produces significant alterations in
brain levels of free amino acids and acetyl cholinesterase in two days.
The work we have just reviewed suggests that physiological responses
to stress are, in part, determined by early experience. Generally speaking, in
medicine very little attention is paid to the personal (in contrast to the
medical ) history of the patient prior to hospitalization. Nor is there much
inquiry directed at the immediate history of the sick person just prior to his
admission. So far we have reviewed recent data on the social conditions in
which animals are reared and how these determine later biobehavioral
responses. Additional evidence suggests that experiences in intrauterine and
early life affect other important physiological systems.
Milkovic and Milkovic have shown that adrenalectomy of the mother rat
prior to parturition or unilateral ligation of the fallopian tube prior to
conception results in the offspring’s being capable of giving an adrenal
response to severe stress as early as one or two days after birth. Thoman and
Levine have done work that suggests that changes in adrenocortical activity
during both prenatal and early postnatal life can affect subsequent patterns of
neuroendocrine response in the adult organism. They showed that the
newborn rat pups of mothers adrenalectomized prior to conception had
hypertrophied adrenal glands and higher plasma corticosterone levels than
the offspring of normal mothers. Moreover, as adults these two groups of rats
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showed different responses to stress, the offspring of adrenalectomized
mothers showing significantly higher hormonal levels than the offspring of
normal mothers. Thoman and Levine viewed these differences as almost
exclusively due to prenatal effects, since switching the litters of
adrenalectomized and non-adrenalectomized mother rats had no effect on the
differences in adrenal function in the offspring, despite the fact that
adrenalectomized mothers lactate less. Thus, the effects of the maternal
adrenalectomy on the offspring must have occurred in utero.
There is a large body of evidence on the effects of early life events on the
adrenal-cortical response to stress. Levine et al. showed that rats handled as
infants had a more marked adrenal-cortical response when exposed to cold in
adulthood than did unmanipulated litter mates. This was also true" for rats
exposed to a brief electric shock in adulthood after neonatal handling. They
observed a significantly greater and more sustained increase in plasma
corticoids as compared with unhandled controls, despite the fact that not only
were the resting plasma levels of corticoids the same for both groups but the
weights of the adrenal glands did not differ. When less drastic stresses were
used, neonatally handled rats had a less marked adrenal-cortical response
than control animals that had not been gentled. When exposed to an openfield trial for three minutes in adulthood, the handled rats showed some
increase in plasma corticoids but significantly less than the control animals.
To explain these seemingly inconsistent findings, Levine postulated that one
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of the major consequences of handling young rats “is to endow the organism
with the capacity to make finer discriminations concerning relevant aspects
of the environment. The animal then is able to make responses more
appropriate to the demands of the environment including appropriate
responses to stress.”
Just how these experiences permanently alter the function of the
adrenal cortex so that the adult shows a greater repertoire of adrenal
responses is unknown. There does appear to be a general acceleration of
maturation as a result of handling. Body hair, the opening of the eyes, and the
beginning of adequate locomotion appeared from one to four days earlier in
the stimulated animal. It is also likely that the onset of puberty was hastened,
and that myelinization of tracts in the CNS was accelerated as a result of
handling. Early handling of rats altered the responsivity of the pituitaryadrenal-cortical axis. When rats were handled in the first two days of life, an
increase in circulating corticoids occurred. Further evaluations were seen
when such animals were stressed on the third day of life, i.e., a time in which
such animals were once considered to be nonresponsive to stress. Ader
demonstrated that early handling or exposure to shock accelerated the
maturation of the twenty-four-hour adrenocortical rhythm. Rats reared under
twelve-hour alternating periods of light and dark were killed at times
corresponding to the periods at which maximum or minimum plasma
corticosterone concentrations occur in mature animals. The characteristic
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twenty-four-hour adrenocortical rhythm was observed to develop at least
five days earlier in rats who had been stimulated either by shock or handling.
It has been postulated by two groups of investigators’’ that the control
of the endocrine system in the adult is partially accomplished by a feedback
mechanism or “hormonostat.” This mechanism would constantly “monitor”
levels of plasma corticoids, compare these levels with a controlling “set
point,” and adjust ACTH secretion according to the plasma level. The crucial
feature of this regulatory system requires that the “set point” not be fixed, but
rather that it varies according to the metabolic demands placed upon the
organism. Since the sensitivity of such a regulatory mechanism could be
determined by a number of variables, among which are stressful early
experiences during a critical period of development, it is possible that early
experiences may allow for more graded and versatile responses. This could
explain why stimulated rats showed a moderate increase in steroid output
when placed in an open-field situation, and a large and rapid increase when
subjected to electroshock. Unstimulated animals tended to react hormonally
in a more stereotyped way, with large increases in hormone levels in
response to change because of a more limited “hormonostatic” repertoire.
Sensory input to the brain, from handling, for example, may alter its
maturation. (Obversely, sensory deprivation may impair levels of
neurotransmitter substances in the brain.) In 1933, Langworthy observed
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that visual stimulation accelerates myelinization in the optic tracts of
premature and term infants. Other workers’ have shown that a flashing light
in a cat’s eye will increase the blood flow, temperature, and metabolism
specifically in the occipital cortex, lateral geniculate body, and optic
radiations, while olfactory stimulation produced similar changes in the
olfactory cortex. Dehydration, a stimulus to antidiuretic hormone secretion,
has been shown to cause a large increase in the ribonucleic acid and acetyl
cholinesterase contents of the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of young
rabbits.
In other words, early experience, including sensory stimulation, affects
a wide variety of brain mechanisms. Much is now known about the mediating
role of the hypothalamus in the release of pituitary hormones. Inputs to the
hypothalamus from sensory pathways from the thalamus and basal ganglia
and limbic systems are recognized. The neural mechanisms for the
integration of a variety of hormonal and neural inputs are to be found in the
hypothalamus.
In fact, one may infer from Mason’s work on the effects of stress on a
variety of hormones that hypothalamic mechanisms exist that are responsible
for the regulated release of most hormones.
Admittedly, most of the attention in the past two decades has been
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focused on the secretion of cortisol by the adrenal cortex, which secretion is
the final step in a series of processes probably beginning in the cerebral
cortex and involving the limbic system, the hypothalamus, and the pituitary
gland. As a result of this work, new concepts about the relationship of the CNS
to the endocrine system have developed. It is believed that the brain and the
endocrine glands comprise a thoroughly integrated system that coordinates
the organism’s responses to alterations both in its external and internal
environment. Under the influence of stressful stimuli, a sequence of events is
believed to occur that terminates by the activation of hypothalamic
“transducer” cells. These cells respond to neural input by the release of a
putative, amine transmitter with the release of a polypeptide, similar to
pitressin in structure. This polypeptide is called the corticotropin releasing
factor (CRF). CRF reaches the anterior portion of the pituitary gland via the
portal-venous system around the hypophysial stalk at the median eminence,
and ACTH is released to stimulate the adrenal gland to produce cortisol. The
degree to which the system is activated may depend upon the degree of stress
and its duration. Despite the fact that a negative “feedback loop” exists
between the adrenal cortex and the anterior pituitary, mediated by
circulating levels of cortisol, persistent neural input will result in the
continued release of CRF and ACTH despite elevated cortisol levels. Individual
differences in animals in the nature and duration of the cortisol response to
stress may be due to early experiences. Mason and Hamburg have observed
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individual differences in 17-OHCS excretion in man that are consistent over
months and through several stressful experiences. These individual
differences consisted of variation in the range of fluctuation of 17-OHCS
under normal circumstances and in response to disturbing or stressful
stimuli. Genetic factors may also play a role in producing such individual
differences.
The mechanism outlined for the control and regulation of ACTH and
cortisol seems also to apply to other trophic hormones of the pituitary. For
each hormone, releasing factors are postulated or have been identified. These
are not only subject to end-product inhibition but are under neural control by
inputs from the limbic system, cortex, and thalamus. Furthermore, inhibiting
factors, besides releasing factors, have been postulated in the case of trophic
hormones. In addition, trophic hormone release is affected by sensory input
—ovulation in some female animals only occurs after vaginal stimulation.
Trophic hormone release in some cases is rhythmic: The pulsatile release of
ACTH is greatest in the early hours of the morning, concomitant with the last
rapid eye movement period of sleep. In some mammals, oestrus is likewise
influenced by environmental light. The mechanism of this influence is known
—it entails the suppression of oestrus by melatonin synthesized in the pineal
gland during periods of darkness.
It has been amply demonstrated that the gonadal hormones influence
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the brain during critical periods of development, helping to determine the
sexual and reproductive behavior and pituitary-gonadotrophic function in the
adult

animal.

Harris

and

Young

hypothesized

that

the

sexually

undifferentiated brain is “organized” by gonadal hormones during fetal and
early neonatal life. Subsequently, several investigators have shown'' that the
presence of androgens in small amounts during the first five days of life in
female rats alters the regular cycle of gonadotrophin release to an aperiodic
one. In the absence of any gonadal hormones, the gonadotrophins are
secreted cyclically. Thus, the absence of androgens in the male rat in the first
forty-eight hours of life results in the cyclic elaboration of gonadotrophins. In
addition, the neonatal castration of a male rat drastically alters his sexual
behavior. When injected with low doses of estrogens and progesterone’s as
an adult, he exhibits the complete repertoire of female sexual behavior.
Castration of adult males and similar treatment with estrogen and
progesterone does not yield such results. It is apparent from these data that
during a critical period in early development androgens acting on the brain
are responsible for the acyclic secretion of gonadotrophins. They determine
male sexual behavior in much the same way that they affect the development
of male sexual morphology. It is evident, therefore, that sex hormones in early
life play a major part in determining sexual behavior, morphology, and
physiology. It is possible also, as Levine has pointed out, that the adrenal
corticoids may have a profound effect upon the organization of the brain and
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may influence a number of functions associated with neuroendocrine
regulation of ACTH.
Varying early experiences also influence immune responses. Friedman
et al. have shown that the effects of early experience on immunity vary
depending upon the challenging agent and at what time during the host’s life
it is applied as well as on the genetic strain of the animal. They exposed
groups of mice to periodic, paired light shock, periodic light and aperiodic
shock, and periodic light without shock. They found that the animals
subjected to the first of these conditions developed a high rate of infection on
exposure to Coxsackie B-2 virus, as compared with the other groups and with
matched controls. Ordinarily, this strain of mice is highly resistant to this
virus. Yet exposure to Coxsackie B-i virus, a strain to which these animals are
usually very susceptible, resulted in no significant difference in morbidity or
mortality between groups. Inoculating stressed mice with Plasmodium
berghei resulted in a decreased susceptibility and mortality. Ader and
Friedman have demonstrated similar variations in response in mice
implanted with Walker sarcoma. These animals were either handled or given
a three-minute period of electric shock before weaning. When they were
forty-five days old, they were injected with a standard dose of Walker
sarcoma. The animals handled throughout the preweaning period (three
weeks) showed a retarded rate of tumor growth. The mortality rate was
higher for them only in the first weeks of life; there was no difference in
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mortality between the animals handled later in the preweaning period and
unhandled controls. Mice who received electric shock in the first week of life
had a higher mortality rate than other groups, but animals shocked
throughout the preweaning period or during the third week only had a lower
death rate than other groups of mice, including unshocked, control animals.
Thus, the effects of early experiences of this kind upon resistance to Walker
sarcoma depend upon the nature of the experience and the time during early
life when it occurs.

Psychobiological Studies in Animals Relevant to the Etiology and Pathogenesis of
Some Medical Illnesses
Observations of patients have led to the formulation of the role of
psychological factors in the etiology and pathogenesis of disease. To test the
validity of the hypotheses derived from such studies and to work out the
mechanisms postulated, studies of animals have been used. Such studies have
been successful where research in the clinic has been less than reliable. For
one thing, animal studies have added scientific evidence to the claim that
environmental stimuli and a wide range of experimental variables do, in fact,
produce physiological or structural changes analogous or homologous to
clinical disease. Secondly, the postulate that social stimuli may act via the
nervous system to alter bodily functions has been strongly supported if not
substantiated by such work.
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To summarize the achievements of animal studies reviewed up to this
point: much is now known about the kinds of behavioral, endocrine, and
autonomic changes that conditioning techniques, restraint, or separation may
bring about, and how these alter target-organ structure and function. On the
other hand, too little is as yet known about two central issues: (1) sufficient
data have not yet been accumulated on the neural circuits and the neuronal
and neurochemical mechanisms that mediate social stimuli and instigate
autonomic and endocrine changes and are modified, in turn, by feedback from
the interior of the body; and (2) we do not know enough about the genetic
and experiential factors that presumably, make vulnerable the particular
molecular and cellular configurations that terminate in a disease in one target
organ rather than another.
Animal studies in this area have two distinct advantages over human
studies. First, pure genetic strains of animals can be bred—strains that have a
particular sensitivity, e.g., to salt ingestion that produces hypertension or to
restraint that produces gastric ulceration. Second, the early experiences of
animals can be manipulated to diminish or enhance their susceptibility to
later experimental manipulations.
In four instances we present representative data of diseases or
disturbed functioning to support these claims.
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Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer
Gastric ulcers can be produced in animals by a wide variety of
experimental manipulations—i.e., burns, intense sensory stimulation, the
administration of drugs, brain stimulation, diet, restraint or immobilization,
and conditioning techniques—used singly or in combination.
When restraint is used, the important parameters are the species and
age of the experimental animal, the length of time he is immobilized, and the
availability of food and water. The experimenter must also bear in mind that
different experimental manipulations may produce gastric erosion in
different parts of the stomach and may, therefore, be mediated by different
physiological mechanisms that are still unidentified.
Another important experimental variable to be considered is that some
animals are more susceptible to a particular manipulation than others. As is
true of man, a high level of serum pepsinogen (on a statistical basis) may be
assumed to constitute a biological indicator of an increased susceptibility to
erosion in the glandular portion of the animal’s stomach.
Ader’s experiments with rats have particular relevance for our
understanding of gastric and peptic ulcers. Specifically, Ader bred rats for
susceptibility to gastric lesions on restraint. These animals had higher levels
of serum pepsinogen prior to restraint: high serum pepsinogen levels were
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not, therefore, a response to restraint. In addition, these lesion-susceptible
rats manifested some interesting behavioral characteristics. They were more
reactive emotionally, and appeared to dominate non-susceptible animals with
whom they were paired in a “competitive” task for water. On the other hand,
when these susceptible animals were “handled” early in life, they were less
likely to develop gastric lesions on restraint than were the non-susceptible
rats who were not handled early in life. Investigators who used other
experimental manipulations reached the same conclusion. Life experiences in
infancy—such as early weaning —may also be a critical variable in a
predisposition to gastric ulceration when male rats are later exposed to
conflict situations or to immobilization.
Workers in this field have also used approach-avoidance-conflict
situations to produce ruminal ulcers in rats. Lower found that a somewhat
different manner of inducing conflict caused ulceration in the glandular
portion of the rat’s stomach.
Finally, there are the “executive-monkey” experiments, which were
done at Walter Reed Army Institute of Research in the late 1950s. It will be
recalled that at autopsy ulceration in both stomach and duodenum occurred
only in the executive Macaca iris, and not in his yoked control.
We have reviewed these animal studies rather selectively in order to
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highlight the complexity of the social and physiological variables involved and
their interactions. However, and despite the parsimony of the data presented,
one indisputable conclusion emerges: many of the doubts generated by
“psychosomatic” research on humans in the mind of the critical reviewer, are
dispelled by research on the production of ulcers in animals. A number of
laboratory experiments and behavioral characteristics (such as activity
cycles) do seem to combine with physical stimuli and genetically determined
physiological factors to produce gastric ulcers. Moreover, despite the fact that
the relationship of gastric ulceration in the rat to duodenal ulceration in man
is unclear, duodenal ulceration was produced in monkeys in Brady’s
experiments.
One may also conclude from these studies that a number of different
experimental conditions produce the same anatomical lesion, presumably
through some common mechanism. The studies conducted by Levine and
Senay are relevant in this connection. These investigators found that when
rats were restrained in a cold climate, intragastric pH fell and ulcers
appeared. However, an antacid protected against the production of ulcers
under such environmental conditions. Presumably, then, these ulcers were
caused by an increase in gastric acidity, which is believed to be mediated by
histamine. Interestingly, Levine and Senay also demonstrated that restraint
and cold increase the activity of histidine decarboxylase, which increase is
positively correlated with the incidence and severity of stress ulcers. The
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inhibition of diamine oxidase (the enzyme which catabolizes histamine) has
the same effect.
The work of Levine and Senay raises several interesting questions: By
what mediating mechanism do stress and cold induce an enzyme or enhance
its activity? Is it a neural or an endocrine mechanism? If it is a neural, what
brain mechanisms mediate such an effect? The answers to such questions
could be sought by available neurophysiological techniques. In fact, a
restrained rat might be a particularly good experimental animal to use for
exploring the central nervous system (CNS) by such techniques as chronic
unit recording.

Essential Hypertension
Animal studies relevant to the pathogenesis of essential hypertension
are notable for their diversity.
In animals, both “simple” and complex stimuli produce elevated levels of
blood pressure. “Audiogenic” hypertension has been produced in rats by daily
exposure to air blasts. Pickering quotes a Russian experiment in which a male
monkey developed elevated arterial pressure after his mate was taken away
and he could observe her caged with another male monkey.
But the most convincing and systematic study of the role of complex
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stimuli in producing prolonged systolic hypertension in mice has been
reported by Henry et al. (see page 854). Finally, an interstitial nephritis was
found in animals with severe hypertension at autopsy.
Stress of the kind used by Henry can set into motion a number of
physiological changes. As we mentioned earlier, Thoenen, Mueller, and
Axelrod’ showed that a reflex increase of sympathetic nerve activity
transsynaptically induced enzyme activity in the adrenal gland after from one
to three days. However, others have also shown that social stimuli may
increase levels of adrenocortical steroids, constrict renal vessels, and alter
levels of brain norepinephrine.
In another area of investigation, salt was found to play a role in the
pathogenesis of hypertension; the precise nature of this role has been hotly
contested, however. To summarize these findings, various steroids produced
experimental hypertension in animals only in the presence of salt. When
hypertonic saline was the only source of fluid, hypertension was produced in
a variety of animals. The chronic ingestion of too much salt produced
hypertension in the rat, but it took time and even then hypertension was not
found in all the animals of a particular strain.
In this connection Jaffe and his co-workers have reported that there are
two genetic strains of rats. One is resistant and the other is sensitive to salt
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ingestion. Even a diet containing only 0.38 percent salt caused the rats in the
sensitive group to have higher blood pressures (134 mm. Hg, mean) than the
resistant ones (112 mm. Hg, mean). In fact, resistant rats on a diet of 8
percent salt showed no blood pressure increases, but the blood pressure of
those who were sensitive to salt rose to 210 mm. Hg, and they developed
moderate to severe lesions of the kidneys. Moreover, even the sensitive rats
on a low salt diet showed changes in the musculo-elastic, arteriolar pads. This
anatomical lesion is thought by these authors to be genetically determined.
In human populations there is a linear correlation between salt intake
and the incidence of hypertension: If the intake of salt is low in a group, the
probability of some members of that group developing hypertension is lower,
and vice versa. In part, the amount of sodium in a diet is culturally
determined, of course. However, a craving for salt, independent of
requirement and cultural influences also seems to exist in individuals. Little is
known about the variable responsible for such a craving. Furthermore, to the
best of our knowledge, no attempts have been made to study the
psychological factors that might influence man’s appetite for salt, and might,
therefore, play a role in producing hypertensive disease. Clearly, in the
absence of such data, it behooves the worker engaged in research on the
psychosomatic aspects of essential hypertension to control salt intake in his
subjects. Once again, to the best of our knowledge, this control has not been
built into the design of studies conducted to date.
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The third line of evidence implicating sodium and its metabolism in
essential hypertension was the finding that hypertensive animals have an
increased natriuresis and diuresis to salt and water infusion. In addition, the
sodium content of the arterial wall may be increased in such animals.
The fourth line of evidence implicating salt —and specifically the
sodium ion—is proven by the fact that the amount of renin extractable from
the kidneys of hypertensive rats was proportional to salt and water intake. As
renin disappeared from the kidney, the rats showed an increased sensitivity
to injected renin. In depleting the kidney of renin, salt probably acts through
the medium of an increased plasma volume. Unfortunately, however, the
increase of blood renin (and the decrease of kidney renin) in response to the
increase in blood sodium does not parallel the increase in blood pressure.
The question of whether psychosocial stimuli elicit circulatory
responses has been answered, in part, by the use of conditioning procedures.
Experimentally induced general behavioral changes, such as fear, are
particularly likely to evoke an increase in unconditioned responses in
animals. Conditioned cardiovascular responses, including elevations of blood
pressure, can be retained in animals for many years, even after the original
and concomitant motor or salivary responses can no longer be elicited.
Direct brain stimulation can serve either as the conditional stimulus or
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the unconditional stimulus. Motor cortical area stimulation (as an
unconditional stimulus) that does not produce movements leads to
vasoconstriction or dilation; parietal stimulation leads only to constriction.
One of these areas may be the locus for applying a conditional stimulus,
another for an unconditional stimulus to produce vasoconstriction. In dogs
hypertension developed, became more severe over a period of months, and
then remained elevated despite the fact that the conditioning procedures had
been stopped. Even renal changes were observed after hypertension was
produced by such means. Finally, of particular interest is the fact that the
animals studied showed individual differences in blood-pressure responses.
The studies described above used “classical” conditioning procedures.
When avoidance techniques were used in experiments with monkeys, the
introduction of avoidance schedules for a period of fifteen days caused an
initial acute increase in blood pressure and pulse rate. The animals were then
placed on a continuous avoidance schedule, and thereafter the change in
blood pressure depended on the length or complexity of the schedule. In
those monkeys on the more complex schedules, blood pressure remained as
high in the intervals between lever pressing sessions as it had been during the
experimental sessions. Increases of systolic and diastolic pressures occurred,
regardless of the kind of schedule, when avoidance conditioning was carried
out over a seven-to-fourteen-month period. But once the initial acute
elevations of blood pressure mentioned in Forsyth’s first paper had subsided,
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it took about seven months (during which Forsyth and his colleagues worked
twelve hours a day) for the rise in blood pressure to occur. Interestingly,
behavioral changes, in the form of excitability and increased activity, also
occurred. Pressor responses that had been neutral prior to training were
observed in the presence of a variety of stimuli. Only one point has not been
made in this report: we do not know whether the elevated pressures
persisted after the avoidance performance had ceased. We have indicated
that no single psychological or physiological variable can account for the
pathogenesis of essential hypertension. This statement is further attested to
by an interesting set of observations made by McCubbin. After very small
doses of angiotensin (which had no immediate effect on blood pressure) had
been infused into dogs for several days, their arterial pressure became
elevated and labile. (Before the infusion the mean arterial pressure had been
steady.) When the dogs were surrounded by normal laboratory activity, their
blood pressures were labile and high. If the laboratory was quiet, even minor
distractions caused marked further increases in blood pressure, due to abrupt
increases in peripheral resistance. When these dogs were sensitized with an
infusion of tyramine, which releases endogeneous stores of norepinephrine,
further elevations of blood pressure were produced. Infusions of
norepinephrine had no effect on blood pressure. These observations suggest
that a systematic study could be carried out of the role of psychosocial stimuli
in animals made hypertensive by small doses of infused angiotensin.
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Extrapolating from recent work on the pharmacological effects of angiotensin,
it might be possible to test the hypothesis that angiotensin sensitizes the
brain to sensory input as well as having effects on blood pressure through the
medium of the brain.
Recently, Scroop and Lowe and Ferrario et al. found that dogs
anesthetized with chloralose responded to the infusion of angiotensin into the
vertebral artery in doses too small to affect the systemic circulation directly.
As a result, there was an increase in heart rate and arterial blood pressure,
and a fall in central venous tone. These effects were thought to be due to an
increase in cardiac output without change in peripheral resistance. But the
fact that these hemodynamic changes were abolished by vagotomy suggest
that the infused angiotensin stimulated medullary centers to reduce vagal
tone. Admittedly, with the exception of the increase in arterial pressure, the
changes in cardiovascular function reported are not typical of those found in
essential hypertension. Nevertheless, the possibility that angiotensin may act
through the CNS is of interest, especially as it has now been shown that it also
causes anterior hypothalamic neurons to fire. In addition, evidence has
recently been presented that the brain may form angiotensin by virtue of an
unidentified enzyme it contains.
As was true of peptic ulcer, the evidence derived from animal studies on
essential hypertension is much more convincing than that derived from
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human studies. Blood pressure, vasomotor tone, and many of the
physiological variables implicated in the pathogenesis of hypertension in man
can be related to naturally occurring events and to animal behavior
manipulated in the laboratory. In fact, the recent evidence of Miller and
Mason raises the exciting possibility that we may be on the verge of a real
breakthrough in understanding the pathogenesis and pathophysiology of
hypertension. Moreover, by a combination of techniques, the answers to the
three central questions delineated earlier might be sought in studies of
animals. This possibility justifies the restatement of these questions: (1) Can
renal blood flow be increased in one renal artery and decreased in the other
by operant conditioning? If so, the content in each renal vein of renin and/or
angiotensin II could be measured; (2) Can the distribution of blood flow
within each kidney (measured by intra-arterial injections of Krypton and
intravenous injections of Iodoantipyrine-I 131) be affected differently by
different operant methods? And (3) If renal blood flow can be diminished by
operant conditioning procedures, does hypertension ensue? Some of the
mechanisms that mediate these events remain unknown.

Stressful Influences on Cardiac Rhythm and Their Mechanisms
Ectopic activity of the heart beat has been recorded in stressful
situations and can be produced experimentally by stimulating either the
vagus or the sympathetic cardiac nerves. When both are stimulated
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simultaneously, ventricular extrasystoles can be produced. Stimulation of the
posterior hypothalamus can elicit a similar arrhythmia in cats under
chloroform anesthesia. While stimulation of the posterior part of the lateral
hypothalamus and the mesencephalic reticular formation regularly causes a
profound tachycardia as well as raising the blood pressure—both phenomena
outlast the duration of the stimulus.
In all likelihood, the effects on rhythm of such brain stimulation are
mediated both by the vagus and cardiac sympathetic nerves. Therefore,
arrhythmias of various kinds can be produced in animals whose heart is
intact by means of brain stimulation.
When the heart is damaged, as for instance by coronary artery ligation,
ventricular fibrillation can be prevented only by total denervation of the
heart. In the obverse experiment, ventricular fibrillation could be produced in
some dogs by hypothalamic stimulation following coronary artery ligation.
Neither the exact mechanism of arrhythmia nor the pathways mediating
the effects of brain stimulation leading to the vagus and cardiac nerves from
hypothalamic centers have been fully worked out.
It is also of interest that heart rate and rhythm can be affected by
psychological means. Heart-rate changes can be produced by instrumental
learning in animals and man, and arrhythmias decreased by these means.
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Thyroid Disease
In contrast to the large number of animal studies of gastric ulcers, few
systematic studies have been done in the field of thyroid disease despite the
relatively large number of available tests for thyroid function.
A rise in plasma protein-bound I consistently occurred in sheep exposed
to barking dogs. The reverse effect on thyroid function was obtained when
rats were exposed to the sight of a larger, fierce wild rat through a glass
screen. Two explanations have been advanced for this response. Some
authors believe that corticosteroids inhibited the release of I from the thyroid
gland; others contend that secretion of the hypothalamic corticotrophin
releasing factor resulted in the diminution of the thyrotropin releasing factor
(TRF). The mediating role of TRF between social stimuli and enhanced
thyroid function is a source of considerable controversy. However, Mason
found that plasma-thyroid-hormone levels showed a slow but prolonged
elevation concomitant with a three-day avoidance session in monkeys. This
elevation of hormone levels began during the avoidance session, and lasted
for two or three weeks after termination of the schedule. The finding that
electric stimulation of the hypothalamus enhances thyroid function in several
species of animals has been well documented, and various limbic-area
structures have also been implicated in the regulation of thyroid function.
Finally, norepinephrine and epinephrine are known to activate thyroid
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function, and are, of course, acutely responsive to psychosocial stimulation.
However, thyrotropin may not be an important factor in thyrotoxic
disease because it is believed today that a long-acting thyroid stimulator
(LATS) rather than thyrotropin, is the pathogenetic agent in Graves’ disease.
LATS is an immunoglobulin. Therefore, the logical question arises as to how
the nervous system could contribute to its regulation; or, putting it another
way, in addition to the exposure to an antigen, do other factors control
antibody formation or contribute to the action of an antibody? At this point,
one can only speculate that there may be genetic factors that influence
antibody formation in thyroid disease, and that LATS may act on cyclic AMP
(adenosine monophosphate) as the corticosteroids and catecholamines do, to
promote the entrance of iodine into thyroid cells. In addition, it is known that
adrenalectomy and the administration of thyroid hormone enhance antibody
formation, and that the nervous system may regulate immune responses. For
example, avoidance conditioning influenced immunological responses. At the
same time, some evidence has been accumulated that indicates that midbrain
and hypothalamic (tuberal) lesions could protect guinea pigs against
anaphylactic shock. Anterior hypothalamic lesions were significantly more
successful in protecting rats against anaphylaxis to ovalbumin than were
posterior hypothalamic lesions. Anterior hypothalamic lesions lowered
circulating antibodies to the same antigen in guinea pigs and made them less
sensitive to toxic doses of histamine, possibly by modifying the physiological
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reactivity of the bronchiolar tree to the constrictive effects of histamine.
In summary, animal studies have provided rather reliable evidence on
several scores: target-organ change and physiological responses occur that
are relevant to the diseases under consideration in this paper. Furthermore,
one may now conclude, on the basis of Mason’s work in particular, that
avoidance conditioning does indeed act through the CNS to produce changes
in a series of hormones, including such critical ones as corticosteroids,
catecholamines, aldosterone, plasma-thyroid hormone, growth hormone,
plasma insulin, and sex hormones. Furthermore, these studies have given rise
to generalizations that these hormonal changes are patterned and do not
occur individually. Nor are these patterns of change unique to avoidance
conditioning: they occur with novel stimuli as well.
Such patterns of change also occur in the autonomic system, as
evidenced, for example, by the cardiovascular changes that precede and
accompany exercise. Whereas these adjustments were once considered to be
instigated exclusively by peripheral mechanisms, Rushmer has postulated
that the onset of vasodilation and increased flow in muscle, heart rate and
output, etc. at the start of exercise emanate from the nervous system as an
autonomic concomitant to the muscular activity under volitional control.
In other words, concomitant patterns of cardiovascular and motor
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activities exist. These cardiovascular adjustments seem to be specific to a
given behavioral activity; other adjustments probably occur with other
activities: For example, in preparing to fight another cat, cats showed
bradycardia, a decreased cardiac output, and vasoconstriction in the iliac and
mesenteric vessels. But when actually striking the other cat, the heart rate
and cardiac output rose, the iliac bed dilated and the mesenteric bed
constricted. In neither case was there a significant rise in blood pressure,
however.
Clearly, these findings require further clarification. A contradiction
appears in the work on the production of gastric ulcers in rats—Mason’s
work and the work mentioned above on cardiovascular changes. On the one
hand, different psychosocial stimuli or situations were found to produce the
same anatomical lesion or pattern of physiological change; on the other, they
produced different changes. Immobilization restraint invariably produces
lesions in the glandular portion of the rat’s stomach, but conflict situations
produced ruminal lesions in some rats, and glandular lesions in others.
Is this discrepancy a function of strain differences? Or can it be
attributed to quantitative or situational factors, or differences in mediating
physiological mechanisms? Only further research will provide the answers to
such questions. Other interesting questions remain unanswered as well: At
what thresholds do avoidance schedules produce the requisite changes, as
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measured by the animal’s ability to escape, the predictability of his response,
and the intensity and duration of stimuli?

Conclusion
We have attempted to demonstrate that many physiological parameters
are influenced by environmental factors and that disease states may be
produced by experimental manipulations of animals. There is increasing
evidence from a review of the literature that many integrative physiologists
are beginning to be aware of the fact that certain broad generalizations no
longer hold. The autonomic nervous system is no longer viewed as mainly
responsible for the maintenance of the “constancy” of the internal
environment, or as separate from the endocrine system. (For a review of
modern data and concept about the autonomic nervous system, see Volume 4,
Chapters 22 and 23, of the Handbook). We regard the autonomic nervous
system today as one of the three principal output systems of the brain that
are involved in the mediation of the brain’s responses to stimuli of
environmental origin, including preparation for activity in response to an
outside stimulus. These responses are imposed on continuous, ongoing,
autonomic discharge, which varies according to the behavioral state of the
organism. In the state of rapid eye movement sleep, for example, variability of
heart and respiratory rates, blood pressure, etc. is much greater than in slow
wave sleep or quiet wakefulness. In other words, autonomic discharge is
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phasic during this behavioral steady state.
The autonomic nervous system is both responsible for and under the
influence of hormonal output. The endocrine system, in turn, is the second
major output system of the brain mediating environmental change. In fact,
there is an increasing realization of the close interactions of hormonal and
autonomic mechanisms.
The classical view of autonomic function was largely obtained by
analytic experiments in which only a single input (such as blood-pressure
change) was varied while inputs from many other afferent zones were either
eliminated or held constant. Only when the organism is studied as a whole, in
an integrative manner, does it become obvious that a change in one variable
(such as carotid-sinus pressure) interacts with other inputs to the brain as
well as giving rise to a multiplicity of effects such as decreased adrenalcatecholamine-antidiuretic-hormone production as well as cardiac-reflex
slowing,

decreased

cardiac-sympathetic

activity,

and

splanchnic-bed

vasodilatation, etc. All these effects must be mediated by widely disparate
circuits in the brain.
These advances in physiological data and concepts must be made
available to the behavioral biologist while medicine must incorporate the
contributions of behavioral biology. For example, it is generally recognized
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that genetic factors play some role in the etiology of essential hypertension,
Graves’ disease, and probably in peptic ulcer. But we have not yet determined
how much of the etiologic variance can also be attributed to experiential (e.g.,
social, familial, and economic) factors. Methodologies have been developed
that would allow the investigator to determine the relative contributions of
genetic and experiential factors in the etiology of disease.
At present, in the case of hypertension, about one-third to one-quarter
of the variance is ascribed to genetic factors. That familial factors may play a
role is attested to by the fact that spouses tend to share similar bloodpressure levels in proportion to the duration of the marriage. Further, the
parent-child correlation of pressures tends to be greatest in families in which
spouse aggregation is demonstrated. But what could be the factors in the
environment of family groupings capable of influencing their blood pressure?
Some recent work suggests that if familial factors play a role in elevated blood
pressure, they are established early in life. Only future research can
determine the nature of these familial factors.
On the other hand, by extrapolating from the work done on animals by
Ader and Mason (see von Euler’s Figure i], one is led to the inevitable
conclusion that these many diseases (such as hypertension and ulcers) are
neither

caused

nor

sustained

by

any

single

pathogenetic

or

pathophysiological factor. Rather, psychosocial stimuli, acting through the
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nervous system, activate a wide range of interrelated, integrated responses.
In essence, the nature of the factors involved, the changes they undergo in the
course of the disease, and their interrelationships attest to the fact that many
diseases are primarily diseases of physiological regulation. Similar statements
have been made by Brooks, Harvey, Menguy, and Ryss and Ryss. In the past,
clinical psychobiological research consisted primarily of psychoanalytic
observations and single dependent variables studied by psychophysiologists.
Psychophysiological results were then conceptualized in linear causal terms.
For example, “anxiety” caused an increased heart rate.
It is not enough to state that many important diseases are diseases of
regulation in which the nervous system participates. The specific nature of
the disturbance in regulation must be specified: Admittedly, it is difficult to
conceptualize such regulatory patterns. But control-theory models and
models derived from molecular biology do exist.
For example, in molecular biology various kinds of regulatory devices
are known: (1) In enzyme synthesis, enzymes may be formed (“induction”)
only in the presence of substrate. (2) Enzymes in a biosynthetic pathway may
be repressed by an excess of the end product of the pathway (“feedback
inhibition”). (Jacob and Monod have attributed these two types of regulation
to a regulator gene. In the proper configuration, the product of the gene acts
on another area to inhibit expression of one or more genes in an adjacent
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area. Other regulatory devices have been described as well.) (3) In enzyme
activity, the initial enzyme in a biosynthetic pathway is usually the one
inhibited. (4) There is usually more than one initial enzyme in a common
biosynthetic pathway. These act in conjunction and catalyze the same
chemical reactions, but are subject to different feedback regulation. And (5) in
protein synthesis, regulation is achieved at the rate at which the initial step in
the synthesis of the protein chain occurs, and not at the rate of enzyme
synthesis. Other forms of molecular regulatory activity, though carefully
conceptualized, do not fit any of the five models mentioned above. And
regulation of excitation at the synapse may also take different forms, most of
which are well known.
These concepts have important implications for a theory of medicine,
with particular emphasis on theories of etiology and pathogenesis of disease.
At the same time, they may help to incorporate data that suggest that stressful
experience plays a role in the etiology and pathogenesis of disease.
In turn, we would suggest that the information we have reviewed has
implications for the practice of medicine and the education of students and
physicians. Thus, it may be economically more expeditious and technically
more feasible to isolate a patient completely from other human beings in an
intensive-care unit, but the psychological effects of isolation, or the impact of
a patient watching his own irregular or faltering heart beat on an
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oscilloscope, may be much more stressful than having him share a room with
others with whom he can talk about his real and imaginary concerns.
We believe that the organismic and integrative approach to medicine
and disease implied in this chapter can be translated into the teaching of
students. Space does not permit a detailed plan for such a curriculum, which
one of us has outlined elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 38
TRENDS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
Fredrick C. Redlich and Howard Levitin

Introduction
In this chapter we describe medical education, its past development, its
current practices, future trends and its problems. We ask what type of
physician is needed and how this expert is produced. Although we take a
global point of view, we concentrate on the American scene, because of the
Handbook reader’s dominant interest and because we are most familiar with
it. We emphasize the education of the future physician and the physician of
the future, but we recognize trends to educate other old and some new types
of health personnel to cope with the ever-increasing tasks of health care.

A Short History of Medical Education
The wish to help the sick and alleviate their suffering is a rather general
characteristic of the human species and activities to care for the sick have
been known since the dawn of human history. There have been notable
exceptions—in history and in some primitive living societies (such as
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infanticides among Eskimos)—and even in some industrialized societies, such
as the mass murder of mentally and physically ill under National Socialism;
yet the tendency to care for the sick and to develop and teach the art and
science of health care are age old. In ancient societies, the nature of illness
was assumed to be caused by supernatural and magic forces. In those
societies, but also in large parts of the world today, disease was thought to be
punishment from the gods. Only gradually, and in relatively recent times,
have scientific points of view begun to prevail.

Antiquity
In ancient India, priest-doctors taught both the theoretical and practical
knowledge of healing; their curriculum was extracts read aloud from medical
writings, which their students memorized. Models of the human body made
from wood or clay were some of the teaching tools for instruction in surgery,
although knowledge of anatomy and physiology was limited since dissection
of the human body was forbidden. In Egypt, all educated persons from
doctors to mathematicians were trained in schools associated with the
temples where priest-doctors lived, taught, and practiced. Moses was a pupil
at one of the priest schools and brought his knowledge to his people, which
also formed a priest-doctor class.
In Greece, Apollo and his son Aesculapius were the supreme medical
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deities. The healing arts were taught to one or two students through the
personal supervision of a preceptor. Temples dedicated to Aesculapius
became medical centers where medicine was practiced exclusively by families
claiming

direct

descent

from

this

god.

During

this

period

of

psychotherapeutic temple medicine, a Greek philosophy based on a world of
reason developed, and medical thought slowly sloughed off magical concepts
and priestly dogmatism and became established with its base of observation.
One empirical-rational school of medicine evolved on the island of Cos where
Hippocrates lived in the fifth century B.C. He taught for the first time that
disease is a natural process, not a result of sin or punishment of the gods.
Physicians from all over the Mediterranean world came to the school at Cos to
learn from Hippocrates, who stressed qualities of human compassion and
high ethical standards as well as biological theory based on detailed
observation. The written compilation of his teachings forms the basis for
subsequent medical training.
After the founding of Alexandria in 333 B.C., the school and library there
fostered an advance of science and mathematics. Dissection was practiced
openly for the first time, with commensurate advances in anatomical
knowledge. The medical schools at Alexandria maintained their prominent
position under Roman rule. Until the importation of Greek physicians about
200 B.C., however, the Romans had no medical profession nor medical
schools. The most prominent Roman physician, Galen, worked in the second
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century after Christ. He lectured on the structure and functions of the human
body, and succeeded in building a prestigious medical practice. His skillful
diagnoses enlarged knowledge of anatomy and physiology, and his writings
became a basic medical text.

The Middle Ages and Renaissance
With the division of the Roman empire into Eastern and Western at the
end of the fourth century and the beginning of the Dark Ages in Europe,
Byzantium—later Constantinople— became a major center of civilization
until the fifteenth century. Even under Byzantine rule, theoretical scientific
teaching made little progress, as practitioners and teachers were slavishly
devoted to the dogma of Galen and any interest in the temporal body was
against their religious beliefs. When St. Benedict established a monastery in
529 at Monte Cassino, monks became the scholars responsible for
maintaining the knowledge of medicine by translating and copying the
ancient literature.
During the seventh century the followers of Mohammed conquered half
of the then known world and established important medical centers. In
Persia, the University at Jundi Shapur became the greatest center of medical
learning in the Islamic world, offering bedside clinical instruction at its
teaching hospital. Baghdad was another Arabic intellectual and medical
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center and it was there in 931 that a board of examination for medical
practitioners was established for the first time. Outstanding physicians
practiced and taught in both cities. Many prominent Jewish physicians thrived
under Moorish rule; at that time no antagonism between Jews and
Mohammedans existed. Avicenna, who lived from 980 to 1037, was the
greatest single contributor to Arabic medicine and his Canon of Medicine
codified all existing knowledge about medicine. His writings joined those of
Hippocrates and Galen as the foundation for medical learning during the
Middle Ages.
By the tenth century the medical school in Salerno, Italy, began to
attract students from all over Europe. Salerno was the first school to institute
an organized curriculum—three years of preparation and five years of
medical studies, followed by a public examination and a year of
apprenticeship. Other schools developed in Italy, France and Germany;
particularly well known were the French schools in Paris and Montpellier.
With the Renaissance came renewed interest in anatomical knowledge,
with emphasis on observation in diagnosis and treatment. Printing made less
expensive texts of new translations of the Greek and Roman medical scholars
available to students. The University of Padua Medical School, the leading
school of its time, attracted many German and English students who had little
medical training available in their own countries. The school standardized a
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four-year curriculum leading to a bachelor-of-medicine degree followed by a
doctoral degree after some years of practice. Although empirical training had
been available only outside the university, the sixteenth century saw a new
interest in bedside teaching. Vesalius in 1537 began doing his own dissections
as he taught anatomy and lectured to the students from the body, using large
and natural-looking colored illustrations to provide the first extensions in
anatomical knowledge since Galen.
As discoveries in anatomy distinguished the sixteenth century, so
experiments in physiology created a science based on facts in the seventeenth
century. William Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of the blood in 1620
became the foundation on which the structure of physiology was built.
Careful experimental methodology and reasoning brought medicine into the
realm of science—the beginnings of “basic research.” Scientists now began to
explore, through experimentation, the how and the why of natural cause and
effect. The microscope aided greatly in biological research. There was,
however, little change in the way medicine was taught during the seventeenth
century, although there was more recognition of the importance of the clinical
demonstrations.

The Age of Enlightenment and Modern Times
It was not until 1630 that the Infirmary at Leiden offered instruction at
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the bedside. There, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, Hermann
Boerhaave promulgated the outline of the modern medical curriculum: “. . .
the propaedeutics of mathematics and natural science, the study of normal
anatomy and physiology, and finally the study of pathology and therapy.”
Boerhaave’s perception of the necessity for basing medical education on
scientific principles and his gifted bedside instruction brought medical
education to a high point during his tenure, and his pupils extended his work
throughout the world. The medical school at Edinburgh, for example, which
trained many doctors from the American colonies, was founded by Alexander
Monro and other pupils of Boerhaave; and Gerard van Swieten and Anton de
Haen, other students of this master teacher, were responsible for the success
of the Vienna Medical School in the later part of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. Vienna established the first professorial chair in clinical
medicine and originated the concept of the modern clinic in 1753 to attract an
international complement of students who learned on clinical rounds made
daily with the professor in charge, setting the pattern for future clinical
training in academic centers.
During the first half of the nineteenth century, Paris was the
unquestioned center of medicine in the world, fostering important research,
including that of Pasteur, whose studies of bacteriology greatly influenced
health and medical care. Then German and Austrian centers of medical
education supplanted the French centers. One factor for the decline of the
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French system was the use of essay type competitive examinations that
determined appointments in the university. At one time this constituted
progress, but ultimately it turned into a stifling obstacle. Another reason was
that in Germany and Austria, and in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the
Scandinavian countries, medical education and medical research became part
of the higher education system under the umbrella of the universities, and a
responsibility of the university faculty. This new approach was eloquently
presented in a revolutionary book on medical education by the eminent
surgeon
Theodor von Billroth. In time this new method was introduced in Russia
and Japan. Young American doctors were particularly interested in training in
specialties organized in universities of the German-speaking countries, and
these university centers became the model for twentieth-century American
schools. In contrast, the Latin countries of Europe and South and Central
America remained more or less under the French influence.
Medical training in England developed its own unique pattern. The bulk
of clinical training was totally separate from the university schools at Oxford
and Cambridge, which only provided theoretical training for physicians who
came almost exclusively from the upper classes. Guy’s hospital, founded in
1725, was particularly well known, with many important clinical teachers in
its school. Some hospital schools developed into centers of excellence and had
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a profound impact on the development of medical education in many colonies
of the British Empire. As in Europe, surgeons were trained in separate schools
supported by the Guild of Barbers and Surgeons (after 1800 the Royal Society
of Surgeons) and through private tutoring. Surgical techniques only gradually
became part of the medical school curriculum. Apothecaries, who practiced
general medicine among the lower classes as well as compounding and
distributing drugs and medicines, had a seven-year apprenticeship. Each
group tightly controlled the licensing of its membership and sharp guild
distinctions were reinforced.

Early Medicine in the United States
The American colonies received medical care during the early years of
their existence primarily from the surgeons and apothecaries who
immigrated. Few physicians left their comfortable lives in England to risk the
hazards of a new country. Surgeon-apothecaries were trained by a three-year
apprenticeship with practitioners drawn from a wide variety of backgrounds.
At first, few of them could afford to return to Europe or England for university
training, but as the colonial economy improved more young men went abroad
to take a university degree. The first American college of medicine was
established in 1765 at the College of Philadelphia by John Morgan and
William Shippen, Jr., two young physicians who had trained at Edinburgh. “At
least one year’s course of lectures after apprenticeship were required for the
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M.B. Three years thereafter a man could defend a thesis and qualify for an
M.D., though few actually took that degree until after the baccalaureate was
abolished in 1789. In terms of both curriculum and staff, the school was a
progressive one by European standards.” Other schools were established
during the rest of the century (there were at least thirty medical schools by
1838) mostly by groups of medical practitioners who ran their schools for
profit, without a formal relationship to existing universities or hospitals. On
the whole, there were few regulations and requirements were lax. Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine, established in 1893, was the first medical school
to combine both clinical training, with the German-European, medical-school
concept of rigorous scientific research, and to offer some service to the
community as well. It was an alternative to the proliferating proprietary
medical schools with uneven standards. It opened the way for the reform
movement initiated by the Flexner report of 1910.

The Flexner Report and Its Impact
Abraham Flexner, influenced by distinguished colleagues at Johns
Hopkins, particularly by William Osier and William H. (Popsy) Welch, and
appalled by the low level of American education, incompatible with the
increasing wealth and technical and cultural development of the United
States, wrote his famous report in 1910. This report, divided into a general
part of critique and recommendations and a special part describing the
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existing schools, had a profound impact. There were, in 1907, 160 private
commercial schools —only half of them barely acceptable; even universitylinked schools such as Harvard’s and Pennsylvania’s medical schools could
not compare with the German, Austrian, or Swiss medical schools. Flexner’s
basic recommendations were to link medical schools with universities; to
make nationwide searches for the best faculties; to improve the preparation
of students entering medical schools by better general education and by
special training in the basic biological sciences; to foster biological and
clinical research in medical schools (Flexner thought clinical and scientific
endeavors were similar); and to interlock the pre-doctoral training in medical
schools with the postdoctoral training in hospitals, which would lead to the
development of university-linked medical centers. He foresaw the
development of strong full-time faculties unhampered by the exigencies of
medical practice. In some institutions this eventually led to an alienation of
academic medicine from clinical practice. In general, however, the impact of
the reform was most favorable, even though the question of whether a pure,
full-time system is best from an economic and motivational point of view has
never been unequivocally answered. In the twenties the proprietary schools
virtually disappeared and a profound reform of medical education was
apparent. The closing of proprietary schools resulted in a reduction of the
number of physicians. Although the quality of medical practitioners
improved, many quacks and unscientific healers still continued to practice in
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the United States. The American Medical Association, through its Council of
Medical Education and the Association of Medical Colleges, played a major
role in these changes.
A striking uniformity of the new programs emerged, although only
gradually did the fulltime system become dominant. Between the two world
wars American schools were part of state universities or of privately
supported universities. They were small (rarely larger than 100 students to a
class) limiting their admissions to highly selected students. Such selection
was based in principle on performance—at first in the premedical college
courses, later by more accurately appraised objective vocational tests such as
the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT). With rare exceptions, few
studies of personal and social characteristics of students have been
undertaken and the assessment of desirable personality characteristics of
future physicians follows a “common-sense” approach that is far from
satisfactory. In reality, admissions were simply curtailed in the majority of
cases by the student’s ability to pay the very high tuition that is mandatory in
a tutorial system of instruction with little governmental or private
supplemental support for education. There were also serious restrictions on
ethnic groups: many Jewish students were forced to study in Europe and
American Negroes were virtually nonexistent in medical schools. Only very
recently has the number of women and of university groups begun to
increase.
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The study of medicine took four years, following a College course of four
years. The curriculum consisted of a rigorous course in the basic biological
sciences with strong emphasis on anatomy; only gradually did biology,
biochemistry, and physiology begin to replace the endless hours of
dissections. Pathology and pharmacology were important subjects in the
second year. There was no instruction in the behavioral and social sciences
and only after the Second World War did psychiatry become a major subject
in most schools. The major clinical specialties, internal medicine, pediatrics,
surgery, obstetrics, and gynecology, were taught in clerkships with strong
emphasis on bedside teaching and letting the student assume considerable
responsibility in care of indigent patients. In contrast to European schools,
dentists had their own schools, and virtually no stomatology is taught in
American medical schools. There was little teaching in outpatient clinics.
Attendance of laboratory courses and lectures was required in most schools
and course examinations were rigorously held. Yale was an exception and has
demanded neither compulsory attendance nor local examinations. The faculty
at Yale required a scientific thesis and evaluated the student’s performance
without grades, and graduated the student after he passed objective
examinations by the National Board of Medical Examiners.
Gradually, the National Board of Medical Examiners has become a very
important agency monitoring and influencing standards of virtually all
medical schools. The same has been true for an ever-increasing number of
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specialty boards that examine and certify those who wish to work as
specialists. Although these boards are made up of distinguished faculty
members of medical schools, the existence of separate boards has set up
jurisdiction over standards of medical education outside of medical schools
and medical teaching centers. Furthermore, every state of the union licenses
its physicians after so-called state board examinations, often specifying
educational prerequisites for licensing although the states, in most cases,
recognize national board standards. Among foreign graduates—who, at
present, make up about a third of the number of American interns and
residents and one-fourth of its practitioners— further preliminary
examinations are required.

Medical Education during the Second World War and Its Aftermaths
The period between the two World Wars was a period of stability in the
system of American medical education. As might be expected, the war
brought changes. The first of these changes was a decrease in the length of
study from four years to three in order to provide the required number of
physicians to the armed forces. Although objective evaluations were lacking,
it seemed that the abbreviated course, primarily accomplished by
compressing the four-year curriculum into three years through a heavy
course load and a twelve-month academic year, caused no reduction in the
performance level. However, when the war ended, the four-year course was
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resumed. The second change became apparent after the war. The war
required major efforts in basic and applied research. This was organized and
supervised through an Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD)
under the leadership of such eminent scientists as V. Bush, K. T. Compton, and
J. B. Conant. Originally, medical sciences were under OSRD; in 1946, the
National Institutes of Health under the leadership of James Shannon were
organized. These institutes not only carried on an increasing amount of
biomedical research but also financed very large research enterprises in
medical schools. While in 1947 only 87 million dollars was spent, the
appropriations for health research for NIH in 1972 were over one billion
dollars. This dramatic increase in funds enabled medical school faculties (but
not student bodies) to grow rapidly. Today in many schools over half of the
budget comes from governmental research funds, and, in some, as much as
three quarters. In 1972, the federal government accounted for 64 percent of
national expenditures for health research. (Private industry accounted for 27
percent, and foundations, voluntary health agencies, and other organizations
provided the remaining 9 percent.) The result has been not only
unprecedented progress in the biomedical sciences but also a threat to the
primary mission of medical schools—to prepare physicians for medical
practice. Another consequence of growth and multiple functions (teaching,
research, and service) has been the increasingly complex problems
administrators of medical schools are facing today. As the allocation of funds
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for research activities in general has been made by so-called study sections,
after objective evaluation of projects and programs, the economic control of
schools has shifted to a certain degree from inside control to outside
influence.

New Developments
After years of little change and even smug satisfaction with the “best
system of medical education in the world,” pressures for change began to
mount. They came from students who felt overeducated in those scientific
subjects which interested their teachers and underprepared for practice in
the specialties, particularly in family medicine. Leaders of ethnic groups in the
inner city also complained that poor, and particularly black and Spanishspeaking Americans in urban ghettos received inadequate care or none at all,
and they blamed medical practitioners and educators for a lack of concern
with their problems. To a lesser extent some members of the faculty were
also concerned with a lack of interest and insufficient funds for teaching, as
well as with an obsolete and rigid curriculum and with the need, in view of
the “knowledge explosion” and the ever shorter “half-life” of medical
knowledge, to emphasize the teaching of principles and methodology rather
than the memorizing of data. Such data can be stored and retrieved by
computers and the brains of students don’t have to be overloaded with what
quickly becomes trivial and out of date. A modern library system can provide
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references and data quickly and efficiently. There is today considerable
interest in modern approaches to medical teaching, using programmed
instructions and audio-visual techniques. Films, and particularly video tapes,
have helped to teach some basic science subjects quite effectively—anatomy
and also clinical methods, especially clinical examinations and interviewing.
Much of the blame for unsatisfactory conditions fell on the American
Medical Association, with its conservative stance in medical practice and
education, which attempts to keep medicine a monopolistic “cottage
industry,” based on the principle of fee-for-service medical care. Some
protests by students and the “inner-city community” were quite vocal and
even violent. No revolution has occurred, however, but some changes have
been stimulated by an interesting document known as the Carnegie Report
written by eminent scholars and clinicians under the chairmanship of Clark
Kerr.

The Carnegie Report
Higher Education and the Nation’s Health
The special report on policies for medical and dental education of the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education was published in 1970. It is
concerned with the contributions of university health-science centers toward
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the goal of adequate and effective health care for the entire population,
regardless of income. Noting the “serious shortage of professional health
manpower, the need for expanding and restructuring the education of
professional health personnel and the vital importance of adapting the
education of health manpower to the changes needed for an effective system
of delivery of health care in the United States,” the commission believes that
the provision of highly skilled health manpower, particularly doctors and
dentists, is a special responsibility of higher education.
Emphasizing unmet needs in both medical and dental care, the report
points out the growing belief that health care is not only a necessity but also a
right to which all persons are entitled. It touches on the problems affecting
health

care

today,

including

insufficient

health

manpower

and

maldistribution of personnel, ineffective financing and rising costs. The
commission warns that no matter how much health-care education is
improved and how many more professionals are trained, adequate health
care will be impossible unless the delivery system is also improved.
To overcome the existing acute shortage of physicians and the less acute
shortage of dentists, the report suggests that the number of medical-school
entrants be increased by 50 percent to 16,400, and the number of dental
students be increased by 20 percent to 5400 by the end of the decade. Further
expansion of the numbers of student places available should then be
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reconsidered. It will be particularly important to increase the numbers of
women students and minority-group representation. The commission
suggests three ways to increase the student population to reach a
recommended goal of 216.4 active physicians per one hundred thousand
population by 2002: shift all medical schools from four- to three-year
programs; add new places for students, with schools expanding to at least
100 students per class and to 200 or more in some cases; and establish nine
new medical schools in metropolitan areas of about three hundred fifty
thousand or more people. Development and expansion of programs for the
training of physicians’ and dentists’ associates and assistants will add greater
efficiency to the larger number of physicians. More allied health personnel at
all levels must be trained along with physicians and dentists.

Medical School Models
In addition to increasing the numbers of students, university healthscience centers can work in several directions to improve the quality of both
education and health-care delivery. Two new models for university medical
schools indicate that the Flexner model, emphasizing biological research, will
no longer be the only acceptable one. The health-care-delivery model, in which
the medical school in addition to training does research in healthcare
delivery, orients itself to external service; the kite grate d-science model
carries on most or all basic science and social-science instruction within the
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main campus, while the medical school stresses clinical training and
biomedical research. These models and combinations of them will provide
greater flexibility in both training and health-care delivery.
The report recommends that the health-science centers should now
undertake curriculum revision to accelerate premedical and medical
education, including elimination of the internship year and better integrated
health-related sciences as basic training for a variety of health-related
professions, perhaps awarding a master’s degree at the end of this period.
Two-year medical schools are considered undesirable and should be
eliminated, and public-health schools must be incorporated in the university
centers. As in the British model, clinical instruction in selected hospitals
outside of the university would be considered. Both curriculum reforms and
admissions procedures should become more responsive to the expressed
needs of students, with greater emphasis on comprehensive medicine, a more
careful integration of abstract theory and clinical experience, and wider
experience in community hospitals, neighborhood clinics, and other
community facilities.
According to the Carnegie commission proposal, medical economists,
administration specialists, and behavioral scientists in the academic and
service functions would be included in health-science centers to increase the
educational impact in these fields as well as in preventive medicine and
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community health. Significantly increasing programs in continuing education
for area-health personnel, undertaking extensive research in healthcare
delivery systems and placing more emphasis on teaching as professionally
rewarding for faculty are other ways in which the university would mold a
health center. Appropriate officers would have to be appointed within the
universities to develop plans for the expansion of these centers.
University health-science centers should be responsible not only for the
education of health-care personnel but also for cooperating with other
community agencies, such as health-maintenance organizations and other
community-education facilities. Community colleges would develop training
programs for the allied health professions working closely with the university
centers.
To support these centers, located primarily in areas with high
population concentrations, the report recommends careful regional planning
to establish 126 area-health education centers as satellites of the universities.
These centers would bring about 95 percent of the population within an
hour’s transportation of a major health-care facility.

Financial Support
In order to achieve the goals recommended by the Carnegie commission
report federal and state and private support of medical and dental education
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is necessary. The report assumes that there will be some form of nationalhealth insurance within the next decade, one more indication of growing
federal interest. Since medical and dental education is critically underfunded,
the commission recommends several ways in which the federal government
can effectively augment its support. A federal program of grants in amounts
up to $4000 a year for medical and dental students would attract students
from low-income families, and an Educational Opportunity Bank for students,
including house officers, would offer loans repayable by a percentage of
medical earnings during a number of years of professional practice. The
development of a voluntary national-health-service corps, with the excuse
from loan repayment during a two-year term of service and reduction of
maximum indebtedness as incentives, are recommended. Tuition would be
stabilized nationally at a relatively low, uniform level. In addition to helping
students specifically, federal cost-of-instruction supplements should be
provided to university health-science centers for each medical and dental
student enrolled and each house officer, with bonuses for expansion of
enrollment and curriculum reform. Federal construction grants for up to 75
percent of total costs and start-up grants of up to $xo million each would
stimulate growth of new university-health-science centers. Finally, federal
support of research should be maintained at its present percentage of the
gross national product. Other ways in which the federal government can
support and strengthen medical and dental education include strengthening
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of existing legislation for regional, state, and local health planning with
university-health-science centers and area-health-education centers having
responsibility for the planning of health-manpower education and regional
agencies taking charge of planning changes in health-care delivery. The report
also recommends a national requirement for periodic reexamination and
recertification of all physicians and dentists, federal funds for support of
continuing education, and expansion of health-manpower research programs
with the appointment of a National Health Manpower Commission.
The states should continue to provide substantial financial support for
medical and dental education, too, and states that have lagged behind in the
past should plan for significant increases in expenditures for this purpose.
States should provide financial support, particularly for house officer training
and for education of allied health workers, as these personnel tend to remain
in the states where they have been trained. The states, in cooperation with
universities and with regional and local planning bodies would also play a
major role in the development of university health-science centers, areahealth education centers and training programs for allied health personnel.
Additional financial support should continue to come from private
foundations that traditionally have supported health-manpower education
and research.
In general, we consider the Carnegie Report an excellent document, in
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spite of certain statements which we and others question. Is there a real
shortage of physicians or rather a maldistribution of physicians and a need
for new types of allied health personnel, such as physician associates and
nurse practitioners? In some specialties, such as radiology and psychiatry, the
shortage is very palpable. There is no doubt, also, that hospitals are not
sufficiently manned by American residents, forcing these institutions to take
foreign-trained doctors and thus deprive foreign countries, which are
themselves short in medical manpower. We are also concerned that a deemphasis of research might reduce medical schools to trade schools and that
medical schools might not fulfill their primary mission—i.e., increase and
dissemination of medical knowledge—if they assume too many service
responsibilities.

Reforms in Teaching
A number of changes have occurred since the mid-sixties—and the
Medical School of Case Western Reserve University under its dynamic dean,
Joseph Wearn, led the way. At Case Western Reserve the interdisciplinary
approach to teaching basic and clinical subjects simultaneously was
developed to eliminate repetitive, overlapping, and disjointed courses. The
“committee” method of teaching, however, needs careful organization and
preparation, and, in general, such “horizontal teaching” is more expensive
than traditional “vertical teaching.”
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At the time of writing, a wave of reform has swept the medical schools.
It has created a modified and again relatively uniform pattern of medical
education. The majority of medical schools has retained the four-year
curriculum, but an increasing number of schools are becoming three-year
schools. As new schools were established, the existing schools— motivated, in
part at least, by financial lures of specific increases of support for “manpower
augmentation”—admitted more students, particularly more students from
ethnic minorities, and more women.
There is now greater emphasis on a reduction of initial time spent with
basic biological sciences and on an earlier introduction of clinical material
into the curriculum as well as on health care, with its social and economic
problems. This is not an easy task in view of the ever-increasing knowledge
produced by the “biological revolution.” The trend to specialization continues
and even primary medicine or family medicine is becoming a specialty.
Actually, attempts to produce well-rounded medical practitioners have not
been very successful, and so-called track programs in the last semesters have
been forerunners of specialization, even when this is explicitly not the intent
of these track programs which are designed to enable students to revisit the
basic sciences and make them more meaningful in the pursuit of clinical
activities.

Current Problems
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Length of Pre-doctoral Course
In the midst of the reassessment of medical education, a number of
problems present themselves for the schools and for medical policy making.
The amount of time it takes to educate a physician is one unresolved problem.
We have already mentioned how the federal government “encourages”
schools to reduce the length of study by special financial awards. As the
medical schools are rather pointedly being asked to reduce the amount of
time required to train a physician, the issue of what the product is supposed
to be reappears. In the absence of a clear and distinct definition of what the
“product” should be, the argument about whether it takes three years or four
years is difficult to answer. Nevertheless, there are increasing pressures to
develop programs requiring no longer than three years to produce that which
used to be produced in four years. One approach to this end has been to take
the four-year program and squeeze it into three years, utilizing the summers
and giving very little free elective time to the student. (This is the World War
II model.) We later will discuss the obvious and important principle that
medical education does not end with the awarding of a degree but must be
preceded by a good preparation in college and continue through the
physician’s life.

Role of Basic Sciences
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One of the most important questions at the moment is the issue of the
basic sciences and their role in college and medical schools. There is a group
of scientists suggesting that basic sciences could best be taught in the
university setting. Indeed, they claim that cell biology, biochemistry,
histology, and genetics are currently being taught at a level of sophistication
that far exceeds the usual training required for medical students. It is their
position that with a slight augmentation of their basic science programs they
could teach at equal or better levels of competence the basic sciences
prerequisite to clinical medicine currently being taught by the medical
schools. Alternatively, it is suggested by others that the medical school basic
science departments are crucial to successful operation of a medical center
and that their impact on the medical center goes far beyond the training of
the medical student, especially in their effect on research programs
undertaken by clinical departments. Reciprocally, the medical center milieu is
important to the thrust of human biology being studied by the basic scientists.
The basic science departments have an important role in the training of Ph.D.
candidates in order to perpetuate their disciplines. All of these activities are
complimentary and not competitive with their roles in the education of the
medical student. While these two opposing views pose cogent arguments, it
remains an unresolved issue that will be important over the next ten years
and will require each university to resolve internally, according to its own
resources. In our opinion the basic sciences, well-linked to other parts of the
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university, ought to remain in the medical school. In any case we feel strongly
that in medical school it is important that those who teach a subject be at the
frontier of knowledge in that field and have a scientific point of view resulting
from personal involvement in the acquisition of new knowledge.
However the foregoing issue is resolved, we consider it essential that
students be taught medical psychology, medical sociology, medical
economics, and medical ethics. Since facilities and faculties for these
disciplines are not yet adequate in most medical centers, it is currently
difficult to provide such instruction. The lack of such teaching in most medical
schools is a serious educational deficit. It is in these areas that the faculties of
the college program might be used and have impact on the medical
curriculum. The major task of psychiatrists in teaching medical students is
not teaching of psychiatry as a specialty but rather the teaching of
psychological and social factors in the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of
disease. It is also noteworthy, and indeed alarming, that attitudes of cynicism
increase and attitudes of compassion decrease during the study of medicine.
Certainly, such a trend ought to be counteracted.
An increasing number of students with some degree of training in the
biological sciences are soliciting medical schools for advanced placement. On
the basis of Ph.D. or other academic activities in the biological sciences,
students are requesting placement in the second or third year of a medical
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school in an effort to achieve an M.D. degree in somewhat less than the
prescribed three- or four-year program. While this, in the past, was a unique
situation, occurring no more than once or twice a year, it has now reached a
point where as many as fifteen to twenty students per year, at many medical
schools, are requesting this type of special consideration. It seems clear from
the trend that the number of students soliciting advanced placement and/or
altered medical school programs on the basis of their biological science
background will increase.

Medical School and Community
The university medical center is increasingly under pressure to define
its interface with the community and to respond to legitimate requirements
for increasing involvement of medical care for that constituency which looks
to the medical center as a primary care unit. At the same time, it tries not to
become inundated by commitments to serve too large a community, the
results of which would be a loss of primary thrust in the area of education and
research.
It becomes evident, however, that the only focus, and possibly not even
the primary focus, for pre-doctoral clinical training, is not the university
hospital ward, with its highly specialized activities, but the inpatient and
outpatient services of community hospitals, the practitioners’ offices, and the
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newly emerging health centers of the community.

Family Medicine
There is much talk of the importance of primary medicine or family
medicine, but actually little of it is really taught. With the abandonment of the
old internship and with new types of practitioners being educated at many
levels, such as different types of physician associates and nurse practitioners,
we consider it unlikely that medical students will aspire to the role of the
traditional general practitioner. In contrast to Great Britain, which has made a
strong commitment to train general practitioners, medical policy makers in
the United States seem uncertain and confused. Even after such a
commitment is made, it will not be implemented easily because the necessary
clinical faculty are not currently on the academic staffs of medical schools.
Whether a change in the reward system for promotion, and government and
private funds, can recruit such a faculty remains to be seen.

Allied Health Professions
One of the most ambiguous area with which the medical teaching
centers will be asked to deal is the broad area of allied health training.
Without clearly establishing the need, a number of people are advocating the
training of a large number of new health professionals called physician
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assistants, nurse practitioners, or health practitioners. These people tend to
be post-baccalaureate students who received an additional one to two years’
training in the area of pediatrics, midwifery, trauma or ambulatory care in an
effort to replace a part or portion of the traditional role played by the
physician. It seems quite clear that a number of students will graduate from
such programs over the next few years, but what is less clear is the role they
ultimately

will

play

in

the

national-health-care

delivery

system.

Unfortunately, two simultaneous thrusts shed doubt on the future of these
individuals. On the one hand, a number of schools have accepted the concept
that new allied health professionals will be required and have undertaken the
training of a reasonable number of such people. On the other hand, as we
already mentioned, a number of medical schools have decided to respond to
the increasing need for physicians (as indicated in the Carnegie report) by the
training of a large number of students in three-year programs. It is likely that
a student with three years of medical training competing with a physician
associate with two years’ training will leave the physician associate in a most
unfortunate situation. Only if the number of physicians is held constant, while
a large number of allied health professionals are trained, would the future of
the allied health professionals seem favorable.

Postdoctoral Training
During the last thirty years, postdoctoral training has been rather
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uniform in all disciplines, requiring an internship and anywhere from three to
five years of additional residency training in pursuit of certification by the
various board specialties. Each of these programs allows approximately one
year of freedom to do whatever the candidate wishes in the form of
fellowship, research, or practice. The basic formulation in the year of
internship and three years of residency training in an academic medical
center remain the prototype of all programs leading to board certification.
This long-standing traditional approach to board certification has recently
come under fire and a new pattern has evolved.
This new pattern has altered the traditional approach in terms of the
total time required to accomplish board certification. It allows a variety of
mixed programs, incorporating family and community medicine, and transdiscipline training programs. The utilization of the affiliated community
hospitals is an important part of the programs. For a number of the boardcertifying programs the internship has been abolished, allowing the student
to go from his senior status in medical school into a first-year residency
program in psychiatry, the surgical subspecialties, radiology and other
disciplines, without the need for a general internship in medicine or surgery.
This has led to a storm of protest and it is likely that this particular decision
will be reversed in the near future. Some of the general surgical programs
have also abolished the internship. This has been abolition in name only,
since the first-year postdoctoral program requires essentially the same
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degree of expertise and demands of the resident the same responsibilities in
the management of patients as he previously had under the title of intern. The
net effect is to change the title for his first year postdoctoral training program
and to reduce the total number of years required in that particular program.
A very important suggestion, yet to be implemented, that has come
about in the last three years is that the university maintain control of the
postdoctoral training program. This would result in the change in emphasis
from a service-oriented program to a mixed service and academic training
program. It would allow the candidate for board certification to develop
expertise in the care of patients and a more sophisticated approach to clinical
medicine, but, at the same time, to continue formal academic study in basic
and clinical science appropriate to his board certification. It is the opinion of
these authors that this is a most important issue for the university to face and
that the postdoctoral training program would be improved by such control by
the university.

Continuing Medical Education
Closely related to the suggestion that the university maintain a greater
impact in the postdoctoral training program is the role of the university in
continuing education. To terminate a physician’s formal training a few years
out of medical school and legally never again to enter into any formal
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academic program nor be tested for competence is something the medical
profession must face as an unacceptable situation. The legislative control of
continuing medical education must be relegated either to the university
medical center, the state and local medical societies, the Association of
American Medical Colleges and/or the American Medical Association and/or
state licensing boards. If the university medical center is considered most
adept in the area of medical education and evaluation, then it would seem
likely that it is best qualified to undertake the program of continuing medical
education and evaluation of the practitioner. Whether this is done by
compulsory postdoctoral educational programs, formal written examinations,
or oral evaluation during visits to the medical center, or by searching of the
practitioner’s records is an implementation problem. It will probably be of
little consequence as long as the practitioner knows that maintenance of
academic and intellectual proficiency is crucial to continued licensing and
certification in his particular specialty. This program of recertification would
be applicable also to those who are in general practice and/or the practice of
family medicine. Even if the final certification were to be left to licensing
boards or state medical societies the role of updating the physician in terms
of contemporary medical education would undoubtedly fall upon the medical
center. It is a responsibility that the medical center should appropriately
assume.

Evaluation and Cost Effectiveness
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We foresee a definite thrust into the area of evaluation and of cost
accounting of medical education, clinical care, and research. Demands are
already made by the federal government, which supplies substantial funds, to
characterize activities according to the appropriate budgetary activity. Thus,
it is quite clear that monies flowing from the government for the purpose of
education will require cost accounting against the actual teaching effort that
the money was supposed to support. Not much longer will third-party
carriers pay for other than patient-care costs. They will ferret out hidden
research and teaching costs and disallow them when they are discovered.
This pattern has become increasingly apparent over the last few years, and
there is no question that it will continue. As the federal government support
of research is decreasing medical centers will find it difficult to maintain the
same degree of high-level research as they have in the past. With a growing
demand for better cost accounting of education, service, and research, it will
be increasingly important that the role and financial support of the
postdoctoral fellow be more clearly defined. To what extent the practicing
physician owes the resident and intern some part or portion of his income
because of services rendered on behalf of the physician will have to be
answered. In addition, that part or portion of the intern’s or resident’s
training which is specifically academic for his best interest will have to be cost
accounted in a medical education package, leaving only the uncontestable
patient-care activities of the intern and resident to be charged to a category of
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patient costs.

Who Is Being Trained for What?
In any discussion of the curriculum desirable for a given medical school
a recurrent question emerges: “What is the product that the curriculum is
designed to produce?” No one has yet, in an uncontroversial way, defined the
product of medical education, namely the physician, and the characteristics
that are necessary for the modern, complete practitioner of the healing arts. It
obviously encompasses a certain intellectual capacity and ability to retain
facts, an ability to relate well to patients, an understanding of the
pathophysiological and behavioral processes of man, and the correlative
ability to apply all of these facts to the management of difficult and
complicated cases. Yet these generalities do not lend themselves easily to
testing and in the absence of an objective criteria for evaluating the good
physician, the unresolved question of whether a particular curriculum is good
or bad remains. Since it is not likely that the medical profession will agree on
a succinct, objective definition of the final, complete product that medical
education is supposed to produce, it is likely that there will be many
curricular innovations and many programs designed to attain the ambiguous
goal of the excellent physician. Even if a definition of the physician were
available, and objective criteria could be applied by testing techniques to
determine those who are eligible, problems will remain.
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The geographic distribution of physicians is unequal and will remain so
as long as there are communities of high-density urban cultural centers and
low-density rural communities with a minimal commitment to the cultural
aspects the physician so eagerly incorporates into his daily life. Talk about
incentives to move physicians from an urban-dense population by monetary
incentives is unrealistic, since it does not address itself to the basic problem
that keeps physicians in the urban center. The physician is culturally and
intellectually oriented to a peer group and feels lost in a lonely and isolated
intellectual environment. He requires fellow physicians and fellow
professionals (lawyers and engineers, for instance) in a community that has a
commitment to the theater, music, and arts. A community not having these
facilities is unlikely, in the relatively near future, to attract a physician even if
the remunerative aspects of his practice are inordinately high. High-speed
transportation allowing a small nucleus of physicians in a group setting to
meet the needs of a much larger geographical area will be crucial to the
solution of the distribution problem for physicians in this country. The
regional program inaugurated in 1967 holds some real promise to contribute
to a solution of these programs.
In all discussions of contemporary medical education there is the
recurrent question of how the health-delivery system should meet the needs
of the people. It is quite clear that the impact of third-party payment is
already being felt by a change in the attitudes of physicians and patients
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toward each other. As funds for health-care delivery and education of health
workers will come increasingly from public sources, the public will demand,
through its leadership, to monitor these enterprises and to set board policy
for them. One of the most fundamental policies will be to look at health as a
right; discriminatory practices will be unacceptable. Although the people will
determine what should be done about its health, professionals must play a
major role in charting the path toward progress. Ebert feels that universities
rather than medical schools will play a major role in such work. Medical
educators must train physicians and new teams of health workers to carry
out health care in new institutions (not just hospitals.) The patient is
becoming increasingly aware of his rights in demanding a high level of
medical care, which he admits he is unable to determine according to an
objective criterion, but the trend toward national-health insurance will
undoubtedly give impetus to this reassessment of the health-delivery system,
and the role the physician plays vis-a-vis the patient.
Another clearly discernible trend is the growth and bureaucratization of
medical education. Most American schools have become complex
multipurpose enterprises. Just like universities of which they are and ought to
be parts, they are in most cases not creatively administered. A dilemma exists
as to whether the leadership should be in the hands of professional persons,
who are usually neither trained nor particularly interested in administration,
or in the hands of administrators, who often do not sufficiently understand
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the tasks and problems of the schools—such as the complex budgetary,
spatial, and hierarchical problems of the enterprise. Some of the best deans
have been deeply vexed over such problems. In time, deans and their
associates and assistants usually learn enough about hierarchical competition
(the tenure problem is a particularly vexing one) and even about the
“territorial imperative,” but they remain woefully naive about intricate
budgetary distributions and planning. In the future probably a special
academic administrator needs to be trained to take care of these tasks.

Worldwide Trends in Medical Education
There are marked differences in medical education in the United States
and foreign schools, in the West and East. In general, American schools and
the schools of developed countries have become, in many cases, more alike
because the American model of clinical instruction has been copied. United
States’ schools are still small, while many foreign schools have systems of
open or relatively unrestricted admission. The weeding out of undesirable
students in foreign schools is done mostly by examinations, usually of the oral
type. Medical education in foreign schools is almost entirely supported by
government funds; it is inexpensive because faculty resources and facilities
are limited. The quality of medical education in these schools is, generally
speaking, in our opinion, lower than in the United States. Such differences in
quality are felt less by superior students who can tailor their programs more
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easily according to their needs and talents in some of the good foreign schools
than they can in United States’ schools. The average student, however, often
does not obtain the thorough grounding in the clinical and basic sciences that
his American colleague receives.
There are great differences between the medical schools of the socialist
countries and those in the rest of the world. In the socialist countries, medical
research and medical education are quite sharply separated. Medical research
is the prerogative of the academies of science and medical education is the
responsibility of medical schools. This separation is particularly marked in
the Soviet Union, and somewhat less in the other European socialist republics
where some research still goes on in clinical and basic science departments.
About the People’s Republic of China very little has been known until now in
Western countries. Only recently we learned of the large increase of Chinese
medical education institutions and the resulting increase of medical
practitioners. China has three types of medical schools; their national schools
are superior to state and provincial schools. All of them are charged with the
education of the largest possible number of badly needed physicians. Two
types of doctors exist: modern and traditional physicians. The two types,
according to official reports at least, seem to coexist in harmony. China has
also trained new types of ancillary personnel with minimal knowledge, far
below the standards of the Russian or American physician’s associate. They
are called “Red Guard” doctors, working primarily in cities, and “barefoot”
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doctors who work primarily in rural areas. The attribute barefoot refers to
their main job as agricultural laborers in rice fields. These types get “quickie”
courses in first aid and some simple medical therapeutics. Their work
essentially is part-time, in medical-aid stations under medical supervisors.
In socialist countries, but also in Great Britain and to a lesser extent in
other Western welfare states, the output of physicians and other health
workers seems to be regulated by the country’s need for physicians rather
than by individual decisions of the physician or student, or by schools and
guilds operating according to a numerus clausus principle, dependent both on
the student’s ability to pay and even (though less today than ever) on his
ethnic characteristics.
As the United States moves toward a planned system of health-care
delivery and as public financing of medical education increases, undoubtedly
this will change, too. We subscribe to a system of medical education that
trains different types of health workers, whatever the society needs, ranging
from physician-scientists to relatively unsophisticated workers. Many types
of medical workers are needed to preserve and restore health and to aid
populations in their suffering from illness and injury. Hopefully this can be
achieved with minimal infringement on the individual doctor-patient
relationship.
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CHAPTER 39
SOCIAL COMMUNICATION AND THE
INFORMATION SCIENCES
Jurgen Ruesch

Historical Note
Human communication involves all the procedures by which one mind
may affect another. This includes not only speech but also the gestural and
action behavior that people use to influence one another. But in spite of the
central role that communication plays in our lives, the origins of language and
speech are still somewhat obscure. The earliest remains of our material
culture consist of crude articles of stone that date back close to a million
years. Although we can surmise that people signaled to each other at this
early stage, it is not until the appearance of Neanderthal man that signs of
speech and communication become more convincing. Characteristic flint
points, a bone industry, and burial grounds have been discovered that can be
attributed to this middle Paleolithic period, which dates from about 150,000
to 75,000 B.C. These findings, together with evidence of the use of fire, betray
the existence of simple social institutions that presuppose man’s ability to
communicate. However, the space on the floor of the Neanderthal jaw where
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the tongue muscles attach was very small, and we may conclude that these
people probably could not talk too well. But speech and language with
certainty are tied to the Homo sapiens group, which appeared during the
fourth glaciation, within the last fifty thousand years. Engraved tools and cave
paintings remove all doubt about prehistoric man’s ability to cope with
complex symbolic systems [pp. 560-571].
The inferential evidence from which the evolution of communication
has been reconstructed gives way to direct evidence with the appearance of
the cuneiform writing of the Sumerians. These people, who lived in the
Mesopotamian Valley from about 4000 B.C. on, together with the Babylonians
and Assyrians have been credited with the development of the pictorial
system of denotation. Thus, it was roughly 6000 years ago that man for the
first time was able to store information and to codify his knowledge for
posterity. Writing took a new direction between 2000 and 1500 B.C. when the
Phoenicians and the Jews found ways to record the sounds people made
when they spoke. The system of phonetic denotation was refined further in
the next three millennia with the development of calligraphy, writing
materials, and shorthand codes, and with the establishment of distance
communication through the use of messengers and smoke signals. If in
antiquity and well into the Middle Ages the art of writing was the prerogative
of priests and scribes who herewith became the guardians of man’s
cumulative body of knowledge, the invention of the printing press—in China
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in the ninth century and in Europe in the fifteenth—broke this monopoly and
laid the foundations for modern mass education. In the nineteenth century,
technological innovations such as the telegraph, telephone, and radio enabled
people to transmit messages almost instantaneously over long distances, and
in the twentieth century, finally, television added another dimension to longrange communication. At this point, the world entered the phase of technical
mass communication.
The development of language, the invention of phonetic writing, and the
introduction of communication machines profoundly influenced man’s
relationship to man. Whorf was perhaps the first to point out that the
structure of language influences the perception of the world around us; and
when we write down symbols and list them in dictionaries, we give more
permanent shape to our fleeting perceptions. The act of codifying events is, of
course, the basis of all cultural evolution—a fact that distinguishes human
from animal communication. Thus, the invention of writing made it
unnecessary for people to be within hailing distance of each other when they
wished to communicate, and messages could be transmitted over greater
distances and spans of time. The separation of man from his message is the
innovation that made possible all later communication engineering.
If the first step in the evolution of communication was the development
of spoken language and the second step the invention of pictorial writing, the
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third step was related to the development of digital and verbal codification
systems. Early pictorial writing was based upon similarities between the
original events and their symbolic representation; the introduction of
phonetic denotation, however, required special instructions to explain which
symbols belonged to which sounds and which sounds stood for what events.
Phonetic codification, arbitrary and free of analogies, lent itself to the
development of abstract languages and numerical systems, and these, in turn,
made possible the eventual construction of the digital computer.
The fourth step in the evolution of communication was the creation of
communication machinery that could emit, receive, and evaluate messages
without the presence of man. In the modern world, robots interact with each
other or with human beings, and communication is no longer the sole
prerogative of living organisms. Sometimes an undetected and usually
anonymous entity, either man or machine, can be interposed between
communicating people to record, select, amplify, delete, condense,
rebroadcast, or otherwise tamper with the exchange of messages, often
without the knowledge of the participants. The alliance of engineers who
construct communication machines, operators who manage these machines,
and advertisers who shape the content makes up the modern message
manipulating industry [pp. 260-300].
The history of communication is significant for the psychiatrist because
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ontogeny seems to repeat phylogeny [pp. 300-317] Beginning with the first
communicative sounds, the first movements, and the first picture book, the
infant moves through all the steps that his ancestors took over thousands of
years, until he reaches maturity. And much can happen to the individual
during his growth that will distort or stunt communication and be
responsible for abnormal behavior. Also, language is the psychiatrist’s main
tool, which he employs when taking a history or engaging in any form of
group therapy or psychotherapy. But it took almost a hundred years, after the
establishment of psychiatry as a discipline, before the systematic study of
communication was given recognition. Among the earliest contributions to
the study of disturbed communication were those of the neuropathologists
who described various abnormalities of the central nervous system and
defects of the sensory and motor systems. Language and speech disturbances
were focused upon by the psychophysiologists, while the classical
psychopathologists

described

the

disturbances

of

retention,

recall,

recognition, feeling, thinking, and judgment.’ Freud and the psychoanalysts
focused upon the message exchange between doctor and patient and pointed
out the importance of early human growth and development. At the time of
the Great Depression, a concern with the social aspects of human behavior
signaled the beginning of the theory of interpersonal and group relations.
After World War II the rapid advances made by the communication engineers
gave rise to the information sciences. The amalgamation of these various
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movements and disciplines is the subject of this chapter.

Social Communication
Communication links discontinuous parts of the living world to one
another. Its principal function is to facilitate sexual propagation, in that any
species characterized by at least two genders must possess means of
communication in order to reproduce. Communication is made possible by
three basic properties of living matter found at all levels of organization,
ranging from the single cell to complex societies. In organisms we call these
properties perception, decision making, and expression; and in machines we
refer to input, information processing, and output. These functions, of course,
constitute the foundation upon which human relations and man-machine
interaction rest. The term “social communication” as used in this context
refers to the live exchange of messages mediated by vocal sounds, written
signs, gestures, or movements without modification by machines.
The basic networks of social communication are one to one, one to
many, many to one, and many to many. One-to-one communication occurs
between two people such as husband and wife, mother and infant, teacher
and pupil, doctor and patient, and lawyer and client. It is characterized by
instant feedback, a large number of nonverbal components, and a subject
matter that frequently bears directly upon feelings and personal experiences.
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One-to-many communication occurs in the lecture hall, in church, at
political meetings, in military situations, or whenever one person addresses
others in writing. The system is asymmetrical; the content is mostly
impersonal, hortatory, or informational; the duration of the presentation is
brief; and feedback, if it occurs at all, is usually delayed. In the modern world,
this manner of communication is identified mostly with mass communication
[pp. 348-381] and [pp. 535-551].
Many-to-one communication occurs when spectators boo or cheer a
player or an official, when constituents write their congressman, when people
congratulate the guest of honor, or when people vote at an election. The
system is asymmetrical and of short duration; the subject matter is limited;
the content is situation-oriented; and feedback is delayed. Public opinion
polls exemplify this type of network [pp. 40-60].
Many-to-many communication occurs when one group meets another—
in battle, on the playing field, and during demonstrations and migrations.
Communication may be physical through action, the system short-lived, and
the content closely tied to competition and survival. Feedback is often
instantaneous [pp. 247-261].
From these few examples it becomes evident that the arrangement of
the network determines to a large extent the effectiveness of communication
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[pp. 70-115]. In industry, government, and the military this aspect of
communication is referred to as organization. It determines the assignment of
tasks in social networks whereby the original functions of the organism—
perception, decision making, and expression—are now distributed among
many people. Control of communication through organization assures that
the messages of numerous people get properly directed and coordinated.
The assessment of a social network of communication is based upon the
answers obtained to a number of pertinent questions that may be asked by
the investigator [21-46].
WHO (status, role, identity)
SAID WHAT (content or referential property of symbols)
TO WHOM (status, role, identity)
WHEN (chronological, biological, elapsed time)
WHERE (context , situation, location)
HOW (language: oral, written, gestural; metalanguage:
instructions, interpretative devices)
WITH WHAT EFFECT (feedback, result)
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The questions WHO and TO WHOM can be answered by studying the
social characteristics of the participants and the manner in which a
communique is coded, phrased, and timed. The whole style frequently
identifies the sender as well as the receiver. The WHAT refers to the events
that the signs and symbols represent. Proper usage presupposes conformity
to the prevailing customs as laid down in dictionaries or legends.
Unfortunately for the scientist, people observe, in addition to the dictionary
usage, a multitude of informal and private conventions. Husbands and wives,
parents and children, industrial crews, members of clubs, and sports teams
develop private vocabularies. Thus, a message can be comprehended in many
ways, depending upon the interpretation. The WHEN refers to various
aspects of time and timing. Clues usually indicate the chronological date, the
point in the evolution of a given situation, and the position of this message in
a series of messages. The WHERE deals with the social context in which
communication takes place.
The label of the situation should furnish the participants with enough
information to identify the rules indicating who can talk to whom, about
what, for how long, where, and in what manner. Usually, there is an indication
of the consequences or penalties for violation of the rules. The HOW refers to
the language system in which a message is phrased and the manner of its
transmission. If the message is expressed in English, it may be spoken,
written, or transmitted by semaphore signals, jungle drums, or a sign
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language such as those of the Indians and the deaf and dumb. The EFFECT can
be evaluated by studying the changes that a message produces in the
psychological sphere (attitudes, opinions, beliefs) in social matters (laws,
elected officials, procedures) or in the physical world.
Three sets of determinants influence social communication. The
biological determinants control the organs of communication’ involving the
sensory and motor systems, and the central and autonomic nervous systems.
Disorders of the human communication organs may interfere with
perception, thinking, feeling, speech, and action. The psychological
determinants—that is, the knowledge and experience a person has acquired
—influence sophistication in cognition and the ability to make decisions, to
express self, and to initiate and carry out action. Neurotic processes and
intrapsychic conflicts may interfere with the successful exercise of these
functions of communication. The social determinants are embodied in
culture, language, nonverbal symbolic systems, collective assumptions, and
value orientations to which an individual is exposed. A specialist in
communication, therefore, has to acquire knowledge of anatomy, physiology,
psychology, psychopathology, anthropology, and sociology. From medicine to
psychiatry and from the social to the information sciences ranges the field of
relevance.
Social communication shapes a person’s body of knowledge; his
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opinions, attitudes, and beliefs; his ideas about the world and about himself;
his sense of identity; his role in society; his skill in relating to others; and his
ability to cope with personal problems.
But the most important aspect of social communication is the potential
for gratification that it provides. The release of tension that occurs after a
successful message exchange contrasts with the unresolved tension
experienced with failure to communicate. Only through communication with
others can man tackle complex tasks. Communication thus becomes the tool
with which the individual transcends himself, implements cooperation with
others, and satisfies his need for belonging.

The Information Sciences
The origin of the information sciences can be traced back to 1948 when
C. E. Shannon published his now famous mathematical theory of
communication in which he defined information quantitatively and described
criteria for the evaluation of communication systems. Although information
theory at first held great promise for psychology and biology, it later turned
out to be something of a disappointment. For one thing, the quality of
information is more important in human affairs than the quantity. For
another, information theory can only be applied to a network that is
characterized by discrete channels and a uniform coding system. But the
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human organism has multiple coding systems: one type is characterized by
nervous impulses;' another by chemical stimuli traveling in the vascular
system; and a third by structural arrangements of DNA in the nucleus of the
cell. Living organs are open systems and some of the body codes are still
unknown, some of the channels are not discrete, and the sources of input are
multiple. But, in spite of these limitations in applicability, information theory
has greatly fertilized the thinking in the life sciences.
Also in 1948, Wiener published his book on cybernetics, which he called
Cybernetics or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine.132
This theory of feedback and servomechanisms embodies the idea that
information about the effects of an action can be signaled back to its source,
enabling the information control center to plan the next step. Cybernetics has
had a significant impact upon the behavioral sciences because it is applicable
to machines, organs, organizations, and societies.
A third theory of communication that is most relevant for the field of
engineering is the theory of smoothing, filtering, detection, and prediction of
the value of signals in the presence of noise. Unfortunately, in social situations
the distinction between signal and noise or between intentional and
unintentional messages is not applicable. In social communication the human
observer utilizes all the information he can extract from the message itself,
from the situational context, and from the physical environment.
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Unintentional signals and incidental perceptions may have just as much
informative value as those contained in the message, and, therefore, these
sources cannot be classified as noise.
A fourth group of theories concerned with automata and computers,
including hardware design and programming, has perhaps exerted the
greatest influence on our time. Through the renaissance, mechanical devices
served to increase the capacity of our motor system. In the baroque period,
the scope of our sense organs was extended and engines began to replace
muscular energy. Finally, in the twentieth century with the advent of the
computer, the capacity of our central functions has been enlarged. The
computer can react selectively to suitable inputs and can combine input with
information derived from the memory, thus simulating decision making.
Because of the similarity between a computer program and a series of logical
statements, theorems now can be tested by feeding data into a computer and
checking whether the results turn out as expected. Today, then, we start with
a verbal or mathematical theory, construct an external model, and test
operationally the correctness of our assumptions.
We owe to the late Warren McCulloch and the Macy Foundation the
introduction of principles of cybernetics into neurophysiology, psychiatry,
and the behavioral sciences. But the most extraordinary impact of
information theory occurred in the field of genetics. Starting with the
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assumption that cells, tissues, organs, and organisms must be integrated by
some information-bearing signal system, the geneticists were able to show
that information is coded inside the cells in terms of various arrangements of
nucleic acids. Finally, the idea that organisms and life are steered by some
mysterious central function such as the soul has been replaced by the notion
that organisms are held together by an internal communication system and
are linked to the environment by an external communication system.
Intactness and functioning of these systems are as vital to survival as
respiration, nutrition, or temperature control.
Today, most scientific institutions have access to a computer center. The
hardware of a computer consists of input and output devices, arithmetic and
control circuits, and a memory; the software consists of a program of
instructions according to which the information is processed. The computer
works on the binary principle, which means that the information is
represented by binary symbols, is stored in binary memory elements, and is
processed by binary switching elements. Although computers are more than a
million times faster than the human brain, their elements are arranged in
series so that the component parts have to be in working order if the
computer is to function properly. The brain, in contrast, has about a thousand
times as many nerve cells as the computer has memory elements, occupies
considerably less space, and works on a multiple input systems that can
process different kinds of information simultaneously. At any one time, the
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computer can attend to one task accurately and fast; the brain, in contrast,
can pursue several tasks simultaneously but with less accuracy. Loss of cells
does not appreciably influence the functioning of the brain as a whole—a
feature that is most useful in case of injury or disease.
Modern computer operations of significance to health fall into the
following areas:
1. Information Storage, Retrieval, Collection, and Dissemination. The
tremendous capacity for storage of information has given the
computer the role of an auxiliary memory. All person has to
remember are the retrieval words in order to have access to
what he is searching for; and libraries of the future may be of
a kind in which a dialing system will flash the desired page
onto a video screen.
2. Information Processing, Computation, and Statistical Analysis. The
rapidity of operation of the computer has made it possible to
carry out thousands of statistical operations in a minimum of
time. The computer is used for description and tabulation of
data and for carrying out standard statistical analyses,
including multivariate, regression, time series, and variance
analyses.
3. Simulation of Human Functions and Scientific Model Construction.
In addition to its role as man’s auxiliary brain for storage,
retrieval, and processing of information, the computer also
has assumed an entirely new function—that of a participant
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in interaction. A computer now is able to replace certain
decision-making functions of man, and when linked to
effector machines the decisions can be implemented. Among
the simulated processes of significance to the physician are
conversations, history taking, and diagnosis, whereby the
professional may be replaced by the computer. A program
that simulates a patient enables a student to practice
interviewing; or a whole message exchange simulating the
conversation between two people may be simulated by two
computers.
4. Instructional Programs. By making marks with a magnetic pencil,
by typing answers on the input typewriter, or by operating
dials, students can respond to questions flashed onto a video
screen. If the answer is correct, the program proceeds; if it is
wrong, re-exposure to previously studied material occurs.
The whole instructional program usually is stored in the
computer itself, although the student may be referred to
material that is available elsewhere.
5. Social System Simulation. Computer models of industrial, military,
medical, or commercial organizations furnish headquarters
with a small-scale model of the whole enterprise. This
enables scientists not only to proceed with an analysis of the
system but to build in certain automatic warning devices
that trigger remedial measures in case certain critical stages
should be reached. Monitoring is significant not only for the
operation of ships, airplanes, and space capsules but for the
human heart and brain as well.
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6. Computers in the Field of Mental Health. Computers are used for
recording information pertaining to psychiatric patients;' for
the evaluation of social disability; for multiphasic screening
of the general health of patients; for clinical decision-making
processes involving global judgments; and for the simulation
of certain diseases.

System Analysis and Operations Research
Traditional scientific methodology requires isolation of phenomena,
dissection into smaller particles or functions, and a neglect of the specific
social context and the identity of the participants. Because science is
concerned with mass effects, its methodology may result in a loss of the
particulars of the phenomenon under study. To compensate for these
shortcomings, behavioral scientists began to consider phenomena in another
and novel way. Instead of analyzing structures and reducing processes and
particles to their constituent components, they studied the development and
transformation of processes in a larger context. This approach, known by the
name of operations research, aims at obtaining an overall view of larger
systems in order to integrate the physical, economic, and social aspects of the
enterprise. Operations research is dedicated to the task of steering whole
systems and preventing the fragmentation inherent in the functional division
of labor. Its procedures consist of formulating the problem, constructing a
model to represent the system, feeding data into the model and testing it,
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experimenting with solutions to the problem, and implementing on a large
scale the solutions discovered with the help of the model.
Operations research found its most fruitful application in industry,
where tasks such as allocation of funds, space, time, and resources, inventory
accumulation, replacement of obsolete parts, scheduling, and hiring and firing
of personnel occur daily. As advances in decision theory were made and the
science of system analysis was developed, computer models of whole systems
were able to furnish executives with a quantitative method for decision
making, comparing time, cost, value, and effectiveness. The theories that
facilitated the integration of part functions into a whole became known as
general systems theories.
The term “system” as used in this context refers to a cluster of
components or units engaged in mutual interaction. To cope with an
organization that has people in one subsystem, products in another, and
machines in a third, terms had to be invented that were common to all three.
The task thus consisted of translating analogies, homologies, and
transactional processes characteristic of cell, organ, organism, group, and
society into terms applicable to all of these entities. While the physicists
possess many satisfactory equations to denote the transformation of one kind
of energy into another, behavioral scientists do not have schemes that allow
them to relate, for example, sensory data to biochemical changes. In the past,
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value theory came closest to being a general systems theory suitable for
interdisciplinary research. It proceeds under the assumption that a value or
price can be assigned to all objects, persons, and processes—a device that
introduces a unitary scale. Communication theory, a scheme more recently
applied to different types of data, concerns itself with the messages that
connect the discontinuous parts of an organization. Both value and
communication theory are general systems theories that have been
particularly significant for the behavioral sciences because the findings of
anthropologists, psychologists, sociologists, and psychiatrists thus can be
unified. That this task is of major interest to the field can be seen from the
number of relevant publications on the subject.
With the help of a general systems theory a scientist can construct a
scientific model. But before using a model for purposes of prediction, the
scientist has to go through several steps, any one of which may become a
source of errors and can influence the data obtained. The first step consists of
making measurements or observations; the second step involves the
encoding of data so that they are acceptable to the particular model in use;
the third step consists of processing the data; and the fourth step consists of
checking the results obtained. If the scientist makes relevant observations,
possesses a workable model, and processes the data appropriately, the
results obtained with the model should coincide with the data pertaining to
the original events. Among the schemes developed by operations research,
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decision models are the most relevant for psychiatry because they simulate
human judgment. In its simplest form, a decision is composed of five basic
elements. These are: strategies or plans constructed on the basis of
controllable features or variables; states of nature made up of noncontrollable events; outcomes that consist of the results observed when a
specific strategy is employed and a particular state of nature exists;
predictions of the probabilities that a given state of nature will occur; and,
finally, the assessment of risk in which strategy and outcome are selected
with regard to the degree of uncertainty that people are willing to tolerate.
A suitable model for the study of social communication requires three
types of observations. First, the characteristics of the communicating entity
have to be specified; second, the characteristics of the processes connecting
the entities and the properties of the overall field have to be enunciated; and,
third, the characteristics of the observer who is part of the field and is
influenced by the transaction have to be recorded. In schematic form, this
approach [pp. 450-465] would appear as shown in Table 39-1.

Table 39-1. Evaluation of a Behavioral Situation
COMMUNICATING
ENTITY

CONNECTING PROCESSES

OBSERVER

1. Input functions
(perception)

1. Combination of functions of
several small entities to form a
larger entity

1. Scientific observation or
measurement of ongoing signal
exchange

2. Central
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processes
Data scanning
(recognition)

2. Organization of networks

2. Encoding of exchange into
terms acceptable to the scientific
model

Data
processing
(thinking)

3. Languages and codes

3. Assessment of outcome or
effects produced

Data storage
(memory)

4. Content: referential property
attributed to signals

4. Management and
organization: intervention with
the connecting processes

5. Meta-communicative
processes: instructions and
interpretative devices

5. Treatment or repair:
intervention with the entities
themselves

3. Output
functions
(expression and
action)

6. Feedback: reincorporation of
information at the source

The task of observing all the changes that occur at any one moment is
somewhat overwhelming. To simplify matters, the scientist can proceed in
several different ways: (1) he can assign the role of observer to one of the
participants, thereby losing in objectivity but gaining information concerning
the subtleties of the exchange; (2) he can obtain additional observers or
monitoring devices to keep track of events and feed their reports into a
central station that will collate the data. This condensation, however,
introduces new errors and loses information; (3) he can compare a subject’s
behavior with the predictable and programmed behavior of a machine that is
put in his place, and denote the significant differences, thus gaining
information on the uniqueness of the subject’s behavior. Whatever method
the scientist uses will maximize one kind of information and minimize
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another. Therefore, a decision has to be made as to what events are the most
relevant. This decision can be arrived at by correlating the outcome or effect
produced by the whole system with its component parts or processes. Each
outcome usually is matched to a given internal and external constellation.

Mind and Body, Word and Action
The mind-body dichotomy has been with us for over 2500 years, with
the result that until recently the human body was considered in the light of
biological and physical laws while the symbolic processes were evaluated in
the light of theological, psychological, and social conventions. But behavior
can be understood only if both the biophysical and the symbolic processes are
encompassed in one overall system. The theoretical basis for a unification of
physical and psychological data was established with the advent of
cybernetics and the concept of feedback. In brief, this is the way it works:
human action occurs in a physical field and produces a physical impact; but,
at the same time, the identical action always occurs in a social field, and also
has a symbolic function with an informative impact [pp. 450-465]. When the
physical and symbolic effects are perceived by the participants, this newly
acquired information may lead to a correction of the old body of information.
Hence, information can be said to control action and action to change
information. With this theoretical innovation, the mind-body parallelism
became obsolete.
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Of old, the mind component of the dichotomy was closely identified with
verbal behavior and pertinent contributions are found under headings such
as language, psycholinguistics, semiotics, signifies, semantics,- or speech [pp.
264-287]. The body component, in contrast, was identified with anatomy,
physiology, and movement. With the advent of cybernetics, the mind became
identified with information and the body with action. Every human being
experiences the discrepancy between information and action in daily life. If
action turns out to match preconceived ideas, then the organism experiences
tension reduction; but if information and action do not coincide, the
discrepancy gives rise to tension that serves to redirect action or to adjust the
information to fit the action. The principle of differential perception is
applicable to other communicative processes—that is, to the discrepancy
between verbal and nonverbal messages, overt content and covert
instruction, or different versions of a message repeated over time. In his
theory of cognitive dissonance, Festinger states that non-fitting relations
among cognitions produce dissonance—an experience that motivates the
person to reduce the inconsistency and strive toward consonance.
Amazingly, action per se has received much less attention than verbal
behavior. The legal fraternity has been concerned for millennia with the
assessment of action in terms of the law. The military [pp. 509-534] are the
specialists who have been concerned with control of people through action.
Finally, the clergy, who since the beginning of history held the monopoly on
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writing, controlled the assumptions that people were allowed to make about
action. These were laid down in the Ten Commandments of Moses, the
turning of the cheek at the time of Christ, and the notion of charity in the
Middle Ages. More recently, the scientific assessment of bodily action has
produced technical treatises on walking, dancing, writing, posture, and
specialized movements of the extremities. The relative sparsity of
publications on action is in part due to the unsatisfactory models available for
the representation of action [pp. 393-412]. Interaction between two persons
and in small groups has received more consideration, but the field is still in its
infancy.
A special case of the relationship of information to action is seen in the
connection of verbal with nonverbal communication in that silent action
signals may take the place of vocal sounds and thus facilitate redundancy.
For example, if a person’s attention is momentarily diverted, a verbal
passage may not be heard unless it is repeated. Redundancy can be produced
without boredom by repeating the message nonverbally and by appealing to
different sense modalities instead of reiterating the same verbal message
over again. The field of nonverbal communication, covering such subjects as
the nature of nonverbal codes, the impact of movement upon perception, and
the influence of culture and situations, has been explored by Ruesch and Kees,
Birdwhistell, Bosmajian, Critchley, Ekman and Friesen, W. La Barre [pp. 456-
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490] and Hall.
The perception of both action and verbal behavior has become the
specialty of the field of cognition. This field is concerned with the whole
representational process, beginning with the original events and pursuing the
process to the representation in the brain. Cognition, hence, is concerned with
information processing in the widest sense of the word, involving sensation,
perception, imagery, retention, recall, problem solving, and thinking. In a
technical sense, cognition is concerned with pattern recognition, visual
memory, iconic storage, echoic memory, and related problems. The
psychologist’s concern with perception and cognition corresponds to the
psychiatrist’s preoccupation with disturbed perception and the unconscious
[pp. 130-159]. If the German and French schools of psychiatry attempted to
relate aberrations of perception and cognition to nosological entities, the
psychoanalysts tried to relate repressed unconscious impulses to neuroses
and the overwhelming of the conscious by the unconscious to psychoses.
Alexander finally attempted to connect psychosomatic diseases to the
organism’s physiological response to specific emotional stimuli. In explaining
the failure to relate perception, cognition, or awareness to disease, one has to
remember that psychological phenomena on the whole do not abide by the
rules of deterministic mathematics, but fit more appropriately into the rules
of probabilistic mathematics. Today we know that no diagnostic entity is
characterized by unique ways of perception, decision making, or expression.
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The failure to establish a deterministic relationship between personality or
symptomatology and disease should not obscure the fact that, statistically
speaking, one disturbance may be associated with a given disease more
frequently than another.
The communicative behavior of psychosomatic patients may illustrate
the point [pp. 614-634]. Without attributing any causal connection to such a
description, we can say that many psychosomatic patients appear somewhat
infantile: their perception of external events often is inaccurate or incomplete
in that their concern with psychological problems of the self and with
proprioceptive stimuli arising in the organism displaces in importance the
exteroceptive impression of other events. Also, any exteroceptive information
received from the chemical and mechanical end organs is unduly weighted
and the usual maturational shift to a preference for the more complex wave
receivers—vision and hearing—is delayed. Bodily signs and signals are relied
upon more than words or numbers, and often the impact of actions of the self
upon others is not correctly observed. Reliance upon proximity receivers and
insufficient mastery of the higher symbolic processes often result in an
incomplete or arbitrary delineation of physical, psychological, and social
boundaries, and these patients believe that the physical or mental state of
other people is identical with their own and that messages are to be
understood as if they were traveling within one and the same neuronal
network. Often a symbiotic relationship with one other person develops
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whereby the patient abdicates decision making and confines himself to
perception or action. Lacking the ability to make independent decisions, these
patients frequently utter value judgments that express their normative and
conformist orientation, indicating their dependence upon the protective
actions of others, which, in the process of maturation, was not sufficiently
replaced by reliance upon informational exchange.
Frequently, in the course of a relationship, the psychosomatic patient
will use body language mediated by the autonomic nervous system; and since
physicians and nurses are experts at interpreting vascular, glandular, and
pain manifestations of people, these patients find within the medical
establishment a kind of understanding that tends to prolong existing disease
or invalidism. Some patients who have matured beyond the stage of body
language may use nonverbal actions to convey messages. Such action
language is prevalent in many patients found on the orthopedic wards of the
hospital and in the juvenile courts. Both the patient who chooses body
language and the patient who prefers action language are unable to find
emotional satisfaction in verbal exchanges with other people.

Disturbed Communication
In his book on disturbed communication, Ruesch points out that no
message can be considered abnormal in isolation from its social context.
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Communication is a process that connects person to person, and a message
may be declared deviant only if it fails to fulfill its task. Disturbed
communication thus is defined by the effect it produces rather than by its
structure; and evaluation as to whether a message exchange is successful or a
failure is accomplished by considering people and messages in their social
field. The connecting processes may fail for quantitative reasons in that they
may not match the capacities of the communicating entities, or they may fail
for qualitative reasons in that they are not matched to the input
characteristics of an entity. A ditty may help in remembering these
characteristics:
T00 much, too little; too early, too late; At the wrong place, is the
disturbed message’s fate.
Overload and Underload. In animal or machine, every communication
network has a given capacity. When the load exceeds this capacity, the
machinery or the organism breaks down; when the load is too small, the
machinery or the organism may deteriorate for lack of use. Overload [pp. 201224] is a known source of disorganization. To protect himself from the fatigue
resulting from excessive input, the individual learns to disregard certain
classes of stimuli; but in the process he may also disregard vital information.
Underload in the form of sensory deprivation may lead in mild cases to
retarded development and in severe cases to some general disorganization of
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behavior and hallucinatory syndromes. Excessive output, as in overwork,
results in fatigue; whereas output below par leads to poor physical fitness,
decline in intellectual functioning, and possibly premature aging. Because the
homeostasis of the organism requires that input be quantitatively matched
somewhat to output, changes in one function always affect the other
functions, and imbalance between input and output results in frustration,
overt anxiety, and, eventually, disorganization of behavior.
Erroneous Timing. Ill-timed messages, similar to quantitatively deviant
messages, have to be delivered with greater intensity and have to be repeated
more often than well-timed ones. In addition, a message has to be properly
separated from those preceding and following; otherwise their confluence
may distort the meaning. Also, in person-to-person communication the
response of the second person has to follow the statement of the first in
proper time if it is to be correctly understood.
Difficulties of Perception, Evaluation, Expression, and Action. Input of the
organism is identified with perception, and disturbances may range from
sensory defects to selective inattention. In the area of central functions,
processing of information involves scanning, encoding, decoding, storage, and
decision making; disturbances may involve thinking, feeling, memory, and
judgment. The output of the organism is identified with muscular movement
that results in verbal productions or silent action, and here the disturbances
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may range from inhibition and exaggeration of verbal output to difficulties in
initiating, sustaining, or completing action. All of these disturbances are
central to the daily endeavors of the psychiatrist and are well described in the
treatises of classical psychopathology.
Language and Speech Difficulties. Some of the difficulties of
communication are related to disturbances of language and speech. Among
these are aphasia, agnosia, and apraxia; stuttering, stammering, and lisping;
and disturbances of the voice apparatus proper. On a higher level or
organization we find deficient mastery of digital codification, which is the
basis of reading and writing difficulties, and of analogic codification, which
underlies difficulties in pattern recognition. Deficiency in the integration of
the digital with the analogic forms of codification prevents people from
rapidly switching from analytic details to larger pattern appreciation—a
process that is essential for proper intellectual functioning [pp. 727-738].
Disturbed Metacommunication. The term “metacommunication” refers
to auxiliary and covert messages that go along with the overt communication
to instruct the receiver in how he ought to interpret a statement.
Metalanguage is far more subtle than language itself, and it varies with the
situation, with time, and with the composition of the group. In schools of
creative expression and acting, students are trained to enact a passage first as
a comedy, then as a tragedy, and finally as a reportage. These variations are
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based upon a shift in role assumption that is expressed in nonverbal ways. A
child learns these modulations when he has consistent contact with parents
and peers in different contexts and situations. The patient who lacked such
experiences does not learn these modifications of interpretation and when he
expresses himself, he may tenaciously cling to one and the same nonverbal
form of expression in spite of changes in content or context.
Message Discrepant with Situation. The context of a situation governs
the sets from which words or gestures are chosen. Without knowledge of the
particular set from which a word or symbol derives, the receiver does not
know what alternatives have been considered. After all, the economy of
communication depends upon a shared knowledge of sets. For example, if the
sender selects the eleventh out of a set of seventeen symbols, the receiver is
aware that the other sixteen have been rejected.
Distortions in Feedback, Correction, and Reply. Some people are unable to
utilize printed information; others are unable to listen to or heed the spoken
word. Then there are people who are unable to learn from trial and error.
Also, there are those who have difficulty in combining information held by
self with information held by others, thus being handicapped in correcting
information. Sometimes, people may get confused when information from
various sources is juxtaposed and a decision has to be made as to which
version is the correct one. The ability to juxtapose information, to condense
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and combine it, is in part an emotional function. An intense experience of
either pleasure or frustration in connection with a given type of information
tends to stabilize it. Because of the emotional component, such information
tends to become immune to change, and intrapsychic processes may become
redundant. In contrast, an experience of emotional neutrality associated with
a given body of information tends to elicit boredom. The remedy for boredom,
of course, is activity and change.
Devious Reply. An appropriate response amplifies, attenuates, or
corrects the information contained in the initial message, while inappropriate
responses may exert a disorganizing effect. In reacting to a statement, we may
distinguish between understanding, acknowledgment, and agreement. In
understanding, we place an observation into a model in our own head and
determine its relationships to other events. In acknowledging, we simply
indicate receipt of the message without referring to our understanding of the
content. In agreeing, we not only understand and acknowledge but also
respond to the content. To be acknowledged is pleasant; to be understood
and acknowledged gives us a feeling of self-respect; and to reach an
agreement paves the way for action. Numerous disturbances are
characterized by devious acknowledgment. For example, inappropriate
responses are frequently given by mentally deranged persons whereby
acknowledgment may be inadequate, exaggerated, or omitted. Often the reply
simply introduces a new topic, as in the case of the tangential reply [pp.354-
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364] that constitutes a response to a peripheral aspect of the initial message
with complete disregard for the intent of the sender. Because it is the
appropriate reply to one’s intent that produces a feeling of satisfaction, the
lack of this kind of recognition is discouraging. Satisfaction is the motor that
drives people toward successful communication, and devious replies lead to a
serious disruption of communication and human relations.
Threatening Content. A message may be disturbing if it contains threats
to one’s personal safety, to existing human relations, or to action in progress,
while discovery that messages are not truthful and do not correspond to
reality makes people suspicious. Conversely, awareness of facts that destroy
magic thinking interferes with the faith and hope that are necessary for living.
Messages that trigger obligatory responses also exert a coercive effect,
regardless of whether they elicit obsessive, compulsive, or phobic behavior.
Inadequate Information. A person may not have the information
necessary to carry out a task or hold a position; he may be inept at processing
information; he may not have tested his information in action; or he may have
an emotional aversion for the task at hand. The assessment of these
disturbances is geared to a comparison of the patient’s functioning, not with a
universal standard or norm but with the demands of the situation. If a
person’s information is not matched to the exigencies of the situation, he will
fail. A more subtle constraint may be exerted by an individual’s value system,
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which may oppose the acquisition of information or its relevant use in action.
Deficient Programming. Every person has to learn to apportion time,
space, energy, and money to various tasks. The difficulties some people
encounter are related to the discontinuity of their pursuits. Life is cyclical and
most tasks have to be abandoned and taken up again in the next hour, the
next day, or the next week, with time in between to rest or eat. Programming
of one hour or one day seldom represents a major difficulty because
circumstances dictate what must be done. Also, when people work, the
institution or organization delivers schedules and takes over the burden of
apportioning resources. But if a person has to program his own life over a
period of years, difficulties may arise in the setting and implementing of
priorities and in behaving in a consistent manner.
Coincidence of Several Disturbances. Simultaneity of several traumatic
events may increase frustration to a degree that exceeds an individual’s
tolerance, while proper spacing of traumatic events may contribute to gradual
adaptation. In learning, the motto that applies is “One thing at a time.” When
too many events that require adaptation occur simultaneously, the individual
may become confused as to the priorities involved. If the situation can be
talked over with another person, the frustration is easier to bear than if
communicative exchange is not available.
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Disturbances of Communication in Various Mental Conditions. The
peculiarities in the ways of communication of patients suffering from
psychoses and neuroses have been elaborated by many authors. Among the
sources are:
Schizophrenia: Artiss; Bateson, Jackson, Haley et al.; Bleuler; Boatman
and Szurek; Domarus; Fromm-Reichmann; Jackson; Laing; Lidz; Ruesch
[pages 635-661] ; Scheflen; Sullivan; Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson; Wynne
and Singer.
Manic and Depressive Conditions: Fromm-Reichmann; Grinker, Miller,
Sabshin et al.; Lewis; Ruesch.
Psychoneuroses and Personality Disorders: Freud; Meerloo; Ruesch;
Shands.
Disorders of the Central Nervous System: Brain; Rioch and Weinstein.
Sensory Defects: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Zahl;
Blau (Chapter 9).
Language and Speech Disorders: Barbara; Mysak; Oliver [pp. 264-287].

Therapeutic Communication
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Therapeutic communication can occur anywhere: at home, at work, on
the playground, or on the ward. It is not tied to any hour of the week, nor is it
bound to props such as a chair, a couch, or a darkened room. Therapeutic
communication may be undertaken by persons who do not know that they act
as therapists; and those who benefit may be unaware that they have been
helped. Therapeutic communication is not a method invented by doctors to
combat illness; instead, it involves the utilization of a universal function of
man to support those in need, to dispel anxiety, to correct information, and to
initiate action. At times this process is called psychotherapy; at other times,
education; then again, tutoring. Some call it counseling, others guidance, and a
few simply friendship. The only difference between planned therapy and
ordinary communication is found in the participants’ goals. The person
designated as patient seeks help; the person designated as therapist uses his
skills for the benefit of the other without seeking power or personal gain, his
only material reward being the fee that he is paid.
Therapeutic communication makes use of contributions that derive
from many different disciplines. To understand the nature of networks and
codes, and the principles of feedback, the therapist borrows from cybernetics;
to understand verbal communication, he turns to philology and linguistics; to
appraise what goes on inside the individual, he utilizes the psychoanalytic
scheme; to assess pathology, he draws heavily from clinical psychiatry; to
appraise the cultural and social milieu, he adopts approaches from the social
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sciences; and in order to simulate the interaction between patient and
therapist, he employs the computer. In his attitude, the doctor shows respect
for the other person’s individuality; and he encourages the patient to express
himself, always indicating his readiness to listen, watch, understand, and
respond. In his work, the doctor focuses upon the patient’s difficulties in
separating fact from fantasy, his ineptness in human relations, and all those
processes which prevent him from further growth and development.
The therapist’s power to steer the therapeutic process in the desired
direction derives from the leverage inherent in his special knowledge, the
institutional resources at his disposal, and his reputation as a physician.
Because of the attribution of healing powers, his words acquire a
persuasiveness and his actions a magic quality. This initial advantage is
reinforced in the therapeutic session by the therapist’s operations, which are
aimed at providing the patient with a satisfactory communicative exchange.
This experience in turn becomes the motivation for the patient to seek more
of the same, and it induces him to work toward mastery of communication.
Over time, when exposed to therapeutic communication, the patient will
learn a variety of its subtleties. Perception and cognition are invariably
sharpened; the distinction between proprioception, involving sensations and
feelings, and exteroception, pertaining to people and situations, becomes
clear; and discrimination between fact and fantasy is mastered. On the output
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side, the patient learns to express feelings and thoughts, to choose
appropriate words and gestures, and to share what goes on inside with
another person. As far as the central processes are concerned, recall and
reconstruction of past events, the bridging of amnestic gaps, the acquisition of
new information, and the proper integration of the new body of knowledge
with the old pave the way for the mastery of decision making. Acceptance of
the unavoidable; allocation of time, space, energy, and money to various
tasks; and planning of future action are worked through with examples from
the patient’s life. Mastery of decision making eventually will lead to consistent
choice of those perceptions, actions, opportunities, and people that fit into the
patient’s life style and to a rejection of those features that are inappropriate.
In applying to life situations what has been learned in the therapeutic session
about perception, information processing, decision making, and expression,
the patient is likely to gain further experience with conversation, discussion,
negotiation, confrontation, and cooperation in two-person or group settings.
The indications for emphasizing one aspect of communication over
another depend upon the patient’s condition, the therapist’s personality, and
the specific circumstances that govern a situation. Whether therapeutic
communication is carried out individually or in groups, in a combination of
both, or in the framework of family therapy will have to be decided for each
case. If the patient’s condition is related to the experience of anxiety in the
face of unalterable somatic, physical, or social circumstances, communication
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may help him to clarify contradictory issues, lend him emotional support, and
induce him to accept the unalterable. If the patient’s condition is related to
inner conflicts evidenced by guilt, shame, fear, anger, or depression,
communication can help him to relive past experiences, to gain insight into
the present circumstances, and to adopt a behavior that is favorable to the
gradual reduction of internal conflicts. The working through of resistances
against unconscious conflict here is the method of choice. If the patient has an
infantile personality, utilizes naive ways of communication, or lacks
knowledge of people and situations, contact with an experienced therapist
may help him to grow. Through guidance and informal education, the patient
may

learn

to

achieve

maturity.

If

his

condition

is

related

to

misunderstandings, disagreement, or social conflicts, communication with the
other people may help him to correct erroneous information, to respond
appropriately to the situation, and to eliminate disagreements as they arise.
Details of the role of communication in various therapeutic procedures
are embedded in a vast literature. Freud was the first to call attention to the
phenomenon of transference, and subsequently the communicative
exchanges between analyst and patient have become a central focus of
psychoanalysis. Ruesch gives an overview of the field of therapeutic
communication; Shands and Meerloo [pp. 130-159] focus upon the
contributions of psychiatry to communication;
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Walton describes communication from the standpoint of peacemaking;
and Haley focuses upon a variety of therapeutic paradoxes. Lennard and
Bernstein, in analyzing the patterns of human interaction, emphasize
situational context and roles of the participants. Feldman analyzes the
mannerisms of speech and gesture; Ekman and Friesen as well as Mahl
describe various types of nonverbal behavior in therapy. Finally, it is well to
remember that the special kind of communication that exists between
professionals and their patients is subsumed in hundreds of articles
concerned with the doctor-patient relationship.

Conclusions
Social communication is a term that refers to the exchange of messages
mediated by vocal sounds, written signs, gestures, or movements without
modification by third parties or machines. Social communication between
human beings is characterized by goal seeking, goal changing, and corrective
behavior, and the creation or maintenance of steady states at a fairly high
level of orderliness; part functions are always functions of the system as a
whole, and the chains of causation are at least circular, if not more complex. A
communication system is delineated by the network in which signals travel. It
is made up of participating entities consisting of biological, social, or machine
units that are characterized by input, central, and output functions.
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Communication is mediated by signals, signs, and symbols. A signal is an
impulse in transit. A sign, by force of its own structure or because of attention
paid to it, possesses for a participant problem-solving properties. A symbol is
an extra-organismic device that has been agreed upon to refer, in a condensed
way, to actions or events that have occurred elsewhere. A statement, which is
made up of a series of signals, constitutes a purposive expression on the part
of a person or group with the intent of conveying information. A statement
becomes a message when it has been perceived and interpreted by another
person. When two or more individuals can agree on the topic to which an
exchange refers, a message can be said to have content.
All observations pertaining to the study of social communication are
made by a human observer stationed in the network. The character of these
observations is determined by the observer s position in the system, his time
and space scales, his methods and instruments of observation, his theoretical
models and a priori assumptions, and, finally, his purpose in carrying out his
study.
The technical process of embodying information in some concrete way
is referred to as codification. Inside the organism, events are codified by
means of nervous and humoral impulses; outside the organism, objects and
events are codified in terms of two- or three-dimensional marks or objects.
Analogic codification makes use of similarities between coded signal and
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original event. Digital codification, in contrast, is based upon arbitrary and
discrete representation of events, whereby the digital elements—words or
numbers—are connected to the events for which they stand by means of a
legend. A special code suitable for human interaction is language, which is
composed of a plurality of signs or symbols whose significance must be
known to a number of participants; also, language must be reproducible by
human beings and should retain its approximate significance under different
conditions.
When signals travel through space and pass certain boundaries, they
are likely to be recoded in order to be acceptable to the new network. Sensory
end organs thus are stations of signal transformation. Phylogenetically old are
the chemical and mechanical end organs that serve as proximity receivers.
Phylogenetically younger are the visual and auditory end organs that serve as
distance receivers. Once signals have been perceived and are properly
recoded they become available for information processing. The incoming
signals are scanned against information stored in the memory; the new
information is combined with the old, and becomes the basis for eventual
decision making. The decision is made accessible to others through speech,
writing, or action, and this output is perceived not only by others but by the
communicator himself, hence guiding his next step in the process of
communication.
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Any statement is made up of two parts: the principal content, which
refers to some other event, and the secondary instructions, which refers to
the message itself. Instructions are embedded in the rules that govern a
situation, in the roles assumed by the participants, and in the language used.
They indicate who can talk to whom, when, where, for how long, in what
manner, and on which subject.
Feedback refers to the incorporation of information about the effects of
an action at the original source. Control thus is not localized in any particular
area of the network but is dependent upon an ongoing circular relay of
messages that in effect steers the behavior of organisms and organizations
and regulates the performance of machines. The correction of any
performance is dependent upon the observation of the impact achieved and
the reaction of others. Successful communication can be conceived of as the
establishment of concordant information; unsuccessful communication as the
establishment of discordant information between participants. The pleasure
that individuals derive from well-functioning communication constitutes the
driving force that induces them to seek human relations. Frustrating
communication, in contrast, manifests itself either by symptom formation or
by withdrawal from ill-functioning social networks.
Disturbances of communication can be caused by:
1. Disease, trauma, or malformation of the organs of communication,
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in which case perception, evaluation, and expression may be
affected.
2. Insufficient mastery of nonverbal or verbal language, in which case
the sign processes may suffer.
3. Inadequate or erroneous information about self and others, in
which case inappropriate action may be the result.
4. Insufficient mastery of meta-communicative devices, with the
result that an individual’s actions may be misinterpreted.
5. Inability to correct information because of inadequate skills in the
utilization of feedback, in which case knowledge will be
erroneous.
6. Lack of feedback from another person or group, whereby the social
entities do not join in an ongoing exchange, with resulting
isolation.
7. Participation in a nonfunctional network in which the organization
prevents people from communicating effectively, leading to
separation or the formation of new networks.
Therapeutic communication differs from ordinary communication in
that the intention of one or more of the participants is clearly directed at
bringing about a beneficial change in the system. To this end, the therapist
steers communication in such a way that the patient not only learns in the
therapeutic hour but also is exposed to situations and exchanges that provide
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for diversified experiences. This may be accomplished by including in the
communications other members of the family or friends, or by introducing
the patient to specially created new groups or existing organizations. Once
the patient has experienced the pleasure of successful communication, he is
likely to perfect the art on his own. If the processes of communication, and
particularly feedback, function properly, an individual can be relied upon to
steer his own actions and those of other people in a meaningful way.
Successful communication is the road to mental health.
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CHAPTER 40
SOCIAL ECOLOGY: MULTIDIMENSIONAL STUDIES
OF HUMANS AND HUMAN MILIEUS1
Rudolf H. Moos

Introduction
Current interest in the physical and social aspects of planning for both
large (e.g., cities and “new towns”) and small (e.g., industries, psychiatric
hospitals, correctional institutions) environmental systems is remarkable.
Jordan notes that more books treating man and his environment from a
holistic and ecological viewpoint have appeared within the past four years
than appeared during the prior three decades. Within the broader society this
interest is largely due to technological advances, whose “side effects” raise
critical issues about the delicate ecological balance existing in “spaceship
earth.” Major human problems such as general environmental deterioration,
particularly water, air, and noise pollution, the probable effects of increasing
population and population density, and issues of resource depletion,
specifically in relation to food materials, are being extensively discussed.
New developments in psychiatry and the behavioral sciences are
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reflecting these concerns. This chapter introduces social ecology as a relevant
field of interest for psychiatry, presents major methods by which human
milieus have been characterized, and draws implications for the clinical and
applied problems with which psychiatry and its allied professions must deal.
Whereas social ecology is equally concerned with human adaptation and
human milieus, the chapter focuses primarily on newer conceptualizations of
social environments since this aspect of the field is least familiar to
psychiatrists. Further, assess-merits of milieus must necessarily precede
assessments of the impact of these milieus on human functioning.
Thus, the focus here is more on milieu than on man, although the
essential aspects of milieus are their effects on human adaptation. The major
methods by which coping and adaptation have been assessed in man have
been reviewed elsewhere. Six major methods by which human milieus have
been characterized are presented here. Human aggression and violence serve
as the adaptive (or maladaptive) responses by which the relevance of these
six methods to practical concerns of psychiatrists is illustrated. Overall
implications extend from enhancing the accuracy of predicting individual
behavior, to new methods for facilitating and evaluating social change in
small living groups, to more varied and more comfortable interdisciplinary
roles for psychiatrists. These areas are clearly at the “frontiers of psychiatry.”
Social ecology is conceptualized here as the multidisciplinary study of
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the impacts that physical and social environments have on human beings. Its
primary concern is with the assessment and optimization of human milieus. It
is linked to traditional concerns of human ecology, both in its emphasis on the
measurement of objective physical characteristics of environments—e.g.,
temperature, rainfall, air pollution, and noise levels—also the shapes, sizes,
and physical arrangements of buildings; and in its emphasis on the shortterm evolutionary and adaptive consequences of these environments. It is
linked to traditional concerns of the behavioral sciences, particularly
psychology and sociology, both in its emphasis on the importance of the social
environment and in its explicit consideration of environmental impacts on
psychological variables such as self-esteem and personal development.
Finally, it is also linked to traditional concerns in psychiatry, medicine, and
epidemiology in its explicit focus on the identification of dysfunctional
reactions (e.g., illness, accidents, anxiety, depression, anger, etc.) and their
relationship to environmental variables.
For example, social ecology is concerned with the effects of air pollution
(an ecological variable) on human moods, with the effects of ecological (e.g.,
size) and social (e.g., cohesiveness) environmental characteristics on
individual development, and with the effects of both structural (staffing
ratios, cost) and social (clarity of expectations, strictness of rules and
regulations) environmental characteristics on the outcome of psychiatric
treatment. Each of these is an ongoing concern in an existing field of inquiry.
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It is the range and interconnection of variables generally studied in isolation
that gives social ecology a diverse, robust, and socially relevant focus. The
field thus provides a distinctive “point of entry” by which human milieus and
their impacts on human functioning may be conceptualized.
At least three basic assumptions are central to this area. (1) Human
behavior cannot be understood apart from the environmental context in
which it occurs. The implications of this oft-stated assumption have rarely
been effectively pursued, e.g., accurate predictions of behavior or of
treatment outcome simply cannot be made solely from information about
individuals: information about their environments is essential; (2) Physical
and social environments must be studied together since neither can be fully
understood without the other, e.g., both the architectural design and the
psychosocial treatment milieu may significantly influence patient and staff
behavior; and (3) Social ecology has an explicit value orientation in that it
attempts to provide knowledge relevant to promoting maximally effective
human functioning.

Methods for Conceptualizing Human Milieus
An important aspect of social ecology is its primary focus on
conceptualizing

methods

by

which

human

environments

may

be

characterized, and, as mentioned above, it is this aspect of the field which is
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most strongly emphasized here. Psychiatry and the behavioral sciences have
themselves recently shown greatly increased interest in social milieus. This
interest has arisen in part because of dissatisfactions with trait
conceptualizations of personality, in part because of low correlations
obtained between measures of personality traits and various validity criteria,
and, in part, because of growing evidence that substantial proportions of the
variance in behavior are accounted for by situational and environmental
variables.
The literature criticizing the empirical legacy of several decades of work
with trait models of personality has been most cogently summarized by
Mischel. Major corroborative studies include those by Ellsworth et al. who
concluded that psychiatric patients’ behavior in the hospital was not
predictive of their behavior in the community; by Moos who showed that
observations of hospitalized patients in a group therapy setting may not even
generate valid predictions about the behavior of the same patients in either
free time or individual therapy situations on the same ward; and by Raush
and his associates who found that ward settings evoked characteristic
patterns of social actions (i.e., settings were more or less evocative of
dependency) and that the interactive effect of person and setting contributed
far more information about behavior than either knowledge of the setting or
knowledge of the person alone. From the point of view of the assessment and
prediction of individual behavior, these and other findings present a
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compelling argument for the utility of environmental assessment methods. In
addition, many studies have demonstrated that substantial differences may
occur in the behavior of the same individuals when they are in different
milieus.
This development has occurred mainly in psychology. However, an
important parallel development has occurred during the past two decades in
psychiatry, i.e., the psychosocial environment of psychiatric treatment has
become of increasing concern. A concomitant of this emphasis is a
reevaluation of the traditional disease model with its assumption that
psychopathological disturbance resides only within the individual. The
impetus for this change is partly due to relevant theoretical contributions
emphasizing the interplay between ego functions and external reality, and
partly to detailed observations and naturalistic descriptions indicating the
importance of the treatment environment in facilitating or hindering
treatment goals.
New programs designed to use the social milieu as a treatment modality
have been organized. The approaches are exceedingly divergent, but they all
basically stem from the common hypothesis that the immediate psychosocial
milieu in which patients function is a crucial aspect of the treatment process.
These developments have now resulted in the construction of several
different methods by which treatment environments can be systematically
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characterized and compared.
The third major impetus for interest in conceptualizations of social
milieus is an outgrowth of the recent “third revolution in psychiatry,” which is
also occurring in a relatively parallel manner in psychology and the other
mental health professions. We are being asked to help design physical and
social systems that will maximize the probabilities of human growth and
facilitate effective functioning and human excellence. Since disorders of
human functioning are at least partly rooted in social systems, new
information leading toward the effective modification of institutions to
promote the constructive handling of life stresses is being given increasingly
high priority.
In addition, general dissatisfaction with the relatively weak effects of
traditional individual and group treatment has promoted interest in naturally
occurring therapeutic conditions in society. Anastasi has indicated the
complexity of the problem by pointing out that environments cannot be
ordered along a single favorable-unfavorable continuum, since, for example,
an environment favorable to the development of independence and selfreliance may differ from one that is favorable to the development of social
conformity or abstract thinking.
Each of these developments raises the common problem of how human
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environments can be conceptualized and assessed. Six major methods by
which characteristics of environments have been related to indices of human
functioning have recently been identified.
1. Ecological dimensions that include both geographical and
meteorological and architectural and physical design
variables.
2. Behavior settings, the only units thus far proposed that are
characterized by both ecological and behavioral properties.
3. Dimensions of organizational structure.
4. Dimensions identifying the collective personal and/or behavioral
characteristics of the milieu inhabitants.
5.

Dimensions related to psychosocial
organization climates.

characteristics

and

6. Variables relevant to the functional or reinforcement analyses of
environments.
The six categories of dimensions are nonexclusive, overlapping, and
mutually interrelated. The overview presented is necessarily incomplete and
sketchy, but it serves to illustrate the broad range of dimensions relevant to
this area. The common relevance of these six types of dimensions is that each
has been conceptualized and shown to have an important and sometimes
decisive impact on individual and group behavior.
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Ecological Dimensions
Down through the ages there has been the recurrent notion that
geographical and meteorological characteristics (e.g., temperature, rainfall,
topography, etc.) may significantly shape the culture, character, and activities
of societies. Environmental determinists believe that there are specific
connections between environmental characteristics, such as mountainous
terrain, soil conditions, humidity, etc., and personality traits such as strength
of character, assertiveness, bravery, and laziness. For example, one study
found an association between different types of subsistence economy and
differential importance given to the development of certain character traits.
Societies whose economies entailed the accumulation and care of food
resources tended to stress the development of such personal traits as
responsibility and obedience, whereas hunting and fishing societies tended to
emphasize achievement and self-reliance. Such conclusions are, of course,
tenuous, since intricate patterns of potential mediating factors are always
present.
It has been suggested that climate may be one of the major factors in
economic development throughout the world, the optimum climate being the
temperate climate within which most of the world’s current industrial powers
lie. Further, many people feel that their efficiency is impaired by extremes of
heat and cold, and one of the arguments in support of air conditioning is that
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it improves worker efficiency. Climate has been associated with gross
national product per capita, with political uprisings, rebellions, and
revolutions, with the occurrence of homicides, with specific indices of
affective interpersonal behavior, and with variations in organizational
participation among metropolitan housewives.
Some of the other variables implicated in the determination of behavior
include extreme cold, barometric pressure, cyclonic and anti-cyclonic storm
patterns, and oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and ozone concentrations in
the atmosphere. For example, Mills reports that statistics in Tokyo show that
people are more forgetful on days of low barometric pressure as indicated by
higher frequency of packages and umbrellas left on buses and streetcars.
The weight of the evidence suggests that geographical and
meteorological variables may be more important in the determination of
group and individual behavior than has been thought. Man is increasingly
creating his own geographical and meteorological environment, and trends in
this area are thus concerned with the possible relationship of man-made
variables, such as radiation and air pollution, to mood changes and to mental
and physical symptoms.
Other aspects of the man-made environment, especially dimensions
relevant to architectural and physical design, are also important. Behavior
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necessarily occurs in a specific physical context that may impose major
constraints on the range of possible kinds of behavior and serve to determine
particular aspects or patterns of individual action. A substantial amount of
research has been done in this area. For example, behavioral maps can be
arranged in a matrix showing the frequency of different types of activities in
different available locations. Psychiatric wards have been analyzed in terms
of variables such as behavior density (the frequency of all types of activities at
a particular place), diffuseness (the range of different activities occurring at a
place), and activity profile (the frequency of specific types of activities
occurring at a place). Research in ergonomics, human engineering, and
human factors has been concerned with the relation of selected
environmental variables, such as heating, lighting, noise level, ventilation, and
the layout and design of machines to behavioral measures of work efficiency,
comfort, social interaction, interpersonal perception, and exploratory
behavior. For example, Maslow and Mintz demonstrated that interpersonal
perceptions could be highly sensitive to variations in the physical
environment. They found that judgments of psychological states (weary,
zestful, irritated) based on photographed faces differed in three physically
different rooms. Basic reviews of this area may be found in Craik, Kates and
Wohlwill, Proshansky et al., and Sommer.
Unfortunately, there is as yet no adequate dimensionalization or
typology of the variables of architectural and physical design. Kasmar has
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developed an environmental description scale that assesses perceptions of
physical characteristics of rooms along dimensions such as physical
organization, lighting, size, temperature, ventilation, etc. At a more global
level, Lansing et al. have characterized planned residential environments (e.g.,
Columbia, Maryland; Reston, Virginia) along dimensions such as dwellingunit density, accessibility of recreational facilities, percent of homes with
sidewalks nearby, etc. The next major advance in this area will probably be a
creation of several alternative typologies of variables that will be utilized in
order to systematically study social problems such as physical environmental
factors affecting residential choice and migration, the adaptational cost of
urban noise and ghettos, etc.

Behavior Settings
The work of Roger Barker and his associates in ecological psychology is
important and unique. They conceptualize behavioral ecology as being
concerned with molar behavior and the ecological context in which it occurs.
Barker has carefully analyzed and categorized the behavior settings of a small
Midwestern community. He points out that these behavior settings, e.g.,
drugstore, garage, play in junior high school, basketball games, etc., are
naturally occurring phenomena, i.e., they are not created by an experimenter
for scientific purposes. The important point about behavior settings is that
they are stable extra-individual units that have great coercive power over the
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behavior that occurs within them.
Behavior settings have been shown to have pervasive effects on
individuals, not only in terms of the specific behavior “demanded” by the
setting (e.g., reading and writing in classrooms) but also on other behavior
and on affects experienced by individuals. Barker and Gump have done an
extremely intriguing analysis of the different demands of undermanned and
optimally manned behavior settings and have shown that these produce
characteristic differences in their inhabitants. For example, students in small
schools with relatively few associates within behavior settings, in comparison
with students of larger schools with relatively many associates, report twice
as many pressures on them to take part in the programs of the school
settings, actually perform in more than twice as many responsible positions
in the settings, and report having more satisfaction related to the
development of competence, to being challenged, to engaging in important
actions, to being involved in group activities, to being valued, and to gaining
moral and cultural values. Some of these findings have been replicated in
large and small churches.
Thus, the specific relevance of behavior settings is that they are of
considerable importance in the determination of several aspects of individual
behavior and experience (specifically, the development of competence and
self-esteem ) which are of interest to mental health practitioners. Behavior
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setting surveys should be carried out in different types of institutions, e.g.,
mental hospitals, correctional units, universities, urban ghettos, etc. The
range and variety of behavioral settings in central city, suburban, and rural
areas must be quite different, and from Barker’s results it would be expected
that this would have important effects on both the behavior of their adult
inhabitants and on the developing competencies of the children growing up
within them.

Dimensions of Organizational Structure
Many investigators have attempted to assess and discriminate among
organizations utilizing relatively objective dimensions, such as size, staffing
ratios, average salary levels, organizational control structure, etc. A typical
example is work on the properties of organization structure in relation to job
attitudes and job behavior. Organizations vary widely in their structural
characteristics and, thus, an important question is whether differences in
organizational structures are related to different behavioral and attitudinal
indices of the organization members. Porter and Lawler found that
dimensions such as the size of the overall organization, the number of levels
in the organization relative to its total size, the size of the organizational
subunits and the average number of subordinates a manager is responsible
for supervising were significantly related to one or more attitudinal or
behavioral variables, e.g., need satisfaction, absenteeism, turnover rate.
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Recent articles that review various aspects of this work, most of it
concentrating on industrial and business organizations, include Lichtman and
Hunt, Pugh, and Roberts.
Similar work has been done in educational institutions, mainly colleges
and universities, in which attempts have been made to relate traditional
indices of institutional quality (faculty-student ratio, percentage of faculty
with Ph.D. degree, number of books in the library per student, etc.) to various
indices of student achievement and personal development. In other relevant
work, the three most well-investigated dimensions have been size, turnover
rate, and population density or crowding, particularly in relation to social
pathology. Several recent attempts have been made to further conceptualize
crowding effects in human environments such as urban ghettoes and large
cities.

Personal and Behavioral Characteristics of the Milieu Inhabitants
Various factors related to the characteristics of individuals inhabiting a
particular environment, e.g., average age, ability level, socioeconomic
background, educational attainment, may be considered to be situational
variables in that they partly define relevant characteristics of the
environment. This general idea is based on the suggestion made by Linton
that most of the social and cultural environment is transmitted through other
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people. It implies that the character of an environment is dependent, in part,
upon the typical characteristics of its members.
This approach may be illustrated by Astin who has recently developed a
new technique for characterizing environmental stimuli in colleges and
universities, the inventory of college activities (ICA). The ICA provides
information about the average personal and behavioral characteristics of the
college environment by listing the following items: (1) Questions about
activities in college, such as whether or not the individual flunked a course,
became pinned or engaged, got married, participated in a student
demonstration, changed his or her major field; (2) the median number of
hours per week the student spent in different activities such as attending
class, studying for school assignments, reading for pleasure, watching TV,
watching athletic events, sleeping, playing games; and (3) the kinds of
organizations in which the student was a member, such as fraternities or
sororities, college athletic teams, marching band, religious club, service
organization, etc. Remarkable diversity was found among the environments
of 246 colleges and universities included in this study. Thus, the proportion of
students who engaged in any particular activity (e.g., dating, going to church,
drinking beer, voting in a student election) often varied from no students in
some institutions to nearly all students in others. Astin feels that this
considerable diversity indicates that the college and university environment
has great potential for differentially influencing the experience and behavior
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of the individual student.
For illustration, he assumes that a new student enrolls in an institution
with high academic standards in which certain environmental stimuli occur
relatively frequently: classroom examinations, discussions among students
about grades, studying, intellectual arguments among students, and debates
between faculty and students. The new student would be exposed to these
and related stimuli and might thus feel anxiety about possible academic
failure (a change in immediate subjective experience), increased fear of or
hostility toward fellow students, increased feelings of competitiveness and/or
feelings of inferiority. Presumably the student might be affected differently if
he attended a different college. In terms of short-term behavioral effects, the
student may increase the time he devotes to study, reduce the time he
devotes to social activities, and perhaps increase his intellectual aggression.
He may consequently experience greater feelings of loneliness and isolation.
Finally, there may be alterations in his self-concept and/or relatively
permanent changes in behavior that may persist beyond college (e.g.,
devoting a great deal of time to the job or competing constantly with others).
Astin and Holland and Holland have done other highly relevant work in this
area. Holland assumes that vocational satisfaction, stability and achievement
depend on the congruence between one’s personality and the environment
(composed largely of other people) in which one works. He has proposed six
model environments to characterize the common physical and social
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environments in our culture, and six personality types or personal
orientations as identified by the type of vocation to which a person belongs.
Since both the environmental models and the personality types are derived
from the same basic six concepts (realistic, intellectual, social, conventional,
enterprising, and artistic), it is possible to classify people and environments
in the same terms and, at least theoretically, to assess the degree of personenvironment congruence and its effects. Thus, there are some highly
promising approaches in this area.

Psychosocial Characteristic and Organizational Climate
Until recently most of the work in this area involved rather detailed
naturalistic descriptions or anthropological vignettes of the functioning of
different types of institutions such as psychiatric wards, colleges, and
universities, etc. This was valuable work in that it indicated the importance of
the immediate psychosocial environment in the determination of behavior
and in that it suggested various types of dimensions along which psychosocial
environments might be compared. The newer organization theorists have
presented detailed analyses of organizations that specifically imply certain
psychosocial or “event-structure” dimensions along which organizations
might be compared.
A number of perceived climate scales have been developed in the last
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few years in order to attempt to more systematically measure the general
norms, value orientations, and other psychosocial characteristics of different
types of institutions. For example, Stern follows the Murray need-press
theory and points out that descriptions of institutional environments are
based on inferred continuity and consistency in otherwise discrete events. If
students in a university are assigned seats in classrooms, if attendance
records are kept, if faculty see students outside of class only by appointment,
if there is a prescribed form for all term papers, if neatness counts, etc., then it
is probable that the press at this school emphasizes the development of
orderly responses on the part of the students. It is these conditions which
establish the climate or atmosphere of an institution. A substantial amount of
work utilizing this general logic has been carried out in colleges and
universities, elementary schools, junior high and high school classrooms, and
industry.
Moos and his associates have studied nine different types of social
environments relatively extensively and have developed perceived climate
scales for each of these environments: (1) psychiatric wards; (2) communityoriented programs of psychiatric treatment, such as halfway houses, day
hospitals, or community care homes; (3) correctional institutions, including
those for both adult and juvenile offenders; (4) military basic-training
companies; (5) university student residences, such as dormitories,
fraternities, and sororities; (6) junior high and high school classrooms; (7)
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social and therapeutic groups; (8) work milieus; and (9) families.
Moos conceptualizes three basic types of dimensions that characterize
and discriminate among different subunits within each of these eight
environments.
1. Relationship dimensions, which are quite similar in all eight
environments, assess the extent to which individuals are
involved in the environment and the extent to which they
support and help each other. The basic dimensions are
involvement, support, and expressiveness.
2. Personal development dimensions assess the basic directions along
which personal development and self-enhancement tend to
occur in the particular environment. The exact nature of
these dimensions varies somewhat among the eight
environments studied, depending upon their basic purposes
and goals. For example, in psychiatric and correctional
programs these dimensions assess the treatment goals, e.g.,
autonomy (the extent to which people are encouraged to be
self-sufficient and independent) practical orientation (the
extent to which the program orients an individual toward
training for new jobs, looking to the future, setting and
working toward concrete goals) and personal problem
orientation (the extent to which individuals are encouraged
to be concerned with their feelings and problems and to seek
to understand them). An autonomy or independence
dimension is also identified in military companies.
University residences (e.g., competition, academic
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achievement, intellectuality) and junior high and high school
classrooms (e.g., task orientation, competition) include other
dimensions that are conceptualized as belonging in the
category of goal orientation.
3. System maintenance and change dimensions are relatively similar
across the eight environments studied. The basic dimensions
are order and organization, clarity and control. An additional
dimension in work environments is work pressure, whereas
a dimension of innovation is identified in educational, work,
and small group environments. There is evidence that these
types of dimensions are related to important criteria such as
patient morale and indices of coping behavior and different
objective indices of treatment outcome.
Techniques

by

which

to

assess

the

organizational

climate

characteristics of social milieus are important in the identification of salient
environmental dimensions. Their specific relevance here is that they identify
dimensions that have demonstrable effects on individual and group behavior.
They are useful in the measurement of personality-environment congruence,
in cross-cultural comparisons, and in helping define directions for
environmental change. The striking similarity of the specific dimensions and
their categorization across different investigators and organizational
environments indicates that one or more widely useful typologies may soon
emerge.

Functional or Reinforcement Analyses of Environments
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The methodology of functional analyses of environments is an
outgrowth of a social learning perspective. Basically, the social learning
theorist takes it as a given that people vary their behavior extensively in
different social and physical environments. In this view, people vary their
behavior from one setting to another mainly because the reinforcement
consequences for particular kinds of behavior vary. Thus, the social learning
theorist attempts to analyze and identify those stimuli and stimulus changes
which produce and maintain behavior and behavior change. People are
expected to behave similarly in different settings only to the extent that those
settings are alike (or perhaps are perceived to be alike) in their potential
reinforcing properties.
Relevant approaches include those of Schoggen and of Wolf. Schoggen
conceptualized the environment to be active and directed with respect to the
developing child and identified environmental force units (EFU) which were
defined as any action by an environmental agent that occurred vis-a-vis the
child and was directed toward a recognizable end state with respect to the
child. His results indicated that EFU occurred at a very frequent rate, that
mothers were more often sources of EFU than fathers, and that there were
wide individual variations among children in the percent of EFU initiated with
the child and by others in interaction with the child. This may be a potentially
important technique for studying both the differential shaping of behavior
and methods by which specific goals of behavior change may be implemented.
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Wolf listed the conditions in the environment that were likely to
influence the development of general intelligence and/or academic
achievement. The types of environmental variables that were identified
included: the climate created for achievement motivation, the opportunities
for verbal development, the nature and amount of assistance provided in
overcoming academic difficulties, the level of intellectuality in the
environment and the kinds of work habits expected of the individual. Wolf
developed a technique for assessing these variables and found that the
correlation between the total rating for the degree of intellectual “press” of
the environment and measured general intelligence was 0.69. He states that
environments for the development and maintenance of such characteristics
as dependency, aggression, and dogmatism could be delineated and
measured. Many investigators’ have presented analyses of institutional
environments along these lines.
Functional or reinforcement analysis is relevant to the prediction of
behavior in the sense that one can attempt to discover whether
environmental maintaining conditions for a specific kind of behavior tend to
change markedly. Also, the assumption is that behavior change can readily
occur when there is environmental change. Generalization of behavior change
should occur to the extent to which there is generalization of the
reinforcement that induced the behavior change. Since any stimulus may have
either discriminative or reinforcing properties (or both), functional analyses
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are highly idiographic and complex, though of great potential value for
understanding and changing behavior.

An Overview and an Example of Aggression and Violence
This brief overview illustrates the many different assessment
techniques, types of variables, and potential environmental typologies. The area is in its empirical infancy and it is still unclear how the different methods
will eventually relate to each other. In the broadest perspective,
environmental and stimulus variables may be conceptualized as reducing and
shaping the potential variability of human behavior. In this sense, each of the
six types of dimensions mentioned above are related. The geographical and
meteorological environment to some extent shapes the environment of
architecture and physical design, which in turn has demonstrable effects on
the types of available behavior settings. In their turn, behavior settings
constrain the potential range of organizational structure, methods of
institutional functioning, and the personal and behavioral characteristics of
individuals who choose to inhabit the behavior settings. Different behavior
settings, organizational structures, and sets of milieu inhabitants give rise to
different psychosocial characteristics and organizational climates. Finally, any
of the above types of variables may, to some extent, affect the types of
reinforcements that are likely to occur in a specific setting. Decisions about
specific reinforcements that are valued may then, in a feedback loop, have
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effects on the resulting geographical and architectural environment. Any of
these levels of environmental variables may be influenced by any other level,
although the relationship between some levels (e.g., personal characteristics
of milieu inhabitants and organizational climates) may be closer than that
between others (e.g., geographical and meteorological variables and
organizational structure).
The categorization of environmental dimensions into six broad types
may or may not have general utility. The categories are overlapping and
certain variables can as easily be placed into one category as another. On the
other hand, the conceptualization identifies some initial directions for an
overall organization of this field. The potential clinical relevance of a coherent
conceptualization of environmental and stimulus variables may be illustrated
by utilizing aggression and violence as an example. The point is to illustrate a
framework for the analysis of milieu effects, which is of critical importance
not only for aggression but for the entire range of behavior with which
psychiatrists must deal.
There is substantial evidence that various attitudinal and behavioral
indices of anger, hostility, and aggression vary considerably over different
settings, even for the same individuals. For example, Endler and Hunt found
that consistent individual differences accounted for only between 15 and 20
percent of the variance in hostility, whereas setting differences accounted for
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between 4 and 8 percent and the various interactions (e.g., subjects by
situations) accounted for approximately 30 percent. Moos has corroborated
these findings in a study of the reactions of patients and staff to a
representative subsample of daily ward settings, e.g., individual therapy,
small group therapy, community meeting. The relevance of this and other
similar work is that there is an upper limit to the accuracy of predicting
aggressive behavior from knowledge of the individual alone, and that
different settings (all of which may have at least some anger-provoking
elements in common) differentially elicit aggressive behavior from different
individuals. The most important implication is that the identification of highly
aggressive individuals may vary considerably, depending upon the situation
in which they are observed, the individual by whom they are interviewed, etc.
One cannot assume that individual differences on the strength of indices of
aggression that are obtained in experimental situations will necessarily
generalize to real life situations or even to other experimental situations.
Each of the six types of dimensions discussed above has a central impact
in the determination of aggressive behavior of individuals and groups, e.g.,
the riots in Los Angeles and Chicago during the summer of 1965 were widely
believed to stem in part from the discomforts of hot weather. Wolfgang has
reported that the peak months for the occurrence of homicide are the hot
summer months. Berke and Wilson point out that most major political
uprisings, rebellions, and revolutions begin during the hot months. Griffitt
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found that interpersonal attraction responses were significantly more
negative under a “hot” condition (over 90° F) than under a “normal” condition
(about 68° F). Lieber and Sherin have recently concluded that there is a
relationship between phases of the moon and murder rates. They analyzed
over 1900 murders occurring over a fifteen-year period in Dade County,
Florida and found that the murder rate began to rise about twenty-four hours
before the full moon, reached a peak at full moon, and then dropped back
before climbing again to a secondary peak at the new moon.
The exact interpretation of these findings is unclear, although evidence
for the effects of temperature on aggressive behavior is relatively consistent.
There is less available evidence that architecture and physical-design
variables have effects on aggressive behavior, although they do generally
have effects on interpersonal transactions, and the body-buffer zone has been
shown to be larger in violence-prone individuals.
Different types of behavior settings differentially elicit aggressive or
hostile behavior. In an interesting clinical study, Raush et al. found that
changes in hostility in hyperaggressive children were setting specific, e.g., one
child showed a marked reduction in hostile responses toward adults in a
structured group setting, whereas another showed these changes mainly
during mealtimes. Gump et al. observed children in camp settings and found
that the quality of interaction of the same boys in swimming and craft settings
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was quite different. Asserting, blocking, and attacking behavior was
significantly higher in the swimming setting, whereas helping reactions were
higher in crafts. In a detailed study of the behavior of a nine-year-old boy,
Gump et al. found that the boy showed a greater proportion of aggressive
responses at home than at camp.
Many organizational structure dimensions have been related to the
frequency of aggressive behavior, most notably indices of space and
population density (crowding). For example, Swift" concluded that conflicts
between children are more numerous when play space is more restricted.
Other studies have found correlations between high-population-density areas
and high crime rates for both juveniles and adults. Calhoun has presented
experimental data linking population density and overly aggressive and
conflict-oriented behavior in rats, and Sugiyama has indicated that high
density leads to a general breakdown in the social order of wild monkeys and
results in extremely aggressive behavior, hyper-sexuality, the killing of the
young, etc.
In some intriguing analyses Galle et al. have found that four different
components of population density (e.g., the number of persons per room, the
number of rooms per housing unit) show highly significant correlations with
asocial aggressive behavior, even when ethnicity and social class are
controlled. Some authors are now beginning to pay specific attention to the
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factors by which the effects of population density and crowding may be
mediated. Extensive data linking various indices of anger, aggression, and
conflict to organizational structure variables, such as size, staffing, the
heterogeneity and stability of personnel, etc., are also available. Since
measures of aggressive responses may be heavily affected by organizational
structure dimensions, changes in these dimensions (e.g., an increase in
amount of play space) may have dramatic effects.
Discussions of the effects of variables relevant to the last three methods
of characterizing environments are particularly numerous and only selected
examples can be given here. In terms of the personal and behavioral
characteristics of the inhabitants of the milieu, perhaps the most relevant
example is that of the “interpersonal reflex” or “behavioral reciprocity.”
Aggression begets aggression, and the proportion of hostile actions that are
“sent” by an individual often parallels the proportion he “receives.” For
example, Purcell and Brady found that the interpersonal response of affection
was preceded by the interpersonal stimulus of affection 80 percent of the
time and by the interpersonal stimulus of aggression 0 percent of the time.
In a most intriguing study, Couch found that the response of
interpersonal hostility was more highly correlated with the immediately
preceding behavioral press than it was with a combination of personality
need, concealment defense, and perceived press predictors. Thus, knowledge
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of the immediately preceding interpersonal stimulus was the best predictor
of interpersonal hostility. This finding should give all of us who attempt to
make predictions from personality needs alone significant pause. Holsti and
North, in careful analyses of documents authored by key European decision
makers in the period of June 27 to August 4, 1914, indicate that these
conclusions are not limited to individuals acting alone. They found that the
correlation between the hostility expressed toward a nation and the hostility
expressed by it was 0.46 for the Triple Entente (England, France, and Russia)
and 0.68 for the Dual Alliance (Austria, Hungary, and Germany). Perceived
hostility and actual violent behavior (i.e., actual troop mobilizations, etc.)
were also highly intercorrelated (0.64).
There have been several demonstrations of the effects of social climate
on aggression, particularly in groups and families. Perhaps the most
intriguing work was done by Lewin et al. who found that the same group may
change markedly (from apathy to aggression or vice versa) when it is changed
to a new leadership atmosphere under a different leader. Lewin has also
shown that an individual’s conduct may change drastically in line with the
social atmosphere of the group. He studied two girls and found that after
transferring from one group to another, each girl rapidly displayed the level
of conduct shown by the other girl before the change. He concludes that
changing group climates should have important effects on changing
individual aggressive behavior. McCord et al. related specific indices of home
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atmosphere to different types of crimes, and Anderson and Brewer have
shown that teachers create different classroom climates that have strongly
differential effects on relevant indices of child behavior, e.g., dominating,
resisting, nonconforming, etc.
Finally, the potential effects on aggressive behavior of both positive and
negative reinforcement procedures (including imitation and modeling) are
well known.'’ Milgram’s studies have shown that subjects who are not usually
aggressive can be made to behave very aggressively under experimenter and
group-pressure encouragement. Recent examples from world history seem to
amply corroborate this. Bandura and Walters have also illustrated the
specificity of aggressive behavior in their finding that parents who punished
aggression in the home, but who simultaneously modeled aggressive
behavior and encouraged it in their sons’ relationships to their peers,
produced boys who were not aggressive at home but who were markedly
aggressive at school.
It should be noted that Moyer has conceptualized several kinds of
aggression, each of which appears to have a specific neural and endocrine
basis. He distinguishes among the kinds of aggression on the basis of the
stimulus situations that elicit them, e.g., inter-male, fear-induced, irritable,
territorial, maternal, and instrumental. Although the categories for
environmental analysis are different, the underlying logic of Moyer’s analysis
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is similar to that presented here.
Thus, the evidence indicates that ecological variables, behavior settings,
dimensions of organizational structure, behavioral characteristics of milieu
inhabitants, social and organizational climate, and reinforcement variables,
all have important impacts on various indices of aggressive and violent
behavior. Similar analyses may be carried out and similar conclusions
probably hold for most other clinically relevant kinds of behavior. This
analysis in no way minimizes the importance of individual dispositions in the
sense that it is clinically obvious that some individuals are generally more
prone to express certain kinds of behavior (including aggressive and violent
behavior) than others. In addition, individual dispositions may have their
effects in interaction with environmental conditions. On the other hand, the
importance of this work on the development of taxonomies of environmental
variables can hardly be overemphasized, particularly in its implications for
both behavior prediction and behavior change. Knowledge of the probable
behavioral and attitudinal effects of different environmental arrangements is
at least as central an issue for psychiatry as knowledge about traditional
personality theory and psychotherapy.

Implications and Applications
Social ecology provides an overall perspective on the salient dimensions
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of the physical and social environment and thus on dimensions that influence
the development and maintenance of effective adaptation and coping
behavior, on the one hand, and “social-break-down reactions,” including
medical and psychiatric symptomatology, on the other. The approach
provides some beginning conceptual and theoretical underpinning for
community psychiatry and the community mental health movement, suggests
guidelines for more thorough and complete descriptions of both individual
clinical cases and overall treatment milieus, and has important implications
for the facilitation and evaluation of social change, particularly in small group
living settings. Social ecology expands the traditional framework of ecology to
include issues of direct concern to psychiatry, i.e., the identification of
environmental and milieu variables that have impacts on the maintenance of
effective and ineffective behavior.
The six ways of describing human environments as discussed above
provide an overall framework of general utility. The framework is relevant to
clinical applications, particularly in community-oriented consultation.
Psychiatrists are increasingly asked to diagnose and change social settings
rather than to work separately with each of the individuals within those
settings. Sensitivity to a broad range of environmental variables and their
probable effects on individuals will help identify the causes of environmental
“trouble spots,” e.g., high dropout, turnover, sickness, or accident rate, and to
suggest changes in them. Measures of environments aid in systematically
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comparing two or more milieus (e.g.. treatment programs, university
dormitories) and are essential in evaluating the extent to which social change
attempts actually succeed. Treatment outcome cannot be evaluated without
assessing the characteristics of individuals; the outcome of attempts to
change the social systems cannot be evaluated without assessing the
characteristics of milieus.
One example is the use of psychosocial and organizational climateassessment techniques in the facilitation and evaluation of social change.
Moos has presented a paradigm in which information about perceived
psychosocial environments is utilized in planning and directing social change
within those environments. The methodology includes four basic
components.
1. The social environment of a program is assessed. All the individuals
involved in the program (e.g., both patients and staff in a
treatment milieu) give their opinions about the current
functioning of the program on relevant dimensions.
2. Individualized feedback is given on the results of these
assessments, with specific focus on the similarities and
differences between various important groups, e.g.,
psychiatrists, nurses, and psychiatric aides. Agreements and
disagreements on the goals and value orientations of
different groups are also outlined. Emphasis is placed on the
discrepancies between the “real” and the “ideal” social milieu
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and the implications for change that are thereby suggested.
3. Concrete planning of specific methods by which change might occur
along specified dimensions is then instituted. The methods
by which decisions about change are made and by which
change is implemented vary widely from one environment to
another.
4. One or more reassessments are made of the characteristics of the
social environment in order to provide information about
the results of the change process. This type of feedback and
discussion about the environmental characteristics of an
ongoing social system makes it possible for individuals
participating in the system to help plan, design, effect, and
evaluate changes in it. Regular feedback of data regarding
the characteristics of one’s environment provides a way to
monitor the evolution and function of a milieu over time and
helps to articulate the relationship of the current
environment to overall program goals.
Although less has as yet been done in this area, the systematic use of
information about relevant treatment and community environments of
patients will eventually make for far richer and more meaningful clinical case
descriptions. The original Meyerian system included data about relevant
biological, psychological, and sociological or life-situation characteristics for
each individual patient. However, there has never been any way of
systematically describing the environments in which people function. Current
case descriptions usually include only general comments about life-stress
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events, e.g., death of a family member, job changes, retirement, major physical
illnesses, etc., whereas they should include at least as much detailed
information about a patient’s environment as they do about his personality
and behavior. A specific example is the attempt to identify and describe basic
“alcohologenic” properties of the community environments of patients with
alcohol problems. The extent to which individual patients encounter
“alcoholic stimuli,” e.g., how many bottles of liquor are visible in his or her
house, how many social functions does the patient attend where large
quantities of alcohol are consumed, does the spouse of the patient drink
heavily, does the patient have a number of close friends who drink heavily,
etc., is at least as important in predicting future drinking behavior as
individual background or personality characteristics.
The six types of environmental dimensions also provide guidelines for
compiling program descriptions. Psychiatrists and other mental health
workers are often responsible for writing descriptions of environments (e.g.,
treatment programs) for use by referring social workers, prospective
patients, etc. Evidence indicates that published descriptions of environments
do not usually accurately portray the salient characteristics of those
environments. College catalogues often give no information about the
academic backgrounds of entering students or about the informal social
atmosphere, though these are characteristics of the environment that
importantly affect a student’s satisfaction and development. Similar
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conclusions may be made about published descriptions of psychiatric and
correctional treatments. Otto and Moos asked independent judges to read
published descriptions of community programs and to give their impressions
of the characteristics of the treatment environment. The judges’ opinions
were then compared with the opinions of residents and staff in each program.
None of the descriptions presented a fully accurate picture of the treatment
environment, although, as might be expected, some descriptions were much
better than others. Each of the six environmental description methods gives a
somewhat different perspective of a treatment program, and thus the use of
all six should enhance the accuracy and completeness of program
descriptions.
In this connection many investigators have suggested that different
institutions know much more about the individuals they are attempting to
recruit or place than those individuals know about the institution. Social
workers and other program staff generally know far more about the
characteristics of the individual patient than they do about the program or
programs into which they wish to place that patient. Patients themselves
generally know little or nothing about program characteristics. This
imbalance of information may, in part, be responsible for the extremely high
rate of premature termination of treatment. Studies of individual and group
psychotherapy have indicated that information about these treatment
modalities may be helpful to patients entering into them. Systematic
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information about treatment programs, especially those which are
community-based, may similarly be of help to that growing proportion of
patients who wish to take a more active part in choosing the specific
treatment program that might be most beneficial to them.
From a research perspective analyses of milieus may help to identify the
specific environmental factors that relate to favorable or unfavorable
treatment outcome and to predict outcome based on the differential impact of
treatment settings on certain groups of patients. More detailed knowledge of
components of social systems should enhance more adequate matching of
patients with treatment settings that meet their needs and hence facilitate
recovery.
It is well established that social milieus have important physiological
and “health-related” effects. A systematic conceptualization of environments
makes it possible to test more differentiated hypotheses about the effects of
specific environmental dimensions on specific physiological indices. The
potential importance of this area is indicated by the fact that the incidence of
coronaries varies among environments as well as among types of individuals,
and that the same psychopharmacological agent may have different
therapeutic effects in different treatment settings. Finally, genetic and
developmental studies are in need of much more differentiated information
about environmental characteristics. The fact that home environments of
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individuals with certain chromosomal abnormalities are or are not
“disharmonic” is simply no longer sufficient.
It is not yet clear exactly how the six different methods of
environmental description will eventually relate to each other, but it is clear
that they are each critical for the central tasks of understanding, predicting,
and changing behavior. The optimal arrangement of environments may be the
most powerful behavior modification technique currently available.
Psychiatrists and other mental health specialists are now asked to consult on
the probable behavioral and attitudinal effects of environmental changes,
precisely because human beings can now control and change their own
environments. Each institution in our society is attempting to set up
conditions that it hopes will maximize certain types of behavior and certain
directions of personal development. Families, hospitals, prisons, industries,
secondary schools, universities, communes, and various groups, each arrange
certain environmental conditions that presumably maximize certain effects.
There is, of course, the greatest disagreement both about the effects that
should be maximized and about which conditions maximize them. It can be
cogently argued that these issues are so central to society that the most
important task for psychiatry and the behavioral sciences is concerned with
the systematic description and classification of environments and their
differential costs and benefits to adaptation.
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The field of social ecology, though currently somewhat vague and
undifferentiated, presents a developing multidisciplinary focus around which
psychiatrists, with their detailed knowledge of human adaptation and coping
skills, can fruitfully interact with other social science professionals who are
primarily

concerned

with

conceptualizing

and

constructing

new

environments. The potential for radically altering the day-to-day practice of
psychiatry over the next decade or two is much greater than we now realize.
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CHAPTER 41
PSYCHIATRIC ASPECTS OF THE NAZI
PERSECUTION1
Paul Chodoff
Although the lurid light flickering out of the ovens of Auschwitz thirty
years ago L may seem too far off to illuminate present-day American
psychiatry, there are two reasons why the experience of the Jews of Europe
under the Nazi terror ought still to engage the interest and concern of
psychiatrists. First, although six million Jews were killed, there are some
survivors and a significant number of these are now in the United States
where they seek out the services of psychiatrists for purposes both of
evaluation of their restitution claims and sometimes for treatment of the
psychiatric disabilities with which they have been left. Second, since
psychiatrists must grapple every day with the effects of various degrees of
psychic traumatization on their patients, the concentration-camp experience,
by providing a “worst-case” example of psychic trauma and its effects, also
sheds light on how human beings react to lesser, more ordinary degrees of
psychological stress.
In this chapter, I will summarize the main elements of the conditions
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faced by concentration camp inmates and the adaptive measures employed to
deal with these conditions, including in this section an extended account
derived from a taped interview with a woman who was a survivor of
Auschwitz. I will then deal with the short- and long-term effects of the
concentration-camp experience, and with some of the attempts that have
been made to conceptualize the long-term sequelae. I will also touch on
psychiatric evaluation and treatment of survivors. The material included in
the chapter will be based on my own experience with approximately two
hundred survivors of the persecution whom I have examined, mostly for
purposes of reparations evaluations but also, in a few instances, for more
extended treatment purposes, and on references to what has now become a
rather voluminous literature.2

The Concentration Camps
The German concentration camps—first established by Heinrich
Himmler in 1933 for the internment of enemies of the Third Reich, a category
that, of course, included the Jews— followed the Nazi conquests and
ultimately formed an extended network throughout the occupied territories,
especially in eastern Europe. With the decision for the “final solution” of the
Jewish question in 1941, some of the camps (Auschwitz, Treblinka) were
designated as extermination camps and were equipped with disguised gas
chambers and crematoria; in others (Dachau, Buchenwald) the killing was
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somewhat less systematic. The concentration camps merged into labor camps
that provided a source of slave labor for Nazi industry. However, the
differences among all of these categories of camps was only relative and in all
of them the conditions were, in the words of A. P. J. Taylor, “loathsome
beyond belief.” In addition to the out-and-out extermination measures, the
physical stresses endured by the prisoners included malnutrition, crowding,
sleeplessness, exposure, inadequate clothing, forced labor, beatings, injury,
torture, exhaustion, medical experimentation, diarrhea, various epidemic
diseases, and the effects of the long “death marches” from the camps in the
closing days of the war. The physically depleted state of the prisoners, the
brutal and primitive conditions in which they lived, and the entirely
inadequate medical facilities were responsible for an extremely high death
rate, and also had the effect of increasing the susceptibility of the inmates to
the nonphysical stresses they had to face. Chief among these latter was the
danger to
life, ever-present and unavoidable. It is possible, to some degree, for a
healthy personality to defend itself against a peril that, though very grave, is
predictable and is at least potentially limited in time, as in the case of soldiers
in combat who can at least hope for relief and rotation out of the fighting
zone. For the concentration-camp inmate however, as has been described by
Viktor Frankl from his own experiences in Auschwitz, the absolute
uncertainty of his condition was a barrier to the erection of adequate
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psychological-adaptive measures. In addition to the threat to life, the
prisoners had to face the catastrophic trauma of separation from their
families and, consequently, to the agonizing uncertainty about their own
future, there were added equally agonizing doubts as to whether they would
ever see their relatives again. The very least price one had to pay to survive in
the camps was to suffer the grossest kind of daily humiliation. Massive
frustration of their basic drives had the apparent dual effect of driving the
sexual life of the prisoners underground and of rendering the insistent
demands of hunger all-dominating, so that fantasies about food occupied
much of their conscious awareness. If not himself the victim of casual violence
or deliberate cruelty, the prisoner frequently witnessed such exhibitions.
Since it was impossible to retaliate effectively, he had to smother his
aggressive feelings, for even the appearance of resentment against the
torturers could lead to his own destruction. Regimented, imprisoned, without
a moment of privacy during each twenty-four hours, the prisoner s human
worth, and even his sense of an individual human identity, was under
constant and savage assault. His entire environment was designed to impress
upon him his utter, his protoplasmic worthlessness, a worthlessness that had
no relationship to what he did, only to what he was. Reduced from individual
human status to the status of a debased being, identified not by name but by a
number and a badge of a particular color, a conviction of his ineluctable
inferiority was hammered into the prisoner by the Schutzstaffel (SS) jailers
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who needed to justify their own behavior by convincing themselves of the
inferior, subhuman status of the Jews in their charge. The concentration-camp
inmates lived in a Kafkaesque world in which the rules governing their
existence were senseless, capricious, and often mutually contradictory, as, for
instance, when impossible standards of cleanliness were demanded, while, at
the same time, the inadequate opportunities and senseless rules about
toileting made even an elementary decency impossible.
At this point, I am going to interpose excerpts from a description—
recorded in her own words at my request—of some aspects of life at
Auschwitz by a former inmate (Mrs. S) who has also been a patient of mine.
This account will convey something of the physical and psychological stresses
that confronted the concentration-camp inmate, as well as a suggestion of the
adaptive measures called forth by these stresses.

Life in a Concentration Camp
“We arrived to Auschwitz in the early part of April. That’s a story by
itself—the arrival and the happenings. We lived in blocks. It’s called a block in
German, but it’s a barracks and it has 1,500 people and the barracks had rows
and rows of three-tier bunk beds—they were very poorly built, out of just
boards and lumber and each bunk had 12 people—in our case 12 women, and
we happened to choose the upper bunk because we thought it would be the
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best. It was OK for us, but it caused an awful lot of heartache afterward
because, as I said, the bunks were not built very well and the boards broke
under the weight of us in the beginning before we started losing weight and
there were many broken or fractured skulls or bones below us.
“Each person was supposed to have a blanket. It so happened that the
blankets were stolen, so we never ended up with enough blankets for all of us.
Maybe by the end of the evening we would have two or three blankets left for
12 people. I think the biggest crisis after the day’s hardship was finding a
blanket to sleep on and the fights we had keeping the blanket. I must say I
was one of the lucky (I say lucky) or exceptional persons who was an
assistant to the ‘capo.’ It came very handy at the time. I suffered an awful lot
because of it later, but it gave me protection. Maybe I had the blanket. I don’t
even remember because all this did not matter.
“Anyway, we got up at two o’clock in the morning. We were awakened
by the girls who brought the coffee in big barrels. It was black and it had
charcoal in it and maybe chicory. It was rather lukewarm and they thought it
was enough to hold us through the day. And no one wanted the coffee. You
would rather have an hour sleep or so, but you had to have it. The barracks
had to be emptied and we had to get back and line up for the appel [roll call]
and that was my job, getting people up. I was assigned to three or four bunks
and that means I was assigned to wake up approximately 150 to 200 people
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who did not want to face the day’s reality. I mean, because we knew what was
coming. So I was up, pulling blankets off of people—‘get up’, screaming,
carrying on, even hitting. Once I hit someone and she looked at me and it was
one of my mother’s friends. I apologized. I felt terribly bad. I kept on doing it. I
got them up. I think the whole process took nearly half an hour, to make 1,500
people get out of the block. We were up, but there was no question of
dressing because we got one dress when we entered Auschwitz, and I got a
very, very long petticoat. It came all the way down to my ankles. It came in
very handy because I was able to use it, little by little, as toilet tissue which
was nonexistent, till there was nothing left. So I just had a dress to wear and I
think most people, that’s all they had, and shoes and a toothbrush that hung
around my neck. It was my most prized thing. A toothbrush.
“I know I got out of my bunk a half an hour earlier than anyone else
because we were determined to keep clean and we went to the washroom
that was at least, oh, two or three bunkers away from us and we stripped
ourselves to wash with cold water because we didn’t want any lice on us. We
checked our clothes for lice, because typhus was spreading already at that
time and, anyway, we had to line up for appel—and the 1,500 people were
divided into three groups so that means I had 500 people to line up and in
each line I think there were maybe 10, 15. I’m not sure. But, somehow, I don’t
know how, the rumor started, but someone gave the word, that they were
going to pick so many people to be cremated. That the first four or five rows
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are going to be taken to be cremated. Well, I tried to get anyone to get in the
first five rows. It was impossible. I had to make them do it. I was shoving and
pushing. But we were lined up around two-thirty in the morning and the
Germans did not come out till five or six o’clock, I think it was, for the appel
and there were 30,000 people in the C lager [camp] and it took them a while.
They always miscounted because, after the first counting was over we were
being punished for someone was missing. We had to get down on our knees
with our hands up and wait till they counted over and over and over. Till they
decided that they had a number. But we didn’t have the big selections as
when Dr. Mengele came around. Just the little officers did their jobs and
decided that a girl with a pimple on her face, someone who was a little more
run-down than should be, or someone with a little bandage were selected.
Naturally, those people were taken out automatically to the crematorium. So
we had to be very careful that you shouldn’t have any scars showing so you
should look fresh and not unwell. Well, by eleven or twelve we were allowed
to come in to our bunks and then lunchtime came.
“It is very hard for me to recall food—what we ate or not, because I
decided that all those things were unimportant. That I am going to have
control over my body, that food is not important. I can’t remember. But I think
it was one slice of bread and a slice of margarine on it, and some kind of jelly
made out of red beets.
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“I think in all my eight months that I have been there, maybe twice we
were able to take a walk—because we were being punished for one reason or
the other and we had to stay in our bunks, or a new transport came in, and
they would not allow us out to watch the transport coming in so we were
locked in our block or barracks. So the days were spent in the barracks.
“Then came the evening roll call. That started about two o’clock in the
afternoon and then again the same circus-lining up, waiting miscounting, and
counting, and counting, and counting, and it was seven or eight in the evening
before the evening meal came and before we were allowed to come in—
sometimes nine-thirty or ten o’clock. If someone was missing, we were
punished by kneeling. Otherwise we stood—and we had to stand sometimes
in hot sun and sometimes in rain.
“Anyway, evening came around and then we had our meal. The meal
consisted of mush. It was some kind of a liquid, thickened with something. It
had a few potatoes in the bottom of the barrel and then it had some kind of
tranquilizer, but I doubted the Germans spent money on putting tranquilizers
in. But another thing, we stopped menstruating and they thought that,
whatever chemical taste it had in it, this is the thing that stopped us from
menstruating so we didn’t menstruate at all.
“Again, I was one of the lucky ones who distributed the food. I think I
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was fair when it came to distributing food. I did not, I would not allow myself
to bring any more up to my bunk than we were allowed to, except for my
mother who was quite ill—she had diarrhea and she could not digest the
food. She was getting weaker and weaker day by day. You know, she was at
that time 43 years old and it is hard to think that I have reached that age. How
would I have been able—how would I have reacted under the circumstances
that she did at this age? I feel very young, by the way. But she seemed to me
very old at that time and well, anyway, evening meal over, we were allowed to
take a walk. But, again, when transports were coming in they locked the doors
and there was complete curfew and we were not allowed to go out and we
were just, well, listening to the screams or the silence or the smell of burning
flesh and wondering what tomorrow was going to bring to us. Some were
wondering. I knew I was going to make it. The human torture, getting up in
the morning and things, smelling the burning flesh and the flying soot. The air
was oily, greasy. There were no birds. .. .
“I think they were very worried about our physical well-being and
cleanliness. So we had to be shaved. That’s right, several times while I stayed
in Auschwitz, we were shaved of hair —head, underarms and intimate parts
of our body—by Jewish inmates—standing. We were standing on a stool so
that the Jewish inmates would be able to reach us easier and we were
surrounded by SS men who seemed to enjoy it very much. Well, it didn’t
bother me. I had no feelings, whatsoever. I couldn’t care less, at this point of
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the game. It really didn’t matter.
“As I said, we had selections every single day—some just slight—just
picking people out, as I mentioned before, because of scars, because of
pimples, because, because of being run-down, because of looking tired or
because of having a crooked smile, or because someone just didn’t like you.
But then they were selected either to go to work or to the crematorium, and,
in this case, Dr. Mengele was involved in it. He was quite an imposing figure
and his presence ... I don’t think everybody was scared, because—rather I
wasn’t. I was hypnotized by his looks, by his actions.
“The barracks had two massive doors and we were inside. They did not
let us out. It was in October and it was rainy. We tried to catch the rain in pots.
We didn’t sleep because of the rain, because we had to keep ourselves dry. . . .
And then the doors swing open quite dramatically . . . great entrance with
Mengele in the center accompanied by two SS women and a couple of
soldiers. . . . He stands with his whip on one side and his legs apart. It’s
unbelievable. It looked like Otto Preminger arranged the theme for the whole
thing. It seems to me now that it was like a movie.
“Anyway, the capo came out and she gave us orders to undress and line
up in front of the barracks. It had two rooms. One was a storage room and one
was the capo’s room—and Mengele stood in between and he had a switch in
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the same hand, and while we were lining up, I was able to observe what he
was doing. Till I had to face him, I really had no feelings. I couldn’t describe
how I felt, but I saw the switch go. It was a horsewhip—left, right, and I
noticed that those who were motioned left were in a better condition,
physical condition, than the ones who were motioned to go right. Anyway,
this went on and on and not a sound, even if it meant life or death. I don’t
know how other people felt about it, but I was quite well informed, I was
accused of being able to face the truth, of being able to know because I had my
mother with me. The others said it was easy for me to believe all this because
I had my mother with me. I had no great loss. They loved their mothers, they
cared, and they wanted to believe their mothers were safe somewhere in
another camp. It made them stronger, knowing their parents were not
cremated, but I had my mother and I knew my father was OK at that time in
another bunk at camp.
“Anyway, my turn came. I had a choice to make. Not only Mengele had a
choice to make, I had. I had to make up my mind. Am I going to follow my
mother or is this it? Am I going to separate from her? The only way I was able
to work out the problem was that I was not going to give myself a chance to
decide. I will go ahead in front of my mother— that was unusual, she being
my mother, out of courtesy I followed her all the time in any other
circumstances—but in this case, I was going first and my mother followed me,
and I went. I think my heart was beating quite fast, not because I was afraid—
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I knew I would come through—but because I was doing something wrong. I
was doing something terribly wrong. Anyway, I passed Mengele. I didn’t see
him. I just passed, and I was sent into the room where I would be kept alive
and I turned around and my mother was with me! So this was a very happy
ending.
“As I said, in the evenings if I had a chance I went over to talk to my
friend ... to the fence, to the electric fence, and at each end of the fence, they
had the watchtowers where the Nazis were able to observe us and, just for
the fun of it, the girl who was right next to me—I think they just wanted to see
if they could aim well, because I don’t know why— they shot her right in the
eye, and she lost her eye. Another time, another girl was at the same place.
Her friend threw a package of food over to her, and she ran toward the fence
to catch it. And she touched the wire. And there she hung. She looked like
Jesus Christ, spread out, with her two arms stuck to the wire. . . .
“In the end, people were losing weight, and they were getting skinnier
and skinnier and some of them were just skeletons but I really did not see
them. I just wiped the pictures out of my mind. I was able to step over them,
and when I came out from the concentration camp, I said I did not see a dead
body. I mean, I feel that I didn’t see them. Even if I can see them. This is what’s
killing me now, that I have never felt the strain, the brutality, the physical
brutality of the concentration camp. I mean like my aunt, my young aunt. She
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was 13 or 14 when she was exposed to brutality and death, and she talks with
a passion of what they did to her. Then, when I meet another woman who is
in her 6o’s and she will tell me her sufferings, I can’t stand them. I broke all
the friendships up with them. I don’t want them. I can’t stand them, because
they bore me. I just can’t stand listening to them, and I have nothing to do
with them.”

Adaptive Behavior in the Camps
What enabled a man or woman to survive such a hell? We have no real
answers to this question and must resort to generalizations about the almost
miraculous and infinite adaptability of the human species. As far as particular
varieties of individual defensive and coping behavior are concerned, there is
no doubt that they played a role in whether a prisoner would live or die, but it
cannot be emphasized too much that such behavior was far less important
than were luck, accident, and chance—where the prisoner happened to be
when a selection for the gas chamber was taking place, the quota of victims
for that day, the mood of the selector at the time. However, accounts by
survivors do agree on a fairly constant sequence of reactions to
concentration-camp life. This sequence began with the universal response of
shock and terror on arrest and arrival at the camp since the SS made it their
business to impress on the new prisoner their limitless power over him. At
the same time, many of the old prisoners displayed the “camp mentality.”
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They were irritable, egotistical, envious, and often cold and unsympathetic to
new arrivals. The fright reaction was generally followed by a period of apathy,
and, in most cases, by a longer period of mourning and depression. The
period of apathy was often psychologically protective, and may be thought of
as providing a kind of transitional emotional hibernation. But, in some cases,
apathy took over to such an extent that the prisoner became a “Mussulman,”
who gave up the struggle and did not live very long.
Among those prisoners who continued to struggle for life, certain
adaptive measures gradually gained ascendancy and came to be characteristic
of the long-term adjustment. Regressive behavior, of a greater or lesser
degree, was almost universal, resulting from the overwhelming infantilizing
pressures to which prisoners were subjected and their need to stifle
aggressive impulses. It has been suggested that such narcissistic regression
prepared the ground, among those who survived the camps, for later
psychopathological states such as chronic reactive depressions and chronic
reactive aggressions. However, it should be pointed out that as a consequence
of the complete reversal of values in the camps, regressive behavior probably
served an adaptive function, since regressive prisoners, immersed in
fantasies, were likely to be docile and submissive toward the SS, and thus
have a better chance of escaping retaliatory measures. A consequence of such
regression was that many prisoners, like children, became quite dependent
on their savage masters, so that attitudes toward the SS were marked more
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by ambivalence than by conscious overt hostility. Some prisoners went so far
as to employ the well-known mechanism of identification with the aggressor,
imitating the behavior and taking on the values of the SS. A striking example
of the strength of this mechanism and its reality-distorting effects is seen in
the dreams of more than one female survivor whom I have examined where
SS troopers were always tall, handsome, and godlike. Elements of such a
reaction can be seen in Mrs. S’s encounter with Dr. Mengele, “the angel of
death of Auschwitz” who has been described to me in such awed terms by
other survivors of Auschwitz that he can be visualized as a tall, radiant,
immaculately dressed figure sitting nonchalantly astride a chair as—like
Osiris, the god of the Underworld—he gestures with his riding whip, sending
the prisoners lined up in front of him either to life or to death.3
It appears that the most important personality defenses among
concentration-camp inmates were denial and isolation of affect, a finding that
should not be particularly surprising in view of evidence that these are the
two most common and most “normal” personality defenses. Examples of
denial are displayed by Mrs. S when she would not see the corpses she was
stepping over and in the poignant picture of her fellow inmates who refused
to believe that the smoke arising from the crematorium chimneys came from
the burning corpses of their mothers. Isolation of affect, which could be so
extreme as to involve a kind of emotional anesthesia, seemed to have
functioned particularly to protect an inmate’s ego against the dangers
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associated with feelings of hostility toward someone who treats the inmate as
if he were an inanimate thing and not a person. This is what Mrs. S was doing
when she says, “It didn’t bother me, I had no feeling whatsoever” about being
shaved while naked in front of SS troopers. When combined with an ability to
observe themselves in their surroundings, this kind of tamping down of affect,
along with sublimatory processes, helped certain gifted individuals produce
remarkably objective reports of concentration camp life. Some form of
companionship with others was indispensable, since a completely isolated
individual could not have survived in the camps. But the depth of such
companionship was usually limited by the overpowering egotistical demands
of self-preservation, except in certain political and religious groups.
Daydreams of revenge served the purpose of swallowing up some repressed
aggression; some aggression could be discharged in quarrels and angry
behavior toward other prisoners, as illustrated by the description of the
fighting over food and blankets. Aggression could also be dealt with by
projection onto the SS who were then seen as even more formidable,
endowed as they thus were with the unexpressed hostility of the prisoners.
Since the existence of mental illness of any degree of severity would have
been incompatible with survival, one adaptive consequence of imprisonment
was that new psychosomatic or psychoneurotic disorders rarely developed
while existing ones often markedly improved, and suicide—except under
conditions as to be almost indistinguishable from murder—was also an
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infrequent phenomenon.

The Postliberation Period
As soon after the end of the war and liberation as recovery of some
measure of physical health permitted, most survivors of the concentration
camps, as well as those individuals who had managed to evade capture during
the war by an “on-the-run” existence, made their way back to their homes
primarily for purposes of seeking information about their relatives. More
often than not their worst fears were realized: they found their homes
destroyed or occupied by strangers, and their communities substantially
wiped out. Such frustrating aspects of postliberation reality were powerful
factors in the inevitable dissipation of rosy fantasies about postwar life that
had blossomed during imprisonment and constituted what Wolfenstein calls
the “post-disaster utopia.” In their regressed state, such a narcissistic blow, as
well as real disappointments in their idealistic hopes for a better world
resulted in bitterness, resentment, depression—even, sometimes in
temporary flare-ups of antisocial or paranoid behavior. A large number of the
liberated prisoners, homeless, alone, bewildered, without resources, took
refuge in the displaced persons (D.P.) camps that were set up in various parts
of Europe. In some cases, they remained in them for years, with the result that
the neurotic symptoms, encouraged by the monotony of D.P. camp life and its
fostering of passivity and hypochondriacal preoccupation became fixated. In
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this phase, the flaring up of psychoneurotic and psychosomatic symptoms
was due both to undoubted organic factors and to the depression of hostile
impulses that could not be expressed during the concentration-camp period.
As the immediate postwar epoch drew to a close, the surviving remnant
of concentration-camp prisoners gradually settled themselves in more or less
permanent abodes in their countries of origin or elsewhere, especially in the
United States and Israel. For this latter group, to the multiple traumas they
had endured were added the need to adjust to a new environment, to new
customs, to a different language.

Long-term Effects
At this point, one might expect the grisly story to come to an end for
most of the survivors, the passage of time allowing the gradual envelopment
of their fears and memories in psychic scar tissue. This is not what happened.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, articles began to appear in the medical
literature of many countries describing features of personality disorder and
psychiatric illness still present in a large number of these individuals, in some
cases cropping up after a latent period of several years. An important
stimulus to the unexpected discovery by psychiatrists of the extent of the
problem has undoubtedly been restitution laws enacted by the [West]
German Federal Republic during the ten years following the Hitler regime, as
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a result of which financial compensation was provided for persons in whom a
causal relationship between the traumatic experience and an impaired state
of health could be established.
Although figures are not available for the overall incidence of
psychiatric sequelae among the survivors of the Nazi persecution, it is clear,
judging from the reports of many countries including Germany, the United
States, Israel, Poland, and Norway, that they are of high frequency and occur
not only in concentration-camp survivors but also in those individuals who
spent a significantly long period of time in Germany or occupied Europe,
either hiding from the Germans or, with the aid of forged papers undertaking
the perilous masquerade of assuming non-Jewish identities and becoming a
part of the German work force. Illustrative of the high frequency of long-term
psychiatric disorders among concentration-camp survivors is the report of
Bensheim. He found that in 1960 half of all patients in the neuropsychiatric
clinic in Haifa were under treatment for the consequences of Nazi
persecution. Even in those individuals who have not sought psychiatric
treatment or evaluation and who appear on superficial examination to be
well, a more careful scrutiny may reveal evidence that very few of them were
left unaffected. For instance, Matussek, in a preliminary report of 130 patients
who were believed to have shown no aftereffects of the concentration-camp
experience, states that he has not seen a single person who was without
pathology, although this may have been covered up. Likewise, Ostwald and
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Bittner have studied the life adjustment of sixty survivors in California who
appeared to have made successful adaptations and found that this had always
been attained at a considerable psychic cost.
A remarkable and undoubtedly significant feature of the long-term
psychiatric consequences of the concentration-camp experience is the
uniformity of these changes as found by observers all over the world
including not only the early articles alluded to previously but also the more
recent reviews of Krystal and Niederland, Mailer, Meerloo, Lederer and
Grobin. All observers agree in finding a combination of relatively fixed,
unfavorable personality alterations and a group of psychiatric symptoms that
can be labeled the “concentration-camp syndrome.”4

Personality Distortions
Personality distortions tend to develop in two widely overlapping ways.
In one, there is a tendency toward seclusiveness, social isolation,
helplessness, and apathy. The individual is passive, fatalistic and dependent,
wanting only to be taken care of and to be let alone by a world whose
requirements are too much for him. The other form of personality distortion
is typified by the survivor who regards the world with suspicion, hostility,
and mistrust. His attitudes toward other people range from quiet, envious
bitterness to cynicism and belligerence, sometimes with a distinctly paranoid
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flavor. Either set of pathologic attitudes, of course, interferes significantly
with interpersonal relationships and, thus, in a reverberating fashion, tends
to become more extreme as unfavorable experiences pile up. An end point of
such a process can be a psychotic development. Thus, in Israel, Eitinger has
reported on a group of schizophrenics in whom he regarded the
concentration-camp incarceration as causal, while Winnik reported a
significant increase in the incidence of affective psychoses among survivors.

The Concentration-Camp Syndrome
The psychiatric illness that is the most distinctive, long-term
consequence of the Nazi persecution is the Concentration-Camp Syndrome.
Invariably present in this condition is some degree of felt anxiety, often very
marked, along with feelings of tension, motor restlessness, and a state of what
might be called hyper-apprehensiveness in which a sudden phone call, an
unexpected knock at the door, the sight of a man in uniform, may produce a
sudden augmentation of anxiety, sometimes so severe as to constitute a
startle reaction. The anxiety may be accompanied by irritability and
impatience, with consequent deleterious effects on family and work
relationships. Anxiety is often worse at night and is accompanied by various
kinds of sleep disturbances such as great difficulty in falling asleep, frequent
wakening during the night and, very characteristically, night terrors and
nightmares that are either simple or only slightly disguised repetitions of the
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traumatic experiences endured. Ernest Rappaport has described how his own
experience under the persecution continues to produce stimuli for disturbing
dreams, even today. Sleep disturbances may be so severe as to be exhausting
to the patient and terrifying to his spouse when he wakes up during the night
covered with sweat and shouting. Another frequent symptom is
psychosomatic involvement of almost all the organ systems, the most
common being headaches, weakness, fatigue, and symptoms indicating
gastrointestinal disorders. In some instances, phobia formation results in
displacement of the anxiety to various symbolic reference points. Anxiety,
sleeplessness, and fatigue may result, naturally enough, in difficulty in
concentrating and remembering, which may mimic an organic syndrome. A
very characteristic symptom is an obsessive-ruminative state characterized
by more or less constant preoccupation with recollections of persecutory
experiences and, sometimes, with the idealized period of the survivor’s life
with his family before the persecution began. Interviews with concentrationcamp survivors sometimes leave the interviewer with the uncanny sensation
that he has been transported in time back to the gray inferno of Auschwitz, so
vivid and compelling is the wealth of detail with which survivors describe the
events that befell them or that they witnessed. Often the interviewer gets the
impression that nothing really significant in their lives has happened since
the liberation. Most individuals find these memories unwelcome and
obtrusive to such a degree that they may engage in compulsive activity in
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order to keep their minds free of them. But a few survivors actually seem to
derive pleasure from remembering and they look forward to night, when they
can lie awake and nurture these dark things from the past. This
preoccupation with the past is one of the reasons why concentration-camp
survivors often feel alienated, different from others, not really a part of the
life around them.
Depression and feelings of guilt are a characteristic phenomenon among
concentration-camp survivors. They constitute, along with chronic anxiety
and the obsessive-ruminative state previously described, a distinguishing
feature of the Concentration-Camp Syndrome. More likely to occur as an
unvarying feeling of emptiness, despair, and hopelessness in older people—
the “shattered” depression of Levinger—in most other survivors periods of
depression occur episodically, particularly at holidays and anniversaries and
in connection with events that remind them of the past, such as the Eichmann
trial. There is little doubt that such depressive states represent a prolonged
and, in a sense, irremedial mourning for lost love objects. Feelings that life in
the present is meaningless, and even unreal compared with the grim reality of
the past, are common, but it is of interest that convictions about the
worthlessness of life are seldom accompanied by suicidal preoccupation. On
the other hand, quite frequent is a kind of anhedonia, a refusal or inability to
take pleasure or satisfaction in those events or occurrences which ordinarily
would be gratifying. It is certainly significant that among my own cases there
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is a clear correlation between depth of depression and magnitude of the
object loss of family members, relatives, and friends. However, although it is
not difficult to understand why people who have suffered such losses would
be chronically or episodically depressed, it does not explain why the
depression of concentration-camp survivors is so often tinged by feelings of
guilt, either expressed openly or easily to be inferred from their behavior.
Here we are dealing with a special case of the phenomenon of “survivor guilt,”
which also occurs in so many other settings. Its frequency among
concentration-camp survivors varies in different discussions of the subject; it
has been put as high as 92 percent of 139 cases studied by Krystal and
Niederland. Survivor guilt, however, is not a unitary phenomenon.
Concentration-camp survivors may feel guilt because of specific actions on
their part that endangered the lives and welfare of others or which the
survivors interpreted as having this effect, even though such an
interpretation was not true. Mrs. S’s behavior in getting into the selection line
ahead of her mother is one example. Another example is the guilty
preoccupation of a survivor who berated herself for having appropriated the
clothes of a woman who had died as her own were falling to pieces. There are
other guilty feelings that are related not to particular misdeeds, fancied or
real, but, rather, are experienced as a nonspecific, vague, pervasive conviction
of having done something wrong and shameful, even though this feeling
cannot be connected with any remembered episode. Finally, there is that
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species of survivor guilt which is attached merely to the fact of having
remained alive in the holocaust when so many others had died. This variety of
survivor guilt is sometimes linked with expressions of wonderment and
incredulity at the vastness of the human tragedy in which the individual had
been engulfed, and at the capacity of human beings to behave toward other
human beings in the savage manner they witnessed.

Effects on Children
The effects of the concentration-camp experience differ depending on
the age of the individual affected. Studies dealing with the very few surviving
individuals who were infants or very young children in the camps are
particularly interesting in view of current ideas about the effect of the
absence of a mother or a stable relationship with an adult on the personality
development of infants. In some instances, as in the case reported by Engel,
the effect of such an experience at a very early age, could be catastrophic,
producing an almost total arrest in development. Edith Sterba has reported a
group of twenty-five displaced children and adolescents who lost both
parents and were in concentration camps or in hiding for a period of five
years. She describes how her attempts to place these children with foster
parents were greatly hampered by the disappointment and dissatisfaction
expressed by the children toward whatever was done for them. They
displayed a desperate need to cling together, apparently deriving more
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security from these peer relationships than from even the most benevolent
relationships with the adults on whom they displaced all the angry fear
engendered in them by the loss of their parents. A somewhat more hopeful
view is derived from the fascinating study of Anna Freud and Sophie Dann of
a group of six children who had all been in the concentration camp at
Theresienstadt before the age of three years. When seen in England after the
liberation, these children showed severe emotional disturbances, were
hypersensitive, restless, aggressive, and difficult to handle, but they had also
evolved a remarkably stable sibling group and a group identity during their
internment that seemed to protect them against the worse pathogenic effects
of the absence of a maternal figure. A follow-up of the later fates of these
children indicates that though they all had stormy experiences during
adolescence, most of them achieved some degree of stability by early
adulthood. Among my own cases, there were six who were five years of age
and younger in 1939 and who, therefore, underwent the experiences of the
persecution at an extremely early period of their lives. In addition to various
degrees of overt psychoneurotic symptomatology, they are all emotionally
volatile people whose moods fluctuate markedly and who react to mild
degrees of stress, such as an unexpected event, with an exacerbation of
anxiety. Their personalities are marked both by bitter, cynical, pessimistic
attitudes toward life and a childlike and total kind of emotional dependency.
Although intimacy and closeness are of the greatest importance to them, they
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tend to show self-defeating patterns of excessive expectation and bitter or
despairing withdrawal when these expectations are disappointed. They are
extremely sensitive to actual or threatened separation from those on whom
they have become dependent. It seems clear that the most damaging
consequences to the personality maturation of these individuals resulted
from the absence of a reliable and secure interpersonal environment,
particularly a lack of adequate mothering in the early years. This applies not
only to those children who lost both their natural parents but also to children
whose mothers were forced to appear and disappear, actually by force of
necessity but in the eyes of the children, cruelly and capriciously.

The Nature and Causes of the Concentration-Camp Syndrome
The essential features of the Concentration-Camp Syndrome include a
core of anxiety complicated by symptomatic defenses against anxiety, an
obsessive-ruminative state, psychosomatic symptoms, depression and guilt.
While there are those who regard this condition as sui generis, comprising a
new and hither-to-fore undescribed entity,' it appears reasonable to regard at
least its anxiety core as a special variety of traumatic neurosis. This is
especially so if this entity is defined to include any state in which massive and
unmistakable external traumas are directly related to the onset and
persistence of anxiety symptoms, a typical dream life, and a contraction of the
general level of performance in a previously adequately functioning
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personality. While the Concentration-Camp Syndrome resembles, in some
respects, the ordinary combat-stress reaction that is the paradigm of the
traumatic neurosis, a more interesting analogy is the Japanese A-bomb
disease or neurosis described by Lifton. For many years after the bombing of
Hiroshima, the survivors suffered from vague, chronic complaints of fatigue,
nervousness, weakness, and various physical ailments, along with
characterological changes and feelings of “existential” guilt. Also, although the
analogy is not as exact, it is possible without stretching the bounds of
imagination too much, to draw significant parallels between certain aspects of
the concentration-camp experience and the conditions of life in the poor
neighborhoods and ghettoes of our great cities.
A theoretical fallout from study of the Concentration-Camp Syndrome
viewed as a traumatic neurosis is to cast serious doubt on the psychoanalytic
view—held by Freud and his followers—that objective danger alone cannot
give rise to a neurosis without participation of the deeper, unconscious layers
of the psychic apparatus, that is, neurosis is impossible without significant
childhood predisposition. The ubiquity of the neurotic symptoms occurring in
so large a proportion of the survivors, the similarity of the symptom pictures,
and the lack of any evidence that these individuals were predisposed to
neurotic development indicates that we are dealing with a traumatic neurosis
that is almost entirely the result of the trauma itself, although, of course,
differences in severity and the variety of complaints can be related to
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differing, more-or-less healthy character structures. The current literature’'on the aftermaths of the persecution tends to support this changing view. An
ironic consequence of acceptance of the original Freudian view about the
linkage connection between earlier psychopathology and traumatic neurosis
was its use by certain German forensic psychiatrists to deny the causative
role of the persecution when evaluating reparations claims.
There is, of course, no question but that the primary cause of the
psychiatric sequelae of the Nazi persecution, including the ConcentrationCamp Syndrome is the multiple, massive emotional and physical traumas to
which the survivors were subjected. However, these traumas must be
mediated and dealt with by a psychic apparatus, so that psychopathological
considerations are in order. Also, the survivors came into contact with a
whole series of environmental stresses, even after their liberation, and these
must be taken into account in attempting to understand the long duration of
the symptomatology, and its often-changing character over the years.
Leo Eitinger, one of the foremost investigators of the effects of the
persecution, and himself a survivor, was at one time an advocate of the view
that organic brain disease incurred during internment as a result of
malnutrition, injury, and illness was a significant factor in certain of the
chronic symptoms found in survivors. However, Eitinger, as a result of his
later investigations, particularly those comparing the long-term effects among
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a group of Norwegian (non-Jewish) and Israeli survivors, has modified his
earlier opinion. He no longer believes that organic factors are so important in
most of the Jewish concentration-camp survivors. This view is held by most
investigators interested in the subject.
There have been a number of psychoanalytic attempts to explicate the
psychodynamics responsible for the persisting symptoms. These attempts are
interesting, but the fact that most derive from relatively superficial
reparations examinations rather than from intensive psychoanalytic scrutiny
vitiate their value. There is general agreement that the massive repression of
aggressive impulses which took place in the concentration camps was
responsible for later vicissitudes and distortions that seriously impaired the
long-term adjustment of many survivors. Guilt and depression particularly
can be attributed to this influence. Also of great importance is the extent to
which the regressive adaptation so necessary in the camps became fixated in
the later personality. Krystal and Niederland feel that the two basic
pathogenic forces are survivor guilt and problems of aggression. Grauer
emphasizes ego exhaustion and changes in ego-superego boundaries, both
factors leading to unmodifiable ego changes and, incidentally, to poor results
in treatment. Mailer feels that the central phenomenon is “obsessive
representations” that, along with other factors, indicate a struggle between
cohesion and disillusion in the personality of the survivor.
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There is no doubt about the primary role of massive object loss in
generating depression and guilt. As noted above, these symptoms can be
related to aggressive impulses which had been actually expressed or, more
likely, carried out either symbolically or in fantasy. However, such
explanations do not seem to me completely to account for all the varieties of
survivor guilt that have been described above. I believe that there is a
significant component of survivor guilt which serves the purpose of a kind of
testimonial. By continuing to suffer himself, the survivor seems to be trying to
provide an enduring memorial to his slaughtered friends and relatives.
What happened to a survivor when the war ended and he was liberated
could not fail to effect his future emotional health. During this period, the
survivor endowed with good material, physical, intellectual, and emotional
resources could take advantage of fortunate events and develop a new
identity and a new productive life in which symptoms would gradually
become attenuated. On the other hand, poor resources of this kind would
encourage the development of regressive tendencies, with consequent
clinging to symptoms as an unconscious excuse for an inability to live actively,
and as a gratification of dependent impulses. Important postwar factors
affecting the quality of later adjustments also include the degree of loss of
immediate members of family and relatives, of homes and of livelihoods, a
dashing of inflated hopes for a postwar utopia, prolonged debilitating
residence in displaced persons camps, downward change in socioeconomic
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status, immigration to and taking up of residence in a strange land with a
different language, tempo of life and customs (the “uprooting neurosis” of
Hans Strauss).

Psychiatric Contact with Survivors
To deal professionally with survivors, for purposes either of reparations
evaluation or psychotherapy is an experience that almost always invokes
anxiety and sometimes even guilt in psychiatrists as they listen to the
survivors’ gothic tales of persecution, each more horrendous and more
unbearable than the previous one. This anxiety of the psychiatrist can
generate a whole spectrum of defensive behavior, ranging from overidentification with consequent loss of objectivity at one extreme, to reaction
formation and denial, appearing as rejection disguised as objectivity at the
other. Such attitudes, unless understood and worked through, make even
more difficult the already rather artificial task of attempting to assign
percentage of disability to survivors as required by the restitution
procedures. As for the psychotherapy of survivors, it has been noted that
relatively little is being attempted despite the severe and continuing
symptoms that the survivors manifest. This phenomenon has been explained
by Tanay as due not only to the lack of financial aid from restitution for
purposes of psychotherapy but also because the masochistic-regressive
personality changes in the survivors were so adaptively necessary as to have
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become ego-syntonic. He also notes the countertransference attitudes of
psychotherapists and their reluctance to undertake the treatment of such
seemingly unpromising cases. However, there are an increasing number of
articles dealing with psychotherapy of survivors (see Hoppe’s review). Some
of these are at least cautiously optimistic, but the general tone emphasizes the
obstacles and difficulties in the way of successful psychotherapy with these
patients. With some exceptions,' there appears to be agreement that goals of
psychotherapy should be relatively limited, oriented toward support and
symptom relief rather than toward reconstructive goals, a conclusion in
accord with my own experience. Although this relative inaccessibility of
survivors to intensive psychotherapy can be explained according to various
psychodynamic formulations, possibly a more simple and compelling
explanation is that the capacity of many of these survivors to trust other
human beings has suffered such damage from the horror and rapacity of the
Nazi years that they are no longer able to enter into and sustain really
reciprocal relationships with other representatives of a species that did them
so much harm.
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Notes
1 This chapter is a revision and expansion of the second half of the chapter, “Effects of Extreme
Coercive and Oppressive Forces,” that appeared in volume 3 of the 1st edition of this
Handbook.
2 This literature, in addition to articles in various psychiatric journals that will be referred to, included
autobiographical accounts by former inmates, and systematic reviews (in English) of
various aspects of the problem. Hoppe has prepared a valuable review of the recent
literature that includes foreign as well as American sources.
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3 The real Dr. Mengele, at least as he was after the war, does not quite fit this description. A South
American physician who came into contact with Dr. Mengele in 1958-1959, described
him in a letter25 to me as a small, nondescript individual who looked like a frightened
rat.
4 Niederland prefers to refer to the entire picture as the “survivor syndrome.”
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CHAPTER 42
SOCIAL CHANGES, ECONOMIC STATUS, AND THE
PROBLEMS OF AGING
Ewald W. Busse

Introduction
The social environment is recognized as one of the three sources that
promote or damage the health of the individual. The other two sources are
the inherent biological makeup of the individual and the physical
environment. Social deprivation in infancy and childhood and social-overload
stress in adolescence and adulthood are believed to play a significant role in
the etiology of a number of mental disorders. Both types of stress are present
in late life and compound the problems of maintaining mental health.
Attitudes of social origin underlie many criteria utilized to determine the
existence and influence the diagnosis of mental disease. Social relations are
important in the treatment of many mental disorders, as sustained
improvement cannot be assured unless the adverse social circumstances to
which the patient must return are altered. Although our understanding of this
complex matter of the relationship between social forces and events and
health is far from satisfactory, considerably more is known than is usually
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acknowledged. Social class with the pathological consequences of social
deprivation and hostile social influences upon the infant and the developing
child and adolescent have been reported by a number of investigators.
Investigation of adults indicates a relationship between lower social class and
a higher incidence of disease. The possibility that this is an apparent rather
than a real correlation has been considered. Possible explanations that have
been suggested include differences in community tolerance, class influences
on psychiatric diagnosis, and downward social mobility as a manifestation of
mental disease, particularly of biologic etiology. Although it is likely and
possible that these explanations have some validity, the additional overload
stresses and deprivations encountered in lower classes do appear to be a
major contributor to mental disorders.

Definitions
The term “social” in its broadest usage and as applied to human beings
“refers to any behavior or attitude that is influenced by past or present
experience of the behavior of other people (direct or indirect) or that is
oriented (consciously or unconsciously) toward other people. Normally the
term is morally neutral.” In this chapter dealing with social dimensions in
geropsychiatry, it will be necessary not only to look at those social patterns or
structures that may be neutral but to try to identify those which promote
(mental) health and those that contribute to psychiatric disorders and
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physical illness.
The field of economics is considered to be an independent area of study
and is represented by a specific discipline. However, definitions of economics
range from extremely broad to very narrow. All of the definitions do contain
evidence that economic structure and process cannot, in Western society, be
separated from social dimensions. One definition says “economics is a study
of mankind in the ordinary business of life: it examines that part of individual
and social action which is most closely connected with the attainment and
with the use of the material requisites of wellbeing.” It is clear that the
economic condition and economic structure of Western democratic society
are key elements in influencing social factors or dimensions that are of major
importance to physical and mental health.
Persons 65 years of age and over are commonly referred to as the older
population. Brotman recently identified the special characteristics of those 75
years of age and over, referring to these people as “the aged.” This
subdividing of the older population is of considerable value, as the important
health and socioeconomic facts common to a specific group can be lost in the
mass of the older population.
“Social gerontology” was first introduced into the literature in 1954 by
Clark Tibbitts. Tibbitts defined social gerontology as “a part of the broader
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field of gerontology which is concerned with biological and physiological
aging in all animal and plant species and with the psychological and social
cultural aspects of aging in man and society. Social gerontology separates out:
(1) the phenomena of aging which are related to man as a member of the
social group and of society, and (2) those phenomena which are related to
aging in the nature and function of the social system of society itself.”
Unfortunately, for many individuals this term has been broadened and now
includes those occupations which are concerned with delivery of services to
elderly people. Hence, when one hears the term social gerontology applied to
training fields, it may not be related to the training of persons concerned with
the study of the societal aspects of aging, but to the training of various service
occupations.

Sociological Theories1
Social scientists are usually concerned with the social role or place
(status) of the aged in society. Aging to a social scientist may not only be a
decline in social usefulness but may also be related to a change in social and
often economic status. Social theories relevant to the aging and the elderly are
affected by the structure of society and social change. One such theory—the
rapid-change theory—holds that the status of the aged is high in static
societies and tends to decline with rapid social change. Another theory is that
the status of the aged is high in societies where there are few elderly and that
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the value and status of the aged decline as they become more numerous. A
third theory is that the status and the prestige of the aged are high in those
societies in which older people, in spite of physical infirmity, are able to
continue to perform useful and socially valued functions. This third theory
has a particularly pessimistic quality when applied to Western society, as
early retirement plus rapid social change is and will make it increasingly
difficult for the elderly person to be involved in socially valued functions,
unless provision for their continued participation is rapidly developed. Two
recently advanced social theories are called the disengagement theory and
the activity theory. The disengagement theory maintains that high
satisfaction in old age is usually present in those individuals who accept the
inevitability of reduction in social and personal interactions. The activity
theory holds that the maintenance of activity is important to most individuals
as a basis for obtaining and maintaining satisfaction, self-esteem, and health.
Elaborations and modifications on these theories appear in this resume.

The Elderly—A Minority Group
Social and behavioral scientists define minority groups in a number of
ways. It is possible to identify a minority group as a collection of individuals
that can be identified by specific characteristics and do not as individuals or a
group either voluntarily or by prohibition of the majority participate in all the
life experiences of the majority. Furthermore, minority groups do not share
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all life experiences equally, nor do they have the same responsibilities for or
expectancies of certain life experiences. Some minority groups can be in an
advantageous position, such as nobility, while others can be in a very
deprived relationship to the rest of society. There are some minority groups
that elect to bypass opportunities or to reject responsibilities offered by the
majority in order to maintain their own value systems. Minority groups can
exist in a relatively contented fashion when the advantages offered them by
their own group satisfactorily meet their needs; or, if they so elect, when the
opportunities of the majority are also open to them. If one accepts the views
that have been expressed, then it is evident that the elderly—particularly the
retired elderly person—is a member of a deprived minority group. Much of
the data presented in this chapter confirms this unsatisfactory social
condition.

Population Changes and Social Problems
Life Expectancy
Life expectancy is a computed projection rather than an observed or
estimated phenomenon. The projection is based upon the assumption that the
death rate experienced in a single year or the average of experience in a few
years will remain completely unchanged in the future. Obviously, any event
that influences future death rates, whether it be natural or man-made,
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automatically affects the accuracy implied in the prognosis of the computed
life expectancy. Since the computed life expectancy cannot foresee negative
events, it also cannot include positive changes. No assumed positive changes
are included, e.g., changes in medical knowledge and care, sanitation and
nutrition, reduced mortality in traffic accidents and wars. Longevity is the
condition or quality of being long-lived. Longevity is influenced by a complex
of interacting factors, including genetic makeup, environmental and
nutritional factors, and psychologic, social, and economic influences.

Death Rates
Death rates are the recorded number of deaths occurring in a
population for a single calendar year. This type of information is referred to
as crude death rate and has very little value when one wants to compare one
country with another. The crude death rate reflects the age differences of the
population rather than the age-specific death rates. Specific death rates are
commonly based upon characteristics such as age, sex, and race and
sometimes include marital status, place of residence, income, and other
identifiable features. Consequently, they are often referred to as true death
rates and are relevant to an understanding of the socioeconomic conditions
that are related to life span in a given population.
The recent census concluded by the United States Bureau of the Census
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has added immeasurably to our understanding of the shifting characteristics
of the population and their impact on social issues and planning.
In 1970, 9.9 percent of the population of the United States was age 65
and over. This means that every tenth American is considered to be an older
American. One hundred years ago, in 1870, only 2.9 percent was 65 years and
over. Between 1960 and 1970, the total population increased 12.5 percent,
while those 65 years and over increased 21.1 percent. This percentage
increase of older Americans is even more striking when one recognizes that
in the same decade (1960-1970) the rate of increase of “the aged,” that is,
individuals over seventy-five, was almost three times as great as that of the
65- to 74-year-old group.
From state to state there is considerable variation in the percentage of
older citizens. The extremes are Florida with 14.5 percent over 65 and Alaska
with 2.3 percent. Hawaii ranks next to Alaska with 5.7 percent of its
population in the age 65 and over category.
Of particular importance to our society is the growing predominance of
women. Even though there are more boy babies than girl babies born, the
longer life expectancy for females results in the gradual shift in percentages,
so that after the age of 18 there are 105.5 females per every 100 males in the
total population. In the U. S. population 65 years and over, there are 138.5
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females per 100 males; and after age 75, it moves to 156.2 females to 100
males.
Switzerland has a great discrepancy of aged male and female. In 1970,
the ratio was 100 males to 146 females.
Negroes have a shorter life expectancy, as older Negroes compose only
6.9 percent of the total Negro population. The discrepancy in male-female
ratio is also apparent in Negroes, as females 65 years and over accounted for
115 to every 100 males in 1960. In 1970, there were 131 black females to
every 100 black older males.

Why Do Women Outlive Men?
In the United States prior to 1900, the average life expectancy favored
the male over the female. However, there have been remarkable changes in
the status of humans. The pendulum is swinging strongly in favor of women.
In many undeveloped countries the unfavorable position in regard to female
longevity continues to exist. For example, in India in 1968, the male life
expectancy was 41.9 years, while the female expectancy, 40.5 years. In
addition to the reduction of maternal mortality, it is claimed that the decline
in tuberculosis added substantially to the gain in life expectancy of American
females. The question arises as to whether this favorable trend for females is
predominantly on a biological basis or whether the socioeconomic
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environment is the major determinant. The biological explanation is held to
be substantiated by the sex differences found in the life span of a number of
animals. For those searching for an environmental explanation, one would
have to look for groups of men and women with similar social roles and
physical environment. A study of male and female Catholics involved in
teaching orders indicated that the female religious order has a higher life
expectancy than the male. But even this finding is now open to question, as
the male members of the Catholic teaching orders apparently are overweight
and smoke heavily. Although it will take a number of years to obtain
information, it does appear that the current trend of women to assume social
roles similar to that of men will throw light on this situation.
The demographic yearbooks published by the United Nations are
extremely helpful when one wishes to compare population differences in
various countries throughout the world. Little data is available on the
population of a number of countries throughout the world. Information
regarding Africa is gradually emerging, and it is possible that with the reentry
of China into the affairs of the world, knowledge will become available
regarding the needs of the elderly adult in this extremely populous country
that, for years, is reported to have had a very positive social attitude toward
its older citizens.

Living Arrangements
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The majority of elderly people are living in the community. Only one in
twenty-five lives in an institution such as a rest home, nursing home, or
medical facility. There are, however, some striking differences between the
way the men and the women live. Two-thirds of the men live with their
spouses, but only one-third of the women have husbands. Moreover, only
one-sixth of the men live alone or with nonrelatives. Less than three-quarters
of a million elderly people require some type of institutional care.
Consequently, greater emphasis must be given to making certain that the
living arrangements for the elderly within the community are conducive to
the maintenance of health.
Surveys of older people indicate that they want to live apart from their
children but close to at least one of them. Consequently, housing units for the
elderly should be conveniently placed so that the old person can have
controlled intimacy in terms of frequency and distance. The units should be
located so that it is not only possible but relatively easy for old people to see
their families often and call upon them for help if and when needed.
Unfortunately, a small percentage of older people, probably around 4 percent,
have no human contact for as long as a week. This small minority of aged
individuals is truly isolated, and although such individuals are few, they are
so scattered that they are difficult to find. When found, they are difficult to
approach, usually rejecting any offer of assistance.
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In a national study of older Americans, 59 percent of those living alone
had been visited by an immediate neighbor the previous day, 46 percent by a
friend, and 50 percent by relatives, including children.
As indicated above, most older men are married, whereas most older
women are widows. There are almost four times as many widows as
widowers. It should be noted that about two-fifths of the older married men
have wives under 65 years of age. Furthermore, there are at least 35,000
marriages a year in which the groom, the bride, or both are 65 years of age or
over. The number of marriages among elderly people has been steadily
increasing.
The difference in married and unmarried status for older patients is of
significance to the physician, for it has been noted that the hospital admission
rates and stays of unmarried exceed those of the married.
There are about 5 million couples with one partner over the age of 65.
In this group couples, or 7 percent, have annual incomes of $10,000 or more.
Nine hundred and forty thousand couples, that is, 18 percent, have incomes
between $5,000 and $10,000. The remainder of such couples, that is, 75
percent, have an annual income of under $5,000, 52 percent under $3,000,
and 7 percent under $1000.
Unfortunately, the income distribution of persons age 65 and over who
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are living alone indicates that the majority are living in poverty. Eighty-nine
percent have an annual income of less than $3000, and 62 percent are under
$1500. It is evident that men 65 years of age or older not only are likely to
have more money than surviving women but are much more likely to have a
spouse. Although a man is less likely to live as long as a woman, the years he
spends as an older citizen appear to be better ones than the many years spent
in old age by a woman.
The marital status of the aged group reflects the social tradition for men
to marry younger women. Twice as many aged men as women are married,
and only one-third of them have wives 75 and over. About half have wives
between 65 and 74 years of age, and one-fifth have wives under 65 years of
age.
Of men 75 years of age or older, 33.9 percent are living with their wives.
In contrast, of women 75 years of age and older, only 17.8 percent are living
with their husbands. Of these women who are 75 years or older, 3 percent
have husbands under 65 years of age; roughly 20 percent have younger
husbands between the ages of 65 and 74; and the remainder have husbands
their own ages or older. Each year approximately 2000 women age 75 or
older marry, and 6000 men 75 years or older go to the altar. Both of these
groups are usually moving out of widowhood. Of these 8000 marriages, over
4,000 involve partners under age 75.
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The Productive and Dependent Aged
Cottrell utilizes a technologic theory base for studying changes in
society. He utilizes levels of actual physical energy that flow through the
society as a basis for changes in social structure and patterns. He refers to
low-energy societies and high-energy societies. Cottrell is providing a
measure for differentiation between undeveloped, that is, the low-energy
societies, and highly developed nations, the high-energy societies. The highenergy societies depart more from natural energy—an agrarian society—and
depend upon man-created energy through the use of technology. This change
in energy also alters work patterns so that an increasing number of any
population is not required to work, but is dependent on those who by
working monitor the increasing energy that has been harnessed by that
society. This, then, differentiates the population into the “productive” and
“dependent” people. Hence, dependency ratios have appeared. However,
dependency ratios clearly are not totally related to the level of energy utilized
by the group but also relate to mortality and fertility. Dependency ratios are
usually calculated for the part of the population under twenty and over sixtyfive as opposed to the productive population that is considered to be between
the ages of twenty and sixty-four. The dependency-ratio refinement is
actually an outgrowth of the so-called index of aging that is based upon the
population sixty years and over and under 15 years, as contrasted with the
population between fifteen and sixty. Utilizing the index of aging, Mexico as of
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1964 has an index of aging of 12.5 as contrasted to the United States with an
index of aging of 41.2. Clearly, this does indicate that the United States has a
much higher portion of its population who are relatively nonproductive and
who are dependent upon those remaining in the labor force.

Psychoneurotic Reactions to Social Stress
The impression is often conveyed that psychoneurotic reactions in
adults are chronic disorders that are sometimes fortuitously alleviated but
usually require psychotherapeutic intervention. Longitudinal studies suggest
that there are older individuals who, after a period of time, develop
psychoneurotic reactions in response to an unfavorable environment.
Furthermore, recovery is quite possible if the individual is removed from the
stressful life situation or is provided the means of restoring self-esteem.2 Two
psychoneurotic reactions, depression and hypochondriasis, are frequently
found in elderly persons. The possibility of a transient psychoneurotic
reaction appears to be especially true of hypochondriasis and mild-tomoderate depressions. Careful evaluations conducted over more than ten
years strongly support the view that the signs and symptoms of a
psychoneurosis are unconsciously selected by the person so that he can
maintain his self-esteem in a particular situation. If the sign or symptom is
not an adequate defense in that particular situation, he will abandon that
defense mechanism for one that is appropriate to the particular
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circumstances in which he is living. Hence, some psychoneurotic signs and
symptoms “come and go” over a period of time. The exacerbations and
remissions are largely determined by an identifiable constellation of
socioeconomic

conditions.

Therefore,

in

some

individuals

the

hypochondriacal pattern dominates, while in others the depressive attitude is
the major factor. In general, the hypochondriacal elderly person is more likely
to be a female of low socioeconomic status with little change in her work role,
relatively younger and less socially active, with patterns of activities
suggesting that they are not conducive to a good adjustment. More
specifically, the person is forced into a situation, hopefully temporary, where
criticism is the rule and appreciation and work satisfaction are absent. This is
compounded by the restricted social activity, so that rewards are few and far
between.
It should be mentioned that, in contrast, there are elderly people who
utilize a neurotic mechanism of denial; that is, they fail to realistically deal
with important physical diseases. This type of person, a persistent optimist,
should not automatically be seen as a person with courage, for the
courageous person does have a realistic appraisal of the situation. The type of
older person who is likely to utilize denial is a male of fairly high economic
status who is not burdened with financial responsibility and a demanding
work role yet has many and suitable opportunities for social activity.
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Economic Influences
Poverty Level in the Aged
According to a working paper prepared for the Special Committee on
Aging of the United States Senate and published in 1971, there has been an
increase in both the number and proportion of aged poor between 1968 and
1969. In 1969, there were approximately 4.8 million people aged 65 and
older who were living in poverty; almost 200,000 more than in 1968. The
older poor in 1969 represented 19.7 percent of all persons 65 and older. This
was a rise from 8.2 percent found for 1968. Brotman, in another recent
report, indicated that only 15 percent of the total poor in 1959 represented
the aged population. Brotman also points out that older citizens in 1969 made
up approximately 10 percent of the total population, but contributed 20
percent of the poor. Within the older population, every fourth person is poor.
Two-thirds of the aged poor in 1969 were women; 85 percent of the aged
poor are white. The poverty level for a person of sixty-five or over, living
alone or with nonrelatives in 1969, averaged $1749 and ranged from $1487
for a woman in a farm area to $1773 for a man in a nonfarm area. The poverty
level for a couple, with the head age 65 or over, averaged $2194 in 1969, with
a range from $1,861 to $2,217.
A report concerned with the situation of aged blacks states that 50
percent of all Negroes 65 years of age or more live in poverty compared to 23
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percent of whites. Approximately 47 percent of aged Negro women and 20
percent of elderly Negro men have annual incomes below one thousand
dollars. Another 42 percent of Negro women and 37 percent of Negro men
have incomes from $1000 to $1999. The Negro living in a rural area is much
harder hit, as two out of every three rural blacks are living in extreme
poverty.
The poverty status of older people is not only complicated by the lack of
opportunity for employment but by the threat of social-security-benefit
reductions if work income exceeds $2520 a year. The elderly person is
unlikely to want to accept part-time work in view of this threat, and the
employer is reluctant to adjust procedures to accommodate older persons
working fewer than forty hours a week.

Standard of Living and Adequacy of Income
No psychiatrist or behavioral scientist would dispute the fact that the
social and physical environment in which an individual lives plays a
significant role in determining his health and life expectancy. Furthermore, if
his health is to improve, the opportunity for upgrading the environment must
exist and money is often necessary for an individual to upgrade his standard
of living. Unfortunately, although we are willing to accept the fact that we
should provide people with an acceptable standard of living, it is most
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difficult to devise a method of measuring and expressing what constitutes an
acceptable standard of living. In this search it has become apparent that
certain social patterns that are adverse to health cannot be altered by merely
providing money or opportunities for change. This has led, more and more, to
oversimplification of an acceptable standard of living by expressing it in
terms of an “adequate income.”
The difficulties of definition continue when one realizes that the lowest
standard of living is expressed by the concept of poverty. Poverty, in turn, is a
relative status and cannot be tied solely to income, as income in one area of
the United States may be adequate, but in another it would be too little to
exist on. This realization has resulted in a gradual refinement of the
methodology utilized to designate a poverty level.
One of the first attempts to establish poverty levels was made by the
Council on Economic Advisers in January 1964 in their Economic Report of the
President. This council arbitrarily chose a $3000-per-year family income as
the dividing line and analyzed the data on incomes in 1959 as presented in
the 1960 census reports. This led quickly to the recognition that this system
was inadequate since it did not give consideration to age, size, and
composition of the family unit, and its geographic location. Consequently, by
1964 the Department of Agriculture had started to define poverty on the
basis of a food budget. Utilizing detailed data collected by it concerning the
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relationship between expenditures for food and total expenditures for
various types of families at low-income levels, the dollar cost of the economic
food budgets was multiplied by the appropriate factors to provide an
estimate of the total cost for the family unit. These determinations resulted in
poverty levels being established for 1964.
Refinements have continued, and by 1968 two major revisions were
introduced, in addition to the base determinants of 1964. The first major
revision was the use of the percentage change in the total consumer price
index over the year for the annual change in the poverty levels rather than
change in food prices alone. The second was the computation of farm area
poverty levels as 15 percent below the levels for nonfarm areas, rather than
the 30 percent differential previously used. It is therefore apparent that it is
very difficult for any relatively uninformed individual to appreciate the
significance of poverty reports and to know whether the existence of a
guaranteed annual income that cannot possibly keep up with inflation will
actually substantially alter anything other than the definition of a poverty
level.
Using the revised poverty levels, the data regarding poverty has been
computed for all years from 1959 to 1969.

Prediction of Longevity
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Longitudinal studies of elderly men and women have reinforced the
conviction that health and longevity are strongly influenced by the complex
interaction of inherent physiological changes and life experiences. Actuarial
life expectancy at birth is less than the predicted years of remaining life for
those who have achieved advanced age. As birthdays pass, life expectancy
lengthens. Therefore, it is important to look at people who have reached a
specific age, say sixty-five, and find out why some of these individuals will
achieve an age that considerably exceeds the predicted longevity.
Multidisciplinary studies of such individuals have given us some important
clues as to the relative importance of physical, mental, and social factors in
predicting longevity for various age, sex, and race categories. Once a person
has reached old age, the theory that longevity runs in families is not
sustained. The age at death of the father and the mother showed no
correlation with either the longevity index or the longevity quotient as
devised by Palmore.
According to Palmore, the six strongest independent variables that
affect longevity in late life are: (1) work satisfaction; (2) happiness rating; (3)
physical functioning; (4) tobacco use; (5) performance intelligence quotient;
and (6) leisure activities.
The work satisfaction score represents a person’s reaction to his
general usefulness and his ability to perform a meaningful social role. The
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overall happiness rating is unquestionably influenced by work satisfaction,
but reflects a person’s general satisfaction with his life situation. The physical
function rating is determined by the examining physician, and although it is
the third most important factor, it does appear that satisfaction and
happiness can compensate for and overcome some physical disability. The
use of tobacco is a negative predictor, and it is recognized that it is a complex
habit that apparently adversely affects physical functioning yet must play a
role in providing some sort of satisfaction to the users. The use of tobacco
among the elderly people does show differences between certain age, sex, and
racial groups. Tobacco use is a particularly strong negative predictor of
longevity among the younger white men and among Negroes. It is probable
that both of these groups use a greater amount of tobacco. Palmore concludes
that these findings suggest that, in general, the most important ways to
increase longevity, once you have moved into the latter part of your life span,
are to: (1) maintain a useful and satisfying role in society; (2) maintain a
positive view of life; (3) maintain good physical functioning; and (4) avoid
smoking.
Lowenthal is concerned with the ambiguities of social stress,
particularly the range of responses to what appeared to be stressful events
that can be found in elderly people. She points out that certain social events
usually considered stressful, such as residential moves or retirement, often
produce conflicting results. With respect to these changes she believes that it
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is necessary to take into account the voluntary or involuntary nature of the
event. Furthermore, the characteristic social life style of the individual, thatis, how he or she copes with life, is essential to the type of response to stress
and whether or not such a response contributes to mental illness. For
example, Lowenthal believes that lifelong isolation is not associated with poor
adaptation in late life and does not increase the likelihood of developing a
mental illness or more accurately be requiring treatment for mental illness. In
contrast, lifelong marginal social relationships are associated with poor
adaptation, including serious mental illness. However, both patterns are
associated with a history of parental deprivation in childhood. One style
represents a relatively successful protective pattern, while the other
produces excessive strain. These lifelong, marginally socially adjusted
individuals constitute a population at serious risk in later life. Lowenthal also
contends that some challenging work remains to be done in regard to
stressful events that produce negative or decremental results as opposed to
those which are neutral, that is, do not seem to alter the individual, or positive
ones, those which are actually conducive to a better life adjustment. No doubt
there is some validity for this concern. It is evident that individuals can only
learn when they are required to adapt to a new stress or demand, but they
can be overwhelmed when they lack the capacity to develop coping
mechanisms. Lowenthal is also concerned with the issue of physical health
status as a stressor or as the result of stress. Obviously, illness can be both,
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and both features can be present simultaneously in the same individual.
It is of importance to note that when Palmore is using predictors of
longevity, he is dealing with many types of variables. For example, the work
satisfaction and happiness ratings are types of social adaptation; the use of
tobacco, a psychological, physical dimension; and the physical functioning
scale, an estimate of health determined by an examining physician. However,
his work does suggest that methods of psychosocial adaptation may be more
important to longevity than physical habits and physical health.

Social Position and Retirement
Social Position and Longevity
The disagreement between President Nixon and Congress regarding
appointments to the Supreme Court rekindled interest in the apparent
longevity of Supreme Court justices, their effectiveness as members of the
Supreme Court, and the fact that all federal judges “shall hold their offices
during good behavior.”
There is little doubt that Supreme Court justices are unusually longlived men. Since the turn of the century the average age at appointment has
been 54.3 years. Chief justices have been appointed at an average age of 57.5
years. Supreme Court justices have remained in office for much longer
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periods than any other government officials. Exactly half, or forty-eight, of the
justices died while on the bench. Twenty-two retired; fourteen resigned; and
three became disabled. It would appear that this social role of fulfilling the
heavy responsibility of a Supreme Court justice does not actually interfere
with longevity. In fact, it obviously encourages it. Lawyers in the United States
appear to have only a small advantage over white men in the general
population. Furthermore, Supreme Court justices have a considerably better
prospect of long lives than do Congressmen and cabinet officers. Since many
are drawn from the same pool of professional training and experience, one
cannot help but wonder if the position of a justice of the Supreme Court does
not in itself make a major contribution to longevity. It would, in this writer’s
opinion, appear that the prolongation of a useful social role, the continuation
of prestige, plus financial security are all major factors in this selective
longevity.

Compulsory Retirement
On June 22, 1971, Congressman William Frenzel introduced in the
House of Representatives a joint resolution proposing an amendment to the
Constitution to provide an age limit and a single six-year term for the
president of the United States. The resolution states that “no person who has
attained the age of 70 years shall be eligible for election to the office of the
President or Vice President.” Earlier, on June 14, two senators (C. E. Miller
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and William Brock) introduced into the Senate Joint Resolution 113, which
proposes a constitutional amendment to establish a mandatory age
retirement of 72 for senators, representatives, and federal judges. Senator
Miller presented to the Senate the following arguments in support of the
measure:
Modern day private industry has set the pace when it comes to retirement.
The great majority of industrial organizations make retirement mandatory
generally at age 65. The reason is that greater efficiency means better
profits. Why should not the government adapt a similar policy, recognizing
that the greater efficiency means better service for the people? Of course, a
balance should be struck between efficiency and experience, both of which
are needed for the best results. But a balance does not now prevail.
The traditional argument against a mandatory retirement age for
members of Congress is that if the electorate of a state or congressional
district wishes to elect an older person, that is their right. Of course, such
an argument has little relevance to federal judges. But there is an answer
to the argument as far as members of Congress are concerned; namely,
that the right of the electorate within a state or congressional district
should not take precedence over the general welfare of the nation, which
depends in a considerable degree on the efficiency of Congress, [p. 2.]

As of June 1971, there are fifteen congressmen and fourteen senators
who are age seventy or over. These individuals would be permitted to
complete the term for which they are elected. If over seventy-two, at the end
of that term, they could not run for reelection.
It is interesting to note that in his arguments Senator Miller states that
there should be a balance between efficiency and experience, but implies that
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experience does not contribute to efficiency. It is clear to any careful observer
that experience is an important component of efficiency, particularly when it
relates to including all of the factors in a complex decision process. If the
senator means by efficiency speed of response or the energy to work for long
periods of time, then these components are indeed important in evaluating
final results. No rationale is given for selecting 70 as a turning point for the
office of president or vice president nor why it is 72 for senators,
representatives, and federal judges. Perhaps it is a compromise of importance
of position and greater assurance of efficiency.
Industry is claimed to be setting a pace for retirement that is clearly
related to efficiency. This is questionable as no studies are available that
indicate young corporate leaders make more or less mistakes than do
presidents of corporations older than age 65.
Some determinants setting age of retirement are more rooted in the
social sanctions of competitiveness and of achieving financial success (and
reward). Certainly, a man who has become the head or a leader in a large
industrial organization has accumulated some wealth by the time he has
reached the age of 65. There are many young men and women below him
who are striving to achieve a similar kind of security as well as an opportunity
to spend less time and energy competing and more of both in other activities.
Furthermore, one cannot disregard the basic competitiveness and strivings of
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younger persons to displace older persons. Competitiveness is common
throughout most of the animal kingdom and is basic to the free-enterprise
system devised by the human animal.

Retirement—Process and Impact
Retirement is both an individual problem and a social pattern of
modern industrialized nations. It is the result of a complicated set of factors
that has emerged primarily in Western industrialized societies. In the less
well-developed social systems, retirement is likely to be the consequences of
aging, that is, the development of a disability. In a modern society, retirement
is determined by the economic status rather than by the capabilities of the
individual. Streib and Schneider have attempted to investigate and
differentiate the process of retirement and the actual status of the individual
in retirement and its impact upon him. These investigators have attempted to
combine the activity and disengagement theories, ending up with what they
refer to as “differential disengagement” or changes in roles for the aged that
result in “activity within disengagement.”
The Streib and Schneider longitudinal study is described as being based
upon role theory. Role theory may be described as “through a system of
mores, or social norms, society requires that a person enact roles in
accordance with his position in the social system.” Roles may, in turn, be
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defined by the subgroups to which a person belongs. Persons often must
enact several roles at one time, and it is necessary to integrate these multiple
roles and sometimes resolve the conflict between roles. A person may discard
a role or define it in ways that are more congenial to him. There is no doubt
that retirement does bring about a redefinition of roles, and these
investigators have focused upon this particular aspect. Role theory has two
major but overlapping components, one called the structural orientation, and
one the interactional or social-psychological orientation. The first is a more
static identification of the individual and his relationship to groups and
institutions. The other is a study of change and reaction to change.
These investigators conclude that there are two age foci for retirement
—age 65 and age 70. Their data indicate that both men and women of higher
income levels, higher educational attainments, and higher levels of
occupational structure tend to work longer than their counterparts with
lower socioeconomic status. Women who are widowed, divorced, or
separated are likely to work longer than those who are married. It is also
clear that persons who are reluctant to retire are actually able to postpone
retirement, while the more one is disposed to retirement, the sooner he is
likely to retire. These investigators believe that their data show that the early
retirees are more likely to be satisfied than those who retire later. They
conclude, “The data tend to support the proposition that one’s prior attitude
is more important than the mode of retirement, that is, administrative or
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voluntary, in determining whether a person is satisfied with retirement or
with life in general.”
E. W. Burgess first described the status of the retired elderly as “a
roleless role.” Streib et al. claim that the retired individual alters his roles, but
is not roleless. There is disengagement from such roles as those associated
with work, but they believe that many retirees are capable of coping with this
role realignment. Streib and Schneider report that a “clearly defined role is
not as important to older persons as it is to younger persons.”
As to health, the investigation depended largely upon subjectively rated
health. Although a decline in health occurred between age 65 and 70, the
authors do not believe that this decline in self-assessment of health was
significantly different between those who worked as opposed to those who
did not work.
They refute the idea that retirement causes a decline in health. The
authors do point out that for certain subgroups, for example, clinical and
semiskilled, there does appear to be a decline in health among those who
retire as opposed to those who continue working. However, they also believe
that the unskilled actually improve in health after retirement. The authors do
recognize that their health information is “clearly a subjective self-evaluation
measure,” but they consider the information sufficiently reliable for their
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objectives. Although they say that poor health itself may lead to retirement
and that those in good health tend to remain employed, this is not thoroughly
explored. They do devote considerable effort to looking at health in
retirement and do conclude, in general, “that in the impact year, the year after
retirement, there is little evidence to suggest that health declines at
retirement.” They add, “There is a very slight tendency for white-collar
occupations to have a decline in reported health in the impact year compared
to those in blue-collar occupations.” The improved health in the unskilled
workers is recognized as possibly related to the fact that these individuals
“are more likely to have engaged in more demanding or more onerous
physical activity at work then retirement may be viewed as a possible respite
and hence an improvement in health may be the result of stopping work.”
Occupation before retirement influences health after retirement.
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Notes
1 Biological and psychological terms and theories applicable to aging and geriatrics are defined and
described in Volume 4, Chapter 3 of this Handbook.
2 Additional information is presented in Volume 4, Chapter 3 of this Handbook.
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CHAPTER 43
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND MENTAL
HEALTH1
Lorrin M. Koran, Frank Ochberg, and Bertram S. Brown

Introduction
This chapter describes the Federal Government’s structure and
organization as related to the mental-health sector, its impact on that sector,
and its recent advances and retreats in the mental-health arena. Although
complete description of the operations of Government is beyond the scope of
this Handbook, we hope to shed some light on the intricate processes
whereby public will is translated into public policy, and policy is implemented
in laws, programs, and procedures.
The forces involved in Federal decision-making include a vast,
interacting array of Congressional committees, executive-branch agencies,
laws, regulations, judicial decisions, fiscal formulae, inpidual personalities,
and social and historical trends. For example, Congress debated the “healthcare crisis” in the United States for decades. The non-system of care was
called inefficient, expensive, unequal, and inhumane. President Truman
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initiated legislative remedies, but Congress and the American people were
reluctant to tamper with the free enterprise of medicine. Most of those early
initiatives failed. During Truman’s presidency the Public Health Service had a
relatively narrow mission—chiefly providing care to merchant seamen and
certain other Federal beneficiaries. No coordinated administration of health
activity existed. There was no Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(DHEW). During the next twenty-five years citizen concern regarding health
care grew and began to be heard. Congress and the executive branch devoted
more time and attention to health issues. Finally, specific programs were
agreed upon and launched, e.g., the creation of DHEW, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH);
Medicare and Medicaid, and programs of manpower development and
innovation in health care delivery.
In the past two decades the influence of the Federal Government on
psychiatry and the whole field of mental health has been remarkable. In 1959,
Daniel Blain wrote an excellent chapter in Volume 2, first ed., of this
Handbook, “The Organization of Psychiatry in the United States.” He noted
that the Government would “on occasion assist a [University] psychiatry
department in building up its faculty.” In Fiscal Year (FY) 1971 on the other
hand, the Federal Government provided funds to over half the nation’s
psychiatry departments and was the largest single source of funds for
psychiatric residency training. Moreover, the Federal Government is now the
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nation’s largest supporter of mental-health research and is supplying onethird of the public tax dollars spent for mental-health services (see
Community Mental Health Center Program below).
Because the Federal Government has become a major force in the
mental-health arena, its decisions have profound influence. It seems prudent
now more than ever for mental-health professionals to grasp the basic
principles of Federal policy formulation and to sharpen their capacity to
contribute to this public process.

The Structure of the Federal System
The constitutionally mandated branches of the Federal Government are
the executive, the legislative, and the judicial. Career civil servants at the level
of bureau chief and below (e.g., the Commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration) can be thought of as an informal fourth branch of
Government, the bureaucracy, since they do not always carry out the
directives of their politically appointed superiors or of the President himself.
Frequently they have their own ties and lines of communication to relevant
Congressional committee chairmen.

The Judicial Branch
Judicial branch decisions which influence psychiatry and mental health
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are not made in the same ways as executive and legislative decisions. Since
mental-health professionals influence judicial decisions primarily as technical
experts rather than as decision makers or political advocates, we will not
discuss the judicial branch in detail. Judicial decisions, however, have shaped
the definition of criminal insanity, the right of patients to treatment, the
confidentiality of patient records, and the rights of physicians under Federal
laws such as the Harrison Narcotic Act, to name but a few important areas of
judicial activity. Judicial decisions and broader aspects of forensic psychiatry
of importance to mental health professionals are discussed by Overholser,
Freedman, Guttmacher, Polier, Robitscher, and King.

Congress
There are four Congressional Committees playing powerful roles in
mental health. The House Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor and HEW
(Health, Education, and Welfare) and the analogous Senate Subcommittee
appropriate (or set aside) public funds for mental-health programs.
Legislation establishing or affecting mental-health programs may be
considered by a number of legislative committees or subcommittees. The two
most frequently and directly involved, however, are the House Subcommittee
on Public Health and the Environment, (within the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce), and the Senate Subcommittee on Health (within the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare). Legislation establishing mental-
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health or other programs includes a level of authorized spending for the
program. In each fiscal year, an appropriations subcommittee may
appropriate all or a portion of this authorization limit. Several other House
and Senate subcommittees consider legislation relevant to mental health. In
the House, the Subcommittee on Governmental Activities (within the
Government Operations Committee) has held many hearings regarding
legislation in the drug-abuse area. The House Ways and Means Committee
considers the crucial area of National Health Insurance. In the Senate,
subcommittees related to mental-health concerns include the Subcommittee
on Alcoholism and Narcotics (within Labor and Public Welfare) and the
Subcommittee on Drug Abuse in the Armed Forces (within the Armed
Services); the Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations (within
Government Operations); the Subcommittee on Children and Youth; and the
Subcommittee on Aging (both within Labor and Public Welfare); and the
Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency (within Judiciary). In the Senate, the
Finance Committee considers health insurance. The Representatives and
Senators on these subcommittees wield more influence in mental health areas
than most other Congressmen.

The Executive Branch
The executive branch includes not only departments headed by cabinet
officers, but also independent regulatory agencies such as the Federal
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Communications Commission, and organizations and inpiduals within the
Executive Office of the President (EOP). These organizations include the very
powerful Office of Management and Budget (OMR), the National Security
Council, and the President’s personal staff, which consists of counsellors,
counsel to the President, communications director, press secretary,
appointments secretary, research and writing staff, and numerous
administrative assistants and their staff.
The Federal department with the greatest concern for mental health is
DHEW. It has over 100,000 employees and a $72 billion budget. The 1974
organizational structure of DHEW is shown in Figure 43-1. The structure has
undergone many changes in the past and undoubtedly will change in the
future. Within DHEW six health agencies, collectively called the Public Health
Service, are supervised by the Assistant Secretary for Health (Fig. 43-2).
These agencies are the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
Administration (ADAMHA), which includes the NIMH, the Center for Disease
Control, the Food and Drug Administration, the Health Resources
Administration, the Health Services Administration, and the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). The other major components of DHEW are the
Education Division, including the Office of Education, and the National
Institute of Education, an Office of Human Development, and two welfare
agencies, the Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS), and the Social Security
Administration (SSA). It is highly significant that a major portion of Federal
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health expenditures pays for services administered by SRS and SSA in the
form of Medicaid ($3.4 billion in FY 1972) and Medicare ($9.0 billion in FY
1972). The FY 1973 budget for health research, training, and education was
$3 billion.

Figure 43-1.
The organizational structure of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
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Figure 43-2.
The organizational structure of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Public Health Service.

The focal point for Federal mental-health activity in the executive
branch is NIMH, which had an FY 1972 budget of $612 million. From its
founding in 1946 under the Mental Health Act (P.L. 79-487) until 1967, NIMH
was part of the NIH. On January 1, 1967 NIMH was given the status of an
independent Bureau in recognition of its support of service and training
programs in addition to the traditional NIH focus on research, and as a result
of pressure by constituents and members of the bureaucracy. Less than two
years later (October 31, 1968) a reorganization amalgamated NIMH with a
number of service-oriented programs into the Health Services and Mental
Health Administration (HSMHA), of which NIMH remained the largest part. In
1974 HSMHA was disbanded. Two independent institutes were created from
NIMH components—The National Institute on Drug Abuse and the National
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Institute on Alcoholism and Alcohol abuse—and were joined with NIMH in a
new agency, the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration
(ADAMHA). The FY 1973 NIMH actual expenditures organized by activity are
shown in Table 43-1. The decline from FY 1972 budget levels reflects both the
creation of the two independent institutes within ADAMHA and changes in
the Administration’s health-expenditure priorities. In 1974, the units
concerned with NIMH program categories ranged from sections to branches,
centers, pisions, and offices (Fig. 43-3). The hierarchical placement and
budget of these programs and activities, like the placement and budget of
NIMH within DHEW, depend on need, national clamor, legislative and
executive branch concern, and principles of administrative management.

Table 43-1. Mental Health: 1973 Actual Obligations
EXPENDITURE

OBLIGATION (IN THOUSANDS, $)

Research

85,169

Training

77,349

State and community programs
Construction

13,611

Staffing

165,100

Children’s services

20,000

Management and information services

18,056

Total, NIMH

379,285
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A considerable number of Federal activities directly or closely related to
mental health are located outside NIMH. These are usually directed at limited
populations or specific problem areas, e.g., alcoholism or drug abuse. They
contribute significantly, however, to Federal impact on psychiatry and offer
additional opportunities for psychiatrists interested in influencing Federal
mental-health activities.

Figure 43-3.
The orgaizational structure of the National Institute of Mental Health.

Within the Health Services Administration, the Indian Health Service
places psychiatrists on Indian reservations and funds mental-health
programs for Indians. The Federal Health Programs Service operates Public
Health Service hospitals and clinics which provide mental-health services for
certain Federal beneficiaries. The Community Health Service funds projects
aimed at improving the delivery of health services, including mental-health
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services, and supports state and area-wide health planning. The Maternal and
Child Health Service supports projects which include aid for emotionally
disturbed children.
A number of other DHEW agencies also support or influence mentalhealth programs. The Food and Drug Administration regulates the
development and use of all drugs, including drugs used in psychiatry. For
example, before lithium was released for clinical use, the FDA evaluated the
research on lithium and determined the clinical indications for which there
was sufficient evidence of safety and efficacy. Some NIH research institutes,
notably the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, and the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, support mentalhealth related research. In the service area, the SSA and the SRS mentioned
above, reimburse citizens who qualify under Medicare and Medicaid for some
mental-health expenses. Moreover, SRS, through its Rehabilitation Services
Administration and its Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention
Administration, funds projects which aid emotionally disturbed and mentally
retarded inpiduals. The Office of Education, primarily through its Bureau for
Education of the Handicapped, but also through their other subpisions, funds
projects related to mental health. The Office of Child Development, in the
Office of the Secretary, funds service demonstration projects which may
include mental health services.
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Outside DHEW, mental-health activities exist throughout the executive
branch. The Department of Defense supports psychiatric care for active-duty
personnel. Psychiatric research is carried out at the Army Medical Center,
Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D.C., and at the Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, Maryland. The Veteran’s Administration (VA) had an FY 1972
budget of $2 billion for its network of hospitals and clinics for ex-servicemen;
$441 million of this total was devoted to VA psychiatric hospitals. In addition,
the VA supports psychiatric training and research in its facilities. The Justice
Department investigates and controls the production, distribution, and use of
dangerous drugs, including several drugs used in clinical psychiatry through
its Drug Enforcement Agency, which includes the former Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD). Criminal Justice grants from the Justice
Department’s Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) often have
mental-health significance. For example, millions of LEAA dollars have gone
into drug abuse treatment programs. The Federal Bureau of Prisons employs
psychiatrists and supports some mental-health training and research.
Support for mental-health-related services and research also originates
in the Model Cities Program of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the alcohol-prevention program of the Department of
Transportation, and other executive branch agencies.

Characteristics of the Federal Decision-making Process
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The process of arriving at budgets, laws, and policies in the executive
and legislative branches has certain general characteristics which the
politically active mental-health advocate must recognize. These general
characteristics, together with the personalities, resources, values, and goals of
the inpiduals involved determine the substance of Federal decisions. Behind
almost any particular decision lies a conflict among a number of competing
interest groups (some public, some private), each with its own power base
and goals. The sources of power include governmental position or access to a
powerful official, skill in inter-personal relations, control over patronage
positions or projects, past favors, access to the mass media, ability to deliver
votes, promises of future cooperation, technical knowledge, prestige, and
money.
Each interest group attempts to influence the others by force of
reasoned argument or through bargaining, compromising, and coalition
building. Each source of power just mentioned can be used as a bargaining
chip. Unwillingness to bargain and compromise frequently means defeat.
Federal decision-makers must often act in the face of enormous
uncertainties inherent in attempts to deal with social problems. It is often
hard to predict the consequences of particular decisions. The consequences of
past decisions may provide little guidance not only because they are difficult
to assess, but also because social conditions have changed. Alternately, high
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Government officials may deny or resist information which demonstrates that
previous decisions were wrong. Moreover, few problems exist in splendid
isolation and their relations to other problems cannot easily be untangled.
Unfortunately, intense pressures for rapid decisions and multiple demands on
limited numbers of key policy analysts and decision-makers further decreases
the amount of analytical intelligence which Federal decision-makers can
invest in any particular decision. This limitation, however, creates
opportunities for interested inpiduals outside the Federal government to
supply the information and analysis for which Government officials have
insufficient time or resources themselves. Because of the complexities and
ambiguities facing the decision-maker, and also because of the need to
accommodate multiple, competing interests, he often looks for “good enough”
or “sufficing” decisions rather than “optimum ones.”
Decisions reached by this process are usually temporary ones. Budgets
change yearly; laws are amended, repealed or allowed to fade away; policies
evolve in response to public and private pressures. The decisions often are
not thoroughly consistent, both because of the necessity for compromise and
because no single person or agency has the time, information, or power to
enforce consistency.
Budget and policy decisions are usually marked by incrementalism, i.e.,
changes from past practices are made gradually, in small steps. Legislative
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decisions, on the other hand, can be more radical in that wholly new
programs (e.g., the Community Mental Health Centers program) or wholly
new governmental structures (e.g., the White House Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention ) can be created.
With the general characteristics of the Federal decision-making process
in mind, let us now examine three specific kinds of Federal decisions: budgets,
legislation, and policies.

The Budget Process
Each year the President submits to Congress a budget for the ensuing
fiscal year (July 1-June 30) for all Federal organizations and activities. A
preliminary draft is drawn up by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB). The OMB is a critical point in governmental decision-making
processes. It both prepares the President’s budget request, with input from
the Departments, and oversees the administration of Federal programs. It
may apportion (allocate or release) funds appropriated by Congress, or may
impound (withhold wholly or in part) these funds. In FY 1971, for example,
the President’s budget contained a decrease of $6.7 million in funds for
psychiatry training. Congress restored these funds to the budget in the DHEW
appropriations bill, but OMB then impounded the restored funds. Only
intense lobbying efforts by professional and lay mental-health groups and by
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DHEW officials convinced OMB to release these funds. Attitudes of OMB staff
and OMB evaluations of support for psychiatric residency training and
community mental-health centers will continue to influence the future of
these two programs.
The OMB planning ceilings for the budget are drawn up in August and
submitted to the executive branch departments and agencies for comment
and suggested changes. In responding to this draft, a department is more
likely to succeed in increasing funds allocated to a particular program than in
increasing the total funds allocated to the department. As a result, programs
in DHEW, for example, compete more directly for dollars with one another
than with programs of another department. The starting point for each year’s
budget is the previous year’s budget. Changes are usually made in small steps
so that the effects of previous changes can be observed before larger steps are
taken.’ Exceptions to this incrementalism occur when new organizations are
created in response to highly visible and politically salient issues. For
example, in response to national concern over rising crime rates, Congress
gave the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LE AA), created in FY
1969, a first-year budget of $60 million. The next three fiscal year budgets for
LEAA were $267, $532, and $698 million, respectively. The Office of Economic
Opportunity began in FY 1965 with a budget of $237 million. By FY 1970 the
OEO budget had grown to $1.8 billion. In FY 1974, however, the Nixon
Administration phased OEO out of existence.
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In DHEW, the Office of the Secretary analyzes the OMB planning ceilings
budget for the department and asks departmental agencies for comments on
their budgets. If an agency is not satisfied with its budget allocations, it must
argue its case up the departmental hierarchy. The NIMH, for example, must
first convince the Administrator of ADAMHA. He in turn must convince the
Office of the Secretary. The Secretary must then convince the OMB that the
proposed change is desirable in the contexts of the Administration’s priorities
and the fiscal constraints imposed by estimated revenues and mandatory
(uncontrollable) expenditures such as Medicare. The President’s budget, in
fact, is a statement of the Administration’s priorities for expending public
funds. All disputes between cabinet officers and the OMB must be settled by
December when the President’s budget goes to press. In some instances a
cabinet officer will take budget issues to the President if he has been unable
to convince OMB and believes they are important enough.
The President’s budget, together with a budget message explaining the
budget rationale and exhorting Congress to agree, is submitted to Congress in
January (see, for example, the Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal
Year 1973, OMB). In both House and Senate the budget is then examined in a
piecemeal fashion by subcommittees of the House and Senate Appropriation
Committees. Each subcommittee has jurisdiction over a specific segment of
the budget, e.g., defense, DHEW, foreign aid. Unfortunately, Congress does not
weigh one budget category against another and thus rarely tries to decide
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how many guns versus how much butter. Beginning in FY 1977, however, this
may change. The House and the Senate have each established a committee to
review the budget as a whole in that fiscal year.
The Congressional Appropriations subcommittees provide the best
opportunity for the mental-health constituency outside the Federal
Government to influence the budgets for mental-health activities. Here,
through their professional organizations and as interested citizens, they may
legitimately lobby Congressmen regarding funds for mental-health programs.
Abuses of “lobbying” have left the word tainted. However, lobbying can be
pursued in a completely ethical manner. It derives from the constitutional
right of the people to petition the Government for redress of grievances and
from the need for citizens to inform their elected representatives of their
wishes. Congress as an institution invites lobbying.
The structure, procedure and culture of the Congress tend to obscure the
general interest, encourage particularism, and create an environment in
which organized interest groups and special pleaders can be assured a
sympathetic response, [p. 38]

Lobbying involves using the sources of power mentioned above. It takes
many forms. An articulate letter or well-reasoned testimony pointing out how
and why an expenditure is in the public interest is important. Informal
discussions with subcommittee staff or with the staff of the Congressmen on
the subcommittee are also useful. Relating the expenditure to problems and
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programs affecting the Congressman’s constituency can be persuasive.
Arranging for local or mass media coverage of the issue creates important
pressures. Public statements by respected national organizations carry
weight. Recognition of the Congressman’s past support and demonstrations
of constituency interest are also influential.
House hearings on the budget usually occur in February, although they
may be held as late as April. Senate hearings usually occur about a month
after House hearings. The subcommittee’s budget figures may be changed by
the full committee or by the full House or Senate, and these avenues have
sometimes been pursued by lobby groups. The House and Senate vote on the
budget in segments, since 'hearings on budget segments are finished at
different times by different subcommittees.
The House and Senate subcommittees on Labor and HEW have voted
more funds for certain mental-health programs than were recommended in
the President’s budget. This contrasts sharply with the action of most other
appropriation subcommittees. The Senate appropriation usually exceeds that
of the House and the difference is settled by a bargaining process in a HouseSenate conference committee. Once Congress has accepted the conference
committee report, this segment of budget is returned to the President for
signature or veto. President Nixon, for example, vetoed a DHEW budget which
he felt was too big for some programs.
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In deciding on dollar amounts for the President’s budget, and in
legislative and policy decisions, conflicts frequently arise between the
President’s staff, including OMB, and a cabinet officer-bureaucracy
partnership. One source of this conflict resides in the different power bases to
which these two groups are attuned. While the White House staff seeks to
maintain the President’s popularity with a national constituency, the cabinet
officer, or more often the bureau chief, seeks to advocate the interests of
particular groups (such as the mentally ill), and to maintain good relations
with limited constituencies (such as mental-health professionals) and select
Congressional committee chairmen or committee members.
A second reason for the conflict is the different time perspectives of the
President’s staff and the bureaucracy. While the President’s staff has its eye
on the two- and four-year cycle of elections, the bureaucracy is focused on
maintaining and expanding programs which may take decades to fulfill their
social objectives. As Seidman writes:
The bureaucracy is damned as “uncreative” because it is unable to satisfy
the White House appetite for immediate solutions to complex social and
economic problems and dramatic imaginative proposals for the legislative
program. “Slow moving,” “unresponsive,” “disloyal” are among the milder
epithets used to describe the bureaucracy. [p. 75]

Bureau chiefs who testify before appropriations subcommittees have a
limited choice: support the President’s budget or resign.
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The Legislative Process
There are many steps in the legislative process, but early intervention
improves the chances of success. The first step is the introduction of a bill,
either by the Administration or any member of Congress. Administration bills
and those introduced by the Congressional leadership are much more likely
to get attention from the subcommittees. The number of bills introduced is
enormous. In the Ninety-second Congress (1971-1972), 17,230 bills were
introduced in the House and 4133 in the Senate. The next step is referral of
the bill to a committee. Most bills never emerge from the committee; for
example, only 11 percent of the bills in the Eighty-eighth Congress (19631964) were reported out of committee. Each committee is different. Seidman
writes:
Each committee has its own culture, mode of operations, and set of
relationships to executive agencies subject to its oversight, depending on
its constituency, its own peculiar tradition, the nature of its legislative
jurisdiction, its administrative and legislative processes, and the role and
attitude of its chairman, [pp. 38-39]

Congressional power resides to a large extent in committee and
subcommittee chairmen. A chairman can call meetings, schedule witnesses,
recognize members, establish subcommittees, and appoint subcommittee
members. He plays a key role in determining which bills get reported out. In
the course of considering a bill, hearings may be held and inpiduals asked to
testify. This is a propitious time for input from the mental-health community.
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Legislators are often weary of hearing from administrators and enjoy clinical
reports from practicing professionals.
After a bill has been reported out by the subcommittee and committee,
it is placed on the respective calendar in the House and Senate. In the
subsequent floor debate, clarifications of the intent of the bill help shape the
program which the bill creates or funds. Just as with budgetary bills, other
bills passing the House and Senate are nearly always different and go to a
House-Senate conference committee so the differences can be ironed out.
Sometimes the differences are irreconcilable. An example of a bill that died
this way is the extension of the Community Mental-Health Centers Act which
passed both the Senate and the House in the closing hours of the Ninetysecond Congress. The House bill called for a simple extension, whereas the
Senate bill included substantive changes. After the House and Senate have
approved a conference report, it goes to the President. If the President vetoes
the bill, a two-thirds majority is needed in each chamber to overturn the veto.
The legislative process is one of constant and intense bargaining.
Bargaining occurs -not only within the Congress, but also between Congress
and the President. Sources of information regarding Congressmen and
Congressional processes include Bibby and Davidson, Froman, Goodwin,
Lees; the Congressional Quarterly’s Guide to the Congress, and the
Congressional Directory.
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The Policy-making Process
Administrative decisions have a large impact on policy. Executive
agency decisions take many forms. One form is a written statement (letter or
testimony) from a Federal official taking a stand on a substantive issue raised
by a private citizen, a Congressman, or a member of the executive branch. For
example, Congress asked the Secretary of DHEW to take a stand on whether
stimulants should be transferred to a level of stricter controls under P.L. 91513; he agreed they should.
A second form of policy decision is allocating staff time to particular
problems. For example, in FY 1972 the Director of NIMH directed a small
group to work on coordinating NIMH service-oriented grants administered by
the Drug Division (now the National Institute on Drug Abuse), the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA), and the Community
Mental Health Services Division. Another group was directed to develop a
long-term strategy for increasing the nation’s mental-health service
resources.
Deciding which programs, budgets, or legislative authorities to pursue
each fiscal year with the departmental hierarchy and Congress is a third form
of policy decision. In FY 1972, for example, NIMH concentrated its attention
on psychiatry training, extramural research, and the Community Mental
Health Centers Program.
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A fourth form of policy decision is changing an agency’s organizational
structure. For example, growing public and Congressional interest, as well as
an increase in budget and responsibilities, led NIMH to elevate its Center for
Drug Abuse Studies to the pision level. The pision was internally pided into
branches corresponding to its functional responsibilities, e.g., administering
contracts and grants for research, training, education, and services. The Drug
Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-255) converted the pision to
an institute in 1974. The institute was then placed on an organizational level
equal to NIMH itself.
Finally, policy decisions may take the form of written regulations
published in the Federal Register describing in detail how a law will be
implemented. Although regulations cannot flatly contradict the publicly
recorded Congressional intent which adheres to a legislatively created
program, they can substantially influence the program’s direction. For
example, the NIMH drafted regulations spelling out how Public Laws 88-164
^ 895>which created the Community Mental Health Centers Program, would
be carried out. It was these regulations, rather than the law itself, which
specified the size of center catchment areas (see p. 971) and required center
directors to be members of one of the four core mental-health disciplines. Of
course, NIMH did not make these policy decisions by itself. The regulations
were written in consultation with the national mental-health organizations
which had lobbied for the legislation. Moreover, the regulations had to pass
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through a series of DHEW clearances beginning at the agency level and
ending in the Office of the Secretary. Regulations can be changed at any time.
For example, the requirement that center directors be members of the four
core disciplines has been expanded to include other disciplines.
In any given day, dozens of policy decisions are made at different
agency or department levels. The more far-reaching or controversial the
policy, the higher the level at which it is made.
There are many checks and balances on these powers of administrators.
In the mental-health field, one such check is the National Advisory Mental
Health Council. It is charged with advising the Secretary of DHEW on
programs of the Public Health Service involving mental-health matters. The
Council must approve all NIMH grants before they can be awarded. The
Council was established by the National Mental Health Act in 1946. It has
twelve members who are private citizens and includes distinguished
professionals and nonprofessionals. A second check resides in the fact that
administrative decisions must be cleared with higher bureaucratic levels.
Constituency groups can influence these levels as well as the initial decisions.
Congress exerts additional checks by virtue of its control over the budget.
Thus, through conflict and bargaining among many government and
constituency organizations, Federal budgetary, legislative, and policy
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decisions are made. The decisions, however, are frequently temporary and
certain issues return to the center of controversy like the metal ducks which
rotate repeatedly through the pond in a shooting gallery. Four mental-health
issues which seem certain to rotate for some time are support for psychiatric
training, support for community mental-health centers, the place of mentalhealth coverage in national health insurance, and support for research. These
issues are discussed below.

Current Mental-Health Issues
Support for Psychiatric Training by NIMH
The support of psychiatric training by NIMH began in 1947. Initially,
grants were limited to resident stipends and teaching costs, including faculty
salaries, in general psychiatry residencies. Over the next decade support
became available for specialized psychiatric training in areas such as child
psychiatry, geriatrics, and mental retardation. Support for teaching psychiatry
to medical students began in 1950. In 1956 grants became available for
training psychiatrists for careers in psychiatric education. In 1959 NIMH
began supporting psychiatric residency training for general practitioners. In
i960 funds were made available for psychiatrists to undertake post-residency
training in research. Support for training in community psychiatry began in
1962.
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The objective of all these programs has been to increase the number of
psychiatrists and psychiatrically trained physicians working to meet the
nation’s mental-health needs. By the end of FY 1971 NIMH had supported
almost 30,000 man-years of psychiatric residency training. From 1957 to
1971 more than medical students pursued extracurricular psychiatric
training with NIMH support. From 1947, when NIMH training support began,
to 1971, the number of psychiatrists in the nation increased from 3000 to
about 25,000.
The intention of the Nixon and Ford administrations to phase out
Federal support for psychiatry training has raised serious problems for
American psychiatry. The American Psychiatric Association estimates that
more than one-third of all psychiatry residency positions will be lost and
almost half of the positions in medical schools. No study has been made of
how the loss of Federal funds will affect the teaching of psychiatry to medical
students, but the effect will be significant. Unlike most other medical
specialties, psychiatry cannot rely on patient fees to support residency
stipends and teaching costs. Other specialties generate training funds from
charges for inpatient and outpatient care which are usually covered by
insurance. Insurance coverage for psychiatric services is much more limited
than for other medical services, particularly for outpatient care and partial
hospitalization, which are increasingly viewed as treatments of choice for
most psychiatric conditions. Barton describes the events which followed the
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Administration’s attempt to begin the phase-out in FY 1971. He also presents
the arguments against this policy decision. Torrey, in a companion article,
presents the other side of the debate. During the struggle to restore the
Administration’s cuts in the FY 1971 training budget, it became clear that
many psychiatrists did not understand the political and governmental
processes outlined above, and in particular the relations between the
bureaucracy, the appropriations subcommittee chairmen and the OMB. As a
result, their analysis of the situation was marred.
The funding of psychiatry training for the late 1970s is uncertain.
Federal expenditures have been an important stimulus to the rapid growth in
the number and specializations of psychiatrists. The major question for the
immediate future is, who will now pay the bill? Since “he who pays the piper
calls the tune,” shifts in sources of support for psychiatry training are sure to
influence the educational experience of the next generation of American
psychiatrists. The examination of training methods, priorities, costs, and
results which financial uncertainties necessitated was a healthy one.
Hopefully, funds needed to apply the lessons learned will be forthcoming.

Community Mental Health Center Program
A 1971 NIMH staff study of the financing of mental-health services put
the NIMH financial contribution to mental-health services in perspective. Of
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an estimated $3.76 billion spent to purchase direct mental-health services in
FY 1968 (not including services for the mentally retarded), public funds from
tax revenues accounted for almost two-thirds (2.45 billion) and private
sources (consumers, private insurance, industry, philanthropy) for one-third
(1.31 billion). Of the public funds, state and local governments accounted for
two-thirds (1.62 billion) and the Federal Government accounted for one-third
(0.83 billion). Thus in FY 1968 the Federal Government accounted for twoninths or 22 percent of the expenditures on mental-health services. With the
growth of Medicare, Medicaid, and the population of veterans eligible for
federally supported services, this proportion is probably higher today.
Within the Federal Government, the Veterans Administration accounted
for 47 percent of Federal mental-health service expenditures, the Social and
Rehabilitation Service (Medicaid and other programs) for 33 percent, the
Department of Defense 7 percent, NIMH 6 percent, Medicare 4 percent and
other programs 3 percent. The FY 1968 NIMH services budget of $49.3
million was only 2 percent of the public expenditure for mental-health
services and little more than 1 percent of all expenditures (public and
private) for these services. The NIMH FY 1972 services budget of $150 million
represented only slightly higher percentages of these totals.
In view of its small financial leverage, NIMH has had a large impact on
patterns of psychiatric care. The bulk of the NIMH services budget has been
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devoted to construction and staffing grants for community mental health
centers (CMHC’s). Each center is responsible for providing services to all
residents of a geographic area (catchment area) including a population of
from 70,000 to 200,000 people. From the inception of the CMHC Program in
1963 through FY 1970, a total of $365 million was awarded to establish 420
centers, which cover catchment areas with approximately one quarter of the
United States population. These catchment areas range from inner city
ghettos to farmlands, from affluent suburbs to the poorest counties of
Appalachia. There are 66 centers with catchment areas in cities of 500,000 or
more, 206 smaller cities, and 148 centers serve large rural areas where
mental-health services have previously been virtually unavailable. An index of
the acceptance of the CMHC Program is the fact that two-thirds of the cost of
centers now in operation is born by state and local governments and private
sources. One of the goals of the CMHC Program is to improve the organization
and delivery of mental-health services so that effective preventive treatment,
and rehabilitative services are available to all the people of the nation. Each
center must provide five services: (x) inpatient care; (2) outpatient care; (3)
twenty-four-hour emergency service; (4) partial hospitalization; and (5)
consultation and education services for community agencies and professional
personnel. In addition to these five essential services, centers are encouraged
to develop diagnostic services, rehabilitation services, pre-care and aftercare
services (e.g., home visits and halfway houses), training activities, research
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and evaluation programs, and an administrative organization which will
achieve the intent of the program. In 1969, only four years after the CMHC
Program began, more than 2000 psychiatrists were working part-time or fulltime in centers, and centers accounted for more than 10 percent of all
inpatient and outpatient psychiatric patient-care episodes. More than 34
percent of new center patients had no previous mental-health service contact,
indicating centers are reaching people who might not otherwise have
received needed treatment.
Centers have aided the development of new therapeutic concepts such
as crisis intervention, partial hospitalization, and outreach to previously
underserved groups. The program has also stressed citizen participation in
planning center services and formulating center policies. Center staffs are
providing consultation to a wide variety of community agencies and
caregivers. Nearly one-fourth of consultation efforts are directed toward
school personnel, reflecting an emphasis on children and preventive efforts.
Whether the CMHC program will proceed to the goal that some of its
originators set—providing centers for the entire United States population—is
uncertain. The Nixon and Ford Administrations believe that existing centers
provide sufficient models for states and local communities to expand the
program if they wish. These Administrations announced their intention to
phase out Federal support because they do not favor direct Federal support
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for health services. So far, the Congress has disagreed and has permitted the
CMHC Program to continue growing. The activities of lay and professional
groups interested in mental health will have an important influence on the
outcome of this Federal policy struggle.

Health Insurance
With mounting public pressure for health care as a right rather than a
privilege, changes in the patterns of delivering and financing health services
are inevitable. Insurance benefits will play a large role in determining the
changes that occur. Coverage for mental illness in present Federal insurance
programs varies. Some health programs do not include mental-health
services. For example, the Health Maintenance Organization program, being
developed as a form of prepaid health care by DHEW, does not require service
providers to include mental-health services in their benefit package. The
Federal Medicare program includes mental-health services, but limits
coverage of inpatient care in psychiatric hospitals to 190 days during a
person’s lifetime. This limitation does not apply to psychiatric units in general
hospitals. Reimbursement for outpatient treatment of mental illness is limited
to 50 percent of the cost or $250 per calendar year, whichever is less. This
limitation encourages inpatient treatment of older persons who might do
equally well or better with outpatient care. In 1971 approximately 20 million
Americans were covered by Medicare and 12 million by Medicaid. Psychiatric
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services, however, accounted for less than 5 percent of Medicare
expenditures and less than 10 percent of Medicaid expenditures. The Federal
Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services insurance
program (CHAMPUS) has been a leader in the coverage of mental-health
services and has stimulated demand for similar coverage from private
industry. CHAMPUS provides both hospitalization and outpatient care in
civilian facilities for approximately 6 million inpiduals (retired members of
the uniformed services and dependents of active-duty, retired, or deceased
members). CHAMPUS provides unlimited coverage for outpatient mentalhealth services and ninety days annually of inpatient care with a renewal
option and no lifetime limit. Partial hospitalization is covered under the
inpatient part of the program, with two days of partial hospitalization
absorbing one day’s full hospitalization benefit.
The ongoing debates in Congress and the executive branch regarding
health-maintenance organizations, Medicare, Medicaid, and National health
insurance are critical points which mental-health professionals and
constituent groups can continue to influence. The future pattern of delivery of
mental-health services will be shaped in large measure by the funding
mechanisms adopted for purchasing these services.

Federal Support for Mental-Health Research
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The Federal Government is the largest source of support for mentalhealth research. Other government levels and the private sector, however,
also contribute to this effort. State governments make a major contribution
through their support of State universities, and in some states, research
institutes and research units associated with state mental hospitals and other
clinical facilities. City and county governments provide indirect support via
funds for hospitals and clinics where research is carried on. The contribution
of private foundations and other organizations is also significant; in FY 1968
it was estimated by NIMH to be more than $12 million.
As mentioned above, a number of Federal agencies support mentalhealth-related research. Federal support is concentrated, however, in the
NIMH, which had an FY 1972 research budget of $99 million. In FY 1972
NIMH supported almost 1450 different research studies ranging from the
molecular to the cultural level. While it is impossible to catalogue the results
which researchers have achieved over the past twenty-five years with NIMH
support, the information produced underlies much of today’s clinical practice.
It includes knowledge regarding neurotransmission mechanisms; increased
understanding of drugs to treat anxiety, depression, schizophrenia, mania,
hyperkinesis, Parkinsonism, and narcotic addiction; and new perspectives on
the relation of culture and social class to the prevalence and forms of mental
illness. Researchers supported by NIMH have been active in developing the
new treatments which have evolved in the past twenty-five years—group
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psychotherapy, milieu therapy, behavior therapy, and the use of peer and
therapist modeling. They have helped to clarify the genetics of schizophrenia;
the effects of early environment on children’s social development and
intelligence; and the nature of human perception, memory, and judgement.
Research is continuing in all these areas and many more, e.g., the nature and
functions of sleep, relations between brain and behavior, biological rhythms,
biofeedback, psychotherapy, alcoholism, drug abuse, and psychodynamic
aspects of attitudes. But Federal support for mental-health research is
leveling off rather than growing at a rapid rate. The need to invest research
dollars wisely, therefore, is more important than ever.
An NIMH staff task force has examined the entire NIMH research
program. The task force asked questions about research substance as well as
administrative practices. The issues raised are familiar. How much support
for basic research versus applied research? For investigator-initiated
research versus contract research? Which areas are ripe for breakthroughs in
understanding? Which areas have been improperly neglected? Can the field
fruitfully absorb more resources? If so, how can they be generated?
Just as in training and service areas, psychiatrists and other mentalhealth professionals are needed who are willing to engage in the political and
governmental processes which determine the nature of Federal support for
mental-health research. The concern for humanity and the intellectual vigor
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which researchers bring to their research are equally valuable in the
continuous struggle over public policy.
Finally, we would like to raise a few points of appraisal. The trend in the
Federal

management

of

domestic

programs

is

clearly

toward

decentralization. This does not mean that the Federal experience was in vain,
but rather that the same policy-influencing techniques which have been used
at the Federal level are needed at the state level. For example, two-thirds of
the public-health dollars devoted to mental-health services are currently
provided by states and local governments.
Sound evaluation is growing more and more important, not only to
justify programs to budget committees, but to help program managers make
realistic decisions. If programs are to survive, their advocates must master
the language and tools of cost-effectiveness.
The American mental-health movement has come a long way in the past
few decades. We have moved from a system of asylums and patchy private
care toward a national network of coordinated community services. A highly
skilled professional and paraprofessional cadre of mental-health manpower
has been developed, although it still falls short of national demands. We are
now basing clinical practice on a much firmer foundation of scientific
evidence gained from a Federal research effort, intramural and extramural, of
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unparalleled quality. Our goal must be to ensure that these programs
continue. To achieve this we must expand our knowledge base to include a
sophisticated understanding of the dynamics of the political process, and the
roles of Federal, state and local governments in the mental health arena.
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CHAPTER 44
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC ASPECTS OF
POPULATION PROBLEMS
Warren B. Miller

Introduction
In 1615, the population of the world was half a billion. In 1930, it had
reached two billion. In 1970, it was three and one-half billion, and, in slightly
more than one generation, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the
world population will have reached close to seven billion. The same kind of
escalation of population growth has taken place in the United States. In 1790,
at the time of the first census, the population was less than four million. By
1860, it was 31 million; by 1900, it was 76 million; and by 1950, it was more
than 150 million. Projecting into the future, it is estimated that our population
will reach 300 million shortly after the start of the twenty-first century, and,
one hundred years from now, depending in large part upon whether
American families maintain a two- or three-child average, the population will
number between 340 million and almost one billion. These figures certainly
justify the current wide-spread public concern with population growth, and
the problems of bringing it under control. It seems timely, therefore, to
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discuss in some depth the psychological aspects of current population
phenomena, particularly as these have a bearing for the psychologically and
behaviorally oriented clinician.
The systematic consideration of the relationship between psychological
and demographic variables is a generally new but important endeavor. In the
past, demographers implicitly used psychological-level concepts in the
process of data collection, or when giving explanation and substance to their
broad, normative statements. Psychologists and psychiatrists, on the other
hand, used demographic variables to define and describe the degree of
heterogeneity of their clinical population. With but a few notable exceptions,
there has been comparatively little interdisciplinary work. This chapter will
attempt to bridge the gap between these two levels of discourse through a
consideration of both psychodemography, the study of the effect of individual
decision-making and other psychological processes on population variables,
and demopsychology, the study of the effect of population variables on
individual behavior. Because these two areas are so broad, the focus of
discussion will be primarily, sometimes even exclusively, on clinically
relevant variables. It is hoped that such an approach will serve to bring
together the basic concepts relevant to both psychological clinicians and
demographers, and to outline the current issues and boundaries of
knowledge of mutual concern. It should also delineate the modes of action
which are available to the clinician and through which he may have an effect
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on current population problems.
Demography is the study of population phenomena. Historically, it grew
out of the very practical need of governments to know some elementary facts
about their people. It was based on such data-gathering procedures as the
periodic census and the regular registration of vital (life and death) events.
Petersen distinguishes between formal demography, or “a gathering,
collating, statistical analysis, and technical presentation of population data,”
and population analysis, which is the “study of population trends and
phenomena in relation to their social setting.”
This chapter is devoted to the psychological and psychiatric aspects of
population analysis. Traditionally, demographers have utilized the basic triad
of fertility, mortality, and age composition in the analysis of changes in a
given population. In this chapter, an expanded, more psychologically oriented
approach will be used to organize discussion. We will distinguish between
two types of population variables: structural and dynamic. The structural
variables of size, distribution, and composition are inherent aspects of any
population. Directly and indirectly, they affect the psychology of each
individual member. The dynamic variables of fertility, mortality, and
geographic mobility result from, or are affected by, individual decisions and
behavior through which they have an aggregate effect on the population.
Because it seems to be a completing link in the overall system of variables, we
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will also consider status mobility among the dynamic properties.
Because of the current focus on fertility and population growth, it is
tempting to confine our discussion to this area. However, fertility is greatly
affected by the other dynamic and structural elements of the population
system defined above and, in turn, has important influences on them. In fact,
all of the major elements of demographic analysis are mutually interactive to
a significant degree. Since this has been well illustrated by others, a single,
hypothetical example will serve our purpose here. Let us assume that a small
nation, with a stable population, has a crude birth rate of 45 per 1000, and a
crude death rate of 25 per 1000 each year, and thus a stable growth rate of 2
percent (close to the average for the world at present). Let us assume that the
net migration in and out of this nation is close to zero, and that there is a
typical pyramidal social-class structure, with the social mobility rates of
individuals from the lower classes upward being matched by the
corresponding rates downward from the upper and middle classes. Finally,
let us imagine that the nation is largely rural in terms of land area
(approximately 85 percent), but that about half the population lives in urban
and suburban areas.
Given this situation, it is possible to illustrate how each demographic
variable affects the other. For example, if, through the introduction of modern
medical techniques, the crude death rate is decreased to 15 per 1000, then
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the population size will increase more rapidly at the rate of 3 percent per year
(close to the average for the developing nations of the world). Since a
reduction in infant mortality will be the first and major mortality change,
more babies will survive into and through childhood, changing the age
composition in the direction of a more youthful population. Initially, this will
increase opportunities for work as a result of the expansion of farming and
industry in order to meet the growing needs of the young. These work
opportunities, in turn, may increase certain types of immigration. However, in
fifteen to twenty years, when the greater numbers surviving infancy and
childhood reach working ages, job competition will increase. The economic
effects of this may itself depress fertility levels, and it may produce an
increase in migration out of the country to areas of greater work opportunity.
Finally, since improved mortality would almost certainly favor the lower
class, and thus its greater differential growth, there would quite probably be a
net increase in upward social mobility as a result of the tendency to maintain
similar social-class proportions.
Let us further suppose that, along with the introduction of modern
medical technology, there was the successful establishment of a widespread
contraceptive-service delivery system and the development of a favorable
attitude toward birth control. Let us say this resulted in the reduction of the
crude birth rate from 45 to 25 per 1000. This reduction in fertility would have
a number of effects. The growth rate of the nation would come down to 1
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percent (close to that of the United States at present). There would be a
decrease in maternal mortality and a smaller average family size. These,
together with a later age at marriage (a probable outcome of increased use of
contraception), would increase the availability of women to the labor force.
This itself would probably have the ultimate effect of further decreasing
fertility. It would also, together with other social forces leading toward
urbanization, tend toward the urban migration and upward social mobility of
individuals and couples unencumbered by many children. These latter
movements would, in turn, undoubtedly have a major impact upon the spatial
and social-class distribution of individuals within the nation.
This brief illustration should provide the reader with a sense of the
many, potentially important interconnections between demographic
variables. It is for this reason that the following discussion is designed to
embrace the whole field of population analysis, rather than focus exclusively
on the subject of most obvious, current interest, namely, fertility and fertility
control. Such a broad discussion lends itself well to a general systems
approach, one which explicitly acknowledges the interconnections on each
level of analysis (psychological and demographic) and between levels of
analysis. It is the interlevel connections which will be the main topic of this
chapter, organized according to the seven fundamental structural and
dynamic variables of demography. These variables have themselves been
sub-grouped into three prominent subsystems, which form the subject for the
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three main sections which follow. Within the sections, each variable will be
discussed with respect to: (1) demographic and psychological concepts which
are relevant to it; (2) current issues which bear upon it; and (3) modes of
professional action through which psychologically oriented clinicians may
affect it. In order to limit the field, and because of the author’s greater
familiarity with the American scene, the focus of discussion will be on the
United States.

Fertility, Mortality, and Size
The fertility-mortality-size triad forms a natural population subsystem.
To be sure, geographic mobility (in the form of migration) often has an
important effect upon the size of a particular population, and, in some cases,
such as in economically depressed areas, is the most significant determinant
of change of population size with time. Nevertheless, geographic mobility
interacts more specifically with population distribution, and as may be seen
in Figure 44-1, which represents the overall population data for the last forty
years for the United States, may have a relatively smaller effect on size than
fertility and mortality.
The theory of demographic transition has special relevance to the
fertility-mortality-size subsystem. This demographic theory postulates that
all societies move from an initial phase of high birth and death rates, through
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a transitional phase of high birth and low death rates, to a final phase of low
birth and death rates. It will be recognized that this sequence roughly
parallels the steps through which the hypothetical illustration was carried in
the previous section. It is during the transitional phase that the population
expands most significantly. Theoretically, at least, during the initial and final
phases, the size is more nearly stationary, due to a relatively close balance
between births and deaths. Although there are many significant exceptions to
this theory, it is one of the best established theories in social science, and still
sufficiently useful to find continued application. For our purposes here, it
provides a special illustration of the dynamic connectedness of size, fertility,
and mortality.
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Figure 44-1.
Annual rates of births, deaths, net immigration, and net growth in the
United States from 1935 to 1969.
Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the census,
Population Estimates and Projections, Series P-25, No. 442, March 20,
1970.

Fertility
Relevant Concepts
Because of differences between demographers and biologists in
traditional use, there is some general confusion about the meaning of such
concepts as fertility and fecundity. For the demographer, fecundity is the
biological capacity to have children, while fertility refers to the number of
children actually had by an individual or a population. Biologists, on the other
hand, often use these concepts in exactly the opposite way. In this discussion,
we shall follow the demographic usage. Furthermore, we shall refer to the
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decreased biological capacity to have children as subfecundity, and to the
biological inability to have children (the extreme form of subfecundity) as
sterility.
There are a number of important concepts which demarcate the area of
fertility behavior at the demographic and psychological levels. We have
already made use of an important demographic concept, i.e., the crude birth
rate. This expression refers to the ratio of total births to total population
during a specific period of time, usually one year. Conventionally, crude birth
rate is stated in terms of births per one thousand population. Because the
crude birth rate is based on data which include all ages and both sexes in the
population, it does not always accurately reflect a population’s reproductive
behavior. A more refined concept is the general fertility rate, or the number of
births per 1000 women in the fecund ages, generally assumed to be between
fifteen and forty-five years. A further refinement of this concept, important in
that it allows computation of the extent to which a population is replacing
itself, is achieved by calculating age-specific fertility rates, often based upon
five-year age groupings.
Demographers are interested not only in rates, but also in social norms.
With respect to fertility, they are particularly interested in the norms which
govern reproduction, especially those concerning family size and birth
intervals. In order to measure these norms, demographers look at actual
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family sizes and birth intervals, and ask people about their ideal, desired, and
expected family sizes and birth intervals. These data are gathered through
general survey techniques by what must be considered by individually
oriented clinicians as somewhat superficial methods. Nevertheless, this kind
of approach produces interesting and potentially useful data.
Because of the great social importance of controlling fertility,
demographers in their surveys and theoretical work have made distinctions
between wanted and unwanted conceptions (also, pregnancies or children).
Pohlman has reviewed some of the theoretical and methodological problems
inherent in the concept of an unwanted pregnancy by examining such
questions as: “Unwanted to whom?,” “Unwanted at what psychological level?,”
and, “Unwanted at what point in time?” His analysis highlights the complexity
of the concept of “unwantedness,” a complexity which is only confounded by
the gathering of data through a survey method. In spite of these problems,
Bumpas and Westoff, in a widely quoted article, reported data which they
believe indicate the degrees of child-wantedness in the married United States
population as a whole. Their method provides what is perhaps best seen as a
measure of the “intendedness” or “planfulness” of a conception.
At the psychological level, there is a whole set of behaviors which relate
to fertility. These are most readily discussed if they are divided into the
following four categories: (1) sexual behavior, or behavior which has sexual
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stimulation or gratification as part or all of its goal; (2) conceptive behavior,
or behavior which has the achievement (proceptive behavior) or the
prevention (contraceptive behavior) of conception as its goal; (3) abortionseeking behavior, or behavior which has the termination of pregnancy as its
goal; and, (4) procreational behavior, or behavior which has the bearing and
raising of children as its goal.
The author has discussed these categories in some detail in another
context. It is noteworthy that sexual, conceptive, and procreational behavior
have not always been readily separable in practice. It was only after
knowledge of the ovulatory cycle was acquired and effective contraception
was developed that sexual and procreative behavior could be separated. It
was only with perfection of a coitus-independent method of contraception
(for example, the Pill or the IUD) that contraceptive behavior could be
separated from sexual behavior. (The same may be said for a coitusindependent method of insemination and proceptive behavior.) Now that
these distinctions can be made at a practical level, it is apparent that each set
of behaviors is subject to its own social norms and affected by its own group
of psychological antecedents.
Social norms regarding these behaviors are undergoing rapid change.
For example, sexual norms are becoming less restrictive; contraception is
gaining wide acceptance; and family-size norms appear to be becoming
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significantly smaller. It is likely that such changes will alter the importance of
personality variables in the expression of these behaviors; thus, where norms
become less restrictive, as they are with regard to premarital sexual behavior,
individual factors may assume more importance; where norms become more
restrictive, as seems to be happening with family size, they may assume less
importance. Changes in the restrictiveness of norms will also alter the type of
personality variables which affect fertility behavior; thus, with the relaxation
of premarital sexual norms, one might expect a shift away from traits of
rebellion and alienation as significant factors in premarital pregnancies, with
a shift toward traits perhaps of immaturity and dependency.
In addition to social norms, access to information and to technological
means serve to moderate the importance of personality variables in fertility
behavior. Without knowledge about sexual and conceptive processes, and
without the mechanical and chemical means of contraception, psychological
factors which affect decision-making probably have a smaller influence on
fertility. For example, in certain lower-income populations, social constraints
on access to contraceptive information and contraceptive means appear to
play a greater role than motivational factors in the occurrence of out-ofwedlock conceptions. On the other hand, in a community and social-class
group where social constraints were much less a factor, a study by the author
showed that a group of effective contraceptors and a matched group with
unwanted pregnancies were not distinguished by their level of sexual
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knowledge or their previous use of contraception, although there were
significant personality and coping variable differences between them.
What are some of the psychological variables which influence fertility
behavior under relatively unrestricted conditions? For sexual behavior, they
seem to be, most importantly, feelings about the sexual experience and its
associated psychological elements, such as intimacy, trust, and pleasure. For
contraceptive behavior, they include attitudes toward the physical effects of
particular contraceptive methods (e.g., blood clots or “body pollution” from
the pill, decreased genital sensation with the condom) and feelings about the
psychological effects of particular methods (e.g., distaste for selfmanipulation with the diaphragm, or feeling a lack of personal control with
the IUD). Finally, for procreational behavior, they include aspirations
regarding family life and feelings about family involvement. These and other
relevant psychological dimensions will be discussed more specifically in the
next section.
Many of the same considerations apply to the psychological antecedents
of abortion-seeking behavior. Lee has discussed the importance of knowledge
about abortion and access to it. Her data were generated at a time when
illegal abortions were virtually the only type of induced abortion available in
this country. However, because of continued societal ambivalence toward
induced abortion, social constraints through limitation of access to
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information about abortion and to the means of achieving it are still major
factors affecting abortion-seeking behavior.
Abortion-seeking is also influenced by social norms and personal
feelings about having an abortion. As will be discussed in the next section, the
social norms are currently undergoing a major change in the United States.
Since the decision to obtain an abortion is generally made after consideration
of the alternative courses of action, specifically, early marriage, adoption, outof-wedlock childrearing, abortion-seeking behavior is also influenced by the
social norms and personal feelings which govern these other behaviors.
Whether personality traits or coping styles, or other psychological factors
play an important part in abortion-seeking behavior is still an open question.
Some preliminary work has been done in this area, but adequate exploration
is only just beginning.

Current Issues
Let us begin this section by considering some psychological aspects of
subfecundity. Whelpton et ah, have calculated from a national survey that 31
percent of married couples between the ages of eighteen and thirty-nine are
subfecund and that about one third of these (11 percent of all couples) are
definitely sterile. About one half of the definitely sterile group have had
contraceptive operations (vasectomy or tubal ligation), and about one-third
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of these (i.e., about 2 percent of the entire sample) had undergone the surgery
for other than health reasons. Thus, the psychological antecedents to
nonhealth-motivated contraceptive surgery are important for a small but
significant proportion of the married population in this country, especially
since recently there are definite trends toward an increased use of vasectomy
for the purpose of birth control and family-size limitation. These trends
appear to be greater in the western United States, where some local
communities have reported as much as 16 percent of the married, male
population having had vasectomy.
While there is little data to indicate which psychological variables
influence the selection or avoidance of surgical contraception, the main
motive is to terminate fertility at the end of the procreational career. What
psychological consequences does such surgery have on individuals and
couples? Although there are many enthusiastic reports and testimonials, the
best evidence suggests that some men and women may react to such surgery
with feelings of demasculinization or defeminization and some degree of
rigid, hyper-masculine (or hyper-feminine) behavior. However, the severity
and prevalence of this type of reaction is not known and it seems quite likely
that, as with abortion, with the change of societal norms toward increased
acceptance, this negative psychological reaction will tend to subside.
For those subfecund couples who do not fall in the “definitely sterile”
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class,

there

is

an

important

two-directional

relationship

between

subfecundity and contraceptive use. On the one hand, the individuals least
likely to use contraception are those who doubt their own ability to conceive
for medical reasons, for reasons related to their own experience with
conception exposure, or for reasons related primarily to self-image and
fantasy. On the other hand, those who use contraception the least are most
likely to discover their own subfecundity. For these reasons, there are higher
rates of nonuse of contraception among the relatively subfecund. This has
special importance during adolescence and menopause. It has been calculated
that the percentage of fully fecund adolescents increases from about 5
percent at age thirteen to about 95 percent at age eighteen. Similarly, it has
been demonstrated that subfecundity increases from around 5 percent at
ages eighteen to nineteen, to about 25 percent around age twenty-nine, to
almost 50 percent by age forty. Although not reported in Whelpton’s study, it
is well recognized that fecundity drops to virtually zero during the fifth
decade. These periods of high subfecundity (below about age sixteen and
above age forty) are associated with changing patterns of contraceptive use
and a relatively higher rate of overall nonuse of contraception. Thus, these are
times of higher risk for unwanted pregnancies.
Turning from the psychological aspects of fecundity to those of fertility,
an important contemporary focus has been the running debate among
demographers and family planners as to what constitutes the best way to
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achieve fertility limitation in the United States. An important issue in that
debate has been the question of whether the prevention of unwanted
pregnancies alone would suffice to end population growth. Those who say it
would, argue that the provision of effective family planning and birthlimitation services, and the efficient use of these by the population, would
bring the United States down to a zero rate of growth. Their opponents argue
that large numbers of unwanted children is only part of the problem, and that
the other part lies in the fact that American couples want too many children.
In order to shed some light on this debate and because the distinction
between wantedness and unwantedness has obvious relevance to mental
health, the discussion in the remainder of this section will focus, first, on
unwanted and, second, on wanted pregnancies.
Bumpass’ and Westoff’s findings leave little doubt that the incidence of
unplanned and unwanted pregnancies within marriage in this country is
substantial. They analyze and present their data in terms of number failures
(i.e., births occurring after a family has had all the children it wants), and
timing failures (i.e., births unplanned but not causing a family to exceed its
desired family size). They found that approximately 20 percent of all births
between 1960 and 1965 were number failures. As might be expected, the
percentage varied with birth order, being 5 percent and 8 percent with the
first two children respectively, and 44 and 50 percent with the fifth and sixth
child. The number-failure percentages were found to be significantly higher
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for the black population, and for the poor and the near-poor. These
investigators further found that of the remaining births (the 80 percent which
did not represent number failures), 43 percent were timing failures. In their
conclusion, they discuss the importance of their findings for the familyplanning debate. The usual way of measuring a population’s “desired family
size” is by asking married women how many children they desire. In 1965,
the answers led to an average figure of 3.4 children. Bumpass and Westoff, on
the other hand, calculated “desired family size” by subtracting the number of
unwanted births (number failures) from the total number of actual births,
and arrived at an average figure of 2.5 children. They argue that, since their
method tends to underestimate unwantedness, the 2.5 figure is falsely
elevated, and the real figure is probably very close to the mean family size of
2.1 which is necessary to achieve zero growth.
Bumpass’ and Westoff’s data bear only on legitimate childbearing.
Unwantedness is of much greater importance with conceptions occurring
outside of marriage. Illegitimate births already constituted almost 10 percent
of the total fertility in the late 1960s and recently the rate of illegitimacy has
been increasing. These trends are, in part a consequence from relaxation of
premarital sexual standards and behavior, which result in greater premarital
exposure to the chance of conception. They may also reflect, to some degree,
relaxation of the social and economic sanctions which work against out-ofwedlock births and child-rearing.
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What are some of the psychological antecedents to an unwanted
pregnancy? Both within and without marriage, sexual behavior and the
individual’s feelings about it are of major importance. There is evidence that
young, unmarried women who hold values running counter to premarital
sexual activity or who experience conflicts in this area of behavior are more
likely to have an unwanted pregnancy when they become sexually active. It is
as though their values and conflicts prevent them from perceiving themselves
as sexual beings and thinking about themselves in adult sexual terms. Sexual
behavior within marriage is related to unwantedness in a similar way.
Rainwater describes how women who find sex gratifying in marriage are
better able to cooperate and communicate with their husbands to achieve
effective contraception.
As this last observation suggests, an individual’s or couple’s actual
contraceptive behavior has a great bearing upon the occurrence of unwanted
pregnancy. Although the pill, the IUD, and foam have added greatly to our
contraceptive armamentarium since the mid-1960s, we are a long way from
finding methods that can and will be used effectively by all couples. Each
contraceptive method is reacted to differently by individuals, and each
method requires a different combination of psychological sets and behavioral
skills on the part of the individual for effective use. The author has suggested
a group of behavioral dimensions which are essential for the effective use of a
particular contraceptive method. These are shown in Table 44-1, where the
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methods are grouped according to the behavioral prerequisites for effective
use which they share. In terms of more traditional personality traits and their
effect on contraceptive behavior, there is a growing body of knowledge.
Today, the evidence suggests that effective use of contraception is associated
with the following kinds of personality traits: future orientation; internal
control,

independence,

and

autonomy; flexibility; and

achievement

orientation. These findings are very preliminary, especially considering that
the investigations have been done almost exclusively with women.
Turning next to procreative behavior and unwanted pregnancy, a major
issue is the frequent assertion that unwanted pregnancies often occur as a
result of covert motivations for them. The motivational basis has been
discussed in terms of the wish for power, dependency, revenge, and a host of
other personal meanings’ which were viewed as deviant and/or unconscious
in origin. Recently, the research literature on this subject has included better
controls and more prospective design, along with a change in basic
assumptions. For example, in a prospective study of pregnant, unmarried
teenagers, the question was posed: “Are these girls pregnant because they are
different, or different because they are pregnant?” The results of this and
other studies have lent general support to the latter point of view. There is
probably the truth in both positions. We should realize, on the one hand, that
all pregnancies are preceded by a complex set of subtle procreational
motivations and, on the other hand, that “unwanted” pregnancies result
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primarily

from

an

interplay

of

chance,

situational

factors,

and

nonprocreational motivations.

The author has developed a method for classifying the degree to which a
pregnancy is intended. Such a classification provides a way of determining the
extent to which procreational (and other) motivations are involved in a
particular pregnancy. Using this method, considerable data have been
collected from a large heterogeneous population through clinical interviews.
All pregnancies of these women were rated on the following scale:
Intendedness 1, conception resulted from sustained, active striving;
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Intendedness

2,

conception

resulted

from

ambivalent

striving,

as

demonstrated by intermittent or incomplete efforts; Intendedness 3,
conception resulted from the regular nonuse or ineffective use of
contraception, with no significant intent to conceive; Intendedness 4,
conception resulted from the nonuse or ineffective use of contraception on
one occasion or for a brief period, with no significant intent to conceive;
Intendedness 5, conception resulted during the effective use of contraception
without intent to conceive. Table 44-2 presents selected data from this study,
chosen to illustrate several points relevant to this discussion.
If we assume that procreational motives are located predominantly in
the Intendedness 1 and 2 categories, and that they are the dominant motives
in these categories (assumptions borne out by the content of the clinical
interviews), the data in Table 44-2 support the following conclusions: The
majority of pregnancies conceived within marriage and wanted sufficiently to
be carried to term (column 4) result primarily from procreational motives; on
the other hand, over 90 percent of the pregnancies conceived outside of
marriage, whether carried to term or terminated (columns 1 and 2), were
relatively uninfluenced by procreational motives; the subgroup of
pregnancies conceived within marriage which were sufficiently unwanted as
to be terminated (column 3) were less the result of procreational motives
than any other group. Stated in another way, the data support the notion that
procreational motives play a relatively small part in unwanted pregnancies,
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when unwantedness is determined by surgical termination and/or premarital
conception.
How psychiatric patients compare with the general population on the
issues of unwantedness remains to be determined. There is at least one
report that psychopathology affects motivations for pregnancy in a major
way, and that the occurrence of unwanted pregnancy is more frequent in
mentally ill women. However, virtually all of the work on this subject is
anecdotal, retrospective, and without appropriate comparison groups. The
overall question of the antecedent effect of psychopathology on the
occurrence of unwanted pregnancies needs careful exploration.
The psychological consequences of unwanted pregnancy have been the
subject of many published observations and impressions, but, again, little has
been done in the way of careful research. Pohlman has reviewed much of the
general literature on the consequences of unwantedness. Several authors
have discussed the same issue from the point of view of the consequences of
refused abortion. It is clear that unwanted conceptions have potentially
important psychosomatic effects during pregnancy, labor, and after delivery.
Even more important are the potential psychological effects on the child
himself of being unwanted and consequently experiencing the gamut of
hostile treatment from subtle rejection to outright physical abuse. There are
also important effects upon the mother, ranging from postpartum reactions to
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the “tired-house-wife” syndrome. Finally, unwantedness has important
consequences for other aspects of family life, including the long-term,
cumulative effects on the marital relationship and upon the other children.

Table 44-2. The Intendedness of Conception by Marital Status at Time of
Conception, and Outcome of Pregnancy
UNMARRIED AT TIME OF
CONCEPTION

MARRIED AT TIME OF
CONCEPTION

CHILD BORN
WITHIN
MARRIAGE,
PERCENT N
= 32

TERMINATED
BY
THERAPEUTIC
ABORTION,
PERCENT N =
31

CHILD BORN
WITHIN
MARRIAGE,
PERCENT N =
2l6

INTENDEDNESS

TERMINATED
BY
THERAPEUTIC
ABORTION,
PERCENT N =
105

1

1

6

0

58

2

6

3

0

5

3

41

59

19

15

4

28

13

26

13

5

24

19

55

9

100

100

100

100

Abortion is an increasingly available option for dealing with an
unwanted pregnancy. Since the 1960s, revolutionary changes in the public
attitude toward abortion have taken place. Gallup polls during the 1960s
revealed an overwhelming majority of Americans disapproving of abortion on
request, but two polls in the early 1970s have shown a striking reversal of
these figures to the extent that the majority now favors abortion on request.
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The same period has also seen major changes in abortion-seeking behavior.
At present, four states have generally unrestricted abortion laws (Alaska,
Hawaii, New York, and Washington); eleven others have laws based on the
American Law Institute model, or an equivalent, which allows a liberal
interpretation of the conditions for induced abortion. As a result, almost
100,000 legal abortions were performed in the first quarter of 1971 in the
United States. This compares with an estimated 2000 legal abortions for the
same length of time during the 1963-1965 period. It seems very likely that
induced abortion will be used increasingly to solve the problem of unwanted
pregnancy by those who become pregnant because of contraceptive
inefficiency or procreational ambivalence.
The societal trend toward the greater use of induced abortion is
generally justified by the behavioral science research regarding the
psychological consequences of abortion. In addition to the earlier
Scandinavian studies, which showed that many women who were refused
abortions had serious psychological problems after carrying an unwanted
pregnancy to term, and that children born after refused abortion had more
psychological and behavioral difficulties than their controls, the predominant
evidence of recent reports is that the psychological effects of abortion are
mild and usually include considerable relief, hopefulness, and positive coping.
In considering the relatively small proportion of untoward reactions
following abortion, three conclusions stand out: (1) Those who are
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psychologically at risk for an abortion because of their psychopathology, are
equally at risk as a result of an unwanted pregnancy and child; (2) the amount
of depression, guilt, and anxiety experienced by the individual woman during
and after her abortion is directly related to the attitudes toward her and her
actions which are expressed by her family, friends, and medical caretakers;
and (3) there is a relatively small but definite proportion of women for whom
induced abortion is either contraindicated or highly problematic because of
the specific meaning of the particular pregnancy and the resultant
ambivalence which they hold regarding the procedure.
Turning to a consideration of wanted fertility, there are a great many
different reasons parents offer for their having a child. Pohlman has listed and
discussed these at great length. Motivations for a child are closely related to
the prospective parent’s wishes and feelings in relation to his own parents
and childhood, his spouse, his friends and peers, and his aspirations for the
prospective child itself. These motivations may be heavily influenced by
financial or religious considerations. They also may be influenced by the
anticipated effect of a child on the prospective parent’s familial role with
respect to the spouse and the other children in the family. There are a number
of special procreational motivations, such as desiring a child of particular sex,
or concern with the maintenance of the family line. There are also a number
of idiosyncratic motives which are not well defined by social norms. In many
instances, these are highly situational and may be ways of coping with family
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demands or personal stresses. These kinds of motives border on the neurotic
reasons for wanting a child, where the desire springs from an infantile wish
or an unresolved conflict.
In contemporary urban society, the constellation of motives for
childbearing tends to be quite different from the constellation seen in more
traditional societies. In the latter, the infant mortality rate is generally high,
and the child replacement motive is important. In addition, children provide
economic security, both by working during childhood and by providing
security for the parents in their old age. Thus, there is a strong emphasis on
children as a way of preserving and perpetuating self and family. The more
modern view is that children are to be enjoyed for themselves, and that
parenthood provides self-fulfillment and the enrichment of marriage.
Before proceeding to a discussion of family size and child-spacing
preference, we will consider proceptive behavior and the extent to which
couples actually control the time sequences in their childbearing. It is
surprising how little scientific information has been gathered on this subject.
There may never have been any effective demand for knowledge in this area
because of the ease of achieving conception relative to the need for
preventing it. Whatever the reason, we know relatively little about the
psychological antecedents of effective proceptive behavior or the
psychological consequences of such behavior when it is ineffective. In this
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connection, Westoff et al., found that most couples were unable to speed up
conception by orienting their sexual activity to the fertile periods. Only 20
percent of their large, nationally representative sample reported ever even
trying to do this, and, of these, only one half had information about the
ovulatory cycle which was sufficiently accurate as to give them some chance
of success. The increasing complexity of American life, the high degree of
geographic mobility of all segments of the population, and the definite ideas
which Americans hold regarding birth intervals and child rearing (discussed
below), all suggest that mastery over the process of conception through ego
control over the psychological and behavioral antecedents to conception are
becoming increasingly important in this country. In spite of this, it appears
that the American population is a long way from effective mastery.
Demographic research has defined some of the norms of family size and
birth intervals within this country and some of the trends within these norms.
For example, Ryder and Westoff have demonstrated a bimodality of desired
family size, with two children being the most frequently preferred number,
followed closely by four. Some of this demographic bimodality is related to
differences between subpopulations. Thus, white non-Catholics and blacks
show a strong preference for two, while white Catholics show a strong
preference for four children. These investigators hypothesize that some of the
bimodality is also a result of the American preference for two and four
children over three, and may be related to a desire to keep the offspring
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balanced for sex or to avoid the problem of coalitions of two children against
one by raising children in pairs. They further suggest that the relative
unpopularity of a third child may have the same psychological roots as the
wish to avoid an only child.
Studies have also been done on desired birth intervals. It appears that a
broad range of intervals between marriage and first birth is acceptable,
provided the interval allows time for couples to become adjusted to marriage
and financially ready for children, and enjoy each other’s company for a time
before turning to parental responsibilities. There is also a wide range of
acceptable second birth intervals (the interval between the first and second
child), and some agreement that spacing children more than four years apart
significantly reduces the likelihood of their becoming close companions. The
most salient rational consideration in determining the length of the third
birth interval (the interval between the second and third child) is allowing the
oldest child enough time to develop sufficient independence, so that the
mother is not overburdened with dependent demands from three small
children at once. In a later interpretation of their data, Westoff and his
colleagues suggest that the desired total family size and the desired span of
fertility (the period from the first to the last child) are the most important
considerations for a couple in determining individual birth intervals. Thus,
women who want five, rather than two, children (other things being equal,
especially age at marriage), tend to have much shorter birth intervals. These
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authors also point out that education is negatively related to a woman’s span
of fertility, suggesting that the more educated woman wishes to complete her
childbearing sooner in order to be free for other types of role activities.
These decisions regarding child-spacing and family size have important
psychological consequences for the growth and development of all children in
the family. In the coming decades, social pressure to control population
growth will significantly alter the pattern of these decisions. As a
consequence, the average size of the American family will change from three
to about two. There will be more childless couples and, probably, more onechild families; there will be far fewer large families of five, six, and seven
children. These changes will have direct effects upon the family milieu,
particularly upon female roles, and child rearing and development. There will
be more first and fewer third and fourth children. So little is known about the
effect of ordinal position on personality development that the psychological
consequences of this change in family composition cannot be foreseen.
However, considering the importance of social learning in most theories
about personality development and the genesis of psychopathology, such
variables as a child’s ordinal position, the size of his family, and density of his
sibship may be assumed to have considerable mental-health relevance.
Clearly, much investigative work remains to be done in this important area.
A feature of American life which profoundly affects voluntary fertility
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and which currently seems to be undergoing considerable change is the
nature of feminine roles. For example, since World War II, there has been a
significant increase in the labor-force participation of American women.
While all the implications of this are not certain, the evidence suggests that
female labor-force participation and fertility are simultaneously related in at
least the following three ways: (1) subfecund women, after a certain period of
time, turn to labor for an alternative to family building as a focus of their time
and energies; (2) women who have a large number of children relative to the
number they can afford, tend to work in order to supplement their family
income; and (3) women limit their fertility so that they can go to work in
order to supplement their family income or devote themselves to another
sphere of creativity. In relation to these three possibilities, Whelpton et al.,
found that women who worked because they wanted to had fewer children
than those working out of necessity, and that the latter, in turn, had fewer
children than those who did not work at all. This demographic finding has
been extended at the psychological level by the work of Clarkson et al. They
found that women who perceived themselves as being high on a cluster of
competency traits had fewer children than women who perceived themselves
as low on this cluster. Furthermore, only the high self-esteem group was able
to work or not work, independently of the number of children they had. The
low self-esteem group showed a negative relationship between the number of
work years and number of children. These findings suggest that low self-
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esteem and low general competency may interfere with the processes
described under numbers (2) and (3) above. Of course, part of the observed
relationship may also be explained by the especially poor self-image
associated with depression and withdrawal which may occur in some women
as a result of having too many children.
It seems that American women are combining marriage, child-rearing,
and work more than ever before, and it may be that recent declines in fertility
are directly related to this. These findings may also presage the beginning of a
more profound change in the female role and self-image which will
significantly alter the corresponding male roles and American family life in
general. In that case, not only can we expect more childless or “couple”
families, but we can also expect to see increasing periods of nonfamily living
during the life cycle (both before and after marriage), increasing use of day
centers for infant and child care, and increasing involvement of men in the
expressive aspects of family life. Again, the implications that all of these
changes

have

for

personality

development

and

the

shaping

of

psychopathology in the child deserve considerable investigation.

Modes of Professional Action
Direct psychological services to women and couples with unwanted
pregnancies take a variety of forms and occur in a number of institutions. The
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majority of such services are designed for the unmarried woman, but, with
the recent increase in legal therapeutic abortions, married women with
unwanted pregnancies have become an important segment of the population
needing such services. Psychological clinicians can provide treatment
themselves, especially when they work in an appropriate setting, such as a
psychiatric clinic, or with a high-risk population, such as delinquent girls. In
addition, they can provide indirect services by consulting with physicians
involved with family-planning clinics and abortion services, and with other
professionals and paraprofessionals working in schools and colleges, welfare
and probation agencies, problem-pregnancy clinics, organizations for unwed
mothers, and adoption agencies.
There is also a great need for preventive services. In another context,
the author has outlined a series of recurrent hazard points in the sexual and
procreational careers of women, at which times they have an increased risk of
an unwanted pregnancy. These hazard points are listed below.
1. During early adolescence
a. When fecundity is absent or low but increasing, and, as a
consequence,
developed.

contraceptive

vigilance

is

incompletely

2. At the start of the sexual career
a. At the time of the first few intercourses, for which there is
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typically no contraceptive preparation.
b. b. During the following three to six months, until the individual
recognizes and acknowledges the beginning of her sexual
career.
3. In relation to a stable sexual partner
c. While the relationship is in the stage of development, before a
stable sexual
established.

and

contraceptive

pattern

has

been

d. During conflict and/or separation, when patterns of
communication and cooperation are disrupted.
e. After breakup with a partner with whom a particular sexual
and contraceptive pattern has been established.
1) When situationally re-exposed to the old partner but without
access to the previous contraceptive method.
2) When exposed to new partners with different sexual and
contraceptive styles.
4. After geographic mobility
a. a. When there are major changes in the social field such that
sexual and contraceptive norms and opportunities change.
1) After moving away from home and nuclear family.
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2) After moving to a new sociocultural area.
5. In relation to marriage
a. Just before or just after, when contraceptive vigilance is
commonly relaxed.
b. During conflict and/or separation (same as 3b).
c. After separation or divorce (same as 3c).
6. After each pregnancy
a. During the postpartum period, when there is subfecundity,
altered sexual activity, and, often, the use of interim
contraceptive methods.
b. When a new level of contraceptive vigilance is required as a
result of the demands brought about by a new baby.
7. In relation to the end of childbearing
a. When the decision to stop having children is being dealt with.
8. During menopause
a. When fecundity is decreasing and, as a consequence,
contraceptive vigilance is waning.
By identifying women with respect to life-cycle stage, these hazard
points suggest institutions and help-giving agencies with which the woman is
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most likely to be in contact, and where preventive counseling and
anticipatory guidance may be practiced. As an example, let us consider the
hazards which occur at the beginning of a sexual career. In the United States,
in spite of the widespread acceptance and use of contraception, it is the
exception rather than the rule when an unmarried woman plans and uses
contraception on the occasion of her first intercourse. Presumably, this is
because of the strong affective meanings attached to this particular act and
because of the widely held prohibitive norm regarding premarital
intercourse. Thus, by chance alone, one would expect a certain number of
unwanted pregnancies occurring around the time of first intercourse. In fact,
this is borne out by experience. The author, in a survey of over 1300 women
receiving therapeutic abortions at a large, general hospital, found that a small
but consistent proportion of the unmarried, adolescent patients reported that
they had become pregnant on their first, second, or third intercourse.
After the first few intercourses, a second risk factor becomes important.
Most of those who continue sexual activity after their first few experiences
with intercourse experience a growing concern with the risks they are taking.
Some of these young women are precipitated into taking action by the high
anxiety generated by a perceived near miss, that is when there is a slight
delay in the onset of one of their menstrual periods during the first few
months after the initiation of sexual activity. Others respond to an increasing
amount of peer-group advice. Still others act simply as a result of the growing
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realization that they have, in fact, begun an active sexual life. However, there
are some women who disregard these social, psychological, and physiological
warnings. Encouraged by their failure to become pregnant after a few
unprotected exposures (often a result of adolescent subfecundity), they
become less and less anxious during the next few months of unprotected
intercourse.
The first type of risk-taking behavior results from conflicted feelings
about sexual activity and poorly defined self-expectations. The second type is
a result of the way some adolescents cope with threat and anxiety through
denial and suppression, thus failing to progress to the normal stage of taking
precautionary action. Since a large proportion of these two kinds of risktaking will occur among women who are in high school or college, it should be
possible to launch preventive counseling and educational programs geared to
deal with these specific hazard points.
Preventive work can also be done through health and educational
outreach programs in the communities where poverty and social
disorganization retard the development of adequate sources of information
regarding sex, contraception, and pregnancy planning, and prevent the
effective delivery of related services. For the psychological clinician, such
work may involve the training and supervision of paraprofessionals
regarding the emotional and interpersonal aspects of fertility behavior,
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helping in the development of meaningful programs designed to influence
that behavior, and actively participating in concept development, research,
and program evaluation.
In addition to work in the area of unwanted pregnancies, the
psychological clinician can affect decision-making and planning of wanted
pregnancies. This can be accomplished by helping individuals with decisions
regarding a particular pregnancy or regarding “background” decisions which
lead to marriage or significantly affect sex roles. These same choice points can
be affected if the clinician works to provide indirect services and at the level
of program development and evaluation. In these ways, he can help to
maximize the wantedness of pregnancies in a given community.
This section is summarized in Table 44-3, indicating the many different
kinds of counseling which can affect fertility, and placing them in a rational
framework based upon the kinds of decisions being made. Such a framework,
organized according to dominant lifecycle processes and focal issues,
suggests the most appropriate timing and focus of intervention.

Table 44-3. Typology of Counseling
Types of
Counseling

Focus of Concern

Sexual

Decisions and problems related to sexual behavior

Virginal

The decision to initiate sexual activity and the associated problems
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Nonmarital

Decisions and problems related to nonmarital sexual behavior,
especially for adolescent and postmarital individuals

Marital

Decisions and problems related to marital sexual behavior

Contraceptive

Decisions and problems related to contraceptive behavior

Marriage

Decisions and problems related to marriage, the marriage partner, and
family life

Premarital

The decision to marry and the associated problems

Marital

Problems and conflicts within marriage

Divorce

The decision to divorce and the associated problems

Procreational

Decisions and problems related to planning for childbearing

Genetic

Decisions and problems associated with the prevention of genetically
determined undesirable characteristics and the selection of genetically
determined desirable characteristics

Birthplanning

Decisions and problems related to planning for the number and timing
of children

Proceptive

Decisions and problems associated with efforts to conceive

Pregnancy

Processes and problems associated with pregnancy

Infertility

Problems leading to and resulting from infertility

Adoption

Decisions and problems associated with adoption

Sterilization

Decisions and problems associated with permanent termination of the
procreational period through sterilization

Problempregnancy

Decisions and problems related to an unwanted or ambivalently
regarded pregnancy

Abortion

Decisions and problems associated with seeking and having an induced
abortion

Childplacement

Decisions and problems associated with the placement of an unwanted
child

Mortality
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Relevant Concepts
The most elementary mortality concept is that of the crude death rate,
or the number of deaths per year per 1000 persons in the population. This
measure is analogous to the fertility measure of crude birth rate, and, as with
the latter, there are more refined kinds of mortality rates which are specific
for age and sex. These are useful to demographers because they allow more
accurate comparisons between populations with different age compositions.
Another useful way of conceptualizing mortality is in terms of life expectancy,
most commonly expressed as the average expectation of life at birth. The
figures for the United States in 1966 were 66.7 years for males, and 73.8
years for females. Life expectancies at all ages are calculated from statistical
tables known as “life tables.”
There are other ways of making death rates more specific and thus
more useful. For example, the United Nations has classified the causes of
death into five major types, according to their responsiveness to public-health
and medical-care programs. This makes it possible to compare death rates for
these five groups and draw conclusions about societal needs for health
programs. For psychodemographic purposes, it may be useful to develop a
more behaviorally oriented classification, where categories would be
determined by similar psychological antecedents. For example, without
substantial modification of the present system for the collection of data on
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causes of death, such a classification might be as follows: death resulting from
(1) nonpreventable illness, adequately treated; (2) nonpreventable illness,
inadequately treated; (3) preventable illness, adequately treated; (4)
preventable illness, inadequately treated; (5) accident; (6) suicide; (7)
homicide; and (8) war. While the psychological and psychiatric relevance of
such a scheme is apparent, the concepts developed below should make it even
clearer.
The following are some of the broad areas of behavior relevant to
mortality. Because of limitation of space, these will not be discussed in detail,
and consideration will be limited to the psychological antecedents of
mortality.
1. Health-maintenance and health-compromising behavior. These two
aspects of behavior may be distinguished conceptually. However, they are
here discussed together because of considerable overlap in the practical
application. In health-maintenance behavior health is a positive goal, and the
individual acts to maximize his physical fitness and subjective well-being by
such activities as appropriate exercise and rest, appropriate feeding, and
pursuit of preventive health care. In health-compromising behavior, on the
other hand, physical health is risked for the sake of some competing goal.
Examples of such behavior include smoking, eating a high-fat diet, driving at
high speeds, certain high-risk sports, working under sustained high-pressure
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conditions, etc. These two subcategories of behaviors are influenced by the
relative salience for the individual of competing health and nonhealth goals,
and the ways that these are integrated by him, as determined especially by his
coping and life styles.
2. Illness behavior. This category includes an individual’s behavior in
reaction to an illness, in seeking help for it, in readjusting during recovery,
and in adapting to a residual disability or chronic illness. These types of
behavior have been discussed at some length by Mechanic." He hypothesizes
a set of psychological characteristics which influence illness behavior.
Somewhat modified for our purposes here, these include: (1) the individual’s
perception of deviant physical signs and symptoms; (2) his knowledge of or
assumptions about their meaning; (3) the extent to which these signs and
symptoms pose a psychological threat or disrupt ongoing functions; (4) the
individual’s coping or defensive style in the face of physical threat or
disability; and (5) the relative psychological benefits and costs of seeking help
and (in the case of chronic illness) continuing to use it.
3. Accident behavior. This category includes behavior which tends to
involve an individual in an accident in a specific situation or in accidents
generally. Some behaviors included here, such as certain kinds of risk-taking,
are special instances of health-compromising behavior. However, because of
the high accident mortality in this country and because of the importance of
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formulating a behavioral approach to this subject, accident behavior is
included here under a separate category.
4. and 5. Suicide and homicide behavior. These are the behaviors
disposing individuals to suicide and homicide and preceding such actions.
Both of these, especially suicide behavior, have long been of special interest to
psychological clinicians. Homicide behavior includes the behavior of both the
victim and the perpetrator of the homicidal act. It is noteworthy that both of
these individuals are well-known to each other in the majority of murders
and both seem to participate in the homicide process. In many cases, the
victim’s behavior seems to be a type of suicide equivalent. Many behavioral
scientists have devoted their attention to suicide and homicide behavior, and
recent reviews discuss the various theoretical approaches and the complex
psychological antecedents to these two types of violent death.’'
In this brief discussion of the behavioral concepts relevant to mortality,
we have focused on individual psychological antecedents and have not
commented upon interpersonal or dyadic factors. Such an exclusion is most
obviously deficient in connection with homicide, where, in a fashion parallel
to fertility, there is a “doer” and a “done to,” and, in many instances, dyadic
psychology is essential to an understanding of the process. Dyadic psychology
has some importance in other categories of mortality as well. Many suicide
deaths closely involve the psychology of a significant other person and many
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preventable medical deaths are contributed to by family members or
physicians who participate with a patient in his denial of illness or the
mismanagement of his medical condition.

Current Issues
A major issue with respect to population growth is the question of what
will happen to the death rate in the United States in the future. Petersen has
calculated that the average life expectancy doubled from prehistoric times to
the Middle Ages, then remained more or less the same until the nineteenth
century. In the last 100 years, it has doubled again. In the United States, the
crude death rate per 1000 has dropped from about 17 in 1900 to between 9
and 10 in the 1960s. This decrease occurred before 1950. Subsequently, the
death rate has been level or even slightly increasing. These trends suggest
that the death rate in the United States will not significantly decrease in the
future, barring some unforeseen medical developments, even though it has
not reached the low points achieved in other nations (7.6 and 7.2 per 1000 in
Canada and Russia, respectively, in 1964). Whereas in 1900, the leading
causes of death were influenza, pneumonia, tuberculosis, and gastroenteritis,
these diseases have been replaced by heart disease, cancer, and stroke. These
are all diseases of late life or secondary to degenerative processes. Even
though these diseases appear to be less influenced by psychological and
behavioral antecedents than some of the causes of death dominant earlier in
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the century, there is still ample room for the development of knowledge
regarding the role of health-maintenance, health-compromising, and illness
behavior in the mortality of these diseases. This knowledge will become
increasingly important as our population ages.
An examination of the causes of death in specific age groups suggests
one group in which the psychological antecedents to death play an unusually
prominent role. Accidents are the leading cause of death from age one to
thirty-four, and account for more than one half of all deaths in the age group
fifteen to twenty-four. In this latter group, homicide and suicide are the fourth
and, fifth leading causes of death. Were there to be a major societal effort at
death control through an investigation of the psychological antecedents to
death, this late adolescent to early adult age group would very likely be a
primary target.
Another important issue for mortality behavior is the lack of a
comprehensive approach to death control. One way of conceptually unifying
the psychological antecedents to mortality is through consideration along the
wanted-unwanted continuum, as was done above with fertility. Shneidman
has pioneered discussion of the roles that individuals play in their own
demise and has offered a schema for classification. Such a schema can be used
to classify the degree and type of individual intention, thus providing some
measure of the extent and character of psychological antecedents. The
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following categories, which parallel the ones used in the discussion of fertility,
classify death according to the intendedness of the antecedent behavior:
Intendedness 1, where death was sought and brought about with definite
conscious intent; Intendedness 2, where death was sought and brought about
with clear ambivalence, as demonstrated by considerable vacillation in
deciding or by an impulsive decision; Intendedness 3, where there was a
regular exposure to a significant possibility of death with little or no adequate
protection against that possibility but no conscious intent; Intendedness 4,
where there was a situational exposure to a significant possibility of death
without adequate precaution and no conscious intent; and Intendedness 5,
where death resulted from factors totally outside the control of the individual.
In this schema, suicides would generally be included in categories 1 and
2. The same would be true of homicides with respect to the perpetrator.
“Manslaughter,” commonly conceptualized as an accident, would be included
in categories 3 and 4. With respect to victims, homicidal deaths would
generally be included in categories 3 through 5. Many accidental deaths
would fall into category 5, but those which represent self-exposure to unusual
risk would be included in categories 3 and
Of course, when a death should be considered accidental is not always
clear, and a certain number of accidental deaths are, in fact, consciously
intended suicides, putting them in categories 1 and 2. Finally, deaths which
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result from a delay of help-seeking in response to the development of
threatening physical signs and symptoms, or from mismanagement on the
part of the patient of his chronic medical condition represent a form of
category 3 and 4; as with accidents, some of these cases may actually fall into
categories 1 and 2.

Modes of Professional Action
Psychological clinicians provide a number of direct and indirect services
in connection with mortality behavior. In the general hospital and in medical
clinics, much work is done with medically ill patients through the mode of
psychiatric or psychological consultation and psychotherapy in an effort to
intervene against self-destructive illness behavior. While there is a great deal
of indirect (consultative ) work done with suicidal and homicidal individuals
in nonpsychiatric facilities, a large number of cases, especially of suicidal
patients, are handled in direct care. Often, accident victims receive
consultation and therapy for help with psychological consequences of an
accident. In some instances, this work is expanded when, after his injury, the
patient recognizes his own role in the “accident.”
Preventive action to help in death control is another aspect of the
psychological clinician’s role. Through informational and educational
programs, the public can be made more aware of the concept of self-
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destructive behavior and of its social-communicational features (i.e., as “a cry
for help”). Then they may be made aware of the community services which
are available to provide such help. There are also preventive health programs
which emphasize positive health goals, some of which deal with health risks,
such as those associated with smoking, poor diet, or promiscuous sexual
activity, and some of which focus on the early detection and treatment of
serious disease. Finally, with respect to accident prevention, there are
numerous informational and educational programs in industry and the
community in general.
The psychological clinician is also essential in the study of mortality
behavior. He may participate in the development of concepts for research and
the evaluation of programs which help with death control. However,
professional action in this area is consuming of resources, and, at this point in
time, the psychological clinician must weigh the relative personal and
demographic merit of commitment to behavioral research in the area of death
control rather than birth control.

Population Size
In this section, we shall consider briefly the effect of population size
upon individual psychology. For discussion purposes, we shall distinguish
between direct effects, where the individual is aware of population size and is
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affected through his perception, and indirect effects, where the individual is
affected by aspects of the social environment which are themselves
influenced by population size.
Considering first the indirect effects, there are two aspects of the social
environment which seem to be influenced by population size: the size and
types of social institutions and the number and types of interpersonal
contacts. Although much has been written which touches on these two areas,
we shall limit ourselves by drawing only upon a few recent publications.
Barker has reviewed the literature on the effect of institutional size upon
individual psychology. On the basis of this review and his own research, he
found that there was a negative relationship between group and
organizational size and the amount of participation, involvement, and
satisfaction which the individual developed during his activities within that
group or organization. If we assume that larger populations generate larger
and more complex social institutions, then it may be concluded that, as a
population grows, individuals tend to experience these decreased amounts of
participation, involvement, and satisfaction.
With respect to the effect of population size upon interpersonal
relations, Milgram has discussed three aspects of a city’s population which
affect interpersonal experience: the number, density, and heterogeneity of
people. He suggests that all three of these variables affect the city dweller,
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producing, when they are pronounced, a tendency toward noninvolvement,
impersonality

and

competitiveness,

and

a

functional

approach

to

interpersonal relationships. He explains this effect in terms of adaptation to a
stimulus overload, suggesting that city dwellers adjust their personal
relations to high social-field input by various interpersonal screening and
inhibitory processes.
Such indirect effects of population size almost certainly have mentalhealth implications. For example, Cassel has pointed out that most crosscultural blood-pressure studies show that individuals living in small, cohesive
societies tend to have blood pressures which are low and not positively
correlated with age. He hypothesizes that, in part, this is because people living
in such small societies have been subjected to less stress. However,
convincing studies are lacking, and whether there is a positive relationship
between population size and stress remains to be established.
The direct effects of population size upon individual psychology have
not been widely studied. One way to conceptualize this relationship is to
consider the largest social or demographic unit with which an individual
identifies himself. Over fifty years ago, before the development of modern
means of communication and transportation, it was not unusual for
individuals

to

identify

themselves

primarily

with

relatively

small

demographic units, namely, the family, the clan, or the town. The nation itself
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was an upper limit of reference for most and often a relatively weak one.
Today, identification at the level of smaller units continues to be important,
but many people also identify themselves readily with regional, national, and
international units. For some, there is even a somewhat urgently felt
identification with the whole human race, vividly suggested by the “spaceship
earth” concept. Much of this broadening of the population base of
identification, self-reference, and community feeling has been augmented by
technological advances, especially in the areas of communication and
transportation. Nevertheless, it is clear that individuals have concerns and
fantasies about the population of which they feel a part, and that the size of
that population will affect these psychological states together with the level
and nature of involvement in their community.

Distribution and Geographic Mobility
In this section, we shall be concerned with the structural and dynamic
aspects of the way a population is located in space. The two main variables,
population distribution and geographic mobility, constitute a second
population subsystem. Because population distribution is a structural
variable and has some demopsychological properties in common with the
topic of population size, we shall maintain continuity with the preceding
section by considering distribution first before turning to the dynamic
variable, geographic mobility.
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Some aspects of the recent relationships between the geographical
distribution of the American population and its geographical movement are
illustrated in Figure 44-2, which shows the relative growth and decline of the
three basic community types in the United States during the last three
decades. Much of this changing pattern of population distribution has been
accomplished through geographic mobility. Since rural, urban, and suburban
areas have different characteristic densities, the pattern also represents
relative changes in population density.

Distribution
The population density in the United States varies greatly. This is well
demonstrated in Table 44-4, which shows data illustrating the continuum
between the average national population density and one of the most densely
populated areas in the world, residential Manhattan. In order to consider the
other end of the density spectrum, one need only recall that there remain a
number of very large wilderness areas within the United States, and that
many states contain hundreds of square miles which are totally uninhabited.
At present, the public is concerned with overpopulated areas and
crowding, and we shall emphasize these problems in our discussion.
However, in keeping with the systems theme of this chapter, it should be kept
in mind that large sections of our country are becoming depopulated and
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perhaps underpopulated. Thus, during the discussion of the relationship
between high population density, on the one hand, and such psychological
variables as personal values, subjective states, and psychological stress, on
the other, it is important to keep in mind that there are important,
corresponding relationships between low population density and similar
psychological variables.
There are both positive and negative aspects of either increasing or high
population density. As Winsborough has discussed, the advantages and
disadvantages are epitomized by the historically opposed theoretical
positions of two sociological groups—the behaviorally oriented group
associated with Georg Simmel, and the structuralist group associated with
Emile Durkheim. The behaviorists, on the one hand, have argued that high
density leads to high psychological and physiological strain. The
structuralists, on the other hand, have argued that high density leads to a
refined development of the division of labor, thus allowing greater expression
of each individual’s aptitudes and needs. These opposing points of view serve
to illustrate, at the beginning of our discussion, that a particular population
density, or the movement of a population with time from one density to
another, cannot be adequately measured or evaluated along one or even a few
simple dimensions.
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Figure 44-2.
The population in rural, urban, and suburban areas for each decade, 1940
to 1970.
Source: Population Bulletin 27 (October 1971), 2.

Table 44-4. The portion of the United States population density spectrum lying
between the middle range (the U.S. average) and the upper limit (one of the
most compacted cities in the country).

Population
density, in
persons per
square mile

UNITED
STATES

NEW YORK
METROPOLITAN
AREA

50

3,000

NEW
YORK
CITY
25,000

MANHATTAN

RESIDENTIAL
MANHATTAN

90,000

380,000

Relevant Concepts
There are several demographic measures or expressions of density: (1)
persons per unit space (e.g., people per square mile); (2) persons per
functional unit (e.g., people per room or per household); (3) functional units
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per unit space (e.g., housing units per acre); and (4) functional units per
functional unit (e.g., housing units per building structure). Each of these ratios
measures a different facet of population density and has a different
demopsychological meaning. This is substantiated by the work of Galle et al.,
who demonstrated that, in the Chicago area, measures of social pathology,
such as juvenile delinquency or public assistance rates, were best correlated,
first with persons per room, and second with housing units per structure,
while mental hospitalization rates were best correlated with rooms per
housing unit. We can understand this finding if we assume that a high number
of persons per room promotes intra-family stress, that a high number of
housing units per structure promotes interfamily stress, and that a low
number of rooms per housing unit promotes a situation where there are
many people living alone.
A somewhat distinct population density measure is that of population
potential. This is a summed, person-to-distance ratio which takes into
account the number of people not only in the particular area under study but
in all contiguous areas. This sort of concept may be helpful in exploring the
role that open areas in and around highly populated areas play in relieving
the distressful aspects of high density.
Factors other than spatial density may be important in relating
population distribution to individual psychology. Although we will not
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consider them in detail, some of the following may be important parallel
measures to spatial density: (1) temporal density, measured in terms of the
number of persons per unit time to whom individuals are exposed; (2)
privacy, measured in terms of the total available private space or the privateto-public space ratio per individual); (3) social isolation, measured in terms of
the total number of close relationships or the ratio of close-to-superficial
relationships per individual; and (4) use-intensity, measured in terms of the
amount of interpersonal contact per individual per subarea of space.
It is probable that a number of social-ecological aspects of the
community buffer or accentuate the effect of population density upon
individual psychology. A list of such variables would include, at the very least,
some of the physical properties of the environment, such as noise, light, visual
qualities, and the architectural use of space. It would also include social
institutions, together with certain important dimensions along which they
vary. Important among these institutions might be the family, especially as it
varies along the nuclear extended dimension; work institutions, especially as
they vary along the role-development dimension; political-governmental
institutions, especially as they vary along the dimension of individual
involvement alienation; and, ultimately, the overall culture or subculture,
especially as it varies along the dimensions of homogeneity and cohesion of
norms and values. Another set of ecological variables which may moderate
density effects deals with the interaction between environment potential and
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individual or group needs. These are important because it appears likely that
density effects are greater where the environment constrains, inhibits, or is,
in other ways, incongruent with behavior. Barker’s concepts of a behavior
setting, and the degree to which it is over- or undermanned is an example of
this type of moderating variable. Finally, since increased density is frequently
associated with the increased complexity of role behavior, some of the
concepts of social-role theory, such as role differentiation, role complexity,
and role strain may provide moderating variables which are useful in
studying how density affects individual psychology.
Among the most fundamental psychological concepts relevant to the
study of population distribution are the concepts of personal space. Horowitz
has developed the concept of the body-buffer zone, a small area extending
from the surface of an individual’s body which is perceived as an extension of
his body into the space around him and which affects the way he spaces
himself with respect to other people and objects. The anthropologist, Hall, has
discussed personal space in terms of four types of distances that people
maintain between themselves and other peole, depending upon the situation.
He has called these distances intimate, personal, social, and public. They vary
from close, i.e., with body contact, to distant, i.e., with 25 feet or more
between persons, and each has a definite function. Another aspect of personal
space is dealt with in the concept of territory.’ While this concept was
originally developed from observations of animal behavior, humans also
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develop a sense of territory, both spatially (e.g., at home or at work) and
symbolically (e.g., in fields of competence), and there is little doubt that the
concept has some useful application to man as well.
The psychological concepts of importance to density effects are not
limited to the area of space. Also important are the effects upon arousal and
related behavior of other people’s presence, including social facilitation and
social-stimulus overload. Additional kinds of concepts of some relevance are
those which refer to interpersonal traits, such as Murray’s need affiliation and
autonomy, and those which bear on individual-institution and individualculture interaction, such as internal versus external control, modernity, and
inner-directedness versus other-directedness. Finally, because it appears that
high density can be stressful, the gamut of psychological concepts of coping
and adaptation are relevant.
The concepts of crowding and overcrowding are commonly used in
discussions of density. At the psychological level, these represent subjective
states in response to social and physical conditions. Exactly which conditions
are perceived as crowded depends greatly on cultural values and conventions
regarding interpersonal transactions, customary stimulation levels, and the
duration, location, and purposes of density exposure. The Great Plains farmer
probably feels crowded in Manhattan. Many Americans do not feel crowded
in a tightly packed sports stadium until it is time to go home. The exact
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relationship between stress and feeling crowded, or between the latter and
pathological behavior, is an unresolved question.

Current Issues
The major current issue, a direct outgrowth of rapid population growth
and the concentration of peoples in subareas of the nation, is the question of
the extent to which high density has a detrimental effect upon the quality of
life. This is an extremely difficult issue to resolve. First of all, it is hard to
separate out density as a variable from other social, economic, and political
factors. Secondly, the “quality of life” is itself complex, including some
elements which, because they depend upon personal values, are
unanswerable by scientific method, and including others which depend upon
answers from a wide spectrum of social and behavioral science research. In
fact, relatively little careful research has been done in this area. In spite of
these difficulties, the following discussion will approach the quality-of-life
issue by an examination of how high density may affect psychological stress
and adaptation.
Some important animal studies have probed the relationships between
population density and behavior. Calhoun allowed a population of wild
Norway rats to increase in a confined space with unlimited food and water.
After the density had reached a very high level (much higher than ordinarily
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experienced by man), the population stabilized. Under these conditions, he
found marked disturbances in feeding and social behaviors, including
territoriality, dominance, and aggression. He also found numerous sexual
aberrations and frequent disturbances of pregnancy and maternal behavior
which resulted in high maternal and infant mortality. Other investigators
have observed similar behavioral changes in other animals under more
normal conditions and have also noted disturbances at the physiological level,
particularly involving the endocrine systems.
There have also been important contributions regarding the effects of
density from sociological studies of human communities. In a study of the
community areas of Chicago, Winsborough showed strong statistical
associations between density and a group of social pathology variables which
were suggested by Calhoun’s animal work. However, these relationships
disappeared for adults when socioeconomic status, quality of housing, and
migration were statistically controlled. Other investigators have found strong
relationships between population density and social breakdown variables
which did not disappear when levels of education and income were
controlled. Galle, studying the same areas in Chicago as Winsborough but
using other measures of density, found significant correlations which also did
not disappear when controlled for social structural variables. Other evidence
on these questions comes from experience with slum clearance and studies of
the effects of housing on stress, physical and mental health, life satisfactions,
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values, family activities, and friendship patterns. In general, the findings
suggest that crowding may, indeed, cause stress, but that people can adapt to
a wide variety of density conditions, depending upon environmental
conditions and their own behavior and value systems.
There have been some recent experimental studies of people under
relatively controlled laboratory conditions to determine the effects of density.
One series of investigations involved placing groups of various sizes in the
same room and observing their behavior over a period of several hours.
These studies suggest that room density does not affect individual or grouptask performance, although it does seem to affect interpersonal processes and
affective responses.’ Griffitt found that subjects evaluated themselves, others,
and the room more negatively in a high-density room. Ehrlich. reports that
men in all-male groups became significantly more competitive, severe, and
unfriendly in high-density rooms, whereas women became more cooperative,
lenient, and friendly. There was no differential effect of density with mixed
groups. In a different type of investigation, where subjects placed human
figures in a small-scale room with different assumed social contexts, Desor
was able to support the hypothesis that the sense of “being crowded” was
more related to space. Finally, in a third type of investigation, pairs of subjects
were isolated for nine days in a 12-foot by 12-foot room, and their territorial
behavior was studied. Among other observations, it was noted that dyad
incompatibility on the personality dimensions of dominance and affiliation,
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but not on achievement and dogmatism, led to an increased rigidity and
possessiveness of territorial behavior.
Cassel summarized what is known about the effects of population
density upon health. He reiterated a familiar theme, namely, that the effects of
density on health depended, in some cases, on the association of density with
other variables, such as poverty, poor nutrition, and poor housing. He further
stated that density effects are apparent only during the period of adjustment
following an individual’s or a subpopulation’s change in living conditions and
density exposure. He also noted that the effect of density on health varies
according to the degree to which an individual has membership in a
supportive social group (i.e., high density is more detrimental for “marginal”
people) and according to his particular status within the hierarchy of that
group.
Certain themes emerge from the above observations and research on
density. These themes are summarized in the general statements listed below
and illustrated in Figure 44-3. (It is assumed that stress and personal distress
appear at the low end of the density continuum as well as at the high end. The
evidence for this has not been discussed but some of it appears in the
references cited above.)
1. For each individual, there is an optimum range of population
density beyond which, in either direction, he begins to
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2. experience stress, represented by the set of U-shaped curves in
Figure 44-3.
3. This range varies according to the type of activity in which the
individual is participating, the duration of the activity, some
personal characteristics of the individual, some cultural or
subcultural characteristics of his group, the nature of his
relationship to the group, and some social-ecological
characteristics of his environment.
4. The disruptive effects of density extremes occur within a narrower
range for some psychological-behavioral dimensions (for
example, affective interpersonal behavior) than for other
dimensions (for example, task performance).
5. In a large population, the range of population densities to which
different individuals can adjust is wide, as represented by
the solid U-shaped curve in Figure 44-3.
6. For a given individual, or subpopulation, as represented by the
dotted lines A and B in Figure 44—3, the range of
nonstressful densities is more restrictive. Figure 44-3.
Hypothetical curves representing the postulated curvilinear
relationship between population density and psychological
stress. Moving an individual or subpopulation along the
density dimension to a point outside his usual experience,
such as from A to B in Figure 44—3, creates stress which is
relieved with time with adaptation to the new conditions.
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Figure 44-3.
Hypothetical curves representing the postulated curvilinear relationship
between population density and psychological stress.

There are many density issues which have been left untouched in this
discussion, in part because of their relative unimportance for clinical matters,
and in part because of the absence of data regarding them. For example, we
know relatively little about what Americans’ density preferences are, how
these may have changed during this century, and how they change during the
life cycle. We know little about the importance for the relief of density stress
of the public-to-private space ratio, about how large homes or single-family
dwellings compensate for crowded communities, or about how the provision
of wilderness areas is psychologically important to a crowded population.
As mentioned earlier, we know relatively little about the psychological
impact and mental-health relevance of low and decreasing population
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density. The extent of such depopulation is not insignificant. During the
1960s, over half of the counties in the nation actually lost population. It is
reasonable to assume that areas undergoing this process suffer a form of
demoralization, especially in view of our cultural emphasis upon a growth
psychology. Since depopulation affects the population of an area
differentially, such as through the relatively greater loss of youth, there may
be other important changes in psychosocial climate associated with this
process. Clearly, a great deal of work deserves to be done on the psychological
impact of these trends.

Modes of Professional Action
Psychological clinicians have an obvious role to play in the treatment of
distress and interpersonal disturbance associated with the two extreme ends
of the population density continuum. On the preventive and public-health
side, psychological clinicians can work with community planners and others
who are involved in the redesign of old communities and the creation of new
ones. If the continued growth of the three megapolitan areas is to be arrested,
the increase in the United States’ population over the next fifty years must be
absorbed into small cities, secondary growth centers, and new towns. It
seems entirely reasonable that psychological clinicians should take part in the
design of these communities, including the use of public and private space.
Lemkau gives an interesting account of a psychiatrist’s role in the
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construction of an entirely new city.
Psychological clinicians are sufficiently sensitized to the various uses of
space in individual and group psychotherapy, and are familiar with the effects
of space arrangements on lives and communities from their experiences with
therapeutic milieus. Expanding these impressions through investigation, it
has been possible to demonstrate how schizophrenic patients have enlarged
and distorted body-buffer zones and to confirm that a patient’s behavior in an
inpatient unit is significantly affected by territorial considerations. A growing
appreciation of the important connection between self-esteem and territory
has led to new treatment considerations. As a result of these kinds of
experiences with spatial issues, the psychological clinician is especially suited
to help with the investigation and evaluation of population-density and
distribution problems.

Geographic Mobility
Geographic mobility is a major feature of American life. It has been
estimated that one out of five Americans changes residence every year and,
during the same time period, one out of sixteen migrates to another county or
region of the country. Considering the same phenomena longitudinally, it is
estimated that the average American will migrate between three and four
times in a lifetime and may change his residence as much as thirteen times. As
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is suggested by Figure 44-3, rural, urban, and suburban shifts represent an
important segment of such geographic mobility. The three major directions of
such shifts are from rural to urban, from urban to suburban, and from
suburban to suburban areas.

Relevant Concepts
There are numerous types of geographic mobility, such as the
wandering and ranging of primitive people, the impelled or forced movement
of groups of slaves, refugees, or disaster victims, and the pioneer migration of
individuals and small groups to frontier areas. In this discussion, we shall
consider the three important types of geographic mobility in the United
States, i.e. local moving, intra-national migration, and international migration.
The former refers to a local change of residence, while the two latter refer to
the crossing of some geographical, legal, or cultural boundary. Intra-national
migration includes moving to another county, state, or region within the
United States.
Motivation for geographic mobility has traditionally been discussed in
terms of the “push” factors which make an individual want to get away from
his present location, the “pull” factors which attract him to another location,
and the intervening factors. Demographers have considered the “push” and
“pull” factors in socioeconomic, sociopolitical, occupational, and life-cycle
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terms and they have viewed the intervening factors as determined by
physical, cultural, and financial barriers. This approach has had refinements
but has essentially remained in the form of a simple hydraulic model.
Psychological and personality factors in migration have been largely
unexplored. There is some reference in the migration literature to motives
and attempts to seek significance in such primitive personality qualities as
wanderlust and sedentary preference (sitzlust) . A more refined approach to
the psychological aspects of mobility behavior would have to deal with both
the psychological antecedents and consequences of geographic mobility. The
psychological antecedents include the factors which lead up to the decision to
move, and on when, how, and where to move. In studying these decision
processes, it would be important to consider an individual’s intrapsychic and
interpersonal methods of reaching a decision, including his perception and
evaluation of his present living situation, his information-gathering and
evaluation processes concerning the various alternative situations, distressrelieving and resource-mobilization techniques, and ways of planning his
course of action. The psychological consequences of geographic mobility
proceed from the individual’s separation from his present living situation,
continue with the impact of the physical move itself, and conclude with the
problems of adaptation to the new setting. Here, again, information-gathering,
evaluational, tension-reducing, resource-mobilizing, and planning processes
are important variables. This outline for understanding mobility behavior is
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essentially a coping model.’ It underscores that geographic mobility is “a
process, not an event,” in which the psychological antecedents and
consequences are largely adaptational.
A concept of importance for mobility behavior is that of migratory
selection, i.e., the tendency for individuals with certain traits to be more or
less migratory than others. This concept frequently applies demographically,
as is demonstrated by the tendency for migrants to be young, unmarried men.
However, psychological and personality traits, as well as demographic ones,
may also be assumed to affect migratory selection. As an example, it would be
interesting to see how mobility behavior is related to Kelly’s four types of
coping behavior: anticipation, exploration, locus of control, and social
effectiveness. Some other personality traits which might differentially affect
mobility behavior are need achievement, tolerance of ambiguity, and
sensation-seeking.
While these and other psychological variables may be helpful in
explaining both variability within the norm of geographic mobility and
behavior which deviates from that norm, the interaction of psychological
traits with other variables must be taken into account in attempting more
adequate explanation. For example, persons with high need for achievement
will tend to stay in one location or move to another, depending upon the
relative opportunity structure of the two places. Unless the individual’s
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perception of the opportunity structure is taken into account, the relationship
between the need for achievement and mobility behavior may be obscured.
Variable interaction is also crucial when psychological variables are
themselves strongly linked to demographic variables. For example, since
geographic mobility in the early adult years is strongly work-related, and in
the late adult years is more health- and retirement-related, it is likely that
need for achievement would be predictive of mobility only in the early adult
years.

Current Issues
Geographic mobility in industrially developed countries such as the
United States is believed to be motivated most commonly by economic and
vocational considerations (search for work, changing jobs, promotions), and
next most commonly by family life considerations (marriage, family
expansion, divorce). In the last several decades, as demonstrated by
migration streams into Florida and the Southwestern United States, health
and retirement considerations have gained in importance. From the point of
view of the distance moved, the mobility motivations for most local moves are
related to family, house, and neighborhood; for most migrations they are
related to work.
Virtually no studies of these phenomena have made use of psychological
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assessment

tools

beyond

general

survey

techniques.

While

it

is

understandable that work and economic motives have accounted for a large
part of the variance in mobility behavior, the relative importance of
personality traits, especially as facilitatory and inhibitory factors, cannot be
stated at this time.
What are the mental-health implications of geographic mobility? While
moving represents for many people an opportunity and not a problem, in
order to discuss the mental-health relevance of mobility behavior, it will be
helpful to approach it using a stress model. There are four main stress points
in the process of moving: (1) the experience of life events antecedent to and
influencing the decision to move; (2) separation from one’s family, one’s
social network, and one’s home; (3) moving itself, i.e., the process of travel,
temporary lodging, transport of one’s family and possessions, and contact
with unfamiliar social groups and norms; and (4) establishment in a new
area, including finding a new home and achieving economic and social
assimilation into a new social system. These four stress points have had
differential treatment in the psychological and psychiatric literature.
1. The kinds of stressful events which are antecedent to geographic
mobility are numerous. They include all the events which
mark the major transitions in family life, education, and
work. To the author’s knowledge, there has not been any
significant psychological study of the impact of life events
upon geographic mobility and the decision to move.
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2. It has been reasonably well demonstrated that forced relocation
can cause considerable stress and grieving for the lost home.
When the relocation is not forced, however, there may be
relatively few serious psychosocial sequellae, provided the
mover is not prevented from replacing his lost social
organization. When the individual’s family remains behind,
some migrant groups rely appreciably upon that “stem
family” as a source of support via the mechanism of return
migration.
3. The stress of the actual move has the greatest importance when the
migratory period is long. However, in this country, as a
result of the norm of geographic mobility, the moving and
motel industries have standardized the moving process and
made it relatively tolerable. Therefore, this type of stress is
probably greatest with international migration.
4. Establishment in a new area is stressful in proportion to the
differences of the new community from the home
community; its distance from the home community (thus
affecting return migration); the extent to which the migrant
has family or friends in the new community; the amount of
family burden the migrant brings with him; the extent to
which the move is associated with social mobility (according
to Gutman, either upward or downward social mobility
makes geographic mobility more stressful); the new
community’s attitude toward the migrant and its resources
for him; the availability of work; and the migrant’s health.
While the above material helps to clarify the psychological stresses
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upon geographically mobile individuals, apart from very general factors, such
as ego-strength, we have little information about what specific personality
traits and coping styles may help migrants to cope with such stress.
Another way of exploring the stressfulness of migration is through its
association with mental illness. Following the development in this country of
the “melting-pot” philosophy and coincident with the growing financial
rewards to workers for international and intra-national migration, it was
noted by some state officials that mental hospitalization rates for foreignborn immigrants and native-born migrants from other states were higher
than the rates for the native-born, non-migrant population. Two general
hypotheses have been suggested to explain these findings, namely, a socialcausation hypothesis which was based on the assumption that migration was
more stressful than non-migration and thus resulted in a greater incidence of
mental illness, and a social-selection hypothesis which assumed that the
mentally ill were affected by migratory selection and migrated in greater
numbers than the non-mentally ill. Neither one of these hypotheses has been
well substantiated. In a long and careful review of the literature, Sanua
demonstrated that the observed relationships between migration and mental
illness disappear or hold only for a very specific and limited subpopulation
when the study includes adequate controls. It is important to control the
following variables: demographic, such as sex, age, race, occupation, and
social class; origin-destination differences, such as occur in rural-urban or
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cross-cultural migration; individual motivations, such as occur along the
forced-voluntary move dimension; and social-system supports, such as the
type of family life of the migrant, the dominant attitudes toward him, and the
services available in the host community. There are other serious reasons for
questioning the meaning of the association between mental hospitalization
rates and migration. In the first place, most investigations are limited because
they compare a migrant group with a non-migrant group in the place of
destination and not simultaneously with a non-migrant group in the place of
origin. In the second place, for a variety of reasons, the tendency for a migrant
group to use psychiatric services or to be labeled as psychiatric patients may
vary substantially with respect to the comparison group.
At its best, the relationship between psychiatric disease and mobility
behavior is a complex one, and the two main hypotheses appear much too
simplistic. In some situations, geographic mobility results from the avoidance
of responsibility, and, in others, from the avoidance of undue stress. Certain
types of mental disturbance may incline people toward moving, while other
types may incline them away from moving. Migrants who move into an area
may be more stressed than people already there, but they may be less
stressed than they were before they came and better able to cope than the
population already at hand.

Modes of Professional Action
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Psychological clinicians may become involved with geographically
mobile individuals and families at three different points in the movement
process, namely, in the communities of origin, transition, and destination. In
the latter two, if his area has significant numbers of geographically mobile
individuals, the psychological clinician can provide direct service within his
own practice or as a staff member of a mental-health center or some
equivalent institution. The mental-health center offers a better organized and
more extensive service, which is especially important in those highmovement areas where impoverishment and social disorganization prevent
the establishment of an effective social and economic network for transient
and incoming migrants. Brody discusses various interventions which may be
aimed at the migrant and the “host” society. Such activity varies from the
provision of direct mental-health services through the training of migrant
counselors, to consultation with community leaders, gate-keeping agencies,
and the dominant institutions in the “host” society. In general, because there
is such a lack of clinically relevant knowledge, psychiatric and psychological
insights need considerable further development, and a great deal of overall
clinical investigation of this subject is warranted.
In the community of origin, psychological clinicians can work
preventively, especially through anticipatory guidance for those about to
move. To aid in this work, a life-cycle chart should be developed similar to
that presented earlier for unwanted pregnancy, outlining mobility-prone
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points and suggesting those life events and personal characteristics which are
likely to make geographic mobility hazardous. On the basis of extensive study
of migration within the United States, several authors' have identified specific
subpopulations who are especially disposed to migrate. These include the
following: men and women just beginning or just ending college; men
beginning and ending military service; women at the time of marriage; men,
and often their dependent families, in relation to career development or
unemployment; couples at the time of family expansion; men and women
following separation and divorce; men and women following death of an
important family member; aged men and women with failing health. Such lifecycle patterns are different for different subcultures. The identification of
mobility- and hazard-prone individuals and families would allow different
types of preventive intervention through educational and counseling services
aimed at helping such people to anticipate and cope with problems of their
projected move.

Status Mobility and Composition
The composition of a population is determined by the distribution of a
variety of demographic and social statuses or traits within it. The statuses of
greatest interest to demographers are age, sex, marital status, religion,
education, occupation, race, and social class. Composition, a structural or
cross-sectional aspect of a population, changes with time as a result of the
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four dynamic aspects of population mentioned in the introduction. The most
important of these for our present consideration is status mobility, which,
together with composition, will be treated as forming a third demographic
subsystem.
Status mobility refers to the movement of individuals through social and
psychological space, from one status to another. Status mobility, like fertility,
mortality, and geographic mobility, is a descriptive and not a capacity
concept, i.e., it refers to actual and not to potential movement across social
statuses. Thus defined, status mobility denotes what some writers call “social
mobility” in its general sense. To avoid confusion in this chapter, the more
specific and limited meaning of social mobility will be adhered to, namely,
movement across social strata, typically the class strata, and it will be
considered to represent one type of status mobility. Because of the natural
and potentially useful parallels between status and geographic mobility, we
shall maintain continuity with the previous section by treating status and
social mobility first, moving then to a discussion of composition.

Status Mobility
This large subject area includes movement across such statuses as
marital, educational, occupational, religious, and social-class statuses.
Although of minor demographic significance, it has recently even become
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possible for movement to occur across sex statuses. All such movement—as a
result of intention and decision-making—has important psychological
antecedents. Together with the movement across age statuses, these kinds of
movements have equally important psychological consequences. Any one of
these status movements can be analyzed and investigated with much the
same approach as geographic movement.
Occupational mobility provides a concrete example. Table 44-5 presents
selected data in percentage form which show the work force composition of
four occupational categories of American men, cross-tabulated with the
workforce participation of (1) these same men at the time of their first jobs;
and (2) their fathers when these same men were sixteen years old. Thus, the
table presents information regarding the intra-generational and the
intergenerational occupational mobility of a group of American men. Such
movement could be studied with reference to a psychological “push-pull”
theory by exploring those factors which made the individual want to leave his
old occupation and those which attracted him to his new one. Here again,
however, the hydraulic model is too simplistic, and it would be more useful to
employ an adaptational-coping model which utilizes (1) a life-cycle approach,
including an elucidation of mobile- and hazard-prone points; (2) a description
of relevant motivational clusters; (3) a determination of those personality
factors which influenced the adaptive or maladaptive expression of
motivation; and (4) an account of the coping styles and tactics used in
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response to the stresses of occupational transition. Hopefully, some of the
more detailed discussion of earlier sections will help the reader to picture the
potential behind this brief sketch.

Table. 44-5. Data Showing the Intergenerational and Intra-generational
Occupational Mobility of American Men

The same adaptational model could be applied equally to most of the
other major status movements with a likelihood of high yield for demography
and psychological clinicians. Because of the extent and complexity of these
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topics, we will confine further illustration of this subject area to a focused and
limited discussion of social mobility and its association with psychiatric
conditions.

Social Mobility
Relevant Concepts
As previously discussed, social mobility refers principally to movement
up and down the social-class strata. Unfortunately, there are no clearly
established criteria for measuring social-class stratification, and several
different measurement methods have arisen, including determination by
occupation, education, housing, or income, all taken alone or in some
combination. As an example, the occupations in Table 44-5 are generally
arranged—moving from left to right—along a continuum from high to low
social status. Thus, they provide one type of measure of social mobility. The
table also illustrates the conceptual difference between intra- and
intergenerational mobility, a difference which is probably of considerable
importance with regard to both the psychological antecedents and
consequences of mobility.
The methodological problems posed by the absence of clear criteria for
social class are major and may account, in part, for the conflicting and limited
findings of psychological and psychiatric investigations. Unlike occupational
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or marital mobility, it is not clear to what extent social mobility even exists as
an independent and significant psychological phenomenon in American
society. Nonetheless, several authors have reviewed the literature on the
psychological aspects of the subject and more work continues.'’ The
psychological dimensions most frequently mentioned as having important
antecedents to social mobility behavior are intelligence, need for
achievement, and the ability to defer gratification. Both inner-directed, selfreliant individuals and other-directed, affiliative individuals tend to be
upwardly mobile, suggesting that Gough’s personality dimensions of
achievement-via-conformance and achievement-via-independence may have
important bearings upon social-mobility behavior. With regard to the
consequences of social mobility, the psychological factors most frequently
mentioned are those of personal fulfillment and intrapsychic strain.

Current Issues
There are two ways in which psychiatric illness may be associated with
social-mobility behavior. On the one hand, specific kinds of psychiatric illness
may predispose toward upward or downward social mobility (social selection
); on the other hand, social mobility, in either direction, may result in stress
and specific kinds of psychiatric illness (social causation). In either of these
cases, a pooling of specific psychiatric illnesses in certain social classes would
be expected. In fact, the frequent discovery of such pooling has been
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explained not only by the social-selection or -causation hypotheses just
mentioned, but also by the particular stress effects of life in those social
classes (independent of social mobility). Thus, the finding of schizophrenic
individuals pooled in the lowest social stratum of a population can be
understood only by determining to what extent this pooling was the result of
selective downward mobility, to what extent it was caused by the stress of
downward mobility, and to what extent it was the result of the relatively
greater stress of life in the lowest stratum. A fourth process must be
considered in the assessment of such pooling, i.e., the differential societal
reaction to mental illness. Thus, more schizophrenic individuals may be
identified in the lowest stratum because of a relatively poorer family-support
system for the psychotic individual in that class or because of a qualitatively
different medical care system, with quicker hospitalization for psychotic
illness. In a study by Rushing, in which he summarizes most of these
considerations, the distribution of mental-hospitalization rates across social
classes was found to have at least two discrete but superimposed patterns,
presumably resulting from two different processes and suggesting that the
pooling of types of psychiatric illness in certain social classes is a multidetermined process. The relative importance of social mobility in this pooling
is, as yet, unclarified. In general, what we know about the psychiatric
antecedents to social mobility suggests that neuroticism is an antecedent to
upward movement, while psychotic conditions predispose to both
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intergenerational downward movement and intra-generational downward
“drift,” although the evidence for the downward consequences of
psychoticism is not uniform.
The stress effects and psychiatric consequences of social mobility are of
equal interest, although only a few studies present actual data on the subject.'’
In general, stress is believed to be associated with both upward and
downward social mobility, although the evidence is conflicting. Kleiner and
Parker have reviewed much of the research in this area and concluded that
results will not be more meaningful until investigators (1) standardize the
measure of social mobility (they point out that the relationships between
occupational, educational, and income mobility, on the one hand, and mental
disorder, on the other, are each different); (2) examine the direction, speed,
and degree of social mobility independently; and (3) consider the differential
effects of social mobility for different subpopulations through such
moderating variables as social class, racial or ethnic group, diagnostic
category, etc.

Modes of Professional Action
With respect to social mobility, psychological clinicians are probably
most involved in working to prevent the downward drift of their most
disturbed patients through their engagement in therapy and broad,
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community-based treatment programs. However, clinicians can also take a
preventive approach by helping in the identification of those who are at risk
for social-mobility hazards, and by consulting to institutions and
organizations who can significantly influence the social-mobility process.

Composition
In the study of composition, a population is broken into subpopulations,
based on the way individuals are distributed across status categories. One of
the most fundamental categories for demographers is age. It is important
because of its biological base and because of the major relationship that the
age structure of a population inevitably bears to the dynamic processes of
fertility and mortality. Figure 44-4 depicts the age distribution for the United
States for each decade between 1930 and 1970.
The half-pyramids clearly reflect the changes in the American age
structure which resulted from the decrease of fertility during the depression
years of the thirties, the increase in fertility as a result of the marriage and
baby “boom” of the late forties and fifties, and the declining fertility of the
sixties. As Bogue has said, this represents one of the most extraordinary
transformations of a population’s age structure ever to have occurred, apart
from the devastation of a population by war or large-scale migration. Such
change can occur only when there is widespread knowledge and use of
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methods of fertility control in a population.

Relevant Concepts
It is possible to determine the composition of a population with respect
to any of the statuses already mentioned in this chapter. This allows an
examination of the differential effect of each status category upon behavior,
especially that behavior which is important demographically. To illustrate, it
is possible to examine how religious status affects fertility, how marital status
affects mortality, how occupational status affects geographic mobility, and
how racial status affects status mobility. Of parallel interest is the
determination of how demographic behavior affects status distributions in
the population.

Figure 44-4.
The age structure of the United States for each decade 1930 to 1970.
Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
General Population Characteristics, 1970 Census, United States Summary,
PC(1)-B1.

At the psychological level, both the antecedents and consequences of
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population composition and its change are of interest. A complete discussion
of this subject would obviously be impossible in this chapter. Therefore, in
the following section, we will confine our attention to two areas of current
interest which illustrate the interaction of psychological variables and
population composition through the common factor of fertility behavior.
The distribution in a population of psychological traits or statuses is
another aspect of composition. Any of the psychological variables discussed
earlier in this chapter, which have an important relationship to one or more
of the demographically significant behavior areas, may be used for this type of
analysis. Thus, we could select such traits as intelligence, modernism, or need
for achievement and study the way these are distributed through a
population, and then the way subpopulations, grouped according to these
dimensions, behave demographically. Of particular interest to psychological
clinicians is the psychiatric status composition of a population and the way
psychiatric statuses differentially affect demographic behavior. We shall also
consider some examples of this in the next section.

Current Issues
Man’s growing ability to influence the phenotypal characteristics of his
offspring through gamete selection and modification illustrates how
psychological factors can affect population composition. The most imminent
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and potentially significant example of this type of influence lies in sex
preselection. Should this become technologically feasible within the next
decade, evidence regarding the current attitudes toward sex selection
suggests that a significant portion of the American population would
immediately accept and even use this procedure, and that eventually, with
public dissemination of information, it could gain widespread acceptance and
use. Considering the significant preference for male offspring, the option for
parents to choose the sex of their children would have major consequences
for family planning and composition. Markle estimates that the sex ratio
would change from 105 to 122 males born for every 100 females, a change
which would have an obvious cumulative effect upon the sex composition of
the United States’ population. Etzioni has discussed the societal consequences
of such a sex composition change, noting the potential effect of excess males
upon such activities as church attendance, criminal behavior, voting patterns,
marital behavior, and sexual behavior. Furthermore, it is quite possible that
there would be dynamic, compensatory changes in sex preferences which
would fluctuate with time as a result of the changing sex composition. This
process might result in fluctuations in the sex structure matching in
magnitude and significance the changes for age structure illustrated in Figure
44-4.
The effect of population composition on individual psychology can be
illustrated by the changes which will result from the current societal press for
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zero-population growth. The achievement by this country of a stationary
population, with little or no change in size, will be accompanied by a
significant change in age structure. The mean age will change from twentyeight to forty, the proportion of those under fifteen years from 30 to 20
percent and of those over sixty-five from xo to 20 percent. In short, the
population will be older. This will mean a shift in aggregate values, beliefs,
and behavioral traits away from those associated with youth toward those
dominant in mid- and late life. Individual behavior will be affected, generally
by modification of the predominant value system, and specifically by
alterations in the tempo of life, the rate of social change, the process of job
advancement, the importance of seniority, the nature of education, the types
of available recreation, etc.
A third and final compositional issue, of special significance to
psychological clinicians, involves the differential effects upon demographic
behavior of psychiatric status. It has been suggested that the community
mental-health

centers

and

other

psychiatric

agencies

have

some

responsibility for the fertility behavior of the psychiatric subpopulations
which they serve. It was argued that the center should provide case finding,
education, referral, and, in some cases, direct contraceptive aid as a form of
preventive psychiatric service. This argument may be extended for
psychiatric subpopulations to other forms of demographic behavior,
underscoring the importance of knowing more about the effect of psychiatric
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status on all of these behaviors. Unfortunately, relatively little systematic
work has been done in this area, and what has been done is difficult to
synthesize because of the different definitions of psychiatric status which
have been used. For example, some studies focus exclusively on that
subpopulation which has had a psychiatric hospitalization; others focus on
one which has had some form of psychiatric treatment; and others focus on
one which has a certain level of psychiatric impairment or symptomatology
irrespective of whether or not there has been a treatment contact.
In some of the earlier studies on the fertility of hospitalized mental
patients, this subpopulation was observed to have a lower overall fertility
than the general population. This relationship, however, may have been
confounded by the effects of marital status, since married women have
greater fertility but also have a lower rate of hospitalization for psychiatric
illness. Slater investigated the fertility of a large sample of male and female
psychiatric-clinic patients and inpatients in England. In this investigation, the
subpopulation was divided into diagnostic groups, i.e., those with
schizophrenia, manic depression, personality disorders, obsessional neurosis,
and other neuroses. For all diagnostic categories, the number ever married
was lower, and the number separated and divorced was greater than for the
general population. Furthermore, marital fertility for all diagnostic groups
was markedly depressed, compared with the general population.
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The mortality of the psychiatric population appears to be different from
the general population where information is available. There is some
evidence that suicide rates are higher among current and former mentalhospital patients. Within the psychiatric subpopulation, suicide rates are
highest among those with a diagnosis of depression. It may be that homicide
rates for psychiatric patients are higher, but evidence regarding this is
inadequate. The evidence is stronger regarding accident-death rates. For
example, the presence of severe psychopathology has been associated with
the occurrence of fatal auto accidents.' For all causes of death, evidence
indicates that psychiatric patients—both those hospitalized and, to a lesser
extent, those formerly hospitalized—have higher death rates, although the
responsible behavioral factors have not been well delineated.
Faris and Dunham were among the first to observe that psychiatric
status was affected by geographic distribution. They noted that the
subpopulation of individuals requiring hospitalization for a psychiatric
condition, specifically those diagnosed as schizophrenic, tended to be
concentrated in the more densely populated and socially disorganized central
city. They considered both a social causation and a social selection
hypothesis, and concluded that this concentration of schizophrenic patients
was caused by the social conditions in the central city and did not result from
the most disturbed psychiatric subpopulation drifting into those areas. In a
more contemporary study, Jaco also found a higher incidence of mental
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disorder in urban, as opposed to rural areas, although he did observe
extremely divergent rates between the two highly industrialized communities
within the overall area of study.
The effect of psychiatric status upon geographic mobility has yet to be
clearly delineated, mostly because only a few investigators have completed
studies which compare a migrant population with a nonmigrant population.
However, it appears that the relationship between psychiatric status and
geographic mobility depends upon the social norms governing migration. As
Sanua has suggested, in the United States and other countries where
geographic mobility is the norm and thus relatively easy, individuals may be
freer to express their psychopathology through moving. Regarding the effect
of psychiatric status upon the social mobility, as already cited, the evidence
indicates that the neurotic subgroup has a higher rate of upward movement
than the general population, and the psychotic subgroup a higher rate of
downward movement. Because of space considerations, other kinds of status
mobility will not be discussed here. However, it seems very likely that
psychiatric subpopulations are different from the general population in some
of these other areas, such as occupational or marital-status mobility, as well.

Modes of Professional Action
A great deal is unknown regarding the psychological antecedents and
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consequences of population composition and its change. Similarly, much is
unknown regarding the demographic behavior of psychiatric subpopulations.
Thus, one of the first orders of business is further investigation. Pending the
development of more information, the chief modes of professional action will
be the treatment and prevention services outlined in the previous sections
with regard to the specific categories of demographic behavior.

Final Comment
While the scope of this essay is admittedly very broad, it is hoped that
the general and sometimes abstract level of discussion will be compensated
for by assembling a large number of concepts and pieces of information which
heretofore have been considered separately but which are, in fact,
systematically and dynamically related. Treated in more detail, this subject
area can easily extend to several volumes. However, enough of the material
presented here is in its early development as to justify a limited,
comprehensive treatment in an effort to sketch the outlines of a single field of
study.
Such a field is a step in the direction of the integration of the life
sciences through a general-systems approach. Such an approach is essential
in the case of population problems because of the dynamic interplay of events
and processes, not only at the two levels under consideration—the
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demographic and the psychological—but also between these levels. In the
past, there has been a tendency for each level to be treated independently, as
a separate field. Hopefully, the importance of interlevel considerations has
been effectively demonstrated in the body of this essay.
In the next decade, government at all levels will be under increasing
pressure to develop and implement population policies designed to influence
the behavior of the public. Such policies will be strongly affected by
population theories and extant knowledge in the field. There are major
aspects of population policy which depend upon input at the psychological
level and the behavioral scientist who hopes to influence population policy
formation and implementation needs to be aware of the many interlevel
(psychological-demographic)

relationships.

Through

his

effective

participation in the solving of social and political problems made necessary
by growing population pressures, the quality of human life may be protected
and even enhanced.
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF’S CONCLUDING
REMARKS
Silvano Arieti
With this volume the second edition of the American Handbook of Psychiatry, comes
to a conclusion. A reading of its various tables of contents, or even a cursory perusal of
a few sections, is sufficient to reveal its scope and magnitude.
If for a few seconds we suspend our scientific judgment and give our human propensity
for metaphor free rein, what may come to mind is the building of a Medieval cathedral.
In this Handbook, as in the cathedral, many people from different fields participated.
They were united in the hard and long work by a common vision and aim, which we
hope has been achieved, of giving an adequate representation of contemporary
psychiatry. But here our metaphor ends. Instead of a unity of style and the allembracing synthesis of the cathedral, we have a wealth of styles, many approaches, and
a diversity of method with which to explore the human psyche and relieve its suffering.
When the first edition of the Handbook appeared in 1959, no comparable work existed
in the United States. Several textbooks of psychiatry, written by one or two authors,
had been published, but a handbook like the present one, the work of many
contributors, had not seemed feasible in the United States. This was not the case in
Germany, where the renowned handbook of psychiatry edited by Oswald Bumke had
remained the undisputed authority for several generations of psychiatrists. There was
an apparently logical reason why works of this type appeared possible in Germany but
not in the United States. Although minor dissident groups existed in Germany, the
majority of German psychiatrists belonged to a single school of thought, the
neuropsychiatric approach, which acquired prominence especially under the leadership
of Wilhelm Griesinger. Thus whatever was presented in a German textbook was more
or less consistent with this approach.
How could we achieve such consistency in America, where so many schools of
thought, so many approaches, so many treatments—often in theoretical opposition to
one another—were adopted? Were we to present so many disparate and controversial
points of view, would we not be in danger of confusing the student and discouraging
the beginner? Because this situation prevailed in American psychiatry, many teachers
and professionals used small textbooks by one or two authors, conceived within a
single frame of reference.
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The idea came to me that in the field of psychiatry the need to be consistent had to be
abandoned. It had to be replaced by the concept of plurality. All the reputable schools
of thought and therapeutic approaches should be presented to students and
professionals, who eventually would have to choose and pave their own ways either
toward eclecticism, plurality, or a given orientation. This idea, which seems so simple
as to be taken for granted today, was an innovation then. It also required openmindedness on the part of the publisher, Arthur Rosenthal, then president of Basic
Books to accept this editorial revolution. It was by 110 means a Copernican revolution,
but only an innovation that was immediately appreciated and very soon imitated. It is to
the merit of Mr. Rosenthal’s successor, Mr. Erwin Glikes, and to Mr. Herbert Reich,
Director of the Behavioral Sciences Program of Basic Books, that they have given their
full support to the preparation of the second edition with the same pioneering spirit and
for the readiness to accept the necessary expansion. The whole staff of Basic Books has
cooperated with unusual devotion. Special praise must go to Jamelia Saied, who as
staff editor of the entire project, has shown a rare degree of skill and dedication.
It would be redundant to enumerate here the innovations presented in the first edition. I
shall only mention a few of the new concepts introduced in this new edition. Among
the many foundations of psychiatry and several contributions from related fields,
Volume One offers, for the first time in a textbook of psychiatry, a detailed analysis of
the normal life cycle and its common, not necessarily pathological, vicissitudes.
Knowledge of the normal life cycle has always been taken for granted.
Thus a gap in the preparation of the psychiatrist has been perpetuated from generation
to generation. Volume Two, in addition to much enlarged sections on child and
adolescence psychiatry, offers extensive sections on new aspects of sociocultural and
community psychiatry. Volume Three, among the many other expanded presentations
of clinical entities, offers an unusual coverage of schizophrenia from genetic,
biochemical, psychodynamic, psycho-structural, pharmacological, and psychotherapeutic approaches. The affective psychoses are examined from a general
biological aspect as well as from a specific psychological one. Volume Four, in
addition to covering the usual organic psychiatric disorders, has a very informative
chapter on physical illness in relation to psychiatry and two chapters on the problem of
aphasia and its psychiatric implications. The section on psychosomatic medicine
describes many recent breakthroughs in that field. Volume Five reports the newest
findings in the ever-expanding field of drug therapy and a compendium of the various
types of psychotherapies from the classic psychoanalytic method to many new ones,
including brief psychotherapy. Finally, Volume Six opens new horizons, too many to
be mentioned here.
The amount of material in these six volumes is immense; yet some readers can
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justifiably point out that certain topics were left out. Omissions and selections are
unavoidable. Curiosities, or conditions or methods which have become obsolete or
which would interest only an infinitesimal part of the readership, have been left out.
Were we to include these areas, we would have been compelled to put together a work
almost of the size of the Encyclopedia Britannica, with unnecessary added cost for the
vast majority of readers. Others may wonder why we have not allotted more space to
neurological diseases accompanied by mental symptoms. In fact, the first edition had a
chapter on brain tumors, which has been omitted in the second. It was not the Editor’s
intention for the student to overlook the possibility of brain tumors in mental disorders,
but a short chapter on this and other organic subjects would not do justice to what is
better treated in neurological textbooks. The reader is alerted to the possibility of brain
tumors in Chapter 9 of Volume Four on focal lesions of the central nervous system and
in other chapters. On the whole, Part I of Volume Four, on organic conditions, has been
greatly expanded from what was presented in the first edition.
In a book of this size, and in a discipline like psychiatry where sharp demarcations are
not possible between one subject and another, some overlapping is unavoidable. We
have tried to keep it to a minimum. In some cases the apparent overlapping was
actually a way of offering more than one approach to very important subjects. For
instance, alcoholism is presented in Chapter 48 of Volume Two by Chafetz and
Demone; in Chapter 18 of Volume Three by Chafetz, Hertzman, and Berenson; and in
Chapter 14 of Volume Four by Mello and Mendelson. All aspects of alcoholism are
covered and different approaches described. Classic psychoanalysis is presented
separately by Drellich and Greenson in the two sections of Chapter 37 of Volume One,
and again by Nemiah in Chapter 9 of Volume Five. Aphasia is presented by Mohr and
Sidman, by Brown, and briefly by Benson and Geschwind.
Can we at this point give an answer to the question “Where do we go from here?”
What will psychiatry be in the future? The human being being what he is—-subject not
only to biological nature but to an environment that is rapidly changing its multiple
systems of symbols, feelings, and values—predictions are impossible except for the
immediate future. For us it will be sufficient to have given an adequate representation
of psychiatry in our own time.
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